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PREFACE.

In presenting our last Volume to the Public,

we had occasion to remark, that when the

Political Occurrences, and Official Documents of

the Year, were very numerous, we were una

voidably obliged toobliged to contract the Literary

Departments of the Work. But the events of

1803 , are of so much real importance and

dignity, and must be so interesting to our

readers at large, that we thought it right to

relate them in an historical form , and even to

omit the annual portion of our general history

of India, in order to give them place.

To insert both our account of the Mahratta

War, together with the large Appendix which

accompanies it , and the chapter of the history

A 3 accom
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of India, which we had prepared, would have

increased the volume, much beyond that cum

brous and inconvenient size to which we were

formerly censured for extending it.

Under these circumstances, therefore, it

appeared to us indispensable, to let the ancient

history give way to a narration of those splendid

events, in the glory of which so many of our

readers had participated, and about which the

public in general felt so lively an interest.

In the opinions which we have given of the

merits of the war, of its causes, and of its conse

quences, as well as of the conduct of the Marquis

Wellesley, and of the gallant officers who led

our armies to victory, we shall not, we trust; be

accused of partiality, or exaggerated commen

dation ; for we challenge the strictest scrutiny as

to the truth of the facts we have stated ; and the

simplest statement of these facts, must satisfy

every unbiassed mind, ofthejustness of those en

comiums, which not only our admiration, but

our judgment called upon us to bestow.

OfOf
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Of the calamitous warfare in which the

British government, in Ceylon, has unfortu

nately been embroiled, we have not given any

account ; because we have not yet obtained

all the documents requisite for the full develope

ment of all the causes which produced, and

all the circumstances which attended, our

operations against the king of Candy. In our

next volume, we shall lay before our readers,

a succinct, but complete narrative of the whole

of the Public Transactions in Ceylon , during the

years 1802, 1803 , and 180-4 . We however

think it right to apprize our readers, that this

postponement can in no way affect our account

of the continental affairs of India, with which the

war in Ceylon is not in any manner connected, the

latter place being a distinct government, under

the crown, and wholly independent of the

power and control of the Company, as well as of

the authority of the governor-general of India .

We shall also have occasion , in our next

volume, to give an account of the recent ope

rations against Holkar, the Mahratta chief.

In
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In the Miscellaneous Tracts, we have in

serted many scarce, and some original articles,

respecting the Mahrattas, so as to make our

readers as much acquainted as possible with the

manners, character, and history of a people with

whom the interests of our Indian empire are

now so intimately connected.

In the whole of the departments of the

volume, we have studied, as usual, to furnish the

public with useful information : and on the

maritime Commerce of Bengal, and on ship

building in India, some original communications

will be found , which throw an entirely new

light on these important and interesting

subjects.
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THE MAHRATTA WAR . 1

The ORIGIN, PROGRESS, and TERMINATION of the late WAR

between the BRITISH GOVERNMENT in INDIA, and the MAHRATTA

PRINCES, DOWLUT RAO SCINDEAH , and RAGOJEE BOUNSLA.

Tae late rupture between our government, in India , and the Mahratta

princes, arose from a combination of various circumstances, which shall be

fully explained . But in order to enable our readers to understand the na

ture , and appreciate the importance of those circumstances, it is essential

to describe the actual state of the Malıratta empire previous to the com

mencement of hostilities, as well in regard to its geographical position

and physical force, as to its military resources and political relations.

The empire of the Mahrattas comprehends all the western provinces

of the Deccan, which lie between the rivers Narbudda and Krisna ;

the province of Berar in the interior, that of Cuttack on the eastern

coast of the peninsula, and the whole of western Hindustan, excepting

Moultan , the Punjab, and Sirhind . These extensive territories are

bounded on the north by the mountains of Sewalic , which separate

them from Sirinagar and Cashmir ; on the north -east by Rohilcund and

Oude ; on the east by the British provinces of Benares, Behar, Bengal,

part of Orissa, the bay of Bengal, and the northern Sircars ; on the

south by the dominions of the Subahdar of the Deccan , the rivers Krisna

and Tumbudra ; on the west by that part of the Indian ocean which

divides India from Africa ; and on the north -west by the sandy deserts

of Moultan, the river Sursootee , and the province of Sirhind. The

greatest length of the Mahratta dominions, from Delhi in the northern,

to the river Tumbudra in the southern extremity, is 970 British miles ;

and the extreme breadth from east to west, where they stretch across the

peninsula, from the bay of Bengal to the gulph of Cambey, is 900 British

miles . This inmense tract of country contains the provinces of Delhi,

Agra, Ajmere, Malwa, Gujerat, Candeis, Baglana , Visiapur ; the

Konkan, Berar, Cuttack, and part of Dowlatabad . Of these provinces

Delhi, Agra , part of Malwa, Gujerat, Candeis, Baglana and Visiapur,

are highly fertile and populous, yielding abundance of the finest grain ,

thronged with towns and villages, and enriched by a busy internal

commerce. The other provinces of the empire are not only less pro

ductive, but much less disposed by nature for cultivation and improve

Vol . 5 . ment,a
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ment . Lofty' ridges of mountains and vast sterile vales, sometimes co

vered with wood , form the most prominent features of their local sce

nery. They are consequently thinly inhabited ; but the inhabitants ,

partaking of the nature of the soil , are hardy, robust, and intrepid.

The whole population of the Mahratta empire may be computed at

about forty millions. This population is composed of different nations,

and of various tribes, of whom nine tenths are Hindus, and the rest

Musslumans. The nation from which the empire derived its origin ,

and takes its name, occupies the province of Baglana, the northern part

of Visiapur, and the mountainous districts of Dowlatabad and Berar.

These parts of the country formed one of the grand divisions of ancient

Hindustan , described by the Hindu geographers, and called in

Puranas, Maharastra ; by which name its inhabitants are likewise desig

nated . The ancient Maharastras were a pastoral people ; who, like the

Tartar hordes, united the business of war and plunder to the occupa

tion of shepherds ; and the modern Mahrattas, though in some res

pects more civilized , still inherit the warlike and predatory spirit of

their ancestors. This spirit, directed by the talents of some distin

guished chieftains, has, in the course of one hundred and sixty years,

raised them from the obscurity of freebooters, to be one of the most

powerfiul nations in Asia .

Fortunately, however, for the independence of neighbouring states,

the power of this great empire is divided amongst five princes, who,

though united together in one general confederacy, under an acknow

ledged superior, have, nevertheless, not only separate, but rival in

terests ; and are in the constant practice of supporting against each

other, by force of arms, their private and individual views. The

supremacy of the constituted head of the empire is in reality merely

nominal; for as he is the weakest of the five princes, his authority ,

in all state questions of importance, is not only disregarded but opposed ;

unless his decision be suitable to the particular interests of each of

the others. Even union against foreign aggression, which was the

original, and is now the only remaining principle of this singular con

federation , has been gradually so much weakened, that it is extremely

doubtful whether it could be now revived by any thing short of a

general invasion of the whole empire . Except, in such an event, the

principal states, so powerful in theniselves, and so independent of each

other, could have no common interest to unite them . That sentiment

of

.
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of attachment arising from the same religious and civil institutions,

the same language, and habits, and the same love of conquest and

depredation , must now be almost extinguished . Had that sentiment

existed in its original force, a prince endowed with so much sagacity,

and possessed of so much power as Holkar, would not have suffered

his general rivalship, much less his recent enmity with Scindeah, to

subdue all his native feelings, and to induce him to remain an inactive

spectator of the march of a British army into the heart of the empire,

and the hereditary dominions of his countrymen . The cautious and

strict neutrality which he observed on this occasion , clearly demon

strates, that he felt as little sympathy for the cause of the confederates,

as for that of the sovereign head of the empire, which the English had

espoused ; and that he was influenced by no public sentiments whatever,

but those which a dread of the English arms, a prudent regard for his

own security, and a view of bis personal interests , inspired.

Were it not for this disunion amongst these princes, their collective

military strength and resources would be extremely formidable .

The efficient force of their combined armies amounts to 210,000

cavalry , and 96,000 infantry ; of this force, thewhole of the infantry, and

about three fourths of the cavalry, are kept in a constant state of rea

diness to march against an enemy. The infantry is chiefly officered by

Earopean adventurers ; and in the service of Scindeah , the bat

talions are accoutred, formed , and brigaded, nearly in the same

manner as the native regiments in the British Indian army. To the

different bodies of infantry there is aitached very large trains of artillery,

well appointed and served ; and , at the commencement of the late war,

the pieces of ordnance attached to Scindeal's brigades amounted to

464. *

The cavalry is divided into four distinct classes ; namely, the body

guards of the princes ; the troops furnished by the Silladars, or armour

bearers ; the volunteers , who find their own horses, arms, and accou

trements ; and the pindarens, or maraudars, who serve without pay,

and subsist entirely by plunder. This last class , however , is composed of

so licentious and ungovernable a rabble , that it is not now employed in

a 2 the

See in the Appendix to this account, the estimate of Scindeal's regular in.

fantry, drawn up from official documents and other authentic sources of in

formation
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the armies of the principal chieftians. None of the classes, except the

body guards, are under any regular discipline ; the troopers are not en

listed for any stated period ; and , except mounting the piquet guards in

camp, the cavalry do no duty but in the day of battle. These irre

gularities, together with the circumstance of the whole of the cavalry

being very badly paid!, encourage the native predatory disposition of the

Mahratta people, and obstruct their advancement in civil life, as well as

in military discipline.

Their horses, which are partly reared in their own provinces, and partly

brought from Candahar and Tibet, are remarkable for their hardiness,

activity, and speed ; and there are no people in the world who are more

skilful in the breeding of that animal, or who attend to it with such

unreniitting industry. The Mahrattas are thus accustomed , from their

infancy, to the use and management of horses ; and hence arises that

extraordinary dexterity m horsemanship , which their trooper's so often

display . *

The resources of the Mahratta states are amply sufficient to maintain

a still larger military establishment, even regularly paid, and systema

tically constituted. Froiu docuinents in our possession , it appears, on

a moderate estimate, that the collective revenues of the empire amount,

on an arerage of seven years, tu sbout seventeen millions sterling. As

these revenues are alınost entirely derived from the land rents , of

which they are a fuurih part, and as the whole of the land rents are

solely at the dis ; rosal of the' several sovereign cliefs, it is evident , that

they might, under any well-regulated financial system , furnish supplies

for any exigency of war, or other public contingency , however great.

But the barbarous policy of those chiefs, in regard to their revenues;

the axaricious principles oa which it is founded, and the insatiable ra

pacity with which it is pursued , blasts all the natural advantages of

their fertile provinces, and too frequently exhibits the deplorable and

singular spectacle of a famine, in the midst of a country producing

three crops -of grain in the year . Every Mahratta prince, and

every jaghirdar or military chief in the empire, has a kajana, or collec

tion of treasure , consisting of specie and jewels, which is lodged

in

It is foreign to our purpose, in this place, to enter into any detail of the mic

litary institutions of the Mahrattas ; but we refer our readers to an interestint

paper on this subject, in our Register, Vol. I. Miscellaneous Tracts, p.121.
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in a secret depository within the walls of a strong fortress, often erected

for the purpose, on one of the most inaccessible mountains in his do

minions. This private treasure, as it is the first and never -ceasing object

of his ambition to increase, so it is his greatest pride to defènd. To

gratify this sordid desire, he levies extraordinary contributions on his

cwn subjects ; and, as they seldom pay the revenue regularly, or indeed

without compulsion, he makes their irregularity, which is partly occa

sioned by his extortion , a pretext for robbing them of the whole of

their moveable property. No want of money for supporting a war,

even in defence of his own territory, ever induces a Mahratta chief to

supply the deficiency from his private treasury ; the loss of which would

be to him a much niore grievous calamity than the subjugation of his

country . The hill -forts, or castles , in which these private treasures are

deposited , are impregnable to any native force ; and some of them are

so situated on the tops of immense rocks , surrounded by fastnesses, that

they seem capable of resisting the utmost efforts of European skill

and valour. To these forts, therefore , the Mahratta chiefs generally

retreat, when they have sustained a complete defeat in the field, and

see no probability of being able to rally their forces, and to maintain a

successful contest with the enemy. As some of the chiefs are every

year engaged in a war of conquest, of plunder, or of defence , the

peasantry , who have been stripped of the produce of their industrious

labours , in order to carry it on , are driven by actual want to take

up arms, and join the army as a means of support. Every province in

the empire is in its turn subjected to a compulsory impost, or in other

words, to a sort of legal robbery ; and its inhabitants are consequently

reduced to this necessity of becoming soldiers. Hence a spirit of depre

dation is diffused amongst the people, which naturally begets a passion

for warlike enterprize ; hence, in the participation of the spoils of an

enemy, the peasantry lose the remembrance of the sufferings they

endured in their agricultural occupations ; and hence all the different

nations composing this vast empire, have become familiarized to milie

tary habits , and to all the difficulties and dangers of warfare .

It is these circumstances , together with the arrangement and disci

pline recently introduced amongst the Mahrattas, by European adven

turers, unaided by any advantage arising from the constitution of the

imperial government, which constitutes their military strength. That

constitution now exists only in theory and name. It was originally

u3 formed
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formed by a combination of fortuitous circumstances, which we shall

proceed to explain .

The Mahratta tribes were first formed into a nation between the

the years 1660 and 1670, by Sevajee, a man of an enterprizing and

aspiring mind, who was a descendant of the rajahs of Chittore, the

most ancient of the Hindu princes in the Deccan . ' The father of

this celebrated chief was a general in the service of the Mussul

man prince Ibrahim Adil Shah , sovereign of Beejapur, from whom he

had obtained in perpetual sovereignty the principality of Sattarah , be

sides a valuable jaghir in the Carnatic. To these possessions, as well as

to his father's military honours, Sevajee succeeded ; but, disdaining to

be the subject of a mussulman prince, and availing himself of the

convulsions by which the kingdom of Beejapur was at that time agi

tated , he threw off his allegiance , and declared himself an independent

prince. The Mahratta hordes were then scattered over the provinces

of Baglana, Candeis, and Berar ; part of them lived in a state of

barbarous independence, and part were employed as mercenaries in the

armies of the mussulman princes of the Deccan , and their Hindu tribu

taries. But, in the course of a few years, they were almost all collected

under the standard of Sevajee, to which they were at once allured by

the renown of his military talents, by the prospects of conquest and

plunder which he held out, and by the circumstance of his being himself

a Mahratta . Nor were they disappointed in the flattering hopes they

entertained . After many changes of fortune, and various successes

obtained over the veteran armies of the Mogul emperor Aurungzebe,

on the one side , and the disciplined forces of the Portuguese on the

other, Sevajee founded a powerful monarchy ; the territories of which

extended along the sea coast, from Surat to the Portuguese districts in

the neighbourhood of Goa, comprehending the provinces of Baglana,

Ahmednaghur, Konkan , and part of Visiapur. He governed his con

quered dominions on the same principles , and according to the same

laws and ordinances which had been previously established in his here

ditary principality of Sattarah , and which, like those of other Hindu

monarchies, were perfectly absolute and despotic. He continued to call

himself the rajah of Sattarah, and to hold his seat of government in

that city . In A. D. 1680, Sevajee died , and was succeeded by his son

Sambajee, who, though assailed at once by a domestic faction , and the

powerful hostility of Aurungzebe, maintained his authority and pre

served
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served the integrity of his dominions. After a reign of nine years he

was assassinated by some emissaries of Aurungzebe's, and was suc

ceeded by his son Sabajee. From the imbecility of this prince , and the

political talents and address of his minister Ballajee, the authority and

power of the peishwah arose . That minister having gained a complete

ascendancy over the mind of his master, led him by degrees into the

persuasion , that his government would derive additional power and dig

nity by appointing him minister for life, with the title of pieshwah , or

supreme magistrate, and by delegating to him the civil authorities of

the state . Ballajee was accordingly invested with these high powers, and

thenceforward all financial regulations and civil details of government

were issued by hiin . The artful and cautious policy of this political

adventurer so firmly established the power of his family, that on his

death his eldest son , Bajee Rao, succeeded to the office of peishwah with

out opposition . This aspiring youth inherited the talents and energy , as

well as the office and dignities of his father ; but, possessing a more ad

venturous ambition , he in effect usurped the whole powers of the govern

ment.

After securing the fidelity of the military chieftains and commanders,

he fixed his place ofresidence at Poon established a court, and inves

ted himself with every regal insignia ; he then persuaded Sahojec, who

was in the decline of life , to avoid the bustle of public business, by con

fining himself within the walls of his capital of Sattarah , where he spent

the remainder of his days in total inactivity, and where his descendants

have regularly succeeded to his title and dignities, as nominal sovereigns

of the Mahratta empire, though actually kept by the peishwah ' in a

state of imprisonment in their own palace. Whilst Bajee Rao, the

pieshwah, was engaged in these transactions, he neglected not to prose

cute , with correspondent vigour, that system of predatory warfare, which

constituted the power of his nation . During the time which elapsed bee '

tween the elevation of Ballajee, and the completion of Bajee Rao's usur

pation, the Mahrattas had extended their dominion over the finest pro

vinces of Hindustan, excepting Bengal and Behar ; so that the whole of

the western part of the continent of India , from the confines of Agra , to

the river Krisna, formed one vast empire, of which the peishwah , as the

representative of the rajah of Sattarah , was acknowledged as the supreme

head.

Yet,
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Yet , notwithstanding this acknowledgment, the military chieftains

naturally viewed the conduct of Bajee Rao with a jealous and envi

ous eye ; and encouraged by his example , established independent princi

jalties. Ragnjee Boon - la , the ancestor of the present rajah of Berar ,at

that tiineluli, ar commander in chief of the forces, had received from

the rajah of Saturals, the province of Berar in jaghir, as a reward for his

en sent services ; and having in his own hands the power of asserting

his independence, he converted his jaghir into a separate state, admit

ing only the political authority of the peishwah .

Mular Rao Holkar, another military chieftain , who had received a

portion of Malwa in jaghir, founded a considerable principality in that

province .

The remainder of that province , together with the whole of the Can

deis, which had been granted in jaghir to Ranojee Scindiah , was formed

into a powerful state by that distinguished warrior.

The fertile province of Gujerat was usurped by the family of Guikwar ,

who had contributed in an eminent degree to establish the fame of the

Malıratta arms, and who had in consequence obtained some valuable and

extensive grants.

Hence the government of the Nlabratta state in the course of twenty

five years underwent a complete change. From a simple monarchy, as

established by Sevajee , it had now become a confederation of powerful .

chieftains, all independent of each other, but all acknowledging a sort

of nominal and honorary fealty to be due to the descendants of Sevaječ

on the throne of Sattarah , and respecting the office of peishwali, as the

legitimate executive authority of the empire . In the intercourse between

the peishwah and his nominal sovereign , every form and ceremony of

respect is observed . On the succession ofa peishwah , he receives the dress

of honour from the Rajah of Sattarah , before he enters on the adminis

tration of his government; and, when he wishes to command the army

in person , he solicits an audience of leave from the sovereign before he

takes the field .

By this arrangement of political power, and the forms with which it is

administered , the Mahratta empire has, in its foreign as well as domestic

relations, been considered as a confederation of princes, of which the peish

wah is the acknowledged head . All negotiations with foreign states , in

the name of the empire, have been carried on through the peishwah , in

whon there is vested a sort of implied authority to conclude treaties and

engagements ;

!
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engagements ; although, since the death of Bajee Rao, no peishwah has

ventured to conclude any treaty with a foreign power, affecting the ge

neral interests of the empire, without the express concurrence of all the

principal chieftains. In effect, the exercise of such an arbitrary autho

rity on the part of the peishwah, would not only be utterly useless, but cer

tainly destructiye to his power . But , with the consent and approbation of

the other chieftains, treaties with foreign states have been concluded by

the peishwah , as the official organ of the Mahratta empire. On the

other hand , engagements with other nations that only involve his own ,

interests , and those of subordinate military tributaries, the peishwah has

always exercised the right of contracting, without any reference what

ever to the more powerful chieftains; whilst these chieftains have uni

formly exercised a similar right, and each of them has formed alliances,

and made peace and war, as it suited his own separate views.

A brief account of the negotiations and treaties carried on ard con

cluded between the English government, and the different Mahratta

states , will best illustrate the peculiar nature of their political relations ,

and at the same time unfold the circumstances which gradually led to

the recent contest, of which it is our main object to give a faithful com

pendium .

Since the first establishment of the Mahratta power, it has always been

the policy of the servants of the English Company, in India , to maintain

a friendly intercourse with the supreme chief of that nation . In the

year 1674, the presidency of Bombay sent a deputation to Sevajee, who

in consequence granted the English permission , not only to trade to the

ports on the Mahratta coast, but to carry on a commercial intercourse

with the principal marts in the interior of his dominions. These privi

leges the English continued to enjoy, under the immediate successors of

Sevajee ; and after the usurpation of Bajee Rao, they were allowed to

keep a commercial resident at the peishwah's capital . From that pe

riod , until the year 1739, the views of the English Company on the

western side of India, appear to have been confined to mercantile objects,

In that year, the conquest of the island of Salsette, and the port of Bas

sein , from the Portuguese, by the peishwah , awakened the fears of the

Bombay government ; and first suggested the notion of obtaining pos

session of these places, in order to secure their own island, in the event

of a rupture with the court of Poonah . The island of Bombay, at that

time totally unproductive, received its principal and only regular supplies

from
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from Salsette and Bassein, both of which are conveniently situated within

a few hours' sail of its shores. Whilst, therefore, the Bombay government

more than ever felt the benefitofthe peishwah's friendship , they strenuously

recommended it to the Court of Directors, to empower them to embrace

the first favourable opportunity, of obtaining the sovereignty of Salsette ,

by whatever means existing circumstances might require. To this recom

mendation the directors willingly attended : but, though some applica

tions were accordingly made to the court of Poonah, a period of thirty

years elapsed before any decisive step was taken for the attainment of the

object in view . The civil dissentions which had for ten years distracted

the Mahratta states burst out in the year 1773 , with rancorous vio

lence, in consequence of the murder of the peishwah Narrain Rao , at

the instigation of his uncle , Ragonat Rao, vulgarly called Ragolah.

The governor and council of Bombay availed themselves of these

family feuds; and when the ministers of the peishwah took up arms to

secure the succession of the infant son of Narrain , Ragonat dispatched an

envoy to Bombay, to solicit the active support of the English. The envoy

represented to the council , that his master was totally innocent of the

murder of his nephew , that the child , whom his enemies had made peish ,

wah , was illegitimate , and that Ragonat, therefore, was the legal suc

sessor .

The Bombay council gave him implicit credit for the truth of this state

ment, and readily espoused the cause of Ragonat , on condition of his

ceding to the English Company, in perpetual sovereignty, the islands of

Salsette and Caranjah, and the port of Bassein . To this condition he

assented after a tedious negotiation . These places were in consequence

soon reduced to subjection ; a strong force was sent from Bombay

against Baroach ; which, after the reduction of that fortress, joined

Ragonat, then at the head of 40,000 horse. A junction being thus formed

between the English forces and those of Ragonat, a series of successes

were obtained over the army of the peishwah, though strengthened by

auxiliaries from all the principal chiefs of the Mahratta empire .

The supreme government at Calcutta , however, totally disapproved of

the treaty concluded by the Bombay council with Ragonat ; special or

ders were dispatched for the British troops to withdraw from the alliance ;

and Colonel Upton was deputed from the governor -general to the minis ,

ters of the peishwah, for the specific purpose of negotiating an imme

diate treaty of peace. A treaty was accordingly concluded on the 1st of

March , 1776, at Poorundar, between the English Company and the

Poonah
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Poonah ministers, in the name of the infant peishwah ; by which the

treaty between the Company and Ragonat was annulled, but the former

retained possession of Salsette, and were not only confirmed in the sove

reignty of the town and fortress, but obtained the cession of the whole

district ( Purgunnah) of Baroach . Yet , before the stipulations of this

treaty were carried into effect, the intrigues of the French agent at Poo

nah , Chevalier St. Luben , the encouragement he met with from Na

nah Furnarees, the peishwah's chief minister, and the probability which

then appeared of a war between France and England, induced the gover

nor-general of the British Provinces to adopt measures calculated to

counteract, if not to destroy, the French influence at the court of Poo

nah . These measures , though perhaps in some points well conceived ,

were certainly not effectuated with the happiest address . After much

discussion and many threats , the French influence still prevailed. Na

nah ,with the concurrence of Scindeah and Holkar, declined entering into

any positive stipulations with the British government, that would in rea

lity obstruct the views of France in India ; and the negotiation with the

English resident at Poonah broke off, without any one point being

gained, except the friendly dismissal of St. Luben , who acreed to retire

to the Portuguese settlement of Demaun, where, in fact , he carried on his

intrigues with more secrecy, and not less effectually than he did at

Poonah. In this state of things the Bombay government, sanctioned by

the supreme council at Calcutta, had recourse to the miserable policy of

forming another alliance with Ragonat, whose cause the supreme coun

cil had before thought it so unjust to espouse , and whoin they had con

sequently abandoned. As a condition of this alliance Ragonat, indeed ,

consented to send letters to all the chiefs and principal leaders in the

Mahratta confederacy , declaring that he had no other view, but to take

the administration of the Poonah government out of improper hands,

and to exercise the regency during the minority of the young peishwah :

but in his treaty with the Bombay government, he still insisted that the

young peishwah was a spurious child , and expressly stipulates, that in

case he can substantiate this allegation , he shall either be at full liberty to

a -sume in his own right the rank and title of peishwah, or that a parti

tion be made both of the government and territories of the peishwah ,

in conformity with the Hindu law of succession . The warlike opera

tions which followed this treaty are well known .

The march of the Bombay army towards Poonah, accompanied by

Ragonat,
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Ragonat, and about three thousand followers ; the circumstance of that

army being surrounded by the confederate forces of the peishwah

and Mahajee Scindealı ; the unequal conflict which it gailanily main

tained for some time; the convention that its conmanders signed at

Worgaum , by which the English troops were allowerl to return to Bom

bay , on the condition of ceding all the possessions that had been obtained

from the Mahrattas since the death of Madar- Rao, of delivering up

Ragonat to Scindeah, and of leaving two English officers as hostages ; the

consequent return of that unfortunate army ; the indecision and oscil

Jation which marked the conduct of the Bombay government on that

occasion ; the measures adopted by the supreme council at Calcutta ;

their ultimate determination not to fulfil the stipulations of the con

vention of Worgaum ; the negotiation opened with Boonsela, the Rajah

of Berar, for the purpose of detaching him from the views of the council

of Poonah , by holding out the lure of supporting his hereditary claim

to the throne of Sattarah ; the march of the Bengal army, under General

Goldard , through Bundilcund to Surat; his alliance with Futty Sing

Guikwar ; and finally , the general war with the whole Mahratta con

federation , excepting that chief and Boonsela, in which the English

became involved ,---altogether form a series of most interesting events,

of which, though they have never yet been related and explained to the

public with the spirit and impartiality of history , it would be inconsistent

with our present purpose to give any narration . It is only necessary in

this place to state, that the results of these events were, in the first place,

the conclusion of a separate peace , and a treaty of alliance and friendship

between the English and Mahajee Scindeah , and , in the next place , a

general pacification with the peishwah and the Mahratta empire,

effected through the mediation of that prince . The treaty with Scin.leah

was negotiated by Colonel Muir, and signed in October 1781 ; and the

treaty with the peishwah and the empire was negotiated by Mr. David

Anderson on the of the English , and by Scindeah on the part of the

Mahrattas : it was signed at Salby , in May 1782 , and ratified by the con

tracting parties in December following . By this treaty the English

restored notonly all the conquests (which were considerable) they had made

during the war, but also those places of which they had obtained pos

session since the treaty concluded with Colonel Upton, at Poorundar. The

islands of Salsette and Caranjah, and the city of Baroach , which had

been ceded to the English by that treaty, were confirmed to them

part

in
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in perpetual sovereignty : But the revenues of the pergunnah of Ba

roach , which by Upton's treaty had been assigned to the Company, were

now relinquished , as the treaty specifies, " at the request of Scindeah ."

The districts in the Gujerat , which had been ceded to the English by the

Guikwar fanzily, were likewise restored, partly to that family, and

partly to the peishwah . The English engaged to abandon the cause of

Ragonat for ever ; and, if after the expiration of four months from the

date of the treaty, he did not surrender himself to the peishwah or to

Scindeah , he was to receive neither assistance , nor support of any sort

from the English.

The peishwah engaged on his part not to suffer any European nation

to establish factories in the Mahratta dominions, nor even any to be re

tained there , excepting those which the Portuguese already possessed ;

and further he engaged not to hold any intercourse of friendship with

any other European nation . This treaty was , at the special request of

the contracting parties, guaranteed by Scindeah ; who, by a separate

and secret arrangement, obtained for himself, from the English, the

session of the city of Baroach .

Nothing can more strikingly illustrate the peculiar nature of the

Maliratta confederation, than this compact with the English , and the

negotiation by which it was formed . In the preamble of the treaty, it

is intitled , “ A treaty of Perpetual friendship and alliance between

the English Company and the Peishwah ;” and it is stated to have been

settled by Maha Rajah Scindeah, &c . &c . as plenipotentiary on the part

of the peishwah , of Nana Furnavees, ( the acting minister, or rather

regent during the minority of the peishwah ) and of the whole of the

chiefs of the Mahratta nation . Yet in this very treaty it is expressly

stated , that its stipulations bave been agreed on “ through the mediation

of Scindeah ;” and further, “ that both the contracting parties having

the fullest confidence in that chief, they have requested him to be the

mutual guarantee for the perpetual and invariable adherence of both

parties to the conditions therein specified. So that, in negotiating this

treaty , Scindeah acted in two distinct capacities, which we believe will

not be found united in the same person in the history of any other

nation . He appears as the minister plenipotentiary of all the chiefs of

the Mahratta empire, and of the peishwalı, as the supreme head of that

empire , and at the same time as an independent prince , sufficiently

powerful both to be the mediator in a difference between two great

nations,
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nations, and the guarantee for the performance of a treaty of peace

between those nations , which treaty he had himself negotiated. Be

sides, as a chief of the Mahratta empire, Scindeah was ostensibly a

constituent part of that government, which was one of the contracting

parties in this treaty that he was solicited to guarantee; but individually ,

he was the master of a powerful state, and had , the preceding year, con

cluded with the English a separate treaty of peace , friendship, and

alliance. Hence then our readers will be able to form a competent

notion of the singular character of the Mahratta people , and of the ano

molous polity by which they are governed .

From the conclusion of the treaty of Salbey , until the year 1789 , 110

political transaction of importance took place between the British govern

ment and the peishwah. But he war with Tippoo Sultaun , which

commenced in that year, induced Marquis Cornwallis, then governor

general, to form a new treaty of defensive alliance with the Mahratta

empire ; and a treaty was accordingly concluded with the peishwah , at

Poonah, on the 1st of June, 1790. But though this treaty was ratified

by the peishwah, ostensibly in the name of the empire at large, yet, as

it contained no express reference to any of the subordinate princes, it

was not in fact considered as binding on them . Consequently the

English , in the course of the war, received no as nce from the

Mahrattas, except from the peishwah in his separate individual capacity,

as a prince of the empire ; and from the military tributaries immediately

subject to his power. Neither Scindeah nor Boonsela were parties to

that alliance ; and the former, indeed, was not only hostile to its

principles and objects, but, at the termination of the war in 1792,

even avowed his line of policy so far, as to march an army towards

Poonah , which circumstance was , in fact , a plain indication of his inten

tion to control the authority of the peishwah, and thereby counteract

the growing influence of the British government at the court of Poonah .

The peishwah, however, became a party to the treaty of Seringapatam ,

without consulting either Mahajee Scindeab, or any of the other chief

tains of the Mahratta empire, as to the policy of that important arrange

ment, which established a new balance of power in Hindustan . In the

consequent division which took place of Tippoo Sultan's territories and

treasures, the peishwah obtained a considerable accession to his heredi

tary dominions, together with a large sum of money .

Ot the right of the peishwah to conclude such engagements, and to

receive

he
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receive such acquisitions, without the advice , participation , or concur

rence of the great chieftains of the empire, there can be no doubt, for

it has never been called in question, even by Scindeah and Holkar,

who were the most jealous of the manner in which it was exercised .--

It cannot , therefore, be denied , that the policy pursued by the Marquis

Corwallis, in entering into these treaties with the peishwah , was strictly

just ; and, although the alliance then formed with the British

government certainly had an evident tendency to excite the jea

lousy of those chiefs, because it interfered with the exercise of that

undue control which they were ambitious of obtaining over the coun

cils of the peishwah ; yet it was, in reality, calculated to preserve tho

integrity of the Mahratta empire against the insatiable rapacity and

domineering ambition, which characterized their policy . From that

period, however, until the death of Mahajee Scindeah, in Feb. 1794,

the secret hostility of that prince to the views of the English gradually

increased ; and his adopted son and successor, the present Dowlut Rao

Scindeah , imbibed the same spirit , and followed up the same policy,

with all the sanguine impetuosity of youth, though not with equal

sagacity and judgment. Mahajee Scindeah had, at the period of his

death , rendered himself, not only the most powerful chieftain of the

Mahratta empire, but the most formidable prince in northern Hindus

tan . He had raised himself to this preeminence by the enterprizing

vigour.of his mind, by the establishment of a regular army, formed

and disciplined on the European system , and by the extensive conquests

which he was thereby enabled to make . The declining fortunes of the

house of Timur, the 'political incapacity of the reigning emperor,

Shah Allum, and the temporary usurpation of the imperial sceptre,

by Gholaum Kadir, in the name of Jehan Shah, presented to Maha

jee, in 1788-9, a variety of circumstances highly favourable to the

prosecution of his projects, and the elevation of his military character,

Through these circumstances,*he obtained possession in 1790 of the person

ofthe Moghul emperor, of the cities of Delhi and Agra , with the districts

appertaining to them , of the principal part of the valuable province of

the Du-aab , situated between the rivers Ganges and Jumna, and before

1794, actually extended his sovereignty over the extensive provinces of

Sirhind and Jallingdar, as far as Sultaanpoor, and the banks of the Byah

river .

• The oriental scholar will find them detailed in the interesting narrative of

Syad Rezza Khan ; and we recommend our English readers to consult Franklin's

History of Shah Allum .
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river. The commanding attitude which this vast accession of territory

and revenue enabled him to assume in the politics of India , gave him

the preponderating influence at the court of Poonah ; so that the treaty

of alliance between the British government and the prishwah, which

Marquis Cornwallis so judiciously planned and contracted , was on the

part of the peishwah never afterwards put in force.

The military establishment to which Scindeah was indebted for the

success of his enterprizes, was planned, formed , and disciplined by M.

De Boigne,* a native of Savoy , who entered his service in 1784.

During the period of Mahajee's conquests in Northern Hindustan ,

this establishment consisted of eighteen battalions of regular infantry ,

forined into brigades, officered by European adventurers, chiefly French

men, and attended by a train . of well- appointed artillery , and a body

of cavalry, disciplined on the European system . Of this army De

Boigne obtained the command, together with the assignment of the

revenues of several valuable districts in the conquered provinces,

for its support. These revenues amounted to one million , six hundred

ánd thirty -two thousand pounds sterling; which enabled De Boigne to

pay with a regularity and exactness before unknown in the

service of an Asiatic prince. And such was the confidence reposed by

Mahajee in his European general, that he allowed the revenues of the

Jeidad , (the Persic name of this military assignment,) to be collected

by De Boigne's officers ; and , as a reward for his eminent services, he

granted him a valuable jaghir, that is , an assignment of the revenues

of certain districts, for his personal use. In addition to the power which

he derived from these grants, he had the sole command of the con

quered provinces, and had, consequently, included in his charge, the

city of Delhi, (the capital of the Moghul empire,) and the person of the

unfortunate emperor. He derived further authority from the circum

stance of Mahajee having induced the emperor to constitute the peish

wah his Vakacl-al Mutulik, or regent of the empire, and to appoint him

his deputy ; so that by this means, the affairs of the provinces'actually

conquered from the Moghul, were still administered in his name, and

De Boigne's army was called the imperial army, and himself a servant

and subject of the emperor. Hence De Boigne, in fact, possessed

much of the power and authority of a sovereign prince, which the

death

his army

+

* See a short account of this gentleman in the biographical department of this

volume, and some further notice of him in our Review of a pamphlet on the

Mahratta war.
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the death of Mahajee in 1794, tended to strengthen , and who after

wards exercised with a very absolute sway, and with little reference

to his master Dowlut Rao Scindeah .

Before his return to Europe, in 1788, he constructed a foundery, for

the casting of iron cannon , increased his artillery to the number of 120

pieces of iron , andupwardsof 150 pieces of brass ordnance, augmented his

regular infantry to the number of 38,000 men , and his cavalry to 8,000 ,

and he retained in his service above 300 Europeans, of whom about 30

were British subjects, and the remainder French, Germans, and Swiss.

Upon his resignation, he was succeeded in his military command, au

thority , and titles, by Mons. Perron , a subject and native of France ;

possessing every patriotic feeling and prejudice, and endowed with con

siderable military talents and knowledge. To this officer Dowlut Rao

Scindeah entirely confided the government of his northern provinces,

whilst he himself devoted his attention to the politics of the Deccan ,

and to the maintenance of that ascendancy at the court of Poonah ,

which his predecessor had so effectually gained . In the exercise of

this ascendancy, it was manifestly the main principle of his policy to

obstruct the interests and views of the British government by every

secret means, and to encourage the introduction of French officers, both

into his own army, and that of the peishwah .

The absolute control and direction of the councils of Poonah was

viewed by Holkar with a jealous animosity, which his inability at that

time to prevent it, served to embitter and increase . In order, therefore,

to put his army on a footing that might enable it to contend with Scin

deah in the Deccan , or at least bear some proportion to his vast military

establishment; Holkar , likewise , sought eagerly for European officers

to discipline and lead his troops ; and , as there always was a greaternum

ber of itinerant adventurers from France, than any other country in

Europe, that found their way to India , it consequently happened, that

three fourths of the Europeans introduced into his service were French

men . Thus the infantry establishment of all the Mahratta states , ex

cepting those of Boonsela and Guil war, were, in the beginning of the

year 1798, principally officered by Europeans, of whom three fourths

were subjects and natives of France ; whilst, at the same moment, Tip

poo Sultaun , the irreconcileable enemy of the English name, was ac

tually forming in conjunction with France, a comprehensive plan for the

extinction of the British empire in India ; and the nizam of the Deccan ,

Vol. 5 . b a prince
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a prince of some power and considerable authority in the peninsula, was

under the control of French officers, whom he too had retained in his

service , who were then in the command of 14,000 well-disciplined

Mussulnan infantry, and who were on the point of erecting the

French standard at Hydrabad.

Such was the political situation and views oftheprincipal states ofHin

dustan , when the Marquis Wellesley commenced his administration of

the British government in that country. His quick comprehension of all

the circumstances of that situation , and of the real motives of those

views; his immediate conception of that bold but judicious line of po

licy which he adopted ; the skilful promptitude with which he called

into action the various resources of his government; the ability and

information which he evinced in the application of those resources ;

the masterly manner in which his plans of hostile operation were formed ;

that life of zeal which, with so happy an effect, he infused into the na

tive energies of the troops employed in the execution of his plans ; and

finally the glorious success with which they were ultimately crowned ,

are all recorded in detail, in the first volume of our Register . The effects

of his measures were soon scen and felt throughout the vast region

of Hindustan. In the course of eighteen months, the face of public

affairs was essentially changed, and the political geography of the penin

sula underwent an important alteration. The French officers at Hy

drabad were compelled to surrender, without firing a shot, to a Bri

tish force, expeditiously dispatched thither for that purpose ; and the

nizam, released from their control, concluded a new treaty of alliance

with the British government, whereby he bound himself to exclude, not

only from his army, but from his dominions, all Frenchmen , or other

adventurers from Europe ; and whereby he likewise engaged to main

tain at his capital a detachment of British troops, for the more effec

tually securing the stability of the alliance, against the machinations or

the aggression of France .

Tippoo Sultaun, long considered the most powerful sovereign in

India, and the terror of the surrounding states , sunk under the triumphs

of the British arms : his country was invaded ; he himself fell in the

defence of his capital ; his whole dominions were subdued ; the de

scendant of the Hindu princes of Mysore was restored to the throne

of his ancestors, which had been overthrown by the usurpation of Hyder

Ally ; and all the extensive territories conquered by that celebrated

usurper,

1
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usurper, were added to the British possessions in the peninsula, except

ing a portion of the ancient principality of Mysore , and a few districts

in the vicinity of the Nizam's dominions, which were ceded to that

prince.

In the justice and necessity of this war against Tippoo Sultaun, the

court of Poonah acquiesced ; but, being under the entire control of

Scindeah , the conditions of the treaty of alliance concluded with the

peishwah , by Marquis Cornwallis, were not fulfilled. And Scindeah

not only maintained a secret correspondence with Tippoo, during the

whole progress of the war , but even after the fall of Seringapatam ,

certain emissaries from Poonah attempted to excite the family and

remaining officers of the sultaun , to resist the final settlement of

Mysore. The Marquis Wellesley, however, in framing this settlement,

omitted not to offer to the peishwah a considerable portion of territory,

on the condition of his reviving the alliance between the Mahratta

empire and the British government, on a basis calculated to render it

secure and efficient. But this proposition, together with others of the

like amicable nature, which were at the same time made to Scindeah ,

were explicitly rejected.

From the unfriendly , if not hostile disposition , thus manifested by

Scindeah towards the British government, as well as from the increasing

strength and influence of Monsieur Perron's army, then stationed on

the most vulnerable part of the northern frontier of the British domi

nions, it behoved Marquis Wellesley to form such alliances as should

tend to lessen the influence of that prince, in the event of a rupture,with

out interfering at the same time, either with the stipulations of any exist

ing treaty, with the rights and claims of any independent state , or with

any principle whatever on which the relations of peace and amity be

tween Scindeah and the British government in any degree depended.

With this view a subsidiary treaty was concluded with Guikwar, the

chief of Gujarat, in the beginning of 1802 , by which that prince be

came engaged in a defensive alliance with the British goverument, and

by which the company obtained the cession of some valuable and exten

sive districts in the maratime part of that fertile province.

Following up the principle of policy which he had thus so auspi

ciously established, MarquisWellesley looked forward to an intimate de

fensive alliance with the peishwah as the most effectual means, not only

for preserving a due balance between the Mahratta states, but for pre

venting12
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venting Scindeah acting under the influence of French intrigue, from

forming any alarming union of the military strength and resources of

the different chieftains.

The internal commotions with which the Mahratta empire was agi

tated, in the beginning of 1802 , and the preliminaries of peace between

England and France, which had been signed in the autumn of the pre

ceding year, appeared to afford to the government of the latter coun

try a most favorable opportunity for prosecuting its known object , of

establishing a dominion in the Deccan, and of thereby extending its au

thority over the whole Mahratta confederacy ; an authority which Mon

sieur Perron , though secretly, in a great degree, already possessed in

the councils of Scindeah . No time, therefore, was to be lost , on the

part of the British government in India , in exerting every effort both of

policy and influence, to frustrate those projects which the French

vernment only waited for the conclusion of the definitive treaty of

peace to put in execution . Overtures were accordingly made to the

peishwah by the British resident at Poonah , in June, 1802, for forming

such an alliance with the British government, as should enable it to

become the guarantee of the constitutional authority of the peishwah ,

without injury to the rights of the subordinate chieftains of the Mah

ratta empire. In the course of the discussions which took place on this
pro

position , though the peishwah expressed a solicitude to contract a friendly

engagement with the British government, he nevertheless declined to ac,

cede not only to the specific terms proposed, but to any admissible mo

dification of them . This irresolution arose , not so much from the cha

racteristic wavering of a Mahratta, or the indecision of his own timid

mind, as from the known wishes of Scindeah on the question of an al

liance with the English . Though that chief was then absent in northern

Hindustan , carrying on hostilities against Holkar, yet his opinions and

views continued to rule the councils of Poonah ; and though Holkar

at this period had suddenly changed his plan of operations against Scin

deal, and was actually but a few days march from Poonah , at the head

of a powerful army, for the evident purpose , not merely of destroying

Scindeah's ascendancy at that court, but of usurping hiniself the whole

of the peishwah's authority, the peishwah, notwithstanding still declined

the proffered protection of the British government, until Holkar

reached the vicinity of his capital.

Scindeah had in the mean time detached a force under the command

of

i
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of one of his generals, named Suddasheo Bhow , to co -operate with the

peishwah in the defence of Poonah , which force arrived at its destination

before the appearance of Holkar. After some time being occupied in a

fruitless negociation between the peishwah and Holkar , a general action

took place between the hostile armies, on the 25th October, 1802, in

which the combined forces of the peishwah and Scindeah sustained a

complete defeat. Holkar, in consequence , became master of the city

and government of Poonah, and the peishwah, with a small body of

cavalry , fled to the maratime province of Konkan .

On the morning of the day on which this action happened , the peish

wah sent his minister to the British resident at Poonah , with a paper

soliciting the aid of a British subsidiary force, to consist of six batta

, lions ; and conveying at the same time a grant of territorial revenue to

the annual amount of 300,000l. sterling, proposed to be ceded to the

English company, in perpetuity, for the payment of that force. The

minister likewise conveyed to the resident the peishwah's earnest desire

that a defensive alliance betweenhim and the British government founded

on the principles of the treaty concluded between the English and the Ni

zam in October, 1800 , might be carried into effect. This proposition

was acceded to by the resident, and an engagement was immediately

concluded with the peishwah, which was dispatched to the governor

general at Calcutta , and ratified by him on the day on which he received

it . The ratification was returned to Poonah, accompanied with an as

surance from Marquis Wellesley, that it was the determination of the

British government to employ every justifiable means for the restora

tion of the peishwah's authority . And judging this to be a fit opportu

nity to endeavour to extend this alliance to all the members of the

: Mahratta empire, Colonel Collins was deputed to Scindeah , as am

bassador plenipotentiary from the British government, in order to pro

pose to him the terms on which he might be included in the engage

ment justcontracted with the peishwah.

The affairs at Poonah , in the mean while, assumed an aspect to which

the British government, by its stipulations with the peishwah , was

bound to give its immediate attention . When Holkar found that the

peishwah had effected his retreat to the strong fortress of Mharr, in the

Konkan , he made a declaration , stating, that as the peishwah had ab

dicated his authority , it was bis determination to place Amrut Rao on

the throne. That chieftain was accordingly brought to Poonah ; and ,

thoughb 3
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though he appears to have been adverse to this usurpation, the affairs of

government were, in conformity with the scheme of Holkar, adminis

tered under the authority of Amrut Rao's name. In this state of the

Mahratta empire , it became indispensably necessary, as a measure of

precaution on the part of the British government, to assemble a strong

army of observation on the southern frontier of the Mahratta dominions,

for the purpose of securing the British provinces, and those of the

Nizam and the Rajah of Mysore, against any sudden predatory incursion

of the military chiefs attached to the cause of Holkar ; who, according

to the habitual custom of the Mahrattas, under such circumstances,

would, in all probability, attempt to plunder and overrun the territories

of their neighbours. The government of Madras, aware of the imme

ate necessity of adopting this precaution, judiciously determined not to

lose time, in waiting for the instructions of the governor -general; and

accordingly, in the beginning of November, 1802, assembled an army

of * 19,000 men, under the command of lieutenant-general Stuart, at

Hurryhur, on the north - western frontier of Mysore. The govern

ment of Bombay likewise prepared for service the disposable force at

that Presidency : and at the request of the British resident at Poonah,

the subsidiary force at Hydrabad was held in readiness to take the

field .

At this period the governor-general received a letter from Scindeah ,

soliciting the friendship of the British government towards him and the

peishwah , and requesting its assistance in the existing crisis of affairs at

Poonah : whilst , on the other hand , Holkar and Amrut Rao expressed

to the British resident at Poonah , their earnest solicitude to preserve

the relations of amity with the British government, and at the same

time begged his advice and mediation in effecting an accommodation

between them and the peishwah .

In the mean while the peishwah had removed from Mharr to Saven

-

1

1

droog

* Abstract of the army at Hurryhur.

Cavalry
S581

Artillery ....... 990

European Infantry 2945 In the cavalry were included two of the king's regiments

Native ditto 12,182 of light dragoons, the 19th and 25th,

Total 18,998

OHONANCE.- Four iron twelve, and four iron eighteen-pounders ; four bras

(welve-pounders ; forty field pieces ; twelve galloper guns , and four howitzers.
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droog, and from thence to Bassein, where he arrived on the 16th De

cember, 1802, attended by about thirty followers . Lieutenant

colonel Close, the resident at Poonah , had previously come to Bombay,

for the purpose of waiting on his highness, and of submitting to him a

draft of the definitive treaty of alliance, which it was the anxious wish of

the British government to conclude. On the 18th December, the

peishwah agreed to the stipulations of the proposed treaty, which was

accordingly signed on the 31st of the same month , immediately put in

force, and transmitted to Calcutta for the ratification of the governor

general. *

In conformity with the stipulations of this treaty , a plan of operations

for the restoration of the peishwah was adopted, with the least possible

delay : orders were dispatched to general Stuart, at Hurryhur, directing

him to detach from the main army a considerable force, for the purpose

of advancing into the Mahratta dominions ; leaving to his judgment the

amount of that force, and the exact period at which it might be the

niost suitable for it to advance . The command of the advanced de

tachment was confided to major-general Wellesley , who, to the glory

of his name and country, has proved himselfto be so eminently qualified ,

both for the military and political duties with which he was entrusted.

The detachment consisted of one regiment of European , and three of

native cavalry, two regiments of European , and six battalions of native

infantry , together with a due proportion of artillery , amounting in all to

9,707 men ; and to this force 2,500 of the Rajah of Mysore's horse were

added : so that the resources of the state of Mysore, which had in all

former contests in the peninsula been opposed to the British cause, now

contributed to afford it essential assistance.

At the same period of time that the advanced army, thus formed,

under major-general Wellesley, was held in readiness to march , the

whole of the British subsidiary force at Hydrabad, amounting to about

8,360 men, was ordered to advance to Paraindah , a station on

the western frontier of the Nizam's dominions, 116 miles distant from

Poonah . This force was strengthened by 6,000 of the Nizam's dis

ciplined infantry, and about 9,000 of his cavalry ; the whole commanded

by lieutenant -colonel Stevenson, an officer of tried talents, intrepidity,

and spirit.

1
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See this treaty amongst the State Papers, in this volume.
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On the 9th of March, 1803 , major-general Wellesley marched from

Hurryhur; and on the 12th entered the Mahratta territories, where he

was received both by the petty chieftains, and the inhabitants, with every

testimony of respect and confidence. Many of the jaghirdars accom

panied general Wellesley to Poonah ; which friendly conduct, arising

from the fame which he had so justly acquired in his campaign against

Doondeah Waugh, contributed to enable the British army to perform

this long and difficult march , at the most inauspicious season of the year,

without loss or distress. This success must, however, be principally

ascribed to the skilful arrangements which the general had made for the

supply and movement of the troops, as well as for the effectual preven

tion of plunder and excess , and to the sound discretion and admirable

temper he displayed in conciliating thepeasantry of the districts through

which his route was directed .

The Nizam's subsidiary force, under colonel Stevenson , arrived on the

15th of April, at Akloos, a town within eight miles of the Neera river ;

whilst on the same day general Wellesley had approached within a

short distance of that place, and, on the day following, detached the

Scotch brigade from his own army, to reinforce colonel Stevenson .

Before this period Holkar' had left Poonah , and the force which he

had detached to the southern frontier of the peishwah's dominions re

treated with precipitation as general Wellesley advanced. On tlie 15th

of April, Holkar liad taken post at Chandore, a station about 130 miles

north north-east of Poonah , and Amrut Rao alone remained at that

capital with 1,500 men .

Under these circumstances general Wellesley considered it un

necessary to advance to Poonah the whole of the force destined for the

restoration of the peishwah ; more especially as the surrounding country

was much exhausted , and a deficiency of forage prevailed. He, there

fore , directed col . Stevenson to proceed to Gordoon , on the confines of

the Nizam's territories, to station the whole of his highness's troops,within

the boundary of his own dominions, and to occupy, with the British sub

-sidiary force , a position on the Beemah river towards Poonah, contiguous

to the place where it unites with the stream of the Mota Mola . By dis

posing, in this manner, the troops under colonel Stevenson , supplies of

provisions would be effectually secured, whilst every facility for forming

a speedy junction was preserved.

Having made these arrangements, general Wellesley continued his

route

!
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route to Poonah ; and having at this time received an intimation from

colonel Close, the British resident with the peishwah, that Amrut

Rao designed to plunder and burn the city of Poonah on the approach

of the British troops ; and having likewise received an earnest request

from the peishwah to detach some of his forces to Poonah , for the pro

tection of his family still remaining there , the general at once resolved

to secure , by a forced march, the safetyof the capital and the family of

his highness. Accordingly, on the night of the 19th of April, he pushed

forward over a rugged country, and through a difficult pass, and in

thirty -two hours reached Poonah , at the head of his cavalry , after a

march of sixty miles. The uncommon celerity of this movement left

Amrut Rao no time for the execution of his diabolical intention ; and

on the first intelligence of the rapid approach of the British cavalry, he

fled with precipitation , leaving the city of Poonah in perfect safety :

the family of the peishwah he had previously removed to the fortress of

Saoghur.

General Wellesley was welcomed as their deliverer by the few in

habitants who remained in the city ; and those who had fled to the

mountains during the usurpation of Holkar, now returned to their

houses, and joined in the general rejoicings which had been called forth ,

not more by the restoration of the legal authority of the peishwah , than

by the prospect of that permanent security and quiet, which it was

known the protection of British troops could not fail to afford .

Preparations were now made for the return of the peishwah , who

accordingly left Bassien on the 27th of April , and entered Poonah on

the 13th ofMay, when he resumed his seat on the throne , and received

presents from a numerous train of the military chiefs of the empire.

During these transactions at Poonah , Scindeah liad assembled a for

midable force in the vicinity of L'jein , for the ostensible purpose of

wresting the capital of the empire from the usurped dominion of Holkar.

With this view he crossed the river Nerbuddah , on the 1st of February,

1803, and arrived near Boorhanpoor on the 23d of that month .

On the 27th of February, colonel Collins, the British plenipotentiary,

who, it has been already mentioned , was deputed to Scindeah, arrived at

his camp. The information which the governor- general had about this

period received of the secret intentions of Scindeah , gave immediate

importance to the object of this mission . It appeared that Scindeah

meditated an amicable accommodation with Holkar, founded on the

principle
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principle of forming a warlike alliance with that prince and the Rajah

of Berar, for the purpose of subverting the treaty just concluded at

Bassien , between the British government and the peishwah. The petty

intrigues practised by Scindeah's officers, in order to elude the direct

communication of the propositions with which the British ambassador

was charged, afforded additional evidence of his hostile intentions to

wards the British government. Colonel Collins, therefore, demanded

and obtained an audience of Scindeah , at which he insisted o :1 an expla

nation of these intreagues, and on an explicit declaration a- to his sup

posed intentions. Scindeah , in reply, gave the ambassador , i.i the pre

sence of all his principal ministers, his most positive assu . Prie; " ihat

“ he had no intention whatever to obstruct the completi' is of the ar

rangements concluded between the peishwah and the British govern

“ ment ; and that , on the contrary, it was his earnest wish tò improve

" the subsisting relations between the peishwah, the British government ,

" and his own state ."

But these professions were so much at variance with actual appear

ances , as well as with the intimations which colonel Collins daily received

Tespecting the approaching alliance , that it became essential to demand

from Scindeah an unequivocal testimony and pledge of this sincerity.

Colonel Collins therefore , in a conference which he had with Scindeah,

on the 28th of May, required the immediate return to Hindustan of

the army which Scindesh had marched towards Poonah , because it ap

peared evident that the army was sent thither for the purpose of im

peding, if not eventually preventing, the accomplishment of the treaty

of Bassein , with which , as it endangered not his own security , he pos

sessed no right to interfere ; because the advance of his army must

necessarily interrupt the execution of that treaty ; and because the

continuance of this army in the vicinity of Poonah, or even to the south

ward of the Nerbudda, was not only incompatible with his friendly

professions, but evinced a settled resolution to regain the ascendancy

in the councils of Poonal , and consequently to force the peishwah to

violate his engagements with the British government. The English

ambassador, at the same time, presented Scindeah with a copy of the

treaty of Bassein , which , when he had attentively read and considered,

he explicitly declared , “ that it contained no stipulations injurious to his

“ just rights.” Coionol Collins then required Scindeah to state the

nature and objects of bis recent negociations with Holkar apd the

Rajah
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Rajah of Berar ; and at the same time apprized him , that if he should

refuse these requisitions, which the critical situation of public affairs,

no less than his own policy in persevering in his warlike preparations,

rendered at once so reasonable , as well as expedient, the British govern

ment would be compelled, in its own defence, to adopt measures of pre

caution on every boundary of Scindeah's dominions .

Scindeah replied to the ambassador , at a public court, and in the

midst of his ministers and courtiers, “ that he could not afford the satis

“ faction demanded, until a meeting should have taken place between

“ him and the Rajah of Berar, when he ( the ambassador) should be

“ informed , whether it would be peace or war. "

This menace of hostility, certainly unprovoked , and in no way

justified by the precautionary measures which the British government

had adopted, imposed on the governor-general the necessity of taking,

without delay, the most effectual means for vindicating the dignity of

his government, and for securing its rights and interests, together with

those of its allies, against any attempt to invade them . Accordingly,

on the 28th of June, private instructions were sent to General Lake, at

Cawnpoor, to prepare for assembling the army, on the north -west

frontier of the British dominions in Oude, in order to counteract the

designs of Scindeah and the Rajah of Berar.

Before these instructions were issued , the Rajah of Berar arrived within

one day's march of Scindeah's, camp, at Checkly , on the frontier of

the Nizam's territory, where, on the following morning , he held a

meeting with Scindeah . After this meeting, those chieftains assumed

a still more hostile attitude , and evaded the demands of the British

government in a tone which indicated a determination to resist them .

It was again distinctly stated to Scindeah , by the British resident,

that all his government required was, that the confederate armies

should withdraw from the menacing position which they then occupied

on the frontier of the Nizam's dominions. But no explicit answer could

be drawn from that crafty prince ; and though he distinctly admitted

that the treaty of Bassein contained no stipulations which trenched

either on his rights, or those of the Rajah of Berar, yet both chieftains

continued their negociations with Holkar, using every argument that

could move his interests , and holding out every lure that could tenipt

his passions, in order to induce him to join the confederacy against the

British government and its allies ; --- whilst at the same time they em

ployed
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ployed their most strenuous efforts to detach , not only the peishwah

but the Nizam , from thek alliance with the English .

In the same spirit of hostility Scindeah had, before this time, sent

orders to General Perron, directing him to place his army in a state of

preparation to take the field , with a view to an eventual rupture with

the British government.*

On the 17th of June, the governor-general was informed that Scin

deah had sent letters to Ghunnee , Bahadur, and Himmut Bahadur, the

officers exercising the chief authority on the part of the peishwah, in the

province of Bundilçund, calling on them , as a matter of course , to be

prepared to co -operate with the confederated Mahratta armies, in

any hostile measures against the English , which the then state of

affairs might render necessary . At the same time, Scindeah sent orders

to the like effect to Dhurrum Rao, the commander of a considerable

body of horse, who had been dispatched in April to a station on the

right bank of the river Jumna, contiguous to the British provinces.

On receipt of this information , the governor -general directed the

British resident with Scindeah, to demand from that prince an explicit

acknowledgement, or disavowal, of those orders, which it was said he

had issued . Accordingly, on the 16th of July , the resident made this

demand ; when Scindeah , in the most solemn manner , denied his having

issued such orders to the peishwalı's officers in Bundilcund, or to Dhur

rum Rao, and that the latter, on the contrary, had been especially

directed to respect the British territories .

Yet notwithstanding this solemn disavowal on the part of Scindeah ,

the many proofs which he had previously given of his insincerity ; the

hostile spirit which all the public acts of his government manifestly

indicated ; and the anthenticity of the sources of information on this

subject, satisfied the governor-general of the truth of the intelligence

he had received , and fully justified the measures which he adopted in

consequence .

A passage from the “ Notes on the Mahratta War , " published at

Calcutta, by authority, further developes the extent and malignity of the

plans of hostility which Scindeah had formed against the British govern

ment . " In

* This information was communicated to the agents of the British resident, by

Ambajce Inglia, one of Scindean's principal ministers ; and was afterwards fully

confirmed by the concurrent testimony of various facts, and the then actual state

of Perron's force.
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“ In a letter from Colonel Collins, dated the 14th of June, that

- officer transmitted a paper of intelligence from his agent at Delhi,

“ stating that messengers from Scindeah had lately come to the Ro

ss hilla chieftain , Gholuam Mahomed Khan , who resides at Nadoon ,

" and that letters had been received from that chieftain , from General

“ Perron , inviting him to proceed , with his followers, towards the

" station of general Perron's army, by the way of Saharunpoor, for the

“ purpose of exciting commotions in the jaghir of Rampoor and other

“ places, urging them to employ their exertions in disturbing the tran

“ quillity of the company's possessions.

“ This intelligence was corroborated by information repeatedly received

" and communicated to the governor-general, by the resident at Luck

" now , and the agent to the governor-general in the ceded provinces of

“ Oude, of the preparations ofGholaum Mahomed Khan , for the avowed

purpose of complyingwith the suggestions he had received from Scin

" deah and general Perron , to excite disturbances in the district of Ram

poor, and to disturb the tranquillity of the Vizier's and the Company's

“ dominions ; and on the 26th of July, copies of letters from Dowlut

Scindeah to Gholaum Mahomed Khan, and Bumboo Khan ( the grand

" son of the late Nujib -oo - Dowlah , who occupies a territory in the vi

cinity of Saharum -poor,) declaring the intention of Scindeah to com

mence a war of aggression against the British power, and instigating

" those chieftains to co-operate with the forces of general Perron , against

“ the British possessions, were received by the governor - general, from

“ Mr. Leycester, the collector at Moradabad, to whom they had been

" transmitted by Bumboo Khan.

" It appears from a passage in these documents, that the letters of Scin

“ deah to Gholaum Mahomed Khan, and Bumboo Khan , were written

subsequently to the march of Dowlut Raho Scindeah from Boorham

poor on the 4th of May. But the dispatch of messengers to Gholaum

“ Mahomed Khan , and the transmission of the instructions to general

“ Perron , under which that officer addressed letters to the principal per

sons in Rampoor and other places, as noticed in the preceding para

graphs, must be referred to an earlier period of time . The complete

state of preparation in which the army of general Perron was actually

placed , is a corroborative evidence of the actual transmission of orders

" to that officer, to the effect described in colonel Collins's letter of the

" 9th of March ,

r . These
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“ These facts reciprocally confirm each point of the evidence of Scin

“ deah's hostile projects, and combined with information, at various

“ times communicated by the resident, of the proceedings of that chief

“ tain , with the repeated intelligence received, of the actual formation

“ of an hostile confederacy between Scindeah and the Rajah of Berar ,

“ and Holkar, and with the tenor and result of the resident's negocia

~ tions, amount to a full proof of the alledged design on the part of Scin

“ deah and the Rajah of Berar , of subverting the alliance formed

“ between the British government and the peishwah ."

Under these various circumstances, and at this momentous crisis of

affairs, it was essentially necessary to invest the officer commanding the

advanced army of the English , in the Deccan, with full power not only

to carry on and conclude the negociation then depending between the

confederated chieftains and the British government, but to settle on the

spot every requisite arrangement, either for the final establishment ofpeace ,

or the vigorous prosecution of war. This important and comprehensive

control was judiciously confided to general Wellesley, whose estab

lished influence amongst the Mahratta chiefs , and intimate knowledge

of the governor general's sentiments and views concerning the British

interests in the Mahratta empire, as well as his characteristic sagacity ,

judgment, spirit, and decision , peculiarly qualified him for so arduous a

trust. Accordingly, on the 13th of July, that officer was invested with

these high powers, and he immediately directed the British residentwith

Scindeah to state to that chief, and the Rajah of Berar, the solicitude

with which the British government desired the preservation of peace ;

and to observe to these chieftains, that the only proof which he could

accept of the sincerity of their professions would be, the immediate

separation of their armies, and their return from the frontier of the

Nizam's dominions to their respective capitals , in which case he would

withdraw the army under his command to its usual station : but, on

the other hand, if they resolved to maintain their respective positions,

he directed the resident to inform them, that he had orders to quit the

camp of Scindeah without delay .

After much evasive discussion , the two chieftains , on the 31st of July,

returned an answer to this requisition , by proposing that their

armies should retire from the Nizam's frontiers, at the same time

that general Wellesley should commence his march to the usual sta

tions of the British army . But to this specious proposition, they an

nexed
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nexed a condition , which not only rendered it utterly inadmissible , but

served to expose the miserable cunning of their policy, and that they had

in reality no intention whatever of complying with the request which

had been submitted to them . The condition was, as that on the same

day on which the troops under general Wellesley should reach the

stations of Bombay, Madras, and Seringapatam , the Mahratta confe

derates would encamp the united armies of Scindeah and the Rajah of

Berar, at Boorhanpoor, a city belonging to Scindeah . To shew the

insolent absurdity of making such a condition , it is only necessary to

inform our readers, that the position occupied by general Wellesley's

army, on the 31st of July , is distant from Madras, 1049 miles; from

Seringapatam , 541 miles ; and from Bombay, 321 miles ; —and that on

the other hand, the position occupied on that day by the confederate

Mahratta armies is distant from the city of Boorhanpoor, 58 miles. Su

that the real meaning of the whole proposition was , that the British

army should abandon the means it possessed of opposing a seasonable

and effectual resistance to the meditated hostilities of these chieftain ,

whilst they should only retire to a distance of less than two days marca

from the frontiers of the British ally , the Nizam ; where they would be

fully prepared to take advantage of the approaching favourable sea.soli,

of die dispersion of the British forces, of their great distance from the

intended scene of action , and of the consequent length of time which it

would unavoidably take to re-assemble them .

Upon this proposition being instantly rejected by the resident, the

chieftains made a second, to the following effect: “ that the resident

should appoint a day for the march of the Mahratta armies from tio

place of their encampment, and that he should pledge the faith of the

British government, for the retreat of the army under general Welles.

ley on the day on which the armies of the confederates should com

mence their march to their usual stations . " This second proposition

the resident also rejected , on the ground that it afforded no adequate

security for the actual return of the Mahratta armies ; that no depen

dence could be placed on the faith of those who had so repeatedly viclated

their promises ; and that , moreover, he was not authorsied to pledge

the faith of his government to an arrangement inconsistent with the

instructions he had received. On the rejection of this proposition, thie

chieftains offered a third, which was stated to the resident in these

words : “ That on the day on which General Wellesley should with

r6 draw
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“ draw his troops from the station they then occupied, those chieftains

“ would separate their armies, and commence their return to their re

“ spective territories in Berar, and the north of Hindostan . " They

accompanied this proposition with a declaration, that unless General

Wellesley should consent to it , they could not retire, consistently with

a due regard to their own honour and dignity. The plausibility of this

last proposition induced the resident to refer it to General Wellesley ,

and to remain in Scindeah's camp until an answer should be received ,

provided the letters to general Wellesley were delivered to the resident,

for transmission , before the noon of the following day. It was, however,

very far from the real intentions of the confederates to abide by this

proposition ; for on the 1st of August they sent letters to the resident,

addressed to General Wellesley, wherein they propose, “ that instead of

“ separating their armies , and commencing their return to Berar and

“ the northern provinces of Hindustan , on the day on which General

“ Wellesley should withdraw his army, they should continue their

“ armies united, and limit their retreat to the neighbouring station of

“ Boorhanpoor." Thus, capriciously reverting to the terms of their

first proposition , it was evident that they only negociated to gain time .

Colonel Collins, therefore, with equal judgment and spirit, instantly

determined to quit Scindeah's camp ; and on the 3d of August, he ac

cordingly withdrew , and retired to Aurungabad.

From the whole tenor and complexion of this negociation , it must be

manifest to every reader, that the confederated chieftains were pre-de

termined to withhold their assent to any terms of accommodation ,

which should leave the British government in possession of that ascen

dancy at the court of Poonah , which , by the treaty of Bassien , it had,

on principles of indisputable justice, obtained and secured . And

although they felt themselves bound to admit, that that treaty contained

no stipulation which in any manner whatever trenched on their pri

vileges or claims; yet is it perfectly evident, that they viewed it with a

malignant envy , that embittered the spirit of hostility which the work

ings of their former jealousy, and the instigations of their French friends,

had so powerfully excited ;—that spirit which, as it seemed to suit

their purpose , they sometimes aukwardly dissembled , and sometimes

insolently avowed, actuated the whole of their conduct, and directed

all their proceedings . The concessions wbich, with so much professed

fairness, and so much real deceit, they occasionally agreed to make,

Were ,
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were, obviously, dictated by a consciousness of their own unprepared

state, and a well -founded dread of the superiority of English discipline,

intrepidity, and perseverance. Their main object, therefore, was to

endeavour to form such a pacific arrangement with General Wellesley,

as should induce him to withdraw his army within the British territories,

so that it could not be again assembled at the advantageous position it

then held, until the termination ofthe next periodical rains , whilst they,

on the other hand, should , under pretence of likewise retiring within

their own dominions, be enabled, with the most tranquil appearance ,

to maintain a station , from whence they could, at the period that best

suited them , strike a decisive blow both against the peishwah and the

Nizam , and thereby completely subvert the authority of the English in

the Deccan .

With a thorough conviction , that these were the views entertained by

Scindeah , and the rajah of Berar, and with the positive evidence which

their conduct had afforded, of a spirit of determined hostility to the

British government, no statesman who understood the real interests of

our Indian empire, and who knew how essential it was to its security , to

preserve, untarnished , the fame of our superiority over the native

powers, could have avoidedthe calamity of war. But at this most im

portant and critical conjuncture, there were other circumstances which ,

though they formed not any part of the actual grounds of the war, yet

greatly contributed to strengthen them .

We have already mentioned the nature and degree of that power
and

influence which was possessed by M. De Boigne, in northern Hindustan ,

as well as the circumstance of general Perron , a native and subject of

France, having succeeded to that high and extensive authority. Between

the period of De Boigne's resignation , and the commencement of the

year 1803, Perron had augmented his army to the number of 43,000

effective men, and his artillery to the number of 464 guns of various

calibres. Into this army it was the main object of Perron's policy ,

gradually to introduce French subjects, in the capacity of officers and

artilleryrnen, and not only to exclude British adventurers, but to take '

every opportunity of removing those who, in the early formation of the

army, had obtained appointments from De Boigne. The predeliction

which Perron thus shewed for his countrymen , was not merely an idle

prejudice. He well knew the important advantages that his native

country would in due time derive from fixing a military establishment in

VOL. 5 . theC
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:

the heart of Hindustan, commanded and officered by Frenchmen of

talents and experience, like him devoted to the cause of their country.

He knew that from the present commanding superiority of the British

power in the east, it was alone by the means of such an establishment

that France could regain a footing on the Indian continent. The settle

ment of Pondicherry, on the coast of Coromandel, was in itself of no

value, but would be materially useful in facilitating his project, of gra

dually strengthening and completing his armies, by receiving annually

from France small parties of subaltern officers , non -commissioned

officers, gunners , and bombadeers. During the height of the south

west monsoon , which lasts four months in every year , the native coast

ing vessels of Coromandel could convey these recruits for Perron's

army, from Pondicherry to the coast of Cuttack , in four days, without

exciting the suspicion of the English cruizers. The province of Cut

tack then belonged to the rajah of Berar, the confederate of Scindeah ;

so that any Frenchmen who Janded on his territory, might proceed

through a friendly country, with the utmost ease as well as secrecy , to

Perron's head quarters in the Du -aab .

These views and circumstances Perron filed not to communicate to

the government of France, and to press them on the attention of Buona

parte , in whose mind they were well calculated to excite an interest.

Perron's last communication reached Paris during the national rejoicings

for the peace of Amiens. It could nothave arrived at a more auspicious

period ; for that event opened every desirable facility for the execution

of his scheme.

Not only Pondicherry, but every other seitlement belonging toFrance,

and her allies the Dutch , on the continent of India , were, by the treaty:

of Amiens unconditionally restored, without even a reference to , much

less a recognition of, those stipulations which respected India , in former

treaties between France and England, and by which the former was

bound not to send more than a specified number of troops to her settle

ments in that part of the world . But by this generous renunciation

and oblivion on the part of England, of all preceding compacts between

the two countries, France now possessed the right to send troops to her

settlements in India, without any limitation whatever.

Under these advantageous circumstances the schenie of Perron was

adopted , extended, and matured ; and, in the beginning of 1803 , a plan

was actually form.d for obtaining an assignment to the government of

France ,

7
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France , of all the districts within the limits of Perron's command;

which assignment was to be made by Scindeah, but confirmed and rati

fied by a grant from the Emperor Shah Allum . Our readers will bear

in mind that this unfortunate monarch had, for several years, been a

prisoner in his own palace, and was, at the period of which we are

writing, in the actual custody of Perron ; so that this grant, though it

would have been issued with the authority of the emperor's name , could

notuithstanding be considered only, on his part , as an act of compulsion

and necessity. The plan, however, was transmitted to India without

delay, and an armament was at the same time fitted out, consisting of

six ships of war , and 1,400 of the best troops of France, destined to

Pondicherry for the ostensible purpose of supplying that settlement

with a military force . But there was likewise embarked in this expe

dition , two hundred young gentlemen , who had been regularly educated

in all the branches of military science, together with a numerous etat

major ; and these were designed to join Perron's army, by small parties ,

according to the manner already described, as soon after they reached

Pondicherry as fit opportunities for their secret conveyance should occur.

This armament, under the command of adıniral Lenois, arrived at Pon-,

dicherry, during the most critical period of the negociation between the

British government and Scindeah . It was, however, very distant from the

well - concerted and artful policy of Buonaparte, to precipitate a rupture

with England, or even to take any measures whatever in India that could

justify hostile operations on our part . It was his design to conciliate the

favor of the British government by every possible means, so as to lull it

into an imaginary security, whilst Perron's army was gradually advancing

to that state of improvement which would have enabled it , in concert

with his Mahratta allies, and another armament from France, to invade

the British provinces with a certainty of gaining some advantage, and

with a probability of making a considerable and permanent conquest .

But of this his design, as well as of his whole plan for converting the

districts under Perron's command into a French province, and of

placing his army in the actual pay of France, the marquis Wellesley

had , by his searching agacity and unwearied vigilance, obtained full

and positive information previous to the arrival of Lenois. The treaty

of Amiens, and the character of Buonaparte, ) ad indeed kept the noble

marquis on the watch , and had pointed out to him the necessity of im

mediately providing against those imminent dangers of which he saw

( 2 ther
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they must naturally and inevitably be productive. Accordingly, on

Lenois's arrival at Pondicherry, he found that place so strictly watched ,

both by sea and land, by the English, that it was quite impracticable for

the recruits for Perron's army to proceed to their destination, without

meeting with English ships of war, or parties of English troops, who

had orders to interceptthem . A strong remonstrance was sent to the

British government, complaining of the hostile marner in which the

settlement of Pondicherry was watched , in time of peace : but before

the governor-general could return an answer to that remonstrance, intel.

ligence arrived of the renewal of the war between France and England ;

and the whole of the troops landed by Lenois, were , consequently,

made prisoners of war.

Possessing an ascertained and positive knowledge of the facts here

stated relative to the designs of France , and combining , in one view ,

those designs with the actual state of Perron's army, with the warlike

confederacy formed between Scindeah and the rajah of Berar, with the

menacing language of the former on one occasion ; and lastly , with the

equivocation and duplicity so clearly manifested by both those chieftains,

throughout the negociation with colonel Collins, the marquis Wellesley

was at once authorised by the most sacred principles of public justice,

and called upon by every wise consideration of state expediency, to insist

not only on the immediate separation of the confederate armies, but on

their retiring from the Nizam's frontier; and when these demands

were refused , to commence hostilities against the chieftains on all

quarters of their don.inions. The noble marquis, therefore, no sooner

heard of the departure of colonel Collins from Scindeah's camp, than

with an intrepid , but well- grounded, confidence in the wisdom of those

principles on which his system of policy was founded , he at once re

solved to carry into immediate effect, a comprehensive plan of opera

tions against the confederates, which, in the prospect of an eventual

rupture he had previously formed and matured .

This vast plan of operations embraced every object connected with

the treaties of Hydrabad and Bassein , with the discussions which had

taken place betwixt the British government and the confederates, with

the destruction of Terron's army, and with the total overthrow of the

meditated schemes of France . These important objects were designed ',

to be secured , by making such a distribution of the Bengal, Madras,

and Bombay armies, as should enable a general and combined attack to

be

2
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be made, as nearly as possible at the same period of time, and before

the commencement of the rainy season , on the united army of Scindeah

and the rajah of Berar, in the Deccan , on Perron's establishment in the

Du -aab , and on every assailable part of the dominions of those princes,

in all quarters of Hindustan . On the plains of Delhi, and amidst the

mountains of the Deccan, on the shores of Cuttack , and on those of

Gujerat, the banners of England were to be at once displayed. To these

several points, therefore, four armies, with all their requisite supplies,

were got in readiness to march.

The army under the command of lieutenant-general Wellesley, which

during the negociation with the confederates had occupied an advanced

position in the Deccan , consisted of 16,823 men, and was directed to

the purpose of opposing the combined army of the enemy, under the

personal command Scindeah , which was posted at. Julgong, a place at

the foot of the Adjuntee Pass. This army was supported by the re

mainder of the Madras army, under the command of general Stuart,

who in the month of May had moved forward from Hurryhur-to Mood

gul, a town situated in that portion of land which lies between the

rivers Crisna and Toombudra, about 14 marches from Hydrabad . In this

position , general Stuart was enabled to protect the dominions of the

Nizam , as well as the English territories in the Peninsula, from the

spoliation of the southern Mahratta Jagheerdars . This force amounted

to 7,826 effective men, of whom 2,121 were Europeans, belonging to

his majesty's 33d , 73d, and soth regiments. In the rear of general

Stuart, a considerable force belonging to the rajah of Mysore, was

encamped for the purpose of more effectually covering the northern

frontier of that country. But before the rupture with the confederates

took place, it became necessary to make an important alteration in the

strength and disposition of this army of reserve. The increasing pro

bability of the renewal of the war between France and England, and

the actual arrival of the French armament under Lenois, at Pondicherry,

rendered it advisable for general Stuart to return to Madras, leaving at

Moodgul 1,277 cavalry , 820 European , and 1,935 native infantry, with

a proportion of European artillerymen, under the command of major

general Campbell.

In the province of Gujerat a considerable force was assembled under

the command of colonel Murray , of his majesty's 94th regiment,

amounting to 2,913 Europeans, and 4,100 Sepoys, in all 7,352 men

c3 This
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This force was designed not only for the protection of the British settle

ments in that quarter, and the dominions of our ally the rajah Guikwar,

but for the purpose of eventually employing the greater part of it in

active operations against the enemy. Accordingly , after furnishing

garrisons for Surat, Brodera, Cambay, Koreah, Songhur and Purneerah ,

the army under colonel Murray was divided into two detachments ; one

of which , amounting to 2,187 men, was stationed in front of the city of

Brodera, the capital of Guikwar ; the other, consisting of 2,094, took

up a strong position south of the river Taptee, between Songhur and

Surat.

On the eastern side of Hindustan, a strong force was assembled at

the British settlement of Gajam, in the northern Sircars, under the

command of lieutenant-colonel Campbell, of his majesty's 74th regi

ment, for the purpose of invading the province of Cuttack, belonging

to the rajah of Berar, and the only maritime part of his dominions.

This province , besides being extremely valuable in itself, was, in the

prospect of an eventual rupture with the confederates, of the utmost

importance to England, as it interrupts the continuity of the British

dominions between Bengal and the northern Sircars, and presents a line

of sea coast, which , from its extent, it is difficult for our ships of war

eftectually to guard, and on which , therefore, (whilst it continued in the

possession of a prince hostile to the British interests ) the French might,

at all seasons, with sufficient facility , land their supplies for Perron's

establishment. Consequently the force destined for its invasion , corres

ponded with the value of the object ; and was composed of a selection

of veteran troops from the armies of Bengal and Madras , amounting in

all to 5,216 men .

In northern Hindustan , at the British cantonments at Cawnpoor, in

the north -west frontier of the province of Oude, the main body of the

Bengal army was assembled under the personal command of general

Lake. This army consisted of three regiments of European , and five

of native caralry ; 200 European artillery, one regiment of European

'infantry, and u battalions of Sepoys , amounting in all to 10,500men.

In aid of this force , 3,500 men were assembled near Allahabad, for the

purpose of invading the province of Bundilcund ; and about 2,000 men

were collected at Mirzapoor, to cover the province and city of Benares,

and to guard the passes in that quarter. Effectual measures were at the

same timre adopted for the defence of the whole line of the western

froitier
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frontierof the British dominions in Bengal and Berar, from Mirzapoor to

Midnapoor.

The grand objects to which the attention of general Lake was

directed, were, first, the destruction of the French establishment under

Perron ; secondly , the extension of the British frontier to Agra and

Delhi, with the possession of these cities, and the establishment of a

chain of posts on the right bank of the Jumna, for the protection of the

navigation of that river ; thirdly, the release of the aged emperor Shah

Allum ; fourthly, the formation of a system of alliance with the petty

states along the right bank of the Jumna, from Jeynagur to Bundilcund ;

fifthly, the annexation of the whole of the province of Bundilcund to

the British dominions, for the purpose of giving additional security to

the valuable province of Benares, on the side of the Mahrattas.

Such was the masterly manner in which the marquis Wellesley had

prepared and distributed the military force and resources of the British

empire in India, at this momentous crisis , and such was the skilful and

comprehensive plan which he formed, for securing those important righits

on which he had insisted in the negociation with the confederates, for

maintaining the indisputable justice of his cause, and, finally, for

fixing on an extensive and solid basis, the paramount power and authority

of the British government in the east . Never before in Hindustan , and

seldom even in the most renowned military nations of Europe, 'have so

many separate armies been supplied and equipped for actual service,

within the short period of four months, and with such admirable ar

rangement set in motion at the same time, from points so distant,

embracing so wide a field of operations, and directed against the same

enemy. It appears from the details we have given, that the total num

ber of British troops prepared, in the beginning of August, 1803, to

act against Scindeal and the rajah of Berar, amounted to 54,918 men,

including 3,071 in garrisons, in Gujerat, and at Surat ; 1,997 stationed

at Hydrabad to ensure the tranquility of that city, as well as the regular

succession to the throne, in the expected event of the Nizain's death ; *

and 1,598 at Poonah , for the protection of that capital and the person

of the peishwah .

Having thus described the general plan of the campaign , the different

stations at which the British forces were assembled, and the leading

objects

* That event took place on the 6th of August, 1803, and Mirza Secunder Jah ,

che eldest son of the deceased Nizam, quietly succecded to the throne.
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objects which they were destined to accomplish , we shall proceed to

trace the progress of their operations, and to give a faithful picture of the

glorious triumphs with which these were crowned .

In the month of April, general Wellesley had ordered colonel Steven-.

son to collect the subsidiary force and the Nizam's troops, at Gardoon ,

and to proceed from that station towards Aurungabad, for the protection

of that part of the Nizam's frontier. This detachment consisted of two

companies of European artillery, one regiment of European infantry, two ,

regiments of native cavalry, and six battalions of Sepoys, with a well

appointed train of artillery, and the whole strengthened by a reserve

composed of the Nizam's cavalry, and disciplined infantry.

On the 4th of June, general Wellesley marched from Poonah , with

the main body of his army, and on the 14th of that month reached

Walkee, a strong fortress belonging to Scindeah , within a short distance

of Ahmedoughur, and eighty miles distant from Poonah . This move

ment placed general Wellesley in a favorable position for commencing

hostilities in the event of the pending negociation with the confederates

being broken off.

On the 6th of August, general Wellesley received intelligence from

colonel Collins, of the issue of the negociation ; but the heavy rains

which had fallen at that time, rendered it utterly impracticable for the

army to advance . On the 8th , howevers the general commenced his

march* towards Ahmednughur, and on the same day, that city, which

is fortified by a high and strong wall, was, by a spirited and gallant

effort, carried by escalade, with the loss of four officers and twenty -five

men.t The storming party was composed of the flank companies of

his

* Force under major -general Wellesley.

CAVALRY-His Majesty's 19th Dragoons and European. Native. Total.

the 4th , 5th, and 7th regments native 1,347 1,731

cavalry

ARTILLERY

INFANTRY - His Majesty's seventy -fourth

and seventy - eighth regiments, and six 1,368 5,631 6,999

battalions of Sepoys,

With 357 artillery lascars, and 653 Madras pioneers.
Total 8,903

984

172

+ See in the Appendix the return of killed and wounded in this affair, annexed

to general Wellesley's official dispatch of the 12th of August, in which the whole

operation is minutely detailed .
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his majesty's 78th regiment, under the command of lieutenant-colonel

Harness, eight companies of the 74th regiment, with some Sepoys,

under lieutenant- colonel Wallace, and the flank companies of the 74th

and the 1st battalion of the 3d regiment of Sepoys, under captain '

Vesey. Soon after the English troops had made themselves masters of

the city, the inhabitants abandoned it with precipitation. Measures were

then taken for attacking the fortress of Ahmednughur, against which ,

batteries were opened on the 10th , and on the 12th it surrendered at dis

cretion . The possession of this place was of importance to the future

operations of the army, by securing a communication with Poonah, and

by affording a depot for supplies of stores and provisions. A garrison

was therefore placed in the fort, and general Wellesley took possession

of all the districts dependent on the city, and placed them under the

temporary management of a British officer. These districts yield an

annual revenue of 72,0001.sterling.

All the arrangements connected with the capture of Ahmednughur

being completed, general Wellesley advanced to the banks of the Go

davary , which river he crossed with his whole army on the 24th of

August, and on the 29th reached Aurungabad.

In the mean while the confederates had, on the 24th of August,

entered the Nizam's dominions, with a large body of horse , by the

Adjuntee Pass. Colonel Stevenson having moved to the eastward

towards the Badowly Ghaut, the enemy passed unobserved between the

position occupied by his detachment, and Aurungabad , and reached

Jalnapoor, a small fort about forty miles east from that city. Scindeah

no sooner heard of the English army being at Aurungabad, than he im

mediately advanced to the southward and eastward, with the inten

tion, as was supposed , of crossing the Godavary, and attacking Hydra

bad ; but general Wellesley seeing the probability of his entertaining

such an intention , determined to watch his motions, and if possible to

intercept his march . Accordingly he moved to the Godavary, and

continued to proceed to the eastward along its left bank . This judicious

movement, and the celerity with which it was made, checked the pro

gress of Scindeah's operations to the southward, and compelled him to

return to Jalnapoor ; whilst at the same time it enabled general Wel

lesley to cover the advance of two valuable convoys of treasure and

grain , which had been sent from the army at Moodgal, for the supply

of his forces.

While

1
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While general Wellesley was engaged in this operation , colonel

Stevenson had returned from the eastward , and on the 2d of September

.stormed and carried the fort of Jalnapoor, from the vicinity of which

the confederates had previously retired . But the unwearied activity

and intrepid ardour of Stevenson , suffered them not to remain unmo

lested . He harassed them by repeated attempts to bring them to

action ; and on the night of the 9th of September, surprised their canıp ,

and filled it with havoc and consternation .

After this affair the confederates changed their plan of operations, and

retired to a strong position near the Adjuntee pass, where they were

joined by a large detachment of regular infantry, commanded by Mon

sieur Pohlman and Dupont, and consisting of sixteen battalions, with a

most formidable and well-appointed train of artillery. By the 20th of

September, the whole of the enemy's army was assembled about

Bokerdren, and between that place and Jaffierabad ; and by the most

accurate accounts it appears to have amounted to about 38,500 cavalry ,

10,500 regular infantry, 500 matchlock men, 500 rocket men , and 190

pieces of ordnance . In addition to this army Scindeah had an advanced

party of a few thousand well- trained Mahratta horse dispersed through

the Adjuntee hills.

On the 21st of September, colonel Stevenson formed a junction with

general Wellesley at Badnapoor, when it was resolved that they should

again separate into two divisions , and advance towards the enemy by

different routes. This plan appeared to afford the best means of forcing

the confederates to a general action , which they shewed so strong a

disposition to avoid . Accordingly the two divisions marched on the

220 : colonel Stevenson took the western, and general Wellesley the

eastern route , round the hills between Badnapoor and Jalna. General

Wellesley reached Naulnair on the 23d , where information was received

of the combined armies being encamped about six miles from the

ground which it was his intention to occupy. With a decisive and

heroic intrepidity which few have equalled , he at once determined to

attack them , without waiting the arrival of colonel Stevenson's division .

But this measure, though it could alone have been undertaken by a

gallant and dauntless niad , was, nevertheless, founded in the most per

fect prudence, and recommended by that provident sagacity which

materially contributed to its success . General Wellesley foresaw that

if he waited for the junction of colonel Stevenson's division , the con

federates
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federates would receive intelligence of its approach, and would , there

fore , in conformity with the defensive system on which they acted ,

withdraw their guns and infantry in the course of the night, in order to

avoid the combined attack of the British forces: whereas, by boldly at

tacking them with his own division , the smallness of his force, and their

consequent hopes of defeating it, would tempt them to engage him . He

accordingly moved forward towards the enemy, whom he found en

camped between and along the course of the rivers Kaitna and Juah ,

contiguous to the point of their confluence . The enemy's line extended

east and west along the north bank of the river Kaitna, which is high and

rocky, and impassable for guns, excepting at a few places, close to the

villages. The right wing of the enemy, which was entirely composed of

cavalry, was posted in the vicinity of Bokerdun , and extended to their

line of infantry, which was covered by the fortified village of Assye.

The English army had marched 14 miles to Naulnair ; and it being

six miles from that place to Assye, it was one o'clock in the afternoon

before it came in sight of the enemy. General Wellesley's approach

was in front of the enemy's right, but he judiciously resolved to attack

their left, where the guns and infantry were posted. Accordingly , he

moved round to their left flank , covering his column of infantry by

the British cavalry in the rear, and by the peishwah's and Mysore horse

on the right flank . Having passed the river Kaitna at a ford beyond the

enemy's left flank , general Wellesley formed the infantry into two lines ,

with the British cavalry as a reserve in a third line, in an open space

between the Kaitna and Juah rivers , where they run nearly parallel.

The peishwah's and Mysore cavalry occupied the ground to the south

ward of the Kaitna, on the left Aank of the British army, and kept in

check a large body of the enemy's cavalry , which had followed its

movement from the right of their own position .

The British army 'consisted of 4,500 men , of whom 2,000 were

Europeans ; the forces of the confederates, actually on the field of

battle, amounted to upwards of 30,000 men ; but superior skill , judg

ment, discipline , and intrepidity, were on the side of the English ; and

these important advantages more than counterbalanced the inferiority

of their number.

The enemy had commenced a distant cannonade, when they dis

covered general Wellesley's intention to attack their left, upon which

they changed the disposition of their infantry and guns from the line

along
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along the north bank of the Kaitna, and extended them from that river

to the village of Assye, on the Juah river, which was on the right of the

British army. At right angles to the rear of the enemy's first line , a

second line was formed, with its ' left towards Assye, and its rear to the

Juah river , along the bank of which it extended in a westerly direction .

In this position the enemy was attacked by the English troops, who

advanced with unshaken steadiness under a heavy and galling fire, from a

numerous and well-served artillery. The English artillery had , at the

same time, opened a fire on the enemy at the distance of 400 yards ;

bat perceiving that it produced little effect on their extensive line of

infantry, and finding that the field -pieces could not advance, owing to

the number of men and bullocks which had been disabled , general

Wellesley moved on briskly with his whole line, leaving his artillery in

the rear , and directed lieutenant- colonel Maxwell, with the British

cavalry, to cover the right of the line as it advanced. By this spirited

movement the enemy, in spite of their tremendous cannonade, were

soon compelled to fall back upon their second line, in front of the Juah

river . The 74th regiment which covered the right flank of the British

line, sustained so much loss from the fire of the enemy's cannon , that

a body of cavalry was encouraged to charge it ; but the British cavalry ,

which was posted on the right , charged the enemy in turn with such

resistless vigour, that several of their battalions were drove into the

Juah river with prodigious slaughter. The enemy's line broken by this

charge, and overawed by the steady advance and calm unskaken bold

ness of the British troops, at length gave way in every direction ; and the

British cavalry, led on by the gallant colonel Maxwell, crossed the Juah,

and charged with great effect the enemy's broken infantry, who fled

along its banks with precipitation and dismay.

The smallness of the British force rendered it impracticable for

general Wellesley to secure all the advantages of his success during the

heat of the action ; so that several of the enemy's guns which had un

avoidably been left in his rear, as he pushed forward the attack, were

now turned upon the British army, by several of the enemy's artillery

men, who had thrown themselves on the ground, and whom the English

soldiers, supposing to be dead , had passed unmolested .* At this period

of the action , sone of the enemy's battalions, which had retreated in

order,

This artifice is very commonly practised by the troops belonging to the native

powers in Hindustan
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order, faced about, and returned the charge ; whilst a brisk fire was kept

up on the British troops from the guns in the rear, which had been thus

turned against them : but these battalions were , after a short but spirited

contest, broken and dispersed by colonel Maxwell, at the head of the

19th dragoons, who gloriously fell in the onset ; and those parties of the

eniemy who had seizedthe guns, being attacked by general Wellesley in

person , at the head of the 78th regiment and the 7th battalion of

Sepoys, were soon compelled to abandon them ; though in this operation

the English suffered some further loss, and the general had his horse

shot under him. These attacks were decisive : the numerous corps of

the confederates retreated in various directions, in the wildest confusion ,

leaving behind them, on the field of battle, upwards of 1,200 slain ,

the surrounding country strewed with their wounded, and 98 pieces of

cannon , 7 standards, their whole camp equipage, a great number of bul

locks and camels, and a large quantity of ammunition , and other military

stores in possession of the victors .

The loss sustained by the British army was severe ; * but it is a source

of proud consolation to the country , as well as to the heroic leader of the

brave men who fell, that they have immortalized their memories, by

having contributed to the achievement of a victory marked with every

feature of military enterprize and skill, and productive of political bene.

hits of the most substantial and lasting, nature . The talents displayed

by general Wellesley , on this memorable day , were of the highest

order. In his conduct were happily combined a just conception of the

character and capabilities of his enemy , as well as of his own ; an accu

rate knowledge of the strength of the position which they occupied ;

and an enterprizing and dizing resolution ,founded on quick but instructed

judgment and rational self-confidence, guided by scientific principles

and prudent circumspection, and kindled by a noble zeal for personal

fime and national glory. These qualities in the British general, and the

admirable discipline and uncommon firmness of the 4,500 men uwhom

he commanded, enabled them to obtain this most complete and decisive

victory over an army of at least 30,000+ men , who fought with an im- -

petuous and even frantic bravery, of whom 10,000 were infantry,

formed, disciplined , and in part officered by Frenchmen , and who were

supported by the powerful discharge of nearly one hundred pieces of

cannon

* See the official returns in the Appendix.

There could not have been more than that number engagel .
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cannon, served with all the exactness and much of the skill of the

French artillery. When these circumstances are attentively considered,

and when it is , moreover, recollected that of the English forces, 1,800

only were Europeans, and that the rest were natives of the same climate,

possessing much the same degree of bodily strength , and reared for the

most part in the same domestic habits and usages as the soldiers of the

Mahratta army, it will be admitted , that a more striking instance has

never been recorded in the military annals of the world , of the decided

superiority of talents , science, and discipline , over great physical force ,

and animal courage, partially organized and trained .

On the evening of the 24th of September, colonel Stevenson with

his division , joined general Wellesley, and was immediately dispatched

in pursuit of the enemy. Several unforeseen impediments had pre

vented this junction at the expected time ; but no blame whatever was

imputable to colonel Stevenson , whose conduct has uniformly displayed

the utmost zeal , ability, and spirit .

The confederates having partly collected the remains of their dis

comfitted army, moved to the westward, along the bank of the river

Taptee, by the road which leads by the Caserharee pass and Ahmed

nuggur, to Poonah ; and general Wellesley, in consequence, resolved to

remain on the heights of Adjuntee with the division under his immediate

command , and to regulate his movements by the approaches which the

enemy inight make towards the southward ; but he ' instructed colonel

Stevenson to push forward to Boorhanpoor and Asseerghur.

On the sth of October, whilst general Wellesley still occupied his

position at Adjuntee, he received a letter signed by Ballajee Khonjur,

one of Scindeal's ministers, and dated from Scindeal's camp, containing

overtures of peace , and proposing that a British officer should be sent

to bis master's camp for the purpose of negociating the terms of a

general pacification between the British government, and the confederate

Mahratta chieftains. With this request the English general refused to

comply, because no reference being made in the letter to the authority

either vi Scindeah or the rajah of Berar , it was doubtful whether the

proposition proceeded from either of them , and because, under such

a circumstance, the appearance of a British officer in the enemy's camp,

would notonly tend to revive their spirits, and animate their resentment,

but would be represented by them as actually suing for peace . He

however signified, in explicit terins, his solicitude for the termination

of
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of hostilities, and his entire readiness to receive at his camp, with every

mark of distinction , any person duly empowered by the direct autho

rity of either şcindeah or the rajah of Berar, to propose terms of peace

to the British government and its allies .

During the progress of these important transactions in the Deccan ,

the success of the British arms against the confederates in other quar

ters of their vast dominions had been proportionally great . In the

provinces of Gujerat on the western, of Cuttack on the eastern, and of

Delhi on the northern side of Hindustan , the most brilliant enterprizes,

and splendid victories, had been achieved, and the most valuable con

quests secured .

In conformity with the general plan of operations already described ,

the Bombay army had proceeded to the Gujerat; and on the 21st of

August, a detachment from that army, composed of the 86th regiment,

witha proportion of European artillery and of Sepoys, under the com

mand of lieutenant-colonel Woodington, marched from Brodera against

the town of Baroach . On the 24th lieutenant-colonel Woodington

reached Baroach , and found a , party of the enemy occupying an ad

vanced position in front of the towni, in order to oppose his approach ;

but after a feeble resistance, they were compelled to retreat into the

fort. On the 26th , a battery of two eighteen - pounders was completed

and opened on the fort, and by the morning of the 29th , a practicable

breach was made : but colonel Woodington postponed the assault till

the afternoon of that day , both because he thought that a probable time

to find the enemy off their guard , and because he was in expectation of

the Fury gun -vesselbeing able to come near enough to the fort , to co

operate in its reduction . That vessel , however, being unable froin the

shallowness of the water, to effect her purpose at the expected time,

orders were given to storm ; and the storining party, consisting of 100

Europeans, and 200 natives, was led by captain Richardson, of his

majesty's 80th regiment, supported by a second party of 150 Europeans,

and 250 Sepoys, under major Cuyler, of the same regiment, together

with a reserve composed of 100 Europeans, and 100 Sepoys, under

capt. Bethune, of the Bombay establishment. The British troops having

obtained possession of the first gateway, the enemy opposed their fur

ther advance with the most determined vigour, which , lowever, yielded ,

to the disciplined and intrepid prowess of the assailants, after a cortlict of

half an hour's duration . The loss on the part of the English was incon

siderable ;
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siderable ; that of the enemy about 300 killed , and as many wounded .

Along with the fort and town of Baroach , the English obtained pos

session of the district of that name, the estimated annual revenue of

which amounts to eleven lacks of rupees.

After the capture of Baroach , colonel Woodington proceeded to

reduce the district of Champaneer, including Powanghur, a strongly

fortified hill, the only remaining territory of Scindeah in the Gujerat.

Powanghur is distant about twenty-five miles from Brodera, and is

situated on the western confines of the province of Malwa, contiguous

to the town of Champaneer. This town was carried by assault, with

the loss of only a few men, and the fort of Powanghur capitulated on

the 17th of September, just as the British troops were prepared to storm

it. These operations were planned and executed with a degree of judg

ment and bravery which reflects credit on the discernment and skill

of the commander, and on the discipline, steadiness, and spirit of

his troops.

The progress of the campaign on the other side of the Peninsula kept

pace with these successful operations. It has been already stated , that

the occupation of the province of Cuttack , formed a principal part of

the general plan of attack . Accordingly, a part of the northern divi

sion of the Madras army, and a detachment from Bengal, composed of

two companies of his majesty's 22d regiment, and four of the 20th

battalion of Sepoys, were assembled, under the command of lieutenant

colonel Campbell, of the 74th regiment, at the British settlement of

Ganjam , situated on the sea coast of the northern Sircars, about 45

English miles south of the confines of the province of Cuttack . The

whole of this force consisted of 573 Europeans, and 2,408 Sepoys,

besides a small corps of artillery. In support of this force, a body of

500 Bengal native volunteers, commanded by captain Dick, was sent

from Calcutta , by water, to occupy the post of Balasore , a place be

longing to the rajah of Berar, situated on the coast of the bay of that

name, into which the river Hooghley flows, and distant about 25 English

miles from the river Subanreeka, which in that quarter forms the bar

rier between the British territories and the province of Cuttack. But

the governor-general having received intelligence that a vigorous oppo

sition might be expected at the fort of Cuttack, he ordered captain

Dick's detachment to proceed to Ganjam , to reinforce the main body of

the troops, under lieutenant-colonelCampbell ; and dispatched to Bala

sore .
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sore , another detachment of the same strength, under the command of

captain Morgan . At the same time a detachment was formed at Jela

sore , a town situated on the English side of the Subanreeka, 20 miles

from the sea. This detachment, consisting of 770 Sepoys, and 84 men

of the governor - general's body guard , was commanded by , lieutenant

colonel Fergusson , and was designed to form a junction with the Balasore

detachment, when the state of the intermediate country, and the progress

of the main division from Ganjam, should favour that movement. Lieu

tenant-colonel Fergusson was supported by a force of 800 Sepoys, some

artillery , and a body of 500 Bengal native volunteers, at Midnapore, a

military station in the British dominions, 45 miles north of Balasore.

A dangerous illness with which lieutenant- colonel Campbell was

seized , soon after the junction of captain Dick's detachment, disabled

him from proceeding on the expedition against Cuttack , and the con

tinued and increasing violence of his malady, induced him to solicit the

governor-general to appoint another officer to take charge of his im

portant command. In consequence of this circumstance, lieutenant

colonel Harcourt, the military secretary to the governor- general, was

sent to Ganjam . Before his arrival, the ardent zeal of lieutenant-col.

Campbell had prompted him to move forward with his troops towards

Cuttack . But after one day's march, his fever had increased to such a

degree, that his life was despaired of, and he was consequently carried

back . At this period lieutenant-colonel Harcourt arrived, and took

the command of the forces, with which he immediately proceeded on

the expedition. On the 14th of September he entered the rajah of

Berar's territory , and took possession of Manikpatam , without resiste

ance on the part of the Mahrattas , who fled on his approach .

From that place he sent a letter to the bramins of the celebrated

Pagoda of Jagarnat, encouraging them to place that sanctuary under

the protection of the British troops. To this proposal the bramins

readily acceeded , and on the 8th of September the British troops en

camped at Jagarnat, when it was immediately evacuated by the forces

of the rajah of Berar.

The heavy rains which had fallen having rendered the roads impassable,

lieutenant- colonel Harcourt was unable to march from Jagarnat before

the 24th of September ; and even then , such was the inundated state

of the country , and the great swell of the rivers, that he did not reach

the town of Cuttack until the 10th of October, though he met with

VoL, 5. d little

1

1
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little annoyance from the enemy. On his arrival he sumnioned the

town, which immediately surrendered at discretion .

In the mean time, the detachment under captain Morgan, had, on

the 21st of September, taken possession of Balasore, after a feeble re

sistance . On the 1st of October, that officer detached two companies

of Sepoys towards Soorong , a post twenty miles south of Balasore, then

occupied by the enemy, which after a slight skirmish was captured on

the 3d of that month .

Lieutenant- colonel Fergusson, with his detachment, marched from

Jelasore on the 23d of September, and reached Balasore on the 4th of

October, without encountering any opposition from the enemy, or even

the smallest molestation from the peasantry, in the course of his march .

On the 10th of October, he proceeded from Balasore to the southward ,,

with a force consisting of 816 men , for the purpose of forming a junc

tion with lieutenant-colonel Harcourt, at Cuttack .

From the period of lieutenant -colonel Harcourt's arrival at Cuttack ,

he had been actively employed in making preparations for the siege of

the fort of Barabuttee. This fortress is of some strength , and has only

one entrance , by a narrow bridge, leading over a wet ditch, twenty feet

in depth , and varying in breadth , according to the situation of the bas

tions, from thirty- five to one hundred and thirty - five feet. A battery

for one twelve -pounder, two sis -pounders, and two howitzers, being

completed , commenced firing on the morning of the 14th of October,

and by eleven o'clock in the forenoon of that day, the whole of the

enemy's guns were silenced, Lieutenant- col. Clayton was now ordered

to storm the fort, and accordingly advanced with one six -pounder,

a party of artillerymen , 200 Europeans from his majesty's 22d and

the Madras regiments, and 400 Sepoys from the 20th Bengal, and the

gth and 19th regiments of Madras native infantry. In passing the

bridge, the storming party were exposed to a heavy, but ill- directed fire

of musketry from the fort . The enemy, aware of the design of blow

ing open the gate , had strengthened it with thick masses of stone ; but

in the course of twenty minutes the assailants succeeded in opening a

passage in the wicket, through which they passed singly with equal

boldness and celerity . The enemy opposed their entrance with great

bravery, and made a resolute stand in the defence of their inner gates i

but overcome at last by the sliperior prowess , as well as steadiness of the

British troops, and dismayed by the slaughter and havoc which was

made ,
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made, they abandoned the fort with the utmost precipitation . Upon the

success of this well-planned and spirited enterprize, the whole of the

province of Cuttack submitted to the conquerors, and was thenceforth

annexed to the British dominions. The important advantages of this

acquisition have been already stated ; but at a crisis of such magnitude

and moment, they were felt with peculiar force .

The correspondence between the supreme government at Calcutta,

Madras , Bombay, general Wellesley, and the residents at Poonah and

Hydrabad had, since the commencément of the campaign, been sus

pended, owing to the interruption of the communication in the province

of Cuttack, through which the couriers were necessarily obliged to pass.

This communication was now open ; and the whole line of coast,

from the mouth of the Houghly to Pondicherry , under the protection of

the British flag, presented an hostile front to the fleets and vessels

of France, with which country the war had just been renewed in India .

The annexation of this province was of itself a serious obstacle to the

prosecution of those views which the government of France contem

plated with such sanguine hopes ; but the brilliant progress of the

British arms in northern Hindustan , and the splendid events with which

it was marked since the commencement of the campaign , had given a

decisive and final blow to their grand project for subjugating our Indian

empire, through the medium of their Mahratta allies, acting under the

ostensible authority and auspices of the unfortunate Shah Allum . The

military establishment of Perron , on which the success of this scheme

in reality depended, was consequently the object that the operations of

the English army on the north -west frontier of Oude were , in the first

instance , exclusively directed to : and as this object embraced many im

portant political considerations, the governor- general judiciously invested

the commander in chief, general Lake, with full discretionary powers

to conclude upon
the spot, whatever arrangements might appear to be

necessary for the accomplishment of that plan of operations with the

execution of which he was charged .

Vested with this high authority , general Lake moved from the British

cantonments at Cawnpoor, on the 7th of August, with the main body

of the Bengal army, and on the 28th of that month , reached the neigh

bourhood of Coel , a town situated in the Du -aab , and belonging to the

enemy. During his march to this place, he received a letter from

colonel Collins, the British plenipotentiary at the camp of Scindeah,

d2 informing

1
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informing him of the rupture of the negociation with that chief, and of

all the circumstances with wbich it was acconspanied. In consequence

of this intelligence, general Lake entered the territories of Scindeal ,

in order to attack part of Monsieur Perron's arıny, then encamped at a

short distance from the fortress of Ally Ghur.

The enemy's force was estimated at 15,000 horse, of which 5,000

were regular cavalry , and the position which they occupied was ex

tremely favourable for repelling an attack . Covered in front by an ex

tensive swamp, on the right flank by the fortress of Ally Ghur, and on

the left by sereral villages, the enemy were protected on every point.

General Lake however determined to turn their left flank ; and having

formed the British cavalry in two lines, advanced to the attack , sup

ported by the infantry. As the British troops approached the villages ,

the enemy kept up a random fire from match locks; but a few rounds

from the galloper guns, attached to the English cavalry, soon silenced

them ; after which Perron retreated with his whole force, so rapidly as

to preclude the practicability of cutting off, or even charging any part of

their rear. This unexpected retreat , though it disappointed the hope

of the British army, was nevertheless, productive of beneficial effects.

It betrayed , on the part of Perron , such a drvad of the British arms,

and so much doubt of his own power, that he was soon afterwards de

serted by some of his European confederates, and his military reputation

was considerably lessened .

General Lake having taken possession of the town of Coel niade im

mediate preparations for the attack of Ally Ghur. This fortress, which

possesses many natural advantages, has been strengthened in a peculiar

manner , by several ingenious though incomplete contrivances. The

surrounding country, for upwards of a mile , is levelled and completely

exposed, in every point, to the fire of the fort . A high glacis, and a

ditch from one hundred to two hundred fcet in breadth, thirty -two feet

in depth , and always filled with ten feet of water, surrounds the fort,

into which there is only one entrance , which is singularly intricate , and

over a very narrow causeway . Under this causeway , the enemy had

commenced a nine, but had omitted to construct a drawbridge, the

addition of which would have rendered the place impregnable. General

Lake having had intelligence of these deficiencies, foresaw that our

troops would be enabled to pass the causeway, and immediately assail

the body of the place. Having, therefore, summoned Monsieur

Pedron,
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Pedron , the commander of the fort, to surrender, and having, unsuccess

fully, intreated him to save the effusion of blood , byevacuating the place,

general Lake determined to carry it by assault. Accordingly , on the 4th

of September, a storming party was formed , under the command of

lieutenant - colonel Monson, consisting of a detachment of artillery,

with two twelve -pounders, four companies of the 76th regiment, the

4th regt. of Sepoys, and four companies of the 2d battalion of the 17th

regiment of Sepoys. At half -past four o'clock in the morning, the

storming party moved on towards the fort , under cover of a heavy fire

from batteries which had been purposely erected, and before they were

perceived by the enemy, they had arrived within a 100 yards of the

glacis. Colonel Monson no sooner saw that he was discovered , than

he pushed forward with the Aank companies of the 76th, with the

view of entering the fort, along with the advanced guard of the enemy

that had been posted behind a strong breast -work which covered the

entrance. He succeeded in passing the breast -work , but the first gate

was shut before he reached it . Two ladders were instantly applied to

the wall, and major Macleod, of the 76th , followed by two grenadiers,

were , with uncommon intrepidity, proceedling to mount them , when a

row of pikemen appeared on the top of the ramparts , presenting an

impenetrable barrier to their advance. The escalade was therefore re

linquished , and a twelve pounder was brought up to the gate ; but some

time elapsed before it could be properly pointed, during which interval

the troops, pent up within a narrow space, were exposed to a galling fire

of grape shot and musketry . Here colonel Monson was wounded, and

the four officers of the flank companies of the 76th , the adjutant of that

corps, an officer of the 4th Sepoys, several non -commissioned officers,

and a number of privates were , killed . The command then devolved on

major macleod , who, as soon as the first gate was blown open , rushed on

at the head of his troops, taking a circular direction round a strong

bastion of masonry , along a narrow path , and through two gateways,

which were easily forced , till he came to a fourth gateway, leading into

the body of the fortress. With the utmost difficulty , and with daunt

less perseverance , the twelve-pounder was brought up to this gate,which

after all they found it impossible to force . But the gallant spirit of

major Macleod surmounted every obstacle ;-he burst open the wicket,

and entering the fort with a resistless impetuosity, soon compelled the

enemy to submit. The commandant, M. Pedron, was taken prisoner,

d 3 and
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and some part of the garrison surrendered ; but the greater part ,

according to the indian custom , endeavoured to escape in every direction ;

great numbers leaped into the ditch , and many were drowned. Tho

defence, which lasted for upwards of an hour, was naintained with

much vigour and resolution ; the loss on the part of the assailants was

severe , * and the besieged had about 2,000 killed , and a vast number

wounded .

The fall of Ally Ghur was a matter of no inconsiderable importance

towards the sticcessful prosecution of the war, in this quarter of India .

It was the place of residence of Perron , and the grand depôt of bis

military stores, the whole of which , together with some tumbrils of

money, fell into the possession of the English .

The conduct of lieutenant - colonel Monson in this affair, reflected the

highest credit on the discerniment of general Lake , who had selected

him for a command , in which all the qualities which form a skilful and

valiant officer were put to the most trying test. In these qualities, as well

as in his command , he was ably seconded by the ardent and unconquer

able spirit of major Macleod , which , animating the intrepid firmness of

the troops , finally achieved this daring and difficult enterprize .

A battalion of Sepoys being placed in Ally Ghur, a drau bridge being

erected at the gate -way, and other nécessary arrangements being made

for the security of the fortress, general Lake marched towards Delhi, on

the 7th of December. That day he received a letter from 11. Perron,

informing him that he had resigned the service of Scindeah , requesting

permission to pass to Lucknow , with his family, property, and the

officers of his suite, and begging that an escort of British troops , or his

own body guard , might be allowed to aitend him .

These requests were instantly granted, and J. Perron proceeded to

Lucknow, accompanied by a British officer. The fall of Ally Ghur has

been assigned as one of the causes of Perron's unexpected resignation ;

but the reasons which he has himself given, are , that an offlcer had been

appointed to supercede him in his command, and that he could place no

farther reliance on his own European officers, whose treachery and in

gratitude rendered it impracticable for him to make any resistance to the

British army. The last of these reasons is evidently true.

On the 8th of September the British army reached Koorjah , a place

of some strength , about 30 miles distant from Ally Ghur, which the

enemy

• See the official return in the Appendix .
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enemy had evacuated on hearing of the fall of that fortress. Whilat

general Lake was proceeding on his march , he received intelligence of

five companies of Sepoys, commanded by colonel Coningham, having

been twice attacked at :Shekoabad, by a numerous body of the enemy's

cavalry, and at last obliged to surrender, from a want of ammunition .

This unpleasantevent, though of so slight a nature , the commander in

chief rightly judged might give some encouragement to the enemy it

its effects were not immediately counteracted by sending a strong de

tachment to that partof the country. He accordingly ordered colonel

Macan to proceed with one regiment of European, and two of mire

cavalry, to the neighbourhood of Futty Ghur, and there to form a jurico

tion with colonel Vandeleur, who was stationed in thatdistrict, liith the

8th regiment of light dragoons, and a detachment of infantry , with a

convoy for the army. The second brigade of infantry, unde colancolonel

Clark , was likewise directed to reinforce colonel Vandeleur's de acli

ment. But before the junction of these detachments were electre , the

enemy re - crossed the Jumna and afterwards dispersed . Colonel Vacan's

detachment, however, arrived at Ferozeabad on the 7th of September,

when the enemy abandoned it with precipitation, leaving behind them

several of their men , who had been wounded in the recent acar.it

Shekoabad.

The main army under general Lake met with no ancoace, muli

less any interruption from the enemy, in its march for : A ' : G'ur to

Delhi, until itreached the vicinity of that capital. But iat !!!Heh !

been received in the course of the march, of Monsieur Louis 1 km !!

having crossed the river Jumna,with 16 battalions of regular fortry,

6000 cavalry, and a strong train of artillery, for the purpose of otros

the advance of the English army. On the morning of the blik of

September, general Lake encamped near the Jenah Null2,witinin

miles of Delhi ; but before the tents were entirely pitch.d, the enemy

appeared in front, in such considerable force, that he proceeded to -

connoitre them in person . He found them drawn up on a risi :

ground , in order of battle, each flank covered by a swamp, ad sui

ported by cavalry which was posted beyond it ; so that their con la

the only assailable point, and that was not only covered by their ne : 10 * -

ous artillery, but protected by a line of intrenchments . The mu uber

of the enemy amounted to 19,000 men ; that of the English to about

4,500 men, which small force consisted of his majesty's 76th regiment,

SCVCn
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seven battalions of Sepoys, a train of artillery, the 27th dragoons, and

two regiments of native cavalry.

General Lake having inspected the enemy's position , gave inmediate

orders for the whole of his infantry to move forwards towards the front

of their line, and to leave the camp standing ; whilst the cavalry

who had previously advanced , had commenced the action , and were ex

posed to a heavy and well-directed cannonade, by which considerable

loss was sustained , and the general had a horse shot under him . Before

the infantry canie up in support of the cavalry , one hour had elapsed,

during which time general Lake discovered that it would be an ope

ration of extreme difficulty to attack the enemy in their actual position .

He therefore determined to make a feint, so that the enemy should be

tempted to leave their intrenchments and advance on the plain . For

this purpose the British cavalry retired, until it met the intantry , when

it instantly opened from the centre , do right and left, and allowed the

latter to advance in front . This evolution was performed with the

utmost steadiness; but the enemy, supposing it to be an actual retreat,

immediately moved forward, from their strong position , with the whole

of their guns, in all the confidence of superior power, and shouting with

exultation, as if they had already gained the victory.

The British infantry, however, having faced about and formed in one

line, with the cavalry in a second line, about forty yards in the rear of

the right wing, the enemy thought it prudent to halt. The English

army then advanced briskly , led by general Lake, at the head of the

gallant 70th regiment, unimpeded and unshaken , by a tremendous fire

of round, grape , and chain shot, with which they were assailed ; and

such was their adniirable order and discipline, that they did noi take

their muskets from their shoulders, until they were within an hundred

paces of the enemny . The whole line then tired a volley, and rushed

forward to the charge, with such fierce impetuosity and intrepid valour,

that the eneiny were compelled to abandon their guns, and to give way

in all directions. Upon the first halt of the English, after the charge,

general Lake ardered the line to break into columns of companies,

which being accordingly done, the cavalry passed through the intervals,

with their galloper guns, which were opened on the flying and discom

fitted arıny with great effect ; whilst the rest of the cavalry charged and

broke through the enemy's rear , and finally completed the victory by

pursuing them to the banks of the Jurna, where great numbers were

參

driven
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driven into the river, and a vast carnage took place. The whole of the

enemy's artillery, consisting of 68 pieces of ordnance, together with

two tumbrils filled with treasure, and 24 laden with ammunition , fell

into the possession of the victorious army.

The loss sustained by the English was very considerable ; * that of

the enemy has been estimated at 3000 men, a number nearly equat

to three - fourths of the whole force of their opponents ; so that this

brilliant action affords another instance of the force of skilful valour

and disciplined intrepidity , prevailing over all the difficulties and resist

ance which great superiority of numbers, and the well- directed fire

of a vast train of artillery , and the most strenuous efforts of personal

bravery could oppose.

The result of the victory was no less splendid , beneficial, and con

clusive , than the achievement of it was glorious and complete. Bour

guien and the other leaders of the French faction , finding their influence

annihilated , and their power no longer tenable , surrendered themselves

prisoners to general Lake ; and the city of Delhi , the ancient metro

polis of the mussulman empire in Hindustan , together with the person

of the fallen and unhappy monarch , was released from the stern domi

nation of that faction , and placed under the protection of the British

government. This event was not only consonant to the wishes , but

grateful to the feelings of that unfortunate prince ; who expressly and

earnestly desired to place both his person and authority under the pro

tection of his victorious deliverers.

General Lake having encamped his army on the banks of the Jumna,

opposite to the city of Delhi, lost not a moment in signifying his solici

tude to wait on the emperor, who accordingly sent his eldest son, the

Mirza Akbar Shah, to conduct him to his presence . The entry of the

English general into this celebrated place , was welcomed by an immense

concourse of people, who had assembled with anxious pleasure to be

hold the deliverance of their lawful sovereign, from his long and igno

minious confinement. When general Lake reached the palace, and

was ushered into the court of audience, he beheld one of the most

piteous and touching pictures of degraded royalty and fallen magni

ficence that was ever presented to the commiseration of inankind.

The venerable descendant of a long line of illustrious and powerful

monarchs, was seated under a small tattered canopy , the remnant of his

former

* See the official return in the Appendix.
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on

former state , his person emaciated by indigence and infirmities, and his

countenance disfigured with the loss of his eyes, and marked with ex

treme old age , and a settled melancholy ; whilst everything around

him attested the misery and wretchedness of his condition. Yet his

multiplied and cruel sufferings , though they had reduced his mind to a

siate of listlessness and torpor, had not entirely hardened it against im

pressions of kindness, or rendered it upsusceptible of these emotions of

gratitude and pleasure,which the first intimation of his deliverance was so

powerfully calculated to excite. He at once testified his thankfulness to

his gallant deliverer, and his joy on the occasion , by bestowing on him

those high titles, " which , according to the custom of his ancestors, and in

the splendid days of his own power, were alone conferred on such warriors

as had done the state some very important and signal service . “ It is

" impossible ," says the marquis Wellesley, “ to describe the inpression

“ which general Lake's conduct on this interesting occasion , has made

the minds of the inhabitants of Delhi, and of all the mussulmans

“ who have had an opportunity of being made acquainted with the oc

currences of the 6th of September. The native news-writers, who

“ described this extraordinary scene, declare , in the metaphorical lan

guage of Asia , that Shah Allum recovered his sight from excess of

“ joy." This hyperbole, absurd as it must appear to every English

reader, nevertheless serves to shew , in a striking manner, the sentiments

of gratification entertained by the people of Dellii , at the change which

had taken place.

The emperor being thus restored to personal freedom , comfort, and

dignity, and general Lake having made all the arrangements necessary

for securing to him and his family the peaceful enjoyment of those bless

ing , marched on the 24th of September towards Agra .

In the mean while the detachment under colonel Vandeleur, had

taken possession of the city of Mathura, on the right bank of the

Jumna, where one of Perron's principal cannon founderies was estab

lished ; and on the both of September, some days after he had occu

pied this place, monsieur Dudernaigne, and two other French officers,

in the service of Scindeah , who had been sent from the Deccan with

some battalions to reinforce Perron , surrendered themselves prisoners of

war.

During

• The titles conferred on general Lake, signify in English , “The Sword of tbe

“ State, the Hero of the Land, the Lord of the Age, and the Victorious in War. ”
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During these operations to the northward , the detachment under

lientenant-colonel Powel, which was assembled at Allahabad, had

marched into the Bundilcund, and formed a junction with the force

commanded by Himmut Bahader, one of the peishwal's principal

officers. That force amounted to about 13,000 men , which, together

with the British detachment, formed an army of seventeen thousand .

On reaching the banks of the river Cane, Himmut Bahader and lieu

tenant-colonel Powel found the enemy's troops, under Shumsheer

Bahader , encamped on the opposite side in considerable force . Having

reduced several small forts, which lay on the rear and flanks of their

position, Himmut Bahadar and lieutenant-colonel Powel crossed the

river on the 10th of October, and on the 12th engaged the enemy,

whom , after a short contest they completely defeated. In consequence

of this success, Shumsheer Bahadar was compelled to retire with his

armies from Bundilcund, and the numerous inhabitants of that valuable

province, freed from the terror of his tyranny, became the friends and

supporters of the British cause .

On the 2d of October general Lake joined colonel Vandeleur, at

Mathura, from whence he immediately pushed forward to Agra, which

place he reached in two days. A summons to surrender was sent to the

garrison , but no answer was returned , owing, as it afterwards appeared,

to a nutiny which then prevailed amongst the enemy's troops, who,

distrustful of their European officers, had put them all in confinement.

Upon reconnoitring the approaches to the town and fortress, it was

discovered that seven battalions of the enemy's regular infantry were

posted outside the fort, occupying the town and principal mosque of

Agra, and some ravipes, which led through broken ground from the

British camp on the south -side of the fort, to the ditch and the northern

gateway . From this position it was necessary to dislodge the enemy,

before any approaches could be made against the fort. Accordingly,

on the morning of the 10th of October, colonel Clarke was directed to

take possession of the town with his brigade of Sepoys, whilst three

battalions of Sepoys, commanded by lieutenant - colonel Macculloch ,

proceeded to occupy the ravines. After a long and obstinate contest,

the enemy were dislodged from both these positions : some took shelter

in the mosque , and others in the ditch under cover of the batteries.

The spirit and bravery of the British Sepoys on this occasion was pecu

liarly conspicuous; but their boldness in seizing the enemy's guns that

were
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were planted on the glacis, exposed them to a heavy fire of grape, by

which they suffered a severe loss in men and officers. The defeat of

the enemy was complete ; their loss amounted to about six handred

men ; and the remainder of the discomfited force, consisting of about

two thousand five hundred men , surrendered two days afierwards to

the English .

On the evening of the 13th of October, the besieged demanded a

cessation of hostilities for the purpose of offering terms of capitulation ;

and a European officer was accordingly dispatched to the British camp,

who delivered a letter signed by the principal Mahratta officers in the

fort, stating the conditions on which they were willing to surrender .

On receipt of this letter, general Lake sent an officer into the fort in

order to make a final adjustment of the terms of capitulation ; but

whilst that officer was actually engaged in the execution of this duty,

the enemy suddenly recommenced their fire. Irritated by this act of

treachery, the British troops renewed their operations against the fort

with redoubled vigour ; and on the morning of the 17th the breaching

batteries were opened upon it . The well - directed and incessant fire

which was kept up, soon made an impression on the walls of the fort;

and the enemy foreseeing that a practicable breach would speedily be

effected , deemed it prudent to capitulate .

On the 18th of October the British troops took possession of the

important fortress of Agra, where they found 280,000l. sterling in specie ,

the well- earned reward of their activity and courage . By the capture

of this fortress , of Delhi, and of Mathura , an important line of posts

along the banks of the Jumna was obtained , together with a consider

able tract of country, so that the navigation of that river was thereby

eflectually secured.

The only force of the enemy which now remained northern Hin- 1

dustan , was that which had proceeded from the Deccan under the com

mand of Monsieur Dudernaigne, who as has been already stated ,

surrendered to colonel Vandeleur at Mathura. This army, though

abandoned by their commander, still continued in the province of Agra

with the view of embracing a favorable opportunity of marching to

Delhi to retake that capital . It consequently became an object of the

utmost importance to general Lake to march against this army without

delay. Accordingly , on the 27th of October, he left Agra in pursuit of

the enemy, and reached Keroully on the following day. On the 29th he

passed
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passed Futtee- poor -Sikree, where having left the heavy guns and bag

gage, under the guard of two battalions of Sepoys, he made a march

of twenty miles, with his whole army. On the 31st, by another

march of twenty miles, the British army reached the ground which the

enemy had on that morning quitted . This circumstance served to

animate the pursuit, and determined general Lake to make a strong

effort to overtake the enemy with his cavalry , and to retard their march ,

by maintaining a partial action with their rear, until the infantry should

be enabled to come up. With this admirable design he proceeded with

the whole of his cavalry on the night of the 31st of October, and after

marching twenty- five miles in six hours, overtook the enemy on the

morning of the 1st of November. The enemy's army consisted of

9000 regular infantry, and about 5000 cavalry , together with a large

body of artillerymen , and seventy -two guns .

When general Lake came up with the enemy, they were retreating in

such confusion as to encourage him to attack them with the cavalry alone,

without waiting for the infantry. He accordingly ordered the advanced

guard and first brigade of cavalry to move forward to the point where

the enemy had been observed to be in motion , whilst the remainder was

directed to attack in succession , as soon as they could form . But a

thick cloud of dust raised by the movements of the British cavalry, pre

vented general Lake from observing an important change of position

which the enemy had made, and which considerably lessened the in

tended effect of his operation . Availing themselves of this circumstance

the enemy cut the embankment of a large reservoir of water, in order

to impede the advance of the British cavalry , whilst they made an ad

vantageous movement, by which their right became protected by the

village of Laswaree, and a small stream , the banks of which were high

and difficult to pass; their left was covered by the village of Mahaulpoor,

and their whole front was concealed by very high grass, and strengthened

by a powerful line of artillery .

Yet, notwithstanding the strength of the position in which the

enemy had thus placed themselves, their line was forced by the in

petuous charge of the British cavalry , led by colonel Vandeleur and

-major Griffiths. Several of the enemy's guns were taken ; and the suc

cessive attacks of the other brigades of British cavalry , under colonel

Macan, were conducted with equal spirit and effect. But the incessant

fire from the remaining artillery of the enemy was so galling and de

structive ,

1
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structive, that general Lake deemed it prudent to withdraw the cavalry

from its reach, until the infantry came up. This movement was per

formed with the most perfect order and regularity, and the greatest part

of the captured guns were carried off and secured .

In this attack the British army sustained a heavy loss, by the fall of

colonel Vandeleur,--- an officer of tried merit , and who, on this occa

sion , distinguished himself not less by his gallant spirit, than by his

judgment and skill .

About twelve o'clock at noon the Britisk infantry reached the field of

battle ; but after a forced march of twenty - five miles , it was necessary

to allow some time for refreshment, before they moved on to the at

tack . During this suspension of operations , the enemy sent a message

to general Lake, offering, on certain conditions, to surrender their guns ;

to which proposal he immediately acceeded, allowing them one hour to

carry into effect their own conditions of the surrender. This interval

general Lake employed in making his arrangements for a general attack ,

should the enemy, as was most probable, either break or recede from

their engagement. Accordingly, he formed the infantry into two

columns on the left : the first column commanded by major-general

Ware, was directed to attack the village of Mohaulpcor, and to turn

the enemy's right flank , which having fallen back since the morning,

left a space between the ground actually occupied, and the small stream

already mentioned ; the second colunin , commanded by major -general

St. John, was ordered to support the first. The 3d brigade of cavalry,

under colonel Macan, was to act also in support of the first column of

infantry, whilst the 2d brigade of cavalry , under lieut.- colonel J. Van

deleur, was detached on the right of the British army, to watch the

enemy's left, to take advantage of any confusion in their line, and

to attack and rsue them in their retreat. The reserve was composed

of the 1st brigade of cavalry, commanded by lieutenant- colonel Gordon :

and the whole attack was strengthened and supported by four different

batteries , formed with the field- pieces and galloper guns. The enemy's

infantry was formed in two lines; the first line to the eastward , and the

second to the westward of the village of Mehaulpoor ; and their cavalry

covered their right.

The time allotted for the fulfilment of the proposed conditions having

expired , without any further communication whatever from the enemy,

the British infantry advanced to the attack, under cover of the four bat

teries,
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teries, but in the face of a tremendous fire of both round and grape shot

from the enemy's numerous and well -served artillery. When the 76th

regiment, that led the attack, came within about fifty paces of the

eneiny, it was so much exposed to the fire of their artillery, and was

losing men so fast, that general Lake , heroically, and judiciously deter

mined to advance to the charge with that regiment alone, and four com

panies of Sepoys which had closed to the front, without waiting till the

remainder of the columu, which was much impeded in its advance,

should be enabled to form . The general accordingly, placing himself at

the head of this “ HANDFUL OF HEROES, " as he himself emphatically

terms them , pushed forward at a quick pace , but with a firm step, to

the enemy's guns in the face of their fire, and unchecked by the re

peated charges of their cavalry. The latter, however, having rallied

and formed in a formidable and menacing position , general Lake ordered

the British cavalry to attack them ; and accordingly the 29th dragoons,

led by captain Wade, charged them with resistless vigour, and com

pelled them to abandon their ground , and gallop off in the utmost dis

order. The enemy's infantry nevertheless maintained their position with

unbending obstinacy and persevering courage, until the 76th regiment,

supported by the remainder of the British columns, drove them from

their guns at the point of the bayonet.

The enemy's right wing then fell back and their left wing endeavoured

to retreat in order ; but the 29th dragoons, and 6th regiment of native

cavalry , led by lieutenant-colonel J. Vandeleur , broke in upon their

column with such well- conducted impetuosity, that about two thousand

men were made prisoners, and the rest were killed . The whole of

their camp equipage , military stores, elephants , camels, and bullocks,

seventy-two pieces of cannon , 5,000 stand of arms, and three tumbrils

laden with specie, fell into the possession of the English.

Of the numbers lost in this memorable battle , there is reason to

believe that nearly 7,000 of the enemy were either missing or destroyed ;

and the killed, wounded, and missing of the British army, amounted to

upwards of eight hundred .

Thus, by the decisive judgment , skill , activity , and intrepid spirit of

general Lake , supported by the veteran valour of his troops , was this

brilliant victory achieved . The personal exertions of the general were ,

indeed , so unceasing, and so peculiarly prominent, that they could not

fail to inspire the army both with confidence and emulation. At the

head
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head of all the different attacks on the enemy's line, and in the midst

of every danger, he appeared in person , carrying into execution the

masterly plans which he had formed, and seizing with intuitive readi

ness, every advantage presented by the enemy.

The activity and zeal of general Lake was ably seconded by the

officers of his staff, amongst whom his son, major Lake, was peculiarly

distinguished. This young officer constantly attended his father's per

son in the capacity of aid -de-camp; and having on former occasions

given striking proofs of his ability in that station , he now held the high

est place in the general's confidence as well as in his affection . In this

last action, while leading one of the attacks against the enemy, the

general's horse was shot under him, when his son in a moment dis

mounted, and gave him his horse, which the general was at first uwil

ling to take, but his son's earnest intreaty made him accept it. Major

Lake then mounted a trooper's horse, but at that instant a shot struck

him, by which he was severely wounded , whilst at the same time a

movement of theenemy's obliged the general to push forward the attack ,

and to leave his son upon the field , doubtful whether he should ever see

him again . But , with a firm mind, the general pursued his public duty ,

in the manner already described ; and , after having gained the victory ,

with what transport must his heart have glowed , when he found his son

still living to share the joy of his success, and his wound in such a state

as to afford confident hopes of a perfect recovery. These hopes have

been since fulfilled ; and that promising and gallant youth lives to give

additional lustre to his father's renown, as well as to grace the title to

which he has been elevated .

This glorious achievement completed the destruction of the French

establishment in Hindustan , together with the force and influence of

Scindeah in the north , and thereby terminated the operations of the

British arms in that quarter of India . We shall now return , therefore,

to the campaign in the Deccan , where general Wellesley had followed

up his triumph at Assye, with all his accustomed activity.

It has been already stated , that colonel Stevenson , with his division

of the army of the Deccan , had, in the beginning of October, proceeded

towards Boorhanpoor and Asseer Ghur, for the purpose of reducing

those places. Accordingly he reached Boorhanpoor on the 16th of

October, and took possession of that city without resistance . On the

following day, he pushed forward to Asseer Ghur, from whence the

remains
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of the enemy's infantry had retired , on the first intelligence of his

approach . He therefore determined to lay siege to the place without

delay ; and having attacked and carried the town , and made a lodgment

within one hundred and fifty yards of the lower wall of the fort, he

sent a flag of truce to the killahdar (governor) with a summons to sur

render. The answer to the summons not being definitive, and the

killahdar having required some time to consider of the terms

proposed, colonel Stevenson acceeded to his wishes in that respect ;

bet proceeded , with unremitting activity, in his operations against the

fort, as he had reason to believe, that the negotiation for its surrender

was prolonged with the sole view of giving Scindeah time to come to

its relief. No decisive reply having been returned at the expiration of

the time prescribed, and the batteries being then completed, a heavy

fire was immediately opened on the fort. When the firing had con

tinued about an hour, and a considerable impression had been made on

the walls, the killabdar seeing no prospect of a relief, and sensible of

his inability to maintain the place, displayed a fag of truce , and con

sented to surrender, on the terms originally proposed .

The garrison accordingly marched out with the honours of war, were

allowed to retain their private property , to receive their arrears of pay,

and to retire whithersoever they chose. The acquisition of this fortress

was an event highly conducive to the successful progress of the war ;

ihough not so much on account of the real strength of the place, as from

the circumstance of the enemy having always deemed it impregnable to

any bunian force, which led them to consider its fall as ominous of the

Dinal issue of the contest,

Hut the apprehensions which this circumstance diffused amongst

Hiem , and which their superstitious notions tended to magnify, were

soon after realised by general Wellesley's unwearied exertions. Whilst

colonel Stevenson was engaged in the reduction of Asseer Ghur, general

Wellesley, with the main body of the army, had, on the 25th of Octo- ,

ber, re -ascended the heights of Adjuntee, and marched to the south

ward, having heard that the rajah of Berar had passed the hills which

form the boundary of Candees, and was proceeding towards the river

Godavary. On the 29th general Wellesley arrived at Aurungabad,

where he received intelligence of the rajah having advanced gradually to

the eastward, and being then at Lakeegaun , about twenty miles north

from Pultein . The rajah , finding himself thus pursued, and his motions

VOL . 5 . thus
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thus closely watched by general Wellesley, endeavoured by various

stratagems to elude his vigilance.

Between the night of the 20th and that of the 30th of October, he

moved his camp five times ; and with a view to draw off the attention

of general Wellesley from his operations, he detached a body of 5000

horse to intercept a conrcy of bullocks, and other valuable supplies , for

the British army, which was distant only a few days march . But the

perspicuity of the British general was not to be blinded , nor was his

confidence in the justness of his own views , and in the zeal and energy

of his troops, to be unsettled by these stratagems. Perceiving there

fore the rajal's real design , he continued to observe and follow all his

movements ; and knowing the exact strength of the detachment which

accompanied the convoy , ils well as the character of the officer who com

manded it , he relied on its being fully adequate to repulse, if not to defeat,

the force that biad been sent against it . The result proved the correct

ness of his judgment. Capt. Baynes, wlio con manded the convoy , was

attacked at Amber, by the encmy's horse , and after a sharp action, he

repulsed them with considerable loss ; secured the whole of the supplies ;

and in a few days afterwards reached general Wellesley's camp in per

fect safety .

Tiese events, together with the bitter reinenbrance of his former

defeats , determined the rajalı to exert every means which either his inge

nuity could tiggest, or his activity could accomplish , to avoid another

action with the English. But Scindeah seeing all his grand schemes

of ambition and vengeance subverted, his French establishment

aid ailiance completely destroyed , lis provinces conquered, all his

strong forts in the Deccan captured , and his capital itself in imminent

danger, felt that he had no resourse left, but the old Mahratta policy of

negotiating for peace, to gain time, and thereby to recruit his means for

prosecuting the var. Accordingly , on the 11th of November, he sent

an ambassador to general Wellesley's camp at Jaum , with a proposal to

treat for peace . The general, aware of the real object of his mission , but

sclicitous to shew , by his conduct, the pacific disposition of the British

setemment, he received the proposal with the most marked demonstra

jions of satisfaction .

Atier various conferences between general Wellesley and the ambas

sador, on the 23d of November a suspension of hostilities was agreed to

between Scindah and the British armies in the Deccan and the Gujerat.

The
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The principal condition of this truce was, that Scindeah's army should

occupy a position forty miles to the east of Ellichpoor, and that the

British troops should not advance farther into the dominions of Scindeah.

During the period that was occupied in the discussions which produced

this agreement, the rajah of Berar had moved totvards his own terri

tories ; and general Wellesley had descended the mountains, by Ra

joorah, in order to co-operate with colonel Stevenson in the reduction of

the fortress of Gawilghur, in Berar, on which service that officer had

been dispatched , after the fall of Asseerghur . On the 28th of November,

general Wellesley came up with the greatest part of the rajah of Berar's

regular infantry, strengthened by a large body of Scindeah's best cavalry ;

and , as the stipulations of the truce had not been fulfilled on the part of

Scindeah , though they had been strictly adhered to by general Wellesley,

he resolved to attack this combined force, with the utinoșt celerity, so

that the enemy should be prevented either from effecting a retreat, or

receiving reinforcements. Scindeal's ambassador , who was still in the

English camp, remonstrated in the most pressing and urgent manner,

against the intended attack ; but general Wellesley justly replied, that

there existed no truce whatever with the rajal of Berar, and that, as

Scindeah had neglected to fulfil the conditions of the one which had

been agreed to with him , it could not be considered as binding : so that

therefore it was his fixed determination to attack the enemy wherever

he should meet them . He accordingly moved forward to Parterly,

where the confederates were encamped, and on his march thither,

formed a junction with the division of the army under colonel Stevenson ,

who had for that purpose halted at Andorah. Yet , by the time the

British army had reached Parterly, the confederates had retired, though

they were still discernible from the top of a lofty tower, situated near

the place . The excessive heat of the day, however, and the great dis

tance which his troops had already marched , induced general Wellesley

to postpone the pursuit of the enemy until the evening. But he had not

halted long, when large bodies of the enemy's horse appeared in front;

and upon the picquets being pushed forward in consequence, the whole

army of the confederates was distinctly perceived, regularly drawn up in

a long line of infantry, cavalry, and artillery, which extended above five

miles on the plains of Argaum . Finding them thus prepared for a

general action , general Welesley resolved to give them battle imme

diately , and for that purpose moved on with his army in one column,

e2
the
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the British cavalry leading the attack , in a direction nearly parallel to

that of the enemy's lire . On approaching the confederates, he forured

his army into two lines, the first of which was composed of the infantry ,

andthe second of the cavalry. The right wing was adyanced in arder

to press on the enemy's left; and the left wing was supported by the

Mysore cavalry. Thus formed and disposed, the whole advanced with

the utmost steadiness and order. On arriving close to the enemy's

Jine, the 74th and 78th regiments were attacked by a large body of

Persians, who , after a desperate conflict, were entirely destroyed ; and

Scindeali's cavalry being at the same time repulsed , with great loss, by

the 1st battalion of the 6th regiment, the enemy's whole line broke ,

and fell back in the greatest disorder and confusion , leaving in the pos

session of the English , 36 pieces of cannon , and all their ammunition .

The precipitation with which the enemy fled, rendered it unadvisable

for the British infantry to follow them ; but they were pursued by the

cavalry for several miles , who cut off vast numbers, and captured the

whole of their elephants and bagsage.

This victory, though less brilliant, was not less decisive than that of

Assye ; and though it afforded not general Wellesley an opportunity

for displaying the heroism of his character, it yet enabled him to give

many additional proofs of that clear perception , quick judgment, and

presence of mind, to which we have already pointed the attention of

our readers, and to which the extraordinary rapidity of the operations of

the British army in the Deccan are principally to be ascribed .

The loss sustained by the English army, in this action, being incon

siderable, and productive of no inconvenience , general Wellesley im.

mediately moved forward towards Gawilghur, for the purpose of laying

siege to that fortress , the reduction of which, from its almost inaccessible

situation, appeared to be an operation of much difficulty as well as time.

But this last circumstance enhanced the importance of the object in

view , and made the general resolve to accomplish it .

On the 5th of December, he halted at Ellichpoor, where he estab

lished an hospital for the wounded in the battle of Argaum . On the

6th , a strong detachment was sent forward towards Gawilghur, in order

to scour the country, and drive in the enemy from the ground which

they occupied to the southward of the place, as well as to take posses

sion

* See the official return in the Appendix.
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ion of the fortified village of Damergaum , which covers the entrance to

the mountains by the road which it was intended colonel Stevenson's

Givision should pass .

On the 7th , both divisions of the army marched from Ellichpoor ;

general Wellesley proceeded direct towards the south side of Gawil

ghur, and colonel Stevenson by the road already mentioned . On the

12th , both divisions reached the points of their destination , and that of

colonel Stevenson , after encountering a series of obstacles, which it

required the utmost perseverance to surmount. The heavy ordnance

and stores were dragged by hand over mountains, and through ravines,

for a distance of thirty miles, by roads which the troops themselves had

with infinite difficulty made.

Before we proceed to the details of the siege, we shall describe the

situation of the fortress of Gawilghur, which has been long celebrated

by the historians of the Deccan, as one of the most impregnable bul

warks of their country. This fortress stands on a high , steep, and

rocky hill, in the midst of that range of mountains which lies between

the sources of the rivers Poonal und Taptee. There is one complete

inrer fort, which fronts the south , where the rock is most inaccessible ;

and this citadel, as it may be called , is strengthened and defended by an

outer fort, which entirely corers it to the north and north -west. The

outer fort has a thick wall, wliich covers the approach to it from the

north , by the village of Lambada ; and all these walls are strongly built

and fortified by ramparts and towers. To the whole of the fortification

there are three gates : one to the south , which leads to the inner fort;

one to the north -west, which leads to the outward fort ; and one to the

worth, which communicates with the third wall . The ascent to the

first gate is very long, steep, and difficult; that to the second is by

a road used for the common communications of the garcis o n with the

country to the southward ; bụt this road leads no further than the gate ;

it is extremely narrow , the rock is scooped on each side, and from its

passing round the west side of the fort, is exposed to its fire for a con

siderable distance , the road to the northern gate is direct from the

village of Lambada, and the ground along which it is made is level with

that of the fort.

From this description it will be evident to our readers, that the re

duction of Gawilghur was an operation that required the union of the

e 3 utmost
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utmost skill , intrepidity, and perseverance ; but their surprise and ad

miration must be strongly excited , wlien it is known , that this hazardous

and difficult enterprise was achieved in the short space of forty -eight

hours. On the night of the 12th of December, two batteries were

erected by colonel Stevenson opposite to the north face of the fort ;

one of which, mounting two eighteen, and three twelve-pounders,

was to breach the outer fort and third wall ; the other mounting two

twelve -pounders and two five -and -half inch howitzers, was to destroy

the defences on the point of attack . At the same time, general Wel

lesley, on bis side , constructed a battery for two iron and two brass

twelve pounders, on the mountain under the southern gate , to endeavour,

if possible, to breach the wall near that gate, or, if the attempt should

fail, it would at least have the effect of drawing the atteption of the

besieged to that quarter . But in spite of the most strenuous exertions,

it was found impracticable to drag the iron guns up the mountain ; so .

that even the lesser purpose of this battery was only productive of a

purtial effect . On the 13th , however, a heavy fire was opened from all

thiese batteries ; and on the night of the 14th , the breaches in the walls

of the outer fort were practicable. The storming party, already formed

under the command of lieutenant-colonel Kenny, then marched to the

brcach in the north face ; whilst two attacks were at the same time

ordered to be made on the southern side, the one led by lieutenant.

colonel Wallace , and the vilier by lieutenant - colonel Chalmers.

These attacks were intended , in the first instance, to make a diver

sion on the southern side of the fort, to endeavour to blow open the

gate , and eventually to communicate with and support the main assault,

under lieutenant-colonel Kenny . At ten in the morning of the 14th ,

the three parties advanced vearly at the same time . The detachment

under lieutenant- colonel Chalmers reached the north -west gate, just as

the enemy were attempting to escape through it, from the bayonets of

the assailants, under lieutenant-colonel Kenny. An immense slaughter

ensued ; and colonel Chalmers entered without difficulty. The wall of

the inner fort, in which no breach bad yet been made, was then to be

carried ; and after several attempts upon the gate of communication

between the inner and outer fort, a place on the wall was discovered

which it appeared practicable to escalade. Against this place captain

Campbell, with the light infantry of the 94th regiment, immediately

tixed the ladders, which having mounted with uncommon agility and

spirit,

✓
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spirit, and entered the fort, the garrison in astonishment and confusion ,

threw down their arms and surrendered .

This well-planned , vigorous, and brilliant enterprize, brought the

war to a speedy conclusion . The rajah of Berar, sensible of his ina

bility to resist the further progress of the British arms, alarrhed for the

safety of his dominions, and amazed at the m ; idity of general Wel

lesley's operations, even in that mountainous country into which the

war was now carried, saw no prudent or safe alternative but to sue for

an immediate and separate peace, without waiting for the opinion , or

the determination of his ally .

He accordingly lost not a day in deputing an ambassador to general

Wellesley, who was encamped at Deogaum, in the vicinity of Gawil

ghur. This pacific mission was received by general Wellesley with the

highest degree of respect, and with all those unequivocal testimonies of

satisfaction , which proved that the object for which his government had

gone to war, was not conquest , but a secure and solid peace.

The negotiation was conducted with that dispatch and decision which

characterizes all the services of this distinguished officer . It com

menced on the 16th , and on the day following ( December the 17th ,

1803 ) the treaty * of peace between the British government and the

rajah of Berar, was concluded and signed .

By this treaty it was agreed on the part of the rajah of Berar, first to

renounce all adherence to the confederacy which had been formed

against the English , between Scindeah , himself, and other chiefs, and

to engage to give no assistance to those chiefs, shoul? the war with

them still convinue . Secon lly, to cede to the English , in perpetual

sovereignty , the province of Cuttack , including the district and fort of

Balasore ; and also all the territories, the revenues of which he had

previously collected , in conjunction with the subadar of the Deccan,

together with those situated to the westward of the Tirer Wurdah .

And, lastly, to engage never to take, or retain in the service of the

rajah, any Frenchman , or the subject of any other European or American

power, the government of which might be at war with the British

governinent; or any British subject , whether European or Indian , with

out the consent of the British government .

On the other hand it was agreed , on the part of the English , that the

1

!
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* See the official copy of this Treaty in the Appendix.
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forts of Nernallah and Gawilghur should be restored to the rajah of Berar;

that districts,the revenues of which amounted to four lacs of rupees a year,

and contiguous to those, forts , should likewise be restored and delivered

up to the rajah at the same time; that the river Wurdah, from its source

in the Injardee hills, to its junction with the Godavary, should be the

future boundary between the dominions of the rajah of Berar, and those

of the subadar of the Deccan ; and that no aid or countenance should

be given to any discontented relations, Rajahs, Zemindars, or other

subjects of the Rajahs of Berar, who might fly from , or rebel against

his authority . Finally , it was agreed , for the mutual benefit of both

the contracting parties, that, in order to secure and improve the relations

of amity and peace established by this treaty , accredited ministers from

each government should constantly reside at the court of the other.

This treaty being ratified by the rajah of Berar, on the 25th of De

cember, and general Wellesley having transmitted it to Calcutta for

the ratification of the Governor-General, he lost no time in turning his

attention towards Scindeah , against whom he accordingly marchied.

But that prince, exhausted in all his resources and expedients, and now

left without an ally, was convinced that there was not even any chance

of an event arising beneficial to his cause , from a further prolongation

of the contest, and that it was , therefore, his obvious interest to sue for

immediate peace . He accordingly sent instructions to his ambassadors,

who still followed the English army, to make a sincere and explicit de

claration to general Wellesley, that it was the earnest and anxious desire

of their master to put an end to hostilities, and that they were now em

powered to negotiate and conclude a definitive treaty of peace.

General Wellesley received this declaration with the same readiness

which on the former occasion he had so unreservedly shewn ; but,

resolved to preclude every pretext for procrastination, he at once stated

to the ambassadors the precise terms on which alone he would consent

to treat, and required from them a direct and categorical answer. By

the adoption of this peremptory and decisive tone, which his victorious

career, and the duplicity and delays that he had before experienced

from the ambassadors entitled him to assume, the negotiation was in

2 st w days brought to a happy issue ; and on the 30th of December,

tus , a treaty of peace , between the British government and Scindeah ,

veds bly died in the English camp at Surje Anjengaum .

big was weaty it was agreed, on the part of Scindeah , tirst, to cede

1'
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to the English , in perpetual sovereignty, all his forts, territories, and

rights, in the Du -aab, or country situated in northern Hindustan , be

tween the rivers Ganges and Jumna, together with all his forts, ter

ritories, rights and interests in the districts which lie to the northward

of the dominions of the rajahs ofJeypoor and Judpoor, and of the ranah

of Gohud. Secondly, to cede to the English , in perpetual sovereignty ,

the fort and territory of Baroach , in the Gujerat, and the fort and ter

ritory of Ahmednughur, in the Deccan , and likewise all the territories

which belonged to him before the commencement of the war, which

are situated to the southward of the Adjuntee hills in the Deccan , in

cluding all the districts between that range of mountains and the river

Godavery. Thirdly , to renounce , for ever, all claims upon the emperor

Shah Allum, and to engage never again to interfere in the affairs of that

monarch . And, lastly, to engage never to take or retain in his service

any Frenchman , or the subject of any European or American power,

the government of which might be at war with the British government,

or any British subject, whether European or Indian , without the consent

of the British government.

On the other hand , it was agreed on the part of the English , first, to

restore to Scindeah the fort of Asseerghur, and the city of Boorhanpoor,

in the Deccan , and the forts of Dohod and Powanghur, with the terri

tories in Candeis and Gujerat, appertaining to these forts. Secondly , to

allow Scindeah, under the protection of the British government, to retain

possession of certain lands, which he had long held i .. his family, as a

gift from the kings of Hindustan ; and that certain other lands, situated

in the provinces conquered by the English in Hindustan , which were

held in jagbire, by persons belonging to the family of the late Mahajee

Scindeah , should remain in the possession of those persons : and further,

to prevent any individual from incurring loss, or suffering distress by this

arrangement, it was agreed, that the British government should either

pay pensions, or grant lands in jaghire, to such other persons as Scindeah

should name, provided the sum to be paid exceeded not seventeen lacs

of rupees a year. Thirdly, to restore to Scindeah certain lands and vil

lages, situated in the dominions of the peishwah , which had lately been

taken possession of by the English and their allies, and which the family

of Scindeah had long held, as a personal estate. And, lastly, Scindeah

was invited to partake of the benefits of the subsidiary treaties, existing

between the British government and the peishwah , and the subadar of

the

1
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the Deccan ; but if it should not suit his interests to embrace this offer,

his declining it should no way affect any of the stipulations of the

present treaty of peace. Finally, it was agreed on , for the mutual

advantage of both the contracting parties, and with a view to secure

and improve the relations of peace and amity established by this treaty,

that accredited ministers, from each government, should constantly

reside at the court of the other.

The treaty was ratified by Scindeah , and returned on the 5th of

January, 1804, to general Wellesley, who inmediately transmitted it

to the Governor-General, at Calcutta .

On the 14th of January, the treaty of peace with the rajah of Berar

arrived at Calcutta, and was , on the following day, ratified by the

Governor. General, who issued a proclanation accordingly. And on

the 13th of February , the treaty with Scindeah was likewise ratified by

the Governor-General, and the final restoration of peace between the

British government and the Mahratta princes was proclaimed .

The successful termination of this short and victorious war produced

the strongest sensation of exultation and joy, throughout the British

dominions in Hindustan . In every settlement and town, the inhabi

tants testified their feelings and sentiments by public rejoicings, and

their pleasure was mingled and heightened with an admiration of

those sagacious counsels , comprehensive views, and energetic measures ,

which, in the short space of five months, had discomfited the armies of

the confederates, conquered many of their most valuable provinces, and

obtained the rational triumph of a secure and glorious peace.

The inhabitants of Calcutta , who had the best opportunity of ob

serving the unwearied exertion of those high qualities , to which the

extraordinary success of the contest was principally attributable, and of

which they appear to have formed a just appreciation , assembled to

gether, with a generous and patriotic solicitude, to prepare an address

to the Governor-General on this most happy result of his wise and

magnanimous policy.

An address, * signed by all the principal inhabitants , was accordingly

presented to the Governor -General, on the 29th of February , expressing

their entire concurrence in the justice and necessity of the war ; their

admiration of the manner in which it was planned, as well as of the

heroic

See this Address, together with the Governor -General's reply to it, in the

Appendix
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heroic energy with which it was conducted, and their approbation of

that enlarged, but moderate system of policy, on the principles of which

the general peace of Hindustan was now established .

To this address the Governor General returned an answer, in which

he expresses , in modest and digniſed terms, his cordial satisfaction at

the favourable sentiments entertained by the inhabitants of Calcutta , in

regard to the principles which regulated his conduct from the origin to

the close of the late contest , as well as to his general administration

of public affairs ; and after pointing out the national advantages

likely to result from the treaties of peace which had been just concluded,

he states his confident hopes that the condition of the people of India

will be gradually meliorated , by a steady pursuance of that political

system, which he had now finally established, for the government of

the British provinces.

On receiving this answer , certain resolutions, which had been una

nimously passed at the meeting of the inhabitants, were presented to

the Governor -General. These were , first, to erect a marble statue of

his Excellency, at Calcutta, as a lasting memorial of the high sense

entertained by the inhabitants of his.eminent public services ; secondly ,

to present a sword to general Lake, as a testimony of their exalted

opinion of thedistinguished service which he had rendered his country ;

and, lastly , to present a sword to major- general Wellesley, as a tes

timonial of his conduct having inspired similar sentiments . To these

resolutions the Governor-general returned suitable replies ; and nea

sures were accordingly taken for carrying them into effect.

When intelligence of the conclusion of the war reached England,

the thanks of parliament were immediately voted to the governor

general , and to the commanders, officers, and soldiers of the several

armies that shared the glory of the contest . And his majesty has since

rewarded the high merits of generals Lake and Wellesley, by conferring

on them signal marks of his favour. *

The account of the splendid events and triumphant termination of

this war, coming to England at a period big with the most momentous

affairs, and fearful circumstances, made not that strong impression on

the public mind, which in more tranquil and less anxious times they

must

General Lake has been elevated to the Peerage, by the title of lord Lake,

of Delhi and Laswaree ;-and general Wellesley has been created a Knight of the

Bath
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must naturally have produced. When parliament was actually deli

berating on the means of defending not only the English shores, but the

city of London itself, against the menaced invasion of France; when

his Majesty was labouring under a most alarming indisposition , and when

the executive government was thereby in a state of the utmost per

plexity and agitation , it was not surprising that events in our Indian pro

vinces should be but faintly felt, however adorned with the splendour

of military glory, or attended with the greatest political advantages.

The real importance of those events will not, indeed, be justly ap

preciated, until they come to be calmly and impartially considered as

matter of history. It will then, we conceive, be universally acknow

ledged, that this war was commenced by the British government on

principles clearly just, and on a policy evidently wise ; that its objects

were confined to the vindication of rights, which even the confederates

themselves admitted, and to the attainment of a permanent security

against the restless ambition of Scindeah, as well as the growing danger

of Perron's establishment ; and finally, that these objects, which were

essential to the safety of the British power in India, could not have been

accomplished by any other means.

By the plan of the war, by the manner in which it was executed,

and by the rare fortune which crowned all the operations and enter

prizes of the English arms, the governor -general was enabled to dictate

a peace to the two most powerful princes in Hindustan , which , whilst

it comprehends on an extended scale, and secures in the most per

fect manner, all the objects of the war, relinquishes a number of

conquests, that were not necessary to the security of those objects .

The conquests which have been retained, and the stipulations of the

treaties of peace which have been concluded , furnish the British goveri

ment with the most effectual means, not only of preventing France

from gaining, in future , either by open hostility, or under cover of any

- plausible pretence, any considerable footing in Hindustan , but also of

detecting and destroying that system of intrigue, which , since the year

1740, it has been her uniform policy to pursue, in the courts of the

native princes, and which , in the course of the last ten years, has been so

prejudicial to the interests of those princes, as well as to the English.

The treaties of peace likewise strengthen the alliances with the

Subadar of the Deccan and the Peishwah, and secure the integrity of

their respective dominions . The power and resources of the British

empire
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empire in India , enlarged, consolidated , and improved by these circum

stances , as well as by the acquisition of valuable territories and a nu

merous population , seem equal to any emergency , and leave nothing to

apprehend from any confederacy which the native states may in future

be prompted to form .

Such are the solid advantages which have resulted from this war.

But it has been productive of another benefit , of perhaps equal impor

tance . The decisive victories obtained by our forces, over armies of

six times their numbers, must have made an impression on the minds

of the natives of India, which nothing can ever obliterate : so that

the dread which they before entertained of the English arms, and which

certainly constitutes a very material part of our superiority , has now

been doubly increased . The marquis Wellesley, however, in confor

mity with that beneficent system of policy, which it has been his

glory to establish in India, exercises this superiority, in preserving

general peace and concord amongst the native states, and in enforcing

obedience to those maxims of reciprocal justice , which , though univer

bally recognized , are very rarely practised by the nations of Asia .

!
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To his Excellency the most noble after they hadentered the pettah . In

the marquis Wellesley, governor- a short time, however, after a brisk

general, & c. & c . and gallant contest, we were com

My Lord , pletely masters of it ; but with the

The weather cleared up so much loss of some brave officers and sol

on the 7th instant, as to allow me diers, as Your Excellency will per

to marchto this place on the 8th. ceive by the inclosed return. The

I had in the morning dispatched a enemy's loss was, from the nature

messenger to the killedar of Ahmed- of the contest, necessarily much

nuggur, to require him to surrender greater than ours ; and on thenight

his fort ; and, on my arrival in the of the 8th , all that part of their force

neighbourhood of the pettah , I of- which was not required for the de
fered cowle to the inhabitants. This fence of the fort, went off to the

was refused , as the pettah was held northward ; including all the Arabs

by a body of Arabs,who were sup- who survived thecontest in the pet

ported by a battalion of Scindiah's tah , excepting a small numberwho

regular infantry, and a body of horse attended one of their wounded chiefs

encamped in an open space between who could not be removed farther

the pettah and the fort. than the fort.

I immediately attacked the pettah On the gth , I reconnoitred the

with the picquets of the infantry re- ground in the neighbourhood of the

inforced by the tank companies of fort, and on that evening lieutenant

the 78th regiment, under the com- colonel Wallace, with tive com

mandof lieutenant colonelHarness ; panies of the74th regiment, and the

in another place with the 74th regi- 2d battalion 12th regiment, seized a

ment, and first of the 8th , under position within four hundred yards

the command of lieutenant colonel of it, on which, in the course of that

Wallace ; and in a third with the night, a battery was constructed for

Aank companies of the 74th , and the four guns, to take off the defences

1st battalion 3d regiment , underthe on the side on which I proposed to

command of captain Vesey. The make the attack . This opened at day

pettah wall was very lofty and de- light on the 10th ; and it was so ad

fended by towers, and had no ram- vantageously placed, andfired with

part, so that when the troops had such effect, asto induce the killedar

ascended to the attack , they had no to desire that I should cease firing

ground on which they could stand; in order that he might send a personi

and the Arabs who occupied the to treat for his surrender. In my

towers, defended their post with answer I told him , that I shouldnot

their usual obstinacy. At length cease tiring, till I should have taken

they were obliged to quit the wall the fort, or he should have surren

and fled to the houses, from which dered it ; but that I should listen to

they continued a destructive tire whatever he was desirous to com

upon the troops. Scindiah's regular municate.

infantry also attacked our troops

Vol. 5 . Yesterdaya a
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Yesterday morning he sent out of transmitting to Your Excellency

two vakeels to propose to surrender an account ofthe ordnance, stores ,

the fort, on condition that he should and grain which it contains.

be allowed to depart with his garri- (Signed ) ARTHUR Wellesley ,

son, and that he should have his pri- Camp Ahmednuggur, Aug. 12, 1809.

vate propertyAlthough I consented to this pro- Return of the Killed and Wounded

posal, it was five in the evening be- of his Majesty's and the Honor

fore the hostages arrived in camp,
able Company's Troops, compo

without whosepresence I refused to sing a detachment in advance of

stop the fire from the British bat- thegrand army. under the con

teries. According to his engage
mand of major general the ho

ment, however, the killedarmarch
norable A. WELLESLEY, in the

ed out of the fort this morning, with
Assault of the City of Ahmed

a garrison consisting of 1400 men , nuggur, on the 8th Aug, 1803 ;

and the troops under my command and on the gth , 10th, and 11th ,

took possession of it.
during the siege of the fort of

In this manner has this fort fal Ahmednuggur.

len into our hands ; our loss since
On the8th Aug. 1803 .

the 8th has been trifling , which I His majesty's 19th light dragoons,

attribnte much to the spirit with

1 rank and file wounded.

which our attacks on that day were
Hon. Company's 5th reg . native

carried on ,

cavalry, i naigue killed .

I haveto draw Your Excellency's His majesty's 74th reg. 1 serjearrt

notice towards the conduct of the
and 1 rank aud file killed ; I

troops, particularly on that occasion ,
lieutenant and 10 rank and file

wounded .

and towards lieutenant colonelsHar
ness , Wallace, and Maxwell, wbo His majesty's 78th reg. 2 captains,

commanded in the trenches , captain
1 lieutenant, 1 drummer, 10

Beauman commanding the artillery,
rank and file killed ; I lieute

captain Johnson of the engineers,
nant, 1 serjeant, and 39 rank

and captain Heitland of the pi
and file wounded.

oneers , in the short subsequent
First battalion , 2d reg . native in

siege.

fantry , 1 naigue and 1 seapoy

Your Excellency must be well
wounded .

acquainted with the advantageous
First battalion , 3d reg . native in

situation of the fort of Ahmednuge
fantry, 1 lieutenant, i havildar ,

gur on the frontier of his highness
and 5 sepoys, killed ; I subidar,

the Nizam, covering Poonah, and as
2 havildars, 1 naigue, and 7 se

an important point of support to all poys
wounded .

our future operations to the north- First battalion, 8th reg. native in

ward . It is considered in this
fantry, 2 sepoys killed ; 2 havik

country as one of its strongest forts;
dars and 7sepoys wounded.

and excepting Vellore in the Car- Second battalion, 12th reg . native

natic, is the strongest country fort
infantry, 5 sepoys wounded.

that I have seen .
It is in excellent Second battalion , 18th reg . native

repair, excepting in the part ex
infantry , 1 sepoy killed ; 2 havil

posed to the fire of the British dars, and 1 sepoy wounded.

troops.

First battalion pioneers, 9 sepoys

Ishall hereafter have the honor
wounded.

On
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Do the 9th, 10th, and 11th Aug. 1803. which his excellency in council has

Artillery, 1 subidar killed ; 6 rank observed the judgment,prompti

and file, and 1 gun lascar wounded. tude, and skill manifested by ma

His majesty's 74th reg. 2 rank and jor-general Wellesley, in directing
file wounded .

the operations of the forces underFirst battalion 3d reg . native in- his command on that critical occa

fantry, 1 sepoy wounded sion.

First battalion 8th reg. native in- His excellency in council is

fantry, 1 sepoy killed . pleased to direct major-general
Second battalion 12th reg. native Wellesleytonotify tothe officers and

infantry , 1 naigue and 2 sepoys troops under his command, that the
wounded .

governor -general in council has de
Pioneers ist battalion, 1 sepoy rived the most cordial satisfaction

killed ; 1 naigue and 5 sepoys from the distinguished alacrity , gal
wounded .

lantry, and spirit, which they dis
Total killed . Europeans- 2 cap- played in the attack upon the pet

tains; 2 lieutenants; 1 serjeant; tah, and in the subsequent siege of

i drummer; 12 rank and file.
the fort of Ahmednuggur; and the

Natives — 1 havildar; 1 naigue ; 10 governor- general in council has re

sepoys. marked with particular approbar
Total wounded. Europeans - 2 tion , the conduct of lieutenant co

lieutenants; 1 ensign ; 58 rank lonels Harness, Wallace, andMax
and file .

well; of captain Beauman of the
Natives- 1 subidar ; 7 havildars; artillery; of captain Johnson of the

3 naigues; 1 gun láscar ; and 38 engineers; and of captain Heitland
sepoys.

ofthe pioneers.
Killed . Capt. Grant, 78th reg. The governor-general in council

Capt. Humberstone, 78th ditto. deeply laments the loss of captains

Lieut. Anderson , 78th ditto. Grant and Humberstone, of lieu

Lieut. Plenderleath, Ist bat. 3d tenants Anderson and Plenderleath ,

and of the brave soldiers who fell in
Wounded. Lieut. Wilson , 74th reg . the successful contest of the 8th of

Lieut. Larkins, 78th ditto . August. The memory of those

( Signed ) R. BARCLAY, gallant officers and soldiers who

Depy. Adjt. General in Mysore. have fallen with honor in the pub

lic service will be regarded with af

fection and respect, by their sove

GENERAL ORDERS, reign and their country .

( Signed) L. Hook,
By his Ercellency the most noble

Sec. to the Govt. Mil. Dept.
the governor-general in council.

Fort William , Sept. 8, 1803. To his Excellency the most nolle
TheGovernor-general in council MARQUIS WELLESLEY, gover

having received from major- general
nor- general, &c. & c.the honorable Arthur Wellesley, MY LORD,

the official account of the reduction I Have the honor to inform

of the important fortress ofAhmed- your lordship, that I attacked Mr.

puggur, by the forces under the Perron's force this morning, which

command of that officer, is pleased was strongly posted with their right

to signify the high approbation with extending tothe fort of AllyGhur,

a & 2
and

reg . N. 1 .
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and their entire front protected by a GenERAL ORDERS,

deep morass, which obliged me to
change my original planofattack, By his Ercellency the most noble

and detour considerably to the right,
the governor -general in council.

to turn their left flank , which I com
Fort William , Sept 8 , 1803.

pletely effected ; dislodging a body
The governor-general in council

of troops which were posted in a vil is pleased to offer his most cordial

lage in the enemy's front.
thanks and congratulations to his

On moring forwardwith the ca- excellency the commander in chief,

valry in two lines , supported by the upon the distinguished ability, en

line of infantry and guns, the ene- ergy,and success of the conductof

my immediately retired after a very the forces under his excellency's

few shot from the cavalry guns, personal command, in the judicis

which did some execution .
ous and gallant attack of theforces

Several attempts were made to under the command of Mr. Per

charge some considerable bodies of ron , in the vicinity of Coel, on

cavalry, who made an appearance of the29th of August.

standing; but the rapidity of their
His excellency in council has re

retreat prevented the possibility of ceived, with themost sincere plea
effecting itso completely as I could sure, the commander in chief's re

have wished ; but I have reason to port of the zeal, activity, and

þelieve, that in consequence of the steadiness, displayed by the officers

operations of this day, many of his and men , and of the meretorious

confederates have left him .
services of the staff on that impor

My loss in men and horses is
tant occasion .

very

inconsiderable, and no officer .
The governor- general in council

I have the pleasure to assure your
is pleased to direct the commander

lordship, that the zeal, activity , and in chief to signify to the officers
steadiness displayed by both officers and men employed in the actionof

and men, afforded nie entire satis- the 29th of August, that the con

faction, and deserve my warmest duet of the army on that day has

praise.
obtained the high approbation of

My staff afforded me every as
his excellency in council; has con

sistance ; and I feel myselt under tirmed the reputation and honor

great obligations to them .
of the British arms in India ; and

From every information I can
has secured the most important ad

obtain , immediately on our advanc- , vantages to the cause of the allies ,

ing, Ar. Perron, with his body in the prosecution of the war, and

guard , retired towards Agra, and the speedy establishment of per

has left colonel Pedron in charge of nanent peace.

the fort.
(Signed ) L. Hook ,

I am at present encamped to the
Sec. to the Gov, Mil. Dep.

southward of the fort , and the

town of Coel is occupied by one of To his Ercellency the most notle

my battalions.
Marquis Wellesley, governor

( Signed ) G. LAKE
general, & c. &c.

Head Quarters, Camp le My Lord ,

fcre Ally Ghur, August It is with infinite satisfaction I

29, 1803 . infonn your lordship, that the in

habitants
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my ron .

liabitants of this part of the coun- you, for the information of his ex

try are coming in fast, and manifest cellency the most noble 'the go

a wish of being protected by the vernor -general in council, a return

British government, and that in of the killed, and wounded , and

consequence of my having caused missing, in the action which took

it to be made known to the head place yesterday, between the Bri

men of the villages in this neigh- tish army andthat of general Per

bourhood, that it is not inten

tion to molest either the persons or (Signed ) D. OCHTERLONY,

properties of such of the inha
Dep. Adj . Gen.

bitants as shall claim my protec- Head Quarters, Camp

tion , I have the pleasure to say, at Coel, Aug. 1803 .

that the people who had deserted

the town of Coel on our approach Return of the Killed, Ilounded , and

yesterday, are returning fast to their Missing, in the Second and

houses, and the town is nearly re- Third Brigades of Caralry .

peopled ; indeed they have every Camp at Coel, Aug. 20 , 1803.

reason to be satisfied, as the instant Second brigade, 27th dragoons, i

this position was gained, a battalion horse killed ; 1 private wounded ;

was posted in Coel to preventplun and 2 horses missing.

der, by which means very little loss Second brigade, 2d native cavalry,

was sustained by the inhabitants. i horse killed ; i jemedar, 2

I learn, from all quarters, that privates and i horse wounded ;

most of the enemy's cavalry who and 5 horses missing.

opposed us yesterday, have return- Second brigade, 3d native cavalry,

ed totheir homes, declaring their 3 horses wounded , 3 missing.

inability to oppose the English. Third brigade, 29th dragoons, 1

From every account I can re- private and i horse wounded .

ceive, the number of cavalry op- Third brigade, ist native cavalry,

posed to us amounted to fifteen or 1 horse wounded .

twenty thousand . Fourth nat. car . 1 horse killed .

The country in our rear is in a Total 1 man and 3 horses killed ;

state of perfect tranquillity , nor has 4 men and s horses wounded ;

it been molested bya single horse and 10 horses missing.

man. ( Signed) L. Hook ,

I have sent into the fort a sum
Sec. to the Govt. Mil. Dep.

mons in English and French , which

will, I trust, have the desired effect. To his Ercellency the most nolle

( Signed) G. LAKE . Marquis Wellesley, governor

Head Quarters, Camp le general, &c. &c.

fore Ally Ghur, August My Lord ,

30 , 1803 . It is with inexpressible satisfac

tion that I have the honor to report

Fort William , Sept. 10 , 1803. to your lordship , the capture of the

To Captain Lionel Hook , Sectre. fort of Ally Ghur this morning by

tary to the Government Military assault .

Department.
Having spent some days in fruit.

Sir, less endeavours to save the unneces

I have the honor, by order of the sary etlusion of blood , on finding

commander in chief, to forward to that the natives persisted obstinate

ia a 3
ly
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ly in their determination of resist- To major McLeod , who gallants

ance, and rejected every overture I ly ledthe 76th regiment after colo ,

inade, I found myself under the nel Monson was wounded, and to

necessity of determining on some captain Shipton, of the artillery,

decisive measure ; and after ma- who had charge of the guns that

turely considering the probability forced the gate , both of whom,

of success with the obstacles that though wounded, still remained at

opposed us, I judged it preferable their post, I feel myself much in

to carry it by assault, than to lose debted .

tine by the slo ver operations of a To colonel Horsford , who com

sicge . manded the artillery , as well as 10

In con d ? uence of this resolu- captains Robertson and Greene,

tin i cidered the honorable lieu- who commanded the covering bat

tenant-colo el Monson to lead the teries, I feel myself under infi

attuck , composed of four compa- nite obligations, and indeed that

nies of his majesty's 76th regiment, whole corps merit my warmest
and the 1st battalion of the 4th re- praise for the gallantry displayed

giment of native infantry under on this occasion , as well as on

lieutenant-colonel Browne, with a erery other in which they have

detachment of the 17th native re- been engaged.

giment under captain Bagshaw . It is with extreme sorrow I la

Colonel Horsford, of the artil- ment the loss of many valuable ofq

lery, covered their advance by a ficers of his majesty's 70th regi

heavy fire from batteries in situa- ment, and also of the honorable

tionswhich had been previously de- company's service .
termined on . I am sorry to add, that colonel

I attribute the success of this at Monson's wound is dangerous; and

tack entirely to the gallantry and I fear I shail, at all events , be de .

steady conduct displayed by the prived of the services of this gala

honorable lieutenant- colonel Mon- Jant officer for some time.

son , in leading on his men under a I shall have the honor to for

most galling fire of musquetry and ward to your lordship, as soon 35

grapeagainsta fort hitherto deemed possible, returns of the killed and

iinpregnable, and defended on all wounded , officers and men , under

sides with the utmost obstinacy. my command ; which , considering

It would be injustice in mc were the nature of the attack , are as levo

I not to mention the distinguished as could be expected.

bravery of the men of his majesty's I fell I shall be wanting in jus

70th regiment, who, notwithstand- tice to the merits of Mr. Lucan,

ing the loss of many of their offi- an officer, a native of Great Bri:

cers , steadily persevered till the tain , who lately quitted the service

attainment of their object was of Scindiah , to avoid serving against

effected. his country, where I not to recom

To colonel Browue, of the 1st mend him to your lordship's parti

battalion of the 4th regiment , who cular attention. He gallantly un

has received a severe wound, and dertook to lead colonel Monson to

to the whole of the officers of that the gate , and point out the road

battalion, whose exertions on this through the fort, which he effect

occasion were most merztorious, ed in a most gallant manner; and

my praise is justly due. colonel Monson has reported , hav,

ing
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ing received infinite benefit from Number ofmen killed and wound

his service . If you deem him ed not yet ascertained .

worthy of any mark of your ex- (Signed) G.A. F. LAKE, Mil. Sec.

cellency's favor, it will afford me

great satisfaction if his services are GENERAL ORDERS

rewarded by government.
By his Excellency the most nolle

(Signed ) G. Lake.

Head Quarters, Camp Ally
the governor-general in Council.

Ghur, Sept. 4, 1803 . Fort William , Sept. 15, 1803.

P.S. I have the honor to en- The governor-general in coun

close correct returns of the officers cil , under the strongest impressions

killed and wounded in the attack of public gratitude, notifies to the

this morning.
army, hisunteigned admiration of

M. Perdon , who commanded in the distinguished conduct of the

the fort, is our prisoner. He was forces employed under the per

the only European in the garrison. sonal command of his excellency

(Signed ) G. LAKE. general Lake , in the gallant and

successful assault of thestrong fort

Copy of the First Brigade Return of Ally Ghur on the 4th instant.

of Killed, Wounded , and Miss The proposals of surrender offer
ing, September 4, 1803 . ed by this commander in chief to the

His Majesty's 76th Regiment. garrison immediately after the re

Captain
Cameron , lieutenants treat of Mr. Perron's forces, afford

Fleming, Browne, and Camp- the most convincing proof, that

bell, and lieutenant and adjutant the humanity of the British cha

St. Aubin , killed . racter is intimately connected with

Number of men killed not known . that spirit of alacrity and valour

Hon. lieut.-col. Monson, major which marked the commander in

McLeod, lieutenant Sinclair, and chief's judicious resolution , to meet

ensign Fraser, wounded . the obstinancy of the enemy by an

Forty men as yet ascertained. immediate assault of the place .

Firsi Battalion 4th Regiment Na- The judgment and energy ma .

tive Infantry, nifested by the commander in chief

Lieutenant John Turton , killed . in the plan of the attack , corres

Lieut. -col. Browne, captain Berry, pond with the intrepidity, spirit,

lieutenant Andre, and ensign and perseverance of his brave
Burgess, wounded. officers and soldiers, in executing

Number of sepoys killed and the orders of their able and gallant

wounded not yetknown. general : and the glorious result of

Second Battalion , 4th Regiment the assault has considerably aug

Native Infantry , mer : ted the reputation of the Bri

Being in the fort, not yet known . tish naine and the honour of the

Second Battalion, 17th Regiment British arms in India.
Native Infantry. The governor -general in council

Captain Bagshaw and lieutenant is pleased to direct the commander

Boscowan , wounded . in chief, to express the particular

Number of sepoys killed and and most distinguished approbation

wounded not yet ascertained , with which his Excellency in coun

Artillery. cil has viewed the courage , firm

Captain Shipton, killed . ness, and ability, displayed by the

honorable

1
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honorable lieutenant-colonel Mon- ever receive consolation for that

son , in leading the attack , under loss, in reflecting upon the glory

circumstances of the utmost degree of their achievements, and upon

of difficulty and danger. A strong the public advantage of their illus

sense of the interests of the public trious example.

service, and a desire to witness a The governor-general in coun

continuance of the glorious success cil directs the commander in chief

of the British arms in India , render to signify to Mr. Lucan, the appro

the governor-general in council bation with which his excellency
sincerely anxious, that this excel in council has remarked the ser

lent officer (repeatedly distinguish- vices rendered by that gentleman

ed by his conduct in various exi- to the cause of his native country ,

gencies of the service) may speedily in the spirited exertion of British

be enabled to resume the command courage and public zeal . It is

of his gallant corps, and to aug- highly satisfactory to his excellency

ment his claims upon the gratitude in council to observe, this meri

and applause of his country. torious example of a just attention

The governor -general in coun- to the duty which every British

cil also directs the commander in subject owes to the British govern

chief to signify to lieutenant-col. ment in India . The governor

Browne, of the 1st battalion 4th general in council will not fail to

regiment native infantry, and to all reward the services of Mr. Lucan ,

the officers of that battalion , that in such a manner as shall be re

his excellency in council entertains commended by the commander in
the highest sense of their meritori- chief .

ous exertions, and warmly approves The governor -general in coun

their honorable services. cil relies with confidence on the

The governor -general in coun- approved character of this army,

cil also desires, that his peculiar and of the commander in chief,

approbation may be signified to that their unabated magnanimity,

major Mc Leod, of the 76th regi- skill, and perseverance will be at

ment, to captain Shipton, of the tended with a continuance of suc

artilery, and also to lieutenant- cess , proportionate to the justice of

colonel Horsford, captains Robert- our cause, and to the superiority of

son and Greene.

It is with the greatest satisfaction ( Signed ) L. Hook ,

that the governor-general in coun Sec. to Govt . Mil. Dept,

cil expresses his applause of the

bravery , discipline, and steadiness, Return of the killed and wounded

of the men of his Majesty's 70th at the Assault of Ally Ghur, on

regiment, and of the corps of ar- the morning of the 4th of Sept.

tillery, as well as of all the soldiers, 1803 .

who were employed on this bril- 27th dragoons, 2 rank and file , 6

liant service. horses wounded .

The loss of captain Cameron , Artillery , 2 rank and file, 1 tindal ,

lieutenants Fleming,Browne,Camp- 3 lascars killed ; 1.captain , 7

bell, St. Aubin , and Turton, is rank and file, i lascar wounded .

deplored by the governor-general 76th regiment , 1 captain , 4 lieu

in council. Their country, their tenants, 4 serjeants and havildars,

friends, and their king, will low- 15 rank and tile killed ; 1 lieu

tenant

our arms .
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tenant-colonel, 1 major, 1 lieu- To his Excellency the most nolle

tenant, 1 ensign, 3 serjts. 1 drum
Marquis Wellesley, governor

mer, 58 rank and file wounded.

Ist battalion 4th n . regiment. 1
general, G'c.

lieutenant, 1 subadar , 1 havil Fort William .

dar, 16 rank and file killed ; 1 My Lord ,

lieutenant-colonel, 1 captain, i
I have the satisfaction to inform

lieutenant, i ensign , 3 havil your lordship, that after a march

dars, 1 drummer, 09 rank and of eighteen iniles this morning, I

file wounded . learned that the enemy, in great ,

2d bat . 4th n . reg . 2 rank and file force, under Mr. Louis,had crossed

killed ; I lieutenant, 12 rank the Jumna, from Delhi, with the.

and file wounded . intention of attacking us.

4 comps. 17th reg . 8 rank and file
Wlien we had encamped, we

killed ; 1 captain, 1 lieutenant, found our out-posts were attacked

2 jemadars, 4 serjeants and ha- by a body of the enemy. On re

vildars, 32 rank and file woun- connoitring to our front , I found

ded .
that the enemy's whole army were

Total, 1 captain , 5 lieutenants , 1
drawn up in order of battle . I

subadar, 5 serjeants and havildars, immediately ordered out the whole

43 rank and file, 1 tindal, 3 las- line, and advanced to attack them

cars, killed ; 2 lieut- colonels, i
in front.

major, 3 captains, 3 lieutenants, The enemy opposed to us å tre

2 ensigns, 2jemadars,10 serjeants mendous fire from a numerous ar

and havildars, 2 drummers, 180 tillery, which was uncommonly

rank and file, i lascar, and 6 well served, and caused us con

horses wounded. siderable loss in officers and men ;

Names of officers killed and
but I have the satisfaction to add ,

that our advance, under a most
wounded .

heavy cannonade, and actual charge

Artillery, capt. Shipton , wounded . of the enemy, at about one hun

76th reg. captain Cameron , lieu- dred paces distance, caused a most

tenants Fleming, Browne,Camp- precipitate retreat, and left in our

bell; and lieutenant and adjutant possession the whole of their artil

St. Aubin , killed ; the hon . lieu- lery.

tenant - colonel Monson , major . The cavalry pursued the fugi

Mc Leod , lieutenant Sinclair, tives to the Junina, making great

and ensign Fraser, wounded. havock ,and numbers were drowned

Ist bat. 4th reg . Lieutenant Tur- in attempting to cross .

ton killed; lieutenant- colonel
In short, I have only to express

Browne, captain Berrie, lieu- my entire approbation of the gal

tenant André, and ensign Bur- lantry of the troops under my

gess, wounded.
command, during the whole of this

4 comps . 17th reg . captain Bag- most brilliantaction , and shall have

shaw, and lieutenant Boscawen , the honour to detail it more par

wounded .
ticularly to -morrow , which the

(Signed ) lateness of the hour prevents nie

J. GERARD, doing at present.

Adjutant General. The whole army was under arms
from
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moment.

every diftis

from three this nigrning till this posed to the enemy's right. The

steadiness and ability displayed by

(Signed ) G. LAKE . the honorable the major-general,

Head-Quarters, Camp op quickly surmounted

posite Delhi, hall -past culty, and forced the enemy to re

Seven , P. M. Sept. 11 , tire in disorder with very heavy

1903. . loss.

To colonel St. Ledger, who

To his Excellency the most nulle commanded the cavalry,mywarm .
Marquis Wellesley, c. & e. est praises are due. The steadis

Fort William . diness and gallantry of the whole

My Lord, corps, both Europeans and natives,

My letter of yesterday will have under a formidable fire of artillery,

informed your lordship of the total does them infinite honor,

defeat of the force under Mr. After the gallant and steady

Louis . The latenes of the hour charge of his majesty's 70th regi,

prevented my detailing the opera- ment, led by captain Boyce , and

tions of the day as fully as I could the whole of the infantry line, who

have wished . advanced to within one hundred

I cannot find terms sufficiently paces of the enemy without taking

strong to express the high sense I their firelocks from their shoulders,

entertain of the gallant services when they fired a volley, and rush

performed by the whole of the ed on with the bayonet with a de

officers and men in the armyunder termination nothing could resist,
my command. and forced the enemy to abandon

When the length of our march their formidable artillery , Colonel

(upwards of eighteen miles) is con- St. Ledger, with the cavalry under

sidered, the fatigue the whole his command , moved rapidly for

arnıy underwent, and that we were ward , when a dreadful slaughter.

exposed to a most galling fire from ensued. By a well-timed ma

the enemy, of grape and chain nouvre of the colonel's, in inter

shot, while advancing in line, the cepting their retreat to the Jumna,

operations of yesterday must ever much execution was done ; the

refleet the higliest credit on all de- enemy's confusion was such , that

scriptions of troops engaged, and many were drowned in attempting
cannot fail of striking the enemy to cross the river.

with a dread of our army, and To colonel Horsford , and every

prove to them , that opposition to officer of the corps of artillery, I

sudu superior discipline and courage feel myself infinitely indebted for
is useless . their meritorious exertions on this

To major-general Ware, who occasion.

commanded the right wing, and to The number of the enemy's

the honorable major-general St. guns already collected, is between

John , who commanded the left, I hitty and sixty, and I expect many

feel myself under infinite obliga- more before the evening. I shall

tions. The former, I am sorry to have thehonor to forward a regular

say, receiveci a very severe con- return of the enemy's ordnance to

lusion while advancing with the morrow.

right wing. I have to lamept the loss of

Major-general St. John was op- many officers and men killed and
wounded
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wounded in this action , returns of ley, 2d battalion , 2d regiment

which shall be transmitted for your captain Matthews, artillery.

Jordship's information . The above is the most correct

From the extreme heat and fa- return that has yet been received.

tigue, that both officers and men

experienced, I have to regret the To his Excellency the most noble

loss of major Middleton, of the 3d Marquis Wellesley, governora

dative cavalry, and cornet San general, & c.

guine, of the 27th lighit dragoons, My Lord ,

as well as of several European sol- For your lordship's information,

diers, who fell from the effects of I have the honor to inclose a list of

the sun . the killed and wounded, officers

I have to lament the loss of capt. and men , of the army under my

Robert MacGregor (Persian inter- command, in the action of the 11th

preter in the field ), who fell when instant.

advancing in a gallant style. Your lordship will perceive that

The consequences of this vic- our loss has been very great ; but,

tory are the evacuation of the city when I consider that we moved on

and forts of Delhi, and the disper- against an immense artillery of
sion of the enemy in all directions. nearly one hundred pieces of can

At the earnest request of his ma- non , and many of very large cali

jesty, who is anxious to put him- bre , under as heavy a fire as I have

self under the protection of the ever been witness to ; and that this

British government , I shall cross fire was directed against a line con

the river with my army as soon assisting, on the most correct calcu

a sufficient number of boats can lation, of not more than four thou

bc procured. sand five hundred men , including

My staff, as usual, conducted cavalry , artillery, and infanty ; and

themselves to my entire satisfac- that we were opposed by upwards

tion , and inerit my warmest ap- of four times that number, it is no

probation . longer a matter of surprise.

( Signed ) G. Lake. It is necessary to remark , that

Head Quarters, Camp Delhi we had only onebrigade of cavalry,

Ghaut Sept. 12, 1 $03 . consisting of the 77th light dra

goons, and the 2d and 3d regiments

Killed ly the Effects of the Sun. of native cavalry, the other bri

Major Middletion , 3d native caval- gades being detached for the pro

ry - cornet Sanguine Preston , tection of our own provinces.

27th light dragoons. The more I reflect on the glori

Killed in Action . ous attair of the 11th , the more

Lieutenant Hill, 12th native infan- forcibly I feel the bravery and in,

try - lieutenant Preston , 15th trepidity displayed by every indivi

native infantry - lieutenant Al- dual composing my army. I can

den -- captain MacGregor. not find words to express my feel.

Wounded.
ings on this occasion ; nor can I

Captain Covell, 27th light dragoons sufficiently lament the loss of many
-cornet Crowe, 2d native ca- brave fellows who have fallen .

valry - cornet Mather, ditto ( Signed ) G. LAKE,

cornet Swindell, 3d native caval. Head Quarters, Camp near

Ty - lieutenant MacDondald , Delhi Ghaut, Sept. 13,

70th foot-lieutenant Wrottes, 1803 .

Return
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Return of the Killed, Wounded, poys , 1 bishty. —Total killed and

and Missing, in the Action of wounded, 56.

Sept. 11 , 1803 . 1st battalion , 15th regiment . Kill

27th dragoons. Killed , 1 cornet, ed , 1 subadar.3 sepoys.--Wound

1 quarter -master, 1 serjeant , 9 ed , 3 havildars, 1 naik , 8 sepoys.

privates ; horses, troop 22, of- Total killed and wounded 16 .

ficers i , quarter-masters 1.- 2d battalion 15th regiment. Killed

Wounded , 1 captain -lieutenant, i lieutenant, 1 drummer, 5 se

1 serjeant, 17 privates ; horses, poys. - Wounded, 9 sepoys-

troop 22 , officers 1. - Missing, Total, killed and wounded , 10 .

1 private ; horses , troop 24 , of ist battalion 2d regiment. Killed,

ficers 3.-Total killed, wound- i havildar, 1 naik , 1 sepoy

ed, and missing, men 32, horses Wounded , 1 lieutenant, i havildar,

74 . 1 baik, 12 sepoys.-- Total, kil

Artillery. Killed, 1 serjt . 1 corporal, led and wounded , 18 .

1 matross , 1 lascar. - Wounded, 2d battalion 2d regiment. Killed ,

1 captaing 1 serjeant, 1 corporal, 2 havildars, 4 sepoys. - Wound

2 gunners, Smatrosses, 2 se- ed , 2 lieutenants, i havildar, 1

rangs , 13 lascars. - Missing, 1 naik , 18 sepoys. — Total, killed

gunner, 1 lascar. - Total 34 . and wounded, 28 .

2d regimentnative cavalry. Killed , 1st bat . 14th regiment, Wounded ,

15 horses. - Wounded ,2 cornets , i havildar, 12 sepoys.

1 naik , 14 privates, 16 horses.- Total Europeans killed, wounded ,

Missing, 5 horses. —Total killed, and missing

wounded, and missing - men 17 , Killed. I najor, 1 captain , 2 lieu
horses 36. tenants, 1 cornet, 1 quarter

3d regiment native cavalry. Killed , master, 4 serjeants, 4 corporals,

1 major, i havildar, 5 troopers, 39 privates.--Wounded, i cap

28 horses. -Wounded, 1 cornet, tain , 1 captain -lieutenant, 4 lieu

1 jemadar, I naik , 9 troopers, tenants, 3 cornets, 3 serjeants,

20 horses .- Missing, 12 horses. 4 corporals, 2 gunners, 118 pri

-Total killed , wounded , and vates. - Missing, i corporal, i

missing - men 19 , horses 60 . gunner, 6 privates. - Total, kil

76th foot. Killed , 2 serjeants, 3 led , wounded , and missing 197 .

corporals, 29 privates. - Wound- Total Natives killed, wounded , and

ed, 1 lieutenant, 1 serjeant, 3 missing

corporals, 93 privates.-- Missing, Killed . 2 subadars, s havildars, 3

1 corporal, 5 privates .-- Total naiks, 38 privates , 4 drummers,

killed, wounded, and missing, i lascar. --Wounded . 3 suba

138 . dars, 1 jemadar, 9 havildars, 11

2d battalion , 4th regiment. Killed , naiks, 191 privates, 1 drummer,

2 havikars , 1 naik , 9 sepoys: — 2 serangs, 12 lascars, 1 bishty.

Wounded, i lieutenant, 2 suba- Total, natives killed and wound

dars , 2 hazildars, 4 maiks, 1 ed , 289 .

drummer, og sepoy's . — Total Horses. 67 killed ; 59 wounded ;

killed and wounded , 91. 47 missing.---- Total, killeil,

20 battalion , 12th regiment. Kill- wounded , and missing, 173 .

ed , 1 lieutenant, 1 subadar, 2 Names of Officers Killed and

havildars, 1 nuk , 3 drummers, Wounded in the Action of the

11 sepoys :-- Wounded , I suba- u1th instant.

dar, i havildar, 2 naiks, 32 se- Killed . lajor Middleton , 3d regi

ment,
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ment cavalry ; -captain Mac- inform your lordship, that Mr.

gregor, persian interpreter in Perron , accompanied by Messrs.

thefield ;-lieutenant Hill, 2nd Beckett and Fleury, passed Sars

battalion 12th regiment ; -lieu- nee on the 12th instant ; the lat

tenant Preston , 2nd battalion 15th ter gentleman , who with some

regiment; -cornet Sanguine, difficulty joined Mr. Perron , in

27th dragoons ;-and, quarter- formed colonel Ball, that the horse

master R. Richardson, 27th he had under his command had

dragoons. dispersed.

Wounded. Major general Ware ; I learn from all quarters , that

-captain Mathews, Artillery ; the dispersion of the force that

-captain lieutenant Covell, 27th opposed me on the vith is most

dragoons ; -lieutenant Mc. Do- complete ; and I expect shortly to

nald, 76th regiment ; - lieute- have it in my power to inform

nant Wrottesley, 2d battalion your lordship, that Monsieur Boura

4th regiment ; - lieutenants Al- quain , alias Louis, and the other

den and Harriot, 2d battalion French officers in his army, have

2d regiment ;-cornet Crowe delivered themselves up, as they

and Mather, 2nd regiment ca- have already requested to be al

valry ; -cornet Swindell, 3d lowed to throw themselves upon

regiment cavalry . the protection of the British go

( Signed ) J. GERRARD, Adj.gen . verument.

( Signed ) G. LAKE .

To his ercellency the most nolle Head Quarters, camp,

marquis Wellesley, governor- Delhi, Sept. 14 , 1803 .

general. cc.

My Lord ,

I have the honor to inform To His Excellency the most

your lordship , that the army this
noble marquis Wellesley, go

moming commenced crossing the vernor- general &c.

Jumma. I trust the whole will My Lord,

be on the opposite bank by the I have the pleasure to inform

evening of the third day from your lordship, that Messrs. Bour

hence , quain , Geslin , Guerinmier, Del .

In consequence of the delay Perron, and Jean Pierre, yester

occasioned in preparing the new day delivered themselves up pri
cessary presents, I shall not visit soners.

His Majesty, until the 16th in They reside for the present in

stant . the Fort, under a guard. I shall

I have the pleasure to inform however dispatch them in a few

your lordslrip, that colonel Macan days under an escort to Futty

has reported to me, that he took Ghur, trom whence they will

possession of the fort of Firozabad embark for the presidency.

on the oth instant. I have the honor to in inform

My letter of the 7th will have your lordship, that I intend pay

informed your lordship of Mr. ing my first visit to his Majesty to

Perron's application for leave to morrow morning .

pass through the hoporable Com- (Signed ) G. LAKE.

pany's territories on his way to Head Quarters , Delhi,

Lucknow . I have the honor to Sept. 15, 1803 .

T.
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To his Excellency the most noble Return of the Ordnance, &t.

marquis Wellesley, governor- captured in the Fort of Ally

general, & c . Ghur, Sept. 4, 1803.

My Lord. On The Rounee, or Fausebraye ;

I have the honor to inform and circular work before the Gates .

your lordship, that in consequence 22 Brass guns, from eleven poun

of the hour fixed upon by his ders to nine -pounders.

Majesty, I yesterday, attended by 11 Iron ditto, from ten - pounders

thechief officers of thearmy,waited to two-pounders.

on hisMajesty at hispalace in the fort.. 4 Brass six -inch howitzers.

Akber Shah, his Majesty's el On the Bastions.

dest son , came to my camp to 6 Brass guns, from twenty -poun

conduct me.
ders to six -pounders.

His Majesty received me seat- 8 Iron ditto, from seventeen -poun

ed on his throne, when the ders to three -pounders.
presents were delivered , and the

On the Curtains.

forms usual on those occasions 21 Iron guas (the Calibre not .
were observed .

taken )

His Majesty and his whole 1 Brass mortar, nine -and -one- third

court were unanimous in testify
inch

ing their joy at the change that
In Arsenal Yard not mounted.

has taken place in their fortunes.

(Signed) G. Lake. 3 Brass guns, from three -pounders

Head Quarters, camp Delhi,
to two-pounders.

2 Ditto, small.
September 17, 1803.

16 Iron guns, from thirteen - pour

ders to two- pounders.

To his Excellency the most noble 4 Ditto, small.

marquis of Wellesley , governor- 1 Brass mortar, eleven -inch .

182 iron wall pieces

My Lord . Total of the captured guns , &c .

I HAVE the honor to inclose, for 33 Brass, 60 irou guns, 4 Brass ,

your lordship's information , a re- howitzers, 2 Brass mortars , 182

turn of the ordnance found in Iron wall pieces.

the fort of Ally Ghur, captured NB. There was not sufficient

on the 4th instant.

general, e,

time to ascertain the exact con

The condition ofthe guns, number dition of the above ordnance , so

of arms and accoutrements, quantity as to pronounce thein serviceable ,

of powder , military stores, & c. or unserviceable.

have not yetbeen ascertained ; but In the Arsinal yard is abrun

I have left captain Best , an offi- dance of shot for the above guns ,

cer of artillery, in the garrison , and some stone shells ; but nei

who will , as soon possible, send ther of them are yet counted.

me exact returns, which I shall In the Magazine is a large

have the honor to forward to quantity of gunpowder, not yet

your lordship. weighed.

( Signed ) G. LAKE . In the Arsenal is a great num

Head Quarters, Camp near ber of new arms and some ac

Coorjah, Sept. 8 , 1803 . coutrements . Part of the arms

are made after the European, and

part
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part after the country fashion ; 4 Ditto, 6 - inch ditto ,

the exact number of each is not 2 Ditto 5$ ditto.

yet known Making 69 pieces of cannon , of
In the Store Rooms are mili- different natures .

tary stores of various kinds, but 37 tumbrils complete, laden with

not yet examined . ammunition

(Signed ) John HORSFORD, 24 Ditto ditto ditto ditto , blown

Lieut. col. com . Art . in the field.
up on the field of battle .

Making61 tumbrils complete laden

To his Excellency the most no
with ammunition .

ble marquis Wellesley, gover
N. B. Many tumbrils and

nor -general, &c . ammunition carriages abandoned

by the enemy in the Jumna
My Lord ,

and Nullah , not included above.
For your lordship's information

I have the honor to transmit a

return of ordnance, &c . taken

from the enemy on the 11th
REMARKS.

instant.

From the reports of the officer The whole of the preceding

commanding the artillery , the ordnance appears “ serviceable ,

whole of this ordnance is remark- ' except one iron 12 -pouuder, and

ably fine ; as will be more one iron 3 -pounder , which are

fully pointed out to your lord burst in firing.

ship by the remarks of colonel The iron guns are of Europe

Horsford annexed to the return .
manufacture . The brass

guns,

The whole of this artillery mortars,and howitzers have been

played on our line as we ad- cast in India : one Portuguese 3

vanced . pounder excepted. Somebear an

( Signed) G. LAKE . inscription of beingmade at Mut

Head Quarters , Delhi,
tra ; others at Ugein , but the whole

Sept. 18, 1803 .
are evidentlyfrom the design and

execution of an European artist.

The dimensions are, in gene

Report of the ordnance, &c. cap- ral, those of the French ; the

tured opposite Delhi, on the workmanship is of as high a finisha

11th of September, 1803 ; the as any in the Company's Arse
whole mounted on field car- nal .

riages, with limbers and traces Thirteen of thethe 4 -pounders

complete.
have iron cylinders (or bores)

2 Brass 20 -pounders over which it would seem the

5 Ditto, 18 - pounder carronades,
metal was run in casting the

3 Ditto 16 -pounder ditto, piece ; for the adherence is so

2 Iron, 12 -pounders, (French ) close , that no slit or chasm ap

14 Brass, 6 -pounders, pears ; and nothing but the differ

1 Iron , 6 -pounder, ent colours of the two metals dis

23 Brass, 4 -pounders, covers the junction. The iron

5 Ditto, 3 ditto, cylinder (or bore) is composed of

4 3 ditto , four longitudinal pieces of ham

1 Brass, 8 - inch mortar, mered iron, remarkably close and

1 Ditto, 8-inch howitzer, neatly fitted throughout the bore.

The
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The whole of the pieces are in chief of all the land forces
furnished with well-made eleva- serving in the East Indies.

ting screws ; some are of the latest Fort William , Oct. 1 , 1803.

French improvements ; and to the
The returns received by the go

mortars and howitzers the same vernor- general in council of the

kind of elevating screws are , by ordnance taken on the field ofbattle

a simple and ingenious adjustinent, near Delhi, on the 11th of Septem

made to elevate the piece to any ber 1803, have completed the offi

angle, and give either of them the cial statement of the military ope

double capacity of mortar and rations conducted under the per

howitzer. sonal command of his excellency

The carriages are strong and general Lake, from the 29th of

good ; some are neatly made ac- August to the 18th of September.

cording to the French pattern .
In reviewing the rapid and bril

The tumbrils are very stout, but liant success of our arms within

of the clumsy size and shape made that period of time, every loyal

by the Company in their Arsenal subject of the British empire must

about twenty years ago. Some be animated by the most zealous

however, have the modern draft emotions of just pride, national

chain , whilst others have retained triumph , and public glory.

the trace made of green hides. The governor-general in council

The ammunition both round and has already expressed the senti

grape, differs from that made in ments of gratitude and admiration

the Company's Arsenal; insomuch with which he contemplates the

as that the bags are of cotton in- conduct of his excellency the com

stead of serge , and not fixed to mander in chief, and of the officers

bottoms with the shot ; and also, and troops under his excellency's

two sorts of grape are made use of personal command, in the action

after the French ordnance, viz . of the 29th of August , and in the

large balls for great distances, gallant assault of the fortress of

and smaller balls for lesser diss Ally Ghur, on the 4th of Sept.

tances . His excellency in council highly

Chain shot, rolled up into the approves the judicious and early

shape of a ball , of the size of the movement of the army after that

bore of the piece, either mortar or , important success towards the prin

howitzer, made part also in the cipal station of the enemy's infan

enemy's ammunition . try and artillery, and the position

(Signed ) Join HORSFORD), whence the most speedy relief

Lieut . col. com .Art. in the field . mightbe afforded to the unfortu
mate representative of the house of

Timur, and to his majesty's royal

(Signed ) G. A. F. LAKE , family:

Dlil. Sve.
The decisive victory gained in

the battle of Delhi, on the 11th of

Sepiember, justified the firm con

GENERAL ORDERS, tidence reposed by the governor

general in conncil in the bravery,

By his excellency the most nolle perseverance, and discipline of the

the governor- general in council, army, and in the skill, judgment,

cuptain-general and commander active spirit, and invincible intre

A true copy

pidity
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pidity of their illustrious com- tive service against the numerous

mander. artillery of the enemy.

The glory of that day is not The conduct of captain Boyce,

surpassed by any recorded triumph and of His Majesty's 70th regi

of the British arms in India, and is ment, is noticed with the warmest

attended by every circumstance applause by the governor -general in

calculated to elevate the fame of council: Thehigh reputation esta

British valor, to illustrate the cha- blished by that respectable corps in

racter of British humanity, and to various services of difficulty and

secure the stability of the British danger in India, appeared in the

empire in the East. battle of Delhi, with a degree of

The governor-general in council lustre which has never been ex

acknowledges with the most cor- ceeded even by British troops. His

dial satisfaction , the distinguished excellency in council signifies his

services of major-general Ware, most distinguished approbation of

and of the honorablemajor-general the firmness and intrepidity of the

St. John , in the action of the 11th Officers and men of the native in

of September ; and directs the fantry, who, with His Majesty's

commander in chief to signify his 76th regiment, at the point of the

particular approbation of the con- bayonet, forced an anemy, consi

duct of major -general Ware in the derably superior in numbers, from

command of the right wing of the a powerful and well-served artillery,

British army ; and of the conduct and opened the way for the suc

of the honorable major-general St. cessful charge of the cavalry . The

Jolin , in the ability and steailiness conduct of the native troops on this

, which he displayed in thie command memorable day reflects the highest

of the left wing, by surmounting honor upon the discipline of the

every difficulty , and by forcing the army of Bengal, and contirms the

right wing of the enemy to retire confidence of the governor-general

in disorder with heavy loss . in council, in the diligence, skill,

The governor-general in council and courage of the otiicers of this

also directs the commander in establishment, and in the emi

chief to notify to col.St. Leger, and nent character of our native sol
to the corps of cavalry employed ou diers .

this honorable occasion , the high To lieutenant- colonel Horsford

approbation with which his excel and the artillery, the governor ge
lency in council has received the neral' in council repeats the public

report of their gallantry and firm- testimony of approbation , which
ness, and of the peculiar skill ma- that meritorious corps has uniformly

nitested under the able command of deserved in every exigency of the

colonel St. Leger, in their judi- , service .

cious, rapid, and decisive more- To the start of the army, the

ments during the action , and after governor-general in council is happy

the flight of the enemy had com- to express the satisfaction with

menced. His Excellency in council which he learns that they continue ,
contemplates with great satisfaction on all occasions, to merit the warın

the advanced state of discipline of est approbation of the commander

the native cavalry of Bengal, and in chiet.

the splendid proofs which that corps The governor- general in council

has afiorded of its efficiency in ac- sincerely lainents the loss of major
Vol. 5 . 61 Middleton ,
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Middleton , captain Mc Gregor, mander in chief of His Majesty's

lieutenant Hill , lieutenant Presion , and of the honorable Company's

cornet Sanguine, and quarter-mas- forces in India , who with unex

ter Richardson ; and of the brave ampled alacrity, eminent judgment,

soldiers who fell in the exemplary and indefatigable courage, under

exertion of deliberate valour and extraordinary difficulties, has pre

disciplined spirit , at the batile of pared the army of Bengal for the

Delhi. Thenames of these brave field ; has conducted it by a rapid

men will be conmemorated with succession of glorious victories to

the glorious events of the day on the complete defeat of a powerful

which they fell , and will be hono- enemy; and has maintained the

red and revered while the fame honor of the British name in India ,

of that signal victory shall endure . by a humane attention towards the

In the testimony of the peculiar inhabitants of the conquered pro

honor acquired by the army under vinces, and by a due respect and

the personal command of his ex- reverence towards the unfortunate

cellency general Lake , the gover- representative ofthehouse of Timur,

por-general in council is pleased and towards His Majesty's royal

to order, that honorary colours, family.

with a device properly suited to His excellency the most' noble

commemorate the reduction of the governor-general in council , cap

fortress of Ally Ghur on the 4th, tain ' general and commander in

. and the victory obtained at Delhi, chief of all the forces serving in the

our the 11th of September, be pre- East Indies, is pleased to direct,

sented to the corps of cavalry and that these orders be publicly read
infantry , European and native, re- to the troops under arms at every

spectively employed on those glori- station of the land forces in the

ous occasions; and that a public East Indies, nd that the European

monument be erected at Fort Wil- officers of the native corps do cause

lians, to the memory of the brave the same to be duly explained to

officers and men , European and the native officers and troops.

native ,' who have fallen in the (Signed ) L. Hook ,

public service during the present Sec , to the Govt. Mil. Dept.

campaign. ( Signed) J. ARMSTRONG .

The honorary colours granted by

these orders to His Majesty's 27th To the hon. Jona . Duncan , Esq .

regiment of dragoons, and to the President and Governor, &c . in Council.

Toth of foot , are to be used by
Honorable Sir,

those corps while they shall con- I have the honor to enclose a

tinue in India , or until' His Majes- copy of my letter to major-general
ty's most gracious pleasure be sig- Wellesley , for your information .

nitied through His Excellency the (Signed ) H.WOODINGTON ,

coinmander in chief. Lieut . Col. &c.

In concluding his orders on this Camp before Baroach, Aug. 25, 1803 .

memorable occasion, the governor

general in council is pleased to di- To the honourable major-generul

rect, that the public ihanks of the Arthur Wellesley , &c. & c.

supreme government of the British Sir ,

possessions in India , be given to I have the honor to acquaint

his excellency general Litkie, com- you , that I have this morning at

tacked
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tached and taken possession of the time yet to collect them , from ihe

pettah , on the western face of the troops being so much employed .

fort of Baroach . The battery for The loss of the enemy I have not

two eighteen -pounders I hope to ascertained .

have finished in the course of the (Signed ) II . WOODINGTON,

night, and that I shall be able to Lieut. Colonel, commanding a

begin to batter to -morrow morning, Detachment agains! Baroach .

when I flatter myself a speedy Camp before Baroach,25th August, 1808,

reduction of the fort will ensue .
P.S. Mydetachment consists of

Agreeably to my communica- 500 rank and file of Europeans,

tion to you , I marched from Baroda and about the same number of the

on the 21st, and encamped within grenadier battalion of natire infan
two coss of Baroach on the 23d. It

try ; two howitzers, two six

was my intention to have attacked pounders, and the two eighteen

the pettah (on the outside of which pounders brought in the Fury. I

I was informed they had brought inarched from Baroda with twó

their whole force ) on the morning twelve- pounders, but I left them

of the 241h , expecting to have behind after the first day's march ,

found the Fury schooner, with the on receiving certain information of

tuo cighteen -pounders at anchor, the Fury's arrival in Baroach river,

about a coes from the fort, agree- as our march would have been

ably to the intimation I had receiv . very considerably delayed by bring

ed ; but early in the morning of ing them on .

the 24th , one of my cossids, who TRUE COPIES,

had been dispatched to lieutenant ( Signed )

Hewitson , the coinmander of the J. A. GRANT, Sec . to Govt.

vessel, to give him notice of my

approach, brought me information To the hon . Jona. Duncan , Esq.

from him, that on account of the Piesident and Governor, &c . in Council.

shallowness of the water , it would HONORABLE SJR ,

be utterly impracticable to get his I have the honor to enclose for

vessel to Baroach until the springs, your information , a letter I have

and that he was at anchor at Bills this day addressed to the honorable

good, tive coss of . major-general Wellesley on the cap

On this intelligence I marched ture of Baroach .

to Bargood on the 2-11h , and made ( Signed) H. WoodinGTON .

an arrangement to bring the eigh Licutenant Colonel.

teen -pounders and stores up in Baroach, 29th August, 1803.

boats, and I am happy to acquaint

you they are just arrived . To major- general IVellesley, &c.

We found the enemy in front of Sir,

the pettah , as I expected, to re I have thehonor to acquaint you ,

ceive us , and with great ease that at three o'clock P. M. I storm

forced them to a precipitate retreated the fort of Baroach , and car

into the fort. ried it with little loss , although the

Our loss in killed and wounded Arabs made considerable resistance ,

is not great ; no European officer particularly on our entering the

is burt. I should have the honor breach . The Arabs have suf .

of sending a return of the killed fered very considerably , and we

and wounded, but have not had have taken a great many stand of
l; 6 2 colours.
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colours. A more steep ascent to possession of the fort of Baroach .

tho breach , and of such length , is I have now the honor of acquaint

seldom seen . I cannot expressing you more fully on the subject.

myself in suíficient terms on the The breach was reported practi

gallantry of the officers and men I cable by the engineer at eleven

have the honor to command. I A. M. when I determined a storm ,

shall have the honor to address you but delayed it until three o'clock,

more fully to -morrow . I write not only that I night benefit by the

this for your early information , assistance of the Fury, and an

immediately after we got possession armed boat, which I expected

of the place, which will, I hope, would arrive in time to take their

be an excuse for haste.
stations opposite the fort, but as

(Signed ) H. Woodington , I thought that a very likely hour

Lieut. Colonel. to find the enemy off their guard.

Baroach, Aug. 29, 1803.

The vessel and armed boat, how

True copies ,

erer, did not arrive in time to afford .

(Signed ) J. A.Grant, Sec. to Govt. any assistance.

The enclosed orders for the storm

To the hon . Jona. Duncan, Esq.
will inform you of the disposition

Honorable Sir,

I made, as will the accompanying

I have the honor to transmit for profile and clevation of the western

your information , a copy of my
front of the fort .

letter of this day's date , with en- The enemy made a desperato

closures to the honorable major- attack in opposing our entrance into

general Arthur Wellesley.

the breach , but by the valor and

We have taken at least twenty
spirit of the troops, were speedily

stands of colours from the Arabs repulsed, and my orders were car

and Scindeans. I have only been ried into full execution. After

able to collect ten, at present, captain Richardson had obtained

which, together with the colour's possession of the first gate, major

of the fort, I shall have the pleasure Cuyler pushed on so rapidly, that

to send to the presidency by the he overtook the Arabs before the

earliest opportunity.

greatest part, both horse and foot,

(Signed )
H. VOODINGTON,

could get out of the gate, and

Lieut. Colonel. put to death about two hundred

Baronch , digust 30, 1803.

of them . Many horses were also

P. S. Since writing the above,
killed .

I have three more stands of Arab
I beg leare to submit to your

colours brought to me; besides notice the ready co -operation of

which, I have, at major Cuyler's major Cuyler throughout every

particular request, permitted the part of the service, his gallantry

50th regiment to keep two, making and conduct in the command of the

in all fitieen .

storm , as also of capt. Richardson ,

who led .

To the Hon . Major- general
The whole of the officers and

árthur II ellesley . men enployed on this service hare

On the western side of India . conducted themselves so niuch to

Sir,

iny satisfaction , that I cannot ex,

I wrote you yesterday evening , press myself too strongly in their

after we had stormed and taken commendation.

I am

1
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I am now employed in establish necessary) to be also carried

ing some order in the fort, in get- by soldiers.

ting the eighteen -pounder, and Reserve under captain Bethune.

every thing we do not want to 100 rank and file of His Ma

move with into it ; also in burying jesty's 86th regiment, and

the enemy's dead, amounting to 100 rank and file of the gre

about two hundred and fifty. nadier battalion .

I have great pleasure in inform- Thesé parties will parade and

ing you, that our loss is small. be formed in the streets the troops

Captain Mc Laurin of His Majes- occupy at two o'clock , and then be

ty's 86th regiment , is the only completed to thirty - six rounds and

officer wounded, and not badly . A well fiinted; after which theywillbe

return of the killed and wounded marched up to the rear of the bat

in the storm , as also a general re- tery under cover, from the view of

turn of the killed and wounded the fort, and wait in the utmost

during the siege, I enclose: silence until the signal from two

(Signed) H. WOODINGTON , six - pounders, fired quick one after

Lieut. Colonel. the other, directs their advance to

Baroach , Aug. 30, 1803 . storm the breach . The reserve

will follow the storming party, and

Baroach, Monday, Aug. 29 , 1803. after baving entered the breach,
FIELD ORDERS — By Lieut. col. ' captain Bethure will immediately

Woodington .
form hismen and wait to act as cir

Parole, Britannia – Countersign, Success.
cumstances may direct. Twenty

The breach being reported prac- boxes of musquet ammunition to be

ticable, the fort will be stormed at taken in with cap. Bethune's party.

three o'clock .

On entering the breach , captain
Storming party under the com Richardson will turn to the left,

mand of major Cuyler.
and march by the works to take

Forlorn Hope....A serjeant, possession of the Cuttoopoor-gate.

and twelve volunteers of His Ma- Major Cayler's party will follow,

jesty's 86th regiment.
and push on also by the works to

- 1st Party to lead under captain take possession of the Jarraseer

Richardson .
gate . When these gates are ob

100 rank and file of His Majes- lained, the works are to be cleared

ty's soth regiment, including of any parties of the cnemy in their

one flank comply ; and 100 vicinity, and the men to be kept

rank and file of the grenadier under arms ready to act at a mo

battalion, including one tank ment's warning . A true copy .

company.
(Signed) H.WOODINGTON,

Zd Party under major Cuyler. Lieut. Colonel.

150 rank and file of His Ma

jesty's söth regiment,including Return of the killed, wounded,

one flank company ; and 150 and missing in the Pettah, and

rank and file of the grenadier the storm of Baroach , on the

battalion including one Hank 29!h of August , under the com

company ; each party to have mund of Lieutenant Colonel
hoes, pickaxes, and crows with

Woodington.
them , carried by soldiers ; the

Baroach , Aug. 30 , 1803.

scaling ladders ( to be used if Detachment of Artillery. 1 las

.663 car
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.

car killed ; 3 rank and filewound- Captain L.M'Laurin , of H.M.

ed . 86th regt . wounded on the 2gth

His Majesty's 86th regiment. 1
instant .

serjeant , 1 rank and file killed ; ( Signed ) J. Beete , B.M.

2 captains , i serjeart, 1 rank

and file rounded . To kis ercellinoy the most noble

1st grenadier battalion , 1 rank and marquis IVellesley, gov.gen .

file killed ; i bavildar, 6 rank NiY LORD,

and file , i puckaulie wounded . I have the honor to enclose

Total i lascar, i serjeant, 2 ranks for your lordship's information, ex

and file killed ; 2 captains, tract of a letter just received from

1 serjeant , i havildar, 10 rank colonel Vardeleur, reporting the

and tile, 1 puckaulie, wounded . arrival of colonel Dudernaigue,

NB. Captain James Richardson , Messrs. Smith , and Lapanet, in his

of HisMajesty's 86th regiment, camp.

captain L. Mc Laurin , of His No French officer of any conse

Majesty's 86th regiment, wound- quence now remains in Scindeah's

ed the 20th instant. service ; and those who do, would ,

(Signed ) J. BETTE, B. M. I have reason to believe, willingly

avail themselves of any opportu

Return of the killed, wounded, and nity of putting themselves under

missing, during the siege of Ba- our protection.

roach, unler the command of (Signed) G. LAKE .

Lieutenant colonel Henry Wood Head quarters, camp Choina,

ington . Isi Sept. 1803 .

Detachinent of artillery --- lascars ,

killed ; 5 rank and file, 2 lascar's Ertract of a letting from colonel

wounded .
Vandelier, sveitos com, Muttra ,

Detachment of H. M.61stregt.--- Sept. the 3011 , 1603 .

I rank and file killed ; I ditto Coluuel Dudemage and Messrs ,

wonded . Smith and Lapinet, having quitted

Ilis majesty's Soth regt.— 1captain , Scindeal's service , came into camp

2 serjeants, 3 rank and file killed ; this day.

2 captains, 1 serjeant, 11 rank A true extract ,

and ble wounded ; 5 missing. ( Signed ) G.A.F. LAKE.

Istgrenadier battalion--2 rank and

fi e killed ; 2 havildars, 16 rank To his ercellency the most nolle

and tile , i puckaulie wounded ; marquis Wellesley, governor

I rank and file , i puckaulie general, sc. & c.

missing Camp, Sept 12, 1803 .

Total- l captain , 2 serjeants, 6 MY LORD,

rank and file , 3 lascars killed ; I have the the honour to inclose

2 captains, 1 serjeant, 33 rank copies of the papers which con

and tile, 2 havildars, 2 lascars, tain a detailed account of the at

I puckaulic wounded ; 6 rank tack upon , and capture of Baroach .

and tile , 1 pckaulie missing . I beg to draw your excellency's no

N.G. Captain William Semple, of tice to the cor.duct of the troops
diis majesty's Soth regt . killed employed on this service ; particu,

on the 25th in - t.-- Captain James Jarly to that of lieutenant- colonel

Richardson, of H.M. 80th regt. Woodington who commanded , to

that
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that of major Cuyler, and captain To all the officers and troops ,

Richardson of the s6th regt. and European and natives, employed

of captain Cliffe , of the Bombay on this honorable occasion , his ex

engineers. cellency in council signifies his high

commendation .

(Signed) A. WELLESLEY.
The governor-general in council

laments the loss of captain W.

Semple , of his majesty's 86th re

GENERAL ORDERS . giment, killed on the 25th of Au

By his Excellency the most nolle gust, and of the few brave men

the governor general in Council. who fell before Baroach . It is a

Fort William , Oct. 14 , 1803. great satisfaction, however, to ob

serve , that an acquisition so im
The governor-general in council

portant, should have been secured

derives great satisfaction fromthe with the loss only of one officer,

intelligence which he has received and of so few soldiers.
of the reduction of the fort and

In bearing a due testimony to
city of Baroach, on the 29th of the merits of the officers and

August, and of the ability, promp- troops employed in the reduction

titude, and gallantry with which of Baroach on the 29th of August,

that important service was accom

plished by the brave officers and marks,that on the same day, dis
the governor- general in council re

troops, under the command of lieu

tenant-colonel Woodington, of the ofthevictorious career of the army
tinguished by the commencement

establishment of Bombay.
of Bengal, under the personal com

His excellency in council higlıly mand of his excellency general

approves theconduct of lieutenant- Lake, upon the frontier of Oude,

colonel Woodington, in his judici- the army of Bombay at the western

ous and spirited exertions for the extremity of thepeninsula of India,

early reduction of the place ; in efected a service of the most ardu

directing the operations of the
ous nature, with a similar spirit of

biege ; in the seasonable determi
alacrity and courage.

nation to assault the fort ; and in In the course of an extensive and

the disposition which he made of complicatedsystem of military ope

the troops under his command ,
rations, the glorious success of our

with a vie :v to secure the rapid
arms since the commencement of

success of that gallant attack . this war has been uniform in every

The governor -general in council
part of India ; the able and gallant

signifies his particular approbation officers and troops of his majesty's

of the valor and judgment mani- service, and of the several establish

fested by major Cuyler , of his
ments of the three presidencies,

majesty's 86th regiment, through- have been actuatedby equal senti

out the service at Baroach ; and in
ments of public spirit and honor,

command ng the storm of the fort; and have co-operated with equal

and by captain Richardson, of the ardor and success, in an united ef

same corps , in leading the assault. fort to accomplish the just objects

His excellency in council also ol)- of the allies. The governor-gene

serves , with particular satisfaction , ral in council confides in the justice

the conduct of captain Clitie, of the ofour cause, in the unanimous zeal

engineers of Bombay.
of the three presidencies, and in

tho
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the continued co -operation of their shall have the honor of forwarding

respective resources and power , that to you , for his excellency's infor

the views of the confederate chief- mation , returns of the whole to

tains will be seedily frustrated by morrow .

the compete Citora ion of peace (Signed ) G. HARCOURT,

and tranquillity to the provinces of

Hindosian and the Dekan , which
Lieut. Col. commanding in

have been disturbed by the ambi
Cuttack , and Militury Sec.

tion and violence of the enemy. to his Excellency the most

The governor-general in council
nolle the governor general.

directs , that copies of this order be His excellency the most noble

transmitt21 to the right honorable the governor-ocneral in council is

the governor in courcil at Fort St. pleased to make the following ap

George, and to the honorble the pointments :

governor in council at Bombay, to Lieutenant-colonel George Har

be published to the armies of those court, to command the troops in

presidencies respectively. the province of Cuttack .

(Signed) L. Hook ,
Lieutenant-colonel George Har

court and John Melvill, esq . com

Sec. to the Govt . Mil. Dept. missioners for the settlement of the

province of Cuttack .

Fort William , Oct. 19, 1803. (Signed) J. LUMSDEN ,

ToCaptain Armstrong, acting Mi Chief Sect. to the Govt.

litary Secretary to his Ercellency

the most nolle the Governor ge

neral. To his Excellency the most noble

Sir,
Marquis Wellesley , governor

I request you will be pleased to general, & c.

stateto his excellency the most no- My Lord ,

ble the governor-general, that the Finding it impossible to make

Barabatty fort has this instant been approaches against this place, as

taken by assault . long as the seven battalions of the

Lieutenant-colonel Clayton, of enemy, who remained here , were .

the 20th Bengal regiment, who in possession of the town of Agra,

commanded the attack , not having of an encampment with a large

yet made his report to me, I am not number of guns on the glacis, and

enabled to forward to you , for his of the ravines with which the south

excellency's information, the regu- and south -west face of the fort is

lar details of this success, but I surrounded , I determined to dis

understand his conduct, and that lodge the enemy from the town,

of the troops under liisorders,to have and occupy the ravines this morn

been most bonorable and brilliant. ing, which will answer as trenches,

The fortress is of considerable and añord complete cover for car

strength , and was vigorously de- rying on our works.

fended ; added to which , every pos- With this view I ordered briga

sible obstruction was prepared by dier-general Clarke , who was en
the enemy. camped with his brigade in the rear

Our loss on this occasion, I trust, of the town , to take possession of

has not been very considerable . I it, at the same time that three bat

talions
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1

talions advanced to occupy the this duty, he received a very severe

ravines. contusion ; but I trust it will not

The attacks have succeeded , and be attended with any serious conse

the town, as well as the ravines, quences.

are now occupied by our troops . Major Thomas, of the 14th na

Lieutenant-colonel M‘Cullock, tive infantry, is , I am sorry to add ,

major Haldane, and captain Worse- very severely wounded ; his exer

ley , led the battalions that ad- tions throughout this day were most

vanced on the ravines. Every meritorious.

praise is due to those officers, who Lieutenant Hay, of the artillery ,

performed every thing required of who went with a detachment of

them , with the greatest alacrity and that corps to bring off the enemy's

steadiness . guns, merits my approbation for his

I am sorry to say , that a number successful exertions in this service .

of men have been killed and To Mr. Lucan's inforination and

wounded, as well as officers, owing exertions on this occasion, as well

to their high spirit and anxiety to as on every other, I feel myself

possess themselves of the enemy's much indebted.

guns ; they quitted the ravine and (Signed ) G. LAKE .

gained the glacis, driving the ene- Head Quartrs, C.:mp before

my from their position ; in effect- Agra, Oct. 10, 1803 .

ing which , from being close under List of Officers wounded.
the fort, they were exposed to a First bat . 14th native inf.- Major

very heavy fire. Thomas and lieat. Rose, badly ;

My thanks are due to the honor
ensign Oliver, slightly.

able major-general St. John, for his
With colonel Clarke,

spirited conduct in advancing at the

head of the 2d battalion of the 2d
Lieut. Beagham , artillery ; Whit

native infantry, which I found it
aker , intantry, severely ; Grant,

ditto, and missing.
necessary to order up to support

attack . Stati

Brigadier-general Clarke, in his Lieut. col . Gerard , Adjut. Gen.

attack on the town , met with con- Fifteenth Roge . Nalive Infantry.

siderable resistance ; wbich, by the Lieuts. Perry and Addison, slightly .

gallant conduct of the officers and A more correct list shall be sent

men under his command, was at the moment it can be obtained .

Jength surmounted . I feel myself (Signed) G. LAKE .

under particular obligations to lieu

tenant- colonel White, who com

manded five companies of the 16th
To captain Armstrong.

regiment native infantry, for his ju- Sir,

dicious and gallant conduct on this I had the honor of briefly stating

day. to you yesterday , for the informa

I feel myself under the greatest tion of his excellency the most nu

obligations to lieutenant-colonel ble the governor-general, that the

Gerard, adjutant- general, who un- fort of Barrabutty had been taken

dertook to point out to lieutenant- by assault, by a party of the troops

eolonel M'Cullock the road he was under my command, directed to

to pursue ; and I am sorry to re- perform this service under tre or

port, that in the performance of ders of lieutenant -colonel Clayton,
of

the
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of the 20 :h bergal regiment. I now steadiness and bravery that does

have thehonor to acquaint you, for them intinite honor.

bis excellency's information , with The fort of Barrabutty is of con

the further details of this operation. siderable strength, and , with the

On the niglit of the 121 : 1 , a spot exception only of the bridge over

was fixed on for a 12-pounder bat- which our party pussel, is iac

tery , distant about 500 yards from cessible , as it is surroumed by a

the cuter gate of the fort. This diich from 35 to 135 tect broad,

battery was completed on the night and 20 feet depth of water in it .

of the 13th , and the 12 -pounder I am happy to acquaint vou , that

placed in it , together with two our loss has not been considerable;

howitzers and two 6 -pounders, the but I have to report,with regret,that

whole of which opened their fire captain Hurlestone, of his majesty's

on the morring of the 14th . By 22d regiment, and lieutenant Faitis

eleven o'clock in the forenoon most ful , of the Bengal artillery, are

of the defences on the south face of wounded , though not dangerously ;

the fort, against which our fire their conduct was highly merito

was directedd, were taken off, the rious, as well as that of every other

enemy's guis silenced, and every officer on the storming party,
appearance promised success : up- Returns of the Wied and

on which I directed lieutenant- wounded are enclosed .

col. Clayton to advance with one I cannot omit expressing in the

6 -pounder, and a party of arüllery- strongest manner the high sense

men, two hundred Europeans from I entertain of the services of capt .

his majesty's 221 , and the Madras Blunt, field engineer, who has been

European regiment, and four hun- throughout our cainpaign indefa

Saya fioni the 20th Bengal, tigably active ; and of captain

as the car audioth regim nts of Fletzler, of the Bengal artillery,

virus native iswitry . The party whose well-directed tie from the

hal to pics over a narrow bridge, batiery was of eminent scurce.

and under a very heavy, but ill- The loss of the enemy within

directed fire of musquetry from the the tort was very considerable, and

fort, to which ihey were exposed many were drowned in the ditch,

for forty minutes. They at length when endeavouring to escape.

succeeded in blowing open the I should not omit mentioning,

wicket, (the remaining part of the that a stand of colours of the ene

6 ?le having been fortified with my was taken by the detachment

thick masses of stone ). Ižaving of his majesty's 22d regiment; a

accomplished this, the party en- 2d stand , by the 20th Bengal regt .

iered singly, and although they a third by the gth Madras native

mci with considerable resistance regiment, and a fourth, by the 19th

whilst entering the fort, and passa. Madras native regiment; and for

ing two other gates, the British the disposal of which I hope to

troops were soon completely vic- be lionored with his excellency's

torious . con mands.

I cannot too highly praise the The zealous and efficient ser

conduct of lieut. col. Clayton and vices of major of brigade Thomp

that of the officers and troops uncler son , demanel my warmest acknow

bis command : the whole party ledgments, and I must further

nianifested a degree of persevering, beg leare to report to you for his

excellency's

/
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excellency's information , that the GENERAL Orders,

general conduct of the whole force By his erreilency the most nolle

under my command , has been such the gorernor- general in council.

as to merit the most favorable re Fort William , Oct 29, 1803.

presentation of their seryices to his The gorernor-general in council

excellency's notice . notifies to the army, his high ar

( Signed ) GEO . HARCOURT, probation of the meritorious ser

Lient - col. commanding in vices of the officers and troops

Cuttack, and military see employed under the able conduct

to his excellency the mose of lieutenant-colonel George Har

nolle the GOV'et nor-gen . court, in the expedition prepared

Laul Baug Fort, Cuttack,
under the special orders of his

Oct. 15 , 1903 .

excellency in council , for the oc

cupation of the valuable province

Return of the killed and wounded ofCuttack .

of his Majesty's and the hon . His excellency in council ob

company's troops, in the assault served , with great satisfaction, the

of the f-rt of Barabutty, on the judgment, skill, and firmness,

14th Oct. under the command of manifested by lieutenant- colonel

lieutenant-colonel Harcourt. Harcourt, in directing the move

Laul Baug Fort, Cuttack , ment of the division of the troops,

Oct. 15, 1803. which entered the province of Cut

Detachment Bengal artillery. 1 tack from Ganjam .

lieutenant, wounded . The difficulties opposed to the

DetachmentH.M. 22d . regiment. progress of the troops by the pe

1 private , killed ; 1 captain , culiar nature of the country , by

S privates, wounded . the period of the season , and by

ist div. Madras European regiment. the resistance of the enemy, were

1 private , killedd ; 1 serjeant, 4 surmounted by lieutenant-colonel

privates, wounded. Harcourt, and by the brave officers

20th Bengal native regiment. 3 and troops under his command,

privates killed . with the same spirit of gallantry

1st bat.gth reg.Madras native inf. and perseverance,which hasse
I private, wounded. cured the success of every ope

ist bat . 19th reg . Madras nat. inf. ration of the British army in every

1 European captain , 2 jemidars, part of India during this glorious

i havildar, 9 privates, wound campaign).

ed . The governor -general in council

Total. 2 European , and 2 native pri- highly approves ihe judicious ar

rates, killed ; 2 European cap- rangements prepared by lieutenant

tains , 1 lieutenant, i serjeant, colonel Harcourt, for the siege and

12 privates ; 2 jemidars, 1 bavil- assault of the fort of Barrabutty,

dar, 10 native privates, wounded. at Cuttack , and the spirited exer

N. B. Capt . Hurlestone, of his tion by which that important ser

majesty's 22d reg. capt . Kenny, vice was executed with success and

of the 1st bat. 19th reg. Madras touor on the 14th instant.

native inf. lieut . Faithful , of the His excellency in council directs

Bengal artillery, wounded. lieutenant - colonel Harcourt to sig

( Signed ) Fras . THOMPSON , uity his distinguished approbation

Maj. of Brigade. of the merits of lieutenant- colonel

Clayton ,
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Clayton , of the Bengal 20th regi- regiment, and of that which

ment native infantry, who com- marched from Jellasore, under the

manded the attack , and of the commandof lieut. - col. Fergusson ,

steadiness and bravery of all the of the same regiment, merits the

officers and troops employed in the public approbation of his excel

assault of the fort. lency in council.

It affords considerable satisfac- The governor-general in council

tion to the governor-general in particularly approves the firm and

council to remark, that this im- skilful conduct of captain Morgan ,

portant service has been effected in directing the disembarkation of

with so little loss, and his excel- the troops at Balasore, and in the

lency trusts , that capt. Hurlestone , judicious occupation and main

of his majesty's 22d regiment , tenance of that position . His ex

captain Kenny of the 19th regi- cellency in council also expresses

ment of Madras native infantry, his just sense of the meritorious

and lieutenant Faithful of the Ben- and useful assistance rendered by

gal artillery,will speedily be restored captain P. Grant, of the 16th regt.

to the public service, in which their of Bengal native infantry, in the

courage and resolution have already execution of every branch of the

been greatly distinguished. service at Balasore, and in aiding

The governor-general in council the progress of lieutenant-colonel

expresses his sense of the activity , Fergusson’s detachment .

zeal, and useful services of captain Great advantage has been de

Blunt, field engineer, in Cuttack, rived to the success of our arms in

and also of the conduct of captain Cuttack , from the respect which

Hetzler, of the Bengal artillery. has been uniformly observed , by

The colours takenin the assault lieutenant-colonel Harcourt, and

of the fort of Cuttack , by the de- by all the officers and troops under

tachments of his majesty's 22d his immediate command, as well

regiment, the 20th Bengal native as by the detachments co - operating

regiment, and the 9th and 19th from Balasore and Jellasore , to

Madras native regiments, are to be wards the religious establishments

publicly displayed in the fort of in Cuttack ; and from the exeni

Cuttack, and afterwards lodged in plary humanity with which tho

the principal building in the fort , lives and private property of the

with an inscription signifying the inhabitants, and the sancity of the

names of the corps by which the temples and institutions of the

standards were respectively taken brahmins, have been protected from
from the enemy. violation .

His excellency in council es- The governor-general notices,

presses the satisfaction with which with peculiar pleasure, the nierits

he has noticed the zealous and of lieutenant- colonel Harcourt, and

etficient services of major of bri- of the officers and troops serving
gade Thompson . in Cuttack in this respect , as tend

During the advance of the force , ing to maintain the honor of the

under the immediate direction of British character, and to conciliate

lieutenanti-colonel Harcourt, from the confidence and attachment of

Ganjam , the conduct of the officer's the inhabitants of that valuable .

and troops employed at Balasore , province.

under the command of captain ( Signed ) L. Hook ,

Morgan , of tieth Bengalnative Sec. to Govt . Vil. Dept.

To
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Do his Excellency the most nolle vates, 135 sepoys , 7 gun lascars ,

Marquis Wellesley, governor- wounded ; 1 havildar, 1 naik, 13

general, sc. & c. sepoys , missing.

My Lord ,
Names of officers killed and

I have the honor to inclose here
wounded.

with , for your lordship's informa- Artillery. Lieutenant Beagham ,

tion, a return of the killed , wound
wounded .

ed , and missing, in the affair of 2d battalion , 12th regiment. Lieu

the 10th instant.
tenant Grant, killed ; lieutenant

(Signed ) G. Lake.
Whitaker, wounded , since dead.

Head Quarters, Camp be
1st battalion , 12th regiment. Lieu

foreAgra, Oct. 12, 1503 .
tenant Woolet, wounded.

1st bat . 14th regiment.

Return of the Killed , Wounded,
major

Thomas, lieutenant Rose, ensigni
and Missing, in the affair of the Oliver, wounded.

loth of Oct. 1803 .
1st bat . 15th regiment. Lieutenanti

Artillery. I gunner killed ; i lieu Perry , wounded.

tenant, 2 tindals, i havildar, i ( Signed) J. GERARD,

gunner, 7 privates, 7 gun lascars , Adjutant General.

wounded .

2d battalion , gth regiment . i lieu- To his Ercellency the most nolle:

tenant, 6 sepoys killed ; I lieu- Marquis Willesley,gov .- gen. & c .

tenant, 3 subadars, 2 havildars, My Lord ,

2 naicks, 14 sepoys, wounded ; I have the satisfaction to inform

1 sepoy, missing your lordship, that the battalions,

" Ist battalion , 12th regiment. 1 who were opposed to us in the
lieutenant, 2 sepoys, wounded . affair of the 10th instant, came

Ist bat . 14th regiment. 2 havildars, over last night, and are now en

15 sepoys , killed ; 1 major, 1 cam pornear us .

lieutenant, l ensigu, 1 subadar, Their number is about 2,500.

2 jemadars, 3 bavildars, 3 naicks, I have reason to believe that

2drummers, 55 sepoys , wound- their compliance with my terms

ed ; 11 sepoys, missing. was chielly owing to the serere

1st battalion, 15th regiment. 2 loss, and complete defeat, they

sepoys, killed ; 1 lieutenant, 1 experienced in the aitair of th :

havildar, 17 sepoys, wounded ; 101h instant. By their own ac

i bavildar, missing. counts the loss they sustained was

24 battalion , 15th regiment. 1 ha- upwards of six hundred killed .

vildar, I naick , 5 epoys, hi! ( Sigrel) G. LAKE.

led ; 13 sepoys, wounded ; i Ilecel Quarters, Camp before

naick , 1 sepoy, inissing. Ligia, Oct. 13 , 1803 .

20 battalion , 10th regiment.

sepoy ,
killed ; Spos, To liis Ercelloney the most nolle

wounded. Hurzus Wollistaal, Gorernora

Total . 1 lieutenant, 3 havildars, Ceral,

I naick , 1 gunner, 20 cepoys, My Lord ,

killed ; I mujor, 5 lieutenants, I have the honor to inform your

1 ensign, 4 subadars, 2 jemadars, lordship , that about 100n yesterday

2 tindals, 7 bavildars, 5 naicks, I received note No. 1 , addressed

I gunner, 2 drummers, 7 pri- to the officer commanding in the

trendles ;

1
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1

trenches ; in consequence of which hostilities, and are going to send

I ordered all firing to cease till four terms to camp.

in theevening, and in my answer , Oct. 13 , 1803 .

No.2, desired a confidential person ( Signed ) G. W. HESSING .

might be sent to mycamp.

About two o'clock , colonel Su No. 2 .

therland , whom they liberated from To Colonel G. IV . Hessing, & c.

confinement for that purpose, ar- Sır,

rived in my camp with letiers No. Ilostilities will cease till four

3 , and No. 4 . o'clock this evening, before which

As it appeared their wish that I time a confidential person is ex

sho:ild send an officer into the fort, pecied to be sent into camp with

I requested captai. Salkeld to ac- the terms proposed. If he does not

companycolonel Sutherland thither arrive before that hour, hostilities

with my replies No. 5 , and 6, to will recommence.

explain to tie garrison the terms on The person who conies will be

which they would be allowed to treated with every attention , and

surrender. allowed to return in perfect safety.

Captain Salkeld saw all the na- ( Signed ) G. A. F. LAKE,

tive chiefs , and found that they
Mlil , Ser.

were noi decided in their opinions Blvad Quarters of the Bri

on the subject. They started se- tish 1rmy, Oct. 13 , 1803 .

veral difficulties, and whilst he was

endeavouring to remove these , the No. 3 .

tiring from the fort recommenced, To his Erçeliency General Lake,
without any evident cause , which Commander in Chief, & c.
induced him to return to camp. Sir,

Being desirous f.om motives of We have the honor to inform

humanity to induce thení to listen your Excellency , that notwithstand

tomyterms, a messenger entrusied ing the past violent and unwarrant

with a leiter from me was again able proceedings of the people of

sent this morning. They hirte re- the fort, they have at last become

tused however all intercourse, from a little more reasonable, from our

which I am inclined to think that repeatedly telling them , that any

their only object yesterday was to further resistance on their part

gain time. would avail them nothing, but on

My grand batteries will open on the contrary, would exasperate your

the morning of the 10th, and I Excellency and the trumps under

have reason to think that soon aſ your command, so as to externi

terwards a practicable breach will nate the whole of them , if a storm

be elected . took place. Their commandants

( Signed ) G. LIKE. have consequently come to us this

Hrad Quarters, Comp l'e- forenoon in a hody, and requested

fore dgra, Oct. 1-4, 1803 . of us to forward to your Excellency

the accompanying proposal for the

No. I. surrender of the fort, to which their

To the Officer Corrmanding respective names are affixed.

opposite Vlader Ghur. Should any unforeseen deviation

Sir , from these proposals take place , as

The fort demands a cessation of we are still their prisoners, we hope

your
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1

may be .

Four excellency will not implite to public property, those who lvleug

us the blame. to the city may remain ihere ; the

Their proposal is to deliver rip others allowed to yo where their

the fort, guns, stores, & c . to your families may be .

Excellency, at any time after the (Signed) G. LAKE.

receipt of this you may thilik pro- Huurd Quaritrs, British

per. Protection to themselves and Camp, Oct. 13 , 1993 .

private property , after delivering up

the Sircar's arms and properiy , and No. 6 .

be allowed to remain in the city , His Excellency General Lake

or to go wherever their families engages, that all the officers and

Sepoys who are within the fort of

( Signe !) G. W. HESSING . Akberabad, shali be allowed to

H. SUTHERLAND . proceed in the most honourable

Fort at Agra ,Oct. 13 , 1903 . muner with their clothes whither

soever they may chuse — no inter

No. 4. ruption whatever will be given to

All the officers of the fort of those officers and Sepoys, their fa
Akberabad give in writing the fol- milies and children . But all arms

lowing engagement: and military weapons, musquets

Whereas a misunderstanding had and guns, carts and carriages, and

taken place with Colonel George treasure which may be within the

William Hessing, at the instiga- fort , shail belong to the Com

tion of the Sepoys, all the oflicers pany.

and Sepoys do give in writing this Tley (officers, &c . ) shall not be

engagement, that we will implicitly allowed to carry out of the fort

abide by whatever the said colonel any money or enticis of the above

may adjust on our part wit : General description .

Lake , for the security of our lives, The officers , & c . are required to

properties, effects, and honor. We specify in writing the hour at which
have agreed to invest the said co- they may determine with the bearer

lonel with full powers for this pur- of this engagement to surrender the

pose. This engagement is cor- fort, in order that the British troops

rect. - Dated the 25th Jenimau- may enter the fort .

dee - oo - Saunee 1218 , (11th or 12th God is witness to the sincerity

October ) -- Signed by fifteen offi- of this engagement.

cers, Mahomedaps and Hindoos.

To his Excellency the most nolle

No. 5 .
Marquis II ellesley , gwernoi-ce

To Colonel GEORGE HESSING , Nerai, sc.

Mr. SUTHERLAN
D

, My Lord ,

&c . &c . &c . I have the pleasure to inform

Gentlemen , your lordship, that the important

Your letter has been received . fortress of Agra , termed by the na

On the terms proposed in the last tives “ The Key of Hindortan ,"

paragraph of your letter, I allow capitulated last night, and the gar

the garrison to march out with pro- rison , consisting of between tive

tection to themselves and private and six thousand men ,marched out

property . – After delivering up the at noon this day , when ite place

Sircar'sarms, treasure, or any other was immediately occupied by our

troops

.
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troops under the command of Bri- that belonging to Begum Sumroo,

gadier General Mac Donald . and by another brigade of infantry ,

The only terms required by the the name of whose commander I

garrison were protection to their have not ascertained. The enemy's

persons and private property , which army was collected about Bokerdun ,

was agreed to on my part. and between that place and Jaf

I attribute the early surrender of ' fierabad .

this place to the great impression I was near Colonel Stephenson's

ourbreachingbatteries, which open- corps on the 21st , and had a con

ed yesterday morning within three ference with that officer, in which

hundred and fifty yards, made on we concerted a plan to attack the

the walls, and which would have enemy's army with the divisions un

caused a practicable breach in a few cler our command on the 24th in the

hours more battering. morning, and we marched on the

To Colonel Horsford of the artil- 22d , Colonel Stephenson by the

lery, and Captain Wood of the western route , and I by the eastern

corps of engineers, as well as to route round the hills between Bud

every other officer in these two napur and Jalna.

corps, I feel myself under great On the 23d I arrived at Naulniah ,

obligations for their unremitted ex- and there received a report that

ertions on this occasion , and to Scindeah and the Rajah of Berar

which I principally attribute my had moved off in themorning with

early success against this place . their cavalry, and that the infiintry

Ihave the pleasure to say , our were about to follow, but were still

loss since the construction of the in camp at the distance of about six

batteries has been very trilling miles from the ground on which I

Three European artillerymen, and lach intended to encamp. It was

three Golundauze killed , are the obvious that the attack was

only casualties. longer to be delayed , and having

A return of the ordnance, stores, provided for the security of my bag

&c . found in the fort, I shall have gage and stores at Naulniah , I

the honor to forward for your lord- marched on to attack the enemy.

ship’s information to -morrow . I found the whole combined ar

(Signed) G. LAKE . my of Scindeah and the Rajalı of

Head Quarters, Agra ,
Berar encamped on the bank of the

October 18 , 1903 . Kistna River, nearly on the ground

which I had been informed that they

occupied . Their right, which con

To his Ercellency the inost nolle the sisted entirely of cavalry, was about

Marquis Wellesley, governor . Bokerdun , and extended to their

general, Gc. Esc. corps of infantry, which were en

Camp at Assye, Sept. 24, 1803. camped in the neighbourhood of

My Lord , Assye. Although I came first in

I was joined by Major Hill, with front of their right, I determined

the last of the convoys expected to attack their lett; as the defeat of

from the river Kistna on the 13th , their corps of infantry was most

and on the 20th was enabled to likely to be effectual ; accordingly I
move forward to vards the enemy, marched round to their left funk,

whohubeen joined ,in the course of covering the inarch of the column

thelasi serenoreight days , by the in- of infantry by the British cavalry in

Mantry uncler Colonel Pohlman, by the rear, and by the Mahratta and

Mysore

no
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Mysore cavalry on the right flank . one large body of infantry, which

-We passed the river Kaitna at a had retired and was formed again ,

ford beyond the enemy's left flank , in which operation he was killed ;

and I formed the infantry immedi- and some time elapsed before we

ately in two lines with the British could put an end to the straggling

cavalry , as a reserve in a third , in'fire , which was kept up by indivi

an open space between that river duals from the guns from which

and a nullah running parallel to it. the enemy were driven . The ene

The Marhatta and Mysore cavalrymy's cavalry also, which had been

occupied the ground beyond the hovering round us throughout the

Kaitna on our left flank, and kept action , was still near us. At length ,

in check a large body of the enemy's when the last-fermed body of in

cavalry , which had followed our fantry gave way , the whole went off,

march from the right of their own and left in our hands ninety pieces

position .
of cannon .

Theenemy bad altered the posi- This victory, which was certains

tion of their infantry previous to ly complete, has however cost us

our attack ; it was no longer, as dear . Your Excellency will per

at first , along the Kaitna, but ex- ceive, by the enclosed return , that

tended from that river across to the our loss in officers and men has been

village of Assye, upon the nullah, very great ; and in that of Lieu

which was upon our right. We at tenant Colonel Maxwell and other

tacked them immediately, and the officers, whose names are therein

troops advanced under a very hot included , greatly to be regretted .

fire from cannon ; the execution of I cannot write in too strong terms

which was terrible . The picquets ofthe conduct of the troops; they ad

of the infantry , and the 74th regi- vinced in the best order, and with

ment , which were on the right of the greatest sleadiness,
under a

the first andsecondlines , suffered mostdestructive fire , against a body ,

particularly from the fire of the guns of infantry far superior in numbers,

on the left of the enemy's position · who appeared determined to con

near Assye . The enemy's cavalry tend with them to the last , and who

also made an attempt to charge the were driven from their guns only

74th regiment at themomentwhen by the bayonet ; and, notwithstand

they were exposed to this fire , but ing the numbers of the enemy's ca

they werecut up by the British ca- valry, and the repeated demonstra

valry, which moved on at that mo- tions they made of an intention to

At length the enemy's line charge, they were kept at a distance

gave way in all directions , and the by our infantry.

British cavalry cut in among their I am particularly indebted to

broken infantry; but some of their Lieutenant Colonel Harness, and

corps went off' in good order, and Lieutenant Colonel Wallace, for

a fire was kept up on our troops the mannerin which they conduct

from many of the guns from which ed their brigades; and to all the

the enemy had been first driven , by officers of the staff for the assistance

individuals who had been passed by I received from them . The officers

the line under the supposition that commanding brigades, nearly all

they were dead. those of the staff, and the mounted

Lieutenant Colonel Maxwell, officers of the infantry , had their

with the British cavalry, charged horses shot under them .
Vol. 5 I haveс с
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on

I have also to draw your Excel- Attached to the cavalry guns,

lency's notice to the conduct of the serjeant.

cavalry, commanded by lieutenant H. M. 74th regiment, 4 captains ;

colonel Maxwell, particularly that 6 lieutenants ; I volunteer ; 9

of the 19th dragoons. serjeants; 104 rank and file.

The enemy are gone off towards H. M. 78th regiment, 1 lieutenant ;
the Adjuntee Ghaut, and I propose 1 serjeant ; 22 rank and file .

to follow them as soon as I can place First battalion 2d reg. native in

iny captured guns and the wounded fantry, 1 lieutenant; i havildar ;

in security . 1 trumpeter; 17 rank and file ;

(Signed ) ARTHUR WELLESLEY . 1 puckallies.

Colonel Stevenson arrived this first battalion 4th reg . nátive in

morning at Bokerdun. I imagine fantry, i lieutenant; I subidar

that he will be bere this evening. 1 harildar; 24 rank and file .

First battalion 8th reg . native in

A Return of the killed, Wounded , fantry , 3 subidars ; i jemidar ;

and Missing, of the Detachment 4 havildars ; 1 trumpeter ; 38

under the Command of Major- rank and file.

General the Honorable ARTHUR First battalion 10th reg. native in

WELLESLEY, at the Battle of fantry, I lieutenant; 1 non

Assye, against the Army of commissioned staff ; 4 havildars ;

Dowlut Rao SCINDIAH , 29 rank and file .

Friday the 23d of Septemler, Second battalion 12th reg . native

1803 . intantry , I subidar ;. 1 havildari

Killed . H. M. 19th reg . light 41 rank and file .

dragoons, 1 lieut . colonel ; 1 Pioneers, ( 1st battalion of ) 1 jemi..
captain ; 15 rank and file ; LO dar ; 14 rank and file .

officers' horses ; 77 regimental Total killed . Europeans - 1 lieut .

ditto . colonel ; 6 captains; 2 capt. lieu

H. C. 4th reg. native cavalry, 1 tenants ;. 12 lieutenants ; 1 vo

captain ; 1 jemedar; 1trumpeter; lunteer; 1 lieut . and adjutant ;.

13 rank and file;4 officers' horses; 1 non - commissioned staff ; 12

65 regimental ditto . serjeants ;. 162 rank and file.

H. C. Sth reg . native cavalry, i Natives — 5 subidars ; 3 jemidars ;

Lieut, and adjutant ; 1 trumpeter ; 13 harildars; 4 trumpeters ; 195

llrank and file ; Gofficers ' horses ; rank and file ; 8 gun Jascars ; 2

80 regimental horses. puckallies ;. 20 officer's horses ;

H. C. 7th reg . native cavalry, 2 305 regimental horses ;

havildars; 8 rank and tile ; 83 Wounded. H. M. 19th reg . light

regimental horses. dragoons, 2. captains' ; 2 lieu

First battalion of the Madras artil- tenants; 6 serjeants; 2 trumpe

lery , 2 captain lieutenants ; 2 ters ; 29 rank and tile ; 36 regi

lieutenants; i serjeant ; 11 rank mental horses ; 2 regimental

and file ; 2 gun lascars ; 1 pack- horses missing.

allies . H. C. 4th reg . native cavalry, 1

Second battalion of the Madras ar- cornet; 2 liavildars ; 24 rank and

tillery, 4 rank and file ; 4 gun file ; 22 regimental horses.

lascars . II . C. 5th reg . native cavalry, I

Bombay artillery , 6 rank and tile ; captain ; I lieutenant; I lieut.

2 guh lascars. and quarter master ; 2 harildars

28
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28 rank and file ; . 26 regimental midars ; 2 havildars ; 46 rank and

horses ; 1 rank and file missing. file ; 5 rank and file missing.

H. C. 7th reg . native cavalry , I Total Wounded . Europeans - 1

captain ; 4 jentidars ; i havildar ; lieut, colonel; 2 majors; 4 cap

27 rank and file ; 27 regimental tains ; 2 capt . lieutenants ; 17

horses. lieutenants ; 3 cornets ; i lieut .

First battalion of the Madras artil- and quarter master; 1 non com

lery, 1 serjeant; 16 rank and missioned staff'; 34 serjeants ; 6

file, 1 jemidar; 2 havildars ; 19 trumpeters ; 371 rank and file .

· gun lascars. Natives -12 subidars3.16 jemidars ;

Second battalion of the Madras ar- 39 havildars ; 6 trumpeters; 536

tillery, 1 serjeant; 7 rank and rank and file; 35 gun lascars ; 2

file ; 1 subidar ; 7 gun lascars ; puckallies ; 111 regimental

2 gun lascars missing.
horses.

Bombay artillery, I serjeant; 5 Total Missing— 16 rank and file ;

rank and file ; 8 gun lascars. 2 gun lascars ; 2 regimental

Attached to cavalry guns, 1 jemi , horses.

dar ; 1 gun la -car . List of officers killed and wounded.

H. M. 74th regiment, 1 major; 1 His majesty's 19th light regiments .
capt. lieutenant ; 3 lieutenants ; lieut. col . Maxwell, killed, com

I cornet ; 17 serjeants ; 4 trum- manding the cavalry ; capt. R.

peters ; 250 rank and file. Boyle, killed ; capts. Cathcart,

H. M. 75th regiment, 1 capt. Jieu- and Sale , lieuts, Wilson, and

tenant ; 2 lieutenants ; 1 cornet ; Young, wounded.

8 serjeants; 65 rank and file ; 4 Fourth native cavalry . Capt . H.

rank and file missing. Mackay, killed , agent for public

First battalion 2d reg . native in- cattle ; cornet Meredith , wound

fantry, 2 havildars; 20 rank and ed .

file ; 3 rank and file missing. Fifth native cavalry. Capt . J. Cole

First battalion 4th reg. native, in- ' brooke, wounded ; lieut . Bonomi,

fantry, 1 non - commissioned stafi"; killed , adjutant; lieut Macleod ,

1 subidar ; 6 havildaas; 82 rank wounded, quarter master ; lieut .

and file ; 1 rank and tile missing. Darke, wounded .

First battalion 8th reg. native in- Seventh native cavalry. Capt . Mac

fantry, 4 lieutenants ; 2 subidars; Gregor, wounded .

I jemidar ; 7 havildars ; 3 trum- First battalion artillery. Capts .

peters ; 109 rank and tie; i lieuts . Steele, and Fowler, killed ;

puckallie . lieuts . Lindsay, and Griffith ,
First battalion 10th reg . native in- killed .

fantry, 1 lieutenant ; 3 subidars; Hisrivjesty's74th regiment. Capts.

I jemidar; 6'havildars; 3 trum- D. Aytone, A. Dyce, R. Mac

peters ; 90 rank and file ; 1 leod, payınaster of the reg. Max

puckallie ; 2 rank and file mis- well, killed ; lieuts . J. Campbell,

sing J. M. Campbell, J. Grant, R.

Second battalion 12th reg . native Neilson , L. Campbell, M. Mor

infantry, 1 lieut . colonel; 1 ma- ris , killed ; volunteer G. Tew,

jor ; 4 lieutenants ; 5 subidars ; killed, not on the strergth , but

5 jemidars ; 9 havildars ; 100 recommended for an ensigncy ;

rank and file. Major S. Swinton , wounded ;

Pioneers, (1st battalion of ) 3 je- capt. lieut . N. J. Moore, wound

сс 22 ed ;
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ed ; lieuts. J. A. Mein , Mac Mur- all parts of the country. It is re

do,M.Shawe, wounded ; ensign ported that Jadoon Row , Scindiah's

B. Kearnan , wounded . principalminister, received a wound ,

His majesty's 78th regt. Lieut. of which he died the day before

J. Douglas,killed ; captain -lieu- yesterday. Their army are in the

tenant C. M'Kenzie, lieutenants greatest confusion , and retiring to

J. Kinlock, and J. Lackin , and Burhaunpoor. Colonel Stevenson

J. Bethuene, acting adjutant, has followed them down the Ad

wounded . juntee Ghaut, and I propose to des

Ist bat. 2d native infantry. Lieut . cend the Ghauts, as soon as I shall

Brown, killed . have placed the wounded soldiers

1st bat.4th native infantry. Lieut. in security. (Signed)

Mavor, killed . ARTHUR WELLESLEY .

Ist bat. Sth native infantry . Lieu- His Excellency,the gov. gen . &c.

tenants Davie, Fair, llunter, A Return of Ordnance taken from

and Desgraves, wounded . the enemy in the battle of the 23d

Ist bat. 10th native infantry . Lieu- Sept. 1803 .

tenant Perrie, killed ; lieutenant Brass Howitzers . 2 eight inch , 2

Taylor, wounded. six ditto , 2 five and half ditto ,

2d battalion 12th native infantry. i five ditto. Total, 7.

Lieutenant -col. Macleod , major Brass Guns., 6 eighteen pound

M'Cally , lieutenants Bowdler, ers, 7 sixteen ditto , i twelve

Harvey, Smith , and De Crez, ditto , 1 ten ditto, 3 eight ditto,

wounded . 22 six ditto , 4 four ditto, 12 three

(Signed ) R. BARCLAY, ditto , 9 two and half ditto , 4 one

Dop. Adj. Gen. in Mysore. ditto.- Total 69.

Iron Guns. 2 twenty-four pound

Camp, Sept. 30 , 1803 . ders, 2 eighteen ditto, 3 sixteen

My Lord , ditto, 2 twelve ditto , 4 nine ditto,

I have thehonor to enclose an 5 six ditto, 4 four ditto . — Total ,

account of the ordnance taken from 23 .

the enemy in the action of the 230 The number of tumbrils , and

instant. I have reason to believe quantity of ammunitions and stores

that there are still four more guns, taken, cannot be ascertained , as,

which were thrown into the river after the action and during the

by the enemy in their retreat. night, a great number of tumbrils

We have taken seren stand of were blown up.

colours, and the enemy lost all ( Signed )

their ammunition, although the Capt. commanding Artillery .

tumbrils having blown up , some Camp Assye, Sept. 29, 1803.

during the action , and others during

the succeeding night, we have got To John Lumsden , esq. chief secre

nothing but the shot. The ord- tary to the supreme government ,

nance is very time ; but I have des- at Fort William .

troyed the iron guns, and shall put Sir ,

the brass guns in a place of secu- I am directed , by the Honorable

rity . the Governor in Council, to for

The enemy lost twelve hundred ward to you , for the information

men killed in the field of battle, of his Excellency the most noble

and their wounded are scattered in the Governor General in Council ,

the
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the enclosed copy of a dispatch the assault of Baroach , and behaved

under this date, from the command- with the utmost gallantry on that

ing officer of the forces, with its occasion . Major Cuyler speaks

enclosures, respecting the capitula- highly in favor of his general cha

tion of Powaughur. : racter .

Major General Nicolls has been (Signed ) J. MURRAY, Col.

desired to communicate to the of- Head -Quarters, Baroda,

ficer in command , and to the other Sept. 21 , 1803

officers and men doing duty at the

reduction of Champaneer and Pow
No. 2 .

aughur, the entire approbation of To colonel Murray, commanding

government of their very meritori- the forces in the Guzerat.

ous services. Sir,

( Signed) J. A. GRANT. In consequence of your commu

Sec. to Gov. nication to me last night, that you

Pomlay castle, Sept. 27 , 1803 . had not received my official com

munication on the surrender of

To the hon . Jonathan Duncan , esq . Powanghur by capitulation, I have

president and governor'in council. the honor to address you again on

Honcrable Sir, the subject.

The enclosed is a copy of a let- After a breach had been effected

ter from Colonel Murray, giving in the wall of the inner fort, as

cover to one from lieutenant colonel also that another was almost prac

Woodington , respecting the capitu- ticable in a tower at the angle of

lation of Powaughur. the outer fort , the garrison offered

(Signed) 0. Nicolls, M. G. to capitulate on the morning of the

Bombay, Sept. 27, 1803 . 17th , on condition of being pro

tected in their persons and private

No. 1 . property. To these terms I agreed,

Major General Nicholls. on condition of immediately taking

Sir, possession of the breach ' in the

I have the honor to enclose a inner wall with a company of Se

Jerter which I received thismorn- poys : they however tacked other

ing from lieutenant colonel Wood- stipulations to the capitulation ; viz .

ington. It is necessary to inform that I should agree to pay them the

you that the delay of this important arrears due from Scindiah, and that

communication arises frem the mis- two of the commanders of the

carriage of the Colonel's letter, Guikawarcavalry with me (amount

although sent in duplicate. ing to about 300 horse) should sign

Colonel Woodington highly the agreement.
To these latter

praises the zeal and activity of the articles I would on no account

troops under his command, and , agree ; and it was not until four

to judge by their success , the praise P. M. when they found , from our

is well merited . continuing to batter, that I would

Colonel Woodington has, in a admit of no delay, that they agreed

most particular manner, requested to the original terms, which were

that I should lay the meritorious immediately carried into full effect,

services of Serjeant Moore, of his by their evacuation of the fort

Majesty's 86th regiment, before and mountain , of which we took

you . He led the Forlorn Hope at possession.
сс 3 IF
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If this had not taken place , I every quarter of India , this tran

had made the necessary arrange- scendant victory demands a testi

ments for storming both breaches mony of public honour equal to

on the morning of the 18th ; and any which the justice ofthe British

I conceive that the garrison were government in India has ever con

intimidated from a knowledge that , ferred on the conduct of our offi

if they opposed us on our entering cers and troops in the most dis

the breaches, their communication tinguished period of our military

with the upper fort would be cut history.

off, and they had no other way to The governor in council highly

escape than the road which led down approves the skillful plan formed

by our battery: by major-general Wellesley, on

Could they have obtained posses-- the 21st of September, for pre

sion of the upper fort, or Baila cluding the escape of the enemy,

Killa, at the top of the mountain, and for reducing their combined

I am inclined to think it utterly army to the necessity of hazarding

impregnable. a general action .

I hare left Captain Cliffe, of the His excellency in council alsa

engineers, to take a plan and view signiiies his most cordial approba-,
of the forts and works on the tion of the magnanimity, promp

mountain , which I doubt not, from titude, and judgment, with which

his known abilities, will be ably major-general Wellesley deter
executed . mined upon the instantaneous at

It is with the greatest pleasure · tack of the enemy on the 23d of

that I embrace this opportunity of September.

submitting, for your notice , the During the severe action which

merits, zeal, and great exertions of ensued, the conduct of , major,
all ranks on this service, general Wellesley united a degree

( Signed ) H. WOODINGTON, of ability, of prudence, and daunt

Lieut .-col. less spirit, seldom equalled, and

Baroda, Sept. 21 , 1803. never surpassed .

The governor-general in council
GENERAL ORDERS , signifies this warmest applause of

By his Ercellency themostnoble the the exemplary order and steadiness

Governor -General in Council. with which the troops advanced ,

Fort William, Oct. 30 , 1803 . undera most destructive fire,against

The governor-general in coun- a body of the enemy's intantry,

cil has this day received from major- considerably superior in number,

general the honorable Arthur Wel- and determined to oppose a vigor

lesley, the official report of the ous resistance to our attack . The

signal and splendid victory ob- numerous infantry of the enemy

tained by the troops under the per- were driven from their powerful

sonal command of that distinguish- artillery at the point of the bayonet,

ed officer, on the 23d of Septen- with an alacrity and resolution

ber, at Assye, in the Dekan , over truly worthy of British soldiers,

the combined armies of Dowlut and the firmness and discipline

Rao Scindeah and the Rajah of manifested by our brave infantry in
Berar. repelling the great body of the

At the close of a campaign of the enemy's cavalrymerit the highest

most brilliant success and glory in commendation ,

The
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The governor -general in coun- manders, officers, and troops, du

cil has remarkedwith great satis- ring this campaign , and especially

faction the gallant and skillful con- in the signal victories of Delhi and

duct of the cavalry , commanded of Assye, must inspire a general

by lieutenant-colonel Maxwell, and sentiment of just confidence in the

particularly of his majesty's 19th vigor of our military resources , and

regiment of light dragoons, a corps in the stability of our dominion

distinguished in India by a long andpower. Our uniform success,

and uninterrupted course of ardu- in frustrating every advantage of

ous service ,and of progressive honor. superior numbers,of powerful ar

His excellencyin council directs tillery , and even of obstinate resist

major-general Wellesley to sig- ance opposed by the enemy, con

nity to all the officers and troops stitutes a satisfactory proof of the

employed on this glorious occasion, established superiority of British ,

and especially to lieutenant-colonel discipline, experience, and valor ;

Harness, and to lieutenant- colonel and demonstrates that the glorious

Wallace,who commanded brigades, progress of our arms is not the
and to the officers of the staff, the accidental result of a temporary or

high sense entertained by the go- transcient advantage , but the na

vernor- general in council of their tural and certain effect of a per
eminent and honorable services. manent cause .

The important benefits resulting From these reflections consola

from the triumph of our arms in tion is to be derived from the loss

the battle of Assye are not inferior of those lamented and honored

to the splendor of the action . The officers and soldiers who , animated

immediate consequences derived by the gallant spirit of their ge

from the exertions of that day bave neral , and emulating the poble

been the complete defeat of the example of his zeal and courage,

combined army of the confederate sacrificed their lives to the honor

chieftains ; an irreparable blow to and interests of their country.

the strength and efficiency of their The governor-general in council

military resources , especially of greatly regrets the loss of lieu

their artillery, in the Dekan ; the tenant-colonel Maxwell, of his

expulsion of an hostile and preda- majesty's 19th dragoons, who fell

tory army from the territory of our at the head of the British cavalry ,

ally the Soubahdar of the Dekan ; bravely charging a largebody of

and aseasonable and effectual check the enemy's infantry. With the

to the ambition , pride, and rapa- utmost concern his excellency in

city of the enemy. council records the names of the

The prosperous result of these valuable and excellent officers who .

advantages must be accelerated by have fallen with glory at the battle

the auspicious progress of our arms of Assye, in achieving the complete

in other provinces of India ; and defeat of the enemy, and in estab

it may reasonably be expected that lishing the triumph of the British

the decisive victories gained at arms in the Dekan . Lieutenant

Delhi and Assyr, on the 11th colonel Maxwell,captainsR. Boyle,

and 23d of September, will speedily H. Macay, D. Haytone , A. Dyce,

.compel the enemyto restore peace R. Macleod , and T. Maxwell;

ta Hindostan and to the Dekan . captain - lieutenants Steele and Fow

The achievements of our com- ler ; lieutenants Bonomi, Griffith,

J. Camp
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J. Campbell , J. M. Campbell, To his Excellency the most nolle

J. Grant, R. Neilson , L. Campbell, Marquis Wellesley, Governor

M. Morris , and J. Douglas ; lieu General, &c .

tenants Brown, Maror, Perrie, and My Lord ,

volunteer Tew . I have the honor to enclose, for

In testimony of the high honor your lordship's information , cor

acquired by the army under the rect returns of the ordnance , am

personal command of major-gen . munition , & c captured at this place .
Wellesley, at the battle of Assye , ( Signed) G. LAKE .

the governor-general in council is Head-Quarters, camp at

pleased to order, that honorary Agra, Oct. 23 , 1803 .

colours, with a device properly

suited to commemorate that splen- Return of the Ordnance, Ammu

did victory, be presented to the nition , & 'c. captured at the attack

corps of cavalry and infantry em- of the enemy's camp, under the

ployed on that glorious occasion . walls of the Fort, and the town

The names of the brave officers ofAgra.

and men who fell at the battle of Camp , Oct. 1803 .

Assye will be commemorated, to- 2 brass sixteen pounders, 16 six

gether with the circumstances of ditto , 7 four ditto, 1 three ditto ,

the action , upon the public monu- mounted on field carriages with

ment to be erected at Fort William limbers complete. - Total 20

to the memory of those who have pieces of different natures.

fallen in the public service during 26 tumbrils laden with ammunition

the present campaign.
for the above .

The honoray colours granted by 29 ammunition carriages ditto .

the e orders to his majesty's , 19th
REMARKS.

regiment of dragoons, and the 74th The above ordnance appear to

and 78th regiments of foot, are to be perfectly “ serviceable, " ex

be used by, those corps while they cepting one brass four- pounder
shall continue in India, or until his which is burst,

majesty's most gracious pleasure be The whole of the pieces are of

signitied through his excellency the same manufacture as those

the commander in chief. captured at Dehli.

His excellency the most noble (Signed) J. Horsford,

the governor- general, captain -gen. Lieut.-col . commandingArtillery

and commander in chief of all the . in the Field .

land forces serving in the East A true Copy,

Indies, is pleased to direct that (Signed) G. A. F. LAKE,

these orders be publicly read to the
Mil. Sec.

troops under arms at every station Returns of Ordnance, Ammunition ,

of the land forces in the East In- &c. captured at Fort Agra.

dies ; and that the European offi- Camp at Agra, Oct. 22, 1803.

cers do cause the same to be duly Brass Guns--1 large gun--this is

explained to the native officers and the famous piece known by the

troops. name of the Great Gun at Agra ,

(Signed) L. Hook , It is said to be composed ofmany

Secretary to the Gov. Mlil . Dept. metals, including all the precious

( Signce ) J.ARMSTRONG , Its ball measures 22

Icting Military Secretary. inches : such a onc, if of cast

ones.

iron,
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iron , weighs nearly 1500lbs. 1 To capt. Armstrong, acting Mil.

seventy - two pounder. This gun Sec. to his excellency the most

is said to be of the same com- nolle governor - general,

position as the above one . 1 Sir ,

twenty ditto , 1 ten ditto, 5 nine I request you will have the good

ditto , 1 e ght ditto, 19 six ditto , ness to report to his excellency the

6 five ditto, 7 four ditto , 2 three most noble the governor -general,

ditto, 2 two ditto, 5 one ditto . that, in obedience to his excel

2 eighteen pound carronades, 1 lency's commands, I have proceeded

sixteen ditto, 1 eight ditto, 1 to GanJam, and have this morning

three- pound galloper, 2 two ditto, assumed the command of the field

I one and half ditto, 3 i ditto, force assembled under his excel

I wall guns, 1 twelve - inch mor- lency's orders.

tar, 1 eight ditto, i six -inch I find this force sufficiently sup

howitzer, I five and half ditto, plied with every requisite to enable

1 fourand three-quarter ditto.- it to move immediately, and I shall,

Total , 7ô brass guns, of different in consequence,proceed from hence

natures : to -morrow .

Iron Guns - 1 thirty -two pounder, I expect in three marches to

1 twenty-four ditto , i eighteen reach the Manickapatam River ,

ditto , 4 twelve ditto, 1 ten ditto , which I trust I shall pass on the

1 eight ditto, 6 six ditto, 4 five day ofmy arrival ; from thence it

ditto , 6 four ditto , 6 three ditto , is two marches to Jaggernaut,

6 two ditto, 4 one ditto, 11 two- where, from the necessary arrange

pound gallopers , 4 one and halt ments that must take place, I shall

ditto , 4 one ditto, 26 wall guns. be detained some days .

-Total 86 iron guns of different (Signed ) Geo . HARCOURT,

Lieut .- Col.
33 tumbrils.

In Camp at Pyaghee,
REMARES.

The brass pieces are in general
Sept. 11 , 1903.

of the samemanufacture asthose To capt. Armstrong, acting Mil.

taken in the camp and town . Of

the iron ones, several are what are Sec . to his Excellency the most

termed bar guns . noble the gov. gen .

The whole are mounted , either Sir,

on travelling carriages with ele I am now within a short march

vating screws, or on country block of the village of Manickapatam ,
carriages turning on a large pivot. where I am told five thousand in

Several spare carriages are ready to fantry and two thousand horse are

receive pieces which may be broken stationed to oppose my passage;
down .

but I am not led to expect any
In the magazines are large quan- serious difficulties in possessing

tities of gunpowder, shots, rockets, myself to -morrow morning (or in
&c. & c . but the precise number the course of this night ) of that

and weight not yet ascertained .
post. - (Signed )

( Signed ) J. HORSFORD ,

Lieut . -col . com . Art , in Field .
Geo . HARCOURT, Lieut. -Col.

A true Copy. Camp at Meetocoah,

( Signed ) G. A.F.LAKE,M.S. Sept. 13, 1803

cellency

natures .

1
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To capt. Armstrong, Acting Mil of that confidence than I have

Sec. to his Excellency the most to doubt the continuance of the

noble the governor - general. security .

Sir, (Signed) Geo. HARCOURT,

I have the greatest satisfaction Lieut .- Col.

in stating to you, for the infor- Camp, at Manickapatam ,

mation of his excellency the most Sept. 16, 1803

noble the governor-general, that I

shall not be detained at this place In Camp at Jaggernaut,

beyond to-morrow, when I shall
Sept. 18, 1803.

move towards Jaggernaut, having
Sir,

in two days passed a river not ford
I beg youwill be pleased to state

able, near a mile in breadth , with to his Excellency the most noble

all the troops, camp equipage,
the Governor -General, that we

sures, and cattle, &c. * I have also have this day taken possession of the

landed from the transport vessels city of Jaggernaut.

two 18-pounders, with their car
Upon application from the chief

riages, &c .
Bramins of the Pagoda, I have af

If it had not heen for uncommon
forded them guards (of Hindoos,)

exertions from all corps, each in- and a most satisfactory confidence

dividual and each department ge
is shewn by the Bramins, priests,

nerally, I could not possibly have and officers of the Pagoda, and by

so expeditiously effected this ope
the inhabitants of Jaggernaut , both

ration . in their present situation, and the

I shall march to -morrow to Nur- future protection of the British go

sing ipatan ), and from thence, on
vernment.

thefollowing day , to Jaggernaut, From the general good conduct

I have the satisfaction to acquaint
of the troopsunder my command ,

you, for the information of his and from the strict attention which

excellency the most noble the has been paid to my orders forpre

governor-general, that although I venting all interference with thein

am encamped in the midst of a
habitants and natives, framed under

highly cultivated country,
the express injunctions of his Ex

rounded by villages , whose inha- cellency the most noble Governor

bitants have not deserted them , General, not a single complainthas

or who having, at the momentof been made to me; though I have,

our first taking possession ofthis by every practicable means, invited
part of the province of Cuttack , a direct communication of the

left their houses, are already return
least deviation from this important

ed to them , I have not received a
duty .

single complaint .
I humbly beg leave to congratu

My bazar is supplied by the late his Excellency themost noble

native inhabitants, and a degree
the Governor -General on this im

of confidence and security is ma
portant acquisition to the British

miſested, and , I trust from the possessions in India .

measures I have adopted , is com- (Signed) Geo . HARCOURT,

pletely experienced and estab Lieut. Col.

which leaves me no more Tocapt . Armstrong, Act.

season to doubt the continuance Military.Sec. &c .

Laul

sur
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Lual Baug, Fort Cuttack, pounder with Captain Hutchinson .
Oct. 24 , 1803. - I cannot omit reporting to you ,

Sir ,
for his Excellency's information ,

On the 24th ultimo, I marched the conduct of Captain Hutchinson

swith the force under my command was most steady, able, and highly

from Jaggernaut to Ahmedpoor, meritorious.

and I did not reach my ground of On the night of the 4th , I moved

encampment without great difficul- towards Muckundpoor, when the

ty , owing to the extreme badness advance under Lieutenant Colonel

of the weather, the inundated state Clayton was again opposed by the

of the country , and the rise of the enemy ; but from a well directed

nullahs crossing mỹ line of march. and a very distructive fire they were

My advanced guard,under the completely dispersed , whilst our

command of Captain Hutchinson loss consisted of only one pioneer
of the 20th Bengal regiment , was wounded .

several times annoyed by the ene- From Muckundpoorto the banks

my, but from the able management of the Kutjoory, we met with no

of that officer, our loss was not opposition from the enemy, and
severe : it consisted in three men my letters of the 11th and following

wonnded, as appears in the en- days completely detail my subse

closed general return . — The loss of quent operations.

the enemy, I understand, was con- (Signed) Geo . HARCOURT,

siderable. Lieut . colonel command

The difficulties that impeded the ing in Cuttack, and

march of the line detained the heavy Military Secretary to

guns and baggage for five days; his Excellency the most

when I proceeded to Beirpoorshut- nolle the governor- ge

tumpoor, where I was again detain. neral .

ed by the badness of the road and

weather until the 3d instant . Return of the Killed and Wounded

Having thought it expedient to of His Majesty's and the Ho

order a force in advance from Beir- nourable company's . Troops,

poorshuttumpoor, I detached the under the command of Lieu

acting field officer of the day , tenant colonel HARCOURT,

with orders to occupy a position from the 24th September to 14th

near Muckundpoor, which service October, 1803 .

again fell to Captain Hutchinson : Killed . Europeans - His majesty's

immediately on his leaving camp 22d reg . 14th Oct. 1 private .

he discovered the enemyon his first division Madras European re

fanks in considerable force, both giment, i private.

of horse and infantry ; but he, Natives - First battalion 20th Ben

notwithstanding much opposition , gal reg . 14th Oct. 3 privates.

most completely carried my orders First battalion gth Madras reg . Beira

into effect. I regret to state that poorshutiumpoor, 1st Oct. 1

his loss was not inconsiderable ; it private.

consisted in two killed and twenty- Wounded . Europeans- Detach

one wounded. The loss of the ment of Bengal artillery, 1 lieu

enemywas very great, from their tenant.

being frequently exposed to a heavy His majesty's 22d reg. 24th Sept.

discharge of grape from the six- i private.
Ilis
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His majesty's 22d reg. 144th Oct. 1 To captuin Armstrong, acting mi

captain ; 8 privates. litary Secretary, &c .

First division Madras European re- English Factory House, Balasore,

giment, 1 serjeant ; 4 privates.
Sept. 22, 1803.

First battalion loth Madras reg . Sir,

Alimevipoor, 14th Oct. I captain . My letter of the 20th , from the

Detachment of Bengal artillery , 1 entrance of the Balasore river, and

lieut. tiat of last night, to lieutenant

H.M.22d reg . 2-4th Sept. I private, colonel Fergusson , copies of which
Ditto ... 1.1th Oct. i capiain; I requested might be sent to you

8 privates. for the information of his Excel

First division Viadras European reg . lenry the most noble the Governor

I serjeant; } privates.
General, & c . &c . will, in a small

Natives first battalion 20th Ben- degree, have apprized you of the
gal reg. 1st Oct. 1 lavildar ; 1 operations of the detachmentwhich

private . his Lordship was pleased to honor

Second battalion 20th Bengal reg. me with the command of for the

1st Oct. 4 privates. last two days ; but , for his better

First battalion 9th Madras reg. Ah- information , I shall proceed to state

niedpoor, 24th Sept. 1 havildar; circumstances in detail from the

i private. Heet of transports leaving Kedgeree
First battalion 9th Madras reg. Beir- on the l.1th instant .

poorshutturpoor , 1st Oct. 1 Owing to adverse winds, the

subidar ; 1 viague ; 7 privates. transports, & c . as per margini, * only

First battalion gih Vladras reg . at made the Neelgharee hills in the

the fort of Burrabuity , 14th Oct. afternoon of the 17th instant, dis

I private . tant from the Bar, at the entrance

Fir.t battalion 19th Madras reg. of the Balasore river, about 16 miles.

Ahmedpoor, 24th Sept. 1 private. Early in themorning of the 18th ,

First battalion 19th Maxiras reg . nr. Wright, the pilot, left the

Ahmedpoor, 1st Oct. 7 privates . Alexander, and proceeded to ex

First battalion 19th Madras reg . plore the Bar, and, if possible ,

Ahmedpoor, 14th Oct. 2 jeme-' obtain , by amicable means, some

dars ; i havildar ; I private. native pilots, but without effect ;

Total Killed . Europa - 2 privates. as at Bulramghurry House, near to

Native-4 privates. the entrance into the river, was a

Total Wounded. Europeans-- 2 postof Mahratta infantry, who, in

captains; I lieutenant; l ' ser- failing to entice him on shore,

jeant ; 13 privates. fired into his boat without doing

Natives - 1 subedar; 2 jemedars ; any injury.

3 havildars; 1 piague; 23 privates. , Mr. Wright then returned to

Names of officers lounded . the Bar, and, with the assistance

Capt. Jiurlstone of his majesty's of Mr. Pike, the pilot from the
regimet. George, in another boat, by his

Capt. Kenny of the 1st battalion perseverance, zeal , and superior

iyth Madras regiment. abilities, found out the channel,

Lieut. Faithfulior Beng, attillery. and took the proper bearings, & c.

(Sigued) Geo . HLARCOURT, for conducting the transports overit .

Limet. t'ül.com . in cittack . Early in the morning of the 19th ,

we

* Alexander, Ann ., George, Charles, Fa'rlie, Lizard hired brig ; Scourge gun -vessel,

and two long.lats.

1
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we observed the pilots returning is left with her for that purpose.

to the Alexander, when the troops She could not yesterday attempt it

on board the Alexander and Anne for want of wind , but I am in

were shifted to the George, Charles, great hopes it lias been accom

Fairlie, and Lizard, with the least plished this day, or will be tomorrow.

possible delay. About ten o'clock The inhabitants from the villages

those transports, with the gun vessel , adjacent to the entrance of theri

leaving the Alexander and Anne, ver flocked to our vessels, and put

with the sick of the detach- on board each a native pilot to con

ment, and the whole of the bag- duct them up the river to this

gage , &c. at anchor, moved down place ; expressing their extreme

for the entrance of the river, but abhorrence ofthe Savage Mahrattas,

were obliged to anchor close to the and congratulating each other on

Bar, to wait for the next day's flood the happy day that brings them

tide ; soon after which came on a under the British government.

severe gale of wind , which conti- Between six and seven p ' clock

nued until the flood had pretty well P. M. the fleet got under weigh to

made about nine o'clock in the proceed up the river , but from the

morning of the 20th, when the darkness of the nightand a very hea

vessels as per margin, crossed the vy tall of rain , with the native pilots

Bar, entered the Balasore River, objecting to proceed, they were

and anchored nearly opposite Bul- obliged, almost immediately, to

samghurry House; leaving the come to anchor again .

Lizard brig at anchor on theoutside On the morning of the 21st,the

the Bar, Mr. Wright being in dread vessels came up as far as possible ;

of her striking on it from the re- they made but little progress, and

port of her draft of water ; how- hearing difierent reports ihat a par

erer, in passing the Bar, wefound ty of Mahrattas, who had been de

to our great satisfaction, full four- tached from Balasore to support

teen feet water on it at the heigth their posts at the Gauts, between
of the food . this and Jelasore, was returning by

One of the Indiaman's long- forced marches to the defence, or

boats was left with the Lizard , to plunder and destroy the town

when the gale should subside a lit- ( the latter the most probable report)

tle, to bring off the two 6 -poun- I came to the determination , with

ders , &c, and the remaining part the most cordial concurrence of

of the detachment of artillery , pro- Captain Peter Grant, of immedi

portion of ammunition, &c . and ately quitting the gun -vessel and

which joined us in the river about transports, proceeding up rhe river

five o'clock in the evening. as far possible, with two 6 -pound

The party of Mahrattasstationed eis, & c. and asmany tighting men

at Bulramghurry House, on seeing as the boats will hoid. After two

the vessels coming over the Bar, hours great exertion , we arrive !

fied towards Balasore . at a clear spot of ground, the ebb

The Lizard hired brig being tide having set in . We were told

much lightened by the detachment by some of the inhabitants that it

of artillery, two guns, ammuni- was only four miles by land to Ba- ,

tion , &c . taken out of her, Mr. lasore, but that it would take tuo

Wright is confident she can come or three more food tides to carry

over the Bar without much risk ; us up to it . I deemed it necessary

aud Mr. Pike, with another pilot, to consult with captain • P . Grant
On
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me

on the practicability of carrying the whole business subsided.

the town, &c . without our guns, Parties were inmediately posted

and he being fully of opinion with in all directions , outside of the

me (on our seeing the state of the Factory House, to keep in awe

country leading to it) that no time some of the enemy, who were sni

should be lost in making the at- ping at us ; and from which I at

tempt ; in consequence of which tribute his not being able to annoy

we landed near 300 from the boats, us further .

rank and file, and directed our I had written a letter to Moro

march towards the town over paddy Pundit, the Fouzdar, from the en

fields, inundated from one to three trance of the Balasore River, ad

feet in water. vising him of my having a letter

On approaching the town the for him from His Excellency the

detachment halted, to rest and re- most noble the Governor-General,

fresh the men , when I made the &c . and wished he would point

best disposition of my force that I out some means of my communi

was able for the attack . cating with him , and for which

About this period intelligence purpose a gentleman with

was brought me that the military would be ready to meet him, or

ccmmander of the enemy, by any person he should depute. I

name Nana, had put the Fouzdar, received, in return , a verbal mes

Moro Pundit in confinement, be- sage of salam , and that he had re

cause he wished to come over to the ceived my letter .

English ; and that Nana, with the His Excellency's letter I sent ,

force under his command, was immediately after gaining posses

determined to dispute our getting sion of the Factory House, to a

possession of the town and Factory part of the outside of the town
House. called the Mahratta Fort, to Moro

The entrance into the town , Pundit ; but only a similar answer

and until near the Factory House, is to the foregoing was returned.

one continued strong defile, which The men who carried the letter

soon found was lined with informed me, that the enemy was

both cavalry and infantry, by their quitting it with precipitation, and

firing on our advanced party ;. but at day -break this morning I took

that party pushing forward until possession of it .

very near them , and a Hanking party We found in it three old unsere

I had detached approaching them at viceable iron guns, on decayed

the same period , both giving a carriages; one apparently a six

steady and well-directed fire, the pounder, another a four-pounder,

enemy was instantly routed from and a one-pounder. No shot or

their first position with consider- ammunition of any description .

able loss ; they say, in all , ten or A small quantity of grain of dif

twelve men fell. The detachment ferent kinds, and two chests, con

kept moving forward , under a te- taining papers relative to the Sirkar,

dious fire from the tops of houses, which skall be taken the greatest

the entrance of lanes, and from

behind walls and heights ; and re- I have directed ensign Wilson ,

turning spirited fire at intervals, of the engineers, to report on state

until they gained the Factory House of the post, which is certainly

with the loss only of one Sepoy much superior in strength and con

killed, and three wounded ; when venience to the one we now pos.

we

sess ;

care of.
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sent

sess ; likewise on the Factory stationed between this and Jelasore,

House and Compound ; which shall at the different Ghauts, are flying

be sent to you in the course of a to the Jungles to gain the hills ;

few days. and I sincerely believe in three

The proclamation in English, days more not a single Malıratta

with a translation of the same in will be found between this and

Hindoostanee, were issued this Jelasore.

morning, and siinilar ones The gun vessel and transports are

round and proclaimed by beat of not yet in sight, owing to the very

drum through the town and vil- strong current that prevails in the

lages near ; and it is with peculiar river.

pleasure I report the Inhabitants To -morrow I shall communicate

returning to every house in great further to you on this , and the

numbers. mode to be adopted for bringing

Many of the principal inbabi- the sick of the detachment, and

tants , merchants, &c . waited on the whole of the baggage, from

me last night and this morning , ex- the ships Alexander and Anne, ly

pressing uncommon satisfaction at ing in the roads.

being taken under the protection of Permit me to request the favor

the British government. of your recommending to His Ex

I have received the mostmarked cellency: the officers and men of

attention, and some little informa- my deiaclıment, who conducted

tion respecting the flight of the themselves with great steadiness,

enemy, from Mr. Princely, the and I may add gallantry, when I

Danish resident at this place. consider the concealed and heavy

By this day's dawk I have com- fire from near six hundred of the

municated to lieutenant colonel enemy, which they would have

Campbell , or officer commanding sustained, had they not been disa

at Cuttack , my being in possession lodyed by my advanced and Nank

of this place, & c . &c . But I fear ing parties.

the communication is not open , no It is , I believe , needless for me

dawk for the last three days having to expatiate on the merits of capiain

arrived here from the southward ; Peter Grant, but I must observe

but captam Grant will endeavour he has tilly answered the viewsof

this evening to dispatch by private His Excellency, and thatI should
lircarrah , a duplicate of thesame. deem his advice and assistance of

The dawk arrived this day ( and the utmost importance on the inost

Has always been regular) from Cal- trying occasion .

cutta, but I have received no letter ( Signed ) THOMAS MORGAN ,

from lieutenant colonel Fergusson . On the 30th of September, cap

To -morrow I shall certainlyreceive tain Morgan detached two compa

an answer to iny letter of the 20th , nies of Sepoys, under the com

when every means in our power mand of lieutenant Slye, to the

shall be taken to facilitate his ap- town of Sooring , about twenty

proach to this place, by pushing miles to the southward of Balasore,

towards him a party to collectboats, for the purpose of dislodging a

&c. &c. at the different nullals. part of the enemy stationed near

I have just received accounts , that place, and of opening acom

which I have every reason to con- munication in the direction of Cut

fide in , that the enemy, who were tack . On the 1st of October,

lieutenant
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lieutenant Slye attacked and de- having established the British au

feated a party of the enemy, which thority in the territory lying be

had been posted at a village a short tween the Jumna and the Cane ,

distance from Sooring. The De- colonel Powell, accompanied by

tachment under lieutenant Slye, Himmut Behadur, crossed the lat

having been reinforced by another ter river on the 10th of October.

company from Balasore , took pos- The following extract of a letter

session of Soorong, on the 3d of from colonel Powell is published

October, without further opposition . by command of His Excellency

On the 4th of October, a de- the most noble the Governor-Ge

tachment of native infantry, with neral in council.

a detachment from His Excellency

the Governor -General's body guard, To lieutenant- colonel J. Gerard.

under the command of lieutenant Adj. gen . Head quarters.

colonel Fergusson , which had en- Sir ,

tered the province of Cuttack In my dispatch of yesterday his

from Jelasore, arrived at Balasore , excellency the commander in chief

without opposition . will havebeen informed of my ha

On the ioth colonel Fergusson ving crossed the Cane river, and of

proceeded towards Cuttack, at the communication which imme

which place a part of his detach- diately thereupon took place be

ment had arrived on the 2d of Oc- twixt the Nawaub Shumshere Ba

tober. During his march lieute- hadur and myself.

nant colonel Fergusson received After the dispatch of my letter

every assistance from the inhabi- of yesterday, I received another in

tants, who expressed the utmost timation from Shumshere's vakeel,

satisfaction at the prospect of being informing me of his master's be

relieved from the oppression to ing forced, by the persuasion of

which they were subject by the his sirdars, to risk an engagement

Mahrattas, and of being speedily ' with the detachment under my

placed under the protecton of the command.

British government. This morning I accordingly made

On the 6th of September, a de- the necessary arrangements for

1 tachment of British troops, under meeting him . At half past ten

the command of lieut. colonel o'clock the detachment, after a

P. Powell, crossed the Jumna, most fatiguing march of six hours

and entered the province of Bul- over a very uneven country , came

delćund. in sight of Shumshere's army,

On the 16th of September, lieut. drawn out in line of battle upon
col. Powell was joined by Rajala this ground, and their camp all

Himmut Beladur, with his forces, struck . Shumshere's line covered
near Teroa . a great extent, and as it was advan

The united detachments reached tageously posted , and they appeared

the river Cane on the 23d of Sep- advancing, I had every expecta

tember. The troops of Shum here tion of a general action. I advan

Behadur were encamped on the ced in columns of battalions within

opposite bank of the river in con- 1200 yards of the enemy ; who

siderable strength . deployed into line with an inten

Having reduced several forts in tion of advancing in that form as

the vicinity of his camps and tir as the ground will permit; but

just
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willjust as the line was formed, a gun I have further to desire you

of rajab Himmut Behadur's was report to his excellency, that the

fired , which was mistaken as a behaviour of the whole of the

signal for opening our guns, which detachment during this day, was

immediately commenced a canno- such as to merit my entire appro

nade. After five minutes firing, bation . The following are the

the guns were again limbered , in articles taken from the enemy :

consequence of heavy ploughed Two small guns, two tumbrils with

fields, which rendered it impossible ammunition , fourteen horses, and

to get them along.by the drag ropes. tengun bullocks.

When advanced five hundred yards The rajah has had seventeen

more, our guns recommenced men , and sixteen horses, killed and

firing. Those of the enemy had wounded. The loss of the enemy

till now continued playing upon I have not yet ascertained .
our line with little or no effect, but ( Signed) G. Powell ,

soon after our guns opened the se- Lieut . col. com . at Bundelcund.

cond time, those of Shumshere Camp at Capsah , Oct. IS , 1809 .

ceased firing, whereupon our guns
Accounts have been since re

were again limbered, and the whole ceived , that Shumshere Bahadur

line advanced as fast as possible ,
has crossed the river Betwah , and

upon which , Shumshere's army evacuated the province of Bundel

began to retire ; I therefore or- cund .

dered captain Webber with the

squadron of cavalry and galloper To his ercellency the most nolile

with 500 of rajah Himmut Beha- marquis Wellesley, &c .

dur's horse, to pursue the enemy, Camp, four miles to the west

which they did for threemiles, and ward of Cassowly,Nov.1, 1803.

got within reach of firing upon My Lord,

them with the galloper, which I have the honor to inform your

opened upon a body of 1500 horse excellency, that I marchied from

with great effect, when they con- Agra on the 27th ultimo . in pursuit
tinued to retreat at too great a of the Mahratta force , which was

speed for their pursuers to come composed of the brigades which '

up with them, whose horses from had been detached from the Dekan

being twelve hours saddled, were in the early part of the campaign ,

completely jaded. and of a few battalions which had

Our loss, as far as I have learnt, effected their escape from Delhi.

does not exceed eight or ten na- I was the more anxious to defeat

tives killed and wounded ; but this corps from its being furnished

amongst the casualties I am sorry with a numerous artillery. Owing

to inforin you, that capiain Farley to the detention the army met

Smith is included ; he was killed with from a beavy tall of rain, it

by the first cannon shot from the was not until the 29th that it

enemy: reached a camp to the westward of

At two o'clock P. M. I encamped lutipoor. From intelligence I

on the spot where Shum here's ieceived here of the rapid man

camp stood , and it is my intention ner in which the Mahratia army

to pursue him 10 -morrow morning ivas moving , I determined to

to the place where I understand leave the heavy artillery, with a

proper detachzuent of infantry for

VOL : 5. its

he is gone .
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its protection , and to pursue the the exact account of our loss in

enemy by forced marches, in the killed and wounded, returns of

hope of being able the more spee- which, with a detailed account of

dily to come up with him . On this important attair, I shall have

the 31st , the army encamped at a the honor of transmitting to your

short distance from the ground excellency by the first opportunity.

which the enemy had quitted the (Signed) G. LAKE,

same morning. Possessed of this

intelligence, I resolved to make an To his excellency the most noble the

effort to overtake him with all the marquis Wellesley, &c.

cavalry of the army, in the inten-, My Lord,

tion of delaying him by a light en- In my dispatch of yesterday's

gagement, until the infantry should date, I did myself the honour to
be able to come up. To this end state, for your lordship's infor,

the cavalry marched at twelve last mation, some particulars of the

night, and having performed a dis- march of the army, from Agra to

tance of more than forty miles in the camp it now occupies, together

twenty -four hours, came up with with the general result of the action

the enemy this morning soon after which took place yesterday. I

day -break. From the sudden man- now have the honor to send your

ner in which I came upon the ene- excellency a inore detailed account

my, I ventured to make an attack of that affair.

with the cavalry alone, supported After a forced march of twenty

by the mounted artillery , but find- five miles, which was performed

ing him too advantageously posted by the cavalry in little more than

to hope for complete success with- six hours, I came up with the

out too much risk , I drew the enemy, who appeared to be upon

cavalry out of reach of cannon their retreat , and in such confusion ,

shot , and waited the arrival of the that I was tempted to try the

infantry. Soon after their arrival , effect of an attack upon him with

I made a general attack upon the the cavalry alone. By cutting the

enemy's position , the result of embankment of a large reservoir of

which I have the satisfaction of water, the enemy hadrendered the

informing your excellency has road very difficult to pass, which

been a complete, though I sincerely caused a considerable delay in the

lament to add, dear - bought vic- advance of the cavalry ; of this the

tory. The enemny were totally enemy had availed himself to take

defeated, with the loss of all their an advantageous post, having his

cannon , tumbrils, and baggage ; right upon a rivulet, which we had

but this important advantage has to cross, and his left upon the vil

only been gained by the loss of lage of Laswaree ; the whole of

many valuable officers, the princi- his front was amply provided with

pal of whom are , major-general artillery : I was prevented from

Ware, colonel Vandeleur, major discovering this change in the situ

Griffiths, major Campbell , the de- ation of the enemy by the quantity

puty quarter -master - general, and of dust, which , when once clear of

camp lieut. Duval, who the water, totally obscured him

gloriously fell in this honorable from our sight; I therefore pro

contest. ceeded in the execution of my

I have not been able to ascertain design, by which I hoped to pre

1

myaide de

vent
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1

vent his retreat into the hills and it was absolutely necessary to allow

secure his guns ; directing the some time for the men to refresh

advanced guard, and first brigade, themselves ; during which the

commanded by colonel Vandeleur, eneniy sent in to say, that if cer

upon the point where I had ob- tain terms were allowed them , they

served the enemy in motion, but were willing to surrender their

which proved to be the left of his guns. Anxious to prevent the fur

new position ; the remainder of ther effusion of blood, I directed a

the cavalry I ordered to attack in letter to be written, acquiescing in

succession, as soon as they could their proposals, and allowing them
form after passing the rivulet . an hour to decide ; in the mean

The charge of the advanced time the several columns for the

guard, under major Griffith , and attack were formed . The infantry

that of the first brigade, led by formed in two columns - upon the

colonel Vandeleur, wasmade with left ; the first, composed of the

much gallantry ; the enemy's line right wing under the command of

was forced, and the cavalry pene- major-general Ware, was destined

trated into the village ; they still to gain the enemy's right flank ,

however continued to be exposed which he had thrown back since

to a most galling fire of cannon the morning , leaving a considerable

and musquetry, which , as it was space between it and the rivulet,

impossible, under such circum- and to assault the village of Las

stances, to form the squadrons for waree; the second, composed of

a fresh attack, determined me to the left wing, unuier major- general

withdraw them . The guns which St. John, was to support the first

had fallen into our hands could not column . The 3d brigade of cavalry,

be brought away from the want of under colonel Macan , was to sup

bullocks. In this charge colonel port the infantry ; the 2d brigade ,

Vandeleur fell, mortally wounded ; under lieutenant- colonel Vande

in him the service has lost a most leur, was detached to the right, to

valuable officer. be ready to take advantage of any

The attacks of the other brigades confusion in the enemy's line, and
were conducted with the to attack him upon his retreat ;

spirit, but, after taking several of the brigade ,under colonel Gordon,

the enemy's guns, being still fired composed the reserve, and was

upon , without being able to dis- formed between the 2d and 3d

cover the enemy, they retired in brigades. As many of the field

good order, retaining possession of pieces as could be brought up , with

a part of the artillery. In the per- the gallopers attached to the

formance of this service, the 3d cavalry, formed four different bat

brigade, consisting of his majesty's teries.

29th regiment, and the 4th regi- At the expiration of the time

ment of native cavalry, under the which I had allowed the enemy to

command of that meritorious ofti- decide, I ordered the infantry to

cer, colonel Macan, niet my entire advance ; as soon as they became

approbation . exposed to the enemy's guns , the

The infantry having marched at four batteries commenced their fire ,

three A. M. arrived upon the and continued to advance, though

banks of the rivulet about eleven opposed by a great superiority, both

o'clock . After so long a murch , in number and weight of metal.

dd2 When

same
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SO

When the 76th regiment, which a gallant officer, and one whose

beaded the attack , had arrived at loss I deeply lament. On his death

the point from which I intended to the command of this column de

make the charge, they were volved upon colonel M‘Donald,

much exposed to the enemy's fire, who , though wounded , continued

and losing men so fast , that I to acquit hiniself in this important

judged it preferable to proceed to command very much to my satis

the attack with that regiment, and faction .

as many of the native infantry as The enemy opposed a vigorous

had clused to the front, to losing resistance to the last, and it was

time in waitirg until the remainder not until he had lost his guns that

of the colunin should be able to lie abandoned his post. Even then

form , the march of which liad been his left wing did not fly, but at

retarded by impediments in the tempted to retreat in good order ;

advance . in this, however, they were frus

As soon as this landful of heroes trated by his majesty's 27th regi

were arrived within reach of the ment, and the oth regiment of

enemy's cannister shiot , a mest tre- native cavalry, under the command

mendous fire was opened upon of lieutenant-colonel Vandeleur,

them . The loss they sustained who broke in tipon the column,

was very severe , and sufficient cut several to pieces, and drove the

alone to prevent a regular advance; rest in prisoners, with the whole of

at this moment the enemy's ca the baggage.

valry attempted to charge, but were Severe as the loss has been which

repulsed by the fire of this gallant we have sustained in the achieve
body ; they however rallied at a ment of this complete vietory, that

short distance , and assumed so of the enemy has been ſar greater.

menacing a posture, that I thought With the exception of upwards of

it advisable to order them to be 2,000 who have been taken pri

attacked by the cavalry : this ser- soners (of which number I have

vice fell to the share of his majes- only detained the principal officers ,

ty's 29th regiment, commanded by amounting to forty -eight ) I have
captain Wade, (major Griffith reason to believe that very few

having at that instant been unfor- escaped the general slaughter.
tunately killed by a cannon slot) It would be a violation of my

and was performed with the great- feelings were I to close my dis

est gallantry, and in a manner patch without bearing testimony
which entitles captain Wade, and to the gallant conduct of major

every officer and soldier in the M.Leod and captain Robertson , of

regiment, to my warmest acknow- his majesty's 70th regiment, and

ledgments. The remainder of of every officer and soldier of that

the first column of intaniry arri- inestimable corps, in the attack of

ved just in time to join in the at- the village of Laswaree. Major

tack of the enemy's reserve , which Gregory too, at the head of the

was formed in the rear of his line, 2d battalion 12th regiment of na

with its left upon the village of Las- tive infantry, in the same service,

waree, and its righit thrown back , displayed a conduct liighly meri

About this time major- general torious.

Ware fell dead , his head being car- In the list of those cfficers who

ried off by a cannon shot : he was particularly distinguished them

selves ,
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selves, I cannot omit the names of Return of officers and men, killed

lieut . Wallace of his majesty's and wounded in the action of the

27th regiment, who was entrusted Nov. 1 , 1803 .

with the command of a battery of General Staff. 1 major-general, 1

gallopers ; nor that of lieutenant major, 1 ieutenant, killed ; 1

Dixon , of the 6th regiment of na- lieutenant-colonel, 1 major, 1

tire cavalry, who was employed in 1 captain , wounded.

the same service. 8th regiment light dragoons. 1

The whole of my staff upon colonel , 1 captain , 16 rank and

this, as upon every other occasion, file, 74 horses, killed ; 2 lieu

are entitled to a large share of tenants, 3 serjeants, 31 rank and

praise, and to my warmest grati- file , 24 horses wounded ; 18

tude . The zeal which they dis- horses, missing,

played upon this memorable day is 27th reg . Light Dragoons. 1 ser

too plainly proved by the enclosed jeant, 4 rank and tile , 23 horses,

returns of the killed and wounded. killed ; 3 captains, 1 lieutenant,

I have sustained a great loss by the 2 quarter-masters, 2 serjeants,

death of major William Camp- 35 rank and file , 36 horses,

bell, the deputy quarter-master- wounded ; 29 horses missing.

genei al, and by that of my aid- 29th reg. light dragoons . 1 major,
de-camp , lieutenant Duval, of his 2 quarter -masters, 1 cornet, 3

majesty's 19th light dragoons, who serjeants, 12 rank and file, 78

was a young man of great pro- horses killed ; 1 captain , 2 lieu

mise. tenants, 1 quarter-master, 6

Herewith I have the honor to serjeants, 33 rank and file, 24

enclose returns of the orduance horses, wounded ; 10 horses,

and colours which were captured missing.

upon this occasion . 76th reg . of foot . 2 lieutenants,
(Signed ) G. A. F. LAKE. 6 serjeants, 35 rank and file,

Head Quarters, camp near
killed ; 1 captain , 3 lieutenants,

16 serjeants, 149 rank and file,

Laswaree,Nov.2,1803.
i drummer, wounded .

P. S. In the hurry in which I · Artillery . 4 matrosses, 3 lascars,

wrotemydispatch of yesterday's date killed ; 6 matrosses, 5 lascars,

I fear I did not explain to your lord- wounded.

ship that the enemy's corps which 1st reg . native cavalry. I cornet,

we have defeated comprised the i havildar, 27 horses, killed ; 1

whole of the fifteen regular bat- lieutenant, 1 jemadar, 3 havildars,

talions which had been sent from 12 privates, 14 horses, wounded .

the Dukan , under the command of 2d reg. native cavalry. 21 horses,

monsieur Dudernaige, and two killed ; 1 naick , I privates, 13

battalions of the same description horses, wounded ; 13 horses

which had escaped from Delhi. I missing

therefore have the satisfaction of 3d reg. naive cavalry. I naik, 15

congratulating yourexcejlency upon horses, Lilled ; 1 subadar, 8 pri

the annihilation of the whole of vates, 9 horses, wounded ; 10

the regular force in Scindeah's horses, missing:

service, commanded by French 4th reg . nat. cavalry. 1 jemadar, 1

officers. havildar, 1 naick , 8 privates, 23

( Signed) G, L. borses, killed; I licut. 2jemadars,

dd 3 2 havildars,
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1

2 havildars, 21 privates, 27 ensign , 27 serjeants, matrosses ,

, horses, wounded ; 22 horses, 2-19rank and file, I drummer ,

missing. 4 subadars, 7 jemadars, 26 havil

6th reg . native cavalry. 4 privates , dars, 19 naicks, 279 privates, 5

16 horses , killed ; 1 cornet, 11 lascars, i beastie , 154 horses,

privates, 7 horses, wounded ; 20 wounded ; 122 horses, missing.

horses missing List of officers killed in the action

2d bat . gth reg . native infantry . .4 of the first of Nov. 1803 .

privates, killed ; i havildar, 2 Major- general Charles Ware.

naicks, 9 privates, wounded. General staff - Major William

2d bat. Sth reg. native infantry. 1 Campbell, deputy quarter-mas

private , killed ; 2 havildars, i ter -general - Lieutenaut Duval,

naick, 19 privates wounded. aid de camp to the commander

1st bat . 12th reg. native infantry. in chief.

2 privates killed ; 1 ensign , 1 His majesty's sth regt. light dra

jemadar, 2 harildars, 3 naicks, goons- Colonel T. P. Vande

14 privates, wounded . leur, captain Story .

2d bat. 12th reg. native infantry . 2 His majesty's 29th regt. light dra

havildars, 4 naicks, 15 privates, goons -- Major Griffith , cornet

killed ; 1 major, 1 captain, 1 . Fitzgerald, quarter-mast. Philley ,

lieutenant , 1 subadar, 1 jemadar, quarter-master R. M'Gonghy.

2 havildars, 1 naick , 72 privates, 1st regt. native cavalry- Cornet

wounded. Coxwell.

Ist bat . 15th reg. native infantry. His majesty's 76th regt . foot

I lieutenant, i havildar, 9 pri- Lieutenant and adjt . Meulh , lieu

vates, killed ; 1 colonel, 1 jema- tenant Hurd .

dar , 2 havildars, 1 naick, 22 1st battalion 15th regt . native in

privates, 1 beastie, wounded . fantry - lieutenant Lambert.

2d bat. 15th reg! native infantry. List of officers wounded in the

1 serjeant , 1 subadar, 2 privates, action of the first of Nov. 1803 .

killed ; 1 subadar, 4 havildars, General Staff - Lieutenant-colonel

2 naicks, 26 privates, wounded . • Gerard , adjutant general, major

6 companies 16th reg. native inf. G. A. F. Lake, secretary to the

2 havildars, 15 privates, killed ; commander in chief, 'captain

I lieutenant-colonel, 1 subadar, J. Campbell,gram agent attached

7 havildars, 7 naicks, 54 privates, to head quarters, lieutenant Asli

wounded. hurst, conimanding the escort

1 comp. 1st bat. 11th reg. nat. inf . 'with his excellency the com

I lieutenant, 1 jemadar, 1 havil- mander in chief.

dar, 1 naick , 2 privates, wounded. His majesty's 8th regt. light dra

Total. I major-general, i colonel , goons-- Lieutenat Lyndon, since

2 majors, I captain , 4 lieutenants, dead ; lieutenant Wellard.

2 quarter -masters, 2 cornets, 11 His majesty's 27th regt . light dra

serjeants, 4 matrosses, 67 rank goons- Captain White, captain

and file , 1 subadar, 7 havildars, Mylne, captain Sandys, lieute

O nacks, 60 privates, 3 lascars, nant Gore , major of brigade .

277 horses, killed ; i colonel, His majesty's 29th regt. light dra

2 lieutenant- colonels, 2 majors, goons- Lieut. Holstead, since

7 captains, 12 lieutenants, 3 dead ; captain Sloane, lieutenant

quarter -masters, 1 cornet, 1 Thorne, quarter fuister Tallen .

1

1st
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Ist regt . native cavalry— Lieute- tioned ordnance appears service
nant Cornish .

able , with the exception of those

4th regt. native cavalry - Lieute- mentioned in the remaks.

nant Reid . The iron guns are of European

6th regiment native cavalry - Cor- manufacture.
The brass guns,

net Dixon mortars, and howitzers have been

His majesty's 76th regt . foot- cast in India, one Dutch six

Captain Robertson , lieutenant pounder excepted. The dimen

Marston , lieutenant Wibmer, sions are in general those of the

lieutenant Sinclair . French . The mortars and howita

ist battalion 12th regt . native in- zers are furnished with elevating

fantry-Ensign Dalton . screws made, by a simple and in

2d battalion 12th regt. native in- genious adjustment, to give either

fantry - Major Gregory, captain of them the double capacity of
Fletcher, lieutenant Ryan. mortar and howitzer. The am

1st battalion 15th regt. native in- munition is made up in the same
fantry -- Colonel Macdonald. manner as that at Delhi.

24 battalion 16 regt. native intantry 57 carts, or hackrees laden with

- Lieutenant - colonel White, matchlocks, musquets, and stores,

ensign G. Deave Heathcote. also twelve artificers carts .

(Signed ) J. GERARD, ailj.gen . ( Signed) J. Gerard , adj.gen.

Report of the ordnance , & c . cap- ( Signed ) J. ROBINSON ,

tured at Lasu'aree, on the ist cap. com . urtil.

November, 1803 .

Camp at Laswaree, 3d Nov. 1803.

I brass 18 pounder carronade, 6 To his Ercellency the most nolle

ditto 16 ditto (1 unserviceable) the marynis IVellesley, gover

26 ditto 6 pounders, (4 unser-) nor gen . & c .

viceable) ditto 4 pounders , 10 Camp, Nov. 6 , 1803 .

ditto 3 pounders, ( 1 unservice- My Lord ,

able) i ditto 2 ditto , ( 1 unser I now proceed to give your ex

viceable ) 2 iron 10 ditto ( 1 un- ' cellency a detailed account of co

serviceable ) 2 ditto 2 gallopers, lonel Stevenson's operations against
2 ditto i ditto, 2 brass 8 inchi Asseer Ghur.

mortars , 1 brass 8 inch howitzir , On the 16th Oct, he advanced

4 ditto 6 ditto , 1 ditto 5 , 8 dito , to Asseer Ghur, and encamped

i ditto 5 , 4 ditto, 2 ditto 5,2 three miles south of the fort. The

ditto . remains of the enemy's infantry

The whole mounted field had fled towards the Nerbuddah

carriages, with limbers and traces on the preceding day, in the state

complete. in which I reported them to be, in

71 pieces of camon of different my letter of the 24th Oct. ;* and

calibres. colond Stevenson therefore deter

61 tumbrils complete, laden with nined to attack Asseer Ghur.

ammunition, and 44 stand of On the 18th he reconnoitred the

colours. fort, attended by a squadron of ca

Ditto ditto blown up on the field of valry, and the native picquets of

battle , the number not ascer- the infantry ; having seen a favour

tained . able opportunity , attacked the Pet

The whole of the above -men- tah and carried it , and made a

lodgment

. Not received

on
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onelodgment within hundred officers and troops under his com

and fifty yards of the lower mand ; and I cannot omit to take

wall of the fort. In the evening this opportunity of expressing to

he reinforced the troops in the Pet- your excellency my sense of the

tah , by a battalion . merits of colonel Stevenson, and

On the 19th, all the preparations of the body of troops under his

were made for carrying on the siege; command. Upon every occasion

and two batteries were ready to I have received from the colonel

open at two o'clock in the afternoon the most cordial and zealous assis

of the 20th ; one to breach the tance ; and the troops under his

upper wall , and another, of four command are in the highest state

brass twelve-pounders, to destroy of discipline and order, and fit för
the defences of the lower wall. any service in which they can be

On the 18th , colonel Stevenson ' employed .

had sent a flag of truce to the kil- On the 16th , nine officers, four

ledar to summon him to urrender serjeants , and one matross, for

the fort, to which message he did merly in the service of Dowlut

not receive a decided answer. The Rao Scindeah , delivered themselves

communication was continued ; up to colonel Stevenson , under

but colonel Stevensondid not relax your excellency's proclamation of

his operations against the fort, as the 29th of August.

there was reasonto believe that the I have the honor to enclose a

negociation was carried on only to list of their names, and a copy of

give time to Dowlut Rao Scin- the order issued by colonel Steven

diah to come to its relief. Before say to provide for their subsistence .

opening his batteries, colonel Ste- Lieutenant Stuart also delivered

venson apprized the killedar of the Trimself up at Poonah in the end

terms on which he should surren- of the last month . I have called

der the fort ; which were , that the for accounts of the regulated pay

garrison should march out with and allowances which those per

their private property, and be al- sons received in the service of

lowed to go where they might think Dowlut Rao Scindeah , which I

proper, and that their arrears should shall hereafter have the honor of

be paid to the amount of twenty transmitting to your excellency.

I have the linor to enclose a

After the batteries had opened return of the killed and wounded

about an hour, a white flag was , of the troops, under the command

shewn from the walls of the fort, of colonel Stevenson, during the

which was the signal which had operations against Asseer -Ghur.

been agreed upon in case the terms Hereafter I shall have the honor

should be accepted ; hostages were of transmitting returns of the ord

sent down , and an engagement nance, stores, grain , and other pro

made, that the fort should be de- perty capturedin that fort.

livered up on the following morn- Signed) A. WELLESLEY.

ing. It was accordingly evacuated;

the garrisson carried off their pro- Return of killed ,wounded , and miss

perty in security, and received the sing, in the corps composing the

sum agreed to be paid to them . sulsidiary force at the siege of

Colonel Stevenson mentions, in disseer - Glur.

high terins, the conduct of the First battalion, 6th regt.- rank

and

thousand rupees.
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canion .

and file killed- 1 drummer, To his Excellency the most noble
4 rank and file wounded . Marquis Wellesley, Governor

Detachment corps of pioneers- General, &c. &c.

1 puckaulie killed ; 1 pioneer My Lord ,

wounded . In the return of ordnance , &c .

Signed ) J. COLEBROOKE, captured from the evemy in the

Depty. adj . gen . sub. force . action of the 1st instant, I omitted

Camp, three miles south of Asseer Ghur,
to mention to your Lordship that

October 26, 1803. I had obtained upwards of sixteen

hundred bullocks, several elephants,
Roll of Europeans inthe service of andhorses,and a very large number

Dowlut Rao Scindiah, who have
of camels .

surrendered themselves to col.

James Stevenson .
Waggons have likewise been

taken, containing a very great

John J. Dupon , capt. Holland . quantity of arms, besides the

John Mercier , capt. lieut . France. muskets, matchlocks , &c . thrown

Alexander Mars, ensign, England. down on the field of battle , which

John Berdard , ensign , Portugal. amount toupwards of five thousand .

Jookeen Caumbra , ensign, ditto. One damaged piece of ordnance

John Padroos ; ensign , Portugal. has been found in a well , into

Francis Carooile , ensign , Portugal. which it had been thrown by

Manuel Joaza , ensiga, Portugal. the enemy, which completes the

Joazo Castoo, ensign, Portugal . return to seventy -two pieces of

Anthony Dalmard , serjeant, ditio .

Joseph Roman , serjeant, Portugal. ( Signed) G. LAKE.

Joseph Anthony, serjeant,Portugal. Head Quarters, Camp, near Gis

John Anmarel, Matross, Portugal. sowley, Nov. 9, 1803 .

Name not ascertained , ranks as serj .

(Sigred ) J. COLEBROOKE , To his Excellency the most noble

Camp at Boorhanpoor, Oct 16 , 1803 . Marquis Bellesley, Governor

Extract from G. 0. ly Colonel
General, sc. Sc.

James Stevenson , commandiny
My Lord ,

Jan Khan Moatemmed -oad

the Sul'sidiary Force .
Doulah arrived in my camp a few

The European officers and ser days ago , sent by the king of
jeant, who bave this day been re- Délhi, with a Khelaut to me, and

ceived from the service of Doulut with congratulations on the late

Rao Scindiah, and all Euripeans important victory of Laswaree .

who may in future come in from Anxious ro receive the public

the service of that chief, cr any testimony of sati-faction at the

porer confederated with him , are
success of the British arms, and ,

to be under the charge of the de- His Majesty's private mark offavor,

pilly adjutant-general, and who with everyderion stratian of respect
will draw pay for them agreeable and honor, I ordered a tent to be

to rate which will be hereafter de- pitched without the precivets of
termined . A true extract

my camp, for the reception of the

(Signed) J. COLEBROOKE ,
ambassadur, and proceeded thither

Dept. Adj. Gen. Súly . Furce. yesterday morning, atiended by my

Camp at Boorhanpoor, start, and accompanied by a large

10 Oct. 1803 . escort of cavalry .

I received
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I received His Majesty's con- ofAhmednuggar; but I have reasori

gratulations, and the dress which to believe that this person dis

he did me the honor to send me, charged all his troops, and that he

with the necessary form and cere- joined Dowlut Rao Scindiah inz

mony. camp.

Having returned my public ac- As there is no established autho

knowledyinents to His Majesty, rity , or even acknowledged boun

and testified the high sense I en- dary on any part of the frontier ,

tertained of the high honor con- and the killedars and other officers

ferred on me, I returned to my on both sides have been in the

camp, higłıly gratified by the evi- habit of carrying on private wars

dent marks of pleasure, and satis- against each other, I am induced

faction which I perceived in His to believe that they have encouraged

Majesty's ambassador, and in every this banditti for the purpose of their

Mussulman who was a spectator of own wars . While I was on the

the ceremony. frontier, of course their operation
(Signed ) G. LAKE. ceased ; but they have now re

Head Quarters, Camp, Pahisser, commenced them , and I suspect

Nov. 17 , 1901: that they are too strong for their

former employers.

To His Excellency the Governor (Signed ) A. WELLESLEY .

General.

Camp , 30 miles North from Arungabad, To captain Burclay , Deputy Ad
October 10, 1803 .

My Lord , jutani of Mysore, &'c. ec.

I have the honor to enclose the Sir ,

copy of a letter which I have re- I have to request you will acquaint

ceived from captain O'Donnell, of the honorable major-general Wel

the first regiment of cavalry, in lesley with myreturn to this station ,
which be gives a detailed account accompanied by lieutenant Bryant

of an aftair of no very great import- and Morgan, and the detachment

ance , but in which he and the of the first battalion , 12th regia

detachment of troops under his ment native infantry , as also the

command appear to have conducted circumstances which obliged us to

themselves in an exemplary man- adopt this plan. On themorning

ner. of the 27th ultimo, as the detach

I likewise enclose the copy of an ment approached the mud fort of

order, which I have issued to the hurjet, about twenty -two coss to

troops under my command upon S.S. E. of this place, we perceiv .

this occasion . ed a body of peons drawn up a

The party u bichi attacked captain little to the left of the place. I

O'Dontell are a banditti, which immediately ordered a jemnidar and

infest the frontiers of his liigh- twelve Sepoys to conduct the fol

ness the soubah of the Dekan , and lowers and baggage, then under the

that of his bigliness the peisliwah ; walls of the fort, and with the

and are fornuidable trom their mun- remainder I advanced to reconnoi

bers and boldness . It does not tre , and learn who they belonged

appear that they belong to any par- to . As we advanced they continued

ticular chiet, although it is said to retire. On ascending a small

that they belong to the late Killedar rising ground, I was much surprised

at
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at discovering a large body of horse hours after this, they entered the

drawn up in the bed of a nullah , fort a second time, more iu num

and not more than seven hundred bers, and we again drove them oul

yards in front of the ground which with great loss on their side. From

our little party then occupied. In the great extent of the place, and

this situation , I was under the its being accessible at so many dif

necessity of returning to the fort . ferent places, even for cavalry, I

While marching back , the horse found it utterly impossible to keep
made two efforts to get between us them out ; add to this, our amniu

and the place , but failed in both , nition was nearly expended. The

and suffered some loss in the at, villagers would render no assistance ;

tempt. It was some time before I on the contrary, encouraged the

could get admittance into the fort ; enemy to come in , and gave them

on entering, I ordered lieutenant every information regarding our

Morgan, with twenty five sepoys, situation . During the night of the

to take post at the principal gate- 27th, I employed the whole of the

way; and accompanied by lieutenant followers of every description in

Bryant, and the remainder of the barricading the different streets

sepoys, I proceeded to examine the leading to the post we had taken up ,

size and state of the place. We procured water for the people to

had not proceeded more than half serve them during the day, and

way round, when we were obliged acquainted Captain Graham , at

to return to the assistance of the Ahmednuggar, with our situation .

party left at the gate . I had just About seven o'clock in the

joined Mr. Morgan , and formed morning of the 28th , I learned

the whole of the sepoys, when that a large party had taken post in

about three hundred of the enemy's the second killedar's house , thougli

infantry. entered at difierent paris the day before he positively refused

of the fort , and accanced within to adinit a small party of sepoys ,

one hundred yards of us ; they kept even to procure a little water ,

up a galling fire upon our people which we were much distressed

for about half an hour, killed one for the want of. About cight, I

sepoy , and wounded two more . could plainly see from the worhs

Oursituation at this time was ex- over the gate that the place Wils

tremely precarious, without some crowded with both horse and foot ,

immediate step was taken to oblige and that they were preparing to

the enemy to leave the place. We atrack. Atten, they opened a lwavy

could spare but fifiy men to oppose tire of musketry on us, from tops

three hundred, without giving up of the principal hones in the fort,

the gate, through which the whole and continued this for the space of

of their cavalry mightattack us in tvo hours without being able to

However, with this little lurt any of our people : gaining

party we sallied out on them , and confidence from our silence, they

pursued them from street to street advanced on us from ail the places

until we drove them entirely out of acressible around. By this time I

the place . Their loss must have had sixty brave fellows ready to

been very considerable ; they left receive them , whirl they did in

twenty - five men killed behind the most gant ülter , and in

dem, mostly Arabs . About two return a lücked in and drose

املايف
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them from every part of the fort; cavalry, from which it appears, that

took their standard , killed one of being on his marchi from Almed

the sirdars , and about fifty of the nuggur to join the division of the

men . This was the last time they army under the command of major

attempted to disturb us , and we re- general Campbell, with a company

mainedthis and the wholeof thenext of the 1st battalion 12th regiment

day perfectly quiet . The cavalry, under lieutenant Morgan , and the

to theamount of ten or twelve hun-, . supernumerary native non - com

dred, still continued to hover about missioned officers,' heretofore be

the place. Captain Lucas, with longing to corps in camp, and

three companies of the 2d battalion lately drafted into the extra bat

3d regiment , arrived on the morn- talions , he was attacked by a body

ing of the 30th , and relieved us of horse and of peons, of such

from our disagreeable situation . numbers as to induce capt. O'Don

I feel it a duty, which I most nel to think it necessary to take

cheerfully fulfil, in reporting to post in the village of Corjet Caray

you , Sir , the cordial and able assist- gaum .

(ance I received during this short Here the attack was renewed

but active service from lieutenants upon this party with additional

Bryant and Morgan, and I in part violence, and captain O'Donnell,

attribute to their gallant exertions finding that his post was a bad one,

the saving of our little detachment and at all events too large for his

from total destruction . The sepoys party , barricadoed, and otherwise

in general I have reason to be strengthened such parts of it as he

pleased with their conduct, as also was of opinion he could defend .

of that part of the native officers He there remained with his small

belonging to the 1st battalion 12th party without throwing away his

regiment native infantry. aminunition, excepting when he

Allow me now, Sir, to entertain could do it with effect in judicious

the pleasing hope that our little sallies, in three of which he killed

exertions, on the present occasion , a number of the enemy, far ex

may meet with the approbation of ceeding that of his party, which

the hon . general Wellesley: remained in security till it was

Herewith I beg leave to enclose relieved from Ahmednuggur, at the

a return of killed, wounded, and distance of above forty miles.

missing. Major- general Wellesley returns

( Signed ) H.O'Donnell, his thanks to captain O'Donnell,

Capt. Ist reg . af cavalry . and lieutenant Bryant, of the " Ist

Ahmednuggur, Oct. 3, 1803 . regiment of cavalry, and to lieu

True Copy . tenant Morgan and the company

(Signed ) P. BARCLAY, of the 1st battalion 12th regiment,

Dep . Allj. Gen. Mysore. under his command , for their con

This occasion .

Ertract from general orders, by the He has been particular in detail

+

duct upon

kon . major - general IVellester, ing the circumstances of this affair

dated camp at Birkenholey, in general orders, in order that all
Oct. 10 , 1803 . officers may know the advantage

Major -general Wellesley has which , with a small party of men ,

received a report from captain they may take, even of the most

O'Donnel , of the 1st regiment of ruinous village, to protect them

selyes
4
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selves and the parties of troops during the whole of which time I

under their command . was in his neighbourhood, he moved

To the division of the army his camp five times.
under his command, it was scarcely 3. On the 31st he detached a

necessary for major general Wel- body, consisting of 5,000 horse, to

lesley to point out, that a small endeavour to intercept a convoy,

body of infantry , that keeps its consisting of 14,000 builocks,

order and reserves its fire , has but which was going forward to join

little to fear from cavalry. But in the troops on the frontier. This

case any officer in charge of a convoy was protected by three

party should be obliged, form cir- companies of the 2d of the 3d

cumstances , to take post , he sees, Madras native infantry, with two

in the example set by captain three- pounders, under capt.Baynes;

O'Donnell, the advantages he can which detachment, with 400

take of the numerous fortified Mysore horse, has for some time

villages in this country , and the been employed in convoying grain

credit he can gain , and the service from the districts south of the

he can render, by tlius defending Godavery to my camp, and by a
himself.

company from the subsidiary force,

Major-gen . Wellesley will not and iwo companies from the corps

fail to report to the commander in serving at Hyderabad , under the

chief, his sense of the conduct of command of captain Seton .

captain O'Donnell, and of the party 4. They had marched from the

under bis command . Godavery on the morning of the

A true extract, 31st, and reached Amber, where

(Signed ) P. BARCLAY , they were attacked , and they suc

Dep. Adj . Gen. Mysore. ceeded in beating off the enemy,

and in securing the convoy , which

His Excellency the governor arrived in safety in my camp yes

general. terday , notwithstanding the great

Camp at Cheese Kair, Nov. 2, 1803. superiority of numbers by which
My Lord, they were attacked .

After I had sent off my dis- 5. I have the honor to enclose

patch to your excellency of the copies of the reports of this action ,

24th of October, I received authen- which I have received from captain

tic accounts that the rajah of Berar Baynes; upon which I have to

had passed through the hills which observe, that it affords another

form the boundary of Candeish, instance of what can be done by

and had moved towards the river disciplined infantry, determined to

Godavery. I therefore ascended do their duty, against very superior

the Adjuntee Ghaut on the 25th , numbers of cavalry .

and continued my march to the 6. I beg leave also to take this

southward on the 26th , and passed opportunity to draw your lordship’s

Aurungabad on the 29th . notice to the Mysore cavalry under

2. The rajah had advanced gra- Bislinapah Pundit.

dually to the eastward, and was at which consists of 2,000 men , have

Lakeegaun , about twenty miles performed all the light troops duties

north from Putton , when I arrived of this division of the army, since

at Arungabad ; and between that I was detached from the loombu

night and the night of the 31st, dra, in the month of March last ;

they

This corps ,
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they have performed the duties have now ( for the information of

with the utmost cheerfulness, and the hon . major general Wellesley )

a zeal which I have never before to make you more fully iuformed

witnessed in troops of this descrip- of the circumstances .

tion . They have frequently been I arrived with my convoy about

engaged with the enemy's light twelve o'clock , and encamped near

troops, have always conducted the town, with my right flank to it,

themselves well, andhave lost many and my rear protected by a hill .

men and horses. At two o'clock , P. M. the attack

(Signed ) ARTHUR WELLESLEY . began (without more than ten

minutes warning of their approach)

(Copy ) by throwing great numbers of

To captain Barclay, Deputy Adj. rockets, and advancing upon our
Gin . sc. left: this obliged me to change my

Sir, front by wheeling to the left ; at

I beg you will report to the hon . the same time some of them were

major general Wellesley , that I within musket shot. I then open

was attacked this day, about two ed my guns, which stopped their

o'clock, P. M. by about four or five approach ; they at this time moved

thousand horse . They came on at round, as if to gain the rear,where

first as if determined to charge ; the Brinjarees were . This move

but receiving a few shots from our ment obliged me to detach a party

guns they retired, and though they to cover them , and having previous

frequently came near us, as if to ly posted a company on the hill on

charge , and some of them within my rear, my line became very

musket shot, they were always small. To prevent their knowing
driven back . Our loss is one ny exact strength , I drew up the

European ,and two sepoys ,wounded , Mysore horses in our line . They

and some Mysoreans killed and came on repeatedly, as if to charge,

wounded , besides a few (perhaps but were always stopped by our

three) horses killed. The loss of guns. They continued to recket
the enemy is much greater , par- us till dark , when they retired . I

ticularly in horses. I beg you to am sorry to add, that one hundred

say to the general, thar I shall take of the Gram bullocks were carried

post till I receive his instructions. off, and some Brinjaree bullocks,

I write this by moonlight, which (perhaps one hundred) while at

will, I liope , apologize for haste. grass. I have the honor to enclose

We were under arms till about a list of the killed and wounded .

siin-set , at which time they were ( Signed) Thos. BAYNES,

out of sight.

(Signed ) Tho. BAYNES,
Capt. com . a detachinent.

Crpi.com , a ditachinent. List of casualties in the attack ly

C'mber, Oct. 31 , 1803 . the Mahratta horse, Octoler, 31 ,

IS03 .

To captain Barclay, Deputy Adj. His majesty's 78th regiment. — 1
General, Gc. private, wounded.

Siř, 2d battalion Madras artillery :-1
I last night had the honour to seapoy, wounded .

inform you, ihat I had repulsed a 2d battalion of 2d regiment native

body oti Bhonselah's herse, and infantry :-3 sepoys, wounded .

2d bat
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2d battalion of 3d regiment native terrupt colonel Stevenson's opera

infantry, 1 sepoy wounded.
tions at Asseer -Ghur.

2d battalion of 5th regiment native 3. I therefore marched on the

infantry, 1 sepoy wounded.
16th to the northward, and de

Total - 1 private of the 78th regi- scended the Ghaut on the 19th.
Scindeah had moved to the north

ment, and 5 sepoys, wounded.

Mysore Cavalry, wounded, killed, ward, but he halted as soon as he

and missing found I had returned ; and he was

Men-1 wounded ; 3 killed . yesterday at Aboon on the Taptee.

Horses--5 wounded ; 1 killed ; 2 The rajah of Berar has separated
missing . from him , and, it is said, has gone

(Sigued) Tho . Baynes, towards Chandore. I suspect that

capt. com . a detachment. the report has been circulated with
True Copies, a view to draw me to the south

( Signed ) R. BARCLAY, ward again ; . but, as colonel Ste

deputy adjutant general, venson has got possession of Asseer
Ghur, and is fully equal to any

To his Excellency the most nolle thing that can be sent against hin,

the Marquis Wellesley, governor- it is my intention to reascend the

general,' & c. Ghautimmediately.

Camp, Ferdapore, Oct. 24, 1803. 4. Sixteen ofiicers and serjeants

My Lord, belonging to the Campoos have join

I have the pleasure to inform ed colonel Stevenson, under your

your excellency, that colonel Ste- excellency's proclaination of the

renson took possession of the city 29th of August. I will hereafter

of Boorhanpoor, without opposi- send a list of their names, and an

tion, on the 16th instant; hemarch- account of the pay each is to re

ed to Asseer-Ghur on the 17th , ceive . The infantry retired towards

took possession of the pettah on the Nerbudda, when colonel Ste

the 18th , opened a battery against venson approached Boorhanpoor,

the fort on the 20th, and obtained and, by all accounts , it is com

possession of it on the morning of pletely destroyed and disorganized .

the 21st . I have not yet received a It is impossible to form it into corps

detailed account of the manner in again, and it is not probable that it

which colonel Sterenson obtained willever be of any service to Doua

possession of this important fortress, lut Rao Scindeah .

or whether he sustained any loss in 5. I have directed colonel Ste

theattack of the pettalı on the 18th , venson to leave a garrison in Asseer

or of the fort.
Ghur, and to deliver the districts

2. After I had arrived at Pool- depending upon that fortress to the

mery, about sixteen miles north charge of the servants of the soobah

from Aurungabad, I found that the of the Dekan . Your excellency

enemy did not advance to the south- will observe, that this is the last of

ward, as I had been informed they the possessions of Dowlut Rao

first intended ; and in the night of Scindenh in the Dekan ; and the
the 15th I received a particular ac- operations of the troops will now be

count of the disposition of their directed against those of the Rajah

troops, baggage, &c. which con- of Berar.

vinced methat they intended to in ARTHUR WELLESLEY .

Return

1
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Return of the Ordnance, Ammuni- . To his excellency the most noble the

tion , and Colours, taken from marquis Wellesley, gov.gen . &c .

the Enemy from the 8ih of Au Camp, at Parterly, Nov. 30, 1803.

gust until the 1st of November, My Lord ,

1803, according to the Official Having found that the rajah of

Rciurns which have leen received Berar was moving towards his own

ly the governor-general. territories, that the body of troops

Baroach , 15th Aug. 15 stands of he bed with him was but small,
colours. and decreasing in numbers daily ,

Aly -Ghur, 4th Sept. 33 brass guns, and not likely to do much mischief
co iron guns , 4 howitzers, 2 to the territorieis of the soubab of

mortars , 182 wall pieces . the Decar , I descended the ghauts

Delhi, 11th Sept. 52 brass guns, by Rajoora on the ) in order

8 iron guns, 7 howitzers, 1 mor- to support and cover colonel Ste

tar, 37 tumbrils.
venson's operations against Gawil

Assye, 23d Sept. 7 stand of co- ghur, in Behar.

lours, 69 brass guns, 22 iron Colonel Stevenson had equipped

guns, howitzers . bis corps at Asseer -Ghur, for the

Agra, ( town) 10th Oct. 26 brass siege of that fort , and had marched

guns, 26 tumbrils, 29 carts . to Ballapore, where he was joined

Bundelcund, 13th Oct. 2 brass on the 24th by the brinjarries, and
guns, 2 tumbrils. other supplies which had been sa

Agra , (fort) 17th Oct. 76 brass ved from the enemy by captain

guns, 86 iron guns , 33 tumbrils. Baynes's affair at Amber ; and he

Cattack, ditto , 4 stand of colours. marc : ed forward on the 26th .

Laswaree, 1st Nov. 44 stand of Your excellency has been in

colours, 54 brass guns, 7 iron formed that on the 31st I had con

guns, 9 howitzers, 2 mortars, sented to a suspension of hostilities

5000 muskets, 64 tumbrils, 57 with the troops of Dowlut Rao

carts .
Scindiah , in this quarter and Guz

Total—70 stand of colours, 312 zerat . The condition on which

brass guns, 183 iron guns, 27 this agreement depended, viz . that

howitzers, 5 mortars, 182 wall- Scindiah should occupy a position

pieces, 5000 muskets, 102 tum- twenty coss to the east of Elich

brils, 86 carts . pour, had not been carried into

Abstract-- Brass gurs 312 , iron execution ; and Scindiah was en

ditto 183 , howitzers 27 , mortars camped at Sersooley , about four

5 , wall pieces 152 .--- Total 709 ,' miles from the camp of Munnoo

besides four pieces of ordnance Bappoo *, which was at this place.

thrown into ihe river Kaitija by The ariny of the fornier consisted

the enemyat the battle of Assye. only of cavalry ; that of the latter

NB. The ordnance enumerated was cavalry ; a great part , if not

in this return is exclusive of the the whole of lagojee Bhooslah's

ordnance captured at Delli, regular infantry ; and a large por

Ferozcabad , Ahmedmggur, Jal- tion of artillery.

napoor, Baroach , Powanghur, In the course of the 28th , the

Cuttack, Boorhanpoor, and As- vakeels from Dowlut Rao Scin

seer Ghur, of which the oficial deat urgently pressed me not to

returns have not yet been re- aitack these troops ; , but I informed

ceived at Fort William .
them repeatedly that there was no

suspension

• Brocher to the rajah of Berah .
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suspension of arms with Rzgojee with a body of cavalry on their lefi .

Bhoolah ; and none with Scindiah Scindiah's arıny , consisting of one

till he should comply with the terms very heavy body of cavalry, was

of his agreement; and that I should in the right, having upon its righta

certainly attack the enemies of the boly of pindaries and other liglit

Company wherever I should find troops. Their line extended above

them . five milei, having in their rear the

Colonel Stevenson's division and village and extensive gardens and

mine both marched to this place enclosures of Argaum , and in their

yesterday ; tie colonel living with front a plain , which, however, was

great pruderice and propriety halted much cut by water -courses, &e.

on the 28th , at Hattee Ancoral, I formed the army in two lines ;

to enabie me to co -operate in the the iníantry in the first, tre cavalry

attack of the eneny. We found, in the second, and supporting the

on our arrival , that the armies of right, and the Noguland Mysore

both chiefs had decamped ; and I cavalry the left, nearly parallel to

could perceire , from a tower in that of the enemy; with the right

Parterly , a confused mass about rather advanced to press upon ile
two miles beyond Ceisooly and enemy's left . Some little time

Scindiah's old camp, which I con- elapsed before the lines could be

cluded to be their armies in march. formed, owing to a part of the in

The troops had marched a great fantry of my division which led

distance on a very hot day, and the column having got into some
therefore I did not think it proper confusion . When forned, the

to purse them ; but, shortly atter whole advanced in the greatest or

Cur arrival here , bodies of horse der ; the 74th and 78ih regiments

appeared in our front, with which were attacked by a large body (sup

the Mysore horse skirmished during posed to be Fersians) and all these

a part of the day ; and when I were destroyed. Scindial's cavalry

vient outto push forward the pic- charred the 1st battalion 6th regt.

quets of the infantry , to supportihe which was on the left of our line,

Mysore cavalry , and to take up the and were repulsed ; and the whole

ground of our encampmeni, [ line retired in disorder before our

could perceive distinctly a'long iire troops, leaving in our hands thirty

of infantry, cavalry , and artillery, eight pieces of cannon , and all

regularly drawn up on t'ie plains their ammunition .

of Argaum , immediately in front The British cavalry then pursued

of that village, and about six miles them for several miles, and destroy

from this place, at which I in- ed great numbers, and took many

elephants and camels, and much

Although late in the day, I in : - baggage . The Mogul and Mysore

mediately determined to attack this cavalry also pursued the fugitives,
army : accordingly I marched on and did mischief.

in one column, the British cavalry Some of the latter are still follow

leading, in a direction nearly paral- ing them ; and I have sent out
lel to that of the enemy's line, co- this morning all the Mysore, Mogul,

vering the rear and left by the and Mahratta cavalry, in order to
Mogul and Mysore cavalry. secure as many advantages from

The enemy's infantry and guns this victory as can be gained, and

were in the left of their centre, complete the enemy's confusion .
VOL. 5 . For

tended to encamp:

them great

e e
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** TO

ya

y morn

.

For the reasons stated in the to them with orders missed his

commencement of this letter, the road . Amrut Rao was not in the

action did not begin till late in the action , as he had encamped some

day, and unfortunately, sufficient distance in my rear on the 28th,

day-light did not remain to do all and he could not niarch the whole

that I could have wished ; but the distance to Parterly yesterdaymo

civalry continued their pursuit by ing ; but he sent for orders as
moonlight, and all the troops were soon as he heard that I intended

under arins till a late hour in the to attack the enemy.

night . I propose to march to -morrow

I have the honor to enclose a towards Gawill-Ghur, and I shall

return of our loss in this action . lose no time in attacking that place.

The troops conducted themselves (Signed ) A. WELLESLEY.

with their usual bravery . The 74th Return of the killed, wounded, and

and 78th regiments had a particular missing, of the troops under the

opportunity ofdistinguishing them- command of major-general the

selves, and have deserved and re- hon . ARTHUR WELLESLEY , on

ceived my thanks. I am also the 29th Nov.1803,in theaction on

much indebted to colonel Steven- the Plains of Argaum , with the

son for the advice and assistance I. United armies of Doulut Rao

received from him ; to the honor- Scindiah, and the rajah of Berar,

able lieut . colonel St. Leger, for the commanded by the maharaje, and

inanner in which he led on the Munnoo Bappoo, brother to the

British cavalry ; and to lieut.- co- rajah of Berar.

lovels Wallace, Adams, (who com- The troops composing the hon .

minded lieut . col. Harness's bri- major-general WELLESLEYs' di

gali, ile latter being absent on
vision of the army.

account of severe indisposition ) H.M. 19th lgt.dragoons— 1 quar

Hinliburton , Macleane, Pogson , ter - master, and 5 privates

and major Huddlestone, who com- wounded.

manded brigades of cavalry and in- II . C. 4th regt . native . cavalry-1

fantry ; to major Campbell com- trooper, 1 othcer's , and one rea

manding the 94th regiment; to gimental horse killed ; 1 trooper,

captain Beauman, commanding the í horse wounded ; 6 horses

ariillery , with the division under missing.

my immediate command ; to cap- H.C. 5th regt. native cavalry— 1

tain Burke, commanding the artil- horse killed.

lery, with the subsidiary force; and H.C. 7th regt. native cavalry— 3

tv the otticers of the staff, with iny horses killed ; 2 horses wounded ;

division , and belonging to the sub- I trooper, 3 horses missing .

sidiary force. Artillery-- 2 lascars , killed ; i cor

I have also to inform your excel- poral, 1 gunner, 4 matrosses, il

lency that the Mogul cavalry under gun lascars wounded .

Swabut Khan , and the Mysore ca- H.M. 74th regt.-- serjeant, 3

valry under Bista : pah Pundit, dis- rank and tile killed ; I lieute

tinguished themselves. The former nant, 5 serjeants, i drummer,

took a standard from Scindith's and 41 rank and tile wounded .

Loops. H. W.78th regt.--- I serjeant, and

The Mahratta cavalry were not 3 privates killed ; 2 serjeants ,

fingaged, as the perion who went 5 corporals, and 31 privates

wounded

11
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1

Ist bat. 2d regt . nat . infantry - 1. 1 serjeant, i drummer, 32 rank

drummer, 1 sepoy recruit kil- and file- Missing 2 rank and tile .

led ; 3 naiks, 9 sepoys wounded ; 2d bat. 2d regt . native intantry

1 sepoy recruit missing. Killed i bavildar , 4 sepoys

Ist bat. 3d regt . native infantry
Wounded 2 niks, 13 sepoys.

Killed 5 sepoys -- Wounded i 1st bat. Oth regt. native infantry

lieutenant, 2 subidars, 1 jemi
Wounded I puckally.

dar, i havildar, 3 maiks , i 2d bat. 7th rost . Lativé infantry---

drummer, 29 sepovs. Wounded i haviidar, 1 baik .

Ist bat.4th regt.native infintry— 2d bat.gth regt . native infantry-

Killed i havildar, 2 sepoys- Killed3 sepoys - Wounded i ha

Wounded i quarter-master ser- Vildar 8 sepoys -Missing 1 sepose

jeant, 1 naik 29 sepoys . 1st bat. 11th regt. native infantry .

Est bat. 8thi regt. native infantry- Killed 1 sepoy, wounded 10

Wounded 2drummers, 1 sepoy, , sepoy's. Missing 1 sepoy .

missing I sepoy . 2d bat. 11 regt . native infantry

1st bat . 10th regt. native infantry
Wounded 10 sepoys.

Killed i jemidar, i bavildar, 2 Oficers wounded, captains Burke

rank and tile - Wounded 1 subi- and Dalrymple, of the artillery,

dar , 3 rank and tile - Missing lieutenant Barnby, 6th regt. ca

rank and file. yalry, lieutenants James Donald ,

2d bat . 12th regt . native infantry- John Robertson , and Frederick

Killed 3 sepoy's ----Wounded 1 Campbell of H. M's 94th reg .

captain, i havildar, 7 sepoy's. Officers horses killed , capt. Burke's,

Officers wounded, captain J. M. wonnded, brigade major Cone

Vernon , 2 bat. 12 regt. native way's .

infantry Abstract of the killeil, U'ounded,

Lieutenant Langlands , H. M's 74 and inissing :

regt . and lieutenant A. Turner, The honorable major General

1st bat. 3d regt native infantry. Wellesley's division of the army.

The officer's horse killed, belonged Europeans, 13 kille !, 101 wounded.

to lieutenant J. J Meredith , 4th Natives, 21 killed , y3 wounded,

Teut. native caralry . 4 missing.

The troops composing the sul sidiary Horses — 6 killed , 3 wounded , 9
force of his highness the Soulah missing.

of the Dekan . The troops composing the subsidi
3d regt. native cavalry--Killed i

farrier, 3 horses, wounded i Europeans, 2 killed, 44 wounded ,

serjeant major, i havildar, i 2 missing.

naik, 5 troopers, 3 horses. Natives , 10 killed , 55 wounded ,

6th regt. native cavalry - Killed 9 I missing

horses - Wounded i lieutenant, Horses , 18 killed, 6 wounded, 2

1 naik, 3 troopers. I officer missing

and 2 regimental horses -- Mis- Total . Europeans, 15 killed . 145,
sing 2 horses wounded, 2 missing.

Artillery -- Killed i horse - Wound- Natives , 31 killed , 143 wounded,

ed 2 captains, 1 gunner, 2 ma- 5 missing ; Horses, 24 killed ,

trosses , i first tindal. 9 wounded , 11 missing .

11. M ': 0941h regt.- Killed 2 rank ( Signed ) B. BARCLAY,

and file-Wounded 2 lieutenants,
Dep. Adj. Gen. Mysore.

ee 2 T.

ary forces.
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general, & c.

To his Eccellency the most nolle and by the rajah of Berar, his Ex

Marquis Wellesley, governor- cellency the most noble the gover

nor-general in council hereby no

Camp, Dec. 23, 1803 . tifies the same to all persons residing

My Lord, under the protection of the British

I have the honor to inform your government. And liis Excellency

excellency, that I this day received in counc il further orders and directs,

the ratification of the rajahi ofBerar, that hostilities against the rajah of

of the treaty of peace signed on the Berar, and against his subjects ,

17th instant, by myself, on the shall forthwith cease ; and all civil

part of the hororable company and and military officers, in the service

their allies , and by Jeswunt ligo of his majesty, or of the honorable

Ramchander, on the part of the the East- India Company, and all

rajah Ragojce Bhooslab. I propose the subjects of the British govern

hereafter to forward this instrument ment in India , are hereby strictly

to your excellency. charged and conimanded to pay due

Dowlut Rao, Scindcah's minis- obedience to this proclamation.

ters, Eetul Punt, and Karel Nyn , By Conmand.

arrived in my camp this afternoon, (Signed) J. LUMSDEN ,

for the purpose (as they say ) of Chicf Sec. to the Governt.

naking peace for their master.

I yesterday gave notice to Scin- TREATY of Peace lelueen the

deah's vakeels, Jesuunt Rao Goor- hon . Exxl- India Company and

para , and Harco Punt Nana, that I their Allies, on the one part, and

was desirous to put an end to the Senah Schil Soulali Ragajee

agreement made on the 23d of Bhosluh on theother ; settledly

November, for suspending hosti- t'jo -generel Helioseley, on the

lities, and that I should consider it put of the honoraile com

as null and void from tho 27th party and their allies, and ly

instant . Jusuunt Run Punchuner , on the

( Signed )
purt oj Sanal Saket Soutah Ra

ARTHUR WELLESLEY . DeBloosich, who have each

ci il'e ilnicated to the other their

Fort-William , January 15th , 1804. full puiders.

PROCLAMATION ARTICLE I.

By his Excellency the most nolle There shell la perpetual peace

the governor -general in council. and friendship betirecn the honor

WHEREAS a definitive treaty of able Company and their Allies on

peace and friendship between the the one part, and Senah Saheb

honorable company and its allies , Soubahı Ragojce Bhooslah on the

and the rajah of Berar, was con- other.

cluded on the 17th of December, ARTICLE II .

1803 , by the hon , major - general Senah Saheb Soubai Ragojee

Wellesley, on the part oi the British Bhooslah cedes to the honorable

government and its allies , and by Company and their Allies , in per

jeswunt Rao Ramchunder, on the petual sovereignty, the province of

part of the rajah ' of Berar . And Cuttack, including the port and

whereas the said treaty of peace and district of Balasora.

friendship has been duly ratified by
ARTICLE III .

the governor-general in council, He likewise cedea to the horor

able
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able Company and their Allies , in rences that may now exist , or may

perpetual sovereignty , all the ter- hereafier arise between the honor

ritories of which he his collected able Company's allies , Secunder

the revenues, in participation with Jah Behaudur, his heirs and suc

the Soubah of the Deccan , and cessors, and kao Pundit Purdhaun ,

those of which he may have pos- his heirs and successors, respec

session , which are to the westliard tively , and Senah Saheb Soubah .

of the river Verdah . ARTICLE VIII.

ARTICLE IV . Senah Saheb Soubah engages

It is agreed that the frontier of never to take, or retain in his ser

Senah Saheb Soubah, fowards the vice,any Frenchman, or the subject

territories of his liighness the of any other European or American

Soubah of the Deccan , shall be power, the government of which

formed to the west, by the river may be at war with the British

Werdah , from its issue from the government, or any British subject

Injardy hills to its junction with the whether European or Indian, with

Godavery. The hills on which are out the consent of the British go

the forts of Nernallah and Gawul- vernment. The honorable Com

gurh, are to be in the possession of pany engage, on their part, that

Senah Saheb Souba!), and every they will not give aid or counte

thing south of those bills and to the nance to any discontented relations,

west of the river l'urulah , is to Rajalıs, Zemindars, or other sub

belong to the British government jects of Senah Sabeb Soubah , who

and their allies . may fly from , or rebel against, his

ARTICLE V .. authority.

Districts amounting to four locs ARTICLE IX .

of rupees per annum , contiguous In order to secure and improve

to , and to the south of, the forts of the relations of amity and peace

Nernallah and Gawulgurl , are to hereby established between the go

be given over to Senah Saheb ,vernments, it is agreed, that ac

Soubah. Those districts are to be credited ministers from each shall

fixed upon by major-general Wel.. reside at the court of the other.

lesley, and delivered over to Senah ARTICLE X.

Saheb Soubah at the same time with Certain treaties have been made

the forts. by the British government with

ARTICLE VI. feudatories of Senah Saheb Soubah .

Senah Saheb Soubah , for hiin- These treaties are to be confirmed .

seif, his heirs, and successors, en . Lists of the persons with wbom

tirely renounces all clains of every such treaties have been made will

description on the territories of the be given to Senah Saheb Soubahı

British government and their allies , when this treaty will be ratified by

ceded by the second , third , and his Excellency the governor-general

fourth articles , and on all the tatin in council.

10:ies of his highness the Soub.in ARTICLE XI .

of the Deccan . Senah Saheb Soubah hereby re

ARTICLE VII. nounces, for himself, his heirs and

The honorable Company en- successors, all adherence to the

gage that they will mediate and confederacy formed by him and

arbitrate according to tlie principles Dowlut Rao Scindeah , and other

of justice, any disputes or dife . Habratta chiefs , io attack the hon .

ee 3 Company
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Coupany and their Allies. He which fronts 10 ile south , where

engages not to assist these chiefs , if the rock is most steep, and an outer

the war with thein should still coni- fort , which covers the inner to the

tinue. N. W. and N. This outer fort has

ARTICLE XII . a third wall, which corers tlie ap

This treaty of peace is to be ra- proach to it from tiie north , by the

tified by Senah Saheb Soubali village of Labada .' All these walls

within cight days from this time, are strongly built, and fortified by

a..! the ratification is to be delivered ranputs and towers.

to major-general Wellesley ; at The communications with the

Which tiniee the orders for the fort are through three gates, one to

Cession of the ceded territories are the south with the inner fort, one

to be delivered , and the troops are to the N. W. with the outer fort,

to withdraw . Major-general Wel- and one to the N. with the third

Jesley engages that the treaty sha!! wall. The ascent to the first is

be ratified by his Excellency the very longand steep , and is practi

the most noble the governor-gene- cable only for men ; that to the

ral in council, and that the ratiti- second is by a road u -ed for the

cation shall be delivered in two common communications of the

months from this date . garison with the countries to the

(Signe ) southward : but the rozd passes

ARTUR WELLESLEY, round the west side of the fort, and

Major -General. is expo-ed for a great distance to its

JESWƯNT RAQ RAJCIUNDER . fire. It is so narrow as to make it

On thepartof Surah Suhel Soulal. in practicable to approach regularly
Done in camp at Dengnum , by it ; and the rock is scarped on

The 17 in Dec. 1873 , ( ! each side. This road also leads no

suering to the 21 Puin further than the gate.

zaun 1213 Fuzule. The cominunication with the

By command , northern gate is direct from the

(Signed!) J. LUNSDEN , village of Laboda, and here the

Chiif sec. 10 lire Garmt. ground is level with that of the

fort ; but the road to Laboda leads

Canap at Deagaum , Dec. 17 , 1803. through the mountains for about

My Lord , thirty miles from Elichpoor, and it

Atier the battle of Argaum , I wa: obvious that the disticulty and

determine / to lose no time in com- labour of moving ordrance and

mencing the siege of Gaiveleghur, stores to Labada would be very

and accordingly warched on and great.

arrived at Erichr or on the 5th inst. However , after making enquiry

with both divisions, and halted on at Ilichpoor, it appeared , both to

the Oth , in order to establish an colonel Stevenson and me, that this

tuspital for the wounded in the point ofattuch was , upon the whole,

barile of Argaun . the most advantageous, and we ac

The fort of Gawileghur is situ- cordingly lopted it.

ated in a range of mountains be- Colonel Stevenson had equipped

tueen the sources of the rivers hi, corps atAs:erghur for the siege

Pernal sud Tapte. It stunds on of Gawceglur, for wbich service

a lofty mountain in this ringe, and it had long beca destined , and I

consists !: cumplere imcr fort tiicrcore determined that he should

make
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ter.

make the principal attack by La- and one consisting of two brass

boda, while I should cover his ope- twelve - pounders and two five and

rations, with my own division and a half inch howitzers, to clear and

all the cavalry, and , if possible, destroy the defences on the point

assist them by other attacks to the of attack .

southward and westward . On the same night, the troops of

On the 6th inst. the 1st bat . 2d my division constructed a battery

regiment, under lieutenant - colonel for two iron , and two brass twelve

Chalmers , and two companies of pounders, on the niountain under

the 94th , and the 1st of the 6th the southern gate , with a view if

under captain Maitland, were de- possible, to breach the wall near

tached ; the former to drive in the that gate , or, at all events, to draw

enemy from the ground which they the enemy's attention to that quar

occupied to the southward of the Unfortunately, the iron guns

fort, and the latter to seize the could not be moved into the bat

fortified village of Damergaum , tery , notwithstanding the utmost

which covers the entrance of the exertions of the troops, and the fire

mountains, by the road by which of the brass guns produced but '

colonel Stevenson was to pass to- little effect.

wards Labada, and to protect the The fire of all these batteries

parties sent forward to reconnoitre opened on the 13th in the morning,

and repair the roads in the moun- and on the 11th, at night, the

tains; both these detachments suc- breaches in the walls of the outer

ceeded . fort were practicable. All the ar

On the 7th both divisions march- rangements were made for storni

ed from Elichpoor ; colonel Steven- . ing on this day ; lieutenant-colonel

son into the mountains by Damer Kenny, of the 11th regiment, com

gaun , and my division towards the manded the party for the storm ,

southern face of the fort of Gar- consisting of the flank companies

wileghur. From that day till the of the 9-1th regiment, and of the

12th on which colonel Stevenson native corps in colonel Stevenson's

broke ground near Labada, the division, supported by the 941h

troops in his division went through regiment, and lieutenant-colonel

a series of laborious services, such Halyburton's brigade, with lieu

as I never before witnessed , with tenant-colonel Macleane's brigade,

the utmost cheerfulness and per- in a re -erve , At the same hour I

severance . The heavy ordnance made two attacks from the souih

and stores were dragged by hand waril, to draw the enemy's atten

over mountains and through ravinestion to this quarter. One under

for nearly the whole distance, by lieutenant- colonel Wallace ,

roads which it had been previously sisting of the 74th regiment, five

necessary for the troops to make companies of the 78th , and ihe lit

for themselves . battalion Sih regiment, en ile

On the 12th , at night, colonel southern gaie ; andoneunder lieu
Stevenson erected two batteries in tengit-colonel Chalmers, consisting

the fiont of the nortli'fice of the of five companies of the 79th , and

fort, one consisting of two iron the 1st battalion loch regiment, on

eighteen -pounders, and three iron the X. W. gate . These last at

twelve.pounders, to breach the tacks could be of vo service , ex

outer fort and the third wall ; cepting to draw the enemy's atten

con

tion
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tion from that from the north , un- troops bave been conspicuous to a

less they should succeed in blowing degree which I have seldom wit

open the gates, till they should nessed. In bringing on their ord

communicate with detachments nance and stores to the point of

from colonel Stevenson's corps, as attack , the troops of colonelSteven

they had no other means of enter- son's division performed the most

ing the fort . All the troops au- laborious work , with a zeal for

vanced at about ten in the morning . the service, and patience and per

The detachment under lieut. col. severance never surpassed ; and

Chaliners arrived at the north -west when opposed to the enemy, their

gate at the moment when the conduct shewed the same gallant

eniemy were endeavouring to es- spirit that has carried the British

cape through it , from the detach- troops through so many difficulties

ment ofcolonel Sievenson's corps, in the course of thiswar.

which bad been sent to communi- I am particularly indebted to

cate with colonel Chalmers, and he colonel Stevenson for the manner

entered without difficulty. in which he conducted the service

The wall of the inner fort, in entrusted to him , from the moment

which no breach had been made, of his march from Eliclipoor to .

was then to be carried . After that of the capture of Gawileghur ;

some attempts upon the gate of to lieutenant-colonci Kenny for the

comimunication between the inner manner in which he led on the

and outer fort , a place was found storming party ; to captai Camp

at which it was possible to escalade bell and the light infantry of the

the wall. Capt . Campbell, with the 94th regiment, for the escalade of

light infantry of the 91th regt . the inner fort ; to major Campbell

fixed the ladders against tliis place, and the q -ith regiment; and to

escaladed the wall, opened the gate lieutenant-colonel Halyburton and

for the storming party, and the his brigadle, which troops supported

fort was shortly in our possession . the attack .

The enemy's garrison was nu- Captain Burke , who commanded

merous. It consisted of rajepoots, the artillery, with the subsidiary

and of a great part of Beny Sing's force, and captain Heitland of the

regular infantry, which had escaped pioneers, and captain Johnson of

from the battle of Argaum , com- the Bombay engineers, are also en

manded by Beny Sing, himself. titled to my acknowledgements.

They were all well armed with The two latter were sent from my
the Company's new musquets and division to assist colonel Stevenson.

bayonets ; vast numbers of them upon the occasion of mentioning

were killed , particularly at the the name of captain Johnson, I

different gates. cannot omit to intorin your excel

This service has been performed, lency , that throughout this cam

I hope, with small loss on our side. paign that officer has performed the

No officer has been killed and none most important service in the de

wounded that I have heard of, ex- partment of the guides, entrusted

cepting lieutenant -colonel Kenny, to his charge , and I have no doubt

of the 11th regiment, and lieut . but that his surveys will be a valu

Yong of the 2d 7ih . able public acquisition.

In the performance of this ser- Although the most laborious ,

vice, all the good qualities of British and the most brilliant part of this

service
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service did not fall to the lot of the course of the campaign , I have

troops of niy division , I have to more than once had occasion to

apprize your excellency that they observe the zeal of these officers

performed that part allotted to them for the service , and their exertions

in a manner perfectly satisfactory to forward it ; they have received
to me ; and lieutenant-colonel my thanks for their conduct on the

Wallace, lieutenant-colonel Chal- 15th instant , and I beg leave to

mers, and captain Beauman, com- . recommend them to your excel

manding the artillery, have received lency's notice.

my thanks, for the manner in ( Signed )

which the two former led their ARTHUR WELLESLEY.

divisions to the attack , and the lat- His excellency the governor

ter exerted himself to forward the generul, c.

service of his department,

I shall, hereafter, have the horor Return of the killel, wounded, and

of transmitting to your excellency, missing, of the iroops under the

lists of the killed and wounded, command of major-general the

and returns of the ordnance and hon . Arthur Wellesky, from the

property captured in the fort . 6th to the 15th of Dec. 1803 ,

( Signed) inclusive, during the siege and in
ARTHUR WELLESLEY . the storm of Gawileyhur.

His ercellency the governor- The troops composing the honoralle

general, c major-generallellesley's division

of the army.

Camp at Elichpoor , Dec. 19, 1803. His Majesty's 74th regiment.-- 1

My Lord ,
corporal wounded.

I have the honor to enclose a His Majesty's 75th regiment.-- 1

return of the killed and wounded , private wounded.

at the siege in the storm of Ga- The 1st bat . 2d reg . native inſantry.

wileghur . Lieutenant Young died
- Sepoys wounded .

after I addressed your excellency Ist . bat. 3d reg . native infantry-

on the 15th .
2 Sepoys wounded .

I have likewise the honor to cn- Ist. bat. Sth reg. native infantry-

close a return of the orinance, &c. 3 Sepoys wounded.

captured in Gauileghur. The 1st . bat. ioth reg. native infantry

quantity of properly captured has 1 Havildar hilled .

not yet been a certained ; but I The troops composing the sul-sidi

imagine that there will Iut be
ary force seiring with His High

much .
ness the Soulal of the Dekan.

After I had addressed your ex- Artillery, Killed i matross, wounc

ceilency on the 15th in tant, I ed i corporal, 1 mattross, and

received from colonel Stevenson a 2 gun lancars.

detailed report of the proceedings H. M's ( -iih regt - Killed , 3 rark

of the divison under his command , and wc. Tvounded 2 serjcants,

in the storm of the furt, from and 51 rank and file .

which I observe that lilit: nani- The 2d bat. 2d regt . N. I. wound

colonel Laing ariu liecintlit-601.

Desse, had opportuniti's of dis- 1st bat . Oth regt. N. I. killed i

tinguishing themselves, of which sepoy, wounded 5 sepoys.

they availed themselves. In the 21 bat. 7il regt. N. 1. - Killed ]

lieutenant,

ed 2 sepoy's .
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True copy ,

and missiag.

lieutenant , and 2 sepoys, wound- Ordnance brass guns unserviceable

ed i lieutenant, i havildar, and ove 9 pounder, one 4 ditto, one i

16 sepoys.
ditto . Total 3 .

The 2d bat. gth N. I.-Killed i Ordrance iron guns, serviceable

sepoy - Wounded 2 sepoys. one 9 pounder, one i pounder.

1 st bat. It h regt. N. I.--Killed 2 Total 2 .

sepoys - Wounded 1 lieutenant- Mortars, brass, serviceable one 11

colonel , and 6 sepoys-Nissing inch . Total 1 .

1 sepoy. Howitzers, brass, serviceableone 10

The 2 i bat. 11th regt. N. I. - Killed inch , ode 8 ditto, total 2 .

I sepoy --Wounded i havildar, Malabar guns of various calibres,

6 sepoys . found in the place : 0.

Pioneers - Wounded i private- Total number of ordnance 52 .

Missing i private. l'pwards of 2000 stand of English

N. B. Officers killed. Lieutenant arms, 150 wall peices, carrying

Young of the 2d bat . 7th regt . from 1 to 1 pound balls, and a

native infantry ; wounded, lieu- variety of country arms, not yet

tenant colonel Kenny command collected .

ing the 1st bat. 11th regt . native (Sigued) W. BURKE ,

inf. licut. Parlby of the 2d bat . Capt. command . artill . sub. forces.

7th regt . native infantry .

Abstract of the killed, wounded (Signed ) R. BARCLAY , Dept.

Adj. Gen , in Mysore.

Hon. major General Wellesley's
division. To His Ercellency the most nol·le

Europeans, 2 wounded maryuis IV liesiey K. P. Gover

Natives, 8 killed, I wounded , 1 nor General, ésc. Sc.

missing . My Lord ,

The troops composing the sulsidiary Major general Campbell on the

force. 27th of Dec. received information

Europeans , 5 killed , 57 wounded . that a large body of plunderers

Natives, 7 killed, 42 wounded, amounting to 10,000 horsemen and

2 missing peons had crossed the Kistna at the

Total. Europeans, 5 killed , 59 Dharoor Ghaut, and were pro

wounded, ceeding towards the Toombudra

Natives , 8 killed , 51 Wounded , a id the Company's frontier. This

3 missing body of plunderers was conducted

( Signed ) R. FARCLAY , Dep. by a mussulman, who assumed the

Adj. Gen. in Mysore.
character of a Fakir, and the name

Camp, at Deaçanein . of the late Dhoondia Waugh . The

loch , Dec, 1803 . depredations already committed by

Return of ordruce Ec. found in these plunderers, their manifest

the fort of Giyl-Ger . intention of passing the Toombu

Camp near Carl-Ghur, 16th Dec. 1803. dra , and the extensive and serious '

Ordnanc ?. B : !- 5 guns, servievable evils which they were calculated to

one 18 pouler, two 14 ditto, occasion in the countries of the

one 12 litto, 10:11 Odito , two & Company and its allies, rendered it

dinle, #100ditto, one j ditto, nine indispensible to attack , and dis

4 ditto, ó three 3 viito , one 2 perse them with every possible de

dito, tvo 2 litto , 110 il dito, gre of promptitude : and major

tuol dito. Total 31.
general
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general Campbell commenced his follow me by easy stages, and next

march in pursuit of them on the morning reached Jallyhall, where

28th of December, with the ca- a party of marauding horse , sent

valry and the Aank companies of 10 watch our motions, was sur

the infantry of his division . After a prised by the cavalry camp color

forced march ofconsiderable length , men , accompanying major Strahan

major general Campbell had the to mark out the ground of our en

good fortune to get up with the campment ; and their chief Coureg

plunderers on the morning of the Gawran, a notorious plunderer,

31st December ; he attacked them with several officers, were brought

immediately, and dispersed them , in prisoners.

after killing and wounding upwards At Jallyhall, hurkaras came in

of 3000 of their number.
with intelligence, that the Mah

I have the honor of forwarding ratta freebooter who assumed the

to your Excellency a copy of major nanie of Dhoondia Waughi, had

general Campbell's report of the pitched his encampment between

aitair which reflects considerable Doodyhall and Moodianoor, with

credit on the exertions of that the intention of intercepting our

officer and the troops under his convoys, and carrying his depre

command. No doubt can exist of dations beyond the Toombudra.

his eariy success, having relieved To arrest his progress , I march

the Company's northern provinces, ed on the 29th at seven o'clock,

and the Doab, from depredations P. M. towards Moodianoor, and
similiar to those which were com- on reaching Hananpsagur this

mitted by the late Dhoondia morning, about four A. M. had

Waugh. accounts brought ine that I was

( Signed ) J. STUART. within six miles from the enemy

Head Quarters, who was entirely ignorant of my
Choultry Plain , Jan. 9th 1804. approach. As the day dawned í

His Excellency lieutenant general came up with them , and finding

Stuart Commander in chief, &c. the whole in confusion I pushed

Camp at Chellagherry near Hanamp with the cavalry into the center of
sagur, Dec. 30 : h 1803.

their camp, meeting with but little
Sir ,

opposition .
I have the honor to submit to In less than an hour the affair

you the following account of the was at issue, 2000 of the enemy

operations of this division of the were killed on the spot, and up

army since my letter on the 27th wards of 1000 wounded, or taken

instant, on the evening of which prisoners, the remainder, throw

day I received positive information, ing down their arms, dispersed in

that a party of Mahratta plunderers, all directions.

amounting to about 10,000 horse I have only to reget that 3000

and pindarries on foot, had passed the of their liorse under Jittim Kakar,

Kistna at the Dharoor Ghaut, and a well known marauder, had moved

was proceeding towards Moodia- the day previous to my arrival ,

noor, in the tract of our Brinjarries. for a plundering excursion towards

I marched on the 28th from Gajender Ghur.

Woodapoory , with the cavalry The leader of the party, Maho

and flank companies liglitly equip- med Bag Khan , who assumed the

ped; leaving colonel Vigors to name of Dhoondia, is wounded

and
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and prisoner ; the whole of their Killed 1 gun lascar - Missing 2

baggage, bazars; and upwards of regimental horses.

20,000 Brinjarry bullocks have fal- 2nd. regiment N. Cavalry - Woun

len into our hands. Our loss I am ded 3 privates, 7 regimental

happy to say is trifling ; a report of horses - Alissing 4 regimental

it is transmitted with this. The horses.

horses missing will , I have no Total . Killed, i private, 1 gun las

doubt, be mostly recovered , as the car, and 2 horses - Wounded i

enemy was nearly annihilated , and captain , 1 quartermaster , i ser

the Nizam's peons are now in par- jeant, 1 corporal, 11 privates , 1

suit of the few that fled unarmed . other, and 39 regimental horses.

Four Frenchmen accompanied Missing, 40 regimental horses.

this party ; one of them was killed, Capt. Robert Travers H.M's .

and bore the appearance and dress
Q.M. Richard Ashton ) 22dL.D.

of a person above the common Officer's horse wounded,

rank ; the others escaped on good Capt. P.Ross, H.M's. 22nd L. D. -

horses by early flight. (Signed ) P. Hargrave,

I have every reason to applaud Major of brigade .

the conduct of the troops, cavalry ,

artillery, infantry, and pioneers on
Fort William , Feb. 13, 1804.

this occasion . The fatigues they . Dispatches have been received

have lately undergone have been this day , from the honorable major

great, buttheir zealfor the public general Wellesley, enclosing Én

service is without bounds. The glish, Mahratta, and Persian co

flank companies under lieutenant pies of a treaty of peace, con

colonel Elliot , of HI. AI'S.33 regts the 30th December, 1803, with
cluded at Surje Anjengaumon

after marching 30 miles, were up
with the cavalry, and had their full the maha rajah Ali Jah Dowlut Rao

share in the destruction of this Scindeah by major-general Wel

formidable band of plunderers.
lesley, on behalf of the British

(Signe :1) D. CAMPBELL, M. G. Government and its allies; and
( Copy) Signed J. STUART. by Eitel Maliadeo Moonshee

Kavel Nyn Eswunt Rao Goor

parah Ameer -col-Omrah , and Na

General Return of the killed, roo Hurry ; on the part of Dowlut

wounded and missing of a divi- Rao Scindeah. The same dispatches

sion of the army, under the contain intelligence that the ra

command of major general D. tification of the treaty of peace

Campbell concluded on the 30th December,

Camp near Hanu ?mpsagur 1803 , was received by major

31 December , 1993 . general Wellesley, from Dowlut

11. Is. 221. light dragoons- Rao Scindeah , on the 5th of

killed i private, 2 regimental January, 1904 .

horses - Wounded, I captain , 1 The treaty of peace concluded

quartermaster, serjeant, 1 at Surje Anjengaum , between

corporal, 8 privates- oficer's , the British Government and its

32 regimental horses-- Iissia ; allies, ani Mabarajah Ali Jah

34 reyimental hores. Dowlat Rao Scindealı, was this

Istre ident of N. Cavalry-a day ratified by his excellency

the
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He most noble the Governor- is given in the accompanying sche

general in council. dule . Such counties formerly in

Major John - Malcolm had pro the posse -sion of the Naliarajah

ceeded from the camp of major- situated between Jeypoor and Joud

general Wellesley on a mission poor, and to the southward of the

to the cup of Dowiut lao Scin- former, are to belong to the

deah, where major diculm was Maharajah .
received on the 12111 of Jan. with ARTICLE III .

every mark of respcüt and boubr. The Maharajah likewise cedes to

The army under the command the Honorable Company and their

of major-general Wellesley had allies in perpetual sovereignty,
returned to the southward. the fort of Barcach and territory

By command depending thereon and the fort of

( Signed) J. LUMSDEN . Alinelourgur, and territory de

Chief secretary to the pending tiereon , excepting those

government. lands which it is a reel by Article

of this treaty that the Maharajah is

Treaty of Peace betu'een the to retain .

HONORABLE ENGLISH INDIA ARTICLE IV .

COMPANY, end their ALLIES , The walvaraj h likewise cedes to

on the one part, and the manne ' the IloncieConapay erdikor

rajah Ali Jal juwlut liuo Scin- alli's, all the territuiles ulich be

diah, on the other, settied ly longed to his previous to the licei

major - general Illesley on the ing outof the war which resten

part of the Honorat le Company ted to the southward of' tie jilla

and their Allies ; and ly Ertul called the Aujinitelials, including

Mahod !0, Moonshee kaul Nm , the fort and district on Jovina spore ,

Esuunt Rao Coorparah Amur- the tuin coiciistrict of Gandapore,

col- Omrah , ann Marco Hurry, and all other districts between that

on the part of Doulut Ruo Scir- range of mills and the river Goda

deah , who have each communi- very.

gated to the o ! ler their jull pou's ARTICLE V.

The Vabaajah Ali Ja ' Doxlut

ARTICLE I. la icindeal for himself his heirs

There shall be pepetual peace and and successors hereby renounces

friendship betueen the honorable allilieciem to the forts, territories,

Company andtheir lllies, on the one righis and interests ceded by the

part, and the melarajah Ali Jah 24 , 3d , and 4th articles ; and all

Dowlut Rao Scirdeais, on the otheai claims of every description upon
ARTICLE II. the British government and their

The maharajalı cedes to the allies , the Soubabdar of the Dekan ,

Honorable Company, and their al- the l'eishwah , and Anund Rao

lies in perpetual sovereignty, all Guickwar.

bis forts, territories, and rights in ARTICLE IT.

the Looab or country situated be- The fort of Asseergier, the city

tween the Jumna and the Ganges, of Boorlanmore, the foris of To

and all his forts territories rights wanghur, and Dole , and the

and interests in the courtries which territories in Kandeh, and C17

are to the northward of those of the rat, repiting on th se tomes...

Rajahs of Jeypoor and Jordpoor, berrior d to the disharth Dor
and of the Ranah of Gohud ; of letteo Scindeab .

which territories 86. a detailed list ARTICLE

s.
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ARTICLE VII . vided that no troops in the service

Whereas the Maharajah Dowlut of the Maharajah are to be intro

Rao Scindeah has represented that duced into Dhoolpoor, Baree, and

his family have long held in Enaum Rajah Kerrah , or the other lands

as a gift from the kings of Hindus- held on Jaghire under the pretence

tan the districts of Dhoolpoor, Ba- of collecting the revenue or any

ree , and Rajah Kerrah which are other pretence whatever.

situated to the northward of the ARTICLE VIII .

countries of the Rajahs of Jeypoor Whereas the Maharajah Dowlut

and Joudpoor, and the Ranah of Rao Scindeah has represented that

Golud, and that lands in Hindus- his family have long held in Enaum

tan , ceded by the 2d article of this certain lands, villages, &c . in the

treaty to the Honorable Company territories of Rao Pundit Purdhaun ,

and their allies , are held in Jaghire viz .

by persons of the family of the Chomargoondee Pergunna.

Jate Madhajee Scindeah , and others Jamgauni.

by principal Sirdars in his service, Ravjingaum .

all of whom would suffer distress Six villages in Umber Pergunna.

if deprived of the advantages they Five vijlages in Pytun Pergunna.

enjoy in those countries, It is live villages in Niwaz Pergunna .

agreed that the Maharajalı shall Five villages in Kurla Pergunna.

continue to hold and enjoy in Enaum Six villages in Poona Pergunna.

the lands of Dhoolpoor, Baree, Two villages in Wahy Pergunna.

anl Rajah Kerrah , and that Bala Six villages in Patutood Pergunna.

Baye Sahib and Munsoor Sahib , Five villages in Pandipeergaum

Moonshee kavel Nyn , Boogajee Pergunna.

Jandah , Amrajee Jadhoo, and Five villages in Pagood Pergunna.

Wirdah Charie shall continue to Two villages in Parnira Per

hold their lands in Jaglire under gunna which have lately been taken

the protection of the Honorable possession of by the British Go

Company; and further in order that vernment, and their allies, —It is

no individual may incur loss or suf- agreed, that those lands and vil

fer distress in consequence of this ages shall be restored to him , pro

arrangement, it is agreed that the vided that no troops shall ever be

Honorable Company shall either introduced into those lands and

pay pensions, or grant lands in Jag villages under pretence of collect

hire, according to the option of ing the revenues, or any other

the British Government, to certain pretence whatever.

other Sirdars and others to be named ARTICLE IX .

by the Maharajalı, provided, that the Certain treaties have been made

total amount of the sums paid , or by the British government with

the Jaglires granted or held does rajahs, and others heretofore feuda
not exceed seventeen lacs of rupees tories of the Maharajah Ali Jah

per annum , including the annual Dowlut Rao Scindeah . These

value of the lands, which it is a- treaties are to be confirmed and the

greed by this article that Bala Baye Maharajah hereby renounces all
Sahib , Munsoor Sahib , Vioonshize claims upon the persons with whoin

Kavel Nyn , Boogajee Jamdae Am- such treaties have been made, and

rjee Jadhoo, and Wirdah Charie , declares them to be independant of

are to continue to hold ; and pro- her government and authority, pro
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vided that none of the territories may be at war with the British

belonging to the Maharajah situated government; or any British sub

to the southward of those of the ject, whether European or native

rajahs of Jeypoor and Joudpoor, of India , without the consent of

and the Ranah of Gohud , ofwhich the British government.

the revenues have been collected by ARTICLE XIV .

him or his anildars, or have been
In order to secure and improve

applicable as Surinjamee to the the relations of amity and peace

payment of his troops, are granted hereby established between the
away by such treaties. Lists of

the persons with whom such trea- credited ministers from each shall

government, it is agreed, that ac

ties have been made, will be given reside at the court of the other.

to the Maharajah Dowlut Rao

Scindeah , when this treaty will be
ARTICLE XV .

ratified by his excellency the
The honorable Company being

Sover

nor -general. bound by treaties of general defen

ARTICLE X. sive alliance with his highness the

Noperson whatever is hereafter Soubadar of the Deccan , and his

to be molested on account of the highness Rao Pundit Purdhaun, to

part which he may have taken in which the Maharajah Ali Jah

the present war.
Dowlut Rao Scindeah is desirous of

ARTICLE IX .
acceding, he is to be admitted to

It is agreed that the rights of the benefits thereof, and the hon.

his highness the peishwah to cer- Company, with a view to the fu

tain lands in Malwa and elsewhere, ture security of the Maharajah's

shall be established as heretofore, territories, engage , in the event of
and in case any difference should his agreeing to le treaty above

arise respecting those rights, it is mentioned , in two months to fur

agreed that thehonorable Company nisl him with a force consisting of

shall mediate, arbitrate,and decide', six battalions of infantry, with their

according to the principles of juise complement of ordnance and ar

tice, between his highness and the tillery, and usual equipment of

Maharajah; and whatever shall military stores,&c . and theexpence

be thus decided, will be agreedto of this force is to be defrayed out

by both parties, and will becarried of the revenues of the lands ceded

into execution .
by the 2d , 3d, and 4th articles. But

ARTICLE XII . it is agreed , that in case it should

The Maharajah Ali Jah Dowlut suit the interests of the Maharajah’s

Rao Scindeah hereby renounces all government to decline to enter

claims upon his majesty Shah Allun , with the treaty above -mentioned,

and engages on his part to interfere such refusal shall not aflect any of

no further in the affairs of his the other stipulations of this treaty

majesty
peace ,

which are , in every re

ARTICLE XIII . spect to be binding on the contract

The Maharajah Ali Jah Dowlut ing parties, their heirs and sac

Rao Scindeah engages never

take or retain in his service, any ARTICLE XVI.

Frenchman , or the subject of any This treaty is to be ratified by

other European or American the Maharajah Dowiat Rao Scin

power, the government of which deal , in eight day; tiom this time,

of

Cessors .
to
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and the ratification is to be delivered , till accounts will have been received

to major -general Wellesley. that the territories ceded have been

Major-generalWellesley engages evacuated by the Maharajah's

that it shall be ratified by his ex oilicers and troops.

cellency the most nobie the Gover- ( Signed)

nor-General in council, and the Arthur Wellesley,
ratifications shall be delivered to Eitel Mahadeo,

the Maharajah in three months, or Kavel N771 ,

sooner if possible .
Eswunt Ros Gcorparak ,

The orders for the cessions of

Naroo . Hurry.
the territories shall be delivered to

major - general Wellesley at the Done in Camp at Surje

same time with the ratification of Anjengaum , this 30th of

the treaty of peace ; but the forts Dec. 1803, ansuering to

of Asseerghur, Powanghur, and the 15th Ramtaun 1213

Dohud , are not to be delivered up Fuzali .

A
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CALCUTTA.

In consequence of the brilliant And it was also resolved, That

termination of the wars in India, his excellency marquis Wellesley

and of the great accession of ter- be respectfully solicited to com

ritory and glory which has been the municate these resolutions to ge

result of the unparrelled valour of neral Lake and major-general Wel

our troops in seconding the well- lesley .

laid plans of the government, a His excellency the governor-ge

public meeting was held of the neral having appointed Wednesday,

British inhabitants of Calcutta , on the 29th ofFebruary, for receiving

Tuesday , the 14th of February last . the address , the committee, accom

Mr. Speke was called to the panied by the principal inhabitants,

chair, when it was resolved , to pre- went up to the government-house.

sent an address to his excellency Mr. Speke, the chairman , ad

the governor-general on the happy dressed his excellency as follows :

restoration of peace to the conti- To his Ercellency the most noble
nent of India . A committee was Richard , Marquis Wellesley,

formed to draw up the address , and K. P. Governor -general, and

a second meeting was held on Captain -general, & c. & c. & c.

Tuesday, the 21st of February . May it please your Excellency,

At this meeting an address was We, the British inhabitants of

read and approved of. It was also Calcutta , beg leave to offer to your

Resolved, That a marble statue excellency our sincere and heart

of his excellency marquis Welles- felt congratulations on the happy

ley be erected at Calcutta, as a last- restoration of peace to the conti

ing memorial of the sense which nent of India ; and on the impor

the British inhabitants of the set- tant national advantages acquired

tlement entertain of his public ser- under your excellency's guidance,

vices . by the brilliant success of our

Resolved , That a sword , of the arms .

value of 1500l. be presented to At a moment, when the renewal

his excellency general Lake, in the of war in Europe was justly ap

name of the British inhabitants of prehended , the menacing attitude

this settlement, as a testimony of of the armies assembled by the

the sense which they entertain of Mahratta chieftans of Malwa and

the services rendered by his excel- Berar , and the uncontrolled autho

lency to the East India Company rity exercised by French adven
and to his country. turers over the disciplined troops of

Resolved , That a sword, of the Scindiah , could not have been view

I alue of 10001. be presented to the ed without anxiety . But we were

honourable major-general Welles- scarcely sensible of insecurity to the

ley, in the name of the inhabitants public peace, when the vigour of

of this settlement, as a testimony your excellency'smeasures dispelled

of the sense which they entertain every alarm , and all apprehension

of the services rendered by him to was, lost in sentiments of admira

the East India Company and to his tion , at the provident wisdom with

country . which the danger had been fore

fif Seen ,
Vol . 5 .
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seen , and the promptitude with has been unequivocally denioustra

which it was encountered . ted by the unprecedented state of

The previous distinguishedevents public credit, higher at the moment

of your excellency's administration of renewed war with France , and

had prepared the way for the signal during the arduous contest now

successes which we have recently happily terminated in India , thair

witnessed . The conquest of Se- in the most flourishing period of

ringapatam , the restoration of the profound peace .

rightul sovereign of Mysore, the We cannot deny ourselves the

dissolution of the French party at pleasure of acknowledging with

the court of the Nizam , and the grateful pride, the conspicuous

peaceful succession of his son to manner in which the national cha

the government of his father's do- racter for clemency and humanity

minions, insured the cordial co- has been upheld by the strict regu

operation of two powers attached larity of our troops, who, in their

to the British government by the march through hostile territories,

firinest ties of interest and grati- bave been welcomed and assisted

tude. While the re -establishment as benetactors and deliverers. Nor

of the leishwalı’s legitimate au- can we suppress the emotions of

thority at Poonah , has contributed , exultation , with which we have

in its turn, to the support of the seen the venerable representative
alliance by which it was effected. of the house of Timur rescued

The result has been answerable from the oppression of a French

to the energy with which your ex- faction, and received under the pro

cellency has employed the power tection of the British government.

and resources of the British govern The tribuie of our applause is

ment and of its allies. Within the due to the gallant conduct of the

short space of five months, and armies, whose atchievements have

chiefly in a season hitherto reputed advanced the honour of the British

incompatible with military opera- name in India. Watching their

tions, we have seen two of the progress with unceasing interest ,

most formidable among the Mah-, we have admired in our lieroic

ratta states, reduced by an unex- commander in chief, general Lake,

ainpled succession of the most the rarest union of zeal and intre

splendid victories , to an uncondi- pidity with profound skill and con

tioned dependence on British ge
siderate humanity. In another

nerosity — their mumerous troops quarter, the honourable major

dispersed-their most important general Wellesley has nobly enu

fortresses captured - and their most lated that illustrious example ; and

valuable dominions subdued . the memorable days of Assye and

Our own provinces, and the pos- Argaum will be placed, with the

sessions of our allies , have at the signal victories of Delhi and Las

same time displayed the moststrik- waree, among the fairest mom

ing contrast of tranquillity. Their ments of national glory . Our brave

inhabitants, almost unconscious of armies will ever esteem it their

external war , have enjoyed in se- highest praise, that by their valour,

curity the reward of prosperous discipline, exemplary order , con

industry, and the confidence repos- tempt of danger, and endurance of

ed by all ranks in the faith and hardships, they have shewn them

stability of the British government, selves actuated by the spirit of their

generals,
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generals, and equal to the arduous general pacification. You have

and honourable efforts to which considered the glory of our victories ,

they were called by the vigour of and the genuine lustre of our ul

your excellency's councils. timate triumph , to be inseparably

The exertions of your excellency blended with the original justice of

in the conduct of the war have our cause , and the moderation and

been crowned by its propitious ter- clemency exercised in the hour of

mination , and the British power conquest. Satisfied that the pub

in India has been raised to the lic saefty and the national honour

proudest pre-eminence. By this required an appeal to the sword ,

auspicious conclusion of a rapid and you have manifested a due sense

glorious war, we see the enemies of the national advantages obtained

of the British empire humbled ; the by the brilliant success of the war,

French influence annihilated ; our and confirmed by the equitable

allies encouraged ; our resources conditions of the peace.

enlarged and solidly established ; In this course of proceeding, I

and the British dominions in India recognise, with satisfaction and

rendered at once more secure of pride, the public spirit of British

enjoying the advantages of peace , subjects . To commence , or to

and more capable of repelling the continue war for thepurposes of
dangers of war. Contemplating aggrandisement, for the extension

these splendid and substantial be- of dominion or power, for the

nefits, we should do violence to our gratification of pride, vanity, hatred,

feelings , did we not tender the or irregular passion , is a species of

testimony of our respect and grati- policy which no success can sanc

tude for the eminent virtues and tion, and which every Britishı sub

exalted talents exerted by your ex- ject must hor. Your birth , your

cellency for the safety and prospe- education, your attachment to the

rity of this valuable portion of the laws and constitution of our coun

British empire. try , preclude your adıniration of any

Signed by 5-10 names . system of public measures, how

His Excellency the governor -ge- ever adorned by success, which

neral was pleased to return the fol- is not founded in the sacred maxims

lowing answer to the address :- of justice', humanity, and ho

Gentlemen , nour. I therefore deen it to be a

The regularity, order, and deli- circumstance highly creditable to the

beration, with which the proceed- character of this settlement, and of

ings of your public meeting have myalministration, that I should have

been conducted , are conformable to received from you this unsolicited ,

the respectable character of this deliberate, and public testimony of

great settlement, and to the mag- your sincere and zealous concur

nitude and importance of this liappy rence in the principles of British poli

occasion . — The sentiments express- cy, wbich have regulated my conduct

ed in your address , are derived from the origin to the close of the

from an attentive observation of the late menjorable war : in the mo

events which preceded the com- ment of alarm and danger, my duty

mencement of hostilities on the required me to repel the menaces,

continent of India, and from cor- insults, and power of the enemy by

rect knowledge of the principles the most active use of our military

which constitute the basis of the force. In the full career of victory,

ff 2 and
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success.

and with the most splendid pros- and the Dekan, cannot be contem

pects of unlimited success, the plated without emotions of grati

same duty forbad me to prosecute tude and admiration . The execu .

hostilitiesto the extremity of ven- tions of the plans , which it was

geance , or to urge the fall of a my duty to form , corresponded with

vanquished enemy beyond the just the renow'n of an army, accustomed

limits of nationalsecurity and pub- to victory , inured to fatigue and

lic faith . With these sentiments I danger, attached to the just prin

accept this address, not only as a ciples of discipline and order, ani

valuable mark of your personal mated by the memory of former

regard, and an unequivocal proof triumphs, and commanded by gene

of your honourable attachment to rals who possess every qualification

the interests of the public service, requisite to inspire confidence, to

but as a solemn pledge of your excite enterprise, and to ensure

unanimous determination to main

tain in this distinguished settlement Peace is the fairest fruit of vic

that ardent and active zeal for the tory, the brightest ornament of

glory of our country , in which con- military triumph, and the highest

sists the vital principle of the British reward of successful valor. The

empire, the source and support of peace, which has been concluded ,

our national fame and power, the comprehends every object of the

origin of our triumphs abroad, the war, with every practicable secu

strength of our security at home, rity for the continuance of tran

and the main bulwark of our de- quillity. The object of the war

fence in every quarter of the globe . was not to accomplish inordinate

During the crisis which preceded projects of extravagant conquest ;

the war, I should have viewed the not to subvert ancient and revered

situation of these possessions with authorities; not to desolate flourish

anxiety, if I had not been supported ing provinces ; not to plunder pri

by a firm confidence, that the spiritvate property , nor to disturb the

which you have displayed on this civil and religious institutions of
occasion , animated the counsels of contiguous states ; nor to raise

this Government, and those of the commotion in the bosom of estab

Government of Fort St. George and lished governments ; nor to excite

Bombay ; and tliat an equal zeal discord among powers connected

prevailed amongst the generals, of- by the relations of amity and peace.

ficers , and troops, charged with the The object of the war was ,, to

execution of my orders . vindicate and to secure the just and

With united counsels, with an legitimate rights, interest, and

unrivalled army , with flourishing honor of the British government,

resources, with powerful alliances, and of its allies, against usurpation ,

and with a just cause , I was enabled violence, and rapine. The resto

to encounter and to surmount the ration of the legitimate authority

difficulties which surrounded me, of our ally, the peishwah at Poonah,

and to witness the rapid and com- the establishment of our ally, the

plete effect of our military opera- Soubahdar of the Decan , in bis

tions on every point of the enemy's hereditary rights and dominions at

strength. The vast extent , com- Hydrabad, and the deliverance of

plicated system , and matchless suc- the unfortunate and venerable

cess of the campaigns in Hindostan Emperor Shah Aulum , from the
bands
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hands of the Mahrattas and French from oppression, of placing the

at Delhi, were the earliest effects illustrious house of Timur in a

of the success of our military ope- condition of competent affluence,

rations. During the progress of dignity , and honorable repose , and

our arms, every endeavour was even of admitting our vanquished

employed to mitigate the horrors enemies to the benefit of a general

of war, even in the midst of hos- defensive alliance, calculated to

tilities, and to extend security and secure them in the independent

protection to the utmost limits, exercise of their actual rights, and

compatible with the safety of our in the uncontrolled government of

armies in the field . their present dominions ; to ex

In the termination of hostilities, clude usurpation , and to limit the

my solicitude has been directed to several powers of Hindostan and

the important purpose of effecting the Dekan to the undisturbed cul

a general pacification of India , on tivation of their separate resources,

principles of reciprocal justice and within the boundaries of their re

moderation . The power,repu- spective possessions. I trust that

tation, and dignity of the British the result of this system will prove

empire in India , will derive ad- equally advantageous to our in

ditional security and lustre from terest and our honor.

the establishment of peace and The foundations of our empire

good order among the native states . in Asia , are now laid in the tran

In the decline of intrinsic strength , quillity of surrounding nations, and

inferior states may perhaps have in the happiness and weltare of the

gained a temporary safety by fo- people of India. In addition to

menting the discord of contiguous the augmentation of our territories

powers. In any extremity such a and resources, the peace has mani.

policy is unwarrantable and dis- fested exemplary faith and equity

graceful ; nor can permanent re- towards our allies , moderation and

pose be secured upon such pre- lenity towards our enemies, and a

carious foundations. In the actual sincere desire to promote the

condition of this empire, I am general prosperity of this quarter

happy to declare, that the concord of the globe. The position in

of the established native states, the which we are now placed, is suited
independence of their separate au- to the character of the British na

thorities, the internal peace of their tion, to the principles of our laws,

respective dominions, and the tran- to the spirit of our constitution ,

quillity and happiness of their re- and to the liberal and comprehen

spective subjects, will tend to sive policy which becomes the dig

confirm and to fortify the power nity of a great and powerful empire.

and resources of the British govern- My public duty is discharged to

ment, and must constitute the most the satisfaction of my conscience,

desirable objects of British policy by the prosperous establishment of

in India . a system of policy , which promises

In pursuance of these principles, to improve the general condition of

the treaties of peace provide the the people of India , and to unite
means not only of enlarging and the principal native states in the

consolidating the resources and bond of peace, under the protec

power of our allies, but of guard- tion of the British power.

ing the less powerful neutral states (Sigued ) WELLESLEY

The
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The chairman then addressed his distinctions cannot be appreciated

excellency as follows: without reference to the source

I have the lionor to present your from which they are derived. No

excellency certain resolutions, con- honors can ever be received by me

nected with the subject of the ad- with equal satisfaction, or with an

dress, and essential to a full mani- equal sense of just pride ; highly as

festation of the sentiments and I tender the reputation ofour coun

feelings of the British inhabitants try, it is my duty to declare, that

on this occasion . no part of the British Empire sura

After the above introductory ad- passes this settlement, in the abun

dress , the Chairman read and pre- dance of zeal for the public service ,

sented to his Excellency, the re- of ability in the discharge of official

solution of the British inhabitants functions, of useful knowledge, of

of this Settlement, to erect a exemplary diligence, and of ap

marble Statue of his Excellency at proved integrity : nor are the loy

Calcutta , as a lasting memorial of alty, public spirit, and liberal dis

the sense which theBritish inhabi- position , which prevail amongyou ,

tants of this Settlement entertain exceeded in any quarter of the

of his public services . globe. The fixed esteem of such

On receiving the above resolu- a community, established upon

tion , his Excellency the Gover- mature experience of long public
nor-General was pleased to ex- service, is the most grateful dis

press his sentiments in the follow- tinction to which honorable am

ing terms : bition can aspire .

Gentlemen , I therefore accept the brigh and

After an administration of nearly extraordinary testimony of appro

six years, marked by a rapid suc- bation which you have been pleased

cession of events, which have ex- to confer upon me, with the deep

ercised every branch of this service , est sense of its value.

and have tried the public spirit of The just object of public honors

every description of the British in- is not to adorn a favoured charac

habitants of these provinces, I am ter, nor to extol individnal repu

enabled to form a competent judg- tation, nor to transmit an esteemed

ment of the character and dispo- name with lustre to posterity ; but

sition of this settlement. Justice to commemorate public services,

and gratitude require, that I should and to perpetuate public principles.

acknowiedge the sincere convic- Theconscious sense of the mo.

tion of my mind ; and I rejoice in tives, objects, and result of my

an occasion which demands the endeavours to serve my country in

public declaration of my sentiments this arduous station, inspires me

upon a subject intimately connected with an unfeigned solicitude, that

with the warmest emotions of my the principles which I revere ,

heart. should be preserved, for the secu

In the course of my administra- rity of the interests now entrusted

tion, you have been pleased to af- to my charge , and destined here

ford to the world repeated demons- after to engage my lasting and af

trations of your personal regard aud fectionate attachment.

esteem for me, founded upon the May then the memorial, by

public benefits enjoyed under this which you are pleased to distin

governiuent. The value of such guish my services, remind you of

the
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ren

the source from which they pro- becoming the channel of trans

ceeded, and of the ends to which mitting to him every honor which

they were directed : and confirm , can bebestowed by a just and pa

in this flourishing and prosperous triot sovereign, and by a grateful

settlement, the principles of pub- . and admiring country.

lic virtue, the maxims of public ( Signed) WELLESLÈY .

order, and a due respect for just The chairman then read and pre

and honest government . sented to his excellency the reso

(Signed)
WELLESLEY . lution of the British inhabitants to

The chairman then read and pre- present a sword to the honorable

sented to his excellency the reso- major-general Wellesley, as a tes

lution of the British inhabitants, to timony of the sense which they

present a sword to his excellency entertain of the services

the commander in chief, general dered by him to the East India

Lake, as a testimony of the sense Company and to his country ; with

which they entertain of the ser- the request of the settlement, that

vices rendered by his excellency to his excellency the governor general

the East India Company and to his would be pleased to communicate

country ; with the request of the to major generalWellesley the de

settlement , that his excellency the sire of the settlement, as expressed
governor general would be pleased in that resolution .

to communicate to the commander His excellency the governor

in chief the desire of the settle- general was pleased to signify his

ment, as expressed in that resolu- compliance with the above solici

tion. tations of the settlement, in the

His excellency the governor following terms:

general was pleased to signify his Gentlemen ,

compliance with the above solici- This honor is peculiarly accept

tation of the settlement, in the fol- able to the warmest sentiments of

lowing terms : my heart. The zeal of fraternal

Gentlemen , affection and of private friendship ,

No act of your public meeting cannot furnish expressions of appro

affords me more cordial satisfaction bation , equal to those which the

than this resolution . I accept with services of major general Wellesley

the most sincere pleasure the grate- demand from my public duty. He

ful office of communicating this will receive this honor with every

testimony of your justice and gra- degree of satisfaction , which pri

titude to our illustrious and revered vate regard can add to public ser

commander in chief; and I trust timent.

that I shall have the happiness of ( Signed) WELLESLEY
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CHRONICLE

Bengal Occurrences for MAY, 1802.

the crew

of the crew,

Loss of the Brig Juliana. morning ; but every thing was in

May 4th . The Juliana , capt. their favour to get off. There was

Stalvmane, unfortunately foun
a moon, but obscured with clouds

dered near Bencoolen, when 22 of and hazy.

perished.
The com At 10 P. M. sprung up a fresh

mander, with Mr. Morelli, who breeze of wind from E. N. E.

was passenger, together with seven steering offshore W. S. W. and

were fortunately S. W. till midnight, then S. The

saved . breezes continued all night so freslı

that the ship did not go less than

Extract of a Letter from an Officer times nine.

seven and eight knots, and some

As soon as the day
of the Cornwallis, dated Isle of began to dawn, I was upon deck ,

France, 28th February, 1802 . and expected to see the Bruave,

We sailed from Bombay the 16th but, to my mortification, could

December, 1801, under convoy not see any thing of her : I then

of the Braave frigate. On the 11th gave up all hopes of being recap

January , 1802, being my watch tured , ' until we came near the Isle

from six to eight P.M.and the of France, which we made on the

commodore out of sight , the pri- 6th of February, about sun-set .

soners came aft in a body ( being There again we were deceived, ex

8+ in number, with 16 officers, the pecting to fall in with English

latter of which I believe had no cruizers; but unfortunately there

hand in it ) , and immediately was not one there. . On the 7th , at

caught hold of the brace, and about noon , we came to anchor in

braced the yard up and stood off port, N. W.

shore ( at that time Anjengo bore On the whole, we were treated

about S. E. by E. dist. 8 or 10 pretty well . The night we were

leagues). The captain was in con- captured, one of the officers broke

finement by this time, with the his parole of honour, and took

cabin full of Frenchmen, where ſ charge of the ship as commander;

and Mr. Mackay, the second of- and next day fourmore took charge

ficer, joined him . Knowing well as officers, having all signed their

that all resistance would be in vain , parole.

against 84 , there being no more

than five of us, without arms of Interesting nautical Information .

any sort, we were obliged to sub- An account of the balc of Cot

mit patiently , expecting that the ton Rock, taken from the Journal

Braate would catch us in the of Captain Francis La Meme, of
VOL . 5 . L'Uni

.
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L'Uni French privateer, and also voured to recover the boy, but in

an account of another shoal . vain .-- The orphan house is in

In 5 deg. 18 min . north latitude, jured by the lightning, though not

and 18 deg. 20 min . cast longitude very materially.

from Paris, there is a small island

about 20 or 35 feet above the sur- Particulars of the Loss of His

face of the sea, between 50 and 60 Majesty's Ship La Sensible, in

feet long, and about 20 in breadth : an Extract from the Letter of an

it is situated on a sand-bank , which Officer sared from the Wreck.

extends about 300 feet in a N. E. May 18th . « You have , no

and S. W. direction ; at a mile doubt, long ere this, heard of the

distance from it there are no sound- melancholy accident which has

ings, from 100 fathoms line, and a happened to his Majesty's ship Lu

boat's length from it 20 fathoms Sensible : she is totally lost, but
water, we have saved most of our cffects .

Captain Le Meme was on it in We left the Sand Heads on the 19th

December 1797, when he deter- of February, and about the 28th

mined its position by an excellent fell in with a fine and steady fair

chronometer, and by lunar obser- breeze, which we kept until we

vations. unfortunately struck , having at the

In January 1799 , Captain Le time all the sails set. The unplea

Meme saw a reef, and sent an of- sant circumstance took place about

ficer to examine it , but night com- two o'clock in the morning of the

ing on, he was prevented from 3d instant. We lost only oneman,

landing. The officer reported that whom we found dead at day-light.

this reef was eight or ten feet above We continued on board until eight

the surface of the water, and about o'clock of the same evening, when

a mile long from east to west.- . the wind and surf increasing, we

There are no soundings with 100 were obliged to quit the vessel, for

fathoms line at a mile distance the preservation of our lives .

from it . It lies in about 1 , 20 “ Upon reaching the shore, we

N. latitude, and 92 longitude from fell in with a few huts about a

Paris . mile from the ship , the inhabitants

of which brought us a corporal

Melancholy Accident. and four sepoys ( as we could not

During the storm on Wednesday make ourselves understood) from

afternoon, John Gread , a boy Malativoo, a small post about

about 12 years old , of the lower twenty miles distant: they inform

orphan school, was struck dead ed us that Trincomalic was be

by the lightning, which first pitch- tween fifty and sixty miles off; in

ed on the west corner of the or- consequence of which an officer

plian house, and obliquely, de- and myself, with two sepoys, were

scended into the long room in the dispatched there, to procure ves

boy's compound, through the win. sels for the purpose of carrying

dow, where the boy was at the our guns and such other stores as

time, and wounded two others . might be saved from the wreck.

The lightning struck the boy on " It is intolerably hot here in

the head, the hair of which was the day, and there has been a

burned . Doctor Muschet was great deal of fatigue attached to

present, and immediately endea- the officers and the master, in sav

ing
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ing the stores : we had divers, en- faction with the performance of his

deavouring to get up , what they majesty's 25th regiment light dra

could. The ground tier of every goons, this morning in the field.

thing I believe must be lost, as it The soldier-like appearance of

is a quick.sand we are on. the men , thecomplete order of the

“ There are a number of wild horses, together with the precision

beasts on this island, as well as ali- and rapidity of the different move

gators and snakes, which makes us ments , in squadron , line, and ma

more anxious to quit this place. næuvre , gave major-generalCamp

We had a most fatiguing march to bell much pleasure, and reflects

Trincomalie : the road is entirely the highest credit on lieutenant

through jungles, infested with ele- colonel Davis, and the officers of

phantsand other wild beasts. The the regiment.

sepoys that accompanied us were

truly alarmed , as they knew soine His excellency ' the navaub vi.

men were a few days before killed zier, with the consent and appro

by elephants ; and I do not mean bation of his excellency the most

to say I was not : but we saw only noble the governor general, has

ene, and wbich did not molest us. been pleased to appoint Mr. George

Three days, however , took us • Quseley to attend his person in the

through it. The 19th regiment is capacity of aide-de- camp.

stationed at Trincomalie, and the

officers behaved extremely friendly May 10. Monday the sessions of

and attentive to us . oyer, terminer, and general goal

“ We are waiting for orders from delivery commenced before the ho

admiral Rainier for our future con- nourable sir Benjamin Sulivan ,

duct." knight, one of the justices of the

supreme court.

MADRAS Seven natives were convicted of

felony, one of whom was
Occurrences for May. tenced to be transported for seven

years to Prince of Wales's island .

Anniversary of the Fall of Serin- The other prisoners in the calen

gapatam . dar were acquitted , and the ses

May 6th . Thursday last being sions closed on Thursday evening.

the anniversary of the fall of Se
BOMBAY

ringapatam , a royal salute was

fired at noon , from the garrison of Occurrences for May.

Fort St. George and the ships in

the roads.
Launch of the Ship Alexander.

A ball and supper was given in
May 4th . On Monday last a

the evening at the Pantheon, by

the right hon. the governor, to the
new ship was launched from the

marine yard.

ladies and gentlemen of the settle

ment, in honour of the day.
May 18th . Nearly 100 fine Ara

Head Quarters, Bellary, bian horses have been exported

24th May, 1802. from this presidency , principally

Major-general Campbell desires for Madras and Bengal, in the

to express publicly his entire satis . course of the preceding month ;
TA ? each

sen
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each horse, on an average, may chief in March last) , were read in

be estimated, at least , at 1000 Hindoostanic : the battalion there

rupees. presented arms, and lieutenant-co

lonel Williamson delivered to Shake

Interesting Spectacle . Abdul Rayman his commission as

We had occasion to notice, in a jamedar, and distributed the gra

former paper, the gallant conduct tuity to each separately , in a small

of serjeant Evans, of the artillery , purse ; the naique of the party was

and his detachment on board an promoted to havaldar, and two of

armed boat, in an engagement the sepoys were promoted to

with three piratical gallivats, in naiques on the spot. During this

January last : the detachment al- ceremony, the drums and fites beat,

luded to was composed of a haval- and played the grenadiers' march .

dar, naique, and 12 sepoys of the This truly happy party next moved

marine battalion, who continued to the right of the line, and was

on their station to the southward, conducted along the front of the

till the close of the season, and battalion by the senior native of

have lately come on shore, to re- ficer, preceded by the band of the

main ull an opportunity offers for corps, playing theregimentalmarch,

their being again employed in the . after which each individual took

more active duties of their pro- his proper station in the line, agree

fession . ably to his rank .

The reception which this party It is but justice to this veteran

met with, on joining the head quar- and most useful corps, to say that

ters of their corps , must have been this is not the first instance where

highly gratifying to them , and we the meed of merit has been bea

trust weshall stand excused in de. stowed on acts of conspicuous bra.

tailing the ceremony which took very. This corps has afforded

place on this occasion . many decided proofs what the na

The battalion paraded with co- tives in this country can perform ,

Jours on Saturday last the 28th even on our own favourite ele

ult. and the havaldar's detachmentment, when trained and instigated

stationed on the right of the whole: by exemplary British discipline, en

when the commanding officer of the couraged and led on by British va

corps arrived on the parade, the lour,

detachment was ordered out to the

front, and drawn up in one rank COUNTRY NEWS.

facing the colours ; in this situa

tion , the particular services of the

havaldar and his party , when on

board the Burbura armed boat, Mr. Sutherland had left the army

were proclaimed to the battalion. under the command of general

The orders of government reward . Perron without permission, and ar

ing the havaldar Shake Abdul Ray. rived with a body of 100 men at

man with a jemadar's commission, Agri. G'neral Perron had been

and bestowing a gratuity equal to sunce en ployed in composing the

two months pay to each non-com- minds of the troops, who had lost

missioned and private employed on their leader, and promised the bri

that service ( as published to the gade another officer, of equal rank,

army hy the officer commanding in to command them .
Scindeal

DELHI.
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Scindeah appears much distressed Begum , and honourably restored
at this desertion. them to the royal proprietors.--

May 20th . Mr. Drugeon stated John Sahib , the killadar of Akbu

that Holkar's cavalry had left their rabad ( Agra) , had, in like man

camp standing, and advanced to ner, surrendered the jageers of

Seopoora, to meet Scindeal's prime the Moorshidzadas, and other de
minister, Suda Seo Rao . Amrut pendants of the throne. He could

Rao has marched from Sulamut- not speak so favourably of some

poor to the banks of the Jyram : other old friends on whom he had
overtures for a reconciliation be- claims, and who, he was sorry to

tween him and Scindeah have been say, might jake from a strange na
inade . tiou an honourable example of gra

The latter has recalled all his titude, liberality, and respect for

troops from Agra . The Killada- his person .

ree of Ajmeer is given, by report, May 24th . Mohun Lal stated ,

to the brother of Gopal Rao Bhao, that Cabul continued still to pre

who, it is said, is already on his sent a frightful picture of confu

march to take possession of it. sions and crimes : the total disap

The Seiks are in a state of va- pearance of specie, for the trans

riance and discord : an open en- action of the most ordinary occur.

mity exists between Raja Sahib rences of life , aggravated the cala

Sing and the other chiefs of that mities inflicted upon that unhappy

people, country by the jealousy and disa

May 22d. General Perron is greement of its chiets.

gone by dawk to Koel . The Hol

kar's army has passed the Nur Ship Haabet.

budda, and Scindeah's advanced to The Danish ship llaabet, cap

Boorhanpoor. tain Paterson (noticed by the Ma

Amrut Rao has written to Juse dras papers ), which anchored in

wunt Rao Holkar upon the sub- , Tranquebar roads on the 24th ul

ject of the effects plundered from timo. She sailed from the Mauri

the Baces, and requiring a remu- tius on the 2d ultimo, and a fort

neration , on that account, of two night previous to her departure she

reports that a national frigate had

His majesty entered into a con- arrived with a governor for that

versation with Shahnuwaz Khan, island , with 300 troops and their

respecting the private setilements complement of officers. A week

of the several branches of the prior to the arrival of the frigate, a

royal family. Scindeah, he said , ship had arrived from Marseilles,

would shortly return and make the and another from Bourdeaux , both

necessary provisions for the supply French merchantmen .

of the Jebk ha's privy purse . Nu- The Haubet was formerly named

wab Alee Buhadoor had recovered the L'Orient, and is about 700 tons

from Roja Rewan, of Mukundpour, burden, carries two guns, and is

the jageers of Mirza Akbur Shah , manned with lascars.

Rosbun Bukht, and Khyroon Nissa

lacks of rupees.

4A 3
BENGAL
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BENGAL Occurrences for JUNE, 1802.

New Launches. His excellency the most noble

June 1st . This day was launched the Governor General has been

from the yard of Messrs. Gillet pleased to appoint colonel William

and Blackmore, on the other side Palmer, late resident at the court

of the river, immediately opposite of Poona, to be one of his excel

the yard in Calcutta, a very beau- lency's honorary aides -de -camp.
tiful vessel, of about 300 tons bur

then ; and on Friday was launched Last week a melancholy acci

from the yard of Messrs. Hudson, dent befell two men on board his

Bacon, and Co. a very handsome majesty's ship La Chiffonne ; &

ship, of about 360 tons burden. heavy squall coming on, some of

the top rigging gave way, and the

COMPANY'S PAPER. main - top -gallant mast snapped,

June 5, 1802. and fell with such violence upon

Buy. Selling. deck , that it most dreadfully maim

Six per cent . Odis.
ed one man , and killed the other.

Old8 per cent. 3 12 do.

} 2 12do.

payable half-yearly
MADRAS

Do. Ist September, 1801 0 8 0 12dis,

Ten per cent, dis . loan 5 8 5 Opm. Occurrences for June.

Twelve per cent. new
1 8 do,

Extract of a Letter from Ching
Junc Sth . Intelligence from Ba leput.

Jasore mentions the wreck of a
June 1st. “ A royal tiger has

vessel between that place and Jel- made his appearance near this

lasore , and that the body of an
Europeanwoman had been washed place; onFriday evening, as Mr.

and Mrs. Thomson were returning
on the beach .

in a bandy, from their evening's

ride, the tiger sprung from the
New Launches.

jungle at Mr. Thomson's poligar
On Monday, the 31st ultimo, dogs, which were running imme.

was launched at Titigur, a hand
diately before the horse's head ;

some, well-constructed vessel , of
he, however, missed his prey,

and

about 300 tons, named the Susan . agreeably to the nature of that fe

His majesty's sloop the Victor, rocious but cowardly animal, in

stantly retired to the covert. The
captain Collier, took and destroyed horse appeared in the utmost ter
eight sail of French vessels during ror, but was secured in time to

her cruize.
prevent any accident ensuing.

Loss of his Majesty's Schooner
BOMBAY

Sophia.

June 22d . We are concerned to Occurrences for June.

state the loss of his majesty's June 4th. A report prevailed at

schooner the Sophia, in the Red Bussorah that a party of the Wha

Sea : 21 of her crew are reported babie Arabs had plundered a place
to have perished in her. near Mecca , and threatened the

destruc
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destruction of the town : these bay, captain Emanuel Margotty,
converts are now very formidable, from Bushire, whence she sailed

and great efforts may be appre- on the 20th ultimo, accompanied

hended from their power, ani- by the ship Gorernor Duncan , cap

mated by their religious zeal . tain Taylor, who had on board

The bashah of Bagdat, alarmed the Persian ambassador and his

by their incursions, is preparing an principal attendants, and a grab

army to try the fate of war. snow, with the remainder of his

The present season , from the un- suite. They put in at Muscat, and

common heat of the weather, has weighed again on the 7th instant :

proved one of the most unhealthy off Muscat harbour, they saw

which has been remembered for standing in the honourable Com

many years ; many of the natives pany's cruizer Teignmouth, cap

have fallen sacrifices to it , and its tain Skinner. Shortly after leav

baneful effects have been too pre- ing Muscat, captain Margotty was

valent among Europeans. under the necessity of taking the

grab snow in tow . On the 20th

Execution of Luckmis Jeujee. instant they encountered very bois

In pursuance of his sentence, by terous weather, and were obliged

the court of sessions for the island to part company with the Governor

of Salsette, finally approved of Duncan, and were on the point of

and confirmed by the governor in so doing, with the vessel in tow,

council , on Luckmis Jeujee, a for the grab's sails and rigging,

hindu of the Cathorey cast, for the with which she had been scantily

murder of Warioo Ramnack Tup- and coarsely furnished, having ma

pey. The unhappy criminal was terially suffered at the commerce

executed on Monday last, near to ment of the squall, she begun to

the spot where the crime was com- be a dangerous incumbrance to

mitted , in Meera village, in the the frigate ; and her crew being

district of Gorabunder, on the apprized of captain Margotty's in

island of Salsetle. tention, earnestly entreated him

A great assemblage of the in- to admit them on board the frigate,

habitants of the adjoining villages representing the perilous and dis

attended the awful ceremony, be tressed situation they were in

ing the first of the kind that has four feet water in the hold , and

taken place since the introduction little short of a perfect wreck-

of the judicial regulations into this destitute of water, and their pro

island . From the very deep im- visions almost exhausted.

pression which the solemnity and Captain Margotty convinced of

novelty of the punishment mani- the insurmountable danger to

festly made on the spectators, the which he should abandon the grab's

most salutary consequences may crew , determined, with his accus

be expected to flow from this pri- toned humanity, to relieve them ,

mary and exemplary exercise of notwithstanding he was inadequate

the judicial powers of government ly provided with necessaries for

over the inhabitants. such a large additional number to

his company, and at a season pro

June 8th . On Monday morning mising a tedious and precarious

last anchored in the harbour the passage : the crews, and about 40

honourable Company's frigate Bom- persons belonging to the ambassa
+ A 4

dor ,
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a

dor, accordingly went on board us bodily in shore, came to an an ,

the frigate ; the grab, and upwards chor in 7 tathoms , the light-house

of 30 fine Persian horses, were bearing L. N. E.
then left to their fate. From the Thursday, 23d June. At half

20th, to her reaching the harbour, past 4 A. M.
fine breeze

the Bombay experienced most se- springing up, and the ebb tidę

yere tempestuous weather. being made, weighed and made

sail , the brig under way on our leg

Particulars of the Loss of the Ship bow : at 5, not being able to wea

Saint George. ther the S. W. prong, put the

Thursday, 21st June, the ship heliu down in 74 lathom ; but the

Saint George, captain Urquhart, ship missing stays, gathered stern

struck upon the south -west prong way, and before she could be

of the reef, from which the utmost brought up by an anchor, she

exertions of ber captain , officers, struck abaft, and unshipped the

and crew , aided by the officers of rudder, the water having decreased

the port, who went immediately to to 4 fathom while the ship was in

her assistance, could not relieve stays ; being now ungovernable,

her : the cargo we are informed is she drove higher up with the surf,

completely damaged The cap- and soon settling on a rock a mid

táin , officers, and crew were all ship, filled with water. Got the

brought off in safety by the boats of boats out, and made the signal of

the harbour . distress ; some bands employeu to

We have been favoured with the cut away the sails from the yards,

particulars of this unfortunate ac- and to collect the most valuable of

cident froin the account of the cap- the ship’s siores to send on shore,

tain . in the event of boats coming off.

Wednesday , 22d June, 1803. – At 10, the fiood setting in strong

First part , light breeze from the with a fresh breeze trim the sea,

westward , at 4 A. M. hove short the surf made clear passage over

on the small bower, and at 5 o'clock the ship , which obliged the people

weighed, and made sail ; at 8 an- to take refuge in the rigging . The

chored to the S. E. of the middle ship’s boats having b.oke a drift
ground, in 1 fathom water ; at some time before, while we were

slack water weighed, and made employed in collecting the stores,

sail : working out of the harbour as the ship still held together, we

at half past 4 P. M , lieutenant did not incline to leave her, being

Hardy left the ship , the light-house Of opinion that all her stores might

then bearing N. 1 E. in 8 fathom be saved ; but the Pattamars not

water, standing to the N. W. in being able to fetch us, the ship

company with a ship and brig. having parted a midships at 12,

At 6 P.M. set the following and all her deck under water, with

bearings--the light-house N. E. a very heavy surf breaking clear

* N. Malabar Point N. by E. E. over her, thought it imprudent to

the northernmost part of Great Ca- risk the people's lives any longer;

ranja E. į N. Kenera S. by E. and having got a bunder-boat with

* E.--At half past 9, finding the great dilliculty made fast to the

ebb done, tacked, and stood to the jib -boom , every person left the ship

S. S. W .; but soon finding the by that means, after having done

wind die away, and the tide setting every thing in their power to save
her,
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her, and latterly her stores, but cers of the place , came upon the
without effect. ground, and posted himself oppo

site to the centre of the line, to

CEYLON "which spot the new colours had

Occurrences for June.
been brought, and were laid on a

drum -head .

The grenadier company , pro

June 1st. On Friday last the ceeded by the commanding ollicer

Governor set off ou the continua- of the regiment, and the two oldest

tion of his circuit of the island. ensigns, were then detached from

the line, and having advanced in
Trincomalee. slow time near to the colours, they

In April last the Seuhorse frigate formed three sides of a square ,

anù Trincomalee sloop of war ar- when the Mahommedan priest , in an

rived from Cokelay, with the of- audible voice, pronounced a prayer

ficers of his majesty's ship Sen- ' in Arabic : the reverend Ms. Cor

site, and the stores saved from the diner, garrison chaplain , then

wreck of that frigate . consecrared the colours, which ce

remony he accompanied with the

The Arab ship Maimon, thai in following prayer:

the month of February last was “ V eternal Lord God ! upon

captured and released by the Belo whom all things depend, without

lune privateer, after arriving and whom a sparrow cannot fall to the

sailing from Rangoon, got as far to ground, nor a hair of our head pe

the southward as Trinquebar on her rish : thou art the hearer of pray

• intended voyage to Columbo, when er, the sole object of all religious

meeting wiih strong southerly gales worship. Unto thee every knee

and currents, ,she bore up for her should bow , and every tongue con

original port, Calcutta ; but losing tess . We, thine unworthy crea

her anchors and cables in Balasore tures , most humbly beseech thee

Roads, the people on board , for to look with propitious eyes on the

their own safety, were obliged to occasion for which we are now as

run the ship ashore near Candika sembled .

Bay.--The people of this vessel “ Nay thy heavenly blessing

confirm the capture of the Tay, render these military standards for

captain Meik , by the Bellone ; an ever sacred ! may they be pre

event that was not before very ge- served with pious care, and looked

nerally credited. up to with becoining reverence !

long may they wave over a land of

Preseniation of Colours . peace and prosperity ; and if ever

This day being appointed by his they be called into the field of

excellency the Governor for pre- danger, in the service of our most

senting the colours of his majes. gracious sovereign, may they in

ty's Malay regiment, that corps spire every warrior around their

was drawn up at day -break on the banners with the spirit of British

heath at Colpetty. At half past valour ! Be thou , O God, their

six o'clock his excellency , accom . strength and their shield ; cover

panied by major-general Macdow their heads in the day of battle,

all , and attended by his staff and and send them forth conquering,

most of the civil and military off . and to conquer.

3

6.1
"
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“ All we ask is in the name, and After which he delivered the

through the mediation of, thy well- standard to the ensigns, by whom

beloved Son our Saviour. Amen ." they were unfurled, and then sa

After the consecration, his ex- luted with presented arms, by the

cellency the Governor presented whole regiment. They were then

the two standards to major Davie, marched along the front and rear

the commandant of the corps, and of the line, and halted in the cen

addressed him nearly as follow : tre , where they took post.

“ Major Davie, and Officers of his After this ceremony the regi

Majesty's Malay regiment, ment was reviewed by his excel

“ I have great satisfaction in lency, who was pleased to express

presenting these colours, not to a the highest satisfaction at its fine

new levy, but to a regiment whose appearance, and at the steadiness
past services is an earnest of its fu . and correctness displayed in the

ture glory. different evolutions and firings.

“ The spirited conduct of the The general likewise expressed

detachment of your regiment lately his hearty approbation of the ex

on the coast, and the discipline, ertions that had been used both

order, and good behaviour of those before and since this regiment had
who remained here for the protec- been taken into the immediate ser

tion of the public tranquillity, vice of the crown .

have proved that you possess all

the military qualities which can Proceedings of a Court-Martial.

justify the mark which his majesty Head -Quarters, Columbo ,

has given you of his royal favour. Ensign John Grant, of colonel

“ I desire you will be assured Champagne's regiment of foot, or

that I , who have had the honour dered in arrest originally by major

of belonging to you ever since the Davie, commanding the said regi

regiment was new modelled and ment , un charges preferred against

established under my government , him by sundry officers of the corps,

will always retain the most heart- and subsequently by major-general

felt interest in your prosperity and Macdowall, commanding the forces
credit . " on Ceylon, on the following charges,

Major Davie, on receiving the founded on information given by

colours, made the following re- the officers, his original accusers,

ply : before a court of enquiry , held by

“ In the name of his majesty's order of major- general Macdowe

Malay regiment, I beg leave to re- all , at Columbo, on the 5th day of

turn your excellency thanks for May, 1802 .

the honour done them in present. Charge iſt. – For having sub

ing them with the colours his ma- mitted , from the 15th to the 23d

jesty has entrusted to their charge; of April, 1802, to being told by

and I am desired to assure your captain Paul Carrington, of colo

excellency that they will with their nel Chainpagne's regiment of foot,

lives ever protect and defend them , that he ( captain Carrington ) must

and I trust their conduct in future from that moment cease to con

will always be such as to nerit the sider him (ensign Grant ) as a gen

continuance of your excellency's tleman ; and that he shouid never

and major-general Macdowall's ap. in future treat him as such. He
(ensign Grant) having, from theprobation ."

first
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first to the latter date, made no manded, in such manner as major

appeal to proper authority, with a general Macdowall may think fit.

view to clear his character from 2d . That he is not guilty of the

the above injurious expressions. crime exhibited against him in the

2d. - For having, on the evening second charge; and the court doth

of the 22d of April , 1802 , falsely therefore acquit him of the same :

denied to lieutenant Virgo , of the and

said corps, that captain Carrington 3d. That he is not guilty of the

had addressed to him the above crime exhibited against him in the

expressions. third charge; and he is hereby ac

3d . - For having, on the evening quitted of the same accordingly.

of the 23d of April , 1802 , pre ( Signed) CHAS. BAILLIE,

sumed to challenge captain Car Col, and Presid .

rington to fight a duel .
(Signed ) T, W. KERR,

By order of judge Adv. on Ceylon.

Major-gen . MACDOWALL.
1 approve.

( Signed) D. ROBERTSON , ( Signed) H. MACDOWALL.

Dep. Adj. Gen. to the Forces In confirming the sentence of the

on Ceylon. general court martial , which has

SENTENCE. very properly adjudged a repri

The court having duly consi- mand to ensign John Grant, fornot:

dered the evidence for and against having immediately taken measures

the prisoner, ensign John Grant, which would have ensured him a

together with what he has alleged certain and speedy redress, and

in his defence, is of opinion as fol- which the articles of war so clearly

lows : and explicitly define, major-gene

Ist . That he is guilty of having ral Macdowall takes this opportu

as in the first charge exhibited nity of expressing his sentiments

against him, submitted to be ad- on a subject which does not ap

dressed by captain Carrington in pear to be sufficiently understood

the terms specified in the said by the officers of the Malay regi

charge, from the 15th to the 23d ment, who originally preferred

of April, 1802 , without making an charges against ensign Grant, and

appeal to proper authority, with a whose conduct has been marked by

view to clear his character. But an illaudable degree of false pride

the court is of opinion that al- and mistaken honour, which has

though cnsign Grant did submit as inclined them to imagine, in defi.

above, during the period stated in ance of the duty they owe to their

the first charge , he had only de- Godand their king, that a personal

ferred , and not given up the inten- conflict is the only mode of south

tion of clearing his character, asing the stings of wounded sensibi

appears by his (the prisoner's) pub- lity , when a moment's cool reflec .

lic letters, produced in evidence, tion ought to point out to them the

dated the 28th April , 1802 , and enormity and criminality of such

addressed to major Adain Davie , a reference.

his commanding officer ; and , in Under these impressions , the

consideration of this , the court major-general demands the atten

doth only adjudge that he (ensign tion of the army on Ceylon, which

Grant) shall be publicly repri. he las commanded for three years,
without
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without having had occasion to as- brought to light, are effaced from

semble a general court martial, his mind.

and whose regularity and correct- He trusts that these remarks,

ness has given him the most sin- which he is reluctantly compelled

cere pleasure ; while he avows his to publish, will entirely remove all

detestation and abhorrence at what animosity and discord , so disrepu .

ever may tend to promote that bar . table to the parties concerned .

barous, unmilitary, and immoral Major Davie is requested to as .

offence of duelling: and he pledges semble the officers of the Malay

himself most solemnly to bring to regiment, and read to them these

instant trial any officer who may orders: he will particularly ad

be led away by passion to commit dress ensign Grant, in conveying to

so atrocious an act. hin the reprimand so deservedly

He is at all times determined to awarded , and admonish him in

support the laws and regulations such salutary terms as may induce

which have been framed for the him to avoid , in future, all cause

honour and advantage of the army, for blame or censure.

*by the wisdom and experience of Ensign Grant is released from

our most gracious sovereign; whose arrest.-The general court martial,
decrees it is the duty of every per of which colonel Baillie is presi

son who belongs to his service to dent, is dissolved .

revere . ( Signed ) D, ROBERTSON ,

He desires that it may be forci Dep. Adj. Gen. to the Forces

bly imprinted in every officer's
on Ceylon.

breast that there is no shame or

disgrace inviting reconciliation by Head Quarters at Columbo, 222

an apology, or in demanding, May, 1802 .

through the proper channel, a re- G. 0. hy Major-Gen . Macdowall.

medy for an injury sustained : June 5th . In future, when any

such behaviour will ever merit the corps or detachments, commanded

warmest approbation . by European officers, are ordered

Ensign Robert Barry, as thethe to march from any station on the

leader of a faction among the of- island to another, the officer com

ficers of the Malay corps, is con- manding the corps or detachment

sidered to deserve particular repre- will , at the conclusion of the

hension, such conduct being ex- march , transmit such remarks as

tremely unbecoming his rank and he may have made during it , to the

years ; and it is not without regret deputy adjutant general of the

tsat major-general Macdowall ob- forces, for major general Mac

serves, from the proceedings of the dowall's information .

court martial, that officers of Under the head of general re

more mature age and seniority in marks, the major-general directs

the regiment had been incited to that officers will state, as accu

adopt his erroneous judgment. A rately as circumstances will admit,

considerable time must elapse, ac- the nature and distance of the

companied by a decided change of roads from one station to another;

manners, before the symptoms of whether good or bad , gravelly,

insubordination and want of disci- stoney, or clayey ; their general

plive, which the present trial has breadth , what considerable waters

they
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they cross, whether by good bridges, will prove to your excellency that

fords, or ferries ; whether such wa- you live in their hearts , and that

ters are deemed passable at all sea- ihey will long preserve a grateful

sons ; if not, by what circuitous remembrance of the many real be

Toute, or routes , such difficulty is nefits conferred on them since the

to be avoided ; whether the coun- commencement of your excellency's

try through which they pass is in administration . That they may

general cultivated, or waste, open, long continue to have the advan

or enclosed , level , or hilly ; the tages arising from its wisdom , is

time they take in performing the the wish ot,” &c . & c.

march , and the computed distance Signed by all the European of

of each day's march. ficers and inhabitants of the dis

The commanding officers of corps trict of Batticaloa .

and detachments will also state

any further circumstances of in- To his Ercellency the Honourable

formation that they may deem ne Frederic North, Governor, Cap

cessary to submit to major -general tuin -General, and Commander in

Macdowall's observation . Chief of the British Possessions

on Ceylon .

Address of the Inhabitants to his We, the vidaans, vanien , po

Excellency the Honourable Fre- dies in charge of provinces, podies

deric North, Governor, Captain- of extensive landed property , and

General, and Commander in Chief native inhabitants in general of the
on Ceylon . ten provinces that compose the dis

“ We, the magistrate, together trict of Batticaloa, having beard

with the European and other inba . that the glorious peace so lately

bitants of Batticaloa, beg leave to inade in Europe bas placed us un

offer to your excellency our warm der the dominion of a sovereign

est congratulations on the late glo- whose many and great virtues have

been long known , and finding our

“ An event that has secured to selves protected by a constitution

the united kingdom of Great Bri- that places persons and property

tain and Ireland so fair and valu- under the guardianship of laws,

able a possession as that entrusted mild in themselves, and, as we

by our great and good sovereign have found them , admirably calcu

the king to your excellency's care . lated to answer such ends; there .

We contemplate, with infinite fore beg leave to assure your excel

satisfaction, the many blessings that lency that we feel happy at being

have already been experienced by placed on the respectable footing ,

ibe natives and inhabitants in gene- and in the enviable situation of

ral , in the choice his majesty has English subjects.

been graciously pleased to make of “ We are the more impressed by

your excellency as their governor. a strong sense of our happiness, as

“ An indetatigable and animated Providence has been pleased to

zeal has led your excellency to de- place us within the intluence of

vote the greatest part of your time such laws , and knowing them to be

and talents to the establishinent of administered by your excellency

their interests permanent according to their true spirit.

grounds . They are not insensible “ We are fully sensible that all

to youc exertions; and experience your labours have been directed to

the

rious peace .

66

on
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the advancement of our happiness; To the Land Vidaans, Vanien, Po .

we will carefully instruct our chil- dies, and Native Headmen of the

aren to set a just value on your hu. Districts of Batticaloa .

mane exertions; we will offer up “ It is with the greatest pleasure

our prayers for the preservation of that I receive the assurances of your

our gracious lord and sovereign satisfaction at the fortunate event

the King, who has been pleased to which has fixed you and your coun

place you over us as our governor; trymen in the happy situation of

that your Excellency may longcon- subjects to the best of Kings.
tinue so is the first desire of our " I feel themostsincere happiness

hearts, and that desire is strength- in hearing that you and the people

ened by our knowledge of the good under you are satisfied with my

qualities of your heart, and the ho government, and in which I am

nourable motives by which you are confident I shall meet, as I have

actuated . Our prayers shall daily done, with the most zealous and
be offered up to the throne of mer . able assistance from you."

ey for your Excellency's welfare

and happiness." June 11th. On Sunday the 8th

Signed by all the native officers instant , his Excellency the gover

and inhabitants in the district of nor returned to Hulsdorp from

Batticaloa. Dombadenia , and on Monday, he

came into the fort under a salute

of nineteen guns, tbe streets through

Ilis Excellency's Answer to the Ad- which he passed being lined with

dress oftheMagistrates and other the Columbo militia, with the good

European Gentlemen, Inhabitants appearance of which his Excellency

of Batticaloa. was pleased to express his satisfac

“ I received with the greatest satis- tion , he then held a levee at the

faction your congratulations on the government house, which was nu.

fortunate event which has placed merously attended .

these settlements under the domi- His Excellency arrived at Dom

nion of our most gracious Sove- badenia, the principal place of the

reign , and am highly flattered with newly- conquered provinces of the

the very honourable testimony Seven Corles on the 1st instant,

which you give me of your appro- where spacious and commodious

bation of the measures of my go- bungaloes had been prepared for

vernment. his Excellency and his suite, and

“ Let me assure you, gentlemen, barracks for the soldierswho form

that no endeavours on my parted his escort. The same day he

shall be wanting to preserve your was waited upon by the principal

good opinion by a steady attention headmen of the neighbourhood,

to the happiness of the country who declared their satisfaction with

corpınitted to my charge, in which the change of government which

I am confident that I shall be ably had taken place, and promised obe

and zealously supported, to the ex- dience and fidelity to our most

tent of their respective powers, by gracious Sovereign.

all the Europeans who hold em . Upon the 3d instant Pellime Ta

ployments under me, or reside with lavove, first adigar of Kandi, taking

in the limits of my government.” advantage of the truce subsisting

5 betweea

1
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between the two countries, came to past seven o'clock, a tremendous

pay his respects to his Excellency, whirlwind arose in the south west

and held a long conference with quarter, which, sweeping the Slave

him.
Island , where the Malay battalion

The adiga's visit was returned is quartered, tore up several large

next day by the chief secretary to trees by the roots, and demolished

government, Mr. Arbuthnot, who the barracks, where fortunately but

remained upwards of two hours few of the men remained, it being

with him .
the commencement of the Mahom .

It is hoped that the establish- medan festivals, to attend the cele

ment of peace may be the result ofbration of which a great num

those conferences . ber had obtained leave of ab

Upon the 5th, the headmen of sence. Two men and three chil.

the Dolos Patoo, the northern di- dren were unhappily killed, and

vision of the province, waited upon many maimed and bruised. This

his Excellency with expressions of toofaun proceeded towards thenorth

fidelity to the crown of Great Bri- east, carrying the tiles off all the

tain, and of attachment to his per- houses in its direction, tearing up the

son and government, which cere- planks from the garret stories, and

mony had already been performed occasioning great apprehension and

on the 4th by the headmen of the alarm . The wind immediately

Palepatous, or southern division. changed to the north east, from

The following day his Excellency which quarter it blew hard for

set out on his return to Columbo, some time, and (with a short inter.

much pleased with the populous val of a calm for a few minutes)

and cultivated appearance of that continued in that direction several

fine district.
hours. It is stated to have shown

It appears that the fever with itself in the form of a small black

wþich the troops who have been cloud, leaving in its track a thick
employed in the interior of the mist, which evaporated soon after

Kandian territory have been so ge- its passage into the sea between the

nerally affected , has been equally Flag staff bastion and Blackenberg's

prevalent among the native inbabi. battery. Luckily its duration did

tants. The first and second adigar, not exceed three minutes, or its

the dessaves of the Four Corles and effects must have been fatal.

of Oova, had all felt its effects, and We learnt from the interior that

some of them were so dangerously great devastation has been commit

ill that their lives were despaired of. ted in the cocoa -nut groves. The

On Sunday morning, the 11th of roads, in many places, are entirely

June, his Majesty's ship Victorious, bruke up , and the country is com
bearing the flag of his Excellency pletely inundated for many miles

vice admiral Rainier, sailed from the round the capital.

roads forTrincomalie. The weather

appeared very unsettled all day, and

increased to a galeof windnextmurn. Thefollowing is a correct List of
ing, which continued that day and Vessels lost in the Red Sca, dura

the following. On the morning of ing the last eighteen months.

the 14th it blew a storm from the Ship Gabriel, Turnbull, Straits of Jubal.

south west, with much rain , thun Lady Clive, Ramsay, ditto, ( Jedde.

Eliza, Gibson, to the northward of
der, and lightning, and about half

Ship
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Ship Susannah, Drysdale, soon as a vessel casts anchor in
Fazyallum , Baird, near C. Orfiu , on

the A. Coast,
the bay, she salutes the fort with

Federalissimo, Lippiat , between Mete nine guns, which is immediately.

and Burnt Island . returned ; but if one of his Ma

Maria Louiza, burnt in Aden jesty's ships casts anchor, the fort
Roads .

Ketch Fortune,Jolliffe,nearMountAgerib .
salutes first, which is an invariable

Julia , no account of the crew. etiquette in the service . A battery

Brig Dundus, Newbiggin , Foul Bay, Lat. is erected on purpose for salutes ,
23, 20. N. on a platform before the front of

II . C. Schooner Sophia, Licut. Clark, the governor's castle, called the
near Yanıbo .

Ship Rockingham ,Tazbuz,obliged to leave
Mount, facing the main line, which

the Red Sea, having struck on shoals. consists of21 nine or twelve pound

ers. The guns on the line are

never discharged but on the days
St. IIELENA

of exercise. This excellent fortif

Occurrences for June. cation contains very heavy pieces

of ordnance, being 32 pounders,

The government of the island of in the face of the bay.

St. Helena have established a sig.

nal post of much importance, on ARABIAN NEIS.

the suunnit of Ladder Hill, for the

purpose of aflording intelligence. Mocha.

When an aların is made of a fleet June 15th . About 17 ships

of ships being in sight, this station have been totally lost, and I dread

becomes of consequence from the the fate of many others coming

conveniency of the situation where- down from Judda . The other day,

on the post is erected, and the the Neptune, captain Stevenson ,

command it possesses of the wind- drove so far into shoal water as to

ward side of the island, the people strike very hard, knock off her

residing in the valley and other rudder and carried away some of

parts of the settlement are inform- her pintles and gudgeons, and

ed of the exact number of ships, broke in most of her transoms,which

as they appear in sight from the obliged them to heave her guns and

extremity of the horizon . For a considerable part of the Compa

this purpose the post is erected in ny's cargo overboard ; after parting

the form of a cross, from the arms from three anchors ahead , and by

of which the persons appointed to the assistance that has since been

look out suspend large balls of the afforded her, I believe she is now

size of a bomb shell ; for instance, pretty safe. At the same time a

a single ship is described by a sin- large Moorman's ship foundered at

gle -ball, and so on for as many her anchor's almost along side of

more as may be seen to approach The Spitfire , captain Clark,

the island . In former times, when is lost at Judda .

governor Skottowe resided at St.

Helena, a flag used to be hoisted Moluccas.

about half way the rock called by Advices from Amboyna mention

the natives the “ Half-way Ilouse ," that gallant officer captain Hayes

which merely denoted a ship or in the Honourable Company's

fiect steering for the island , with . cruizer Swift, having on the 1st of

,out expressing the number, As August last, after three days close

pursuit

me .
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was

lee's son .

pursuit brought to action in sight Buhadoor to procure a quantity of

of Manado, 33 large Magindanao fruit from Lucknow to send to

pirate proas, and aíter a coniest Sreemunt Buhadoor according to

of four hours, sunk two, run one his desire .

down, and drove fourteen on shore, Purtab Scindeah, hearing of

where they were abandoned by the the cruelties committed by the son

crews, and the vessels destroyed. of the Rajal of Kurolee, said

During this gallant action captain “ I have wished long to fight with

Hayes had no fewer than 60 of his him , but the English are the splen

crew sick , and incapable of ren- dour of all lindostan, and Dow

dering their assistance lut Rao Scindeah is the owner of

The above fornied part of a the country ; I will now however

fleet of 40 proas, which had landed punish him as he deserves.”

1200 men , and several pieces of June 8th . News arrived that

brass ordnance at Amoorrang , and peace concluded between

proceeding in their hostile views, Amoolikpal and the Rajal of Kuro
threatened total destruction to all

the Honourable Company's settle- June 12th. The Rajah said , “ If

ments on the Celebes, which were Dowlut Rao Scindcah and Kashee

saved by the above action .
R10 Holkar join each other they

will not permit Juswunt Rao Hol
COUNTRY NEITS. kar to stay in this country. ”

Nuwal Scindeah Ulee Khan, paid

Delhi - Jynugur. a visit to Ushruf Ulee Khan on his

June 1st. Purtal Scindeah order taking possession of his new house,

ed that tifteen men on camels be when Ushruf presented him with

placed at stations of equal distance 1000 rupees, 20 suits of apparel

from.Jynugur to Shumboo Scindeal's on trays, and jewels in cups.

camp, that he may learn the news June 15th . General Perron is

as quickly as possible.
encamped, by the advice of Sahib

Deenaram Bohra had entered Scindeah, on the Sutluj.

the camp of colonel Collins. Colo- It was related that Rajah Ma.

nel Collins has left Khooshhal nikpal had entered the fort of

Gurh and arrived at Hindol. Kurolee.

June 3d . Rajah Runjeet Scindeah June 17th . Muhmood Shah has

is preparing a feast in Bhurutpoor sent a regiment to the assistance of

for general Perron . It is said , the Sieks, which is now on the

that after the general has had a banks of the Utuk .

Inecting with Umbajee Scindeah in June 19th. Colonel Lewis is

Bhurutpoor, he will go to Oujein waiting in expectation of the arrival

or Agra.
of the regiment which general Per

June 5th . Gopal Rao Baho ron dispatched to him , on the river

Apajee and Syna Muhajec entered Sorajee.

the fort of Ajincer. Muhmood Shah has sent Zuman

There is now a friendship sub- Shah's son to be contined in the

sisting between Dowlut Rao Scin- fort of Sooltanabad .

deah and Imrut Rao .
June 23d . Mr. Drudgeon receive

June 6tb . The Nuwab Ulee ed accounts of the arrival of gene

Buhadour had fixed his residence ral Perron at Lee or Idilpoor.

at Kalinjur. He ordered Himmut

VOL . 5 .
June+ B
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June 24th . It was told the Rajah, It was reported that Holkar had

that Dowlut Rao Scindeah was a gone towards Khandees.

little indisposed. June 12th . The Nuwab wrote to

Ragojee Ghossa, to deliver up the

Ulee Buhadoor. forts of the Muba Rajah Peshwajee

June 6th . The Nuwab was Buhadoor he had seized 'upon,

great deal better to-day . Himmut otherwise he should soon be com

Buhadoor observed that Dowlut pelled to do it .

Rao Scindeah , said " fighting with June 18th . Rajah Himmut Bu

the Holkars was to no purpose , as hadoor observed to the Nuwab that

the scarcity of money and provi- Justunt Rao Holkar since the de

sions must consume their army.” parture of Kishee Rao Holkar had

June 10th. News arrived that gone towards Chumbur Gurh .

the cavalry of Kalinjur and those June 19th . It was to -day report

of Nujmood Deen had a skirmish . ed that Muhmood Shah had taken

The Nuwab remarked with dis- possession of the throne of Isfahan .
pleasure, since Rajah Hiinmut Bu- June 24th. To-day the Nuwab

hadoor and Ghunee Buhadoor stay was very ill , when he ordered alıns
at home enjoying themselves, it is to be given to the poor, and espè

impossible the affairs of the state cially to the distressed Bruhmuns.

can prosper.

BENGAL Occurrences for JULY, 1802.

Murder and Piracy. murderer was secured , and , no

July 6. Weare much concern- doubt, will meet with the punish
ed to state, that accounts were re- ment due to his crime.

ceived in town last week , of captain

Young, late in the command of a
yessel called the Onroost, having Extract of a Letter from Penang ,

dated June 7 .
been murdered by a Seacunnie on

the passage from Malacca to Ma- “ There are dreadful accounts of

dras, whither she was bound. It the gales in the bay : the Pelican,

appears, that the vessel, having a for Madras, put back, having da

considerable quantity of treasure maged almost her whole cargo ;

on board , induced the perpetration the Charlotte, Hamburgh ship , for

of this atrocious act , the Seacunnie Manilla, has likewise been obliged

hoping to possess himself of it, and to land her cargo, having damaged

carry the vessel to Pegue, where he a great part.

expected to escape with impunity. " The honourable company's

Dubious, however, of being able to ships Swift and Eliza , after being as

conduct her thither, the life of the far as the Andamans, meeting with

ufficer was spared, that he might heavy gales, was obliged to put

navigate her to the desired port, back, the ships having strained

which, under pretence of doing , he much, and proving leaky; the Eliza

directed her course to the Coro- will be obliged to land her cargo.

mandel coast, and fortunately “ The Don, captain Stewart,hav

reached Vizagapatam , where the ing got near Ceylon, also met with

heavy
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heavy gales, and proving leaky, fourth stroke unshipped her rude

was obliged to put back here. der ; on her first striking there ape

“ The Harriot, captain Camp- peared no breakers, but when the

bell, from Rangoon , brings ac- rudder was unshipped, and the ves

counts of the following ships being sel broached to, a tremendous surf

dismasted and lost at Pegue : beat on her beam ends, when I die

“ The Eliza, captain Brown, lost rected the masts to be cut away,

near the Elephant, on the 16th of which eased her a little. At this

April . time there were only three feet wa

“ An Arab grab lost near Bas- ter to leeward of her. Day-light

seen , about the 20th of April . approaching, we perceived a low

“ Mahomed Ibrahim’s new ship , sand key, with a prodigious number

lost her masts and bowsprit, and of birds on it , about two miles to

was riding at anchor on the 16th the S. W.of us , and it appeared as

of April .' if we could walk to it, which was

attempted and accomplished ; we

Further particulars of the loss of conceived it to be nearly low water ;

his Majesty's ship Spitfire. about six or seven o'clock the boats

" Agreeablyto my orders from were got out , but could not be of

sir Home Popham, the Spitfire was use at low water, and on the flow

repaired at Bombay, and having re- ing tide could not be brought along,

ceived the governor in council's , sido ; a raft was constructed , and

orders, and the public and private by the people's carriage, and the

dispatches for the Red Sca, i sailed help of the raft, every exertion was

from thence on the 12th of July. made to save what we could from

“ After experiencing much bad the wreck ; finding there was no

weather, I drew near the Mahè water on the island, we endeavour

islands, on the 20th of August ; I ed to save all we had of that pre

intended , being short of water, to cious liquid , but before the next

look into the anchorage in the Grand ebb, most of the water casks were

Mahè, and if nothing alarming pre- stove in the hold. The weather

sented, to water there. Drawing being favourable, I conceived it

near the banks of those islands, by necessary to remain a few days on

reckoning of several good lunars, the island to make some observa

sounded repeatedly, but found no tions to determine its situation , as

ground at sixty fathoms. At four well as to afford time to prepare

A. M. on the 21st , brought up the the boat to go to the Seychelles.

reckoning to latitude 4 ', 38' , S. After having by repeated corres

longitude 550® , 37 ' , E. and sounded , pouding observations, made its la

but no bottom at sixty fathoms, titude 4º, 55' , S. longitude, 95°, 9',

then steering W. N. W. I altered 28 " , E. variation 7°, 45', W. bigh

the course to W. by N. under jib water full and change at 9 hours

and fore-top sail , the weather very 38 minutes, rise of the tide eight or

clear. At ten minutes past five the nine feet.

look-out saw something like broken « The boat being prepared, I

water ; on my being acquainted sailed for the Seychelles on the27th

with it , which was in a few seconds, at ten A. M. and after encounter

I ordered the helm down, but pain- ing much difficulty , arrived at the

ful to relate , she instantly struck Grand Mahe on the 3d of Septem
on an unexplored reef, and the ber, at eleven A. M. found at an

+ B 2
chor
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chor there his Majesty's ship La ceived necessary was to ascertain

Sybille, and the French national whether they had left the village or

frigate La Chiffonne, of forty guns , not, for which purpose I armed both

and the Sophia French schooner, boats, and sent them on shore with dia

prize to his Majesty's ship. rections not to attempt to land if they

“ On my acquainting captain perceived any person on shore ; but

Adams with the unfortunate acci- they did not unul on the beach ,

dent of the Spitfire's loss , he fur- when they rushed into the water ,

nished me immediately with the upset the large boat , and attacked

Sophia to go to the relief of the the pariy , killed lieutenant Gordon

people, and forward the dispatches, of the ariny, a serieant of a Ger

taking a receipt for the vessel and man regiment, who had been in the

her furniture. Fazy Allum , and five of the Sophia's

“ I left the Seychelles on the 4th crew , wounding Mr. Savage , who

at half past six A. M. and arrived escaped with four men in the small

at the keys on the 5th at three P. boat. I afterwards weighed and

M. where I remained until the sailed on the 23d at eight A. M.

10th, saving from the wreck every and arrived at Mocha on the 3d

thing we could, I left these keys instant, where I delivered the dis

on the 10th at six A. M. and made patches."
Guardasoy on the 18th at four P.

M. steering to the westward with New Launch .

light airs , and anchoring occasion July 15 . Yesterday at one

ally in calms. I gained about six o'clock was launched from the yard

or seven leagues to the westward of of Mr. Stephen Teague, a very
mount Felix , and at cight A. M , beautiful and well-built merchant

on the 21st a boat came alongside man, of about 460 tons measure

with one of the crew of the Facy ment. This ship is constructed on

Allum that had been wrecked on the same plan as the two former

the coast of Adel , and by whom I ships, built by that ingenious artist,

was intormed that forty -eight ofher and which have been so much ap

crew were in the vicini y of that proved of for their good qualities

place in great distress, I immediate . as prime sailors, and at the same

ly anchored, and sent the boats for time very burihensome vessels.

them , but many were up the coun

try so far as not to be able to be
COMPANY'S PAPER .

down before day-light.

“ At day-lighi received on board
July 17 , 1802 .

the remainder of the crew of forty- Six per cent.

Buying. Selling,

8 11 Odis.

six Lascars and two Europeans; be- Old 8 per cent .
3 4 do.

ing short of water, endeavoured by New 8 percent.interest 2 8 do .

presents , & c. to the natives to pro- Do.1stSept. 1801
payable hali yearly

1 ( do .

cure some, but found them very Ten per cent.

deccitiul, towed near the shore to Twelve per cent. 1 o do .

protect the boats in case of acci

dent, when we conceived the natives July 29th . As a lady and gen

had abandoned the place, and that tleman were taking the air a few

we might procure some water by a evenings since on the road leading

party armed to protect the water- to the great tree at Midnapore,

ing party. The first object I con- two tygers crossed the road within

-
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3- 0

2

1 12

8

1

6 pm

fifty
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)

fifty paces before them . It is nite and circumscribed than in war;

supposed the noise of an elephant but from the great extension of

on which the lady was riding, dis- trade, which may be expecteil on

turbed the tygers. The gentleman the re -establishment of peace, re

was on foot at the time. quirir.g further accommodation in

respect to insurance, than this pre

On the 30th of July there was a sidency now affords.

most tremendonis storin of thunder The 23d article of the co-parto

and lightning at Chunar, which did nership is published, in order to

considerable damage to the Euro- shew to the public the foundation

pean hospital. We are concerned on which the Equitable Insurance

to add , that serjeant John Sullivan Company is established.

was hillerl , and several natives se . “ Arucle 23 : 1 . That it will be

Verely hurt. the first objret of this new establish

ed company to avoid litigation as

We have very great pleasure in far as may be practicable, the con

contradicting the report of the duct of the office will be regulated

death of captain J. llorsely Hlut- upon the principle of the most li

chinson, of the 6th regiment of na- beral policy, and if the same dispo

tive infantry, who in the papers
of sition is evinced on the part of the

last October was reported to have assured , few causes of difference

died of the wounds he received in an are likely to occur, and those inay

engagement between the American at any time be reierred to prompt

ship Castor and Pollux, and it Spa- and amicable adjustment, and at

nish inan of war . all events, should the law be re

svrted to in any case , the society

The Army. will readily buud itself with the

The second lieutenant - colonels assured, to abide by the decision in

and majors, who did not receive rank this country ; that is , 101 19 appeal

in consequence of having raised men froin such decision to the king in

in 1795 , it is said , are to be reluced , council, but consider it conclusive,

with the exception of those serving and to be carried into immediate

in the East Indies, as having a effect."

larger complement of men , or who The following are the members

have major -generals for their first composing the Equitable Insurance

licutenant-colonels. Company .

B. CICIRANE , G. G. RorianDSOY,

W.HARINGTX, Johvlluxit,

MADRAS II . BRNABY, (1.HY,

Occurrences for July,
A. C ... KBORN , R.DNISOV,

JUHN TULLO , Join BNNY,

JACINNEI, J. KING LANE ,

W. D. BRODIE, R. A MAITLAND,

Equitable Insurance Company .
J. Bax , IV . ABBOTT.

July 1st . The conclusion of the

definitive treaty has pointed out

the present as the most desirable
Extracts from the Log-book of the

period for the institution of this Ship Shrewsbury.

company, ( upon the principlesof “ On the 30th of August, the

the Asiatic Insurance Compiny, Shrewsbury took herdeparture from

Calcutta) not only from the risk the land nine miles to the S. and E.

being, in consequence, more defi- of Anjengo, steered S. by E. 64

+ B 3 miles,
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miles, and E. S. E. 29 miles ; a quar- “ I am of opinion that the above

ter before noon discovered a shoal mentioned reef, extends three of

from the deck bearing N. E. by E. four miles to the N. W. of where

about l{ or 2 miles. At noon , it the Shrewsbury struck . By the in

böre N. E. distance four or five formation I got from the Arab pilot,

miles, latitude observed by sextant who was on board the Shrewsbury

6 °, 41 ', and by two quadrants 6°, when she struck , and who told me

38', N. and longitude by observa- that he had been on it once before,

tion , the mean of nine sights, the and that there were shoaler parts ,

day before , 789, S , E. of Green- . “ for, ” said he, “ the people got

wich. August 31 , steered E. S. E. out of the dow on the rocks, and

161 miles, and at noon observed in launched her off.”

the latitude 5º, 35 ', N. hauled up

E. N. E. with a view of making

Ceylon, run 12 miles on the E. N.
July 10th . The right honour,

able the Governor in council has

E. course, and saw the Hay Cock

about Pointde Galle , bearing N. } James Taylor,George Travers, andbeen pleased to appoint Niessrs.

E. distance six or seven leagues,

consequently judge the reef to be captain Patrick Bruce , to be a

situated as above described .
committee to examine all the claims

“ On the 15th of May, at two on the late rajah of Tanjore, which

A. M. sounded in 15 fathoms, fine have not hitherto been acknow .

sand ; about five minutes after,the ledged by the honourable the court

ship struck slightly on a reef of
of directors.

sunken rocks, with 11 feet of water,
All persons therefore whom it

tacked immediately ; the ship an
may concern, are hereby invited to

swering her helm , endeavoured to
submit their claims without delay to

bear away tv E. S. E. sounded, the investigation of the said com

and found 11 feet of water all
mittee .

round the ship ; about ten minutes

after the ship first struck , deepened

to seven fathoms water, and then to
Tanjore Debt.

20, steered from the rocks S. by E. The committee appointed by go.

to S. W. ' At noon, observed in the vernment to investigate and report

latitude 27 °, 16' , cape Birdeston upon the unadjusted claims prefer.
bearing N. E. by account 19 leagues . red by the creditors ofAmeer Sing,

The ship run from the time she got late rajah of Tanjore, will meet for

clear until noon, was E. N. E. 29 that purpose every Monday, Wed

miles, supposed the reef to lay in nesday, and Friday, and two o'clock

the latitude 27 °, 7 ' or 8 ' , N. I in the afternoon , at the export

have every reason to think we warehouse until further notice,

were on the S. E. end. when all persons holding bonds, or

“ May the 16th , at 5 P. M. other securities, granted by tie
the land about capeBirdeston, from said Ameer Sing, or any other

per

the deck , bearing N. E. by E. dis- son duly authorised by him , are

tance seven or eight leagues. Our requested to attend in order to sub

course and distance from noon of stantiate their claims.

the 16th until we made the land , Fort St. George, 9th July, 1802.

was N. E, distance thirty miles.

BOMBAY

Saw
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вомВА Х

Occurrences for July.

CEYLON

Occurrences for July.

rupees 200

rupees 100

rupees 100

.

Mr. Pitt's Statue. Trincoomallee, July 13 .

July 1st. A subscription for Proclamation by the Governor, at

erecting a statue of the right ho- a Council held at Columbo.

nourable Williard Pitt, late first Whereas we have received au

lord of the treasury, and chancellor thentic information that the plague

of the exchequer, for the distin- has broke out in different parts of

guished and valuable services he Egypt; and whereas there is rea•
has rendered to his country during son to expect that some part ofthe

the course of his able and upright army of India , returning from that
administration .

country, may touch at this island :

we, taking into our most serious
Jonathan Duncan

J. H. Cherry,
consideration the fatal consequences

Thomas Lechmere, that might ensue from the disease

J. A. Grant, rupees 50 being introduced into these settle

R. Anderson , rupees 50
ments, have resolved to guard

L. Philips, rupees 15

R Cowart,
against that danger by every means

rupees 15

G. Corsellis , rupees 15 in our power,

Rob. Kitson , rupees 50 1st . When it shall be known that

Alex . Adamson ,

P. Hadow ,

rupees 100 any ship , doney, or other vessel
30

James Law ,
has arrived in any port of these

R. Henshaw , rupees 50 settlements, or on the coast there .

S. Rolleston, rupees 50 of, no boat shall, on any account,
F. Warden ,

put off from the shore to such ship or
H. Scott, 50

George Keir, 21.sterling, or rupees 16 vessel, excepting the boat of the

John Williams, 21. sterling, or rupees 16 master attendant ( if there be one

G. Osborne, 21. rupees 16 at the place ) , or a boat sent by
John Law,

21. rupees 16 the commandant or other chief

W. Broughton , rupees 30

P. P. Travers,
magistrate of the place, whom we

Phinehas Hall , will cause to be furnished with
rupees 50

W. Sandwith , rupees 30 special instructions for his or their

W. Kennedy, rupees 50 guidance.
H, Shank, rupees

30

Edward Popham ,
2dly. No boat shall be permit

rupees
SO

J. Cumberlege, fire guineas, rupees 45 ted to come on shore from any

J. H. Oliphant, rupees 30 ship, doney, or other vessel , arriv .

Fred. Reeves, rupees 50 ing at any port of this island, or on
Pestjonjee Bomanjee, rupees 50 the coast thereof; nor any person
Ard aseer Dady Sett, rupees 50

Nasservanjee Monackjee,
whatever from on board any such

rupees 50

Surabjee Muncherjee, · rupees 50 ship, doney, or other vessel, shall

+ B 4 land,

rupees 30

rupees 30

rupees 30
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land, under any pretence whatso- lately arrived at Peshawur, from

ever, until they shall have ob- Kabůl , but has already given place

tained permission to that effect. to the more powerful Shoojaaool

3dly. Any person offending Mülk .

against these regulations, and go- Mr. Drudgeon stated , that Rajah

ing alongside or on board any ship, Scindeah Buladoor had derived

doney, or other vessel , arriving at much satisfaction from some late

any port in this island, or on the letters he had received from Am

coast thereof, shall incur the pe- rut Rao, containing very
fair

pro

nalty of forfeiture of the boat in posals of accommodation.

which such person may approach Holkar's army is said to have

and go alongside of any such ship . parted from Sudasco Rao and Go

doney, or other vessel, besides pal Rao Baho, passed the Nur
such farther penalty by fine, impri- budda , and continued its march, as

sonment, or corporeal punishment, , it is supposed , by the direction of

as the nature and circumstances of Rajah Streemuni ( the Peshwa).

the case may require. Had they not thus suddenly altered

And whereas, we have deemed it their route, an engagement would

expedient to establish temporary certainly have taken place.

lazarettos at Columbo, Trincoo- Scindeahis, beyond a doubt , con

mallee , and Galle , for the recep- centrating his forces from various

tion of persons who may arrive quarters : he has already dispatch

from any port in the Red Sea , or ed his baggage, and meditates an

coast of Arabia, and for the re- attack in person on Kashee Roa

ception of any goods, wares, or and the other Holkars.

merchandise, brought by any ship ,

doney, or other vessel, from any

port or ports as aforesaid, there to Letters, dated Camp, Cambaye,

remain during the performance of May 10th, mention that the dis

their quarantine. We do strictly turbances in that country had sub

forbid and prohibit all persons sided , though it was feared they

whatsoever from enfering these were not entirely subdued . The

lazarettos, except by permission of fort of Khurry, belonging to the

the medical superintendants under Mahratta chief, Mulla Rao, had

whom we bave placed the care of surrendered , and the Mahratta re

the abovesaid lazarettos. mained a prisoner.

To his majesty's 75th and 48th

COUNTRY NEIS. regiments much praise is due :

they took the fort, and have seen

Delhi. much hard and fatiguing service .

July. Mirza Kamran Sha had

BENGAL
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BENGAL Occurrences for AUGUST, 1802.

Royal Military College.

FIRST PUBLIC EXAMINATION OF 1802 .

Persian Language.

FIRST CLASS.

1 W. B. Bayley 4 E. Wood , Mad .

2 R. Jenkins, Bom . 5 T. Hamilton, Mad .

3 J. Wauchope

SECOND CLASS.

1 H , Dumbleton 4 W. Oliver, Mad . :

2 W.Chaplin ,Mad. 5 H. G. Keene ,Mad .

3 R. T. Goodwin , 6 J. Ewer

Bombay 7 T. Perry

J. Ewer and D. Morrison , attached

to the senior class, absent from indispo

sition .

INTERMEDIATE CLASS.

1 J. T. Shakespear 6 J. T. Watson

2 H. Spottiswoode, 7 T. Liell
Madras 8 J. B. Elliott

ST. C. Plowden 9 C. Russell

4 W. Sanders, Mad . 10 R. Peter, Ma

5 H. Agar, Bonub .
dras

JUNIOR CI ASS .

5 D. Scott

THIRD CLASS.

1 R. Maconochie , 6 T.Newham ,Mad.

Madras 7 C. Lushington,

2 S.Bourchier,Bom . Madras

3 J. J. Sparrow, 8 R. C. Ross, Mad.

Bombay O J. Romer, Boib .

4 P. W. Pechell 10 II . Puller

5 A. B. Tod

1 E. Impey

2 J. Sprott 6 E.C. Lawrence

3 J. Hayes 7 J. R. Barwell

4 J.J.Sparrow ,Bom 8 A. G. J. Tod

C. Higginson, Madras, attached to

the junior class, absent from indisposi

tion.

NOT CLASSLD.

FOURTH CLASS .

1 W. Morton 7 C. Gowan

2 W. Paton 8 J. Morison , Bom .

3 J. Long, Madras 9 T. C. Plowden

4 W. Money 10 W. Steadman ,

5 H. Agar, Bomb. Bombay

6 J. Craigie, Bomb.

FIFTI CLASS .

1 G. Curtis 4 W. Gorton

2 W.M.Flening 5 T. Liell

3 J. Digby

H. Batson W. O. Shakespear,

W. Fraser Madras

C. Maidwan, Mad H. Shaw , Madras

T. Mainwaring

Oledals of merit awarded to

Messrs. A. H. Cole, J. B. Elliott,

and J. Walker,

Captain T. D. RICHARDSON,

J. P. WADE, Esq.

Examiners in the Hindustanee

language.

Arabic Language.

FIRST CLASS .

1 H. Dumbleton 3 E. Wood, Madras

2 T. Hamilton ,Mad .

SECOND CLASS .

1 J. Wauchope Bombay

2 R. T. Goodwin , 3 J. Long, Madras

NOT CLASSID .

S. Salier J. Vauglian

Medals of merit awarded to R.

C. Ross and T. C. Plowden .

Major Join MALCOLM ,

J. P. WADE, Esq.

Examiners in the Persian language. THIRD CLASS .

Hindustance Language,

SENIOR CLASS .

1 R.Jenkins,Bom . 8 C. Gowan

2 W , B. Martin 9 J. Walker

3 W.Chaplin ,Mad . 10 R. C. Ross, Mad .

4 R. T. Goodwin , 11 A. B. Tod

Bombay 19 C. Chiſholme

5 J. Roiner, Bomb. 13 A.H. Cole ,Mad .

6 J. Hunter 14 E. Impey

7 E. Wood, Mad .

1 W. Oliver, Mad. 2 H.G. Kecne, Mad.

FOURTH CLASS .

1 T. Perry 3 W. Paton

2 S. Bourchier,Bom .

W. B. Bayley, attached to the first

class , and J. Ewer, W. Money, and R.

C. Plowden , attached to the fourth class ,

absent from indisposition.

Lieut. John BAILLIE,

Examiner in the Arabic language .

Bengalee
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FIRST CLASS .

Bengalee Language. William Cowper, esq. late of the

FIRST CLASS . supreme council in Bengal, for the

4.B. Martin J. Hunter very numerous and valuable col.

lection of books presented by himSECOND CLASS .

1 W. Gorton 2 J. Digby to the college of Fort William .

Commencing the Bengalee I anguage.
Published by order of the

C. Chisholme R. C. Plowden Council of the college,

H Dumbleton W. M Fleming
C. ROTHMAN, Sec .

P.W. Pechell W. Paton

W. Morton

W.C. BLAQUIERE, Esq.
Aug. Ist . His excellency the

most noble the governor general
Examiner in the Bengalee lang, received , on the 13th instant,

Writing in the Persian Character, through the right honourable lord

Hobart, one of his majesty's prin

1 T. Newnham 10 W. Oliver cipal secretaries of state, his majes

2 J. T. Shakespear 11 W. Paton ty's commands for the restoration

J. Romer 12 R. Jenkins of the colonial possessions of Den

W. Chaplin 13 C. Russell mark in India , occupied by his
5 R.C. Rose 14 J. B. Elliott

6 E. Wood 15 J. Long majesty's forces.

7 T.C. Plowden 16 H. G. Keene The settlement of Fredericksna

8 A. H. Cole 17 P. W. Pechell gore was accordingly restored to

9 T. Liell
colonel Bie, his Danish majesty's

Writing in the Nagree Character ,
governor, on Monday last, the 26th

instant, in obedience to his majes
FIRST CLASS.

ty's commands, and the Danish
1 J. Hunter 6 J. R. Barwell

Aag was again displayed at Frede2 J. Romer 7 C. Russell

3 W. B. Martin 8 J. T. Shakespear
ricksnagore on that day,

4 R. Jenkins 9 T. Liell Published by command of his

5 T. C. Plowden excellency the most noble the go

vernor general in council.
Writing in the Bengalee Character.

J. LUMSDEN ,

Chiet Sec. to the Govt.

1 J. Hunter % W. B. Martin

Loss of the Bangalore,
Students admitted into College in

We are concerned to state the
July , 1802 .

loss of the ship Bangalore, captain
E. Barnett J. Littledale

W. R. B. Bemett J. Marjoribanks Lynch, on the 12th of April last,

S. Bird C. R. Martin off Managera, on her passage from
H. Dawes T. C. Scott Amboynato Batavia .
C.W. Gardiner H. Shakespear

Hon E. Gardner C, W. Steer, and

R. Grindall H. Turnbull Aug. 3d . We have the satisfac .

John Hunter tion to report the arrival in the ri

ver of the Commerce transport, from

Extract from the Proceedings of a detachment of the Bengal artillery,
the Red Sea, having on board a

Council of the College, held the 2d

of August, 1802.
lately serving in Egypt.

The Commerce left Suez on the
Ordered,

7th , and Mocha on the 23d of

That the thanks of the council June ; and we are authorized to

of the college be communicated to state, for the information of the

FIRST CLASS.

public
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public, that no appearance of the Further Particulars of the Banga

disorder of the plague exists, or
lore .

has existed , on board the Com
Captain Lynch, his chief of

merce, and that the corps of Bengal ficer, Mr. George Nashbar, and

artillery was not affected with that the passengers escaped in the pin.

disease at any period of their ser
nace and jolly-boat , to the number

vice in Egypt.
of about nineteen , and after being

The plague had ceased before twenty - five days at sea, arrived

the departure of the Commerce safe at Batavia .

from Suez, and the camp equipage Captain Lynch, on his way from

and bedding of the troops were the wreck to Batavia, was inform

burned at that place, previous to ed of the loss of an Indiainan , after

their embarkation, in order to passing the straights of Sapi , on a

guard against the possibility ofthe shoal laying N. E. of those straits :

infection being conveyed in that the crew were saved in the boats of

way to India .
the ship ; but having a large quan

tity of treasure with them , they
Cow Por.

were invited on shore to the island

Aug. 7th. The introduction of of Sombawa by the natives,where,

the cow pox at Bombay may it is added, they were all mas

now be considered as having been sacred.

established. From the veneration

in which the animal is held by the

Hindus, it requires only anºinti- Extract of a Letter from the Isle of

France,
mation that such a blessing was

within their reach , to ensure its ear Aug. 16th . You have, no

liest dissemination throughout this doubt, long before this, heard of

division or class of the inhabitants our capture by the Bellona French

of Bombay; and, to render it gee privateer, of 36 guns and 300

neral, an official notification on men , commanded by M. Perou,

the subject, in the different coun- who at the time had taken a large

try languages, would not, we ap- Arab ship for Muscat, a new ship,

prehend, be unattended with suc. the Orient, from Chittagong to
cess. The nature and effects of Bengal, also the Tay, captain

the vaccine inoculation has, it Meik ; all which prizes have ar.

appears, been explained to a few rived here. The first prize he took

Hindus and Parsees, who have was a Portuguese brig, which he

expressed an anxiety to partake of sunk : the captain, whose name is

its benefits. Laura, gave the French informa .

tion of what ships were under sail

COMPANY'S PAPER . ing orders at Kedgeree; of course

they kept cruizing for us . The
August 7, 1802 .

Buy. Selling
French officers were very anxious

Six per cent. 9 12 10 Odis. to plunder, but captain Perou gave

Old 8 per cent . 30 3 4 do. positive orders to the contrary, in

}2 0 2 4do. consequence of which we got all
payable half-yearly

Do. ist Septemb. 1801 O 12
our trunks, with very little loss,10 dis,

Ten per cent. decen . loan 6 8 6 Opm.
and have been extremely well

Twelve per cent, aew 10 12 do. treated . They allow us 50 dol

lars
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9 8 dis .90

2 6

1 8

04

6

1

8 pine

.

lars per montb , with which we can niel Robertson , in compliment to

make a tolerable shift. They have an old and well -known professional

promised to send me to Europe person of that name, who has lately

but I am afraid there is but lilile returned to Europe. A concourse

reliance to be placed on their pro- of spectators were present on the

mises. The Chittagong ship is occasion, and were highly gratified
condemned , and sold ; the Arab at the beautiful launch ,

will be released : the Tay and Pore

cher are not condemned , it being
COMPANY'S PAPER ,

thought they are not lawful prizes.

“ The conduct of the captain of August 31 .

the Subtile privateer has been still Buy. Selling.

worse . After the capture of the Six per cent.
Old 8 per cent. 2 12 do.

Highland Chief, and when the li
New °8 per cent.interest,

mita i time for taking ships had payable hall-yearly 1 12 do.

expired, he took the Funny, from Do. do ot ist Sep. 1801 ,

Madras : the chief officer was left and 2d August, 1802 par.

Ten per cent. 7 0

on board , and endeavoured to re
Twelve per cent. 18 4 do.

take her, but failed ; the French

men then threw twenty- one lascars

overboard , and four hours after, all
Shipwreck.

being quiet, they went to the chief On the 9th of June a party of

officer , and shot him ; so that no his majesty's Sth dragoon guards,

Europeans came, and she now lays some Madras artillery, European

here to be claimed ; they also cut and natives, with thirty - six horses ,

out of some harbour a large brig, embarked at Suez, on the transport

belonging to the king of Travan- Ann and Elizabeth, bound to Mo

core, without an officer belonging cha direct; being much lumbered ,

to her; she also lays to be claim- and badly provided with ballast
ed : they next took the Active and water, it was vot before tho

brig, captain Greenway, which they 11th she was in a condition to put

bave given up, and are to pay the to sea ,

demurrage and all damages. The On the 13th we anchored at

captain of the Sultile is no better Mullinamil, for the purpose of bal

tban a pirate ; and this last cruize lasting and taking in water, which

will nearly ruin the owners. The were both completed in six days :

Ilighland Chief, with the cargo, is early on the 20th, in the morning,

condemned and sold ; but the we discovered the wreck of a large

amount will not pay the demurrage ship on the Egyptian shore, in lat .
and expences of the last three about 28 ° 40', with a small vessel

ships." attending her, which proved to be

the Calcutta transport, and the

Fury gun -boat. Supposing that
New Launch ,

our assistance might be required ,

Aug. 20. On Wednesday last we bore down towards them , but

was launched , a litile above Sul- found that the wreck had been de .

kea, a handsome, well- constructed serted several days before , and

vessel, of about 300 tons burden , that the troops and crew had pro

built under the inspection of Mr. ceeded to Tor in his majesty's ship

MI'Cleish : she was called the Da- Romney,

It
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It was with much concern we an hour : about half past 9 slie

heard of the loss of several men , grounded, and, from her great vc

who were swamped in the Calcut- locity, was forced forward about

ta's launch , in endeavouring to three or four of her lengths before

reach the shore , the wreck of she was brought up .

which we perceived on the beach. Finding she had struck , and per

The evening of the 20th was ceiving that we had got on the ex

very stormy, the wind towards tremity of the reef, we were in

midnight increased to a fresh gale, hopes, by lightening her, that she

with a heavy swell from the north- would swing off, as her stern was

ward . We were then riding at then on fluat ; but as soon as a

. single anchor, about a mile from a part of the cargo was thrown over.

lee-shore, towards which we had board, she drove broadside on the

drifted a considerable way , but rock, where she settled, and from

were fortunately brought up at last the wind and swell having greatly

by the second anchor . increased , she began to beat against

On the 21st , at 4 A. M. we at the reef most violently.

tempted to get under weigh , but These coral rocks are situated

finding the ship casting the wrong off the southern point of the high

way , and it being impossible to land of Zeite, distant about two

wear ber from the situation she leagues, and extending a consider.

was in , we came too once more , able way to the eastward : nothing
and veered out a whole cable from was expected but that she would

the small bower ; when riding at either bilge or part, the night being

its extreme length, we were not very dark , and the noise of the

more than a hundred and fitty fa- breakers, together with the wind

thoms from the shore, and not far whistling through the sails, which
from the wreck , the wind conti. were all loose , and the ship conti

nued to blow very fresh and the nuing to strike with a dreadful

swell which was very great, setting concussion against the reef , made

on shore, rendered our situation our situation truly lamentable,
extremely dangerous. particularly from the incertitude

About 11 A. M. the samemorn- and anxiety we were in with regard

ing , we made a second attempt, and to the probability of receiving as

happily succeeded in getting the sistance. We began to cut away
ship to cast the right way. During the mizen -mast about three feet

the greater part of the day our from the deck , and in about half

course was mid -channel, but to- an hour it went over the side with

wards the evening stood over to the a tremendous crash : the weather

land of Zeite , which we kept on rigging of the mainmust had been

board at the distance of about a very improperly cut away before

leagues. we recollected that the boats could

At 9 we had ก view of the south- not be got out without it , as we '

ern extremity of the land , but its were lying within twenty fathom

fu rin not having been laid down of the rocks, and the swell was

clearly in the chart, it was not too great 10 attempt to land them

easy to ascertain its position : we with safety, the mainmast being

were then under double -reefed unsupported on the weather side,

topsails and foresail, going at the swang the ship with great force

rate of about from 61 to 7 knots against the recf, but fortunately,

1

in
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in less than two hours the fore and it was judged most humane to

main -topinasts wentwent overboard , prevent their lingering hours in

which greatly contributed to lessen pain, to shoot them , which was

the motion of the vessel. accordingly done.

Our fears during this dreadful At + P. M. we got into the

night were incessantly augmented: launch, to the number of sixty

on examining the hold , we found one, Europeans and natives, with

the ship had bilged, and her lower a few clothes, small allowance of

works stove in ; and in this state water, and a few bags of biscuit :

of anxiety and dread we remained we now attempted to tow the raft,

until the moon rose, which was on which were some artillery las

about one o'clock. The scene cars, and a part of the crew of the

was now greatly heightened by the vessel, being just under the stern ,

appearance of our dismal situa- and a heavy swe}l rising up the

tion , far distant from any relief, counter to such a height , that we

and unable to procure provisions were nearly swamped several times.

and water, the rice in the hold We found it absolutely necessary,

having swelled so much that it was to save the lives of the party , to

with the greatest difficulty that a cast off the tow - rope, which it we

few bags of biscuit could be pro- had not done, the boat must have

cured ; it being generally thought inevitably gone down, and pro

impracticable for a boat to reach ceeded to the opposite shore, to

Tor, and expecting the ship would land the troops, and sevd the

every minute go to pieces, we launch back for the remainder on

came to the resolution, before the wreck ; it was with the greatest

dawn of day, to make a raft, and difficulty that we cleared the break

convey the troops over to the west- ers, as the wind was blowing a fresh

ern side, and to send a party with gule on the reef ; not having a sud

the launch along shore to wind- der or grapnail, we found it impos

ward, so thatthey might be able sible to approach the coast , on
to reach Tor, from whence we ex- account of the shore being very

pected assistance. rocky ; the only alternative then left

Never will the scene which I us in this situation, was to proceed

beheld atday- light on that morn- to Cossier, as it was impossible to

ing be effaced from my memory ; get back to the ship , having been

the troops strewed over the decks driven considerably to leeward of

dispirited , faint, and unable to the shoal; we steered S. S. E, until

move, and were persuaded , with dark , when we found ourselves

the greatest difficulty, to make amidst of some shoals near several

preparations to save themselves: low islands, on one of which we in.

the raft was completed about 3 tended to have remained all night ;

P. M. the pinnace was then low- but being very shallow water, we

ered , and a grapnail run out to were unable to approach them in

windward, to assist in clearing the the boat, which struck often with

reef. Immediately after the launch such furce that we thought she

was hoisted out, the situation of would have bilged . After a great

the ship rendered it impossible to many efforts we succeeded in extri

save the horses, who were suffering cating her, and landing her on a

greatly for the want of water: sandy beach , where we remained

manyof them were expiring, and until morning, we then found we
bad
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We em

had to launch her upwards of a state , from the want of nourishment

mile, which we effected, and pro- and water, soon regained their

ceeded on our voyage.
health and vivacity, and the whole

We still continued to steer S. S. of us from dejection and despair,

E, the islands of Jubaland Shadwan now anticipated in the future an

being in sight ; in the evening we end to all our trouble .

made towards an island , at the dise barked on board his Majesty's ship

tance of about a league from the Wilhelmina , who came to our as

main ; we continued to approach it sistance, where we heard of those

with the intention of remaining on who remained on the wreck having

it all night; but about an hour after been relieved from their dangerous

sun -set, struck on a coral bank , situation by the Murad Bux, grab

which extends upwards of two miles ship, and they removed all appre

from it, the wind and swell were hensions ofa disastrous termination

increasing fast, and had not the of our unfortunate shipwreck,

people immediately jumped over

board to lighten her, shemust have
MADRAS

bilged, and every soul must have

perished ; after great labour we Occurrences for August.

succeeded in carrying her over the

reef, and landed her on a sandy Turkish Present.

shoal out of the reach of the surf, Aug. 7th . The value ofthe Turk

where the people , reduced by fa . ish piastres sent by the Grand Seiga

tigue and fear, had nearly given up nior to Mrs. Hobbs, mnother of

all hopes of being saved ; the break- lieutenant Hobbs, who fell in the

ers to vindward rendering it im- action at Rhamanie, amounts to

possible for us to get the boat back upwards of 5001.

again by the same means, we were

under the necessity of launching Auful Iarning

her over shoals and rocks, to the Aug. 2 ist. Yesterday a Caffree

distance of upwards of a league, servant, who had been tried for

sometimes on rollers, and at other murder at a late session , and ac .

times by partly floating and carry quitted , and who was passing casu

ing her ; being now near the main, ally near the gaol , at the time when

we shaped our course for Cossier ; the two convicts where in the act

when about 25 miles off we found of removal from thence to the place

the boat so very leaky, that we of execution , was so struck with the

could not procced any farther with scene , from a recollection of his own

safety, we therefore landed 23 of recent situation, and perhaps from

the mers, and ordered them to pro- an awful monitor within , that he

ceed immediately to Cossier, where suddenly fell down, and immediate

we arrived about two P. M. and ly expired.

were received with that hospitable

and friendly attention by the aga ,
BOMBAY

a mameluke, commanding there,

that will ever be remembered with Occurrences for August.

gratitude; the party who marched

arrived in the course of the evening, Loss of the Caledonia by Fire at Sca.

in good spirits ; the troops who had Aug. 6th. The intelligence was

been reduced to the most miserable brought by captain Thomas, who
with
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with Mrs. Thomas, colonel Pater- Kennedy, of his Majesty's 75th res

son , Mr. Rose, and others, to the giment; Mr. Thompson, chief offi

amount of 53 , were providentially cer ; Mr. Herring, the second offi.

saved by taking to the long boat, cer ; Mr. Collins, the third officer ;

which put into Versovah river on Mr. ( 'ranston , the fourth officer ;

Saturday morning. were left on board the ship , and

The fire is supposed 10 have been it is supposed must have perished.

occasioned by the leakage of oil The preservation of lieutenant co

upon gunny bags in the bold, where it lonel Paterson's life was truly mira

had for some time continued smoth- culous, baving jumped from the

ered , until by the opening of the window of the quarter gallery, at
fore hatchway the air was commu- the time the long boat was dropping

nicated, and the flames burst out astern) . The situation of Mrs.

with such violence, as to render it Frazer may be easier conceived

impossible to stop their progress. than described, for although she

The ship was kept directly before escaped with her own life and one

the wind, with a view of preventing child, she was under the necessity

the fire fron communicating abaft, of leaving two other helple:s infants

the boats were hoisted out anı? peo- to the flames. Immediately after

ple placed in them to prevent the the boats quitted the ship , themain

crew from deseruing the ship , or mast went over the side, and soon

permitting too many to get on afterwards the ship blew up abaſt,

board the boats so as to endanger having about 14 barrels of gune
their safety. It was soon disco- powder on board . In a few mi

vered that the tire. had communi- nutes after she disappeared.

cated generally in the bold, the When the accounts arrived of this

main and after hatches liaving been unfortunate accident, the IWasp,

burst open by the violence of the lieutenant Snook, was dispatched

flames. It now became necessary by governmeut to look out for the

to attend to the preservation of the wreck, and if possible to save any

lives of as many of the crew as their of the people who might have ese

means would admit of. Captain caped by rafts or otherwise, but she

Thomas, Mrs. Thomas, col Paler- returned without success .

son , Mr. Rose, Mrs. Joyce, serjeant

major's wife of theBengalartillery at Cocoa Nut Day.

Tannah , Mrs. Frazer and one chilil , The usual ceremony observed on

wife of a private of the 78th , in all cocoa nut day, took place on Tucs

53 people, embarked in the long day last thic 2d instant, amidst a

boat. In the pinnace', ten seacun- great concourse of the natives, upon

nics and la cars qui'ted the ship , whom the badness of the day had

seven of whom were lost on te no etfect in preventing their attend

rocks when landing. In the jolly ance ; though curiosity could be but

boat there embarked from the ship, little gratified on such an occasion ,

the gunner and fourteen lascars, yet it is natural to seek objects of

four of whom were dashed to pieces amu: ement, when no other re

on the surf on Malabar Point in sources present themselves. Ram

attempting to land. The total num- dass Manordass officiated as priest,

ber of souls on board were 157 , out in presenting the offering to the

of which only 71 were saved. We deity of the waves.

are sorry to add, that lieutenant Aug
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Aug. 14th .

rernor..

General Braithe continued with such increasing vio

waite has proceeded to Tranquebar, lence to the 6th, as to occasion the

for the purpose of delivering over brig to make a considerable lee-way

that settlement to the Danish go- during the whole of that interval,

when she was brought to an anchor

in ten fathoms water, at the distance

Destruction of Uni Moota's ofabout seven or eight leagues from

Associates. the shore to the southward of Fort

Goorkal, who escaped from shar- Victoria ; she continued to ride at

ing the fate of his principal, Uni anchor to the morning of the 7th ;

Moota, as detailed in the Courier of at about the hour of nine A. M. she

the 22d of May last, having been parted from her cable and anchor,

enticed on the nightof the 14th of when a second was let go, which

July, with four of his partizans brought her up again in seven fa

into a seramby, situated about thons water, and six miles from

seven miles east of Angarrypar, the shore ; here she rode till noon

were surrounded by Mr. Warden's of the same day, when she again

kolkars, and finally destroyed by a parted, and from the unabating

strong party of regulars under cape continuance of the gale from the

tain Douglas, but not before a same quarter, was driven upon the

breach had been made in the wall shore at about two in the afternoon

of the seramby by a six -pounder on the Angrian coast.

brought up forthepurpose by major We have not heard that any lives

Horden. It is satisfactory to learn, were lost on this occasion ; the offi

that notwithstanding every exertion cers and crew were with much dif

was made on the part of the ban- ficulty saved, and brought on shore

ditti, not a single casualty has oc a part of the caryo laden on this

curred on the extermination of this brig ; but the fruits of their exer

Tobber among the sepoys, though tions were forcibly seized and de

Mr. Warden's people had, previous tained by the rapacious hands of

to the arrival of the regulars, suf. the inhabitants of Angrią.

fered a loss of one killed and three

wounded .

The destruction of this noted de SERINGAPATAM .

predator, with that of his more for

midable associate, the late Uni General Baird.

Moota, promises a re -establishment On the capture of Seringapatam ,

of themost perfecttranquillityto the field utlicers employed on the

the southern division of the pro- storm , from a high sense of general
nince of Malabar, Baird's merits in the command and

conduct of that glorious enterprize,

Loss of the Milton . entreated his acceptance of a sword,

The Milton quitted this harbour which was ordered to be made in

on the 1st of July on a voyage England to the value of 200 gui

40 Bushire; and two days after neas; it has lately arrived , and

encountered a hard gale of wind does great credit to the taste and
fron the W. S. W. quarter, which execution of Messrs.Jefferies and

splat and reut the main-top-sail, Jones ; on the gripe,which is rich

Gure-top -sail, and jib ; the gule ly ornamented with brilliants, is

04. 5 . C general
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general Baird's arms, and on the common drought, the natives have

shell is an enamelled painting of been reduced to the necessity of

the storm of Seringapatam ,and sąr- abandoning whole tracts of country

render of two of the princes at the in quest of food . The emperor has

palace gate, and is inscribed the 4th exerted his authority for their re

of May 1799.

lief ; but the general situation of

It was presented to the general the country opposes much difficulty

on his return here from Egypt,by to his benevolent purposes.

the hon . lieutenant colonel St. John,

and lieutenant colonel Bell , with a ARABIAN NEWS.

speech appropriate to the circum

stances in the names of the field Aug. 14.
« The Bedouin Arabs,

officers.

who menaced the followers of Ma

Col. Sherbrooke, Lt.col.Moneypenny, homet in the year 1798, have again

Lt. col . St. John,

Lt. col . Bell, appeared in arms on the borders of

Lt.col . Dalrymple, Major Shee, the desert, where they are joined

Lt. col. Wallace, Major Picton,

Lt. col . Mignon,
Major Cragie,

by immense numbers of proselytes to

Lt. col . Gardner,

Major Forbes. their new tenets . Their doctrine

The united voice of those “ ap- is a species of deism, and in decided

proved good soldiers" soliciting hostility to the Koran : its first pro

general Baird's acceptance of this
pagator is said to have been assas.

memorial of preference and esteem ,

sinated in his camp, and to have

is the highest praise they could be been succeeded by his son-in-law,

stow , or a sollier receive, from his
a sanguinary ruffian , who puts to

contemporaries.

death all persons in his power who

do not embrace and assist in the

establishment of his new religion,

CHINA Considerable alarm has been excit

Projected Invasion, ed at Bagdat, and bodies of troops

Recent accounts from Canton are marching from various quarters

state , that a strong body of Tartars in order to oppose the insurgents.

had made an incursion into China, • Letters from Bagdat state, that

near Soshew , and had proceeded a numerous banditti had attacked

along the borders ofthedesart almost the last caravan in its progress

as far as the mountains of Hoho Nor; through the desert, but had been

they were well appointed and disc repulsed with great slaughter.

ciplined, and excited general ter- It is understood to be the in

ror , the more especially as this in- tention of the Porte to wrest Egypt

vasion seems to have been connect- entirely from the government of the

ed with internal cominotions. beys ; but it is thought they will

Several districts were at the same experience some difficulty in carry;

moment in arms , but the emperor's ing this into execution, as several

troops, by a prompt movement, of the bey's still exist in Upper

brought the insurgents to action Egypt, who possess troops and mo

before they could be joined by the ney, and who seem determined to

Tartars, and routed them with im- maintain their power.

mense slaughter.
“ The Kiaja bey of the captain

In the eastern districts of China, pacha, who is appointed pacha of

owing to the prevalence of an un- all Egypt , has commanded them to
subait,
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submit. It appears that the grand cannon and other warlike stores,

vizier will not quit Egypt with his with a considerable sum of money,

army until tranquillity is , in ap- which has elated and raised the Shah
pearance at least, re -established ." to a high degree of self-importance.

The Vakeels on the part of the

COUNTRY NEIVS.
chiefs of Cashmir, Rohtas Gurh,

and the Sieks , are in attendance at

his court . They all intend to march
Delhi.

towards Hindostan after the rainy

July 12th . News arrived , that season is over.

the forces of Juswunt Rao Holkar July 30th . News arrived that

arrived to the southward of Tha- Nuwab Ulee Buhadoor is still en

nesur, and encamped there to give gaged in warfare with his enemies

battle to Muharaja Dowlut Rao near Kalinjur, who have solemnly

Scindeah. Another army of Put- declared that they will not evacuate

hans, under the command Meer the country as long as they are able

Khan, belonging to the Holkars, to hold out , and maintain their

had reached the hilly country to- present posture and power there.
wards Undoor, in order to engage Aug. 23d . Dowlut Rao Scindeah

Suda Shew Rao, Gopal Rao Baho, is marching towards Undoor, where

&c. who are encamped at Boor- the force of Juswunt Rao Holkar is

hanpoor and Khandes, with some encamped, and should a peace not

cavalry . It appears that the peace be established between them in a day

cannot be established without the or two, hostilities will probably
consent of Kashee Rao Ilolkar. commence .

It was observed that colonel Juswunt Rao Holkar has detach

Lewis is preparing to march, and ed his force to several parts near

that his advance tent will be sent Boorhanpuor, in order to waste

off to -day . that country, and in this manner

Nuwab Ulee Buhadoor has de- to harass and distress Muharaja

termined to march towards Khu- Scindean, by way of retaliation for

jooa, with a small party for the his own sufferings at Scindeal's

recreation of the chase, and also to hands. Holkar is now raising a

visit the tombs of the saints there . fresh levy of soldiers at Undoor.

He has not, however, left his Rajah of Jynugur had written seves

station yet , and is still settling the ral letters to Sirjee Rao Khanka,

affairs of his government. the father-in -law of Muharaja Scin

A negotiation on the part of deah, complaining of the conduct

Muharaja Scindeah Buhadoor and of general Perron to him , and stat

the enemics of the Holkars, conti . ing some other matters of moment

nues in the presence of Muharaja to himself. These letters it would

Streemunt Buhadoor as usual . seem were intercepted by the hur

The Sieks, after mutual consul- karus of the general, and have con.

tatiou have brought forward two sequently effaced all the impres.

of Muhmood Shah's detachments, sious of friendship he felt for the

which are encamped on the banks rajah from his mind, he is therefore

of the ltuk. The whole have united determined to take vigorous mea

with the Shah , who having defeated sures to ruin that prince.

Vlee Khan, has taken a number of

+ C2 BENGALI
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Bengal Occurrences for SEPTEMBER, 1802.
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COMPANY'S PAPER. Insignia of the Crescent.

Sept. 6, 1802.. Sept. 28th . Mr. S. G. Manesty

Buying. Selling. was charged with a dispatch from

Six per cent 9 8 10 Odis. Mr. Stratton , his Majesty's charge

Old 8 per cent . 3 0 3 6 do .
d'affaires at the Ottoman Porte , to

New 8 per cerit . Interest
1 12 2 0 do.

payable half-yearly his Excellency the most noble the

Do. do . of 1st Sept, 1801 Governor General, dated the 4th ofPar.

and 2d August 1802 April , 1802 , enclosing a letter to
Teu per cent.

7

his excellency's address from the
Twelve per cent. 1 1 4 do

Kacin Mukàm at Constantinople.

This letter notifies to his Excel.

Proclamation of Peace. lency the most noble the Governor
Sept. 23. Yesterday being the General, that the Sublime Porte

day appointed for the proclaination has been pleased in testimony of

of the peace between his Majesty, its nigh sense of the services of the

the French republic , his Catholic Indian army in the late expedition

Majesty, and the batavian repub- to Egypt, and as a distinguished

lic, his Excellency the most noble mark of its regard , to confer on his

the Governor General held a levee Excellency the order of the Cres

at the new government house. On cent of the first rank.

this occasion lis Excellency ap- The insignią of the Order of the

peared for the first time in the in- Crescent have been received by his

signia of the Ottoman Order of the Excellency from Mr. Manesty, 19

Crescent.
whose charge they were entrusted

At half past five o'clock in at Bussorah.

the afternoon, the sheriff of Cal

cutta, attended by a detachment
COMPANY'S PAPER.

fromthe body guard of the Gover

nor General, and by a detachinent Sept. 30, 1802 .

from the garrison of Fort William , Buying. Selling
Six

proceeded to the court house of
. 10 0 10 8 dis .per cent .

Calcutta, where his Majesty's roval New 3 per cent.Interest
Old 8 per cent. 3 0 3 8 de

proclamation was read. The she payable half-yearly,
2 4 do.

riff proceeded from the court house Do. do . of 1st Sept. 180 i

to the front of the government and 2d Aug. 1802

7 0 do.

house, where his Majesty's procla: Tereper perceTwelve per cent.

mation was read a second time.

At the same hour in the after.
Murder.

noon , his Majesty's royal procla

mation was read to the troops in Captain J. V. Campbell , com

garrison, assembled under arms on manding a little véssel, ( formerly

the grand parade in Fort William, the Harriet yacht ) who had com

and was followed by a royal salute pleted his cargo of beetle nut , and

from the ramparts of Fort William , had left 'Telasamaroy for Prince of

and three vollies of small aims . ' Wales's island, being oti Diamond

2 0

0 12 8pin ,

* 7

1

8

4 i udo

1

Point
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some

Point in the night, the vessel was, BOMBAY
from the inattention of the helms- Occurrences for September.
man, brought up in the wind, cap

tain Campbell, who was lying on

the hencoop ( no doubt greatly fa Persian Gallantry .

tigued ), ran up and struck the sea- On Monday evening an elegant

cunnie, and having trimmed the sails, entertainment and dance was given

and got the ship's head the right at Parell-house by Abdul Lateef

way, laid down again and presently Khan, to the ladies and gentlemen

fell asleep ; alas , poor fellow ! he of the settlement, which was numer

little thought it was to be his last, ously and brilliantly attended, by

for soon after this revengeful mon- almost all the beauty and fashion

ster, in concert with another, stab- of our little island. Parell gardens

bed poor Campbell : who, endea- were handsomely illuminated on

vouring to resist, was immediately the occasion , and well

thrown overboard . He caught a appointedHe caught a appointed fire -works played off :

rope, and was attempting to get in amongst others a species both novel

again, when the ruffians put an end and curious ; one of the Persian

to his existence with a handspike. ambassador's suite pui, or pretend

Several of the lascars, going to their ed to put , a quantity of live coals

unfortunate commander's assist in his mouth, from whence he aftere

ance, were badly wounded. wards discharged the fire in the

form of a firework to the no small

amusement of the spectators. After

supper several appropriate toasts

MADRAS were drank, accompanied by the

band ; after “ a good dance toOccurrences for September. theladies,” the company returned

to the ball room , and the dance

was continued until an early hour .Erecutionfor Murder .

François Konig, a private soldier Visit to Aha Hussen .

in his Majesty's Swiss regiment De Sept. 18th . Yesterday having

Meuron, convicted at the last ses- been fixedupon by the honourable

sions of the murder of the Christian " the governor, to pay a visit of ce

Hartman , a serjeant in that regi. remony to Aka Hussen, the nephew

ment, and John Collins, a private of the late Persian ambassador,

in his Majesty's 19th regiment of and to deliver to him the dispatches

light dragoons, convicted at the from Bengal, his Majesty's 86th

same sessions of the murder of a regiment having formed from the

native bry, were executed at this government house towards the se .

place pursuant to their sentence : cretary's office, a royal salute from

their conduct since their condem . Hornsby's battery, at a little after

nation has been marked, we un- three, announced the departure of

derstand , with the sincerest repen- the honourable the Governor from

tance for their crimes ; they both his town residence. A number of

acknowledged their guilt, and spent beautiful led horses very richly ca

their time in prayer and supplica- parisoned lead the procession ; they
tion .

were followed by the governor's

+ C3
peons
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peons in their proper uniform . His of the latter, was thereupon read

aides-de-camp, mounted, came aloud to the company ; after which

next, and immediately preceded his Aka Hussen pronounced a short

carriage which conveyed himself, suitable reply , which follows here

the recorder, and his council ; the in the English language.

commanding officer of the forces

with his staff, and the rest of his Ma- Translation of the Verbal Answer

jesty's and the honourable Compa- by Aka Mohammed Hussen, up

ny's naval, military, and civil ser- on hearing read the Declaration

vants, heads of departments, whose of his Excellency the most noble

attendance were requested at the the Governor General.

ceremony, followed in their car- Praise to the bountiful Disposer

riages. of Events , that whatever I and those

On the procession reaching the along with me, (being all of usthe

avenue which leads from the Parell devoted servants of the shadow of

road to the residence of the late God, his majesty the King of Per

Persian ambassador, it was compli- sia,) had conceived and thoroughly

mented by a royal salute from four relied on ; respecting the perma

field -pieces stationed there with a nency of the friendship and unity

company of artillery for the pur- between the two nations, hath, from

pose. The procession then moved the magnanimous and benign dispo

through a street formed by the sition of his excellency the most

2d baitalion of the 1st regiment of noble the governor general , been

native infantry, under the command in the terms of his excellency's pre

of major Holmes, towards the resi- sent declaration confirmed and re

dence of the embassy . alized ; and since from the kind

The Governor, with the officers attention of Mr. Duncan , the go

who accompanied him , having ap- vernor here, and the skilful care of

proached the residence of the em- the surgeons that have attended me,

bassy, were received at the gate by my wounds are now so far ad

its principal officers, and conducted vanced in their cure, that I have

into a hall where Aka Mohammed recovered strength to address by

Hussen had been , for the first time, my own hand an arzee to his ex

able to sit upright on a couch, cellency the most noble marquis

although still unable to remain in Wellesley, the eminent and renown

an erect posture ; after the civilities ed governor general of India ; in

of coffee and the hookahad been gone answer to his lordship’s favourable

through , whilst the royal music of communicatior., now directed to

Persia , and that of the regimentad me ; I shall accordingly soon have

bands,played alternately the nation- the happiness to prepare and deli

al airs of their respective countries, ver the same for transmission to his

the Governor delivered standing excellency .

with all the rest of the company, I havealso great pleasure in the

( excepting only Aka Hussen , whose present opportunity of expressing

debility precluded his joining in my fullest sense of the humane and

this part of the ceremony ), the let- consolatory care bestowed on me

ter and declaration froin his excel- during my confinement, by Mr.

lency the most noble the governor Cherry, while acting president in

general, and the Persian original the interval that preceded the arri
3
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val of governor Duncan from the COUNTRY NEWS.

northward .

The honourable the Governor,

after a short conversation, returned
Delhi.

in the same order to the govern Sept. 5th . Yesterday afternooti

ment house. Shahnuwaz Khan had the honour

of waiting upon his majesty, and

Sept. 22d. Yesterday afternoon, represented, that on the 5th of

Aka Hussen, nephew to the late with the 3dof September, another
Jumadeeooluwwul, corresponding

Persian ambassador, returned the

honourable the governor's visit , at
battle bath been fought between the

his house in town ;' his Majesty's
armies of Maharaja Scindeah Bu

hadoor and the Holkars, in the
86th regiment formed a lane from

fields of Muhespoor and Sambur,
the government house towards the

secretary's office, through which former was 'victorious, many chief
near a river, and that although the

Aka Hussen and his suite passed,
officers on both sides have been

the regiment saluting him with rest
killed and wounded.

ed arms , and the music playing a
Juswunt Rao Holkar, on receive

march ; on approaching the going this defeat, found means to

vernment house he was met by the
town major, and the governor's escape from the field, and took

aides-de-camp, and conducted into refuge in a wood at the distance of

58 miles from his cantonments ,

the house ; on his entering, a salute
where the Maharaja's troops are

was fired from the battery, the gar

rison band playing “ God save the
now encamped. They have taken

a number of horses, cannon , and
King. ” After the ceremony of thevisit, the procession returned in the other warlike stores, with a consi..

derable sum of money which Holo
same manner, and with similar

kar left behind him . All present

compliments .
expectations of peace are therefore

now at an end. Umrat Rao, bro .

Şeringapatam .
ther to the Peshwa, is very much

Sept. 12th . The anniversary of displeased with Juswunt Rao Hol

Dhoondia's defeat was celebrated at kar, for his misconduct in plun

this garrison on Friday last by the dering the country, and oppress

officers who served under the ho- ing the subjects, to the great loss

nourable col. Wellesley. An elegant of the revenue of the government.

dinner with choice wines was given He has consequently proclaimed,
by those gentlemen upon the memo- that unless the Holkars immedi

rable occasion ; mirth and good ately terminate the quarrel and de

humour reigned the whole evening, sist from disturbing the tranquil.

the jocund song passed round , and lity of the country, they will be

every one possessed of vocal abili- forthwith taken prisoners and pu

ties contributed to enliven the nished according as their disloyalty

and ingratitude may be found to

The company did not break up deserve upon farther inquiry.

till the deep -toned ghurry warned

them of the approach of day . Sept. 7th . Mr. Drudgeon had the

honour of waiting upon his majesty

+ C4 and

scene .
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and represented , that a man in the sequently that Holkar was obliged

habit of a sepoy had passed in- to send his Vakeel to Maharaja

cognito into the bed - room of gene- Scindeah a Buhadoor, to sue for

sal Perron , with a drawn sword in peace .

his hand, but he was soon seized , and The Maharaja demands from

confined by the attendants of the him the sum of 10 lacks of ru

general . Nothing could induce pees, for the expences which he

him to mention at whose instiga- has incurred in the late war ;

tion he had ventured to act so and he protested that unless the

dangerous and vile a part , though whole be advanced by Holkar, no

the general had exerted his utmost treaty of peace can be concluded

to have this matter discovered . between them .

Maharaja Streemunt Buhadoor

Sept. 15th . Shahnuwaz Khan is very much displeased with the

states that Juswunt Rao Holkar is Holkars, and has accordingly left

very much distressed for the press the matter in dispute to the deci

ing expences of his army, that sion of Maharaja Scindeah a Bu

many chief officers of his camp, badoor alone, for he did not say

with their followers, have been one word in answer to the letters

dispersed in several places, owing which Holkar wrote to him on this

to the scarcity of grain, and for occasion ,

want of necessary provisions; coil

1

Bengal Occurrences for OCTOBER, 1802.

Shipwreck . enced, from the humanity of cap

A French ship , from Mauritius, tain Fleming, every kindness and

bound to Rangoon , named the attention which their distressed si

Georges, formerly Amboyna, be- tuation stood in need of, and that

tween 8 and 10 leagues to the east . was in his power to bestow ,
ward of the mouth of that river, on

of about the 28th of July last, was Launch of the Ship Sir William
totally lost .

Pulteney .
All the crew were fortunately

saved, but they suffered incredible
On Tuesday, about half past

hardships during nine days, having
one P. M. was launched from the

· nothing to subsist on but the roots yard of Messrs. Gillet and Black

of trees , &c . and without seeing a more, a very fine merchantman ,

human face.
of about 650 tons measurement.

On the eleventh day after the

shipwreck they reached Rangoon , Loss of the Hindustan.

destitute of every article of cloth- We are concerned to state the

ing but what they had on when the loss of the ship Hindustan , in a

ship was lost : there they experi- hard gale of wind, in the Typa :

she
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2 8

-

1 0

she was on the point of sailing or by the lieutenant-governor, or

from China for this port. Hap- by the principal magistrate or ci

pily no lives were lost . vil officer, or, at the military sta

tions, by the commanding officer

respectively exercising the chief

COMPANY'S PAPER. authority therein ; and wedo here

October 25. by order and direct the said several

Buy. Sell. and respective governments and

Six per cent. 10 8 dis. presidencies in India , and all the

Old8 per cent. 3 0 do . officers and servants, civil and mi
New do. interest payo 2 O

able half-yearly
2 Ado. litary, in the service of his majes

Do. do, 11st Sept. 1801, ty, or of the East India company ,
12 o 8pm . and all British subjects residing or

and 2d Aug. 1802

Ten per cent. 7 8
70 do. ' being within the territories and do

Twelve per cent . 0 12 do .

minions subject to our command,

or to our said general powers of

Public Thanksgiving. superintendence, direction , and

We the governor general in controul, to observe the said

council, duly cousidering that the thanksgiving in the most public,

great and public blessings of peace solemn, and religious manner .

do call for public and solemn ac- Published by command of his

knowledgments to Almighty God excellency the most woble the go

throughout all the territories and vernor general in council.

dominions, and in all the presi J. LUNSDEN ,

dencies, forts, and possessions of
Chief Sec . to Govt.

the crown, or of the honourable

the East India Company , subject

to our special government and MADRAS

command, or to our generalpow- Occurrences for October .

ers of superintendence, direction ,

and controul , have thought fit to

issue this our proclamation : here- Thursday the 7th instant having

by appointing and ordering that a been appointed by the right ho

general thanksgiving to Almighty nourable the governor in council

God for those his mercies, be ob- for the purpose of offering to Al

served on Wednesday the 1st day mighty God a solemn thanksgiv

of December next, throughout all ing for his great mercy in restoring

such of the said territories and the blessings of peace , the celebra

dominions, and of the said presi- tion of that event was accordingly

dencies , forts, and possessions, as performed with every public and

these our orders shall have reach- religious demonstration of joy and

ed previously to the said Ist day of gratitude . The appointment of so

December, 1802 ; and in such early a day afforded the opportu.

places as these our orders may nity of including his majesty's

have reached previously to the said squadron in the celebration of this

1st day of December, on such great occasion ; and his excellency

day as shall be appointed for the the commander of the Acet united

due observance ofthe said thanks. with the government in the per

giving by the governor in council, formance of the solemnity.
A.
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At six o'clock in the morning After the conclusion of divine

the right honourable the governor, service, according to the form of

attended by his lordship’s body thanksgiving appointed by his ma

guard and the officers of his perso- jesty, the right honourable the go

nal staff, and accompanied by his vernor, accompanied by the gen-.

majesty's chief justice, vice -admiral tlemen present, returned in state

Rainier, and the commander in to the government garden.

chief, the members of council, Vice- admiral Rainier having

and the puisne judges of the su- chosen this occasion for performing

preme court, the general officers the ceremony of shifting his flag on

present at Fort St. George, the his excellency's promotion to be a

captains and officers of his majes. vice-admiral of the white, his ex

ty's navy , and the principal civil cellency was received by the right

and military gentlemen of the set- honourable the governor at the en

tlement , arrived at the parade of trance of the grand room at the

Fort St. George, where the troops government gardens. On hoisting

had previously been formed in the new flag, his excellency re

square, to receive his lordship with ceived the compliment of a salute

the accustomed honours.
from the guns of the fort, and

At the statue of the marquis from the artillery of his highness

Cornwallis the chief secretary of the nabob of Arcot's, stationed at

government read his majesty's gra- the place of Chepauk. The ships

cious proclamation of peace , the of the squadron , amounting to se

troops presenting their arms, and venteen, having manned the yards

continuing in that position during and rigging, cheered the white flag

the time of reading the proclama- in the appropriate manner. The

tion : a royal salute was then fired flag ship returned the salute of the

from the guns of the garrison, fort, and of the park of his high

which was followed by three vol- ness the nabob.

leys from the troops composing the The right honourable the gover

square .

After the discharge, the proces- was numerously attended by gen
nor gave a public breakfast, which

sion formed into ranks of three tlemen.

persons, moved towards the church ,
In the evening his lordship gave

the right honourable the governor
walking between the honourable a grand ball, to which all the la

sirT. Strange and his excellency ment, and theofficersof the fleet
dies and gentlemen of the settle

vice-admiral Rainier, and pre ; and army were invited .

ceded by the whole of the personal

staff, when the troops again pre
On this occasion the superb

sented their arms, the band play- building recently erected at the

ing the national air of God save the government gardens was opened,

king.
and produced that general imprese

Ön passing from the square, the sion of surprise and approbation

procession entered a street of troops excited by the most magnificent

which extended to the gate of the and beautiful specimen of architec

church , and continued to pay the ture which the science and taste

same honours until the procession of Europe have ever exhibited to
the natives of India.

passed into the church ,

About
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About nine o'clock the company extending across her figure, to

had assembled , and soon after his receive the olive -branch from

highness the nabob Azeem ul Dow. Peace, advaneing to present it.

la arrived in state, accompanied On the right of Britannia a lau

by some of the principal person- relled victory reposed , suspending

ages of his highness's durbar. from her arm a chain of medal.

His highness was received at the lions, inscribed with the names of

door of his carriage by the staff of the most distinguished statesmen

the right honourable the governor, and soldiers of the late war.

and conducted to the head of the The principal painting was sure

room by his lordship , to a seat mounted by a semi-circular com

purposely prepared for his high- partment, containing a G. R. of

ness : the dances then commenced, large dimensions, surrounded by a

and continued until about ten wreath of roses, thistles , and sham

o'clock, when the company ad- rocks , the bottom entwined with a

journed to an exhibition of fire- scroll , on which was inscribed -

works.
The pilot who weathered the storm.

The word plassey appeared in

distance through the gloom, like The pediment of the portico

the deeds of other years. contained an excellent transparency

From a nearer site, the atten- of the united arms of Great Britain

tion was attracted to the word Sea and Ireland .

ringapatam , in letters of brilliant A brilliant display of fireworks,

fire. extremely diversified in various

The fort and squadron com- quarters of the government gar

menced firing, and in an instant dens, concluded this part of the

were superbly illuminated. A ge- entertainment.

neral view of this scene, aided by The company proceeded to sup

2 quick succession of fire- balls, per in the gallery of the grand

suggested the idea of a fortress building : nothing had been omit

assailed by land and sea , and ted which could contribute to the

reminded many characters present gratification or convenience of the

of those glorious events in which company ; but the extent even of

they had borne a distinguished this magnificent building appeared

part . to be insufficient to accommodate

The eyes of the company were the prodigious assemblage of per

then attracted to a grand illumina- sons invited to partake of the

tion of blue lights; and being fête.

again directed to a flight of rock- His highness the nabob retired

ets, the front of a temporary edi- immediately after supper, highly

fice appeared, representing the gratified with the amusements of

portico of the temple of peace. the evening, and testifying the

The entrance of the portico was pleasure afforded to his highness's

ornamented by a transparent paint- inind, by the opportunity of con

ing, representing Britunnia stand- tributing to celebrate an event so

ing upon a rock in the ocean , the important to Great Britain and her

trident of Neptune resting on her allies.

left shoulder ; the British lion cou. The dances recommenced on the

chant at her feet; the right hand return of the company to the ball

100II ,
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1

room , and continued till a late rider; they had hardly passed hind

hour in the morning. a hundred yards, when, looking

round, they saw him coming up

New Launch. full speed , open- mouthed : Mr.

On the 2d instant a superb Lechmerė immediately threw his

launch took place froin the build- horse between the furious animal

ing yard of Mr. Dyne, of Anjengo ; and Mrs. Lechmere's ; in conse

the vessel is named the Anjengo: quence of which, the horse made

her dimensions are 76 feet keel, three ineffectual attempts to lay

breadth of beam 25 feet, com- hold of Mr. Lechmere; in the

puted tonnage -- carpenter's mea- fourth he succeeded in seizing his

surement, 260 tons .
arm between the wrist and the el.

This is the first time that a ves- bow, where he kept his hold for

sel of such capacious dimensions some time, when Mr. Lechmere

has been constructed at Anjengo : observed Mrs.Lechmere had rode

" she is built of the finest Travancore back sufficiently to be out of all ,

timber, and finished in a style of kind of danger. Using every exer

strength and elegance highly credit- tion , he succeeded in extricating

able to the science and iaste of the himself, and his horse having su

ingenious constructor, captain perior speed, he fortunately got

Iepson, a native of Holstein.- quit of him .

The ship's head, a figure of Di- We are happy , however, to

ana, habited as a huntress, bears learn that the injury Mr. Lech

the marks of masterly skill in such mere has sustained is by no means

work . so severe as might have been ap

The resident of Anjengo, and prehended, from the horse having

the resident at Travancore, with his arm in his mouth for upwards

all the fashion and beauty of An- ofa minute.

jengo and the vicinity , honoured We understand this horse has

the launch by their presence and lately been imported from Surat,

applause, and afterwards partook where he had made several similar

of a cold collation prepared for the attempts ; it is therefore to be

occasion by the owner, Mr. Dyne. hoped that precautions will be

The shade of Eliza hovered over the taken to prevent his doing any mise

chief in future.scene ,

We have to lament the loss of

BOMBAY the Portuguese ship Navio de Via

Occurrences for October. gem Martalya, bound to Goa, on
The 2d of September, in the Mo

O&. 6th . On Sunday morning, sambique channel , about seven

as Thomas Lechmere, esq. and his o'clock in the evening : they were

lady were riding out on horseback , at that time about 10 leagues from

near the Washerman's Tank, they the island of Mosambique . We

passed a gentleman riding on a do not understand that any of the

large unruly white horse, who crew were lost,

seemed to be an overmatch for his

CRYLON
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CEYLON
19 guns from the ramparts of

Columbo.

Occurrences for October. His majesty's ship Arrogant, of

74 guns, nearly perished in a vio

lent typhon in the China seas, by

Oct. 21st . On Friday morning, which she was totally dismasted ,

the 8th , his excellency the gover- but made her way to a port in

nor, attended by captain Moubray, China, where she was refitting.–

one of his aides-de -camp, left Captain Osborne and many of the

Hulfsdorp for Aripo : at sunrise on crew had been dangerously ill ,

that day, his excellency's depart from the fatigues they had under

ure was announced bya salute of gone, but were recoyering.

BENGAL Occurrences for NovemBER, 1802.

same

The right honourable the gover- ships ; excepting only piece goods ,

nor in council is pleased to publish which shall not be laden , unless by

for general information , the ar. special licence from the company

ticles for enlarging the privileges or their governments abroad ; and

of private traders between India saltpetre, which any of the govern

and Great Britain , which have ments in India shall have the

been transmitted by the honour power to prohibit or restrain .

able court of directors, in their 4th . That the goods to be ex

letter dated 14th June last. ported on private account be, as

Art . 1st . That in addition to now , received into the company's

the quantity of 3000 tons of ship- warehouses in India , and that the
ping, now annually allotted to the care be taken in assorting

exports of individuals from India, them into cargoes in due propor
3 , 4 , or 5000 tons more, or as tions of light and heavy goods,

much as may be wanted, shall be according to the deliveries into the

assigned. warehouses, as is observed in form

2d. That the shipping to be thus ing the company's own cargoes.

annually einployed shall be wholly 5th . That these goods shall be

applied to the use of private brought to the company's ware

traders, and shall neither be des- houses in London, and thence to

tined nor detained , for political or their sales, in the regular order,

warlike services, in India, but sail subject to the charge of three per

from thence directly for the port of cent. now allowed to the company

London , at fixed periods, within for landing, warehousing, and sell

the fair-weather season . ing private goods.

38. That all commodities of 6th . That when the private

the produce of the continent, or of goods provided for exportation

the British territories in India , shall from India shall not serve to fill all

be permitted to be laden on those the ships sent out for them, the

company
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company shall put gruff goods into make void any coutract or agree.

those ships upon their own ac- ment into which the company have

count . already entered, or to prevent the

7th . That no person shall be company from taking up hereafter

permitted to embark in this trade , or contracting to build ships in

as principal or agent, except such Great Britain , on equal or more

as may lawfully engage therein, advantageous terms than those of

according to the provisions of the India.

act of 33 Geo. III. chap. 52 . 11th . That the above ships shall

8th . That the ships to be em be relet by the company without

ployed in this service shall be built profit, to such merchants as may

for the purpose, either in Great be disposed to export goods to

Britain or India, the company India , or to import goods from

contracting with those who shall India, as above described, charging

undertake to build, or be the own to the exporter and importer

ers of them , for their service dur- respectively such proportion only

ing eight voyages ; and that the of the total freight for the voyage,

construction of them shall be as shall be due, according to the

agreeable to a plan already adopt. proportions established by the act

ed by the company in England, of 33 Geo. III . cap . 52 .

for ships intended to carry their The necessary arrangements for

own gruff goods. carrying the above into execution

9th . That in order to ascertain will hereafter be notified under the

the rates at which ships of this authority of his excellency the

construction , built of teak , can be most noble the governor general in

obtained for eight voyages certain council,

in India , the court will authorise

their governments there immedi Tonnage.

ately to advertise for such a num- Nov. 16th . The governor general

ber of ships of the above descrip- in council having received instruc

tion as are likely to be required, tions from the honourable the

and to engage them for the com- court of directors for providing

pany, provided the freight demand- such aid of Indian tonnage as may

ed shall not exceed the rate of be necessary, in addition to the

those lately contracted for in honourable company's tonnage, for

England. the conveyance of the private trado

10th. Or ships already built in between India and Great Britain ,

India may be engaged for two or until ships built or engaged by

more voyages, for the purpose of contract for that purpose, under

carrying the private trade , if they the conditions prescribed in the

shall not exceed the rate of peace preceding articles, can come into

freight actually paid by the com , employ, is pleased , under the au

pany for ships of the like descrip- thority received from the honour

iion this season , and provided able court of directors, to passthe

they are in all respects approved following orders :

by their master attendants, or 1st . That all ships duly regis

other proper officers in India ; tered according to law , employed

provided also, that nothing herein in the recent expedition to Egypt,

contained shall be construed to under the orders of this presi

deney ,
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Six per cent .

2 2

000 Opar .
on

deney, or of the presidency of the 20th of September, 1800, ex.

Fort St. George, or of Bombay, tended by this order to the proprie

or of the government of Ceylon tors of ships employed in the ex

respectively, be permitted to pro- pedition to Egypt.

ceed to England during the present The conditions in detail to

season with cargoes on account of which the proprietors of the ship

private traders, under the general described in the foregoing order

conditions specified in the Calcutta must conform, will be published
gazette of the 20th September, hereafter by the board of trade.

1800, and renewed in the gazette By command of his excellency

of the 21st May, 1801 . the most noble the governor general

2d . That the proprietor of any in council.

ship or ships employed in the said J. LUMSDEN ,

service, which may have been Chief Sec. to the Govt.

disabled or lost therein, be per

mitted to substituie tonnage of COMPANY'S PAPER.

equal amount to that of any ship
November 15 .

or ships so disabled or lost ; and

that the conditions of the foregoing Buy. Sell.

9 4 9 13 dis.order be extended to the tonnage Old 8 per cent.
2 6 do.

which shall be substituted in place Newdo. int . payable

1 8 1 12 do.of such ship or ships as may have half-yearly

been disabled or lost in the public Do. of 1st Sept.1801

service
and 2d Aug. 1802the expedition to Ten per cent .

7 8 7 0 do ,
Egypt. Twelve per cent.

12 do

3d . No ship shall be admitted
to the benelit vf the indulgence

A heavy gale of wind set in atextended to the proprietors of

shipsemployed on the expedition continued to blow with great furyMasulipatam on the 15th , and

to Egypt by the foregoing orders till the 20th, accompanied by a
which shallnot have left Bengal or

Madras , en or before the 1st of prodigious fall of rain . The fort

was totally inundated, and the adApril , 1803, or Bombay before
jacent country exhibiting an entire

the ist of July, 1803 .
sheet of water in all directions.

4th. If the honourable com

Three country snows were wreck ,pany's ships of the present season, ed , two of them belonging to Nar

together with the tonnagedescribed

sapore . We do not learn that any
in the foregoing orders, should not

lives were lost.
furnish sufficient tonnage for the

conveyance of the gouds of pri

vate traders which may be ten

Important Nautical Infarmation ,dered for exportation previously to

the 1st of April, 1803 , the defi- Nov. 26th . Account of a ledge

ciency of such tonnage shall be of rocks discovered by his majes

supplied by ships to be taken up in ty's ship drrogant, the Dorer

India for one voyage; but the pro- Castle, Asia, and Admiral Ruinier

prietors of ships so taken up shall in companys Jan. 23d , 1802, 4h .

not be entitled to the benefit of the 30min . P. M. saw the appear

conditions of the advertisement of ance of breakers bearing N. W ,

distant,

1 4
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distant about half a mile ; brought which every attempt to rouse him

to, and sent a boat to examine proved ineffectual. This melan

them , which returned at half past choly continued till the evening

6, having found a ledge of coral preceding the fatal day, when have

rocks, with only 7 feet water on ing as usual secured his shop, and

them , extending a quarter of a retired home, he was found the suc

mile N. E. and S. W. the sound- cceding morning weltering in his

ings round them two and a half : own blood , having put an end to

5, 8 , 12 fathoms at a cable's his existence by cutting his throat.

length , and 25 at about a quarter

of a mile distant, latitude 5 ! 12 Government Notification .

S. longitude 130 00 E. per chro- Whereas his excellency the most

nometer. The above 'situation noble the governor general in

may be depended on , as the time- Council has been pleased by his or

keepers of all the ships agreed, ders of the 10th instant , published

and the Island of Lubeck was seen in the Calcutta gazette extraordi

at noon from the Asia's mast- nary of the 11th insiant, to deter

head , bearing S. S. W. and we mine under the authority received

made the Island of Solumbo next from the honourable the court of

morning, our run to which agreed directors, that such of the ships

very well with the above longitude. employed on the late expedition to

There does not exist in any chart Egypt, as may be duly qualified

any such reef, and its being so according to law , shall be permitted

much in the track of ships going to proceed to England in the present

through the Java seas, particu- season with cargoes on account of

darly those bound to China, the private traders, under the general

eastern passage renders it very conditions specified in the adver

dangerous. tisement published in the Calcutta

gazette of the20th September, 1800;

Suicide. and that the proprietor ofany shipor

A few days since Byramjee Jam- ships employed in the said service

settjee, a Parsee, who must have which may have been disabled or lost

been well known to the inhabitants terein,shall be permitted to substi

of Bombay as the owner of a tute tonnage ofequal amount to that

shop in Hummum -street, commit- ofany shiporships so disabled or lost,

țed the shocking act of suicide . and that the conditions of the above

The cause that could have driven recited order shall extend to the

him to this desperate alternative is tonnage substituted in the place of

not apparent. Upon an inspection such ship or ships so disabled or

into the state of his affairs, it is said lost : the said advertisement of 20th

that they are at least square with , September, 1-800 , with such modifi

if not before, the world . He bore cations and additional clauses as

a most excellent character for existing circumstances render ne

assiduity and honesty, and his cessary , is now iepublished for ger

appearance bespoke a steady and neral information .

contentcd mind, till within a few 1st. The board of trade hereby

days of the borrid catastrophe, give notice that, in pursuance of

when he was observed to have sunk authority froin his excellency the

into a stare o despondency, from most noble the governor general

.

2
in
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in council , they purpose to hire on Time when the loading will be

account of the honourable compa- completed , and the ship be ready ,

ny such of the ships employed on which must not be later than the

the late expedition to Egypt under 1st of April next .

the orders of the presidency of Ben . 3d . Ships not at present in port,

gal, as may be duly qualified ac- but expected to arrive in time, may

cording to law , to proceed with be tendered.

cargoes from the port of Calcutta

to the port of London, in the pre- at their tonnage by builder's mca
4th . The ships will be chartered

sent season of 1802-3 , and that in
surement .

the place of any of the said ships

duly qualified according to law 5th . Should any ship not be

which may have been disabled or ready to commence loading by the

lost in the said service, the board of time specified, or not be completely

trade will ( under the authority
loaded and ready to sail by the time

aforesaid ) hire for the same pur- board of trade may withdraw thespecified, in the former case, the

pose other ships duly qualified ac

cording to . law , to anequalamount permission given, for the ship to

of tonnage with that of the ship so proceed to England, notwithstand

disabled or lost : and that the pro- in the latter case, the owners shalling the previous acceptance of her,

prietors of both descriptions of

ships will be permitted (under the be subject to a penalty payable in

restrictions contained in the 10th Bengal, of twenty -five Sicca rupees

and 11th articles of this advertise- per ton of the ship's chartered ion

ment) to occupy the tonnage of page, unless suchcausefor the de

their respective ships with their lay be assigned as the board of

own goods, or with such goods of trade may deem satisfactory.

other persons as they may think fit
6th . The board of trade shall

to ship, to be delivered into the be at liberty, previously to their

honourable company's warehouses acceptance of any ship, to cause her

at the port of London . to be surveyed , and if on survey

2d . Proprietors of ships, who she should be found not in a fit

may be desirous of availing them- condition to carry a cargo to the

selves of the indulgence granted by port of London, to reject her.

his excellency the governor general 7th . Every ship , after the de

in council as above recited, are livery of her cargo in England,

required to notify the same in writ- will be permitted to return to In

ing to the secretary of the board dia , and to bring to India all such

of trade on or before the 15th of goods and merchandise as may

February next ; stating the followe legally be brought, with the ex

ing particulars : ception of ordnance and inilitary

Ship's naine.

Name and place of residence of 8th . Every ship that shall have
the owner or owners.

been previously registered viiher in
Commander's name. India or in England, must be re

Place where the ship was built, gistered in Bengal ; and no ship

time when , and name of builder. will be permitted to commence

Ship’s burthen by builder's mea- loading, until she be registered, og

surement, time when the ship will until the certificate of her registry

be ready to commence loading, ( if already registered ) be produced

VOL . 5 ,

stores .

+ D ) to
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may be.

to the board of trade, as the case governor general in council may

be desirous of sending by her to St.

9th . Manifests in duplicate of Helena, or to England , and also all

the goods intended to be laden on such packets as the governor and

the ships, must be delivered at the council of St. Helena may be

export warehouse, previously to desirous of sending by her to Eng.

the goods being sent on board . On land .

the delivery of any manifest, as 13th . No passenger or passengers

above directed , with a certificate shall be received on board any of

of the collector of government cus. the ships either at Bengal , or at St.

toms subjoined thereto of the duties Helena, or elsewhere, on the voyage

having been paid, the sub-export- to England, or in England, or else

warehouse -keeper will grant an or- where, on the voyage back to India ,

der to the commander of the vessel , except with the express permission

on which the goods are to be ship- of his excellency the most noble the

ped , to receive them . This order governor general in council , or

is afterwards to be presented to the of the governor and council of St.
collector of the government cus- Helena, or of the honourable the

toms, as his authority for passing court of directors, or the other

the goods. authorities duly empowered to grant

10th . The honourable the court such permission on the part of the

of directors having prohibited the honourable company , under penal

under -mentioned commodities to be ty of five hundred pounds sterling

carried to England from India, they for every passenger so carried with

will not be permitted to be ship- out permission.

ped, viz. 14th . With regard to the man
China raw silk, ning of the ships, it is desirable that

Tea , the crew should be entirely com

Nankeen cloth . posed of British seamen , butas that

11th. The board of trade shall may not be practicable in all cases,

be at liberty, if they think fit, to it is expected that the owners will

lade at Calcutta, on every ship , on engage as many British seamen as

account of the honourable com- can be procured , and complete the

pany, a quantity of stores to be remainder of their crews with las

delivered at St. Helena, to the ex- cars , natives of Asia or Africa . And

tent of one ton for every hundred the owners are to engage under pe

tons of her chartered tonnage , for nalty to bring back to India at their

which stores the owners will be al- own expence all such natives of Asia

lowed freight at the rate of ten and Africa, who may enter on board

pounds ten shillings sterling per their ships in Bengal, or go on board

ton , the amount of the freight will elsewhere after leaving Bengal,

be paid at St. Helena on the deli- cases of death only excepted .

very of the stores, either in cash , or 15th. In addition to the engage

by bills, upon the honourable court ments hitherto contained in the

of directors, payable sixty days after charter parties relative to the food,

sight, at the option of the governor cloathing, accommodation, and me

and council of St. Helena. dical assistance, with which the las.

12th . Every ship shall carry, cars employed on board of the ships

free of charge, all such packets as are to be supplied, it will be re

his excellency the most noble the quired, with a view to prevent as

4 much
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much as possible casualties during Cost of the printed copies of the

the voyage from the employment of

lascars in an unhealthy state, that FEES AS FOLLOWS .

previously to the dispatch of every To the secretary of the

ship the lascars be brought on deck , board of trade

and undergo an inspection by the the signing of the

master attendant, or his deputy, charter party, ten gold mohur's .

and by the medical person attached To the subexport ware :

to the ship , together with any other house keeper on the

medical person who may be ap manifests of the goods

pointed by government to superin- shipped being , com

tend this duty, and all lascars who pleted, and for pre

in the judgment of the said inspec- paring the documents

tors shall not appear to be in a fit necessary
for dis

state of health to be employed as patching the ships' gold mohurs.

mariners for the voyage to Eng . To themasterattendant,

land , shall be forthwi:h discharged, his deputy , or his as

and sent back to Calcutta at the sistant, on mustering

expence of the owner, by whom the crew upon the fi

other lascars, or Europeans, must nal dispatch of the ship two.three.

be sent on board to complete the To ditto, on mustering

crew to the number of mariners the crew upon the

required by the charter party ; and ship's return to Bengal two, three.

until this is done, the ship will not 18th . It is requested that the

be permitted by the agent for dis- notifications be made out in the fol

patching the ship to proceed on her lowing form :

voyage. To C. M. RICKETTS, Esq .

16th . For information of the Secretary to the Board of Trade.

further conditions required to be Sir ,

observed on the part of owners of 1. In pursuance of the adver

ships which may be engaged under tisement of the board of trade,

this advertisement, they are refer . bearing date the 17th of November,

red to a draft of a charter party ; 1802 , respecting the hiring of ships

which will, as soon as possible, be duly qualified according to law,

prepared and sent to the master employed on the late pedition to

attendant's office for general in. Egypt, to carry cargoes from the
spection port of Calcutta to the port of

17th . The owners of every ship London, in the season of 1802-3,

must reimburse to the company the with permission to substitute other

under -mentioned expences,and pay ships, duly qualified according to

the subjoined fees to their officers. law, in the place of qualified ships

Allowance customarily drawn by disabled or lost in the said service,

the agent and master attend- I hereby tender the ship ( )

ant on dispatching the ship . of the burthen of ) tons * ,

• N. B. In the case of a ship disabled or lost, for which it may be intended to

substitute another ship, the following words must be added where the above mark

scauds " In the place of the ship ( ] of the burthen of [ ] tons

disabled, lost, and &e . ' '

+ D2
and
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1

1

.

In the year
1

) Sixes 4 9 12
.

2

+ ing by the prem }

age by the

and subjoin the further several par- pees among the Bramins the day

ticulars required , viz .
preceding the action of the 25th

Ship's name ( ) ult. a very powerful preliminary to

Sole owner the insurance ofsuccess, and a proof

( ) inhabitant of ) also that this chieftain knows well

Commander ( how to apply the aurum potabile as

Built one of the chief sinews of war.

At

COMPANY'S PAPER .

By Nov. 29, 1802.

Burthen by builder's Buying. Selling .

measurement tons (
Discount 9

The ship will be ready
Old Eights ditto 2 2 10

Loans ofAp.& Nov. 1800 , do . 1 12
to commence load

Do. of Sept. 1801 , and 0 0 0

( ) Aug. 1802

Andwill be completely Twelves ditto 4 2 0

loaded and ready to
Tens (none at market)

proceed on her voy

(

MADRAS
2. I agree to all the conditions

contained in the advertisement Occurrences for November.

above -mentioned , and in the draft

of the charterparty.
New Navigable Canal.

3. As securities for the per- The opening of this canal , which

formance of my engagements, I communicates from the Black

tender the under-mentioned persons, Town to Ennore River, attracted

whose declaration of their assent an innumerable concourse of spec

to be my securities is hereunto sub- tators.

joined. The right honourable the gover

) nor and his excellency vice -admiral

Rainier, with the principal inhabi

I am , & c. tants of the settlement, were pre

Calcutta, sent at the ceremony.

the of 180 Upwards of twenty boats orna

We agree to be securities. mented with flags, and music play

) ing, in a short time entered the

( ) bason , from the first of which Mr.

19th . Persons tendering ships on Heefke, under whose superinten

behalf of their constituent must , dance the work has been

with their tenders, send for the in- pleted, landed, and had the honour

spection of the board of trade, of being introduced to his lordship ,

the necessary document authorizing for the purpose of presenting a va

them to make the tender. riety of articles, which the canal

Published by order of the will be the means of transporting

board of trade, from the interior for the use of the

C. M. RICKETTS, settlement.

Fort William , Sec . B. T. The length of this canal from

Noveinber 17 , 1802.
Moodookistah's Choultry to the

Juswunt Rao Holkar is said to north -west angle of the Black Town

have distributed five lacks of rus Wall, is estimated at 10,560 yards,

3

.

com

ihe
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the breadth at the top 40, and its stance should render captain Mont

greatest depth 12 feet. gomery's return to Europe neces

A road sixty feet wide, and three sary , as the public will thereby be

feet above the original level, has deprived of the valuable and useful.

been made on both sides the canal , services of that active and intelli

which it is intended to plant with gent officer of cavalry in India .

two rows of cocoa nut trees ; and Captain Montgomery's services

regular drains have been cut and merits are well known to the

throughout for the purpose of car- right ' honourable the governor in

rying off the water. council of Fort St. George, to the

The advantages which the inha- establishment of which presidency

bitants of Madras will derive from capt . Montgomery belongs , and

this communication , by the decrease where he has executed several im

of price in all inland commodities, portant trusts, in a manner highly

renders it an object of the greatest satisfactory to that government,

importance, and too much praise and honourable to his integrity and

cannot be bestowed on those, to diligence.

whose lot it has fallen , to carry the “ The public service on this

intention of government into effect. . establishment has derived import

The whole of this grand and ant advantages from the experience,

laudable undertaking has been skill , and abilities of captain Mont

completed in a period short of nine gomery in various branches of esta

months.
blishments connected with the ca

valry. The stute of discipline and

Nov. 13th . The two convicts, subordination, which the new body

Charles Fizakerly, alias Fitzakerly , guard at Fort William has already

and Pascol de Silva, who received attained, and the alacrity and mili

sentence of death at the last sessions , tary spirit , which have been mani

were executed yesterday morning. fested on several occasions of fo .

reign service by the native officers

Captain Montgomery. and troopers of that corps , are to

Nov , 13th. G. 0. The right be ascribed to the abilities , skill ,

honourable the governor in coun- and activity of captain Montgomery.

cil has been pleased to publish “ His excellency the governor

in general orders at this Presi . in council deems it to be a justice

dency, the following extract of due to captain Montgomery to re

a general order published by his cord this testimony of his excel

excellency the governor gene- lency's entire approbation of the

ral in council, at Fort William , conduct of that officer during the

and to add to the distinguished time he has been employed at this

commendation bestowed by his ex- presidency.”

cellency in council on the conduct

of captain Montgomery, the entire BOMBAY

approbation of his lordship in
c'uncil of themerits of thatlicer Occurrences forNovember.

in the situations filled by him , un

der the orders of the government of Funeral of the late Persian Ambas
Fort St. Gevrge. sador.

" The governor general in coun- Nov. 1st . The body of the late

cil is concerned that any circumn- Persian ambassador Hadjce Kha

+ D 3 lee)
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leel Khan , which, after the melan- the saluting battery ; at the con

choly catastrophe of the 20th of clusion of which the Bombay frigate

July last , had been embalmed at took up the salute, and received

the express desire of the Persians, the remains of the Khan, under the

with the view of its being ieturned compliment of an equal number of

to its native country, and delivered half-minute guns.

to the relations of the deceased , Major Malcolm , with lieutenant

was yesterday removed from the Charles Pasley , arrived on Sunday

residence of the Persian embassy, last at the dock head : a salute of

where it has all along been depo- fifteen guns was fired upon his

sited in a tomb constructed for the landing.

purpose , and conveyed on board the On Tuesday morning the major,

vessel, which is under the con- attended by lieutenant Pasley, his

voy of the honourable company's secretary, paid a complimentary

frigate the Bombay, to transport it visit to the gentlemen of the Per
to Bushire. This mournful cere- sian embassy ; on his approach to

mony was marked with the solem- the house , a detachment of native

nity and attention which the sin- infantry was drawn up , through

gular fate of his excellency of itself which he passed while the band

so powerfully awakened, and con- played a march, and he was further

ducied under thosehonour, which his complimented on his entering the

distinguished character demanded. residence of the embassy, and re

HisMajesty's and the honourable turn , by a salute of fitteen guns

company's principal naval, milita- from an adjacent battery placed on

ry , marine , and civil servants, hav- the occasion .

ing met at the government house at

about eleven o'clock in the morn- War between Holkar and Scindeah,

ing, the honourable the governor Nov 3d . The circumstances are

with his council, and major Mal- the following: That early on the

colm in one carriage proceeded, morning of Sunday the 24th ult.

followed by the gentlemen who had a general attack was made by the

assembled in their respective car- Holkar, which was well sustained

riages, to the residence of the late by Scindeal’s infantry, who how

ambassador ; having arrived there, ever giving way to the battalions

and the usual ceremonies being under colonel Harding, decided the

gone through , the corpse was mov- fate of the day,

ed off, attended by Aka Hussein, .A general confusion ensued in

as chief mourner, all the mirzas the army of Scindeah , and it is said

and others of his family, and fol- upwards of three thousand men fell

lowed by the honourable the go. in the action ; the guns, baggage,
vernor, major Malcolm , and the & c . fell into Holkar's hands.

gentlemen who had accompanied Captain Dawes, mentioned in our

him ; the procession having arrived last gazette as the commander of

at Mazagon, the body was embark- Scindeah's infantry, fell in the exe

ed from the dock head under the cution of his duty, and colonel

colours of the garrison, hoisted half Harding also , in the moment of

mast high ; at the same time that victory , to which his conduct had

fifty half-minute guns, the com- greatly contributed , received a can
puted age of the late Hadjee Kha- non -shot in the shoulder ; Ess unt

leel Khan, commenced firing from Rao immediately went to him to
afford
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afford consolation and assistance, was killed , as was also Bajy Rao

but in vain ; the wound was mortal, Pattunker.

allowing time only for the expres- The city is completely in the

sion of a desire to be buried beside possession of Holkar’s troops ; he

his countrymen , at the burial -place in person continues a few coss to

of the British residency . This, it the eastward of Jejury ; he is levya

is added in a native letter, detailing ing heavy contributions on the city,

the anecdote, was accordingly ef- which superadded to those lately
fected . Holkar's loss is about one exacted by the peishwa, as noticed

thousand . in our last gazeite, induce extreme

As this serere conflict took place agitation and distress. It is said

within a short distance from the that Holkar demands two kroor,

city, in sight even from some of its but it is not credible that the

lofty houses, the general consterna- city, exhausted as it has been ,

tion and affright is not easily con- can by any means bear such a

ceived . All business was of course pressure.

at a stand ; and even the holy cere- It is not probable that during

monies incident to the day ( it be- such times of distress and dismay ,

ing the height of the Dewally ) were that very accurate accounts will be

interrupted and suspended. His forwarded by the natives , from

highness the peishwa had a short which, however, most of our state

time before been in Scindeah's ment is here given . They proceed

camp, and on learning the fate of to relate that Holkar, immediately

the army, immediately quitted the after his victory, issued orders, and

city , and proceeded to Singhur, a took measures for the quiet and

hill -fort in its neighbourhood, at security of the city , appearing con

tended by the minister Ballajee cerned and surprised that his high

Kooujur, and others of his court. ness the peishwa should have with

A detachment of Scindeah's army drawn, and publicly signified his

forthwith quitted the city also ; the intention of immediately replacing

licentious followers of both plun. him in the rajah , with Emrut Rao,

dering partially the quarters of the bis highness's brother by adoption,

city immediately in their way ; as , as his minister. The present mi

however, their depredations were nister, Ballajee Coonjur, Holkar

transient, no benefit could accrue accuses as the cause of the recent

from also burning the town, and it troubles in the empire.

therefore escaped. We have just heard that the

Several letters from Poonah menº peishwa has quitted Singhur (or

tion among the chiefs killed on Sewgur) the fort to which he first

Scindeah's side, Baba Rao Angria, resorted, and is journeying towards

but it is reported in Bombay , and Mhar, a fort in the Konkan, not far

we believe truly, that he made his distant from Bancoot.

escape with only five attendant Emrut Rao, with a small force,

horsemen, and is arrived at Coolaba is in the neighbourhood of Juneer,

in our neighbourhood. a city and fort , two day's journey

Scindeah's chief commanders northward of Poonal ; the peishwa's

were his father -in - law , Sakharam younger brother, Chimınajee Appa,

( or Surjajee) Ghautkey, Sadasew accompanies bis highness . A de

Malhar, Gopal Rao Baho, and tachment of Scindeah's horse and

Jumaul Khan Puttan ; the latter foot, of some strength , is at Bur

+ D 4 hanpoor;
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hanpoor ; major Pohlman com- features which exalt the judicial

mands the latter. character, few have ever laid

Scindeah himself is at Ougien greater claims to those pre -eminent

with a large force , but under the qualities than the distinguished ma

pecuniary difficulties that he la- gistrate who is now no more.
bours, it is not easy to foresee how The difficulties incident to the

he can readily find resources to establishment of a new court, and

restore his long -possessed influence the introduction of new forms of

in the Decan , now so severely , practice, were surmounted by a

and for the first time, seriously persevering spirit solicitous only
cliecked . for the public good : and while suit

ors of every description relied with

Loss of the ships Intrepid and Comet. confidence on his impartial judge

Nov. 23d . The arrival of his ment, little was left for his associ

Majesty's ship . Arrogant , without ates on the bench , but to admiro

having received any tidings of either the wisdom , and concur in the rece

of these cruizers, has most lament- titude of his decrees.

ably decided the question , and left Possessed of such qualifications

us to deplore, in this melancholy for his exalted and important sta

catastrophe, the premature fate of tion, we should have thought our.

captain George Roper, a most wor- selves deficient in respect and duty,

thy and truly valuable officer, and if we had suffered ihis our first

the still more premature loss of a sederunt since his death to pass,

number of young gentlemen, whose withont entering a solemn notice of

rising merits held forth the most that melancholy event on the pub

promising assurances of their prov- lic records of the court.

ing, had their lives been spared

to them , an honour to their profes Splendid Fétes .

sion . The British society of Bombay

gave a superb entertainment to Ab

The late Sir William Syer. dul Latiff Khan and the members of

We, the mayor and aldermen of the Persian embassy, in token of

the third term of 1802 , at this our the happy cordiality which sub

first meeting since the death of sir sisted between these illustrious

William Syer, late president of this strangers and the British inhabi

court, should not be doing justice tants of this island. The theatre

to our own feelings. nor to the vir- was the place chosen for the enter

tues and talents of the deceased, if tainment. A large space of ground

we failed to record our sincere re- was enclosed to the front of it ,

gret for his loss, and our profound where the supper tables were laid

sense of his extraordmary merits out. The enclosure was divided in

as a man and a judge. to arches, which were illuininated

It peculiarly belongs to us in by small lamps, and at the entrance

this place, to make mention of his stood tho pillars in a pyramidical

services in the latter light ; and form , covered also with small and

certainly , if patient investigation, variegated Jamps , which had a very

and an anxious desire to decide in beautiful effect. On the top of the

every case consistently with justice ; theatre a well-executed transpa

if acuteness in discerning the truth , rency of the Persian amms was ex

and steadiness in pursuing it, are hibiiod ; and at the opposite end, .

within
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within the theatre , the arms of our presidency , named Peirbhoy ; it

Gracious Sovereign appeared also was completely hit off in all its

transparent ; the interior of the bearings. An Irish Blackguard en

theatre having been moreover deco- livened the company with many

rated with festoons of flowers, and excellent national songs , as excel

other ornaments judiciously chosen lently delivered ; a Gipsey and a
and displayed . Fortune -teller exposed the book of

At about ten the honourable the fate as adepts in the art ; & weary

governor, Abdul Latif Khan, and Pilgrim pursued her lonely way,

Aka Hussen, with their respective and forcibly pourtrayed the effects

suits , accompanied by major Mal- of a tedious pilgrimage. A gentle

colm , entered , when the bands of man , as a Boarding-school Miss,

the garrison, of his majesty's 86th supported the character with great

regiment , and the battalion of artil- spirit. An unfortunate Politician

lery, struck up the animating tune was mistaken for a farmer ; and

ofGod save the King, with forcible though primed with the balance of
effect. Immediately after which power, could give no account of

the dances commenced, and conti- his crops of wheat and barley:

nued , with the intervention of the Some highly -finished old Men and

period allotted to the enjoyment' Women Iningled among the croud ;

of an excellent supper, till four the and upon the whole so much good

next morning. The preparations humour and vivacity was evinced,

for, and the general conduct of and the novelty of the scene gave
the entertainment , were highly so much satisfaction , that we trust

characteristic of, and creditable it will prove only a preluwe to other

to , the taste and exertions of the similar entertainments, at which

managers. masks should be generally encou

On Thursday last , major-general raged . The company did not se

Bellasis gave an elegant entertain- parate till four the following moru

ment to his friends at Randall lodge, ing.

on which occasion the extensive and

beautiful gardens of this mansion CEYLON

were displayed and illuminated in a
style ofvaried magnificence which Occurrences for November.

reflected the highest credit upon the

taste and fancy of the projector.
Yesterday the two companies of

Notice having been unexpectedly his Majesty's65th regiment, under

circulated that masks would be ad the command of lieutenant colonel

mitted on this evening, those who Maddison, which arrived from the

could prepare themselves on the Cape of Good Hope on board the

short notice which was atorded lo
Travers, were landed. It is a sina

to their option, appeared in masks gular circumstance, that of 205

accordingly ; and though the cha- persons who disembarked, not one

racters were few, yet most of them
was sick.

were well supported, and they all

consibuted much to the gaiety of COUNTRY NEVS.

the evening.

No character was ever better Delhi.

S'Ipported than that of the well- Nov. 14th . By intelligence late

known and faithful Sgrang ai this ly received, it appears, that some

chief
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chief officers of Mahmood Shah , meet me at that place. Our ene

hing of Cabul, are now engaged in deavours must be strenuously exa

warfare with the Putans of the erted to batile the Holkars in all

Guilchee nation, or tribe, near the their hostile designs, and to secure

river Atuk. the country from their infamous

Mohunlal represented to his må . depredations now and hereafter.

jesty, that uhkbars now arrived It will be necessary to use every

from the Dakan , convey informa•' means within our power to crush

tion the very reverse of the news and overwhelm thein at once, that

he has hitherto read to his majesty, they may never again have sufficient

respecting the war between the ability to do us similar mischief.”

Holkars and Maharaja Scindeal Nov. 21st . Mr. Drudgeon men.

Buhadoor. The latest papers state, tioned to his majesty, that Juswunt

that Juswunt Rao Holkar, having Rao Holkar has taken upon himself

obtained a complete victory over the entire management of the Poonah

Maharaja's army , had invested government . Shah Nawaz Khan

Poonah, and surrounded Maharaja produced uhkbars which state, that

Streemunt Bahadoor himself, and two battalions of sepoys, and

that the war is now more likely nearly 30,000 horse, belonging to

than ever to continue between the Maharaja Scindeah and Maharaja

belligerent powers for a long period Streemunt Bahadoor, fell in the
of time. late action . Juskunt Rao Holkar,

Nov. 15th . It is supposed that having placed the son of Khooddog

Juswunt Rao Holkar has proceed- Rao Mulhar, deceased, on the gud

ed to Poonah, with a large division dee , or chair of state , at Poonah,

of his army, consisting chiefly offered him in due form the uşnal

of Putans, who have plundered presents.

Streemunt, and occasioned great Nov. 26. General Perron has

consternation in that ill- fated city. directed colonel Bourkuin towards

It is confidently reported also , that Poonah from Jendh , where he has of

Ilolkar, Hushed with success, is late resided with rajah Bhag Singh ,

now determined to assume the su- in order to negotiate matters of

preme authority of that govern- considerable importance with the
ment into his own hands. sieks ; the colonel accordingly is

Nov. 16th . Maharaja Scindeah preparing to march with all expe

Bahadoor, on receiving the disa- dition , agreeably to the general's

greeable intelligence of the unex . commands. Rajah Umbajee, with

pected defeat which his army re- all his forces, and the battalions of

ceived from the Hoikars, has written Begum Sumroo, as also 50 or60,000

from Oujein to general Perron, to cavalry, belonging to Raghojee

the following purport: Bhonsla, the rajah of Nagpoor, are

“ Justunt Rao Holkar has taken all now encamped at Kos, and will

possession of Poonah , and greatly soon join Scindeah near Poonah .

barassed that city, and his high- General Perron will also march in

ness the peishwa ; I am therefore a day or two, with the whole of

obliged to march towards Poonah to the regular troops under his com.

oppose the Holkars, and immediately mand.

on the receipt of this letter you Nov. 27th . Shah Nuwaz Khan

will hasten your march with all the represents, that Maharaja Stree

troops under your command to nunt Bahadoor is encamped at

Kokan,
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Kokan, with 30 or 40,000 troops, tive countries and cantonments,with

to secure bimself from any attempt a determination to conquer or die

that the Holkars may make against under the peishwa's banners.

him . Maharaja Scindeah Baha- Great disturbances has been ex

door has dispatched 30 or 10,000 cited in the siek's dominions. A

cavalry to the Dakan, who are war has now broke out between

now at Poonah . Rajah Umbajce . Mahmood Shah and the Ghilchee

Scindeah, the forces of Raghoje . Putans. Two dustu , or brigades

Bhonsla of Nagpoor, the European of the royal army are encamped on

troops , many chiefs of the Da- one side of the river Atuk , and the

kan , have actually marched to- sieks on the other side, with hostile

wards Poonah , from their respec- jutentions against cach other,

and

BENGAL Occurrences for DECEMBER, 1802.

near

Particulars of the Action between supplied, and their rear protected

Holkar and Scindeah, in some measure by the city of

Jejuree. Poonah .

Extract of a Letter from Poonah, Holkar, who had formed a junc

dated the 10th of November , 1802 ,
tion with Futty Sing Munyer, a

“ I shall endeavour to give you short time after the defeat by the

the best account in mypower of latter, by the peishwa's army under

the late action between Holkar and the command of the Jerry Punt,

Scindeah’s troops, principally from near the town of Baramutty,moved

my own observation, and the rest forward with his whole force to Je

from enquiries and intelligence I jury, where, after spending a few

have collected from differentofficers days in the performance of religious

commanding corps. ceremonies at a very ancient place

“ Scindeah's forces in this quar of worship among the Hindus, he

ter, with the few troops belonging determined to bring his enemy to

to the peishwa, were posted on the an engagement, and accordingly

old encampment, formerly occupied gave orders for marching against

by the brigades, and on the morn
the united forces of his opponents.

ing of the action consisted of His army being at this time assem

4 battalions of Sutherland's brigade,
bled , was immense, and was com

commanded by captain Dawes, posed as follows:

mcn , 3,000 4 battalions under the command of colo

7 ditto of Ambajee's, comınanded nel Sutherland , men , 5,000

by a Musselman , 4,500 5 ditto ditto of inajor Vickars, 4,000

4 ditto of the peishwa's , badly 4 ditto of major Armstrong, late

paid and appointed, command in Scindeah's service
2,600

ed by natives 2,500 3 ditto , under natives, 2,300

Cavalry mustered by Seindeah's Shermeth Khaun's infantry, 1,500

officers the day before, 68,000 Meer Khaun's ditto ,

Peishwa's cavalry .
6,000 Irregulars, mostly Rohillas, 6,000

Cavalry, at a very moderate state
Total 84,000

ment, 125,000

with about 80 pieces of cannon well
Total 144,000

.

600.
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a

and at least 200 capital guns , some two hours . Poor Dawes also fell

of very large calibre, with plenty of by a cannon shot. A Mr. Doug

ammunition and stores . las , an ensign inin Sutherland's

After the arrival of Holkar near brigade, was killed, in an attempt

the camp of the opposite party, to make good his retreat . The

two days were spent in a fruitless only person who escaped was
attempt to accommodate matters ; Monsieur Honove, a Frenchman ,

on the morning of the third , he who was lately at Bombay : he

gave orders for the attack , and behaved most nobly, carrying with

mounted his horse with a fixed reso. him the colours of his corps.- ,

Jution either to conquer or die . A Holkar himself received three bad

sharp and incessant cannonade im- cuts, but is in a fair way of reco

mediately commenced, which lasted very . The dispersed parties are

about four hours, during which now collecting at Nagghur, a very

time much bravery was displayed strong fort, about 40 coss dis

on both sides ; about this time the tance.

cavalry of Scindeah , (who were The success of Holkar lately has

mostly Mahrattas, and who are by more than compensated for his for

no means so brave a character as mer losses at Indore, &c . Up

the Patans , and other Musselmen , wards of 65 cannops were left on

whochiefly compose Holkar's horse) the field of battle, together with

broke and iled in every direction. nearly all the arms, tumbrils, &c.

Eswunt Rao , seizing this important The plunder was great, as the

moment, charged furiously sirord party of Scindeah had a vast quan

in hand upon the baitalions, who, tity of baggage. At present there

encompassed on every side, and de- is no force in this part of the

serted by the Mahratta horse, after country sufficiently strong to op

a very brave resistance, pose us ; and from the troubles in

thrown into confusion , and put to Hindostan it is supposed general

death without mercy . Only one Perron will not for some time be ·

battalion out of the eleven es- able to dispatch a force of any

caped : as for the peishwa's in- consequence into the Decan .
fantry, they retreated into Poonah , The only thing Holkar has to

a short tiine after the contest be- dread is a continuance of the scar

came general, and of consequence city of hay, which is now invariably
suffered but little . During the the complaint among his troops,

latter part of the action, four ter- and which, if not relieved , must in

rible explosions took place in a short tinie disperse them .

Scindean's line , by shot striking At present it is uncertain what

their tumbrils, which tended still * are the intentions of Holkar to

more to throw tiem into disorder. wards Poonah and the peishwa.

I compute, from the best inform- He is now collecting some money
in

ation I have been able to obtain , the town , and his army has so com

that the loss on Scindeah's side con- pletely surrounded it , ihat no pro

sisted of at least 5000 killed and perty can possibly be conveyed

wounded ; in our camp the returns away without the permission of his

made are about one-third of that officers superintending the police ,

number : colonel Ilarding received The following are the names of

a large ball in the commencement the native sirdars :

of the charge, and survived about Scindeak’s.---Rowjee, in com

Hand

were
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9 8

1 10 2

1800

per cent . 2

7 12 7 o do,

con

mand of the whole of his cavalry; fested by him in promoting the

Shaik Calbully, in command of introduction into these provinces for

seven battalions of infantry. the benefit of the valuable and

Peishwa's. —Badjerow himself ; important discovery made by Dr.

Dundipunt ; Bolajee Cunger ; Bo- Jenner ; and that this order be

bajee Potenker ; Roop Ram Chou- transmitted to the right honourable

dry, and Monnore Geer Jussie, all the governor in council of Fort St.

filed to a hill fort near the sea George, for the purpose of being

side . duly signiíied to Dr. Anderson.

Holkar's.-- Futty Sing Monyer,

soubah of the Decan ; Shermeth
COMPANY'S PAPER .

Khaun ; Meer Khaun ; Esswany

Row Tantia, Monser's nephew ;
December 20 .

Kather Khaun Bungus; Wahed Buy. Selling

10 O dis.Ally Khaun, Bungus's brother ; Six per cent.

Nagger Punt, a Bramin ; Gunput Loans or Ap.and Nov.
Old 8 per cent. 2 8 do,

Rao, a Bramin ; and Gonga Ram
} o do .

Cotary. Do. of Sept. 1801 , and
O 12 0 8pm.

Surgy Rao, Gorca , and Gopal Aug. 1802

Twelve 2 Odo .

Rao Bahoo, are stated in the Bonn
Ten per cent.

bay paper to have been present :

this I inust beg leave to

tradict ; Gorca is at Ougein , and
Melancholy Accident.

Gopal Rao Bahoo is on his march Dec. 28th . It is with extreme

froin Burhanpoor. concern we have to state, that on

Sunday the 23d instant, about ele

COMPANY'S PAPER . ven o'clock at night , als captain

and Mrs. Lee , of the ship Daniel,
December 13 .

Buy. Selling. were proceeding to town in a budge

Six per cent . 10 4 dis . row , from Diamond Harbour, ac

Old 8 per cent .
2 4 2 8 do . companied by Mr. Money, one of

L0190ofAp. and Nov. } 2 ( ) do . the 'honourable company's super

Do. of Sept. 1801 , and
cargoes at Canton , the boat went

}Aug. 1802
0 8pin. athwart the cable of a river slocp

Twelve per cent. 20 do . laying at anchor off Moyapore,
Ten per cent. 4 7 12 do.

and instantly upset ; and with pain

we add , that captain Lee was

Introduction of the Vaccine Inocu drowned , and his body brought to

lation amongst the Hindus. town on Monday evening for in

Fort William , Dec 1 , 1802 .
termeni. Mrs. Lee was providen

The governor general in council tially saved through the assistance

is pleased to order of the crew of a paunchway : of

ist. That the high approbation Mr. Money , hitherto there have

of his excellency in council be unfortunately been no tidings.

signified to doctor James Andere

son, physician general and first Funeral Pile,

member of the hospital board upon Another poor deluded creature

the establishment of Fort St. voluntarily sacrificed herself on

George, for the benevolent atten- the funeral pile of her husband, in

tion, assiduity, and skill , mani. the vicinity of Crodera, on the

9 12

1 10

0 12

42

8

1912
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19th inst. She is represented to could be set to assist the opera .

have been a good-looking young tion.

woman, not more than 18 years of Several of the fore -shrouds giv

age. The deceased was an elderlying way , the foremast was secured
Bramin , about 50. with additional ropes and tackles.-

Another similar sacrifice is
At half past ten the main top -mast

stated to have occurred on the went over the side . At eleven the

17th ult . in a letter from Poonah . wind which, from the commence

ment of the storm, had been from

N. N.W. to N. N. E. shifted to the
MADRAS

southward, in a violent squall , and

Occurrences for December. brought the foremast by the board,
which , in its fall, tore away the

best bower anchor, and the shank

Violent Tornado.
painter of the small bower break

The Centurion, in her passage ing, it was cut from the bows.

from Trincomalie to this place. The wreck of the foremast was

experienced, on the 4th of De- scarcely cleared when the mizen

cember, a violent tornado , which getting partly loose , its mast went

left her without a mast standing over the side. At half past eleven

but the bowsprit , and had nearly the mainmast going in the partners

proved her destruction . During of the main deck , broke the sup

the preceding night the wind and porters of the booms, which proved

sea rose gradually, with squally in one respect fortunate, as their

weather, until half past seven in fall into the waist secured them

the morning, when the main-tack with the barge and launch, the

breaking in a heavy squall , the only remaining boats ; the cutters

courses were hauled up, and the having been before lost overboard,

remaining sail reduced to a close- and two smaller boats torn' from

reefed main -topsail, with the fore- the stern. The wreck of the mast

topmast and mizen staysails. The laying across the deck disabled all

top-gallant-masts were got on deck , the pumps on the main deck .

jib-boom in, the storm sails were About this time five of the main

bent, and all other precautions deck guns broke loose, but were

taken against boisterous weather. quickly overset, and secured . At

In furling the courses, the main- noon the gusts of wind were ex

sail split. tremely violent, accompanied with

A little after eight the fore-top- a mountainous sea. The ship now

mast stay -sail blew from the ropes , laboured excessively, rolling the

and the ship being overpressed with gunnels in . The water increased

sail , it was found necessary to clew on the pumps, and much lodged

up the main top-sail , which soon on the decks .

split to pieces, as did also the At one the ship had 3 feet water

mizen stay-sail . in the hold , and the large engine

At nine the fore top -mast was pump was choaked by the ballast,

carried away, and it was attempted nor could it be cleared for a con

to put before the wind , but in siderable tiine, in consequence of

vain, as a cross sea prevented the the position of the wreck of the

ship from veering, and no sail mainmast being directly over it,

and
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and the chain pump, which alone mitted a great quantity of water,

could be worked, was frequently and the sternpost was broken above

out of order. The ship , water and shattered several feet below the

logged , lay on a considerable ca- surface of the water.

reen, and rose with great difficulty All the arm and colour chests,

to the impulse of the waves . hen- coops , &c. were lost from the

In this perilous situation , it was poop , and the furniture of the ori

thought expedient to throw over- ficers, chests, and in short every

board the guns of the upper thing moveable, was destroyed,

decks, which greatly relieved the that was capable of being so, bý

ship ; but she must soon have the quick and excessive rolling of

foundered, had not , providentially, the ship and the force of the

the tempest in some degree sub- wind .

sided . During the preceding evening

At about half past two the en- the sky was red and lowering; but

gine pump was again got to work , not so much so as to raise any

and the crew pumping and baling suspicion of the violent commotion

with great perseverance and exer- of nature about to ensue, and the

tion, at length gained on the leak weather was as fine as it usually is

so much , that at four only 5 feet off the great coast of Ceylon at

water remained in the hold. At this time of the year. It was the

six the wind abated to a moderate more unexpected from the season

gale, leaving a prodigious sea, and in which these tornados usually

at nine the ship was cleared of happen on the coast of Coroman

water as far as the pumps would del being considered as expired,
reach it . and from their rare occurrence in

On the following days jury -masts that part of the bay of Bengal

were got up, and the ship enabled wherein the ship wassituated, her

to proceed on her voyage. latitude at noon being about 8 ° 40

When the main -tack gave way , N. and Trincomalie above 40

it carried- overboard Mr. Thomas, Jeagues to the westward . The

the boatswain, whose activity and tempest broke up with rain and

zeal in the execution of his duty lightning in the western part of the

made his death much regretted by horizon .

his officers. The oiy fatal acci- Notwithstanding the above disa

dent besides was a marine killed by astrous event , the Centurion ar

one of the guns. that broke loose, rived in these roads on the 11th

but many other less casualties oc- current, after a passage of only

curred . nine days froin Trincomalie .

The damage done by the storm His majesty's sloop of war Alba

was very great , several beams of tross encountered a severe gale on

the decks , and timbers that sup- the 5th instant , in which she lost

ported them , were broken , and her mainmast , fore- yard , and fore

bolts for securing the guns torn out topsail -yard, and sprung her fore

of the side, whichwas much stove lopmast, which forced her into

by the fall of the masts . The Negapatam to refit.

seams of the decks and sides ad

BOMBAY
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In conse

BOMBAY
mussaleem of Bussorah , Selim

Occurrences for December. Beg, who was strangled at that

city on the 17th ult . This per

sonage, on the death of the late

Daring Robbery.
Bacha, his father- in - law , had been

Dec. 8th. On Saturday evené appointed kia, or prime minister,

ing, the 27th ult. a most daring by his highness's successor, Ali

robbery was committed in the Bacha , to whom he was also con

house of Mr. Hungerford, near
nected by marriage. Ilis unsa

the two-mile stone. On that day tiable ambition, however, un

Mr. Hungerford had a few friends mindful of all ties of gratitude or

to dine with him , and when they relationship , soon overcame the

retired , the plate which had been in small portion of common sense

use was locked up in the place which he possessed, and led to his

where it was usually deposited : untimely fate.

the next morning the whole was
The first act of his administra.

missing, and the only person upon
tion aimed at an attempt to obtain

whoin suspicion particularly rested the bochalic for the son of the de

was a Portuguese servant, who ceased, a youth of about fourteen

had been absent from his duty for years of age, with the view of

some days , but had been seen loit. ruling in his name.

ering about the house on the very quence of this proof of his aspir

day the robbery was committed.- ing view , he was seized , and re

Application was accordingly made turned to Bussorah, where he was

to Mr. Halliday , who , with his strangled ; a fate which he perhaps

usual vigilance and attention , im- would not have met with , had he

mediately took measures to find not gained a few partizans, whose

out the offenders and discover the zeal in his cause threatened to

property .

disturb the tranquillity of the

Much to the credit of the de- country.

partment under his superintend

ence , the whole was found on the
CEYLON

succeeding day, and fully corrobo
rated the suspicion which had been Occurrences forDecember.

tormed , as half of the property

was found in the house of the ser.

vant at Manim , and the other half
Shipwrecks.

was concealed under a date tree in
The Nautilus, captain Lindsay,

Mr. Hungerford's compound.

was driven from her anchors in a

The prisoner confessed the fact gale of wind, on the 18th of Sep

tember, and totally lost on the

and was accordingly apprehended, Grand Ladrone. A Chinese fish

and committed by the sitting ma

ing boat saved the second mate

gistrate to the town gaol , to take

and 18 of the crew , who were

his trial at the ensuing quarter all perished .

floating on the mainınast ; the rest

sessions.
The same gale of wind proved

fatal to a Spanish register ship from

Dec. 8th . We have received Manilla, which was wrecked upon

intelligence of the death of the late the coast of China, near Pedra

3
Biance,
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Biance, but the officers and crew Dec. 8d . Maharaja Sreemunt

were saved . She had on board a Bahadoor has gone somewhere to

cargo of immense value -- 850,000 solicit assistance, but the troops he

dollars belonging to the Manilla left at Kokan are engaged in con

company, and 250,000 , the pro- stant skirmishes and warfare with

perty of private individuals. It the Holkars, who, having placed

was not expected that any of this the son of Umrut Rao on the seat

treasure would be recovered by the of the Poonah government, have

proprietors. usurped the whole authority in the
When the mandarin of the pro- city , and their troops have plun.

vince dispatched a courier to Can- ' dered and killed 40 or 50,000 men

ton with the news, upwards of 500 in that place and the adjacent

Chinese fishermen were employed country : in fact, nothing but ter

diving for dollars, and plundering ror and dismay reign in that dis

the wreck . tracted region of India.

The English super- cargoes,upon

hearing of her loss, immediately

dispatched the Coromandel Botany Dec. 4th . Maharaja Sçindeah's

Bay ship to her assistance. Vakeel has returned from Cabul,

The Daniel lost one of her top- after having waited upon Mah

masts by lightning, and was obliged mood Shah, the king of Eeran ,

to put into Malacca, to repair her and presented to him a message

damage.
from his master ; upon which his

When the Carron sailed from majesty expressed his great satis

Whampoa, she left there 15 of the faction, and promised to co- operate

honourable company's ships, 16 with Scindeah in reducing the seiks,

Americans, 3 country ships, 2 after successfully terminating the

Prussians, 2 French , 1 Dutch , campaign against the Putans of

and i Swede. the Ghilchee nation or tribe .

It is stated in the Ukhbar that

a dreadful mortality or plague has
COUNTRY NEIS. appeared in Oujein , where innumer

able people are dying daily . The

whole country has become almost
Delhi,

a desert , owing to this fatal scourge

Dec. 1st. Shah Nuwaz Khan re- among the people. A great part

presented to his majesty that the of Scindeah's troops have perished

Maharaja Sciudeah Bahadoor, also in the same place, in conse

has actually marched with Rajah quence of this wide-spreading dis

Umbajee six or cight miles from

Oujein, and that the other chiefs It also appears that şcindeah is

are soon to meet him, in order to resolved to leave general Perron in

make a joint and formidable at- Hindustan, to secure the country ,

tack upon the Holkars. Juswunt and to manage the affairs of his

Rao Holkar has strongly fortified government ; but all the regular

his camp at or near Jogeenugur, troops under his command have

and is ready to engage Scindean's been dispatched towards Poonah ,

troops.

VOL . 5 . + E Dec.

ease ,
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en

Dec. 18th. Mohunlal's brother Dec .: 19th . Shah Nuwaz Khan

represented to his majesty, that represented, that a man in the habit

Maharaja Scindeah Bahadoor, of a sepoy, had lately passed

and Rajah Umbajee, with their ar through the sitting- room or parlour

mies, had actually crossed the ri . of Sahib Sing, of Puteeala , with an

ver Nurbada, and are now intention to kill him . The assassin

camped on the other side of it . was armed with a knife ; and , on

The other chiefs of the Dekan being detected, he declared that he

are proceeding towards Poonah , was sent by Goolab Sing, of Um

without the smallest loss of time ; rutsur, on purpose to aci so base

il therefore appears, that hostilities and criminal a part .

will soon be resumed with Juswunt This infamous conduct of Goo.

Rao Holkar. lab Singh has created in the breast

It was related in the papers that of the above -mentioned Salib

Umeer Khan Afghan, with 10 or Singh the utmost detestation and

12,000 troops of the Putan tribe, rancour; he is, therefore, making

had gone to Burhanpoor, where a every possible preparation for war

sharp action has been fought be- with so mortal a foe, whom he is

tween him and Gopal Rao Bhao, determined to punish severely for

and that nearly 100 men have his pertidy.

been killed on both sides ; but It is stated in the papers, that

neither of the parties, it would ap- general Perron has actually march

pear, can claim the honour of a ed from Muthra , and is now en

victory, as they both maintained camped at Bhurutpoor, about 16

their ground near each other when or 20 miles from Jypoor. The

the last dispatches came away. accounts add, that he will stay

Wemay soon expect to hear of there for sometime, to settle such

something more decisive , as Umeer public affairs with the Jypoor Rajah

Kban has the character of being a as have been entrusted to his ma

brave, active officer, who, with his nagement by Scindeah.

hardy Putans, is not likely to

leave the enemy long undisturbed in Dec. 20th. It appears that Go

his neighbourhood. pal Rao Bhao, and the troops of

Raghojee Ghonsla are encamped at

Nawab Vlee Bahadoor deceased's the distance of 8 or 10 miles from

Durbar.
Holkar's army, another decisive

Nawab Ghunee Babadoor, the action is consequently very soon

brother of the late Nawab, still expected. It is moreover report

continues the siege of Fort Kalin . cd , that Ghonsla's army has inter

jur, but it is uncertain whether he cepted the provisions and stores of

will be fortunate enough to take Holkar's troops, who are thus ex

that strong fortress or not, because posed to so great distress that they

the Qiladar is determined to hold may be forced to engage their

out to the last extremity, and will enemy on very unequal terms.

rather sacrifice his life ic its de- Mohunlal's brother produced a

fence, than surrender it to his in- newspaper to hismajesty, in which

veterate enemy, with whom he has it appears that Juswuni Rao Hol.

been engaged in constant warfare kar is looked upon as the common

fur ten years past . enemy of all the states in the De.

kan,

3
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kan, and is very apprehensive for made himself feared and respected

the probable consequences of rais- by various princes and powers in

ing so many powers against him . that quarter. The Vakeels on the

part of the chiefs of Rohtus Gurhu,

Dec. 23d. We learn by intelli. the bills of Kush meer, Mooltan,

gence lately arrived from different and the sieks , with many others,

places, that Muhmood Shah still are now in attendance with his

continues in the same state of war- majesty, and are always received

fare, and daily skirmishes with the by him in the most gracious man

Putans of the Ghilchee tribe in ner.

the hilly countries, but it is pro

bable , that this will be soon ter- Dec. 31st. It appears by the

minated by the total disconfiture papers that Maharaja Scindeah

of the latter, though they have Bahadoor was lately transporting

assembled in very large bodies, 30 pieces of cannon across the ri

from all quarters on this occasion. ver Nerbuda, in which one of them

Muhmood Shah appears to be an was lost. The river being very

excellent prince ; he has taken pos- deep and rapid , nobody was able

session of Eeran , Hirat, and many to recover it, though many people

other countries in that part of the were ordered by the Maharaja for:

world , and reigns over them with that purpose, but all their efforts

great moderation and eclat . He proved abortive.

has, by distributing impartial jus- It is reported that the overtures

tice to every individual, gained the of peace and reconciliation , lately

hearts of allhis new and old subjects. made by the Holkars to the peish

The ancient sovereigns of that wa, have been received with con

kingdom were always absolute and tempt and disdain by his highness,

very desputic, but this generous who it' secms never will forgive

prince follows the counsel and ad- their outrageous conduct against

vice of his wise and humane minis- himself and the peaceable subjects

ters, in all respects, he has thereby of his government.

BENGAL Occurrences for JANUARY, 1803.

Supreme Court. was found guilty on both , when the

Jan. Ist . On Friday last came chief justice passed sentence of

on to be tried tivo indictments death upon him , which was carried

against Joseph Mari Leperrouse-- ipto effect, at the usual place of

one for the murder of captain Ivie execution , on Monday last, be

Campbell, Jate commander of the tween three and four P. M. and

Sarah Margaretta, near the coast bis body afterwards hung in

of Pedier, on the 4th of September chains .

last, and the other for piracy . He

+ E2
Nurratite
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Narrative of the Loss of the Ship island, and brought with them
some roots ; ' in return , we gave

Nautilus, wrecked on the La

drones on the 18th of September
them some liquor. They behaved

last. very well , and went again to the

place they came from .

« On the 16th of September we This night we remained among

had fine pleasant weather, ob- the rocks ; the next morning found

served in 22° 15 ' N. At sun-set one lascar dead . This day went

saw a ship bearing W.S.W.-plca- on the top of the island, where

sant throughout the night . On we found two or three huts, but no

the 17th , in the morning, saw land, people : a little while after came

bearing W. S. W. soundings sandy some men, women , and children ,
bottom . At 11 A. M. saw Padra and conducted us to a place where

Branca, 'bearing N. W. by W.- we found a mandareen and many

from the fore-top, hazy-looking inhabitants. This man treated us
weather. At noon came on a hard with great civility .

squall-had no observation , ship On the 21st, in the morning,

steering to the northward and west- sent us to Macao, where we ar

ward . At one o'clock the squall rived in the evening , but stayed in
clearing up a little , saw Padra the boats all this night. The next

Branca bearing N. by E. about day, about noon , I went 'with the

two or three miles distance ; and gunner on shore, but the China.

also saw a great number of fishing- men would not allow the lascars to
boats going in different directions , be landed .

and seemingly in great confusion- I went and reported this circum

hauled more to the westward, still stance to the governor, and he got

squally, with heavy rain . At : them released by satisfying the

o'clock at night the squall increas- Chinamen with some money ; the

ing, and dismal-looking weather, sum I do not know .
handed our topsails and courses, I suppose 27 of the crew to be

and lay to under the mizen stay- lost, together with the captain

sail , heaving the lead throughout and chief mate : 19 are saved ,
the night. including myself. The lascars re

At midnight, blowing hard , with mained at Macao : myself and the

rain, the wind about N. E. At3 gumer got up to Whampoa, in the

o'clock the next morning wore ship Neptune, captain Redder, where

to the southward and eastward , we met with every civility .

blowing very hard and a high sea.

At 4 o'clock wore ship again . At

day- light saw an island under our
COMPANY'S PAPER .

lee ; let go both the bow anchors :

but at this time the wind being so
January 3, 1803 .

very violent , the anchors had no Buying. Selling

Six per cent. 6 Odis ,

effect on the ship , and she drove Old 8 per cent. 2 8 2 2 1 do .

bodily on the island, and went to Loans of April& No- } 1 8 1 4 1 do.
pieces shortly after she struck .

In the evening we mustered 18
Do. of Sept. 1801 , &

* } 10 0 10 Opm .
August, 1802

men on shore : came to us two
Twelve per cent. 2 4 2 2 Odo.

Chinamen from the top of the Ten per cent. 7 8 7 0 Odo,

COMPANY'S

10 0 10
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8 0 7

was

COMPANY'S PAPER. guarded by parties detached from

January 10.
the above -mentioned corps.

His excellency the most noble
Buy . Sell.

Six per cent. 11 11 10dis. the governor general was followed

Old 8 per cent. 2 10 2 12 do . by all the public officers, civil and

Loans of April & No- > 1 8 1 12 do. military, and at the entrance of
vember, 1800

the church was met by the chap

DAMES Set 1801, 8Aug. 1802
0 10pm. lains attached to the presidency.

Twelve per cent. 2 0 1 12 do. The prayers, which were select

Ten per cent. 8 do. ed for the occasion, were read by

the reverend David Brown , senior

chaplain , and the sermon

Fort William . preached by the reverend Claudius

Jan. 20th. Ou Wednesday the Buchanan . Te Deum and appro

19th of January, being the day priate anthems were sung.

appointed by his excellency the Divine service being ended, his

most noble the governor general in excellency the most noble the go

council to be observed as a day of vernor general returned in his car- ,

general thanksgiving to Almighty riage in the same manner in which ,

God , for the great and public he had proceeded from the go

blessings of peace. vernment house to the church . -

The honourable the chief juş. Three royal salutes were fired

tice, the members of the supreme from the ramparts of Fort Wil

council, the judges of the supreme liam : the first, on the governor.

court of judicature, the honour. general's setting out, the second,

able the lieutenant governor of the during the celebration of Te Deum ,

ceded provinces in Oude, the and the third, on his excellency's

judges of the Sudder Dewanny return.

Adawlut,' the general officers, and A great concourse of native in

all the civil and military officers at habitants of Calcutta were assem

the presidency, assembled at the bled in the streets, during the

new government house at nine progress of his excellency themost:

o'clock, for the purpose of pro-, noble the governor general from

ceeding with his excellency to the the new government house, and on

church . bis excellency's return .

His excellency proceeded in his At three o'clock in the evening

carriage from the new government, divine service was performed in

house to the church, at a quarter Fort William , for the European:
before ter o'clock , through the troops in garrison.

new street leading from the north The European and native troops

portico, which was lined by the in garrison fired three vollies from

body guard , the native troops in the ramparts of Fort William at
garrison, and the Calcutta native sunset .

militia : a detachment of the body Extra batta was served to the

guard, dismounted, lined the steps European troops on this occa- ,

leading up to the north portico of sion .

the new government house , and The colours continued hoisted all

the avenues into the streets through day.

which his excellency passed were

E 3 . CAL.
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room .

CALCUTTA . customed compliments of cero

mony from them , his excellency,

Splendid Féte, given by Marquis attendedby the stewards and by

IVellesley, in honour of the Peace
his suite, entered the ball-room,

of Amiens. and took his seal in a chair of

Jan. 27th . Yesterday evening a state at the upper end of the

most splendid entertainment was The chair was placed on

given to about 800 ladies and gen- an octagonal carpet, of rich work

tlemen , at the new government manship, which had been the state

house , in honour of the general carpet of Tippoo Sultaun, and

peace.
had formed one of the ornaments

The Nawab Delawur Jung, of that prince's throne,

Yaru Dowlaw, the yakeel of his Chairs were likewise prepared to

highness the Subahdar of the De- the right and left of his excellency,

can, Khan Jehan Khan, late Fou- for the chief justice, the judges of

jedar of Hoogly, and several of the supreme court, and members

the principal native inhabitants of of council . The governor of the

Calcutta, and the vakeels from the Danish settlement of Serampore

foreign native courts , were pre- was present , and sat near the go

scut on this occasion . vernor general .

At an early hour of the even : Soon after his excellency had

ing the ramparts of Fort William , taken his scat , the dancing com

the shipping in the river, and all menced , and continued till twelve

the principal buildings fronting the o'clock . There were two sets, of

esplanade, were brilliantly illumi- about forty couple each .

nated . An extensive illumination, At twelve o'clock the suite of

interspersed with a variety of beau- apartments on the marble floor

tiful transparencies, was at the were thrown open for supper, and

same time exhibited in the envi- the whole of this numerous com

rons of the new government house. pany was accommodated at five

The company began to assemble ranges of tables in the principal
about nine o'clock , and a little be- apartinents, and another range in

fore ten his excellency the gover- the north-east wing. The tables

nor general arrived at the new go- were covered with a profusion of

vernment house, from the fort, every delicacy, and were orna

where he had dined with major mented in a style of superior taste

Calcraft, the town major. A de- and magnificence.

tachment of the body guaril, with The governor general's band

50 men , and a colour from his played a variety of martial airs ,

majesty's 78th regiment, and a during the time of supper.

detachment of native infantry, About one o'clock , a signal be

formed a street from the north- ing made by the discharge of a

west entrance to the north portico Focket, the company dispersed

of the government house, and re- themselves through the several

ceived his excellency with the porticos, corridores, and apart

usual military honours. inents ( fronting the esplanade) of

After holding a durbar in the this spacious mansion, and were
northern verandah for the vakcois entertained till half past two

and natives, and receiving the ac- o'clock , with a rapid succession
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of the most brilliant fireworks. The battle of the Nile, 1st of

At half past two, a salvo from August, 1798 .

the fort terminated the firework, The storming of Seringapatam ,

and served as a signal for returning 4th of May, 1799.

to the ball -room , when the danc- And the landing of the British

ing was renewed , and continued army, under Sir R. Abercrombie,

until near four o'clock , at which in Egypt, on the 8th of March ,

hour his excellency retired . 1801 .

The arrangement of the ball was The freezes of the temple were

under the direction of captains also decorated with the following

Daniell, Bristow , Camac, White, appropriate mottus :

and major Bradshaw, who were

appointed by his excellency to act I.

as stewards on this occasion . Placitam Paci, Nutritor Olivam .

The illuminations within the fort

were under the superintendance of

captain Blunt, and those in the
II . Nelson , August 1 , 1798 .

environs of the government house

were directed by major Calcraft,
Atq. hic undantem bello, magnum .

que fluentem ,
town major of Fort William . The

fireworks were also under the ge
Nilum, ac Narcii surgentes ære

columnas.

neral controul of captain Blunt,

and were executed by artificers

sent to Calcutta for the purpose ,
III. MYSORE, May 4 .

from Lucknow and Moorsheda ..
Harris,

bad . Floyd ,

The following details will con
Stuart ,

vey an accurate idea of the most
Hartley,

striking parts of this splendid ce
Brydges,

remony .
Popham,

Baird .

Decorations of the Supper Table.
Addam urbes Asice domitas, pul

The most remarkable objects sum . Nephaten,

were a galley bringing the intelli Et duo rapta manu diverse en hoste

gence of the peace ; a frigate, de
trophæa,

corated with colours ; some curious Egyptian obelisks, covered Bisq. triumphatas utroq. ab littore

Gentes.

with hieroglyphics ; and a temple,

emblematical of the peace, and of
IV. EGYPT.

the gallant exploits of our naval

and military commanders during
Abercrombie,

Hutchinson ,

the late war. The temple consist
Coote,

ed of eight Corinthian pillars, sup Cradaoin ,
porting four pediments, the whole

Moore,
crowned by a light dome. The

Cavan,
pediments were ornamented with

Ludlow ,

paintings. Baird .

Of the action off Cape St. Vin

cent, on the 14th of February, Victor ab Auroræ populis, et littore

1798. rubro ,

+ E Ægyptum ,
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3

1

1

Ægyptum , virsg. Orientis, et ul- · Right Hon . William Pitt,

tima secum Right Hon . H. Addington,

Bactra, vehit Lords Cornwallis,

Spencer,

V. PITT. Horre,

Te Copias, Te Consilium , et Tuos
St. Vincent ,

Præbente Ditos.
Duncan ,

Bridport ,

VI. CORNWALLIS.
Houd ,

Nelson ,

Idem Pacis, Mediusq. Belli.
Sir R. Abercrombie ,

Sir S. Smith .

VII.

Howe, June 1 , 1794.
From the temples of Valour

Duncan , October 11 , 1797 .
and Fame a chain of illuminations,

St. Vincent, Feb. 14 , 1798 .
rising in pyramidical forms, S6

Nelson , August 1 , 1798 .
feet in height, was continued to

the Durrumtollah on the left, and

Tempora Navali fulgent rostrata to Champaul Ghaut on the right,
Corona, crossing the road to the fort, from

the corners of which it extended

Illuminations.
to the crest of the glacis , and

Opposite the southern front of apparently connected with the il

the government house was an illu- lumination on the ramparts and

minated facade, forty feet high, the Calcutta gate.

extending 350 feet on each side of Opposite to each wing of the

a temple dedicated to Peace ; in government house were three lofty

the lower part of which was and illuminated arches ( the arch

transparent painting 15 feet in the centre rising 60 feet ),

square crowned with appropriate orna

ments.

“ Britannia destroying the im. T'ivo transparencies were erected

plements of war, and receiving the opposite to the east and west fronts
olive-branch from Peace . ” of the government house. The

transparency on the east side re

On one side, the temple of presented a battle : " LAKE , " in

Janus, and on the other, the wreath of laurel, on the top.

ocean, ships sailing, & c . On one side, the arms of general

The royal arms were displayed Lake ; on the other, bis crest, and

in the pediment. under the whole, the word Line

A range of double pilastres , of . CELLES , and trophies in honour
the Doric order , led to the tem- of the memorable success of the

ples of Fame and Valour; in the British troops at Lincelles, under
intervals of which , portraits of the the command of general Lake.

following eminent statesmen and The other transparency repre

highly distinguished officers were sented a view of Seringapatam ,

displayed. portraits of generals Harris and

Baird

a

a
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suns, &c.

Baird on each side, and on the top Ilead quarters, the royal and

appropriate emblems, water gateways, the arsenal , royal

Opposite the northern front of barrack, and flag-staff, were also

the government house was a trans illuminated with a brilliant display

parency 40 feet high
of lights.

“ Britannia supporting the world, Fireworks,

to which she has restored peace .”
The fireworks afforded an abun

Arabesque scrolls of light con- dant display of ingenious variety

nected the whole in one continued and execution. The most remarka ,

illumination, comprehending an
able objects were, four figures of

extent of near three miles.
fire, representing the fight of the

In the centre of the esplanade, volcano 'fire, which continued for
elephant admirably conducted'

an Hindostanee illumination of
a considerable time, to discharge

variegated colours, representing a : rockets and Aames of different co

temple of fire, appeared about te'n
lours ; two beautiful temples, some

o'clock , and afforded a pleasingcontrast to the paler lights of the very fine fountains of fire and blue

lights, and a great variety of stars,
surrounding illumination.

Captain Grant's new ship , the Amongst other ingenious de

Marquis Wellesley , was most in- vices , was a globe, which, after

geniously illuminated, and pre- discharging fire for some time,

sented an appearance equally novel opened , and discovered a trans

and beautiful. The Sonnamouky parency in Persian characters to

yatch , and the government state the following effect :

boats, were also illuminated , and

produced a most happy efiect. “ May your prosperity be per

The whole range of buildings petual ! "

facing the esplanade was lighted in

different manners. During the exhibition of the

The Treasury , inhabited by the fireworks, flights of rockets and

governor general, attracted parti- fire-balls were discharged from
cular attention . mortars on the esplanade, and

Theappearance of the fort was continued salvos were fired from

beautiful and magnificent. the saluting battery , Vansittart's,

The Calcutta gateway was bril . Clive's, and Ford's ravelins, and

liantly illuminated , connecting on from Verelst's counterguard. The

the one side, by arcades of lights, Hag -staff, ramparts, and the most

30 feet in height, with the conti- conspicuous buildings in the fort
guous bastions and redans ; from were illuminated at the same time

thence , in chequer - work , with the with ranges of blue lights .

water-gate, and extending, on the An immense concourse of peo

other side, by ranges of lights ple were assembled in the streets

intersected with stars and diamond round the government house dur

lights, to the plassey and royal ing the entertainment; but, ow

gateways, Clive's ravelin, and ing to the precautions taken by the

Cartier's counterguard . stewards, in posting guards, &c.

no
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no accident of any kind occurred room , the coup -d'æil was truly

during the course of the night. magnificent.

The usual machinery of the stage

was removed , except the ordinary

COMPANY'S PAPER . supporters of the scenes, which were

January 31 .
fitted up to resemble beautiful co

Buying. Selling.
lumns, fancifully entwined with

Six per cent.
'11 10dis. wreaths of various colours, inter

Old 8 per cent.
3 4 do. mixed with artificial leaves of lau

Loans ofAp.& Nov.1800 1 12 2 Odo. rel.

Do. of Sept. 1801 , &

* }o 12 O 6pm. From the stage the eye was at
August, 1802

Ten per cent . q 2 do. tracted by three superb transparent

Twelve per cent. 1 10 do. paintings, eminently placed against

the gallery, which was concealed by

decorations, except the necessary

MADRAS space for the pictures.

Occurrences for January. served a variety of typical designaOn the center painting we ob

tions allusive to royalty and ma

Masonry. sonry, of which we cannot under

Jan. 1st . · On Monday evening takea correct detail, and dare not

last, the provincial grand lodge, attempt an explanation.

and lodge of perfect unanimity of Over the crest of his royal high

· free masons, gave a ball and supper ness the prince of Wales, grand

to the ladies and gentlemen of the
master of England, was the Ma

presidency, in celebration of the sonic motto of

jestival of St. John the evangelist . Sit Lur et Luxfuit,

T'he entertainment was prepared

at the Pantheon , which was deco and beneath we observed a scroll,

rated for the occasion in a style of containing the fundamental princi

peculiar elegance . ples of masonry
A masonic throne was placed at

the extremity of the long room , Amor. Honor et Justitia ,

next the entrance, the ascent to

which was over three steps of Mo. The right hand painting contain

saic painting. In the center was ed two elegant female figures, re

placed a superb chair, intended for presenting Faith and Hope, and on

the right honourable the governor, ihe left Charity was designed per
over which a canopy, supported forming her maternal functions to

hy two columns, painted like the two beautiful infants.

throne, in blue and gold . On each The pictures we understand were

side of the canopy were placed painted by Mr. Norris , aided by
three chairs, as e understand for the judicious taste and pencil of a

his excellency the admiral, the Brother, whose name we are not at

members of council, and his Ma- liberty to mention , and unquestion

jesty's judges . On each of these ably reflected infinite credit on the
chairs appropriate masonic cm- artists. The light behind the tran

blems were elegantly carved . sparencies was happily placed , so as
The theatre was thrown open , to produce the most striking ef

and on entering it from the long foct.

The
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The ceiling and windows of the stantial which the nature of the en

theatre and stage were decorated tertainment would permit.

with light blue festoons, and every The wines were of the best qua

other ornament that could be de- lity procurable in the settlement.

vised, giving to the whole the sem- The stewards were distributed at

blance of a magnificent saloon. the different tables, and walked

The elegant arrangement of the round, endeavouring to anticipate
lustres, and the total exclusion of the wantsof the company.

globe lamps, gave to the room an The following toasts were drank

effect peculiarly light and airy. during supper :

About nine o'clock the company

began to assemble, and shortly The King and the Craft. - God save

afterwards the right honourable the the King.
governor arrived with his suite. His His Royal Highness the Prince of

lordship was received by the pro ; Grand Lodge and other Lodges ofMa
Wales, Grand Master of England. The

vincial grand master, and entered sons in England.-A masonic tune coma

the room , attended by several posed by Brother Linley.

members of the grand lodge, and The honourable East India Company,

the stewards forthe evening, the and their Governments in India. The

music playing “God save the King.” Duke of York's March .

His excellency the admiral was
The Navy and Army of Great Britain .

received in like manner , and on his
Rule Britannia.

entrance the band playeď “ Rule

Britannia ." When the company returned to

About ten o'clock the long room the rooms, the dancing recom

and the stage of the theatre were menced with a cotillon ,consisting

completely filled , · the country of two sets. When we say, that it

dances commenced with spirit, and was performed with ease, elegance,

continued till twelve o'clock, when and without a single faux pas, we

the sound of a bugle horn announce barely offer that tribute, which we

ed the preparation for supper. arcenabled to pay, without being

A temporary barrier, which di- invidious.

vided the stage from the body of After the cotillon, country dances

the theatre, being removed, disco. and reels continued with great spi

vered a platform erected over the rit until near three o'clock in the

auditory , leading towards the sup- morning, when the ladies all retired

per tents . On the second sounding apparently satisfied with the atten

of the bugle horn, the companypro tions of the brethren.

ceeded to supper, preceded by the We cannot undertake particu•

stewards, followed by his excellency larly to describe the ladies that

the admiral , leading Mrs. Gahagan, honoured this masonic entertain

the lady of the deputy provincialment ; but believe, that a more

grand master; the chief officers of the numerous assemblage of beauty has

provincial grand lodge attending the not been witnessed in this settle.

principal ladies of the settlement ment. The Fair Sisters were dis

present at the entertainment. tinguished by emblems embroidered

Supper was laid for four hundred on blue ribbon, and almost cvery

persons, and the tables displayed lady boroured the Craft, by dis

every fruit and delicacy that the playing in her dress , some attentiou

sousun produced, and every sube to the masonic colours.
In
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In addition to the high person- of the wind into the Fort Ditch .

ages we have already noticed, we The water on the bridge, and at the,

observed sir Henry Gwillim , sir ' gate-way of the fort, was more than

Benjamin Sulivan, Mr. Petrie,Mr. knee-deep, and the esplanade and

Dick , general Baird , &c . &c. & c. glacis were covered with boats and

The right honourable the gover- rigging, driven there by the force ,

nor retired before supper . of the torrent. Many of the largest

After the departure ofthe ladics,, trees were torn up by the roots,

the stewards , and a few of the others were blown down, and seve .

brethren proceeded again to the ral houses were untiled . Much

supper tents, where the tables were damage has been done to the coun

prepared for a second refreshment, ' try, and it is feared the young crops

to which a númerous party sat , of paddy will be materially injured

down. Several bumper toasts were in consequence of the sea. Many

drank , and , when exhausted, the boats have been lost, and two

majority of the company were well square - rigged vessels appear to be

disposed for “ sentiments.” A va. stranded on the island opposite the,

riety of masonic, loyal, hunting, fort. We have as yetonly heard of

and other appropriate songs, con. one life being lost, which was oc- ,

tributed to the festivity and bar- casioned by the fall of a palmyra

mony of the morning, some of them tree,

peculiarly adapted to the temper of The storm raged with equal vio.

the moment. lence at Kaits. A brig at anchor in

The firing of the morning gun the bay paried two cables, and

was the signal for singing " God drove on shore. All the doneys

save the King." The company were driven on shore, or perished ,

Tose , or endeavoured to rise . The, and only two vessels weathered the

song was given by one oftheBrethren storm .

in an impressive manner , in which , The inhabitants say that no such ,

he was joined by every person at ta- tempest has taken place there since

ble. Three times three chcers an- the year 1747, when a similar one ,

nounced the breaking up of the occurred .

party, which separated after drink- On the 7th instant, when the

ing the parting toast, accounts came away, neither the

mails from Columbo, or the coast ,,
“ Happy to meet, happy to part, and

liappy to meet again ."
had arrived , and great apprehen

sions were entertained for the safety

The grand master, grand officers of the latter.

and members of the grand lodge, Advice has since been received

and master and officers of the lodge from Point Pedro , that the mail ,

of Perfect Unanimity , appeared in when left Negapatam the 4th in

their respective insignia and jewels. stant , has been lost . The Cata

The stewards for the evening maran was upset, and the packet of

were brothers C. Smith, Compton, letters fell into the sea, but the lives

Lys, Roworth , Keble, and F. Ga- of the men were saved .

hagan.
Loss of the ship Generous Friends.

Extraordinary Hurricane. With much regret we announce

At Jaffnapalam on the 5th Dec. the loss of the ship Generous

the sea wasdriven by the violence Friends, captain Porter, on those

destructive

>
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destructive rocks, called the Para- on the 3d , and did not cease till

celles, in the China seas . Captain about four o'clock on the afternoon

Porter was on his return to Madras, of yesterday, during which there

and only six days from Canton, was not five minutes intermission

when the ship, in a violent gale of of heavy rain , you may therefore

wind , struck , and was totally lost. juulge how much must have fallen.
Captain Porter, it appears, how- 67 The wind came at first from the

ever, had opportunity to construct N. E. but it afterwards came from ,

a strong raft, but which the Manil- and settled in the S. W. from

la seacunnies ( a description of in- whence it blew for the last eighteen

veterate villains, whom it is asto- hours almost a perfect hurricane,

nishing that any one will receive during which, early yesterday morn

into their service) cut from the ing , the Malay hospital was com

wreck, and went off with it . Ano- pletely blown down, and levelled

ther raftwasafterwards constructed, with the ground. As the people I

on which captain Porter and 46 of suppose had some warning of its

the crew ventured' at sea , but as fall, happily no lives were lost, a

they have not since been heard of, few being only slightly bruised.

little hope is entertained of their ** Theshock from this storm has

safety. About 20 of the crew who been such that almost every house

remained on the wreck were picked in the place has suffered greatly

up by fishermen , and conveyed to from its fury, and none have alto

the port of Saygon, on the coast of gether been proofagainst its effects.

Cochin China , and not far distant of five square- rigged vessels lying

from the Paracelles. in Ostenburgh harbour, four have

gone on shore, two small vessels

New Launch. belonging to Mr. Bagshaw, a brig

On Saturday last was launched commanded by a Mr. Newbegging,

from the yard of Messrs . Gilmore and another brig commanded by a

and Wilson, a remarkably beauti- Frenchman, none rode it out but

fut vessel of 272 tons, carpenter's Mr. Marshall's sloop .”

measurement ; she was named the

“ Belle, " built purposely for the Daring Piracy.

Bussorah trade, for Samuel Ma Captain Fitzgerald of this esta

nesty, esq . resident at that place, blishinent, and his lady , arriveri

and to be commanded by captain last week in a Portuguese vessel

Alexander Foggo. from Diu , which had been been

appointed to convey them by the

BOMBAY
governor of that place, after their

having suffered the most daring and

Occurrences for January. piratical attack near the harbour

way to the coast in a Pat

Extract of a Letter from Trinco- tamar boat, by a set of Cooly plun

malie, dated Dec. 6th . derers, who came up with them

“We have just experienced one of early in the morning after their

the greatest storms of wind and departure. These desperate ruffi

rain , and of the longest continu- ans, not satisfied with robbing cap

ance, which has been witnessed tain Fitzgerald and his lady of

here for many years past . It be . their money and effects, but treated

gan about twelve o'clock at night them with the most wanton cruelty

and

on their
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and barbarity until their arrival at His party happened to be met with

Diu, to which place they had to by someforces of Maharaja Scina

find their way for 26 miles from the deah Babadoor, on the road, when

northward, where the inhumanity an action immediately commenced,

of the pirates had landed them, but Meer Khan not being able to

through an uninhabited country , cope with Scindeah's troops on this

and a sandy desart, in the heat of occasion , he was obliged to filce

the sun, during a march of two towards Poonah with only 50 or 60

days. troopers.

Mohunlal observed, thatJuswunt

Rao Holkar having been severely
COUNTRY NEIS.

wounded in one of his arms in the

last battle, had since resolved not
Delhi.

to venture his person again in the

His highness the peishwa having action, but to exert himself as an

settled some affairs with his ally, able statesman, in providing against

has embarked on board a ship, but the alarming consequences of hav

will soon return to the camp. of ing made so many powers inimical

Maharaja Scindeah Bahadoor, to him , who can bring very large

who has dispatched a large detach- armies into the field, and may pro

ment of regular troops to Poonah, bably ruin him forever,

and proceeding in person towards

Burhanpoor, with an immense Jan. 22d . Maharaja Scindeah

body oftroops with the utmost dis- Bahadoor is arrived at the fort of

patch . Undoor.' Rajah Umbajee pitched

his tent on the banks of a Jheel, at

:
the distance of 18 or 20 miles from

Jypoor, Jan. 12th. Rajah Puttap Undoor, and the forces of Ghonsal

Singh, alarmed at the approach are encamped in a wood near the

of general Perron , was making eve
same place.

ry necessary preparation to secure
Khizur Khan and Mulhoo Khan ,

his country, and to act as occasion
the jumudars of some Rohilla tribes

might require, but he at last
belonging to Holkar's army, having

thought it most prudent to com
been very much distressed from a

promise matters by paying the tri

bute duc from him . 'i'he general,
want of necessary provisions, and a

it is supposed having settled his general scarcity of grain , had ap

affairs with the rajah, will forth
plied to Maharaja Scindeah Baha

door for admission into his service ,

with commence his march from
but the Maharaja thought it ad

Chaksoo, in order to overtake

Scindeah before he can reach Poo
viseable not to place any confi

dence in these overtures, and con
nah .

sequently refused compliance with

their requests. The above intelli

Jan : 20th . His majestý had gence so far confirms the disaffec

been pleased to mention to his at- tion which we formerly stated to

tendants, that Meer Khan Puthan , have existed among certain divi

with a division of troops, was dis- sions of Holkar's large army, and

patched by Juswunt Raw, to bring which must doubtless embarrass

his highness the peishwa to Poonah . that chieftain much.

Jan.
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Jan. 29th. Syyid Ruzee Khan ' success. The various surmises with

states, that Sirjee Rao Ghatka, who which the Delhi papers are filled ,

was trusted by Scindeab with the on this extraordinary event in the

management of all his public and political world , are too vague and

private affairs, now refuses to obey unsatisfactory to submit at this

bis master's orders. ' He has even early period to our readers. We

had the temerity to erect the stan- nevertheless may venture to pre

dard of rebellion in Ougein ; but dict, from the general complexion

Scindeah , having been informed of of the newspapers in question, that

this circumstance, has dispatched all the great powers of India seem

a sufficient force from Undoor, to very averse to the continuation of

chastise the insurgents, and to se- a destructive war, and that the

cure the city, with as much care whole are now in earnest in their

and celerity as possible, from the wishes for the general tranquillity

fatal effects of their hostility, of India. Time, we fondly hope,

will not contradict this auspicious

Jan. 30th . The forces of several presage, to every benevolent mind,

chiefs of the Decan are now in the when we conjecture that the gates

field against the Holkars, but the of Janus will soon be shut, both in

commencement of hostilities is post- Europe and Asia, for some years at

poned by the interference of some least to come, and that the principal
respectable statesmen, who are ac- states in both quarters of the globe

tually negotiating a peace between will now direct all their attention

the Holkars and Scindeah , with to cultivate the milder arts of com

the most sanguine expectation of merce and peace.

Bengal Occurrences for FEBRUARY, 1803.

Feb. 1st. On Monday se'n gratifying sight to a numerous as

night about five o'clock, his excel- semblage of spectators.

lency the most noble the governor The union flag was hoisted at

general, attended by the gentlemen the main -top -gallant-mast head of

of his lørdship's suite, went on board the Marquis Wellesley, during the
the Marquis of Wellesley, captain time his excellency the most noble

John Grant, laying off the espla- the governor general was on board .

nade; when his lordship was pleased

to visit every part of the ship, and COMPANY'S PAPER.

to notice in very high terms of ap Fcb, 16, 1803.

probation, the apparent superior Buying. Selling .
workmanship, and uncommon fine Six per cent.

materials of this noble vessel . Old 8 per cent. 8 do

2 Odo.The yards of the MarquisHelles- Loans of Apr.&Nov.1800 i 12

Do. do. of Sept. 1801 , } 1 o
ley were completely manned upon

o 8pm.

this occasion, and with the peculiar Ten per cent . 7 8 7 0 do.

elegance of the ship , afforded a very Twelve per cent..

Extract

11 4 11 10dis.

2

.

1 8 1 O do .
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)

Extract of a Letter from a Gentle- striking violently, she lost her rud .

man at Allahabad, dated 26th der, and finally bilged, and upset

February, 1803. on her larboard side.

“ We had to -day about ten A.M.
Two seamen were unfortunately,

a most violent thunder storm , dur- drowned ; the rest of the crew

ing which lieutenant Gulland was got on shore on spars and here

struck dead by the lightning in the coops, and on the 16th arrived at

camp, close to my house. It ap
Trincomalie, after a march of 35

miles.
pears he was walking to and fro in

his tent, and as the rain fell pretty
On their arrival , captain Bag.

smartly, he desired his bearer to shaw , the master attendant, instant

let down the purdah, which he had ly proceeded to the wreck , with a

scarcely done, when the lightning schooner, sloop, and two large

struck the iron spindle of the pole, launches, but on his arrival found

and he fell dead at its foot. I have that no part of the cargo could be

seen the tent : the pole is shivered saved , the whole, except a few
at the top, a large piece drove spars, being destroyed , and the lar .

through the outside , and many board side of the ship, with her

small splinters stuck on the clouă masts, completely under water.

of the inner lining ; the iron band

which unites the pole, appears to MADRAS
have conducted it at the moment

of passing, against his right side ; Occurrences for February.

his hat was torn to pieces, as was

also the boot on his right ley, and Revicw of the Madras European
he was stretched lifeless, The

people round the tent , who had
Regiment.

taken shelter from the rain , were
Feb. 1. Lieut.-col. Campbellwas

unhurt.”
extremely gratified this morning at

the general good appearance of the

Ist division Madras European regi

Particulars of the loss of the shipment, which was highly military,

Anna Maria, captain Gordon, and reflects much credit on major

near Ceylon. Dighton, and the other officers of

The Anna Maria made the land that corps, the lieutenant-colonel

of Ceylon, on lat . Gº 5 ' , on the 17th particularly remarked their steadi

of February. At midnight sound- ness, correct levelling , and close

ed , 20 fathoms, steering along. firing when halted , and their just

shore course : soon after the wind time and well -regulated step when

came'round to the E. N. E, blow. marching, as well as the precise

ing a gale , with a high sea : about distances of the division in co

two o'clock, found the water lumn, which was evinced by the

shoaled to 11 fathoms, when the correct formation of the line.

ship was attempted to tre tacked The regulations of the interior

without effect.
economy of the corps laid down by

At three A. M. having shoaled their most respectable and experi

to 7 fathoms, captain Gordon an- enced colonel general Braithwaite,

chored in 6 fathoms, hard ground . appear to be strictly enforced and

The ship rode heavily , and shortly executed in every department. The

after drifted on a rock, where, lieutenant- colonel derived particu

lar
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lær pleasure in inspecting the hos- for his distinguished exertion ofmi

pital, to find the men so perfectly litary talents, in the contest in which

clean and comfortable, and so well he was unavoidably engaged with

provided with every thing their situa- the superior force of the rebelMul

tion requires, in a manner highly har Row .”
honourable toMr.surgeonFleeming. 8th . “ The governor general in

Lieutenant-colonel Campbell re- council further desires, that his

quests major Dighton will assure thanks may be signified to the offi

the corps, that he will lose no time cers, and soldiers composing the

in communicating these his senti- army under the command of sir

nients to his excellency the com- William Clarkeand major Walker,
mander in chief. for the zeal, valour, and discipline

The corpsafter the review gave manifested by them during the late

a splendid breakfast and dinner, service in Guzeraut. ”

the whole of which was conducted

with great regularity and good or- Extract of a Letter from the Su

der, Several loyal coasts were preme Government, to the Gover

drank after dinner, when the merry nor in Council at Bonibuy, dated

dance commenced, which continued the 15th of December, 1802.

with great glee and harmony till “ His excellency in council der

past the hour of twelve. sires that you will communicate to

captain Bethune, and to the officers

and men composing the detach
BOMBAY inent which was employed in the

Occurrencesfor February. reduction ofthe fort ofSunkeira,
his excellency in council's high ap

Extract of a Letter from the Sus probation of themilitary skill and
gallantry which distinguished their

preme Government, to the Guter.
conduct on that occasion . "

nor in Council at Bombay.

Feb. 3d. Para. 6th . “ The go
Dreadful Fire.

vernor general in council desires Feb. 19th . On Thursday last,
that his approbation may be signi- a most dreadful and alarming fire

fied to colonel sir William Clarke, broke out in our crouded and po.

of that officer's ready compliance pulous bazar, the ravages of which,

with the honourable the governor though it is not yet quite extin

of Bombay's requisition, for the aid guished, it is impossible to relate.

of the forces stationed at Goa, in The extent of the devastation may

suppressing the commotion excited be somewhat conjectured by those
by the rebellion of Mulhar Row, who are acquainted with Bombay,

and of the energy and military skill when we say that about three

manifested by sir William Clarke, fourths of the bazar are destroy

in conducting the operations in the ed, including perhaps about 1000

field , which have terminated so houses , and when the nature of

successfully for the interests of the these dwellings is considered , have

British nation, and honourably to ing many families under one roof,

the seputation of the British arms." the number of the unfortunate suf

7th. “ The governor general in ferersmustbe proportionally great.

council also desires, that his thanks We are at a loss to state with

may be signified to major Walker, certainty where the fire originated

VOL . 5,

er.

tF .
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It is said to have been in a stable alongside the ship, when upwards

on the morning of Thursday, where of 100 men were spectators of the

same valuable horses became its scene , and kept him below for near

first victims. Unfortunately the two minutes, in which time he had

wind continued rather high the tore off the leg and thighto the

whole day, which encreased the extent above mentioned. The boy

flames in the progress of its direc- once more made his appearance on

tion with astonishing rapidity, and the surface of the water, and the

so great and violent was the con- shark upon his back with his jaws

flagration at sun- set, that the de- once more extended to make a finish

struction of every house in the fort of his prey ; when a lad from the

was to be apprehended . All the boat struck him with the boat

records and papers in the secre- hook , and by the same instrument

tary's office were early removed, and laid hold of the boy, and brought

the houses of business followed the him on board . The boy had lost a

example. Indeed every inhabitant, vast deal of blood , the stump was

however remote, took the precau- dreadfully lacerated, and the bone

tion to remove his furniture and splintered near one and a half inch ,

effects. which required an amputation of

Beyond the bazar the flames ex- the thigh close to the hip joint .

tended to the king's barracks, which Under all these untoward circum-.

are mostly destroyed. The custom- stances the boy has quite recovered

house also is in ruins, proceeding within three months from the date

from thenceto the range of houses of the operation . The fleet, as it

called the Tank Barracks, where was an extraordinary case, have

it was stopped by the prudent pre- subscribed upwards of 2801. for

caution of using artillery to beat him.

down the contiguous buildings.

During the whole continuance of Natal Court Martial.

this awful destruction , every effort On Monday the 14th of February,

was used to oppose its progress, a court martial was assembled on

but the fury of the flames, aided board his Majesty's ship Trident,
By the wind, rendered all attempts in Bombay harbour, for the trial of

vain .

Mr. John M'Ghee, surgeon of his

Majesty's ship Fox , on a charge of

Anecdote of a Shark. ungentlemanlike behaviour, abusive

John Walker, boatswain's boy of language, and for striking Mr.

the Ganges , aged 13 , swimining Blake, the master.

alongside of the ship when at an

chor, and at a few yards distant Captain Thomas Surridge.

from the ship’s boat with 3 seamen in

it, was discovered by a shark, who Captain John Spratt Rainier,

immediately approached him, and
Captain John Surman Carden,

independent of the exertions of the
Captain Jarnes Giles Vashon,

Captain Robert Evans.

boat's crow to intimidate the hun
Judge Advocate, Mr. Goodwyn.

gry monster, he laid hold of the Sentence : Dismissed from his

unfortunate boy, by grasping in Majesty's service, rendered incapa

his mouih the whole of the right ble of ever again serving , with im

leg and more than half the thigh, prisonment for six months in the

pulling him beneath the water close marshalsea.
CEYLON

PRESIDENT .

MEMBERS .
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tary life.

CEYLON commanding officer, and addressed

Occurrencesfor February.
him as follous :

Captain Kerr and Officers of his

Majesty's Regiment of Ceylon
Presentation of Colours. Native Infantry.

Feb. 10th . This day his excel- “ I am happy in delivering these

lency the governor presented its colours to soldiers , whose martial

colours to his Majesty's regiment appearance and rapid advance in

of Ceylon native infantry. discipline, correspond so entirely

Atday -break his excellency came with the generous spirit which

upon the ground where the regi- prompted them to embrace a milia

ment was drawn up , accompanied

by major-general Macdowall, and * I sincerely hope that a long

preceded by the officers of his staff, continuance of peace on this island

and took post opposite to the centre will not give me an opportunity of

of the line where the colours were seeing the idea which I have formed

placed . The grenadier company of their merit confirmed by their

advanced in slow time near to the active service in the field ; but should

colours, when the Rev. Mr. Cor- the case prove otherwise, I shall call

diner consecrated them , and pro- on them with the greatest confi.
nounced the following prayer : dence to protect against unjust

“ Most blessed and most gracious aggression the persons and property

God, who hast impressed upon of the people committed to my

every soul which thou hast created care, and the safety of the coun

sentiments of devoutveneration to try which they have adopted as

wards thy all- glorious Majesty, their own."
with the humblest sense of our Captain Kerr, upon receiving

own unwortbiness we prostrate our the colours, made the following

selves before thee, praying that reply :

thou would inspire us with those

virtues which animate the breasts “ It is with real pride I receive

of gallant soldiers , pour down thy his majesty's colours from the

blessing upon these sacred banners, hands of your excellency, and I

and grant that we may ever considei beg leave, on the part of the regi

it as our pride and glory to honour ment, to return you our humble
and defend them . thanks for the very handsomeman

“ Long may we behold them raised ner in which you have been pleased

as ornaments to a prosperous and to confer on us that honour.

peaceful land ; and whenever they “ Permit me, Sir, to express my

shall appear displayed as ensignis ardent hope that in all situations

of war, may the strength of the in which we may hereafter be

God of armies surround them , and placed , and in all duties to which

lead them on to victory and tri- we may be called , whether in the

umph. field or garrison, our conduct shail

" Allweask is through the medi. be such as to command your ex

otion of Jesus Christ thy Son, our cellency's further approbation, and
only Saviour. Amen.” prove us worthy of the distinguisha

His excellency then delivered ed honour and good fortune which

the colours to captain Kerr, the attends us, in being the first regi .

F 2
ment

o Sir ,
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took post.

ment formed from natives of British pected a great deal from his pere

India , which has been embodied sonal knowledge of the ability,

for the service , and in the name of energy , and experience of captain

our sovereign .” Kerr , but he was not sanguine

After which he delivered the enough to suppose that in a short

colours to the officers appointed to period of about three months, the

receive them , by whom they were part of the regiment under arms,
unfurled , and saluted with pre- and which is chiefly composed of

sented arms by the whole regiment . recruits, could have attained the

They were then marched along the apparent efficiency of the trained

front of the line, after which they soldiers, and he is convinced they

only required active service in the

This ceremony being concluded , field to prove that gallantry and

the regiment was reviewed by his good conduct of which they gave

excellency , who was pleased to so fair a promise.

express the highest satisfaction at Captain Kerr will be pleased to

its fine appearance, and the great accept and convey to the corps the

precision, correctness, and steadi- major- general's approbation and

ness , with which the different ma. thanks. To that zealous and exe

næuvres were performed. As soon cellent officer every praise is due,

as the review was finished , all the for the skill and perseverance he

ladies and gentlemen present were has shewn in improving the regi.

invited by captain Kerr, to a range ment intrusted to his care, and the

of tents pitched in the field , where major-general has much satisfac.

a most plentiful breakfast was pro- tion in contemplating an old brother

vided . The tables were afterwards officer placed in the temporary

removed , and dancing commenced, command of a battalion, on which,

which was kept up for some time if called into action, he should

with great spirit. place the most perfect reliance, and

Feb. 15th . G.O. By Major- wbich he is confident will , on all

general Macdowall. occasions, do honour to his ma

Major- general Macdowall defer- jesty's army.

red expressing his sentiments on At the earnest intercession of the

the appearance of the Ceylon na- native officers of Ceylon infantry

tive infantry, at the inspection on in favour of a gallant and respect.

Wednesday last, until they had able captain now under suspension,

been reviewed by his excellency the major-general Macdowall has

the governor. He is now happy thoughtproper to remit the remaint

in having it in his power to declare, ing part of the sentence passed up

from thedisplay ofthis morning, that on Manarroo by a general court

he is fully confirmed in theopinion 'martial, and he is directed to join

he had originally entertained of his company from this day.

their steadiness and discipline, and

although , to the eye of nilitary cri

ticism , the performance of this day
WAR IN CEYLON .

was perhaps in some points inferior Capture of the City of Candy

to thatwhich took place on the 5th To Robert Arbuthnot, Esq. Chief

instant, there was still much to apo Secretary to Government.

plaud , and nothing to condemn. Sir ,

The major general naturally ex. Please to inform his excellency

the
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the governor, that about three 19th, under captain Honner, which

o'clack in the afternoon of the led , appeared, and which was main

19th , as my detachment approach- tained, though with little effect ,

ed the great Candian river, I found until the assailants entered the

the opposite bank, the village of battery.

Wallapoaloa, and the neighbouring From their contemptible mode

bills, occupied by the enemy in of defence, the enemy I presume

force ; a few minutes fire from two have not suffered much loss ; on our

mortars and one six pounder ob- side, one sergeant , and one private

liged them (after expending much of the 19th regiment, are severely

of their ammunition without effect) wounded .

to retire, and the detachment cross- From the steepness and narrow

ed the river this morning. The ness of the paths, had the Candians

report of the country is , that the behaved with common resolution,

enemy lost fifteen killed . At pre- this conquest would have cost us

sent we are posted at Wallapoaloa, thelives of many brave men .

within one English mile and an half The adigar, it is said , has filed

of Candy, and are in hourly expec . into the Four Corles, and the

talion of being joined by major- troops who were lately under his

general Macdowall. command are dispersed in the

I have the honour to be , woods, or have retired towards

Sir, Candy.

Your very obedient servant, The road to the capital is now

B. G. BARBUT, open . I shall reach Katoogastotte
LL Col. commanding the Detachment, on the Mahaville Genga to -mor

Camp, Wallapoaloa,
row, and next day have it in my20th Feb, 1803 ,

power to march into it .

Cottoos of the Pearl Fishery, near Chilow, I have no news of lieutenant.

Feb. 22, 1803. colonel Barbut's detachment.

A dispatch , of which the follow- I have the honour to be , &c .

ing is a copy, was this day received Hay MacDOWALL.

from Major- general Hay Mac

dowall, commanding the forces in Extract of a Letter from Candy,

Ceylon, by his excellency the the Capital of Ceylon, dated the

governor. 23d of February, 1803 .

" Since I wrote you last we have

One Mile East of Giriagamme, had many difficulties to surmount.

Sir,
Feb. 19, 1803.

Our roads have been troublesome,

It is with great pleasure I inform nothing less in fact than constantly

your excellency, that the advance ascending and descending immense

under lieutenant - colonel Logan of mountains, with some bush - fight

the 51st regiment, attacked . this ing, but of no great consequence.

morning , and carried the two strong The country in which we now are,

posts of Galle Gederah and Giria- has , however, amply repaid us for

gamme. all our troubles. It is undoubtedly

At the first, ( in which the enemy one of the finest countries in the

abandoned three very curious brass world , and well deserves the name

cannon ) no resistance was made : of Paradise.

at the last, a heavy fire commenced , “ Mountains cultivated to their

the moment the grenadiers of the summits, and interspersed with ri

+ F3 vulets,
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arevulets, villages, and cattle ; with covered with immense pier

well-trodden foot-paths crossing glasses of about seven feet by four.
them in all directions, fruitful val- În one room is a gigantic brass

lies with groves of areca, jack , co- image of Budha, in a sitting pos .

cua- nut , limes , orange, plantains, ture, with two smaller ones at his

and pumple-nose trees, with fine feet.

villages and fields of paddy, raggee, “ The river of Candy is a very

natchenee, and other grain. The noble one, and swarming with fish,

paddy fields well watered by the as the king would never allow them

streams rushing down from the to be molested. We saw five beau .

mountains, altogether forming such tiful milk -white deer in the palace,

striking scenery as is but seldom which was noticed as a very extra
seen . ordinary thing.

“ We marched into Candy on “ We are now encamped about

the evening of the 20th , and found two miles from the capital, on the

it wholly deserted , the king having other side of the river, and colo

removed all the treasure from the nel Barbut has been detached with

palace , and the inhabitants from the Malay regiment, for the pur

their houses. The palace, when pose of escorting, it is said , a

we entered it , was partially on fire ; successor to the throne.

it is an immense pile of building, “ As the king had removed all his

and perhaps only inferior to that of treasure before our arrival , we

Seringapatam . The town is about have not got any prize money. A

two miles long, and consists of one few officers have found some paint:

principal street 'terminated by the ed bows and arrows."

palace at the upper end ; there are

also many lesser streets branching

off on both sides, but of no great Colombo, 26th February.

length . The houses are chiefly of

mud, and raised above the level of
G. O. BY THE GOVERNMENT.

the street about five feci, you as- His excellency the governor is

cend to them therefore by steps . happy to congratulate major -gene:

" A few of the houses at the ral Macdowall on the possession

upper end of the street , belonging of the capital of the kingdom of

to the principal inhabitants, are Candy by his majesty's troops,
tiled and white washed . The pa- and on the speedy and successful

lace is built of a kind of chunam , advancement of the important bu.

or cement, perfectly white, with siness with which he is charged,

stone gateways. It is a square of the progress of which , his excel

immense extent, one face of which lency is persuaded, would have

is news, and not yet finished. In been very different, had it not

the centre is a small square inclo- been for the energy , activity, and

sure , which is a cemetary, and judgment displayed by the majors '

contains the tombs of the kings of general , and the excellent disci.

Candy. The palace contains a pline and spirit maintained by him

great number of rooms, the walls in the army.

of which are painted in the most His excellency requests major

grotesque manner you can imagine, general Macdowall to accept of

and covered with a multiplicity of his thanks , and to communicate

inscriptions. Many of the walls them to colonel Baillie , lieute

nant,

1

1
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nant-colonel Barbut, and all the who are on terms of amicable in

officers who have so meritoriously tercourse with his majesty, agreea

seconded him ; and at the same ably to their respective ranks.

time to express to the non -com

missioned officers and privates his Feb. 21st. Surjee Rao Ghatka

high approbation of their good having entered into a plan of con

conduct and intrepidity.
federacy with Hurnath, the Chela

of Juswunt Rao Holkar persists

in committing outrages against

COUNTRY NEWS. Maharaja Scindeah , and thereby

greatly disturbs the peace of the

country .
Delhi.

Some loyal zemeendars of Soon

Feb. 19th . Muhmood Shah has dura, under the shew of friendship,

been for a long time engaged in invited the chiefs of the insurgents

warfare with the Putans of the to a feast, at which they were both

Ghilchee tribe, whose inaccessible surrounded and seized. The ze

situation on the hills gave little op- meendars, by this stratagem , also

portunity to his majesty for carry- secured all their effects, with a

ing on his operations against them number of horses and elephants,

with success. The king, under &c.

such embarrassing circumstances, Surjee Rao Ghatka having thus

had recourse to the bravery of his been reduced to a due sense of his

officers , who made a last and for crime, humbly addressed Scin

midable attack upon the Putans, deah , imploring pardon. Scin

by ascending the hills with a select deah, with great indignation, or

body of troops , and surprising dered the bearer of the letter to

them . be driven from his presence, with

The Putans, after a very ob- out deigning to pay the smallest

stinate and bloody action , were attention to its contents.

driven from their station, with

great slaughter . His majesty im- Feb. 28th. Meerkhan Putan,

mediately detached some brigades one of Juswunt Rao Holkar's prin

( dustu ) of his army, as a'rein- cipal officers , having been mor

forcement, to support the storm- tally wounded in some of the late

ing party , who completely routed skirmishes with the enemy, lan

the Putans, and pursued them as guished for a considerable time,

far as the extensive woods of Roh, and at last died of his wound .

in which the remains of that war- Rajah Umbajee and Mr. James

like tribe are now dispersed and have commenced their march also

concealed . towards Poonah, carrying with
Muhmood Shah having thus them a number of cannon , and

obtained a signal victory over his other warlike stores .

most inveterate enemy, was pleased It is supposed that colonel Col.

to celebrate a grand festival on the lins, at the desire of Scindeah, is

day of Eedool Fitr, and bestowed repairing to him from Kona, in

very superb honorary dresses on which place he halted for some

all his noblemen and ministers, as time, on his way 2 to Scindeah's

also on all the ambassadors and camp.

vakeels from the several princes

+ F4
Feb.

1
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Feb. 30th. The following cir- his life into the hands of his Crea

cumstance has excited a great deal tor, and expired , without a groan,

of attention : a person, of a re- on the spot .

spectable appearance, came lately The multitude observing this

to the royal mosque at Delhi , and wonderful and unexpected scene,

began to say prayers, with others were struck ' with the apparent

who were assembled there for that composure of the deceased, whose

purpose. pure spirit thus left this world of

While the strangerseemed wholly woe and sorrow to enjoy the eter

abstracted in the performance of nal happiness prepared in the next

his devotion , he suddenly resigned for every true believer.

12

BENGAL Occurrences for MARCH, 1803.

는March 6th . His excellency the Hindustanee language, Messss .

most noble the governor general Harrington and Colebrook, judges

having reviewed the artillery at of the Sudder Dewanny Adawlut,

Dum Dum, ' on Friday the 4th in- and Mr. Gilchrist , Hindustanee

stant, proceeded, early on Satur- professor at the college of Fort

day morning, to Barasut, accom- William , were nominated as exa

panied by Mr. Barlow , member of miners .

council, colonel Green, and the The whole being in readiness,

officers of his lordship’s staff. his excellency entered the exami

Captain Richardson , command- nation room , accompanied by Mr.

ing the company of gentlemen ca. Barlow, and all the officers of his

dets, and lieutenant Broughton, lordship's staff. His excellency

adjutant of the corps, met his ex- remained during the examination

cellency at a distance from the of the first class ; and on receiv

cantonment, ' and conducted his ing the report of the examinerson

excellency to the head quarters of the progress of each gentleman,

the station , where the company, his excellency addressed them in

under the command of ensign Oli- dividually, and expressed his ap- ,

ver, was drawn up to receive his probation at their different degrees

excellency. of proficiency ; and on the con:

Messrs. Craigie, Roberts, and clusion of the examination of the

Sneider, had the honour of being first class his excellency expressed

selected to mount ( the first as or- his approbation in terms highly

derly sergeant, and the latter as flattering to captain Richardson,

sentries) over his excellency. and to Messrs. Craigie, Roberts,

Breakfast being announced, the and Sneider, who composed the

company lodged their arms, and first class.

had the honour of breakfasting His excellency now retired, and

with his lordship : immediately until the conclusion of the exa

after breakfast, the gentlemen ca- mination Mr. Barlow presided.

dets were assembled for the pur: In the evening his excellency

pose of being examined in the reviewed the company. They per

formed
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SECOND CLASS.

formed the manual and platoon most noble the Governor General,

exercise , marched to the front, and Mr. Barlow , Member of

then facing outwards, filed in two Council.

divisions to the rear, where they

piled their arms, and fell in as
FIRST CLASS ..

officers and serjeants with the se- Messrs. Craigie, Roberts, and

poy detachment, through the re
Sneider.

maining part of the review , which

being finished, Messrs. Craigie; of being examined in the presenceThese gentlemen had the honour

Roberts, and Sneider, were ordered

to the front , and advertingto the of his excellency the most noble
the

examination report of these governor general, and manie
gen

tlemen's proficiency in the Hin- obtained them the distinguished
fested adegree of proficiency which

dustanee language, and of an

honour of his excellency's highestequally favourable one by captain

Richardson, of their military ac approbation.

quirements, in the short period of Messrs, Gerrard and Oliver.

five months, his excellency ex- These gentleinen manifested a

pressed his approbation of their degree of proficiency which enti

merit ; and informed them that tled them to be advanced from the

they should immediately be ordered second to the first class.

to join their corps in the line , and

berecommended to the notice of

the officer in command of the

Mr. Tydd.corps to which they might be no

minated : and, as a further mark On the Bombay establishment,

of his excellency's approbation, but examined at his own request,

and their merit, his excellency was and shewed a proficiency which

pleased to order that each of these entitled him to be placed at the

gentlemen should be presented head of the second class.
with a regimental sword, and 500 Messrs. Kirchoffer, Gage, Baber,

rupees.
Lyall, and Young.

In the evening his excellency, These gentlemen, although infe

the officers of his excellency's staff, rior to those of the first class, ac

the cadet company, and a large quitted themselves much to the

party of gentlemen were enter- satisfaction of the examiners, and

tained at dinner by captain Rich- , in a manner which affords a well

ardson .

grounded expectation that they
His exellency slept that night at will distinguish themselves consi

rackpoor at an early hourthe next derably at the next examination.

morning.
THIRD CLASS.

Mr. Meyrick .
Report on the Eramination of the This gentleman was examined

: Cadet Company in the Hindus. at his own request , and it he had

tanee Language , holden at the been capable of reading the Per

Cantonment of Barasut, on the sian character, would have been

5th Day of March, 1803, in the entitled to be advanced to the se

Presence of his Excellency the cond class.

Messrs .
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Messrs. Engleheart, Woollocombe, After dinner, Pic - Nic toasts were

Barlow, Fluker, Bloit, Costley, given by the president, and done

and Williamson . justice to, in bumpers, by the

These gentlemen did not express united members of the Chinsurah

a desire to be examined.
and Calcutta Pic -Nics.

At about half past nine , the

(Signed)
company increased to near three

hundred persons, and including
J. H. HARINGTON,

H. COLEBROOKE,
most of the principal ladies and

gentlemen of the settlement, as
J. GILCHRIST, sembled in the ball-room.

Examiners,
Here we are again called upon

to notice and applaud the taste ,

contrivance, and activity of the
Calcutta Pic - Nics.

stewards , who, in the short period

The spirit of gaiety which, from of a week ( the whole interval be

the rapid approach of the hot tween the projection and accom

season, had begun tp droop, was plishment of the entertainments )

re :animated by an elegant entere found means to light and decorate

tainment, given on Wednesday last , as well this apartment , as the whole

at the house formerly the com- of a dismantled house , in a man.

mander in chief's , by the society ner not to have been improved by
of Calcutta Pic-Nics. any length of preparation. The

The dinner party was limited to front of the house was splendidly

olie hundred persons, comprising illuminated with variegated lamps,

all those ladies and gentlemen who as was the whole of the court

were present at or had been in- yard , on each side of which

vited to join a Pic-Nic meeting, as- blazed the word PIC-NIC, in

sembled atChinsurah, on the 14th , large and brilliant characters .

15th , 16th , and 17th ultimo, as a Shortly afterwards , the country

return to which , indeed, this en ) . dances commenced with the true

tertainment was principally intend- Pic-Nic gaiety and spirit ; the ef

ed. fect of the coup d'æil being consi

It would be the height of injus- derably heightened by the irregular

tice to the gentlemen who officiated interspersion of the lively uniform

as stewards on this occasion, to in which must of the Pic-Nic la

• omit stating that, notwithstanding dies and gentlemen were attired ,

the comparative sınallness of the and which gave a novel and almost

room allotted to the dinner, by romantic air to the appearance of

the judicious arrangement of the the dance in general.

tables, and considerate introduc- It had been previously under

tion of punkahs, this numerous stood that marquis Wellesley would

companywas amply and coolly honour the assembly with his pre

accommodated ; and the repast, sence : accordingly, about ten

consisting of every delicacy of the o'clock , his excellency, attended

season , served in a style of ease by his lordship’s personal staff,

and elegance that reflected the entered the ball- rooni.

greatest credit on their taste and After the second dance, the pre

management. The wines were va- sident and the stewards, followed

rious , and excellent of their kinds. by the principal gentlemen in com

pany

1
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pany, approached his lordship, and Copy of a Letter from the Hon .

in a neat and appropriate address the Governor in Council of Bom

conveyed the high sense entertained bay , to his Excellency Vice

of the honour conferred on the Admiral Peter Rainier, Com .

party by his lordship's condescen- mander in Chief of his Majesty's

sion, and intreating his excellen- Ships and Vessels in the East

cy's acceptance oftwo entertain- Indies.

ments proposed to be given by the Public Department.

settlement at large, in further tes
timony of their admiration of his To his Excellency Vice- Admiral

lordship's government and respecte
Rainier, fc. &c.

ful attachment to his person , on Sir,

the 4th of May and 22d of Octo- It is a duty which we owe to

ber. your excellency, to express the

To this request his excellency very high sense we entertain of the

was pleased to return a qualified particular and most useful assist .

assent, in an extemporary answer,
ance derived from the presence of

of which we regret our inability to your excellency, on the occasion

give a copy.
of the calamitous event of the

The rooms not being sufficiently 17th instant, and of the captains,

spacious to accommodate so large officers, and men, of his majesty's

a party at supper, tents had been squadron under your excellency's

pitched for that purpose, to the command; from whose active in

southward of the house. At terposition and uncommon exer

about half past one o'clock the tions every practicable opposition

tents were thrown open , and disa was made to the extension of the

played a sumptuous collation, de conflagration, but for which we

corated with elegant and ingenious might yet have had to lament far

devices, in which due attention greater devastation than has un

was paid to Pic - Nic costume.
happily occurred .

Under the most grateful in.
During the repast, the band of pressions, from the zeal and cor

his majesty's 22d regiment exe
diality of the aid thus experienced ,

cuted with considerable skill a
we have the honour to offer to

succession of animated and mar
your excellency, personally, our

tial airs .
inost heartfelt acknowledgments of

Supper concluded , the company the advantage thus derived to our

returned to the ball -room , where capital, by your excellency's pre

the dances were resumed, and con- sence in it, at the season of this

tinued with unabated spirit and disaster, and to request that your

vivacity till three o'clock in the excellency will be pleased to con

morning : at that hour the ladies vey to the commanders, officers,

retired ; but most of the gentlemen and men , who exerted themselves

again resorted to the social board; so meritoriously on this awful oc

at which hilarity and harmony casion, our sincerest thanks, for

presided ; and crowned with ge- the great fatigue they so cheer
nuine mirth the festivity of this fully underwent, the memory of

magnificent and admirably con- which must be coeval, in this set

ducted entertainment. tlement,

1
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100)

Disce con D. 18.039 } Sir,

tlement, with its duration as a CEYLON

British possession .

We have the honour to be,
Occurrences for March.

Sir,

PROGRESS OF THE WAR IN

Your excellency's most obedient

and humble servants,
Ceylon .

March 21 .
(Signed ) Jon . DUNCAN .

J. H. CHERRY. A Dispatch, of which the follow

Tuo. LECHMERE,
ing is an Ertract, has been re.

ceived this Day by the Chief Se

cretary of Government, from

Captain Herbert Beaver , of his

COMPANY'S PAPER , Majesty's 19th Regiment, Com

mandant of Negombo.
March 7 , 1803 .

Huy. Sell. To Robert Arbuthnot , Esg. Chief
Six per cent. 10 8 dis .

Secretary to Government .
Old8 per cent. 2 0 2 4 do.

Loansof Ap. & Nov. 1800 1 4 1 8 do.
Colombo.

1 0

1802, & Feb. 1803
0 8pm

Twelve per cent. 1 8 1 o do . Having been informed that a

Ten per cent. 6 8

5 a do. large body of Candians had builç

a redoubt, and taken post at Moo

hooroogampelle, I determined to

March 14.
march with the little force I could

Six per cent. 9 4 10 o dis. collect , to drive them away. Į

Old8 per cent . 1 12 o do. had only with me 1 sergeant and

Loans of Ap. and Nov. 12 men of the 65th regiment, i1 1 4 do.

1800 S havildar, and 12 sepoys , and a
Do. ofSept. 1801 ,Aug.

O 8pin. few lascoryns.
1802, and Feb. 1803

Twelve per cent. 1 Odo . We arrived within a mile and a

Ten per cent. 6 8 5 Odo . half of the fort about one in the

morning , and thought it best not

to wait for day-light, but to ad .

March 19. vance without delay.

Six per cent .
9 4 10 O dis . We passed a picquet of the

Old8 per cent. 1 8 2 0 do . enemy, which fled at our approach ,

Loans of Ap . and Nov. 012 1 0do . and then proceeded to the attack .
1800

Not a shot was fired at us ; ve
Do. of Sept. 1803,Aug.

1 0

1802, and Feb. 1803 0 8pm. were merely challenged by a sen

Twelve per cent. 8 1 0 do. try , who immediately afterwards

Ten per cent. alarmed the Candians, and they

escaped into the Jungle .

From the best information we

March 28. could get from the natives, their

Sixes
Discount 9 O 98 pumber was about 600 .

Old Eights ditto i 10 20 The tom toms beat twice be

Loans ofAp. & Nov. 1800 , do . O 12 fore we reached the fort, which

11802, and Feb. 1803, pas
08 made us expect a more serious

Twelves ditto 10 resistance ; but I suspect the in

Tens ditto 068 formation they had from their pic

quets

2

1 0

1 8

.

1

0 0 00

1 0

0

81

7
. .
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1

quets had pre-determined their sand men, and had established

conduct . himself at the village of Attagalla,

This post, which the Candians where he was endeavouring to se .

chose to abandon, is a remarkably duce the subjects of this govern

strong one by art and nature. On ment from their allegiance, Alex

the south of this fort there is a ander Wood , esq. agent of ree

complete square redoubt, which venue and commerce for the dis

might have been defended against trict of Colombo, marched against

almost any force of mere mus. him , with a sergeant and twelve

ketry : it is a parapet, not meanly men of the 65th regiment, twenty

constructed of fascines and earth, four free Malays, and about a

with embrasures, or rather loop- hundred armed lascoryns and

holes. moormen . Mr. Wood was joined

I cannot conclude, without say- upon the road by most of the

ing how much I feel obliged to the headmen of the district and a

sergeant and men of the 65th gre- number of inhabitants.

nadiers, who only regret there was As soon as the Dessave heard of

no fighting. The sepoys behaved their approach, his party dispersed ,

very well. and all fled in confusion , leaving

I have the honour to be, behind them two Singaleze guns

Sir, and a bronze image of Boudhou,

Your most obedient and which we hear is to be presented

most humble servant, by government to the temple of

HERBERT BEAVER , Calanie.

Commandant of Negombo. We have since been informed

Bloohooroogampelle Fort, that the Dessave continued his

March 20 , 1303. flight beyond Rowenelly, several

miles within the Candian limits ,

March 31st . An expedition had

been undertaken under the com

mand of colonel Baillie and lieute
COUNTRY NEWS,

nant-colonel Logan, to take pos

session of the palace of Hambar Delhi.

amkette, which completely suc
March 3d . Humeed Khan, ze

ceeded, although the troops met

with considerable opposition.
meendar of Roohtuk, has volun .

Weare sorry to hear that lieute- tarily surrendered his fort to col.

nant Frederic Hankey, of the 51st
Lewis Bourquin , but ' Munsa, the

regiment , brigade major of the chief of the Goojurs, has, at the

king's troops, und lieutenant Edw . instigation of some other insur

Grahamn, of the Bengal artillery, gents, dared to rebel , and take

have been severely wounded upon
the field against his majesty.

this occasion .

March 4th . It is reported that a

Intelligence having been division of the Nagpoor Rajah's

ceived that the Dassave of the troups have invaded the district of

four Corles Leuke Ralebami had Jhunna Punna , and takeu posses

entered the British territory with a sion of two villages belonging to

gumultuary force of several thou- the Ranee of the place.

1

1

ге .

On
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On receiving this information , army, is at present near the Mu

Nuwab Ghunee Bahadoor dis- nohur Jheel, an extensive lake.

patched a large body of his own It is supposed that a very bloody

troops to drive the invaders from and obstinate battle will be the

thatplace. consequence between them , unless

their inveterate animosity be di

March 9th. Juswunt Rao Hol- verted or suspended for some time

kar is encamped on the banks of by the intervention of other coun

Kesurtal with 30 or 40,000 troops, sels and measures, on the part of

and Rajah Umbajee, with a large Scindeah and his allies.

BENGAL Occurrences for April, 1803.

Fort WILLIAM, April 1 .
acting governor, and commandet

On Tuesday the 29th instant, a
in chief of his majesty's castle,

dispatch was received by his ex
town, and settlement of the

cellency the most noble the gover
Cape of Good Hope, in South

nor general, from lieutenant-gen.

Africa , and of the territories

Dundas, lieutenant governor of
and dependencies thereof, and

the Cape of Good Hope, dated
ordinary and vice-admiral of the

the 1st of January, 1803, com
same; and his excellency J. A.

municating the receipt , on the pre
de Mist, commissary general

ceding day, of his majesty's com
from the Batavian government.

mands, directing lieutenant-general

Dundas to suspend the restitution
Whereas instructions have this

of the colony of the Cape ofGood day arrived from his majesty's

Hope to the Batavian republic .
principal secretary of state, stating

that the restitution of this colony

His excellency in council is to the Batavian republic should be

pleased to direct that the following for a time delayed , on account of

copies of a joint proclamation is- circumstances having occurred to

sued on this occasion by lieutenant- render it advisable ; we, the un •

general Dundas, and by the com- dersigned , in order to obviate and

missary general of the Batavian do away any suspicion or alarm

republic, and of the general orders that might arise between the troops

issued by lieutenant- general Dun- of his Britannic majesty and those

das to the British troops in garrison of the Batavian republic at this

at the Cape of Good Hope, be place , have found it expedient to

published for general information . publish this general notice and

proclamation, warning all persons

By his honour lieutenant-general whatsoever, either directly or in

Francis Dundas, colonel of his directly, by any false or forged

majesty's Scotch brigade, go- representations, or by any other

vernor of Carrickfergus in Tre- act, not to interrupt the good un

land, lieutenant-governor, and derstanding that has happily been

re -established
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1

9 Odis,

re -established between his Britan- April 10th . The honourable the

nic majesty and the Batavian re- governor in council has been

public. pleased, under the authority of

( Signed ) FRANC. DUNDAS, his excellency the most noble the
Lieutenant-General.

governor general in council , to
J. A. De Mist,

appoint Edward Galley, esq . to
Commis. General .

be commissioner on thepart of the

Given at the castle of Good British government for conducting
Hope, 31st December, 1803. the restitutions at Surat, incident

(Signed ) A. BARNARD , to the treaty at Amiens, by which

a permanent good understanding
Secretary.

has been happily concluded with
A.G.O.

31st Dec. 1803. the French and Batavian republics,

Colonel Hamilton is to take the and with his most Catholic ma

duty of Cape Town and Lines this jesty.

evening, and to visit the guards

and posts as usual .

Lieutenant-general Dundas hav
COMPANY'S . PAPER.ing this day received instructions

from his majesty's secretary of

state , that the restitution of this April 4, 1803 .

colony should be delayed, judges
Buying. Selling.

it necessary to communicate this Six per cent.

information to the troops under his Old 8 per cent . 8 i 12 do .

LoansofAp.& Nov.1800 O 19 1 Odo .

command ; butat thesame timeto Discos pelo Agus } o 8pm .

standing which has been established Twelve per cent. 1 8 1 Odo .

Tenbetween his majesty and the Bata 6 8 6 O do .

vian government has suffered no

interruption ; consequently the

same attentions and respect as have

hitherto been paid the officers and April 11 .
soldiers of the Batavian troops at Six

8 4 8 8dis,
present at the Cape, will continue Old 8 per cent.

1 4 8 de

Loans ofApr.& Nov.1800 O 12 O da

ral being confident that both offi Dould see the so-805 }1802, & Feb. 1803 0 12pm .
cers and men will be cautious of Twelve per cent. 1 8 1 Odo .

committing any act likely to pre Ten per
6 8 6 Odo .

vent a continuance of that har .

mony and good -will which has

hitherto prevailed between the

troops of the two nations. April 18 .

ROBERT M'NAB , Six per cent.
7 0

7 8dis.
Town Major. Old8 per cent.

06 010 do.

Loans of April & No

vember, 1800 0 0 0 0

the most poble the governor gene

1 8pm1802, & Feb. 1803ral in council .
Twelve per cent. 1 14 1 8 do

J. LUMSDEN , Teo per cent,
6 8 do.

Chief Sec. to the Gort.

COMPANY'S

0

.

per cent,

per cent . .

. 1

1

6

cent.
.

By command of his excellency Do of Sept.1807Aug
2 0

7 8
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0 0

08

2 @pin .

7 8
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COMPANY'S PAPER. ture with which the dancing- room

April 25 .
was decorated , derived additional

ornament and lustre from the gay
Buy. Sell.

Six per cent. 5 0
58dis. and tasty uniform in which the

Old 8 per cent.
2 6 do. ladies were attired .

Loans of April & No

ooo
The various groups were finely04do .

vember, 1800
contrasted , and their style, which

;} 2 41802, & Feb. 1803
was quite “ a la Paysanne," gave a

Twelve per cent. 2 O do. most romantic appearance to the

Ten per cent. 6 8 do. assembly. A white round dress,

trimmed with a marone vandyke,

MADRAS
sufficiently deep to mark the uni

form , without encroaching on the

Occurrences for April. simplicity best adapted to the sea .

son and ihe occasion ; and , a cot.

The real Hyderabad Nick - Knack. tage bonnet of white crape, edged

April 30th . By a most splendid and studded with pearls, and deco

and elegant entertainment, given rated at the left side by a single

to the gentlemen at the residency, damask rose, formed the order of

and the society at the cantonment , the night. And to describe the

by the real Nick-Knack, the even- enhancement of female beauty by

ing of April 18th , 1803, an æra the judicious selection of colour,

now memorable in the annals of and the elegant costume of the

Golconda, was eminently distin- dress, were only to enumerate one

guished. among the various instances in

Among the numerous confede. which the taste and the fashion of

rations and societies which have the lady patroness were so emi

been instituted and maintained nently conspicuous.

throughout the wide extent of the But it is indispensable to ob

British possessions in the east, serve, that amid the blaze of jew

many have deservedly been cele- els by which the entertainment

brated ; and we have recently was distinguished, the Opal, the

read of a certain Pic-Nic , but characteristic gem of Hyderabad,

we feel no hesitation in thus pub- was peculiarly remarkable by the

licly declaring that by the real variety of its hues, the chasteness

Nick -knack they all are far tran- of its colour, and the brilliancy of

scended and eclipsed . its lustre.

The entertainment on the even- Shortly after the collection of

ing of April the 18th principally the party , the ball was opened by

consisted of a ball and supper; the lady patroness, and the danc

and to observe that , under the ing continued, with unabated spi.

patronage of Mrs. Richardson, it rit, until the hour of twelve, when,

was conducted and arranged by instead of the ancient, and now

the taste and ability of three ma- common custom , of " receding

nagers, were the expression of an curtains," or " expanding doors,"

adequate encomium . appeared, through an open ave

At an early hour the assembly nue , a tent, illuminated by a mul.

rooms were thronged by a con- titude of lights, and adorned with

course of elegance, of beauty, and every elegance which fancy could

of fashion ; and the lively furni- devise, or skill execute.

BOMBAY
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BOMBAY another gun on the opposite shore.

Occurrences for April.
The gun on the Artura shore was

silenced after a few shot from the

ships, while the other continued ,
Important Intelligence.

and lodged one shot under the

April 2d . The return of the main chains, and another cut the

honourable company's cruizer Ter- main topsail sheet of the Ternate,

nate, under the command of lieu . A third gun afterwards opened

tenant Dobie , of his majesty's from a rocky hill above the fort,
navy , on Sunday last , affords us close to the water - side.

an opportunity of stating such par- Here, however, the ships anchor

ticulars as have come to ourknow- ed , and having opened a heavy

ledge of the very gallant and spi- fire on the hill, the enemy were

rited exertions of the commanders, soon obliged to desert the post .--

officers, and crews of the several The Teignmouth andi pattamar an

vessels who lately left this harbour choredabreast of thefort , and open

on a cruize to the northward . ed a fire on it . Boats manned and

The principal object of the ex- armed were then dispatched to burn

pedition has been most fully and some boats hauled up under the

completely effected in the destruc- rocky hills, while the ships kept

tion of every vessel and boat to be firing in such directions on the fort
found in the harbours and recesses and hill as were calculated to com

of these piratical plunderers, who ver the boats, which soon reurne

have so long annoyed and inter- eil , after fully performing the ser

rupted the merchandize of this vice, without loss .

coast . The boats were again dispatched

The subsequent attack on the to destroy several more vessels

furt of Bate, whilst it displayed hauled up under the wails of the

the most heroic and determined fort, while the fire from the ships

courage of the small party by was directed at the fort, to cover

whom it was undertaken , was at the operations of the hoats.

last obliged to be abandoned , At this time the enemy opened

from the advantageous position of and kept up a very heavy discharge

a numerous enemy, who could of musketry on the party belong

not however prevent our troops ing to the boats, who , notwith

from a regular and orderly retreat , standing, proceeded in their object

and even keeping them in check of burning the vessels, consisting

while they withdrew. of a brig and 92 or 23 small craft

The first service performed by of various descriptions.

the ships was on the 28th of Fe- In this service one man belong .

bruary, under the walls of the ing to the fox was killed , and four

castle of Bate Island, where they wounded . Mr. Peter Rainier, and

effected an anchorage through the acting lieutenant Maughan were of

narrow channel between the point the number of the latter..

of Somia Island , and Sandy point On the 1st of March another

off Artura Island . dispatch of boats was ordered to

In this passage , the enemy fired destroy six or seven vessels still re

at the ships from a gun on a little maining under the walls of the

sandy hillock, to the northward of fort. The enemy opened their

Bate Toavn, and afterwards from fire of muskelry and one gun , but,

Vol.5. the7G
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the service was performed by discernible, who appeared to have

burning all the craft to be found been wounded in the action ; and

under the fort, which, including it was afterwards known that four

those destroyed on the last occa- or five Frenchmen were within the

sion , makes the number of 30 fort , and directed their opera

vessels , of various descriptions.-- tions.

Several of the men were here

wounded . Extract of a Letter , dated off

After cruizing for some time off Bate, Ist of March.

the islands, it was resolved to make “ We were employed until the

an attack on the fort of Bate, and 26th ult. in sounding, to find out

for that purpose, the ships having a channel for the vessels up to the

come to an anchor under the walls, town of Bate, during which ser

a raft was constructed to convey vice the natives fired a few shot at

the artillery destined for the ser- the boats without effect : we at last

vice ' on shore, which was ef- succeeded in finding a channel with

fected . sufficient depth of water for the

Theparty which landed with the brigs at high water, but could not

field -pieces consisted, in the whole , get the Fox in .

of 287 , officers, seamen, and se- " At three o'clock in the afternoon

poys included , drawn from the the two brigs, pattamar, and all

ships Fox, Teignmouth, and Ter- the boats got under weigh, in do

nate, and the armed pattamar ; ing which the Ternate parted her .

the whole under the command of cable, and consequently took the

captain Vashori, of the Fox, and lead in standing in.

the following officers :- lieutenants “ As we approached the town,

Dobie, Henderson, Davis , Flint, they saluted us with a few ineffec

and Collier ; Messrs. Rainier, Ca- tual shot from three different

meron, and Grist, midshipmen of places , where they had two or

the navy ; and lieutenant Hep- three guns mounted ; but by five

burn, of the Bombay marine .
o'clock we were all at anchor

The party marched up the brow abreast of the fort, about four

of the hill, with their field- pieces hundred yards from the shore, and

towards the fort, under an inces- had silenced their guns,
and

sant fire of musketry from the obliged them to take refuge behind

enemy, which was opposed from the walls . The boats were then

the ships keeping a constant and dispatched on shore to burn the

well -directed fire on the fort ; but vessels which were hauled up, and

in addition to the defence from the completely succeeded in destroying

walls, such must have been the two or three and twenty, under a

numbers of the enemy, that they very heavy fire of musketry from
made a sally upon the party, who the fort.

were obliged to retire, eflecting " By nine o'clock the boats re

their retreat in good order, and turned on board . In the execu

afterwards directing their field- tion of this duty we had one man

pieces upon the sallying party, killed , and five or sis wounded ;

which compelled them to give way amongst the number are licute

in their turn . nant Maughan, of the honourable

Among the party who sallied company's marine, and Mr. Peter

from the fort, one European was Rainier, of the navy: the former
1

bas
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has a musket ball in his thigh , the accompany him on a visit to his

latter a slight wound on the knee . highness the peishwa, at his house

“ During the night we occasion- at Bassein :

ally amused them with a few shot. “ Colonel Close, the British

In the forenoon of the 28th our resident.

shot must have done them very “ Colonel Murray, commanding

considerable mischief.
the detachment.

" At two o'clock the boats were " Lieutenant- colonel Coleman,

again dispatched to burn seven or his majesty's 84th regiment.

eight boats that still remained close “ Major Spens, deputy quarter

under the walls of the fort, the master general.

vessels opening the whole of their “ Captain Powell, of artillery .

fire to cover them .

Daubeny, of his ma
“ The service was performed jesty's 84th regiment.

with great promptitude, and com- " Captain Llewellin , 1st batta

pletely effected, when, about three lion 7th regiment N. I.

o'clock, the boats returned . Dur- ' , “ Lieutenant Dale, 84th regi

ing this time the enemy kept up a ment, brigade major.
constant discharge of musketry “ Doctor Robert Drummond.

from the walls and loop- holes of " On our arrival at the gatea

the fort, and got one gun to work , way, we alighted from our palan

but only fired it three times, till it quins, and proceeded in files, and

was either dismounted , or the in this manner we were conducted

place too hot for them , as our fire up stairs to a Veranda, where we

was principally directed at it.- were met by Ragoonath Row, the

The loss of the enemy must have prime minister, to whom we were

been
very great. introduced in form by colonel

“ A party, headed by an Euro- Close.

pean , came down the first after- “ He informed us of a necessary

noon on our people, whilst em- piece of etiquette previous to our

ployed burning the craft, but were entering the saloon where the mus

repulsed, with an estimated loss of nud is placed, of taking off our

20 of their party ; and great num- shoes, which was inmediately com

bers must have fallen in the fort, plied with : he then conducted

as we frequently saw our shot fall us into a long room covered with

amongst the thickest of them . white dungaree, and variously or

“ On these two occasions there namented , where stood the mus

has been a grab briy, and about nud, surrounded by an armed

30 other vessels, of various de- guard .

scriptions, destroyed . "
“ We were here desired to seat

ourselves on the floor, in the Asia

Extract of a Letter, dated Camp, tic style, and in that position we

Scopara , 26th March, 1803. waited the arrival of his high

“ We have just been paying a

formal visit to his highness the “ The moment he made his ap

peishwa. Agreeably to a previ- pearance, we immediately rose up.

ous invitation, the undermentioned He walked straight forward to the

gentlemen proceeded from camp musnud, where we were individu

yesterday, about one o'clock , to ally introduced to him by colonel

colonel Close's tent, in order to Close . On the conclusion of this

+ G2 ceremony ,

ness.
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ceremony, he seated himself , and which served during the last canz

we followed his example. paign in Egypt, to assume and

“ Some conversation took place wear in their colours a badge, as a

between his highness, colonel Mur- distinguishing mark of his royal

ray, and the resident, through the approbation , and as a lasting me

medium of the prime minister, whú morial of the glory acquired to

speaks English remarkably well; his majesty's arms, by the zeal,

during which , beetle - nut and discipline, and intrepidity of his

spices were distributed to the com- troops in that arduous and import

pany, with a profusion of rose- ant campaign .

water : after this, a man entered , “ We have also the pleasure to

bearing a tray loaded with different inform you that such corps of the

kind of cloths, and presented to company's army as bore a part in

each of us two pieces of muslin, that honourable campaign are to

two shawls, and one piece of kin- be allowed to participate in this

goob'; colonel Murray receiving a honour.

double quantity of each article, “ A pattern of the badge ap

with a further addition of an orna- , proved by his majesty, will be

ment called a jagga and surpeece, procured , and forwarded by a

made up of stones of various kinds subsequent conveyance.”

and colours, which were fastened

to the colonel's hat by the prime Bombay Castle, 13th April.

minister, assisted by colonel Close , Resolved,

the resident, which concluded the That captain Young be provi

ceremony. sionally appointed to assist the

“ His highness appeared highly garrison storekeeper in receiving

pleased upon the occasion, and and delivering stores and provisions

shortly after took his leave in the at Panwell.
most affable manner. J. A. GRANT,

** Our party then proceeded to Secretary to Government.

colonel Cluse's tents, where an

elegant dinner was provided for The following Letters are published

the company, and where the ease by Order of Government.

and affability of our host gave a
The Honourable J. Duncan , Esq.

particular zest to the entertain- Governor in Council, & c. &c . &c .

mnent.” Ilonourable Sir,

It aitords me great satisfaction to

BY GOVERNMENT . convey to you the information

Bombay Castle, 12th April. contained in the enclosed letter,

The honourablo the governor in addressed to meby lieutenant Gil

council has much satisfaction in ' mour, commanding the honourable

directing the following extract of company's cruizer Viper, giving

a letter from the honourable the cover to a copy of one addressed to

court of directors, under date the him by Mr. Faithful, a volunteer of

10th of December, 1802 , to be the marine. The very modest ac

published in general orders. count given by the latter officer of

“ We have to inform you that a gallant action performed by a

his majesty has been graciously paitamar boat under his orders,

pleased to grant permission to the renders it incuinbent on olhers,

several regiments of his army honourable sir, to bring to your

Rotice
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notice the great inferiority of force in with them , and after an engage.

Mr. Faithful's boat was of, when ment of one hour and , half , took

compared with that of the pirates. one of them and a merchant boat

On this subject the superintendant that had been taken by them iwo

of the marine will be able to give days before ; the other run a ground

you better information than I can. a little below Malwan . One sepoy

I shall have the honour to write is wounded. I have sent himn in the

to you further to -morrow on the boat. I have detained Rambant

subject of the prize and re -capture Pattimar to bring the things out of

made hy Mr. Faithful. the boat that is run on shore . I

I have the honour to be, most understand from the pirate that

respectfully, there are two more out, and that

Honourable sir, they are coming into the Southern

Your most humble, and Malwan river .

Most obedient servant, I am , &c . &c.

WILLIAM CLARKE . ( Signed ) F. FAITHFUL, Lieut.

Goa, 5th April , 1803 .

Extract from a Letter from the

Extract from a Letter from Lieu Secretary to Gorernment, to the

tenant Gilmour, to the Envoy at Enroy at Goa, dated 13th April,

Goa, dated the 4th April, off 1803.

Rary.
“ I am directed by the honoura

“ I have the honour to enclose you ble governor in council, to acknow

a letter from the officer belonging ledge the receipt of your letter of

to the Viper, stationed off Malwan, the 5th instant, with its accompa

and to acquaint you that I send in niments ; and to request that you

the boats therein mentioned, viz. will be pleased to inform volunteer

a piratical gallivat , mounting one Faithful that government highly

carriage gun, and one swivel and applauds his gallant and very meri

13 muskets, besides a number of torious conduct on the occasion

other arms , such as swords, ar- there alluded to ."

rows, & c : I am at the same time

happy to inform you that only one COUNTRY NEITS.

of our men is wounded ; but I fear

his wound is dangerous. The other
Delhi.

boat, a Bombay merchant-man,

was taken by the pirates three days April 21st . Surjce Rao Ghat

ago, ka, Scindeah's late grand factotum ,

“ P. S. There only remains four of was assassinated lately by some

the pirate's crew , three were killed , zemeendars, who had treacherously

and the rest jumped overboard . " seized him at the village of Odbar,

To Lieutenant Charles Gilmour, where he found means to make his

commanding the flonourable Com- escape from Ooye... All his equi

puny's Brig Viper. page, horses , and elephants, &c.

Sir, were taken by these people, to a

At one P. M. having hailed a considerable amount.
We jorn.er

boat from Bombay, the Tindal in- ly stated that this man haid rebelled

formed me that ihere were three against his master, cur readers will

pirate's boats coming down . Stood not therefore regiet when they per
out to sea, and at three P. M. fell ceive treason so justly rewarded ,

fG3 April
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April 22d . On the 8th Zechijju , the Private Trade between India

or the 1st of April, Maharaja Scin- and Great Britain , which relates

deah Babadoor ordered some of to the Employment , for eight

his.forces to march towards Poo- Voyages, of Ships to be burit in

nah , and accordingly they arrived , India ,

after some days journey, at a vil- Rules and regulations for build

lage called Bhuga, where they ing in India , and freighting ships of

are as yet encamped . It is report- the burthen of between 500 and

ed , that Urul Rao, a principal 550 tons (builder's measurement)

officer of Scindeah , has reached the for the purpose of carrying sugar,

camp with a body of 500 horses, saltpetre, and other goods from In

and Gopal Rao has halter at Ru- dia to England , and bringing out

hum Nugur. Gungarum Pundit goods from England to lindia , for

and Prem Rao waited upon the eight voyages certain.

Maharaja, who received them with 1st. That the ships be built at

great joy, and ordered them also Bombay or Surat ; the building of

to remain in his camp. Shah Nu- the ships to be subject to the ap .

waz Khan represented to his ma- probation of the marine board of

jesty , that his highness the peishwa Bombay, or of such persons as the

has actually marched from Kokun, said marine board may appoint to

and pitched his tents upon the inspect the same .

banks of a river, with a respectable 2d . That the ships be built of

number of auxiliary troops . The the dimensions and scantlings, and

space betwixt his and Scindeah's in every other respect according to

troops, was stated by the postmen the particulars in the statement

to be about 50 kos, or 100 miles, hereunto annexed ; and it shall be in

and a regular correspondence is the discretion of the marine board

kept up between them . aforesaid to reject any ship whose

On the 5th of April a baitle was builder's measurement shall exceed

fought betwecn the forces of Suda- 550 tons ; the measurement to be

sheo Rao and Meer Khan Puthan , determined by the honourable com

at Ruhum Nugur, which lasted for pany's master builder, or such

four hours ; after which they de- other person as the marine board

sisted by mutual consent, and nei. may appoint for that purpose.

ther of them can claim the victory . 5d . That the ships be built ac

The former lost about 200 men, cording to a drait which will be

and the latter about 500 ; never . exhibited at the office of the super

theless , many mediators are still intendant, and that the ships be

negotiating for peace, which almost surveyed, coppered , fitted , and

every one wishes to be concludeci, stored, under the inspection of the

in order to prevent the further effus superintendant of the marine, or

sion of human blood , and all the his deputies or delegates, according
calamities of a civil war. to an inventory to be seen at his

office ; and that the superintendant,

Rules and Regulations necessary for or his deputies or delegates, shall

carrying into Execution that Part have a right to object to such

of the Resolutionsof the Ilonour- articles as shall, in their judg

able the Court of Directors, con- ment, appear not to be sufficiently

stituting the Basis of a final Ar- good, and shall report thereon to the

rangement for the Regulation of marine board for their decision .

4th ,
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4th . That each ship permitted 1 commander,

to be built, shall be launched be- 1 chief mate,

tween the first of November, 1803 , 1 second ditto ,

and the first of February 1804 , i third ditto,

and be ready to receive cargo im- 1 surgeon ,

mediately . i boatswain ,

5th . That the ships shall on each 1 gunner,

yoyage after their arrival in Eng- 1 carpenter,

land be inspected and surveyed in 2 midshipmen,

a dry dock, by the company's offi- I cooper and steward,

cers, and also repaired, equipped, I captain's cook,

fitted, and stored , under the orders 1 ship's cook ,

of those officers, both in time of 1 boatswain's mate,

peace and of war. 1 gunner's mate,

6th. That the owners be at li- 1 carpenter's ditto and caulker,

berty to carry kentledge, if they 2 quarter -masters,

choose it ; but that the company 2 commander's servants,

be not required to pay freight for 30 European foremastmen, being

the same. British seamen, or 45 l'ascarsi

7th . That each ship carry eighteen 50

twelve pounder carronades on the

upper deck . 11th . That the ships be com

sth. That each ship carry a manded and officered by persons to

stand of arms and a cutlass for be selected by the owners, which
each man on board . persons are to be qualified accord .

9th . That each ship carry not ing to the following regulations,

less than thirty rounds of gunpow- viz.

der and shot. 12th . That the master shall be

[ The three preceding articles are of the age of twenty-three years

conditionally modified as to the first and upwards , and shall have per

rogage to England, in the manner formed one voyage to and from

stated in the inventory mentioned England as commander, or as chief

in the third article ]. or second mate in the company's

10th. That the crew of each ' employ in their regularships.
ship , on her departure from India , 13th . That the chief mate shall

shall be composed of two-thirds at have attained the age of twenty

Jeast of European British seamen , two years , and have performed one

provided they can be procured in voyage to and from England, or

índia ; and if not, the owners shall been six years at sea . That the

complete their crew to that num- second mate shall have attained

ber on the first arrival of the ship the age of twenty.one years, and

in England , and keep up the same been five ye: rs at sea . That the

during the remainder of their ene third mate shall have attained the

gagement. Should any part of the age of twenty years, and been four

crew consist of lascars, they are to years at sea . But in case no per

be reckoned in the proportion of sons of the above descriptions can

forty - five lascars to thirty Euro- be obtained by the owners in time

pean seamen . for the ship's departure from India ,

List of the nunber of officers and a temporary commander or mates

seamen, required to navigate each for the voyage honie may be ad

+ G 4 mitted ,ship :
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mitted , and on the appointment of who may belong to the ships en

a commander of mates in England, gaged under this advertisement do

qualified agreeably 10 these reguld- enter into the usual contracts for

tions, the temporary comriunder the performance of the voyage,

on mates shail te permitted to re- similar to those signed by the com

tun 10 India without prejudice to manders, officers , and mariners of

their free mariners indentures. the regular ships.

14th . That the masters, chief 17th . That the masters and

and second mates, be examir'd by mates be entitled to indulgences in

the marine board , or by such per- private trade, in the proportion of

suns as the marine board may ap- five tons per cent. on the builder's

point for that purpose , and when measurement to England, and the

approved of, be sworn in before same from England.

the governor in council, and that 18th . That the ships shall be

masters and mates, who may be surveyed by the superintendant , or

appointed in England be examined his deputy, or delegates, within fif

by the committee of shipping, and teen days from the day of their

the masters, chief and second being launched, and if reported by

mates , when approved of, be sworn him in fit condition to take in car

in before ihe court of directors. go, they shall be loaded and dis.

15th . That the surgeon to be patched to England within forty

entertained as required by article days from the time of their being so

10th , shall be previously examined reported, and if detained by the

by the medical board of Bombay, company beyond that time, demur,
and must be qualified to act as rage will be allowed to the owners

surgeon's mate of a regular ship in at the rate ofsixpence per ton perday

the company's service , and ihat on the builder's measurementfor the

such person after having performed period of such detention, and if

a complete voyage to and from detained beyond that time by any

England in any ships engaged under default on the part of the owners or

this advertisement, shall be consi- commanders, the owners shall pay

dered eligible to proceed as sure demurrage to the company at the

geons in the company's regular rate above mentioned for the period

ships, if upon the visual examina- of such detention .

tion respeciing his abilites he shall 19th . That the ships after their

then appear qualitied for the same. arrival at Bengal , Madras, or Bom

But if a surgeon ,as above required, bay, on their return from their

be not procurable in India , a medi- first , and every succeeding voyage,

cal person, a native of India, must during the continuance of their

be entertained, who shall have been respective contracts, may be de

previously examined and approved taimed by the governments in India

oi by the medica : board, andon the for a period of three months from

slip's arrival in England the owners the time of their being repaired

must immediately engage, in the and reported by their commanders

place of such native medical per- to be ready and fit to receive cargo

son, a surgeon who shall have been for England ; and within tifteen

previously examined and found days after the expiration of the

qualified in the usual manner to act said period of three months, the

as surgeon's mate of a regular ship said ships shall be surveyed by the

in the company's service . superintendant, or under his order,

16th . That the several persons and if reported by him in fit con
dition
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dition to receive cargo , they shall Teneriffe, St. Helena, or the Cape

then be loaded and dispatched of Good Hope, on making the

within 40 days from the time of usual allowance of demurrage.

their being so reported by the super- 24th . That the company shall

inten lant ; and if they should be be at liberty to consign the ships

detained by the governments in In- to any port or ports in India , with

dia beyond that time, deinuriage their outward bound cargo ; and
will be alowed at the rate of six that the company , or their govern

pence per ton per day on the ments in India ; shall have liberty

builder's nicasurement during such to direct the ships to proceed from

deteniion . If the ships should be the port to which the ships may be

detained by the default of the so consigned to any other port or

owners beyond the 40 days before ports for their homewaris bound

mentioned, the owners shall pay to cargo, with the liberty of landing

the company demurage at the rate four- fifths of their builder's mea

above specified. surement from their first to their

200. That the ships shall pro- second port, but so as such ships

ceed with or without convoy, at be not einployed beyond this ser

the option of the company. If de- vice, and the conveyance of their

tained for convoy, demurrage at outward and homeward cargo.

the rate of six pence per ton per 25th . That provided the ships

day shall be allowed, until the shall arrive at their consigned port

masters of the ships shall receive in England without any delay on

their sailing orders and signals from the part of the owners or masters,

the commander of the convoy. and sball within fifteen days after

21st. That the company be en- the delivery of their cargo, be re

titled to occupy four- fifths of the ported by the master attendant, or

builder's measurement from Eng. other proper officer, to be ready

land, freight free ; and that on ex- and fit to receive their cargoes , the

ceedings of that tonnage, the com- ships shall be loaded within one

pany shall pay freight at the rate of calendar month from the tiine of

five pounds per ton . their being so reported, and if de

22d. That if the ships should tained by the company in the river

not be able to load on the com- Thames beyond that period, de

pany's account from England to murrage shall be allowed at the rate

the extent of their builder's mea- of six pence per ton per day on the

surement, the owners shall be lia- builder's measurement, during such

ble to a penalty of ten pounds per detention.

ton , for such tonnage as shall be 26th . That the ships be dis

deficient of the builder's measure- patched within five days aiter their

ment. arrival in the Downs, or at Ports

23d. That the company's go- mouth, and that they proceed with

vernments in India shall have libere or without convoy at the option of
ty, if they see it, to send the ships the company.

on their homeward-bound voyage 27th . That if the ships should be

to the Cape of Good llope, or detained in the Downs, or at Ports

St. Ilelena ; and that the court of mouth , or at any other ports in

directors shall have liberty , if they England, or in Ireland , more than

see fit, to send the ships on their five days by the company, demur

outward bound voyage to Madeira, rage shall be allowed at the rate of

!

six
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six pence per top per day on the allowed for passengers proceeding

builder's measurement, during such in the regular ships. But that no

detention ; and if detained for con- passenger shall be received on

voy by the company's orders, de- board of any of the ships either in

murrage shall be allowed at that India, or at St. llelena , or else

rale until the masters of the ships where on the voyage to England,

shall receive iheir sailing orders or in England, or elsewhere on the

and signals from the coinmander of voyage back to India, except by

the convoy . the express order of the company's

28th . That the company shall governments in India , or of the

not be obliged to lade any goods governor and council of St. Ilelena,

either in India or in England until or of the court of directors, under

the slips be reported by the master a penalty of 500l . sterling for every

attendant, or other proper officer, passenger so carried without order.

10 be ready and fit to receive their 32d . That special care be taken

cargoes. that the cargo be properly dune

29th. That the owners shall be naged, both to and from England,

liable to a penalty of 2001. for at the owner's expence.

each ofhcer who shall be engaged 33d. That such ships as load

in England , and shall leave the ship at Bengal shall receive their car.

in India , or at any place within the goes abreast of the town of Cal,

limits of the company's exclusive cutta, if practicable, or as near

trade, without permission from the thereto as in the opinion of the

company, or their governinents in master attendunt they may safely
India . and conveniently receive the same .

30th . That the ships shall not 31th . That one -third at least of

touch at any other port or place the builder's measurement shall

on their passage to England, or on consist of sugar, saltpetre, or such

their passage back to India , than other articles of dead weight, as

such to which they shall be con- will sufficiently ballast the ships ;

sigued, or such others where they and the remainder of the cargo, of

may be permitted or directed by those articles, or any other goods,

the company,or their governments which the company's governments

in India, to call ; and in case the in India shall think proper to lade
ships shall put into anyport or on the ships.

place on their voyage to England , 35th . That whole freight be paid

or on their voyage back to India, by the company in India, for sugar

without such permission or direc- in bags, salipetre, and other goods

tion , demurrage will not be allowed (sugar in boxes excepted ) whether

by the company , but the company packed in bales, bags, or cases,

shall be at liberty to charge demur: for 2s niuch as can in the opinion

rage to the owners for any impro- of the superintendant, or other

per delay or deviation at the rate proper officer , be conveniently and

of six pence per ton per day on the sately taken on board, and stowed
builder's measurement ,

in any part of the ship , under the

31st . That the ships, if required, lower deck ; sufficient room being,

shall carry to, or bring from Eng- in the opinion of that officer, ree

land, any pilssengers the company, served under the upper deck for

or their governments in India, may the accommodation of the crew

direct, on the same terms as are and the stowage of the cables , pro

visions,
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visions, and stores , and the draft that due care has been used in the

of water being approved of by the stowage of the cargo.

said officers . 41st. That the owners shall not

36th . That an additional freight be answerable for such damage and

of one pound ten shillinys per ton short delivery to a greater amount

be allowed for sugar in boxes. than shall be equal to five pounds

37th. That the freight on the per ton on the builder's measure

ment.

cargo to England be paid on such

goods only as shall be delivered
42d . That if by reason of the

into the company's warehousesin late arrival of the ships from Eng

London .
land , it should not be practicable

38th. That the tonnage of the of April'in any year, they never
to dispatch them until after the 1st

cargo be calculated agreeably to theless may be loaded and dis
the annexed table, and in all other
instances according to the establish- patched between that period and

ed custom of the company.
the 1st of September following, on

the requisition of the owners of the

39th. That the wastage on salt- cargo 'assigned to any ship, pro

petre be calculated according to vided the said owners of the cargo

the established custom of the com- will come under the usual cove

pany ; and that an allowance, at
nant of being liable to all conse

the rate of two per cent . on the quent damage.

weight , be made to the owners for 43d . That if the ships should

wastage on sugar, provided the not be able to receive the tonnage

sameshall amount to that tonnage; appropriated to thein by the com

but that the owners be not entitled pany's governments in India, the

to this allowance if the deficiency owners shall be paid for such ton

by waste should not be equal to nage only as shall actually be laden

that tonnage. on the ships ; but if from a defici

40th . That if any of the cargo ency of cargoes in India , the com

should be lost, damaged, or not pany's governments there should

delivered to the company, except not be able to load the ships to the

by wastage as before mentioned, extent of the tonnage which it may

the owners shallpay the full prime appear to the superintendant, or

cost of such goods so lost or un- other proper officer in India , the

delivered, together with 301. per ships are able to receive, the com

cent. on such prime cost , except pany shall be liable to pay freight
there should happen to be a total for such deficiency, upon proper

loss of ship and cargo. But if certificates being produced, sigued

such ships as load at Bengal , should by the officers above mentioned, of

be detained there by the governor that circumstance.

general in council after the 1st of 44th . It is the intention of the

April , and be dispatched from court of directors to give an equal

thence before the 1st of September participation on equal terms to the
in any year, the owners shall, in Indian and to the British - built

that case, be exonerated from any ships in carrying private trade from

damage that may happen to the India to England; if the ships sent

cargo, provided it shall be clearly from England, and those engaged

ascertained that the same has arisen in India under this advertisement ,

from the lateness of the scason , and cannot, for want of sufficiency of

private
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@re re

private trade in the company's consent to be parties to any loss,

warehouses, be loaded at one and damage, or expence, incurred un

the same time , they shall be loaded der the usual denominations of

alternately , first a.British and then general average , particular aver

an Indian ship, and so in continua- rage , or any other average what
tion, commencing with that British soever ; and the owners

slip which shall have reached India quired to signify their assent to

the earliest , and with that Indian this condition in their respective

ship which shall have been first tenders, in order that a clause

engaged by the company's govern- may be inserted in the charter

ments in India . parties to that effect .

45th . That if any lascars, or 501h. That an impress be allow

other natives of Asia or Africa, ed at the rate of two pounds ten

shall be carried to England, on shillings per ton, on the builder's

ships taken up under this adver- measurement, in time of
peace ;

with

jisement , the owners shall be at the an addition of one pound ien shil

expence of their maintenance in lings per ton to the peace impress,

England, and also of their return in time of war, in part of the war

to England in the usual manner, contingencies: the amount to be

undera penalty of five hundred paid in India previously to the de

rupees for each person , over and parture of the ships from thence.

above the expence of maintaining 51st . That such demurrage as

and sending them back to India . may become due to the owners of

46th. That if the cargo shall the ships shall be paid in India , or

not be landed within twenty - two in England, according as the same

days after the ships shall have been shall have been incurred in either

reported at the custom -house in country respectively .

London, demurrage shall be paid 52d . That the tenders do express

by the company for every day ex- a permanent peace freight, which

ceeding that time, at the rate of must be the same from all parts

three pounds per day. of India , wherever the ships may be

47th. That the freight be paid loaded for England, without kent

as follows, viz. leuge, at a rate per ton , for as

48th . One moiety upon the ships much as the ships can bring con

being cleared of their cargo on their formably to the conditions pre

return to India, and the remainder scribed in clause 35th , for eight

ip nineiy days afterwards ; and if voyages certain, if the ships, in

the latter payment should be de. the opinion of the company's sure

layerl, the company shall pay in- veyors, shall be competent to per

terest on the same at the rate of form that number of voyages .

eight per cent. per annum . 531. That the company will al

19th. The owners of some of the low the sum of three pounds per

ships heretofore engaged for the ton for the extra expence of build

company's service , having express- ing in time of war, or , such and

ed a desire, that the company every other allowance made to Bri

should bear a proportion of a ge- tish ships, if the said ( Indian) ships

neral average on loss or damage be built like them during war.

of ships and cargoes, it is judged 54th . That such further war

expedient to declare by this public contingencies be allowed for each

notice that the company will not voyage in war, as on consideration

of
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of the circumstances of the case, ets as the court of directors may

the court of directors, or their think proper to send on her to St.

governments in India, shall think Helena, or India .

proper to allow . 60th . That every ship taken up

55th. That in case of any 'saving. under this advertisement, shall be

to the owners, from an alteration registered in Bombay, previously

in the situation of public affairs, to her commencing loading for her

arter such war allowance is settled first voyage.

by a reduction in the rate of in- 61st. That with a view to pre

surance, or in the prices of stores vent as much as possible casualties

and provisions, or upon any other during the voyage, from the em

account, before the ships departure ployment of lascars in an unhealthy

from India, the owners shall de- state, previously to the dispatch of

liver an account upon honour of every ship, the lascars shall be

such savings, and make an allow- brought upon deck , and underco

ance to the company accordingly. an inspection by the superintend

56th . That agrecably to the 5th ant, or his deputies or delegates,

section of the 13th chapter of the and by the medical person who

company's bye-laws, no tender of may be appointed by government

any ship will be accepted unless to superintend this duty ; and all

the same be made by one or more lascars who in the judgment of the

of the owners in writing, nor un- said inspectors shall not appear in

less the names of all the owners be a fit state of health to be employed

expressed therein . as mariners for the voyage to Eng.

57th . That the owners shall give land, shall be forthwith discharged

security , for the performance of and sent back at the expence of

their proposals for building, and the owner, to the place at which

letting their respective ships, in the they were engaged, and other las .

sum of 3000l . sterling. cars or European seamen shall be

58th . That the persons con- sent on board to complete the crew

tracting with the company for the to the number of seamen required

building or letting of any ship or by the 10th article , and until this

ships, if they shall transfer their be done, the ship will not be per

right of building, or their interest mitted to proceed on her voyage,

in the ship, to other persons, previ- and the owners shall not be allows

ously to the signing of the charter- ed demurrage, for such time as the

parties, shall nevertheless oblige ship may be so detained .

themselves to take and execute the 62d . That ile rate of exchange

several obligations and daths. in- between the pound sterling and the
tended to prevent the sale of com- Indian currency, shall, in the set

mands. tlement of all accounts at any of

591h. That every ship shall carry the presidencies in India , be regu

free of charge all such packets as kated by the rate at which the go

the company's governments in In- vernments at those presidencies

dia may be desirous of sending by resprctively muy grant bills ou

her to St. Helena , or to England ; the court of directors at the time.

and also all such packets as the 63d . That in all other respects

governor and council at St. Helena not particularly provided for in

may be desirous of sending by her any of the foregoing rules and

to England; likewise all such pack, ' regulations, the charter -party be

drawn
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drawn out as nearly as circum- Burthen by builder's

stances will admit of, in confor- measurement (

mity with the charter- parties for Will be ready to be

the regular ships in the company's launched on the ( )

service . A draft of a charter- Freight -- lo sterling per ton.

party will be prepared as soon as Permanent peace freight , without

possible, and sent to the super- kentledge, the rate tobe the same

intendant's office for general in- from all parts of India, wherever

spection . the ship may be loaded for Eng

64th . The following' particulars land .

are required to be stated in the 2. I assent to the condition in

tenders, in addition to those speci- the 49th article , wherein it is sti

fied in articles 52d and 56th . pulated , that the company will not

Builder's name, consent to be parties to any loss,

Keel when to be laid , damage, or expence incurred under

Burthen by builder's measure- the usual denominations of general

ment, average, particular average , or any

When the ship will be ready other average whatsoever ; and I
to be launched . agree to all the other conditions in

65th . Sealed tenders for build , the advertisement above-mentioned ,

ing and freighting ships under this and to the several conditions con
advertisement, will be received at tained in the chater-party.

the office of the secretary to go 3. As securities for the per

vernment, on or before the 1st of formance of my engagements, I
February, 1803.-The tenders to tender the under-mentioned persons,

be superscribed “ Tenders for whose declarationoftheir assent to

building and freighting ships." be my securities is hereunto sub

66th . It is requested that the joined .

tenders be made out in the follow . I am , Sir, &c.

( )

Bombay (or Surat ),

To J. A. GRANT, Ese . the ---- of , 180

Secretary to Government. We agree to be securities,

Sir,

1. In pursuance of the adver. (

tisement of government bearing

date the 7th January , 1803, respect.

ing the building and freighting of
ships to carry cargoes from India Principai Dimensions and Scantlings for

to England, and from England to ,
a Ship of about 514 Tons Burthen .

India, under the terms of this ad Feet. In

vertisement , I hereby propose to Length of the keel for tonnage

build a ship of the burthen of Breadth extreme to a 4 - inch

32

(
plank

) tons , and subjoin the fur

iher several particulars required .
Burthen , in Tons 54494

Depth in hold from the top of
Owners ( ) limber strake 16

Inhabitants of Height between decks 6 6

Builder Ditto ot' waist

To be built at Ditto of round house
S forwards 6 4

abaft 6 6

Keel to be laid on the )
Room and space of timbers

ing form :

3

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS .

100

1 6

SCANT
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1

1

1

1

SCANTLINGS .
To have 8 orlop beams, the saine size as

Sided . Moulded. the lower deck beams, kneed with two

Ft . In . Ft. In , lodging knees at each end.

Main keel
1 13 1 25 Sided . Moulded .

Kelson
1 2 2

Ft . In . Ft. Int .
Stem at the head

1 12 1 2 Lower deck beams 1 1
1

Sternpost at wing
Upper ditto 103

transom 1 2
1 2 Round house ditto

Wing transom 1 1 } Lower deck lodging

On the keel. At the head . knees
3

Floor timbers 1 1 1 1 11 Cpper ditto ditto

Lower futtocks 1
104

Plank thick of upper

Middle ditto 114
94 and lower deck

Upper ditto 11

* Ditto of round house

Top timbers 103 5$ Iron knees, Standards, dc.

cwt. gr. i3 .Plank without Board.
Wing transom knees 4 3

Main wales, 5 strakes of 5 inches thick. Tilling ditto ditto
3

Thick stuff under ditto, 1 strake of 43, Lower deck transom knecs 3

and 1 of 4 inches thick . Transom knees uuder the

Plank of the bottom 4 inches thick. lower deck

Topside above the main waies 1 strake 4 } Crutches
1 2

inches, one 4, and one 31 inches thick. Kreast hooks in hold and be

Above that to the sheer sirake 3 inches tween decks
5 1 10

thick . Lower deck hanging knees 1 3

Sheer strake 11 inches broad, 5 inches Ditto standards 1

thick .
Upper deck hanging knees 1

Plank above the sheer strake 21 inches Ditto standards

thick.
Upper deck transom knees 1

Inside Plank , Round house hanging knees 0 2 10

At the lower fullock heels, 2 strakes , 4 Ditto transoin kuees
0 3 10

inches thick . Siandard on lower cieck

At floor heads, 4 strakes, 4 inches thick . against transoms
3 S

To shut in between the limber strake and

thick stuff at the foor heads, 3 inches Rares of Tonnage, according to the useçe

thick .
of the Company, at which the following

Orlop clamps , 2 strakes, 4 inches thick . articles, commonly cursiituting the

Lower deck clamps, 2 strakes, 5 inches Cargoes of their Ships, are calculuted

thick, 1 strake of 1 , and 1 strake of per Ton .

4 inches thick .
A etet .

To shut in between the lower deck Alpes Cicotrina

clampsand thick stuff at floor heads, 3 Assafetida

inches thick . Aloes llepatice

To bolt the frame lower futtocks to the Alum

floor timbers with 3 bolts in each , ofis Arrango Beads
20

diameter. B

To liave a bolt in every lower futtock Benjamin 20

and floor timber tisough the limber Burax

strake , of 14 inch diameter, Ditto unrefined ( is Tincal ) 10

Lower deck spirketing 2 strakes , 4 inches Buffalo Hides

thick . Bud of Bloon of Cassia

To shut in between the lower deck spir- Bark

keting and upper deck clamps, 3 inches с

thick . Cassia Lignia 8

Upper deck clamps, 2 strakes 4 inches Cambogium

plank. Cotree 18

Ditto spirketing, 2 strakes 3 inches plank. Camphire

Round house clumps, 2 strakes 3 inches Camphire unrefined

plank . Cinnabar 16

To shut in between the upper deck spir- Cotton Yarn 19

keting and found house clamps, Cowries

inches, Cakeback 16

Cardemums

at
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.

Pimento, alias Allspice

161

cwt . Oil Cinnamon
20

Carden!uins 13 Opium
14

Chassuun Silk 10 P

Carmenia Wool
10

16

Cochincal
20

16

Cloves 12 Pepper, Long
11

Columbo Root 16 R

Cinnamon 8 Rhubarb
8

Coral rough
20 Rice

20

Clove Bark
8 Raw Silk

10

China Root
11 Redwood

20

Cotton , measurable at 50 cubical feet to

the ton. Spikenard
10

D Shellack
16

Dragon's blood
20 Sticklack

16

Drugs unknown
16 Seedlack 18

E Sugar
20

Elephant's Teeth
16 Ditto Candy

20

Ebony Wood
20 Saltpetre

20

Extract Rhubarb 20 Sago
16

F Sandal, or Sapan Wood
20

Fossil Alkali 20 Sal Ammoniac 16

Flax (Sunn ) measurable at 50 cubical Safflower 14

feet to the ton .
T

G Tincal
16

Galbanum
16 Turmerick

Green Ginger 20 Tutenague
20

Gum Arabic 16 Tea , Black
10

Gum Elemic 16 Ditto, Green

Ditto Myrrlı
16

V

Ditto Sarcocolla
18 Vermillion

20

Gum Lack
16 Vermicelli

16

Ditto Ammoniac
um 16 Blen. Piece goods , and all other

Ditto Tragacanth
16 goods , not included in the preceding ac.

Ginger
16 count of rales, to be calculated accord

Hн ing to the computation of tonnage used

Hemp (Paut) measurable at 50 cubi by the company;
cal feet to the ton . Published by order of the

I
Governor in Council,

Indigo, measurable at 50 feet to the ton .
J. A. GRANT,

Japan Copper
20

Sec . to Gov.

Iron

Ditto ordnance
20

REGULATION OF THE PRIVATE

Ditto shot and sliells

TRADE.
L

Lead 20

Lapis Lazuli
The Resolutions of the Honourable

Lack Lake 16 the Court ofDirectors, constitut

Lacquered and china ware, measur

able at 50 cubical feet to the tun .
ing the Basis of the final Arrang

MI
ment for the Regulations of the

Mother of Pearl suells
20 Private Trade between India.

Ditto Drops and Great Britain .

Mother of Pearl 20 Rules and regulations for freight

Myrrh
16

Mace

8 ing ships built in India within the

N
territories of the honourable com

Nutmegs
15 pany , of the burthen of 500 or 600

Ditto Candied 20
tons ( builders measurement) , for

Nux Vomica
15

the purpose of carrying sugar, salt

Olibanum
18 petre, and other goods from India

1

to

20

20
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to England, and bringing goods and shall report thereon to the go .

from England to India . vernor in council for his decision ,

Ist . That the tenders express the 5th . That after the conclusion of

place where ships were built re- the first, and previously to the

spectively, also the time when each commencement of every succeed

ship was built,and the place where ing voyaye of a ship engaged under

each ship actually is at the date of this advertisement, she shall be sur
the tender . veyed by the superintendant ofma

2d. That the ships shall have rine, or other proper officer ; and in

three flush decks, or two complete like manner, as is provided for un

decks and a poop ; that the ships der the preceding article , be re

shall be coppered and will be en- paired , coppered , fitted, and stor

gaged for two or more voyages , not ed , under the direction of the su

exceeding eight, as in the opinion perintendant of the marine, or

of the superintendant of the marine, other proper officer.

or such proper officers whom 6th . That the ships shall , on each

the superintendant of the marine voyage after their arrival in Eng,

may appoint to inspect the ships, land, be inspected and surveyed in
they shall be thought competent & dry dock, by the company's

to perform ; and that the tenders officers, and also repaired , copper
express the mumber of voyages, ed , fitted, and stored under the

being not less than two, nor more orders of those officers, both in time

than eight, for which the owner of peace and of war.
may wish to engage their ships, 7th . That the ships be taken up

together with the rate of freight to proceed on their first voyage,
at

required for the performance of the option of thegovernor in coun

such number of voyages respec- cil , at such time as the company's

tively. want of tonnage, and the several

3d. That previously to the ac- circumstances of the ships , may

ceptance of the tender of any ship , render necessary , so that the com

the superintendant of the marine mencement of the loading of any

shall cause her to be surveyed by ship shall not be protracted beyond

the master attendant, or other pro- four months after she is contracted

per officer, and if she be not ap- for, provided she be ready and com

proved of, the governor in council petent to receive a cargo.

shall, on the report of the superin- Sth . Tliat the owners be at liber

fendant of the marine, be at liberty ty to carry kentledge if they chuse

to reject her. it , but that the company be not re

4th. That in the event of any quired to pay freight for the same.

ship , after survey by the master 9th . That the ships be armed as

attendant, or other proper officer, follows, viz .

being approved of by such officer , 10th . Not less than sixteen car

she shall be repaired , fitted , and ronades, twelve pounders to a ship

stored (agreeably to an inventory, of 500 tons .
to be seen at the otñce of the super- 11th . Ditto eighteen do. to a

intendant of the marine ), under the ship of 600 tons .

orders of the superintendant of the ( To be mounted on the upper

marine, or other proper officer, who deck .)

shall have a right to object to such 12th . That each ship carty a

articles as shall, in his judgment, stand of arms and cutlass for each

appear not to be sufficiently good , man on board .

H
13th .
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13th . That each ship carry not persons are to be qualified accordo

less than thirty rounds of gunpow- ing to the following regulations,
der and shot, viz .

( The three preceeding articles 16th . That the commander shall

are modified as to the first voyage be of the age of twenty-three years
to England. See inventory men- and upwards , and shall have per

tioned in article 4. ) formed one voyage as commander

14th. That the crew of each of an extra ship to and from Eng.

ship, on her departure from India , land , or as chief or second mate

shall be composed of two - thirds at in the company's employ in their

least of European seamen , pro- regular ships.

vided they can be procured in 17th . That the chief mate shall

India ; and if not, the owners shall have attained the age of twenty

complete their crew to that num- two years, and have performed one

ber on the first arrival of the ship voyage to and from England, or

in England, and keep up the same been six years at sea. That the

during the remainder of their en- second mate shall have attained

gagement. Should any part of the the age of twenty -one years, and

crew consist of lascars , they are to been five years at sea.
That the

be reckoned in the proportion of third mate shall have attained the

forty -five lascars to thirty Euro- age of twenty years, and been four

pean seamen . years at sea . But in case no per

List of the number of officers and sons of the above descriptions can
seamen required to navigate each be obtained by the owners in time

ship : for the ship's departure from India,

a temporary commander and mates

1 commander, for the voyage home may be ad

1 chief mate, mitted , andon the appointment ofa

1 second ditto, commander and mates in England,

1 third ditto, qualified agreeably to these regula

1 surgeon, tions, the temporary commander

1 boatswain, and mates shall be permitted to re

1 gunner, turn to India without prejudice to

1 carpenter, their free mariners indentures,

2 midshipmen, 18th . That the commanders, chief

I cooper and steward, and second mates, be examined by

I captain's cook, the marine board , or by such per

1 ship's cook, sons as the said marine board may

1 boatswain's mate, appoint for that purpose, and when

1 gunner's ditto, approved of, be sworn in before

I carpenter's ditto and caulker, the governor in council ; and that

2 quarter -masters, commanders and mates, who may be

2 commander's servants , appointed in England be examined

30 European foremastmen , or by the committee of shipping, and

45 lascars. the commanders, chief and second

50 mates, when approved of, be sworn

in before the court of directors.

15th . That the ships be com- 19th . That the surgeon to be

manded and officered by persons to entertained as required by article

be selected by the owners , which 14th, shall be previously examined
by
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hy the medical board , and must rate of six pence per ton per day

be qualified to act as surgeon's on the builder's measurement, for

mate of a regular ship in the every day the shipsmay be detained .

conpany's service, and that such beyond that time; and if detained ,

person after having performed a beyond that time by any default

complete voyage to and from on the part of the owners or com

England in any ship engaged under manders, the owners shall pay de
this advertisement, shall be consi- murrage to the company at the

dered eligible to proceed as sur- rate above mentioned for the period

geons in the company's regular of such detention.

ships, if upon the usual examina- 23d . That the governorin coun- ,

tion respecting his abilites he shall cil shall have the power of order

then appear qualified for the same. ing any ship taken up under this

But if a surgeon,as above required, advertisement to proceed to any

be not procurable in India, a medic other port or ports in India for the
cal person , a native of India , must purpose of receiving a cargo on

be entertained, who shall have been her first voyage to England, any

previously examined and approved thing contained in the preceding

ofby themedical board , and on the article notwithstanding ; provided,

ship's arrival in England the owners that in the event of any ship being

must immediately engage, in the sent to any other port or ports in

place of such native medical per- India, for the purpose of being

son , a surgeon who shall have been loaded for England , she shall be

previously examined and found dispatched from such port or ports

qualified in the usual manner to act within forty days from the expira-,

as surgeon's mate of a regular ship tion of four months after the ship

in the company's service. shall have been contracted for. If

20th . That the several persons detained beyond that time, demur

who may belong to the ships en- rage shall be allowed as in the pre

gaged under this advertisement do ceding article .

enter into the usual contracts for 24th . That if the ships, after

the performance of the voyage , arrival at Bengal , Fort St. George,

similar to those signed by the com- or Bombay, on their return from

manders, officers, and mariners of their first, and every succeeding

the regular ships. voyage, during the period of their

21st. That the commanders and respective contracts, should be de

mates be entitled to indulgences in tained by any of the company's

private trade, in the proportion of governments in India beyond the

fire tons per cent. on the builder's period of three months from

measurement to England, and the ihe time of their being reported
same from England. by the commanders to be repaired ,

22d . That if the ships shall not and ready and fit to receive cargo,

be loaded and dispatched to demuriage shall be paid by the

England, on their first voyage, company, at the rate of three

within forty days from the time of pence per ton per day on the

their being ready for the reception builder's measurement, until the

of cargo, in consequence of the ships shall be ordered by any of

orders of the governor in council the company's governments in Ina

for that purpose, demurrage will dia to be in readiness for the re

be allowed to the owners at the ception of cargo ; and if the ships
+11 2 shall

>
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shall not be loaded and dispatched Teneriffe, St. Helena, and the Cape

within 40 days from the time of ‘ of Good Hope, on making the

their being ready for the reception usual allowance of demurrage.

of cargo , in consequence of such 29th . That the company shall

orders, demurrage shall be paid be at liberty to consign the ships

by the company at the rate of six to any port or ports in India , with

pence per ton per day for every their owward bound cargo ; and

day the ships are detained beyond that the company , or their govern

that time. If the ships should be ments in India , shall have liberty

detained by the default of the to direct the ships to proceed from

owners or commanders beyond the the port to which the ships may be

40 days above mentioned, the own- so consigned to any other port or

ers shall pay to the company de- ports for their homeward bound

murrage at the rate above speci- cargo, with the liberty of lading
fied . four- fifths of their builder's mei

25th . That the ships shall pro- surement from their first to their

ceed with or without convoy, at second port, but so as such ships

the option of the company. If de- be not employed beyond this ser

tained for convoy , demurrage at vice, and the conveyance of their

the rate of six pence per ton per outward and homeward cargo .

day on the builder's measure- 30th . That provided the ships

ment shall be allowed , until the shall arrive at their consigned port

commanders of the ships shall re- in England without any delay on the

ceive their sailing orders and signals part of the owners or (commanders,

from the commander of the convoy. and shall within fifteen days after

26th . That the company be en- the delivery of their cargo, be re

titled to occupy four-fifths of the ported by the master attendant, or

builder's measurement from Eng. other proper officer, to be ready

land , freight free ; and that on ex- and fit to receive their cargoes, the

ceedings of that tonnage, the com- ships shall be loaded within one

pany shall pay freight at the rate of calendar month from the time of

five pounds per ton . their being so reported , and if de

27th. That if the ships should tained bythe company in the river
not be able to load on the com- Thames beyond that periwi, de

pany's account from England.to murrage shall be allowed at the rate

the extent of their builder's mea- of six pence per ton per day on the

surement, the owners sball be lia- builder's measurement , during such

ble to a penalty of ten pounds per detention .

ton, for such tonnage as shall be 31st. That the ships be disa

deficient of the builder's measure- patched within five days after their
ment. arrival in the Downs, or at Ports

28th. That the company's go- mouth , and that they proceed with

vernments in India shall have libere or without convoy at the option of

ty, if they see fit, to send the ships the company.

on their homeward -bound voyage 32d . That if the ships should be

to the Cape of Good Hope, and detained in the Downs,or at Ports

St. Helena ; and that the court of mouth , or at any other port in

directors shall have liberty, if they England , or in Ireland , more than

see fit, to send the ships on their five days by the company, demur

outward bound voyage to Madeira, rage shall be allowed at the rate of
six
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the convoy.

six pence per ton per day on the direct, on the same terms as are

builder's measurement, during such allowed for passengers proceedo

detention ; and if detained for con- ing in the regular ships. No

voy by the company's orders, de passenger shall be received on

murrage shall be allowed at that rate board of any of the ships either in

until the commanders of the ships India, or at St. Helena, or else

shalt receive their sailing orders where on the voyage to England ,

and signals from the commander of or in England , or elsewhere on the

voyage back to India, except by

33d. That the company shall the express order of the company's

not be obliged to lade any goods governinents in India , or of the

either in India or in England until governor and council of St. Helena,

the ships be reported by the master or of the court of directors, under

attendant, or other proper officer, a penalty of 500l. sterling for every

to be ready and fit to receive their passenger $o carried without order.

cargoes. 37th . That special care be taken

34th. That the owners of every that the cargo be properly dun

ship shall be liable to a penalty naged, both to and from England,

of 2001. for each officer who at the owner's expence.

shall be engaged in England, and 38th . That such ships as load

shall leave the ship in India, or at Bengál shall receive their car

in any place within the limits of goes abreast of the town of Cal

the company's exclusive trade, cutta, if practicable, or as near

without permission from the com- thereto as in the opinion of the

paný, or their governments in master attendant, or other proper

India. officer, they may safely and con •

35th . That the ships shall not veniently receive the same.

touch at any other port or place . 39th . That one -third at least

on their passage to England, or on of the builder's measurement of

their passage back to India, than ships loading in India, shall con

such to which they shall be con- sist of sugar, saltpetre, or such

signed, or such others where they other articles of dead weight, as

may be permitted or directed by will sufficiently ballast the ships ;

the company, or their governments and the remainder of the cargo, of

in India, to call ; and in case the those articles, or any other goods,

ships shall put into any port or which the company's governments

place on their voyage to England, in India shall think proper to lade

or on their voyage back to India , on the ships.

without such permission or direc- 40th . That whole freight be paid

tion , demurrage will not be allowed bythe company in India, for sugar

by the company, but that they in bags , saltpetre, and other goods

shall be at liberty to charge demur. (sugar in boxes excepted ) whether

rage to the owners for any impro- packed in bales, bags , or cases,

per delay or deviation at the rate for as much as can in the opinion

of six pence per ton per day on the of the master attendant, or other

uilder's measurement. proper officer, be conveniently and

36th . That the ships, if required , safely taken on board , and stowed

shall carry to , and bring from Eng- in any part of the ship, under the

Land, any pilssengers the company, middle deck, of three deck ships ;

or their governments in India, may sufficient room being, in the opi.

+ H3 pion
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nion of that officer, reserved un ascertained that the same bas arisen

der the upper deck for the ac- from the lateness of the season , and

commodation of the crew and that due care has been used in the

the stowage of the cables, pro- stuwage of the cargo.

visions, and the draft of water be- 46th . That the owners shall not ·

ing approved of by the said officers . be answerable for such damage and

41st. That additional freight short delivery to a greater amount

of one pound ten shillings per ton than shall be equal to five pounds

be allowed for sugar in boxes. per ton on the builder's measure

42d . That the freight on the ment.

cargo to England be paid on such 47th . That if by reason of the

goods only as shall be delivered late arrival of the ships from Eng

into the company's warehouses in land, it should not be practicable to
London . dispatch them from Bengal until

43d . That the tonnage of the after the 1st of April in any year,

cargo be calculated agreeably to they nevertheless may be loaded and

the annexed table , and in all other dispatched between that date and

instances according to the establish : the 1st of September following, on
ed custom of the company. the requisition of the owners of the

41th . That the wastage on salt- cargo assigned to any ship, pro

petre be calculated according to vided the said owners of the cargo
the established custom of the com- will come under the usual cove.

pany ; and that an allowance, at nant of being liable to all conse

ihe rate of two per cent. on the quent damage.

weight, be made to the owners for 48th. That if the ships should

wastageon sugar, provided the wast- not be able to receive the tonnage

age shall amount to that tonnage ; appropriated 10 them by the com

but that the owners be not entitled pany's governments in India, the

to this allowance if the deficiency owners shall be paid for such ton

by waste should not be equal to nage only as shall actually be laden
that tonnage . on the ships; but it from a deficie

45th . That if any of the cargo cncy of cargoes in India, the com

should be lost , damaged, or not pany's governments there should

delivered to the company, except not be able to load the ships to the

by wastage as before mentioned, extent of the tonnage which itmay

the owners shall pay the full prime appear to the superintendant ofma
cost of such goods so lost or un- rine, or other proper officerin India,

delivered , together with 301. per the ships are able to receive,thecom

çent . on such prime cost , except pany shall be liable to pay freight

there should happen to be a total for such deficiency, upon proper

loss of ship and caryo. But if certificates being produced, sigued

such ships as load at Bengal, should by the officers above mentioned, of

be detained there by the governor that circumstance.

general in council after the 1st of 49th . It is the intention of the

April , and be dispatched from court of directors to give an equal

thence before the'ist of September participation on equal terins to the
in any year, the owners shall, in Indian and to the British -built

that case, be exonerated from any ships in carrying private trade from

damage that may happen to the India to England ; if the ships sent

cargo, provided it shall be clearly from England, and those engaged
1

in
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no

in India under this advertisement, and should be cleared of her cargo

cannot, for want of sufficiency of at either of those presidencies, it

private trade in the company's shall be at the option of the owners

warehouses, be loaded at one and to receive the first moiety of the

the same time, they shall be loaded freight at Bengal, instead of at ei

alternately , first a British and then ther of those presidencies, on

an Indian ship, and so in continua- tification of their desire of receiv

tion, commencing with that British ing it at Bengal being made by

ship which shall have reached India them , or by their agents, to the go

the earliest, and with that Indian vernment of such presidency re

ship which shall have been first spectively. The second moiety of

engaged by the company's govern- the freight shall be paid only at
ments in India . Bengal.

50th. That if any lascars , or 54th . The owners of some of the

other natives of Asia or Africa, ships heretofore engaged for the

shall be carried to England , on company's service, having express

ships taken up under this adver- ed a desire, that the company

tisement, the owners shall be at the should bear a proportion of a ge

expence of their maintenance in neral average on loss or damage

England, and also of their return of ships and cargoes, it is judged

to India in the usual manner, under expedient to declare by this public

a penalty of five hundred sicca notice that the company will not

rupees for each person , over and consent to be parties to any loss ,

above the expence of maintaining damage, or expence, incurred un
and sending them back to India. der the usual denominations of

51st. That if the cargo shall general average, particular aver

not be landed within twenty days rage , or any other average what

for ships of 500 tons, builder's soever ; and the owners

measurement; twenty-two ditto 550 quired to signify their assent to

ditto ; twenty - four ditto 600 ditto ; this condition in their respective

after the ships shall have been re- tenders , in order that a clause

ported at the custom -house in may be inserted in the charter

London, demurrage shall be paid parties to that effect.

by the company for every day ex- 55th . That an impress be allow

ceeding that time, at the rate of ed at the rate of two pounds ten

three pounds per day. shillings per ton , on the builder's

52d. That the freight be paid measurement, in time of peace ; with
as follows, viz . an addition of one pound ten shil

53d . One moiety upon the shipslings per ton to the peace impress,

being cleared of their cargo on their in time of war, in part of the war

return to India, and the remainder contingencies: the amount to be

in ninety days afterwards ; and if paid in Bombay, previously to the

the latter payment should be de- departure of the ships from thence,

layed , the company shall pay in- whether on her voyage to England,

terest on the same at the rate of or to any presidency to which she

eight per cent. per annum . If any may be sent , for the purpose of

ship on her return to India, in any being loaded for England.

voyage, should be consigned by 56th . That such demurrage as

the company to the presidencies may become due to the owners of

of Fort St. George or of Bombay, the ships shall be paid in India, or

† 11 4 in

are re
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1

in England , according as the same 62d. That the persons con .

shall have been incurred in either tracting with the company for the

country respectively ; the Indian leuting of any ship or ships to

demurrage to be paid at the presi- freight, if they shall transfer their

dency at which it may be incurred . right or interest in the ship or

57th. That the tenders do express ships to other persons , previously

a permanent peace freight, which to the signing of the charter-parties,

must be the same from all parts they shall nevertheless oblige

of India, wherever the ships may be themselves to take and execute the

loaded for England, without kent- several obligations and paths in.

ledge, at the rate per ton , for as tended to prevent the sale of com

much as the ships can carry con- mands.

formably to the conditions pre- 63d. That every ship shall carry

scribed in article 40th . This free of charge all such packets as

freight to be the same for all the the company's governments in In

voyages for which the ships may dia may be desirous of sending by

be engaged. her to St. Helena, or to England ;

581h . That such war contin- and also all such packets as the

gencies be allowed for each voy• governor and council at St. Helena

age in war, as on consideration may be desirous of sending by her

of the circumstances of the case , to England ; likewise all such pack .

the court of directors, or their ets as the court of directors may

governments in India, shall think think proper to send by her to St.

proper to allow . llelena, or India . ·

59th . That in case of any saving 64th . That every ship taken up

to the owners, from an alteration under this advertisement, if not al

in the situation of public affairs, ready registered either in England

after such war allowance is set- or in India, shall be registered in

lled in England , or in India , Bombay, previously to her depar

by a reduction in the rate of in- ture from Bombay on her first voy

surance, or in the prices of stores age,

and provisions, or upon any other 65th . That with a view to pre

account, before the ships departure vent as much as possible casualties

from England , or from India, re- during the voyage, from the em

spectively , the owners shall de- ployment of lascars in an unhealthy

liver an account upon honour of state, previously to the dispatch of

such savings , and make an allow , every ship from Bombay to England ,

ance to the company accordingly, or to such presidency to which she

60th. That agreeably to the 5th maybe sent, forthe purpose of be

section of the 13th chapter of the ing loaded for England, and also

company's bye-laws, no tender of previously to her being dispatched

any ship will be accepted unless from such presideney to England,

the same be made by one or more the lascars shall be brought up

of the owners in writing, nor un- on deck , and undergo an in

less the names of all the owners be spection by the superintendant,
expressed therein . or his deputies or delegates, and

@ 1st. That the owners shall give by the medical person who may

security for the performance of be appointed by the government of

their proposals for letting their re- those presidencies respectively to

spective ships, in the sum of 30001. superintend this duty ; and all las

sterling.
cars
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cars who in the judgment of the 69th . Sealed tenders for freighting

said inspectors shall not appear in ships under this advertisement with

a fit state of health to be employed be received at the office of the se

as mariners for the voyage to Eng. cretary to government, on the 1st of

land , shall be forthwith discharged July, 1803. — The tenders to be

and sent back at the expence of superscribed “ Tenders for freight

the owners to the place at which ing ships.”

they were engaged, and other las . 70th . It is requested that the

cars or European seamen shall be tenders be made out in the follow

sont on board to complete the crew ing form :

to the number of seamen required

by the 14th article, and until this
To J. A. GRANT, Esq.

be done , the ship will not be per Secretary to Government,
mitted to proceed on her voyage,

and the owners shall not be allow .
Sir,

ed demurrage, for such time as the 1. In pursuance of the adver .

ship may be so detained .
tisement of the governor, bearing

65th . That the rate of exchange date the 22d ofApril,1803, respecó

between the pound sterling and the ing the freighting of ships to car

Indian currency, shall , in the set- ry cargoes from India to England,

tement of all accounts at any of and from England to India , i here

the presidencies in India, be regu- by tender the ship ( ) , and

lated by the rate at which the go. subjoin the further several particu.
vernments at those presidencies lars required.

respectively may grant bills on Number of voyages for

the court of directors at the time.
which the ship is ten

67th . That in all other respects dered,

not particularly provided for in
Owner,

any of the foregoing rules and
Inhabitant of

regulations, the charter -party be Commander

drawn out , as nearly as circum- Built at

stances will admit of, in confor

mity with the charter-parties for
Ву

the regular ships in the company's
Burthen by the build

service. - A draft of a charter
er's measurement,

party will be prepared as soon as tons (

possible, and sent to the super- Place where the ship

intendant's office for general in
now is ( )

spection. The ship will be ready

68th . The following particulars
to commence load.

are required to be stated in the
ing by the ( >

tenders, in addition to those speci

fied in articles 1st, 2d , 67th , and Freight 1. sterling per ton

60th . Permanent peace freigbt, without

Name of the Commander, kentledge ; the rate to be the same

Name of the builder, from all parts of India , wherever

Time when the ship will be ready the ship may be loaded for Eng.

to commence loading, land .

Names of securities for the per- 2. L assent to the condition in

formance of engagements. the 54th article , wherein it is sti

1 pulated

In the year
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cut.

20

10

>

20

pulated , that the company will not
Coffee

18

consent to be parties to any loss ,
Camphor

15

damage, or expence incurredunder Camplior unrefined

the usual denominations of general Cinnabar
16

average, particula
r
average, or any

Cotton Yarn
10

Cowries
20

other average whatsoever ; and I
Cakelack

16

agree to all the other conditions in Cardenumis
12

the advertisement above -mentioned, Chassum Silk
10

and to the several conditions con
Carminia Wool

tained in the charter-party .

Cochineal
20

Cloves
12

3. As securities for the per- Columbo Root
16

formance of my engageme
nt

,
I Cinnamon

tender ) Coral rough
20

whose declaration of their assent to

Clove Bark
8

China Root
11

be my securities is hereunto sub Cotton , measurable at 50 cubical feet to

joined.
the ton.

I am, Sir, &c.
D

20

(
) Dragon's blood

16
Drugs unknown

Bombay,

the of 1803 . E

We agree to be securities, Elephant's Teeth
16

( Ebony Wood

Extract Rhubarb

Published by order of the
F

Governor in Council,
Fossil Alkali

20

J. A. GRANT, Flax (Sunn) measurable at 50 cubical

Sec , to Gov. feet to the ton,

Bombay Castle,

234 April, 1803 .
G

Galbanum

Green Ginger
20

Gum Arabic
16

Gum Elemic

Rates of Tonnage, according to theusage Ditto Myrrh
16

ofthe Company, at which the following Ditto Sarcocolla
18

articles, commonly constituting the Gum Lack
16

Cargoes of their Ships, are calculated Ditto Ammoniacum
16

at per Ton. Ditto Tragacanth
16

A 16
Ginger

Aloes Cicotrina

Assafetida H

Aloes Hepatice
16 .

Alum

20 Hemp (Paut) measurable at 50 cubi.

Arrango Beads 20
cal feet to the ton.

B

1

Benjamin

20 Indigo, measurable at 50 feet to the ton.

Borax 20 Japan Copper

Ditto unrefined (as Tincal)
Iron

Buffalo Hides
23 Ditto ordnance

20

Buds or Bloom of Cassia
12 Ditto shot and shells

Bark
L

Lead
20

Cassia Lignia
8 Lapis Lazuli

20

Chubogium
20 Lack Lake

16

Lacquered

16

16

a
o

cut .

16

20

20

12

8
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cut.

20

20

20

15

20

15

20

14

16

12

10

Notice is hereby given , that on
Lacquered and china ware, measur- the Ist of May next , the treasury

able at 50 cubical teet to the ton .

will be opened for the receipt of

M cash for bills upon Bengal, upon
Mother of Pearl shells

the following terms.Ditto Drops

Blother of Pearl The bills to be drawn in equal

Myrrh 16 proportions at thirty and sixty days
Dace 8

sight - Those at thirty days sightN

Nutmegs at the exchange of 360 arcot ru
Ditto Candied pees per 100-pagodas-—And those

Nux Vomica
at sixty days sight at the exchange

of 365 arcot rupees per 100 pa .

Olibanum 18 godas .
Oil Cinnamon

Opium The regulations for the conduct

of the office appointed for register

P ing and transferring the company's

Pepper 16 :: bonded debts at this presidency,
Pimento , alias Allspice

Pepper, Long
published under date the 12th of

R June, and 1st of December last,

Rhubarb
8 appearing not to have been pro

Rice 20

perly understood, and having been
Raw Silk

Redwood represented upon their present
20

footing to interfere in some respects
S

with the negociation of the public
Spikenard 10

Shellack
securities, to which it is the first

Sticklack wish of government to give every

Seedlack 18 possible facility, consistent with the

Sugar
20 principles on which the office in

Ditto Candy 20

question was established, the fol
Saltpetre

Sago 16 lowing amended regulations have

Sandal, or Sapan Wood been resolved upon, and are to take
Sal Animoniac

effect from this date.
Safflower 14

ift. That any creditor or credi

T tors possessing an unregistered bond
Tincal 16 in his, her, or their name, and pro
Turmerick

Tutenague
ducing the same at the register of

Tea , Black fice, shall, on application for that

Ditto, Green
8 purpose , have credit given upon the

V books for the amount, upon pay
Vermillion 20

ment of a fee of one pagoda per
Vermicelli 16

Mem . Piece goods, and all other 1000 ; and that any creditor of

goods , not included in the preceding ac creditors, to whom an unregistered

count of rates, to be calculated accord- bond shall have been regularly en

ing to the computation of tonnage used dorsed, shall, upon producing the

by the company;
Published by of the original bond with such endorse

Governor in Council, ment, have a new bond issued in

J. A. GRANT, his , her, or their name for the same,

Sec . to Gov. and on application for the purpose,
Bombay Castle ,

3d April, 1803
shall in like manner have credit

16

16

20

20

10

16

20

10

given
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given upon the books for the a. 5th . That in the case of transfer

mount, paying the saine fee. of registered bonds by the proprie .

2d. That po fee be charged upon tor or proprietors themselves, by

the first isstle , or payment in com- endorsement on the bond, the form

pany's paper of any demand upon of assignment to be as follows. “ I

government, if not required to be (or we) A. B. do hereby assign over
registered, all my (or our) right and interest

3d. That any creditor or credi- on the within bond to C. V. and

tors possessed of a bond registered empower the said C. D. to dispose

in his, her, or their own names ; and of the same , and to do all other

wishing to transfer the full amount acts and deeds necessary for the

thereof in the books, may do so transfer thereof for me (or us) or

personally, or by his, her, or their in my (or our) name.”

attorney or attornics, either by at- Signature, date, and place,

tendance at the office for the pur- Witnesses,

pose, or optionally, by assignment E. F.

on the bond , in the form hereafter Τ . Α .

prescribed ; in the former case the 6th . That in the case of transfer

party or parties must produce the of registered bonds by attorney,

bond, when the transfer shall forth- the assignment to be endorsed there .

with be made, and having been on shall be in the following form :

signed by bimself, herself, or them- “ I (or we) A. B. do hereby as

selves, or by regular constituted sign over to - C . D. under the com

attorney or attornies, the bond petent authority vested in me (or

shall be endorsed accordingly, and us ) for the purpose, the within bond;

the endorsation witnessed by the and I ( or we) do hereby empower

transfer accountant. If a part of the said C. D. to dispose of the

a bond is only to be transferred , the same, and to do all other acts and

transfer shall in like manner be deeds necessary for the sale or

made by attendance at the office transfer thereot. ”

for the purpose, or optionally by Signature, date , and place.

endorsement; in the latter case , Arts.

the form bereinafter prescribed 7th . That in case of transfer, as

must be observed . The original above provided for by attorney ,

bond shall be deposited in the of- the power for thatpurpose shall be

fice , the persons inteiested having made by the proprietor or proprie

new bonds granted for the amount tors in the following words : “ I

of their respective proportions of (or we) A. B. do hereby empower

the bond so lodged in the office, C. D. to sell and dispose of a bond ,

and such persons will have the op- No. standing in the books of

tion of registering these bonds or the honourable company's debt in

not, as they may think proper. my ( or our name) dated and

4th . That in the event of only a bearing interest at the rate of

part of the bond being transferred per cent. per annum , and to do all

in the name of another, and the re- other acts and things necessary for

mainder being renewed in that of the transfer thereof for me (or us)

the proprietor applying to make or in my (or our) name .

the partial transfer, no fee be Signature, date, and place.

charged upon that proportion which · 8th. That in case of the partial

is so renewed , transfer of a registered bond, the

following
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following must be the endorsement, necessary to establish its validity,

" I (or we) A.B. do hereby assign he in such cases making the neces.

over to C. D. all my (or our) right sary transfer in the books to the

and interest in (or if the assignment credit of the assignee, or assignees,

is made by attorney, “ I ( or we) mpon the said authority, which , if

4. B. do hereby assign over to required by the transfer account

C. D. under the competent autho- ant, shall be lodged in the office, he

rity vested in me (or us ) for that granting in return an attested copy.

purpose ) pagodas of the ' 12ch . That a fee of one sixth per

within bond, and do desire the ac- cent. or 71 fanams per 100 pago.

countant general will issue new das , payable by the seller upon alt

bonds, one (or more) in the name future actual transfers of property

of A. B. or his, her, or their order in the books of the office, whether

for the above sum , and one ( or by attendance of the parties, or by

more) in the name of the proprie. assignment on the bond , shall be

tor, or such other person or persons allowed to the person acting as re

as may be directed . " gister, and transfer accountant for

Signature, date, and place. his trouble.

9th . In the event of distance, or 13th . That after the transfer, for

other circumstances preventing the which the above fee is allowed,

transmission of a powerin the above shall have been made, the party or

form , the transfer may be made parties purchasing may exercise

upon a letter of instructions, under ihe option provided by the 3d ar

a general power of attorney from ticle to continue the bond on the

the proprietor, or proprietors, di- register or not ; if continued to be

recting the sale, and transfer of the subject to the register fee of one

bond, specifying the same by No. pagoda per 1000, as provided in

date and amount; with the the 1st paragraph, if not, a new

rate of interest. bond to be granted to the said party

10th . That every assignment of or parties free of all charge.

a registered bond shall be dated, 14th . That no interest will be

( specifying the place , and date of paid upon paper registered in the

assignment) as provided in the office of the transfer accountant,

above forms, and that no other except to the person or persons in

formof transferof registered paper whose name it is registered or trans

will be admitted as valid at the of- ferred , or to his or their consti

fice of transfer, from the date of tuted attorney or attornies, and

this publication . that the same rule shall obtain in

11th. That in cases of assign- regard to the payment of the prin

ment by endorsement on the bond, cipal of the coinpany's registered

according to the option allowed in securities of every description,

the third article , it shall not be ne- which will render it necessary that

cessary for the parties to attend the person purchasing the register.

at the office to make a transfer in ed bond shall, before he can con

the books ; but in order to ascer- sider his security as complete, have

tain the due authority for each it endorsed over to him in the pre

transfer, reference must be made scribed forin , and witnessed by the

in every instance of such assigne transfer accountant.

ment to the transter accountant, 15th . That it is to be perfectly

and his certificate be angexed as understood, that it is optional with

persons
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persons holding the public securi- ceive , until further orders, atly

ties of this government, to register sums of money in even hundreds

the same at the office hereby esta- (notbeing less than star pagodas five

blished, or not ; and that all such hundred ), which may be tendered

paper as shall not be registered , is on loan to the honourable compa

negotiable the same as if no such ny , at,an interest of eight per cent.

establishment existed without the per ann , as hereafter specified .

necessity of any reference to, or 2d The above mentioned officers

being under the least restriction have been authorised to receive in

froin the said office . Further, that transfer to this loan all accepted .

any holder or holders of registered bills of exchange, drawn on the

paper, standing in his, her, or their governor in council, and generally

own name, may at his, her, or all authorised public demands, after

their option , withdraw itfrom the deducting interest at the rate of one

register, on payment of the trans- fanam per 100 -star pagodas per

fer fee of 1-6th of one per cent. and diem , for the period which the bills,

performing the other acts provided & c . may have to run ,

in the foregoing articles of these 3d . Subscriptions in cash, and

regulations for the necessary adjust- bills of exchange, will be received

ment of the books , and may de- at a discount of two per cent. that

mand a new and unregistered bond, is, for every subscription of 102

in his, her, or their own name. star pagodas, a receipt will be

16th . The object and intention granted, entitling the subscriber to

of this establishment, are effectual a promissory note for 100 star pa

security to all proprietors of the godas to be issued on the terms of

public paper in question, who may the present loan .

wish to avail themselves of the Hih . All the duennial loan cer

means thereby afforded of register- tificates of this government bearing

ing their property , free from alien- an interest of ten per cent. per ann .

ation without their express con- will be received at par ; the interest

sent, and of easy renewal in the which may be due thereon at the

event of loss by fire, theft, or other- period when such certificates may

wise ; and it has been suggested as be subscribed, to be added to the

particularly desirable, as well by principal, or discharged in cash , at

the public agents as individuals, the option of the subscriber.

these fees have been regulated up- 5th . A receipt will be granted

on a principle of moderation with for each subscription ,bearing inter

a view to obviate all objections on est at the rate of one fanam per 100

the score of expence by the pro- star pagodas per diem , from the

prietors. date of such receipt until the 1st of

September next.

Public Department.
oth. The interest which may be

due on that date, on receipts granted

1st. The public are hereby in- for subscriptions to this loan, will

formed, that the sub - treasurer at be paid in cash at the general trea

the precidency, the residents of sury ; and for the principal , a pro

Mysore and at Hydrabad, the se- missory note or notes will be

veral collectors of the revenue , and granted, bearing date the 1st of

the paymasters at the several sta- September, 1803 , and be num

tions, have been authorized to re- bered and registered in the order in

which
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which the receipts may be presented shall be entitled , on application to

at the accountant general's office. the governor in council, to have

7th . The principal of the pro- their promissory notes (provided

missory notes shall be payable ei- they amount to the principal sum

ther in Madras, under the rules of star pagodas 3000), deposited

established for the payment of the in the charge of the sub -treasurer

register debt now existing, or by for the timebeing, at the risk , and

bills to be drawn by the governor under the security of thecompany.

in council on the honourable the An acknowledgment will be granted

court of directors, at the exchange by that officer for the promissory

of eight shillings the star pagoda, Dotes to be deposited with him , and

payable twelve months after sight, the interest accruing thereon will

which bill shall be granted at any be remitted as it shall become due

time, on the application of the by bills , on the terms above men

proprietor of the notes , either tioned ; which bills will be forwarded

when the principal shall have be- by the deputy accountant general

come payable in Madras, or at any to the proprietor,his agent or assign ,

earlier period ; and any bills which according to the instructions which

may be so granted will, if the pro- may be given for these purposes.

prietor desire it , be forwarded by 10th . All applications to the

the deputy accountant general, in governor in council, to have pro

the public packets, to him or his missory notes deposited in the trea

agent , or assign , according to the sury, must be accompanied by the

instructions which may be given notes so to be deposited ; and di
for this purpose . rections must be written in the fol

8th.Theinterest of thepromissory lowing terms, on the face, and

notes shall be payable half yearly, across the lines of each note, and

riz. on the lsi of march , and the be attested by the signature of the

1st of September , from year to year, proprietor, or his constituted at

until the principal shall be dis- torney or attornies.

charged ; and it shall be at the “ The interest accruing half

option of the proprietor of the yearly on this promissory note,

notes, to receive payment of such and the principal, as it shall be

interest, either in cash at the ge- come payable, according to the

neral treasury of the presidency , or order established for the discharge

by bills to be drawn by the gover- of the register debt, are to be re

nor in council on the honourable mitted (unless it shall be hereafter

the court of directors, at the ex- directed to the contrary) by bills

change of eight shillings the star to be drawn on the honourable the

Pagoda, payable twelve months court of directors, pursuant to the

after sight; provided always , in the tenor of this promissory note , and

latter case, that the interest for the other conditions of the loan ,

which bills may be so required , published in the Madras Gazette

amount to the sum of 50l . sterling of the 1803,

at the least, and no bills will be payable to

granted for a smaller amount. and to be forwarded to

9th . For the accommodation of But this promissory note shall

persons returning to Europe, the not be pledged, sold , or in any

subscribers to this loan , their exe- manner negociated , or delivered up

cutors , administrators , and assigns , to any person whomsoever ; nor

4
are
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are these directions, with respect to is to be accounted for to him , or

the mode of payment of the interest order, as follows : -- Interest on the

or principal, to be in any manner principal will be paid to him at the

altered , except on application to general treasury at the presidency

the governor in council, to be made at and after the rate of

by myself, my executors, or admi- one fanam per 100 star pagodas

nistrators, or under the authority per diem , from this, date to the

of a special power of attorney, spe- first of September, ' 1803 ; and

cifying the number, date, and for the principal a promissory note ,

amount of this promissory note , to be dated on the first of Sep

to be executed by me, or them , for tember, 1803, will be granted, on

that purpose ." application to the accountant gene

11th. For the satisfaction ofper- ral, payable conformably to the

sons who may propose to return to conditions of the loan,published fa

Europe, before the period prc- the Madras Gazette of the

scribed for the final adjustment of 1803 .

the accounts of this loan, and who ( Signed ) « C. D.

may be desirous of availing them
“ Sub - Treasurer .

selves of the accommodation of
of 1803."

fered them under the foregoing ar 13th. When subscriptions may

ticle ;the deputy accountantgene- be made by the transfer of the

ral will, on their part, write the de- duennial loan, certificates of this

claration above prescribed on the government, the date and number

promissory notes, provided he shall of the certificate or certificates are

receive instructions for this pur- to be specified in the receipts, and

pose, by an indorsement to be exe- the certificates are to be cancelled ,

cuted on the receipt or receipts, and forwarded to the ofice of the

under the signature of the proprie- accountant general .

tor, or his constituted' attorney or 14th . Promissory notes under

attornies. The deputy accountant the signature of the secretary to the

general will also make the neces- government will be granted on the

sary application to the governor in following form , in exchange for the

Council for an order to the sub- receipts .

treasurer to receive the promissory TORT ST. GEORGE , 1803.

notes in deposit, and will forward

the acknowledgment of that officer “ Promissory Note for StarPags.

to the proprietor of the notes, or “ The governor in council does

to his agent or assign, according to hereby acknowledge to have re

the instrucrions which may be fur- ceived from A. B. the sum of star

nished him for this purpose. pagodas as a loan to the

12th . A receipt will be granted honourable the united company of

in the following form , for the sub- merchants of England trading to

scriptions which may be made at the East Indies, and does hereby

any of the public treasuries. promise, and in behalf of the said

Form of Receipt. united company, to repay and dis

“ I do hereby acknowledge, that charge the said loan , by paying un

A. B. has this day paid into the to the said A. B. his execators, or

bonourable company's treasury , the administrators, or hisor their order,

sum of star pagodas which the principal sum of stat pagodas
the

2
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aforesaid , at the presidency

of Fort St. George, agreeably to

INTRODUCTION OF THE COVthe order in which this note may

POX IN INDIA.stand on the general register of

notes and bondsof this presidency,

payable according to priority of To his Excellency the most noble the "
date and number ; unless the same

Governor General.shall have been previously dis

charged by bills drawn on the ho- " It is with the highest satisfac

nourable the court of directors, tion I do myself the honour of

according to the conditions of the acquainting your excellency that;

plan for a loan, published in the after repeated disappointments, we

Madras Gazette of the and have at last , through the benevois

by paying the interest accruing lent attention of Dr. Anderson , at
thereon at the rate of eight per Madras, been so fortunate as to

cent. per ann. by half yearlypay obtain the recent matter of the

ments . viz, on the 1st of March cow -pox ; and that we have there

and the 1st of September following, by been enabled to introduce the

from year to year, until the prin- practice of vaccination into this

cipal shall be discharged , at the settlement.

option of the lender, his executors,
66 I herewith enclose the letter

administrators, or assigns; either with which I was favoured by the

in cash at the general treasury, at doctor on the subject, together

the presidency, or by bills to be with one which I have received

drawn by the governor in council, from captain Anderson, commando

on the honourable the court of di- er of the ship Hunter, whose assi

rectors, at the rate of eight shil. duous attention to ensure success

lings the star pagoda, and payable to the important commission witha

twelve months after sight. which he was entrusted , is very

“ Signed by the authority of the meritorious.

governor in council .
" John Norton, the boy vacci

" E, F. nated by captain Anderson on the

* Sec . to Gov. Pub. Dept. 12th instant, arrived in Calcutta
y Accountant- general's office .

on the 17th, with such evident

" Registered as No. of ." and decisive marks on his arm of

being infected with genuine cow
15th . The accounts of this loan pox , as left no room for doubt

are not to be made up until the 1st or hesitation.

of September next ; but it is hereby “ As the matter was alrcady ripe

notified that the loan will be closed for communicating the infection,

at any earlier period, should the three children, born of European
governor in council deem it expe. parents belonging to his majesty's

dient to give directions for that pur- 10th regiment, were vaccinated by

pose. Mr. William Russel on that day ;
Published by command of the and on the day following, the ope

right honourable the Governor in ration was performed on eight
Council.

others : among
twoJOHN CHAMIER , children of Mr. Barlow , one of

Chief Sec, to Government. ' colonel Dyer, one of Mr. Birch,

Fort St. George, April 21 , 1803 . one of Mr. Trail, and one of Mr. '

VOL . 5 ,

+1

these were

Binny,
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Binny, in all of whom, as well as
ance of so great a blessing, and

in the three children of the 10th spreading it as rapidly as possible

regiment, I had an opportunity of throughout the provinces.

observing the progress of the infec- “ For attaining the first of

tion ; and, from comparing the these important objects, I would

symptoms and appearances pro- recommend that a surgeon of ap

duced by it, with the ininute and proved skill and assiduity should

circumstantial descriptions given be appointed to the charge of pre

by Dr. Jenner, Mr. Aiken , and serving a constant supply of recent

Dr. De Carro , and with the co- genuine matter, for the use of the

loured plates, by which their de- metropolis and the subordinate

scriptions are illustrated , I am stations ; and that it should be a

perfectly satisfied that it was the part of his duty not only to vacci

true vaccine disease. Messrs. nate the children of such of the

Russells, Hare, Shoolbred, and natives as might apply to him , but

other medical gentlemen , who had also to take every opportunity to

an opportunity of seeing the chil. instruct the Hindu and Mahom

dren, are fully impressed with the medan physicians in the proper
same conviction . mode of performing the operation,

“ In confirmation of this im- and to give them precise and clear

portant fact, I think it proper to information respecting those symp

mention that three children who toms and appearances by which

were inoculated with the thread the specific genuine cow -pox may

sent me by captain Anderson from be distinguished from other erup

Kedgeree, as mentioned in his let- tions.

ter, received the infection, and " To facilitate the general adop

shewed, in the progress of the dis- tion of the practice of vaccination

case , the samecharacteristic symp . by the natives, I beg leave to sugo

toms and appearances on the arm gest that a notification should be

as those that were inoculated from published in the Persian, Hinduee,
Norton.

and Bengalese languages, and also

“ The same satisfactory result in the Sanscrit, giving

was experienced in respect to two “ 1. A succinct history of the

children inoculated by Mr. Shool- discovery, in which the curious,

bred on the 20th , and two others and , to the Hindus, very interest

on the 21st, from matter taken ing circumstance, that this wonder

from Norton's arm on the 19th ; ful preventive was originally pro

all of whom , he assures me, ex- cured from the body of the cow ,

hibited, in the most unequivocal should be emphatically remark

manner, the distinguishing symp- ed.

toms of the genuine cow.pox. “ 2. An explanation of the im

“ The settlement being now, as I portant and essential advantages

conceive, in complete possession of which vaccination possesses over

the benefit derived to mankind the small-pox inoculation , and

from Dr. Jenner's celebrated dis- “ Lastly, an carnesť exhortation

covery , I take the liberty of sub- to the natives of these provinces to

mitting to your excellency's consi- lose no time in availing themselves

deration my opinion on the best of this inestimable benefit, scarcely

mode of preserving the continu- inferior to any that ever was com
municated

2
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municated by one nation to ano have the pleasure of sending you

ther. the following memorandums re

“ I have the honour to be, specting the persons I inoculated

“ With the greatest respect, for the cow -pox during my passage

" My Lord,
from Madras,

6. Your excellency's “ John Cresswell, a boy born at

" Most obedient humble servant , Port Jackson, of European pa

" J. FLEMING , l'ents, aged about 13 years; inocu

ci 1st Mem . of the Med .Board.” Jated at Dr. Anderson's house, at

Calcutta , Madras, on the 10th of October,
Nov, 29 , 1802.

from a native child , who had ar

rived that day from Chingleput.

(COPY. ) - As the disease made its ap

pearance rather late, and after

Fort St. George, Oct. 11, 1802.
wards advanced very slowly, I did

« Dear Sir, not take matter froin him till the

“ Not having heard of the Bom. 22d ultimo, when I inoculated

bay cow-pox matter succeeding in M. A. an European child , aged

Bengal, I take the opportunity of 18 months: from her I inoculated

the ship Hunter sailing to inoculate Harry; à Malay boy , aged about

two boys born of European pa- 7 years, on the 20 of November ;

rents at Botany Bay (where the and on the 12th , Charles Norton,

small-pox has never appeared ), a boy born at Port Jackson, of

belonging to the ship , by whom European parents, aged about 15

captain Anderson, the commander, years, was inoculated from Harry.

hopes of being able to continue the The disease having made its ap

disease in succession, until his are pearance in due time, as soon as

rival at Calcutta. the ship arrived at Diamond Har

" The matter with which these bour, I sent him to town, where

two boys have been inoculated he arrived on the 19th instant ,

was taken, last night, from the arm and was disposed of as you di

of a healthy child inoculated at rected .

Chingleput on the Ist instant, with . “ The cotton threads which I

threads sent on the 9th ultimo sent you from Kedgeree were

from Trincomalee, by Mr. Rogers . strongly impregnated with vaccine

“ The disease appears to all here matter taken from the European

to be of the genuine kind ; and child and the Malay boy on the 2

confident of your attention to pro- and 12th instant, as particularly

mote the benefit of this invaluable marked on each .

discovery, “ I have the honour to be ,

“ I am , very truly , your's, Sir,

(Signed ) " J. ANDERSON . " “ Your most obedient

JOHN FLEmino , esq. " Humble servant,
Calcutta ,

( Signed ) “ Ww. ANDERSON . "
Calcutta ,

(copy . ) Nov. 27, 1802.

John FLEMING , esq.

“Sir, The governor general in council

" Agreeably to your desire, I is pleased to order

+12 Ist .

66
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8 000

per ditto ,

Ditto cargo per ditto,

17 0 000

1st. That the high approbation to the suggestion of Dr. Fle

of his excellency in council be ming.

signified to Dr. James Anderson,

physician general and first member By command of his excellency

of the hospital board , upon the the most noble the governor

establishment of Fort St. George, general in council.

for the benevolent attention, assi J. LUMSDEN,

duity , and skill manifested by him Chief Sec . to Govt.

in promoting the introduction into

these provinces of the benefit of

the valuable and important disco

very made by Dr. Jenner ; and
that this order bc transmitted to BOMDAY PRICE CURRENT.

the right honourable the governor

in council of Fort St. George, for
10th July, 1802

the purpose of being duly signified Rs. Q. R,

to Dr. Anderson. Cotton, per Surat candy of 21

Maunds, or 7 cwt. ist sort 120 to 140

2d. That the chief secretary do Rice unboiled, ist sort per bag

signify to captain Anderson, com- Ditto Moongey per ditto 70 00

mander of the ship Hunter, the Ditto Roddy,
no demand 5 000

thanks of the governor general in

council, for his assiduous attention ro demand

in insuring the success of the im- Sugar Bengal, real ist sort per

bag
20 o 00

portant commission with which he
Dittoditto 2d do. per do.

was entrusted .
Ditto Batavia, in cannisters per

3d . That the chief secretary Ditto China,in chests per Surat
Maund of 414 seers, ist sort 4 3 00

do signify the approbation of the Maund of 41 seers

governorgeneral in council to John Ditto ditto, in Mapotas per do ,

Fleming, esq. and to Messrs. Rus- Sugar candy,ist sort , per Surat

sell, Hare, and Shoolbred, and
Maund of 434 seers

Ditto ditto , 2d do. per do.

the other medical gentlemen em- Ditto ditto, 3d do. per do. 6 2 to 7

ployed on this important occasion , Raw silk China, 1stsort, per
for their diligence and ability, in pucca seer , 15 seers to a Bom

bay Maund , no demand 10 9 00

promoting at this presidency the
Ditto ( litto, 2d do. per do.

successful introduction of Dr.
Ditto ditto, 3d do . per do. 9 1 00

Jenner's discovery. Saltpetre, per bag
20 o 00

Gunnies, per 100
20 to 26 000

4th . That Mr. William Russel Benjamin, 3d sort, per Surat
be appointed to superintend the Maund of 40 seers , or 37 lbs . 13 to 14

further promotion of the benefits Ghee Caranchy, per Sur.Maund

of Dr. Jenner's discovery through- Ditto Bengal
, per do. nodemand

6 % 10

but the provinces subject to the Wheat Jambooser,per candy of
immediate government of this pre- 8 Parahs

26 o oo

sidency .
Gram Bengal, no deinand

Ditto Surat, per candy of 8 Pa

5th . That a notification be rahs
27 to 28 o oo

33 . 00

prepared and published in the Paddy, per Moora

Persian, Hinduee, Bengalese, and Cocoa-nut oil, per Bomb.Naund 3 2 00
O 00

Sanucrit languages , a cording Wood ditto , per do.

Jingerly ditto, per do.
8 000

Pepper

3

4 3.00

4 200

72 00

7 000

10 000
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10 000

85 000

Pepper Tellicherry, heavy, per

candy of 4 Robins 170 to 165 o oo

Ditto ditto , light, per do. of 20

Parahs 160 o 00

Ditto eastern , heavy, per do. of

21 Maunds 145 to 150 o 00

Ditto ditto, light, do. 140 000

Cardamums, ist sort , per Surat
Maund of 42 seers

Ditto, 2d do . per do 67 000

Ditto, 3d do. 50 o 00

Sandal wood, ist sort, at 40 to

50lbs . to a candy, of 21 Bomb.

Maunds, or 588 lbs . 200 000

Ditto, 2d. per do. 180 000

Ditto, 3d . per do. 160 o oo

Beetlenut, white, per Sur.candy

of 21 Maunds 50 000

Ditto, red , per do. 55 o 00

Calicut timber, ist sort, per co

vit 30 o 00

Ditto ditto, 2d sort 25 o 20

Ditto ditto, 3d sort 190 00

Ditto planks, per 100 Guz 55 o 00

Coir Lacadiva, per candy of 21

Black cloves
85 o 00

Red do. per Surat Maund of 42

seers (or 39lbs .) nom , price 100 o 00

Mace, per lb. no demand 7 2 00

Cassia, per do. no demand

Coffee Mocha, per Sur . Maund

of 44 seers, no demand no

minally

Almonds, per Surat Maund of

44 seers
5 o oo

Kissmisses, per do. 6 000

Dates, dry, per caudy of 22 Sur.
Maunds 35 o oo

Ditto, wet, per do. 16 to 22 o oo

Hing, per Surat Maund of 44

seers 650 00

Brimstone, per 22 Surat Maund

for 2 candy 40 o 00

Cochincal, per lb. 9 to 10 000

Saffron , free of oil, per lb. 20 o 00

Iron, per Surat candy (3 candy

to a ton) 82 o 00

Steel, per cwt, 16 ооо

Pig lead, per do . IS 2 00

Copper, in heavy sheets, per

-

Bombay Maunds 75 to 80 o 00

Copra new , per candy of 4 Ro
bins 30 o oo

Cocoa-nuts, wet, per mille of

1250 25 000

Ditto, dry, per do. 23 o 00

Dammer Malacca, per Surat

candy of 22 Maunds 70 000

Sago, per Maund 4 o oo

Quicksilver, per Surat Maund 105 o oo

Vermillion, per bundle 2 1 00

Camphor, per Maund of 42

seers, nominal 65 000

Tin , in large slabs, per Maund
40 seers 10 2 00

Ditto, in small pieces, per do.

Tutenague, per Surat Maund 8 I 00

Elephants'teeth
, ist sort, per Sur.

Maund
70 000

Cinnamon , per lb.
0 3 00

Nutmegs, per lb. 4 1 to 4 O 00

Surat Maund seers,or 37f lbs, 21 O 00

Ditto plate, per do. 22 o oo

Copper nails,per Bomb. Maund

of 28lbs . 22 o oo

Canvas, per bolt So o 00

Tar, per barrel 25 to 30 o 00

Red lead, per cwt. 14.900

White lead , per do . no demand 180 00

Arrack Batavia, per gallon

Ditto Columbo, per ditto, 1 rup.

7 annas to 1000

II 00

Rates of Exchange.

On Bengal, at 31 days siglit, 109 per

100 sicca rupees .

On Madras, variable from 340 to 360

Bombay rupees, per 100 star pagodas, at

30 days sight .

OnSurat, 106 Bombay per 100 Surat,

at 8 days.

CIVIL
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CIVIL APPOINTMENTS, &c,

BENGAL

MAY , 1802 . Dewannee Adawlut, and assistant to tho

Mr. Francis Macaughien , to be standing magistrate of the zillah of Rungpore.

counsel to the honourable company. Mr. C. Trower, to be register of the De.

Mr. J. W. Sherer, to be head assistant in wannee Adawlut, and assistant to the

the office of the accountant general . magistrate of the zillah of Behar.

Mr. George Ravenscroft, to be deputy pay. Mr. C. F. Fergusson, to be register of the

master and commissary of bazars , at the Dewannee Adawlut, and assistant to the

station of Berhampoor, in the room of magistrate of the city of Benares.

Mr. C. T. Clarke, appointed collec. Mr. E. Watson, to be register of the De

tor of Berboom. wannee Adawlut, and assistant to the

Mr. Christopher Oldfield, to be third judge magistrate of the zillah of Shahabad .

of the provincial court of appeal and Mr. S. T. Goad , to be assistant to the

court of circuit for the division of Moor- register to the court of Sudder Dewannec

shadabad . Adawlut and Nizamut Adawlut.

Mr. John Rawlins, to be third judge of the Mr. W. Spedding, to be register of the .

provincial court of appeal and court of Dewannce Adawlut, and assistant to the

circuit for the division of Patna. magistrate of the zillah of Moorshadabad .

Mr. W. W. Massic, to bejudge and magis. Mr. R. O. Wynne, to be register of the
trate of the zillah of Nuddeah . Dewannce Adawlut, and assistant to the

Mr. W. Cowell , to be judge and magistrate magistrate of the zillah of Backergunge.

of the zillah of Shahabad . Mr. R. Turner, to be assistant to the regis

Alr . J. Deane, to be judge and magistrate of ter of the Dewannee Adawlut, and second

thé zillah of Juanpore . assistant to the magistrate of the zillah of

Sir A. Seton , bart . to be judge and magis- Behar.

trate of the zillah of Berboom . Mr. C. T. Clarke, to be collector of

Mr. D. Campbell, to be judge and magis . Beerboom.

irate of the zillah of Rajesnahce . Mr. J. Miller, to be collector of Nuddeah .

Mr.J. B. Laing, to be register to the pro- Mr. C. R. Biunt, to be collector of Dacca

vincial court of appeal and court of Jelalpore.

circuit for the division of Dacca . Mr. J : Pattle, to be collector of Rajesh ahee.

Mr. W. Brodie , to be register to the pro. Mr. G. C. Master, to be assistant to the
vincial court of appeal and court of cir- collector of Benares .

cuit for the division of Moorshadabad .

Mr. E. Parker, to be register of the Dewan JUNE ,

nee Adaw'ut , and assistant to the magis. Mr. Edward Cuthbert , to be head assistant

trate of the zillah of Sarun . in the oifce of secretary to the govern ,

Mr. R. Martin , to be register of the Dewan . ment in the revenue and judicial de pari.

nee Ajawiut , and assistant to the magis.

trate of the zillah of Ramghur. Mr Cudber: Scaly , to be register to the

Mr. G. Oswald, to be register of the De. Dewannee Adawlui , and assistant to the

wannee Adawlut , and assistant to the magistrate of the city of Moorshadabad ,

magistrate of the ziliah of Burdwan . Mr. John William Paxton, assistant to the

Mr. J. M. Rees , to be register of the coinmercial resident at Luckipore and

Dewinnee Adawlui, and assistant to the Chittagong.

magistr21c of the zillah of Dacca Jelola Mr. C. Ř. Crommelia, to be commercial

pore .
resident at Benares .

Mi. H. Some ville , to be register of the Mr. Thomas Philpot, to be secretary ta

the

mert .
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DECEMBER.

1

:

7

the government in the public depart. Mr. John Taylor, to be second member of

ment. the board of trade.

Mr. Thomas Abraham , to be commercial Mr. William Archibald Edmonstone, to be

resident at Santipore. third member of the board of trade.

Mr. John Haldane, to be commercial resi . Mr. John Nathan Sealey , to be sub -secre .

dent of Luckipore and Chittagong. tary to the board of trade .

Mr. John Taylor, to be memberof the Mr. Robert Richardson, to be first assistant

board of trade ." to the import warehouse keeper.

Mr. John Cotton, to be assistant under the Mr. Charles Beecher , to be head assistant to

secretary to government in the revenue theexport warehouse keeper.

and judicial department. Mr. Charles Bayley, to be head assistant to
the commercial resident at Dacca .

JULY

Mr. Samuel Swinton, to be commercial

resident at Etawah, in the ceded pro- Mr. R. D. Brooke, to be assistant to che
vinces . salt agent at Hidgellee.

Mr. Richard Becher, to be commercial Mr. James King, to be superintendant of

resident at Bareilly, in the ceded pro- the western salt chokies, in the room of

vinces. Mr. Cunningham , resigned.

Mr. Henry William Droz, to be sub-export Mr. Charles Bayley, to be assistant tothe
warehouse -keeper. salt agent at Tumlook .

Mr. H. C. Plowden, to be collector of

government customs at Moorshadabad . JANUARY , 1803.
Mr. Charles Miiner Rickets, to be secretary Mr. John Neave, to beseniorjudge of the

to the board of trade, provincial coult of appeal and court of

Mr. John Wilton , to be commercial resident circuit for the division of Benares , and

at Dacca. agent to the governorgeneral at Benares,

Mr. James Money, to be commercial resi. Ms.Francis Hawkins, to be third judge of
dent at Keerpoy. the provincial court of appeal and court of

Mr. Andrew 'Séton, to be commercial circuit for the division of Benares,

resident at Commercolly . Mr. George Arbuthnot , to be judge of the

Mr. Henry Williams, to be commercial Dewannee Adawlut, and magistrate of the

resident at Golagore. city of Benares.

Mr. Francis Salmond, to be master attend. Sir Alexander Secon, bart. to be judge of the

ant at Fort Marlborough, vice Mr. Dewannee Adawlut , and magistrate of the

Dunlop, deceased. zillah of Tirhoot.

Mr. Thomas Brooke, to be second judge of

AUGUST the provincial court of appeal and court

Mr. Richard Thackeray, to be an assistant of circuit for the division of Benares.

in the office of the secretary to the board Mr. W. R. Munro , to succeed Doctor John
of revenue, and in the office of the Persian Fleming as a presidency surgeon.

and Bengal translator to the board . Thehonourable A. Ramsay, to take charge

Mr. Gilbert Coventry Master, re-appointed of the factory of Jungepore.

assistant to the register of the Dewannce Mr. Alexander Russell, surgeon, to succeed

Adawlut, and second assistant to the Mr. James Hare, as surgeon to the hose

magistrate of the zillah of Beerboom . pital at the presidency for the reception

of insane persons .

Mr. John Cotton , to be inspector of opium ,

Mr. Chriſtopher Smith , to be superintend . in theroom of Doctor John Fleming.

ant of the honourable company's spice Mr. W. R. Munro, second member of the

plantations at Prince ofWales's island. medical board , to be joint inspector of

Opium .

OCTOBER Mr. Robert Vansittart, to be assistant to
Honourable Charles Andrew Bruce, to be the secretary to the board of trade,

third judge of the provincial court of Mr. R. T. Farquhar, to be the commis
appeal and circuit for thedivision of Cal. sioner on the part of the British govern

cuita, in the room of Mr. Stonchouse, ment for conducting the restitution of the

resigned . eastern settlements to the Batavian repube

Mr. Charles Theophilus Metcalfe, to be lic , in conformity to the terms of the

assistant in the office of the chief secretary definitive treaty of peace between Great

to the government. Britain and France, concluded at Amiege

Mr. Peter Speke, to be scaior member of on the 27th of March, 1801.

the board of trade.
Mr. W

SEPTEMBER .
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Mr. W, Farquhar, to besecretary .. assistant to the commercial resident at
Patna,

FEBRUARY . MARCH .

Mr. Joh

Mr. M.Leslie, to be member of the board Mr. T. H. Ernst, to be judge and magis .
of revenue. trate of the zillah of Beerboom .

Mr. John Fombelle, to be secretary to go . Mr. Thomas Hayes, to be judge and magis,

vernment for the affairs of the provinces trate of the zillah of Hooghly.

ceded by the Nawaub vizier, Mr. Courtney Smith, to be judge and ma .

Mr. Græme Mercer, acting secretary to gistrate of the zillah ofMidnapore.

the lieutenant-governor and board of Mr. John Miller, to be judge and magistrate
commissioners, to be secretary to the of the zillalı of Rhamnghur.

government of affairs in the provinces Mr. Robert Keith Dick, to be judge and
ceded by the Nawaub vizier, until Mr. magistrate of the zillah of Sylhet.

Fombelle's arrival at Fort William , and The honourable Frederick Fitzroy, to be
until further orders. judge and magistrate of the zillah of

Mr. Archibald Seton, to be senior judge of Bareilly, in the ceded provinces.

the court of appeal and circuit for the Mr. Alexander Wright, to be judge and
provinces ceded by the Nawaub vizier, magistrate of the zillah of Moradabad,

and agent to the governor general in the in the ceded provinces.

ceded provinces. Battye, to be collector of Dacca,

Mr. A. Welland, to be second judge of the Mr. George Webb, to be collector of Dina

court of appeal and circuit . , gepore .

Mr. Henry Sirachey, to be third judge of Mr. William Armstrong, to be collector of

the courtof appeal and circuit. Jessore.

Mr. John Ryley, to be judge and magis. Mr. Richard Shurbrick , to be collector of
trate of the zillah of Etawah . Midnapore .

Mr. James T. Grant, to be judge and Mr. Thomas Frederick Bevan , to be col
magistrate of the zillah of Furruckabad . lector of Moorshadabad ,

Mr. John Stracey , to be judge and magis- Mr. James Donnithorne, to be collector of

trate of the zillah of Cawnpore. Nuddeah.

Mr. William Towers Smith; to be judge Mr. John Thornhill, to be collector of the
and magistrate of the zillah of Allahabad. twenty -four pergunnahs.

Mr. John Ahmuty, to be judge and magis . Mr. F. Vansittart,to be collector of Purnea.
trate of the zillah of Goruck pore . Mr. Archibald Montgomerie, to be collec,

Mr. G. D. Guthrie , to officiate as magis. tor of Rungpore.

trate in the northern parts of the zillahs Mr. C. S. Maling, ta be collector of Sylhet.
of Moradabad and Bareiliy. Mr. James B. Laing, to be collecior of

Mr. W. Leycester, to becollector of zillah Tipperak .

Moradabad . Mr. John Adam , to be collector of Goruck

Mr. T. Thornhill, to be collector of zillah pore, in the ceded provinces.

of Bareilly . Mr. John Sanford , io be register to the

Mr. R. Cunynghame, to be collector of provincial courtof appeal and circuit for

zillah Etawah . the division of Benares.

Mr. Græme Merçer, to be agent to the Mr. Francis Law, to be register to the pro.
governor general at Furruckabad . vincial court of appeal and circuit for the

Mr. Claud Russel , to act as agent at Fur- division of Dacca .

ruckabad, during the absence of Mr. Mr. William Edward Rees, to be register

Græme Mercer. to the provincial court of appeal and
Mr. John Routledge , to be collector of circuit for the division of Patna .

zillah Cawnporę. Mr. Richard Comyns Birch, to be posto

Mr. Richard Ahmuty, to be collector of master general.

zillah Allahabad . Mr. Colin Shakespear, to be deputy collec.

Mr. John Routledge, to be collector of tor of Calcutta town duties, in the room

zillah Goruckpore . ofMr.John Thornhill .

Mr. Samuel Swinton , to be commercial Mr. John Addison , 10 be collector of 80.
resident at Etawah . vernment customs at Hoogbiy.

Mr. Richard Beecher, to be commercial Mr. Christopher Roberts , to be fourth

resident at Bareilly, judge of the provincial court of appeal
Mr. Jobo Patenson, to be commercial and circuit for the division of Dacca.

resident at Goruck pore.

Mr. C. R. Crommelin, so be commercial

resident atMow and Azeemghur. Mr. William Parker, to be judge of the

Ms. John Pascal Larkins, to be head D.wadnice

APRIL
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wan .

Dewannee Adawlut, and magistrate of records in the governor general's offices

the zillah of Momengsing, vice Mr. Adam, appointed to be collec

Mr. George Webb, to be collector of Burd . tor of Goruck poor.

Mr. W. B. Martin and Mr. C.T. Metcalfe,

Mr. Robert Graham , to be collector of to be assistants in the governor general's

Dinagepore .
office .

Mr. Robert Bathurst, to be superintendant Mr. W, B. Bayley, to be assistant in the

of the salt department in the territories governor general's office , and in the of ,

ceded by the Nawaub vizier . fice of the Persian secretary to govern .

Mr. Edward Walter Blunt, to be assistant ment.

to Mr. Bathurst. Mr. Charles Beecher, to be superintendant

Mr. C. D'Oyley, to be keeper of the of the midland salt chokjes .

MADRAS.

:

1

MAY , 1802. Mr. Nathaniel Webb , to be second judge,

Mr. Macartom Simon , to be Armenian do, do,

translator and interpreter to the supreme ' Mr. Gearge Read, to be third judge, do.

court of judicature at Madras . do -Register, Mr. J. S. Savory .

Mr. Charles J. R. Ellis , to be assistant un. Mr. John Rowley, to be first judge of the

der the secretary to the government in court of circuit and of appeal, for the

the revenue and judicial department. southern division .

Mr. Eugene Pernon, to be master attend . Mr. John Read, to be second judge, do.

ant at Pondicherry . do.

Mr. J. H. D. Ogilvie, to be head assistant Mr. Thomas Anstey, to be third judge,

to the manager of beetle and tobacco do. do .-- Register, Mr. W. K. Irwin .

supplies, &c . &c . Mr. Robert Rickards, to be first judge of

Mr. Stephen Harris, to be second assistant the court of circuit and of appeal for

to do . do . Malabar.

R , A. Maitland, esq . to be one of his ma- Mr. Jolin Strachey , to be second judge,

jesty's justices oi the peace for the town do. do .

oi Madraspatnam , &c . Mr. Beilby Hodgson, to be third judge,

Mr. H. Compion, to act as junior counsel do. do .--- Register, Mr. T. W. Kéate.

to the honourable company. Mr. T. Townsend , to be judge of the zil .

Mr. Charles Weatherell, to be paymaster Jah court of Guntoor. - Register, Mr.

at Madura. A. G. Blake .

Mr. George Moore, assistant to the chief Mr. F. C. Greenway, to be judge of the

sccretary to the government, to have zillah court of Caroongooly . Register,

charge of the issue and receipt of pass- Mr. D Court.

ports . Mr. William Mainwaring, to be collector

in the zillah of Guntoor.

JULY Mr. James Hepburn , to be collector in the

Mr. A. Falconar, to be register of the ziliah of Carangooly .

Sudder Adawlet and Foujdarry Adaw- Mr. William Garrow , to be subordinate

let. collector in Coimbatoor.

Mr. Andrew Scott, to be first judge of the Mr. W. Harvey, to be subordinate collec.
court of circuit and of appeal for the tor in Malabar .

northern division . Mr. G. W. Gilio, to be do. do .

Mr. Robert Malcolm , to be second judge, Mr. F. Gahagan , to be deputy posi-master

do. do .
general .

Mr. William Brown, to be third judge, Mr. Charles Maxtone, to be postmaster

do . dg .-kegister, Mr. RH. Lathon. general and military paymaster at the

Mr. William Gordon, to be first judge of presidency.

the court of circuit and of appeal, for the Mr. Robert Fullerton , to be commercial

senire division), resident at Ingeram .

Mr.
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Mr. George Maidman, to be deputy com

mercial resident at Ingeram .

Mr. M. G. Hudson , to be deputy post

master at Guntoor.

AUGUST .

Mr. Archibald Douglas, to be assistant

under the principal collector in Mala
bar.

The Rev. James Estcourt Atwood , to be

acting junior chaplain at the presidency.

SEPTEMBER .

Mr. T. A. Oakes , to be assistant under

the secretary to the board of revenue .

Mr. George Paske , to be assistant under

the collector of Nellore and Ongole .

Mr. F. A. Robson , to be assistant under

the collector of Ganjam .

Mr. J. N. Watts, to be assistant under the

collector of Dindigul.

Mr. Robert Douglass, to be deputy com

mercial resident at Tinnevelly.

Mr. Le Messurier, to be mint master , vice

Grant.

Mr. Hallett, to be register to the Sudder

Dewannee Adawlut , vice Rickards, ap

pointed chiefjudge in Malabar.

Mr. Grant , to be fecretary to government,

vice Rickards , do . do.

Mr. Warden , to be deputy secretary in the

public departments of government, vice
Le Messarier.

Ms. White , to be deputy secretary in the

political and secret departments, vice

Grant .

Mr. Shank , to be private secretary to the

bon . the governor, vice Grant.

JANUARY, 1803.

Mr. F.'B. V. Dayrell , to be assistant te

the Persian translator to government.

Mr. J. Hodgson , to be junior member of

the board of revenue .

Mr. E. C. Greenway, 10 be secretary to

government in the revenue and judicial

departments.

Mr. George Stratton , to be judge of the

court of Adawiut in the zillah of Chine

gleput .

Mr. David Cockburn , to be collector of

the northern division of Arcot, and of

the western peishcush .

Mr. James Cochrane , to he judge of the

court of adaulet in the zıllah of Salem.

Mr Edward Powney , to be register of

do. do .

Mr. E. R. Hargrave, to be collector of

the zillah of do , do .

Mr. S. R. Lushington , to be register of the

Sudder Adawlut and Sudder Foujdarry
Adawlut.

Mr. William Thackerray, to be collector

of Tinnevelly and of the ſouthern polyn

gar peishcush .

Mr. Peter Bruce and Mr. George Parish ,

10 be subordinate collectors under the

principal collector in the ceded districts.

Mr. Charles Hyde, to be assistant under

the collector of the southern division of

Arcot .

FEBRUARY .

Alexander Anstrutler , esq . to be advocate

general to the honourable company.

MARCH

Boyd , esq.

NOVEMBER

Mr. Daniel Craufurd , to be secretary to

the board of trade ,

Mr. A. H. Kelso, to be assistant to the

collector of the northern division of

Arcot.

Mr. Francis Ellis , to be secretary to the

board of revenue .

Mr. William Watis, to be deputy secre

tary to do.

Mr. John Cotton , to be assistant to the

collector of Tanjore.

The hon. George Melville Leslie, to act

as president of the court of justices of

the peace, during the absence of Wm.

Mr. James Cochrane, to be collector of

Ramnad and Tinnevelly.

Mr. S. Dacre, to be assistant under the

collector of Tanjore .

Mr. William Thackery, to be judge of the

court of Adawlut, in the Zillah of Ma.

sulipatam .

Mr. Ė. B. V. Dayrell, to be register to

ditto.

Mr. Richard Comyos Birch , to be com

missioner for carrying into effect the res .

titutions to be made to the French ard

Batavian republics, in the provinces of

Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, under the

definitive treaty of peace concluded beo

tween his majesty and those republics

respectively ,

Mr. Jeremiah Scarman , assistant surgeon ,

to do duty in the dispensaty at the presie

dency.
Mr.

DECEMBER

Mr. K. Dalrymple, ' to be sheriff for the

Town of Madraspatnam and its depen
dencies for the ensuing year.

Mr. J. V. Agnew , to be assistant under

the chief secretary to the government in

the secret department.

Mr. T. Robioson , to be assistant to the

collector in the second division of Ma.

sulipalam .
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APRIL Mr. Thomas N. Aufrere, to be judge of
Mr. Charles Maidman, to be assistant un . the Zillah of Salem .

- der the commercial resident at Ingeram. Mr. John Long, to be assistant to the

Mr. William Garrow, to be collector of regiſter of the Sudder Adawlut and Südt

Coimbatore .
derFoujdary Adawlut.

Mr. Thomas Fraser , to be head assistant Mr. C. M. Lushington, to be do. do.

to the collector of government customs.

BOMBAY..

mere,

MAY , 1802 . Raymond Snow , George Smith, Sam.

Mr. Thomas Lechmere, to be military and Rolleson, and Francis Warden, esqrs . to

marine paymaster at Surat , vice Church , be junior merchants to fill up vacancies

resigned, preparatory to his proceeding in that list .

to Europe. Messrs . Morrison, Kinlock , Hodgson ,

Mr. Alexander Adamson , to be marine Pearson, and Craigie, to be factors,

paymaster at the presidency , vice Lech. do . do.

NOVEMBER .

JULY . Mr. Alexander Falconar, to be junior mem.

Doctor Mc Gregor, being the senior sure ber of the board of revenue.

geon arrived from the Red Sca, to be Mr. Crawford , to be civil paymaster, vice

appointed to the charge of the Lazaretto Pearson, gone home.

on Butcher's Island . Assistant Surgeon Mr. J. B. Bellasis, to be an assistant to

Hine, to be appointed to succeed Doctor the warehouse-keeper.

Short in the medical duties of the Resi

dency at Bagdad , r4th July, 1802. JANUARY , 1803 .

AUGUST . Richard Willis Cowart, esq . to be a se

John Hope Oliphant, esq . to be alderman, nior merchant, vice Wensley, deceaſed .

vice Lechmere.
John Taddy Dyne, esq. do. do . vice Wat.

Stuart Moncrieff Threiplaud, esq. to be kios, gone home.

the hon. company's standing counsel. Robert Rickards, esq . do. do. vice Smce,

Volunteer Francis Salmond , to be master do. do .

attendant at FortMarlbrough , vice Duo . Mr. John H. Bellasis , to be assistant to
lop, deceased. Thomas Lecbmere, esq .

Mr.Hugh Munro, to be assistant to the Mr. Julian Skrine, to be second assistant

custom master at Surat, vice Ramsay, to the commercial board at Surat.

Nicholas Hankey Smith, esq . to be Per.

Mr. Thomas Finch , to be register to the sian translator to government, vice Wil.

court of Adawlut at Surat , vice Munro. son , gone home.

Mr. Drury, to be agent for buildings and James Law , esq . to be paymaster of ex.

repairs,marinepaymaster and mintmaster traordinaries and of company's allow

at Surat, vice Lechmere, called to the ances to the king's troops and deputy

presidency. military paymaster general, vice Smee,

Mr. Wren , to be postmaster at Surat, vice
do. do.

Lechmere, do .

Mr. G. L. Prendergrast, military pay Mr. Alexander Bell , to be senior mer.

master to the garrison at Surat and to the chant , vice Fawcett, goue home.

troops serving in the Guzeratte. Mr. John Strachy , to be do. vice Kirk.

patrick, gone home.

Mr. R. Goodwin , to be deputy reporter of

William Arvey, esq . to the rank of a se. external commerce.

nior merchant, vice Leshmers , called John Foll, esq. to be accountant general,
into council. vice Fawcett, gone home.

Henry

gone home .

APRIL .

OCTO R.
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Henry Shank , esq. to be civil auditor, ant and examiner to do. vice Elphin
vice do . do. ston , do .

John Elphinston, esq. to be deputy ac. James Kinloch , esq. to be assistant to the

countant general, vice Fell, promoted . civil auditor, vice Shank, promoted .

William Crawford, esq. to be first assist .

ESTABLISHMENTS OF CEYLON .

CIVIL APPOINTMENTS.

ment.

NOV IMDBR. William Montgomery, esq . to be assistant

William Boyd, esq . to be president of the to the agent of revenue for the district

court of justices of the peace for the of Poiatde Galle,

town , fort , and district of Columbo .

Captain William Pollock , to be vice pre DECEMBLR .

sident. Mr. George Laughton, to be acting master

attendant at the fort of Columbo, dur.

And tbe following Gentlemen to be Mem . ing the absence of Mr. James Gordon,

bers of tbe said Court. who has leave to proceed to Beogal.

Thehon. George Melville Leslie, Robert Mr. Richard Plasset will continue to act

Boyd , esq . Thomas Christie, esq. the as secretary to council, and first assista

rev . James Cordiner, Geo. Arbuthnot, ant to the chief secretary of govern

esq . Geo. Gregory, esq . Hen. Powney,

csq . T. A. Reeder, esq. James Gordon, MAY, 1803

esq . T. Fraser, esq . John Orr, esq . The hon. G. M. Leslie, to be superin

Anthony Bertolocci, esq . Michael Rey- tendent of cinnamon plantations, vice

nolds, esq. Richard King, esq . Conville, resigned.

Frederic Baron Mybus, to be sitting ma- AlexanderCadeli, esq. to be paymaster

gistrate for the space between the Calle general, vice Leslie,

Gate and the Tamarind Tree, &c . Alexander Johnstone, esq . to be deputy

Anthony Bertolocci , esq . to be siuing ma- paymaster of the eaſtern district, vice

gistrate for the pertah and ſuburbs of Cadell.

Columbo, as far as the Grand Pals and Mr. Eric Matfield, to be secretary to the

Mutwall. provincial court at Columbo.

Alexander Cadell, esq . to be deputy pay- Mr. John Lorenz, to be secretary to the
master of the eastern district. provincial court of Matura.

Richard Platket, esq . to be first assistant Mr. Austin Flower, to act as sitting ma.

in the chief secretary's office. gistrate for the pottah of Columbo, till

John Angus, esq . to be secretary to the further orders .

sub-committee of superintendence. Mr. Charles Manage, to be assistant to

William Erskine Campbell , esq . to be the superintendent of cinnamon planta

assistant to the agent of revenue and tions , has leave of absence to proceed

commerce for the district of Chilaw and 10 sea for one month , for the benefit of

Purelam . his health .

€

JIILITARY
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MILITARY PROMOTIONS, & c.

BENGAL

In the Hon . COMPANY's Troops.

MAY , 1802 . of the 2d brigade of Native Cavalry, vice

By the GOVERNOR GENERAL in Fowlis, permitted to resign. Lieutenant
COUNCIL

Alexander Macleod , of the 5th regiment

ush Native Infantry. Capt. Lieut . James of Native Cavalry, to be Quartermaster

Mc Pherson , to be Capt . of a company, of that corps, vice West, promoted.

from the 10th May 1802, vice Barclay , Mr. Charles Wetherell, to be Paymaster
deceased . Lieut. W. A. Thompson , to and Garrison Storekeeper of Madura and

be Capt. Lieut . from the oth May 1802, its dependencies, vice Thursby, dec.

vice Mc Pherson, promoted . Ensign General Orders by the COMMANDER in

W. D. E. Dickson, to be Lieut. from ČRIEF .

the 10th of May 1802 , vice Thomson, Lieut . Col. F. Capper, from the 1st bato

promoted. Mr. James Hare, to be as . talion 4th regiment Native Infantry, is

sistant surgeon , (junior), to the marine appointed to the 2d battalion 19th regia

department, and Mr. Hare to assume the ment, and directed to join that corps at

medical charge of the marine , in conse- Masulipatam . Lieut . Col. Bannerman,

quence of the absence of Mr. Hunter , from the 2d battalion 19th regiment, is

surgeon. posted to the 2d battalion 4th Nat. Inf.

1466 Native Infantry. Capt. Lieut. Wil

liam Dick, io be Capt. of a company, JUNL .

from the 17th May 1802, vice Morris, Mr. Alexander Russell , to be Surgeon to
deceased . Lieut. and Brevet Capt . John the Governor General . Major Wilson ,

Leathart, to be Capt. Lieut, from the 17th to be Town Major, vice Licut. Colonel

May 1802, vice Dick , promoted. En- Woodington .

sign HenryAnderson , to be Lieut. from The undermentioned officers, lately pro
the 17th May 1802 , vice Leathart, pro- mored, are posted to curps , as follows:
moted .

Lieut. J. Matthew , 6N . R. 2 B. next

asib Native Infantry. Capt. Wm. Berk- below F. Bowes. Lieut. J. Johastone,

ley, to be Major, vice Hunt, transferred 17 do. 1 B. next below J. Lucas. Lieut.

to the invalid establishment ; date of E. M. Gwynne, 16 do . 2 B. next below

commission , gih May 1802. Captain W. Kenny Lieut. E. S. Patishall, 15

Lieut. F. K. Aiskel!, 1o be Capt . of a do. 1 B. next below J. Shene. Lieut.

company , vice Berkley , promoted ; date R. Melbourne, 10 do. 1 B. next below

of commission, gth May 1802. Lieut. A. Grant. Lieut . J. Morgan , 12 do.

James Duncan, to be Capt . Lieut . vice 1 B. next below C. F. Smyth. Lieut.

Aiskell , promoted ; date of commission, J. Ogilvie, 17 do. 2 B. next below R.

gth May 1802 . Delgairns . Lieut. H. Hervey , 12 do.

161b Native Infantry. Ensign R , B. 2 B. next below J. Morgan . Lieut. P.

Bourne, to be Lieut.; date of rank to be King, 6 do. 2 B. vext below J. Kennett .

settled hereafter. Capt. Edward Bache- Lieut. T. Roebuck , 17 do. 1 B. next be

lor, of the 5th native reg. to be deputy low J. Ogilvie. Licut. E.S. Sweetland ,

judgeadvocate of the subsidiary force, 15 do . 2 B. next below J. Napier. Lieut.

vice Berkeley, promoted. J. Tagg, 3 do 2 B. next below G. Hun .

Col. John Collins, resident at the court of Lieut. C. Cracroft, M. E. R. at

Doulut Rao Scindiah , to be one of his ex- Masulipatam , next below F, Cregoe.

cellency's honorary aides- du - cainp. Lieut. T. Grut, M. E. R. at do, next

Licut . M. H. West, of the 5th regiment of below F. Brown. Ensign W. Griffene

Native Cavalry, to be Major of Brigade hoof, 9 R. N. I. 1 B. Ensign A. Mit

chell

ter .
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chell, 14 R. N. I. 1 B. Ensign T.

Hunter, 16 R.N. I. 1 B. Ensign J. H.

Hamilton, 8 R. N. I. 1 B.

Capt . J. Colebrooke, of the 8th native

regiment, to be Deputy Adjutant General

of the subsidiary force.

+

JULY DECEMBER .

Artillery. Capt. Lieut. J. Nelly, to be Ensigns R. Guille, T. Chambers , J. W.
Capt. of a company, from the 18th of Oliver, W. Taylor, H. Ryder, P.Hun

June 1802, vice Dunn, deceased . Lieut. ter , W. Griffenhouse; C. Wilson, and

N. Macalister, to be Capt . Lieut. from J. B. Scoelers to be Lieutenants.

the 18th of June 1832 , vice Nelly, pro
moted . JANUARY, 1803.

11 Reg. Native Infantry. Capt. Thomas Lieut . T. Fraser, of the Corps ofEngineers,

Hawkins , to be Major, vice Prole , pró . to be Deputy Secretary of the Military

moted . Capt. Lieut . R. Broughton , to Board. Licut. Graot Warburton , of the

be Capt. ofa company, vice Hawkins, 15th Native regiment, to the situation of

promoted. Brevet Capt, and Lieut, W. Assistant Secretary to that Board . Lieut.

Cuppage, to be Capt. Lieut. vice Brough- J. Duncombe, of the 13th Native reg. to

ton , promoted. Ensign G. B. Selwyn , be Fort Adjutant at Vellore. Lieut. B.

to be Licut vice Cuppage, promoted. Sydenham, of the Corps of Engineers of

1816 Reg. Native Inf. Ensign A. Arm- the Establishment of Fort St. George , is

strong, to be Lieut. from the 30th of appointed Aide-du - Camp to his Excel.

June 1802, vice Slade, deceased . lency the Governor General, and Captain

2dReg. Native Inf. Ensign Godwin P. General of the Land Forces in the East

Seward, to be Lieut. vice Shaw, de- Indies, in the room of Captain H. V.

ceased , date of rank, 28th April 1802. White . Lieut . B. Camac, of his Ma

14 Reg . NativeInf. Ensign W. Perkins, jesty's 76th regiment of Foot, is appoint

to be Lieut. vice Gordon, deceased , 27th ed Aide.du - Camp to his Excellency the

April 1802. Governor General, and Captain General

1016 Reg. Native Inf. Capt. Licut. G. of the Land Forces, in the room of Licut.

Macmeron, to be Capt. of a company , H. Brisco. Lieut. Hardy, of hisMajes

from the 3d of January 1802, vice Tur- ty's both regiment, to act as Quarters

ner, deceased . Lieut. and Brevet Capt. master with the detachment of troops as

E. Voyle, to be Capt. Licut. from the sembled in the district of Wynaad .

3d of January 1802, vice Macmeron, 4th Reg. Native Inf. Ensign A.Stock , to be

i promoted. Ensign H. Sparks, to be Lieut .; date of commission 29th De.

Lieut. from the 3d of January, 1802 , cember 1802 .

vice Voyle, promoted. 1116 Reg. Native Inf. Licut. Edw. W.

Snow, to be Adjutant of the 2d battalion

NOVEMBER of the 12th regiment , vice Steward , der

Licut. V. Blacker, to be Assistant Deputy ceased ; date of commission , 29th De.

Quarter-master General , and Captain of cember 1802.

Guides in the Department of the Quarter

master General. Mr. James Gilmer, to

be Garrison Surgeon of Seringapatam . Mr. John Mackenzie, to be Military Pay

Lieut , G. Munro, to be Capt . Licut. master General.

APRIL .

MADRAS.

In the Hon . COMPANY's Troops.

JULY 1802 . Fort St. George, are admitted accord .

-By sbe COMMANDER in Chirr . ingły : Mr. Horatio Newington , Cadet

The undermentioned Gentlemen having of Infantry ; Mr. J. Meredith (of season

produced certificates of their appointment 1800 ) Cadet of Cavalry; Mr. Rowland

to be Cadets on the Establishment of Jefferies, Cadet of Infantry ; Mr. David

Rossy
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Ross, to be Cadet of Infantry, Mr. J.J. command at Madura . Mr. Surgeon Gala

Meredith , promoted to the rank of Cornet. loway , to be Garrison Surgeon at Masu

Lieut. Morrison , of the Artillery , to be an lipatam , vice Nicol, permitted to proceed

Assistant to the Superintendent of the to Europe on furlough . Mr. G. Syden

Mysore Survey. ham and Mr. W. Ormsby, are admitted

Mr. John Blackiston , of the Engineers, to as Cadets on this establishment. Meflrs .

be an Ensign in that corps. S. Dyer, S. J. Riviere, J. Whitfield ,

Season 1800. Cadets of Cavalry, Rob . and W. Scott, to be Assistant Surgeons

Smith, and J. J. Meredith ; Cadets of on this establishment. Mr. F. Leonard ,

Infantry, R. Jefferies and D. Ross ; As- to be Cornet of Cavalry .

sistant Surgeons, D. Ainslie, J. Harle ,

and J. Jefferies.
DICEMBER .

Lieut . Col. P. Maxwell, to command at Capt. Licut. H. Bowen , to be Capti of a
the cantonment of Arcot . Mr. Assistant company,. Lieut. C. Rand, to be Capt.

Surgeon Duncan Mc Gibbon , to be a

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER .

Lieut. " Lieut. C. P. Clarke, to be Adjus

Surgeon, vice Barbor, deceased . Mr. tant of the ist battalion 16th Native re

J. Harley, to be an Assistant Surgeon on giment. Mr. Surgeon White, is posted

this establishment to the ist battalion of Artillery. Mr.

Surgeon Wilson , and Mr. Assistant Sur.

geon Trotter, to the 8th regiment, and

Mr. Assistant Surgeon Stephenson, late appointed to the 2d battalion. Mr. Sur

Medical Storekeeper at Seringapalam, is geon Steddy , of the 11th regiment, is

posted to the ist battalion 5th regiment
removed from the ist to the ad battalion .

Native Infantry . Mr. Assistant Surgeon Ensigns R. Guille, T. Chambers, J. W.

Harley, is appointed to the General Oliver, W. Tyler, H. Rydet, P. Hun

Hospital at the Presidency. ter, W. Griffenhouse, C. Wilson, and

J. B. Schouler, to be Lieutenants.

Capt. Lieut. T. Seaton, to be Capt. of a '

Lieutenants. W. Robertson , 15th regiment company. Lieut . J. Hawkins, to be

Native Inf. 2d battalion , next below J. Capt. Lieut. Ensign P. Morell , to be

Skene.-- Hon. R. M. Jones, igth do. ist Lieut. Lieut . W. F. Stewart, to be Ad

do. D. Lawrie W.Pitchford , and C. jutant of the 2d battalion 12th regiment

Hall , 26th do . Ist do . E. M. Gwynne. of Native Infantry. Col. J. Montresor,

H. Wakeman .-W. Jones, Igth do . of his Majesty's Soth regiment, to com

ist do . H. Vincent. - J. Warburton, mand the troops in the province of Man

17th do . 3d do. J. Roebuck .-J. labar .

Wilson, 3d do. Ist do . J. Tagge

C. F Peile, ad do . ist do . B. Coombe JANUARY 1803 .

F. Brown , 13th do . 2d do . W. Jones Capt . W. Shaw, to be Assistant Adjutant

J. Lambe, 17th do . ist do. J. War- General . Ensign G. Jackson, to the

bertan . - C . Kingdom , 3d do. 2d do. rank of Lieut . Lieut. J. Grant, to be

J. Wilson . his Lordship's Military Secretary , vice

Easigns. R. Guille , sth reg . Nat. Inf. Orr. Capt. Marriot , to be Town Major

ad battalion . W. Kutzleben , Madras of Vellore . Lieut . Colonel Chalmers

European regiment at Masulipatem . J from the 2d battalion 14th regiment, ia

Ardah, 14th regiment Nat . Inf. 2d bats posted to the 2d battalion : Sih regimeni ;

talion . J. T. Palmer, Madras European and Lieut, Col. ) . Cuppage, is removed

regiment at Masulipatam , from the latter to theformer corps . Mr.

Lieut. Col. Kinsey, from the ist battalion Assistant Surgeon Moor is stationed at

29th regiment to the 2d battalion 19th the Presidency General Hospital . Mr.

regiment. Lieut . Col. Capper, from the Conductor Zscherple is posted to the

ad battalion 19th regimentto the ist bat. Arsenal of Fort St. George, and Mr. Con.

talion sgth regiment. Major W. Berke- ductor Schaeffer is appointed to the De.

ley , froin the ist to the ad battalion of partment of Commissary of Scores with

the 15h regiment ; and W.S. Limerick , the Subsidiary Force . Lieut Colonel

from the ed to the 1st battalion of that Muoro, of his Majesty's Scotch Brigade, '

corps. Capt. A Maitlana , from the 1st to ommand at Poonamalie , vice , Cole

to the ad battalion of the 6th regiment; S. John .

and Capt. H Evans, from the 27 to the Corps of Artillery. Lieut . C. W. Cragie,
1st batialios of that corps . Ensign to be Capt. Lieut, vice Hathway, dea

Ardagh, from the gu to the 1st b tralia ceaed ; date of rank , 8th January 1803.

of the 14th regiment. 1814 Rig . Native Inf. Capt. Lieut. T.

Lieut Col. A. Dyce, to command at Pala B.yaes, to be Capi. of a company, vice

lamcottah, and Major T. Greeng to Phillips,
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Phillips , deceased ; date of commission, to the 1st battalion, and Capt. R. Brice;
141h December 1802. Lieut . R. Ma. from the ist to the ad battalion of the ist

riott , to be Capt . Lieut. vice Baynes, regiment Native Infantry. Capt. C. D.

promoted ; date of commission , 14th Bruce, is removed from the ist to the ad

December, 1802. baitalion , and Capt. N. T. Showers,

Capt. Lieut. Webb Stone, of the Corps of from the 2d to the 1st battalion of the

Artillery, to beAide-du- Camp,and Capt. 4th regiment of Native Infantry. Lieut.

G. Hadow, of the 8th Native regiment, W. Bruce, is removed from the gd to the

to beMajor of Brigade to Major General ist battalion of the 13th regiment of Na.

Smith . Capt. T. Baynes , of the 2d bat- tive Infantry.

talion 18th Native regiment , to be Town

Major of that station, vice Grant. Lieut .

J. Turner, to be Adjutant of the ift bat. Ensign R. Hunter, to be Lieuto ; date of

talion 15th Native regiment. commission , 7th February 1803, to com .

plete the establishment . Mr. G.Flint, Ca.

FEBRUARY . det of Cavalry, to be a Cornet; date of

Capt. J. Jones, is removed from the 2d to commission , 4th March 1803 .

MARCH.

BOMBAY.

In the Hon . COMPANY'S Troops.

MAY , 1802 . Mr. Assistant Surgeon W. D. Greaves

By the GOVERNOR in COUNCIL . appointed to the 1st battalion gth regio

Capt. J. Beete , of the 2d battalion ment Native Infantry. Mr. J. Howel

9th regiment Native Infantry, to be Jones , to be an Assistant Surgeon on this

Major of Brigade to the Forces in Guze . Establishment . Ensign Evans, of the

rat, vice Williams, of the European 11th regiment Native Infantry, to be

regiment, appointed to the command of Assistant under the Superintendant of the

the Fort of Kaira. stud at Ganjam , with a salary of thirty

pagodas per month from the 16th Marck

JUNE . last.

Third Reg. Native Inf. Acting Ensign
Challon to be Ensign to fill a vacancy ; JULY .

date of rank , 15th June 18c2 . Infantry . Major C. Patrick, to be Licut.

Fifib Reg. Native Inf. Acting Ensign Col. vice Macdonald ; date of rank, 3d

D. Blyth , to be Ensign to fiH a vacancy ; July 1802.

date of rank, 15th June 1802. Acting 615 Regiment Native Inf. Capt. J. W.

Ensign W. Sweet, to be Ensign to fill a Morris, to be Major, vice Patrick, pro

vacancy ; do . moted ; date of rank , do . Capt . Licut.

Capt. C. T. Cooper, of the 2d battalion , B. Baker, to be Capt . of a company ,

13th Nativeregiment, to the Non - effec- vice Morris, promoted ; date of rank, doo

tive Establishment at his own request. Lieut. H. Roome, to be Capt. Lieut.

3d Reg. Native Cav. Lieut . M. West, to vice Baker , promoted ; date of rank ,do.

be Adjutant, vice Russell, resigned . Ensign J. Fenner Hughes, to be Lieut.

2d Battalion , 1316 Native Inf. Lieut. J. vice Roome, promoted ; date of rank,

M. Whyte, to be Adjutant, vice Sinclair, do .

resigned. European Infantry. Lieut. W. Sandwich ,

1216 Reg. Native Inf. Licut. T. Pollock, to be Quarier-master, vice Mitchell, gone

to be Capt. Lieut. vice M'Donald, de- to Europe on furlough ; date of rank ,

ceased ; date ofrank, 26th May , 1802 . 3d July,1802 .

8.b Rorg. Native Inf. Ensign R. Fenwick, goh Reg. Native Inf. Capt. Lieut . D.
to be Lieut. date of rank to be settled Seton, to be Capt. of a company, vice

hereafter. Gilmer, retired in England ; date of rank ,

1316 Reg. Native Inf. Capt. Lieut. T. 20th of March 1300. Ensign G. B.

Sydenham , to be Captain of a company , Brookes, to be Licut. vice Iliff, pro

Lieut . C. Hodgson, to be Capt. Lieut. moted, 26th May, 1800.

Lieut.
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Lieut. Marston, of his Majesty's 86th regi- Beete, promoted ; do. Ensign David

ment, to be Aide-de-camp , in the room Gwynne, to be Lieut. vice Peché, pro

of Major Wilson, resigned . moted ; do.

By ebe CommanDING OFFICER of the Lieut. Col. J. Taylor, to be struck off the

FORCES . Effective List , andthe following promo

Lieut . Col. J. Wiseman , from the 1st bat. tions to take place in consequence ,viz.

talion ad regiment Native Infantry, to the Infantry. Major H. Fridge , to be Lieut.

regiment of European Infantry. Lieut. Col. vice Taylor, removed to the Non

Col. H. Oakes, from the regiment of effective List; ' date of rank, 12th Oct.

European Infantry, to the isi battalion 1802 .

7th regiment Native Infantry. Lieut . 81b Regiment. Capt. J. Boden, to be Ma

Col. A. Disney, from the 1st bat. jor, vice Fridge, promoted ; do . Capt.

talion 31 regiment Native Infantry , ito Lieut, S. B. Bell, to be Capt . of a com

the ist battalion ad regiment Native In- pany, vice Boden ,promoted ; do. Lieut.

fantry. Lieur . Col. C. Boyce, from the H. Rudland , to be Capt Lieut . vice

2d battalion 6th regiment Native Infan- Bell, promoted; do . Ensign P. Robert.

try , to the Ist battalion 3d regiment Na. son , to be Lieut. vice Rutland, promoted.

tive Infantry. Lieut. Col. J. Capon, do. Lieut . D. Prother, to be Fort Ad.

from the ist battalion 7th regiment Na. jutant at Surat, vice Bell , promoted ; do.

tive Infantry, to the ist battalion 4th

regiment Native Infantry. Lieut. Col. NOVEMBER

c. Patrick , and Major J. W. Morris, Lieut . Col. Wallace, of his Majesty's 74th

from the ist battalion to the ad battalion regiment, to command at the cantonment

6th regiment Native Infantry . Major of Wallajahbad . Capt. T. Wilson, to

W. Lambert , from the 2d battalion to be Barrack-master in the northern divi .

the 1st battalion 6th regiment Native sion of the army.

Infantry. Marine. Junior Capt. N. Tucker, to be a

Capt. Nathaniel Forbes, to be Major, vice Senior Cape vice Biilimore , deceased .

M'Gregor, transferred to the Invalid First Lieut . E. Lowes, to be a Junior

Establishment ; date of rank, Iith July, Capt. vice Tucker, promoted . Second

1802 Capt . Lieut. S. Taylor, to be Lieut. R. Bennett, to be First Lieut ,

Capt. of a company, vice Forbes, pro. vice Lowes, promoted. Volunteer G ..

moted ; dare of rank , do . Lieut . J. Wise Henderson, to be Second Lieut . vice

set, to be Capt. Licut. vice Taylor, pro- Bennett, promoted. Volunteer E. Low

moted ; date of rank , do . Mr. S. Young, ther, to be Second Lieut. vice Rowlings

to be Military Paymaster at Masulipa . deceased ; date of rank to be settled here.

tam . Lieut. J. Moore, to be Adjutant after.

of the ist regiment Native Cavalry.

Mr. Assistant Surgeon Jeffreys, to do duty Marine. First Lieut. C. Keys, to be a

under the Staff Surgeon at Hydrabad. Junior Capt . vice Roper, deceased . Se

cond Lieut. C. Sealey, to be First Lieut .

SEPTEMBER . vice Keys, promoted . Second Lieut. J
2d Reg. Native Inf. Acting Ensign C. Ackenby, to be First Lieut . vice Henry

B. James, to be Ensign to fill a vacancy ; deceased. Volunteer J. Watkins, to be

date of rank , asth June, 1802 . Second Lieut . vice Sealey , promoted.

3d Reg . Native Inf: Acting Ensign J. Volunteer W. Bruce, to be Second Lieut.

F. Soilleux , to be Ensign to fill a va. vice Ackenby, promoted.
Volunteer

cancy ; do . C. Gowan , J. Russell, and N. Gilmour.

gib Reg. Native Inf. Acting Ensign E. to be Second Lieuts . vice Lieuts . S.

Studiey, lo be Ensign to fill a vacancy ; Best, W. Nicholson , and,W. H. Taylor,
do. deceased .

Artillery. Cadet S. R. Strover, to be

OCTOBER Lieut. Fireworker to fill a vacancy ; dare

Infantry. Lieut. Col. J. Wiseman, to be of rank , 25th November, 1802 . Lieut.

Col. vice Little ,deceased ; date of rank : Fire worker S. R. Scrover, to ta Lieut.

to be settled hereafter. Major A. Law- on the augmentation ; 26th do.

riston , to be Lieut. Col. vice Wiseman, 5th Reg . Narive Inf. Ensign C. Kettle,

promoted ; do. to be Lieut. vice Reid , deceased ; 14th

geb Regiment. Capt . J. Ward , to be Ma . November, : 802 .

jor, vice Lawriston , promoted ; do. The following Officers have permission to

Capt. Lieut. J. Beete, to be Capt. of a return to their rank at this Presidency,

company, vice Ward , promoted ; do. viz . Lieut. Col. J. Paterson, and Capi.

Lieut. Č . Peché , to be Capt. Lieut, vice Lieut . Adam Stele.

1 K
JANUARY ,

DECEMBER .
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JANUARY , 1803 .

Infantry. Major R. Buchanan, to be Lieut.

Col. vice Patrick , retired ; date of rank ,

7th January, 1803,

Marine battalion . Capt. R. Hunt, to be

Major, vice Buchanan , promoted ; do.

Lieut. J. Matheson , to be Capt. vice

Hunt, promoted , do. Ensign T. Paget,

to be Lieut . vice Matheson , promoted ;

do .

7:h Reg. Native Inf. Ensign A. R. Bruce,

to be Lieut.vice Forsyth , deceased ; 20th

Dec. 1802 .

Marine. Junior Capt. E. Stephenson, to

be a Senior Capt . vice Capt . Nathaniel

Tucker, retired on the prescribed pen

sion : date of rank , 22 ) December 1802 .

First Lieut. Levi Philipps, to be a Junior

Capt. vice Siephenson , proinoted ; do.

Secood Lieut . J. Pruen , to be First Licut.

vice Philipps, promoted ; do. Voiun

leer J. Hall, to be a Second Lieut . vice

P'ruen , promoted ; do .

Capt. W. Green, to be Town Mlajor, vice

Major Wilson), resigned . Mr. B. Cola

lier, to be Adjutant to the Portuguese
Militia .

30 Reg. Native Inf. Capt. Lieut . E. T.

Kemp, to be Capt . of a company , vice

Mellingchamp, invalided ; date ofrank ,

24 January, 1803. Lieur , W. Stewart,

to be Capt . Lieut. vice Kemp, promoted;

da . Ensign G. E. Suickland, to be

Lieut . vice Stewart , promoted ; do.

Lieut . Marston , to be Military Secretary to

the Hon . the Governor, vice Lieut. Col.

Macguire , retired . Lieut . Macguire, to be

aide -de-camp, r-ice Marston , promuted.

FEBRUARY .

5th Regiment. Capt . Lieut , J. Wood, to

be Capt. of a company, vice Hasswell,

deceased ; date of rank, 18th January ,

1803. Lieut . George Cox , to be Capt .

Lieut. vice Wood, promoted ; do. Ex

sign T. S. Robinson , ic be Lieut . vice

Parkburk , deceased ; 14th do . Ensigo

Conolly Mac Causland Lecky , to be

Lieut . vice Cox , promoted ; 18tn do.

CEYLON MILITARY ESTABLISHMENT.

JANUARY , 1803.

Mr. Arthur Des Væux , to the rank of

Lieut. Ensign J. Andrews, to be Lieut .

Ensign J. Shaw, to be Lieut. Lieut.

C. W. Mercer, of the 51st regiment, to

be Fort Adjutant of Point de Galle, vice

Dalrymple, promoted to a company in

1803

Infantry . Senior Major R , Cooke, to be

Lieut. Col. vice Brown , retired ; date of

rank , ist February, 1803 .

Reg. of European Inf. Eldest Capt . T.
Gibson, to be Major, vice Cooke, pro .

moted ; date of raak , itt February ,

Capt. Lieut . J. Spink , to be

Capt. of a company, ice Gibson, pin .
moted ; date of task , 7th February,

1803. Senior Lieut. D. Mitchell, i0 cc

Capr. Lieut . vice Spink , promoted ;

do . Senior Ensign D. Davies , to be

Lieut. vice Mitchell, promoted ; do .

3d Reg . Native Inf. Senior Capt . W.

Easi, to be Major, vice Budden , retired ;

date of rank , zih February , 1803. Capt.

Lieut. W. Stewart, to be Capt . of a

company, vice East, promoted ; do .

Senior Licut. Brackley Kennet, to be

Capt. Licut. vice Stewart, promoted ;

do. Senior Ensign J. Mander, to be

Lieut. tice kconet, promoted ; do.

Resolved , that an additional company of

Native Invalids be formed and added to

the establishment, to be denominated the

4th company ofNativeInvalids. Resolved ,

that Lieut . Fallon have charge of the

4th company o ! Native Invalids for the

Senior Assistant Surgeon R.

Drummond, to be Surgeon ,vice Durham ,

deceased ; date of rank , 24 February,

1803 .

Marine. First Lieut. T. D. Beaty, to be

Junior Capt. vice Hawkswell, deceased ;

date of rank , 21 April , 1803. Second

Lieut . J. Stauney, to be First Lieut.

vice Beaty ; do. Volunteer W. Wilne,

to be Second Lieut. tice Stanney, do .

Second Lieut. R. Morgan , to be First

Lieut . vice Frost , deceased ; 5th do. Voc'

Junteer W. Maxfield , to be Second Lieut .

vice Morgan , do . Capt . M. Bratian ,

of the 2dbaltalion 3d regiment Native

Infantry, be appointed Barrack Master

in Guzerat. Capt. Matheson to be Pay.

master to the detachment at Bassein ,

under the command of Colonel Murray.

present.

APRIL

his Majesty's Malay regiment. Lieut.

T. Fraser, of the Corps of Engineers , to

be Deputy Secretary of the Military

Board . Liaut. G. Warburton , Assistant

Secretary to that Board . Lieut. J. Dun.

combe, to be Fort Adjutant at Vellore.

Mr. M. S. Moore, to be an Assistant

Surgton
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Surgeon on the establishment. Lieut. Reynolds, to take medical charge of the

Hardy, to act as Quarter-master with sick and supernumeraries of the Ceylon

the detachment of troops assembled in Native Infantry regiment . Capt. Pole

the district of Wynaad. Ensign Arthur lock , Military Auditor General, to join

Stock , to be Lieutenant. Lieut . Edw. his regiment, without prejudice to his

Winterton Snow , to be Adjutant of the staff appointment. Lieutenant Keyt to

20 battalion of the igth regiment . Lt. act as Auditor of Military Accounts , dura

Col. Chalmers , from the 2d battalion of ing the absence of Captain Pollock .

the 14th regiment, is posted to the ad

battalion of the 18th regiment, and Lt.

Col. J. Cuppage is removed from the
MARCH

latter to the former corps. Mr. Thos. His Excellency the Governor has been
Christie , Medical Superintendant Gene. pleased to appoint the following officers to

ral, to be Surgeon General to the Army the Columbo militia :

in the field . Mr. De Silva , 1o be Åsa

sistant Apothecary, and to havecharge Robert Arbuthnot, Esq. to be Major Come
of the medieal stores. Mr. Van Hoven , mandant. Hon. George Melville Les:

to act as sub-assistant Surgeon attached lie , Nicholas Saumarez , Esq . Alexan.

to the Surgeon General. Lieut. Col. der Johnston , Esq . Alexander Wood ,

David Robertson , to be Command- Esq . Robert Boyd, Esq. and Frederic

ant of Columbo, during the absence of Baron Mylius; to be Captains. Rich

Colonel Baillie . ård Plasket, Richard Bourne, John

The following officers are appointed to of- Deane, Jokn ,Davidson, John Angus,

ficiate as Vice- President and Members Beauvoir Dobree, Frans . Philip Fretz,

of the Military Bjard , while the troops Charles Alexander Tonneau, Barent de
are in the field : Waas , Salomon de Waas , and

Lieut. Col David Robertson, Vice- Presia Cuylenburg, Gentlemen, to be Lieute

dent .

Lieut . Col. Maddison, Major John Wilson , to be Regulating Of
Major John Wilson, Members . ficer of the militia , & c.

Lieutenant Keyt, Lieutenant Young, of the 65th regiment,

Mr. Peter Smellie , Secretary . to be Adjutant till further orders.

Lieutenant Peter Campbell, to be Brigade Lieutenant'Arthur Johnstone , of the igth
Major to Colonel Baillie . Mr. San . regiment, to command the corps of free

sony, to act as Assistant to the Garrison Malays, and to have local tank of Capa

Surgeon of Columbo. Mr. Michael iain while it remains embodied.

nants .

BIRTHS, MARRÍAGES, AND DEATHS.

BIRTHS.

MAY; 1809. - Át Serampore, the Lady of
Charles de Verinne , Esq . of a son. At

Bombay, Mrs. Marshall, of a son . Same

place, Mrs. Delanougerade, of a son .

Same place , the Lady of A. P. Johna

stone , Esq . of a daughter. Same place,

Mrs. Dexter, of a son . Same place ,

Mrs. Fromont; of a daughter. Ai Ma .

dras, the Lady of John Thornhill, Esi.

of a daughter. Same place, the Lady of

Captain John Green, of a daughter.

Same place, the Lady of John Gilmore,

Esq . of a daughter . Same place, Mrs.

Nichols, of a daughter. At Bombay,

the Lady of John Elphinston, Esq . of a
son.

+ Ka Juni,
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a son .

son .

son .

JUNE.At the Mount, Madras, the Lady cutta, Mrs. Lathrop, of a daughter.

of Captain Taynton, of the artillery, of Same place, the Lady of John Palmer,

At Madras, Mrs. Robertson, Esq . of a son . Same place, Mrs. Gil.

wife of Lt. Col. D. Robertson , of his landers, of a daughter. Same place,

Majesty's Malay regiment, Dep. Adjt. the Lady of George Uday, Esq . of a
General of the forces on Ceylon, of a Same place, Mrs. Dolby, of a

son . Same place, the Lady of Major daughter. Same place , the Lady of

Floyer, of a son. At Calicut, the Lady Major Fraser, of a son . Same place,

of Jonathan Thorp , Esq. of ason. At the Lady of Captain W. S. Greene, of a

Calcutta, the Lady of Major John Fre. At Madras, the Lady of Major

deric Meifelbaik , in the service of Na. Bowness, of a daughter. Same place,

wub Ally Behauder, of a son . At Ma. the Lady of the Right Hon . Lord Geo .

dras, the Lady of the late James Brodie, Stuart, of a son. At Seringapatam , the

Esq . of a son. At Bombay, the Lady of Lady of Captain Freese, commissary of

Helenus Scott, Lsq. of a son. Same stores at that station , of a son . At In

place, the Lady ofHenry Fawcet, Esq. geram , the Lady of Robert Fullarton,

of a son. Same place, the Lady of Esq. of a daughter. At Madras, Mrs.

Captain Robert Blackall, of a son , Compton , of a daughter.

JULY .-At Arrah,Calcutta,the LadyofT. SEPTEMBER. – At Calcutta, the Lady of

a son .

Twining, Esq . of a son . Same place, C. M. Holingbery , of a son . Same place,

the Lady of the Rey . David Brown , of Mrs. W. B. Greenway, of a daughter,

Same place , Mrs. Welsh , of a At Beerbhoom , the Lady of Wm. Cow

daughter. Same place, Mrs. Desbrosses, ell , Esq . of a son and heir. At Cal .

of a son. Same place, Mrs. W.D. S. cutta , the Lady of Edward Lloyd , Esq .

Smith , of a daughter. At Futtyghur, of a daughter. Same place, the Lady

the Lady of Captain John Paton, of a of Edward Golding, Esq. of a son .

daughter. Same place, Mrs. Purchase, Same place , the Lady of G. Jackson,

of a daughter. Same place, the Lady of Esq . of a son. At Dinagepore , the

Captain Staunton , of a daughter . At Lady of R. W. Pattle, Esq . of a daugh .

Calcutta, the Lady of Colonel Garstin, ter, still -born. At Berbhoom , the Lady

of a daughter. Same place, Mrs. W. of Duncan Campbell, Esq. of a son. At

Cumming, of a daughter. Same place, Calcutta, the Lady of Major General

the Lady of the Hon. Sir Henry Rus- Cameron , of a daughter. Same place ,

sel, Knt. of a son . At Madras, the the Lady of Captain John Horn , of a

Lady of Charles Walters, Esq. of a Same place, theLady of Captain

daughter, still -born . At Hydrabad, the Moore, of a son . Same place, the

Lady of Captain Dalrymple, of a daugh . Lady of John Shoolbred , Esq . of a

ter. At Berhampore, the Lady of Ed- daughter, who expired almost immedie

ward Cock , Esq. assistant surgeon , of a ately. Same place, the Lady of C. M.

daughter. At Bhaugulpore, the Lady of Ricketts , Esq . of a son. At St. Thomé,

James Wintle, Esq . of a daughter. At the Lady ofHenry Wilson, Esq . of a

Midnapore, Mrs. Irwin, of a son . son . Ac Bombay ,the Lady of Licut.

AUGUST, 1802.- At Tumlook , the Lady Levi Philipps, of the Hon . Company's

of Bryant Mason, Esq. of a son. At Marine, of a daughter. At Surat, the

Ingeram , the Lady ofGeorgeMaidman, Lady of Captain James Smith, of the

Esq. of a son. At Madras, Mrs. Uro ist battalion 6th native regiment of in .

quhart, wife of Mr. William Urquhart, fantry, of a daughter . Ac Bombay,

of a daughter. On board the Lord Nela the Lady of Major John William More

son Indiaman , at sea, the Lady of Lt. ris, of a son. Same place, the Lady of

Col.M'Gregor, of a son , since dead . Sir William Syer, of a daughter. Ac

At Bimlipatam , the Lady of Richard Hydrabad, the Lady of George Ure,

Keating, Esq. of a daughter. AtBom- Esq. of a son . At Cundapore, the

bay, the Lady of Mr. W. A. Davis, Lady of Captain W. Boye, of a daugh.

assistant surgeon , of a daughter. Same ter . At Pullengaut, in the Province of

place, the Lady of Captain John More Malabar, the Lady of Lieutenane bo

ley, of the 1 st battalion of the ed regi- minic S. Fallon, of a son . At Bom

ment, of a son . At Mahé, the Lady bay, the Lady of Lieutenant Wilson, of

of Richard Torin , Esq . commercial re- a son . Same place, the Lady of Lieut.

sident, of a daughter. At Bombay, the Barpes, of a son. At Salzette, the Lady

Lady of Lt. Col. Bland, of a son. At of Lieut . Moore, of a daughter. At

Surat, the Lady of Guy Lenox Pren . Bombay, the Lady of James Stevens,

dergast, Esq. of a daughter. At Cala Esq. of a daughter. Same place, the

Lady

4

son .
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son .

son .

Lady of Charles Boddam , Esq . of a Pattenson, l'sq. of a daughter. Same
daughter. At Surat, the Lady of Sir place, Mrs. Torckler, of a son. Same

William Clarke, of a Same place, the Lady of Captain S. B. Bell ,

place, the Lady of Captain S. Chartres, of a son . Same place, the Lady of

of a daughter. Mungo Dick , Esq. ofa son. Same

OCTOBER .-- At Bengal , the Lady of place, the Lady of G. G, Richardson ,

Captain Morrel, of a son . Same place, Esq . of a daughter.

the Lady of Captain Kemp, ofa son . JANUARY, 1803. – At Berhampore, the

Same place, theLady of Col. M.Symes, Lady of Colonel Fenwick, of a son .

ofa daughter. Same place , the Lady of Same place, Mrs. Ferris, of a son.

Capt. Welsh , 31 regiment of Native In- Same place, Mrs. Leclerc, of a son.

fantry, of a daughter. At Berhampore, Same place, Mrs. T. Swaine, of a son .

Mrs. Conductor Murray, of a daughter. Sameplace, the Lady of Lieutenant

At Calcutta, Mrs. S. Greenway, of a Laughlan, of a daughter. At Chou .

At Madras, the Lady of Lt. Col. ringee, the Lady of R. F. Anster, Esq.

Clarke, of a son . Same place, the Lady of ason . Same place, the Lady of Sa.

of Lewis Dc Fries , Esq. of a daugh- muel Davis, Esq. of a daughter. At

ter. Sultanpore, in Oude, the Lady of

NOVEMBER . – At Bengal, Mrs. Finch , James Gray, Esq . of a son. At Kai

of a son. At Berhampoor, the Lady rabad, the Ladyof Major J. Edwards,
of James Robertson , Esq . of a son . On of a son . AtCawnpore, the Lady of

board his budgerow, at Ballighaut, the Lieutenant R. Ellis, of a son . At Ber

Lady of James Irwin , Esq. of a son. hamporc, the Lady of Brigade Major

At Bengal, the Lady of Captain Ralph Burtors, of a son . Same place , the

Campbell, of a daughter . Same place, Lady of Thomas Boileau, Esq. of a con .

the Lady of Lieutenant Colonel Prole, At Madras, the Lady of Joha Rowley,

of a son . Same place, Mrs. Gardener, Esq . of a daughter. At Pondicherry ,

of a son . Same place, Mrs. Hutteman , the Lady of Capt. I. G. Graham , of

of a son . At Gya, the Lady of Joha daughter. At Trichinopoly, the Lady

Patch , Esq. of a son. At Dacca, the of P. Wallace , Esq. of a daughter. At

Lady of John Fendall, Esq. of a son . Fort Victoria , the Lady of George Au.

Same place, the Lady of Robert Camp- gustus West, Esq. of a daughter. At

bell, Esq. of a daughter. Same place, Bombay, the Lady of Colonel James

Mrs. Thomas Smith , of a daughter , Kerr, of a son . Same place, the Lady

A. Bombay, the Ladyof R. Stewart, of John Smee, Esq. of a daughter.

Esq. of a daughter. Same place, the FEBRUARY .–At Madras, the Lady of

Lady of Captain A. Spens, of a daugh . J. B. Hudson , Esq . of a son . Same

Same place, Mrs. Patten, of a place, Mrs. Peters, of a son. At St.

daughter. At Madras, the Lady of Thomé, Mrs. Davies, of a daughter.

George Lys, Esq. ofa daughter. At At Cuddalore, the Lady of John Dun

Penang, the Lady of Lieutenant W. B. can, Esq , of a daughter. At Ganjam ,

Macvitie, of a son . Same place, the the Lady of Capt. Hall, of a son . At

Lady of A. Mackenzie, Esq. of a son , Dyhottah , the Lady of A. W. H.

Same place, the Lady of John Hall, Bainbridge, Esq . ofa son. At Ma.

Esq. of a son . At Serampore, the dras, the Lady of Wm. Harrington ,

Lady of Jacob Krefting, Esq . of a Esg . of a daughter.

daughter. At Calcutta, the Lady of MARCH.-At Bengal, Mrs. Rutter, of a

W.T. Smith, Esq . of a daughter. At daughter. Same place , the Lady of

Gummum, the Lady of Lieutenant Li. Capt. D. T. Richardson, of a daughter.

mond , of a daughter. At Cochin , the Same place, Mrs. Judah, of a daugh

Lady of Lieutenant Thomas White, of At Madras, the Lady of John

a son. Nicholson Watts, of a son . At Bom.

DECEMBER: - At Pondicherry , the Lady bay, the Lady of Major Wm. Green ,
of Colonel Kerjean, of a son. Same of a daughter. Same place, the Lady

place, Mrs. Stalkart, of a son . At of Capt. Edw. Moor, of a daughter.

Boglipore, the Lady of Joseph Sher- At Bengal, Mrs. Poignand, of a daugh .

burne, Esq. of a daughter. At Chin . ter. AtDinapore, Mrs. Lewis D'Abreo,

surah , the Lady of Anthony Brand , of a daughter. Same place, Mrs. G.

Esq . of a son . At Madras , the Lady Adams, of a son. Same place, Mrs.

of Joseph Lautier, Esq. of a daughter. Capes, of a son . At Cawnpore, Mrs.

Same place , the Lady of E. Roebuck, Cashore, of a daughter. At Barolli,

of a son. Same place, the Lady of J. Mso. Dodd, of a son. Same place,

Mrs.

ter.

ter .
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Mrs. G. Farrell, of a son. Same place ,

the Lady of Francis Macnaghien, Esq.

of a daughter. At Barrackpore, the

Lady of Lieut. Charles Porteous, of a

daughter .

APRIL :-At Pondicherry, the Lady of

R. Kinchant, Esq . of a daughter. At

Columbo, the Lady of Sir Codrington

Edmund Carrington, of a son . Same

place, the Lady of Alex . Johnstone,

Esq . of a daughter. At Jaffnapatam ,
the Lady of the Hon . George Turnour,

of a daughter. At Madras, Mrs. Shera

man , of a daughter.

MAY .-At Bengal, the Lady of w:

MARRIAGES .

On board

son .

Farquharson, Esq. of a son .

the Althea, at sea , the Lady of C. Lam.

bert , Esq . of a son . Ac Pultah , the

Lady of Mr. De L'Etang, of a son .

At Dinagepore, the Lady of Joseph
White Sage, Esq . of a Same

place, the Lady of Stephen Laprimau.

daye, Esq . of a daughter . At Ban.

del , the Lady of T. Brooke, Esq. of

Same place, the Lady of John
De Verinne, Esq . of a son . Same

place , the Lady of C. Bayiey, Esq. of

a daughter. Same place , Mrs. C. Ro

bertson , of a son . At Madras, the

Lady of Wm. Abbatt, Esq. of a son .

a son ,

May , 1802.---At Bombay, Mr. Gordon

Adams , to Miss Jane Berrie, third

daughter of W. Berrie, Esq. Same

place, Mr. Daniel Templeton, to Miss
Eleanor Lowe . At Berhampore, Lt.

Charles Porteous, to Miss Elizabeth

Rawstorne , daughter of the late Major

General Rawstorne . At Bombay , Mr.

Francis Lobo, mariner, to Miss Maria

Marcelina. Same place , Mr. Thos.
Norman Morgan , mariner, to Mrs.

Anna Nicholas. Same place , Mr. Geo.

Randall , to Miss Isabella Maria. At

Madras, Mr. Joseph Moffat, to Mrs.
Ruzena Reid . At Rungpore , Henry

Wm . Droz, Esq . of the civil service,

to Miss Charlaite Roush . At Bombay,

Charles Ellioti , Esq . of the civil ser
vice , to Miss Boileau. At the Mis

sion House , Serampore, the Rev. W.

Ward , to Mrs. Fountain .

JUNE .-At Madras , Mr. Hance Haviker,

to Miss Eliz . Baptist. Sanie place ,

Mr. George' Meidrum , mariner , to

Miss Johanna Vincent. Same place ,

Mr. Wm . Arnold , to Miss Mary Grin
dal .

At Chinsurah , Mr. Naseer Elias ,

io Miss Begum Moratcan, daughter or

the late Chatur Moratcan, Esq . jewel .

ler . At Secrole , George Thomas, Esq .

lately arrived from the west of India, lo

Miss Henrietta Messink . At Calcutta ,

Capt. Montague Cosby, to Miss Anne

Reynaud, eldest daughrer of the late

Mr. Andrew Reynaud, formerly amem.

ber of the grand council at Pondia

cherry. Same place , James Hare, ju

nior, Esq. to Miss Harriett Jackson ,

third daughter of Wm . Jackson, Esą .

a most amiable and accomplished young

Jady . At the house of Duncan Campo

bell, Esq . Soory , Gilbert Coventry

Master, Esq . in the civil service, to

Miss Augusta Campbell , daughter of

Sir James Campbell, of Inverness, in

Scotland. At Calcutta , Mr. James

Smith , of the marine service , to Nirs.

Ann Ferguson. At Bombay , Capt .

George King, of the ship Berringiuri,

to Miss Eliza Mossop. At Majras,

Mr. James Chartors, to Miss Marga.

ret D'Silva At Serampore, Mr. Ni.

cola Menuel Flouert , to Miss Johanna

Carolina Warmann, daughter of the
late Doctor C. C. Warmann . At

Rungpore, Mr. Lewis Peters, to Miss

Ethelander Rodrigues, eldest daughter

of Mr. John Rodrigues .

JULY .-Ai Calcutia , Mr. James O'Con.

nor , to Mrs. Eliz . Green. Same place,

Mr. John Strange, to Miss Philipinah

Kindi. Same place, Mr. Nicholas

Guillo, to Mrs. Maria Myers. Same

place , Mr. John Williams, to Miss

Barbara Duga . Saine piace, Mr.

John Adolphus Scansbury, conductor of

ordnance, to Mrs. Eliza Rendall. Samt

place , Mr. John Strong, to Miss Ca.

tharine De Koza . Sameplace, Mr. D.

Mills, to Miss Eleanor Watson . Same

place , Thomas Hutton , Esq . to Miss

Janet Robertson . At Chunar, Mr.

Charles Smith , to Miss Arabella Berke.

ley . ' At Madras, J. H. D. Ogilvie,

Esq . of the Hon . Company's civil
service, to Miss Ricketts. Same

place,
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place, Mr. Henry Hill , to Miss Eliz . Bobjohn . At Bombay, George Wadº

Bain . At Trincomalce , Wm. An- dell, Esq . to Miss Emilia King.

drews, Esq . surgeon of H. M. 19th DECEMBER .–At Madras, Lieut. Col.

regiment of foot, to Miss Pamela An. Orr, Quarter -master -general of the

drews. At Jafnapatam , Lieut . Cot- army, to Miss ! Sydenham , daughter of

grave, of the engineers , to Miss Ca. the late Major Gen. Sydenham. Same

rolina Nagel.
place, Sir John Sinclair, Bt . of the

AUCUST.-- At Calcutta, Mr. James Rolt, artillery , to Miss Natley . Same place,

to Mrs. Ann Brunsdon . Same place , Capt. Johnston , governor of H. M. na

Mr. Francis Mandy , to Mrs. Penelope val hospital, to Miss Sybella Scott . At

Willcocks. Same place, Mr. James Columbo, the Hon. George Melville

Kirkpatrick, to Miss Mary Freed. At Leslie, paymaster-general on the island

Madras, John Bartley , Esq . secretary of Ceylon, to Miss Jacomina Gertruida

to his highness the Nabob, to Mrs. Van De Graaff, only daughter of his

Irvin, relict of the late Capt. Irvin , Excellency the Hon . Wm. 'Jacob Van

in the service of the deceased Nabob. De Graaff, late first counsellor and di

At Calcutta, Lieut. Pownell Phipps, rector general of the Dutch settlements

of the Bengal volunteers, to Mademoi- in India . At Seringapatam , Capt.West,

selle De Beaurepaire. Same place , Mr. to Miss Anderson . At Bombay, Lieut.

Wm. Morley , 10 Miss Sally Legh, only Alexander, of the hon . company's Ben

daughter of Willoughby Legh , Esq. gal military establishment, to Miss Hare
senior merchant in the hon , company's riet Bowles. Same place, John Brook

service . Sampson , Esq . commander of the han.
SEPTEMBER .--At Calcutta, Mr. M.

company's ship Earl St. Vincent, to

Franks, to Miss S. Derrington. Same Miss Sarah Btal Mack . Same place,

place, George Johnston , Esq. to Mrs.
James Robert Exshaw , Esq . to Miss Eliz .

Eleanor Robertson. Same place, Jo- Lowe.

seph White Sage, Esq . of the hon . JANUARY, 1803 At Bengal, Capt.

company's civil service, to Miss Eliz. Walter Adams, to Miss Jane Decosta.

Allen . Same place , Mr. John Tib . Same place , G. E. Abbott, Esq . to

hets , to Miss Eliz . Abra, Same place , Miss Ann Maria Stacy, daughter of the

Mr. Thomas Deas , to Miss Margaret Rev. Dr. Stacy . At the Botanical

Righey. Some place , Mr. Nicholas Garden , Henry Stone, Esq . to Miss

D'Sousa , to Miss Magdalen D'Roza . Roxburgh . At Bengal , Rich . Aungier ,

rio . Saine place , Mr. Harper Henry Esq . to Miss Sarah Everett. At Ber

Drenning, 10 Miss Frances Nash . -
hampore, James Oldham Oldham , Esq.

Same place , Mr. Thos. Finch , to Miss of the hon. company's civil service, to

Eliz . Koss. At Cawnpore, Lieuten . Miss Eliz . Jane Skinner, daughter of

Griffin , to Miss Powell , daughter of Colonel Hercules Skinner, of the hon .

Captain James Powell . At Bombay, company's military service . At Cal .

Mr. Nathaniel Hart, to Miss Cathe . cutia , Capt . Lambert, of the country

ripe Rodrigues . Same place , Mr. Jo- service , to Miss Eleanor Blaney . Same

seph Gomez , to Miss Eliz . l'ereira . At
place, Mr. Michael Arthur , to Mrs.

Calcutta , Lieut . John Walter Hamil- Mary Goter . At Chittagong , Charles

ton , of the Bombay marine, to Miss Greme, Esq. of the hon. company's

Leonora Wray. Same place, Mr. Chas, civil service, to Miss Anne Harington

Groves , to Miss Eliz . Robinson, Same Hawes. At Pondicherry, J. G. P.

place , Mr. Alex . George Paterson , to Hunt, Esq , to Mademoiselle št. Clair.

Miss Rozetta Shaw . on , daughter of the Chevalier St. Clair.

OCTOSER .-- At Madras, Mr. A. Harria on , knight of the order of St. Louis.

son , to Miss Soph . Bitier. At Calcutta , Capt. James Fraser, of

NOVEMBER.-- At Bengal, Mr. Thos. De H. M. 78th regiment, to Miss Lloyd ,

Bruyn , to Miss Mouniain . Same place , sister of E. Lloyd, Esq . At Dinapore,

Mr. George Gibson , 10 Miss Soph . Lieut. Blackenhagen, to Miss Harriott

M'Inness. Ac Moorshedabad, Capt. At Masuliparan , Andrew Slingsby,

A. F. Swinton , of the hon . company's Esq. of the hon. company's civil ser

ship Lady Burges, to Miss Louisa Bin- vice , to Miss Eliza Kinchant, daughter

field . At Bengal, Lieut. Boscawen , of of Richard Kinchant, Esq. commercial

the 27th regiment, 10 Miss Soph . Mer- resident of Cuddalore,

Same place, Mr. Edw . Gattie, to FEBRUÁRY . - At Madras , Mr. Scornec ,

Mrs. Charlotte Smith . Same place , to Miss Adelaide Charlotte Carlier. At

Mr. David Davidson, to Mrs. Maria Point de Gaile , Lieut. Edw. Graham ,

of

cer .
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of the Bengal artillery, and commanding Miss Bond, daughter of Commodore

the artilery at Point de Galle, to Miss Charles John Bond, of the H. C. Bom .

A. C. Demor. At Madras , Mr. Chas. bay marine,

Druem , to Miss Bridget Mendes, daugh. April .–At Bengal, John Talbot Shakes

ter of M. Mendes , Esq. At Bengal, spear, Esq. to Miss Thakeray. Same

George Phillot, Esq . M. D. to Miss place, Capt. Wm. Garden , to Miss Ann

Amelia Curfy. Same place, Mr.Henry Watson . Same place , James Gardiner,

Buckingham , to Miss Eleanor Connel. Esq, assistant surgeon of the Dinage

At Bombay, Capt. James Fyles , of the pore station , to Miss Soph . Patule,

hon, company's battalion of artillery , to youngest daughter of Thos. Paule,

Miss Biackhall . Same place , James Esq . senior judge of the provincial

Hallet, Esq. of the hon. company's ci- courts of Morshedabad. At Berham .

vil service, to Miss Charlotte Evans. poor, Mr. J. Sifmey, to Miss Frances

MARCH .-- At Bengal, Mr. George Sax. Rice, daughter-in- law to Sergeant Maj.

on, to Miss Sarah Crahley. Ac Futty- Smart, of the same place . Same place,

ghur, Lieut. Chas. Whitfield, of the Mr. Thos. Templeton, attorney at law,

13th regiment native intantry , to Miss to Miss Soph. Murdock . At Futty

Ann Dubois, daughter of Major Simp- ghur, Lieut . ) . Graham , of the 3d

son Dubois, of this establishment. Same regiment of native cavalry, to Miss

place , Lieut. Thos. Hall, of the same Margaret M'Gregor, daughter of Lt.

regiment, to Miss Ellen Dubois, young- Col. James M Gregor, commanding

est daughter ofMajor Dubois . At Ben- the 4th regiment of native cavalry.

gal, Mr. M. W. Mendes , to Miss Ann Same place, Mr. Wm . Stow , to Mrs.

Smith . Same place , Mr. Anthony Lac- Eliz. Sweeney. Same place, Mr.

kersteen, to Miss Charlotte Hilario Jaines Paul, to Miss Mary Swaris. At

Pinto . Same place, Mr. Frederic Dinapore, Mr. J. Millar, to Miss H ,

Hohler, to Miss Soley. Same place , Elliot . At Secrora Baraitch, James

Mr. Henry Norris Watson , to Miss A. Meik , Esq . surgeon 16th regiment, to

Evans. At Penang, Lieut. Charles Miss Harrie: Lherondell , daughter of

Sealy, of the H. C. corps of artillery , to Mrs. Capt. Bird . At Madras, Alex.

Miss Mapington, niece to Philip Ma. Anstruther, Esq . advoc . gen. 10 Mrs.

nington , Esq . second assistant at that Same place, Capt. Charles

place. At the house of Sir John An . Rand , to Miss Eliza Collins , daughter

struther, Bt . Capt. Daniel, of the Ma. of Maj. Gen. Collins. Same place,

dras establishment, commandant of his Thos . Oakes, Esq . senior member of

Excellency the Governor Gencrai's bo- the board of revenue , to Miss Gaha.

dy guard , to Miss Euphem. Thorne, gan . Same place, Mr. Johu Diurstedt,

niece to Capt . Salmond, military audi. to Miss Meppen , daughter of the late

tor general. At Dinapore, Mr. John Dr. Meppen , of Puricat. At Bengal ,

Macdonald , merchant, to Miss Marga- Mr. Robert Boss , to Mrs. Anne Lum

ſet Goodall. At Bengal, Mr. Wm . ley. Same place, Mr. Joseph John

Miller, to Mrs. Eliz. O'Connor. Blundell , to Mrs. Nancy Dolland. -

Same place, Mr. Wm. White, to Miss Same place, Mr. Vicior Mailliaret , to

Jane Ivers . At Bombay, Edw. Scott Miss Frances Hoar. At Madras, Edw.

Waring, Esq. of the H. C. Bengal civil Atkinson, Esq . to Miss Andrews. At

establishment, to Mrs. Mary Smith. In Pondicherry, Monsieur De Lash , to

the province of Canara , Alex. Read, Mademoiselle. Normane, niece to Mad.
Esq. northern collector for Canasa, to Caullonne .

| Selby.

DEATHS.

MAY , 1802. - At sea, Major Thos. Rid.

del , of the ist baitalion , 2d regiment

N. I. At Surat, the intant son of Guy

Lenox F rendergast, Esq . At Madras,

James Smyth, Esq. aged 23, son of one
of the Lords of Session in Scotland .

Same place, Capt . Robert Tulloh, of

the artillery, Same place, John Cle

land ,
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renz .

land, Esq. At Berhampore, Mr. Wm. months, Mrs. Susan . Wilhelmina Lo

Swift, trader. At Madras, Mrs Ca.

tharine Lawrence, eldest daughter of JUNE . - At Covelong, Mrs. Ann Good

Mr. M. Mendes . Same place, Mrs. man , at the early age of 25 years ;

Ann Agnes Scott, after a lingering ill . after a painful illness of two years ,

ness , which she supported with truly which she bore with Christian forti

Christian patience and resignation . - tude and resignation. At Madras, in

The death of this amiable and accom- the prime of his youth, and after a

plished lady is a cause of deep regret to long series of ill health , Capt. Lieut.

her friends, in whose breasts therecol. J. R. Macdonald , of the H. c . 12th

lection of her many excellent qualities regiment N. I , At Hydrabad , the

will long embalm her memory . infant son of Capt. Goldsworthy. At

Bimlipatam , where he went for the be.

Lamented shade ! what, tho’ unknown to nefit of his health , Mr. Wm. Clarke,

Fame , of Coringa . At Calcutta, Wm. Hola

No “ storied urn " adorn thy humble land, Esq . of the house of Thos . Row.

shrine orth and Co. At Berhampore, the

Yet weeping Friendship consecrates thy infant son of Mr. Thos. Howaston ,

name, conductor of ordnance. At Sulianpoor,

And Wisdom's fair unfading wreath is Lieu . Wm . Henry Forbes, of the 14th
thine. regiment of sepoys. At Madras, Mrs. ,

Eliza Turford , at the age of 23 years.

Still dear to Mem'ry, in the pensive breast In Egypi, of his wounds, and after a

Thy charms, thy graces, and thy worth lingering and painful illness, Lt. Col.

shall live ; Patrick M.Douall, of the 79th foot,
Shall dull Oblivion's sable hand arrest , sincerely regretted by all who knew

And back to life thy much - lov'd pre- him . At Columbo, Col. Burion Geo.

sence give. Barbut, who commanded the troops sta .

tioned at Candy on the island of Cey

Thus Beauty blooms superior to the blasts lon . He was dep . quarter- master-gen.

That round the tender flower inpoxious to M. M. troops in India, and came to

this country with the 734 regiment, to

Thus Merit in perennial verdure lasts , which he belonged at his death . His

And Virtue smiles triumphant o'er the merits as an officer are universally men

grave . tioned with the highest approbation ,

L. and his private character procured him

the esteem and regard of all to whom

At Sultanpoor, Capt. Robert Morris, of it was known, who now equally dem
the 14th regiment of native infantry on plore the loss they have sustained . At

this establishment. At Bombay, after Madras, Lieut. Thos. Henry Cope, of

a long and painful illness, Capt. D. the 2d battalion 10th regiment of Mad.

Bruce , of the 2d battalion 8th regime: t N. I. Same place , Lieut. Robertson,

native infantry. Same place , the infant of H. M. Scotch brigade . Same place,

son of John Elphinston, Esq . At Belo N. Griffiths, Esq . surgeon of H. M.

lary , Lieut. Williams, of the ist bat. ship Arrogant, after a long and painful

talion 12th regiment native infantry. illness, much regretted by all who had

In the district of Palamcottah, Lieut. the pleasure of his acquaintance. Samne

Philip Cole, of the ad battalion 6th place, Major Kennet , of the Mad. estas

regiment native infantry . At Manga- blishment. Same place, Mr. Joha

lore , Mr. Assistant Surgeon Alves, of Byrn , examiner in the secret , political ,

the ist battalion 5th regiment native in- and foreign department. He served the

fantry. At the Luz, Mr. Edw. Thomp- H. c . for upwards of 18 years, in

son , sincerely and deservedly regreated various capacities ; but the best of

by his friends and acquaintances. At which , asa sectioner. Mr. B. was an

Columbo, Capt. Edw . Bulloik, of H.M. agreeable companion, a sincere friend ,

65th regiment. Ac Fort Macdowall, ani affectionate husband, and a truly

Ensign John D. Moses, of H. M. Ma- good father . He was just and honour

lay regiment. At Columbo, Lt. Alex. able in all his accions , and upright in his
Moore, of H. M. 51st regiment. At conduct. The innate worth and good.

Point de Galle, in her 19th year, of ness of his heart are alone best known

the consequences of the jungle fever, to his numerous friends and relatives , by

and after a painful illness of four whom his loss is inost deeply felt and

regretted.

rave ;
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regretted . Same place, Mr. Richard

Thornhill, sincerely and very deservedly

regretted by all who had the pleasure of

his acquaintance. At Bandell , Mrs.

Peters. At Purneah , Mr. Nathaniel

Wall , shipbuilder, late assistant

Messrs . Gillet and Co. At Monghyr,

Capt. W. Dunn , of the artillery. At

Chittagong, Mr. Christopher W. Tur.

ner , master and commander of the ho.

pourable company's gun - boat Scourge.

At Bencoolen, Mr. David Dunlop, mas

ter attendant.

July.- At Calcutta , Mr. John Brom

ley , many years purser of the honour.

able company's ship, Oxford , and lately

examiner in the secret , political, and

foreign department. Same place , En.

sign Douglas, of the engineers. Same

place, Mr. Dove, shipbuilder; one of

The assistants at Messrs. John Gilmore

and Co.'s yard. At Cawnpore, Mrs.

Mary Wilson . She was blessed with

every accomplishment that could make

the marriage state happy, and most sin

cerely regretted by all who had the

pleasure of her acquaintance ; aged 33

years . Near Chittra , Lieut. Colonel

Samuel Jones, commanding the Ramg

hur Battalion , At Scherghautty, Lieut.

John Slade, of the 18th regiment, native

infantry . , in Egypt , Lieut. Buckley, of

the doth regiment . At Arrah , in the

22d year of her age , Mrs. Twining,

whose amiableness ber friends will long

remember with love and regret.

Calcutta , Elias Furgason , Esq . in the

27th year of his age , esteemed , loved ,

and lamented by all who knew him .

Same place , W. King . Esq . late chief

officer to the ship Harrier. Same place,

Mrs. Lynch , wife of Captain Lynch .

Same place , Mr. J. H. Hardwicke.

Same place, Mrs. Saundys, the Lady of

Captain William Saundys . At Barraca

poore, in the 22d year of his age , Lieut .

J. P. Read , of the marine regiment, a

young man , whose early virtues gave

presage of a useful and distinguished

progress through lite ; exempt from all

the frivolity generally attendant on

youth ; of a serene, pensive turn of

mind ; his conduct in private life , and in

discharge of his professional duties , was

exemplarily correct. Peculiarly suscep

tible of moral and religious impressions ,

of the most delicate sensibility , while at

the same time the benevolence of his

heart and amiable disposition conspiring

with highly conciliating manners, gave

peculiar interest to his character , and

endeared him to society , more especially

to that circle in which he was best

known to his brother officers, the sin .

cerity of whose affliction for his death ,

affords a far better tribute to his memory

than verbal expression can casily convey .

Lieut. Read was son of Captain Read ,

many years barrack master of Berham .

pore .-Same place , the Lady of Captain

Johnson, lately arrived from Europe in
the Harriet. Same place, the infant

son of Mr. Desbrosses. Same place,

Mr. George Hoare. In the West Indies,
William M.Taggart. At Madras, at

his house, in St. Thomé, Colonel Thos.

Barret , principal confidential minister

of his late Highness the Nawaub Omdut

UI Omrah Behauder. Same place,

Major Woodall, of his Majesty's 13th

regiment. At Black -town, Mr. John
Fraser, coach - maker, an industrious

young man, much respected , and unia

versally regretted by all who knew

him . Same place, at her house, after a

short but painful illness, arising from

child -birth , Mrs. Isabella Grant, to the

inexpressible grief of her disconsolate

husband, and sorrow of all who knew

her great worth . At Cannanore, Ri

chard Collett, Esq . assistant surgeon of

the 2d Bat, 2d Bombay regiment. At

Masulipatam , after a long and painful

sickness, Mr. Robert Thomson, con ,

ductor of ordnance. At Seringapatam ,

Lieut. Walter Smith , of the ist battalion

81h regiment, native infantry. Near

Chittra, Lieut. John Slade, of the 18th

regiment of sepoys . On his
pas

sage to Penang, Capt. Dallas . At Ma.

dura, Mr. Robert M.Cally, regretted by

all his friends and acquaintances. Same

place , Captain Robertson , of the ship

Cornwallis. Same place, Mr. William

Giļiett. On his passage to Europe, Capt.

Sinclair of the Harriett. At Bombay,

John Hector Cherry , Esq. second mem.

ber of the council at this presidency.

To those who knew the character of the

late Mr. Cherry , vain would be the at.

tempt to equal the impression of their

minds ; it includes every thing that is

amiable in private life, and honourable

in public . His friends, and those near

and dear relations who are left to mourn

his loss , will find their best consolation

in the recollection of his virtues . His

progress through life was marked by

rectitude and integrity, and its conclu .

sion distinguished by correspondent set:

timents of confidence and resignation.

Such characters , while they attract the

esteem and regard of all around them ,

reflect dignity on human nature itself ;

and

At
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and the greatest benefit that society can has left a chasm in the society of his

derive from their example, is to consi- friends that will not be easily filled up ;

der them as objects of imitation . In and the recollection of him can never

this view, what an illustrious instance fail to excite in their breasts a sigh of re

did our subject afford of diligence , zeal , gret to his honoured memory.

and ability, in every department of the AUGUST.-- At Bombay , the infant son of

service committed to his care, and these Capt. John Morley. Same plac the

were of the highest confidence, import. infant son of John Church , Esq. At the

ance, and dignity ; unaffected by those island of St. Martins, the Honourable

disappointments personal to himself, Captain David Ramsay, of the Royals,

which might have impeded the exertions or ist regiment of foot. In Bengal,

of minds less directed to the attainment Lieut . Forbes, of the native infantry.

of honest fame than private fortune, his At Monghyr, Capt. W. Dunn , of the

success proved the never failing consę . Bengal artillery. At Bencoolen , Mr.

quences of motives so truly laudable and Dunlop, master attendant . At Nellore ,

virtuous .--Same place , Lieut . Thomas Captain Thomas Walcot, of the inva.

Bennett, of the honourable company's
lids . At St. Thomé , John Moss , Esq.

marine. Same place , at a very advanced in the 68th year of his age , forty - eight

age, Mr. Henry Ruiterfield , many years of which he passed in this country.

a constable and cryer in the late mayor's He was employed in the military service
çourt. At Verapoli , near Çochin , on of the Nabob of Arcott for many years,

the 2d day of April , 1802, aged 58 years , in the course of which he maintained a

the most Reverend Father in God , Don firm adherence to the British interest :

Fre. Lewis Maria de Jesus , bishop of he bore a character of great probity and

Verapoli, apostolic vicar of Malabar, and benevolence in the intercourses of life ;

of the order of Carmelites . Having and his memory truly merits the respect

early embraced a religious life, he was due to that of an honest man . At Naggur,

sent in 1771 on the mission to Malabar, in the Bednore country , Ensign D. J. Car.

of which he acquitted himself so well , as ter, ofthe ast battalion , 5th regiment of

to be thought worthy (hy the late Pope native infantry. At Seringapatam , the

Pius VI .) of being elected a bishop. eldest son of Captain Freese. At Pal.

Empowered by a bull from the holy ra. lamcottah , Lieut . Randle, of the ist

ther, he was consecrated titulary bishop battalion, 3d regiment of native infantry,

usulense, at Pondicherry, in September, At Bombay, the infant son of Colonel

7785 ; and in January following he took James Kerr, military auditor general.

possession at Verapoli of the apostolical Same place, Lieut. John Robertson, of

vicarage of all Malabar, the duties of the ist battilion , 8th regiment of native

which he fulfilled to general satisfaction . infantry. In Guzarat , Lieut. Harvey,
His loss is sincerely regretted , not only of his majesty's 75th regiment. At

by the Roman Catholic, but by the Calcutta , Mrs. Lathrop, much regret.

piher inhabitants of the coast. His ted. Same place , Thomas Blaney , Esq.

hospitality and urbanity of manners first officer of the honourable company's

will be long remembered by the gentle. ship Lady Jane Dundas, sincerely re

men who served in the province , seve- gretted . At Keerpoy, the infant son of

Fal of whomhave benehted by this wor. Charles Bayley, Esq . At sea, Capt.

thy father's literary and local communi. Dallas, of the Snow Fortb . At Madras,

cations. At Jatoapatam , Ensign Alfred Capt . Antonio de Souza, commandant at

Mitchell , of the ist battalion 14 regi- Sion , Same place , Mr. Scott, assistant

ment native infantry. At Chittledroog, surgeon to the honourable company's
Mr. Barber, surgeon at that garrison , ship Elphiston. At Diamond Harbour,

At Dinapoore, much and deservedly re- Mr. John Bland, Post -master at that

gretted , the Lady of Capt . W. Lead- place. At Benares, the infant daughter
beater.

Rear Amednagur, of John Neave, Esq . At Bombay, the

Capt. J. H. Browne, of his majesty's intant son of Colonel James Kerr, mili

78th regiment. To the inestimable cha- tary auditor-general . Same place , Mrs.

racter of a true soldier , irreproachably Catharina Barreito , widow of the late

sustained during an active service of John Barretto, after a lingering and

thisty years, Captain Brown added vir- painful illness of one year and ten

tues in his private life , which endeared months , which she bore with true

him to his friends, and procured him christian resignation . His High High.

the respect and esteem of all who had the ness Nizam Ali Khan , the Soubehdar of

happiness of knowing him. Ilis loss the Deccan , died at Hyderabad, on the

In camp,
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6:11 instant ; and has been succeeded by

his eldest son, the Prince Secunder Jah :

in honour of which last event a salute

was fired at this presidency, at noon , on

the 17th instant.

SEPTEMDER-On board the Jehangeer,

at Kedgeree, Capt. A. D. Monteith,

quarter -master to Major M‘Lean's bata

talion of volunteers. At Calcutta, Mr.

G. G. Young . Same place, Ebenezer

Comport Coleman , Esq. first commis.

sioner of the court of request.
Same

place , Mr. John Hudday, late of Patna.

Same place , the infant son of Capt. D.

' T. Richardson. Same place, the infant

daughter of Mr. B. Saunders . Same

place, the Lady of Edward Golding,

Esq . aged 18 . Same place, Mrs. M.

Arthur. Same place, Mr. John Tib

bets. Same place, Capt. John Allen ,

late commander of the ship Dart. Same

place, Mr. Daniel Hossack . Same

place, Mr. John Jones, currier. Same

place, the infant son of Mr. J. Brown .

Same place, at the general hospital of

the Presidency, Mr. Peter Robertson,

of Howrah, ship and boat builder, a

good shipwright, and an honest man .

Same place, Mr. John Walker, much

regretted . Same place, Mrs. Johanna

Lee , widow of the late Thomas Lee,

Esq . Same place, Mr. Kirk, of the

firm of Kirk, Mandy, and Brown .

Same place , Mr. Riesbeck , second of.

ficer of the honourable company's ship

Benga !; At sea , on board the Sir Stei

phen Lushington , on her passage to St.

Helena , William Douglas, Esq . many

years a civil servant on this establish.

Ar Batavia, Mr. ( verstraaten ,

the governor of that seulement-- a gen

tleman of superior kuowledge and ac

quirement in all the arts and sciences

which benefit mankind. At Malacca ,

Mr. J. D. Kock, inany ycars employed

in the office of the master attendant.

At Bombay, Mr. Hampel, watchmaker.

Same place, Mrs. Van Engel, wife of Mr.

Evest Van Engel. Same place , Mr. G.

L. Neige , advocate, and member of the

college ofjustice. Same place, the in

fant daughter of Mr. Bone. In the

Straits of Sunda , Mr. Thompson , late

chief officer of the Friendship. At Bro

dera, Colonel Charles Gray, of the 75th

regiment, much lamented as an officer

and a gentleman. At Pondicherry, Ma.

dame Labbé , widow of Captain Labhé,

of the French royal navy : a lady much

regretted and esteemed , and is deserved

ly regreted by all her relations and

friends . AtTrincomalee, Capt. Thos.

Pulham, of the royal navy . At Seringa

patam, John Reynolds, Esq. paymaster

to the regiment De Meuron . A ! Di.

nagepore, Mr. Samuel Powell, a very

worthy and excellent young man , cut off

in the prime of life . At Madras, Mrs.

Elizabeth Bell , widow of the late Wm.

Bell , company's head cooper, At Jag.

gernaick poram , Capt. William Crokat,

late in command of the bark Anna. At

Bombay, Mrs. Ann Newion, wife of

Mr. Daniel Newton . At Bengal , Mr.

Philip Huet, assistant in the office of

the general treasury. Same place , Mr.

Shapcote, of the pilot service. At Ma.

dras, Myles Cooper, Esq. chief officer of

the Manship, sincerely regretted. Same

day, Mrs. E. Jones, wife of Mr. 'I ho .

mas Jones , branch pilot in the honour

able company's Bengal marine , much

regretted . Ai Chandernagore, Mr. James
Greennaught, of the pilot service. At

Cawnpore, William Mackintosh, Esq.

formerly purser of the honourable com

pany's ship, Queen . Same place, Lieut.

J. H. Barnsley, of his majesty's 27th

light dragouns, sincerely regretted by all

who had the pleasure ofhis acquaintance .

Same place , Wm. Law, Esq . of the civil

service .

OCTOBER .-At Bombay, SIR W. SYIR ,

KNT.recorder. In announcing the loss

of this truly excellent and respectable

character, it is but justice to express the

general sense and high estimation of his

peculiar virtues and merits. As a man ,

Sir William Syer has ever been dis

tinguished for real worth and the

truest principles of philanthropy and

universal benevolence. His hospitable

mansion was open to all , and in the

mild and polished manners of its owner,

the stranger as well as friend were wel

comed with affability, dignity, and ease .

Fortune leading him to a mauimonial

connexion in this country , the same

principles and the same virtues com

bined to exemplify in him the affec .

tionate husband and fond father . His

private and moral character served to

adorn the high office he was called upon

to execute , and he closed a bright career

in firm adherence to that religion which

so eminently enlightened, guided, and

marked the practice of his life. In his

professional capacity his loss is equally

to be deplored. The abilities of the

judge were here equally conspicuous

with the private virtues of the man .

Laborious and indefatigable in his re

searches for truth ; quick and penetrating

in discernment ; clear and perspicuous in

his exposition of facts ; lenient in punish

ment, and of integrity incorruptible. His

official conduct, whilst it is remembered,

must

ment.
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must ever meet with the most general goodness of heart will ever be held in

reverence and esteem, and his name and the clearest remembrance. At Boinbay ,

memory be respected for the fairness of Mr. James Hyde , Major William Craggs,

his descisions, and his strict and never- Mr. John Peters, many years in the

failing solicitude for the administration country service. Same place , James

of justice in the department over which Parr, of the form of Parr and Man ,

he presided. An'amiable wife, with geon . To the northward of Bombay,

two infant children , are left to bewail his Capt. Christopher Hayes, of his majesty's

untimely death , and though her affiic 75th regiment . In Wynaud, Capt . Dick

tion be now proportioned to her loss , it inson, and Lieut. Maxweli , of the Bom .

may be some consolation to her to kusow
bay establishment , They were mura

that her respected partner carries with dered by certain native incendiaries.

him the feeling regret of that society of DECEMBER . - At Hourah , Mr. Charles

which he was but lately so useful a
Bradley, aged 28 years. The death of

member and distinguished an ornament. this gentleman having occasioned a va.

-At Tellicherry, Lieut. R. Brewer, riety of reports relative to the melan .

of the 2d battalion, 5th regiment of choly event, we embrace this early op
native infantry. At Juzerat, Lieut. portunity of laying a correct statement

M. Coll, of the 75th regiment. At of the affair before the public. Mr. B.

Bengal, Mrs. E. Jones. At Bareilly, together with three of his friends dined

Mr. Francis Osborne, riding master, 3d with the master of the orphan school at

regiment of native cavalry. At Sennah, Hourah on Friday . The room in which

in Arabia, Wm. P. Elliott, Esq . civil they dined was the upper story of one

service . At Bengal, John Bristow, Esq . of the towers of the school house. All

senior member of the board of trade. the glass windows, except one, and the

On board the General Stuart, on the door also, were closed . Immediately

passage from hence to Madras, Mr. J. after dinner ( about nine o'clock ) Mr.

Chapman . At Bagram Ghaut, Lieut. B. rose from his chair, and was seen by

R. Skeldon, of the 14th regiment of na- a gentleman present, who supposed the

tive infantry . At Bengal, Mr. John open window led to the main terrace of

Walter. Same place , Mrs. Johanna the buildings , to step over the low rails

Lec, widow of the late Thos Lee, Esq. ing of that window . No other person

NOVEMBER .–At Monghyr, Major Ge- observed this circumstance. About two

neral Elliker. At Mangalore, Capt, minutes after some one asked , where is

B. Sarney, of the 8th native regiment. Mr. Bradley ? and on observing that the

At Amboyna, Colonel Robert Hamilton , door was still shut, the master of the

an excellent officer, a warm fwend, and house was instantly seized with the most

an honest man. Without the smallest dreadful apprehensions. Those were

intention of detracting from his private soon realized ; for , descending with

worth as a member of society at large , it the utmost haste into the area below ,

may with truth be affirmed of the late the mangled body of his friend was

Col. Robt. Hamilton, that he was a- found a breathless corpse ! His neck

mong those individuals in life, who may and right arm were broken . Not a

be styled, from their intrinsic good qua . pulsation of the heart was perceptible.

lities, rough diamonds
the purest wa- He, who five minutes before was in

ter , but who often want that exterior perfect health , engaged in interesting

polish which alone can discover their conversation respecting a projected mer

inestimable value in its proper co. cantile speculation , who was beloved and

lours, on a general scale , to their fellow- respected for his virtues and talents

citizens. John Bristow, esq. senior now lay extended on the ground , de

member of the boatd of trade. At Dir- prived of sense, of motion, and of life !

napore, Capt. C. Cleoberry, of the 1st From a knowledge of Mr. B.'s pecuni

European regiment . At Madras , at the ary circumstances, of his strength of

house of Col. Trapaud , Capt . Arthur mind and correct manner of thinking,

Forrest, of the corps of engineers. Same from hearing him talk , and secing the

place , Mr. Heywood, brother of Capt. composure and unaltered ease of his be

Heywood of the navy . At Hullial haviour, even to the time when he rese

Soondah, Licut. Reed, of the ist batta- from his chair, the writer of this arti

lion 5th regiment Bombay native infan- cle is convinced that the manner of

try , whose untimely fate has filled with his death was purely accidental, and

the liveliest concern all his acquaintance, that lie only designed to go out upon the

by whom all his amiable qualities and terrace of the house, when he took the

latal
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fatal step and was precipitated into eter- manners, Colonel Lally was possessed

nity. At Gooty , Lieut. Charles Palk , of a heart really benevolent, and his aca

of the ad regiment native infantry . At curate , and even critical knowledge of

Vizagapatam , Colonel George Fo. the languages of the East, had eminente

thringham ; a man equally distinguished ly qualified him to render important ser-

for the soundness of his head and the vice to his country. His loss will long

integrity of his heart : after having ac . be lamented by his friends, and those

tively served the company for upwards who were in habits of intimacy with

of 30 years , he relinquished, with a him .-- Funereos spargam fiores, et fun
disinterestedness which, though conso- gar inani munere ! At Trichinopoly ;

nant to his character, has few exam- Lieut . William Fordyce Stewart, 20

ples , those emoluments that he had so battalion , 12th regiment native infantry :

well earned , and might have continued At Bombay, Mr. William Urquhart;

to enjoy ; and , by a voluntary retire. master of his majesty's ship Trident.

ment, made way for those whom he Same place , on board the ship Lowjec

thought more capable than himself of Family, in the China sea , within a few

discharging the active duties of that ser- days sail of Macao, Michael Brisbane;
vice of which he was one of the wor. esq . of the honourable company's civil

thiest members, and to the welfare of service , on the Bombay establishment;

which he had so eminently contributed . a partner in the house of Bruce, Fawe

Mr. John Strong . W. Ponson, esq. cett, and Co.

Miss Mary de Cruz . Doctor J.Híckey. FEBRUARY.– At Tapanooly, Capt.James
JANUARY.-- At Bengal, Lieut. Francis Smith , an old commander in the coun

Reming, of the Bombay native infantry . try's service ; a man who commanded

Samc place, Mrs. Anna De Rozario . love and respect from all who knew

Same place, Mr. Moyston Jones , for- him . At Columbo, Lieut John Ker;

merly an Up - country merchant, aged 73, of his majesty's 19th regiment . At

leaving behind a family of seven chile Madras, Mr. John Crolej. At Angar
dren . Same place , Mr. R. Hatch . At rypara, Lieut . Aug. Tor, of the 2d bacz

Berhampore, William Toone Sweeten- talion ad regiment native infantry. At

ham , esq . of the civil service on this es . Cawnpore, conductor William Poyntz,

tablishment. At Gooty, Lieut . Charles an honest, amiable, and pious man. At

Palk , of the ad regiment native infan- Monghyr, Mrs. Williams, the lady of

try . At Allahadad , Dr. James Collie, Capt. Williams, commanding the inva:

At Negapatam , Capt . Lieui . James Ma . lids at that station . Her illness origin.

thews, of the ist battalion of artillery . ated in a paralytic affection, and was but

Same place, Capt. Lieut . James Hath- of short duration ; throughout which

way , of the ist battalion of aruillery . In . there appeared that calm resignation to

Fort William , Major-General Horton the will of the Almighty, and a pa.

Briscoe, a Major .General on the staff, tience under her severe painful trial,

and commanding the station of Berham . which can only attend the death of the

pore . In his death the service has been virtuous . Her uncommon benignity of

deprived of a valuable , respectable, and disposition, and an incessant desire of

meritorious officer , and society , of one promoting the happiness of all around

of its best ornaments and supports. At her, conciliated the friendship of many;

Futty Ghur, Lieut. Col. James Collins, who lament with the deepest concern

of the ad regiment of native infantry , on the deprivation they have sustained ; and

this establishment. Same place, Mr. as her life was uniformly devoted to the

John Harris. In camp, 'near Kanouge, comforts of others ; so will her death

Cornet Richard Jones, of the ist regi- spread a gloom over numbers who have

ment of cavalry on this establishment . partaken of her benevolencé. Her afa

In Fort William , Lieut. Col. Jonathan fectionate and endearing conduct as a

Wood, of the 2d regiment native infan . relative stamps an indelible sorrow for

try. Same place , Mr. John Lawrence . her loss on the minds of those allied to

At Barrackpore, Lieut. Col. William her; who feel alleviation only from re

Lally , who, to the character of an up- ficcting, that in the bosom of het God

right honest man , added that of a brave she will experience that happiness which

and experienced soldier, and who, due such goodness and virtue merit. At

ting a long and extensive course of ser. Ghazeepore, the daughter of C. R.

vice , continued to preserve equally the Crommelin , esq. aged four years . At

good opinion of his companions as the Chittagong, Capt. John Hamilton ; of

approbation of his superiors. With an the 3d regiment of Sepoys .

apparent harshoess of exterior in his MARCH .- At Bengaly Mr. Thomas More

gan ,
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gan , branch pilot. Same place, Capt.

William Logie Smith , of the country

service . In camp, near Sussny, Lieut.

Henry J. Battie , of the ist regiment of

Bengal native cavalry, much regretted .

At Tellicherry , Licut. Le Gendre Park

hurst, of the 5th regiment native infan .

try. At Cotapotamba, Capt. Thomas

Haswell, of the same regiment. Same

place, J. Durham , esq . surgeon on that

establishment. At Bombay , after a long

and painful illness , which she supported

with the utmost fortitude , the lady of

Charles John Bond , esq . commodore of

thehonourable company's Bombay ma

rine. Same place, Capt. T. llawkes.

well , of the honourable company's ma

rine.

APRIL .-At Cutchoura, Major Nairn, of

the 6th regiment of cavalry . Same

place, Lieut. Pollock , of the 6th regi .

ment of cavalry . Same place , Captain

John Palmer, late commander of the

ship Experiment. In Bengal, at bis

own house, on the circular road , James

Mackay, esg. late assessor of houses at

this presidency, after a painful illness of

some weeks continuance, which the de.

ceased supported with the fortitude of a

man and the resignation of a good chris .

tian . Besides considerable literary at

tainments as a classical scholar, the de

ceased was endowed with a large portion

of urbanity , taste , and good sense as a

gentleman , whose retired habits could

not however conceal his quiet inoffensive

manners and warm heart from the ob .

servation and esteem of his immediate

neighbours and friends . Mr. Mackay's

death ought to impress every reflecting

mind with the fallacy and uncertainty

of all sublunary happiness, for no rea

sorable mortal could enjoy a greater

share of health and prosperity than he

did but a short month ago. In fact , the

defunct may be said to have died in the

vigour, if not the prime of manhool,

and in the lap of that fortune, which ,

had his days been prolonged by Provi.

dence, must very soon have enabled him

to retire to his native home, there to en

joy that orium dignitate, which an up

right life and well - directed talents in

India had so richly deserved . On me .

lancholy occasions like the present, cir

cunstances otherwise trivial in them

selves assume a momentary importance ;

and among these a very striking one is

evident in the case of Mr. M. for some

years past ; no pains nor expence had

been spared to decorate the elegant gar

den house which he possessed , and had

firted up in the neatest style. A spot of

ground near him , on which he had tor

a length of time placed a longing eye as

a purchaser in vain , seems within this

month passed to have fallen at last into

his possession , when he, alas ! hath

just gone “ to that undiscovered country

from whose bourne no traveller returns, "

sincerely regretted by those friends who

knew and duly appreciated his worthi .

On the west coast of Sumatra, Mr.

Peirce , a civil servant on the Bencoolea

establishment. Same place, Mr. James

Hammond, assistant in the adjutant

general office. At Serampore, bartho

lomew Hartley , esq . of the medical de

partment on this establishment. At

Ganjam , Captain James Hall, deputy

commissary and commanding officer at

that station , sincerely regretted by his

Friends. Same place , Mr. Cornelius

Cooper. At Colombo, Lieut. Patrick

Campbell , of his inajesty's sist regi .

ment. Same place , of the hydrophobia ,

after an illness of eighteen hours, Miss

Ann Sophia Brown , only daughter of

Mr. James Brown, of the academy at

Vipery, aged six years. On the sea

coast of Tinnevelly, the infant daughter

of Lieut. Colonel Dyce , aged 17 months.

At Gooty , Major Archibald Mossman ,

of his majesty's 73d regiment. At Bene

gal , Lieut . Henry Frost, of the Bombay

marine establishment. Same place, in

camp , Lieut. Colonel James Gordon, of

the artillery on this establishment. In

Fort William , Capt . J. R. Exshaw , of

the 3d battalion of aruilery. On the

west coast of Sumatra, Mr. Pierce, as

civil servant, on the B :ncoolen esta

blishment. At Bangalore, Capt. Lieut.

Breon Fletcher , of his majesty's 74th

regiment, whose loss will be long and

severely regreited by all who had the

pleasure of his acquaintance. Captain

Fletcher led on the light company of the

741h regiment in the iwo assaults at

Pandalumcourchy in 1801 , and on both

occasions his gallantry and good conduct

were eminently conspicuous. At camp,

near Hydrabad , Lieut . J. Rimington , of

the ist battalion of aruillery , much la.

mented by all who had the pleasure of

his acqu.itance.

May.--At Bengal: As Mr. Blair , branch

pilot, was handing his wite down the

side of the schooner Hougly into a bout ,

he unfortunately fell overboard and was

drowned . Same place , at the age of

48 , the lady of James Frushard, esq.

twenty years well known and highly re

veredby numbers throughout this coun

try.

1
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try . Her loss will be deeply felt by many he was seized with a fevet, which , it

whose sole comfort she was . Though spite of the best medical advice and at.

her sickness was lingering , the last awful tendance , put a period to his existence ,
cvent was sudden, as it was not appre- a: d left his friends to regret his loss . At

hended she was in immediate danger till Fort William, Lieut . W. Sibley, of the

within a few minutes of her decease. 15th native regiment. At Rampore,

But while her attending friends felt no near Benares, the infant son of Thomas

alarm she was not herself unconscious Twining, esq . Same place , at the geo

that she drew near her end . Often was neral hospital, after a few days illness,

the raised eye silently fixed on her Hea. Mr. John Francis . At Colombo, Mrs.

venly Father'; incessantly was the men- You g , wife of Lieut . and Adjutant

tal prayer breathed from her heart ; Young , of his majesty's 65th regiment,

mean time her chearful patience and re- At Madras, ( apt. James Ceville, of the

signation eodeared her more than ever 4th regiment native infantry. At Puli

to all around her. This short account cat, J. J. Hase, esq . formerly secretary

of her latter end , and unadorned but to the Du ch council at that place.
On

heartfelt testimony of the great affliction board his majesty's ship Eurydice, at

sustained in the loss of this excellent and sea, lieut. James Jolly , of the 8th regia

beloved lady , will be acceptable to the nient of native infantry . At Malacca,

wide extended circle of her friends, by Lieut John Graham , of the Bengal ma

whom she will be long and deservedly rine battalion . At Kandi, 1. Wright,

regretted. Same place, Mr. John Mac . esq . second assistant to the agent oi re .
donald , many years an officer in the venue and comnierce for the district of

country service . Same place, James Colombo. At Colombo, Sy vester Gor

Small, esq. assistant surgeon on this es don, esq . first assistant to the agent of

tablishment ; a gentleman whose me revenue and commerce at Colombo.

mory will be long fondly cherished by Same place , Lieut , and Adjutant Abra.

all to whom he was intimately known. ham Ro'inson of his majesty's sist re
Same place, Mr. William Morley, for . giment, and Fort Adjutant of Columbo,
merly undertaker in Calcutta . At Di.

At Pulicat, Mrs. P. G Obdam , the wife

napore, the infant daughter of Mr. Lewis of Mr. John Obdam, much regretted.

De Abro. At Bandel, Capt. Landeman . On board the Diana, at sea , Lieut. Pe

Same place, after a few days illness , Mr. ter Campbell, of his majesty's 51st re .
John Crichton, a young man, whose giment .

honesty, diligence, and correct behavi oÅ Trincomalée, in the East Indies,
our for several years past, in a subordi while on a voyage for the recovery of
Date station, under the commissioner's

his health , CHARLES MANAG2, esq.
court, made him esteemed by his friends

a youth of most promising abilities, who

and superiors as a useful good man in the
held a respectable civil appointment in

department he filled with much private the islind of Ceylon. His zealhaving

credit and public advantage. His death prompted him to volunteer his service to

was probably accelerated by an accident conduct a number of Coolies to the Brie

on the river some three weeks ago , when
tish army before Candy , he caught an

on trip to a little garden which he pos

sessed in Serampore.
His boat overset

epidemical disorder, called the jungle

fever, which, after apparently yielding
in the middle of the stream, and not

to the power of medicine, returned again ,

being able to swim, he must have im
and carried him off in the 21st year of

mediately perished , but for a faithful

bearer who raised him at the risk of his
his age . His remains are deposited in

own life on the bottom of the boat. He the garrison church.yard of Trincoma

lée .

continued there exposed to a burning sun,

A gentleman high in office, who

till he was so much exhausted , that had
had the best opportunity of knowing his

worth, has declared that Mr. Manage's
not a police wherry put off to his relief,
he must have been washed into the river death not only deprives his family and his

friends of one who would have done

by the waves , which were very trouble.
some at the time . He reached the shore them honour, but that government has

almost insensible , when a very humane
lost y it a young man of most uncom

native took him into bis house, and not mon alents, great quickness and facility

only administered every relief in his in every pursuit which he undertook,

power, but had him conveyed safely to and who wanted nothing to have beca

Calcutta . He had not recovered from a nost invaluable servant but what years

the effects of the above disaster, when and experience wouid have given him .

SUPPLEMENT
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LAW INTELLIGENCE.

CALCUTTA .

Supreme Court . getting with child Mary Elizabeth

Jones , relict of John Jones , and
JUNE , 1802 .

daughter of the plaintiff, per quod

On Thursday last the Supreme servitium amisit.--Plea , not guilty.

Court of Judicature commenced Plaintiil's damages, 10,000 rua

the sessions of Oyer and Terminer pecs.

and general gaol delivery . After Mr. Morley having opened the

the usual solemnities, themembers pleadings, Mr. Threipland ad

of the grand jury were sworn , and dressed the court, on the part of

addressed by sir Henry Russel, knt. the plaintif.

in an elegant, pertinent, and per- Tie began, by remarking the free

spicuous charge. His lordship quency of such cases, and those of

enumerated the several offences for a nature nearly similar, in the

which it appeared by the calendar courts in England ; and contrasted

persons stood committed for trial. their prevalence there with the sin

The principal crimes which were gularity of such occurrences in

noticed by the learned judge were Irdia . Haring stated this, and

perjury and forgery: the former, strongly urged the wisdoin of stem

hc lamented to observe, owing to ming vice in the outset of its ca

its frequency of occurrence in this reer, before the torrent had so far

country, had attracted the atten- increased as to make barriers fee

tion of governinent ; in order to ble, and opposition fruitless, he

check it, parliament had autho- adverted to the efforts , in this re

rised the court to add the punish- spect, which a noble and learned

ment of transportation. judge had made, who, by his zeal

in all such cases , even more than

In the Honourable the Court of the by all the other services he had

Recorder of Bombay. done the public , had entitled him

self to the esteem and reneration

AUGUST . of the good, and to that which, in

Julian Bordeau versus John Reel.
degree, was next desirable, the ri

dicule of the weak, and the ha

This was an action of trespass tred of the wicked . Under his

on the case, for debauching and directions, it was some satisfaction

VOL . 5 . † I.
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to reflect that , at least by that in the expedition to Perim) that

class of our countrymen of whom while it recommended the defend

the juries of England were com- ant to the best attentions the plain

monly composed, no reluctance tiff' could bestow, blinded his eyes

had everbeen displayed in granting to his rcal designs. The friend of

sucla ample compensation and re- one so near and justly dear to him

dress in cases of this description, was sure to be a welcome guest in

as plaivly evinced the sincerity of Mr. Bourdeau's house, and while

their concurrence with the vene. he meditated schemes fatal to the

rable judge to whom he alluded , peace of this innocent and, till his

in rooted abhorrence of a vice arts proved successful , this happy

whose tendency it was to introduce family, they were exerting their

misery and dissensiou where con- little means to the utmost, to pro

cord and cordiality reigned be- mote his happiness, and to show

fore, and wüich soughé its own him regard. His opportunities of

gratification at the expence of cio . conversing with Mrs. Jones, the

mestic happiness, and whatever daughter of the plaintiff, and the

else was most dear to man . widow of his friend, were pro

Having dwelt for some time on portionably frequent, and the vic

these topics, and stated his sense tory of an arttul man , who, as he

of what a husband must suffer in understood, had every exterior ac

the situation to which he reterred, complistment to recommend him ,

if he felt as became a man of ho- over a girl of one- and -twenty ,

nour, . and had entered into the whom the same circumstance of

connexion as becaine a man of his intimacy with her deceased

principle, he informed the court , husband threw entirely off her

that it was not in the married cha- guard , was not so much to be won

racter that the plaintitf in the pre. dered at as deplored . Not that

sent action appeared before them . the concurrence of all these cir

The husband of the unhappy lady, cumstances would have sufficed to

who was the principal sufferer by complete the triumph of her se

the villainy of the defendant , was ducer, educated as she had been ,

“ Removed ,” said by a fond parent, in the most anx

Mr. Threipland , “ in God's good ious paths of virtue, if he had not

time, from a world where he might basely and treacherously promised

have witnessed his own disgrace , her marriage - a promise which it

and the dishonour of his bed ;" for now appeared but too plaiuly he

he could not be brought to believe, liever meant to keep .

that he who could sport with the On the infamy of this conduct,

frelings of a woman, and strew Mr. Threipland said it would be

thorns on the pillow of a father, an insult to the court , and to all

would have hesitated to gra : ify his who heard him , were he to duell

lawless passion even at the expence for an instant. Human depravity

of a husband - though that hus. could furnish nothing so detestable

band was his intimate, attached , as that man's guilt who, under

familiar friend. pretence of honourable designs,

It was this circumstance of bis found means to rob a deluded wo

intimacy with his son -in -law (a re- man of her innocence, and then

spectable gentleman in the service refused to pay the price at which

of the company, who lost his life he purchased that which was in

in his grave.

itself
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one

itself invaluable, and which, once jection and , what may be thought

disposed of, could never be re- to increase the misery of cases like

deemed . the present, is not always to be

Most unfortunately, though there extinguished, even by the miscon

could be no doubt of these promises duct of its object. ”

having being made, the defendant, Adverting next to the proof he

with more precaution than always meant to lead, he expressed his

belongs to guilt,had reserved them regret at the necessity which im

for his hours of private interview pelled him to bring Mrs. Jones

with the unhappy lady, when no before the court, but it was ini

one was present to attest the fact : possible for him to establish his

but though by this means she could case without her testimony. They

not hope to succeed in that action would see her — the ghost of what

against him , to which it would she once was , no longer to be

otherwise have been competent for known by those who formerly
her to resort, he was certain this knew her best - worn down with

would be an additional reason grief - exhausted with sickness ---
with the court for granting ex- the victim of betrayed confidence

emplary dunages in the present and disappointed hope.

suit, in which her father was the Having heightened this picture

plaintiff. in a most affecting manner, and

He had stated his sense of what referred to two cases, the

other connexions suffered in con- in Wilson's Reports, vol . 3 , p . 16 ,

sequence of such injuries, but the other in 2 T. R. p. 166, to

where was the man so hard of shew the principle on which courts

heart as not to participate in the had acted , in awarding damages

feelings of a parent on such an for such offences, he expressed his

occasion ? conviction that the circumstances

“ I revere , ” said Mr. Threip . of the plaintiff, and his not per

land, “ that intimate union of in- haps moving in the highest sphere

terest and affection which mar- of life, would neither affect his

riage consecrates, and I detest the title to redress, nor diminish its

spoiler of wedded happiness ; but amount. They knew little of the

it is the sorrow of the father, who world and of human vature , who

sees the pride of his age laid lower imagined that the power to feel

than the grave , and all his hopes such injuries belonged exclusively
of living in the honour of his off- to the great and affluent. Wealth

spring for ever blasted and over- and power, so far from refining

thrown : his is the grief which af- the sensibilities of our nature,

fects my mind with the most poig- only tended to blunt and deaden

nant sensations of pity and com- them , by substituting other ob

miseration . Nature has, indeed, jects to engage the affections and

bound other connexions by power- occupy the heart. It was in the

ful ties to one another, but the bumbler walks of life- it was one

strongest link of all is that which in the situation of the plaintiff ,

attaches the parent to his child . above the fear of want, but not

Other bonds are at the mercy of above the necessity of courting

caprice and fashion ; but parental home and the comforts of domes

affection is that living principle tic intercourse, as a refuge from

which disowns such precarious sub • tbe frowns of the world,

+ L ? whijs

16 the
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whips and scorns of time, the op : rage , he flew thither, and having

pressor's wrong, the proud man's found the object of his pursuit,

contumely,” he it was who must shot him dead in his bed ! The

suffer most under an injury of murderer surrendered himself to

this nature , and when it was sus- justice, but no one appearing to

tained , ought, in consequence , to prosccute, he was acquitted by

be most amply recompensed. his peers.”

There was another consideration He had mentioned this melan

applicable to the case, which he choly history to shew the dreadful

was persuaded would not be with- and unjustifiab !e manner in which

out its weight. The wrong coin- such injuries had been known to

plained of was one of those which be avenged, and he could not help

by laws misnamed those of honour, thinking that the contrast which

could only be expiated by the the present suit exhibited , in which

blood of the offender. “ Of this, a father came calmly before a

a memorable instance occurred in court of justice, to seck redress

England not many years ago. for a similar injury , which he felt

The lady was a daughter of Lord not less acutely, was itself calcu

Tankerville - her seducer's name, lated to excite a powerful interest

Fitzgerald , a colonel in the guards. in his favour. If men are to be

No sooner was her dishonour restrained from the excesses into

known, than her brother demanded which Lord Tankerville and his son

what , in the jargon of the duellist , were betrayed, it is by courts of

is termed satisfaction . They justice encouraging the opposite

fought without cflect on either conduct which the plaintiff had

side, and a brother's indignation pursued. If men are to look to

was appeased. But her father, law as their avenger , it must es

venerable in worth and years , still pouse their cause with warmth,

mourned the disgrace of his and not dismiss them dissatisfied

house and the ruin of his child .-- with its award .

Disgusted with the world, he re- But independent of every argu

tired to his estate in a remote ment arising from this considera

part of the kingdom , carrying with tion , he was confident that the

him the deluded victim of a vil . court would be desirous to testi

lain's lust . fy what never could be reiterated

“ They had not long indulged too often , that the law of the land

their grief, and bid their shame in is subservient to the law of reli

privacy (he spoke in the plural gion and good morals .

number, for it was the peculiar It was the remark, he said , of

nature of such injuries to entail an advocate, who, by the confes.

disgrace on the innocent as well sion of his rivals ( for enemies he

as on the guilty ) , when the unhap- had none ), had long occupied the

py father learned tbat the cause proudest eminence of his pro

of all his misery had been seen fession , and of whom it was im

lurking in the neighbourhood of possible to speak or think without

his castle , and had actually taken enthusiasm , he could mean

up his residence in an adjoining other than the hon . Mr. Erskine,

village . that more instructive lessons were

Stung with resentment, and taught in courts of justice than

no longer able to restrain his the church was able to inculcate.

“ Morals, "

no
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Morals,",” said he, in his bril. that she had received th ree rupees

liant and expressive language, from the defendant, that he did not

come in cold abstract from the bear any of the expence attending

pulpit, but men smart under them , her lying in ; nor did he ever make

practically, when we lawyers are any offer to support her child .

the preachers.” He trusted this On her cross- examination by

would be the case in the present Mr. Dowdeswell, she said she re

instance, and there could not be a membered going on a party of pler

doubt that the cause of good morals sure to Sorabjee's Bungalow ; she

would be benefited by the result. at first did not recollect the time,

It would be benefited, as it had but, on consideration, said it was in

been by the exertions of the noble October last ; there were fifteen or

and learned judge to whom he had sixtcen persons of the party, seven

before alluded, and who, on occa- or eight of whom were women ;

sion of the same trial which drew they all dined , and most of them

from Mr. Erskine the remark he slept there that night; her father

bad mentioned, thanked Heaven he remained with thein till one o'clock

had found juries co -operate with in the morning, when he went

him , in endeavouring to correct the home leaving her there, and also

morals of a libertine age, by letting her mother and grandmother. The

the public know they best consult defendant was of the party , and

their own interest, by discharging this was the first night of their con

with fidelity the duties they owe to nection . It was before this that

Ged and to society. Mr. Vulgar had told her the de

The first witness called was Mrs. fendant wished to marry her ; the

Jones. defendant, besides the 3 rupees she
She said she was about 22 vears had mentioned, had given her a

of age ; the daughter of the plain- ring and a piece of chintz ; he gave

tiff'; that the detendant had been her the ring at the time he es.

in habits of visiting at her father's pressed his intention to marry her,

house soon after his arrival from a As the widow of Mr. Jones, who

voyage in August last. That he was a conductor of stores, she had

intimated his wish to marry her a pension from government of 17

through the inedium of a friend of rupees per month ; this sum she

his, a Mr. Vulgar ; that he also expended in the purchase of cloaths;

in person repeatedly promised 10 ber father wrote in the secretary's

marry her. That hewas the father office ; she knew no person of the
of her child ; that she had never name of Barnes, and did not re

been connected with any man but member any offer of marriage be

the defendant since the death of ing made to her by any person of

her husband ; that he used to come that name ; she did notknow Joana

in at her bed-room window , when Souza a midwife ; but she remem

The rest ofher family were asleep ; bered a midwite being called to see

that she was in her father's house her about September and October

when she was delivered on the 7th last, and also in January following.

of June last, and, will she was con- On the first occasion the midwife

fined, had been used to do servant's declared her complaint arose from

work in the house ; that she was flatulency ; she thought herself

ill and unable to perform her usual with child . The ladies, who were

services for upwardsoftwo months; of the party to Sorabjee's Bunga

box ,
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SO .

low, slept some on the floor and Upon the 27th of October, &

sone in cots ; the gentlemen in large party of ladies and gentle

their palanquins. She took the men (ainong whoin were the plain .

opportunity of her mother being tiff, his wife , mother, and Mrs.

asleep, and joined the defendant in Jones , his daughter ), with the de

his meanah; she never told her fendant; went to spend the evening

father of her being with child by at Sorabjee's Bungalow .

the defendant, being afraid to do The spirit of entertainment was

kept up , the bottle went merrily

Balloo, the next witness, said he round, there was much singing and

was in the service of the defend- gaiety till one o'clock the succeed

ant, and had been so for ten years ing morning. At that hour Mr.

past ; that he was with him when Bourdeau, and several other per

Mrs. Jones lived with her father ; sons of the party , went to their

that she did a great part of the respective homes, leaving the re

business of the house ; she was mainder to dispose of themselves

generally employed in making and in the following manner : the gen .

mending cloaths for herself and her tlemen to retire to their palan

father. quins, and the ladies to roll them .

A witness was then called , who selves on the floor-for beds and

proved the defendant had been third bed -chambers there were none .

officer and purser of the ship Adam Whether the other ladies found the

Smith, of eight hundred tons bur- place allotted for repose very hard

then . But it appeared he was at and uncomfortable, he was not so

present out of employment, and impertinent as to inquire; but Mrs.
had been so for near twelve Jones certainly did so, and , in the

months . search of a softer pillow , reeled by

Another witness proved that the some chance or accident , into his

deſerdant was about to be married client's meannah . In this snug re

to another lady, daughter to a gen- treat she was discovered by one of

tleman of some property , but to the party, who would be called

what extent he expected to profit before the court.

by this connexion, did not appear. Much had been said respecting

Two witnesses were also called the character of Mr. Bourdeau,

who had known the plaintiff for a and of his anxiety to bring up his

long period of years , and spoke of daughter in the paths of chastity

his character and attention to his and propriety . A respectable cler

family in very favourable terms. gyman had been called to testify

Mř. Dowdeswell , upon the part to that anxiety. Mr. Dowdeswell

of the defendant, began by saying, said he regretied that the care and

that he could not refrain from con- anxiety had not been extended a

gratulating bis friend Mr. Threip- little further -- to keep her in them .

Jand upon being renoved from the Was Sorabjee's Bungalow a fit and

vices of Europe, which he bad so decent place to leave a young wo

pathetically lamented ; but he did man in at such an hour, with a

not believe his friend would enter- number of young men , elevated

tain the opinion (after the circum- by the festivity of the evening ? Al

stances of the present case were lusions had been made to cases of

fully detailed ) that the climate of adultery, and the court called up

Asia was more favourable to virtue on to give exemplary damages. Ile

and morality ; thought
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By the

thought the present case resembled ried such proposals, had no autho

some of the cases alluded to , where rity so to do, and that he believes

a negligent inattentive husband had the defendant never entertained a
thrown bis wife into the arms of thought of such marriage . As for

her gallant . It reminded him of exemplary damages, judges had

one , —where a simple girl , a wit differed upon that subject.

ness, being teazed by a cross -exa- present action a recoinpense was

mination, and pressed to recollect sought for a civil injury, but no

particular circumstances, exclaim- evidence has been given of any

ed , “ I cannot remember, I did sum of money expended by the

1100 expect such a fuss would be futher upon the lying in .
made about this matter. When I For the breach of promise of

saw my master, the plaintiff, and marriage, if any such had been

a lady rolled up in one cor- made, the lady herself may main

ner of the carpet, and my mistress tain her action . Mr. Dowdeswell

rolled up with the defendant in concluded by taking a legal objec

another corner of the carpet, I tion , that as the daughter had been

thought they were all agreed.” If married , she was emancipated from

disgrace had been brought upon her father's family, was sui juris,

Mr. Bourdeau by the present de- had a pension from the company

fendant, Mr. Bourdeau had him . as the widow of one of their ser .

self to blame ; but the defendant vants, therefore the present action
was not the father of the child . would not lie .

The lady herself has aclmitted , that The first witness called was

the first connexion with the de- Johu Vulgar. He said he had

fendant was at this merry-making. been in India since 1774 , and his

When she was brought to bed is employment at present was stowing

not distinctly ascertainer , but it cordage ; that he knew the plaintiff

must have been in the first week and his daughter, Mrs. Jones, ever
in June . It so happens that this since her birth ; that he lived next

virtuous larly was suspected by her door to the plaintiff, andwas called

mother to be with child in Septem- in towards the end of September

ber. A midwife was then called last in consequence of Mrs. Jones

in , who was at that time uncertain being unwell. On this occasion her

as to the fact ; but having been mother told him that she had been

again sent for in January, has now unwell ever since June ; but that

no doubt that the suspicions were he said she was with child, which

well founded . No evidence had he concluded likewise from her ap

been given to shew that this was a pearance , which was larger than

seven months' child . The defend- usual ; that he knew a Mr. Barnes ,

ant did not return from the Red and had carried an offer of mar

Sea to Bombay till about the 26th riage from bim to Mrs. Jones severa

of August . ycars ago ; that he understood the

Mrs. Jones has asserted , that marriage did not take place, in con

proposals of marriage from the de- sequence of something transpirtug

fendant were made to her through as to Mrs. Jones's character ; that

Mr. Vulgar previous to the meet- he was of the party to Sorabjee's

ing at Sorabjee's Bungalow . Mr. Bungalow , and that it took place

Vulgar will be called , and will sa- on ihe 27th of October last ; that

tisfy the court that he never car . he never carried any offer of mar

riage
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riage on the part of the defendant was generally three or four montas

to Mrs. Jones. gone with child before her size kas

On his cross examination by Mr. altered so as to make her situation

Threipland , he said the defendant visible .

lived in his house, and had done Eliza Tool was next called

so since his return from his last she said she was of the party to

voyage ; that he was in habits of Sorabjee's Bungalow with Mrs.

intimacy with him , but had never Jones ; the gentlemen were all sing

heard him mention a 'word as to ing and playing till day-break ;

his connexion with Mrs. Jones ; his three of the ladies were going down

daughters were of the party 10 stairs in the morning, when they

Sorabjee's Bungalow as well as him were told to stop , for that Mrs.

self ; that it was froin them , and Jones and Mr. Reel were in a

not from the defendant, that he meana together ; that Mrs. Jones

heard of Mrs. Jones's conduct appeared to be with child at this

there ; that lie did not inforın tke time.

plaintiff of what he had been told Here the evidence for the de

respecting her ; that his daughters fondant closed .

continued to associate with Mrs. The court , after some consider .

Jones as before , but that the plain . ation , were of opinion , that judg

tiff would not permit her to come ment ought to be given for the de

into his house . fendant. Even if Mrs. Jones's tes

Barnes Brans was pest called . timony had stood uncontradicted,

Ile said he had seen Mrs. Jones a judgment in favour of the plain

frequently. Mr. Vulgar once car- tiff could scarcely have been found

ried proposals of marriage from ed upon it . The circumstance of

him to her; this was before her the child being,by her own account ,

marriage with Mr. Jones ; the born at eight months was itselfsuffi

offer came to nothing, as he did ciently suspicious, and her saying

not like her ; he was of the party that in the month of September

to Sorabjee's Bungalow , where he previous to the party at Sorabjee's

saw Mrs. Jones ; it was in October, Bungaloo she thought herself with

but he did not recollect the day of child, which the midwife who exa
the month . mined her did not seem clear might

The next witness was Joana not be the case, though she rather

Souza , who said she was a midwife, thought it otherwise, was not to be

and attended Mrs. Jones in Sep- reconciled with the fact which it

tember last , by desire of her mo- was necessary for the plaintiff to

ther. On examining Nrs. Jones, establish , that the defendant, and
she could not say she was with no one else, was the father of the

child , she rather thought it was child in question.
occasioned by flatulency. She wont When to this was added her as

again about the beginning of Ja- serting that offers of marriage on

nuary, when she was satisfied she the part of the defendant had been

was with child, and supposed she made to her through the medium
might be four months gone. of Mr. Vulgar, which he positively

On her cross-examination, she denied, and his and Mrs. Tool's

said Mrs. Jones's shapes in Sep- suspicions of her situation from her

rember could not make her be sup- outward appearance in the months

posed with child ; that a woman of September and October, the

opinion
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opinion of the court, that her evi- having occasioned , or been acces

dence did not support the case, was sary to the death of his excellency

still farther confirmed . Hadjee Khaleel Khad, ambassador

OCTOBER from the king of Persia , and others,
Madras, October 14 , 1802. his attendants.

On Tuesday a session of Oyer In reply to this, Mr. Atkins,

and Terminer, and general goal de said, Sir, as the case you have men

livery, commenced before the Hon. tioned is perhaps of as great im

Sir llenry Gwillim , one of his portance as any which ever came

Majesty's Justices of the Supreme before a court, and as this court

Court, has been too recently deprived of

Francois Konig, a private of the its president to be sufficiently pre

Nuron regiment, andJohn Collins, pared for so important an investiga

a trooper of the 19th regiment of tion , no information with respect

dragoons, were convicted ofmurder, to which has hitherto been laid

and received sentence of death . before them , it is their general

Two natives named Raman and desire that it inay be deferred till

Chingleroy, were convicted of grand the bench is full, more especially

larceny, and ordered to be trans- as that is likely to be the case in a

ported for seven years, to Prince short period of time, and they trust
of Wales's island . that you are empowered to consent

Several others were discharged to a delay in which it seems to them

by proclamation, and the session that the public and the persons ac

closed on Thursday evening. cused are equally interested.

BOMBAY, Mr. Threipland then observed ,
October 16 , 1802 .

that though it certainly was the

On Tuesday last the 12th instant, anxious wish of those who acted for

the quarterly sessions of Oyer and the crown on this occasion , that the
Terminer were held before Edward law should take its course, in rela

Atkins, Esq. mayor, and acting tion to the calamitous atlair alluded

president of the court of the re- to , with as little delay as was con

corder, and his associates, Robert sistent with the attainment of sub

Henshaw , Simon Ilaliday, and Pa- stantial justice, yet it was impos

trick Hadow , esquires. sible to be insensible to the conse

Edward Atkins, esq. mayor and quences of an event which had de

acting president of the couri, having prived the court of his assistance,

informed the grand jury that the who was peculiarly qualified to have

only bill they would have to in- conducted such an investigation

vestigate was one for stealing from with entire satisfaction to the public .

a dwelling house, goods and chat- That the intended trial was of a

tels to the value of 40s .
most important nature , there could

Mr. Threipland said , it was his be no doubt : it was of the last im

duty, as counsel for the crown, to portance to the accused, who were

state, that there was another bill therefore entitled to much con

ready to be submitted to the con- sideration in the manner of con

sideration of the present grand jury ducting it ; but it was not of more

for an offence infinitely more henie consequence to them than it was

ous ; a bill which charged a number material to the public, that every

of individuals, who as yet were not circumstance connected with the

in custody of the civil power, with event which had taken place onthe
20cm
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Dow no more .

20th ofJuly last, should be minutely that which gave his tenant access.

investigated, and in the most grave On these and other points he was

and solemn manner of which the more full , he said , than be would

forms of justice were susceptible. otherwise have been , that voice,

Viewing the matter in this light, which was wont to dictate the law

and having heard the recommenda- in this place, and on which juries

tion of the court, to which he was could rely with such implicit con

bound to listen with due submis- fidence , being now for ever silent;

sion , he was happy in being em- and he strongly disclaimed the wish

powered to say, ibat the crown con- to urge the guilt of the prisoner be

sented to postpone the trial in ques. yond the limits which the law of

tion , till the arrival of a judge from England had prescribed. He was

Madras to supply the place of that convinced , however, if the jury were

distinguished magistrate who was satistied of his guilt, they would not

think it of small importance to con

Wednesday 13th . vince the public, that the property

The grand jury having found a of the meanest individual was safe

true bill against John Pennico, sea- under the protection of the law ;

man, he was placed at the bar, and that it knew no distinction of per
his indictment read . It charged sons ; and was as ready to punish a

him with having stolen a watch European who had committed an
and other articles, the property of offence, as any other inhabitant of

Betsey, a woman, above the value of the place who had rendered him

40s . from the dwelling -house of the self amenable to justice.

said Betsey . There was another The felony being clearly proved,

count for the simple larceny alone. the jury, atier a few minutes con.

Mr. Threipland stated the caseon sideration, returned a verdict of

the part of the crown . The first Couilly, but restricted the value of

count in the indictment being found the property to a sum within 40s.

ed on the 12th of Anne, ch.7 . ren- by which the capital part of the

dereil the offence of acapital nature. ' otter.ce was taken off. The court

He explained this statute , and en- ordered the prisoner to be brought

tered fully into the several particu. up for judgmenton Friday the 15th .

lars which it was necessary for him FRIDAY, 15th .

to establish , before he could bring Sentence was this day passed

the prisoner within iis enactment. upon Jobin Pennico , to be imprison

The indictinent having laid the ed for three calendar months, and

properly to have been taken from during that period to be once pub

the dwelling-honse of the prosecu- licly whipped from the Apollo to

trix , he anticipated a doubt which the Bazar gate.

might arise from ber appearing to

be only a tenant, and not the owner
DECEMBER , 7th , 1802 .

of the habitation . On this point SUPREME COURT, CALCUTTA .

he referred to the case of the king On Saturday last the Sessions of

against Regers, Le . Cr . Law , p . 104, Oyer and Terminer were held at the

which had established that there court-house. The charge was de

was no occasion to take mention of livered by the honourable Sir John

the owner's name, provided be in- RoyDs, Knt.

habited no part of the house , or On Friday last came on to be

entered it by a different door from tried , twoindictments against Joseph
Mari
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Mari Leperrouse, one for the mur- dwelling -house of Mr. Curtis, and

der of captain Ivie Campbell , late Husnow and Noordy, concerned in

commander of the Sarah Marga- the robbery of Messrs. Gilmore and

retta , near the coast of Pedier,on Wilson , were discharged .

the 4th of September last , and the The Grand Jury were discharged,

other for piracy ; he was found but the session was adjourned until

guilty on both , when the Chief the 3d of February next, on which

Justice passed sentence of death day the Petty Jury, were directed

upon him , which will be carried to attend .

into effect this day, at the usual The Chief Justice, in passing

place of execution. The court sentence on Thomas Norman Mor

directed that his body should be gan , for forgery, observed, it was

afterwards hung in chains . fortunate for the prisoner, that the

The court then passed the fol . law which makes that crime capital,

lowing sentences on the prisoners, had not yet been extended to this

who had been tried during the country ; but that he had reason to

sessions,
believe, ere long it would .

Byjoo Mussaulchey, for a rob

bery in the house of Samuel Davies, NOVEMBER

esq. received sentence of death.

Pauly Stratty Anunderam , and
Bombay Nov. 17ıb.

Catoul Kissen, for a conspiracy, On Monday last the trial of cap.

against Christopher Roberts, esq . tain Edward Thomas Kemp came
Judge and Magistrate of Sylhet, to on before Edward Atkins, Esq.

be imprisoned two years, and stand mayor, and acting president of the
once in the pillory ; the court also court of recorder of Bombay, and

directed Amunderam to pay a fine his companions Luke Ashburner,

of 4,000 rupees. and John Hope Oliphant, esquires,

Ramsoonder Sircar, for perjury and a special jury, for a libel; after

before the court of commissioners : a long and minute investigation,

for recovery of small debts, to be the jury retired, and after consulta

transportedfor seven years. ing about half an hour, returned

Ter Jacob Ter Petruse, an Ar- with a verdict of GUILTY . The

menian clergyman, for perjury, be- foreman ofthe jury, Mr.John Smee ,

fore the Supreme Court , in an ac- then addressed the bench , in a neat

tion commenced by him there, and appropriatespeech,recommend

against Mr. Sarkis Johannes, to being the prisoner to the mercy of the

imprisoned two years , and pay a court, and the prisoner at the same

fine of one rupee, time offering an apology to be re.

ImaumbuxGolyah,fora robbery corded, the court was pleased to

in the dwelling-house of Mr. Frede- sentence captain Edward Thomas

rick Hohler, transported for life . Kemp to be fined one rupee, and on

Thomas Norman Morgan, for paying the fine to be discharged.

forgery, to be imprisoned two years, APRIL , 1803 .

stand once in the pillory, and pay a On Thursday the 14th , the

fine of one rupee. Quarter Sessions were opened be

Coochill, Buxoo, Ruffic, and fore tbe honourable Sir Benjamin

Nyamftullah, for a robbery in the Sulivan , Recorder, and his associ

yard of Messrs. Gilmore and Wilson, ates , Augustus William Handloy,

to be transported for seven years. esq. mayor, Edward Atkins, and

Mohun Sing, for a robbery in the Luke Ashburner, esqrs.
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After the jury were sworn in, the summed up the evidence, the jury
Recorder addressed them in a very retired , and , about an hour aiter,

forcible and impressive speech upon returned a verdict guilty of murder,

the nature of the crimes which were Sentence being postponed, the pri

stated in the calendar, and the soner was remanded to prison .

points of law applicable to each , On Saturday last, April the 16th ,

when the jury withdrew to consider the Grand Jury were discharged .

such bills of indictments as were Abdallah , the Moorman , mene

ready for their deliberation . tioned in our last was brought up

Yesterday a Moorman of the and put upon his trial.

name of Abelalla was put to the bar Nir. Threipland opened the in

to be triert for the murler of a dictinent, and stated the case .

native named Bauker, on board a Govind Punzia , examined . He

ship in the harbour, by stabbing bim was a sailor on board the Arab ship

with a knife, but there not being an with the prisoner ; he recollects on

Arabic interpreter in court, which the 16th March last, about eight in

was the only language the prisoner the evening, when the prisoner got

knew , he was reinanded to prison. hold of the deceased when he was

Minguel Somnoss, a Portugueze, escaping up the shrouds, pulled him

was then put upon his trial for the down, and stabbed him in thebreast.

murder of Domingo Fernandez, a The boy then fell into the sea. The

tellow servant, being both in the witness saw the stab given by the
service of Col. Blachford . prisoner. A signal being made to

Mr. Threipland opened the in- the ships of war, a long boat came

dictment, and stated the case on on board. The prisoner escaped

behalf of the crown , when a Chub- from the ship , and was next morn

dar in the service of Colonel Blach- ing tahen in ihe woods. The wit

ford was sworn , who deposed that ness Silw the borly next morning,

on the day of the fire which lately which was found , and brought on

happened in Bombay, the prisoner board the ship.

stabbed the deceased with a knife in Sciad Habajee. He was a sailor

the cook -room of their master, and on board the Arab ship , and was in

to this purpose the testimony of the the ship when the deceased was

deceased himself was given in his killed . The prisoner had a knite

dying moments, accusing the prin in his liand, and the witness being

super as bis murderer , which having called to take care of himself, he

been taken before a magistrate, was drew a sword and gave the prisoner

read in evidence to the jury. a cut on the foot, when he left the

Dr. Baird and Dr. Alvares were witness, and went forward . Hcob

called , who examined the body, and served the prisoner hold the knife

proved the wounds given to have in an attitude of striking. The pri

been the cause of the death of the soner and the witness were fellow

deceased . slaves to the Nocquedab or supra

The prisoner, in his defence, at- cargo of the ship.

tempted to establish that the de- Dr. Baird was examined . Hewas

ceased had committed suicide , but called to inspect three dead bodies

unfortunately,the principal witness seat on shore from an Arab ship

he called substantiated the com- lying in the harbour; among others
mission of the crime he stood one of the boy named Baukur, he

charged of; the recorder having found a wound on the breast -bone

wbich
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which penetrated into the cavity of The court held a session at Point

the breast ; it appeared to have De Galle, and one at Matura .

been made with a broad sword or a The former commenced on the

large knife , and must have been the 12th ofJuly,and ended on the 10th.

iarmediate cause of death . Seven prisoners were acquitted , and

A constable was called who prov. discharged; three acquitted, but

ed that the prisoner was brought to bound over to their behaviour.

the police office by some Arabs, and One was convicted of an assault,

he was committed to custody until with an intent to ravislı, and sen
his trial should take place. tenced to receive, at two several

The prisoner called a witness in whippings, 100 lashes ; to be im

his defence named Seroo , who was prisoned for one year, subject to

examined by Mr. Morley ; he was hard labour in the public works,

on board the ship when the boy was and to pay a fine of seventy -sever

killed ; he did not see the prisoner dolurs .

after sun - sct of that day. llis excellency the governor las

The recorder summed up the been pleased to remit this sentence ,

evidence ; after which the jury re- in consideration of the youth of the

tired to consider of their verilict ; prisoner, and of his marrying the

and after being absent about ten party aggrieved.

minutes, returned with a verdict of At the Session at Matura, which

guilty. began the 19th , and ended the 21st

Moideen a Mopla, was put to the inst. three were acquitted,ånd dis
har for theft of various articles be- charged .

longing to Lieut. Shuldhamn , from One accused of murder , but con

his tent on the Esplanade ; but the victed of culpable homicide ; and

trial was postponed, and the pri- one of assaulting, stabbing, and

soner remanded to jail , to be re- wounding, with intent to murder.
leased upon giving two securities in The former was sentenced to re

500 rupees each , and himself in ceive , at two several whippings, two

1000 rupees, to appear next sessions. hundred and two strokes, to be im

Sentence was then pronounced prisoned for twelve months, subject

upon Som noss , the Portuguese, and to hard labour in chains on the

Abdalla, the Moorman, who had public works, and to pay a fine of

been tried and found guilty of mur- live rix - dollars ; the latter was

der. The former was banished for sentenced to receive, at two several

lite to Prince of Wales's island, and whippings two hundred and tifty

the latter condemned to death : bis strokes, to be imprisoned for three

sentence was accordingly executed years, sulject to hard labour in

on Tuesday last. This unhappy chains on the public works, and to

wretch appeared to the last indit- pay a fine of one rix -dollar.
ferent to his fate .

CEYLON , 1803 . BENGAL .

COURT OF JUDICATURE . July 3, 1803 .

On Saturday last , the honourable SUPREME COURT, CALCUTTA .

the Chief Justice of the court of The first trial that came before

judicature returned to the presi- the court, attords a singular example

dency, having concluded the sou- of the credulity and superstition,

thern circuit, which ,
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case.

which, assisted by avarice , can take cutrix is a professed christian ; yet

possession of the human heart. The she suffered a mandicant Bramin to

following are nearly, as we can re- induce her to place confidence in

collect, the leading features of the his powers as a conjurer . Being

asked by her, where the treasure

The prosecutrix was standing at came froin , the prisoner answered ,

her door in the Chitpore-road . The that it was sent by the Bramio's

prisoner came and accosted her god, and was on a subterranean

with, Madam , you are a very for- journey to the river Hoogla ; but

tunate and handsome woman . The that on the moment of his fixing

prosecutrix invited him into her the box in a corner of her house,

dwelling . He told her that under he arrested its course , and that he

her house a number of copper vessels should draw it up to the surface of

filled with gold were concealed, and the earth by the means he had used .

that if she would give him half their In all this “ gypsey jargon,” the

value, he would get the treasure for deluded woman placed full reliance,

her. She told him that she would and in consequence, came very near

not give him half, but would make losing her jewels to a considerabie

him a handsome present; on which , amount.-- Thejury without leaving

he consented to undertake the busi- their seats found the prisoner guilty.
ness on her account. lle demanded

four gold moburs ; but as she had BOMBAY,

only one, he told her that jewels THE HON . RECORDER'S COURT.

would answer the purpose as well . May 28, 1803.

She gave him an old backgammon- Sadascw Pandorang and Others,

box to make pooja in, of four and versus Il'ittosa Cannojee.

rice , and to contain the jewels with The bill having been read which

which she supplied him, viz.her gold stated the building and consecra

bangles, worth ten gold mohurs, a tion of the Church according to the

necklace of gold, and one gold forms of the Hindu religion by one

mohur. He came three days suc- Cassinath Socajee in 1793, and its

cessively, made pooja, and uttered having been in part pulled down by

prayers over the box and jewels. the defendant, whoclaimed a right

On the fourth day , the one on of property in virtue of a sale by

which the treasure was to come up, the Sheriff in 1796, ( though from

at twelve o'clock , he found some- that period to the time of the dila

thing was wanting to complete his pidation in May 1802 , the edifice

necromancy, and under pretenceof had been used as a placeof religious

going to fetch some water from the worship by the cast) Mr. Threip

sacred river, he left theprosecutrix's land the hon, company's counsel,

house : but, making more haste addressed the court on the part of

than good speed, he dropped the the complainants.

gold muhur that had been loaned He began by observing that the

him by his credulous employer, magnitude of a cause was not always

from his waist-cloth . The exciting to be estimated by the number of

alarm , he fled ; but being soon rupees that were at stake on its de.

overtaken , the bangles , & c. were cision. That was one source of im

found upon him , and he was com- portance no doubt, but there were

mitted for feloniously taking and others of still greater consequence,

stealing of the same. The prose- for that might be at issue for the

loss
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loss of which money could not come sentiments could not be doubted,

pensate, and of whose value it was it was equally true that in every

no criterion. Of this description country there were persons who

was the claim of the complainants, scoffed at the institutions of re

who had been injured, not so much ligion , in whose eyes nothing was

in a pecuniary point of view, as in sacred , nothing venerable ; men of

those feelings of the mind which it grovelling minds incapable of a

was most proper and praise -worthy thought which had not self for its

for men to cherish, and which were object, and who weakly made the

cherished , he believed, by every forms which piety assumed a source

tribe and every nation on the face of ridicule and jest ; but such per

of the earth . That country was sons were the bane of all society,

yet to be discovered where the idea and their libertine doctrines, which

of a God did not prevail.
He was all were every where alike interest

called by different names of wor- ed to oppose, it was particularly

ship to be sure— “ Jehovah , Jove, proper lo contend against in a

or Lorů," but there was a principle country situated like this, and

in human nature which led the among a people not more tenacious

creature to reverence its Almighty of their modes of faith , than en

Creator, and to testify that reve- titled by law to have them preserved

rence by outward symbols of re- inviolate. That right unquestione

spect, of awe, of adoration . ably no man could dispute ; it had

In rude and simple times the been specially recognized and ad

prayers ascend in open air to verted to in the act of the legis.

Heaven , and God's great temple is lature which constituted the court,

the magnificent canopy of the and he was sure it would be en

skies. In the progress of refine- forced on all occasions, whether for

ment , cuifices are raised, where all that purpose it was necessary to

those who think alike assemble, and oppose the inroads of European in

offer up the incense of united prayer fidelity, or, as in the present in

and praise to the beneficent Author stance, the sacrilegious attempts of

of their being. To these struc- native wickedness, prompted by the

tures, those feelings are then con- love of gain .

fined which before expanded over After an introduction to this

the face of nature , and the custom efect, Mr. Threipland proceeded

of invoking Heaven in a temple to lay the facts insisted on by the

made with hands, soon begets a complainants before the court, and

veneration for the place itself, and having done so at considerable

a horror for whatever profanes the length, and referred to Halhead

sacred purposes to which it is de- and Colebrooke , in support of the

voted . The same feelings lead the several doctrines which the case

pious enthusiast to decorate the embraced,he proceeded to remark ,

spot ; it becomes in his mind's eye that the effect ofa solemn consecra

the residence of the Deity , not to tion, in divesting the former owner

be approached without sensations of all right of property , was by no

of reverence, not to be entered means peculiar to tbe lindu law .

without impressions of devotion. lle conceived the same

“ Procul este profani, conclamat quences would result from a solemn

cates, totoque absistite luco.” dedication performed in England,

Though the universality of these of which it was a strong proof that
the

conse
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the church and church - yard were of exchange, these things, with all

there esicemed the freehold of the their bearings, might not at first

rector, though the right of patron- occur ; and therefore, if it should

age and advowson resided in a turn out that at the sale in 1796 ,

different person, and was capable the sheriff meant to bring a church

of transmission by devise or pur- to the hammer with as little cere

chase. On this subject, after allud- mony as a bale of cotton or a cargo

ing to the derivation of the word of sugar, it would not in the least

church from two Greek words, sig- affect the merits of the question be.

nifying the house of God, he referred fore the court. In all these cases

to Coke's Institute , Burn's Ecclesi- it was not what the sheriff did , but

astical Law , and other authors, and what he had a right to do, that was

noticed likewise that stealing from a to be considered . The sheriff is an

church , by breaking into it over officer of the court, and in execut

night, is burglary by the law of ing its process is emphatically bound

England. Quia Mansionalis est, to respect the rights of individuals

says SirEdward Coke, Omnipotentis andthe public.

Dei. The principle, indeed, bad He believed it would be found ac

been extended in the mother coun- cordingly that the respectable gen

try from things inanimate to per- tleman who filled that office in the

sons, insomuch that he who was year 1796, had expressly excluded

once solemnly dedicated to the the church from the several lots ex

service of the altar, could not after- posed to sale, and it was certain

wards desecrate himself, however that the price paid by the defendant

much his interest mightprompt a strongly favoured this idea , who

wish to that effect . All this he therefore had no pecuniary loss to
could not help thinking was ex- afford a cover for bis impieiy. But

tremely wise, for the moment the erron had it been otherwise, he should

transition was rendered casy from not have pitied him , for he was

things sacred to things profane, tersans in illicito, when hemadethe

from spiritual to secular purposes, purchase , and knew well that lie

that moment a degree of degrada- could never be suffered 10 appro

tion was brought upon the former, priate to his own vile use , what in

or at least they were no longer fact beionged exclusively to God .

likely to be contemplated with that It was not, accordingly , till after

reverential regard which in every several years had clapsed, that the

country it is so truly advisable to defendant collected audacity sufti

promote and cherish in the public cient to make the attempt. Much

mind . It was a sense of this that to the honour of the complainants,

made our blessed Lord take so much he was resisted in the outset of his

just offence atthose whom he found iniquity, and such was the opposi

buying and selling in the temple ; tion from all quarters which he saw

but what would be bave said if the he had to apprehend, that after

temple itself had been exposed to pulling down a part, his fears in

sale, and the babitation of holiness duced him to spare the remainder ;

been bartered for the gold of the and under the same influence, the

highest bidder ? only one to which he seemed alive,

In a commercial place, where had he rebuilt what he had destroy

nothing is valuable but in as far as ed , the complainants would have

it isen article of traffic or a medium left bim in quiet enjoyment of the
reflections
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reflections likely to arise in such a leaving but one third . It also ap

mind on an abortive attempt to peared that the former church had

serve his private purposes by the three doors, but the present only

robbery of the public ; but in per- one ; and of the two that were

forming the duty of restitution he missing, the defendant was proved

had overlooked a full third of the to have appropriated one of orna

space which the old buildings mented carved work , to the use of a

occupied ; having purchased the private bungaloe in the neighbour

churchlike a bale of cotton,he had hood . With respect to the pro

proceeded, by way of humouring coedings of the sheriff, it appeared

the allusion,asMr. Threipland sup- that previous to the sale he had

posed, to screw it into two -thirdsof been applied to, and had taken

its former dimensions ; and in this the attachment off thechurch ; and

diminished state, curtailed of its several witnesses swore that he ex

justproportions, “ scarce half made pressly excluded it from the several

up," had the effrontery to expect lots exposed to sale , and neither or

that the cast would take it off his the founder's creditors , at whose

hands , and bury their wrongs in instance the execution issued , point
silence. He was sure the court ed it out to be sold , or from the

would have disapproved of such money they received had any idea

taineness in such a cause, and he that it had been disposed of.

was equally contident they would Thisevidence being gone through ,

mark their approbation of the con . Mr. Morley, also of counselfor the

duct actually pursued , hy granting complainants, addressed the court .

the prayer of the bill in its fullest The anxious attention, he said ,

extent, while their only regret which had been displayed in in

would be that they had not power vestigating the merits of the case,

to punish the defendant in aman assured him , that the court had , a

ner more signal and severe . due sense of the extensive operation

A number of witnesses were now of the precedent that its judgment

adduced on the part of the complain- would establish ; and that although

ants, with respect to whose testimony the individuals immediately before

it is only necessary here to state , that the court were of a particular belief,

the fact of a public dedication by a still the question that this cause in

high priest from Poonah , in pre- volved would influence the general

sence of thirty or forty Bramins, interests of every religion prac.

with all the ceremonies usual on tised under the British government

such occasions, as prescribed by in India. However various and

the Shaster, as well as the effect of contradictory are the religions of

those ceremonies in the opinion of man, every religion inculcates the

the Hindoos, in divesting the former doctrine , that the Deity is propitiat

Owner, and rendering the property ed by the grateful offerings of his

thenceforth sacred as well as com- creatures, and every religion pro

mon, was fully established ; as it hibits the secular appropriation of

likewise was that the church in what has been consecrated to the

question, though the walls were Divinity. This doctrine, so con.

proved to have been strong enough genial to man's propensity to de

to have lasted fifty years , had been votion, and in which the warmest

- in part pulled down, and rebuilt, affections of his nature are so power
VOL . 5 . MM fully
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fully engaged, would be ill secured was indisputably established by

aguinst the assaults of adverse see many respectable witnesses, that

taries, or even against the vicious the church was dedicated in the

of the same religious profession, if most public and sacred manne : to

it were subjected to the discretion the general use of the Hindoos, and

of individuals, and not protected ever since the dedication, that it

by the temporal justice of the staie : had been the place of religious

sand the British government would adoration of all the cast.

have little pretension to its cha- On the second question there

racter for political wisdom, if it could be no doubt that a public

exposed this doctrine to violation , and solemn dedication to religi

ridicuk , and contempt, by the re- ous purposes, absolutely rescinded

fusal of its protecting force. The every right of the donor. That by

practice of consecrations, that some the Hindoo law, even a promise to

may deride as superstitious, was religious purposes irrevocably trans

productive of very beneficial con- ferred the right, and that such a pro

sequences to society . It contributedcontributed muse was equally operative to trans

to impress on the gross and under- fer the right, cren when uttered in

tered mind a knowledge of the ex- the frenzy ofmadness. Whatprin

astence and the superintendance of ciple of the blindoo law can then be

a Supreme Being ; and in that im- resorted to, to deny the validity of
mense range of action, which the a donation to God, not by a pro

human eye cannot discover, oor ise , as an intended future trans

kuuman laws restring the propinsity mission, not by the voice of a man,
to vice and criminality mas be cura who could not understand the words

recued and controlled by the drend that he uttered , but a donation,

of an avenging Deity . wuen the facullics of the mind were

The duty of the court on this vo- in their most pertect state, by cere

casion was in exact conformity to monies the most public, deliberate ,

wbat, he was persuaded, was its and sacred, and by ceremonies

inclination. The charter bis pre- calculated and intended to convey

• scribed as a positive and peremptory an absolute and irrevocable gift .

duty to the court, to contorn in the Some of the witnesses had said ,

laws and usages of the llindous, in that Cassinath Socajec, and his

the disputes that arise between descendants, had a power to repair

them ; and to determine their suits the church : their meaning is , that

as they would have been determin- it was more creditable and honour

ed if ile suit had been brought in all for the founder and his family

a rative court. - The questions for to preserve the church , than that

the decisivu of the court, therefore, ihe cast should be put to the ex

were , whether the building in dis- pense of it. But the same wit.

pute was sluly consecrated to the nesses expressly declared that the

general use of the Hindoos; and whole right and property of Cassi

whether such curiseeration did not nath Sucajec was divested from him ,

destroy the righi of Cassinath Sur and transiirred to God ; and it is

cajee, ilie founder. manifest that the power of repara

On the first of these questions, tion alluded to by them ,was rather

besides the admissions of the com- an honourable expense imposed on

plainants themselves in their bill , it bim , than a beneficial interest.
When
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When the witnesses declare that doubt of the defendant not having

he had a power to repair, they do paid any consideration for the Oart,

not assert that he was at liberty to and in confining his purchase to the

exercise his own discretion, that he Oart alone, he will not have any
possessed a capricious dominion reason to complain of an injury.

over the church , that he bad a The defendant, therefore, had as

power to prostrate it with the earth, little of equity in his case, as of law .

and to apply one third of its fonnda . He could not pretend that he was a

tion to the common uses of his purchaser, wiihout notice of the

Oart . defects in the title . The defendant

On the subject of the sale of the is a Hindoo , and of the cast of the

church many of the witnesses bad founder of the church . The church

declared , that at the time of the had been publicly and solemnly

sale of the Oart , the church was ex- consecrated ; it was a place of indis

pressly and publicly excluded , and criminate resort of all Hindoos.

the testimony of these witnesses In the receipt signed by Mr. Faw

was strongly corroborated, by the cett , it is described as a Hindoo

relative value of the Oart, with or pagoda, and in the deeds of con

without the church, and by the veyance it is called the church

expressions of the sheriff, both in Ramchunder. The defendant there

the receipt signed by him , and in fore cannot pretend that he was

the deed of sale executed by him . ignorant of the sacred appropriation

The Vart, without the church, has of this church , and that Cassinatlı

been valued at 5000 rs. and the Socajee had no right or property in

church alone has been valued, by a it capable of transmission to a pur

very intelligent witness, at 6000 rs . chaser.

and even if those witnesses had not In conclusion, Mr. Morley said

been so positive as to that fact , he had not limited his inquiries to

and on the supposition that the the Hindoos. He had conversed

sheriff'had publicly sold the church, with Persees, with Mabometans,

it is obvious that the defendant with different sectaries of Christians,

must have had a great and an unfair with persons who have travelled

advantage in the purchase -- an ad- among nations of the most discor

vantage entirely arising from the dant religious persuasions, and with:

wickedness of his disposition , and one voice they have declared, that a

his contempt of the religion that he consecration appropriates to God

professes, when every other Hindoo alone. And as far as his reading

was restrained from the purchase had enabled him to collect the scn

from a conviction of its impiety ; timents of mankind - either in an

and individuals of other religious cient or modern times --- either in

persuasions were restrained , by a the old or new world ---among those

knowledge of the danger of such a who are civilized by their institu

purchase, and its probable rescis- tions, or those who wander in bar

sion . The defendant would there . barous independence , he had not

fore have been a purchaser of the been able to find the slightest trace

church without a competitor; and of a people on any partof the globe,

the price ascertained by the bid- who are or cver have been without

dings must have been only that of the practice of consecration, and

the Oart ; so that there can be no who did not ascribe that effect

M2 to :
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An apo

to the ceremony which he contended and set about rebuilding and orna.

for in the present instance. menting the pagoda. When he had

Mr. Dowdeswell, upon the part expended several thousand rupees

of the defendant. declared, that be upon this plan ; all the malignant

had no inclination or intention to spirits of his cast were put into fer

disturb the religious prejudices of mentation. Meetings were called ,

the natives ; he was acting for a and those individuals who are

native, and ulie claim he advanced ashamed to come publicly forward,

could have no such effect . The played off the present complainants

right he asserted , was that of pa- upon bim , for they are merely pup

tronage and of presentation to this pets moved by persons behind the

pagoda, what might be denominated curtain. The defendant was ac

a right of advowson . That such cused of that which never entered

a claim could exist , consistently his imagination , a design to deface

with the Hindoo law, was established and destroy. Petitions weremadeto

by the pitnesses for the complain- government, who stopped his work,

ants themselves, by Gunnes Bhut but government being satisfied that

Chatray, by Ramdass Manordass, the question could only be decided

& c . who testify that, “ it is the in the court of the Recorder, the

duty of the founder of a temple to restriction was reinoved .

supply the necessaries for the per- plication was made to the late Sir

formance of the religious cere- William Syer for an injunction,

monies, to keep it in repair, and which was refused . The work has

nominate the Bramins ; if he is un- been carried on at a very consider

able , another may do so ." This is able expense, and the building is

a species of property under the class now complete for the reception of

ofincorporealhereditament:. Daily the images. No interruption of

experience shews that it is trans- the complainants has been proved

ferrable , that it was transferred ap- in their attendance upon their re

pears by the deed itself, wherein ligious duties, and none has taken

Mr. Fawcet, as sheriff of Bombay, piace , except that which must

conveys to the defendant all the happen, every human structure be

right , title, and interest of Cassinath ing subject to decy. Much stress

Socajue in this pagoda.” From the (although it has been proved that

19th December, 1796 ( the date of the temple is now more beautiful

the deed ,) the defendant was per- and strong) has been laid upon the

mitted to exercise this right, till the circumstance, that it does notstand

Bramin's house, ciuring the course exactly upon the same space of

of the last year, falling into decay, ground. Before the alteration,

the payoda also wanting repairs, there was no space for the palan

complaints being made by the quins to go round the church. The

Bramins of these defects, the de- purposes of shew and ceremony

fendant, finding there was no pro . wowld be incomplete if no such

bability of his having a son, and space was left. There is annually

influenced by that passion which is a day, on which a procession ought

as prevaleat in Asia as in Europe, to be made round the church . To

of endeavouring ( to use the com- give effect to the objection, it should

mon expression) to get a great nanie, have been shewn that the present

pulled down the Bramin's house church was not sulliciently large,
or
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screw ,

or that the ground left out had and trouble would have been

been applied to an improper pur- saved ,
In his answer, the de

pose . As those facts had not been fendant boldly claimed the right

proved , be hoped his client would of property, and endeavoured to

not suffer the punishment denounc- exclude his breihren of the cast

ed against him by one of the gentle by denying there had been any
men on the other side. It had been piiblic consecration of the church

contended that the present was like
to their use . This hardihood con

the case of the Armenian church , tinued to jisplay itself during the

but that he denied ; Jacob Petrus, whole examination of the com

the founder of the Armenian church , plainants' witnesses, from whom the

pointed out the sime to the sheriff court must bave observed , that

for sale , for the express purpose of whatever could throw discredit on

having it converted into a cotton the fact of the dedication was se

dulously endeavoured to be exo

Jacob's religious zeal lasted no tracted . It was only when these

longer than his wealth-with it , it efforts were found ineffectual , and

evaporated. The purpose to which the right of the cast was indis

the Armenian church was to be ap- putably established , that the de

plied was express and declared . tendant, lowering his tone, came

It might, perhaps, be objected 10 forward with a subdued voice, to

his client , that he had more wealth crave the flebile beneficium of what

than wit , but Mr. D. said , he knew he called a right of advowson. To

not how superfluous wealth could his enjoying this , including, as it

be better applied than upon the was proved to do , the flattering

structure and ornament of public obligation of being at all the ex

buildings. It was well when it pense attendant on the pagoda,
took a course so innocent. lle Mr. Töreipland said he had no

thought he should satisfy the court, great objection. His friend Mr.

that the present cause not only Dowdeswell bad described his clie

originated in malice, but was sup. ent as more endowed with wealth

ported by perjury: When he had than wit, and there was a pr .verb

given evidence of the want of repair which he would not repeat, but
of the old buildings, the sums ex- which was founded on the facility

pended in improvements, that me- with which money made its escape

lioration instead of devastalion Wits from persons of that description.

intendeid, he trusted the present But let not the defendant imagine

bill would be dismissed , add the he was only exercising powers of
right of the defendaut declared . presenation, when he levelled the

'I his evidence being gone through, templº, and turned out the images,

Mr. Throipland, in a speech of up- This was an exercise of the right

wards of two hours, combated the of patronagº somewhat novel in

arguments which had been ad- its nature, which the cast was 'by
vanced , and the proof adduced on no means realy to assent to . Ne

the part of the defendant. He be- cessary repairs he might be in

gan by saying, that if there had dulged in the privilege of paying

been no claim in the answer to the for ; but his ideas as an architect

billbeyond that which he had heard resembled his notions as a patron,
stater from the bar, much time if he imagined that in order to

repait
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repair a roof (which was all the The Court , after mature delibe .

melioration that the church ap- ration, passed the following decrce:

peared from the evidence to have “ That the defendant shall be

required) it was necessary to dimi- enjoined, at his own proper costs

nish the area · which it covered , and charges, to restore the church

and prostrate the walls which gave or pagoda in the pleadings in this

it support. When these acts were cause mentioned to its original

considered, he was sure that no size , and to replace the door he

one could possibly be cajoled by has transferred to his Bungaloe to

the nonsense of the defendant having its proper place ; that he should cease

had nothing but repair in view . In from all further dilapidation there

fact, it was entirely owing to of, and all interruption in the per

his fears that any thing at all in formance of divine service therein,

the form of a church was erected save such as the restoration of the

on the ruins he had so wantonly said church or pagoda to its ori.

occasioned . But having, in his ca- ginal size may occasion ; and the

pacity of pairon , razed the walls court doth further order and de

to their foundation , while he con- . cree, that the defendant shall allow

templated a godown composed of and permit the whole of the cast

the materials, or perhaps a stable or tribe of Prabhoos free access

beautifying the spot, such was the thereto for the purpose of divine

outcry most properly raised against worship. And it is further ordered

him , such the salutary interference and decreed, that the defendant

of government, ever alive to the and his heirs shall hold and enjoy

best interests of the community, against the complainants and all

that he was compelled by very others of the Prabhoo cast

terror to relinquish his profane in- tribe, the right of presentation and

tentions ; and while he gave the patronage in the said church or

diminished building the form of a pagoda ; and the Court doth lastly

pagoda, it might be true that he order aird decrce , that each party

likewise expended a little of his shall pay his own costs in this

“ superfluous wealth " in the deco- cause. "

rations peculiar to one . This was

all the artifice of the man ; but if BOMBAY .

he had made the walls of gold , and

the ornaments of jasper, it would On Thursday last , the Quarter

not have compensated for the un- Sessions were opened before the

authorised invasion of rights which Hon. Sir Benjamin Sulivan , knight ,

he ought to have held sacred , nor recorder, and William Handley ,

for the introduction of a principle, esq . inayor, and James Law and

which if once admitted, would William Smith , esquires , aldermen .

sanction every encroachment which The only case of consequence

persons having “ more wealth than which came before the court, was

wit,” and more covetousness than the indictment against a native wo

either, had a mind to make on the man named Veerbhoy, for admi

property of their neighbours.-- We nistering poison by arsenic to her

regret that our limits will not admit father-in -law, his infant child , and

of following the learned counsel one Premjee Mabomed, of which

through the rest of his reply. the latter only was said to have
Thedied .

or

July 23.
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The poison was charged to have Murad Abdulla , convicted o

been mixed by the prisoner in the stealing property to a considerable

water prepared for tea in the morn- amount in the dwelling house of

ing used by the persons affected by Lallah Dewchund, was sentenceri

it , but upon the evidence adduced, to be transported to Prince of

it did not appear that any substance Wales island for fourteen years,

whatever was infused into the water

by the prisoner, nor even that the Moiden Mopla , convicted of

supposed poison , part of which stealing property to a considerable

was found in the house and pro- amount in the tent of lieut. Edmund

duced , was actually arsenic . - William Shouldham , was sentenced

Doctor Baird , who examined the to be transported to Prince of Wales

body of the deceased , could not island for the term of fourteen years.

appearances indicated

poison by arsenic, and it was proved Jonathan Taylor, convicted of a

that the deceased was in the habits violent assault on lieutenant Glover,

of taking considerable quantities his superior officer, on board the

of opium , which might have oc- Alexander, was sentenced to pay a
casioned his death under the cir- fine of 200 rupees, be imprisoned

cumstances which happened. for the space of two years, and at

The prisoner was a well looking the expiration thereof to find se

young woman ( if we may be al- curity, himself in 2000 rupees , and

lowed to call her so ) about thirteen two securities in 1000 rupees each,

years of age, and considerably ad- for his good behaviour for the term

vanced in pregnancy .. of two years, and be further im

The following sentences were prisoned until such fine is paid

pronounced by the court on the and such security given.

prisoners who were convicted .

say that the
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BOMBAY MONSOON.

11

BOMBAY Occurrences for May, 1803.

The following correspondence will

The setting in of the monsoon best contey its own eulogium , as

on the Malabar coast has been to its motives, and the very ho

preceded by a most violent storm nourable and handsome acknow

which took place on the 21st ulti- lcdgments of the respectable pur

mo, the effects of which have been ties concerned,

productive of very considerable
TļIE HON . J. DUNCAN, ESQ .

mischief; among other unfortunate
President and Gov, in Council.

events of this day we lament

having to record the melancholy IION , SIR , Bombay .

death of Mr. Williams , of the Bom- Understanding that his excel

bay regiment, who was struck by lency vice admiral Rainier is about

lightning, and instantaneously ex- to leave Bombay, we should deen

pired : this happened at Cannote. ourselves ungrateful were we to

allow him to depart without thus

publicly expressing the high sense

Extract. of a Létter from Madras, we entertain of the benefit which

dated 30th April, 1903 .
the trade with the northeru ports

has derived from the measures

• The whole town is in a sad adopted by your hon . board in
scene of confusion from the de- conjunction with his excellency, on

vastation of a most tremendous theoccasion of the late expedition

fire, which broke out last night in under the command of captain

the banksalls, and has already de: Vashon , of his majesty's navy,

stroyed an incredible amount of against the pirates of Jigat and

property belonging to natives , and Bate ; since which we have had

of the Europeans, and is the satisfaction to find that the

still burning with great fury .” boats have navigated in perfect se

The fire brokc out in a warehouse curity , and we doubt not that the

on the beach at one o'clock in the impression made upon those ma

morning of the 30th ultimo ; by rauders by the very gallant conduct

nine there was not a godown left of capt. Vashon, and the oflicers
standing, except those belonging to and men employed upon that ser

the Hon. Mr. Cochrane, ( a most vice, will be attended with the most

extensive new range) and to Messrs. happy effects in future.
Harrington and Co. The loss has We therefore take the liberty to

been great — some estimate it at 29, request that your hon . board will
others at 40 lacs of pagodas. Al- be pleased to conveyto his excel ,

most every person in trade there lency vice-admiral Rainier, and
are sufferers more or less ; but the through him to captain Vashon ,
greater part will fall, it seems, on and the other officers and men of

the natives . When the tappal set his majesty's navy employed on the

out, she fire was by no means ex: expedition above mentioned, our

tinguished, but it was thought there grateful thanks for the service thus

was not much danger of its ex- rendered by them to the merchants

tending its ravages . of Bonabayz on wkose bcbalf we

have
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have the honour to subscribe our- northern pirates ; and I have much

selves with respect, satisfaction, in conveying to your

Hon. Sir, excellency and to captain Vashon ,

and the other commanders, offi

Your most obedient servants,
cers , and men , employed on the

sco
FORBES and Co.

service in question , this testimony

(Signed ) ALEX . ADAMSON , of those gentlemen's thankfulness

B. FAWCETT & Co.
and respect, in which your excel.

Bombay, 8th May , 1803. Jency will believe thal the mem

bers of this government collectively

and individually concur, as my
MESSRS . FORBES & Co.

Merchants of Bombay. at the opportunity of again ex
colleagues would have been happy

GENTLEMEN , pressing, by annexing their signa .

I am directed , by the honour- tures to this letter, but that, in

able the governor in council, to
view to your excellency's being on

transmit to you a copy of the letter the point of sailing, I have thought

addressed by the hon. the president proper to expedite it with mine
alone.

to hishis excellency vice-admiral

Rainier, on the subject of your
With the most cordiał good

letter of the 8th instant ; and of wishes for the prosperity aud suc

his excellency's in reply, under cess of your excellency, and of his

yesterday's date.
majesty's feet under your com

I have the honour to be,
mand, I have the honour to remain ,

Gentlemen ,
with the highest esteem and respect,

Your most obedient Your Excellency's

Humble servant, Most obedient humble servant,

FRANCIS WARDEN ,
(Signed ) - JON. DUNCAN.

Sub - secretary.
Bombay Castle ,

Bombay Castle,
8th May. 1803.

10ih lay, 1893.

(A true copy . )

(Signed ) H. SHANK .

TO HIS EXCELLENCY
P.S.

VICE ADMIRAL RAINIER,
(A truc copy.)

FRANCIS WADEN,
Commander in Chief of his Ma.

SIR , jesty's Squadron in India . Sub . Sec . to Govt.

I have the pleasure to forward
THE HON.J. DUNCAN ,

an attested copy of a letter just Governor of Bombay.

addressed to tius government, by

the principal houses of
HON . SIR ,

and
agency

trade at this port, expressive of I was particularly flattered by

their grateful sense of the very the receipt of your favour of yes

useful protection which your ex- terday's date, enclosing the copy of

cellency has extended to the British a letter, addressed to yourself and

commerce on this side of India, by most respectable colleagues, by

the late expedition against the the principal houses of agency
and
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and trade at this port, expressing able company's marine yard , under

the high sense they entertained of your government, during my com

the benefit which the trade with mand ; and I bag leave to offer

the northern ports has derived from you my sincere thanks for the con

the measure , jointly adopted by venient and pleasant accommoda

your government and myself, in tions provided for me by your

ihe equipment of the late expedie hindness and attention on shore.

tion under the command of cap- The success of your honour's go

tain Vashon , against the northern vernment of this important islave ,

pirates, and therefore requesting and its several subordinate esta

your honourable board to convey blishments, will always afford nie

Their grateful thanks to mysell, and the greatest pleasure, as well as

officers under ny conmmand , em- your individual prosperity, and

ployed on that service . I beg you ihat of your most respectable col

will inform these gentlenien , that leagues.

I feel most sincerely and sensibly I have the honour to remain,

the honour donc me on the occa
With the highest esteem

sion , being well assured his ma and respect , hon . sis,

jesty has nothing more at heart Your most obedient

than that the commanders and of humble servant ,

ficers of his navy , of every de ( Signed ) PETER RAINIER ,
scription, thouk in their several

capacities attord every protection ('l'ruc copy. )

to the trade and protection of his FRANCIS WARDEN,

faithful subjects , both against ene- , Sub . Sec. to Government,

mies and pirates -- I shall most
Contorion , Bombay

theirchearfully comply with
Harbour, 9th May, 1803.

wishes, in communicating their

sentiments to Captain Vashon, and

the officers and men employed on MADRAS,
that service accordingly:

I have only to add , honourable
May 9, 1805 .

sir, my acknowledgments to your- The following dispatch from

self ,for the readiness you haveshewn Capt. Benver, commanding a de

in forwarding a copy of the above tachment of the 65th regiinent at

address to me, and for the polite Attegalle, was received by the

letter accompanying it , as like- chief secretary to governmnt on

wise for the kind wishes you are the gih instant.

pleased to express on your own To Ros . ARBUTH NOT, Esq.

behalf, and that of your most l'e &c . & c . & c .

spectable colleagues for my pros
SIR

perity , and for the success of his

majesty's squadron under my com- I am indebted , under Provi

mand. dence, to the gallantry of sergeant

It is incumbent on me to ex- Fairly and five privates of his

press my satisfaction, for the great majesty's 65th regiment, for the

izssistance at all times afforded to success of an attack in which the

his majesty's squadron at this port, odds were , out of all proportion,

and particularly from the honour- against us.
The
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DREIDFUL FIRE .

The monsoon having set in on Had this post been in British

my way into quarters, I was in- hanili, I think it might have defied

formed, in consequence of his ex- pluysical force . There was an ab

cellency's orders, of a very strong batis from the extreme of the ra

battery ( called Rathmalgalle) at vine up to the base of the work .

the village of Walgani Porto, in

the three Coris, on the border of

the Ilina Cori. As it was within

reasonable distance, I thought it my into the greatest consternation , by
This settlement has been thrown

duty to look at it .

We reached it by a very fine the rating of an alarming and for

moonlight, at nine lastnight. The midable lie at the godowns and
enemyimmediately distinguished banksalls to the northward of the

our white jackets, and scarcely government custom loue.

challenged, before they began a
About the hour one in the morn

very sharp firing of musketrying, a banksall was observed by the

and grasshoppers ; notwithstanding guards to have taken fire, which,

which we were, thank God, with from the combustible nature of the

out the loss of a man, in the bat- building and the dryness of the

tery in ten minutes. They conti- season , speedily communicated to

nued firing till we began climbing the adjacent gostowns, and before

up thework : they then escaped any assistance could be procured it

instantly into the wood .
had taken a wide and extensive

Had not the battery been of a
range.

great perpendicular height, I think Immediately on the alarm being

must have made some pri- given , every precaution to prevent
the progress of this dreadful cala

This work is on the side of a mity was resorted to, the whole of

woody mountain, about forty yards the men employed in the beach de

in length, and commands a ravine, partment, the available garrison of

(the only approach to it of exactly the fort, together with detachments

this width . ) It had twelve em
from bis majesty's ships in the roads

brasures.
were speedily in motion .

I destroyed a good deal of the
The right hon . the governor,

work , and have engaged the inha- with his personal staff, arrived at

bitants to do the rest to -day.
the beach about six , in order to

The country , through which we
direct and give energy to the general

marched 1.5 miles to it , is so
exertion .

- very

difficult, that the headmen of Atte
At this time the fire was at its

galle iried to dissuade me from the greatest height, baving communi

attempt . My force was one ser
cared to about seventy buildings,

gcant. 5 privates (65ih regiment,) which with their contents was one

į havildaur, 8 sepaoss.
continued blaze . Ranges of ge

N. B. One seapoy wounded ,
downs were , however, speedily re

I have the honour to remain , sir,
mover , with every other building,

which , from its situation, could en

Your most obedient danger the public safety.
huinble servant,

By these and other judicious a:

( Signed) 11. BEATER ,
rangements a stop was put to in

Capt . 19th regt. further estension, and as a grea :

SUD ,

we

soners.
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GOVERNMENT-HOUSE, FORT WILLIAM .

supply of water was now obtained, the Honourable Company's officers
the efforts of the multitude were in garrison, and the gentlemen em

directed to overcome the power of ployed in the marine department.
the flames.

The wind , during the night, had

been very moderate from the south

ward, which fortunately preserved
AVVIVERSARY FESTIVAL.

the immense and beautiful range of

buildings lately erected by Mr.

Cochrane. May 3, 1803.

About noon a considerable di- Yesterday being the anniversary

minution from the violence of the of the reduction of the fortress of

conflagration had taken place , and Seringapaiam , a public breakfast

towards the evening the mind of the was given at the new government

public was considerably relieved . house .

Every precaution was taken by The company assembled on the

government for the protection of upper-floor, and at half past eight

individual property , and to guard eight o'clock were conducted to the

against any further spreading of the breakfast tables, prepared in the
flames-- one hundred men of his centre and south rooms of the mar

majesty's 34th regiment , with four ble- floor, the columos of which were

hundred seapoys and their propor- beantifully ornamented with a va
tion of European officers, were riety of flowers corresponding with

ordered on duty during the night. the' ornaments of the tables, which

It is impossible to estimate the were also decorated with various

Joss sustained by this dreadful cala- emblems in the forms of columns,

mity --as much ofthe rice and other temples and trophies, commemorat

articles may yet be saved , as soon ing the principal political and mili

as it is possible to remove the ruins tary events which contributed to the

which now surround them , and fall of the hostile power of Mysore,

which in many parts yet continue and to the final restoration ofpeace

on fire. in India .

We are happy , however, to add , Four beautiful standards of co

that no lives were lost on this lours, taken in the fortress of Se

melancholy occasion ; many severe ringapatam , were displayed during
wounds, however, were inflicted on the entertainment. Tipo of the

individuals, in their endeavours to standards were particularly re •

stop the progress of this dreadful markable, one of them having

and all-devouring enemy: been the standard of state used hy

We cannot close this account llyder Ali , and both having been

without expressing the obligation always borne on elephants before

the public are under to the exer- Tippoo Sultaun , whenever he took

tions of colonel Dickens, the officers the command in person of his army.

and men , of his majesty's 3416 The head of each of these standards

regiment, and to captains Wood, is ornamented with a golden Punja,

Bingham , and Lord George Stuart, or hand, the emblem of sovereignty;

their officers, and the crews of his and the gold is embossed with Ara

majesty's ships Concord, St. Flo-' bic characteis, expressing various

renzo , and Albatross , together with sentences of the Koran .

CEYLON
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GEYLON . rally prevalent — it has not however

By intelligence from Ceylon , we been found to be contagious, though

are informed that the treaty of it baffles the power of the most

peace,which had been arranged be- active medicines ; and even the ap

tween the honourable Mr. North, plication of mercury, so far from

and the Adigaar or prime minister stopping its progress , has in many

of Candy at Dombadenia , has not instances accelerated its fataltermi- .

yet been ratified . His excellency nation .

general Macdowal had proceeded It is yet uncertain whether tbe

to Candy, but has since returned to war is to be renewed , but if this

Columbo. should be the case, our troops have

The troops employed in that more to apprehend from the effects

country have suffered severely froin of this fatal distemper, than the ef

the fever which has been so gene- forts of the enemy.

DONATIONS TO TIE LITERARY

FUND BY THE ENGLISH GENTLE

MEN STATION ID AT HIDRABAD ,

HOME INTELLIGENCE, MARCH, 1804.

EAST INDIA HOUSE .

QUARTERLY GENERAL COURT .

Wednesday, March 23d, 1803.
At the anniversary of the society

The acquittal of the commander forthe formation of a Literary Fund,

and officers of the coinpany's late held at the Crown and Anchor

ship the Hindostan , wrecked near Tavern, on the 21st of April 1803,

Margate a few weeks ago , has re- the treasurers reported the re

ceived the unanimous concurrence ceipts of 4741. 19s. 6d. the amount

of the court of directors of the East of a contribution to the general pur

India Company. The captain must

necessarily remain in England till subscribed by the gentlemen of
poses of that benevolent society,

the next season, for the command of

another ship .

Hydrabad , and transmitted by

major Kirkpatrick , the resident at

that city . The report of this

liberal donation was received with

the warmest acclamations, and add

LORD CORNWALLIS'S STATUE.
ed much to the generous convivi

ality of the evening.

The magnificent colossal group, May, 20, 1803 .

intended as a memorial of the Mar- Wednesday a Court of Directors

quis of ConvWALLIS , bas been of the East India Company was

shipped on board the Earl Howe, held at the India House, when the

for Bengal: a person will proceed following commanders attended and

by the above ship to superintend the took their final leave of the court ,

erection of this exquisite piece of previous to their being dispatched

sculpture. There is also a fine according to their respective des

statue of the Marquis on the pa- tinations, viz . captain Charles

rude at Fort St. George , Lennox, of the new sbip the Lord

Melville,
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Melville, consigned to Bengal di- the designs of the Mahratta chiefs,

rect; and captain James Moring, he was admitted into a private

of the extra ship the Comet, con- chamber of the palace, when he

signed to Saint Clelena and Bengal. stabbed the Rajal to theheart, and

Mr. Larkin , who has been ap- leaping from a high window , escap

pointed by the Court of Directors ed into the jungles. The murder

of the East India Company to be was not discovered for some hours ;

their inspector of teas it Canton, when the assassin was pursued and

in China, in the room of Mr. Bag- taken , he was immediately put to the

shaw, deceased, takes bis passage torture, for the purpose of extort

to Canton on board the Company's ing contession as to his abettors,

ship Woodford , now lying at St. but he remained obdurate ; he was

Helens ready for sea , afterwards led to the foot of an

August 16 . eleplant, and trampled to death,

The principal part of the East when liis head was cut off, and his

India Company's marine othcers, body suspended by the heels from a

together with those navigating tlie Tie on the roadside, beiween Arnec

craft in the river, have offered their and Imajec,

services to be employed in any way The Jeypour Kajah was at the

that may be most serviceable to head of a powerful confederacy,

the state. They have likewise made and consuntly involved in hostilie

a tender of all their craft and boats, uçs with the Sabrattas.
and the services of their men ,

Yesterday a Court of Directors

of the East India Company was September, 20 .

held at the India House , when the By the last advices from Bombay,

several tenders were opened for the we understand that the Rajal of

supply of ten thousand tons of ship Travancore has entered into a con

ping, which the court contributed tract with our government, to sup

to the public security, by assisting piy the company with all the timber

government at this momentous cri- growing in liis dominions fit for the

sis, in repelling the projected in- purpose of slip -building. It is with
vasion of this

country. The ship- satisfaction we adı!, that the 7 gun

ping engaged for this service are ship and the frigate which were or
from 500 to 600 tons burtlen , dered to be built at Bombay, are in

The court adjourned to this day. a state of forwardness. They are

designed for his majesty's service,

and will come to England freighted.

Assassination of the Me have particular satisfaction

RAJALI JEYPOUR. in stating, that the newly acquired

influence of the company in the

province of Guzzerat, was as just

The late overland dispatches from and honourable in its negotiation ,

endia , announce the assassination of as it is advantageous and important

the Jeypour Rajahı, by a priest, in its policy. The feuds that had

who had ingratiated himself with long subsisted there had been tran

the prince. Under pretence of quilized : the legitimate govern

having some secret and important ment has been re -established, and

communication to make respecting the different branches of the Guc

Aug. 29.

cowar
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cowar family, for whom ample our troubles --it is most undoubt

provision has been made, perfectly edly one of the tinest countries in

reconciled to each other. Districts the world, and well deserves the

of the yearly revenue of two lacs name of Paradise..

‘ and thirty thousand rupees have " Mountants cultivated to their

been ceded to the company by sunmits, and interspersed with ri

Anund Row, the reigning prince, vulets, villages, and cattle with

as a tribute of gratitude for the well trodrien foot.paths crossing

- services they had rendered him ; thomii ali directions fruittui vala

all the expenses they had incurred lies , with groves of arcra, jack,

on the occasion reimbursed , and cocoa -nuts, lines, orange, plan

two thousand of their native in- tains, and pumple -riose trees, with

fantry, together with a company of tiue villages, and delds of paildy,

European artillery, subsidised at ragee, natchenee, and other graius

the stipulated sum of seven lacs --the paddy tields well watered

and eighty thousand rupees per an- by the streains rushing down from

num , and for the payment of which the nioumains, allogeiler forming

ample security bas been given. The such striking scenery as is but sel

company have also obtained, and dom seen .

which is of infinitely the greatest “ We marched into Candia on the

consequence to the British interest, evening of the 20th , and found it

the port of Rottablaw in the gull of wholly deserted , the king having

Cambay, which at once secures us removed all the treasure from the

against any attempts of in Buro- palace, and the inhabitants from

pean enemy in that quarter, a se- their houses. The palace , wlion le

curity long and anxiously desired, entered it , was partially on fire : it

and as it has in its vicinity a navi- is an inmense pile of building, and

gable river, is calculated to instire perhaps only interior to that of Se

in the company the whole of the ringapat:im . The town is about two

very extensive trade carried on miles fong, and consists of one prin .

there. The province of Guzzerat cipal street, terminaied by the pite

abounds with grain and cotton, and lace at the upperend; there'are alsu

its manufactures of cotton cloths, many lesser streets branching off on

commonly called piece goods, are bool sides, but of so great length .

held in the highest estimation . The houses are chieily or mud, and

raised above the level of the street

about five feet, you ascend to them

Ertract of a Letter from Candy , the therefore by steps.

cupital of Ceylon , dutcd Feb. 23 , “ A lew of the houses at the upper

1803 .
end of the street, belonging to ide

“ Since I wrote to you last, we have principal inhabitants, are tilesland

had many difticulties io surmount, write -washed . The palace is built

our roads have been troublesome, of a kind of chunam , or cement,

nothing less in fact than constantly perfectly white , with stone gate

ascending and descending immense Way's. It is a quare of imuneisto

mountains, with some bush fighting , extent, one face of which is new ,

but of po great consequence. The and not yet finisheit. the centie

country in which we now are , bas, is a small square inclosure, ubicle

bowever, imply repaid ws for all is a cemetery, and contains the

torba

.

!
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tombs of the kings of Candy. The to be disturbed . We saw five beau

palace contains a great number of tiful milk -white deer in the palace,

rooms, the walls of which are paint- which was noticed as a very extra

ed in the most grotesque manner ordinary thing.
you can imagine, and covered with “ We are now encamped about

a multiplicity of inscriptions. Many two miles from the capital, on this

of the walls are covered with im- side of the river, and Col. Barbut

mense pier glasses of about seven has been detached with the Malay

feet by four, In one room is a gi- regiment, for the purpose of escort.

gantic brass image of Budba, in a ing, it is said, a successor to the

sitting posture, with two smaller throne. As the king had removed

ones at his feet. all his treasure before our arri.

6. The river of Candy is a very val , we have not got any prize

noble one, and swarming with fish , money . ”

as the king would never allow them

An Account of the annual Receipts and Disbursements at the Ilands in

Ceylon, during the time it bas been in the possession of Great Britain ,

to the latest period to which the same can be made up .

Receipts. Disbursements.

Nov. 1795 to April 1796 .... Ps. 6,98,332.... Ps. 7,07,616

Alay 17,96 ..... .1797 . -7,69,613.... 6,92,215

1797 ... .1798 .......6,06,622...... 5,76,527

1798 ... . 1799... .7,38,377 .... 5,63,043

1799 ......... 1800 ........9,83,938 ...... 8,26,896

1800 ........ 1801... , .7,30,000 .. 7,50,000

1801 to Dec. 1801....... 5,45,687 ...... 6,21,570

Mem.-Separate books of ac- dia , or disbursements made there

count from Ceylon bave not been on account of Ceylon . The dis

received for the three tirst and sixth bursements contain the general

years : the receipts and disburse- charges of the island ; but it is ap

ments for those periods are there- prehended that only the extra al

fore calculated from the accounts lowances to the troops are inserted ,

of Bengal, Madras, and Bombay; and that the regular pay is included
but they are not to be consideredas in the accounts of Madras, & c.

accurate . This cannot, however, be ascertain

The receipts include the reve- ed , the particulars of the disburse

nues of the island, and the remit- menty not being sent home.

Lances from the governments in In
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STATE PAPERS

FOR 1803 .

No. I.

THE STATUTES OF THE COLLEGE OF FORT WILLIAM,

IN BENGAL.

TheGovernor-general, the patron and visitor of the college of Fort

William , in Bengal, hereby enacts the following statutes for the re
gulation , government, and discipline of the said college, and directs

the provost of the said college to promulgate the said statutes, and to

carry them into effe & , from the date hereof. WELLESLEY.

Fort William , roth April, 1801.

The provost of the college of Fort William hereby promulgates the fol

lowing statutes, in obedience to the directions of the patron and vi

sitor. DAVID BROWN.

Chapter First of the Statutes of the College ofFort William , in Bengal.

1. Admission of Students. Bengal, Fort St. George, or Bom

bay.

EVERYstudent,previouslytohis admission , shall subscribe II. Admission of the Superior of

the following declaration , viz. ficers and Professors.

“ I , A. B. do hereby solemnly Inasmuch as the college of Fort

and faithfully promise and declare, William is founded on the princi

that I will submit to the statutes ples of the Christian religion, and
and rules of the college, of which is intended not only to promote

I am about to be admitted a mem- the knowledge of Oriental litera

ber ; that I will ever maintain its ture, to instruct the students in

bonour, interests, and privileges ; the duties of the several stations

and that I will be obedient to the to which they may be destined in

provost, to the vice -provost, and the government of the British em

to all the superior officers of the pire in India, and to strengthen
college, in all lawful commands . and confirm within these posses

“ A. B." sions the attachment of the civil

Which subscription being made, servants of the East India Come

his admission shall be recorded in the pany to the wise laws and happy

college register ; in which also shall constitution of Great Britaip; but

be inserted his age, rank, degree in also to maintain and uphold the

any university, his native country Christian religion in this quarter

and distrid, the time of his appoint of the globe ; it is declared, that

ment to the service, and of his ar- no person shall hold any superior

rival in India ; together with his office in this i: stitution, or be ad

destination to the establishments of mitted as professor, or le & urer, in
VOL. 5 . IA the
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the same, until he shall have taken sors, lecturers, and teachers, sball

the oath of allegiance to the King's instruct the students in the manner

Majesty, and shall bave subscribed to be prescribed by the council of

the following declarations, viz . the college.

“ I , A. B. do solemnly and Every student shall attend at

faithfully promise and declare, least one class of study in the Ori

that I will not teach or maintain , ental languages during each term .

publicly or privately , any doctrines Into whatever class or classes a

or opinions contrary to the Chris- student shall enter, he shall con

tian religion , or to the do & rine and tinue in the same, attending to the

discipline of the church of Eng- prescribed studies, until the expi

land, as by law established . " ration of the term .

“ I , A. B. do solemnly and Permission to attend the diffe

faithfully promise and declare, that rent lectures shall be granted by

I will not teach or maintain , pub- the provost.

licly or privately, any doctrines or The council of the college shall

opinions contrary to the lawful prescribe the public exercises to be

constitution of Great Britain , either performed by the students during

in church or state, or contrary to each term .

the duty which I owe, as a faithful

and loyal subje & , to the royal per V. OfExaminations.

son , family, and government of his
Two public examinations shall

Majesty." be holden annually.

« I, A. B. do solemnly and
The first examination shall be

faithfully promise and declare, that holden at the close of the second

I will obey the statutes and rules term .

of the college, of which I am The second examination shall be

about to be admitted a member, holden at the close of the fourth

and that I will endeavour, by pre- term .

cept and example, to maintain
At each of these examinations

and promote order, discipline, and eachstudent shall be publicly ex

good morals, in the same.
amined in one or more of the Ori

" A. B.”
ental languages, and shall be class

III . Of Térms.
ed according to his respective

Four terms ' shall be holden proficiency.
within each year.

The comparative proficiency of
The first term shall commence

the students shall be determined
on the 6th day of February, and in all possible cases by exercises

end on the last day of March .
in writing, and by written answers

The second term shall com
to questions proposed in writing

mence on the 4th dayof May, and by the examiners .

end on the last day of June. The professor of the language or
The third term shall commence

science in which the students shall

on the 1st day of August, and end be examined, shall attend the exa

on the last day of September.

The fourth term shall commence assistance in the conduct of it as
mination , and shall afford such

on the 1st day of November, and may be required by the examiners ;

end on the last day of December.
but he shall not have a vote in de

IV. of Lectures and Erercises. termining the respective proficie

During each term , the profes- ency of the students, or in ad.

judging

99
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judging the prizes or honorary re- VII . Of Exercisesin English Com

wards. position.

In order to encourage and to Each student shall compose one

ascertain the proficiency of the

students in general learning, and lish language, during the course
essay or declamation in the Eng

in languages not the immediate of each term .

objects of this institution , any stu- The subject of these essays or,

dent, at the prescribed examina- declamations shall be proposed by

tions, may be examined in any, the council of the college ; and

branch of useful knowledge, sci- such compositions as may appear

ence , or literature ,

The prizes and honorary re- in public.
to merit distinction , shall be read

wards of each year shall be an

nounced on the 4th day of May ;
VIII . Of Certificates and Degrees.

they shall be awarded by the exa- No student shall be considered

miners at the second examination to have finished his course of study

in each year, and shall be publicly in the college of Fort William, un

distributed on the 6th day of Fe- til he shall have completed twelve

bruary following , to such students terms, or three years, in the man

as shall have obtained from the ner required by the statutes ; at the

examiners, certificates of peculiar expiration of which period of time,

merit. every student shall receive from

The committees of examination the council of the college a certifi

in the different branches of study, cate , specifying the proficiency

shall be appointed by the council which he may have made in the

of the college. prescribed studies of the college ;

The examiners shall subscribe and also the tenor of his general

the following declaration, viz . conduct during the period of his

“ I , A. B. do solemnly and residence at the college.

faithfully promise and declare, that Attested copies of all such certi

I will give an impartial judgment ficates shall be submitted to the vi.

of the comparative merits of the sitor , who will enter the same on the

students now to be examined . public records of the government .

" A. B." A degree of honour shall be

conferred by the visitori on such

VI. Of Public Disputations and persons as shall be distinguished

Declamations in the Oriental for peculiar excellence in the

Languages.
knowledge of any of the Oriental

languages, of the Mahomedan or

Whereas, it is necessary that the Hindu codes of law, or of Oriental

students destined to exercise high literature .

and important functions in India, This degree shall not be confere

should be able to speak the Orien- red on any student who shall not

tal languages with fluency and pro- have received a certificate from the

priety ; it is therefore declared, council of thecollege, in themap

that public disputations and decla- ner prescribed by this statute.

mations shall be holden in the Ori

ental languages at stated times, to
IX. Jurisdiction of the Provost.

be prescribed by the council of The professors, officers, stu

the college. dents, teachers, and servants of

IA2 the
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the college, shall be under the im- provost or vice- provost be a & ually

mediate jurisdiction of the provost. present ; no council shall be holden

: Divine service shall be perform- otherwise than in the presence of

ed in the college chapel at such the provost or vice-provost.

times as the provost shall appoint, The council of the college shall

at which all the students shall at- have power to propose to the visi

tend. tor the enactment of any new sta

It shall be the peculiar province tute , or the amendment or abro

and sacred duty of the provost go- gation of any existing statute, for

verning the college at Fort Wil- the government of the college.

liam , to guard the moral and reli- The council of the college shall

gious interests and character of have power to enactrules andpri

the institution, and vigilantly to vate regulations for the internal go

superintend the conduct and prin- vernment and discipline of the col

ciples of all its members. This lege . All such rules shall be sub

trust he shall especially discharge, mitted to the inspection of the vi

by admonishing such professors or sitor from time to time, and shall

officers of the college as shall ne- be revocable by his authority alone.

glect their duty, or shall fail to af- The council of the college shall

ford a proper example for the imi- meet once in every month at least,

ration of the students ; and if his on a day to be appointed by the

admonition shall prove ineffectual, provost.

he shall report the circumstances The council of the college shall

of the case to the visitor . investigate the general stateof the

Students who shall be guilty of institution, all disbursements and

indecorous condus , or who shall charges, and the establishments of

neglect, or wilfully disobey the the professors, lecturers , moon

statutes or rules of the college, shies, molvies, and pundits ; and

shall be admonished by the pro- shall propose to the visitor such

vost privately, or by the council of alterations in the same as circum
the college , according to the na- stances mayappear to require.

ture and circumstances of the case. All questions in the council of

When the gravity of the offence the college shall be determined by

shall require such a proceeding, the majority of voices .

the name of any student offending In any case in which the voices

against the statutes or rules of the shall be equally divided , the proe

college, or against the principles vost , or, in his absence, the vice

of order, morality, or religion, provost, shall have the castingvoice.

shall be reported by the council of All proceedings of the council

the college to the visitor. of the college shall be regularly

submitted to the visitor.

X. Of the Council of the College. XI. Of Apartments, and of the

The council of the college shall Public Talle.

consist of five members; of which The students of the college of

the provost and vice- provost for Fort William shall be provided

the time being shall be two. The with apartments at the experice of

three remaining members shall be the college.

appointed by the visitor. A public table for the students

Any four or three members shall shall also be maintained at the ex

constitute a council , provided the pence of the college.
No
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No student shall absent himself his residence at the college ( to be

from the public table in the college computed from the time of his ad

ball oftener than twice in a week , mission to the time of the last ex

during term . amination ) , he shall not receive

XII. Of Debts.
from the council of the college , the

certificate prescribed by statute

Whereas every student attached yIII chapter I. until he shall have

to the college of Fort William will delivered to the council of the col

receive the monthly allowance of lege a satisfactory statement of the

three hundred sicca rupees, and amount of such debt ; which state

will also be provided with apart. ment shall be annexed to the said

ments, and with a common table certificate.

at the expence of thecollege ; it is ( Signed) WELLESLEY ,

declared , that if any student shall By command ofthe patron and visitor ,

contra & debt during the period of DAVID BROWN .

No. II .

Fort William , April 26, 1802 . transit between the territories of

A treaty of commerce. having the contra & ing parties , of all arti
been concluded between the ho- cles, being the growth , produce,

nourable Company and his high- or marufacture of each respective

ness the Nabob Nizam-oo-Dowla ly, and also of all articles being the

Nizam Ali Khawn, Scukader of growth, produce, or manufacture

the Deccan, his excellency the most of his Britannic Majesty's domi

noble the Governor-general in nions .

council has been pleased to dire & , ART. 4. All Rahdarry duties,

that such parts of the said treaty and all duties collected by indivi
of commerce , as are necessary dual renters or zemindars on goods

for the information of persons who passing to and from the territories

are now , or who may hereafter be of the contracting parties, sball be

engaged in mercantile transactions abolished , and all zemindars, ren

between the dominions of the ho- ters , &c . shall be strictly prohibit

nourable Company and of hised from committing any acts of

highness the Nizam , be publish. extortion of violence on the mer
ed. The following extra &t from the chants passing through the respec

said treaty of commerce is accord- tive territories of the contracting

ingly published under the autho- parties.

rity of his excellency in council. Art. 5. A duty of five per

N. B. EDMONSTONB, cent, and no more, shall be levied

Sec . to Gov. at Hydrabad , indiscriminately on
Sect. Pol. and For. Depts. all merchandize whatever, import

Extract from a treaty of com
ed into his highness's dominions

merce concluded betweenthe ho .

nourable East Indiu Company No articles shall pay duty more
from the Company's possessions.

and his highness the Nabol Ni than once. The duties payable
zam -ool-Moolk Asoph Jah Ba

haudur, Soolahdar of the Deccan, tion of the article or commodity on
shall be regulated by a just valua

on the 12th day of April, 1802. which they shall be charged, and

ART. 3. There shall be a free which shall be determined by an

I A3 inyoice
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on .

invoice authenticated by the seal Nabob aforesaid , the productions

and signature of the proper officer or manufactures of his ' territories

on each side, nor shall any arbitra- purchased by them therein . Nei

ry valuation of any article or com- ther shall any grain be exported

modity be admitted to enhance the from the territories of the nabob

amount of the duties payable there. aforesaid into those of the honour

And the said duties shall be able Company without a special

fixed and immutable , except by license for the purpose, nor any

the mutual consent of the contract- more grain be purchased in his

ing parties . highness's territories , than what is

Art. 6. The honourable East necessary for the subsidiary force:

India Company shall, on their part, but it is at the same time hereby

adopt similar arrangementsin every agreed, that, in cases of necessity,

respect, for the purpose of facilitat- permission shall reciprocally be

ing the transit through their do- granted immediately onapplication,

minions , of all articles the growth, for the transportation of grain free

produce, or manufacture of his from all duties whatever, into the

highness's territories , and of guard- respective territories ofthe two con

ing the same from all unjustexac- tracting powers in Hindostan and

tions or vexatious imposts what Deccan.

ever. ART. 10. The traders under

Art . 7. The duties payable to both governments , namely, all such

the honourable Company on all as shall traffic from the bonourable

articles imported into their territo- East India Company's territoriesto

ries from his highness's dominions, the territories of his highness the

shall becollected in the mode pre- nabob Asoph Jah , and vice versa,

scribed by the 5th Article , at Ma- shall, upon the importation of their

sulipatam alone , or at one or more commodities into the respective ter

places according to the convenience ritories, pay once a duty of five per

of the merchants belonging to his cent. according to the terms pre

highness's dominions , and the said scribed in the foregoing articles.

place or places shall be fixed with With respeâ to others who do not

the consent of his highness the Ni- come under the above description ,

zam , it being understood that no sueh as traders from foreign parts,

article imported from his highness's or inhabitants of Hydrabad , who

dominions shall, in any case, pay have always paid the usual duties ;

duty morethan once, whether the the Kurrorah shall, as heretofore,

said duty be collected at Masulipa- levy duties upon them according to

tam or elsewhere. custom .

Art. 8. A duty of five per ART . 11. The preceding re

cent. and no more, shall be levied gulations shall take effect and be

once by his highness's government, established in the respective terri

and be made payable at Hydrabad tories of the contracting parties on

on the prime costof all commodi- the 1st day of Septembernext, an

ties purchased in his highness's do- swering to the 2d of Jemaud -ool

minions for exportation. Awul , A. H. 1217, after which

ART. 9. No merchants or day no duties shall be levied in any

traders , under the Company's go- other manner than in conformity
vernment, shall be allowed to re- to the stipulations of this treaty .

vend, in the dominions of the

No. III.
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No. III.

THE TREATY OF BASSEIN.

Treaty of perpetual and general and shall be perpetual. The friends

defensive alliance between the and enemies of either, shall be the

honourable English East India friends and enemies of both, and

Company, and his highness the the contracting parties agree, that

Peishwah Bajee Rao Rogonaut all the former treaties and agree

Rao Pundit Purdhaun Bahaudur, bis ments between the two states , now

children, heirs and successors, set- in force, and not contrary to the

tled by lieutenant- colonel Barry tenor of this engagement, shall be

Close , resident at the court of his confirmed by it.

highness, by virtue of the powers Art . 2. Ii any power or state

delegated to him by his excellency whatever, shall commit any act of

the most noble Richard Marquis unprovoked hostility or aggression ,

Wellesley , knight of the most il- against either of the contracting

lustrious order of St. Patrick , one parties, or against their respective

of his Britannic Majesty's most ho- dependants or allies ; and , after due

nourable privy council, governor- representation , shall refuse to enter

general in council, appointed by into amicable explanation , or shall

the honourable Court of Directors deny the just satisfaction or indem

of the said honourable Company, nity which the contracting parties

to dire& and controul all their af- shall have required, then the con

fairs in the East Indies. tracting parties wil proceed to con

Whereas , by the blessing of God, cert and prosecute such further

the relations of peace and friend- measures as the case shall appear

ship have uninterruptedly subsisted to demand. For the more distinct

for a length of time , between the explanation and effect of this agree

honourable English East India ment, the Governor -general in

Company and bis highness Rao council, on belialf of the honoura

Pundit Purdhaun Bahaudur, and ble Company, hereby declares, that

have been confirmed at different pe- the British govern :nent will never

riods,by treaties of amity and union ; permit any power or state whatever

the powers aforesaid, adverting to to commit , with impunity, any act

the complexion of the times , have of unprovoked bostility or aggres

determined, with a view to the pre- sion, against the rights and terri

servation of peace and tranquillity, tories of his bighness R20 Pundit

to enter into a general defensive Purdhaun Bahaudur ; but will, at

alliance, for the complete and reci- all times , maintain and defend the

procal prote& ion of their respective same, in the same manner as the

territories, together with those of rights and territories of the honour

their several allies and dependants, able Company are now maintained

against the unprovoked aggressions , and defendeu .

or unjust encroachments, of all or ART. 3. With a view to fulfil

any enemies whatever. this treaty of general defence and

Art.1. The peace, union , and protection , bis highness Rao Pundit

friendship, so long subsisting be. Purdhaun Bahaudur agrees to re
tween the two states, shall be pro- ceive, and the honourable East In

moted and increased by this treaty, dia Company to furnish , a perma

A4 nent
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nentsubsidiary force ofnot less than in the revenues of the said lands ,

six thousand regular native infan- and save the honourable Company

try, with the usual proportion of from loss .

field pieces, and European artillery- ART. 7. After the conclusion of

men attached , and with the proper this treaty , and as soon as the Bri

equipment of warlike stores and tish resident shall signify to his

ammunition ; which force is to be highness Rao Pundit Purdhaun Ba

accordingly stationed in perpetuity haudur, that the honourable Com

in his said highness's territories. pany's officersareprepared to take

Art. 4. For the regular payment charge of the districts ceded by Ar

of the whole expence of the said ticle 4 , his highness will immedi

subsidiary force, his highness Rao ately issue the necessary purwan

Pundit Purdhaun Bahaudur hereby nahs or orders to his officers, to

assigos and cedes in perpetuity to deliver over charge of the same to

the honourable East India Com- the officers of the honourable Com

pany , all the territories detailed in pany ; and it is hereby agreed and

the schedule annexed to this treaty. stipulated , that all collections made

ART. 5. As it may be found that by his highness's officers, subse

certain of the territories ceded by quently to the date of this treaty,

the foregoing article to the honour- and before the officers of the ho

able Company, may be inconvenient nourable Company shall have taken

from their situation, his highness charge of the said districts,shall be

Rao Pundit Purdhaun Babaudur, carried to the credit of the honour

for the purpose of rendering the able Company ; and all claims to

boundary line of the honourable balances from the said distriAs, re .

Company's possessions a good and ferring to periods antecedent to the

well-defined one, agrees, that such conclusion of this treaty, shall be

exchanges of talooks or lands shall considered as null and void .

be made hereafter, on terms of a ART. 8. All forts situated with

fair valuation of their respective re- in the districts to be ceded as atore,

venues, as the completion of the said, shall be delivered to the offi

said purpose may require: and it cers of the honourable Company

is agreed and covenanted, that the with the said distri&ts ; and his

territories to be assigned and ceded highness Rao Pundit Purdhaun Ba

to the honourable Company by the baudur, engages that the said forts

fourth article, or in consequence of shall be delivered to the bonourable

the exchange stipulated eventually Company without being injured or

in this article, shall be subject to damaged, and with their ordinary

the exclusive management and au- equipment of ordnance, stores, and
thority of the said Company, and provisions.

of their officers. Art. 9. Grain, and all other ar

Art. 6. Notwithstanding the ticles of consumption , and provi

total annual expence of thesubsi- sions, and all sorts of materials for

diary force is estimated at twenty- wearing apparel, together with the

fivelacks of rupees, bis saidhigh- necessary numbers of cattle, horses ,

ness hath agreed to cede by Art . 4, and camels, required for the use of

lands estimated to yield annually the subsidiary force, shall be en

the sum of twenty-six lacks of ruc tirely exempted from duties ; and

pees, the additional lack being in- the commanding officer and officers

tended to meet possible deficiencies of the said subsidiary force, shall
be
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be created , in all respects, in a ceded by Article 4 ; and on the

manner suitable to the dignity and same principle, and from similar

greatness of both states : the subsi- considerations, his bighness further

diary force will, at all times, be agrees, thatthe amount of the col.

ready to execute services of impor. lections made for the Poonah state,

tance, such as the protection of the under the title of Nogabundy, in

person of his highness, bis heirs, the purgunnahs of Chourassy and

and successors ; the overawing and Chickley, shall be ascertained by

chastisement of rebels, or exciters an average taken from the receipts

of disturbance in his highness's do- of a certain number of years, or by

minions, and due correction of his such other mode of calculation as

subjects or dependants, who may may be determined on ; and his

withhold payment of the sircar's said highness doth further agree ,

just claims; but it is not to be em for himself, his heirs and successors,

ployed on trifling occasions, nor to relinquish for ever tbe Noga

like sebundy , to be stationed in the bundy collections aforesaid ; and

country to collect the revenues, nor they shall accordingly cease from

againstanyof the principal branches the conclusion of this treaty ; and

of the Marhatta empire, nor in it is agreed and stipulated , that a

levying contributions from Marhat- piece of land, yielding a sum equal

ta dependants, in the manner of to the amount of the said Noga

Moolkgeery. bundy collections, shall be deduct

Art. 10. Whereas much incon- ed from the districts ceded by Ar

venience has arisen from certain ticle 4, in the same manner as sti

claims and demandsof the Marbat, ' pulated in regard to the choute of

ta state, affc Ating the city of Surat, Surat.

it is agreed , that a just calculation Art. 11. Whereas it has been

shall be made of the value of the usual for his big ness Rao Pundit

said claims by his highness Rao Purdhaun Bahaudur to enlist and

Pundit Purdhaun Bahaudur, and retain in his service Europeans of

the government of Bombay; avd , different countries ; his said high
in consequence of the intimate

ness hereby agrees and stipulates,

friendship now established between that in the event of war breaking

the contracting parties , his high- out between the English and any

ness Rao Pundit Purdhaun Bahau- European nation, andof discovery

dur agrees , for himself, his heirs being made that any European or

and successors, to relinquish for Europeans in his service, belonging

ever, all the rights, claims , and pri- to such nation at war with the Eng

vileges, ofthe Marhatta state affect- lish , shall have meditated injury to .

ing the said city of Surat ; and all wards the English, or bave entered

collections on that account shall into intrigues hostile to their inte

cease and determine from the day rests, such European or Europeans

on which this treaty sball be con- so offending, shall be discharged

cluded ; in consideration of which by his said highness, and not suf

act of friendship, the honourable fered to reside in his dominions .

East India Company agrees, that Art . 12. Inasmuch as by the

a piece of land, yielding a sum present treaty , the contracting par

equal to the estimated value of the ties are bound in a general defen

said claims of the Marhatta state, sive alliance for mutual defence and

shall be deducted from the sistricts protection against all enemies, bis

bighness
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bighness Rao Pundit Purdhaun his highness the nabob Asopb Jah

Bahaudur, consequently engages, Bahaudur, at any future period,

never to commit any act of hostility the particulars of such differences

or aggression againsthis highness shall be communicated to the bo

the nabob Asoph Jah Bahaudur, or nourable East India Company, be

any of the honourable Company's fore any act of hostility shall be

allies or dependants, or against any committed on either side ; and the

of the principal branches of the Ma- said honourable Company, inter

rhattaempire, or against any power posing their mediation , in a way

whatever : and in the event of dif- suitable to rectitude, friendship,

ferences arising, whatever adjust- and union . and mindful of justice

ment the Company's government, and established usage , shall apply

weighing matters in the scale of themselves to the adjustment of all

truth and justice, may determine, such differences conformably to

shall meet with full approbation propriety and truth, and shall bring

and acquiescence. the parties to a right understanding:

ART. 13. And whereas, certain and it is further agreed , that what

differences referring to past trans- ever adjustment of any such diffe

actions, are known to subsist be- rences the Company's government,

tween the sircar of his highness weighing things in the scale of truth

Rao Pundit Purchaun Babaudur and justice , shall determine, that

and the sircar of his highness the determination shall, without besi

nabob Asoph Jah Babaudur ; and tation or objection, meet with the

whereas , an amicable adjustment fuil approbation and acquiescence

of these differences must be highly of both parties. It is , however,

desirable, for the welfare and be agreed , that this stipulation shall

nefit of both the said sircars , his not prevent any amicable negotia

highness Rao Pundit Purdhaun Ba- tions which the honourable Com

haudur, with a view to the above pany, and the courts of Poonab and

end , agrees , and accordingly binds Hydrabad respectively, may be

himself, his beirs and successors, desirous of opening , provided no

to fulfil and conform to the stipula- such negotiation shall be carried on

tions of the , treaty of Mhar ; and between any of the three parties,

his highness Rao Pandit Purdhaun without fullcommunication thereof

Bahaudur, further agrees, that on to each other.

the basis of the fulfilment of the Art. 14. Whereas a treaty of

said treaty of Mbar, and of the friendship and alliance has been

claim of his highness the nabob concluded between the honourable

Asoph Jah Bahaudur to be totally Company and rajah Anund Rao

exempted from the payment of Guikwar Bahaudur; and whereas

choute, the honourable Company's the said treaty was meditated and

government shall be entitled to ar- executed without any intention that

bitrate and determine all such points it should infringe any of the just

as may be in doubt or difference rights or claims of his bighness Rao

between the sircars of their high- Pundit Purdhaun Bahaudur, affect

nesses aforementioned : and his ing the sircar of the said rajah ; his

highness Rao Pundit Purdhaun Ba- said highness , adverting thereto,

haudur further agrees, that in the and also to the intimate alliance

event of any differences arising be- now established between the con

tween his government and that of tracting parties, doth hereby for

mally
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mally acknowledge. the existence ten thousand infantry and ten thou

of the said treaty, between the sand cavalry , with the requisite

honourable Company and rajah train of artillery , and warlike stores

Anund Rao Guikwar Bahaudur ; of every kiod, shall be immediately

and inasmuch as by reason of cer- put in motion for the purpose of

tain unfinished transactions, the opposing the enemy ; and his high

conclusion of which has been sus- ness likewise engages to employ

pended from time to time, various every further effort in his power

demands and papers of accounts are for the purpose of bringing into the

found to subsist between the go- field, as speedily as possible, the

vernment of his highness Rao Pun- whole force which hemay be able

dit Purdhaun Bahaudur, and the to supply from his dominions, with

sircar of the rajah aforementioned : a view to the effectual prosecution

his said highness, placing full reli- and speedy termination of the said

ance on the impartiality, truth , and war. The honourable Company in

justice of the British government, the same manner engage on their

doth hereby agree, that the said parts , in this case , to employ in

governmeni shall examine into , and active operations against the ene

finally adjust the said demands and my, the largest force which they

papers of accounts ; and his said may be able to furnish over and

highness further stipulates, and above the said subsidiary force .

binds himself, his heirs and succes- Art. 16. Whenever war shall

sors , to abide by such adjustment appear probable, bis highness Rao

as the British government shall ac- Pundit Purdhaun Bahaudur engages

cordingly determine. to collect as many bunjaries as pos

ART.15. The contracting parties sible , and to store as much grain as

will employ all practicable means of may be practicable in his frontier

conciliation to prevent the calamity garrisons . ·

of war , and , for that purpose, will Art. 17. As by the present

at all times be ready to enter into treaty , the union and friendship of

amnicable explanations with other the two states is so firmly cement

stales, and to cultivate and improve ed , that they may be considered as

the general relations of peace and one and the same, his highness

amity with all the powers of India , Rao Pandit Purdhaun Bahaudur

according to the true spirit and te- engages, neither to commence nor

nor of this defensive treaty. But to pursue in future, any negotia

if a war should unfortunately break tions with any other power what.

out between the contracting parties ever, without giving previous no

and any other power whatever, tice, and entering into niutual con

-then bis highness Rao Pundit Purd- sultation with the honourable East

baun Babaudur engages, that with India Company's government; and

the reserve of twobattalions of Se- the honourable Company's govern

poys, which are to remain near his ment on their parts , hereby declare,

highness's person, the residue of that they have no manner of con

the British subsidiary force, con- cern with any of his highness's chil

sisting of four battalions of Sepoys, dren , relations, subjects, or ser

with their artillery, joined by six vants, with respect to whom his

thousand infantry and ten thousand highness is absolute ,

horse, of his highness's own troops, ART. 18. Inasmuch as by the

and making together an army of present treaty of general defensive
alliance ,
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A true copy ,

alliance, the ties of unión are , with A true copy ,

the blessing of God , so closely (Signed ) B. CLOSA,

drawn , that the interests of the Resident at Poonah .

two states are become identified j

it is further mutually agreed, that (Signed) M. WILKS,

if disturbances shall at any time Private Secretary .

break out in the distriets ceded to Schedule of the territories ceded in

the honourable Company by this.
perpetuity by his highness Ba ,

agreement, his bighness Rao Pun

dit Purdhaun Bahaudur shall per
jee Rao Ragonaut Pundit Purd

haun Bahaudur, to the honour.
mit such a proportion of the subsi

able English East India Com
diary troopsasmay be requisite, to

be employed in quelling the same,
pany Bahaudur, agreeable to the

within the said districts. If dis,
fourth Article of the annexed

turbances shall at any time break
treaty.

out in any part of his highness's First. From the province of Guze.

dominions, contiguous to the Com- rat, and territories south thereof.

pany's frontier, to which it might Dundooka , togetherwith

be inconvenient to detach any pro Choora, Ranapore, and

portion of the subsidiary force, the Gogo 1,05,000

British government in like manner, Cambay Choute and

if required by his highness Rao Nagpoor 60,000

Pundit Purdhaun Bahaudur, shall

direct such proportion of the troops
South of the Taptee.

of the Company as may be most

conveniently stationed for the pur- Purnair 27,000

pose, to assist in quelling thesaid Bootrar 6,200

disturbances within his highness's Buwanny 3,800

dominions. Bulrur 85,000

Art. 19. It is finally declared, Paphole 1,07,000

that this treaty which, according to Soopa 51,000

the foregoing articles, is meant for Sarbaun 30,000

the support and credit of his said Wallore 30,000

highness's government, and to pre- Bamdookusba 7.900

serve it from loss and decline, shall Waunsda Choute 7,000

last as long as the sun andmoon Durumpoory Choute 9,000

shall endure. Surat Choule 42,100

Signed , sealed , and ex Customs 63,000

changed at Bassein ,

the 31st of December,
Between the Nerbudda and

A, D. 1802, or the 5th
Taptee.

of Ramzayn, A. H. Oolpar 3,16,000

1217 . Hansood 65,000

Ocliseer 78,000

Nundavy 65,000

The Peishwah's

The Seal of Signature.
Total,south of the Taptee,

Pundit Purdhaun .
and between the Tap

tee and Nerbudda 10,38,020

Deducted

.
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Signed, sealed, and ex
Deduced 20

per cent. on

account of

decreaseof

revenue 2,07,600

8,30,400

Nakabundy of

changed at Bassein,

the 31st of December,

A.D. 1802, or the 5th

of Ramzaun , A H.

1217.

The Seal of

Pundit Purdhaun .
The Peishwah's

Signature.

Chourassy

and Chick

ley 20,000

Phoolpara,

Coomaria ,

Cattugaum 5,000

25,000

Second . From

the territo

ries near the

Toombudra .

Savanoor 26

talooks 10,22,838

From Banka

poor 5,56,762

15,79,600

A true copy ,

(Signed) B. Close,

Resident at Poonah .

A true copy ,

(Signed ) M. Wilks,

Private Secretary ,

Grand total 26,00,000

PROCEED
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PROCEEDINGS IN PARLIAMENT

RELATIVE TO THE

AFFAIRS OF INDIA,

DURING

THE FIRST SESSION OF THE SECOND PARLIAMENT OF THE UNITED

KINGDOMS OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

HOUSE OF COMMONS, British nation ; the terms, stipula

tions, and circumstances, under

February 3 , 1803 . which that connexion was formed ;

how far the meaning and spirit of
THE CARNATIC .

those terms and stipulations have

MR . WHITSHED Keene- " Mr. been adhered to on each side . If

Speaker, as the object of offering after a due consideration of these

myself to your eye is to movefor questions, it should appear that

more papers , on a subject relating what has been done is a violation of

to which your table is likely to be substantial political justice, any

covered with those already ordered , further consideration is unneces

from the respect I owe this house, sary, as no political expedience or

it becomes me to humbly sub- necessity can justify those arrange

mit the reasons which in my view ments and alterations. But , Sir,

of that subject induce me to think the decision of their justice or in

that more are still necessary . The justice must not depend on decla

merits or demerits of the late ar- mation , and appealing to those

rangements and alterations which laudable feelings of humanity and

have taken place in the Carnatic, attachment to hereditary succes

appear to me to depend on the de- sion , which do , and I trust ever

cision of two questions : Whether will prevail in Great Britain , al

or not they are a violation of sub- though those feelings should be ob

stantial political justice ? and, whe- literated in the rest of Europe.

ther there is a political necessity for Great Britain ought not to be the

them ? In order that the house dupe of such appeal, if it should

should be competent to form a appear that thereis a total dissimi

sound opinion on the first of those larity in its habits, laws, and cus

considerations, I conceive that they toms, from the East , and that,

ought to know the rise and pro- yielding to the claims of that fami

gress of the family of the late na- ly, founded on a treaty (the spirit

bob in the Carnatic ; the rise and and meaning ofwhich has not been

progress of the connexion of that adhered to) , would entail perpetu

family with the East India Com- al confusion and distress on one of

pany, and through them with the your dearest interests , and, pere
haps,
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« A copy

haps , not very remotely sacrifice tors of the East India Company,

them totally. The documents ne- dated January 24 , 1784 .

cessary to inform the house on the “ A copy of a letter from lord

first of those considerations are to Macartney and the councilof Fort

be found in the records of the India St. George to the Court of Direc

Company ; but as they are mixed tors of the East India Company,

there with much other matter,and dated December 1 , 1784 .

have been entered there at different “ A copy of a letter from lord

periods, it would require so much Macartney to the Court of Direc

time, and give so much trouble, to tors of the East India Company ,

follow this course through those dated Calcutta, July 17 , 1785,

records, that it would be almost with fourteen inclosures.

impossible for any gentleman , with- “ A copy of a letter from lord

in the period of the session , to get Macartney to the Court of Direc

at the information in those records : tors of the East India Company,

I therefore presume to refer gen- dated Deal , January 8, 1786, with

tlemen to a work comprizing the its inclosures,

rise and progress of that family, “ A copy of a minute of lord

and its connexion with us. This Hobart and the council of Fort St.

work has stood the test of many George, dated October 24 , 1795 .

years ; its veracity and fair state of a minute of lord

ment of transactions has not been Hobart and the council of Fort

questioned ; and , for good compo- St. George, dated November 24 ,

sition and taste, will long remain a 1795 .

monument of the abilities of its au- “ A copy of lord Clive's minute,

thor ; I mean Mr. Ornie's History transmitted to the Court of Direc

of the Wars in the Carnatic, from tors of the East India Company in

the year 1745. In regard to the March 1800. "

second part of this consideration , “ I conceive that the house will

how far there is or is not a political then have every part of this im ,

expedience and necessity for the portant subject before them , that

late arrangements and alterations, their eyes will be opened to the

the labours of your several com- whole progress of these transac

mittees, from the year 1773 to tions at home and abroad , and

1782 , throw great light on this that they will not act in the dark ,

part of the consideration ; but as whatever decision they in their

they are in the possession of the wisdom may think proper to come

house, it is unnecessary at pre- to. In the present stage of this

sent to say more about them ; but business I shall not trespass farther

in order to make the information on the time of the house, hoping

on this part of the subject com- for their indulgence on some future

plete , I shall beg leave to move for occasion when it comes under

the following papers : their consideration ; only adding ,

“ A copy of a letter from Lord that the object of calling for those

Macartney and the council of Fort reports and those papers from the

St. George to the supreme council East India Company , is to shew
ofBengal, dated May 26th , 1763 . what has been the effects on the

“ A copy of a letter from lord interests of Great Britain , during

Macartney and the council of Fort peace and during war ; of the

St. George to the Court of Direce inode in which this connexion bas

been
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been carried on , and what the ef- relation to the nabob of Arcot, or

feat it has produced on the natives to the affairs of his government.

of the Carnatic." " A copy, or extracts of a letter

Lord CASTLEREAGH said , itwas from lord Macartney and the

his object that the house should come council of Fort St. George to the

to the discussion on the question Court of Directors of the East

with every possible information India Company, dated December 1 ,

that could throw light upon it . 1784, on the same subject.
He rather suspected that some of “ A copy, or extracts of a letter

the papers which the honourable from lord Macartney to the Court

member had moved for, would be of Directors of the East India Com

included in the voluminous mass pany, dated January 24, 1784, on

of documents moved for prior to the same subject.

the recess . ' A copy, or extracts of a letter

The motionswere severally put from lord Macartney tothe Court

and carried , and the papers ordered of Directors of the East India

to be laid upon the table. Company, dated Calcutta, July 17,

1785, on the same subject.

“ A copy of a letter from lord

HOUSE OF LORDS.
Macartneyto the Court of Direc

FEBRUARY 10. tors of the East India Company,

Three of the commissioners of dated Deal, January 8, 1780, with

its inclosures.

the customs presented at the bar,

an account of the goods imported
“ A copy of a minute of lord

and exported by the honourable Hobart and the council of Fort

East India Company, from the 1st
St. George, dated October 24 ,

of January, 1502, to the 1st of Ja. 1795.

nuary, 1803, &c . The account " A copy of a minute of lord

was received, and laid upon the Hobart and the council of Fort

table . St. George, dated November 24,

1795 .

Copies, or such extracts of all

HOUSE OF COMMONS. letters from lord Macartney, and

all the successive governors of Fort
FEBRUARY 9 .

St. George, since 1781, to the

Mr.WHitsheD Keene moved, Court of Directors, or the secret

that the orders for laying before committee ; and of all minutes of

the house certain letters relating those respective governors as have

to the affairs of India , for which he relation to the nabob of Arcot, or

moved last week, be discharged , to the affairs of his government,

those letters containing much mat- “ A list of the claimants , and

ter irrelevant to the purpose for the amount of their claims, on the

which he moved for them . He late nabobs of the Carpatic, Wal

moved, that there be laid before lajah and Omdut ul Omrah, in the

the house : classes of debt generally styled the

“ A copy , or such extracts of a old consolidated, the consolidated

letter from lord Macartney and debt , the cavalry loan , and the

the council of Fort St. George to floating or unadjusted debt, as far

the supreme council of Bengal , as the same can be ascertained .

dated May 26, 1783, as have any " A copy of a letter, or letters,

from
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from Mr. Charles Darke to the less any unforeseen accident should

government of Madras, relative interrupt the due receipt of the

to the justice of the claim in the materials from India, be presented

cew consolidated debt , and all the in the usual course , when the exa

proceedings had thereon .” mination of the two years may

All of which were ordered . take place at the same time; but

upon every consideration, I have

thought it preferable to proceed in
EAST INDIA PUBLIC PAPERS.

the manner practised, with few
MARCH 14 .

exceptions, from the original in

Lord CASTLEREAGA moved the stitution of the plan for illustrating

order of the day , for the house go to the house the Indian finances ;

ing into a committee on the ac- namely, by taking each year of the

counts presented respecting the account distinct and separate ; by
East India Company. which the main object in view can

The house having resolved itself be more readily attained, and a

into a committee, Lord Castlereagh regular and convected chain of

stated, that the accounts now before information procured, upon this

the committ:e, were presented by truly important branch of the ina
the Court of Directors of the East terests of the empire. And as the

India Company, during the last general arrangement of this exten
session of parliament, in obedience sive subject, under the plan now

to the prescriptions of the act of adverted to, appears completely

the 330 of his present Majesty . adapted to the purpose for which
They exhibit a state of the finances, it was immediately intended , in

as to receipt and expenditure, and dependent of the advantage to be

debts and assets , both abroad and derived from uniformity of system
at home; for the year 1800-1, as on any future investigation of the

to the former, and 1801-2 , as to affairs of the Company, I shall

the latter, with estimates in each pursue the same method, in that

instance, for the following year . respect, likewise .

If it had been practicable for the Previous to the examination of

Court of Directors to have com- the statements , as now proposed ,

plied strictly with the prescriptions ' it is thought necessary to apprize

of the act, as to the period of pre- the committee, with regard to the

senting these accounts, the investi- Indian part of them particularly,

gation of them , upon the princi- that both the actual and estimated

ples long since established by my relate to very critical and important

noble friend , who so long and so periods ; the height, the close, and

ably presided at the Board of Com- winding up of a war, the extent and

missioners for the affairs of India , efte&ts of which being well known,

would have taken place in the last need no explanation . Under such
year. The cause of the delay was circumstances, it must not excite

then explained to have arisen from surprize, if the a & ual expenditure

the late receipt of the documents in the year under present conside
from abroad , as will appear by re- ration, should be found to bave

ference to the records of the liouse, exceeded, in a considerable de

dated 15th April last . gree, the expectations formerly

At no distant period the ac- stated to the house ; and if, not

counts of the next year will, un- withstanding the highly favourable

VOL , 5 .
circumn

IB
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circumstance of an improved reve- requiring those disbursements, the

nue, the final result should exhibit charges have been regularly carried

a considerable deficit, the effect of to their respective heads ; and in

which , with the attention which, foripation can be generally obtain

on every principle of prudence ed of the causes of variations, ei

and policy, was necessarily paid ther in estimated charge or esti

to the investments , has, in course, mated revenue.

tended to the increase of the fo- The accounts, though numerous,

reign debt in a very material de- fall into two distinct classes - the

gree. It is, however, satisfactory foreign or Indian , and the home.

to observe, that whatever aspect The foreign shews the revenues

the financial affairs of the Com- and charges, or receipt and dis

pany may be supposed to wear , bursement, for the three years

from the view of these accounts , past, 1798-9 to 1800-1, with an

means exist, whereby their actual adjustment of the actual charges

situation, in every respect, may be appertaining to the last year ; also

traced , with as much accuracy and estimates for the year 1801-2 :

precision as could be expected in the debts and assets are made up

so extensive a concern . Fixed to the 30th April, 1801. The

disbursement can be separated from home accounts exhibit the adual

contingent; the stability and per- receipt and expenditure in England

manency of the resources can be for 1801-2 , and the estimated for

estimated upon the fairest and best 1802-3, with the state of the debts

criterion , experience; and a judg- and assets on 1st March , 1802 .

ment may be drawn of the extent The consideration to be given to

of those means, evidently in our these accounts, in their respective

possession , from the cessation of classes, will be in the following

war expenditure, and other cir- order.

cumstances, by the judicious ap- The foreign - The revenues and

plication of which , the entire tinan- charges of the three presidencies ,

cial system , within a few years , Bengal, Madras, and Bombay, will

may be restored to a state of bigh first be stated, by shewing the

prosperity. average of the revenues of each

Having adverted to the means on the three years , contrasted with

of ascertaining these essential the average drawn in a former

points, it is but justice to pay session, on accounts one year

some tribute to the strict attention back . The actual receipt and disa

of the governments abroad, in the bursement of the last year will be

transmission of the various docu- compared with the estimated, and

ments required from thence, and the estimates of the next year

to the officers of the Company at shewn, when a general result will

home, whose methodical and cor- be drawn, both of the actual ac

rect arrangement of them are no counts and the estimated . The

less conspicuous. The examina- interest of the debts will then come

tion of the detail proves likewise under notice, when the exact state

the assiduity and care of the seve- of the finances, as to income and

ral departments of account in In- expenditure, will be ascertained ;
dia . However great the disburse- whether there is a surplus of re

ments have been , and however venue or excess of charge. This

wide and extended the operations sum will be adjusted with the re

ceipt
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teipt on the sale of imports from such further information will be

Europe, and the amount then ac- given , not only of the improved

tually forthcoming will be either situation of affairs, according to

the deficit, or the sum applica- the latest advices, but also as to

ble to the purposes of commerce. the plan in contemplation ; from

The advances and charges on this the operation of which , the most

account, with the value of the favourable effects may be expected

cargoes actually shipped from India to the Company's affairs, by the

in the year, will be next stated ; liquidation of the Indian debt.

afterwards à comparison will be

made of the amount of debts and

assets at the conclusion of the last BENGAL.

and the present official year. The accounts * , No. 1 , 2, and

The home accounts, being fewer 3 , exhibiting the revenues and

in number, will be comprized in a charges of the presidency of Ren

narrower compass ; the state of gal, are the first for examination .

the trade will be shewn by the The annual receipts, during the

annount of the sales ; and the pro- three years , 1798.9, 1799.1800,

ceeds , both actual and estimated , and 1800-1 , are shewn in No. 1 .

will be found in the accounts of The average of these receipts is

the receipts and payments . A 6,436,8071 . which exceeds the

comparison will be made of the average of the three years, 1797-8

debts and assets, in like manner, to 1799-1800 , in the sum of

with the foreign . 299.7761.

Finally , a combined general It is satisfactory to remark the

view of the whole concern, as to improvement of the resources of
increase or diminution of property, this presidency . For several past

or debt, will be given , from which years each average has been more

it will be discovered whether , in than the one before drawn . OA

the course of the year of account the accounts of the last year, the

under examination , the state of it, excess was but two lacs short of

in these respects, has improved, or that now stated , partly from the

otherwise. increased receipt on the Oude sub

From the introductory remarks sidy, and partly froin the pror

it will be anticipated , that the pro- ductiveness of the Company's per,

duce of the revenues having been manent resources. The very same

insufficient to meet the heavy de- causes may be assigned for the ex

mands on the Indian treasuries, cess now stated .

the difference must have been sup- In years of war particularly , no

plied by money raised on loans. useful purpose would be answered

Every explanation will be given from drawing an average of the

in the detail leading to these re- charges, as they are then increased ,

sults , that may appear requisite ; from contingent circumstances, to

and, in order to prevent the unfa- an amount from which no judg

vourable inferences that might be ment can properly be drawn of the

drawn from the mere inspection fixed annual expence. It is there

of the figures of the accounts evi- fore proposed, as on former occa .

dently relating to a past period, șions, to defer stating an average

* Vide Appendix.

B 2 in
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in this respect, and to proceed to for the improvement of thedistrie.

the consideration of the statement The sum remaining unapplied , in

No. 3 , in which the revenues and cluding arrears , was ordered in this

charges of the year 1800-1 are year, io be carried to the Compa

shewn in a comparative view, as ny's account, but was not included

estimated, and according to the in the estimate. The difference

actual accounts. The estimate of above stated may, therefore , be

the charges being supposed to imputed principally to this circum
contain those immediately apper- stance.

taining to the year, the actual dis- Oude subsidy, 45,0681. from inte

bursenient is adjusted , by deduct- creased payments, in consequence

ing what was paid on arrears of of the augmentation of the force

the past or former years , and add. employed in the nabob's domi
ing that unpaid of the present. nions.

The revenues were estimated to Land revenues, 93,7261 . Great

amount to 6,339,2031.; their ac- satisfaction was expressed at the

tual amount was 6,658,3341. ; ex- effect produced by the regulations

ceeding the estimate in the sum of recently adopted , when the ac

319,1311 . counts of the last year were under

With the exception of the re- consideration. The amount of the

ceipt from the sales of opium , and collectious of that year was stated

that for the mint duties, the esti- to be unprecedented, with the ex

mate of the revenues is proved to ception of 1794-5 . Notwithstand

bave been drawn with particular ing the prosperous internalsitua

caution , from having been ex- tion of the country, and the fac

ceeded in every other instance , vourable collection of the past year ,

The difference on the sales of opi- the estimate was stated with para

am amounted to 33,4981 . When ticular caution , on the presump

the estimate was under considera- tion that, as the balance left in are

tion , a doubt was expressed of its rear was less , it would not be cor

conplete realization, and it appears re & to reckon upon so large a pag

that , notwithstanding the quantity ment on that account . It must

sold exceeded the preceding year, afford gratification to observe, that

the price was not so great. The excepting the sum of 22,6001. on

mint duties , being a small and extra collections, not in the esti

casual resource , do not require no- · mate , the excess has arisen , in part,

tice. on the current year's revenue, but

The heads of revenue on which in much greater part, on the reco

the estiinate has been exceeded , in very of balances ; and that favour

an amount requiring remark , are : able as the last year's collections

Benares revenue,82,6991. The were, those of the present are still

estimate, in this instance, calcu- more so. The balances on 1800-1,

lated on the receipts in the usual were less than the preceding year ,

course . Under the agreement and the collections on arrears in the

with the rajah of Benares, in the months of May, June, and July

year 1794, the surplus collections 1801, were much greater than

above that amount were to be dis- in the corresponding months last

posed of, in part to therajah and year:

to the support of the Hindoo col- Judicial department, fees, fitres,

lege, andin part to other expences &c . 59411. in part on licenses for

sale
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sale of spirtuous liquors in Calcut- charges have fallen short of the

ta , and partly on resumed Tan- estimated . They are as follow ,

nahdarree lands. viz .

Customs, 11,2381 . This being Marine, 9031l. from a smaller

a fluctuating resource, depending expence on pilot schooners and

upon the extent of the trade , no buoy moorings.

precise estimate can be framed of Buildings and fortifications,

its amount. The increase may be 4736l . This difference cannot be

attributed, in great measure , to the distin@ly explained : in some cases ,

care and attention in this depart- the expence was less than estimat
ment, which has formerly been no- ed.

ticed . Opium , advances and charges,

Salt, 108,9201. The estimate, 59791. The produce being less

under this article , was taken at a than estimated , may in some mea

low amount, on account of the sale sure account for this difference.

price being unusually low at the The general expence of the esta.

time it was framed . When it was blishment was likewise less.

under consideration , the prospect The stamp office. The diffe

was stated , from the subs quent rence, in this respect, is too small

sales having been advised to be to require notice .

more favourable, that an excess The heads under which the ac

might be looked for. tual charges have exceeded the es

Štamp duties, 6678 ) . This ex- timate, are :

cess has arisen from the improve- Civil , 96,130) . Of this sum,

ment and extension of the system . 83,3491 . are in the general charges

The aggregate amount of the of the civil department, arising,

deficiency in the actual receipts is, in part, from the expence of the

35,8761 .; of the surplus, 355,0071.; b tanical garden, and of the pub

and the net surplus, as before stat- lic granaries; but principally from
ed , 319,1311 . the temporary embassies to Persia

When the estimate of the charges and other courts . The sum of

was under the consideration of ihe 11,1451 . is in the residency of Be.

house, a hope was expressed, that nares , mostly arising out of pay

it would not be exceeded , from the ments not estimated, which were

circumstance of the government of consequentupon the arrangements

Bengal being sensible of the neces- noticed under the revenues .

sity of attention 10 economy in ex Judicial , 24,1771. chiefly in pay.

penditure. It is, however, found, ments which could not be estimat

that the actual accounts have ex- ed ; as pensions to the late chief

ceeded the estimate ; but the cause and other justices ; compensation

must be almost exclusively attri- madeto the examiner and reporter

buted to the difficulty of making of petitions, on the abolition of his

any accurate calculation of ex- office ; the charge of completing

pence, in a period resembling that the digest of the Hinduo laws, and

now under consideration . The other contingencies.

charges were estimated to amount Military, 201,5541 . Of this ex

to 4,422,0471 .; their actual amount cess , 150 ,yogl. is in the charges

was 4,780,6111 .; exceeding the defrayed by the Company, which

estimate in the sum of 358,5641. is entirely to be attributed to the .

In a few instances, the actual expence of the expedition to Egypt,

1 B3 as
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as some of the other charges were ESTIMATES, 1801-2.

below the estimate . The excess in

the amount charged to the Vizier
The prospect in this year is more

is 50,645 ) . from the additions to favourable than the last, fron in

the forceemployedin his dominions. crease of revenue and diminution

Revenue, 11,7311 . From the of charge,

numerous items of the detail of The revenues , in the last column

these charges, a precise definition No. 1 , are estimated at 7051,1641.

of the cause of the increase is not and the charges, in the last column

practicable. Some were less than ot No. 2, at 4,582,2011.; mak ,

estimated : of those in which an ing a net estimated revenue of

increase is found , are the Poolbun- 2,468.9631

dee and conting ncies . The revenue side ofthe account

Customs, 29931. partly from a exhibits a very flattering view of

payment of the examiner and ap- the resources of t is presidency,
praiser of goods, not estimated . within the year ; and it is satisface

Salt, 41,7851. The advances tory to observe, that there exists

and charges under this head de- every appearance of their realiza

pend upon the quantity manufac- tion . A part of the expected in

tured and sold . The increase on crease would have been only tem

the revenue side will partly account porary , but for a subsequent ar
for this difference. rangement, as will be hereafter ad

The gross amount, on which the verted to.

actual charges exceeded the esti- The gross expected excess be

mated, was378,3761. Those short yond the last year, is 654,8611. -

of the estimate were 19,8121 . mak- The amount in which a less re

ing the net excess of the charge, ceipt is expected is 262,035 ),mak

as before stated, 358,5641 . De- ing a net excess of 392,830 ).
l :

ducting from this sum the net ex- The items on which a greater

cess on the actual receipts, amounts receipt is expected , in an amount

ing to 319,1311 , the deficiency of requiring notice, are :

actual net revenue , on a compari- Oude subsidy, 510,4641. Of

son with the estimated , will be this sum, 348,000 ). is for arrears :

found to be 39,433l .; and the ac- the remainder is on the force em

tual net revenue of the presidency played in Oude, beyond the stipu

of Bengal, in the year 1800-1, was Jations in the treaty . The new

1,877,7231 . , which is less than the treaty concluded with the nabob

acinal net revenue of the year pre- Vizier, since the formation of the

ceding, in the sum of 294,0241 . , estimate, will come under consi

and is wholly to be attributed to deration with the accounts of next

the additional expence in this year ; year, when the effect to be expect

for the revenues exceeded those of ed in future, on this branch of the

the last by 153,5961 . When the resources, will be fully explained .

grounds on which the estimate was Judicial fees, fines, &c. 27581 ,

framed were explained to the com- from an amendment of the system
mittee, the prospe &t of the net re- under which the duty on spirituous

venue of 1800-1 being less than liquors, included in this head, is

the preceding year, was stated ; collected.

the difference then looked for, was Customs, 125,6421. principally

254,5911. from the re -establishment of duties

abolished
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abolished in the year 1788, in se- sales , but not to an amount re

veral of the principal cities . quiring notice. With respect to

Stamp duties , 13,6221 . The re- the latter, advices have been late

gulation under which the improve- ly received of this estimate having

ment of this resource was produced 'been realized, and the net actual
last year, did not take effect till profit of the last year exceeded .

some months after its commence- It will not be safe to hazard an

ment. The colle &tion for the whole opinion of the realization of the

year is now reckoned upon . estimate respecting the charges.

A less receipt is estimated on The experience of the past year
Benares revenue, 13,795 ) . the re must cause some apprehension ,

ceipt in last year having included that the diminution of the charge
balances of surplus collections. will not take place to tbe extent

Land revenue, 90,7111. The shewn in the estimate, particularly

estimate is framed on the same as the causes which produced the

principle as that for the preceding increase in the last year, prevailed

year, notwithstanding the actual when the estimate was framed .-

collections seem to warrant a more Several reductions of experce had

sanguine calculation . The caution been ordered , aud others were in

was proper, as it was , at one time, contemplation ; but the extraordi.

apprebended , that the inundations nary and contingent charges could

in some of the principal districts not be expected to cease, till the

would cause disappointment in the peace establishments could be car

realization of this valuable and im- ried into effect.

portant resource. Subsequent ad- The examination of the detail of

vices afford the satisfactory intelli- the estimated charges will shew,

gence of the collections having that a less expence than that in

been made with unexampled suc- curred last year was expected on

cess,notwithstanding this calamity. various heads, to the amount of

Salt , 155,3191. The estimate is 402,654 ). ; and a greateron others,

framed on the probable receipts to the amount of 204,2431. being

within the year . The actual ac- a net diminution of charge, in the

counts take in the whole of the sum of 198,4111 .

transactions, immediately apper- ' A reduction of expence is look

taining to the year. This may, in ed for on the following principles.

somemeasure,account for so great The civil charges were pected to

a difference ; but the estimate is be less under some heads, by near

likewise taken considerably below ly six lacs of rupees , principally

that for the last year, from the from the return of embassies;

very unpromising appearance of while an increase was looked for

the salt sales, at the time it was on others to an amount somewhat

From the measures exceeding two lacs ; a small part

adopted by the government to pre- of which is in the establishment at

vent illicit trade, together with the Lucnow, but chiefly in that at Be

restoration of the sale price, as nares , in consequence of payments,

since advised , a ' more favourable formerly made from the surplus

result may be expected than the collections, being now included in
estimate exhibits. the estimate ; so that the net dimi

The other differences are in the nution of civil charges may be

post-office revenue, and opium taken at 38,7221.

drawn up.

B4
The
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The judicial charges are expect- which a small excess is looked for ;

ed to be less in the sum of 16,3991 . the marine charges, those on the

principally from reductions in the customs , and of the stamp- office.

contingen : expences. Themarine, in the sum of 8915) .;

The military charges, in the ag- these charges, in general , are esti

gregate, are estimated at 34,6821. mated less, but advances for build

less than last year. The mode in ing pilot schooners bave occasioned

which these charges are brought to the increase . The increase on the

account, in part to the Company, customs, amounting to 10,0521 .

and in part to the Vizier, tends to arises from the re -establishment of

swell considerably the view first the duties mentioned under the re
given of the increase and decrease venues . As to the stamp-office,

of ihe expences. Some reductious, in proportion as the system is ex.

and the transfer of troops to the tended and improved , a larger ex

service of the nabob , exhibit the pence niust be looked for in the

expence payable by the Company purchase of paper , &c .

at a less anount by 195,4031. while The result of the examination of

the amount payable by the nabob is these estimates shews, that from

increa ed , in the sum of 160,5411.; the combined eif Ets of increased

but in future, under the arrange- revenue and diminished charge,

ments which have taken place, the the net revenue of the presidency

whole military expence will be of Bengal, for the year 1801-2 , is

stated in one sum, payable by the expected to exceed the actual of
Company. the preceding year, in the sum of

The expence of buildings is esti- 591,2411.

mated less , by 31,8041 . a less ex- From the observations on the

pence being expected on military detail of the estimates it will appear,

buildings. Reductions in the reve- that little or no doubt need be en

nue expenceswill occasion a saving tertained of the realization of the

in that department to the amount revenues . As to the charges, the

of 30,5231. The very reduced es. period for which they are calcu

timate on the receipt of the saies of lated being involved in t . e conclu

salt, has operated to the lessening sion of the war, uo judgment can

of the advances ; the charges are be formed whether they will ex

likewise less, from a reduction of ceed or fall short of the estimate ,

commission to the agents. From notwithstanding the known inten

these circumstances, a smaller ex- tions of the government to re

pence is estimated, by 60,3461. trench the expenditure in every

The advances on opium are stated practicable instance.

at a small sum below the last year,

the provision , as to quantity, not

being so great ; tbe prudence of
MADRAS.

which determination seems to have The districts under the manage

been justified from the advanced ment of this presidency have, from
price on tbe sales ; whence the rea- year to year, increased in extent

lization of the estimate has been and importance. The amount of

secured, as adverted to in the ob- the revenues has b:en augmented

servations on the produce of the in proportion ; and the hopemay be

sales . Few observations are requi- enteriaided , that as the quiet of the

site, respecting other heads, on countries ceded and conquered,
shali
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shall be fully established , and the rived from the accession of terri

government shall be enabled to tory by the conquest of Mysore,

avail itself of the advantages held and by the treaties with the Nizam

out by the return of peace , the re- and the rajah of Tanjore, which

sources will not only be equal to are stated in the years 1799-1800

the demands, but furnish, likewise, and 1800-1, and to draw the ave

some aid towards the provision of rage solely upon the aggregate col

the valuable assortment of goods lections of the land revenues , cus

usually consigned from thence. toms, &c. On that principle, the

The particular circumstancesof the average of the last three years, viz ,

period of account now under con- 1798-9 to 1900-1, according to

sideration , have very materially the account No. 4 , is 1,035,008),

enhanced the expenditure ; for al- which exceeds the average, drawn

though t'e revenues have exceed- on the same principle, on the

ed the estimate, the net estimated three years 1797-8 to 1799-1800 ,

charge has likewise been very con- 82.7341 .

siderably exceeded ; anid it will be The excess, it is satisfactory to

found , that the exigencies of the observe, is almost wholly on ths

service under this presidency, have land revenues .

greatly contributed to produce the The chargesfor the three years

deficit, which wiil ultimately be are stated in No.5 ; but the ave

shewn in the general result of the rage of them is deferred, for the

year. reason assigned respecting those

The accounts No. 4 , 5 , and 6, under the presidency of Bengal,

exhibit the revenues and charges of The account, No. 6, shewing the

this presidency, in the same man- comparison of the revenues and,

ner as those already examined re- charges, as estimated for the year

lating to the Bengal presidency ; 1800-1, and according to the ac ,

and it is proposed to proceed upon tual accounts , will be next for

the investigation of them , upon the consideration .

same principle.
The revenues estimated toamount

The average of the revenues for to 3,277,0731 . actually amounted

the last three years is first to be to 3,540,268 ) , exceeding the esti

drawn. The chief object intended mate in the sum of 263,1951 .

by drawing an average, is to have The view of the actual accounts

some view of the fixed annual re- of the revenues in this year is, in

ceipt. Where any sudden great every respect, satisfactory . The

accession of revenue is brought to estimate has been exceeded, though

account in any one particular year, taken far above the receipt of the

that object could not be attained preceding year . The actual reve

with any degree of precision . As nues now stated are more than

this has been the case with regard those of the last year by 717,7311 .

to this presidency for several years not arising from adventitious or

past, an adjustment of the accounts casual resources , nor from those

has been made, and the average of a description liable to fluctua

has only been struck on the more tion from vivial events , but such

regularly established resources of as promise equal permanency with

the Company : it is therefore the other established resources of

thougbt necessary upon this occa- the Company. The only altera

sion, to exclude the revenues de- tion to be looked for, according to

present
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present appearances, is a still fur- tries , and afford the prospect of a

ther improvement, as will be more considerable increase of revenue in

particularly stated when the esti- future .

mate for the next year is taken The other article in which the

into consideration . actual receipt has been below the

The actual has fallen below the estimate, is the subsidy from the

estimated receipts under two heads Nizam, in the sum of 11,8401. and

only, in but a small amount com- arises from the estimate having

paratively, while the deficiency is been made in reference to thesub

only apparent. sidy under the former treaty ;

Tanjore revenues , 79,5701 . ; re- whereas the actual accounts in

speeing which it may be observed : clude the payments in part on that

if the actual accounts had not in- treaty , and in part on the collec.

cluded some receipts not stated in tions from the countries ceded by

the estimate, the deficiency would the treaty entered into in October

have appeared to a greater amount ; · 1800, as formerly noticed to the

for the difference on the collections house ; the difference may there

was 109,1511.: but this may not fore be expected to be recovered

be considered as a real defalcation , in subsequent collections.

but merely a balance, arising from The estimate has been exceeded

a mode of stating the accounts , in in all the other items, as follows :

consequence of a very beneficial Post-office collections, 45921.

change of system in the manage . The estimate was stated much be ,

ment of the country. Till June low the receipt of the last year, in

1800, the country was managed consequence of the orders of the

by head landholders, who paid to government, that the postage on

government a fixed grain settle- public letters , formerly paid from

ment, on a grain price determined the public disbursements, should

by the state of the markets , and be abolished . This order not hav

they received a defined allowance ing full effect immediately, the

for servants, &c . Under this sys- estimated receipt has been exceed

tem they had such opportunities of ed . The postage in Malabar, not

practising impositionsand exercis- included in the estimate, bas like

ing tyranny, that the welfare of wise contributed to the increase.

the inhabitants and the interests of Customs, 12,833 ) . This re

the government equally required a source being of a fluctuating na

complete change : the aumanee ture, it is difficult to estimate the

systent was therefore established , amount with precision.

under which, the settlement being Subsidy from Mysore, and re

made from July to July , the col- venues from cededand conquered

Jections in this year could not be countries, 266,769 ). A part of

fully realized till after April. The this increase may be attributed to

estimate was framed on the former the circumstance of the revenues

system , reckoning from April to of the Malabar province, formerly

April ; in which case, the pày- under the Bombay government,

ments were expected to be made not being inserted in the estimate,

within the official year. This cir- as suggested when the accounts of

cumstance is not likely to occur the last year were under conside

in future. The advices give very ration . The estimate of the col

favourable accounts of these dise lections of the revenues of the

other
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other districts, though calculated the deficiency to 91,410 ). making

upon the principles prescribed by a net excess of 263,1951. as before

the schedule formed under Tippoo's stated.

government, and upon the best The charges, as already men

information derived of the powers tioned , are found to exceed the

of the country, appears to have estimate : they were expected to

been under-rated , as the actual amount to 3,765,9131. : their ac

collections have so much exceeded . tual amount was 4,293,3101. be

The prompt and ready realization ing an excess of 527,3971 .

of the resources from these newly The excess now stated , has

acquired countries, is highly satis- arisen on every article of the ex

factory, as it was in several of the penditure in this year, as follows,

districts the consequence of in- viz .

creased cultivation . Post office charges, 42491. partly

Land revenues, 51.0171 . The froin tappals being placed in the

estimate under this head, reckoned countries ceded by the Nizam , and

upon a small advance on the actual by the Malabar expences not being

accounts of the preceding year. included in the estimate.

The collections of this year are Civil charges, 13,9931. partly

considerable, on the comparison in the expences of the judicial

with several past years . On the department, and partly in contin

examination of the detail , it ap- gencies from loss by exchange, & c .

pears that, from a variety of causes, Military charges, 328,7391. The

ihe collections of some districts Bombay troops in the Malabar

were below the estimate, in others province, transferred to this presi

above . The excess now stated is dency, were not included in the

partly on articles not included in estimate : this may partly account

ihe estimate. On the whole it for the increase . The continuance

may be observed, that singular of some detachments of the army
suecess bas attended the realiza . on field allowances, the purchase

tion of these revenues in the year of horses, ard the augmentation of

1800-1, and that great credit at the force, will account for the re

taches to the officers of the reve- mainder.

nue department, for their ability Buildings, 99961. principally in

and exertions in this and every the civil , from advances for build

branch under their management, ing the new court-house, &c .

and the more, as , notwithstanding Revenue charges, 19,7441 . In

every obstacle, the balance of the many instances these charges were
current year in April 1801 , was less than estimated : the excess

less than that in the preceding has been occasioned on tuckavy,

year. or advances for cultivation , and

The small excess on the farms some charges in ramnad, and the

and licenses does not require no- sequestered pollams , not inserted

tice . That on the revenues from in the estimate. The appointment

the Dutch settlements, amounting of a resident in the collection of the

to 17,3821 . was in consequence of western assigned peshcush , has

the revenues from the Mouccas lik ise creased the expence.

not being included in the estimate. Charges in the ceded and con

The gross excess above the esti- quered provinces, 118,454) . In

mate amounted to 354,605l. and common with the other heads of

charge,
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charge, as already noticed , the amount to 3,899,0401. and the

charges of collection in the Ma- charges, by No. 5 , to 4,559,3111 .

Jabar province were omitted in being a net charge of 660,2711.

the estimate. Some expences have On looking over the detail of the

been incurred relating to the fa- estimate of the revenues , compared

mily of Tippoo, more than esti- with the actual accounts of the

mated . past year, it is found that the di.

Charges on the revenues of Tan- minution appears in the amount

jore, 96621. in the payments on only of 33,1051 . on articles of a

account of the rajah, and the ex- fluctuating description , on wbich

pences attending the collections . no estimate can be formed with to .

The charges of collection in the lerable precision ; and the excess

countries ceded by the Nizam , were is in those of a permanent descrip

not inserted in the estimate, the tion, and such as to atford every

treaty having been executed subse- prospect of due realization . It

quent to its formation. amounts to 391,8771. shewing a

The result of the numerous va- net excess of 359,7721 .

riations between the estimated and The diminished receipt of the

adual receipt and expenditure, is : post-office collections and customs,

The net surplus of the actual in the amount of about 12,8001.

revenue, beyond the estimated, requires no remark. That on the

having been found to amount to revenues of the Dutch settlements,

263,1951 . and the excess of actual &c . amountingto19,9071. has arisen

charge, on the same principles, principally on the pearl fishery at

being 527,3971. the net actual sur- Tutacorin, not expected to be so

plus charge, in the year 1800-1, is productive in this year as in the

more than was estimated , 264,2021 . Jast .

and the a&ual surplus charge in The excess is looked for on the

that year is. 753,0421. which ex- following heads :

ceeds the actual surplus charge of Tanjore revenues, 150,4131.

the year 1799-1800, in the sum of principally from the expected rea

442,6591. the expectation ofwhich , lization of the deficiency in the ac

it must be observed , was stated tual receipts of the last year ; but

when the estimate was under con- this may be considered as a still

sideration . improving resource.

Subsidy from Mysore , and reve .
ESTIMATES, 1801-2.

pues from the ceded and con

The prospects of this year, in so quered countries , 12,316) . The

far as the revenues are concerned , favourable accounts respecting the

are still more favourable than the state of these distries, warrant the

past ; but the expenditurs, from expectation of the estimate being
the peculiar circumstances of the realized .

timewhen the estimate was form- Revenues from the countries

ed , could not, upon any correct ceded by the Nizam , 176,4711 .

principle, be taken upon an equal The estimate is calculated on a

scale ; the expected charges will complete year's settlement of the

therefore be found to exceed those countries. The actual receipts, in
of the last year. the last year, were in parton

The revenues are estimated, in the former subsidy, and in part on

the last column of No. 4, to the collections of revenue .

Land
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Land revenues, 49,3431. The exactly traced : that on the build

estimate seems justified from the ings and fortifications, is from a

collections of the past year . The less advance on civil buildings than

expected sale of some ground in last year.

the Black Town of Madras, has in
The ultimate result of the com

part been the occasion of the in- parison of the revenues and charges,

crease . as estimated for the year 1801-2,

The small addition to the farms with the actual accounts of the

and licenses, partly arises on the preceding year, shews that, not

toddy license . withstanding the excess on the

The net estimated increase in estimated charges, the favourable

the charges of this year, amounts prospects from the resources is ex

to 266,00il. Those charges, on pected so to operate , that the net

which an increase is expected , ex- charge of the year will be less, in

bibit the same in the amount of the suin of 92 772) .

372,2491. The diminution of others The concluding observations on

amounts to 106,2481, the Bengal estimates will be found

The head under which by far to apply with still greater force to

the largest increase is reckoned the estinates of this presidency ;
upon, is the military charges, in for in addition to the circumstances

the sum of 281,3901 . and arises of the time then adverted to, the

chiefly from an expedition , and insettled state of some of the po

from the expence of field opera- ligar and newly -ceded districts re

tions. quiring considerable detachments

The increase in the revenue from the army , it is not unlikely

charges, amounting to 10,804) . that some excess may arise in the

cannot be precisely explained. military charges .

That in the charges of the reve

nues of the ceded and conquered

countries, amounting to 17,4271 ,
BOMBAY.

may in part be attributed to The revenues and charges of the

the expences being estimated for presidency of Bombay, are shewn

a complete year . The additional in the accounts numbered 7, 8 ,

expence on the countries ceded by ' and 9.

the Nizam, amounting to 62,4901 . The aniount of the revenues of

arises from the same cause . this presidency is trivial , compared

Of those beads in which a less with those of the other presiden

expence is estimated, the charges cies , and they will, in this and

on the Tanjore revenues , and the succeeding years, appear still less ,

expence on the Dutch settlements , from the transfer of the collections

are the principal : the former in of the Malabar province to Ma
the sum of 36,454) . from payments dras. From that circumstance,

inthe last year, on account of the it will be necessary to make some

rajah , not expected in this g the adjustment, before a fair compa

latter in the sum of 50,609l. the rison can be made of the average

remittances to Ceylon, and ex- ' receipts in the last three years, by

pences on account of Dutch pri- excluding entirely those in the

soners , being taken at a less ceded countries in both periods ;

amount. The cause of the smaller because the receipts in 1800-1,

amount of civil charges cannot be being only on iwo months of the

year,
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year, would very materially affect venues of the ceded countries,

the average in the latter period. since transferred to Madras , in the

On this principle, the average sum of 18,2641 . which seems more

collection of the other branches of to have arisen from the mode in

revenue in the three years, 1798-9 , which the estimate was framed,

to 1800-1, amounted to 211,8921. thair from an actual deficiency in

which exceeds a similar average , the produce of the country, the

from 1797-8 to 1799-1800 , in the estimate having been necessarily

sum of 24,7671 . ; partly from a taken from the collector's towjee

larger amount collected on the accounts, instead of the treasury
customs arising on the increase of accounts. In one instance the

the trade , but chiefly from a new estimate has been exceeded : in

arrangement, as to the internal the custums, to the amount of

management at Surat . 13,6811 . principally from the pro

The actual net charge of this gressive extentof the trade .
presidency is very co siderably be- On the whole, the actual re

low that in the last year ; but it has ceipts have proved less than the

exceeded the estimate in a still estimated, in the sum of 27,6991.

Jarger amount than that at Madras . and were more by 13,6811 . making

The great difference appearing be. the net actual receipts less by
tween the estimated and actual 14,0181 , as before stated .

disbursements , may not be looked The charges were estimated , in

upon as an impeachment of the the accountNo.9, now under ex

attention and care in the framer of amination, to amount to1,030,9931.

the estimate, as it has arisen , for Their actual amountwas 1,329,1761.

the most part, from circumstances exceeding the estimate in the sum
which could not be foreseen . of 299,1831.

By the account, No. 9, the re- Under some of the heads the

venues estimated to amount, in actual charges fell short of the

the year 1900-1, to 300,4751. estimated : the civil in 15,3551 .

actually amounted to 286,4571 . On looking over the detail, it ap

being less than the estimate, pears that, in several instances, the

14,0181. expences of the civil department

The estimate was calculated were more than estimated, in great

with reference to the new arrange- part at Bussorah , Badgad , and at

ment at Surat . As that arrange- the presidency, from the necessity

ment was recently made, and of of adopting measures against the

course the revenue to be derived plague, and, in some degree, from

under it in some degree conjec- the expence attending the arrange

tural , it cannot be the subječt of ment at Surat. The smaller ex

surprize, if some of the expecta- pence on most of the other items,

tions were over- rated . The actual is much to be attributed to the

receipts have fallen short of the very laudable measures of the go

estimated , under the land revenues vernment to reform the expendie

and farms and licenses , principally ture in every practicable degree.

at this residency, amounting toge- The judicial and law charges are

ther to 94351. partly from an error less than estimated ; and the resi

in the account. Unconnected dency at Tatta not having been

with these arrangements, a smaller ' established upon the principle on

receipt has taken place in the re, which the estimate was framed ,
bas
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has likewise occasioned a conside- actual accounts of last year, on

rable difference. The effect of the first view exhibit an increase,

the measures of reform has also on account of the exclusion of the

appeared in the expence of build- receipts from the Malabar pro

ings , which has been less than vince; the expected diminution of

estimated, 13,0241, a less amount charge is such, that the result of

having been expended in building this year appears somewhat better

a jail, and in military buildings, than that of the year 1800-1.

than estimated, partly from the By the account, No. 7 , the re

state of the finances. A smaller venues are estimated to amount to

expence has likewise been in- 271,825 ) . ; and by No. 8, the

curred in the collection of the charges are stated at 1,185,308) .

ceded countries , amounting to shewing a net surplus charge of

31621 . 913,483 ) .

The a&ual expences have ex- Excluding the revenues of the

ceeded the estimated in the marine ceded districts , which are now re

department, 16,0491 . from a greater ceived under the Madras govern

expence on stores and contingen- ment, the collections in this year

cies. The military charges were are estimated to produce more

more by 295,2251. entirely from than the last by 10,2371 . The

the expence of the expedition to land revenues are stated at a small

the Red Sea , which could not be amount beyond the last year, and

inserted in the estimate . The re- the farms and licenses in much

venue expenditure exceeded the more, arising chiefly at Surat. On

estimate in the sum of 18,4511 . the other hand, the customs are

.. from payments to the nabob of estimated at about half a lac of

Surat , under the treaty omitted in rupees less .

the estimate . The general charges Under one head only the expen

were rather less . diture is expected to exceed the

The result of this comparison is , last year - buildings and fortifica

the actual charges fellshort of the tions, in the sum of 14,4641.

estimated , 31,5-421. : they exceeded arising from the necessity of keep

in the sum of 329,7241. ; and the ing the fortifications in repair ;

met excess was, as before stated, also from the intention of expend

299,1831 . ing a greater sum in building the

Adding to it the net deficiency jail than last year . The diminution

of revenue, 14,0181 . the net sur- in the others amounts to 158,332) .;

plus charge of this presidency is but notwithstanding it may be

more than estimated, in the sum considered as a smalier expence to

of 312,2011.; and the actual sur . be incurred on account of this par

plus charge of the year 1800-1, is ticular presidency , it is not an en

1,042,7191. which falls short of tire saving, a part of it being

that of the year 1799-1800 by transferred to the Madras presi

36,8881. dency, viz . the whole charge ata

tending the Malabar province, in
ESTIMATES, 1801-2.

cluding the army stationed there.

• The prospects of this presidency of this, 13,5551 . is on the collection

in the year 1801-2 , as to revenues, of revenue : the military expence

are favourable. Although they do cannot be at present precisely

not, on the comparison with the stated . A smaller expence is look
ed
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ed for under the heads of charge of the Bencoolen accounts will not

unconnected with this circum- interfere with the mode of state

stance, the principal of which is ment now intended, as the ex

in the marine department, to the pence of this settlement, with Pi

amount of 35,7131 . from a smaller nang and St. Helena, is usually taken

sum being estimated for building on the actual supply sent from

ships. A less expence is expected Bengal ; and the average only of

in civil and revenue charges, but the former, in the last three years,

not in a large amount. is stated , in order to shew the ac

Taking the comparison of the tual cost of it to the Company. As

actual accounts of the year 1800-1 to the expence of the establish

with the estimate for the year ments the latest average that can

1801-2, as they are stated in the now be drawn is from 1797-8 to

numbers under examination ; a 1799-1800, as by account, No. 10.

smaller revenue is reckoned upon , On that period the average reve

to the amount of 14,6321 . and a nues amounted io 69951 .; the

less charge, in the sum of 143,8081 . charges to 100, 1971.; and the net

shewing a net ditference in the charge to 99,212).

surplus charge in favour of the The net charge for the year

estimate, of 129,236) . 1800-1, is estimaied at 74,0351.

From the general state of affairs The supplies estimated to be sent

on this side of India, in connexion from Bengalto these settlements in
with the expedition to the Red the year 1800-1 , amounted to

Sea , it is impossible to form any 82,3601 . They actually amounted ,

correct judgment whether the by No. 15 , tó 156.325 !. ; exceed

charges will exceed or fall shorting the estimate in the sum of
of the estimate. 73,9651 .

The greatest part of the excess

BENCOOLEN , PINANG, &c .
in the supply beyond the estiinate ,

was to Bencoolen . The estimate

Although the accounts of the appears to have been calculated in
residency ofBencoolen are not, in a near proportion to the expected

any respect, of so great import- demand on accountof the establish

ance as those of the presidencies, ed expences. The great attention

it is desirable they should be sent paid by the commissioner, whose
bome in due course . When the deputation was mentioned upon

finances of India were last under the last occasion, renders any ex

consideration, these accounts were cess on that head unlikely ; it seems,

one year in arrear : they are still therefore probable, that theamount

in the same predicament, and beyond the estimate has been ap

must be taken only to the period plied to the discharge of outstand.

to which they ought to have been ing demands or the provision of

stated with the Indian accounts investment. In the next year, or
last

year. The resident commis- 1801-2 , the supplies, according to

sioner at Marlborough has taken No. 11, are estimated at 85,840L.
such measures , as, it is hoped , By the orders sent out by the

will ensure the exertions of the Court of Directors in August 1801 ,

departments, that the omission the residency of Bencoolen is re

may not occur in future . It is duced to a mere commercial settle

bowever fortunate, that the want ment, upon a very limited scale of

expence ,
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20,

expence, and the authority of par- the interest paid

liament was granted in the last ses- on the debts at

sions , for the disposal of the cove- Bengal by No. 18, 6-746,184

nanted servants beyond the num- Madras 19, 212,489

ber that might in future be want- Bombay
,135,289

ed .

Total interest £ .1,093,961

GENERAL VIEW. shews the deficien

cy of the territorial
The examination of the detail of and other revenues

the revenues and charges of the se- to meet the charges

veral presidencies in India being and the interest on

completed, the next point is to the debts, to amount

draw the whole, both actual of the to

1,168,324
past year 1800-1 , and the esti Deduct from this defi-'

mated of the next 1801-2, into one

ciency the amount
general result, in order to shew of the produce of

the situation of the finances, as to the sales of the im

į fixed receipt and expenditure; to ports from Europe,

which will be added respectively, by No. 15 .
493,667the actual and coinputed interest on

the debts .

The remainder £. 674,657
The general result of therevenues

and charges of the several presiden- is the final deficit, and shews the

cies in India in the year 1800-1, is amount which in the year 1800-1,

as follows :
the resources from revenue and

sale of imports were insufficient to

meet the accumulated demands

Bengal by No. 3 , £ 6,658,334 upon the treasuries, arising from

Madras 6 , 3,540,268 the various exigencics of the ser

Bombay 286,457 vice.

The differences in the detail of

Total revenues £ .10,485,059 the several accounts with the esti

mate for this year, have been ex

plained during the investigation of
Bengal by No. 3 , £.4,780,611 the revenues and charges . The
Madras 6, 4,293,310 ultimate difference on the gene

Bombay
9, 1,329,176 ral result is 819,1271. of which

98,000l. was occasioned by theTotal charges
£ 10,403,097 sale of imports being less than esti

mated.

Net revenue of the
The result of this year is like

three presidencies
£.91,962 wise foundto be more unfavourable

Deducted from -- sup
than that of the last, in the sum of

plies from Bengalto
1,012,690l, of which 800,0001. is

Bencoolen, &c . by
in the excess of charges and in

No. 18

156,325 terest, the remainder in a smaller

sale of imports.
The difference is £ .74,363

In the last year, the sum only of
which being added to

338,0331, was left applicable to theVOL , 5 .

purposes

REVENUES OF

9,

CHARGES ON

C
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purposes of commerce , and the AT MADRAS, BY NO . 19.

sum applied to those purposeswas Charges, allowances ,

2,395,000l. including the supply to &c . in the commer

China : this was partly supplied by

bullion from and bills on Europe ; Advances for invest

cial department 4.44,015

but the difference was made up by ment, with charges 3,16,258

money raised on loans . The im

portance considered to attach to

the extending the trade to the ut . Add - supply to Can
£ .3,60,873

most point consistent with pru ton 93,087

dence ,led the governments abroad

to estimate upon the provision of Total Madras £ .453,960

investments in the year 1800-1 to

the amount of 2,109,000l. and up
AT BOMBAY , BY NO . 20 .

on a supply to Canton of743,0001.; Salaries, &c. in the

together 2,852,0001. It would commercial depart

have been very desirable that this ment £.15,142

estimate should have been carried Advances for the in

into effe & . The difference in the vestinent , with the

results of the years 1799-1800 and charges 196,652

1800-1, has been found to amount

to a million , and in the result of £.211,794

the estimate and the actual ac- Add-supply to Can

counts of the latter year to upwards ton 188,691

of 500,0001. The trade in this

year has likewise felt the conse Total Bombay 4.400,485

quence of the pressure of the war

demands upon the funds , and the Total advances for

advances for commerce have been the commerce and

less than estimated 1,100,000). charges £ .1,752,136

The advances actually made in

the year 1900-1, for the payment The difference between the esti

of commercial charges, the pur- mated and actual application of

chase of investment, and the sup- funds for the purposes of commerce

ply to Canton, were as follow , viz . has been adverted to. Of the sum

actually applied, 481,7781 . was in

AT BENGAL, BY NO . 18. aid of the China investment, which

Charges of the board was less than the estiinate by

oftrade at the presi 261,000l. The consequence of

dency and the fac these differences, it is to be regret

tories
£. 102,637 ted , will be felt in other branches

Advances for the in
of the concern : the sales at home

vestment,wiih com
must be affected, and the balance

mission 595,034 at China must hereafter be lessen

ed . But it is evident, tbat when

£ .897,691 investments must be provided, ei

Add - supplies to Can
ther by money raised on bills at en

ton 200,000 hanced rates of exchange, or on

loans at rates of interest enormous

Total Bengal
£ .997,691 ly high, some interruption must

neccs
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necessarily be expected in the ex- the interest payable on

tent of the trade, till such supply thedebts,by No. 16 £.1,342,954

can be obtained from Europe, as

shall , by relieving the commercial shews the estimated

wants of the Company, operate to deficit of the territo

the general improvement of their rial revenues to a

credit. mount to £.533,485

The amount of the cargoes ac- Deducting this sum

tually consigned from India to Eu- from the estimated

rope, and the commercial charges produce of the sales

in the year 1800-1, bear a near ofimports from Eu

proportion to the a&ual advances rope, by No. 15 664,527

on these accounts. By No. 22

they amounted to 1,399,0331. but The remainder £.31,042

whether the amount shipped should

fall short ot, or exceed the advances is the amount estimated to be left

in any given year , is immaterial, as applicable in the year 1801-2, to

the consignments are frequently the purposes of commerce.
regulated in their extent, from the This result is more favourable

quantity of goods in the ware- than that by the actual accounts of

houses. the last year, upwards of 700,000 ).

The general result of the reve- excluding the sales of imports

nues and charges, as estimated for 634,0001. ; and it is satisfactory to

the next year, 1801-2, is as fol. remark, that it is produced entire

lows . ly from the prospect of improved

revenue ,

The occasion of the diminution

Bengal by No. 1 , £.7,051,164 in the intended supply for the pro

Madras 4 , 3,899,040 vision of the investments in thelast

Bombay 7 ,
271,825 year, has been stated : the causes

producing this effect were in full

Total Revenues 6.11,222,029 operation at the time of forming

this estimate ; the advances for

CHARGES OF commerce were therefore limited

Bengal by No. 2, 4.4,582,201 to 1,372,0941. including 254,0001.

Madras 5 , 4,559,311 for China.

Bombay 8, 1,185,308

DEBTS IN INDIA .

Total charges 4.10,326,820

It has already been observed ,

Net estimated revenue that the deficiency of the revenues

of the three presi for the exigencies of the service,

dencies 895,209 and the necessity of continuing the
Deduct --suppliesfrom investments to Europe , would re

Bengal to Bencoo cessarily tend to increase the debts .

len , &c. by No. Il 95,810 The effect has been as follows,

viz .

The remainder is £ .809,369 In April 1800, thedebt

which deducted from amounted to £ : 14,640,402

* C2 In

REVENUES OF

-

.
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of

In April 1801 , by is not so considerable as that by the

No. 16, it is 6.17,674,532 accounts presented to the house in

the former year, it is satisfactory

being an increase to find sone increase to have taken

£.3,034,130 place. The amount, on 30th April

1800 , was 11,569,3531 . On the

Theamount subscrib 30th April 1501 , by No. 21 , of the

ed to the remit present account, it is 12,113,9221.

tance,under the or being an increase in the value of

ders of June 1793 , the assets, amounting to 544,369)

was , according to The only item inwhich a de

No. 17 £.81,889 crease appears is the stores , in the

small amount of 60001.: on every

In April 1800 , the other an increase is shewn ; in cash

part of the above and bills 102,000l. ; in export

debt bearing inte goods near 100,0001. ; in import

rest amounted to £.12,301,570 goods 62,000l. ; in salt, opium , & c.

53,000l. : the remainder, amount

In April 1801 , by No. ing to 232,0001. is in the debts

16 , it is
£9.15,135,354 owing to the Company. Notwith

standing the general increase of

being an increase assets may be said , in a small de

of the debt bearing gree to counterbalance the addition

interest, amount to the debts, the increase under

ing to €.2,833,784 some of the headscannot be taken

altogether as a subject of exulta

The amount of inte . tion . It is always desirable , that

rest computed to the remains of the imports, atthe

be payable annual winding up of the year, should be

ly on the principal to a small amount, and that the

stated last year, debts owing to the Company on

£ .1,082,042 revenue balances, should be re

On the debt at in duced by the due realization of the

terest by the pre land rents.

sent accounts, it Deducing the increase of assets ,

is calculated in as stated above, from the increase

No. 16, at £.1,342,953 of the debts, which has been found

to amount to 3,034,1301. the

being an increase difference 2,489,7611 , is the sum

of annual interest in which the general state of the

amounting to £ .260,811 debts and assets in India has dete

riorated in the year 1800-1.

was

ASSETS IN INDIA. HOME ACCOUNTS.

The assets are included in the The manner in which the parti

quick stock accounts, and consist cular circumstances of the times,

of cash and bills, goods, stores, and the exigencies of the public

debts, &c . Although the increase service, have affected the financial

concerns
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concerns in India, has been ex- tent of the trade, it has been gene ,

plained. The consequences likely rally first for consideration .

to be produced in other branches, By this account the aggregate

have also been adverted to . They amount of the sales of goods from

will be found, in a very material de- India and China, both on the Com

gree, in the transactions at home ; pany's account and that of private

and indeed it is naturally to be ex- traders, in the year 1801-2, is

pected , that in proportion as the 9,155,9971 . which is less than the

funds for the purchase of invest. sales of 1800-1 by 1,167,4651.

ments abroad shall prove deficient , The greatest difference was on

in that sameproportion the proceeds the Company's goods: it amounted

of the treasury at home would fall to 971,5541 . The sale of private

short likewise. It is, however, re- trade goods was less by 77,3671 .

markably fortunate, that notwith- That of goods sold as neutral pro ,

standing the consignments from perty, by 118,5441.; making the

India, in the year 1800-1, were total difference, as before stated,

pecessarily on a limited scale , and 1,167,4651.

of course the quantity of goods put It must be observed , that the

up to sale were reduced, the dise sales of the Company's goods in

posal of them has been so advan- this year were not expected to be

tageous in price , as to compensate, so great as the last , as it was appre

in a commercial view, forthe dif- hended the situation of affairs in

ference in the extent of the trade. India might interrupt the provision

The home accounts, though they of funds for the purchase of the

include some payments which more investments : the sales were there

immediately relate to the political fore only estimated to amount to

branch of the Company's concerns, 7,119,4001.; their a&ual amount

may be considered , in other re- was 6,630,4871 .; being less than

spects, as exclusively relating to the estimate 488,913).

the commerce. They were pre- From the remarks already made,

sented to the house at different it may be inferred that the diffe

periods from the foreign, on ac- rence now stated must be attribut

count of the impracticability of pre- ed , almost exclusively , to the want

paring the latter in due time, as of goods . On examining the de

already stated : they will, never- tail, it is ascertained that the China

theless, be considered in their usual trade has exceeded the estimate,

order, and on this occasion num- and the deficiency has fallen on the

bered as formerly , 23 , 24 , and 25. Indian . On the piece goods alone

The first shews the receipts and it amounted to 424,0001, and every

payments, and the debts and assets ; other article of Indian produce was

the second, the stock by computa- less than the estimate, except raw

tion, or what is supposed to be the silk . Of the difference, 20,0001.

general balance of the whole con- is on coffee, the expectation from

cern , both abroad and at home ; which was totally disappointed,
and the third, the amount of the none having been received.

sales. As the last account may be The application of the money re;

considered as the main -spring of ceived on the produce of the sales,

all the cash transa tions at home, will appear in the first part of the

and as affording a view of the ex- account No. 23 , which shews the

C 3 cash
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tash transactions of theyear 1801-2, tual exceeded theestimated receipts,

and which is now to be examined 1,606,914 ). was in those relating

on the comparison with the esti- to private trade, of which no esti

mate formerly presented to the mate is or ever can be made, ex
house.

cept on what was owing for goods

The receipt on the sales of goods actually sold , or on some compu

within the year was estimated to tation on the amount of charges

amount to 7,161,9181. The actual and profit payable to the Company :

receipt was 6,336,1921 . ; being the remainder was on money re

less than the estimate 825.7261 . ceived for the issue of bonds, and

This difference considerably ex- from government on account of

ceeds that on the amount of the supplies and stores, which were

sales ; but it niust be observed , not included in the estimate .

that the receipt within the year On the payment-side some vari

does not attach nierely to the goods tions appear as usual . Excluding

sold in it , but takes in the amount the private trade, the estimate bas

left due in the preceding year ; at been exceeded , under some heads,

the same time that an amount, in to the amount of 609,933). The

some degree correspondent, is left customs shew an apparent excess ,

for realization in the next . The but on adjusting what belongs to

payments depend upon the time the private trade, those on account

and terms of the sale . A part of of the Company were, in reality ,

the difference, now stated , is owing less than the estimate, to the a

to a larger amount being left due mount of 82,948l . partly from the

than was estimated .
estimate being calculated on a

The charges and profit on pri- greater extent of trade, and partly

vate trade, estimated at 100,000 ). from the cessation of the convoy

actually amounted to 193,5631.; duty. The difference on the freight

exceeding the estimate in the sum on the same adjustment is so small,

of 93,5631 . as not to require notice . An ex.

They have likewise considerably cess has arisen on the export of

.exceeded the receipt of last year; goods and stores , to the amount of
but no estimate , in this regard , can 529,4771. it having been found

be formed with precision , as it is necessary toprovide as large con

impossible to conjecture what sales signments of this description as pos

are likely to take place of goods of sible, in order to make up for the

this description. deficiency of the intended supply

Few other observations are re- of bullion , which, from particular

quisite on the comparison of either circumstances, could not be obtain

the receipt or expenditure as esti ed , in the amount estimated, by

mated , and according to the actual 344,942) . The bonds bought up

accounts . On the receipt-side, and paidin upon thesales were not

exclusive of the deficiency on the estiniated, from being a ' circum

sales as already noticed, the dispo- stance which does not frequently

sal of the Company's share of the occur, or only when they are ata

loyalty loan, which was deferred , discount. Except the bullion ,

occasioned a difference to the ao which has already been noticed,

mount of 238,105 ) . Of the sum the protraction of the payment to

of 1,714,8151 , in which the ac- the bark in discharge of their loan

of
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of 800,0001, is the principal occa- exclusive of48,000 ). expected from

sion of the payments being less the ordnance, for saltpetre. This

than estimated . sum rather exceeds the actual re

The general result of the compa- ceipt in the last year, in conse

rison is, the balance estimated to quence of the amount left dueon

be remaining in favour of the former sales being considerable ;

Company, on the 1st of March but the sales immediately apper.

1802, amounting to 486,731 ) . taining to the year are stated much

must, in consequence of the dis- lower than the actual sales of the

appointment in the receipt on the last. The receipt is calculated up

sales of goods, and deferring the on the following principle : the

disposal of the loyalty loan ,with sales are estimated to amount to

the extension of the supply to India 5,880,6001, of which is expected

to the amount of 200,0001. have to be received after ist March

been considerably against the Com- 1803 , 850,000l. The difference,

‘ pany : but the additional sum re- 5,030,6001. is the estimated receipt

alized on the profit on private trade, on these sales within the year. -

and by a payment from govern- Adding what was left due on for

ment,and the measure adopted for nier sales , 1,470,000l. will shew the

protracting the payment to the receipt first stated, 6,500,6001.

bank in liquidation of their loan, In this estimate the China trade

with some other smaller circum- is taken but little below the last

stances, have so operated, that the year. Both receipts and payments

balance of cash actually remaining are stated upon the usual principles

on the 1st ofMarch 1802 , amount- with regard to the private trade.

ed to 168,7591. being less than the The disposal of the loyalty loan on
estimated balance 317,9721 . one side , and the payment of the

debt to the bank ' on the other, are
ESTIMATE, 1802-3 .

again reckoned upon in this year.

Notwithstanding peace had taken Payments on account of India and

place when the estimate for the China, including a million for bul

year was framed, and although lion , are estimated to the amount
large payments had been made of 4,318,7921 . and the sum calcu

from the treasury at home for sup- lated to become payable on freight

plies to India and China; the great and demurrage much exceedsthe

demand for funds known to exist amount paid in the last year. The

in India , as well as the determina- consequence of which , with the

tion there, on that account, to cur- comparatively small balance of cash
tail the investments of the year at the commencement of the year ,

1801-2, imposed the necessity of ' is found in the general result to be

stating the expectation of the pro- such, that the balance against the

duce of the sales at home in 1802-3 Company on 1st March 1803, is

on a moderate scale ; the effect of expected to amount to 1,434,556 ).

which must necessarily appear in

the cash transactions.

The second part of the account
DEBTS AT HOME.

No. 23 , already referred to , shews The debts owing by the Com.

the prospects in the year 1802-3 . pany at home are stated in the last

The receipton the sales ofgoodsis part of the account , No. 23. On

estimated to amount to 6,500,600 ], the comparison with the amount

C4 of
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of them in the last year, the dif- alty loan 25,2101. The amount

ference will appear as follows, viz. due on sales of goods was more by

On the 1st March, 1801 , they 402,4001, and the value of goods

amounted to 5,393,98gl . and on unsold by 285,0781 . The extensive

the Ist March , 1902,1 , to 822,6831 . consignments to India and China,

being a decrease of 571,3061 . added to the cargoes afloat out

On comparing the detail of the word, 405,961l. and to the ex

debts, it appears that the amount ports paid for, 107,6381 , exclusive

due o: bonds" is less ' by 41,0001. of bullion, which was 53,5741.

and on bills of exchange from In- The excess on advances for impress

dia and China, 152,923 ) . The and war allowances on ships not

seinittance plan ,'under the orders arrived, with the increased value

of June 1793, having, as formerly of the India -house and warehouses,

stated , failed in its operation, the from the additional buildings, will

sum due on the Indian debt has chiefly account for the remainder,

been considerably reduced by the except the increase of the debt

discharge of the certificates out- stated by the Company to be due

standing ; the reduction , in conse- from government, amounting to

quence , was in this year 273,0321. 900,8991. which will be the sub

A smaller sum was owing on cus- ject of remark hereafter. Adding

toms, to the amount of 56,499). and the decrease of the debts, amount

in the department of the stripping ing to 571,306) . to the increase of
committee, of 57,6711 . There wasa the assets , stated at 1,398,0241. the

Jess sum due on exports of former improvement of the home concern

seasons, by 78,7591. and on bonds would in this view appear to be

to commanders of ships worn out, 1,969,330) .

by 78,608) . which , with some

smaller sums not requiring notice,

will niore than account for the dif
CHINA AND ST . HELENA,

ference first stated . But , on the In the account, No. 24, are

other hand, more was owing on shewn the balances at China and

freight and demarrage , by 130,0001. St. Helena by the latest accounts :

and to the proprietors of private it remains to compare them with

trade, on the sale of their goods, the balances in the preceding year.

by 42,0001. In March 1800 , the balance at

China was in favour, to the amount

of 1,226,0791 . In March 1801,it
ASSETS AT HOME.

was in favour 1,019,551), being

The amount of the assets at less by 206,5281 .

thome; is likewise stated in the The latest books received from

account last referred to . On St. Helena, when this account was

1st March , 1801 , the value was made up, were to the 30th Sep

15,404,7361.; on the 1st March , tember , 1800. The balance was

1902, it was 16,802 7601.; being then in favour 77,8521. On the

an increase of 1,398,0241, 30th September, 1799, it was in

In three articles only the assets favour 58,3661. The increase at

shewed a decrease : in the eash St. Helena was 19,4861.; and de

balance, 761,8311. ; in the amount ducted from the decrease at China ,

owing by the Ordnance for salt- the net decrease ofbalanceat China

petre , 32,0001.; and in the loy- and -St. Helena is 187,042 ).
The
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The final object intended by this considered as snbjeet to be in .

examination , is to discover the creased in whatever proportion of

effect produced in the year on the the above sum may be disallowed .

general concernsof the Company,

or whether, under the combined
PROSPECTIVE VIEW.

operations of revenue and trade,

they have improved otherwise. Having now gone through the

This will be obtained by bringing accounts of the last year, although

into one general view the increase the period is not yet arrived for

of debts and assets as follows, viz . submitting to parliament the regu:

lar accounts for the present year;

GENERAL COMPARATIVE VIEW yet the committee will naturally

be desirous of obtaining an ontline

Of the Delts and Assets by last of the probable future prospects of

Year's Accounts, and those of the Company, as well in peace as

the Year now under examination. in war, with a view of seeing

what means they possess for the

The debts in India have in- liquidation of their Indian debt,

creased in the sum of 3,034,1301. and also for realizing those expec

Dedacting from it the decrease of tations which my right honourable

the debts at home, 571,3061. the friend ( the Chancellor of the Ex

net increase of debt appears to be chequer) held out on a former day,

2,462,8241. when he brought forward his

The assets in India have in- budget, namely , that the payment

creased 544,3691 .; the netincrease of 500,0001. from the Company

of the assets at . ome has been would shortly become an efficient

stated at 1,398,0241. The in- resource to the public.

crease of assets then amounts to I have already stated, that the

1,942,3931 . Deduct the decreased official estimates for the year

balance at China and St. Helena, 1802-3 have not yet been re

187,0421. the net increase of as- ceived from India , in the shape

sets , generally, will amount to they are usually laid before parlia

1,755,351l. ment ; but the substance of tliein

Deducting this sum from the in- has been received , in a form suffi

crease of the debts, the state of ciently authentic to e able the

the whole concern appears in Court of Directors to found on

worse point of view than in the them a review of their affairs ; to

last year, by 707,4731 . estimate the means they possess ,

As the home assets include either at home or abroad ; and to

3,573,339l . the amount of sundry determine how those means can

claims stated by the Company to best be applied to give relief, in the

be due to them from government, first instance, to the Company's

of which the sum of 900,8991. ac- finances abroad , from the pressure

crued in the present year of ac- of the Indian debt, and ultimately

count , it is necessary to observe, to obtain for their constituents, and

that as these claims are under ex- for the public, all the advantages
amination , and are likely to un- of which their resources may be

dergo several adjustments, the susceptible.

amount above stated to be the de- I shall consider the subject in

terioration in the year, must be the following order :

a
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to

1st, The incumbrances to which as well as of security, are in the

the Company is subject. general result unimpaired, not

2d , The means which it pos- withstanding this great accumu.

sesses of making provision for lation of debt.

those incumbrances, as also for 2d, As to the means which the

the payment to the exchequer. Company possess, applicable to

3d , The mode and extent of ap- the reduction of their debt, they

plying those means. must arise either from their com-

4th, The result to be expected merce or from their revenues .

from such application , either in the In order to ascertain the amount

alternative of peace or war. of the surplus funds really dis

And first, as to the incum- posable, I have called for two

brances. accounts; the one * , of the pro .

The Indian debt may be stated , bable revenues and charges abroad,
at the utmost, to amount and the other t , an account of the

18,500,0001. ofwhich 16,000,0001. net protits at home in the last four

bears interest . The annual inte- years. Neither of these accounts

rest amounts to 1,438,0001. being can be deemed to be either striAly
within a fraction of nine per cent. territorial or commercial . The

on the principal. foreign account, though princi

To describe the serious and in- pally territorial, is subject to some

convenient pressure of such an commercial charges ; and the home

amount of debt , even in time of account, though principally com

peace, is unnecessary . The mere mercial, contains some heads of

fax of its withdrawing, under the expence conneđed with the go
head of interest, such an amount vernment abrvernment abroad, andconsequently

as nearly 1,500,000 !. from the pur- more properly attaching to the

poses of trade , speaks for itself. territory. Combined, they exhi

But in stating the extent of debt bit the actual amount disposable,

bearing interest, which has in- after all expences are paid at home

creased , during the war, from and abroad, and constitute tlie fund

6,500,0001. to its present amount, applicable to the public claims and

it is fair at the same time to ob- to the liquidation of the Company's

serve, that we are by no means 10 debt .

consider the affairs of the Com- I shall trouble the committee

pany as deteriorated in the same with a few observations with re

proportion ; for it will appear, spect to the principles upon which

upon a comparison of the debts these accounts are founded. And

and assets of the Company in the first, as to the foreign account ,

years 1793 and 1802, that the It exhibits a clear surplus of

assets athome and abroad have in- 1,053,5821. after defraying inte

creased in an equal proportion with rest of debt and all commercial

the debts, and, upon the whole, charges, exclusive of 80,000l. in

that the affairs of the Company, at cluded in the charge for interest,

the close of a long and most ex- now payable to the commissioners

pensive war, which has added for redeeming the debt, on public

largely to their dominions, and securities bought up by them .

opened new sources of prosperity This sum may therefore be con

i Appendix, No. 26 . + Appendix, No. 27 .

sidered
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are

sidered as an addition to the above and for the interest of debt and

surplus. commercial charges, to the extent

The estimate is framed upon of 1,600,000).

safe principles. It takes credit for I have, in the former part of my

no reduction which will not be speech , observed, that the result

actually accomplished in the course of the estimates for. 1801-2 was
of the present year , nor any pro- better than the result of the actual

duce in revenue which admits of accounts of the year 1800-1, by

any reasonable doubt. There are 634,0001. From what I have now

yet reductions, which may be stated of the estimate for 1802-3,

looked for in the military ex- it appears that an improvement be

pences, when the peace arrange- yond the estimate of 1801-2 may

ments are fully carried into effect ; be expected , of 1,754,0001. mak

but as these must, in some degree, ing, upon the comparison of the

depend upon circumstances, it has years 1800-1 and 1802-3, an im

not been thought prudent to rely provement on the balance between

upon them in forming the esti- revenue and charge, of no less

mate : neither does it include any than 2,388,000 ). The increase on

calculation of the probable in- the former year was before ex

creased produce which may be plained . It is necessary now to

looked for in a future year in the state, generally, the principal causes

Indian revenues generally, but which have led to the great ame

particularly in our late acquisitions, lioration in the latter year. They

both in Oude and on the coast, as follows, viz. redu & ion ,

so soon as theyhave felt the good civil and military, on the peace,

effects of the Company's adminis- 783,000 ). The residue arises from

tration . the increase of the revenues from

I therefore look upon the Indian the Carnatic, the late cessions in

surplus as secure to the extent Oude, and those from the Nizam ,

stated , and venture confidently to There is also a considerable in

hope that the amount will be crease under the heads of customs

progressively increased. The com- and salt.

mittee will feel this to be a most Having thus briefly laid before

satisfactory test of the extent of the committee the present state of

resources in that quarter, the Company'srevenues and charges

when such a surplus is forthcom- abroad , it is impossible that their

ing, immediately upon the peace, attention should not be directed to

after providingfor the government the individual under whose au

of those extended possessions, for spices these resources have been

an army, even on its peace esta- brought into action . It is anne

blishment of 125,000 , composed cessary for meto recal to the recol

as follows : lection of parliament the services

Europeans 25,000 of marquis Wellesley ; they have

( of which are king's troops 17,000) been too distinguished ever to be

Regular native troops 90,000 forgotten : but I should do injus

Irregulars, invalids, and tice to my own feelings, if I did

lascars 10,000 not take this occasion of declaring,
that marked as the whole course of

125,000 his administration has been by

brilliant and important achieve

ments,

.

our
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ments, by no feature will it stand annual investment of four millions,

ultimately more distinguished than we proceed upon safe grounds,

by the solid financial prosperity being that amount which has

resulting from his measures. already been brought home with

I shall next observe upon the advantage, and which has been

home account, which being princi- alone diminished, from the diffi

pally of a commercial description, culty of procuring funds during

cannot, in its nature, be more the war.

than the means of reasoning, in Taking the profits upon the

respect to tbe future from the past. average of the last four years, and

Commerce does not, like revenue, allowing for a reduction of price

admit of precise estimate ; it is too equivalent to the reduction of

much governed , both in its extent charge, which is making an al

and profits, by circumstances, to lowance of not less than ten per

be reduced to any fixed standard ; cent, on the sales ; the net profit,

but the result, as to the past, may after payment of all charges upon

fully warrant us in forming very an investment of four millions,

sanguine expectations as to the fu- would amount to 400,0001. The

ture commercial prospects of the prime cost, on the average of

Company. the last four years, having been

It is to be observed, that the 3,600,0001. Jiable to be increased

present is an account taken alto- by any extension of the amount of

gether from a period of war, when investment, or by the sales being

the rate at which the marine part affected in a less degree by the

of the charges is conducted must return of peace than is above al

necessarily be bigh. The resto- lowed for, which I consider as

ration of peace will in itself reduce likely to be the case.

the charges to the amount of from Adding the profits at home to

500,0001. to 700,000l. per annum . the Indian surplus above stated,

Were this sum added to the profits the whole furnishes a disposable

accruing in war, the home surplus surplus as follow :

would be about a million ; but we Indian surplus £ . 1,053,582

must be prepared to expect some Interest on debt re- ,

reduction in the sale prices of the deemed 80,000

goods so soon as things are settled . Surplus at home 400,000

What this falling off' will be, it is

difficult to estimate. Supposing £ : 1,533,582

it to be equivalent to the amount

saved on freight, &c . then the pro- after defraying all charges; liable

fils will remain nearly as in the to the appropriations directed by

last four years , and the aggregate the act of 1793.

amount depend on the extent of It is evident that, out of the

investment. surplus above stated , the Company

• To what amount the investment will have ample means of de

may be gradually carried , with fraying their annual payment of

advantageto the Company, must 500,0001. to the public. The only

depend upon the demandin Eu- question is, as to the precise period

rope. Il bas been hitherto pro- when the first payment will be

gressive, and is likely to continue made. The act directs, that the

80 ; but in calculating upon an Indian surplus, to the extent of

one
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one million sterling, shall, in the 1,500,0001. after the public shall

first instance, be appropriated to have received their participation ,

the investment; and it is upon the a clear million will reinain applica

net proceeds at home, that is , the ble to this purpose.

resulting surplus from revenue and The application of a sinking

trade, conjointly , that the appro- fund to this extent, could not fail,

priations of the act attach. if uninterruptedly applied, to pro

The first charge upon the net duce a very important improve

proceeds, to the extent of500,0001. ment in the finances of the Com

is for the liquidation of the Indian pany ; but the Court of Directors

debt ; the second, to a correspond- felt that they should have taken

ing amount, is payable to the pub- but a narrowview of the interests

lic. The net proceeds at home of their constitnents, as well as of

cannot be more than equal to an- those of the public , had they coul

swer the first appropriation, till the fined their plan of liquidation

Indian surplus shall find its way within the limits of the surplus.

into the home treasury, ' as the sur- funds annually accruing from their

plus will only begin to shew itself revenue and commerce.

in India in the present year, 1802-3, The committee will be con

and cannot realize itself in Europe, vinced of this by adverting to thic

through the investment, sooner amount and rate of interest pay

than the end of the following offi- able on the Indian debt . Were

cial year, viz . March 1804. The it possible at once to extinguish it

firstpayment will not become due as an Indian debt, by contracting

till July 1804, the period of pay- a debt in Europe to an equal

ment assigned in the act. But this amount, the Company would im

is a mere question as to the time mediately save the difference of

of payment, necessarily resulting interest between nearly nine per

from the nature of the transaction . cent. and five per cent. or upon

It will not ultimately affect the a- the whole annual charge of inte

mount receivable, as in the event rest, not less than 638,000l. per

of any occurrence happening to ab- annum .

sorb the Indian surplus, and so far It is plain , therefore, that in

to affect the net proceeds at home, whatever degree the raising funds

as not to leave any surplus for the in Europe to discharge debt in

public, the last payment would be India, can be combined with the

protracted in the same degree as application of the million surplus,

the first, and thus the number of which the Company now possess,

payments be precisely the same. so much the earlier will they be

Under this explanation, I can ven- relieved of the excessive charge of

ture to hold out to the committee, Indian interest, and the amount

that the Company will be fully pre- of their sinking fund receive a

pared , in the course of the ensuing proportionate augmentation from
year, provided we remain at peace, the charge for interest thus saved .

to make their first payment of This principle is so obviously

500,0001. to the public. and incontestably true , that were

The next point to be considered the Company in possession of no

is, the means which the Company surplus whatever, it would be their

possess of liquidating their Indian duty to avail themselves of their

debt . . Taking the net proceeds at credit in Europe to raise funds, in

order

+
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order that, by sending them out to capital,which at the present priceof

India for the discharge of their their stock,would raise 4,200,000 ).;

debts , they might economize in and they may extend the issue

the rate of interest, and thus of their bonds from 1,500,0001. to

create a fund for the liquidation 2,500,0001, with the consent of the

of the capital . The only limits treasury . Supposing 2,000,0001.

that can be placed, in good sense, applied to the reduction ofthedebt,

to the application of this principle, above 3,000,000l. remains dispos

is what arises from the pra & icabi- able, which will enable the Com

lity, in point of remittance, of pany to extend their investment at

sending out funds to India, and least a million a year, upon the cal

also from the individual, as well culation, which is nearly accurate ,

perhaps as commercial embarrass- that a capital , equal to three times

ments, that might result from the amount of the investment, is

throwing loose too suddenly funds necessary to carry on the commerce

in the Indian market , beyond of the Company with India, under

what could find employment in the present system .

some other mode not inconsistent Whether circumstances may, at

with the interests of the Company. any future period, render it ad

Under a due impression of these visable to apply even a larger suia

considerations , the Court of Direc- than 2,000,000l. a year to the li

tors have wisely, I think, deter- quidation of the Indian debt, I

mined, for the next two years to shall not now inquire. The diff

apply the sum of two millions in culty of procuring funds in time of

each year, to the reduction of their peace, cannot in any degree, be an

Iudian debt ; and I am happy to impediment, should the Court of

inforin the committee, such is Directors think it otherwise expe

likely to be the state of the home dient to carry the amount further.

treasury during that period, calcu- Indeed , were the credit of the

lating upon the repayments from Company inadequate to the opera

government, the surplus above tion , which is far from being the

stated, and the probable amount case, where the advantages to the

from their sales, there is a reason- Company and to the public are so

able prospect, that four millions important, and so self-evident ;

for ivyestment, and two millions parliament,I have no doubt, would

for the liquidation of Indian debt, be prepared, even by the interpo

may be supplied, without either sition of the public credit of the

adding to the Company's capital , or country, under proper regulations,

extending the issue of their bonds, to assist the Company in converte

in any material degree. ing the Indian intoan European

It is satisfactory also to observe, debt, and thereby accelerate all

that the Company possess extraor- those consequences which are to

dinary funds for executing what result, both to the general finances

ever in point of liquidation, upon of the empire, as well as to the par

general principles , they may think ticular interests of the proprietors,

wise to undertake, without en- as soon as the debt is reduced to its

croaching upon the meavs of ex- proper standard, and the surplus

tending their commerce. They proceeds become liberated , and

now possess authority for adding , at open to the further appropriations

theirdiscretion ,two millions to their under the act. I shall , atpresent,

only
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only assume, that two millions be shall be stationary, at the amount

applied, in each year, and shortly now estimated, during the whole

trace its effects upon the Compa- of the period. In whatever sum

ny's affairs. it may annually exceed 1,500,0001.

Under the act, as it now stands , (and we have the experience of

the net proceeds must be applied to ' past years to expect a gradual im

the liquidation of debt, till the fo- provement) in so much will the
reign debt is reduced to two mil- sum to be borrowed be diminished .'

lions, and the bonds at home to It then only remains to state,

1,500,0001. In consequence of the what would be the situation of the

growth of our Indian empire , and Company's atfairs, at the end of the

the advantages, in many points of six years, supposing this plan to

view , of having a permanent debt ineet with no interruption . Their

in India in some degree proportion- debt abroad would stand at four

ed to its present extent ; it may be millions, bearing an interest of

expedient, on a future occasion , 240,000 ).; their Indian surplus
to propose to fix the sum of four would amount to 2,250,0001.; and

millions, instead of two, as the their net proceeds at home to
minimum of the debt abroad.- 2,700,000 !. This sum , after dis

Taking, then, the present amount charging the payment of 500,0001.
of debt, bearing interest, at sixteen to the exchequer, and also deduct

millions, there will remain twelve ing 100,0001.to cover the interest

millions to be liquidated, at two of 2,000,0001. above supposed to
millions a year. In point of time, be raised in aid of the sinking fund,

this will be accomplished at the would leave 2,100,0001. net pro

end of the sixth year. The means ceeds in each year, to be distributo

which will be required, and the ed according to the further appro

progress of liquidation , will appear priations of the ac, viz . One

in the account No. 29, of the Ap- sixth in an increase of dividendi

pendix; by which it is shewn, that to the proprietors, to the extent

supposing the rate of interest to be of 350,0001.; and five -sixths, or

gradually reduced, in proportion 1.750,0001. to be invested in the

as the capital is paid off, till it public funds, by the commissioners

stands at six per cent. which is a for the liquidation of the national

moderate supposition, the sum to debt , to accumulate ,and forma gua

be supplied in the whole period , rantee fund, to the extent of twelve

in aid of the savings from interest, millions , to counter secure the Com

will not exceed 3,287,0001 . of pany's capital. The committee

which 1,287,000l. may be ex- must look forward with anxiety to

pected to arise from the repayments the moment, when the resources

from government, leaving only of India , exclusive of adding

two millions to be raised, in order 500,0001. to its annual revenue,

to make up the sinking fund of may supply above 1,500,000 ). ta

two millions in each year, the the sinking fund of the country :

gross savings from reduction in for the money so to be applied, in

the rate of interest, amounting to its effects upon the market , will

2,713,0001. operate precisely like any other

The above calculation proceeds portion of that fund . The fund it.

upon a supposition, that the surplus self belongs absolutely to the pub

from the revenue and commerce Jic, in every other event, than in
that

+
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that contingency, which I trust is state it as my firm conviaion, that

amongst the least probable ; name. with our present prospects in re

ly , the dissolution of the Company, spect to revenue, the Indian sur.

with assets insufficient to divide plus would more than cover the

two hundred per cent. on their ca- extraordinaries of a war expendi

pital, after the discharge of their ture . Supposing our establishment

debts . The account No. 30.shews to stand as in the last year of the

the application of the surplus pro- war, which I should deem a most

eeeds to the year 1814, when the ample provision, under any pro

charter of the Company, unless bable circumstances now to be

sooner renewed , must again come foreseen , the amount of the reduc

under the consideration of parlia- tions made since the peace, viz .

ment, by which it appears, that 783,0001. may be fairly taken as

after paying to the exchequer the measure , in wbich.the net pro

500,0001. in each year, and ceeds would be reduced . Suppos .

350,0001 . to the proprietors, the ing it even carried to a million,

residue, being invested half yearly there would still remain a surplus

in the funds, would at four per of 500,0001. applicable to the re

cent, compound interest, create a duction of debt. I see no reason,

guarantee fund to the extent of theretore, unless it should be found

9,486,0001. to be impracticable to procure,

I have thus endeavoured to give during war, such a supplyof bul

the committec a concise view of the lion , as should enable the Compa

means the Company possess , and ny, in addition to their exports,

the financial prospects which the and the bills which may be drawn

application of those means hold upon them from abroad , to remit

out. It may be said , the picture the requisite amount of fuods to

is highly encouraging and satis- India, why any fresh loan should

factory ; but still it depends alto- be contracted abroad : but, on the

gether on peace, and it we have contrary, I conceive a sinking fund ,

again the misfortune of being in- to the extent of one million, may

volved in war, all these plans of be annually applied to the dis

liquidating debt must vanish, and charge of the Indian debt, and

we must revert to the same ruin- thereby the reduction in the rate of

ous operation of borrowing at ex- interest, and the consequent saving

travagant interest. to be obtained therefrom , be, in

There can be no donbt, that the a great measure , realized , even in

principle of saving is materially the midst of war. I state this

connected with peace, and that the shortly, to shew that although In

recurrence of war would not fail dia , in common with every partof

to produce its natural effects upon the empire, must earnestly desire

the finances of India ; but still , in peace, yet no branch of the British

looking to the degree in which it dominions stands better prepared

would probably operate, I see fresh for war, if it should be our misfor
grounds of confidence , in the ex- tune to be involved in it. In such

tent and stability of our Indian re- an event , however, the committee

sources. Without trespassing on will perceive, that the public can

the time of the committee, in ex- not confidently expect to receive

aminiag the details upon which this their participation, as the net pro

conclusion is formed, I venture to ceeds may be reduced, so as not

ta
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The re

tocxceed theamount,viz.500,0001. the committee with the informa

appropriated, in the first instance , tion necessary to enable them to

tothe liquidation of debt . form an estimate of the present

The result, either in peace situation of the Company's affairs,

or war , may be thus stated : in There are many points of great

peace, the Company, after paying moment, into which the detail na

500,0001, to the exchequer, may turally branches out, on which I

appropriate two millions a year should have wished to enlarge ;

to the reduction of debt ; in war, but I shall have another opportu

the public must be prepared to nity, when the accounts of the

forego their participation ; but the current year are under considera

Company may, nevertheless, partly tion , more particularly to bring

from surplus proceeds, and partly these circumstances under the no

from other funds, appropriate one tice of parliament.

million annually to the reduction In looking to the state and im

of debt . portance of our possessions in the

What I have stated will , I trust, East, the committee will best ana

relieve the committee from all ap- ticipate what their value may be
prehensions on the subject of India. hereafter to the empire, by advert.

They willrecolleat the gloomypre- ing to what they have already

di tions that prevailed during the proved themselves capable of ac

war, in respect to our possessions complisbing, even under the most

in that quarter becoming a charge trying circumstances.

upon the mother- country ; and sources of the Company have now ,

they will also call to mind the re- for the last ten years, enabled

peated declarations ofa noble friend them to bear up against a war of
of mine (lord Melville ), that the unparalleled difficulty, without any

empire would lean on India , before increase of debt, for which a core

India would require support from responding increase has not taken

the empire. These declarations, place in the assets of the Company.

received by many with distrust at The general balance of their affairs

the time, have now been fulfilled ; is unimpaired, whilst their empire

and the result is only one, among and their revenue have been largely

the many proofs of niy noble increased. Their surplus revenue,

friend's deep knowledge and ac. in the first year of peace, is found

curate judgment. The whole of to be as great as it was estimated

our Indian empire , in its govern- at in the year 1793 , at the com

ment at home and abroad, forms a mencement of the contest, not

proud monument of his official withstanding the charge for inte.

labours ; and I am persuad- d what rest of debt has been increased

I have this day stated to the come above 800,0001. per annum ; whilst

mittee, as the system of liquida- the judicial system since establish

tion which the Court of Directors ed , and also the increased pay and

have determined upon, will come allowances to the army, have caused
mand the confidence of parlia- an additional expence to be incur

ment, the more from its being red to an equal amount for the

founded on those principles wbich better government of India ; an

his lordship recommended to the expence not in contemplation when

court on his retiring from office. the estimate was prepared.

I have endeavoured to furnish If those resources have done so

VOL. 5 . ID much
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rupees .

much in war, much more may be and Oude, under the heads of civil, judicial;

expected from them in peace. ings andfortifications, of collecting the re

military, and marine, the charges of build

And here it is impossible not to venues and customs, and the advances and

point out the distinguishing feature charges on account of salt and opium , and
the charges of the stamp office , which were

of our possessions in the East : estimated for the year 1800.1 at 4 crore, 47

defraying, even in time of war, all facs, 20,476 current rupees, amounted to 4
crore , 78 lacs, 6,115 current rupees,

their own expences, and holding " Résolved, That it appears to this com

out such prospects of relief and mittee, that the annual revenues of the East

support (I trust at no distantpe- Bahar, and Orissa, and from Benares and

India Company in the provinces of Bengal,

riod) to the finances of the mother Oude , under the heads of mint or coinage

country, as compared with the duties, post officecollections, Benares reves
Lue , Oude subsidy , land revenues, police

heavy burthens imposed by all our taxes, customs , the receipts from the sales

other colonies on the public reve- of s : It and opium , and the stamp duties, fot

nues , however productive they

the year 1801.2, are estimated by the go .

vernor-general in council to amount to the

may generally prove as sources of sum of 7 crore, 5 lacks,11,644 current

commercial wealth .

I have no doubt that the Court mittee, thatthe chargestobe defrayed by

* Resolved , That it appears to this com

of Directors, to whom the imme- the East India Company in the provinces of

diate administration of this im- and Oude, under theheads of civil,judicial,

Bengal, Bahar, and Urissa, and in Benares

portant portion of the British em- military, and marine, the charges of build .

pire is entrusted , will do their ings and fortifications,of collecting the re ,

duty ably, and zealously by their chargeson account of salt and opium ,and

constituents and by the public ; the charge of the stampoffice for the year

andI feel confident that parliament general in council to amount to the sum of
will be disposed, with peculiar at. 4 crore, 58 lacs, 22,007 current rupees.

tention, to watch over and topro- mittec,thattheannual revenuesof the East
tect the growing resources andin- India Company atthe presidency ofFort
creasing prosperity of our posses- Saint George, and the settlements subordi.

sions in the East .

Date thereto , and in the Carnatic and

Northern Circars, under the heads of post

I shall now conclude with mov- office collections, sea and land customs,

ing the resolutions in the usual land revenues,and farms and licences, a
mounted, on the average of three years,

form .
1798-9 to 1800-1, both inclusive, to the

“ Resolved, That it appears to this com- sum of 25 lacs, 37,671 pagodas.
mittee, that the annual revenues of the East “ Resolved, Thai it appears to this com .

India Company, in the provinces of Bengal , mittee, that the annual revenues of the East

Bahar, and Orissa , and from Benares and India Company at the presidency of Fort
Oude, under the heads of mint or coinage Saint George, and the settlements subordia

duties, post-office collections, Benares re . nate thereto , and in the Carnatic and

venues, Vude subsidy, land revenues, police Northern Circars, under the heads of post

taxes, customs, sales of salt and opium , and office colle &tions, sea and land customs, sub

stamp duties , amounted, on the average of sidy from the nabob of Arcot, subsidyfrom

three years, 1798-9 to 1800-1, both inclu . the rajah ofTanjore, and revenues collected

sive , to the sum of 6 crore , 43 lacs , 68,075 from his countries, subsidy from the rajah

current rupecs .

of Mysore, and revenues of the ceded and

“ Resolved , That it appears to this com . conquered countries, subsidy from the Ni

mittee , that the annual revenues of the East zam , and revenues of the countries ceded

India Company in the provinces of Bengal, by him , land revenues, farms and licences,

Bahar, and Orissa, and from Benares and which were estimated , for the year 1800-1,

Oude, under the same heads which were to amount to 8. lacs, 92,682 pagodas, ao

estimated for the year 1800-1 to amount to mounted to 88 lacs, 50,669 pagodas.

6 crore , 33 lacs, 92,037 current rupees, a. “ Resolved , That it appears to this com .

mounted to 6 crore , 65 lacs, 83,346 current mittee, that the charges incurred by the

rupees.

East India Company at the presidency of

* Resolved , That it appears to this com- Fort Saint George,and the settlements sub

mittee, that the charges incurred by the ordinate thereto, and in the Carnatic and

East India Company in the provinces of Northern Circars, under the respective

Bersgal, Bahar, and Orissa, and in Benares heads of post office, civil, military, and re .

venue
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tenue chatges , and for buildings and fortia in India , amounted, on the goth April 1801

fications, which were estimated for the year to the sum of 17 crore, 67 lacs , 45,325 cur .

1800- 1 to amount to 9+ lacs , 14.782 p.agodas, rept rupees .

amounted to 107 lacs, 33,276 pagodas . “ Resolved , That it appears to this com

“ Resolved , That it appears to this com . mittee, that the part of the aforesaid debts

mittee , that the annual revenues of the East bearing interest amounted to 15 crore , 13

India Company at the presidency of Fort lacks, 53,541 current rupees , and that the
Saini George, and the settlemenis subordi . interestthereon amounted to i crore , 34

nate thereto, and in the Carnatic and lacs , 28,538 current rupees.

Northern Circars, under the heads aforesaid , " Resolved , That it appears to this com

for the year 1801-2, are estimated by the mitree , that the value of assets in India,

governor and council of Madras to a mount consisting of cash in the treasuries, of bills

to the sum of 97 lacs, 47,60 1 pagodas . receivable, of goods provided to be shipped

“ Resolved, That it appears to this com- for England, of goods imported tobe sold in

mittee, that the annual charges to be de. India, of salt, opium , &c . and of stores for

frayed by the East India Company at the use and sale , amounted, on the 30th April

presidency of Fort Saint George, and in the 1801 ( including current rupees 6 crore , 34

Carnatic and Northern Circars, under the lacs, 17,829, of debts stated to be owing to

respective heads aforesaid , in the year the Company there ) , to 12 crore , 11 lacs ,

1801-2, are esti:tiated by the governor and 39,228 current rupees.

council of Madras to amount to the sum of “ Resolved , That it appears to this com

113 lacs, 98,278 pagodas. mittee, that the balance of stock in favour

Resolved, That it appears to this com- of the East India Company's commerce in

mittee, that the annual revenues of the East China, amounted , at the conclusion of the

India Company at the pres dency of Bombay, year 1800-1, to the sum of 1,019,5511 .

and the settlements subordinate thereto, ex . Resolved, That it appears to this com

clusive of Malabar, amounted, on the ave . mittee, that the debis owing by the East

rage of three years, 1798-9 to 1800-1, both India Company in Great Britain ( including

inclusive, to the sum of 18 lacs 83,492 i'ue 74,7571 . of debts transferred from India ),

pees. amounted, on the ist day of March 1802 , to

“ Resolved , That it appears to this com- 4,822,6831.

mittee, that the annual revenues of the East " Resolved, That it appears to this com

India Company at the presidency of Bombay, mittee , that the effects of the East India

and the seitlements subordinate thereto, Company in England, and afloat outward ,

which were estimated for the year 1800 - d, consisting of annuities, cash in treasury,

to amount to 26 lacs, 70,887 rupees, amount. goods sold not paid for, goods unsoid ,

ed to 25 lacs, 46,284 rupees. cargoes afloat, and other articles in their

si Resolved, That it appears to this com. commerce, amounted, on the 1st day of

mittee, that the charges incurred by the March, 1802, to the sum of 16,802,7601.

East India Company at the presidency of including 3,573,3391 . stated by the Com
Bombay , and the settlements subordinate pany as a claimupon government, subject to

thereto , which were estimated for the year adjustment .

1800-1 , to amount togi lacs , 64,384 rupees , Resolved, That it appears to this com

amounted to i crore, 18 lacs, 14,898 rue mittee , that the sales of the East India

pees. Company's goods , which , in February

“ Resolved, That it appears to this com- 1793 , were estimated , on an average, to

mittee, that the annual revenues of the East amount to 4,988,300l . amounted, in the

India Company at the presidency of Bome year 1801-2 , 10 the sum of 6,630,4871."

bay, and the settlements subordinate thereto ,

in the year 1801-2, are estimated by the His lordship then moved the

governor general and council of Bombay to first resolution .

amount 10 24 iacs, 16,227 rupees.

“ Resolved , That it appears to this com
Mr. JOHNSTONE observed, that

mittee , that the arnual charges to be de . he had listened to the noble lord

frayed by the East India Company, at the with all the attention which bis
presidency of Bombay, and the settlements
subordinate thereto, in the year 1801-2, are high character and the great im

estimated by the governor and council of portance of the subject demanded,
Bombay to amountio 1 crore , 5 lacs , 36,075 and although he differed with him
rupees.

* Resolved , That it appears to this com- on some points, and most certainly

mitree,thatthe annualrevenues of the East concerning the perspective view

Marlborough, and its dependencies,arising that had been taken , he should do

from customs, farms,andlicences,amount injustice to his feeling, if he did not

ed on an average of three years, 1797- Soto bear testimony to the fair and per
1799-1800, both inclusive, to 27,939 Spa.

nish dollars. spicuous manner in which the sub
" Resolved, That it appears to this committee, that the debts owing by the East ject bad been treated. He had

India Company atthe several serdemenis neither the intention nor the ability

t

1 )

D2 to
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to follow the noble lord through the 1st March, 1802, being only

all his statements , and he should 5,836,3321 , But, in fact, the de

endeavour to compress his remarks terioration was considerably great

into as small a compass as possible. er ; for in this account the Com

And first he must observe, that the pany had taken credit for 900,899 ).

noble lord , in discussing the ac- claimed of government;but as this

counts of the year that was past, claim was not acknowledged, or

had stated an increased debt of rather was utterly denied, by the

3,030,000l. yet in his perspective noble lord , this sum should be

view he was disposed toreckon on added to the former, making in

a surplus revenue of 1,100,0001. reality a deterioration of 2,247,2811.

and warning, as he proceeded, he in place of 707,4731. as stated by

had anticipated the happy period the noble lord . He had likewise

when all debts were to be extin- dwelt upon an increase of revenue

guished , and the only difficulty obtained in Bengal , to the extent

would be as to the disposal of the of 220,0001. and he had stated it

accumulated treasures of the Com- to have arisen from the increasing

pany. He begged thehouse would prosperity and resources of that

keep this in mind, for it was de- Aourishing country. This asser

scriptive of the whole of the noble tion could not be acceded to ; the

lord's statements. All that related increase was only 160,000l. and

to the past, all that was certain, on reference to the accounts, it

was dark and gloomy ; all that would be found to have been ob

concerned the future, all that was tained exclusively from Oude ; the

uncertain , was fair and brilliant, receipts in the year ending April

In regard of the accounts of the 1800, having been 921,4381. and

year that was past, he had little to in the year ending April 1801,

observe; most of the calculations 1,164,9811 . How far, in exacting

were already before the house in this increase, and in our subse

the accounts themselves . But the quent conduct, we had adhered

noble lord appeared to have been to the obligations of good faith and

guilty of an error, in stating that, national honour, hewould not in .

upon a general view of theCom- quire at that moment.

pany's affairs at bome and abroad , So much as to the accounts of

their situation was worse in the the year that was past: as to the

sum of 707,4731. only . Now he future, though he differed funda

would ask all the gentlemen of the mentally from the noble lord, he

India direction who were present, was heartily inclined to concur

whether the account termed stock , with him in the praise of accuracy

by computation , did not contain a bestowed on the accounts annually

full view of the Company's affairs ? submitted to parliament. They

Whether there was onitted any did contain the mostfull and com

one article which ought to be car . plete information of the expendi

ried to the credit of ihe Company ? iure of a great empire that ever

Yet that account represented their was submitted to the public ; and

affairs as worse than they were whoever would carefully consider

the former year, by 1,346,3821. them , might be enabled to obtain a

the balance in favour of the Com- knowledge, not only of the past

pany, on the 1st March, 1801 , expenditure, but likewise form a

having been 7,172,7201, and on very accurate judgment of the fu
ture
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ture income and disbursement. rest of debts, was

But to arrive at just conclusions, estimated to be 677,400

it was not sufficient to take any Interest of debts 915,000

single account ; the whole accounts

must be taken together, and care- Leaving a deficiency of 238,000

fully compared one with another ; The sum, however,

but that had not been the practice which it was found

in the views annually submitted to necessary to borrow

parliament by the president of the for the service of

Board of Controul. He had form- the year, was 1,460,000

ed his calculations, and had called

on the house to place faith in pre- Being a difference be

dictions founded on the partial tween the estimated

view contained in the account, deficiency and ac

No. 14. The noble lord had fol. tual deficiency, of 1,208,000

lowed the samecourse ; but before

the house reposed the same reli- In the year ending

ance on his promises, he entreated 30th April, 1801 ,

them to consider how far the pro- the surplus revenue,

mises of his predecessor bad been exclusive of the in

realized . terests of debts, was

lothe yearending 30th estimated to be 664,000

April, 1799 , the Interest of debt 1,084,000

surplus revenue, ex

clusive of the inte Leaving a deficiency of 420,000

rest of debts, was The ' sum, however,

estimated by the which it was found

late presidentof the necessary to borrow

Board of Controul for the service of

to be £. 1,151,000 the year, was 3,034,000

Deduct interest of debts 576,000

Being a difference be

Leaving a disposable tween the estimated

surplus of 575,000 deficiency and the

The sum, however, adual deficiency, of 2,614,000

which was foundne

cessary to borrow Total difference be

for the service of tween estimates and

the year, was 2,711,000 results during three

years £. 7,108,000

Being a difference be

tween the estimated It may not be very obvious at

surplus and the ac first sight whence this enormous

tual deficiency, of 3,286,000 difference arises ; but an exami

pation of the accounts will shew

Inthe yearending30th that it proceeds from the etimate,
April, 1800 , the No. 14, including only the ordi

surplus revenue , ex nary and a very few of the ex

clusive of the inte traordinary expences ; whilst a

largeDa
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large mass of extraordinaries is 533,4851 . By these accounts the

totally omitted. For these sums , deficiency is :

being advances for stores , for for- Bengal £ .2,000,000

tifications , for mounting cavalry, Madras 2,320,000

for supplies to Ceylon, for main- Bombay 300,000

tenance of French and Dutch pri

soners, and a variety of other ar 4. 4,620,000

ticles , credit is indeed taken in the

general view of the Company's af- He did not mean to say that it

fairs abroad , under the head of would be necessary to borrow this

quick stock, No. 21 ; but they are sum , in addition to the loans now

effective disbursements, and no existing : certainly about one- half

monied return is ever received in of it was intended to be applied to

consequence. In truth, the Com- the discharge of a species of ex

pany is no more entitled to take clieqner bills, and other loans, of

credit for money so expended, an injurious nature to the public

than the minister of England , in service, but the effective increase

estimating the public debt , would of debt would not be less than :

be entitled to set off the money Bengal £. 780,000

pended in building the navy or in Madras 720,000

storing our magazines. Bombay 490,000

Toshew to the house the great

importance and the large amount £ . 1,980,000

of these extraordinaries so omitted ,

it was only necessary to refer to Being a sum exceed

the accounts, and it would be ceeding the esti

seen , that in the year ending April mate of the poble

1801 , the charges were : lord, by £. 1,462,515

Bengal, ordinary £ . 4,160,000

extraordinary 5,950,000 With these facts before him ,

Madras, ordinary 3,600,000 seeing that the perspective estimate

extraordinary 2,800,000 ending in April 1803 , was formed

Bombay, ordinary 1,180,000 upon the same principle as bad so

extraordinary 1,350,000 otten proved fallacious, he could

So in the estimates for the year not give it any credit . He warned

ending April 1802 : the house against reposing any

Bengal , ordinary £. 4,250,000 credit in it ; and he ventured to

extraordinary 6,200,000 predict, that whenever the charges

Madras, ordinary 4,140,000 actually appeared before the pub

extraordinary 2,800,000 Jic , they would be found to exceed

Bombay, ordinary 1,180,000 very considerably the expectations

extraordinary 150,000 of the noble lord.

It was also of the highest im- As to the revenues , he was

portance for the house to mark the likewise disposed to believe that

different result of these estimates, the estimate was fallacious. An

which comprehended every charge increase in the customs was ex:

expected from the limited estimate pected, of 230,0001, and gentlemen

on which the noble lord relied . judging of the nature of revenue

By his estimate the deficiency is collected from the customs in this

country,
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..country , might be disposed to con- to be so eminently injurious, had

sider this article as a proof of the in fact exhibited the most forcible

increasing commerce and prospe- proof of the financial distresses of

rity of the country ; but the fact the Company. Hewould ask the

was very different. It arose from noble lord, whether loud and well

the exaction of heavy transit duties founded complaints were not made

on all merchandize passing through against this tax ; and whether he

the country, whether imported was not conscious that it must

from foreign parts, intended for either be abandoned, or a pro

exportation, or for internal con- portional impoverishment of the

sumption. Supposing tbat, in place strength and the commercial re

of the numerous roads and canals sources of the country ensue ?

communicating with London and Another article to which he

with Bristol , the Thames and the must object, was the salt . For

Severn were the only channels of many years the produce of salt had

communication witb the country , fluctuated, from 1,000,0001. to

and custom -houses established at 1,250,000l. : the average of years

Maidenhead and Oxford, at Glou- had been about1,150,000 ). It was

cester and Shrewsbury, collecting therefore not justifiable, estimat

large duties on all articles of im- ing the permanent produce at

port or export, or internal con- 1,229,6001.

sumption, passing along those ri- In the paper before the house,

vers, it would represent the situa- credit was taken for 1,500,000).

tion of Bengal, and the system of from Oude. Of this 1,334,0001.
customs newly established . Is was the result of an estimate re

there any gentleman who doubts ceived from India , in which allow

of the effects of such a system of ance was made for the charges of

taxation , however large the re- collection ; but not satisfied with

venue it might produce the first the estimate, lord Wellesley had

year ? Was not ihe freedom , the stated that the country would pro

uninterrupted freedom , of com- duce 166,0001, more. He lamente

munication in this country, de- ed that the estimate was not laid

scribed by eminent writers as a before the house, in order that it

cause of commercial prosperity, might be known whether a fair

more operative than even the se- and adequate allowance had been

.curity derived from our happy made for the expences of collec

constitution ? It wasa tax equally tion . He was much disposed to

injurious as the aleavalla in Spain; question whether such was the

a tax to which the ruin of that case. The expences of collection

once flourishing country had been in Oude must greatly surpass those

chiefly ascribed . Marquis Corn- in Bengal ; for the inhabitants of

wallis, wbose administration had that country, compared with those

been one series, not of show, of of Bengal , were bold and turbu

brilliancy , or of tinsel, but of real, lent ; and the principal landbold

solid , and substantial improve- ers having been accustomed , like

ments , had thought it necessary feudal barons among ourselves,

to abandon this tax, though it bad frequently to appear in arms against

existed for a length of time. Mar- their prince and his officers, the

quis Wellesley, by reverting to a revenue could not be callected

tax which he must know and feel without military force. Great ex

ID4 pence
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pence and great loss must ensue ; dence than the noble lord . He de

for, in that country, if the crop is sired to rest all claim to the future

off the ground before the revenue indulgence of the house on this

is collected, it is not to be rea- single issue, the fulfilment of the
lized . estimate before them . When that

The revenues expected from the should be the case, the noble lord

Carnatic were equally exagge- would have cause for triumph ;
Tated . They were stated at but if this promise should prove as

994,000l. besides paying 340,0001. delusive as so many others which

to the creditors, and a sum for had been offered of she financial

jaghires, which would not be esti- prosperity of India , he hoped the

mated at less than 120,000l, mak- house would be less disposed to

ing in the whole 1,354,000). Upon rely on Aattering representations of

what ground this expectation was future prosperity. In his estima

formed, he was at a loss to judge ; tion , the chief criterion of prospe

but he was bound to inform the rity or distress, was the increase or

house, that lord Clive, in a letter diminution of debt abroad . Com

of the 3d of August, 1801, imme. putations of assets were easily

diately after the deposition of the made, and more easily opposed to

late nabob, at a period when he debts in account. But the debt

was not disposed to under-rate the was a real and substantial burden ;

value of the acquisition he had whilst the assets set off against it

made, expressly stated the revenue were no more than ideal value,

at 160,000 ). and not likely to be than ideal resources, which could

speedily increased . Now it was at never be realized .

once swelled to 1,354,0001. He There was one other paper, on

was little disposed to rely on so which he desired to say a few

extraordinary an increase; but if words, and that was the estimate

such a revenue was raised , he was of debt. In this the existing debt

sure it must afford a full and satis- was stated to be, on the 1st April,

fa & ory answer to all those who 17,421,0641. while the other ac

represented the Carnatic as waste counts on the table, and the noble

and desolate, through the oppres- lord in his statement, bad allow

sions of the late nabob ; and justi- ed it to be 17,674,532). Why

fied the invasion of his right , on 253,000l. was thus cut off, it was

the ground of the happiness about not easy to say . In the same spi

to be diffused among a suffering rit, the debts incurred between

people, by the extension of the the 1st April, 1801, and the 1st

British authority. April, 1802, were estimated to be

With this view of the subje& , 950,000l. ; and mention was made

seeing that the estimate was de of the quick stock account, as if

fective, by the total omission of it was the only criterion of the in

many necessary disbursements un- crease of debts. There was a time

ceasingly incurred under the head when the same cordiality, the same

of extraordinaries, and that every harmony, did not exist between

article on the other side was ex- the Court of Directors and the

aggerated, particularly as to the board of commissioners as now so

customs, the salt , Oude, and the happily reigned between them and

Carnatic, he was disposed to look the noble lord ; a time when , hav.

to the future with far less confi- ing bestowed a considerable pen

sion
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sion on one of his lordship’s pre- 6,820,8511. being 1,495,8061. and

decessors, they began to repent of on 4,918,588l . being 1,701,655).

their munificence , and doubt the So curious a fact might not, per .

value of the services they had so haps, be deemed unworthy of

extravagantly rewarded ; a time explanation : in the first period,

when they were more disposed to 1,700,0001, was employed in the

tell the public the true state of purchase of an Indian investment ;

their affairs. Io a report then made, in the last, only 1,000,000l. The

after stating their debts on the capital employed in the China

1st of April, 1801, at 17,674,5321. trade was in both periods nearly

they expressly say , ' that for the the same, about 2,000,000l. Now ,

service of the year ending 1st as this was the trade which yielded

April, 1802, it will be necessary almost the whole protit, and the

to borrow , Indian trade afforded little or none ,

In Bengal £ .600,000 so the muss of profits was not sa

In Bombay 400,000 ried by the greater amount em.

And that on the 2d ployed, but, on the contrary, was

September, 1801, greatest when the capital so ap

there had actually propriated was least.

been borrowed at The noble lord bad concluded

Madras 1,200,000 by congratulating the house and

He called on the gentlemen of the country with the flourishing

the direction then present to ex- state of the Company's affairs.

plain how it happened , that after He had stated that it was war, and

stating that it was necessary to war only, which had prevented

borrow 1,000,000 ). at Bombay the realization of all the splendid

and Bengal, and that 1,200,0001. promises of his predecessors; and,

had actually been borrowed , when notwithstanding its calamities, the

only half the year was elapsed. They Company bad increased their ter

now declared that 950,000l, was ritories and their revenues to nearly

the whole sum borrowed at the double their former amount. It

thrce presidencies during a whole had been said to be a remarkable

year. This fa &t deserved the par- feature in the character of the

ticular notice of the house, because noble lord's predecessor,thatwhen

it clearly evinced the mind and the ever he wasconscious of error, he

spirit with which all the accounts was used to come forward and

were prepared . claim praise for those very acts

Besides the accounts of Indian which were a justsubje &t of crimi

revenue, an account of the profit nation . The noble lord seemed to

and loss on the Company's sales in inherit something of the same dis

Europe, hadbeen submitted to the position ; for in the very moment

house, and the great value of the when he stated the alarming fact ,

trade had been detailed by the noble that the debts of the Company had

lord . He was little disposed to increased in one year only from

enter into the subject ; but he 14,640,0001. to 17,674,0001. ho

could not avoid remarking, that it thinks it necessary to congratulate

appeared by the account,that the us on our great financial prosperity ,

profit of the trade of the Company on our overflowing wealth , on our

was greatest when least capital inexhaustible resources. Of our

was engaged in it ; the profit os increased doininion , could anyman
be
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be found to say that it added to the revenues of the Company conti

security of our possessions or the nued to increase with its debt since

stability of our empire ? Or would 1793 .

any man be hardy enough to deny The CHANCELLOR of the Ex

that these acquisitions were made CHEQUER -- Sir, I should not be

in defiance of the positive enact- doing my duty, if I suffered the

ments of the legislature, and the committee to separate,without ad

deliberate and recorded opinion of verting to what fell from an ho

every eminent person who had nourable gentleman (Mr. John
considered the nature of our em- stone ) towards the close of his

pire in the East ? As to the man- speech. He has thought proper

ner in which these acquisitions had to say, that our recent acquisitions

been made, he was not disposed to in Indià have been made at the

enter at length ; but, upon a deli- expence and in violation of those

berate judginent, he did not scruple principles which it is no less the

to saythat they were obtained by duty of this country than it has

violations of national faith , and by ever been part of its national cha

deviations from justice, as flagrant racter to preserve. I am truly

as any of those with which we are sorry that the honourable gentle

accustomed to reproach the French man should entertain such an un

government. worthy sentiment ; but I am still

Lord CastleREAGH said be more sorry that he should have

should forbear going into the ge- expressed it at such a time as the

neral matter relative to the conduct present, when there is no subject

of the government of India, on of investigation þefore the com

which the honourable gentleman mittee which could justify me in

had descanted ; only observing, proving that it is unfounded. The

that when this matter should come honourable gentleman will forgive

to be separately discussed , he doubt- me, if I expressmy regret at what

ed very much whether the asser- ( I hope unadvisedly) has fallen

tions of the honourable-gentleman from him, and the more so, that

would be borne out by fact . The he should have intimated such an

accounts now before the house idea now. All I ask of the house

were founded onvery respectable is, that if gentlemen have not in

antbority ; but of all the separate vestigated the subject, they will at

accounts of which they were com- least abstain from forming any

posed , least information could be judgment, or suffering their minds

derived from those particularly se- to be biassed by what the honour

dected and adverted to by him . able gentleman has advanced . I

All expenditure was liable to addi- have thought it necessary to say

tional charges ; but the expendi- thus much, because I know how

Jure of India was least liable of all . expressions are sometimes hastily

Against the assertion , that the re- taken upand adopted as proofs of

venue was swallowed up by debt, facts. This is due to some of the

bis lordship shewed, that, on the most meritorious men that the

average of the three years ending country can boast. It is due to

in 1795 , the estimate was not con- them , that while they are serving

tradiated by the result ; and then their country abroad, we should

went over a great part of the ac- not suffer feelings and impressions

counts, to shew that the assets and to go forth, which must have the
effect
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effect of depriving them of what statement of the noble lord who

they have earned by long services brought this subject forward, be:

the estimation of their country- cause the whole of it proceeded on

men , before they have had an op- estimates , which contained many

portunity of inquiring into all the things that might or might not be

particulars of their conduct. Upon made good, and also some false do

the result of such an investigation, cuments. He looked upon all esti

I am sure, they are willing to rest mates as no better than promises ;

what is dearer to them ihan any and although he had no claim to

consideration - their private cha- infallibility, yet he possessed some

racter. I beg pardon for what I experience upon this subject ; but

have said , but I thought I was only he should speak this night as a

discharging a debt of justice . mere member of parliament, as if

Sir Hugh INGLIS shortly ob- he had never been in India . Now

served on the arguments used by these estimates were no better than

bis honourable friend, Mr. John- promises ; and he knew very well

stone, that he had passed over that promises bad been held out

what was very much in favour of from year to year ; but the result

the Company without the slightest was, that the atfairs of the Com

notice. The private trade, he said, pany were always rather worse af

amounted annually to the sun of terwards than when the promises

3,000,000l. Would his bonoura- were made. Nothing could be

ble friend set that at nought ? more distinct than that , on the re

Would he say that was not a most newal of the charter, 500,000 ). a

valuable resource ? He should not year was to have been paid by the

think he had discharged his duty Company to the public ; upon

to his country, if he suffered the which , however, no more had ever

committee to separate under such been actually received than the
an impression as his honourable fruits of one year. The noble

friend had endeavoured to raise in person who had the arrangement

their minds against the Company's of these affairs formerly under bis

affairs, without putting them in care (lord viscount Melville ), had

possession of this valuable resource, considered the affairs of India as if

which his honourable friend in his there had been no war to interfere

arguments had so totally overlook- in the arrangement; and now tho

ed. He was also of opinion , that noble lord could not make the dif

as the transa &tions in the Carnatic, ference that he proposed in his

to which the honourable gentleman statement, as between war and

had so pointedly alluded, were to peace, without deserting the sys

undergo a separate discussion on a tem of his noble predecessor. The

future day , it was but justice not noble lord had said that India

to attempt to give the house any would never be a drain on this

unfavourable impression respecting country , but might afford it ma

them before they could be submit- terial support : in this he adopted

ted to a full and fair investigation. the language of his noble predeces

He could not therefore help disap- sor ; but it was not to be forgotten

proving of what had fallen respect that that was a promise which had

ing them from that honourable been held out for the last twenty

gentleman . years, but which had never yet

Mr. FRANCIS objected to the been kept. So much of promises,
and
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and estimates, which were no bet- that it was fair that the accounts of

rer than promises. He then pro- the atfairs of the East India Com

ceeded to take a view of the ac- pany should be examined ; but the

counts which had been laid before committee would recollect, that

the bouse on the part of the India what wasnow before it, was a com

Company ; and contended that parison of the affairs of the Com

they were extremely defe &tive, pany at different periods, chiefly

and that the whole statement of with a view of considering whe

to -night was fallacious, and there - ther the war had injured their af

fore not to be relied on . His ob- fairs or not , and consparing all the

jections were these : 1st, That debts of the Company and their as

the capital stock, amounting to sets together.sets together. The honourable

7,807,2961, ought to have appear- gentleman bad said , that these ac

ed as an article on the debit side, as counts were put in with a view of

it always had done till the year giving incorrect information , and

1793. Under all partnerships what- this he said was done by leaving

soever, the original subscription out of the account the whole of the

exists as a demand between the capital of the Company, which he

partnership in gross, and each pro- stated to be above seven millions.

prietor in proportion tohis share in There was no force in this objec

ihe common stock , and is as much tion ; there could be no imposition

a debt as any other. upon any body by this, because it

2d, That credit is taken for a was known by every body what

debt due from government, but the amount of that capital was ;

which government has never ac- and leaving out of the account that

knowledged, to the amount of which was perfe & ly notorious,

3,573,3391. That the omission of could answer no purpose whatever

thedebiton one side, and the over of imposition : when therefore ihe

credit raken on the other, consti- honourable gentleman called this a

tuted a false balance , and led to a false account for the purpose of in

false conclusion ; and that whereas posing upon the public, he was

the balance on the face of the ac- carryingtheargument further than,
count was 5,836,3321 . in favour of upon reflection , he would be in

the Company. If the above debit clined to do. He took off from

were charged, and the credit omit- the account the whole of the note

ted, as they ought to be, the ba. of the charge made as being due to

Jance would be reversed , and be the India Company from govern

against the Company, to the amount ment. Whether it was tofall on

of 5,544,303l. He complained of government or on the Company,

these statements , as contrivances was a point hereafter to be deter

to give to the house, and to the mined, but it could only be stated

public, a false view of the affairs in the way it had been . As to the

of the East India Company, and result of the statement, the ho

that made him have recourse to his nourable gentleman might make it

original proposition , that upon the for himself. It would stand thus :

subjea of the East India Com- Debts in Europe, including the

pany's affairs, promises had been capital which the honourable gen

held out from year to year, which tleman alluded to , amounted to

had never been realized . 2,600,0001.- debts in India, bear .

Lord CASTLEREAGH admitted , ing interest, 16,000,0001. - As.

sets
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sets in Europe were 17,000,0001.- was a matter of so perfed a noto

In India, 11,000,0001, making in riety, that one of the clerks of the

all 28,000,000l. In this account India-house would laugh at any

there was no dead stock stated , body that made a question upon it .

though that was of great value ; Imposition was therefore impossi

nor was this all the property of the blein this cases the honourable

Company, for it must be remem- gentleman had said that he was not

bered, that they had great territo- infallible ; he was glad of that as

torial possessions in India, besides surance from himself, as otherwise

what they derived under the sweep- he could not have been bold enough

ing clause of their charter ; there to offer any answer to him . For

was therefore a vast mass of pro- wantof that absolute infallibility to

perty in the Company, whichwas which the honourable member ap

not brought to the credit side of proached, he had by the merest

this account; and therefore the accident omitted to take notice of

committee would clearly see , that one line which was at the bead of

this was not an account laid before this account , and in the very title

them for the purpose of imposing of it ; for it was stated to be an ac

a false balance in favour of the count of the affairs of the East In

Company. The truth of the mat. dia Company, " exclusive of their

ter was this — that after discharging capital stock.” And this was the

all their engagements, the Com- account that was framed for the

pany will have one million a year, purpose of deceiving the public, by

even in case of war, applicable to omitting that which they professed

the reduction of their debts ; and to omit ; but this was the observa

if there was another such company tion of an honourable gentleman

in this world, he should be glad to who was not infallible . As to

be informed where to find it. what had been said upon the con •

Mr. FRANCIS persisted in his duct of the noble lord ( lord Melville)

former statement, and maintained who preceded his noble friend

that he was borne out by the ac- in this department, Mr. Dundas

counts now upon the table. said , that he had stood some time

Mr. WM . DUNDAS observed , in the light of a parent to him, and

that the manner in which his noble any thing he could say of him must

friend had opened this subject was of course be accompanied by par

so clear, that there was but little tiality as well as veneration . That

to go over in the accounts again ; noble person stood upon his cha

but something stated by the ho- racter in that house , and before

nourable member who spoke last, the public, by whom he was well

called for an answer ; and ibat known,and he hoped esteemed . But

which he should give should be the hon . gentleman had said that

very short. The honourable gen- that noble person had , for the last

tleman said, that the account be- twenty years, held out promises

fore the committee was false, in which had not been kept, on the

asmuch as it did not contain the affairs of the East India Company,

capital stock of theCompany. By and that he had made no difference.

this one would think there was in his comparative statements be

some mystery about the matter, tween a time of peace and a time.

that there was something unknown of war. In the first place, for

about it ; but, instead of that, it twenty years he would not have
made
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made this comparative estimate as tion for the thirteen years, never ale

between peace and war at all , be- luded to the 500,000l. participation

cause for much of that time there of the public, which the noble lord

was no war ; nor did this compa- this night promised to the public.

rative estimate commence until the He believed , that in a few years

year 1793; which was the period the public would have the gratifi

of the renewal of the charterofthe cation of seeing that paid , provided

Company. But since that period , peace continued . His principal

the noble lord alluded to had uni- reason for rising was , to take notice

formly made a difference between of what the noble lord said respect

the estimate in time of peace and ing the increase of capital stock or

that of war, and said , that the debt. That was a matter which

500,0001. a year from the Compa- the Court of Directors would re

ny to the public, could never be ceive with great reluctance ; and

thought of until a time of peace ; by the attention which thenoble

and yet the honourable gentleman lord paid to the affairs of the East

had roundly said that that noble India Company he would observe,

Jord had nade no difference be- that great progress was made by

tween peace and war, in the state- them in the paymentof their debts

ment of the affairs of the East In- in India, without raising stock ;

dia Company ; but then thiscame but the mode proposed would be .

from a gentleman who was quite taking money away from commer

infallible. cial purposes, and applying it to

Mr. Francis explained, and the payment of political debts. The

said , that his objections were still capital already in the service of the

unanswered . India Company was fully adequate

Sir F. BARING observed, that to the payment of their debts.

the noble lord who had brought Lord CastleNEagh said , he did

forward this important business , not mean to express any opinion

had speculated upon some topics how far it would be proper for ihe

in which he could not follow him ; East India Company to raise funds,

but the noble lord had an ardent by adding to the capital of the

mind , and took upon himself a Company's debt . He had stated

burthen which another had stage that no more than two millions

gered under for many years. The would be wanted ; and that in the
noble lord who had for many years worst point of view there would be

had thesuperintendance of the af- three millions applicable to the

fairs of the Company, had some purposes of their commerce. He

time since published something of would not now enter into the ques

a political testament: hehad stated, tion , of whether it was expedient

that the Company, by great exer- to refer to these resources for the

tions in time of peace, might pay payment of their debts ; perhaps

off one inillion annually . The they might raise their credit by re

Company had entertained an idea deemable securities in Europe.

of doing this in a more vigorous The Company had no difficulty;

manner, and, instead of paying off for, whether they added to their

one million, to pay two millions capital or not, they would in time

annually, and not to create one ofwar have one million, in time

penny additional stock. The noble of peace two millions applicable to

lord's predecessor, in his calcula- the reduction of their debt annual

ly,
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ly , after providing for all theit en- alteration, both at home and abroad.

gagements. In former times, it frequently hapa

Sir THEOPHILUS METCALPE pened that the Company was rich

proceeded to answer the observa- in Bengal , but poor in England :

tions of Mr. Francis.' He said that now, the reverse was the case ; for

they were unfounded, and he defied abroad they had debts , and here

that honourable member to shew they were rich . For the purpose

wherein the statement now upon of military operations they were

the table was false. He had abused obliged to borrow money at very

all the India Company ; he had disadvantageous terms , and they

said that they had fabricated ac . had increased their bonded debt,

counts, for the purpose of deceiv- which, in point of sound policy;

ing the public with a false balance. ought never to have reached its

He would tell that honourable present state : but the whole ac

member that he had asserted this count was before the committee ;

incorrectly ; and he would tell him and it was very bard have it said

further, that every member of the that they fabricated any accounts ;

Court of Directors of the India this was an assertion which he did

Company was as incapable as he not expect to hear from any honour

was of making out a false accountable gentleman of that house. Hava

for the public, or of imposing on ing passed over the accounts of the

any body. He denied this charge, Company, he proceeded to take

and he told that honourable gen- notice of the capital of 7,780,0001.

tleman that he could not prove it . which the honourable gentleman

He would ask whether it was had said was wilfully left outof the

likely that this was a fabricated ac- account ; the fact was, that by an

count on the part of the Com- act of the legislature itself , this

Had it been fabricated , was guaranteed to the Company at

they would have made it in their twelve millions, and therefore it

own favour ; whereas this was would be wrong to state it in the

against themselves , and in favour of account ; there was here something

the public . Hewished gentlemen to which was the reverse of decep

take some care of what they said :' tion ; for being guaranteed to the

that honourable gentleman best Company at twelve millions , it was

knew why he made this attack on the more in favour of the Company

the directors of the East India than the honourable gentleman bad

Company ; but this he knew, it stated , by the difference etween

was no light matter to charge them that and 7,800,000 ). There was

with fabricating false accounts for now a clear balance in favour of

purposes of deception . The ho- the Company, in comparison of

nourable baronet who had lately the year 1793, of 8,200,0001. and

spoken had differed in some points upwards. He then proceeded to

from the noble lord who had observe on the conduct of the noble

brought this subje &t forward ; but predecessor of the noble lord who

thenhe had too much candour and brought this business forward (lord

liberality to charge the accounts as Melville), whose whole conduè he

being false, to deceive any body . approved highly, it being distin,

The truth of the matter was, that guished by the wisdom of an able

the real situation of the affairs of and upright statesman. The noble

the Company bad undergone great lord now in the sanie department

was

pany ?
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was treading in the steps of his EAST INDIA COMPANY” ,

most able predecessor ; and from
REVENUE.

the diligent application of his ex MARCH 21 .

cellent talents, he might become

his equal ; more perhaps was un . The resolutions relating to the

attainable. But there was much revenues of the East India Com

yet to be done in the subje & of In pany having been severally moved

dian politics ; and if this pleasing by lord Castlereagh, and agreed to ,

prospect held out, the Company Mr. Francis rose , and said:

would be relieved, and the public Sir , with respea to a particular

have a participation of 500,0001. computation of the Company's

a year besides. Having said thus stock, which I think erroneous,

much on the general question be- and a way of stating it , which ap

fore the committee , he must beg pears to me fallacious, I only mean

permission to say a few words on now to re -assert my opinion , but

behalf of the proprietors of India not to argue it. I havealways una

stock, at whose risk India had derstood , and until I am better

been under great agitation, and informed by sufficient authority,

quartered and divided , but yet I shall continue to think , that all

preserved to the British empire. accounts laid on this table are liable

The proprietor had never received to be canvassed and examined by

more than five per cent . for his the members of this house, and

capital; a sum with which no open to any obje &tions which any

shopkeeper in London would be gentleman may think fit to make

satisfied . He submitted whether to them . If he thinks that false

or not it would not be wise to take credits are taken , or that proper

the subject of India stock into debits are omitted ; that accounts,

consideration , and allow the holder so constructed , produce a false ba

11 per cent. which he was con- lance , or lead to a false conclu

vinced would be of ultimate ad- sion , he has a rigbt to say so, be

vantage to the public . India never cause it is his duty. In this and

could be a drain upon this country , all other parliamentary fun &tions,

but night assist it abundantly. tlie right and the duty go together.

The granting of this 11 per cent. In using these terms, I do not al

would raise the price of stock ime lude to moral or personal falsehood,

mediately. Having stated some which are not at all in question.

advantages froin this plan , he con- It is the technical language invari-.

cluded with observing that India, ably used in the examination of ac

under wise directions, might be- counts; thatfalse credits are taken ,

come of more advantage to this that the balance is not true, or

country than it derived from all its leads to a false conclusion . If the

other colonies together . contrary be true, if members of

The question was then put and parliament have no right to can

carried , and all the resolutions vass or object, I do not see the use

were yoted pro forma. The house of laying these accounts before

being resumed , the report was re- parliament. Again, if admitting

ceived immediately. Ordered to the right to examine a charge

be taken into further considerațion against an account, in my use of

on this day se'nnight, and that the the epithet false, amounts to an

resolutions be printed. impeachment of the personal ho .

pour
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pour and veracity of the persons in If such security exists , where and

whose name such accounts are de- when was it given ? It is of great

livered in ; we are as effectua ly importance to the public to know
barred from examination as if the whether their property is , or is not,

right were denied . No prudent so engaged to the Company ; and

man will undertake a task in which still more is it of consequence to

there is some labour and no grati- the proprietors, to know whether

fication , if in addition he must en- they have or have not this collateral

counter many enemies and great security for their stock . I am yet

personal odium . That, in charg- wholly uninformed on the subject,

ing this account as I have done, or and ask for information .

by any inadvertent expression , I Sir THEOPHILUS METCALFE

could seriously niean to attack the said he should call the attention of

personal honour of a respectable the house for a few moments to

body of men , such as the Court of two points. And first, he would

Directors, and what is more ex- appeal to the recollection of every

traordinary, of the whole body of gentleman who was on the com

the Court of Proprietors, not one mittee, if the honourable gentle
of whom probably ever looked man did not call the account a

into these accounts, is so much gross fabrication of the directors

out of all reason , and so extrava- of the East India Company, for

gant, that I think it is hardly ne- the purpose of deception ? It was

cessary or worth while to disclaim certainly a privilege of any mem
it . I'rise now for another purpose ber of this house, to investigate

of much more importance . I ad- the accounts that were laid before

bere to my original objection , it , and to object to such parts as

though I do not mean to argue it , he conceived to be defective ; but

viz. that the subscribed capital of to call any part, which perhaps he

the East India Company ought, did not understand, a gross fabri
in the computation of their stock, cation , for the purpose of imposi

to appear on the debit side of the tion , was in the highest degree un
account. An honourable member warrantable , He conceived that

bas stated in reply , that, since the the noble lord ( Castlereagh ) had
renewal of the charter in 1793 , on a former night explained the

sucb debit would be improper , be- cause of the omission of the capi

cause government has guaranteed tal stock in the most satisfactory

the capital , to the amount of manner. Another righthonourable

twelve millions; and therefore, if gentleman ( Mr. William Dundas) ,

the account were debited to the hid also answered him in a very

amount of the sum paid by the ad . clear and convincing manner, by

venturers , viz . 7.807,2961. it ought explaining that it was an account

to be credited to the amount of expressly stated to be exclusive of

the guarantee . I ask the noble the capital stock. And yet the

lord , I ask the Charcellor of the honourable gentleman declared

Exchequer, is it so ? Is the public himself unsatisfied . Secondly, as

in a shape, or can it be, by any to the term guarantee, on which

event , become answerable to the the honourable gentieman so par

Company for their capital ? Is the ticularly dwell-- he never said ibat

faith of parliament pledged, as it government had guaranteed it , bic
was for the loan to the Emperor ! it was guaranteed by an act of the
VOL . 5 . 31st
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[ The

31st of the King ; and if the ho- did not fabricate those accounts,

nourable gentleman would take he would move that the clerk

the trouble to refer to that act, he should read from the journals the

would find that , as soon as the order of 1794 , which expressly

public had received the sum of mentions that accounts should be

500,0001, the surplus produce on made out , exclusive of stock . He

certain branches of trade were to also contended , that whether the

go to form a fund for the liquida- stock was included, or not, the

tion of so much stock . This was balance would be found in favour

the nature of the guarantee, which of the Company . He apologized

was a plain word well known , for trespassing so long on the at

and which did not require the ex- tention of the house ; but said ,

planation given by the honourable that when so severe an attack had

gentleman ; and the only way to been made on the characters of the

account for his mistake was this, directors, he felt himself called

that the honourable gentleman upon to elucidate the subject as

heard the word guarantee when be much as was in his power.

was perfectly awake, from which clerk then read the order of the

he fell into a gentle slumber, and 24th of March ,1794, which stated,

heard , or seemed to hear, at some that accounts should be made out,

other stage of the debate, the word exclusive of the capital stock of the

government; and thus, by drawing Company ] The honourable ba

them together, produced the com- ronet said , the only conclusion he

bination of the words, government wished to draw from it was this,

guarantee . But this misconcep- that the accounts objected to by

tion was not confined to thishouse ; the honourable gentleman , and in

it had got abroad into the public so unqualified a manner termed a

papers (here the honoural'le l'aronet fabrication, were drawn up in the

was called to order. ] He by no usual manner, and in conformity

means meant to say , that any per- to an order of the house. He then

son had presumed to publish the contended , that, notwithstanding

debates of this house ; be only the many difficulties the Company

alluded to a paragraph , which was bad to encounter, in supporting a

evidently paid for. [ The honou- very expensive war , the balance

rable baronet here read a few lines would be found considerably in

from a newspaper, which misre- their favour. In the course of the

presented the statement he made on last ten years, the exportation of

a former night.] He said the ac- ' woollens, metals, &c. amoupted to

counts were so complicated, that seventeen millions ; and in the last

it was impossible to have them tliree years the duties paid to go

perfectly correct; and that the vernment amounted to upwards of

Court of Directors could only make five millions.

them out from the best documents Lord CASTLERBAGH said, that

they could procure. He would his honourable friend had very

say' again , it was impossible for properly explained, that the nature

a moment to suppose that the of the guarantee for the capital of

Court of Directors could be capa- the East India Company was such

ble of fabricating accounts . And as did not by any means amount

that the house might know that to a claim on the public. The

those wicked men, the directors, actual and nominal stock of the

Company
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Companywere, from the particular honourable baronet has positively

circumstances of that honourable denied having asserted a guarantee

Company's affairs, considerably dif- on the part of government, in the

ferent; the nominal capital was way I have stated , I submit to his

only six millions, whereas the ac- recollection . At the same time, I

tual sum subscribed was 7,700,0001. do assure him most solemnly, that

If the value of the stock had been my attention to him was uninter

described , it must have formed a rupted , and that I did understand

very complicated account; and him to have maintained the pro

yet the Company had an undoubted position in question. Even now,

right to return their assets in the I cannot conceive how any other

account, they having been in- proposition would have suited his

creased to a considerable amount, purpose, or applied to the argu
and some particular circumstances ment in hand . The guarantee

of the late war having been pecu- fund, for which provision is made

liarly pressing on the funds of the by the act of 1793 , is nothing to

Company. There was every reason the present purpose. Notwith

for believing , however, the noble standing all the prosperity and bril

lord observed, that the present liant prospects, of which we have

aspect of the Company's affixirs heard so much , it does not appear

was particularly favourable. that one shilling has yet, thatis, in

Mr. Francis said , in reply, that ten years , been applied to the for

when a member of parliament nation of this fund; and if so, I

bad oncc disclaimed any invidious should think it would be a little

meaning to which his words might difficult to rely on that security.

be liable, it was not candid or The accountants, I suppose, will

usual , or even parliamentary, to wait till the fund, or some part of

persist in charging him with the it , exists, before they take credit for

saine intention, “ I am glad to it. ”

find at last that the honourable di- Mr. WM . DUNDAS said, that he

rector is inclined to be of my opi- was now satisfied with the expla..

nion , and that he thinks as I do, nation given by the honourable

that the capital of the partnership gentleman, of the expressions he

should appear on the debit side of had used on a furiner night ; and

the account. Undoubtedly the though the honqurable gentleman

Court of Directors are sheltered by did not now appear to have had

the order of the house in 1794 , now an intention of imputing dishonour

produced ; but it does not prove able motives, yet to the ear of a

that the omission so ordered, was plain man, capable of judging of

right in itself ; on the contrary , it the meaning of words, it didар

justifies my opinion of that omis- pear a very serious charge, and

sion . The order proves, that be- from which he must have expect

fore 1794, the debit in questioned warm language to arise. He at

was always stated in the computa, that time did warmly call , in terms

tion of the Company's stock , and of defiance, on the honourable

that the Court of Directors would gentleman , to prove his charge.

not have thought themselves war- And the honourable gentleman ,

ranted in omitting that article, but by now admitting himself satisfied

but by a positive order of the house at the explanation given , justitied

ofcommons. Now, sir, since the the warmth of the language he
E2 then
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then used, by acknowledging him: lions which were expeded in aid

self to have founded a serious and of the exigencies of the state, from

onwarrantable charge, on grounds the income of the East India terri

which it now appears he was total- tory during peace, and the one mil

ty uniacquainted with. As to the lion as pompously promised during

omission of the capital stock, he war, had been applied to the pura

conceived it had been fully an- poses for which they were expect

swered ; and as to the term gua. ed . So far from that , it did not

rantee, that also had been suffici- appear that the house was satisfied

ently explained. There was but there was any surplus whatsoever.

one point more he wished to al- Mr. Wallace, in sapport not

tude to ; and that was wbat relat- only of the statement made by lord

ed to a noble relation of his, who Castlereagh , but also of those so

lately was at the head of the Board fairly made by another noble lord

of Comtroul. Hethen read a print- (Melville) who lately presided at

ed document, which, he observed , the Board of Controul, at the gene

was in the power of every member ral periods , whilst he was in office,

to get , andwhich would fully ex- contended, that they were justified

plain every part of the conduct of uniformly in the statements they

his noble relation (lord Melville ) so made'; these statements were

while he held that situation . He constantly made from estimates

concluded by observing, that the presented , and the resultgenerally

arrangements made in time of proved their accuracy . The affairs

peace had been interrupted by the of the Company were in every re
war. spect better than in the years 1793

Mr.JOHNSTONE stated some ob- or 1794. When adverting to the

jeЕtions to the accounts as specified allegations made by the late presi

in the budget ; contending from dent of the Board of Controul, con

thence, that the affairs of the East cerning the situation of the gua

India Company were not proved to rantee fund, he appealed to the

Be so extremely flourishing as these house, whether he ever made an

accounts attenipted to manifest; absolute proposition or assertion

in fact, their attairs were no less concerning them ; it was impose

than 2,200,0001. worse last year sible he could , especially when

than they were represented by the it was considered that the thing it

noble lord ( lord Melville) to be, self would not support or bear an

when he had last in his official ca. absolute assertion of any kind.

pacity in that house stated them ; Here the right honourable gentle

at least, that they were that sum man referred to the words used by

worse than they were represent the noble person to whom he al

ed to be before the act of the luded , and which had been used

year 1794. The noble lord (Cas- as well in the year 1798, as in the

tlereagh ) who had the manage- year 1796, and from thence itt

ment of that budget this year, ferred the truth of his positions,

stated to the house the growing boih with respect to India at large,

progress and flourishing state ofthe and the conduct of the late presió

Company's affairs, both abroad and dent of the Board of Controul.

at home : if that were the case, it When gentlemen looked for such

behoved that noble lord to con- surpluses here as their sanguine

vince the house that the two milo imaginations led them to expe&,

he
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he begged they would recolleet a there be laid before the bouse an

little the beayy expences of the late account of the amount of all goods

war in India, which commenced sold at the East India Company's

in 1798 ; for they will find these sales , from the 1st ofMarch 1802,

expences to exceed any thing they to the 1st of Marchi 1803. - Or
could even suppose. The bogour- dered .

able gentleman opposite to bim He moved other accounts on the

(Mr. Francis) ought to be more subje & of the stock of the East In

certain of the verity of the accusa- dia Company ; which were also or

tions that he made, before he came dered .

down to that house to state and as- They were immediately pro

sert them . duced, and ordered to be laid on

Mr. KINNAIRD expressed much the table , and to be printed .

satisfaction at a matter mentioned Lord CASTLEREAGH, in pursu .

by an honourable gentleman on the ance of notice, rose to move for a

other side of the house ( Sir Theo. bill to enable the East India Com .

Metcalfe) ; and he had every right pany to discharge the expences of

to suppose that the affairs of the raising and paying two regiinents

Company, and of India at large , of volunteer corps, out of the men

were in the flourishing situation so employed at the India house. This

specified by the noble lord . The could not be done without bring.

answer, however, to one question, ing a bill into parliament for that

if such as he anticipated it might purpose; the provision to enable

be, would give all the satisfaction his Majesty to accept the services

that could be desired upon that of volunteer corps during war, hav

head , and settle all scruples about ing of course ceased with the war.

the business, and that was, " as The propriety of this force being

India enjoyed profound peace from thus raised and provided for, must

1793 to 1798, were there any be manifest to the house. They

monies during that period of five were to be composed entirely of

years placed in the stock of thegua. men known and employed at the

antee fund ?" India -house ; and none could be

Lord CASTLEREAGH replied in more worthy to be trusted with

the negative ; but he accounted for the care of the preservation of the

it by shewing, that until the ori- peace of the metropolis, upon an
ginal debt, which amounted to emergency. The course to be

nearly 16,000,000l. was first dis- taken was , to refer the motion to

charged , or reduced to two millions, a committee of the whole house,

that in the nature of things could to consider thereof, after having
not take place . entered the 33d of his present Ma

Mr. Kinnaird declared him- jesty as read ; which being done,

self, and he was sure the public and the house having resolved into

would be perfealy satisfied upon a committee of the whole house,

the subject. he moved , “ That the chairman be

The resolutions were then agreed dirested to move for leave to bring

to . in a bill , to enable the East India

Company to defray the expence of

APRÍL 28 . raising and paying two regiments

of volunteer corps, & c.-- Ordered.

Lord CastleREAG # mpyed , that The house being resumed, the

* E 3 report
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report was ordered to be received worn out, the pra & ice was, to in

to -morrow . vite a free competition, and to con

tract with the best bidder for a new

ship , to perform six voyages, ex
MAY 16.

tending to a period of from thirteen

REGULATION OF THE EAST to fifteen years . This system bad,

INDIA COMPANY'S SHIPPING .
his lordship said , two disadvantages.

Lord CASTLEREAGĦ rose, to The first was, that six voyages not

move the house for leave to bring being sufficient to wear a ship out ;

in a bill to explain and extend the these ships , at the termination of

provisions of the act of the 39th the contract, were either sold at a

year of the reign of his present low rate to other East India Com

Majesty, for regulating the ship- panies, or , as they could not be

ping concerns of the East India applied with profit' to other uses in

Company . The shipping in the British trade, were broken up with

service of the Company was, his very considerable loss . The second

lordship said , such as to constitute disadvantage was found in the dif

a magnificent property, and a great ficulty of making satisfactory ar

naval force . It was composed of rangements relative to the officers,

100 ships bearing 90,000 tons bur- for the term of fifteen years only,

then , and inanned with 7000 sea- within which the six voyages were

men. These might be arranged in completed. Upon these considera

three classes : the first containing tions, he stated that he was to in

33 ships , of 1200 tons" ; the second, troduce the present motion to the

33 ships, of 800 tons ; the third , attention of the house, as baving

34 ships , of500 tons burthen, each. for its obje & to preserve the princi

Their annual expence to the Com- ple of a free competition in con

pany was not less than a million tract, and yet, at the same time,

sterling, or, in time of war, a mil. to relieve the ship -owners from the

lion and a half. There were two two inconveniences which be had

different modes in which the Com- mentioned . He wished to enlarge

pany had been accustomed to take the number of the voyages to be
the use of this shipping. By the performed by one ship . Besides

old system, the Directors of the its utility to the ship -owners, this

Company's affairs contracted, at regulation would have the effect,

their convenience, and without he said , of producing a saving,

calling in free and general compe- which , it had been hinted from the

tition, for such ships as were want- admiralty , would be extremely de

ed . An owner who, upon that sirable , of the timber fit for the

system , bad once obtained a con- construction of ships of war of the
tract for a ship of his to be employ- first -rate . At the same time, he

ed in this service, was considered .could not but suggest to the consi

as having a right of perpetuity in deration of the house, that the ship

the bottom ; or, in other words, a ping in the service of the East India

right to rebuild a new ship to be Company was of a nature to be, at

equally employed in the Company's any time, converted into a great

service whenever a former was worn addition to the national force of the

out. The new system destroyed empire. The 33 ships, of 1200

the right of perpetuity of bottom. tons each , might, upon a publie

By this, whenever an old ship was exigency, be arnied as ships of
the
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the line ; the 33 of 800 tons each, Company should be at liberty to

might be equally employed as fri- reject the offer of a ship -owner ,'

gates ; those of500 tons, might be whose ship had already made six

employed as sloops of war. The voyages in its service, unless that

Company found its interest , he said , offer should tender the old ship at

in not diminishing the number of a rate of freight not greater than

the ships which it employed of the that at which she hadbeen hired

first class, for there was a saving when she was new. Formerly,

of between 41. and 51. a ton in the when a ship was lost before the

use rather of those than of ships of completion of her contract, if the

800 tons . Besides, should the loss appeared to have been without

Company now resort to preferable the fault of the owner or bis offi

employment of ships of 800 tons cers, the owner was then permit

and under, the consequences would ted to build another ship , which

be, a rise in the price of the tim- should be einployed for the remain

bers used in the construction of der of the contract. In the bill

these ships of inferior bulk, and which he was now to propose, pro

an extraordinary consumption of vision would be made that the ship

younger timber, such as would built to supply that which had been

prevent the preservation of trees to lost , should be employed for the

that maturity of growth at which full period of the first contract, on

they might afford the timber fit for the same conditions on which the

the construction of first - rates. One former had been hired . His lord .

of the provisions of the bill , there . ship concluded by repeating his

fore, which his lordship wished to motion .

bring in , would be, he said , to con- Sir W. PULTENEY said , that the

tinue, for two voyages longer, the measure appeared to him to be

service of ships which had before fraught with the most mischievous

gone six voyages. By this regula- consequences ; and although he

tion the Conspanywould be enabled would not oppose the bill being

so far to gratify the wishes of the ad- brought before a committee of the

mirally,as not to give occasion for whole house, be thought that it

the next four years to the construc- should be examined with the ut

tion of any ships of 1200 tons for most scrutiny; and he should there

its service. But , he said , as not fore pay particular attention to

more than five or six ships a year every clausc ot ibe bill when it was

would complete the contract of six before the committee.

voyages, the number thus set free The question was then put, and

for re-engagement woutd be too the bill referred to a committee of

few to allow to the Company the ' the whole house to -morrow .

full advantage of free competition

for the new contracts, unless the

owners of ships, thus to be for two
JULY 5 .

voyages re-engaged , should be On the motion for bringing up

made subject to conditions under the report of the East India dock

which they might not combine bill ,

among themselves to make their Sir WILLIAM PULTENEY objecte

own ierms against the Company. ed to it ; be disapproved of many

He should, therefore, he said , of the provisions of the bill , which

propose a provision, by which the he said had been brough¢ in in a

1 E 4 clan.
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clandestine manner, and contrary was, that Indiamen thatwere obligo

to the forms of the house. ed to break bulk in Long Reach,

Sir F. BARING defended the bill ; should not be obliged to pay the

he said it was not brought in to dock duties on the wbole of their

promote the interest ofindividuals, tonnage. This amendment was

but with a view of producing great opposed by sir F. Baring and sir T.

public advantage ; it would benefit Metcalfe.The gallery was cleared

the public revenue ; it would afford for a division , but we understand

protection to trade, and would pre- it was rejected without a division .

vent plunder ; and , as a 'proof of

the merits of the bill , there was

but one solitary petition against it,
JULY 25 .

from a single individual. Lord CaşTLEREAGH moved the

Mr. CALCRAFT said , if this bill order of the day for the house to

was calculated to benefit the public resolve into a committee on the

revenue , he would be the last man East India shipping bill .

to oppose it . If these docks were Mr. JOHNSTONB rose, and re

intended for general benefit, why peated his formerarguments against

were they not in a situation in which the granting of compensations to

all East India ships could derive the contra Aors for India freights,

benefit from them ? It was im- beyond what they bad agreed to re

possible that many of the large Eastceive during the period of peace .

Indiamen could get into these docks He contended, tirat having not only

without breaking bulk , and getting made their bargain in the first in

rid of a part of their cargo. He stance, but made it at the rate of

was sure that there were situations 201. or 21l . per ton , at the very

within the port of London, in which same moment that there were oto

docks might have been made to ac- fers from the ship -owners at Hull,

commodate all the East India ship- at Newcastle, and various other

ping . ports beside London, to take the

Sir T. METCALFE entered at freights at 151. 18s.; nay, some

length into the grounds upon which bad vifered to take the contract at

the bill had been brought forward ; 141. the ton ; and five ships had

and contended, that if the East In- actually irren taken up, and con

dia Company, if all the persons tracted with by the directors at

concerned in this trade, if all the 1 $ ) . 55. ; those ship -owners had.
persons who were best acquainted now no right wbatever to come for

with the subject, were satisfied ward witi, new claims for additional

with the benefits that would result compensation, under pretence of

from this bill , he boped it would war breaking out, and to demand

outweigh the opposition of the two compensation which they never

honourable members who had op- dreamt of at the moment of enter

posed it , however respectable they ing into their contract. The direc
might be. tors, he contended, had no right

.A short conversation ensued be- , whatever to break up those con

tween Mr. Atkins, Mr. Dent, and tracts, and to lay the proprietors

Mr. Vansittart. 0; en to pew claims; and he con

The report was then brought up ; cluded by observing , that so far

after which Mr. Calcraft proposed did le conceive the contractors from

un amendment, the object of which bring likely to sustain any loss, that
he
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he was convinced they must be tended , ought to have been formed

considerable gainers by their origi- upon a plan of fair competition .

nal bargain, by having a rate so Mr. P. Moore expressed his

much superior to that which other approbation of the measure, and

ship-owners had agreed to accept. coincided in opinion with the noble

The circumstances of contracts, in lord.

this way, differed now most mate- Mr. COURTENAY thought the

rially from those of former years . directors exercised the utmost ori

The navigation to India was so ental discretion in their transac

much better understood , and the tions . He noticed in tbe accounts

arrangements in India so much bet- a sum of 11,600l. paid to one

ter calculated for procuring freights ship -owner as a compensation , al

with promptitude than heretofore, though he had contracted at 181.

that the voyage out and home was per ton ; while another received

completed of late in fifteen months, not more thanhalf that sum , who

which formerly used to occupy two had made his contract at 171 .

whole years. However, if the After a few observations from

house would agree to suspend the lord Castlereagh in reply , the

present bill , and the claim should house went into the conimittee,

be again brought forward early in and the report was ordered for

the next session, if any one of the to -morrow .

whole twenty - one ship - owners

who were claimants in the present

case , would then prove thathe had
JULY 29 .

sustained any loss by the perform- Lord CASTLEREAGH moved the

ance of his contract, he ( Mr. John- order of the day for the house to

stone) would cheerfully consent resolve itself into a committee of

even to a much greater compen- the whole house, to consider of

sation than that now proposed . certain India accounts ; which be

Lord CASTLERBAGH answered ing read, and the house baving

the honourable gentleman's ob- resolved itself into a committee of

jections. The noble lord was as the whole house accordingly, lord

great a friend to open competition Castler_agh proceeded to open the

as the honourable gentleman , but
INDIA BUDGET.

saw no objection to the bill ; on

the contrary, it was, in his opinion, He began by saying, that, in

jast and fair, that when the ship- bringing under the consideration of

owners made a coutract at a peace- the committee the result of the

establishment, some compensation Indian accounts for the present

should be made for their extra year, I am fully aware how little

expences in the outfit during the interesting extensive statements of

figures must be in their nature to

Sir Wm. PULTENEY supported most of the gentlemen who now

the arguments of Mr. Johnstone. bear me, particularly when they

The honourable baronet observed , relate to concerns to which few are

that the Board of Controul , in- in the habit of turning their atten

stead of being a check upon the tion ; but the finances of India are

conduet of the East India Com- grown into a scale of' importance,

pany, acted in concert with the in the general affairs of the empire,

directors. The biddings, he con- of such magnitude, that I doubt
not

War .
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not the committee will be induced by the peculiar circumstance of the

diligently to investigate the subject time, and I thought that, on the

matter of these accounts , to which , winding up of the war, the charges

if any stimuluswas wanting to en- would have exceeded the revenues

courage them , it could not fail to in a far greater degree than they

present itself in the just reflection , appear to have done. The charges,

that nothing is so likely to animate indeed, have been greater than in

and direct the various persons en- the preceding year, but the addi

gaged in the administration of In- tions to several branches of re

dian affairs, both at home and venue, and the unexampled favou

abroad, to a faithful and zealous rable state of the collections, have

discharge of their duty, as to per- produced the beneficial effect of

ceive that the attention of parlia- lessening the deficit. In the next

ment is actively directed at all year, the prospect of the combined
times to an observance of their effect ot increased revenue and di

conduct . minished charge, stated to the

It affords me satisfaction , that house upon a late occasion in ab

the expectations I gave to the house stract, is now more amply dis

a short time back , of bringing to played by the detail of the accounts
their view the financial statements under consideration . It is unne

properly belonging to the present cessary, in this place, to offer any

year within the usual period for further observations, either on the

their examination , have not been actual accounts or on the estimates,

disappointed. The accounts upon as , in the course which I mean to

the table were presented by the pursue, an opportunity will be

Court of Directors within the pe- afforded of entering upona distinct

riod required by law. Those im- and full illustration of each of them

mediately relating to the territories respectively ; neither will it be re

abroad, embrace the official year quisite to trespass upon the time

1801-2, being a year of war ; and of the committee by any very de

those of the homeconcern , 1802-3 . tailed explanation of the nature of

They exliibit likewise, in each re- the accounts . I shall therefore

spect, estimates of the prospects of only state my intention of adopting

the following year, viz , of the year the same method as upon former

1802-3, abroad, and 1803.4, at occasions, and of taking up the

home. subject precisely in the same form

When I lately bad the honour and order, namely, by dividing it

of addressing the committee on this into two branches, the foreign and
important subject, it was under a the home.

full impression that the charges of As to the foreign - The averages

the year 1801-2 would necessarily of the revenuesof each presidency

be to a very great amount, and respectively will be compared with

that they would considerably ex- those last drawn. An examina

ceed the resources . I confess that tion will be made, how far the

I then entertained great apprehen . actual accounts shall have verified

sions that the estimated deficit of the estimates, and the estimated

that year would, when the actual prospects of the next year will be

accounts were received , be proved shewn. The whole, both actual

to have been exceeded . My judg- and estimated, will be combined

ment, in that respect, was directed into one general view, which , after
deducting
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dedu&ing every fixed and current In examining the accounts now

demand upon the resources, will before us , every explanation which

shew the ultimate result of the re- may appear requisite, of the causes

ceipt and expenditure. The sales of the variations of the several

of imports from Europe will then heads of the actual accounts , from

be stated, and the funds applied to the estimates for the year to which

commercial purposes, with the va- they relate, will be given ; and as

lue of the cargoes a&ually shipped the committee will naturally be

from India to Europe in the year. led to expect some information of

The state of the debts and assets the effect to be apprehended on

will be next for consideration , and the future prospects, from the

their increase be brought under change of circumstances which

notice. has unfortunately occurred ( I al

The view to be taken of the lude to the recurrence of hostilities,

home accounts is, the state of the since the estimates for the year.

trade, as shewn by the sales ; the 1802-3 were drawn) , it will be an

actual cash receipt and disburse- object of my peculiar solicitude to

ment, on a comparison with the afford every possible information

estimate ; and the estimate for the on that point likewise , notwith

next year. The debts and assets standing the consequences to be

will be examined in the same man. looked for from this contingency

ner asthe foreign .' were so fully adverted to in my

Finally , a general-statement will last address to the house respeting
be madeof the increase or decrease the affairs of India ; and I trust I

of debts and assets, both foreign shall satisfactorily prove, that no

and home; from whence an infe- very material disappointment is to

rence may be drawn of the im- be feared in the year to which

provement or the deterioration of these estimates apply; and that,
the affairs of the Company, in the as to future years, the stability of

year of account now under consi- the power and the resources of the
deration. British empire in the East, is now,

When I lately laid before the such, that unlss events should

committee the accounts of the occur against which no human

preceding year, I then called for foresight can provide, the only se

The best estimate that could be fur- rious iuconvenience to be appre

nished from the materials at that bended , is the procrastinating of

time in Europe, of the probable the liquidation of the Indian debt.

receipt and expenditure of the year

1802-3, being the first year of
BENGAL.

peace . The present account be

ing framed upon materials since The accounts of the presidency

received from the governments of Bengal are first for examina

abroad, is of course more to be tion . Those numbered 1 , 2, and

relied on . The result is nearly the 3 *, exhibit the revenues and

same, though the receipt and ex. charges of this presidency in dif
penditure, separately considered , ferent views .

exceed the amount at which they According to the order now

were taken . prescribed , an average of the re

See Appendix.

venues
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venues for the last three years, viz . tual produce has fallen short of the

1799-1800 , 1800-1 , and 1801-2, estimated, are :

is to be shewn. This , by the three Mint duties, 1,2421 . Being a

first columns of No. 1 , is found small and Au & uating resource, no

to amount to 6.701,598 ). which remark seems necessary, further

exceeds the average drawn on the than that they exceeded ibe aâual

three years, 1798-9 to 1800-1 , in of last year.

the sum of 324,7911. Benares revenue, 40,950 ). This

The progressive improvement of is by no means a defalcation of

the resources of this presidency is revenue. The collections of this

highly flattering ; and the more, distri& have been made with con

as the increase now stated is not siderable punctuality for several

to be attributed solely to new or years . The deficiency now stated
casual articles of revenue. The is merely appareat , and is entirely

receipts from Oude have certainly to be attributed to the intervention

tended to swell considerably the of an intercalary month, in conse

increase; but the colledious from quence of which an instalment did

the lands, and the produce of other not fall due within the official year.

antieles, have materially contri- A similar circumstance occurred

bued towards it . three years back , and must occur

Omitting, as formerly, an ave .. every three years. The balance

rage of charges, for reasons re- was then speedily realized , and po

peatedly given , the next point doubt exists of its having been , in

for investigation will be, the the present instance , paid at the
result of the estimates of the re- time it fell due.

vonues and charges for the year Oude subsidy, 198,6211. It

1801-2 . This is stated in the ac- may likewise be remarked , that

Gount, No. 3 , in which a view is this is not a positive defalcation,

given of the actual produce of the but merely a protraction of pay

revenues and the actual amount of ment . The estimate calculated ou

the charges, compared with the receipts from the nabob of Oude,

estimate formerly laid before the on the subsidy under the treaty of

house. 1798, on payment for troops ex .

By this account, the revenues , tra to the stipulations of the treaty,

which were estimated to amount and on arrears for 1799 and 1799.

to 7,051,1641. a &tually anjounted In November 1801 , subsequent to

to 7,127,9681. exceeding the esti- the formation of the estimate, a

mate in the sum of 76,8241 . new treaty was entered into with

When this estimate was brought the nabob, in which the subsidiary

under the consideration of the payments were commuted for a

house, I stated decidedly my opi- oession of certain districts, the col.

nion , that no doubt was to be en- lections in which wene to be con .

tertained of its realization. Uponsidered equivalent to the full dise

a minute examination of the seven charge of the expence of the forces

ral items in detail , it appears that to be employed by the Company

the excess now stated would have in defence of bis highness's domi.

been much more considerable, but nions. From this circumstance,

for circunstances which will be the a iual receipts from Oude took

presently explained. place on principles different from

The heads under which the ac- the estimate, viz . partly on the

stipu
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stipulations of the treaty of 1799 , established . It being exceeded ,

and partly on the collections from may be attributed to a proper cate

the ceded districts. The balance not to over- rate the expectations.

of the arrears unpaid is expected to Salt, sale of, 121,8841. At the

be realized in the next year. time of the formation of the esti

Judicial fees, fines, & c. 31151. mate , this resource appeared oft

This small deficiency on a casual promising ; the prices having fallen

resource does not require notice. off very considerably. The judi.

Opium sales , 35421. a less quan- cious measures adopied by the ga

tity having been sold than esti- vernment, and the zealous atten
mated. tion of the subordinate officers,

The heads under which the ac. have produced the most salutarý ef

tual receipts have exceeded the fects ; and although the amouit of
estimated , are : the sales of this year is net so great

Post -office collections, 28931. as in past years, there exists every

The estimate was taken below the prospect of their being again car
actual of the preceding year. ried to their former extent .

Land revenues, 108,2471 . This The small excess in the stamp

branch of the resources may be duties , 14521. does not require nu

considered of the highest import- tice , farther than to remark , that this

ance. The extraordinary pun &tuá- source of revenue has nearly reach

lity of the collection in the two lasted the amount it was at it institu

years, and the unexampled amount tion estimated to produce, and that

realized in the latter of them ( tlie as the improvement has been gra

year now under consideration ), dual, a farther increase may yet be

afford strong proofs of the advan- expected .

tages of the system under which it The amount in which the actual

is administered, and confirm the recipts fell shortof the estimated ,

wisdom of the regulations which was 236,6161 . They exceeded the

were enacted for the more easy estimated in the sum of 313,4411.

and effecual recovery of the rents . making the net excess, as already

A proper caution in the formation stated , 76,9241.

of the estimates , is certainly coin- The introductory observations

mendable. That for the present will bave apprized the committee,

yeat would probably have been that no reduction in the expences

taken at a higher rate, if the col- was to be looked for in this year.

Jections of the two preceding years By the account under immediate

had been assumed as the basis of examination , it appears that the

the calculations ; but it was ap- charges, which were estimated to

prehended the alarming inunda- amount to 4,582,2011 . actually

tions in some extensive districts amounted to 4,705.5831. exceed

would be poductive of unfavoura- ing the estimate in the sum of

ble consequences to the realization 123,3821.

of the revenues . That they have This is the net excess , though in

not , affords a strong proof of the three instances only , the expence

increasing wealth and prosperity of fell short of the estimate : the salt

the zemindars and renters . and opium advances, and tbe stamp

Customs, 18,9641. Tlie esti- office charges, amounting together

mate was made when a very ma- to 13,5531 . The greatest difference

terial part of the duties was newly was in the charges of the salt de

partment,

1
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partment, and amounted to 76911. Marine charges , 4019l. mostly

principally in the Aurung charges in contingencies.

and the commission. Buildings and fortifications,

The heads in which the a & ual 10,7491 . principally in the military.

charges exceeded the estimated , in Revenue charges , 75371. From

an amount requiring notice, were : the extensive detail of the disburse

Post- office, 32261. from expences ment in this department, a precise

consequent on regulations lately explanation of the difference is

introduced scarcely practicable.

Benares, 34791. on contingencies Customs, charges of collection,

not estimated . 19581. arising partly from the ex

Lucknow , 23,7071. from charges pence of the new arrangements re

ofcollection in the ceded provinces, specting the town duties, & c.

and from extra expences in pre- The gross amount, in which the

sents, &c. on the governor gene- actual charges exceeded the esti

ral's visit to Lucknow , and at the mated , was 136,935 ) . The sum

conclusion of the late treaty . in which they fell short being

Other charges of the civil de- 13,5541 . the net excess of charges

partment, 48,228). Notwithstand- was, as already stated , 123,382).

ing the charges are more than esti- Deducting from this sum the ex

mated, theyare not so great as in the cess on the revenues, amounting to

last year. The excess beyond the 76,9241 . the actual net revenue

estimate arose from various cir- will appear, on the comparison, to

cumstances , mostly of a contingent be less than the estimated by

nature ; as the embassy to the 46,5581. and the actual net reve

Arab states ; charges on account nue of the presidency of Bengal, in

of the college, not likely to occur the year 1801-2, is found to amount

in future ; the grain establishment, to the sum of 2,422,4061, which

intended to be abolished, continu- exceeds the actual net revenue of

ing longer than expected, &c. the preceding year , by 544,6831.

The small excess in the charges Of this improvement, nearly

of the judicial department may be 470,000l. is in the increase of re.
ascribed to contingencies. venue, in part on the land revenues

The excess in themilitary charges, and customs, but principally from

32,1941. brings their amount to the payments from Oude. The re

nearly the actual expence of the maining 75,000l. is in the diminu

last year. Although measures were tion ofthe expenditure.

in the contemplation of the go

vernment, and some had been car
ESTIMATES, 1802-3 .

ried into effect, for retrenching the The prospects ofthe year 1902-3

military expenditure, an extensive are particularly favourable, both as

operation was not to be looked for to increased revenue andreduction

in this year, it being a year of war. of charge.
Some ettect was certainly produced The revenues are estimated in

on the fixed charges, but the ex- the last column of the account No.

pence attending the Egyptian ex- 1 , to amount to 7,612,384 ). and

pedition, and other contingencies, the charges in the last column of

have materially added to the dise No. 2, to 4,535,0651. making the
bursements . net estimated revenue 3,077,319 ).

Although
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Although upon a minute exa- gagements with the nabob ofOude

mination of the accounts, I cannot has been already explained. The

venture to affirm that the whole of sum estimated to be received in

the receipt estimated , may be this year, under the present treaty ,

reckoned upon as a permavent an- is on the collection of the revenues

nual resource , on account of an of the ceded districts, with the ex

addition which must be considered ception of 121,0001. left unpaid of

as attached to the year only, the the balances due under the former

very flattering appearance of the treaty , so that 1,575,0481. may be

revenues of this presidency cannot considered as the revenue ot' the

be disputed . The receipt which year. From the favourable ad

may be termed casual is small, vices of the state of the country, a

compared with the whole; and the further improvement may hereaftet
caution with which the land reve- be looked for.

nues are prudently estimated, war- The additional receipt from the

rants the expectation, that a part of customs, amounting to 20,4761 . is

this sum will be made up by the in consequence of the collections of

excess on the collections under that the town duties under the new re

head . gulations having been made for

The net amount in which the only ten months in the last year.

revenues are estimated to exceed The greatest excess is expected

the receipt of the last year, is on the salt sales ; it amounts to

484,3951. The gross excess is 342,116 ). The sales of this year

688,4241. Those articles on which are stated at an amount far beyond

a less sum is expected to be realiz- any former produce : little doubt,

ed , amount together to 204,029 ). however, exists of the realization

The excess, as may be supposed of the estimate, as the principle on

from its amount, arises on the which it is calculated seems per

great majority of the items ; in fectly correct - pamely, on sales

fact, a smaller receipt is estimated which had actually taken place,

on two heads only , as will be ex- and on sales rated below the ave

plained . rage prices of the preceding ones .

The greater receipt on the mint The favourable prospect with 're

duties, post-office collections, ju- gard to this resource , is to be attri

dicial fees, &c . arising on resources buted to the causes already men .

of a fluctuating nature, require no tioned, and to the probability of a

further remark than with regard to market being established in districts

the first , that the estimate seems to formerly supplied through a clan

be high , compared with the two destine channel. So large an an

preceding years . nual receipt , I am apprehensive, is

The increase in the Benares re- not to be expected permanently,

venue is stated at 102,6191 . and but it is satisfactory to find that

arises from the expectation of re- considerable dependence may be

alizing in this year the whole of the placed on the complete re-establish

Jumma, with the balance left due ment of the salt trade at an amount

in the last , from the circunstance fully equal to its former average.

alluded to in the remarks on the The further improvement of

actual accounts. the stamp duties, to the amount of

Subsidy,&c. fromOude,210,0231. 72481. seemsfully warranted.

The alteration in the subsidiary en- The two heads under which a

smaller
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smaller receipt is estimated , are partment by 34871. in temporary

the land revenues and the opium embassies , & c. the expence for the
sales. The very successful collec- collection of the revenues of the

tion of the former in the last year, districts ceded by the nabob of

has been noticed . The estimate Oude, has occasioned a further in

for this year is stated at a less sum , crease in the charges of the resi

by 184,371. which is certainly dency of Lucknow to the amount

not a sanguine calculation , being of 140,8971.

13 lacs of rupees below the ave- The revenue charges are esti

rage of the last three years ; but it mated at a greater amount by

is always,prudent to estimate the 11,2551. chiefly from the extensive

receipts with caution . On the repairs required in consequence of

latter, the opiunı sales , a defalca- ioundations , and the advances and

tion was apprehended when the charges in the salt department by

estimate was drawn, to the amount 28,5711 . from an increase of na

of 19,658l. on account of the ef- nufacture, and from new chokey

fects expected from the unfavou- establishments .

rableness of the season ; but from , The increase on the charges of

advices since received , a much the stamp-office, amounting to

more favourable result may be 5449). must be attributed to the

looked for. expectation of incurring expences,

A considerable retrenchment in which , though estimated for the

the expenditure is expected in this last year, did not take place .
year, as every measure has been In the result, the effect expected

resorted to for that purpose , con- to be produced by the addition to

sistent with the general security of the revenues, and the diminution

the empire. The reduction of of the charge, is , the net revenue

charge would have appeared much of the presidency ofBengal for the

greater, but for the necessity of year 1802-3 , is estimated to ex

creating a new head of expence for ceed the actual of the preceding

the internal management of the year, in the sum of 654,9121. re

districts ceded by the nabob of specting which I may venture to
Oude. observe, that at present I see little

Comparing the estimated charge or no cause to doubt the full reali

of this year with the actual of the zation of the estimates.

past, it appears that a net reduc

tion of expence is stated , to the

amount of 170,5171 . The gross
MADRAS.

reduction amounts to 359,0441. The increasing extent and im

and the increase to 188,5271 . portance of the distri&s under the

The reduction of expence is administration of the government

looked for principally in ihe mili- of Madras , were noticed to the

tary department . house when the statements of the

The civil charges are expected last year were under consideration .

to exceed the last year in the sum Those now upon the table , from

of 128,068 .; for although the exhibiting in the actual accounts a

charges of the Benares residency material diminution of net charge,
were less by 10,9491. in extra and in the estimated a net revenue ,

batta and contingencies, and the may, I trust, be viewed as an ear

general charges of the civil de nest of the salutary effects wbich

may
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may hereafter be expected from the revenue from the post-office, every

various arrangements lately made article has improved in a remarka

in this part of the possessions in ble degree , and it may be consider

the East. ed as an addition to the satisfactory

To pursue the investigation in inference, which is thereby sug

the same method practised with gested , that the improvement on

the accounts of the Bengal presi- these four years has taken place

dency, it is necessary to refer to under circumstances of war, and

the statements, No. 4, 5 , and 6, occasional internal commotions.

in which the revenues and charges The possessions on the peninsula,

oftheMadras presidency are shewn from their particular and exposed si

on a similar principle. An average tuation, have for a very long period of

of three years is first to be drawn ; years been often the theatre of war .

but here it is necessary to deviate , Itmust not therefore be the subject

in some degree, from the mode of of surprize, if the charges have ge

calculation adopted with respect to nerally been found to equal , and

Bengal , as an average of the aggre- mostly to exceed the revenues , from

gate receipts in the present instance, the necessity of maintaining exten

would not be correct, from not be- sive military establishments. These,

ing a proper criterion on which to indeed, have of late years been con

draw the inference intended from siderably increased , on account of

the comparison of the averages . additional acquisitions of territory

This deviation was practised with and new subsidiary engagements ;

the last year's accounts, and the the consequence of which is , no

reason assigned for it was, the great average can , with propriety , be

and sudden accession of revenue drawn of the charges for the pur

in the later years . The same cause pose intended by such a statement.

operates, in a much more forcible It is therefore proposed, to proceed

degree, upon the present occasion , to the examination of the actual re

inasmuch as from recent arrange . venues and charges of the year

ments, some heads have received 1801-2 , on a comparison with the

a far more considerable addition estimate, as shown in the account

than was then in view . It is there- No. 6 .

fore proposed to exclude, as betore, The revenues, by the account

all the additional revenues acquired now referred to , were estimated

by conquest or treaty, since the to amount to 3,899,0401. Their

year 1792, and to draw an average actual amount was 4,729,6101 . ex

merely on the Company's ancient ceeding the estimate in the sum of

revenues, viz . the post- office, cus- 830,5701.

toms, land revenues , and farms When the estimate was under

and licenses, as stated in the ac- consideration , it was observed, that

count No. 4. The average on this the revenues were expected to

principle for the three years, 1799- exceed those of the last year by

1500 to 1901-2, is found to amount 358,7721 . The excess now stated

to 1,136,5971. which exceeds a beyond the estimate, shews an ad

similar average from 1798-9 to dition to the receipts, on a compa •

1800-1, in the sum of 101,528 ) . rison with that year, to the amount

A minute inspection of the items of 1,189,3421 .

in each year, from which this view On examining the several heads

is drawn, is highly gratifying.-- of a &tual revenue compared with

With the exception of the trivial the estimate, it is found that in

# F two
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two instances only , the receipts is most liberal and satisfactory.

have fallen short . The post-office, The present excess is, in part, to

in a sun too small to require no- be attributed to the payment of the

tice ; and the Tanjore revenues, in difference of the rate of exchange

the sum of 60,3361 . the cause of between the Canterai pagodas,in

which cannot at present be posi- which the subsidy of 1799-1800

tively defined. As the advices state was paid , and Madras pagodas;

the Tanjore revenues under the the remainder is in the improved

present system to be extremely collections of the districts, particu

productive, it is supposed to arise, larly the Malabar province .

in part, on grain not disposed of, Subsidy from the Nizam , and

and in part on an adjustment in the revenues of the countries ceded by

actual receipts not made in the him, 91,171 ) . The estimate cal.

estimate. culated on the payment of arrears

The excess beyond the estimate of subsidy under the former, and

as occurred under the remaining on the collections from the ceded

heads, as follows : districts under the present treaty.

Land and sea customs , 40,0161 . The excess has arisen on both these

Principally from the increase in the accounts. The arrears seem to

trade, and from the arrangements have been under-rated in the esti

lately introduced. mate ; the actual collections bave

Subsidy from the nabob of Ar- been greater, both on current re

cot , and revenues ofthe Carnatic, venue and balances .

518,0491 . The receipt was esti- Land revenues, 88,8301. A pre

mated agreeably to the treaty of cise definition with regard to this

1792 , and reckoned only on the very consequential branch of the

subsidy payable under it. A new resources in the year 1801-2 is not

treaty was afterwards concluded pra&icable, as the advices respect

with the nabob , by which , under ing it have not been yet received ,

certain stipulations, the whole of It may suffice for the present oc

the revenues of the Carnatic were casion to remark , that the accounts

ceded to the Company, and the · warrant the conclusion of the great

subsidiary payments of course sus- prosperity of the country. The

pended. The actual payments, in- excess may be stated to arise from

cluded the instalments of the sub- a remarkably productive collection

sidy for two months, and the re- of the revenues of the current year ,

venue collections for the remaining as well as of those revenues not

part of the year, exclusive ofwhat usually included in the Jumma.

was paid to the private creditors. The excess would, in reality, ap

The whole may not be considered pear greater, if some of the receipts

as an accession of revenue, as the in the estimate had not in the actual

charges will sustain a considerable accounts been transferred to the

increase from the portion reserved Carnatic revenues, in consequence

for the nabob , and the expence ate of the late alteration in the treaty
tending the collections. with the pabob of Arcot.

Subsidy from Mysore, and reve Farms and licenses, 19,8951.

nues of the ceded and conquered from the improvement in somein

countries, 131,2941 . The payment stances , and from the attention of

of the subsidy is made with extra- the government to render this

ordinary punctuality, and the whole source of revenue more productive.

conduct of the Mysore government The amount in which the actual

receipts
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receipts fell short of the estimated , the whole, I had some doubts up

was 61,2181 . : they exceeded them on the subject, and hinted thein

in the sum of 891,7881 . leaving a when the estimate was under ex

net excess on the actual receipts, amination . The difference is not

as already stated, amounting to ' great, relatively considered with

830,5701. the aggregate ofthese charges, and

By the account under examina- upon the whole, the calculations

tion , the charges were estimated to in the estimate have not been wide

amount to 4,559,311l . Their ac- ly erroneous. The excess has

tual amount was 4,963,7421 . ex. arisen chiefly from circumstances

ceeding the estimate in the sum of which could not be included with

404,4311. in them : as the expences attend

Under a few heads , the actual ing the embarkation of the pris
expence was somewhat less than soners of war for Europe, particu

estimated . larly French; the capture of the

Revenue charges, 60601.; but Danish settlements, with the dis

this is only apparent, from the esti- bursements for the army in the

mate having included some charges field on batta , and incidental ex

which, in the actual accounts, are pences larger than expected .

very properly stated as immediately Buildings and fortifications,

belonging to the collections of the 25,7701. in the necessary repairs to
Carnatic revenue : for sundry con- the forts, and to the governor's, and

tingent charges were more than other houseś, belonging to the civil

estimated . department.

Charges in the ceded and con- Charges on the revenues of the

quered countries , 23,5911 . If ad- Carnatic, 228,6931 . This addition to

ditional expences had not been the expenditure was adverted to in

incurred, on account of the late the observations upon the revenues.

Tippoo Sultaun's sons , this sum No charge of this description was

would have been greater : as a stated in the estimate. The prin

considerable saving has been stated cipal parts of it are , for the nabob's

to have taken place on the charges share of the collections, and the

in the Malabar province. charges for the ten thonths of the

Chargés on the revenues of Tan- year, since the cession of the coun

jore, 16,835l. the payment to the try to the Company.

rajab having been less than esti- Charges of Ceylon and the Dutch

mated. settlements , 30,689 ) . chiefly in

The heads under which an ex- supplies to Ceylon .

cess appears, to an amount re- The amount in which the actual

quiring remark , are : charges exceeded the estimated,

Civil charges, 21,452) . which was 450,9721. ; and the amount

may be principally attributed to in which they proved below it,

the additions making to the judicial was 46,5411 . shewing a net excess

establishments, and to contingent of actual charge beyond the esti

expençes in Durbar charges, pre- mate, as before stated , amounting
sents, &c . to the sum of 404,4311. Deduct

Military charges, 142,7261 . Al ing this sum from the excess which

though it might have been hoped has appeared on the actual reve

that the large sum estimated for nues, $ 30,570) . the net actual

the military expences of the year, surplus charge, in the year 1801-2,

would have been sufficient to meet proves to be less than estimated by

F2 426,1391.;
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426,1391 . ; and the actual surplus for which no other cause can be

charge of that year is 234,1321. assigned than a care not to over -rate

which falls shortof the actual sur- the expectations on a resourceof a

plus charge 1300-1, in the sum of Auđuating and casual description .

518,9101. Revenues from Tanjore,30,7621 .

The actual collection of last year

ESTIMATES, 1802-3 .
fell short of the estimate . The

The prospects of this year ap- present estimate being still lower,

pear favourable ; for although so requires explanation, as the defi.

large a receipt is not looked for as ciency is entirely in the current

in the last, the expenditure is jumma, the balances expected to

likely to be so far reduced, that be recovered being stated much

a surplus revenue is expected to be higher than last year ; but both in

forthcoming current revenue and balances which

In the account No. 4 , the re- ought to be recovered , the sum

venues are estimated to amount to now estimated is so very far below

4,670,3691. In No.5 , the charges what has been said to be the settle

are estimated at 4,555,6761 . leave ment of the year 1800-1, that it

ing a net revenue, amounting to seems essentially necessary to dis

114,603 ). cover the cause of the deficiency.

On the whole, the revenues are It may probably be occasioned by

estimated at a less amount, by the payments made in grain , and

59,240 ). A larger receipt, under the want of a market . In any case,

some of the heads, is stated by as the collection is now managed

215,0761 . and a less , on the re- under a new system , stated to the

mainder, by 274,3161 . house upon the last occasion as

Although the advices hitherto likely to be very advantageous, I

received do not furnish complete shall deem it incumbent on me,

information on the subject, I shall when the actual accounts

attempt some explanation respect- brought forward , to furnish full

those heads where a difference oc- information on the subject.

curs in an amount requiring notice. The subsidy from Mysore and

An increase is stated on the re- the collections of the ceded coun

venues of the Carnatic, amounting tries, also the collections in the

to 205,586 ). and on the farms and districts ceded by the Nizam, are

licenses , to 7728) . With respect estimated at a less amount. The

to the former, it may principally former by 40,561). on account of

be attributed to the calculation be- an extra payment last year ; and

ing made on the revenues of the the latter by 74,784 ) . on account

whole year. A considerable im- of the arrears of subsidy liquidated

provement has taken place in the

districts since they' were under the The land revenues are stated at

exclusive management of the Com- a less amount, by 109,4101.; pro

pany's government. The increase bably from a caution not to over

on the farms and licenses may be rate the expectations, in conse

ascribed to the same cause as the quence of the favourable collec

increase in the actual accounts of tion of the preceding year.

The reduction in the expendi

A smaller receipt is estimated ture has been mentioned . On

on the otber heads, as follows, viz . making a detailed compari-on of

: Land and sea customs, 17,1011 .; the several heads of charge in the

are

last year.

estimate

the last year .
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estimate with those in the actual is in part on the military buildings ;

accounts of the last year, the va- but more in the civil, a greater ex

riations are considerable . The ex- pence having been incurred on the

pected reductions amount in the government and other houses at

aggregate to 705,938 ). An in the presidency in the last year, than

crease is stated on some of the is expeded in the present.

heads, amounting to 297,8721 . ; The charges of Ceylon, and the

shewing a net diminution of charge Dutch settlements, are estimated

in the year, of 408,0661, less by 49,2061 . ; a smaller supply

A reform in the expenditure, as being calculated for Ceylon .

soon as circumstances would ad- Those beads of charge on which

mit , had long been considered an increase is estimated, are as

most desirable . At the conclusion follows, viz .

of the war, this measure occupied Revenue charges, 42,3891 . prin

the serious attention of the go- cipally in the pensions and chari

vernment . The military charges tableallowances , and contingencies.

of this presidency, in particular, Charges collecting the revenues

had necessarily been carried to a of the Carnatic, 167,4231 . In

very great amount ; and it was these are included the nabob's

hoped that the restoration of tran- share of the collections and the

quillity would have so operated, pensions to the families of the late

as to admit of much more exten- nabob . The expence last year was

sive reductions than appear on the only on a part of it . This increase

face of these accounts . Much , is in consequence of the whole

however , has been accomplished, charge of the year being estimated .

considering the state of these coun- The additional expences on the

tries , which are certainly far more Tanjore districts, on the ceded

exposed to a variety of contingen- countries from Mysore and the
cies than those under the adminis- Nizam , amounting together to

tration of the Bengal presidency, about two lacs of pagodas, cannot

a very large portion having but re- be precisely explained.

cently been brought under the go- The ultimate result of this com

vernment of the Company. parison shews, that, by deducting

The principal decrease is in the the estimated decrease of revenue

military expences. It amounts to from the expected decrease of

590,0691. and arises from the cese charge, the prospects of the presi

sation of field expences in the Tin- dency of Madras in the year
nevelly and other districts, and of 1802-3 , exhibiting a net revenue,

contingent expences incurred in instead of a surplus charge, are

the last year, to a considerable better than the preceding year in
amount the expedition to the sum of 348,8251.

Egypt, purchase of horses, subsist From some of the preceding ob

ence and transport of prisoners, servations , as well as from the ex
&c. The fixed and established perience of past years , it is evident

charges of the army have experi- that great difficulty must always

enced little or no reduction . attach to the framing an estimate

The decrease in civil charges , of the charges of the presidency of

amounting to 29,0631. is partly in Madras. Contingencies may arise ,

contingencies . against which it is impossible to

That in the buildings and forti- guard. Notwithstanding I have

fications, amounting to 37,5991. sanguine hopes of the complete

realization

as
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and 9.

realization of the revenues, and The only deficient receipt was

do not expect an excess of charge in the farms and licenses, to a very

in any material degree, I cannot small amount, which requires no
venture a confident opinion on the remark .

final result of the present estimate. The excess was on the land re

venues and the customs ; the for

BOMBAY. mer, in 68791. from the punQual

The accounts of the revenues payments, both of the current reve

and charges of the presidency of nue and balances; the latter, in

Bombay come next under conside- 27,7701. which was not, as might

ration : they are numbered 7, 8, be supposed, so much owing to
the increase of the trade , as to va .

To shew a comparison of the rious other circumstances ; parti

average of the revenues of the last cularly the institution of an addi

three years upon a correct prin- tional duty of 4 per cent, under

ciple, it will be necessary to ex- the title of town duties ; the cal

clude, as in the last year, the re- culations in the estimate being

venues of the Malabar province , taken lower, from the apprehen

which were transferred to Madras sion of the effect of the additional

in July 1800. On that principle , duty . As the Company's trade in

theaverage on the years 1799-1800, this year was less, that of private

1800-1 , and 1801-2 , in the ac- persons paying the duties was

count No. 7 , is found to amount greater ; the actual receipt was

to 251,4561. which exceeds the likewise increased by the acquisi

average on the three years, 1798-9 tion of the Guikwar' share of the

to 1800-1, in the sum of 39,564 ). Surat customs.

This excess is principally to be The deficiency in receipt having

attributed to the internal arrange- amounted to 4811 , and the excess

ments at Surat , noticed to the to 34,6481 . the net excess amounts

house on a former occasion . to 34,1671. as already shewn.

From the comparatively small The charges were estimated in

revenue , the expences of this pre- the same account to amount to

sidency have always fallen heavily 1,185,308 ) . and actually amounted

on the resources of Bengal. It is to 1,187,288l. exceeding the esti

satisfaâory to find any decrease in mate in the sum of 19801.
the net charge. By the estimates The net difference between the

for the year 1801-2 , the surplus estimated and actual charges, is

charge appeared less than the pre- small; and although variations ap

ceding year. The actual accounts pear in the detail to a far more

will be found to verify the calcu- considerable amount, they are not

Jations in the estimates by an ex- of a description to require much

cess of revenue, and by the charge observation. Some explanation is,

having varied in a less degree than however, requisite. The actual ex

might naturally have been expected pence was less than the estimated,

on so various and extensive a dis- in the marine department, 22,504) .

bursement. from a smaller expenditure in

The revenues were estimated in building new vessels, from the

the account No. 9, to amount to complement of Europeans in the

271,825 ) . Their actual amount Marquis Cornwallis frigate being

was 305,992 ) . exceeding the esti- incomplete, and from a number of

mate in the sum of 34,1671 . the vessels being absent on foreigu

service.
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service. A smaller sum was ex- cies , of the general improvement

pended on the buildings and forti- of the circumstances of the times .

fications, by 19,3081, a part of the In proportion, the amelioration to

military buildings, &c. not being be now shewn is much greater

executed, and the expence ofbuild- than what has been exhibited with
ing the jail, not having been incur- respect to them . In the account

red in the year. Therevenuecharges No. 7, the revenues
are esti

fell short in 97371. principally mated to amount to 410,2801 . ; in

in payments expected to be made No. 8, the charges are estimated at

in Surat, which did not take place. 907,406 ). making the net surplus

The heads under which the esti- charge 497,1261.

mate has been exceeded, are those An increase is expected in the

of the civil and the military charges. revenues, amounting to 104,2881.

The civil, in 11,6841 . from an ex- • The gross improvement is stated ať

traordinary disbursement in Dur- 114,5461. On the land revenues,

bar charges, for presents and en- 11,1831. principally from the ces

tertainments to persons of distinc- . sions by the Guikwar of the Chou.
tion ; in the expence of servants rassee and Chickley purgunnahs,

out of employ, in consequence of On the farms and licenses,15,6131.
the removal of those stationed in from the cession of the Guikwar's

the provinces transferred to Ma- share of this description ofrevenue,

dras; and in the charges at Bus . and from the expe &ted realization

sora, &c. The military, in 41,845l . of arrears. An increase is likewise

A part of these charges fell short stated under a new head , viz . sub

of the estimate ; the excess has sidy from the rajah of Guikwar.

arisen on the expedition to the The amount of this subsidy is

Red Sea , and in consequence of 87,7501. In return for it, the

operations carried on in the Guz- Company are, under the treaty, to
zerat country . In the latter case, supply a military force for the pro

the Guikwar is expected to defray teởion of the rajah's territories .
the expence. On the customs alone, a smaller

Thetotal of the a&ual charges, receipt is estimated , amounting to
which were more than the esti- 10,2581. This article is of a fluc

mated, was 53,5291.; and of those tuating description, greatly de

which were less, 51,5491. making pending on casualties; but the

a net excess of charge, as first deficiency now stated is much to

stated , 1980 ). Deducting this sum be attributed to the expected pay

from the excess on the revenues, ment of a drawback on the town

which has appeared to be 34,1671 . duties, included in the actual ac

the net surplus charge of this pre- counts of the last year.

sidency is less than estimated , by A considerable reduction of ex

the sum of 32,1871. ; and the ac- pence appears in the estimate . The

tual surplus charge of the year gross amount is 303,8821. An in

1801-2, is 881,29ől. which is less crease of charge is stated under

than that of the year 1800-1, in some heads, amounting to 24,0001,

the sum of 161,4231. The net diminution of charge ap

pears to be 279,8821 . The civil

ESTIMATES, 1802-3 .
charges are stated less by 87321.

In this year the finances of the the disbursement for presents and

presidency of Bombay are likely to sundry contingencies, not being

partake, with the other presiden- likelyto occurto the same amount

F4 as
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as last year. The great reduction bursement from Bengal ; I confess

is in the military charges ; the the necessity I am under, of again

amount is 295,150l , and is prin- offering an apology for the omis .

cipally in the extraordinary dis- sion, is the occasion of regret, as

bursements for expeditions, contin- it is my wish that the whole body

gencies, &c. of information on the subject of

An increase of expence is esti- Indian finance , should be as com

mated in the marine department, plete and correspondent in date as

amounting to 67201. principally in possible . At any rate , the due re

the payment on account of the ceipt of these documents (however

crews, &c . of the ships, more in appearance insignificant) is de

than last year. sirable, as it affords the means of

A greater expence is stated on ascertaining what part of the sup

the buildings, both civil and mili- plies from Bengal may besupposed

tary by 75181. from the intention of to have been applied to the actual

performing the repairs, and erect- expence of the residency, and bow

ing the buildings deferred last year ; far the orders , from time to time,

and the revenue charges are stated for limiting the charge attending is,

at a larger amount, by 9702) . in have been complied with .

consequence of an expected pay- The latest accounts received are

ment to the nabob of Surat, and the actual for the year 1800-1, and

sundry contingent expences. the estimated for the year 1801-2 .

On the whole, adding the in- The average of the revenues of

creased revenue to the decrease in Bencoolen for three years , 1798-9

the charges, the result will prove to 1900- ) , by the account No. 10 ,

the estimated surplus charge of the (a ) , amounts to 88061 . The ave

presidency of Bombay in the year rage of charges for the same period,

1802-3 to be less than the actual in is 102,030l. shewing a net charge
the preceding year, by the sum of of 93,224 ), which is less than the

384,1701. net charge, on an average, one

The situation of this presidency year back, by 59881.

being in many respects similar to The net charge for the year

that of Madras, and , of course , 1801-2, is estimated at 72,3671 .

exposed to many of the same con- The supplies estimated to be

tingencies, I must be equally cau- sent from Bengal to Bencoolen , &c.

tious of pronouncing an opinion as in the year 1901-2, were 85,840l.

to the realization of the estimate, By the account No. 18 , they ac

potwithstanding the accuracy with tually amounted to 241,2201. being

which the prospects appear to have more than estimated 155,350l .

been calculated for the past year. The supplies estimated for the year

1802-3 , amounted by No. 11 , to

116,000l.

BENCOOLEN , PINANG, &c .
As by far the greatest part of the

Although the delay in the regu: supplies in the year 1801-2, was to

Jar transmission of the accounts of the residency of Bencoolen, it

the residency of Bencoolen is not seems probable, from the great

productive of serious inconveni- disproportion between the amount

ence upon the present occasion, on of the supply and the supposed ac

account of the nigde practised, in tual expence of the establishment,

submitting to parlianient the ex- that a part bas been appropriated

pences of this residency as a dis- to the purchase of investment,
GENERAL
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1

vennes .

REVENUES OF

6 ,
-

CHARGES OF

GENERAL VIEW. 1801-2 , exceeded the

produce of the terri

Having investigated in detail, forial and other re

the revenues and charges of the dit

ferent presidencies , it remains to This sum deducted

draw the whole, both actual and from the produce of

estimated, into one general view, the sales of imports

in order to shew the results , after from Europe,amount

paying every fixed demand, includ- ingby No.15, to 418,717

ing the interest on the debts .

The general rusult of the actual leaves £ .34,974
accounts for the year 1801-2, is

as follows, viz .
applicable to the pur

poses of commerce .

The difference between the ulti

Bengal by No. 3 , £7,127,988 mate result of the general view

Madras 4,729,610 now stated , and of the estimate

Bombay 9, 305,922 for the year, is very small, being

an excess on the former of only

Total revenues £.12,163,590 39321. It might, on one princi

ple, be inferred from thence, that

the estimate was framed with re

Bengal by No. 3 , £ .4,705,583 markable accuracy ; but the varia

Madras 6, 4,963,742 tions which have been explained

Bombay - 9, 1,187,288 in the course of the observations

on the detail of the accounts shew,

Total charges 410,856,613 that notwithstanding no grounds

have been stated to exist on which

Net revenue of the the care and attention of the framers

three presidencies £.1,306,977 of the estimates are justly liable to

Deduct supplies from observation , the very course of

Bengal to Ben events in the year has so operated,

coolen , &c . by that the face of the general ac

No. 18 241,220 count is much changed. An ex

cess has occurred in the fixed de

The remainder is £ .1,065,757 mands for charges and interest,

which being deducted amounting to 791,8191 : happily

from the interest the revenues have received an ad

paid on the debts at dition yielding 941,5611 , whence

Bengal by No. 18 , £.971,556 the deficit, exclusive of the sale of

Madras 19, 267,878 imports, according to the actual

Bombay 20 , 210,066 accounts , was less than estimated

by 149,7421 . The actual produce

Total interest £ 1,449,500 of the imports being less than ex

pected by 145,8101 . is the cause of

shews a difference the difference in the final result , by

amounting to - £383,743 the view now given, being no more

which is the sum in than above stated .

which the charges and On the comparison with the year

interest in the year 1800-1, the result is greatly in fa

vour
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vour of the year now under consi- AT MADRAS, BY NO . 19 .

deration . Although the charges Charges, allowances,

and interest in the latter year ex- & c . in the com

ceeded those of the former in the
mercial department 6.42,468

sum of 893,9501. the excess on the Advances for invest.

revenues being 1,678,531l . the
ment, with charges 238,861

deficit was less by 734,581 ) . and

the final result, taking in the sales Total Madras £.281,329

of imports, shews an improve

ment to the amount of 709,6311. AT BOMBAY, BY NO . 20.

The amelioration in the general Salaries, &c . in the

financial concerns of the Company commercial depart
in the year 1801-2 was not, how

meut £.17,133

ever, thought sufficient to justify Advances for the

any increase in the arrangements investment, with

determined upon with regard to charges 133,881

the provision of investments .
Al

though the deficit was very mate 151,014

rially reduced, the revenues were Add supply to Canton 95,007

still unequal to the demands. The

funds for commercial purposes Total Bombay £ .246,021

could only be obtained bysupplies

from Europe, or by money raised AT FORT MARLBRO', BY NO . 22.

on loans.'It mustnot, therefore, Cargoes actually ship

cause surprize , if the advances on
ped in the year £ .21,092

account of the trade in the year Totaladvances, on ac

1801-2 fell short of the amount at
count of commer

which they were estimated . The li
cial charges and in

mits which were of necessity placed
vestments 4.1,298,093

on the extent of the Company's

trade in this year, were adverted This sum falls short of the

to in my last address to the house . amount estimated , 84,0001.
On a

The a&ual amount of the ad. minute examination of the ac

vances at the several presidencies counts, I find that the advances

for payment of commercialcharges, for the Indian commerce rather

provision of investments , andfor exceeded the estimate . The dif

supply to Canton ,was as follows,viz. ference is , therefore, to be wholly
AT BENGAL , BY NO . 18 , attributed to the supply to Canton

Charges of the board appearing far less than was at first

oftrade, at the pre calculated , mostly in consequence

sidency and the of an adjustment which has been

factories
£ .95,665 made on the bullion consigned

Advances for the from thence to Bengal .

investment, with The amount of the cargoes con .

commission 619,998 signed from India to Europe in

the year 1801-2, with the charges

£ .715,663 not included in the invoices, was

Add supply to Canton 23,988 by No. 22, 1,362,4431 . which dif

férs but little from the consign

Total Bengal 6.739,651 ments of last year.

The
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:

CHARGES OF

-

8,

The observations on the detail 1,481,559) . and arises from the

of the accounts of the several pre- expectation of an increase of re

sidencies, will have given some venue, amounting to 529,4431.

view of the highly improved pro- and a diminution of expence, in

speas of the year 1802-3. the sum of 952,1161 .

The general result of the esti- The consequences of this im

mates of the revenues and charges provement are extensively benefi

in this year is as follows, viz. cial; particularly from affording

REVENUES OF the prospect of means for the revi

Bengal , No. 1 , £.7,612,384 val of the Company's commercial

Madras 4, 4,670,369
interests. The governments in In

Bombay 7, 410,230 dia have wisely availed themselves

of it, for restoring the investments

Total revenues £ .12,693,033 to a full standard, and calculated

upon making advances on account

of the Indian trade to the amount

Bengal , No. 2, £ .4,535,065 of 2,058,0001. and for the supply

Madras 5 , 4,555,676 . of Canton 293,000l. together

Bombay 907,406 2,351,0001. expecting that the dif

ference between this sum and the

Total charges £. 9,998,147 surplus revenue would be amply
made up by funds from Europe.

Net revenue of the An estimate of the prospects of

three presidencies , £ .2,694,886 the year 1802-3 , as already men

Deduct supplies from tioned, was presented to the house

Bengal to Bencoo when the accounts of the last year

len , & c. by No. 11 116,000 were taken into consideration , al

though it was for a period that

The remainder is £ . 2,578,886 was not the subject of examina
Deduct further the tion in the usual course. The rea

interest payable on son for moving for the production

the debts, by No. 16 1,481,070 of this estimate was then explain

ed , and it was likewise distinctly

The difference € .1,097,816 stated , that the official estimates for
is the estimated sur the year 1802-3 had not been re

plus of the territo . ceived from India in the shape they

rial and other re were usually laid before parlia

venues . ment, but that the substance of

Add, the estimated them had been received in a form

produce of sales of thought sufficiently authentic to

imports, by No. 15 409,500 enable the Court of Directors to

found a view of their affairs appli

The total £ .1,507,316 cable to the purpose then in con

is the amount applicable in this templation . The estimates for that

view to the purposes of commerce. year, which have now been under

The difference between the re- a course of investigation , were cal

sult now estimated , and that by culated according to established

the actual accounts of the last year, practice, on the mass of documents

exclusive of the import sales, is whole and entire, and atthe usual
very considerable, no less than period , when it is possible to form

a more

>

.
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a more correct judgment of the addition on the Madras revenues is

financial prospects : whereas, the stated at 184,000l. principally in

other was drawn up from general the collections from the Carnatic

documents, prepared many months and from the ceded and conquered

before ; which only could be con- countries ; those from Tanjore are

sidered , and in fact were only taken at a less amount. The re

termed , a sketch of the probable venues of Bombay were calculated

prospects of the year. In one in- on the estimate of 1801-2 : the

stance, the estimate of the preced- excess in the present estimate is

ing year was the basis of the calcu- 139,0001. of this , 87,7501. is on

lation. In so vast and complicated the subsidy from the Guikwar

a concern , it mast not, therefore , rajah. A general explanation only

excite surprize, that sone varia- can be given for the increase on the

tion is found in the views given by charges. The difference at Ben.

the two estimates . gal is 37,9000 ).- 165,000l. in the

In the result, taking in the whole military and buildings—214,000) .

of the demands usually bearing in the civil, of which a considera

upon the revenues, the surplus by ble part is in the expences on the
the last estimate is less than by the Oude revenues. At Madras, the

first , in the sum of 110,8041 , ex- additional charge is 305,0001. -

clusive of the commercial charges : 178,000 ). in the military, and

a difference which may be pre- 163,0001. in the revenue, includ

sumed to be small, when the mag- ing allowances to the nabob of
nitude of the account, both in re- Arcot and the rajah of Tanjore ;

ceipt and expenditure, is taken in- the civil and judicial are less . With

to view . But , as on a closer exa- respect to the excess on the military

mination , the variations on both charges, it is sufficient to remark
sides of the account appear to a that the first estimate was only cal

great amount, a more particular culated on the supposition of the

explanation seems requisite. The war expenceshaving terminated .

revenues, by the last estimate, The difference in the charge at

were more by 716,853). and the Bombay requires no remark , nor

charges by 827,6571 . Oftheformer, that in the supplies to Bencoolen,

393,0001. is at Bengal; where, &c. further than that, in the latter

notwithstanding the customs and instance, the estimate was calcu

opium, for reasons thought to be lated on the supposition of an ear

then existing, were stated at a lier reduction of the expence of

smaller amount, the situation of Bencoolen than was afterwards

the other resources was such as to found likely to take place.

prescribe a more sanguine calcula- The interest payable on the

tion . The receipts from Oude are debts , is now estimated more by

stated at 196,0001. more , partly 42,000l. ; this is partly in the rate

from including arrears of subsidy , of exchange, and partly from the

and partly from being taken on the debt proving to be greater at the
gross collections. The land reve . conclusion of the year than ex

nues are likewise more; but the pected when the first estimate was
greatest excess appears in the salt drawn .

sales ; it amounts to 208,000l. ; the The difference in the net surplus,

unexampled prospect on this bead after defraying the computed com

has already been adverted to . The mercial charges not added to the

in voices,
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invoices , is l.115,868 ; from its amount of the debts by the latest

being according to the first esti- advices was laid before the house

mate ' l . 1,053,582 , and in the last early in March . Some increase

1.937,714. It may , however, be was exhibited by that statement.

observed , that the reduced surplus The present accounts being made

now stated will not invalidate the up to the official period, will afford

principles of my calculation in the the most correct view of the sub

prospective view lately submitted ject, and will furnish the best

to the House : because the addition ground of comparison with the

of the interest on the securities in amount last year.

the hands of the commissioners of In April 1801 , the debts amount .

the Sinking Fund, amounting to ed to 1.17,674,532

1.86,900 , would still carry the sur- In April 1802, by

plus beyond the million , on which No. 16 of the present

the proposition for liquidating the accounts, it is ...... 19,965,739

debt was founded . As to future

years,had peace continued, it might being an increase of, ... 2,291,207
have been added , that every pros

pect existed of an increase from im- The amount subscribed to the

proving rerenne, and from the full remittance, under the orders of

effect of measures of reform and June 1793, was, according to

retrenchment; also, from the ces No. 17 .. .l . 143,179

sation of expences , evidently con

nected with the late war , included In April 1801 , the part of the

in the last estimate . above debt ,bearing interest,amount

In what degree these prospects ed to ... l.15,135,354

may be affected by the increased In April 1802, by

expenditure connected with the No. 16, it amounted

present war, it is impossible, at this to .. 16,994,833

moment, to determine. It must

necessarily depend on the course being an increase of

of events . I still, howerer, retain debt, bearing interest,

a sanguine expectation , if nothing amounting to ....... 1,859,479

occurs to prevent the Company

from supplying the prime cost of The amount of interest, com

their investment from Europe , that puted to be payable annually on the

the increase of the debt abroad may principal stated last year, was .

not only be avoided , but even a con 1. 1,342,853

siderable progress made in its re- On the debt at inte

duction during the war. rest by the present ac

counts , it is calculated

in No. 10 , at ...... 1,481,070

DEBTS IN INDIA.

The demands for the current Ser- being an increase in

vice having exceeded the produce the annual interest,

of the revenues, it has been found amounting to ........ 138,217

necessary to raise money on loans,

to supply the deficit, as well as to By the notes to the account No.

make advances for the provision of 16, it appears, that the debt above

investments . An estimate of the stated , includes the amount which

has

>
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has been redeemed by the commis- alluded to, more than a million ;

sioners of the sinking fund. On a but the excess is not, in fact, so

separate consideration of what is great as would appear from a simple

actually owing by the Company, comparison of the totals . The esti

the debt redeemed ought properly mate being calculated at a different

to be deducted. It has been conti- rate ofexchange, occasions a con

nued in this account , because the siderable part of the variation ; but

property, whether in public securi- by far thegreatest part must be at

ties, or cash in the hands of the tributed to the want of advices from

commissioners , forms part of the India on this branch of the Compa

assets in No.21 . ny's affairs , when the estimate was

If this sum were deducted , the formed. The difference , however,

state of the debts would appear to cannot affect the computations
be as follows : which occasioned the production of

Total of the debts , as above .. this account; because from an ap

..1.19,965,739 prehension that the debts might ap
deduct , in the hands of pear more when the actual accounts

the commissioners of arrived , the amount bearing interest,

the sinking fund .... 1,311,358 proposed to be put in a train of liqui

dation, was taken at l . 16,000,000,

The total of the debts which still falls short of the calcu.

then is .. ..1.18,654,381 lation in the present statements.

was .....

The effect of an adjustment on

the amount of the debt bearing
ASSETS IN INDIA.

interest would be , The assets in India consist of cash ,

Total debtat interest 1.16,994,833 bills ,stores, debts, goods,& c. The
deduct, public securi increase this year appears consi

ties in the hands of the derable .

commissioners ...... 1,136,351 Their amount on 30 April 1801 ,

.... 1.12,113,923

The amount ofthe debt By No.21 of the pre

bearing interest then isl.15,858,482 sentstatements, it is.. 13,372,741

The amount of the annual inte- being an increase of..l. 1,258,818

rest payable on the debts, bearing

interest on the 30th April 1802 , An adjustment has been made in

has been stated at .. l. 1,481,070 the account of the debts, on a sup

The interest payable position of their being considered

on the bonds andnotes distinctlyand separately. From the

in the hands of the remark then made, an adjustment

commissioners, is cal of the assets would be necessary ,

culated to amount to 86,900 for determining on a similar princi

ple their amount with correctness.

So that the annual Deducting, as upon that occasion,
interest, in realitypay the securities in the hands of the

able, may be stated at l. 1,394,170 commissioners of the sinking fund,

which forms part of the assets, the

The statement now given of the value of them would be reduced to

debts exceeds the estiinate above l. 12,061,383 : but this amount is

net
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not the sum for comparison with the subject of investigation. From

the assets of the last year, without the consideration given to this

a deduction from thern on the same branch of the concern from time to

account . time, the committee must be aware,

A part of the above improvement that the state of the treasury , as to

is occasioned by the addition to the beneficial and effective supply, must

nominal property now adverted to, necessarily depend upon theregular

which in this year may be estimated consignment of investments from

at 1.490,000 . Independent of that abroad. The financial difficulties,

sum , the increase may be taken at under which the governments of

1.768,000. Of this, l. 536,000 lies India labored for the two last years

in the cash and bills, the balance of of the war, were a short time back

which is so much greater than at stated to the house, when the effect

the end of the last year. The debts of them , on the extent of the sales

due in the several departments are of the year under examination was

greater, partly on advances for in- brought to their view. From the

vestment, and on other accounts, observations then made, it was

and partly on balances of revenue ; evident that effect must still con

the remains of import goods were tinue another year, as it would be

greater than the last year. The impracticable to carry the Indian

principal article in which a decrease investments to the accustomed

of assets appears, is the export standard amount. The estimate,

goods, chiefly at Bombay. indeed, of the sales of the year

Deducting the increase of assets , 1802-3 , the actual produce of which

as first stated , from the increase of is now upon the table, was calcula

debts, which amounted to ted upon the principles prescribed

.1.2,291,207 by the advices from abroad , as to

the value of the consignments which

The difference . 1. 1,032,389 might arrive in time for the market.

The amount of these consignments

is the sum in which the general has already been adverted to , and

state of the debts and assets in India from being less than in past years,

appear in a worse point of view at would have prepared the cominittee

the conclusion of the year 1801-2, for a smaller sále amount, if the
than the preceeding year. prospect of it had not been already

stated in the estimate .

The sales of goods, and the ap

HOME ACCOUNTS.
propriation of their produce, are the

The home accounts, from their leading and prominent features of

almost exclusive connexion with the the home accounts ; which , for the

commercial transactions, and from , present occasion , I shall place in

in fact, exhibiting the result of regular succession after the foreign,

them , form a very material and im- and number as formerly, 23 , 24 ,

portant part of the financial con and 25 . As the last of these ac

cerns of the East-India Company ; counts shews the extent and amount

although they are neither so nume- of the trade, it will be first for con

rous, or extensive and complicated sideration .

as those relating to their affairs By this account the aggregate

abroad, which hitherto have been amount of the sales of goods from

. .

JUNTS

India
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India and China, in the year 1802-3 , the estimate in the sum of 1.312,000;

both on account of the Company but was more than the preceding

andprivate traders, is .. 1.9,628,131 year by l . 200,000 .

The next point for examination ,

which exceeds their amount in the is the amount which has been rea

last year by ........ l. 472,144 lized , in cash , from the produce

The excess is on the general trade of the sales , and its application : in

from India . The sales of the Com- other words, the cash transactions

pany's goods, exclusively, were less during the year 1802-3 . For this

in the sum of ........ 582,459 purpose, it will be necessary to re

Also those on neutral fer to the account No. 23. The

property, in 153,036 estimate for this year , formerly laid

before the house , exhibited a most

Together .l. 735,495 unfavorable result. As the result,

But the sales of goods by the actual accounts, is different

in private trade , were to a very considerable amount, an

more than in the last
explanation of the occasion seems

year, to the amount of 1,207,639 the more essential.

The receipt within the year on
Whence the excess was

the sales of goods, was estimated

produced, as before sta to amount to..... 1.6,500,000

ted, in the sum of..... 472,144 The actual amount is

stated at... 6,972,417

The Company's goods were not

expected to be sold to the same ex- which is more than es

tent as in the last year ; but it is timated by...... 1. 471,817

satisfactory to find , that the actual

sales have exceeded the estimated. It is scarcely necessary to repeat

The sales were estimated to a remark often made, that the re

amount to.. ... 1.5,880,600 ceipt on the sales of goods does not

They actually amounted apply merely to those made within

to.... 6,048,028 the year ; but is on the balance of

the last, and on a large portion of

being more than esti the sale of the present, leaving

mated.... .l. 167,428 always a part to be realized in the

following year. This depends greatly

The sales of pepper and spices on the terms of the sale as to time

were much below the quantity es. of payment. On the present occa

timated , from causes which could sion , the amount left due is much

not be foreseen at the time of form- smaller than formerly, to which

ing the estimate ; as a fall in price , circumstance the excess beyond the

and a disappointment in the supply. estimate may be attributed.

The piece goods met a ready and The charges and profit on private

profitable sale ; and it is only to be trade were estimated to amount to

lamented , that the Company could ..1.130,000

not bring to market a greater quan- The actual amount was 172,474

tity. The China trade has again ,

in this year, been very productive. exceeding the estimate in

The sale of teas not only exceeded the sum of .... ..1, 42,474

in
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this year .

in consequence of the great extent the disposal of the Company's share

of sales of private-trade goods in in the Loyalty Loan, tothe amount

of 268,900l.; making together

The great difference between the 330,9001.: whence the net excess

estimated and actual result has been of the receipt, in thisview, is found

adverted to. It amounts nearly to to amount to 486,000 ).

two millions and a half. Very ma- The examination of the payment

terial variations are consequently to side, on the same principles, will

be expected in the detail of the ac- shew, thatthe amount in which the

count. As it can never be practica- actual has fallen short of the esti

ble to make any calculation of the mated , is 1,811,000l. ; respecting

expected receipt or disbursement, which it seems requisite to make

onaccount of the goods of private- some particular observations on two

traders, farther than on sales already points only : the supply intended

made, the actual accounts always for India and China, and the liqui

differ very essentially from the esti- dation of the loan from the bank on

mates in this branch , from exhibit- mortgage of the annuities. As to

ing the receipts and payments as the former, it was estimated at

including the greatest part of the 4,318,0001. and the actual supply

sales of the year; I shall therefore fell short by 767,000l. In the

now exclude the transactions in this consignments of goods and stores,

respect, with the exception of what the sum disbursed was more by

has been already stated, under the 178,0001,; but those heads under

head of charges and profit received which a smaller disbursement oc

by the Company; and notice only, curred, were the Indian debt , from

that in a cash view , the balance in the failure of the operation of the

the treasury in March 1803 has old plan of liquidation : bills of ex

been improved by them to the change from India and China , from

amount of 385,0001. from the less being drawn than expected ;

receipt havingbeen greater than the and bullion, from the difficulty in

payment. With the exception of procuring the intended supply within

that sum, the alteration inthe ba- the year . These together amounted

lance has arisen , in part, from the to 946,0001. As to the bank, the

measures adopted by the Court of payment of 800,0001. the whole ,

Directors, for the arrangement of of their debt, was reckoned upon ;

this very essential branch of the but for the convenience of the Com

concern. On the receipt side, the pany's affairs, 100,0001. only was

increase on the sales of goods, and paid in this year. The actual pay

on private - trade, has been mention- ments exceeded the estimatedin a

ed . It remains to state , that a fur- few instances, to the amount of

ther addition has been obtained by 238,0001. Of this, 178,000l. is

the issue of bonds, to the amount in the export of goodsand stores, as

of 303,000l. ; so that the gross already mentioned: the remainder

actual receipt on the Company's is chiefly in charges formerchandize,

account exclusively, beyond the which have been increased by the

estimated , amounted to $ 17,0001. addition to the private -trade, and

In some instances less sums were by some extra payments chargeable

received ; as from the ordnance for to the territories : also in the pay of

saltpetre, and from persons returned marine and military officers on fur

from India; also the protraction in lough and retirement, a greater
YOL. 5 . number
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number having been broughton the The sales in the year are esti

list than was expected. The net mated to amount to.. 1.6,805,500
amount, in which the actual dis- Of this it is reckoned ,

bursement fell short of the esti- that there will remain

mated, was 1,572,0001.; and the unpaid at the close of

general result of the whole compa- the year . 1,300,000

rison is , the balance of cash esti

mated to be against the Company The receipt on these

on the 1st March 1803; to the sales will then be .... 1.5,505,500

amount of.... 1.1,431,556 To which, adding what

actually proved to be in was left unpaid on the

their favour, on that sales of last year...... 580,000

day, in the sun of.... 1,009,822

The receipt within the

being better than esti year will then be, as

mated by ..... .1.2,444,378 above estimated ........1.6,085,500

which may be attributed to the ad- On the examination it appears ,

ditional receipt on the sales of the that the difference in the receipt is

Company's goods, on private -trade, to be attributed to the period of pay

and on the issue of bonds, combined ment. As to the sales, they are

with the payments below the esti- estimated at a larger amount by

mate on account of India and 757,000l. entirely on goods ex

China, and on several other ac- pected from India, the China trade

counts ; also the protraction of the being taken, as usual, somewhat

liquidation of 700,000l. of the debt below the preceding year.

to the bank . A cursory view of the cash esti

ESTIMATE, 1903-4 . mate will shew , that it is framed

The favorable change which has on principles calculated to meet

appeared in the prospects abroad is the arrangements submitted to the

found to extend to those at hoine. House in my last address upon this

The advice of the restoration of the subject. On the receipt-side, in

Indian part of the investment has addition to the large balance and

furnished ground for calculating, the produce of sales, extraordinary

in this year, on a much more ex- funds are reckoned upon from the

tensive sale of goods than in the last . paymentof amillion bygovernment,

The effect, however, of this calcu- on account of their debt to the

lation is notexpected to appear im- Company ; from the disposal of the

mediately in the cash receipt upon Loyalty loan 291,000l.; and from

this account; because the amount the issue of bonds to the amount

estimated to be left unpaid at the of 260,0001.: so that, exclusive

end of this year is much greater than of the receipts on private-trade

at the end of the last . The receipt sales , the sum applicable to the

on the sales ofgoods now estimated important objects comprised in
amounts to ... 1.6,085,500 those arrangements is found to

which is less than the actual receipt amount to 5,902,000l. Of this

in 1802-3, by 890,9171. The calcio sum , 5,038,000l . is set apart for

lation is made on the following the immediate supply of India and

principle : China ; 1.919,000l. in the purchase

of
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of goods and stores ; 897,000 ). for with their amount at the end of the

bills of exchange ; and 1,732,0001. last year of account, the difference

for bullion . The sum of 500,0001. willbe as follows, viz .

only is specified ,as immediately ap- On the 1st March 1802 , they

plicable to the reduction of the In- amounted to ... 1.4,822,683

dian debt : but little doubt need be On the 1stMarch 1803 ,

entertained of that debt being less their amount was....... 4,773,886

sened in the amount intended , as the

supply under the other heads is so having decreased in the

ample. The payment of the debt to suni of.... 1. 48,797

thebank, amounting to 700,000l.

is inserted in the estimate. The Although the net decrease is so

other items of expenditure for cus- small , a considerable variation is

toms, freight, &c. are stated on found in the different items, an

principles appropriated to the vari- increase having occurred in some

ous transactions of the year. The instances. The bond debt is more

dividends on stock , and interest on by 287,2881 . from the expediency

bonds, are in due proportion to the of having recourse to the issue of

capital in the first instance, and the bonds, as already noticed . The

enlarged amount supposed to be sum due to the proprietors of pri

outstanding in the latter. vate-trade is greater by 77,900l.

From all these circumstances, it as might be expected froin the ex

must evidently be expected to fol- tent of the sales ; and the amount

low , that the final result or balance due on exports is more by 45,690 ).

at the end of the year, will greatly The decrease is produced by a dimi

differ from that on the 1st March, nution in other instances . A smaller

1803 : for although the balance at amount is left outstanding on bills

that period was large , and although of exchange ; the sum due on the

the smaller receipt on the sales of Indian debt is almost extinguished ,

goods, now estimated , is much from the failure of the operation of

more than made up by extraordi- the old remittance plan ; the loan

nary receipts from government, and on bond from the bank is less by

on other accounts ; the great dis- 100,000l. that amount having been

bursement for India and China for liquidated in the year ; there are

purchaseof investment and liquida- less sums owing on customs by

tion of debt, and the payment of 62,203l. ; on freight and demurage

the loan from the bank, are likely by 130,0001.; and on bond to com

so to operate , that the balance of manders of Europe ships, worn out,

cash in favor of the company, on by 47,1101 .

the 1st March 1804, is estimated

to amount to the sum only of....

... 1.89,393
ASSETS AT HOME.

The view of the assets at home,

DEBTS AT HOME.
exhibited in the account last referred

The state of the debts owing by to, is very satisfactory, from shew

the Company in England, will be ing an increase in the real effective

found by referring to the last part property of the Company, on the

of the account No. 23. Compared comparison with the last year.

IG2
On
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On the 1st March , 1802 , the 1,019,551 ) . The balance in May,

valueof the assets was 1.16,802,700 1902, was 91,434l .; being a de

On the 1st March , crease at China, amounting to....

1903, it amounted to 17,440,593 .1.928,117

The balance at St. He

being an increase in the lena, on 30th Septem

sum of...
637,833 ber, 1800, was in favor

This , in like manner 77,8521 . The balance

with the debts, is the net on 30th September, 1801,

diiterence ; for the amount
the latest books received ,

owing by the purchasers was in favor 78,8481 . ;

at the sales was less by
being an increase at St.

790,0001, and the value Helena of...

of exports paid for by Which sumbeing deduct

27,7401. Of those heads ed from the decreased

on which an increase has balance at China, will

arisen , the cash balance
shew a net decrease of the

is by far the most consi
balance , in favor of the

derable, viz . 841,0631.
Company, at China and

as already adverted to . St. Helena, to the amount

The valueofgoods unsold of ..... .1.927,121

is more by 202,6231. ;

of cargoes consigned to
The ultimate object, in a finan

India , but not arrived , by cial view, intended by this inves

132,9131.; and of silver tigation, is to discover the effect

exported , and remaining,
produced upon the balance of the

by 192,7351.
concern at large by the various ope

Auding the net increase
rations , both territorial and com

of assets , as above stated , mercial, which have been submitted

to the decrease of debts, to the consideration of the commit

which has been shewn to tee. This will be obtained by

amount to...
48,797 bringing into one point the increase

or decrease of the debts and assets,

· The improvement in
abroad and at home, or stating a

the home concern , in this GENERAL COMPARATIVE VIEW

view, during the year

1802-3 , will be found to
Of the Delts and Assets ly last

amount to the sum of ... 1.686,620
Year's Accounts, and those of

the Year now under examination ,

The debts in India are stated to

have increased in the sum of......

CHINA AND ST . HELENA . ..... 1.2,291,207

The balance of the Company's Deducting the decrease

concerns at China and St. Helena which has appeared in the

is shewn in the account No. 24. debts at home, annount

On the comparison with the pre- ing to ... . . 48,797

ceding year, the result will appear

as follows, viz .
The net increase of

The balance in favor in China , debt is ... 1. 2,242,410

on the 1st March, 1801 , was

The
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The assets in India are increased incumbrances; to state the plan

in the amount of..... 1.1,258,818 which had been determined on for

The assets at home are the application of those means :

more by...... 637,833 and, finally, the result which might

be looked for from the measures in

The total increase of contemplation , either in the event

assets then is ..... 1,896,651 of war or peace . Having, at that

From which is to be de time, detailed the incumbrances

ducted , the net decreased which had accumalated during the
balance at China and St.

war , it is my wish , on the present

Helena, amounting to.. 927,121 occasion, shortly to notice some of

the principal political alterations,

The difference.... 969,530 observable either in the extent,

will be the net increase
resources, or prosperity, of our

of the assets ; and this Indian empire , during the same

sum deducted from the period. The result cannot but be

net increase of debts , highly gratifying to the committee ;

before stated, will leave 1,272,880 and, as I had an opportunity of

proving, when the statement for

as the amount which , on this view , the former year was brought for

the balance of the concern in gene- ward, that, if during a most event

ral has deteriorated , during the ful war of long duration, the debts

periods to which the accounts before of the Company had increased, their

the committee are found immedi- assets had been augmented in an

ately to apply equal degree ; I trust I shall now

be ableto shew , that whatever dit

ficulties the Company have had to
GENERAL VIEW.

contend with abroad , they have

Having now gone through the only served to augment the power,

foreign and home accounts in the and to contirm the stability of the

usual manner , I shall proceed to British empire in that part of the

furnish the committee with such globe.

general information, with respect

to the political state of our posses

sions in India , as may appear most
REVENUE.

worthy of their attention . I am The several explanations on the

the more desirous of concluding detail of the accounts may, perhaps,

with some observations of this na- suttice for the establishment of the

ture , as I wholly omitted , when the proof of the very prosperous situa

last year's accounts were under tion of the affairs abroad in this re

consideration, to touch upon this spect. On the comparison of the

part of the subject. It was my aggregate of the revenues, as esti

object, at that time, to point the nated in 1793 , and as estimated

attention of parliament,exclusively, for 1802-3 , the increase amounts

to the extent of the debts which had to 5,700,0001. It may be alleged ,

necessarily been contracted abroad that a very considerable part of this
during the war ; to explain the increase is to be attributed to cir

means and resources which the « cumstances , entirely independent

Company possessed of providing for of the real prosperity of the Com

the progressive liquidation of those pany's antient possessions; and it

# G 3 may
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may be also asserted, that the reve- ing the refractory spirit often shewn

nue arising from the recent acquisi- by the immediate tributaries and

tions, whether obtained by conquest subjects, the produce of the land

orby treaties, has been nearly coun- revenues, with the exception of two

terbalanced by additional charges. years only, has exceeded the amount

The fact is not disputed ; but it at which' it was estimated in 1793,

may be averred, that many im- viz . 800,000l. It is now estimated

portant advantages to the British at 986,0001. The customs, and

interests in India have accrued from smaller articles of revenue, are

the acquirement of the additional more than doubled . Whence it may

possessions. fairly be deduced, that the affairs

Bengal . - The view of the state of this presidency are in a progres

of the Company's antient revenues sive state of improvement, aswell

is very satisfactory. Although no as those of Bengal .

material increase was to be expected BOMBAY . - The revenues of this

in the land revenues , because of the presidency require but few remarks,

permanent settlement, an excess from the smallness of their amount,

beyond the estimate of 1793 appears compared with that of the other

to the amount of 222,000 ). The presidencies . The treaty with the

sale of salt is now estimated more nabob of Surat, and the arrange

by 713,0001.; and opium * byments in consequence, with the

98,0001. Moreover, the advices general improvement of the circum

give the most flattering account of stances of the presidency, have

the improving state ofthe districts doubled their amount from the pe

in every respect, and observe, with riod at present adverted to. Fur

regard to the year now estimated, ther additions have been likewise

that the resources are expected to obtained ; in the subsidy from the

be greater than was before known. rajah of Travencore, 42,9001.; and

The only addition of a subsidiary in Guzzerat , from the Guicowar

nature to the revenues of this pre- rajah, 87,7501 . ; which latter ar

sidency is on the treaty with Oude, rangement has materially augment

which will be hereafter noticed . ed our means of securityin thatim

MADRAş. — The importance, ex- portant quarter.

tent, and revenue of the districts

under the administration of this

presidency, have acquired by far PERMANENT SETTLEMENT

the greatest addition ; principally.
AND JUDICATURE .

from the subversion of Tippoo's The advantages of the system in

dominion , and from our subsidiary the Bengal Provinces have been re

treaty with his highness the Nizam . peatedly brought to the notice of

The aggregate receipt of revenue, the House . More full information

estimated in 1793 at 1,540,0001. on this important subject may be

is now estimated at 4,670,0001. expected at a future period, as Sir

Notwithstanding the frequent ex- George Barlow is preparing a

posure of the Company's antient Digest, founded on the answers to

possessions on this coast to the ca- interrogatories of a statistical na

lamities of war, and notwithstand- ture, put by the Governor-Gene

ral

The produce of the sales of opium in 1802-3 is expected considerably to exceed
the cstimate,
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tal to the several collectors on his permanent settlement, and it is

visit to the Upper Provinces . nearly completed in the Baramhal

The House have likewise been and the first division of Vizagapa

informed of the intentior to carry tam ; the division into estates for

this beneficial system into effect in sale , where the proprietory right

the other Territories under the is with government, as in the

Government of the Company ; pre- jaghire, having been made. From

paratory measures have been adopt- the latest advices, it further ap

ed for several years, respecting pears, that the reports of the com

those under the Madras Presidency. mittee on the third and fourth

From a variety of circumstances, divisions of Masulipatam , and part

much time was requisite to carry of the first , were under the con

it into effect, as it was necessary to sideration of government ; and that

frame the regulations upon princi- the first kist on the settlement of

ples adapted to the opinions and the jaghire has been punctually

customs of the inhabitants, which liquidated.

appear to be different from those The imperfect means of admi

in the Bengal Provinces. Great nistering civil and criminal judica

progress, however, has been made, ture in the territories under Ma

and regulations of the Courts of dras, has often been matter of re

Judicature have been tramed by a gret. Under the circumstances of

very intelligent officer, under the the progress of the perinanent set
direction of the Goyernment. tlement, and the actual completion

The establishment of the perma- of the code of criminal laws, so

nent Settlement has taken place in much wanted, no impediments ap

the Jaghire and in the Guntoor pear to oppose the early institution

Circar. In those instances, where of criminal courts. In July 1802 ,

considerable tracts were in the im- it was resolved to establish courts

mediate tenure of the Company, in of circuit and appeal throughout

the double capacity of Sovereign the territories; and of civil judi

and Proprietor, they were divided cature, or zilla courts in the pro

into estates, and the proprietory vinces , as the permanent settle

right sold, subject to the usual ment should be completed. The

guit rent or land tax . The sums number of courts for criminal judi

immediately realized from the pur- cature was proposed in the year

chase of these estates, were to an 1799, to be only two ; but the

amount deemed satisfactory by the increased extent of the territories

government, under the novelty of under the administration of the

the experiment, and the rate of the Madras government, rendered ne

assessment. It is difficult , or cessary the establishment of four

scarcely practicable, to make any viz . Northern, Center, and Sou

calculation of the year's purchase, thern divisions, with one for the pro

according to the European princi- vince of Malabar: three judges and

ple . The contest of individuals a register are allotted to each. A

for the purchase of the estates sudder adawiut, or chief court of

hitherto sold, shews that the bene- -civil judicature, and a phousdarry

fits of permanent possession are adawlut, or chief criminal court,
properly understood . have been instituted at the presi

Considerable progress is inaking dency, consisting of the governor

for the further extension of the and council, for each respectively,

G4 with
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with one register for the two Their military establishment,

courts . consisting of 20,933 persons or

peons, demonstrated that a consi

derable expenditure of the revenues

POLIGARS.
of the Carnatic, was applied to

The refractory and turbulent spirit their maintenance. The expense

of the Poligars,which has frequent- amounted to Pagodas 226,407 or

ly been the source of great disturb- 90,5621. It seemed to follow ,

ance and much blood -shed, pre- that the aniount of commutation

scribed the necessity of adopting should have been regulated by it ;

measures for regulating their au- but it has been fixed with a rela

thority, which had been exercised tive consideration to certain estab

to a dangerous extent, injurious to lished claims on the bounty of the

the tranquillity of the state, and Zemindars, from whence it falls be

inconsistent with the principles of low the military establishment in

regular government. It was, there- Pagodas 48,041 or 19,2161 . The

fore, determined to commute their result shews an augmentation of

military service, for the payment pecuniary resources , amounting to

of a more reasonable contribution Pagodas 178,366 or 71,3461 .

in money to the expence of general On the principles of the assess

protection ; and the prosperous ment now made the Zemindars

state of affairs in the Carnatic , en- are relieved from military service,

abled the government to carry it and enjoy an income beyond the

into effect. As this measure had usual proportion of Zemindary

been in contemplation for a consi- assessment. This arrangement

derable time, a very laborious in- was immediately carried into effect,

vestigation was made, that it might and the Zemindars executed agree

be accomplished upon principles ments and received sunnuds. The

consistent with equity and justice .' speedy completion is greatly to be

The result of the investigation have attributed to the wise and prudent

ing established , “ that the extent conduct of the collectors, in per

of the military service, which the sonally explaining to the several

Western Zemindarsoweto the state, parties immediately concerned ,the

is not defined by any existing sun- leading principles of it, as well as

nuds ; that military service has of the further reform in contem

been exacted from , and has been plation , under which the extent of

performed by them ; and that the their rights would be clearly as

right of the sovereign power, to certained , and the enjoyment of

commute that service for an equi- them fully secured ,by the establish

valent in money, has been sub- ment of courts of judicature. It

stantiated by the evidence of the is highly satisfactory to find , that

late Nabob' Wallajah having ex- no doubt existed of the acquies

ercised that right.” The right cence of these powerful tributaries

and policy of the commutation in so material a change of condi

are, therefore, as little to be tion ; as the instalment of the aug

questioned , as that the existence of mented jumma had been discharged

feudal military dependents was with punctuality. The successful
found to be incompatible with the termination of the arrangement

introduction of order and civil completes the plan, long and anx

government." iously desired for the internal imp

provement
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provement of the Poligar countries, several measures pursued, subse

and affords the prospect of realiz- quent to the death of the Nabob

ing the advantages expected from Omdat ul Omralı, the placing the

the treaty of 1792, by converting present Nabob on the musnud, and

into useful subjects, a class of per- the treaty with him , are detailed

sons who had frequently proved in the papers formerly laid before
turbulent dependents. the House .

Few observations are requisite This treaty was executed on the

respecting the Southern Poligars. 31st of July 1801. Under it, the

The refractory conduct of a part of evils of a divided government are

them in the year 1799, and sup- removed ; the inhabitants of ex

pression of their rebellion , by the tensive districts enjoy the same ad

troops under the command of Ma- vantages as the other subjects under

jor Bannernian , led to the adoption Company's government, and the

of measures for depriving them of Nabob receives a share of the

future means of resistance to the revenues , fully adequate to the

authority of government. Not- maintenance and support of his

withstanding the precautions then splendor and dignity.

taken in 1801, a new insurrection The pecuniary advantages to the

broke out in Shevagunga, which Nabob are certainly considerable,

was suppressed by a detachment of those to the Company are already

the army under Coloneis Agnew felt ; and every probability exists,

and Innes. The leaders were taken from the experience of the short

and summarily punished, and gene- time the affairs of the Carnatie

ral amnesty was proclaimed . The have been under the exclusive

advices state , that notwithstanding management of the Madras govern

the rebellion , and the consequent ment, that those advantages may

confusion , the collections exceeded be still further extended, without

the former years. prejudice to the prosperity and

weitare of the country. The re

sult of the first year has been fa
CARNATIC.

vorable, the net revenue exceed

It was long the subject of regret, ing the estimate in Pagodas 36,187

that the stipulations of the treaty , or 14,4751. The gross collections

of 1792 , were not found adequate of the whole of the revenues of

to the end designed bythem . The the Carnatic, including those of

necessity of a modification , and he Poligar countries , amounted in

the attempts to induce the late this year to Pagodas 30,90,339 or

Nabob Omdat ul Omrah to accede 1,236,1361 . which exceeds the

to a revision of that treaty, have highest estimate given by Sir Ar

been several times stated to the chibald Campbell in 1787. After

House . Though the stipulated making the several deductions for

payments to the Company were not the charges of collection , and for

often suffered to fall into arrear , the approbations under the treaty ;

the means resorted to for making as liquidation of debts to private

them were such , as must ultimately creditors, payment of the stipulated

have destroyed every source of re- fifth to the Nabob, and pensions to

venue , independently of their his family ; the remaining surplus

being the constant cause of evils of payable to the Company's treasury ,

a very extensive description . . The is Pagodas 15,72,877 or 629,151).
which
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which exceeds the subsidy paid by the Vizier from the inconvenience

the late Nabob in the sum of of a subsidy fluctuating in amount,

Pagodas 6,72,876 or 269,1501. and to open prospects of reviving

An increase of resource the more the prosperity , and providing more

satisfactory, as it arises from the effectually hereafter, for the happi

superior management of the collec- ness of the native inhabitants of

tions in the Company's hands, and Oude. The principal feature of

is attended with no real sacrifice of the treaty, is the cession of a por-

income on the part of the Nabob , tion of territory equivalent in its

whose fifth of the net revenues, present produce to the subsidy be

relieved as His Highness now is fore payable, together with a rea

( under the late treaty ) of that debtsonable allowance for expenses of

which so heavily pressed upon his collection , &c. in consideration of

predecessors, considerably exceeds which, the Company undertake the

the clear income which the Car- future defence of His Highness's

natic could possibly have produced dominions against all his enemies,

to the Nabob , had the revenue without charging him any part of

continued under the defectiye and the additional expense which may

oppressive management of His be occasioned thereby, to which he

Highness's officers. would necessarily have been liable ,

Independent of additions to be under the former engagements.

hereafter expected on the jumma The prospect of a considerable im

of these provinces, an increase to provement in the revenue from

the Company's surplus may be these districts will, it is to be hoped ,

looked for, from the commutation justify the Company in rendering

of the military service of the Wes- themselves subject to this obliga

tern Zemindars, in the amount of tion ; and whilst the Vizier is thus

Pagodas 1,78,366 or 71,346 ). as be- relieved from occasional demands

fore noticed ; and in whatever part upon his revenues, the committee

of the sum of Pagodas 6,21,105 or will be disposed favorably to regard

248,4421. now paid to the private a resource, which in its nature

creditors, shall after the liquidation must arise from the prosperity of

of their debt in 1804, be consi- the country, on which the happi

dered as applicable to the payment niess of the natives altogether de

of the Nabob's debt to the Com- pends. What the Company's

pany. The latter resource may be prospects of revenue are under the

safely taken at one half , or 124,2211 . new treaty , I shall now examine.

per annum ; the other half being The subsidy formerly paid by

set apart as a fund to answer any the Vizier , was CRs 1,30,18.000.

claim that individuals may have Under the treaty last concluded,

upon the Carnatic. the gross jumma of the ceded

districts, amounted to 1,50,10,000 .

This sum is calculated to cover

OUDE.
the subsidy and the expenses of

The committee is aware , that a civil adıninistration .

treaty has recently been concluded The settlement actually made for

with theVizier, the stipulations of those districts, for the year, from
which are well calculated to 25th September 1801 to 12th Sep

strengthen the British interests in tember 1802, amounted to

that important quarter, to relieve 1,74,18,0CO.

And
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And the probable net produce , commercial pursuits, or whose con

after deductingthe charges of collec- cerns led them to traverse the

tion, and making an allowance for country.
what may be left on balance, may The measures adopted respecting

be estimated at CRs 1,35,87,000 . the sayer duties , are admitted to

Which exceeds the net revenue be highly beneficial to the general

by the treaty, which may be cal- commerce, which appears already

culated to remain , after making to have considerably increased :

similar deductions, in the sum the collections at the Cawnpore

of ... 18,80,000 . custom -house , for three months,

The view , both present and pro- having exceeded the estimated an

spective, of the ceded provinces, nual amount under the Vizier's

which has been taken by the Lieu- government. Other measures have

tenant-Govenor, Mr. Wellesley, in been likewise taken for the encou

a very able report, is highly favor- ragement of the commerce .

able, in every respect. The im- Considerable advantage is ex

provement of the country in agri- pected from the general fairs in the

culture, population ,and commerce, Upper Provinces, in the demand

is already said to be advancing. for European manufactures, and

The measures of finance seem to the opening a free communication

be all taken with strict reference to with the inhabitants of the hills .

the ability of the inhabitants , the A prospect also exists of extend

permanent security of the land re- ing the commerce of the westward .

venues, and the gradual improve- It will be satisfactory to the

ment of the districts. No appre- committee to learn , that although

hension is entertained of the reali- these Provinces have not been

zation of the rents. A settlement many months in the possession of

has been made for three years, the Company, they are already re

1802-3, 1803-4 , 1804-5 . On this duced into such a state of order

settlement, a progressive increase and regularity, as to admit of being

of revenue is looked for. Addi- incorporated, notwithstanding their

tional resources are reckoned upon distance froin the Presidency , into

from the establishment of the cus- the general administration of the

tom - house duties, in lieu of the supreme government. This happy

sayer duties, which were found result is to be attributed to the

oppressive to the inhabitants , in- zeal, diligence , and ability with

jurious to the interests of the coun- which Mr. Wellesley, and the Spe

try, and expensive in the collection . cial Commission , have executed

Abkaree,duties, or taxeson spiritu- the important trust reposed in

ous liquors, are also instituted , as them . After successfully conclud

in the Bengal Provinces. The ing the treaty with the Vizier, and

government have likewise assumed superintending the settlement of

the monopoly of salt, which has the ceded provinces, Mr. Welles

enabled the Company, without any ley in February last, resigned the

sacrifice of income, to abolish the situation of Lieutenant-Governor of

transit duties , which had operated the ceded provinces, having re

as a restraint upon the trade, and ported , that the object for which

been the constant source of com- the Special Commission was ap

plaint to all persons engaged in pointed had been accomplished.
The
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The commission was immediately servations which I mean to submit

dissolved by the Governor-General to the committee, require an atten

in council. tive audience. rom the very few

I have now given the Commit- who are present I may hope for

tee an outline of some of the lead- silence and attention . Greater

ing political changes , which have numbers would not only not listen,

taken place in India during the but probably disturb others, who

war, and which have not been be- might be disposed to favorme with

fore detailed to Parliament, either their attention . I should address

by my noble friend and predeces- myself most earnestly to his majes

sor , Lord Melville , or myself ; and ty's ministers, if any of them had

I trust the general explanations I thought fit to attend , and to such

have felt myself enabled to lay be- of the present directors as have seats

fore the Committee , will be con- in parliament. Of those gentlemen

sidered by them as affording satis- I see but one in his place. I am

factory evidence of the growing sure of the noble lord's attention ,

prosperity of our Indian Empire . and some way or other I hope that

the substance of what I shall say

Mr. Francis_ " Sir, the attend- this night may find its way to the

ance this day is a new proof of the body of the East-India Company,

truth of an observation made by the I mean the proprietors of India

noble lord ( Castlereah ), at the be- stock , and to the knowledge and

ginning of his speech , that no sub- observation of the public . I shall

ject is so irksome to the house as not attempt to follow the noble lord

matters ofaccount , and particularly through the particulars of these ac

those of the East-India Company. counts ; for though I readily admit

Undoubtedly, Sir, it is an unfortu- that he has performed his part, as

nate circumstance, and likely to be healways does , with perfect regu

productive of the most serious ill- larity and great perspicuity, I do

consequences, that so great a na- not think it possible for any human

tional concern as the British domi- memory, without the assistance

nion in India, and the affairs of the which the noble lord has in his

· India Company, should be so little hands, to recollect and pursue, in

regarded as they are by the House a similar order, the various heads,

of Commons, or by the public ; totals , balances, estimates, and cal

and that a subject so important culations, exhibited in these papers.

should not have attraction enough Mine, at least, is not equal to the

to engage any considerable number task . Nor would it answer any

of gentlemen even to listen to the serviceable purpose --certainly not

tew, who still have the resolution that which I have in view , of es

10 examine these accounts , and to tablishing such plain conclusions of

take part in the questions connected fact, such a practical result and evi- .

with them . The importance of the dence of the real situation of things,

fubject grows with your neglect of as may be easily comprehended, and

it ; but the disposition of the House leave a deep and distinct impression.

is not to be corrected. On my own National prosperity is not proved

account, Sir, I confess I do not regret by figures ; you must see it in its

that there isnot now a more nume- operation ; you must feel it in its

rous attendance. Some advantage effects. Not that I mean to neglect

may be derived from it . The ob- all the accounts before us, or all the
noble
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noble lord's calculations. On some might naturally be inferred from

of the most considerable of both the universal indifference with

I shall offer some observations, which India, and all that belongs

which I think will be sufficient to to it , is regarded. Parliament con

warrant a presumption that , if all fides. Thepublic neither know nor

of them were examined in a way care ; and the proprietors of India

which I shall hereafter recommend, stock are quite content to receive

even these accounts would furnish their dividend, without considering

a different view of the subject from from whence it comes , or how long

that which the noble lord has en- it may last . If India be not, what

deavoured to establish . At the it might be , a profitable possession ;

same time I request of the noble if it does not furnish , as it ought to

ford to receive what I say with can- do, abundant resources to Great

dour, and with a favorable construc- Britain , it may be, and I am sure

tion , and by no means to consider it will be, a drain and a burden ,

me as an adverse party in this dise which cannot be supported .
cussion . If I cannot contribute di- Before I enter on those observa .

rectly to the public service , I believe tions, which had occurred to me

at least I shall make it appear, to before I heard the noble lord , there

the conviction of the committee, is one prominent fact, stated by

that the case is pressing. I will not him with a sort of triumph, which

enter into personal altercations or I request the committee to bear in

asperities with any man . If I am mind , and to carry along with them ,

answered, as I have been , in that through the course of this disci.s

form , I shall desist . My concern sion . It is not of a nature to escape

in these questions is no more than the most careless apprehension, or

belongs to every member of the to be readily forgotton. Such a fact

community . The community itself proves more than many arguments ,

has , indeed , a great interest in them . and, in some important points of

Next to the safety of these king- view , makes argument superfluous .

loms, your dominion in India, and The general drift and intention of

the real state of the India Company, the noble lord's speech was, to give

as connected with that dominion , is us a favorable opinion of the state

the first object of national interest of the Company's affairs at home,

and concern . Take care that you and of their goverpments abroad .

look at it attentively and in time. All his statements and all his reason

In such possessions, so remote om ing went in th direction . The

the centre of your power, andfrom Company's domestic circumstances

the means ofyour inspection, abuses are flourishing, their affairs in India

are very likely to take root. But are the same, or will be so in pro

do not fatter yourselves that the cess of time. Of these prospects

consequence of abuses in India will of Indian prosperity I shall speak

never reach or affect this country . Thereafter. What I now advert to

We are now so connected with is, the information given us by the

India, and so implicated in the con- noble lord , that in the course of the

eerns of the Company, that in their current year the court of directors

prosperity or distress the well-being are prepared to send out property

of the British empire, and perhaps to India to the amount of five mil

something more than its well-being, lions sterling; of which one million

is involved ; though the contrary seven hundred thousand pounds is

to

.

!

1
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to go in specie or bullion. This last revenue increases, the advantages

circumstance the noble lord men- of it decline, and this one is lost.

tioned in terms of surprise at the Bengal not only does not furnish

energy of the directors, as if they China, but has no specie left for

had performed some great national her own circulation . They who

service, for which the public , at can look with inditference at such

this season more than any other, a reverse in the result to this coun

ought to be particularly obliged to try of its connection with India ,

them . One would think that his who can shut their eyes to the con

lordship had been talking of the sequence of such facts, are not

importation of so much specie, to likely to care for any thing thatcan

assist the declining circulation here, be said on the subject. The mis

not the extraction of such an enor- chief is evidently in a state of pro

mous sum from a country already gression ; your difficulties grow

over-run with paper. By what with your means . It is now twenty

means, with what loss, or with years since this house, by the ad

what inconveniences to the Com- vice , and at the special recommen

pany, this measure has been ac- dation of the present Lord Melville,

complished, I know not . Of the laid down a set of fundamental

magnitude of the effort on this side, principles and general rules for the

there can be no dispute ; but what better government of India . One

does it prove on the other , but the of them was understood to be of so

magnitude of the distress ? I have much importance , that the autho

no doubt that this supply is wanted rity of the House of Commons was

in Bengal, and still more at the other not thought suficient to enforce it :

presidencies. The circulation of an Act of Parliament was brought

Bengal, once the land of silver, in by Lord Melville , by which,

once the source of wealth to Eng- among other provisions , it was de

land, is for the most part carried on clared, that “ to pursue schemes

in paper ; and now it must be sup- of conquest, and extension of do

ported by supplies of specie froin minion in India, were measures

England. In the last year, the repugnant to the wish , the honor,

Company exported bullion to the and the policy of this nation .” This,

amount of 630,000l.; in the pre- and many other of the principles

sent year, they are to export then professed, were mine long

1,732,0001. besides 300,0001 . before they were his, and those of

which the government of Bengal the India Company, before they

reckon upon in their estimate of were mine. The object of the legis

receipts, to be applied to current lature was, to confine your territo

services, making in all 2,662,000l. rial possessions within their limits

exported in two years ; of which, at that time, when they were full

1,300,000l. is for the relief of as much as you could manage. On

Bengal, and the remainder I sup- the wisdom and necessity of the

pose for China . In former times, prohibition I do not believe there

one of the principal advantages de- was one dissenting voice in the na

rived from the acquisition of a great tion . It was not merely to put a

territorial possession in India was, stop to wars in India, for conquest

that it saved, or might have saved, or plunder, but positively to restrict

the necessity of sending bullion you from extending your posses

from England to China ; but as the sions . Now, whether the war is

made
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made for the conquest, or the con- was a trifle ; you had a surplus of

quest comes by the war , the wise a million at least, sometimesmuch

puspose of the legislature is equally more, for the purchase of an in

defeated. In the last ten years, the vestment, and Bengal assisted you

surface of your territory, and the with bullion for China. In a letter

nominal amount of your revenues, to the court of directors, written in

bas been nearly doubled , whether June 1801, Lord Melville mentions

by force or fraud , by victories over his having stated to the House of

declared enemies, or by pretended Commons, that he was ready to

treaties, dictated to tributary en- meet the Indian debt, even at the

slaved nabubs, who are called your large amount of 14,000,0001. In

allies , does not belong to the pre- another place he says , “ After the

sentquestion . If a positive pecu- most mature consideration I can

niary profit liad resulted from these give the subject in all its bearings

acts,I know how completely in and relations, I have a deep -rooted

vain it would be for me to measure conviction , that your Indian debt is

them by the spirit and meaning of the only formidable enemy your

the legislature, or by any principles Indian prosperity has to encounter.

established by any authority. The Subdue it, and you have subdued

only question I ask is , Have you every thing that orght rationally to

violated your principles with an be dreaded.” Since that time,

adequate advantage? Have the wars I ask , have any savings been made

paid you ? Are you reimbursed by on a revenue of 13,000,0001. ?

your conquests ? Are your acquisi- Have they furnished a surplus for

tions a benefit or a burden to you ? investment? Has a single rupee of

I speak to the India Company and the debt, as it then stood, been disa '

the public; for as to private per- charged ? Just the contrary. There

sons, I do not mean to denythat are no savings : your expences ab

new sources of fortune may have sorb your revenue and much more ;

been discovered . Let the fate of you have no surplus. You are

the community be what it may, driven to send specie to India . The

individuals, engaged in such great debt, which in June 1801, Lord

concerns, will always find means Melville thought so formidable at

to take care of themselves. If the 14,000,000l. was increased to near

affirmative be maintained , the proof 20,000,000l. on the 30th April

should exist in a result of facts, not, 1802 , exclusive of the portion of it

as it has done for many years, only which has been transferred to Eng

in estimates and accounts. You land ; and it is fair to presume,

should see it in the discharge of from never failing experience, that

debt, in the abundance of specie, its progress in the current year will

and in a growing surplus applicable not be much less than in each of

to tribute through the medium of the two preceding years. All the

commerce. Does any one of these presidencies, in their estimates for

articles furnish evidence of a pros- 1802-3, reckon upon considerable

perous state of your governments loans for the service of that year.
in India ? You have an annual re- Sir, I have often in this House taken

venue, as the noble lord states it , notice of the uncertainty and fal

of 13,000,0001., when you had lacy, pot the fraud , of Indian esti

not half that income, norbalf your mates; and how little they ought

present territory, the Indian debt to be depended or , even by those
who
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at ...

who draw them up . The actual of the sinking fund, may be deduct

state of the debts and incumbrances ed from the total of debts ; but

of the India Company is a demon- that does not alter the proportion

strative refutation,notofthefigures, of the increase . The addition made

but of the practical result and im- to the Indian debt, in the two years

plied promise of all their calcula- ending in April , 1802 , amounted

tions for many years. On this sub- to five millions three hundred and

ject , however , there is at this mo- twenty -five thousand three hundred

ment special evidence before the and thirty-seven pounds. But are

House ; I mean such an instance you sure that this is all ? Is there

of inaccuray, as, I believe, if any no arrear left ? Are all the demands

thing can, will guard the House on all the presidencies ascertained

from giving implicit credit to Indian and stated ? Be that as it may, this

estimates hereafter. I am very far formidable debt is evidently in a

from thinking that it could have course of rapid progression . The

been intended. The fact is, that augmentation ofestablishments, and

on the 8th of March last, ahi esii- expenses of all sorts, keeps pace

mate was laid before the House by with the increase of your dominion,

the court of directors, in which the outruns that of your revenue , and

supposed debt in India is stated as at this distance can neither be con

follows : strained nor controlled , without an

“ The total of debts on the 30th exertion of vigour as great as the

April, 1802 , is therefore estimated difficulty, and a choice of instru

.... . 17,614,000 ments equal to the task . In a po

On the 28th of April, litical sense, you have more than

the real account was you can govern. In an economical

produced, by which it sense , youhave more than you can

appears that the same manage. That there should be no

debt,at the same period, material fraud or embezzlement in

amounted to .19,965,700 the annual collection and expendi

ture of so many millions, may be

So that, between the true . On that subject, all you have

estimate in March and to judge by, is speculation and ex

the real account in April, perience.

the difference is no less I would now draw the attention

than ..... ....... 2,351,700 of the committee to the state of

affairs at horne. If they have pros

A mistake, or miscalculation, of pered to the degree that has been

two millions three hundred and fifty stated; if the Company's commer

thousand pounds, in estimating the cial profits have answered their ex

increase of debt in a single year, is pectation ; if the pompousappro

quite enough for the purpose for priation of net proceeds, directed

which I mention it, andmuch more by the Act of 1793, was not a

than I expected. The committee mere delusion ; the evidence of

will observe once for all, that, in such prosperity ought to appear in

stating these totals, I follow the the liquidation of the debt, and in

usual form of the resolutions; with- the discharge of the principal en

out distinguishing what part of the gagements to the public and to the

debt bears interestor not. The sum , proprietors, on the faith and credit

in the hands of the commissioners of which the charter was renewed .

In
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In a trial of ten years the specific Company in 1793, and all these

benefits of the measure ought to provisions recommended to parlia

have appeared ; the effects ought ment for mere appearance, and to

to bave been felt. Theact of par- serve a turn , without any serious

liament says , that after providing thought of their ever being carried

for bills of exchange, current pay- into execution ?-or did they pro

ments , &c . the net proceeds and ceed upon fair estimates , and well

profits of the Company shall be founded calculations of growing re

applied, first, to the payment of a sources and probable profits ? Pre

dividend of ten per cent. on the suming that they did so, you see

present, or any future amount of the full value of all such estimates

the Company's captital stock ; se- and calculations.

cond, in payment of 500,000l. a In stating the Company's debt

year into the receipt of the exche- abroad, I take it for gradied that

quer, for the use of the public ; the total amount, as far as it could

third, to the purchase of stock in be ascertained, has been fairly

the public funds, to the amount of brought into view . In the general

twelve millions of pounds sterling, calculation of their property, the

as a guarantee fund for the better title of which is stock per compu

securingthe Company's capital tation of the East India Company

stock . Of these provisions ofthe (exclusive of their capital stock )on

act, I know of none that has been the first of March 1803, I do not

complied with , but the paymentof think that the same course has

the dividend ; which, in my opi- been pursued. I adhere to my

nion, is a very moderate compen- opinion , that this account, con

sation to the proprietors, and not structed as it is , creates a false ba

at all adequate to what they are lance, and leads to a false conclu.

fairly entitled to, considering their sion. On the debit side, I aver,

interest ( if not property) in every and am ready to make it good,

thing that has been acquired abroad, that two very important articles are

and the risk to which their capi- omitted, which ought to have been

tal has been repeatedly exposed, in inserted in the body of the account.

making the acquisitions. The pro- A memorandum at the top or bot

prietors, in fact, divide little more tom of an account, and which does

than five per cent. on the price not even state the amount of the

they have paid for their stock . article omitted , may furnish an eva

Of the participation of 10,000 ). sion ; but it is no answer to my

allotted to the public for the re- objection . In the first place, why

newal of the charter, only one is the capital omitted ? It amounts

year's payment, out of eleven, has to six millions of stock , for which

been made ; and as to the famous the corporate body has received

guarantee fund, by which the pro- 7,780,000l, from the proprietors,

prietors were taught to expect that and are accountable. Is this a pro

their capital stock , or the value per article of debt in this account,

thereof, would at all events be se- or is it not ? Is it true, or is it false,

cured, I suppose they know that, that, in all partnerships, the origi

in these eleven years, not a single nal subscription exists, as a de

shilling has been applied to the mand between the partnership in

formation of that fund . Were all gross, and each proprietor, in pro

these stipulations agreed to by the portion to the share he has in the

VOL, 5 .
commonIH
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common stock ? If that proposition had ordered the directors to deliver

be false , and the debit be impro- in the account of their stock by com

per, why was it invariably included putation, and not to include the ca

in the annual amount of the Com- pital. Orders ofthis kind are moved

pany's debts, till the year 1794 ? for without notice , and pass without

Do you doubt the fact ? I have a observation, upon trust, and as
series of the printed accounts in things of course . To account for

iny hands to prove it . But I do the motion, I need only suppose

not believe, that, after the final that the president of the Board of

admission of the worthy baronet Controul, finding the balance of

on the other side ( Sir Theophilus stock on the wrong side, should

Metcalfe ), this point will be any say to the dire &tors, You must leave

Jonger disputed . He allowed , that, out the capital.-- No, say the direc

on the whole, he was inclined to tors ; we can't venture to alter the

my opinion. From his knowledge established form of our accounts.

and judgment I expected no less. Then , whut's to be done ?---Give us

Then why is the article omitted ? an order of the House of Commons.

Of the intention I can say nothing; -If that be all, you shall have it .

but I can very easily shew you The order passes ; the directors are

what purpose is answered by the all obedience; and thus the omis .

omission . A debit of six millions , sion of a debit of6,000,000 ( which

iu serted in the body of the ac- in truth ought to be 7,780,000l.),

count, would reverse the balance. never omitted before, is sheltered

How very few are there, even and justified .
among persons dire &tly interested At the foot of the same account,

in the result, who ever think of another article of debt appears,

looking into these voluminous ac- though not inserted, as it should

counts? Of the few who take that be , in the body of the account;

trouble, does any body , I speak ge- namely, 960,8431. for sums ad

nerally, look atmore than balan- vanced by his majesty'spaymaster

ces and totals ? If, on the face of general on account of king's re

the account, the balance appears to giments serving in India . This

be on the right side, does any man debt the Company have in faât ac.

examine the particulars, or inquire knowledged, because they have paid

how it arises ? As far as my obser- 100,000l. in part of it . Then why

vation goes, very few, indeed. But, is not the remainder stated as a

at last , to justify the omission , an debit in the account ? Because it

order of the House of Commons, would add 360,943l, to the balance

given in 1794 , has been pleaded. against the Company; and then

For what purpose was it obtained ? we are told , that there can be no

On this point I can only offer you intention to suppress or to deceive,

a conjecture, of the truth of which because one of the articles in ques

I have not the smallest doubt ; and tion is alluded to, and the other

with that I shall leave the infer- stated in a note or memorandum ,

ence to the interval judgment of external to the account.

the committee. When the subject I now turn to the other side

was before the house some time the computation of stock ; and

ago , I wasnot aware, or I should there I can assure the committee,

nothave failed to take notice of it , that tothe best of my knowledge

that the house of commons in 1794, and judgment, many of the credits

taken
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taken are liable to question , and place, has thought proper to re

deserve to be specially examined commend it to parliament to pay

before they are admitted. The only the India Company one million

item , however, to which I would sterling, on account of the ex

wish to draw your attention , is , ly pences incurred during the late

what is due from government for war. This appears tome a very

stores and supplies to his majesty's questionable act on his part, and

troops, & c. amounting to no less certainly should not have passed

than 3,573,3391 . for which full unquestioned, if I had been able to

credit is taken , without reserve , as attend my duty that day . Between

if the debt made part of the Com- government and the Company there

pany's actual and effective proper- is a long series of pecuniary trans

ty, as it it had ever been acknow actions, with demands and coun

jedged by government, or could ter-demands on both sides. Then

not be disputed . Now I ask theNow I ask the I ask, what parliamentary evi

noble lord, plainly and distinctly, dence did the chancellor of the ex

does he acknowledge this debt on chequer produce ? What proof did

the part of government ? Was it he lay on the table, to satisfy the

ever acknowledged by his prede- house of commons that one mil

cessor in office ? If my memory lion , or any other sum, was due to

does not very much fail me, I have the India Company? Has govern

beard Mr. Dundas declare, in his ment no claims on the Company

place, that government did not ac- since the renewal of the charter ?

knowledge it . After so many years And, without a liquidation of ac

have elapsed , it is possible I may courts, how is it possible to de
be mistaken, and therefore I do termine, which of the parties is

not positively insist on the fact ; finally in debt to the other ? In

but I believe it . How the claim these circumstances the chancellor

shas grown to its present enormous of the exchequer pays the Com

size I know not; but it is high pany one million sterling on ac

time it should be striatly examined , count, which implies that there is
and admitted once for all by par- still a balance due to them . He

liament, as far as it can be proved , may think so, or he may be told

or finally dismissed from this ac- $0 ; but his private opinion , or his

count. Circumstanced as it is , the personal knowledge, is no ground

credit taken for the entire account to this house for paying a million

tends only to make the India Com- of the public money to any body.

pany ieve that the debt is good, Nothing could justify

and that they are richer than the mentbut a report of a committee
supposed debtor admits by more of this house, specially appointed

than three millions and a half ster- to examine and settle the claims on

ling . If it be only “ stated by the both sides .

Companyas a claim upon govern There is another subject, Sir , of

'ment, subject to adjustment ; " I very great consequence to the na

say , let the claim be examined , and tion, as well as to the Company,

the adjustment made by a commit- which I wish to bring into view,

tee of this house. The chancellor not so much for immediate discus

of the exchequer, whom I should sion , as in hopes that it will be

have been glad at this moment taken up by parliament hereafter

particularly to have seen in his on a great conprehensive scale of

I H2 national
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national deliberation. I mean the to engraft an open trade on the es

real state and result of the Com- clusive privilege of the Company,

pany's trade to the continent of and that he had at last arranged it

India. Is it a profitable or a losing with the Company. This specu

trade ? Or, if there be an ultimate lation is above me. The proposi

profit, is it at all proportioned to the tion seems to involve a paradox in
capital employed, the charges , and the idea , and a contradiction in the

the risk ? On these questions, it terms. I have no conception of

would ill become me to say any the manner in which elements and

thing but with the greatest diffi- principles so opposite to one ano

dence. In opening the subject I ther, as an open trade and an ex

look for information from gentle- clusive privilege, can act or subsist

men who understand it much bet- together. All general reasoning

ter than I do. The arguments I and common experience lead to a

have heard ou both sides have not suspicion that , sooner or later, the
ended in giving me perfect convic- stock will starve the graft, or the

tion on either ; butassuredly they graft must kill the stock. On this

justify a doubt, and call for an in- question , however, we have now

quiry , in the issue of which the no occasion to speculate . An ex

essential interests, perhaps the ex- periment of ten years ought to fur

istence, of the India Company are nish a practical solution to all such

involved . As long as the cargoes doubts. Without regarding theo

provided in India were paid for ries, I ask only, whether, in fact,
out of the surplus of territorial re- the plan has succeeded . Are the

venue, it was natural enough that parties satisfied ? Do the chartered

the commercial profit or losson the company and the private merchant

primecost should be but little re- fiud all the advantage they expe & ed

garded, because the whole invest- from their respective participation
ment was a gift or a tribute to the in the object ? Or has the pla #

Company. Bad habits grow out served only to throw an apple of

of an abundance of means , and discord aniong them ? Of the suc
are apt to continue when the means cess of the private trade under the

are gone. A woeful reverse has present distribution , I can form no

taken place in this branch of the judgment. Whether any, and

Company's resources . Instead of what compromise, bas taken place,

providing their investment with I know not. But I shall be sure
the money of India, which was prised , deed , if in fact it should

equivalent to getting it for nothing, appear that a corporate body, alt

they have for many years paid for it ing by agency abroad , and loaded
with money borrowed there at an with expensive commercial esta

exorbitant interest, and now with blishments , is able to support a pro

specie from England. On this titable competition with individuals,

footing is the trade profitable, and, acting for themselves, alert - and vi

without supposing any other dis- gilant in the transaction of their

advantages , can it be pursued > business, who have nothing else to

The reverse I allude to does not attend to, and who have no esta

end here. The honourable person, blishments to maintain . At all

under whose administration of In- events, I can hardly state an ob

dia the charter was renewed in ject of inquiry more important to

1793 , declared that his plan was, the Company than to know , what
the
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when your

the real profit of their India trade intervals, and once at least in every

( distin &t from China) amounts to, parliament. If the measure was

on an account fairly made up, and wise and necessary in 1781 , much

charged, as it ought to be , with in- more so is it now , doa

terest on capital employed , loss · minion is double what it was, and

on goods exported, & c . and not your embarrassments greater than

omitting any article of expence ever. Most earnestly would I urge

that ought to appear in such an ac- and entreat his Majesty's ministers

count. On the whole, Sir, I can- not to neglect this great national

not think it possible for this house interest, to think of it in time, and

or for the Company to look at the put the consideration of it into a

actual state of their immense do- right course. The evil is not sta,

minions in India, their revenues, tionary. While ministers delay

their expences, their debts , and they lose ground, and at last the

their trade, and the course in which object will force itself upon them

all these concerns are running into with increasing difficulty and dis

ruin , without seeing the necessity advantage.

of meeting the case with stronger There is another measure , very

measures and more vigour, than fit to be adopted by the Court of

has yet been applied to it . Com- Proprietors, in concurrence with

pared with the exigency , these vo- parliament, if they think they have

luminous accounts and annual bud . any concern in the fate of the cor

gets are mere formalities. They poration. They have an example

furnish some materials, but they of it in a proceeding of their own

provoke no inquiry. In this house in 1782 , when they appointed a

they excite neither attention nor committee to examine into the
gene

attendance. The only things lis- ral stateof the debts, credit, and

tened to or looked at , are the flat- effects ofthe Company both in Eng

tering commentary, and the de- land and abroad ." I was named on

lightful prospe &t. From year to that committee. Their report was

year, as one set of promises fail, drawn up by the late Mr. Orme

the next improves . A losing ac. and sir John Call . ' The share I

count is balanced by a winning esti- had in it was too inconsiderable to

mate, and perpetual disappoint- preclude me from saying, what I

ment cured by vigorous expecta think of it, that a more able, judi

tion . An early and resolute par- cious, and conclusive performance

liamentary investigation into the of that kind does not exist . The

state of India , and of every object general principle on which they

connected with it , in my opinion, proceeded , was to class the debts

is indispensable. Such was the and demands, according to their

course pursued in 1781. The quality, on one side ; and on the

house about that time appointed other, the corresponding property

two committees; one to inquire or assets, which might fairly be set

into the political transa &tions in In- against them in each class. They

dia, the other into the internal reminded the proprietors, as I now

abuses of the government of Ben- do in the same terms, “ How liable

gal, and the general result of the they and the public are to be mis

connexion of India with Great led by the inspection of a general

Britain as it then stood . Such com- estimate ; where, on the credit

mittees should be revived at stated side, the quick stock in England

* H3 is
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mere

is blended with the severał quick properly adverted to . One symp.

stocks abroad , and one general to- tom of the prosperity of the Com

tal involves many articles, which pany was, that their assets had

are afloat, at risk, or obviously dore kept pace with their debts , and

niant and non - productive ; thereby that they had been able to wea

giving the whole an equal degreether a war of ten years without
of creditable value , in opposition to any increase of debt whatever.

debts , which are actua'ly due, and with respect to new loans appear

and must be paid in England ; as ing on the face of the accounts , if

well as others , which will ultimate- the honourable gentleman would

ly come to be paid there, if not li- take the , trouble to inquire, he

quidated abroad . ” would find that the Conspany were

At the close of their report, they constantly making loans : The

make an unnecessary excuse for statement which he had taken the

having possibly exceeded the limits liberty of submitting to the house,

of their appointment , by giving was entirely such a one as had

opinions instead of adhering to been laid before the house on simi

figures only ; and they concludelar occasions, during the space of

with a remark, not less applicable eight or ten years back . If the

to present circumstances than those bonourable gentleman had really

to which it was applied ; I cannot thought such statements

do better than adopt their opin formalities, he (Mr. Francis) was

nion in the same words , and re- reprehensible in not having stated

peat them as if they were my his opinion on former occasions , in

own : order that some new mode might

“ Situated as the Company now be adopted to render Indian atfairs

are , it is impossible to discuss the more clear and intelligible .

subjects of trade and expence , Mr. JOHNSTONE went

without adverting to collateral ob- nearly the same ground of ar

jeds, on which the others materi- gument that had been adopted by

ally depend ; because the Company his honourable friend ( Mr. Fran

may be successful in war, extend cis ) , and blamed in many particu

their possessions, and control the lars the present administration in

politics and princes of the East ; India ; he contended that the pros

while they are poor in revenue , perity of the East India Company
distressed for resources to pay ex- was not increased by an extension

pences , and bankrupts in trade. ” of its territories, and that it would

Lord CASTLEREAGH explained, have been better to adhere to the

and said , that he approved very former polity of the Company, than

much of the honourable gentle. thet principle which had been

man's proposition, to probe these adopted, for extending its territo

matters to the very bottom ; and rial acquisitions, rather than at

for his own part, he was perfectly tending to its solid interest .
willing an ! prepared to meet him The honourable WellesLEY

upon the subject whenever it was Pole vindicated the character of

found proper to do so . As to specie his noble relation (Marquis Wel

being sent out of this country, that lesley ), glanced at, in what he

not a circunstance which thought an unmanly manner, by a

could be reckoned disadvantage- side-wind. If the honourable gen
ous, if the value of money was tleman had any charge to make, it

would

Oter

was
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would have been fairer to bring it speech of the noble lord, I admit

forward openly, and give parlia- them without hesitation ; nor should

ment an opportunity of coming to I perhaps have risen at all, but for

a decision, whether the noble lord a personal allusion to me from an

alluded to had deserved well or ill honourable member on the floor .

of his country. (Mr. Francis ), and for the invita

Mr. Burrows followed on the tion to discuss East India topics by

same side , and justified the conduct the noble lord himself, who has

of the present governor-general, of declared , from the estimates on the

lord Clive, and of lord Teignmouth . table, that the Company's India

His personal and local acquaintance trade last year was highly profita

with the transactions thathad been ble ; and I think he said, promises

referred to, enabled him to speak in future to be more so than the

with confidence on the subject, China trade. In presuming to dif

and, from the authentic documents fer from these opinions, I appre

that he had seen , he contended hend that the noble lord and I shall

that the measures so strongly re- have to join issue upon a single

probated by the honourable gentle- point only, namely, whether the

man (Mr. Johnstone) , were cha- estimated profits in question ( esti

racterized by the moderation of the mates they are properly called, for

noble personages who had effe & ed in accounts of such extent, it is

thein . impossible to state results to a pound

Mr. Johnstone said, that as or a fraction ), whether, Sir, these

these subjects had been brought on profits are to be taken with or

the table by the noble lord , he also without interest of money charged

was in order when he adverted to on the prime cost : for on that

them . question depends, whether a profit

Lord CastleReagh replied to or a loss occurred, and, conse

the suggestions of Mr. Johnstone. quently, whether the measure of

Mr. PRINSEP— " Sir, rising at paying off the Indian debt by the

this late hour, and after such elo- circuitous mode adopted , is bene

quence has been displayed on the ficial or ruinous to the parties con

brilliant subjects which have em- cerned. I rather presume that the

ployed the attention of the com- account contains no debit of inte

mittee so long, I can hope for very rest (here the noble lord expressed

little indulgence, to one of a nature the contrary ; Mr. Prinsep , in re

so widely different as that of the ference to the printed document,

Company's India trade, and the No. 2 , of the 11th July instant,

propriety of conducting it, on the observed , that possibly the change

plan , for a second time recommend of thirty -six thousand two hundred

ed by the noble president of the and twenty -seven pounds received

Board of Controul . All I shall say ofgovernment annually, and added,

on those other topics is , that by not to the cost, but to the profit,

• whatever means the British power might bave misled his lordship).

is extended over Asia , the subjects That none was taken to account in

of its protection have every reason addition to the cost, I believe to be

to be grateful for the blessings it the fact ; first, from the gross sum

affords; and with regard to the stated as costs and charges ; next,

revenue statements, and all the because the annual protit and loss

other figures enumerated in the accounts, laid before the proprie

H4 tors,
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tors , carry no interest, but more seventy -eight millions ; supplied

especially , because, in a note atthe Bencoolen and China, one million

foot of appendix C. to the budget and two hundred thousand pounds

of 1793 , stating six years antece- sterling . Net surplus applicable to

dent profits as inducements for go- investments ten millions. On the

vernment to renew the charter, it other hand, the commercial ad

was expressly remarked , that no- vances actually made abroad, dur.

thing was there charged for sea ing the same ten years, appears to

risk, or interest of money. Now, be twenty millions; supplied from

Sir, that the interest ought to be products of imports five millions ;

added to the cost , is evident to me, capital advanced by India fifteen

from this fact, that the greater part millions; interest for three yearsat

of the India investments were pur- 8 and 12 per cent . four millions ;

chased abroad with borrowed mo- total , above nineteen millions ster

ney ; money borrowed at Indian Jing - within a trifie of the total of

interest : therefore Indian interest the India debt . According to the

must be charged , and for three budget account on the table, the

years at least, which is the period loss in this trade, according to my

admitted by the noble lord himself , mode of calculation , I venture to

as employed for realizing one re- state to be at least twelve millions

turn of capital in the foreign trade. of money ; and maintain that this

Three years interest , Sir , most ma- is proved to be true from the fol

terially alters the result of the five lowing corroborating particulars:

years accounts produced by the surplus revenue already stated, ten

Company, and exhibits a consider- millions; ten years alledged profit
able loss, instead of any profit at on India and China trade, accorde

all . ing to general court documents,

This , indeed , is the pointat issue, ten millions ; private trade, one

and anxious have I been that this million three hundred and fifty

issue should have joined elsewhere; thousand ; ten years interest from

since, according to this prifciple, it government three hundred and

does certainly appear, that as the sixty -two thousand ; these form a

whole India debt bas been incur- total of twenty - two milliops. The

red for a capital to purchase invest- committee will observe , that the

ments, the interest thereon is still surplus revenue is taken without

chargeable on the trade ; for the deducting interest, which I charge

loan thus acquired almost, if not on the advances to trade. The out

altogether, the only capital employ- goings in dividends to the proprie
ed on that trade. tors have amounted to seven mil

To illustrate this , I shall venture lions three hundred thousand ; go

to give an abstract, which I have vernment's quota five hundred
drawn of the totals of the annual thousand; other charges estimated ,

accounts said before parliament, two millions three hundred thou

from 1793 to the present year, sand - total ten millions deficit,

(w ! ich , after quoting, he put into twelve millions; which the honour

the hands of lord Castlereagh ). By able gentleman argued at some

these abstracts it appears, that the length, ought to be charged against
gross revenue of India, for that the trade, owing, he said , tohav

period, has amounted to eighty- ing borrowed the capital at interest

nine millions ; the charges to for carrying it on .

I bave
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I have no view in this statement own trade, that the Company's af.

of preferring a charge of criminality fairs, year after year, have pro

against any person whomsoever: I duced no evidence of such prospe

much respect the noble lord at the rity ; I mean to say in the general

head of the India administration , result-in the stock by computation
and am known to entertain a very -the only true exhibit of their

high opinion of the Court of Direc- actual situation . "

tors, individually : they have acted “ Mr. Dundas, on taking leave

on a system left by their predeces- of the Indian administration, as

sors . But will any commercial serted an amelioration of eleven

man in the Court of Directors, not millions sterlinga-how stands the

one of whom I can discover in his fact ? On the 1st of March 1793,

place ( Mr.Gran entered the house the balance, inclusive of a capital

soon afterwards), will any one of of five millions, stood against the

them stand up, and contend against Company, four million one hun

the evidence I now produce ? Will .dred and forty - four thousand five

any commercial mau of them say, hundred andninety -two pounds.

that a trade carried on upon bor. On the 1st of March, 1803, exclu

rowed capital , is not liable to the sive of capital , the same account

interest actually paid on the loan ? stands in favour five millions two

I believe no commercial member hundred and eighty - two thousand

of the house will maintain such an and thirty - two pounds sterling ;

opinion . I neither mean to exag- which, deducted from the capital

gerate nor alarm , nor, at sucha of seven millions seven hundred

crisis as the present, to shake any and eightythousand, the difference

of the great establishments of the is iwo millions four hundred and

empire ; my object is to ascertain ninety -seven thousand pine hun

the truth or fallacy of an opinion , dred and sixty - six ; amelioration in

not hastily formed, of the true va- ten years , one million six hundred

lue of Indian commerce . I have and torty - six thousand six hundred

repeatedly gone over the accounts, and twenty- six .

and can bring my mind to no other It must be observed , moreover,

results than those now stated : Ithat since the year 1793, new stock

have gone into them with no hos- has been sold , which produced two

tile spirit to the India Company ; millions; so that, instead of being

but I cannot resist an impression better in 1802 , there is an actual

of the inconsistency manifest on the deficit on the ten years administra

face of the accounts. I really must tion , of three hundred thousand

urge the committee to contemplate pounds: these corroborative facts

the phenomenon , that with a sur- support my assertion , that the ca

plus revenue of ten millions, after pital employed in trade has absorb

all charges paid of collection of civil, ed the revenues of India, and more,

military, judicial , and marine esta- and is alone the cause of the Indian

blishments ; with a positive contri- debt . I trust that the committee

bution from the trade of individuals will think with me, that it is a

( which , by the bye, I rejoice to matter of the first importance, that

see, notwithstanding every discou- the truth should be apparent to the

ragement, exceeded last year the house ; for on it depend not only

Company's India sales) , and with the participation of the state, so

an assumed annual profit on their longexpected, but the bonour and

credit,
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credit of this great commercial the table ? Balance in favour (ex

community . In it, therefore , is to clusive of the capital) five millions

be found the justification, or impo- two hundred and eighty- two thou

licy of borrowing abroad , at In- sand thirty - four pounds. This ,

dian interest, to be repaid , as pro- then, is the result, after stating on

posed , after four years , by remit- the one side all the demands on the

tance of specie from England. Company, and on the other, the

Mr. C. Grant assured the ho- assets to answer them . Of these

nourable gentleman , that there was assets, does the sum of one million

no disinclination on the part of the two hundred and seven thousand

Court of Directors to give any five hundred and sixty pounds, lent

statement that he could make a full to government at three per cent.;

consideration ; and if the honour- does the sum of nine hundred and

able gentleman should send in his seventy- four thousand one hun

communication to the Court , he dred and seventy -ninepounds, the

would undertake ihat it should be value of buildings ; do three mil

answered . lions five hundred and seventy.

Lord CASTLEREAGł spoke in three thousand three hundred and

farther explanation. thirty - nine pounds, the debt of

Sir W. Pulteney contended , government; do the four hundred

that in certain points of view , the thousand pounds paid for dead

East India Company were trading stock, an hundred years ago, un

at a loss, der lord Godolphin's award, form

Mr. GRANT, in explanation, parts of the active capital of the In

combated the proposition of the dia Company ? Certainly not one

bonourable baronet. of them .

Mr. PRINSEP , in reply- " Sir, Thus, since I have established

however, lightly some members one fact ( I hope beyond all dis

have treated the manner in which pute) , namely, that the Company

I have explained myself on this are trading upon capital borrowed

truly important subject, I hope in India , I trust that the committee

the committee will give me credit will give me credit for at least no

for no improper motives , in bring absolute want of common sease ,

ing forward such a discussion , and, and the known principles of trade,

at least for common sense , in the and think the rest of my argu- ,

remarks which I have submitted ments not unworthy of their attene

to them . I shall not fatigue the ' tion . The noble lord, in return

members with farther details in re- ing the accounts , I presented while

ply, but merely take up one point speaking, expressed, with an air

of an honourable director opposite, of triumph, that these accounts

who asserted , in contradiction to themselves exhibited evidence of

me, thata real active capital is em- the fallacy of my deductions from

ployed in the Company's com- them ; that I had furnished an an

merce. Permit me to inquire of swer to him of the twenty -two

bim , where that capital is to be millions of the alledged loss : the

found ? Undoubtedly if at all in the fact is, that I charged the balance

account of stock by computation, only of twelve millions, not the

the only true abstract of the Com- total. I must be allowed , there

pany's affairs. How stands this fore, to say, that his lordship's re

fact on the face of the account on marks savoured little of that know

ledge
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ledge as to mercantile accounts, for trust can accrue from the inquiry ;

which he is so conspicuousin other it is a dry question of interest or

branches of his department . I no interest ; which ,decided against

myself have no pretensions to any me, would deprive me of all argu

other than the mercantile charac- ments . Differences of opinion

ter. In that character I repeat, have occurred , and it is not, there

that the Company's assumed pro- fore, I trust, unparliamentary, on

fits are fallacious,and formed upon such an occasion , to bring the

false principles. I accept the in- question into view ."

vitation of the honourable director The resolutions proposed by

( Mr. Grant) , and shall be ready lord CASTLEREAGH were then

to lay the accounts before the agreed to by the committee , and

Court of Directors, under no idea the house resuming, ordered the

of confutation ; however much I report to be received on Tuesday.

should be gratified in finding my

self mistaken, if I should not be AUGUST 29.

confuted , I firmly trust that go
REPORT OF THE INDIA BUDGET .

vernment will apply its early at

tention to this subject, as it in- Mr. HAWTHORNE brought up

volves, not only all chance of that the report on the East India bud

participation of the public, which get , and moved that it be read a

formed the inducement, and the first time . The resolutions were

basis of the last renewal of the read accordingly.

charter, but the contemplation of Lord CASTLEREAGI moved,

the necessity of a new arrangement that they should be read a second

of the commercial intercourse be- time , and expressed his most con

tween this country and our eastern fident opinion, that he should have

empire ; because India is the only the suport of the house ; as every

dependance of the British empire, honourable member of the house

which can hold out the chance of must see the prosperous state of the

any direct aid to the mother coun- Company's affairs, from the ample

try . Such attention , moreover, discussion which they underwent

would bring forward the question, in the committee.

how far the government of an em Mr. PRINSEP rose, and apolo

pire of ten times the population , gized to the house for taking up

and of ten times the extent of these their time, when so much bad al

kingdoms , can possibly be well ready been expended in the com

administered by the executive mittee on this very subject; but as

members of any privileged corpo- he had some apprehension that a

ration whatever. part ofthe speech of the noble lord

“ I have entered into this dism in the committee, namely, that

cussion with no hostile intention part of it which related to the Com

I wished to satisfy my mind upon pany's commerce, might make an

this point in a private communica- impression contrary to what the

tion ; I have in vain courted an op- true interest of the Company, and

portunity of doing so. This subject the state, really required ; he hoped

has occupied my attention for a he should be indulged with atten

course of years, and is, in fact, the tion while he delivered a few ob

very object of my becoming a mem- servations which he thought he

ber of this house . Noharm I was imperiously called on by his

duty

$
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duty to make. As a proprietor, been taken up at interest abroad ,

and one who was deeply interest- which, in fact, constituted the

ed in the prosperity of the Com- actual debt which now burdened

pany's affairs, he had given the India, had this money been apnual

subject now before the house every ly applied in payment of the then

degree of consideration, and the existing debt, it might have been

most minute attention in his power ; altogether extinguished in five

and the result was, a thorough years, or reduced in four years, as

convi &tion in his own mind , that the acts enjoins, to two millions.

if the Company are permitted to He therefore felt himself strialy

persevere in their plan, now for a warranted in repeating, that if this

second time approved by the noble system be persisted in, of paying

lord , of borrowing abroad at Inc. off the debt in the same circuitous

dian interest to carry on trade, and manner, the consequences would

of repaying the debi in the circuit- not fail tobe equally injurious as

ous manner proposed , by a four before. With every care and

years' commercial liquidation : the anxiety to avoid the smallest misre

consequences could not fail to be, presentation, either of the affairs of

in the end, very ruinous and fatal the Company, or the intentions of

to their best interests , and most the noble lord who encourages this

inevitably and totally preclude that measure, he felt himself called on

expe &tation the house and the coun- by the imperious di &tates of duty

try had been taught to indulge, of to protest against it, as fraught with

receiving any of ibat direct partici- fallacy, and which would be found

pation in the resources of India to operate in a manner very dific

which had been so long and repeat- rent indeed to what the noble lord

edly promised. He had , he said, expects from it. He said he had
taken the trouble of making out the fullest confidence that what he

tables of the results respecting the was then saying, could not, by any

capital and profits of the Compa- possibility, create the smallest doubt

ny's trade , from statements laid in the mind of any one, cither as

for ten years past on the table, and to the credit of the Company, or

from those results he was fully the integrity of the Directors, for

convinced and confirmed in his whom he expressed the greatest

opinion, that the statements of the respect and regard , and for whose

trade produced, on the motion of talents and industry no one could

the poble lord , were extremely fal- have a bigber opinion than himself,

lacious and unsatisfaciory. The Nay, he could appeal to the third

right honourable gentleman, his report of that body , on the subject

predecessor, had stato last year, of private trade, and to the record

ibat the improvement of the India ed opinion of Marquis Wellesley

Company's stairs, since 1793 , himself, when unfettered in his

amounted to eleven millions sterbo administration , in proof of the ar

ing ; whereas, ou comparison of the guments he was now supporting.

Tespective accounts of stocks by By the papers on the table, it ap
computation in 1793 and 1803 , a pears that, exclusive of the reve.

deficit instead of an improvement nues, bills, communibus annis, to

was manifest. Although to pro- the amount of 500,000l. have been

duce the alledged profit , a borrow- drawn from India, which added to

ed capital of fifteen millions bad about an equal sun produced by
salo
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sale of the exports, would have in the house, would give him the

furnished a million of investment, honour of their company for one

the sum to which it was wisely single hour, he would undertake

limited by act of parliament : had to prove to them every word he

the trade therefore been confined bad said. He was sorry be did

to such a sum , he asserted we not, at that moment, see any East

should now have had no India India Director in the house to

debt at all . whom he could address himself on

In thus attaching error to the the present occasion : on a former

plan of Mr. Dundas, and to the one, in the committee, the house

practice which had prevailed under had been told by one of its mem

it (and error was all he meant to bers (Mr. Grant) , not to attend to

attach ), he begged leave at the the statements of such an honour

same time to bear full testimony to able gentleman (meaning himself),

his talents and integrity. The because he was of a fervent dispo

right honourable gentleman had bis sition , and apt to state and colour

warmest thanks for the incessant things too warmly : would thatho

diligence which he had bestowed nourable gentleman avow either of

on the affairs of the Company, and these plans of his patron ? If he
though, in a single instance, he felt did , the event had shewn who was
impelled to disapprove, was it sure the visionary. He assured the

prizing such instance had occurred house, that he had never inten

after the declaration of that right tionally stated a fact which he did

honourable gentleman in his place not, on the fullest investigation,

in that bouse, that whenever he believe to be so. A plan had been

contemplated the business he had acted upon for ten years past,

to go through, either on his rising which had cost the Company
in the morning, or going to bed at twenty millions ; if again adopted,

night, he found the weight of it similar consequences were inevi

too heavy for him . He said , that table. The noble lord seemed, by

the right honourablegentleman had a look , to deny this ; but he was
exercised all his various functions sure of it , and so would any one

very much to his honour, he was be who should take up Indian ac

free to confess ; yet he thought he counts with the same attention he

might, without derogating fro.n had bestowed on them , and be

such general and acknowledged careful to keep the clue in pursuing

abilities, be allowed to shew the the investigation ; for in ludian ac

fallacy and inefficacy of this plan counts the clue once lost could not
of 1793, and of one grounded easily be retrieved . He would

upon the same principles which only once again repeat , that the

the right honourable gentleman had most injurious consequences must
given as a legacy on quitting the ensue from the measure he had

board last year ; and to say to his reprobated , so much in detail ;

noble successor, read, compare, and whereas, if the future surplus re

reflect ; and avoid, if possible, falla venues were applied , in the first

ing into the same delusion . If the instance, to reduction of the In

noble lord, or the right honourable dian debt , he saw no reason why

gentleman who now fills another that ( so properly called ) , heavy in

department of his predecessor (Mr. cumbrance might not be paid off,

Tierney ), or any other gentleman and the quota of government, nay,
even
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eveh an increase of dividend , take The Speaker told him he was

place in five years time, and yet not within the line of explanation.

the trade be supported to all the The resolutions were then read

extent necessary . That trade was and agreed to .

at present carried on upon bor

rowed capital , an therefore un

profitable ; it ought to be limited ,
HOUSE OF COMMONS,

and the private trade of our own

subjects encouraged, which would

atford no inconsiderable resource to NOVEMBER 30 .

the Company itself. There were

other resources, now in a course

of gradual and regular improve

ment, which he doubied not would

turn out equally produđive. He

begged pardon of the house for
EAST INDIA BONDS.

detaining them so long, and con

cluded by protesting against the Lord CASTLEREAGH , pursuant

present measure. to his notice on a former day ,

Lord CASTLEREAGH said , he rose to submit his motion to the

trusted the honourable gentleman house, on the subject of the East

would excuse his going at length India Company's bonds. The house -

into the arguments then used by would be aware of the importance

him against the measure, after the of the measure he had to propose,

very full discussion the subject had inasmuch as the value of the East

received . He begged the honour- India Company's capital was ina.

able gentleman, however, to be terially influenced by the circum

aware of one thing, that what he stances under which their securities

called his ( the noble lord's ) plan , were circulated in the market . The

was no other than the law of the object of the bill he meant to bring
land . forward, would be to place India

Mr. Prinsep said , he under- bonds, as nearly as possible, on the

stood the act of parliament, which same footing as exchequer bills ,

says , that out of the surplus reve- and the operation of it , of course,

nues the Company shall use one would extend to two points , int

million sterling only . which they differed from such go
The SPEAKER reminded the ho. vernment securities . The first

nourable gentleman ibat he must point related to the manner in

confine himself to explavation of which the duty charged under the

what he himself had said ; and property tax act was levied on in
should consider whether what he come arising from such property,

was now saying was not in reply which rendered it less desirable to

to what had fallen from the noble the holder, and of course, tended

lord . to depreciate its value. As the

Mr. Prinsep said , he thought tax was levied under the provisions

that what he was saying mightbe of that act, the directors were au.

taken as explanation, as the noble thorized to deduct the shilling in

lord had mentioned the act of par- the pound from the interest paya

liament. He was about to pro- ble on India bonds; so that, what
ceed on that subject, when --- ever may be the income of the

holder,
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or

holder, the full amount was in this the property in India bonds, less

instance to be levied, even though desirable than other property capa

he should not possess 150l . per ble of producing a higher rate of

annum. Such a mode of levying interest, and was of course injuri

the tax , operated directly to dimi- ous to the Company ; besides, it

nish the convenience of such pro- was material that in time of war the

perty, and consequently to depre- bonds of the Company should not

ciate its value. It was, however, be ousted from the market. Though

to be admitted , that the party had the rate of interest had been li

a remedy by an application to the mited by law , the noble lord was

commissioners for an abatement in . sure it had never been in the inten

every case, where his rate of in- tion of the legislature to place In

come, other circumstances, dia bonds under disadvantages , to

should entitle him to such abate- which no other public securities

ment. But, when it was consi- were liable . He was aware that it

dered how onerous and operose might be urged , that there'ought to

such application must prove to in- be some distinction between the

dividuals, he trusted the house interests of the public and that of a

would not object to the principle commercial body, but he was con

for simplifying the mode of col- fident the legislature would not

lecting the tax, by enabling holders look upon the India Company as a

of India bonds to include the in- body wholly mercantile . Their in

terest thereot in the general state- terests were so closely interwoven

ment of their income. Hewas the with the interests of the public at

more confident of this , as the mo- large, which was to enjoy a parti

dification would not interfere to cipation of their resources , that

any considerable amount with the the public could not be a gainer

income duty . The gross amount while the Company was a loser.

of India bonds , issued by the Com- His object, therefore, was , to en

pany, did not exceed 80,000 or able the India Company to give an

60,000 . the duty upon which , interest on their bonds not exceed

would of course be under 50001. ing the rate of interest which ex

and not of sufficient weight with chequer bills may bear at any time,

the house to induce it to with -bold in order that they may enjoy their

a facility to the operations of a fair proportion in the market for

great coinmercial Company, parti- the circulating medium . He did

cularly as the just amount of the not see any necessity to trouble the

duty would not be eventually at- house further, he therefore should
. feced thereby. This was one ob- move “ for leave to bring in a bill

ject of his measure; the other re- to regulate India bonds, with re

garded the rate of interest which gard to the rate of interest and
India bonds bear, with reference io duty payable thereon . ” – Leave

the interest payable on exchequer given .

bilis . The Company was by law

probibited from giving more than DECEMBER 5 .

five per cent. on their bonds, Lord CASTLEREAGH moved the

whereas exchequer bills bore a order of the day for the second

rate of interest per day, which reading of the bill for regulating

amounted annually to 31. Os.6d . per the interest on India bonds : on the

cent. This circumstance rendered question being put,

21r.
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Mr. GREGOR said , he did not tions of the hon . gentleman , lie

mcan to oppose the measure ; on felt it would be to travel out of the

' the contrary ,he was obliged to the question , to advert to them . It

noble lord for bringing in any bill would be found , that the act to

to amend or re ify the defeéts of which the hon . gentleman had al

the property -tax act. It had been Juded , though perbaps containing

stated from authority , that no alte- some difficulty or obscurity, was,

ration was to be made in that act on the whole , more perspicuous

during the present session ; but , than gentlemen were disposed to

for his own part, he was of opie admit.

pion , that it was a perfeâly im

practicable act . By that , he meant,

that it could not be executed ac
DECEMBER 0.

cording to its letter ; but, if exe- Lord CASTLERBAGA moved the

cuted at all , must be executed ac- order of the day, for the house to

cording to the arbitrary , or dis- resolve itself into a committee on

cretionary interpretation of the the bill for regulating the rate of

commissioners. He had received interest on the bonds issued by the

Jetters on the subject from two East India Company. On the mo

gentlemen of good sense and in- tion, that the Speaker do now leave

telligence, who had been ap- the chair ,

pointed commissioners ; they were Mr. Dent rose , not to oppose

of opinion , that the act, in its the committal of the bill , but to call

present form , could not be exe- the attention of the house to the

cuted . He did not mean to enter principal feature of it , which he

into the detail of all its clauses , considered rather extraordinary, as

and should only advert to one giving an indulgence to the East

clause, which directed that the India Company, which he thought

commissioners of the land - tax extremely partial , and one from

should be the commissioners for wbich every individual and corpo .

executing this act. The hon . mem- rate body in this kingdom was pre

ber contended , that in place of a cluded. A few nights since, the

Board of Collection , a Board of hon . Secretary of the Treasury, in

Controul was thus established . He answer to a question put to bim

threw out this observation merely by an hon , niember on his side of

to call the attention of gentlemen the house, respecting the tax on
to the defects of this act . property and income, amongst

Mr. VANSITTART observed, that other things , had declared it to be

only one of the hon . gentleman's the intention of government, to go

observations applied to the question through with the assessmentof the

before the house. The hon . gen- tax , during the present year, in the

tleman hadconfessed himself much manner prescribed by the existing

obliged to the noble lord , for bring- bill . Now the present bill intro

ing in a bill to explain any part of duced by the noble lord , was cal

the property tax bill . His noble culated to affect, by a side -wind,

friend's measure, however, went an exemption of the bonds of the

only to amend the mode of collec- India Company froin the law to

tion in one instance, and not to alter which every other species of public

any of the provisions of the act.stock was liable ; and, consequent

With regard to the other obscrva- ly, to give those bonds a consider

able
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áble advantage at market, over Ex- country must have in the welfare

chequer billsand every other spe- of a Coinpany yielding such im

cies of stock ; for the whole of the portant aid to the state, to refuse ,

interest payable on Exchequer bills , on light or trivial grounds , its as

amounted to 51. 6s . 8d . per cent . sent to such regulations in the ma

per ann . payable yearly , and he nagement of their funds and capi

could see no reason why an ex- tal, as should be absolutely neces

emption should be extended to In- sary to carry on their commercial

dia bonds, which would give them concerns, under the present cir

a preference at market over Ex- cumstances of the empire, without

chequer bills , seeing that they en- material disadvantage: for it was

gaged a preference by the interest the province of the East-India

thereon being paid half-yearly. At Company, even under all the vi

least, if such an exemption as this cissitudes and disadvantages of

was given to the public funds of war, to promote the commercial

the India Company, with a privi- prosperity of the country in the

lege of borrowingat such an ex- most distant quarters of the globe ;

traordinary advance of interest, he and this was not to be done unless

could see no right in precluding they were enabled to keep a cer

other corporations from a similar tain quantity of their funds afloat,

advantage. and prevent them from returning

LordCastleREAGH rose , and , back to their treasury, whereby

in answer to that part of Mr. their capital would be most mate

Dent's speech which referred to rially diminished, and their means

the income tax , said , that the de- of trade consequently cramped.

claration of bis honourable friend This could only be effected by en

had, nor ought to have, any re- abling them so to regulate their

ference to the affairs of the East rates of interest , as to maintain

India Company ; and he trusted that respectability to their bonds,

that the house would not consider, at market, which would prevent a

at the present crisis , that any re- decided preference of other funds,

gulations which his Majesty's mi- to the depreciation of theirs. The

nisters might deem ' necessary in honourable member had said , that

assessing theincome tax upon the the bonds of the Company stood

property of individuals, ought to in no need of such aid, for that

stand in the way of an important they at present enjoyed an advan

and necessary regulation, most ma- tage at market over Exchequer

*terially interesting to the funds of a bills, on account of their interest

great commercial Company, with being payable half yearly . The

the success of whose concerns the fact, however, was otherwise ;

public revenges of this country for Exchequer bills were now at
were so deeply interested. He a premium of one shilling above

begged to call the attention of the par, whereas India bonds were

house to the annual amount of the at a discount of two shillings.

revenue paidto this country by the The noble lord then went gene

East-India Company, amounting, rally into some financial state

on an average, to 3,226,cool . an- ments of the Company, in support

nually ; and he trusted the house of the bill : and contended that

would feel too sensibly the import- the increase of interest on their

ance of that concern which the bonds was necessary to give them

VOL . 5 . 1 currency
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currency abroad. He concluded upon worse terms than were to be

by expressing a hope that the bad in times of peace : and no

house would not refuse this indul- company or individual could ex

gence to a great trading Company, pectto be exenipt from similar dis

in whom the revenue and the state advantages: there was nothing,

were so materially concerned. ther« fore, unreasonable, or unfair,

Mr. Johnstone said , the state. in this mode of enabling te India

ment of the noble lord this night Company to meet the terms upon

was in perfect consistency with which only their demandscould be

the conduct adopted uniformly by supplied.

him respecting the affairs of the Mr. Charles GRANT said, the

Company. In the last session , he object of the bill was not to place

amused the house with a pompous the Company in a better situation,

statement of the flourishing situa- but to prevent it from being placed
tion of their finances, and the bril- in a worse situation . India bonds

Jiant prospects of their prosperity : were coming in every day to be

but what is the first illustration the paid, and if the property tax was

noble lord gives in tbis session ? to be deducted at the India -House

Wby, a new plea of embarrass- in tra & ional parts , according to

ment, and a new appeal to the in- the number of weeks and days

dulgence of the house, for the pri- upon which it might be necessary

vilege of borrowing money , to an- to calculate , it would create end .

swer their exigencies, at a much less confusion and embarrassment,

higher interest than any other cor- and must tend to depreciate the

porate body, or individual in this bonds.

country , dares venture to offer. Mr. WILLIAM DUNDAS also

Such was the conduct lie should supported the bill ; and denied

ever expect froin the noble lord, so there was any truth in the arga .

long as he presided over the con- mects of the honourable gentle

duct of India affairs ; ever com- man opposite him (Mr. Johnstone),

plaining of existing embarrass- that there was any proof in this

ments, and ever holding out spe- bill of any embarrassmect in the

cions promises of future prosperity. circumstances of the East-India

Mr. VanSittart said , that the Company, or any thing which

present bill purported no more than could found a fair opinion against

a temporary relief to the India their prosperity .-Atier some fur

Company, from a species of em- ther conversation , the question

barrassment which in time of war was put and carried , and the house

must more or less atfect all bor- having resolved itself into a com

rowers, public or private. The mittee upon the bill, went through

government of the country, at such the same, and it was ordered to

times, always filled up its loans be reported to-morrow ..
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APPENDIX.

ACCOUNTS PRESENTED TO THE HOUSE OF COMMONS

BY THE EAST-INDIA COMPANY IN 1803.

9.-_-299
45,822

BENGAL .

No. I... An Account of the Annual REVENUES of the East-India Com .

pany , in the Provinces of Bengal, BAHAR, and Orissa, and from

Benares and Oude , for Three Years, according to the latest Advices :

together with the latest Estimate of the same.

Per Estimate,

1798-9. 1799-1800 . 1800-1. 1801-2.

Mint Duties, CRS 67,131 1,30,283 69,600

Post Office Collections 2,01,926 2,49,527 2,43,862 2,34,784

Benares Revenue and Customs 39,85,430 48,47,233 51,65,387 ) 50,27,44

Oude Subsidy, being the Receipts

from the NabobVizier, for the

Expences of the Company's

Troops employed in his Domi

nions, &c . &c. 98,50,689 92,14,383 | 1,16,49,8181,67,54,468

Land and Sayer Revenues, Collec

tions thereof, including former

Year's Balances 3,07,27,431 3,21,32,296 3,21,87,666 3,12,80,560

Judicial Fees, and Fines, &c. 4,35,414 4,45,265 5,00,214 5,27,800

Customs 9,5 7,103 13,34,040 14,11,580 + 26,68,000

Sale of Salt 1,29,67,227 1,26,47,667 1,12,97,197 97,44,000

Sale of Opium 21,03,043/ 37,20,248 37,25,020 37,12,000

Stamp Duties 2,40,758 2,63,784 3,56,780 4,93,000

Total Revenues 6,15,36,152 6,49,84,726 6,65,83,346 7,05,11,644

Deduct Charges 3,91,29,9934,43,74,628 4,70,24,004 4,58,22,007

Net Revenues, CR 2,24,06,159 2,06,40,098 1,95,59,342 2,46,89,637

This includes CR$ 34,80,000 for Årrears due in former Years.

+ The Re -establishment ofthe Town and other Duties occasions the expected increase in this Article .

No. II.- An Accountof the Annual CHARGES defrayed by the East-India

Company in the Provinces of BENGAL, Bahar , and Orissa, and in

BENARBS and Oude, for three years, according lo the latest Advices :

together with the latestEstimate of the same:

Per Estimate ,

1798-9. 1799-1800 1800-1. 1801-2 .

Civil - Mint Charges, CR 3,06,303 3,11,911 1,87,017 1,74,000

Post Office Charges 2,09,200 2,17,369 2,04,202 1,91,400

Charges of the Residency of

Benares 6,96,818 7,45,006 7,67,305 9,26,376

Charges of the Resident's

Office, &c. at Lucknow 2,15,590 2,17,723 2,34,9381 2,82,460

Other Charges of the Civil

Establishment 27,23,675 36,61,171 43,57,638 38,5 3,636

Total Civil Charges, CR ' 41,51,58€ 51,5.3,188 59,51,120 54,27,872

1 1 2
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Per Estinate ,

No. Il. continued. 1798-9. 1799-1800. 1800-1. 1801-2.

Judicial. - Supreme CourtofJudica

ture, and Law Charges 6,97,850
6,75,993 6,07,599 5 :58,134

Charges of the Dewanny and Ni

zamut, City and Zilla Adaw

luts; also of the Police Esta

blishment, & Courts of Appeal 39,62,595 45,37,119 43,53,026 43,04,189

Total Judicial Charges, CR . 46,60,445 52,13,112 ) 49,60,625 48,62,314

Military - Charges on the Compa

ny's Account, including Con

tracts, Contingencies, and King's

' I roops 1,10,73,713 1,41,65,492 1,35,76,466 1,2354,000

Charges on the Vizier's Account 90,28,561 80,91,7171 1,12,00,987 1,28,06,400

Total Military Charges, CR . 2,01,02,274 2,22,57,209 2,47,77,453 2,51,60,400

Marine 5,49,998 6,35,115 4,92,204 6,02,040

Buildings and Fortifications 6,62,440 11,82,837 11,99,637 8,81,600

Revenue Charges, includs Stipends 46,10,664 53,84,653 51,24,651 47,20,272

Customs- Charges of Collection 84,481 1,06,806 1,19,480 2,23509

Salı - Advances and Charges 32,63,774 34,43,469 35,26,659 29,23,200

Opium - Do. - and - Do. 9,77,950 9,78,682 10,53,810 9,68,600

Stamp Office Charges
66,381 19,557 18,365 $ 2,200

Total Charges, CR 3,91,29,993 4,43,74,628 4,70,24,004 4,58,22,007

No. JII - A Comparison of the Estimated and Actual Amount of the RE

VENUES of the East- Indiu Conpany, in the Provinces ofBengal, BA

HAR , and Orissa, and from Benares and Oude,for the Year 1800- l;

and of the CHARGES defrayed by the said Company, in the said Pro

vinces, and in Benares and Oude, for the same Year.

REVENUES.

Surplus in the Deficiency in
Actual Re

ceipts. Receipts.

Estimated Actual

Amount 1800-Amount 1800 .

1801 . 1 301 .

the Actual

23,778Mint Duties, CR:

Post Office Collections

Benares Revenue, including Cus .

toms

Oude Subsidy

Land Revenues

Judicial Departments, Fees, Fines,

&c.

Customs

Sale of Salt

Sale of Opium

Stamp Duties

69,600 45,822

2,36,500 2,43,862

43,38,400 51,65,387

1,11,99,137 1,16,49,818

3,12,50,400 3,21,87,666

7,362

8,26,987

4,50,681

9,37,266

4,40,800 5,00,214

12,99,200 14,11,580)

1,02,08,000 1,12,97,197

40,60,000 37,25,020

2,90,000 3,56,780

59,414

1,12,380

10,89,197

3,34,980

66,780

Total Revenues, CR' 6,33,92,037 6,65,83,346 35,50,6067 338,158

Net Surplus2

of Act. Recs
31,91,309

4,42,20,476 4,78,06,115 ofAct. Cha: 35,85,639
Deduct Charges

.

Net Revenues,
0

CR 1,91,71,561 11,87,77,231
Deficiency ?

of Net Rev : 3
3,94,330
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CHARGES.

Actual

Estimated Amount paid Surplus in As- Deficiency

Amount and due tual Charges. in Actual

1800-1 . 1800-1801.
Charges.

Civil. - Mint Charges, CRS 1,74,000 1,76,943 2,943

Post Office Charges 1,27,200 2,07,682 10,482

Charges of the Residency of Be

nares 6,53,080 7,64,530 1,11,450

Charges of the Resident's Office,

Lucknow 2,32,000) 2,34,938 2,938

Other Charges of the Civil De

partment 35,97,508 44,31,000 8,33,492

Total Civil Charges, CR 48,5 3,788 58,15,093 9,61,305

Judicial. - Supreme Court of Judi

cature, and Law Charges 4,76,760 5,62,767

Charges of the Adawluts andPo

lice 43,07,770 44,63,536 1,55,760

Total Judicial Charges, CR . 47,84,530 50,26,303 2,41,767

Military.-Charges on the Com

pany's Account 1,27,98,943 1,43,08,031

Ditto on the Vizier's Account 1,06,94,537 1,12,00,987

Total Military Charges, CR : 2,34,93,480 2,55,09,018 20,15,5381

Marine Charges 6,03,200 5,12,885 90,315

Buildings and Fortifications 12,47,000 11,99,637 47,363

Revenue Charges 49,08,192 50,251501 1,17,309

Customs - Charges of Collections 87,000 1,16,984 29,9841

Salt- Advancesand Charges 31,08,800 35,26,659 4,17,8591

Opium - Do. Do. 11,13,600 10,53,810 59,790

Stamp Office Charges 20,880 20,225 655

Total Charges, CR • 4,42,20,470 4,78,06,115 37,83,762 1,98,123

Net Surplus of Actual Charges 35,85,639

( Errors excepted.)

East- India House, 17th June 1802.

W's, WRIGHT, Auditor of India Accounts.

FORT ST . GEORGE.

No. IV .- An Account of the Annual REVENUES of the East- India Com

pany , at the Presidency of Fort Sr. GEORGE, and the Settlements subor.

dinate thereto , and in the Carnatic und Northern Circars, for Three Year,

according to the latest Advices ; together with the latest Estimate of tne
Slime ,

Per Estimate ,

| 1 98-9. 1799-1800. 1800-1. 1801-2 .

Post Office Colle & ions Pag* 47,055 79,112 44,775 39,800

Land and Sea Customs (Mint and

Coinage Duties included 1.44,124 1,74,9751 1,64,910 1,36,905

Subs dy from the Nabob of Arcot 8 30,427 9,20,128 9,00,005! 9,00,000

Carried forward Pagil 10,71,606 11,74,225 11,09,7001 10,76,705
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No. IV . continued.

1799-8.| 1799-1800

Per Estimate,

1801-2.1800-1.

10,71,606 11,74,215 11,09,700 10,76,705

5,37,436 7,21,326) 8,18,851 11,94,884

16,05,255 *33,75,800 34,06,591

Brought forward Pags

Subsidy from the Rajah, and Re

venues and Custonis collected

from Tanjore

Subsidy froin the Rajah of Mysore,

and Revenues collected from the

Ceded and Conquered Countries

Subsidy from thc Nizam, and Re

venues of the Countries ceded

in lieu of Subsidy

Land Revenues

Land Revenues and Customs col.

lected in the Countries ceded in

1792

Farms and Licences

Revenues of Ceylon and Dutch

Settlements !

4,83,420 5,32,236 + 9,16,5051 13,57,683

21,41,664 22,08,847 23,94,497 25,17,854

7,38,417

1,13,160

6,37,076

1,16,859

60,527

1,32,721 1,41,056

2,23,578 1,02,5951 52,828

Total Revenues, Pag 53,58,091 70,56,341 88,50,669 97,47,601

# The Revenues of the Countries ceded in 1792 , and of those conquered in 1999 , are now included

together in the Accounts received from Madras.

+ The Ceſtions from the Nizam took place in 1800 .

The Revenues of Ceylon cealed to be coilccted by the Company from October 1798 .

No. V. - An Account of the AnnualCHARGES defrayed by the East- India

Company, at the Presidency of Fort St. George, and the Settlements

subordinate thereto , and in the Carnatic and Northern Circars, for Three

Years, according to the latest Advices ; together with the latest Estimate

of the same.

Pags

toms

Per Estimate,

1798-9 . 1799-1800. 1800-1. 1801-2.

Post Office Charges, 32,0481 46,536 39,624 39,716

Civil and Judicial Charges 3,44,656 3,90,751 3,67,296 3,31,589

Military Charges (including King's

Troops)
64,03,429 56,52,878 78,24,695 83.53,171

Buildings and Fortifications 45,141 30,015 1,04,990 84,57 !

Charges on the Revenues and Cus

9,37,220 7,14,591 9,77,467 9,62,665

Charges on the Revenues of the

Countries ceded in 1792 1,78,361 2,09,224

Charges on the Revenues of Tan

jore 97,675 1,72,283 5,89,988 4,68,853

Charges collecting the Revenues of

Ceylon and Dutch Settlements,

including charges of Dutch Pri

* 1,64,484 2,20,780 2,14,937 63,019

Charges and Stipends in Mysore,
and in the Ceded and Conquered

Countries 2,27,643 +8,42,226 8,85,794

Charges on the Revenues of the

Countries ceded by the Nizam 52,674 2,08,900

Total Charges, Pag 82,04,014 76,64,701 1,10,13,897 1,13,98,278

Deduct Revenues 53,09,581 70,56,341 88,50,669 97,47,601

Net Charges, Pagl 28,94,433 6,08,360 21,63,228 1650,677

soners

* Including, since Odober 1998 , the Remittances to Ceylon. + Vide above, Nete >
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1

No. VI.- A Comparison of the Estimated and Actual Amount ofthe RE

VENUES ofthe East-India Company, at the Presidency of Fort ST .

George, and the Settlements subordinate thereto, and in thc Carnatic and

Northern Circats, for the year 1800-1 ; and of the CILARGES de

frayed, for the same Year , ly the said Company,in the said Presidency

and Seitlements, and in the Carnatic and Northern Circars.

REVENUES.

ER .Amountto Act Amount Surplus in the

Actual

Receipts. ceipts .

Deniciency

in actual Rebe received for

1800-1 .

received in

1800-1 .
1

1,98,925

Post Office Collections, Pagi 33,296 44,773 11,479

Land and Sea Customs 1,32,843 1,64,925 32,082

Subsidy from the Nabob of Arcot 9,00,000 9,00,000

Subsidy from the Rajah of Tanjore,

and Revenues collected from his

Countries 10,17,770 8,18,851

Subsidy from the Rajah of Mysore ,

and Revenues of the Ceded

Countries 1792, and Conquered

Countries 1799 27,08,878 * 33,75,800 6,66,922

Subsidy from the Nizam , and Rev.

of the Countries ceded by him 9,46,106 9,16,505

Land Revenues 22,66,95.3 23,94,497 1,27,544

Farms and Licences 1,27,690 1,32,721 5,031)

Revenues of Dutch Settlements 59,140 1,02,595 43,455

Total Revenues, Pag: 81,92,682 88,50,669
8,86,513

Net Surplus of Adual Receipts

See * in No. 4 :

29,601

2,28,526

6,57,987

CHARGES.

Estimated

Amount in

1800-1.

Actual Amot.

paid and due
1800-1 .

Surplus in Deficiency in
the Actual the Actual

Charges. charges .

Post Office Charges, Pag : 29,00
39,6241 10,624

Civil Charges
3,24,150 3,59,134 34,984

Military Charges (including King's

Troops)
68,27,848 76,49,695 8,21,847

Buildingsand Fortifications 80,000 1,04,9901 24,990

Charges on Revenues and Customs 8,86,044 9,35,404
49,360

Charges on Revenues and Customs

of Ceded and Conquered Coun

tries, including Mysore Stipends 5,46,090 8,42,226 2,96,1301

Charges on Revenues of Tanjore 5,35,832 5,59,988 24,156

Charges of Ceylon and Dutch Set

tlements, including Prisoners 1,85,818 1,89,541 3,723 )

Charges collecting the Revenues
Not esti

and Customs of the Countrics 52,674 52,674
mated .

ceded by the Nizam

Total Charges, Page 94,14,782 1,07,33,276 13,18,494

Deduct Revenues
81,92,682 88,50,669 6,57,9871 plus of ac

tual Recis

S.Net Sur

Net Charges, Pag :

Surplus of

12,22,100 18,82,607 8,60,507
actual rret

Charges.

W*, WRIGHT, Auditor ofIndia Accounts
( Errors excepted .)

East- India House, 1786 Juno 1802.
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BOMBAY .

No. VII. - An Account of the Annual REVENUES of the East-India

Company, at the Presidency of BOMBAY, and the Settlements sulordinale

thereto, for Three Years, according to the latest Adrices ; together with

the latest Estimate of the same.

Per Estimate ,

1798-9. 1799-1800 1800-1. 1801-2.

Land Revenues, RS 3,28,950 2,78,791 4,01,159 4,23,930

Customs and Duties 5,74,277 6,21,150 9,46,7101 8,95,840

Farins and Licences 3,80,199 3,78,962 5,95,906 7,15,000

Subsidy from Rajah of 'Travencore 3,81,457 3,81,457 3,81,457 3,81,457

Revenue from the Ceded Countries * 16,64,774 20.34,4231 2,21,052

Total Revenues, R 33,29,657 36,94,763 25,46,284 24,16,227

• Transferred to Fort St. George, from ist July 1800 .

No. VIII.-- An Account of the Annual CHARGES defrayed ly the Easta
India Company, at the Presidency of BOMBAY, & c. asalo

Per Estimate ,

1801-2.

ore .

1 98.9. 1799-1800. 1800-1.
Civil Charges, R 12,75,817 14,59,631 12,69,416 12,99,240

Marine Charges 5,09,261 12,99,310 13,56,455 11,80,200

Military Charges 80,17,670 92,36,9031 80,42,672 72,47,100

Buildings and Fortifications 2,26,037 2,90,1701 1,91,226 3,19,800

Charges collecting the Revenues

and Customs 1,52,206 1,91,144 4,92,806 * 4,86,735

Pitto of the ceded Countries 6,91,971 8,10,057 1,81,144

Total Charges 1,08,72,962 1,32,87,221 1,15,33,719 1,05,36,075

Deduct Revenues 33,29,657 36,94,783 25,46,284 24,16,227

Net Charges, : R :
75,33,305 95,92,438 89,87,435 81,19,848

Sce * above.

No. IX.- A Comparison of the Estimated and Actual Amount of the RE

VENUES of the East- India Company, at the Presidency of BOMBAY,

and the Settlements sul'ordinate thereto ,for the Year 1800-1 , and of the

CHARGES defrayed by the said Company, in the said Presidency , dic.

REVENUES.

| Est. Amunnt Act: Amount Surplus in the Deficiency

to be received received . Act. Receipts. Act. Receipts.

33571

50,294

1,62,384

Land Revenues, R 4,34,730 4,01,159

Customs 8,25,100 9,46,710 1,21,610

Farms and Licences 6,46,200 5,95,906

Revenues, &c.in Ceded Countries 3,88,400 2,21,052

Subsidy from Rajah of Travencore 3,81,457 3,81,457

Total Revenues, R 26,70,88; 25,46,284 1,21,610

Net Deficiency in Actual Rerenues

2,46,213

1,24,603

CHARGES.

Est. Amount Ict . Amuunt. Surplus. Denciency.

Civil Charges, R$ 14,80,200 13,43,713
1,36,487

Marine Charges 13,55,000 14,97,647 1,42,647

Military Charges 55,05,284 81,29,310 26,24,226

Carried forward, - R 83,40,484 1,09,70,870 27,66,873 136,487
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Brought forward R $ 83,40,484 1,09,70,870 27,66,873

Buildings and Fortifications 3,07,000 1,91,2261

Charges of Revenues and Customs 3,68,300 5,32,312 1,64,012

Ditto of the Ceded Countries 1,48,600 1,20,490

1,36,487

1,15,774

28,110

Total Charges

Deduct Revenues

R : 91,64,384 1,18,14,898 29,30,885

26,70,887 25,46,284

2,80,371

.

Net Charges, RY 64,93,497 92,68,614

Net Surplus in Actual Charges 26,50,514

Net Deficiency in Actual Revenues 1,24,603

Surplus in Actual Net Charges 27,75,117

( Errors excepted .)

East- India House, 17th June 1802. Wm. WRIGHT, Auditor of India Accounts.

No.X.-An Account of the Annual CHARGES defrayed by the East- India

Company, for the Management of their Trade and Commerce, inBENGAL,

at MADRAS, and at BOMBAY , so far as the same can be distinguished from

the Civil or other Charges respectively, for three Years, according to the
latest Advices ; together with the latest Estimate of the same.

PerEstimate,

1798-9. 1799-1800 . 1800-1. 1801-2.

Bengal - Charges at the Presidency

and Subordinates, CR 13,59,327 19,32,233 16,30,7511 11,52,831

Madras - Ditto Pags ..2,00,000 3,54,630 2,05,937 1,90,539

Bombay - Ditto Rup 2,73,531 2,77,824
2,67,093

3,04,000

No. X. ( a )-An Account of the EXPENCES of the Residency of Fort

MARLBOROUGH and its Dependencies, for Three Years, as above, ,

Per Estimate,

1797-8. 1798-9. 1799-1800 . 1800-1.

Civil Charges , Dollars 181,241 163,411 117,506 146,000

Military Charges
220,217 237,910 179,623 156,200

Buildings and Fortifications 57,521 86,011 33,9281 26,500

Total Charges, Dollars 458,979 484,332 331,058 328,700

Deduct, Revenues arising from Cus

toms, Farms, and Licences 23,376 24,510 35,933 32.556

Net Charges, Dollars 435,603 459,822 295,125 296,141

-

No. X. (1)-Amount of the EXPENCESof the Island of St. HelENA,

and the Fuctory ofCanton, for three Years, as alove.

ST. HELENA. 1797-8. 1798-9. 11799-1800.

Civil Charges
£ . 10,032 12,351 13,558

Military Charges 38,488 39,796 37,916

Buildings andFortifications 8,5141 6,008 3,946

Total Charges £ 57,041 58,155 55,420

Deduct Revenues arising from Rents, & c.
777 1,107 1,218

Net Charges £ . 56,262 57,048 54,202

CANTON .

Factory Charges

At 6s . 8d . per Tale ,

1798-9. 1799-1800. 1800-180r.

Tales 106,652 113,660 130,15 %

Sterling £ . 35,550 £ • 37,886 £. 43,384

(Errors excepted .)

Last - India House, 1716 June 1802 . Wm. WRIGHT, Auditor of India Accounts.
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29,336

No. XI. - ABSTRACT ESTIMATE of the Probable Resources and Dis

Dr. - To Balance -Amount remaining in the several Departments on

30th April 1801 :
Sicce Rupees.

Civil Department- General
26,05,408

Judicial
1,95,301

Revenue
14,00,842

Commercial
4,22,785

Marine

46,53,692

Military Department,
3,43,563

49,977255

RESOURCES.

Civil Department- General- Mint Duties 60,000

Post Office Collections 2,00,000

Durbar Presents, &c .
15,000

Stamp Duties 4,25,000

7,00,000

Judicial - Licences for the Sale of Spirits, Fecs,

and Fines, & c.
5,00,000

Revenue-- Land Revenues: Expected Collec

tions in Bengal, Bahar, Orissa, and Benares 2,72,40,000

Balance of former Years
27,40,000

Collections, on Account Syer, & c.
8,20,000

3,08,00,000

Commercial - Salt: Expected Receipt from the

Sale of
84,00,000

Opium Ditto Ditto 32,00,000

Customs : Expected Collections at Calcutta ,

Benares, Patna, & c. 19,50,000

Town Duties 8,50,000

1,44,00,000

Marine Pension Fund 25,000

Moorings at Diamond Harbour 1,000

26,000

4,64,26,000

Military Department- Army Subsidy to be re .

ceived from the Vizier
70,54,429

5,34,80,429

EXTRAORDINAR
Y

RECEIPTS.

Civil Department-- GeneralNo
tes expected to be

issued on Transfer from Madras and Bom

bay, and Supplies to Bencoolen 5,00,000

Amount of Bills expected to be outstanding on

30th April 1802
35,00,000

Loan at Eightper Cent.
10,95,000

Sale of Grain
3,60,000

Sale of Imports
20,00,000

Bills to be drawn for the Purposes of the Sink

ing Fund, including Remittances to be made

onAccount of Voluntary Contributions 21,86,680

Subscriptions to the Transfer Remittance 6,70,000

Bombay Presidency.-- Postage of Letters over

land
12,000

Prince of Wales's Island.--Advances to the

Bengal Troops serving there 1,10,000

Nawaub Saudit Ali Khawn . — On Account of

Stipends and Expence, including Arrears of

the Troops serving in his Dominions, above

the Strength stipulated for in Treaty of 1798 76,58,071

Carried forward Sicca Rupees 1,80,31,751

Carried forward Sicare Rupees 5,84,77,684
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Lursements of the BENGAL Government, from 1st May 1801 , to 80ch April 1802

By Ordinary Disbursements - Gr.

Civil Department -General- Durbar Charges,

Embassy to Native Courts, &c. 14,30,000

Stipends and Allowances of the Nizamut 18,59,200

Mint and Assay Offices 1,50,000

Post Office Charges 1,65,000

Salaries, Establishments, &c. 18,99,700

55,03,900

Judicial- Supreme Court and Law Charges 4,69,650

Adawlut Sudder Dewanny and Nizamut,

including Provincial Courts of Appeal 10,81,000

City and Zillah Adawluts 19,55,600

Provincial Police 6,48,000

Diet of Prisoners , Pensions to Hill Chiefs, & c. 3,11,000

Calcutta Police,Coroner,Court of Requests,&c. 1,47,000

46,12,250

Revenue - Board of Revenue, and Establish

ments at the Presidency 3,22,000

Established Charges in the Provinces 15,01,000

Pensions, and Charitable Allowances, &c. 5,63,000

Allowance, &c . to the Rajah of Benares 1,87,000

25,73,000

Commercial — Board of Trade, and Offices at

the Presidency 4,84,320

Established Charges at the Factories and

Aurungs 3,09,500

Salt : Advances and Charges 25,20,000

Opium : Ditto Ditto 8,35,000

Customs ; Charges of Collection 2,52,680

44,01,500

Marine-Established and Contingent Charges 6,45,000

1,77,35,650

Military Department--Pay and Allowances to the

several Corps, including King's Troops 1,75,20,000

Off-reckoning Stoppages 5,20,000

Extraordinaries 1,00,000

Stores 5,00,000

Buildings and Repairs 2,60,000

- 1,89,00,000

-3,66,35,650

EXTRAORDINARY DISBURSEMENTS.

Civil Department - General—Treasury Bills in Circulation on

30th April, 1801 , payable Nine Months after Date 1,07,34,000

Interest on the Bonded and other Debts 80,00,000

Bills payable on Account of the other Presidencies, & c. 36,00,000

Commissioners for the Management of the Sinking Fund 21,86,680

Notes and Bonds to be subscribed to the Remittance 6,50,000

Arrears of Establishments and Allowances 3,00,000

Principal of Bonds or Notes to be paid off 1,20,000

Loans at 12 per Cent. to be paid off, or renewed in the cur

rent year 18,00,000

2,73,90,680

Nawaub Saudie Ali Khawn, Stipends payable on his Acci 2,12,500

French War - Subsistence to the Inhabitants at Chander

nagore, and French prisoners 2,10,000

Dutch War-- Ditto Ditto Chinsurah 84,000

Danish War - Ditto, Danish King's and Company's Servants 53,000

Carried forward Sicca Rupees 2,79,50,180

Carried forward Sicca Rupees 3,66,35,650

1
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No. XI.Continued . Prought forward Sicca Rupees 5,84,77,684

Brought forward Sicca Rupees 1,80,31,751

Commissioners for Management of Sinke Fund 4,30,000

French War.- Rents at Chandernagore 22,000

Dutch War.-Rents at Chinsurah 12,000

Danish War. - Receipts from the Produce of

Captured Property 53,000

Sebundy Off -reckonings
35,600

-1,85,84,351

Revenue- Tuckary Advances, to be repaid
30,000

Commercial - Sale of Exports 50,000

1,86,641351

Military Department - Off-reckoning Stoppages 5,20,000

Stoppages of Pay & Batra from Sick in Hosp's 65,000

Collections from the Military Buzars 1,35,000

7,20,000

1,93,84351

Amount to be supplied by Remittances of Bullion from Eng

land and China, or by the Issue of Treasury Bills, or other

Loan , to be raised in Bengal
1,73,00,000

1

Sicca Rupees 9,51,62,025

East- Indie House, 1756 June 1802.
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No. XI. Continued . Brought forward Sicca Rupees 3,66,35,650

Brought forward Sicca Rupees 2979,50,180

Sebundy Off-reckonings 35,600

Buildings, and Purchase of Dead Stock 2,00,000

College at Fort William - Professors, and other

Officers 1,08,000

Table Expences, House Rent, and Contingences 2,42,000

3,50,000

Expedition to Egypt - Supplies 24,00,000

Advapces for theService of His Majesty's Ships 1,00,000

Ditto to the Commanders of the Chartered and

Extra Ships 1,00,000

2,00,000

Suppliesto other Presidencies and Settlements.

Fort St. George - Bills to be drawn on Account

of that Government 52,00,000

Other Supplies, including Moluccas 13,00,000

65,00,000

Bombay - Bills to be drawn on Account ofthat

Government 54,00,000

Other Supplies 6,00,000

60,00,000

Ceylon — Supplies to that Island 20,00,000

Fort Marlborough- Supplies to that Residency 5,00,000

Prince of Wales's Island Supplies to that Island 3,50,000

Canton - Supplies to the Supra Cargoes 10,00,000

St. Helena, Cape of Good Hope, & c .-- Supplies 3,50,000

4,78,35,780

Judicial - Building Jails, & c. in the Mofussil 1,00,000

Revenue -- Tuckavy Advances 30,000

Loan from the Rajah of Benares 58,600

Bills payable on Account of Remittances $ 4,000

142,600

Commercial Advances for the Provision of the

Investment 42,00,000

Commission to the Agents, including Arrears

of last Year 2,00,000

Mirzapore Distillery 1,00,000

45,00,000

Marinc- Advances for building Pilot Schooners, &c. 1,00,000

Military Department - Off Reckonings, including

the Advances to Contractors for clothing

the Army 4,00,000

Purchase of Horses for the Cavalry 2,00,000

Board of Superintendance for the Breed of Cattle 45,000

Buildings and Repairs of Fortifications in the

Vizier's Dominions 2,00,000

Depos at Bandel Farm 80,000

9,25,000

-5,36,03,380

Balance Amount expected to remain in the several Departments on

30th April 1802 , 49,23,005

(Errors excepted.) Sicca Rupecs 9,51,62,035

W. WRIGHT, Auditor of India Accounts.
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No. XII. - ABSTRACT ESTIMATE of the Probable Resources and Dis

Dr. Tó Balance - Amount remainingin the following Departments on

30th April 1801 .

Civil Department--General 10,76,448
Revenue

17,38,613
Commercial

1,32,118

Marine

250

-29,67,429
Military Department 6,15,486

35,82,909
RESOURCES.

Civil Department General- Post Office Collections 39,8000

Revenue - Land Revenues, Current Year, 20,82,822

Ditto Balances
354,636

Customs and Duties 1,46,333

Ceded and Conquered Countries.

Land Revenues, Current Year 36,37,749
Ditto Balances

2,26,525

Salt: Expected Receipt from Sale of 39,260

-65,37,325

65,77,125

Military Department - Subsidy from Nabob of Arcot 6,35,295

Peshcushfrom thePolygars 2,64,705

Subsidy from the Rajah of Mysore 7,00,000

Ditto, and Peshcush from Rajah of Tanjore 11,94,884

-27,94,884

93,72,009
EXTRAORDINARY RECEIPTS .

Civil Department- General Bonds expected to be issued

Ditto, on Account Decennial Loan

Account Deposits

Sale of Imports and Marine Stores

Bills on Court of Directors

Supplies from other Presidencies.

Columbo - To be received for Bills

Molucca Islands—To be received for Sale of Spices

Nabob of Arcot - Account of his private Creditors 6,21,105

Tinnevelly Fees and Toddy Licences 53,953

532

1,00,000

4,000

1,78,835

2,87,466

34,059

1,00,000

6,75,038

Rajah of Mysore - Amount Pensions paid to sun

dry Persons lately in Service of Hyder Ally and

Tippoo

Sale of Grounds in Black Town

33,287

80,000

Carricd forward Pagodas 14,93,237

Carried forward Pugedes 1,29,54,918
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bursements of the MADRAS Government, from 1st May 1801 , to 30th April 1802 .

By ORDINARY
DISBURSEMENTS - Cr.

Pagodas.Civil Department - General - Governor's Office, Dur.

bar Charges, & c. including the Residents 85,050
Salaries of the Governor and Council

74,000
Ditto and Establishments, & c. including Pensions

to sundry Persons late in the Service ofTippoo

Sultaun and Hyder Ally,
2,40,939Stipends, &c. to Tippoo's Family
1,47,687Allowance to Rajah ofTanjore
2,70,517Ditto to late Rajah of Tanjore
25,000

Paym's expected to be made to Rajah of Cochin 56,885

9,00,078Judicial - Recorder's Court
20,319

Expected Increase in Establish' ofSupr. Court
15,000

Court of Requests, &c. Offices and Law Charges 25,200

Revenue - Salaries and Allowances

43,875Charges on Collections, Customs, Pensions, &c.
7,13,841Ceded Countries Ditto

7,80,206Tanjore Ditto

1,73,336Peshcush to the Nizam

2,00,000

-19,11,258Commercial- Charges and Allowances

1,14,368Marine - Establishnients and Charges

17,401

60,519

Military Department - Estab. Allowances and Charges 70,90,00030,03,624

Off-reckonings
1,52,000

Buildings and Repairs
40,000Stores

65,000

73,47,000

EXTRAORDINARY DISBURSEMENTS, 1,03,50,624
Civil Department - General - Boods and Certificates

expected to be paid off

26,31,380Ditto by Bills on England

39,892Ditto by Sale of Ground

80,000SinkingFund, probable Amount to be paid
1,38,000Interest on Bonded and other Debts

5,90,000Account Deposits

1,875Advances to Commanders of Europe Ships

6,116Allowances to Officers of HisMajesty's Squadron

30,000
Supplies to other Presidencies.

Bengal - To be paid for Bills drawn by Envoy

to Persia

21,571Ditto to Bengal Troops

1,82,436

2,04,007Columbo - Bills to be drawn from Ceylon

73,000Amboyna and Banda --- Batta, &c. to the troops 2,10,000

Charges, Collections, &c.
68,610

Goods expected to be sent
20,000

2,98,610Nabob of Arcot, to be paid His Highnesses Crs

6,21,105Rajah of Tanjore - Ditto

3,920French, Dutch, and Spanish prisoners

1,10,289Payments to Civil Establishments at T'ranquebar

9,401Buildings and Dead Stock

Tobe paid Sir P. Jodårell,on account of Nabob

.

42,000

1,200Ditio-account Survey of Mysore

17,000

Carried forward Pagodas 48,97,795

Carried forward Pagndas 1,03,50,624
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No. XII. - Continued . Brought forward Pagodas 1,29,54,918

Brought forward Pagodas 14,93,237

Revenue - Tuckavy Advances, Fines and Forfeitures 5,07,921
French Possessions, Revenues from 34,373

Dutch Settlements, Ditto

5,95,122

Commercial-Sale of Exports 6,291

Marine- Light-House Duties 1,230

20,95,880

52,828

1,50,50,798

ToBalance - Being the Amount which the expected Demands exceed

the expected Resources 58,16,113

Total Pagodas
d

2,08,66,911

East - India House, 1766 June 1802.

No. XIII -ABSTRACT ESTIMATE of the ProbabléResources and Disa

Dr. – To Balance, Amount remaining in the several Departments on the

30th April 1891 . Rupees.

Civil Department- General 2,39,205

Revenue 97,716

Commercia
l 1,38,264

Marine 526

4,75,510

Military Department 2,80,167

7.55,678

ORDINARY RECEIPTS.

Civil Department- General — Post Office Collections,

Mint Duties, and Wheel Tar

Judicial ProvincialCourts , Fees, and Fines 22,000

Revenue- Land Revenues, Farms, and Licences, at

the Presidency
3,04,000

Ditto Ditto at the Subordinates 3,71,030

Ditto Ditto in the Ceded Countries 4,56,400

-11,31,430

Customs and Duties, at the Presidency 4,90,040

Ditto Ditto at the Subordinates 11,41,300

Ditto Ditto in the Ceded Countries 30,500

6,81,840

Marine--Hire of Dry Docks, LightHouse, Duty, & c .
17.000

41,000

1,34,000

Military Department Subsidy from the Rajah of Travencore

20,27,270

3,81,457

24,08,727

Carried forward Rupees 31,64,405
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No. XII.Continued . Brought forward Pagodas 1,03 ;50,624

Brought forward Pagodas 48,97,795

Judicial- Deposits to be repaid 4,111

Revenue– Tuckavy Advances 4,65,560

French Possessions, Charges collecting Revenues 5,723

Sundry Charges 46,639

Salt Advances and Charges 15,4,30

Customs, ehtimated Drawbacks
9,000

Malacca, Salary to Receiver of Revenue 1,412

$ ,43,764

Comniercial-Advances for the Investment 7,00,000

Purchase of Stores, &c. 4,708

7,04,708

61,50,378

Military Department — Fxtra. Expences of Secret Expedition 3,09,000

Arrears of Off- reckonings 1,2 3,000

Purchase of Grain , Provisions and Horses 2,90,000

For the Stud 25,000

Stores 36,000

7,83,000

Amount expected to remain in the Hands of the Officers 1,72,84,002

in the different Departments on 30th April 1802 35,82,909

Pagodas 2,08,66,911

(Errors Excepted. )

Wm. WRIGHT, Auditor of India Accounts.

bursements of the Bombay Government, from 1st May 1801 , to 30th April 1802

By ORDINARY DISBURSEMENTS . - Cr.

Civil Department- General-- Salaries of Governor and

Council 2,20,000

Salaries to the Establishments at the Presidency 4,07,100

House Repairs, Pensions, repairing Roads, & c . 1,90,940

Post Office at the Presidency and subordinates 17 : 300

Salaries, Allowances, &c. at the Subordinates 2,61,100

-10,96,440

Judicial - Recorder'sCourt Estab. and Contingencies 92,600
Police Establishment and Law Charges, & c. 26,400

Country Courts 1,33,600

Revenue - Charges Collection at the Presidency 33,500

Ditto at the Subordinates 1,04,000

Pensions and Charitable Allowances 15,600

Stipends to Nabob, &c. Surat 1,17,335

5,23,635

Commercial-Charges not put upon Goods at the

Presidency 44,000

Ditto Ditto at the Subordinates 74,000

Ditto Ditto in Malabar 30,000

1,49,000

Charges collecting Customs at the Presidency 24,000

Ditto at the Subordinates 47,000

71,000

Marine - Bombay Marine Vessels 5,15,000

Purchase of Marine Stores to Cruizers, &c. 2,69,000

Marine Office Charges and Establishment, & c. 3,03,coo

-10,87,000

* K Carried forward Rupees 29,26,075
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No. XIII. - Continued . Broughtforward Rupees 31,64,405

EXTRAORDINARY RECEIPTS.

Civil Department- General - Subscription Loan 3,85,000

Bills of Exchange payable
6,00,000

Treasury Bills to be issued 40,00,000

Other Loans thatmay be opened
20,00,000

Sale of Imports
9,00,000

Sale of Presents 5,000

Stores expended
8,00,000

Bills on the Court of Directors 9,00,000

Consignment of Treasure 15,60,000

Nabob of Surat 30,000

1,11,80,000

Bengal Presid - Certificates for Bills on England 10,000

Ditto for Bengal Notes
40,000

Bills of Exchange to be drawn 54,00,000

Disbursements on Account this Presidency 1,00,000

55.50,000

Fort St. George Presidency - Disbursements on

Account this Presidency
1,00,000

Advances to Commercial Residents 2,00,000

3,00,000

Revenue - Tuckavy, and Advances to Tobacco

Farmers 19,500

Marine - Sale of Stores 6,03,400

Advances to Surat Artificers 6,000

Estates of deceased Mariners, Stoppages on Ac

count Greenwich Hospital, & c. 1,800

6,11,200

Commercial - Sale of Country Goods
2,000

Sale of Grain
3,50,000

1,80,12,700

Military Department - Sale of Stores 1,20,000

Advances to Contractors 2,00,000

3,20,000

1,83,32,700

To Balance, being the Amount which the Expected Demands exceed the

Expected Resources
26,78,507

Kupees
2,41,75,613

East- India House, 17th June 1802.
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No. XIII.- Continued .
Rupees.

Brought forward Rupees 29,26,075
Military Department - Established Allowances and

Charges, including King's Troops and Arrears 35,80,000

Extraordinaries, including Foreign Service 60,00,000

Stores
6,00,000

Contractors
2,00,000

Repairs to Fortifications and Buildings
1,90,000

-75,70,000

1,04,96,075
EXTRAORDINARY DISBURSEMENTS.

Civil Depart. - General In 'on Promissory Notes 14,00,000
Bills of Exchange payable

9,44,000
Notes expected tobe paid off

3,00,000
Subscribed for Bills on England

10,000

Ditto Bengal Notes
40,000

Bond Debtsadvertised for Paym'not demanded 10,000

Treasury Bills received in Payment
4,00,000

Sundry Balances due the Merchants
14,57,557

Seringapatam Loan 3,16,900

Ten per Cent. Loan 24,50,000

Nineper Cent. Loan 3,00,000

Remittance Loan
2,00,000

Premium on Subscription Loan 75,500
Building a Jail

90,000

Charter Party Payments to Ships, $ 1,000

Church and Charity School Fund
4,000

80,48,957

Supplies to other Presidencies.

Bengal - Disbursements on acc '. that Presidency 1,08,000

Bills drawn on Account Persian Embassy 1,34,080

Treasure, and Bills drawn from Red Sea 5,00,000

7,42,080

Fort St. George - Disb. on acc ' . that Presidency 2,12,000

Supplies toCanara and Malabar
2,00,000

Bills drawn by Malabar Commissioners 5,00,000

9,12,000
Canton - Investment of Cotton and Sandal Wood

12,30,000
Revenue-Advances to Tobacco Farmers

12,900

Nabob of Surat, & c. Pensions 1,24,800

1,37,700
Marine - House Rent, Squadron Account

10,500

Purchase of Stores, and building new Vessels 4,32,000

Outfit ofExpedition to Red Sea
17,000

Balance due Paymaster
11,500

4,71,000

Commercial -- Charges of Merchandize
2,03,000

Balances due
1,87,200

Advances for Investment
12,08,000

15,98,200
Purchase of Grain

5,00,000

-

Military Department - Balance due Paynıaster
1,36,39,937

39,600

1,36,79,537

Rupees 2,41,75,612
(Errors Excepted .)

W-. WRIGHT, Auditor of India Accounts,

# K 2
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No. XIV.-A GENERAL ABSTRACT of the ESTIMATES of the

Revenues and Charges of the Presidencies of Fort William , Fort St.

George, and BOMBAY, from 1st May 1801 , to 30th April 1802.

Fort Wm Port St. George. Pombay. Total .

REVENUES.

CR . Pags . CRs. Rups. CRs. CRs.

Mint Duties 69,500 69,500

Post Office Collections 2,34,784 39,880 1,69,150 4,01,034

Benares Revenue and Customs 50, 27 , 440 50,97 , + 10

Subsidy from the Nabob of Oude 1,67,54,460 1,67,54,460

Ditto Nabob of Arcot - 9,00,000 58,25,000 38,25,000

Dirto - Rajah, and Revenues and

Customs collected from Tan

jore 11,94,884 50,78,257 50,78,257

Dittom Nizam , and Revenues of
the Counties ceded in lieu of

Subsidy 13,57,683 57,70,153 57,70,153

Ditto - Rajah of Travencore 5,81,4571 4,42,490 4,12,490

Ditio- Kajah of Mysore, and
Revenues from the Ceded and

Conquered Countries 34,06,591 1,44,78,012) 1,44,78,012

Land Revenues 3,19,20,560 95, 17,854, 1,07,00,879 4,93,930 ) 4,91,750 4,94,73,198

Judicial Fees and Fines, &c . . 5,97,8001 $ , 7,500

Stamp Duties 4,93,000 4,05,000

Customs $6,69,000 1,36,0051 5,81,946 8,95 , 940 10,99,174 49.9,000

Farmsand Licences 1,41,056 5,99, +88 7,15,000 8,29,00 14,98,888

Salt, Sale of 97,44,000 97,44,000

Opium , Ditto 37,12,000 57,12,000

Revenues of Ceylon and Dutch

Settlements 52,828 2,24,519) 4,24,519

-

-

Total Revenues O

7,05,11,614 97,47,601 4,14,97,304 ! 44,16,227 98,02,493 11,47,41,77 !

Deduct Charges 4,58,29,007 Deduet Total Charges 10,64,86,135

Net Revenues 2,46,89,697 Total Net Revenues CRs. 8,3,26

Fort St. George. Total.Bombuy .

Rups. CRs.Pags. CRs.

Fort Wm .

CHARGES .

Civil . CRs .

Mint Charges 1,74,000

Post Office Charges 1,01,400

Charges of Residen .of Benares 9,26,376

Charges of Resident's Office,

&c . at Lucknow 2,82,460

Other Charges of the Civil Es

tablishment 38,53,636

CRS .

1,74,000

3,60), 103

9 ,20,376

39,7 16 1,68,793

8,89,460

3,91,5891 14,09,253 12,99 , 940 15,07,118 67,70,001

54,27,8721 9,71,3051 15,78,046 12,99,240 15,07,1181 85,13,066Total Civil Charges

judicial .

Supreme Court, & Law Charges

Charges of the New Establisha.

ments for the Administration

of Justice -

5,58, 1311 5 , , 134

43,01,180 43,04,130

Total Judicial Charges 48,62,314

-

48,62,314

72,47,100 81,06,696 6,91,6- ,013

11,89,00 13,69,002 19,71,072

3,19,00 3,70.068 16,17,095

4,89,733 5,69,093 99,79,691

Military Charges 9,51,60,400 83,33 , 1713,55,00,979

Marine Charges 6,02,0401

Buildings and Fortifications 8,21,600 84,571 9,50,427

Revenue Charges - 47,20,272 9,62,665 40,91,326

Ditto - of Countries ceded by the
Nizam . 2,08, 2001 8,87,895

Ditto - of Tanjore 4,68,853 19,92,625

Customs, Charges Collection 9,23,5091

Starop Duties, ditto 52,200

Salt , Advances and Charges 29,23,000

Opium , ditto 9,68,6001

Charges coltecting Ceylon , & c.
Revenues .

63,019 2,67,830

Charges and Stipends in Mysore,

and in the Ceded and Conquer.

ed Countries 8,85,794 37,64,625

I
I
l
l
l
l
l

I
I
I
I
I
I
I 8,87,995

19.02,625

2, 3,109

52,200

29,23 ,200

9,65,600

9,67,830

-

37,64,625

Total Charges 4,58,22,007, 1 , 13,98,278 4,84,42,681 1,05,36,075 1,22,21,847 10,64,80,35

97,47,601 4,14,27,304 24,16,247 24,09,999
Deduct Revenues

Net Clarges 16,50,677 70,15,377 81,19,848 94,19,024

East . India House, 17th June 1802 . ( Errors excepted .)

Wm. WRIGHT, Auditor of India Accounts .

Stereotyped by A. Wilson, Duke-street, Lincoln's Inn Fields .
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No. XV.-An ACCOUNT of the Amount received at the several Presi

dennies of Fort William , Fort Sr. GEORGE , and BOMBAY , for Sales

of Import Goodsand Stores, and for Certificates on the Court of Directors,

within the lası Three Years respectively , according to the latest Advices ;

together with the latest Estimate of the same.

Per Efim .

SALES of IMPORT GOODS and 1798-9. 1799-1800. 1800-1. 1801-2 .

STORES.

Bengal CR 21,75,010 20,32,32620,93,364 23,20,000

Madras 13,31,431 23,88,402 9,11,094 7,60,049

Bombay 19,22,965 26,44,22119,32,219 25,65,224

Current Rupees 154,29,406 70,64,94949,36,67756,45,273

Average of Three Years - CR . 38,10,344
.

N. B. No Receipts for Certificates.

East -India House, 1776 June 1802. ( Errorsexcepted.)

Wm. WRIGHT, Auditor of India Accounts.

No. XVI.—Amount of the Bond and other Delts owing by the East- India

Company , at their several Presidencies in the East Indies, on the 30th

April 1801 ; the Rates of Interest which such Debts respectively carry ;

and the Annual Amount of such Interest.

BENGAL. Current Rupees.

Debts at Interest - Loans at 12 per Cent. SR: 18,04,694

Ditto 10 per Cent. 1,89,09,169

Ditto 8 per Cent . 24,81,481

Bonds, and Notes at Ditto* 4,99,57,725

Bonds and Notes at 6 per Cent.* 53,28,547

Interest on the above, to 30th April 1851 35,18,384

8,20,00,000

Treasury Bills outstanding, at 12 per Cent. 1,07,34,000

Interest thereon éstimated 2,66,000

- 1,10,00,000

4

:

9,30,00,000

Batta 16 per Cent. 1,48,80,000

10,78,80,000

Commissioners for the Sinking Fund . 5,04,373

Bills outstanding,drawnby other presidens, & c. 38,01,118

Deposits 17,62,076

Bonds and Notes ordered for Payment, on

which Interest has ceased 1,75,872

Due on Account Rohilla Donations 1,66,524

Arrearsand Debts - Civil Department - GeneralSR. 5,23,159
Judicial 3,58,267

Revenue 3,71,093

Commercial
7,45,343

Marine 3,04,429

Military Department, 44,80,281

1,31,92,535

Batta 16 per Cent 21,10,805

1,53,03,340

Carried forward .. Total Bengal CR: 12,31,83,340

* Of these therewere in the Hands ofthe Commissioners for the Sinking Fund, CRs 65,83,298, and

Interest accruing thereon,CRs 2,60,702,making together CR 68,44,000;which should be deducted
from the 'Total of Debts here stated . Vide Note to Account, No. 16 , presented May 1801 .

The Sum of CRs 19,66,114, remaining to be drawn for by Bills on the Court for the la per Cent.

Remittance Loan is not included above.
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No. XVI. - Continued .
Brought forward Current Rupees 12,31,83,340

Pags 5,72,793

FORT ST. GEORGE.

Debts at Interest - Bonds at 12 per Cent. exclusive

of the Remittance Loan,payable in England

Ditto at 10 per cent.

Decennial Loan Certificates, Ditto

Receipts to be exchanged for Bonds at Ditto

Treasury Bills at Ditto

Decennial Loan Certificates at 8 per Cent.

Temporary Loan Receipts, Ditto

Bonds, Ditto

7,428

17,47,821

5,27,548

4,65,318

27,48,115

15,36,158

1,15,490

17,52,940

Bonds and Certificates at 6 per Cent
34,04,588

3,79,107

Interest on the above, computed at
Pagº 71,04,6031

2,75,000

73,79,603

66,579

Bonds &c. undischarged, on which Interest
has ceased

Deposits

Arrears and Debts - Civil Department — General
Revenue

Commercial

Military

1,28,668

980

1,11,720

25,498

1,11,721

4,45,166

Total Fort St. George Pag. 78,24,769

At 425 CRS per 109 Pagodas CR : 3,32,55,268

BOMBAY

Debts at Interest - Loans at 12 per Cent. exclu

sive of Remittance Loan

24,52,291
Ditto 10 per cent.

19,64,726
Ditto 9 per Cent.

6,66,842Debts atDitto

27,06,841
Loans at 8 per Cent.

14,13,448
Notes at Ditto

24,80,628
Ditto at at 6 per Cent.

32,80,582
Demands bearing Interest, Rate not specified,

supposed at 8 per Cent.
1,69,008

Rupees 1,51,34,366
Interest eſtimated

4,55,580

1,55,89,946Bonds advertiscd, not demanded

1,11,692Deposits

2,75,023
Arrears, viz . - Civil

1,27,638
Judicial

14,269Revenue

Commercial

Marine 9,707

8,13,328
Military

5,25,054

14,16,237

39,506

Total Bombay Rupees 1,70,06,183

At 116 CR: per 100 CRS 1997,27,17 %

Carried forward Rupees 17,61,65,780
+ ofthis ,Pagodas 1,81,560 had been liquidated by the Commissioners for the Sinking Fund ;whid

hould therefore be deducted .
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Brought forward Rupees 17,62,65,780No. XVI.Continued .

FORT MARLBOROUGH .

Paper Currency outstanding

Bonds Ditto

Sundry Debts

Dollars 141,424

46,502

50,570

Total Fort Marlborough Dollars 238,496

At 243 CR per 100
CR: 5.79,545

Total in India Current Rupees 37,67,45,325

ANNUAL AMOUNT OF INTEREST ON DEBTS.

BENGAL Principal.
Interest. Gur. Rup.

On Loans and Notes Sicca Rup. 1,25,38.694 at 12 per cent. 15,04,643

On Ditto Ditto
1,89,09,169 10 ditto 18,90,9171

On Ditto Bonds and Notes 5,24,39,206 8 ditto 41,95,136

Op Notes 53,28,547 6 ditto 3,19,713

SR .

Batta 16 per cent. -

8,92,15,616

1,42,74,498

SR79,10,409

12,65,665

Cur. Rup. - 10,34,90,114
91,76,074

68,7351

FORT ST . GEORGE.

On Bonds Pag'

On Bonds, Certificates, and Notes

On Ditto Ditto Ditto

On Ditto and Ditto

5,72,793 at 12 per cent.

27,48,115
10 ditto

34,04,588 8 ditto

3,79,107
6 ditto

2,74,811

2,72,3671

22,746

Pag:

at 425 CR per 100 Pag: CR:

71,04,603 Pag | 6,38,659

3,01,94,563at425 CR per 100 P : 27,14,301

BOMBAY

On Loans

On Ditto

On Ditto and Debts

On Loans, Notes, and Debts

On Notes

24,52,291 at 12 per cent. 2,94,275

19,64,726 10 ditto 1,96,473

33,73,683 9 ditto 3,03,631

40,63,084 8 ditto 3,25,047

32,80,582 6 ditto 1,96,835

Rup. 1,51,34,366
R 13,16,261

at 116 CR' per 100 Rup. CŘ: - 1,75,55,864 at 116 CR. per 100 15,26,863

FORT MARLBRO ',

On Bonds Doll: . 46,502at 10 per cent. 4,650

24 243 CR. per 100 Doll. CR.. 1,13,000

Tot. Amo'. bearing In '. CR: : 15,13,53,541
Tot. Annual In ' . 1,34,28,538

(Errors Excepted .) W., WRIGHT, Auditor of India Accounts.

East - India House, 1706 June 1832 .

No. XVII. - An Account of the Amount of Debts subscribed in India , be

tween 30th April 1800 , and 1st May 1801 ; agreeable to the Court's Or

ders of 25th June 1793.
Curr. Rup.

BENGAL,
SR: 6,49,911 7,53,897

MADRAS, Page 8,947 at 425 CR. per too Pags 38,025

BOMBAY,
Rup ' 23,238 at 116 CR' per 100 Rups 26,956

Total 8,18,878

( Errors excepted. )
W-. WRIGHT, Auditor of India Accounts.

East - India House, 27th June 1802.

or
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No. XVIII.--ABSTRACT Statement of the Receipts and Disbursements of

Sicca Rupees.

1

52,62,387

Dr. - To Balance, Amount remaining in the several Departments on

30th April 1800.

Civil Department - General SR: 21,49,925
Judicial

1,34,620Revenue

16,54,756Commercial

11,30,562
Marine

19,116

50,88,979Military Department
1,73,608

RESOURCES

Civil Department- General -- Mint Duties
47,181

Post Office Collections

2,02,874
Stamp Duties

3,37,263
Sale of Presents

12,903

6,00,221Judicial-Fees and Fines, & c.
84,386

Provincial Courts, Fees and Fines

3,24,102
Licences for the Sale of Spirituous Liquors

67,626

Revenue -- Land Revs on acco ' . of Curs. Year 2,71,35,503 4,76,114

Ditto of former Years
32,08,034Collections not included in the Jumma 3,00,205

Syer Collections, including Abkaree
7,81,925

Commercial-- Salt, Sale of 3,14,25,667
84,15,244

Opium , Ditto
32,02,085

Customs, Collection of
17,32,120

Marine - Pension Fund - 1,33,49,449

26,106
Hire of Muorings at Diamond Harbour

1,465

47,571

4,58,79,022
Mil. Depart.- Army Subsidy received from the Vizier 70,54,429

5,29,33,457EXTRAORDINARY RECEIPTS.

Civil Depart.-- Gen. - Loans at 8 per Cent. SR. 74,86,794

Treasury Bills in Circulation 1,07,34,000

-1,82,20,794Notes issued on account of Transfers from Madras

and Bombay, and Supplies to Bencoolen
8,98,556

Bills outstanding on acc . of other Presidencies, & c. 36,83,902

Miscellaneous Receipts and Deposits
1,93,571Commissioners for Maragement of Sinking Fund 2,38,091

Post Master Gen. recd. for Use of Dawk Bearers

7.321Sale of Grain

171,672
Subscriptions to the Transfer Remittance 6,49,912Sale of Imports, including Stores expended

18.04,624
Bills drawn for the Purposes of the Sinking Fund 14,85,739

Ditto on account of Off -reckonings
29,089Ditto on account of Orphan Society

11,201
Voluntary Contribution for Support of the War

18,666

2,73,13,150Supplies and Advances by other Presidencies and Suttlements,
Fort St. Geo. --Bills drawn by Envoy to Persia 3,49,715

Advances to the Detachment on Coast, &c.

1,48,160
Ditto to the Expedition to Egypt

Ditto to the Nonsuch at Malacca

2,100
Çarried forward Şirta Rupees

5,91,135

Carried forward Sicca Rupaw 5,81,96,038

91,160
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the Bengal Government, from 1st May 1800 to 30th April 1801 .

ORDINARY DISBURSEMENTS . - Cr, Sista Rupers.

Cis. Dep. - Gen.- Durbar Charges,Embassies, &c. 17,85,843
Nizamut Stipends 18,48,550

Mint and Assay Offices 1,52,459

Post -Office Charges 1,65,480

Salaries of the Governor -Gen . and Council 5,25,054

Salaries, &c. of the several Offices 13,79,163

Stamp-Office Charges 43 26

59,02,185

Judicial - Supreme Court and Law Charges 4,81,776

Sudder Dewanny Nizamut Adawlut, & c. 9,84,493

City and Zillah Adawluts 20,02,457

Calcutta Police, Court of Requests, &c. 1,36,792

Provincial Police 6,52,242

Diet of Prisoners, Pensions to Hill Chicfs 3,15,410

45,73,1 70

Reve - Board of Reve , &c. at the Presidency 3,64,715

Charges of collecting in the Provinces 14,98 , , 80

Pensions and charitable Allowances, &c. 6,42,329

Madrissa Estab , and Contingencies of College 12,648

25,18,677

Commercial - Salaries ofMembers of the Board

of Trade and Offices at the Presidency 5,17,648

Charges at the Factories and Aurungs 3,67,152

Salt - Advances and Charges 24,85,299

Opium-Ditto Ditto 9,01,387

Customs- Charges of Collection 1,14,567

44,16,053

Marine - Established and ContingentCharges 3248,853

Armed Ships for the Protectionof Trade 1,42,206

4,9 1,059

1,79,01,139

Military Department - Pay and Allowances of the

several Corps, including King's Troops 1,66,84,166

Off -reckoning Stoppages 4,96,936

Stores 3,66,975

Buildings and Repairs 4,04,060

Extraordinaries 74,950

1,80,27,087

3,59,28,226

EXTRAORDINAR
Y DISBURSEMENTS.

Civil Depart.- General Interest on Bonded and other Debts 64,32,624

Principal of Notes or Bonds paid off 87,500

Notes and Bonds subscribed to the Remittance 6,33,832

Commissioners for the Management of Sinking Fund 21,46,280

Loans at 12 per Cent. paid off 31,19,247

Bills payable on account of the other Presidencies, &c. 35,33,723

Arrcars of Establishments and Allowances 11,66,493

Deposits, &c. 20,496

Purchase of Grain 2,86,316

Post Master General, Expences of Dawk Bearers 10,555

Nawaub Saudit Ali Khawn, Stipends paid on his acce 2,12,501

Expences on account of Vizier Ali 11,497

Rajah of Napaul, Amount advanced him 51,671

Aracan Emigrants, Charges on their Account 36,356

College at Fort Wm . Purchase of Ground, &c. 82,216

Advances for Expence of the College Table 37,015

Ditto Allowances of the Professors, &c.

1,93,091

73,860

Carried forward Sicca Rupees 1,79,42,182 .

Carried forward Sicca Rupees 3,59,28,226
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No. XVIII - Continued.
Brought forward Sicca Rupees 5,81,96,038

Brought forward Sicca Rupees 5,91,135

Bombay-Bills drawn by the Envoy to Persia 1,39,115

Postage on overland Letters 12,113

Salary of Mr. Uthoff 8,333
Advances to Writers, &c.

5,956

1,65,517
Fort Marlbro' - Amount ofMr. Sealy's Bond 2,400

Rec. on acc ' . of short Deliveries, per Aurora 699

3,099

Ceylon - Advances to Bengal Paym 'with Expedition, & c. 36,382

Pr . of Wales's Island - Advances to Troopsserving there 1,27,213

Nawaub Saudit Ali Khawn, Stipends paid
2,12,166

Expence of Troops serving in his Dominions,

above the Number stipulated by Treaty
29,10,576

Repairs of the Fortifications at Allahabad
1,33,963

Balance of Arrears of Subsidy
6,377

32,63,082

Sebundy Off -reckonings, Amount of Stoppages
35,682

Judicial - Deposits at the Mofussil Courts
Sale of Dead Stock

Revenue - Tuckavy Advances

Deposits

Sale of Lands

Fazil Remittances, Fines, Forfeitures, & c.

Commercial - Sale of Export Goods

Recd. on acc ' . of Balances of former Years

Ditto Bills payable

Ditto sundry Accounts

Salt, Saleof, confiscated, Calary Rents, & c.

Opium - Balances due to the Agents

Customs- Commission of the Collectors

3,15,35,260

4,70,730

3,407

4,74,157

10,305

5,49,577

6,655

1,32,745

6,99,287

1,90,289

80,360

11,203

4,906

97,418

46,574

85,522

5,16,272

4,655
Marinc - Deposits on account of Pilotage

Carried forward Sicca Rupees 3,32,29,626

Carried forward Sicca Rupees 5,81,96,038
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No. XVIII. - Continued.
Brought forward Sicca Rupees 3,59,28,226

Brought forward Sicca Rupees 1,79,42,182

Buildings and Purchase of Bead Stock
2,73,866

Superintendant at Chandernagore

2,19,252
French War - Victualling, & c. of the Cartel

19,122

Commissaryfor Chinsurah - Advances
87,499

Sebundy Off-reckonings 35,730
Expedition to Egypt-- Treasure 10,11,960
Hire of Transports

7,45,950
Advances to the Garrison Storekeeper 5,46,441

23,04,351

Loss on Recoinage, and Batta in Exchange, &c.
23,598

Advances to Commanders of Europe Ships
44,180

Remuneration to Major -Gen. St. John, for his Losses 30,000

Sundry Advances, & c.
38,428

2,10,18,208
Supplies to other Presidencies and Settlements.

Fort St. George - Bills, advances, &c .

Amboyna and Banda -- Bills,and Transferof Debt

Bombay - Bills, Transfer of Debt, &c.

Ceylon - Bills, Costs and Charges , &c .

Fort Marlborough --Bills and Certificates, & c.

Canton - Bills drawn

Prince of Wales's Island - Bills, &c.

St. Helena – Supplies sent there

Cape of Good Hope -- Charge for Dispatches &c.

74,82,856

8,10,858

74,63,357

19,95,356

10,65,259

17,24,137

3,75,746

36,935

17,975

4,19,90,687

Judicial - Deposits of the Mofussil Courts
4,44,964

Buildings, Jails, &c . 19,388

4,64,352
Revenue-Loan from the Rajah of Benares 2,10,732

Bills payable on Account of Remittances 2,62,440

Tuckavy Advances
40,636

Deposits repaid
5,18,270

Surplus Revenue of former Years refunded 80,037

Arrears paid to Canangoes, Loss by Batta at

Benares, &c. 86,797

11,98,912
Commercial - Advances for Investment, includ

ing Commission
53,20,072

Advances on Acc '. the Mirzapore Distillery 1,11,551

Buildings and Purchase of Dead Stock
25,479

Salt - Proceeds of confiscated Salt, &
30,176

Opium Charges, & c. 4,524

Customs— Commission paid, and Deposits 1,01,639

55,93,441

Marine - Advances for building Pilot Schoo

90,000

ners, & c.

4,93,37,392
Military Department - Off -reckonings

4,17,141

Purchase of Horses and Cavalry Accoutrements 3,22,161

Board of Superintende for the Breed of Cattle 43,494

Buildings and Repairs of Fortifications in the
Vizier's Dominions

2,48,788

Depot and Bandel Farm
73,054

Stores purchased for the Depot at Chunar, & c. 16,720

Advances to the Agents and Contractors for

the Purchase ofStores, & c.
8,69,215

19,90,573

5,13,27,966

Carried forward Sicca Rupees 8,72,56,192
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No. XVIII.- Continued. Brought forward Sicce Rupees 5,81,96,038
Brought forward Sicca Rupeas 3,32,29,626

Military Department Off-reckoning Stoppages 4,96,936

Collections from the Military Buzars 1,12,784

Stoppages of Pay & Batta from Sick in Hosp, 65,271

Sale of Grain 43,930

Sale of Stores from the Depot 43,351

Ditto, and Deposits for Stores lent to Ships 39,357

Rec. from Sureties of R. Grant, late Paym ' 3,000

Ditto from Officers for Fees on Commissions 5,174

Sale of Horses, & c. 11,781

8,27,784

3,40,57,410

Sicca Rupees 9,22,53,448

East- India House, 1776 June 1802.

No. XIX . - ABSTRACT Statement of the Receipts and Disbursements of

Dr. - To Balance, Amount remaining in the several Departments on 30th
April 1800 . Pagodas.

Civil Department — General 9,31,280

Revenue 16,74,665

Commercial 2,95,390

Marine 281

28,11,616

Military Department 4,24,614

RESOURCES. 32236,23

Civil Department - General— Post Office Collections 44,775

Revenue, Presidency, Subordinates and Land Revs 31,21,759

Customs and Duties 2,18,635

-33,40,394

Ceded and Conquered Countries- Land Revenues 28,35,062

Customs and Duties 2,48,453

-30,83,515

Salt, Receipts expected from the Sale of 48,379

65,17,063

Military Department - Subsidy from the Nabob 6,35,295

Peshcush from the Polygars 2,64,705

Subsidy from the Rajah of Mysore
6,21,924

Subsidy from his Highness the Nizam 5,83,664

-21,05,588

86,22,651

EXTRAORDINARY RECEIPTS.

Civil Depart.-General-For Bonds at 12 per Cent. 1,865

Treasury Bills at 10 Ditto 11,04,868

Ten per Cent . Loan 5,29,048

Eight per Cent. Decennial Loan 355,235

Temporary Loan at 8 per Cent. 6,91,000

Bonds at 8 Ditto 2,15,718

For interest on sundry Bonds purchased by the

Commissioners of the Sinking Fund 9,147

Bilis drawn on Court of Directors 2,38,675

Bill drawn by Naval Officers 58,266

Specie from England 51,693

Sale of Imports, including Stores 2,14,374

Received on Account Mysore Pensioners 14,6,6

Sale of Ground in the Black Town 5,046

Deposits on Account of Native Servants 12,348

Carried forward Pagodas -35,01,959

Carried forward Pagodas 1,18,58,881
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No. XVIII. - Continued. Brought forward Sicca Rupees 8,72,56,192

Balance- Amount remaining in the following Departments,

30th April 1801.

Civil Department - General 26,05,408

Judici. I 1,5 301

Revenue
14,00,3.42

Commerical 4,72 , , 85

Marine
29,256

46,53,692

Military Department
3,43,563

49,97,256

(Errors excepted.) Sicca Rupees 9,22,53,448

Won . WRIGHT, Auditor of India Accounts.

the Madras Government, from 1st May 1800 to 30th April 1801 .

Pagodas.BY ORDINARY DISBURSEMENTS. - Cr.

Civil Department - General- Durbar Charges, &c. 91,491

Salaries to Governor and Members of Council 74,000

Salaries and Allowances to the different Officers

at the Presidencies and Subordinates 2,25,345

Stipends and Allowances to Tippoo's Family 1,47,856

Pensioners of Mysore 37,012

Allowances to the Rajah of Tanjore 3,12,732

Paid to the Rajahs in Malabar 48,712

9,37,148

Judicial - Salaries, &c . at Presidency and Subordinates 89,071

Revenue_Sa
laries and Allowances 96,036

Charges Collection and Pensions 7,16,986

Ditto Ceded and Conquered Countries 4,68,088

Chargus collecting Peshcush , and paid to Nizam 2,85,179

-15,66,289

Commercial-Salaries to Members of Bd of Trade 31,251

Establishments at Presidency and Subordinates 79,050

Stores expended 1,236

1,11,537

Marine - Establishment and Contingencies 14,290

27,18,335

Military Department - Pay and Allowances of the se

veral Corps, including King's Troops 60,72,775

Off-reckonings 1,126

Buildings and Repairs 27,949

Advances for Stores 1,98,189

-63,00,019

90,18,354

EXTRAORDINARY DISBURSEMENTS,

Civil Department - Gereral - interest on Bond and other Debts 4,87,060

Premium on Biils and Certificates paid 44,160

Bonds, &c. paid off, subscribed to the Remittance, & c. 16,68,727

Advances to the Commanders of Europe Ships 5,639

Allowances to Officers of His Majesty's Squadron 32,012

Bills drawn on the Commissioners of the Navy 58,266

Deposits on Account Native Servants, &c. 5,239

Carried forward Parodas 23,08,103 .

Carried forward Pagodas 90,18,354
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No. XIX . - Continued .
Brought forward Pagodas 1,18,58,881

Brought forward Pagodas 35,01,959

Supplies from other Presidencies.

Bengal - Bills drawn 21,27,536

Certificates in Discharge of Bonds and Notes 28,072

For purchasing Horses 1,22,751

Balance on account Poonah Embassy
11,830

Received from Captains Hume and Jaques 2,369

-22,92,538

Bombay - Bills drawn on and remitted 2,84,082

Postage of Letters for the overland Packet 2,456

2,86,538

Columbo - Bills remitted from thence
10,725

Remissions to the Renter of the Chank Fishery 5,480

16,205
Molucca Islands Sale of Spices

1,08,258
Nabob of Arcot

6,54,482

68,60,000

Judicial - Deposits from the Recorder's Court 15,828

From the Hon. Co.'s Attorney, advanced him 681

16,509
Revenue – Tuckavy, & c. Advances, Deposits, &c . 4,82,532

French Possessions, Collections of Revenue, & c . 31,639

Dutch Settlements, Ditto
96,719

6,10,890

Comm '.- Sale of Exports, Chests, and damaged Rice 4,661

For Balances of Contractors, &c. 2,24,537

Amo'.refunded by sundry Persons for Salary, & c. 11,652
Gain by Exchange

3,839

From the Boatmaster, & c. 399

2,45,088

Marine - Light-House Duties 1,389

77,33,876

Mil. Depart. - Sale of Captured Property found in Seringapatam 12,173

77,46,049

Pagodas 1,96,04.930

East- India House, igék June 1802.
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90,18,354No. XIX - Continued. Brought forward Pagodas

Brought forward Pagodas 23,08,103

Supplies to other Presidencies.

Bengal - Salt Contract 62,909

Bills drawn by the Envoy to the Court of Persia 87,342

Advances for Mr. Webb's Journey to Poonah 24,000

Expence of Bengal Troops 37,959

Paid for Freight of Stores, Demorrage, & c. 11,173

2,23,383

Bombay - Paid for Bills drawn 6,791

Paid on Account of Troops 2,93,993

Paid Capt.Bond for theBombayFrigate, & c. 4,902

3,05,686

Columbo - Paid for Bills drawn
75,554

Cost and Charges of Cattle, & c. 12,779

Paid to the Families of Troops 63,240

1,51,573

Canton - Paid for Bills to the Supra Cargoes 2,32,717

Nabob of Arcot's private Creditors 6,21,105

Rajah of Tanjore 3,920

Paid on Account the Surveyof Mysore 20,965

Danish Loan to the Rajah of Tanjore 1,26,103

Dutch Settlements Billsdrawn, & c. 4,02,551

French , Dutch and Danish prisoners 1,34,390

Lossby Exchange and Recoinage 26,802

Sir Paul Joddreli, on Account of the Nabob 1,200

Buildingsand Dead Stock 77,048

Sundry Bills for Works, Charges, &c. 21,657

46,57,203

Judicial- Deposits repaid , &c. 32,649

Revenue- Advances for Cultivation, & c . 4,49,002

Commercial-- Advances, Stores, & c . 10,35,733

61,74,587

Military Department-- Account Off -reckoning Funds

Advanced to the Clothing Contractors 68,590

Purchase of Horses, and Advances 2,55,257

War with Tippoo Sultaun , Batta, & c . 3,34,959

Balances due, and Loss on Exchange 4,908

Lord Clive's Donation 3,795

Batta , &c. to the Troops with the Expedition 6,238

Stores issued 39,129

Advances for the Purchase of Provisions 1,05,630

8,92,150

73,644

70,66,737

artr ents :Balance - Amount remaining in the following

Civil Department

Military Department

29,04,358

6,15,481

35,19,839

( Errors escepted.)

Pagodas 1,96,04,930

Wm. WRIGHT, Auditor of India Accounts.

1
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No. XX . - ABSTRACT Statement of the Receipts and Distursements of the

Rupeer.

24,86,409

Dr. – To Balance, Amount remaining in the several Departments on ist
May 1800.

Civil Department - General 3,41,716

Revenue 10,61,829

Commercial 3,17,247

Marine 14,371

-17,85,263

Military Department 7,51,246

ORDINARY RECEIPTS .

Civil Department- General--Post Office Collections 84,0 ; 6

Judicial - Fines and Fees in the Recorder's and

Country Courts 34,628

Revenue - Land Revenues, Farms and Licences, at

the Presidency, Subordinates, and in the

Ceded Countries 11,76,140

Customs and Duties at Ditto 7,94,982

Commercial - Hire of Luggage Boats 14,692

Marine - Hire of Dry Docks, Mooring Chains, & c. 42,900

D

49,116

21,47,419

Military Depart. - Sub. from the Rajah of Travenjore 3,81,457

25,28,876

EXTRAORDI
NARY RECEIPTS.

Civil Department - General- General Register 15,02,945

Subscription Loan 10,99,068

Bills of Exchange outstanding 952,472

Loans on running Accounts 1354,299

Gain on Sale of Dollars and Exchange

Treasure from Europe 8,95,088

Stores received from Europe and expended 15,24,517

Sale of Imports 5,99,247

Ditto Stores 28,029

Ditto Presents 10,170

Accountant General to the Recorder's Account 3.5 36

Sundry Recoverances 4,42 %

Bills of Exch. drawn on the Court of Directors 7,58,476

Subscription for Widows, &c. of Seamen killed

in the Battle of the Nile 1,250

King's Brevet Commission Fees 70

Commissioner at Cochin , Revenues,Customs, & c. 10,210

-87,92,915

Supplies from other Presidencies.

Bengal- Bills of Exchange drawn 71,-3,511

Bills drawn by Governor of Bombay in March

1800 2,98,000

Certificates to be exchanged for Bills on England 23,238

Ditto for Bengal Notes 17,043

Advances in the Military Department 15,549

Freight of Sophia $ 46

-74,77,887

Fort St. George - Advances on Account the Mi

litary Department 6,34,330

Received from the Malabar Commissioners 2,13,932

Ditto Bills of Exchange on Forbes, Smith & Co. 17,780

8,66,242

Columbo Received from a Consignment ofTrea

sure to the Red Sea

Revenue - Tuckavy and Advances to Tobacco Farmers

Carried forward Rupees 1,71,67,290

Carried forward Rupees 50,15,285

7,838

22,408
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Bombay Government, from 1st Muy 1800 , to 30th April 1801 .

Rupees.

10,42,161

2,63,155

By ORDINARY DISBURSEMENTS- Cr.
General- Salaries of Governor and Council

2,03517
Ditte at the Presidency, Subordinates, and

Malabar 8,38,644

Judicial - Recorder's Court Establishment, & c.

Revenue - Charges Collections at the Presiden

cy, Subordinates, and Malabar, 2,20,512
Pensions and Charitable Allowances

16,697
Stipend to the Nabob of Surat 88,003

Charges collecte Customs at the Presidency, & c. 71,061

Commercial - Charges not put upon theGoods

at thePresidency, Subordinates, & Malabar

Marine - Bombay Marine Vessels
2,67,933

Marine Office Charges and Establishments
92,908

Stores to Cruizers, & c.
2,73,343

Other Charges of this Department
2,95,087

3,96,273

1,49,49.1

9,29,27

27,80,157
Military Department - Pay and Allowances, & c. in

cluding King Troops
42,99,433

Extraordinaries

21,98,885
Contractors

7,15,646
Stores

2,85,326
Buildings and Repairs to Fortifications 1,55,554

76,54,844

1,04934,995EXTRAORDINARY DISBURSEMENTS.

Civil Depart. - Gen.- Interest on Promissory Notes, & c.

Nine per Cent. Notes

Bills ofExchange Payable

General Register of Promissory Notes

Paid sundry Shroffs

Remittance Loan

Premium on Subscription Loan

Commissioner in theRed Sea

Paid Mr. D. Seton

Seringapatam Loan
Freight ofPackets from Bussora

Board of Health

Building aJail

Horses and Camels at Bussora

Charter-party Payments to Ships

Repairs,& c. to the Britannia

Freight of the Houghton

Bills drawn by the Court of Directors

Owners of Chartered Ships

Paymaster 86th Regiment, Bill on Agents

Church and Charity School Fund

Sundry Balances

Bond Debt advertised for Payment

11,30,384

2,22,711

4,11,313

3,46,240

1,42,285

1,93,400

72,189

18,268

32,000

72,660

15,000

18,592

10,000

7,204

24,889

62,576

29,451

1,089

576

10,000

2,000

5,704

583

28,29,114
Supplies to other Presidencies.

Bengal- Mahomed Ali Khan's Mission to Persia 51,557

Advanced on account of Persian Embassy 86,774

Carried forward Rupees 1,38,331

L Carried forward Rupees 29,67,445

Carried forward - Rupees 1,04,34,995
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No. XX - Continued. Brought forward Rupees 30,15,285

Brought forward Rupees 1,71,67,290

Commercial - Balances due for Cotton 1,45,129

Borrowed of Mr. Cherry, at Surat 15,000

Sale of damaged Piece Goods, &c. 3,498

1,63,628

Marine - Sale ofStores (inclusive of Recoverances

of last Year's Sale.)--
5,03,212

Advances made, Stoppage on Account Green

wich Hospital, &c. 18,914

5,22,126

Sale of Grain 1,61,085

1,80,14,129

1,15,036

42,834

40,928

IIilitary Department- Sale of Stores

Advances to Contractors

Recoverances from late Paymasters

Reccived for Freight of Ships returning from

the Red Sea

Ditto from Mr. J. Ray, per Decree of 'King

in Council

4,697

17,544

2,21,039

1,82,35,168

V
Rupees

.

2,32,50,453

East - India House, 17th Yane 1802.

No. XXI.- Account of the balance of Quick Stock , exhibiting a State of

the Company's Affairs, in respect to their Debts and Assets, as they stood

at the several Presidencies of Fort William , Fort St. George , and

BOMBAY, and at the Residency of Fort MARLBOROUGH, at the Conclu
sion of the Year 1800-1801.

Fort William . Fort St. Geo . Bombav. Ft.Marlbro Total.

Cash CR: 53,44,335 1,52,93,761 7,97,974 4,02,459 2,18,38,529
Bilis receivable

4,87,183 4,87,183

Stores 78,61,136 63,94,588 28,19,5071 2,99,026 1,73,74,257

Debts outstanding 2,19,58,754 3,78,21,783 20,20,35316,16,939 6,34,17,829

Export Goods 25,46,281 15,19,723 37,82,052 1,70,588 80,18,644
Import Goods 10,45,504 3,64,947) 20,88,886 34,99,337

Salt, Opium , & c. 28,20,006 36,71,617 | 11,826 65,032449

Tot. Assets ÇR . 4,20,63,199 6,50,66,419 1,15,20,598 24,89,012 12,11,39,228

Bond or Regis. Debts 10,34,90,114 3,01,94,563 1,75,55,864 1,13,000 15,13,53541

Arrears and Debts not

bearing Interest 1,96,93,226 30,60,705 21,71,308 4,66,545 2,53,91,784

Tot . Debts CR 12,31,83,340 3,52,55,268 1,97,27,172 5,79,5 45 17,67,45,325

Excess of Debts 8,11,20,141 82,06,5741 8,93,26,715
Excess of Assets 3,18,11,151 19,09,467 3,37,20,618

Net excessof debts CRS 5,56,06,097 5,56,06,097

N. B. Pagodas converted into Current Rupees at 425 CR per 100 Pagodas.

Bombay Rupees Ditto at 116 CR per ico Rupces.

Dollars Ditto at 243 CR per ico Dollars.

( Errors Excepted . )

Wm. WRIGHT, Auditor of India Accounts

Last - India House, 17th June 1802.
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No. XX . - Continued . Carried forward Rupees 1,04,34,995

Carried forward Rupees 29,67,445
Carried forward Rupees 1,38,331

Treasure and Presents sent to Gen. Baird 5,65,264

Marine Stores supplied 24,859

Coir purchased in Malabar 4,305

Sundry Disbursements 1,49,631

8,82,390

Fort St.George - Malabar Balances transferred 8,64,648
Bills drawn by the Comm's in Malabar, &c . 10,04,347

Military Stores supplied 4,96,969

Commissioner at Cochin's Balance transferred 47,443

Sundry Disbursements 5,31,366

29,44,773

Canton - Cotton and Sandal Wood purchased, Charges

Shipping, and Bills drawn by the Supra Cargoes 16,77,154

Columbo Presidency - Bills of Exchange drawn 1,200

Cochin - Commissioner's Allowances and Charges 9,204

Reve - Tuckavy, and Adve to Tobacco Farmers 17,986

Nabob of Surat, paidon his Account 1,49,225

Paid to Rajahs in Malabar 44,915

Payments on Sundry Accounts 48,991

2,61,117
Commercial - Advances for Investments 16,12,502

Charges on Merchandize 1,61,674

Balances due , &c. 50,993

Purchase of Grain 71,478

18,96,647

Marine - Table Money, &c. to his Maj. Ships 31,437

Purchase of Stores 4,23,271

Building new Vessels and Stores 4,39,650

Sales ofStores, and Commission Fees 1,91,698

10,86,056

Military Department - Loss on Exchange of Coin

Supplies for Expedition to the Red Sca

Balance due Paymaster at Goa

French Prisoners

1,15,87,755

1,36,118

3,99,153

13,586

1,470

550,327

- 1,21,38,082

Civil Department.

Ditto in Military Department,

2,25,73,077

4,36,805

2,40,571

6,77,376

Rupees 2,32,50,453

( Errors Excepted .)

W-. WRIGHT, Auditor of India Accounts.

No. XXII.-- Accountof the Prime Cost of all Cargoes purchased in INDIA ,

and shipped for Europe, in the Year 1800-1, together with the Commer.

cial Charges at each Presidency, not added to the Invoice.

Charges not ad

Invoice Amot.ded to Invoice .

CRSBENGAL

FORT ST. GEORGE

BOMBAY

72,80,565 10,56,484

50,25,510 5,05,482

1,22,286

Total CR 1,23,06,075 16,84,252

(Errors Excepted .)

W , WRIGHT, Auditor of India Accounts

East- India House, 1766 June 1802. La
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No. XXIII. - Annual Account, made up to the 1st Day of March 1802, containing

India Company in Great Britain ; and of their Commercial and other Receipts,

ther with an Estimate of the same for the Current Year ; and a Statement of

respectively carry, and the Amount of such Interest ; and the State of Cash te
Britain, and afloat.

Amount of the Proceeds of the Sale of Goods and Merchandize of the Company is

in Great Britain , under the several Heads thereuf; together with an Estimate of

S.

O

RECEIPTS.

Cash in the Treasury on the ist March 1801 (Morning ), exclusive

of Duty on Tea

Company's Goods sold

Honourable Board of Ordnance, for Saltpetre delivered
Private Trade Goods sold

Charges and Profit on Private Trade

Customs on Ditto

Freight on Ditto

OneYear's Interest received of the Bank of England, being the

Company's Share of the Annuities transferred to the Bank,

agreeably to act 33 Geo . III. Cap. 47

Government, on Account of Storesand Supplies

Persons returned from India

Bonds issued

Loyalty Loan

£. d .

930,589 18

6,336,191 18 6

60,0000 O

1,742,154 12 II

193,562 196

102,987 69

168,321 60

36,226 15 10

49,900 18 9

1,320 16 5

67,000 oo

70,031 50

£.9,749,287 17 8

on Tea

Estimate of the same for the Current Year,

Cash in theTreasury on Ist March 1802 (Morning ), exclusive of Duty

2. 168,739

Company's Goods sold, and to be sold 6,500,000

Honourable Board of Ordnance for Saltpetre 48,000

Private Trade Goods sold before ist March 1802 600,000

Charges and Profit on Private Trade 139,000

One Year's Interest, at 3 per Cent. per Annumon 1,207,5591. 155. the

Company's Share of the Annuities transferred to the Bank, agreeable
to Act of Parliament 36,226

Persons returned from India 15,000

Loyalty Loan 282,926

Balance against Ist March 1803

£: 7,781,511

1,4341556

1

£ . 9,216,067
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the Amount of the Proceeds of the Sale of Goods and Merchandize of the East

Charges and Payments in Great Britain , under the several Headsthereof ; toge

their Bond Debts and Simple Contract Debts, with the Rates of Interest they

maining in their Treasury , and other Effects appertaining to the Company in Great

Great Britain, and of their Commercial and other Receipts, Charges and Payments

the same for the Current Year, from the 1st March 1801, to 1st March 1802.

I

O

PAYMENTS.
£. d .Customs

263,773 19 4Freight and Demorage

1,444,161 16 5Goods and Stores exported

2,014,786, 16 9Indian Debt

475,590 6 1Bills of Exchange drawn from India

610,123 4Ditto from China

475,728 16Bullion exported

655,058 4 9Charges on Merchandize, including Supra Cargoes Commission ,

Buildings, Inter' on Loans, CommercialResidents in India, & c . 749,536 8 11

Indigo Contractors
1,317 9 9Dividends on Stock , and Interest on Bonds

704,403 12Bonds paid off

550 0Bondspaid inon Sales,andbought up

108,000 0Proprietors of Private Trade

1,959,958 6 3Almshouses at Poplar

4,109 9Captainswhose ships are worn out
64,213 15 4Pay toMarine and Military Officers on Furlough and retired from

Service

49,216 7 II

4.9.580,528 12 10Balance of Cash on ist March 1802

168,759 4 10

I

0

2

£. 9,749,287 17 8

from 1st March 1802, to 1st March 1803 .

142,035

1,636,752

1,804,692

281,900

1,232,200

1,000,000

Customs

Freight and Demorage

Goods and Stores exported

Indian Debt

Bills of Exchange from India and China

Bullion to be exported

Charges on Merchandize, including Supra Cargoes Commission , Interest

onLoans, Commercial Residents in India, Buildings, & c.

India Contractors

Dividends on Stock, and Interest on Bonds

Bonds drawn to be paid off

Proprietors of Private Trade

Captains whose Ships are worn out

Pay to Marine and Military Officers on Furlough, and retired from
Service

Warrants passed the Court unpaid

Buyers of Tea returned

Bank, for a Loan on Mortgage of the Annuities
Bank , for a Loan on Bond

750,000

3,500

730,000

15,517

675,000

31,300

50,000

42,200

971

700,000

100,000

£ 9,216,067
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Statement of their Bond Debts andSimple Contract Debts, with the Rates of le.

remaining in their Treasury, and Effects appertaining to the Com

ToBonds bearing Interest at 5 per cent. per Annum £1,446,112

Ditto not bearing interest 15,517

Bills of Exchange unpaid from China 365,222

Ditto from lodia
$27,397

Ditto from India, on Account of the Indian Debt 74,757

Customs on Goods sold and unsold 135,773

The Bank for a Loan on Mortgage of the Annuities, at 4 per Cent. per

Annum 700,000

Ditto on Bond at 4 per Cent. per Annum 100,000

Ditto for Interest on the above Loans 10,666

Freight and Demorage 330,000

Supra Cargoes Commission on Goods sold and unsold 72,000

Proprietors of Private Trade on all Goods sold 675,000

Almishouses at Poplar 65581

Interest on Military Fund more than applied 14,921

Ditto on Contingent Ditto 3,303

What owingin the Department of the Committee of Shipping, exclusive

of Exports 50,6000

What owing for Bonds issued to Commanders whose ships are worn out 83,184

Warrants passed the Court unpaid 42,200

What owing for Teas returned by the Buyers, and resold 971

What owing to Contractors for Indigo 3.500

Interest on Bonds
$ 1,579

Dividends on Stock $ 4,400

.

Balance in favour

£ 4,822,683

11,980,077

fro 16,802,760

East India - House, the 13th April 1802.

-

-

No. XXIV . - ACCOUNT of STOCK , per Computation of the East- India

Dr.

To Bonds bearing Interest £ .1,446,112 10 .

Bonds not bearing Interest 15 517

1,461,629

Bills of Exchangeunpaid from China 365,222
Ditto from India

527,397

892,619

Ditto from India , on Account of the Indian ebt 74,757

Customs on Goods sold and unsold
13527 73

The Bank , for a Loan on Mortgage of the Annuities that may be sold

per Act of 1788

-

700,000

Ditto for a Loan on Bond
100,000

Carried forward £• 3,364,778
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terest they respectively carry, and the Amount of such Interest;andthe State of Cash

pany in Great Britain, and afloat,on the 1st Day of March 1802.

By what due from Government to the Company £. 1,207,560

Cash, its Balance on 1st of March 1802, including Cashbelonging to?
the separate Fund for 153,242

168,759

Cash reserved to pay off Bonds advertised to be paid off 15,517

The Amount of Goods sold not paid for 2,070,000

The Honourable Board of Ordnance for Saltpetre delivered 48,000

'The Value of Goods in England unsold 4,011,078

Cargoes from England not arrived in India and China at the Dates of

the several Quick Stocks 2,382,144

Exports paid for, exclusive of Bullion 1,273,302

Silver exported thisSeason, and remaining inthe Treasury paid for, 275,649

Impress and WarAllowances paid OwnersofShipsnot arrived in England 393,137

The Value of Ships, Sloops, and Vessels, exclusive of those stationed
abroad 75,710

The Value of the East India House and Warehouses, &c. 970,179

What due from Government for Scores and Supplies to His Majesty's
Troops, & c. as per Account made up to Ist February 1802. 3,573,339

What owing from Sundry Persons returned from India , and in India , to

be repaid in England 70,977

Loyalty Loan unsold, estimated to produce 282,926

£. 16,802,760

Account ofnew or increased Salaries, Establishments, or Pensions, payable

in Greut Britain, which have been granted or created between the 1st March
1801 , and the 1st March 1802 .

£ .2,000 Pension tothe Right Honourable Henry Dundas.

200 Ditto to Lieut. Col. Robert Brooke, late Governor of St. Helena.

200 Salary to Mr. C. Wilkins, the Company's Librarian .

100 Dittoto Major James Cnnningham , Inspector of Military Stores.

1,240 Sundry small Annuities and Pensions, and increase of Safary to several junior

Clerks, &c.

£. 3,740

(Errors Excepted.)

CHA: CARTWRIGHT, Accomptant Gen.

Company, ( exclusive of their Capital Stock ) on the 1st day of March 1802.
Cr.

By what due from Government to the Company € .1,207,560

Cash, its Balance on ist March 1802, including Cash belong.

ing to the Separate Fund £. 153,242

Cashreserved to pay off Bonds advertised to be paid off 15,517

168,759

The Amountof Goodssold not paid for 2,070,000

The Honourable Board of Ordnance for Saltpetre delivered 48,000

The Value of Goods in England unsold 4,011,078

Balance of Quick Stock in Favour of the Company

at Fort St. George,made up 31st Oct. 1800 • Pag. 70,13,006

Carried forward Pagodas 70,13,006

Carried forward -7,505,397
-
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No. XXIV .Continued .
Brought forward £ 3,364,778

Ditto for Interest on the above Loans
10,666

Freight and Demorage
330,000

Supra Cargoes Commission on all Goods sold and unsold
72,000

Proprietors of Private Trade, on all Goods sold
675,000

Almshouses at Poplar
65,581

Interest on Military Fund more than applied
14,921

Ditto on Contingent Ditto
3,303

What owing in the Department of the Committee of Shipping, exclu
sive ofExports

50,600

WhatowingforBonds issued to Commanders whose Ships are worn out 83,184

Warrantspassed the Court unpaid 42,200
What owing for Teas returned by the Buyers, and resold

971

What owing toContractors for Indigo
3,500

Interest on Bonds
$ 1,579

Dividends on Stock
54.400

Balance of Quick Stock against the

Company at Bengal, made up30th

April 1801 Current Rupees 8,11,20,141

Add the Sum paid by Lord Clivefor

constitutinga Military Fund 5,80,000

The Sumgivenby Sujah ul Dow

lah , in Addition to ditto 3,48,000

Interest on the above Sums, from

29th Sept. 1766 to 29th Sept. 1769,

which forms the Capital of the

Contingent Fund , the Interest of

which is applicable tothe Charges

of conducting the Military Fund 2,22,720

Current Rupees 8,22,70,861

Deduct a Cargo of Saltpetre re

turned that was excluded in the

Quick Stock 16,226

Current Rupees 8,22,54,635 2. 2s. 3d. 9,253,646
Bills drawn since closing the Quick Stock,

and charged as a Debt in England 10,932

9,242,714

To Balance of Quick Stock against the

Company at Bombay, made up

30th April 1801 Bombay Rupees 75,03,613

Add Cargoes arrived in Eng

land, Invoices dated since

closing the Quick Stock 13,68,543

Bombay Rupees 88,72,156 1,109,019

Deduct Bills drawn since closing the

Quick Stock , and charged as a Debt in

England 47,054

1,061,965

9,253646

-

Balance in Favour

2.15,127,362

5,836,332

£ 20,963,694

Demands have been made on the Company from his Majesty's Pay Office General,

for Sums advanced thence on Account of King's Regiments serving inIndia, for se

veral Years past , to theAmount of 829,9321.6s. 5d . Ofthis 100,000l. has been paid

by the Company ; and the Paymasters General have been requested to direct partie

cular Accounts of the whole Expences to be prepared and forwarded to the Court.

Eest- India House, 18th June 1802.
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No. XXIV . - Continued . Brought forward £ 7,505,397

Brought forward Pagodas 70,13,006

Deduct Cargoes arrived in England, In

voicesdated since closing the Quick Stock 9,78,656

Pagodas 60,34,350 at 8s. £. 2,415,740

Add Amo' of Bills drawn since closing Quick Stock £. 33,047

Stores from England, not included in Quick Stock 26,493

59.540

Balance of Quick Stock in Favour of the 2,475,286

Company at Bencoolen , made up 30th

April 1800 Spanish Dollars 785,791

Deduct Cargoes arrived in England, In.

voices dated since closing Quick Stock 52,674

Spanish Dollars 733,117 at ss . £. 183,279

Add Bills drawn since closing the Quick Stock 4,972

188,251

Balance of last Books at St. Helena, made up to the 30th September 1800 77,852

Balance of Quick Stock in Favour of the Company at China, made up

sth March 1801, Tales 26,69,274 at 75. 76 1,019,551

Cargoes from England, not arrived in India and China at the Dates of the

several Quick Stocks 2,382,144

Exports paidfor, exclusive of Bullion 1,273,302

Silver exported this Season ,and remaining in the Treasury, paid 275,649

Impress andWarAllowances paid OwnersofShips not arrived in England 393,137

The Value ofShips, Sloops and Vessels, exclusiveof those stationed abroad 75,710

The Value of the East- India House and Warehouses, & c . 970,179

What the Company paid for their Dead Stock in India 400,000

What due from Government for Stores and Supplies to His Majesty's

Troops, & c. as per Accoun : drawn up, to 1st February 1802 3,573,339

What owingfromsundry Persons returned from India and in India, to be

repaid in England 70,977

Loyalty Loan unsold estimated to produce 282,926

£ .20,963,694

Memorandum .

In the above Account, the Articles of Dead Stock is valued at 400,000l, which in

cludes Buildings and Fortifications, Plate , Household Furniture, Plantations, Farms,

Sloops, Vessels, Stores and other Articles ofDead Stock, according to Lord Godolphin's

Award in the Year 1702 : Whereas the whole of the Sums of Money expended in

Buildings and Fortifications, by the latest Advices from the Company's several Settle

ments, for the Acquisition and Maintenance of their Possessions, and the nearest esti

mated Value of other Articles of Dead Stock , is as follow :

Buildings
Plate,Househdy

Furnit. Planta

Fortifications. tions, Farms,

Sloops, &c .

At Bengal 4.4,987,982 456,612 5,444,594

Fort St. George, and Subordinates 1,706,852 441,448 2,148,300

Bombay, andDitto 1,179,293 325,753 1,505,046

Fort Marlbro' 191,691 17,298 208,989

St. Helena 41,047 60,281 101,328

£ .8,106,865 1,301,392 9,408,257

Not any Credit is taken in this Account for the Prime Cost and Charges on Tea sentto

America, amounting to 15,819 !. for which the Company havenot received any Return.

There are Bonds given to sundry Persons by the Chief and Council of Balanıbangan,

to the Amount of 10,1671. and Interest thereon, which are not included in the

Debt of this Account; it not being yet determined whether the Company are liable to

the Payment of the whole of these Bonds.

(Errors excepted.) CHA CARTWRIGHT, Accomptant Gen.

and TOTAL .

>
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96,880

431,788

No. XXV. - An ACCOUNT of the Amount of all Goods sold at the East

India Company's Sales, from the 1st March 1801, to the 1st March 1802.

COMPANY'S GOODS, viz .

Teas k. 3,358,284

Bengal Piece Goods 1,131,531

Coast and Surat Piece Goods 701,131

Coast and Surat and Bengal damaged Piece Goods 116,824

Raw Silk 45°, 770

Organzine Silk 45,855

Nankeens 76,642

Pepper 269,246

Saltpetre

Spices 233.441

Drugs, Sugar, &c. 149,883

6,630,487

PRIVATE-TRADE GOODS, viz.

Teas 211,865

Piece Goods

Raw Silk
37,240

China Ware 3,297

Nankeens 53,190

Pepper 82,284

Salopetre 62,423

Spices 3,465

Drugs, Sugar, Indigo, &c . 1,265,741

Coffee 153,632

2,304,725

NEUTRAL PROPERTY, viz .

Teas 131,204

China Ware 1,783

Nankeens 23,364

Pepper 175

Drugs, Sugar, Indigo, &c. 39,495

Coffee 24,754

220,775

£ .9,155,987

( Errors excepted.)

CHA- CARTWRIGHT, Accomptant-General.

East - India House , 1816 June 1802 .

No. XXVI. - An ESTIMATE of the probable Amount of the Revenues and

Charges in India, for the Year ending the 30thApril 1803, together with

' , the Interests payable upon the Bond and other Debts, the Amount of Com

mercial Charges, and the Supplies to Bencoolen, Prince of WALES's

ISLAND, and St. HELENA : According to the latest Advices.

REVENUES.

BENGAL, at 25. the Current Rupee.

Mint, Post Office, Stamps, and Judicial fees £ . 150,800

Owde, per Estimate 18c2-3, Net . 1,324,000, but by

Letter from Marquis Wellesley, dated 13th March 1808 1,500,000

Land Revenues 3.596,000

Customs, including new Duties lately imposed 371,200

. Opium Sales 371,200

Salt Sales 1,229.600

£. 7,918,800

MADRAS, at 8s. the Pagoda.

Post Office, Faims and Licences, and Judicial Fees 131,200

Revenuesof the Carnatic, after deducting Payments to

private Creditors and Jaghires

1,1,88500

Carried forward f. 8,344,60 @

994,6со
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Brought forward £ . 8,314,600

Ditto Tanjore, after deducting Payments to Prive Creditors 465,200

Ditto the Cessions by the Nizam 560,000

Ditto Possessions before 1790 986,600

Ditto Mysore, Malabar and Canara , including Tribute

from Mysore 1,348,800

4,486,400

BOMBAY, at25. 3d. the Rupee.

Revenuesand Customs, per Estimate 1801-2, the latest rece 270,980

£ . 11,976,180

CHARGES.

BENGAL, at Os . the Current Rupee.

Civil, including Revenues, Judicial, and Marine 1,996,000

Military, including Buildings and Fortifications 2,159,667

4,155,667

MADRAS, at 8s. the Pagoda.

Civil , including Judicial 184,000

Revenue, including Allowances to the Nabob and Rajah,
Peshcush and Pensions 1,308,300

Military, including Buildings and Fortifications 2,738,000

4,250,300

BOMBAY, at 25. 3d . the Rupee.

Civil , Revenue and Marine Charges, per Estimate 1802-3 271,676

Military, per Ditto, including Buildings and Fortifications 568,726

840,402

Total Estimated Charges 9,246,369

Estimated Net Revenue 2,729,811

£ .11,976,180

ABSTRACT

Revenues. Charges. NetReven . Net Charges .

' £o & ..

BENGAL 7,218,800 4,155,667 3,063,133

MADRAS 4,486,400 4,250,300 236,100

BOMBAY 270,98c840,402 569,422

16-11,976,180 (9,246,369 3,299,233
569,422

Remains Net Revenue £ .2,729,811

Deduct Commercial Charges, not added to the Invoices :

Bengal £ .92,000

Madras

Bombay 15,750

155,038

Supplies to Bencoolen, Prince of Wales's Island , &c. 82,400

237,438

-

47,288

2,492,373

Deduct also Interest on Debts 1,438,791

Net Surplus 6.1,053,582

'This includes Interest on the Sums redeemed by the Commissioners of the Sinking Funds at

Beogaland Madras, amounting to 6. 85,180 per Annum , whichshould therefore be added to the

Net Surplus.

(Errors Excepted .)

Wm. WRIGHT, Auditor of India Accounys .

hast - India House, 8:5 March 1803.
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No. XXVII.- ESTIMATE of Profit and Loss on the Company's Sales in

England ( exclusive of Spices) and other Profits, for Four Years, ending

1stMarch 1802, with other Payments in England deducted therefrom .

Total Cost and

Charges.

Charges & Profit Interest on
Sale Amount. Jon Private Trade . Annuities . Total Profit .

1799 £ . 6,820,851 8,143,036

1800 5,748,214 6,991,04

1801
5,985,519 7.35,608

1802 4,918,588 6,393,453

£ .23,473,172 28,881,138

137,394

202,969

133,429

193,563

36,227 1,495,806

36,2-7 1,482,023

36,227 1,537,7151

36,227 1,704,657

144,908 )667,3551 6,220,229

Other Payments in England to be deducted from Profits.

Surp. ChargesExpencesoutward,

Dividends on deducting Ar- uf Settle. Remunera- Military
Stock , & Interest ticles for ments tion to Payments

on Bonds, which a Value Abroad . Command

remains .

Total

ments.

ers, &c.

1799 £ 710,503 136,165 80,205 161,896 37,125 1,125,983|
1800

713, 158 272,997 60,046 119, 55 35,55 1,201,311

1801
713,489 275,794 77.540 119,472 46,622 1,932,917)

1802 704,404 332,216 77,980 147,077 49,216 1,310,893

£ .2,841,644 ) 1,017,172 295,771 517,699 168,818 4,871,104

Surplus in Four Years 1,349,125

Per Annum 337,281

Add Profit on Exports per Annum, deducting therefrom

Insurance Out and Home 29,593

Total Surplus per Annum A -366,874

(Errors excepted .)

Eaſt -India Houſe, 5rb March 1803. CHA:, CARTWRIGHT ,

Accomptant-General.

.

No. XXVIII. - AnEstimate of the Amount of the BOND and otherDebts

due by the East - India Company in India, together with the INTEREST

payable upon the same, by the latest Advices.

The latest Accounts received from India, which s:ate the Amount of Debts at the

same Period, are those dated the 30th April 1801.

At that Date, the Amount of Debts was as follow :

Bengal at 2s . the Current Rupee 12,318,334
Madras at 8s . the Current Pagoda 3,129,908

Bombay at 23. 3d. the Rupee

Fort Marlbro' at 5s . the Dollar

17,421,064

Deduct the Amount bought up by the

Commissioners for the Sinking Fund ac

Bengal and Madras 757,024

Total Debts on the 30th April1801, exclusive of theRemittance Loans
payable in England, for the greatest Part of which Bills have been

drawn 16,66 ,040

1,913,198

59,624
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16,654,040Brought forward

Although the Accounts of Quick Stock, 10 the 30th April1802, have
not (as might have been expected) been hitherto received, yet

from other Documents transmitted from India, according to ihe

best Calculation that can thence be formed, the Increase of Debts,

between the 30th April 1801 and the 30th April 1809, may be

stated at

!

950,000

The Total of Debts on 30th April 1802 is therefore estimated at 17,614,040

The INTEREST payable on the Debts bearing Interest on

30th April, 1802 is stated at 1,438,791

Deduct Interest on the Public Securities redeemed by the

Sinking Funds at that Period

AmountofINTEREST payable 6.1,353,611

(Errors Excepted .)

Eaſt- India Houſe, 8th March 1803. W -.WRIGHT,

Auditor of India Accounts.

-

85,180

No. XXIX . - An ACCOUNT shewing the Operation of a SINKING FUND,

in the Reduction of the INDIAN Debt, at Two Millions Annually , viz .

One Millionfrom the Surplus Revenue, and One Millionfrom the Saving

on Interest, and from a Loan, &c.

RATE OF INTE.

REST, WITH

PROBABLE RE

DUCTION .

Annual Sa - Amountto be raised ,

AnnualInterest' ving upon with the Savings in

Principal reduced payable accord. Interest re- preceding Column,
Two Millions ing to forego duced, and to complete the ad .

in each Year. ing Supposition: Capital ditional Million for

paid off . Sinking Fund.

.
ܛ

£. 1,000,000

787,000

594,000

£

1803-4 12,600,000 a:8p.c'.

3,100,000 at 10 do... 16,000,00 1.1,348,000

1804-510,600,000 at 7 do.

3,400,000 at 10 do . 14,000,000 1,135,000 213,000

1805-68,600,000 at 7 do.
3,400,000 at 10 do . 12,000,000 942,000 406,000

18.6-7 6,600,000 at 7 do.
3,400,000 at 10 do . 10,000,000 802,000 546,000

1807-8 2,600,000 af 64 do .

3400,000 at to do . 8,000,000 639,000 709,00€

1808-9 2,600,000 at 64 do.
3,400,000 at 10 do . 6,000,000 509,000 839,000

454,000

291,000

161,000

2,713,000 3,287,000

1809-10 at 6 do.
4,000,000 240,000 1,108,000

In the Years 18c8-9 and 1839-10, the ten and eight per cent Decennial Loans,

amounting together to abou ! 6 : 4,014 ,coo, will become payable, either in India or

Europe, at the option of the Holders. It is probable, from the favourable rate of

exchangeat which the Holders are entitled to receive theirpaymentin Europe, that

the whole, or the greater part of these Loans, will be transferred ._In whatever pro

portion , by such transfer, the Indian Debt may be reduced below Four Millions, the
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sum at whichit is proposed it should remain, a corresponding summust be raised by
Loan in India, which will preserve the Debt Abroad at the due Amount, and will

enable the Company, by retaining in Europe the Funds, which must otherwise be

remitted to India, either in Bullion or by Bills , so to regulate the state of their Home

Treasury, as to be prepared to meet the increased demands upon it .

The Amount of ihe Principal of the Debt to be liquidated, by the

above Operation , is £. 12,000,000

The means are-Surplus Revenue 6,000,000

Annual Saving of Interest 2,713,000

Amount raised by Loan at Home, & c. 3,287,000
-4.12,000,000

No. XXX .-- An ACCOUNT, shewing the Appropriation of 2,100,0001.

Surplus Proceeds, in one-sixth as an Increase of Dividend to the Proprie

tors, and five-sixths as an Accumulation ofa Guarantee Fund, from

1809-10 to 1813-14, in the Manner directed by the Act of 33d Geo. III.

Years.

Nei Surpius to One sixth pay five- s xtlus tu rct UTC

appropriated, able to the Pro- Capital, shewing its

after paying rietors of India Increase at Coin .

500,000). in each Stock , as an In - pound Interest,cai
Year to the crease on Divi- culated at 4 percent.

Public. dend . payable half-yearly,

1809-10

1810-11

1811-12

1812-13
1813-14

£o 2,100,000 £ 350,000

2,100,00C 350,000

2,100,000 350,000

2,100 , noc 350.000

2,100,000 350,000

4.1,750,000

3,570,000

5,464,000

7,435,000

9,485,000

4.1,750,000
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:

!

RESOLUTIONS
:

Reported from the Committee of the whole House, to whom it

aus referred to consider of several Accounts and Papers re

lating to the REVENUES of the East INDIA COMPANY.

Ordered to be printed 14th March 1803.

Resolved, 1. That it appears to Military and Marine, the Charges

this committee, that the annual re- of Buildings and Fortifications, of

venues of the East India Company, collecting the Revenues and Cus.

in the provinces of Bengai , Bahar, toms , and the Advances and Charges

and Orissa , and from Benares and on account of Salt and Opium , and

Oude, under the heads of, Mint the Charges of the Stamp Office,

or Coinage Duties, Post Office which were estimated for the year

Collections, Benares Revenues, 1800-1, at four crore, forty - two

Oude Subsidy, Land Revenues , Po . lacs , twenty thousand four hundred

lice Taxes , Customs, Salesof Salt and seventy- six current rupees, a.

and Opium, and Stamp Duties , mounted to four crore , seventy

amounted, on the average of three eight lacs, six thousand one hun .

years , 1798-9 to 1800-1, both dred and fifteen current rupees.

inclusive, to the sum of six crore, 4. That it appears to this com

forty -three lacs, sixty -eight thou . mittee, that the annual revenues of

sand and seventy -five current ru- the East India Company in the pro

pees . vinces of Bengal, Bahar, and Oris

2. That it appears to this com . sa , and from Benares and Oude,

mittee, that the annual revenues of under the heads of, Mint or Coin.

the East India Company, in the age Duties , Post Office Collections ,

provinces of Bengal, Bahar, and Benares Revenue, Oude Subsidy ,

Orissa , and from Benares and Oude, Land Revenues , Police Taxes,

under the same heads, which were Customs, the Receipts from the
estimated for the year 1800.1 , to Sales of Salt and Opium , and the

amount to six crore, thirty - three Stamp Duties, for the year 1801-2,

lacs, ninety - two thousand and are estimated by the Governor-ge

thirty-seven current rupees,
neral in Council to amount to the

mounted to six crore, sixty - five sum of seven crore , fire lacs, eleven

lacs , eighty -three thousand three thousand six hundred and forty - four

hundred and forty -six current ru- current rupees.

pees. 5. That it appears to this com.

5. That it appears to this com- mittee, that the charges to be de.

mitte, that the charges incurred frayed by the East India Company

by the East India Company in the in the provinces of Bengal, Bahar,

provinces of Bengal, Bahar, and and Orissa, and in Benares and

Orissa , and in Benares and Oude, Oude, under the Heads of, Civil ,

under the heads of, Civil, Judicial, Judicial, Military and Marine, the

a.
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Charges of Buildings and Fortifica. eight lacs, fifty thousand six hun .

tions, of Collecting the Revenues dred and sixty-nine pagodas.

and Customs, and the Advances 8. That it appears to this com .

and Charges on account of Salt and mittee, that the charges incurred

Opium , and the Charges of the by the East India Company ,at the

Stamp Office, for the year 1801-2, presidency of Fort Saint George

are estimated by the Governor-ge- and the Settlements subordinate

neral in Council to amount to the thereto, and in the Carnatic and

sum of four crore, fifty -eight lacs, Northern Circars, under the re .

twenty- two thousand and seven spective heads of, Post Office, Civil,
current rupees. Military, and Revenue Charges,

6. That it appears to this com. and for Buildings and Fortifications,
mittee, that the annual revenues of which were estimated for the year

the East India Company, at the 1800-1 , to amount to ninety -four

presidency of Fort Saint George lacs , fourteen thousand seven hun.
and the Settlements subordinate dred and eighty -two pagodas, a

thereto, and in the Carnatic and mounted to one hundred and seven

Northern Circars, under the Heads lacs, thirty - three thousand two

of, Post Office Collections, Sea and hundred and seventy-six pagodas.

Land Customs, Land Revenues , 9. That it appears to this Com

and Farms and Licences, amounted, mittee, that the annual revenues of

on the average ofthree years 1798-9 the East India Company, at the

to 1800-1, both inclusive, to the presidency of Fort Saint George

sum of twenty -five lacs , eighty- and the Settlements subordinate

seven thousand six hundred and thereto, and in the Carnatic and

seventy -one pagodas. Northern Circars, under the heads

7. That it appears to this com- aforesaid , for the year 1801-2, are

mittee, that the annual revenues of estimated by the Governor and

the East India Company, at the Council ofMadras to amount to the

presidencyof Fort Saint George, sum of ninety - seven lacs, forty

and the Settlements subordinate seven thousand six hundred and

thereto, and in the Carnatic and one pagodas.

Northern Circars, under the heads 10. That it appears to this com .

of, Post Office Collections, Sea and mittee, that the annual charges to

Land Customs, Subsidy from the be defrayed by the East India Com .

Nabob of Arcot, Subsidy from the pany, at the presidency ofFort Saint

Rajah of Tanjore, and Revenues George, and in the Carnatic and

collected from his countries, Sub . Northern Circars, under the re.

sidy from the Rajah of Mysore, spective heads aforesaid , in the year

and Revenues of the ceded and con. 1801-2, are estimated by the Go.

quered countries, Subsidy from the vernor and Council of Madras to

Nizam , and Revenues of the coun . amount to the sum of one hundred

tries ceded by him, Land Reve . and thirteen lacs, ninety -eight thou

nues, Farms, and Licences, which sand two hundred and seventy -eight

were estimated , for the year 1800.1 pagodas.

to amount toeighty -onelacs,ninety
to this com.

twothousand six hundred andeighty- mittee, that the annual revenues of

two pagodas, amounted to eighty . the East India Company, at the pre

11. That it
appears
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sidency of Bombay and the settle- council of Bombay to amount to
ments subordinate thereto, exclu- one crore, five lacs, thirty - six

sive of Malabar, amounted, on the thousand and seventy -five rupees.

average of three years 1798-9 to 16. That it appears to this com

1800-1, both inclusive, to the summittee, that the annual revenues of

of eighteen lacs , eighty -three thou- the East India Company, at the
sand four hundred and ninety -two residency of Fort Marlborough

rupees. and its dependencies, arising from

12. That it appears to this com- customs, farms, . and licences ,

mittee, that the annual revenues of amounted , on an average of three

the East India Company, at the years , 1797-8 to 1799-1800 , both

presidency of Bombay and the sel. inclusive, to twenty -seven thou

tlements subordinate ihereto, which sand nine hundred and thirty -nine

were estimated for the year 1800-1, Spanish dollars .

to amount to twenty -six lacs , se- 17. That it appears to this com

venty thousand eight hundred and mittee, that the debts owing by the

eighty -seven rupees, amounted to. East India Company, at the several

twerty-five lacs, forty- six thou- settlements in India, amounted, on

sand two hundred and eighty-four the 30th of April , 1801 , to the sum

rupees. of seventeen crore , sixty -seven

13. That it appears to this lacs, forty -five thousand three hun

committee, that the charges in- dred and twenty-five current ru

curred by the East India Compa- pees .

ny, at the presidency of Bombay, 18. That it appears to this com

and the settlements subordinate mittee, that the part of the afore
thereto , which were estimated said debts bearing interest amount

for the year 1800-1, to amount to ed to fifteen crore, thirteen lacs ,

ninety -one lacs, sixty -four thon- fifty - three thousand five hundred

sand three hundred and eighty - four and forty -one current rupees ; and

rupees, amounted to one crore, that the interest thereon amounted

eighteen lacs , fourteen thousand to one crore, thirty -four lacs , twen

eight hundred and ninety -eight iu- ty -eight thousand five hundred and

pees. thirty -eight current rupees.

14. That it appears to this com- 19. That it appears to this com

mittee , that the anvualrevenues of mittee, that the value of assets in

the East India Company, at the India, consisting of cash in the

presidency of Bombay and the sct. treasuries , of bills receivable, of

ilcments subordinate thereto , in goods provided to be shipped for

the year 1801-2, are estimated by England, of goods imported to be

the governor-general and council sold in India , of salt , opium , &c .

of Bombay to amount to twenty and of stores for use and sale,

four lacs, sixteen thousand two amounted, on the 30th of April ,

hundred and twenty -seven rupees. 1901 (including current rupees six

15. That it appears to this com- crore , thirty -four lacs , seventeen

mittee, that the annual charges to thousand eight hundred and twen

be defrayed by the East India ty -nine, of debts stated to be owing

Company, at the presidency of to the Company there) to twelve

Bombayand the settlements sub- crore, eleven lacs , thirty -nine thou

ordinate thereto ,in the year 1801-2 , sand two hundred and twentya

are estimated by the governor and eight current rupees.
VOL.5 .

20. That
IM
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20. That it appears to this com- not paid for, goods unsold , cargoes

mittee, that the balance of stock in a- float , and other articles in their

favour of the East India Compa- commerce, amounted, on the 1st

ny's commerce in China, amount- day of March 1802, to the sum of

ed , at the conclusion of the year sixteen millions eight hundred and

1800-1, to the sum of one million two thousavd seven hundred and

nineteen thousand five hundred sixty pounds , including three
and fifty -one pounds. millions five hundred and seventy

21. That it appears to this com- three thousand three bundred and

mittee, thatthe debts owing by the thirty -nine pounds, stated by the

East India Company in Great Bri- Company as a claim upon govern
tain ( including seventy -four thou- ment, subject to adjustment.

sand seven hundred and fifty-seven 23. That it appears to this com

pounds of debts transferred from mittee , that the sales of the East

India) amounted, on the 1st day of India Company's goods, which in

March 1902, to four millions eight February 1793 were estimated on
hundred and twenty -two thou. an average to amount to four mil

sand six hundred and eighty- three lions nine hundred and eighty -eigbt

pounds. thousand three hundred pounds,

22. That it appears to this com- amounted , in the year 1801-2 , to

mittee , that the effects of the East the sum of six millions, six hun

India Company in England, and a- dred and thirty thousand four hun

tioat outward, consisting of annui- dred and eighty-seven pounds.

ties, cash in treasury , goods sold

PROCEEDINGS AT THE INDIA IIOUSE ,

FOR 1803 ,

AUGUST 17. and securityof the country ,he expressed

THIS day a General Court was held
his firm contidence in the liberality, loy.

at the East India Hr ' !$ C , to sanction the alty , and promptitude, of the East India

late offer of the Court of Directors ,of Company, to evince their feelings of pa

triotism and zeal for the defence of their

10,000 tons of shipping for the service

of Government. Mr. Boganquet, the
king, their country, their cons:itution

Chairman, opened the business by an
their religion , and every thing dear to

appeal to ihe feelings of the Proprietors. them as men ; and concluded by reading

He adverted to the patriotic subscrip
the Resolutions, which he proposed for

tion which had been opened at Lloyd's, the adoption of the Court.
“ That this Court beholds, with the

and concluded by stating, that the pre

sent meeting was for the purpose of
most heartfelt satisfaction, the general

considering the propriety of voting a
and patriotic exertions which are now

further contributionto Government, in making by all descriptions of people, to

aid of the war .
support the existence of the British em

Mr. Twining rose , and after comment
pire, and to uphold the laws, the liber

ing upon thepatriotic spirit , and lauda
ties , and the religion of the land.

ble zeal , which at the present moment
“ That this Court feeling , most forci

seemed to pervade all ranks of the peo
bly, that it is both the duty and interest

ple of England for the public defence of every part of the community, and

parti
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particularly of this great commercial should tender their ships at a fair and

Company, to encourage, and, as far as it moderate advantage, thereby evincing
may be able,to contribute towards those their loyalty , and combiningpatriotism

exertions, which alone can secure to this with profit.

Company its existence, and to the coun- Mr. Twining explained, that he had

try at large those peculiar and invalu- no wish to violate the bye laws of the

able blessings which it has long en- Company. He had another Resolution

joyed, doth declare, that it approves and in his pocket, by which he meant to fol

confirms the steps which have been re- low up the former, if agreed to ; but

cently taken by the Court of Directors, that he should reserve for a future meet

in aid of Government, at this important ing, called for the purpose, and which

crisis.” should be constitutionally convened ,

Mr. Peter Moore coincided in the sen- with 14 days previous notice. In the

timents expressed by the hon. gentle- mean time, he was of opinion the Court

· man , whose Resolutions hehighly ap- might express the extent to which they

proved ,and most cheerfully seconded . would go , as, on the faith thereof, an im

Mr. R. Jackson warmly partook of the mediate communication might take

loyal and patriotic sentiments of the place with his Majesty's ministers, till

hon. gentleman who had moved the Re- such vote could be confirmed by a future

solutions, but still he had some observa- meeting.

tions to make, relative to the necessity Sir Stephen Lushington thought, that

of preserving inviolate the constitution to defer the vote 14 days would be to

of the Company, as laid down in their render it nugatory : that an attack of
own bye laws. " That no grant of mo- the enemy might be made in the interme

dey should be voted to Government, or diate time ; hewas, therefore,of opinion,

to any other persons, or purpose, out of the Court was fully warranted in obey

the ordinary course, without a notice of ing the emergency. As to the shape of
14 days.” He desired, however, to be the contribution, he understood shipping

understood, that this observation was would be most acceptable to Govern

purely intended to maintain the consti- ment. Money supplies was the consti

tution of the Company, and as by no tutional province of the Commons of

means tending to restrain the loyal pur England (who had amply done their

pose of liberally affording aid to Go- duty). He regretted , that any thing

vernment, in support of awar, involv- like disunion should appear on an occa

ing the very existence of erery indivi- sion when unanimity was so necessary.
dual ; he merely wished the motion to Mr. R. Jackson spoke in support of

come correctly before the Court. There his formerarguments. He still thought

was another point too, worthy conside- money the preferable form of contribu

ration : the shape in which the contri- tion . Íhatthestrictobservance of the bye

bution should be made for the public laws was indispensable, the Directorshav

good - whether in shipping or money. ing already, in the heat of their zeal ,once

The former was thoughtpreferable. He voted a gift to Government of 2,000,000 ).

knew not if the suggestion came from which, at the moment of cool reflection ,

the east or west end of the town. If they sorely repented. That the most

from the west, he should certainly feel eminent lawyers in the kingdom were

inclined to pay it every due respect ;but consulted on the legality of that vote,

if from the east, he should certainly who all declared it to be nugatory ; and
doubt the purity of its motives. For his that , if the Directors paid such sum to

own part, he thought money would be Government, on such a vote, they would

preferable to shipping, as Government be liable in their private fortunes to the

might dispose of it to better advantage; Proprietors at large. It was to prevent

whereas, the offer of shipping would a similar occurrence, that he so tenaci

open a market of competition between ously supported the propriety of obey

the Transport Board and the Directors, ing their own laws, which he saw no ne

and an opportunity would be given to cessity, in the present case, to authorize

ship -owners for exorbitance and extor- their departing from.

tion . He, therefore, wished the contri- Mr. Henchman was decidedly of opi.

bution should be in money, and that nion with the learned gentleman who

ship owners, instead of waiting to take had just sat down. Money was certainly

every advantage of the present urgency, the preferable tender to Government,

M2
and
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and he could not, on this occasion , re- Sir William Curtis favored the vote

frain from reprobating the conduct of for shipping.- The Chairman said , that

many of the ship -owners, who, in answer he had had a conference with his Majes

to theadvertisement from the Directors, ty's ministers on the subject, whose de

differed from 15 to 55 per ton -- some de- claration was, that shipping would

manding thus, from 150 to 300 per cent. most acceptable.

above the rate others thought reasona- Mr. R. Jackson replied, that if the

ble. Such a conduct, instcad of display; hon. Chairman had made that statement

ing a noble and patriotic spirit, indicated at first, he should have yielded his pri

a mean and avaricious nature, disgrace- vate opinion to the option of Govern.

ful in the extreme. That, in protlering ment .

money, he did not mean to offer the The Resolutions were then put and

paltry sum of 50,0001. which would be agreed to — and it was farther resolved,

about the cost of tonnage , but a sum that a General Court should be sum

proportioned to the danger which me- moned, in conformity to the bye law's,

naced the country ; and considering the for the farther consideration of this sub

amount of the property to be above 8 ject. Adjourned.

millions, he thought 50,0001. a paltry

rate of insurance to pay for its preserva
SEPTEMBER 2 .

tion. That not only the fortunes, but

the existence of the Company, was at This day a General Court was held at

stake. It ought to be 3, or 400,000 !. the East India House, for the purpose of

He would not have their enemies , or the confirming the proceedings of the last

world, suppose the East India Company Court, respecting ships taken up for the

capable of so sordid a vote as 50,0001. service of Government; when, after a

when called up to assist the exigencies of few observations from Mr. Hutchinson,

such a war. The Government could as to the steps which the Court of Di

not be in want of shipping; above 300 rectors had taken since their last meets

sail had been taken from the enemy, and ing, the following motion , made by Mr.
were now in harbour. Twining, and seconded by Mr. 'Peter

Mr. R. Thornton thought 50,0001. Moore,passed unanimously, viz.

quite equal to the occasion . The Pro- « That the Court doth authorize the

prietors should know that their property Court of Directors, for a period not ex

was under the charge of men nicely ceeding six months, to charter, for the

scrupulous in the disposal of it. The use of Government, a quantity of ship,

Court could grant more at a future day, ping, not exceeding 10,000 tvas Ace

it more was absolutely wanting. journed.

SUPPLEMENT
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COPIES OF THE TREATIES OF PEACE BETWEEN THE HONOURABLE

THE EAST INDIA COMPANY, AND THE MAHRATTA PRINCES,

RAGOGEE BHOUNSLA AND DOWLAT RAO SCINDIA ,

TREATY WITH THE RAJAH petual sovereignty, all the territo

OF BERAR. ries of which he has collected the

Treaty of Peace between the honoure revenues jointly with the Soubah

alle the East India Company
of the Dekan, and those of which

he

and their allies, on the one
may have possession, which are

part, and Saheb Subah Ragogee
to thewestward of the river Wur

da .
Bhounsla, on the other ; settled

by Major- general Wellesley, on
4. It is agreed that the frontier

of Senah Saheb Subah Ragogee
the part of the East India Com

panyandtheirallies,and ly his highnessthe Soubah ofthe
Bhounsla towards the territories of

Jeswumb Rao Ramchunder, on
the part ofSenah Saheb Sulah Dekan, shall be formed to the west

Ragogee Bhounsla, who haveeach by the river Wurda, from its issue

fuli authority from their respec- with the riverGodavery.
from the Injardy hills to its junction

tive Powers.
5. The hills on which the forts

1. That there shall be perpetual of Nernallah and Gawalghur stand,

peace and friendship between the are to remain in possession of Ra

East India Companyand Senah Sa- gogee Bhounsla ; and all places to

heb Subah Ragogee Bhounsla, ra- the southward of those hills, and

jah of Berar . to the west of the westward of the

2. Senah Saheb Subah Ragogee river Wurda, ' to be given up to

Bhounsla cedes to the Company, the British government,.

in perpetual sovereignty, the pro- 6. Districts amounting to four

vince of Cuttack, including the port lacks of rupees per annum contigu

and district of Ballasore . ous to and to the southward of the

3. He likewise cedes to the above -mentioned forts, are to be

Company and their allies, in pere given up to the rajah, and to be

given
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given up at the same time as the gogee Bhounsla hereby renounces

forts . for himself,his heirs and successors,

7. Senah Saheb Subah Ragogee all adherence to the confederacy

Bhounsla, on the part of himself, formed by him and Dowlut Row
his heirs and suecessors, entirely Scindia, and other Mahratta chiefs,

renounces all claims of every de- to attack the Company and their

scription on the territories of the allies, and engages not to assist

British government,ceded as above, those chiefs , if the war between

and upon all the territories of the them and the honourable Company

Soubah of the Dekan . should still continue,

8. The East India Company en- 14. This treaty of peace and ami

gages to mediate and arbitrate any ty to be ratified by Senah Saheb

disputes that now exist , or may Subah , within eight days from the

hereafter exist , between the Com- present time, and the ratification

pany's allies Seunder Jah Bahau- is to be delivered to major-general

derand Rao Pundit Purdhaun Ba- Wellesley , at whichtime the orders

hada and the rajah of Berar. for the cession of the ceded terri

9. Senah Saheb Sabah Ragogee tories are to be delivered over , and

Bhounsla engages never to take or the troops are to withdraw .

retain in his service any French- 15. Major- general Wellesley en

men, or the subjects of any other gages that the treaty shall be rati

European or American power that tied on the part of the honourable

may be at war with the British go- Company, by his excellency the

vernment, or any British subjects most noble the governor-general in

either European or Native, with- council, and that the said ratifica

out the consent of the Company. tion shall be delivered two months

10. The East India Company from this date .

engageon their part, that they will
Done in camp at Deogaun, December 17,

not assist or countenance any dis- 1803 .

contented relations, rajahs, zemin

dars , or other subjects of the Senah TREATY WITH SCINDIA.

Saheb Subah Ragogee Bhounsla,
who may fly from, or rebel against Treaty ofPeace and Amity l'etween

his authority the Maharajah Ali Jah Doulut

11. In order to secure and im
Rao Scindia , on the one part , and

prove the relations of peace and
the honourable East India Com

friendship hereby established, the puny on the other part .

respective governments agree , that 1. That there shall be perpetual

accredited Ministers from each peace and friendship between the

shall reside at the court of the other. honourable East India Company

12. And whereas certain treaties and their allies , on the one part,

have been made by the British go- and Maharajah Ali Jah Dowlut

vernments, with feudatories of Se- Rao Scindia on the other part .

nah Saheb Subah Ragogee Bhoun- 2. That Maharajah cedes to the

sla, it is hereby agreed , that the honourable East India Company

said treaties shall be confirmed.- and their allies, in perpetual sove

Lists of these treaties to be deliver- reignty , all his forts, territories and

ed over, when the treaty is ratified rights, in the Dooab, and country

by the governor-general in council. situated between the Jumma and

13. The Scnah Saheb Subah Ra- the Ganges, and all his forts, terri

tories ,
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tories , rights , and interests , in the Jah Dowlut Ráo Scindia has re

countries which are to the north : presented that his family have long

ward of the rajahs of Jeypoor and held in enaum as a gift from the

Joodepoor, and of the rajah of king of Hindostan , the districts of

Gohud, such countries formerly in Dhoolpoor, Baree , and rajah Ker

the possession of Maharajah , situ- rah, which are situated to the

atedbetween Jeypoor and Joode- northward of the countries of the

poor, and to the south of the for- rajahs of Jeypoor and Joodepoor,
mer, are to belong to the Mahara- and of the rajah of Gobud, and that

jah . lands in Hindostan, ceded by the

3. The Maharajah likewise cedes articles in this treaty to the honour

to the honourable East India Com- able East India Company and their

pany and their allies , in perpetual allies, are held in Jacquin , by the

sovereignty, the fort of Broach , family of the late Mahadgie Scindia ,

and the territory depending there- and others , who would suffer much

on , and the fort of Ahmednugger distress if deprived of the advan
and territory depending thereon , tages they enjoy in that country :

excepting those lands which it is It is agreed the Maharajah shall

bereafter agreed that the Mahara- continue to hold in enaum the

jah is to retain . lands of Dhoolpoor, Baree, and

4. The Maharajah likewise cedes rajah Kerrah, and that Balah Baye

to the honourable East India Com- Sahel , and Munsoor Sahel Moonsha

pany and their allies , all the territo- Ravel Nyne, Boogagee Jamdah

ries which belonged to him previous Amragie . Jadhoo , and Wurda

to the breaking out of thewar ,which Charie, shall continue to hold their

are situated to the southward of the lands in Jaghir, under the protec

Adjuntee hills, including the fort tion of the Company ; and fur

and districts of Jalnapoor , the town ther, in order that no individuals

and district of Gandapoor, and all may incur loss , or even suffer disa

other distries between that range tress in consequence of these ar

of hills and the river Godavery. rangeinents, it is agreed that the

5. TheMaharajah Ali Jah Dow. bonourable East India Company

lut Rao Sciodia , for himself, his shall either pay pensions or grant

heirs , and successors, hereby re- lands in jaghir, according to the

nounces all claimsto the forts, ter- plan laid down by the British go

ritories, rights, and interests ceded vernment for certain other Sirbaus

by the foregoing articles, and all and others to be named by Maha

claims of every description upon rajah , provided that the total

the British government and their amount of the sums paid , and jag .

allies , the Soubah of the Dekan , hirs granted , does not exceed se

the Peishwa and Anaud RowGuick- venteen lacs of rupees per annum .

8. That the following lands,

6. The fort of Asser Ghur, the villages, & c. in the territories of

city of Berhampore, the forts of Rao Pundit Pundam , in enaum ,

Powanghur and Dohud, and the lately taken possession of by the

territories in Candeish and the Gu- British government, be restored to

zerat , depending on these forts, the Maharajah, provided that no

shallbe restored to Maharajah Ali troops are introduced there on the
Jah Dowlut Rao Scindia . pretence of collecting revenues, or

7. Whereas the Maharajah Ali any other pretence whatsoever, viz .

Choomargondy

ܪ

1

war .

1
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1

Choomargondy Purgunnah ; Jam- nounces all claims upon Shah

gaun ; Ranjengaun ; half of Sien- Allum , and engages not to inter

gaum Purgunnah : six villages in fere any further in the affairs of bis

Umbir Purgunnah ; five villages in majesty.

Pytan Purgunnah ; five villages in 13. The Mabarajah agrees never

Newag Purgunnah ; five viilages in to engage in bis service any French

Kurloh Purgunnah ; six villages in men , or other Europeans, or na

Poona Purgunnah ; two villages in tions at war with Great Britain.

Wahy Purgunnah ; six villages in 14. For the better carrying into

Palwood Purgunnah ; five villages execution this treaty of peace and

in Pandy Peergaun Purgunnah ; amity, it is agreed that'accredited

five villages in Pagoon Purgunnal ; ministers reside at each court from

two villages in Parnena Purgun- each of the contracting powers.

nah . 15. This treaty of peace and

9. Whereas certain treaties amity to be ratified by the Mala

with feudatories of Maharajah have rajah Ali Jah Dowlut Rao Scindia ,

been made by the British govern- within eight days from the present

ment, it is agreed that the same be time, and the ratification is to be

confirmed . Maharajah hereby re- delivered to major-general W'el

nounces all claims on the persons Jesley, at which time the orders for

with whom such treaties have been the cessiou of the ceded territories

made, and proclaims them to be in- are to be delivered over , and the

dependent of his government. troops are to withdraw .

10. No person whatever is to be 10. Major -general Wellesley en

molested on account of the part gages that the treaty shall be rati

which he may have taken in the fied on the part of the honourable

present war . Company, by his excellency the

11. It is agreed that the rights most noble the governor-general in

of his highness the Peishwa, to council, and that the said ratifica

cultivate certain lands in Meluah tion shall be delivered two months

and elsewhere, shall be established from this date .

as beretofore .
Done in Camy, Dec. 30 , 1803 .

12. The Maharajah hereby re

Printed by B. M.Millan,
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CHARACTERS.

An account of the Life and Character of TOFUZZEL HUSSEIN KHAN,

the Vakeel, or AMBASSADOR, of the NABOB VIZIER ASSSOF -UD

DowLAH, at Calcutta, during the Government of MARQUIS
CORNWALLIS.

Though Tofuzzel Hussein was ably interferes ; for , a judgment

known only to a small portion of at once sound, clear, quick , and

our readers, and was not distin- correct, was its distinguishing fea

guished for any of those splendid ture . And, it will be allowed to

actions, by which the natives of be a circumstance favourable to his

Asia usually attain eminence in taste , that he cultivated ancient as

their own country, and by which well as modern European literature

their fame reaches Europe; yet, with ardour and success ; and as one

we do not conceive that any apo- of his letters will shew , wrote the

logy will be required of us , for English language with a degree of

making the public acquainted with idiomatic purity, very uncommon

some of the circumstances of a life in any foreigner ; and, as far as we

partly passed in the exercise of know, wholly unexampled in a

high diplomatic functions, but pe- native of Asia.

culiarly devoted to the quiet pur Toffuzzel Hussein Khan was

suit of literature and science . It born in the celebrated valley of

is not, however, on account of his Cashmir ; and from his intimate

political and literary talents alone, knowledge of the classical litera

that we feel solicitous to preserve ture of Asia , must have been edu

his memory ; for he appears to us cated with ability and care .

to have formed, both in the qua- early period of his life he travelled
lities and disposition of his mind, into eastern Hindustan. On his

a very remarkable exception to the arrival at Lucknow , he was intro

general character of Asiatic genius. duced to the nabob Vizier, Sujah

Imagination and fancy predominate ud -Dowlah ; and such was the esti

so strongly in Asiatic minds, that mation in which his morals, as well

they enfeeble , in a certain degree, as talents , were held by that prince,

the more sober faculties of reason- that he appointed him tutor to his

ing and judgment. Our great ori- second son Saadut-Ali . After the

entalist, with all his enthusiasm death of Sujah -ud -Dowlah a dis

for his favourite pursuits, has pro- agreement took place between his

nounced, “ judgment and taste to successor Assof-ud-Dowlah, and

be the prerogatives of Europeans.* " Saadut -Ali ; which obliged the

But with one, at least, of these latter to quit the court of Lucknow ,

proud prerogatives, the character and take refuge in Agra. A re

of Tofuzzel Hussein unquestion- conciliation was effected between
the

See Sir William Jones's Second Anniversary Discourse to the Asiatic Society.

At an

§ A
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the brothers, through the media- some particulars regarding my late

tion of Mr. Hastings, then go - much -lamented friend, Tofuzzel

vernor-general of the British pro- Hussein Khan.
vinces ; but on the condition ex- In the beginning of November,

pressly stipulated by Assof, that 1781 , Mr. Hastings thought pro

Tofuzzel Hussein should be dis- per to send me on an embassy to

missed the service of Saadut Ali . strengthen and improve the con

The attachment of the youngprince nection which had been previously
to his virtuous instructor ,would have formed betwixt the English govern

prompted him to reject a condition ment in India , and Mahajee Scin

so repugnant to his feelings, as well diah , the Mahratta chief ; and at the

as to every sentiment of generosity same time invested me with full

and honour. But Tofuzzel Hus- powers to negotiate and conclude

sein, conceiving :hat the measure a general treaty of peace with the

would be attended with important Mahratta empire . Tofuzzel Hus

benefits to his master, interposed his sein was at that time with me at Be

influence ; and earnestly urged nares ; and, as it was thoughtthat his

Saadut Ali to accept the propositi- knowledge and ability would be of

ons,notwithstanding theungenerous use to me, I was authorized to take
condition which had been insisted him along with me. As he wrote

on . And in order to prevent the the Persian language with uncom

possibility of his being any impe- mon elegance , Mr. Hastings em

diment to the reconciliation, he im- ployed him in writing my letters of

mediately left the service of Saadut introduction to Mahajee Scindiah,

Ali , and removed from Agra . the Peishwa, Nana, Pharnaveese,

Through these circumstances the Tuccojee Holkar, and the rest of
character of Tofuzzel Hussein the Mahratta princes, with whom

came known to Mr. Hastings ; and I might have occasion to negotiate.

with that disposition to patronize ta- We left Benares on the 5th of

lents , of which so many conspi- November ; and when we arrived

cuous instances appear in the his- at Bandere , a place within two

tory of his government, he ap- days' march of Scindiah's encamp

pointed him assistant to Major Pal- ment, a circumstauce occurred

mer, in conducting some political which gave me an opportunitity of

negotiations with the Ranah of making a complete trial of the

Gohud. The ability which he abilities and address of Tofuzzel

evinced in these transactions af- Hussein . Cheit Sing, the rajah

terwards induced Mr. Hastings to of Benares, after being driven out

appoint him to the more important of that province, fled to Scindiah,

mission of Mr.David Anderson, to and had, apparently, received his
Mabajee Scindiah . Of the conduct protection . This was considered

of Tofuzzel Hussein whilst em- as an event which cant a doubt on

ployed on this embassy, Mr. Da- the sincerity of Scindiah in his

vid Anderson has favoured the Edi- engagements with the English go

tor with an interesting account, vernient ; and, as it was thought,
which we shall insert in his own on the first view of the matter, im

words . proper that I should appear as the

Dear Sir, representative of the English nation

In compliance with your desire, at Scindiah's court, whilst Cheit

I sit down to communicate to you Sing was there, I could not , con

sistently
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sistently with my instructions, pro- and to advance the negotiation.

ceed any further. In this dilemma, But they more frequently ended in

I deterinined to send on Tofuzzel nothing ; neither of the agents be

Hussein, who, after several long ing empowered to make any con

and delicate discussions with Scin- cessions, or acquainted with the

diah, which he conducted witli great full extent to which their employers

address , obtained from him the most designed to make them . Yet, as

satisfactory assurances with respect Bow Buckshey was of a character

to Cheit Sing ; and my subsequent opposite almost in every respect

orders having relaxed in some de- to that of Tofuzzel Hussein, and

gree on this point, I found myself though a man of much shrewdness

at liberty to proceed to Scindiah's and penetration , he entertained very

camp, where I arrived on the 8th wild ideas, and was remarkably pro

of January , 1782 . lix and confused in bis expression of

The first conferences betwixt them ; these discussions served to

Scir diah and me were employed in shew, in a conspicuous point of

explanations regarding the causes view , the extraordinary patience,

of the war, and the circumstances good humour, prudence, and saga

which had occurred during the city, of Tofuzzel Hussein .

course of it ; in discussing several During the intervals of these te

difficult points relative to the allies, dious and vexatious negotiations,

on their side as well as on ours ; Tofuzzel Hussein delighted to pass

and, finally , in concerting the his time with my brother, Mr.

mode in which the negotiation Blaine, and myself, in conversing
should be carried on betwixt the on the different laws, customs, and

English government, and the court manners of Europe and of Asia ;

of Poonah . My powers to treat on Persic, Arabic , and Hindu lite

on the part of the English govern- rature ; and above all , on the sci

ment were ample ; and Scindiah ences ofmathematicsand astronomy,

undertook to procure similar powers in which he had made a considerable

from the peishwa and his ministers. proficiency, derived partly from bis

When we afterwards came to study of Arabian authors, and partly

discuss the particular terms of the from his communications with the

proposed treaty of peace, Scindiah, learned Mr. Broome. These con

wishing to avoid everything that versations he always erlivened , by

could lead to altercation betwixt occasionally intermixing sallies of

himself and me personally, gave wit and pleasantry. He became,

the management of the detail, in at this time, anxious to learn the

the first instance, to Bow Buckshey, English language, and my brother

one of his generals : and, it was took great pains to teach it to him .

customary for Bow Buck -hey to He did not then make much pro

come first to Tofuzzel Hussein ; and gress , but he continued to pursue

after they had passed many hours this study with such ardour and ap

in discussion ,they came to my tent, plication , that he was, some years

where the topics under considera- afterwards, able, not only to read,

tion were resumed, and any difficul- but to write English with accuracy.

ties that had arisen betwixt them, The treaty of peace was, at last,

obviated. These previous discus- ' signed by Scindiah and me , on the

sions sometimes tended to throw 17th of May, 1782 ; and Tofuzzel

light on the views of the Mahrattas, Hussein , finding his health some

§ A 2 what
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what impaired by his long and fa- In giving you this little account of

tiguing residence in the Mahratta Tofuzzel Hussien Khan, I have

camp, I gave himleave to return to confined myself entirely to such cir

Major Palmar. In mentioning his cumstances as fell within my own

departure to Mr. Hastings, I in- immediate knowledge. I have only
formed hini , that the address , zeal , to add, that in allmy intercourse

and perseverance which Tofuzzel with the natives of India , I never

Hussein had shewn during the knew any man who combined, in

whole of the negotiation , merited so eminent a degree, great talents

my highest commendation . for public business, profound learn

From that time, I may say , to ing , and the liberal ideas and man

the day of his death , the friendship ners of a gentleman .

thus formed betwixt him and nie ,
I am, with much regard,

continued without interruption. Dear Sir,

After my return to Europe, he Yours, &c .

wrote to me almost every year.
David ANDERSON.

Many of his letters in Persic, and

one in English, are still in my pos- In 1788 , a reconciliation took

session . They contain short ac- place between the vizier Assof-ud

counts of the principal events Dowlah and TofuzzelHussein , and

which occurred among the princes the latter was soon after appointed

and states of India , and notices of vukeel from the court of Lucknow

the changes which took place among to the British government. In this

our common friends, both Euro- capacity he resided some years at

peans and Indians. Two of these Calcutta, where he cultivated the

letters I shall transmit to you , as society of Sir William Jones and

they serve to illustrate the subse- Lord Teignmouth (then Mr.Shore) ,
quent events of his life . and where, at the hospitable mansion

In 1792 , I received a letter from of his friend Mr. Richard Johnson ,

him , in which, in compliance with at Russipughilee, he had every fa

a request I had made to him bycility afforded him of pursuing his

desire of some literary friends at favourite studies of mathematics

Edinburgh, he promised to make and astronomy ; and had also an

enquiry among the Brahmans of opportunity of availing himself of

Benares, of Nuddeah, and of other the instruction of Mr. Ruben Bur

places in Hindustan , regarding the rows, the celebrated mathemati

ancient astronomy of the Hindus. cian ; by which means he acquired

He mentioned, however, that from a knowledge of the philosophy of

the present ignorance of the pun- Newton. And with a view of con

dits, and the necessity of employing bining his study of the languages

an intelligent translator, he appre- with that of thesciences , he trans

hended the task would be difficult, lated the Principia from the original

and require a considerable time.-- Latin, into Arabic.

Whether he ever found leisure to During his residence at Calcutta ,

execute it or not, I cannot say ; but his attention was divided between

as no man in India was better qua- these pursuits, and the business of

lified for it , I mention the circum- the important station which he filled.

stance, as itmay lead to a discovery In the exercise of his public func
of any Hindu astronomical tracts, tions, he was treated by Marquis

which he may have left among his Cornwallis, then governer-general,

papers . with

.
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1

with special marks of civility and in Persic, he describes the general

distinction. But it appears, from aspect of political affairs at the

his English letter to Mr.David An- different courts in India, and no .

derson, written at this period, that tices a few military operations which

he disliked his situation , on account the jarring interestsof some of the

of some peculiar difficulties attend- rival states had produced. He also

ing it ; and that he only accepted gives an accountof his private stu

the appointment from the vizier, dies ; which shews, that however

because he could not safely refuse occupied with public affairs, and

it. The manner in which he writes the details of official business, no

on this occasion is very explicit and thing could divert his attention

perspicuous, and equally serves to from those more exalted objects, to

shew the disinterested turn of his which his mind was naturally prone.

mind , and the facility with which of this letter we give a translation

he could express his thoughts in our nearly literal.

language. After the usual compliments in

“ I have ," says he, “ been un- the Asiatic style, he proceeds

fortunately compelled to supply the “ Your kind letter arrived at a time

place vacated by the death of ra- when I was become impatient to

jah Govin-ram . It was not without hear of your health and welfare ;

reluctance that I accepted the office. and it gave me great pleasure. May

It would be superfluous to enu- God long preserve you, who are

merate the reasons which occasion thus so kindly mindful of your
my dislike to this employment.- friends, The attachment which I

But Ameer-ul-Dowlah, and even feel towards you , the impressions

his highness the vizier himself, were which your friendship have left on

almost always urging me to accept my mind, and the distress which

it ; and as it was not with safety, our separation has occasioned to

in my power, to reject their offers, me, exceed the bounds of expres

or disobey their orders, I was, atsion. But as your residence in

length , sent by them to Calcutta, England 'seems to be agreeable

where I now am - hoping for a fa- to your heart, preferring your

vourable opportunity which may happiness to my own, I must sub

enable me to return home . Lord mit. Thank God, the tidings

Cornwallis treats me with favour ; of your welfare, and of the satis

and I am sincerely obliged by his faction which you enjoy in your

kindness. I have, however, but own country, are such, as to af

little hopes of any essential assist- ford consolation to your far-distant

ance , at this period, from any friends."

quarter, because our friends are “ The nabob Ally Ibrahim Khan

very few here, and all destitute of is in perfect health , and continues

power.
Had lord Cornwallis not to devote his attention to the admi

encouragedme to hold my connec- nistration of justice at Benares.

tion with public affairs, it would I have written a letter to him to

bave proved very difficult to me to communicate your message. Ma

manage the office in which I was hajee Scindiah now rules, with great

put, by the imprudent importunity power, over all the countries ce

of my superiors." pendent on Delhi and Agra. In

In another letter to Mr. Ander- consequence of the difficulties in

son , about the same period, written which that chief was involved about

§ A 3 two
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two years ago, from the insurrection treaty between Scindiah, and Rajah

of some of the rajahs in the neigh- Hemut, Bahaudur and Ismael Beg,

bourhood, Ismail Beg Khan ac- and that treaty being subsequently

quired a considerable degree of broken , he is at present much

power. He lately began to excite chagrined."

disturbances in different parts of “ As to the treaties of alliance

the country ; and the rajahs of against Tippoo, which were lately

Joudpur and Jeypur gave him their concluded betwixt the English go

assistance. On this, Scindiah de- vernmentand the Peishwah,through

terinined to oppose them , and sent Mr. Mallet, and the Nizam Ally

the army which he had raised un- Khan, through Mr. Kennaway ; the

der general De Boigne, together march of general Meadows with a

with about 40 or 50.000 horse, great force againstTippoo, and the

partly composed of his own troops, reduction ofa portion of his ter

and partly of those of Tuccoo ritories, yielding an annual revenue

Holkar, and Ally Bahaudur, both of about 40 Jacks of rupees ;-all

of whom had been with him during these circumstances will have been

the last year and a half. This more fully communicated to you

force fell in with the enemy at by the correspondence of your En

Patan, on the borders of the Ra- glish friends, than I am capable of

japut country ; a batile ensued , and doing.

the rajah of Joudpur and Jeypur, My own situation , at present,

and Ismael Beg Khan were defeated is this :-I attend in the presence

and put to flight; and their artillery, of lord Cornwallis, who shews me

elephants, and baggage, fell into the great favour and kindness, and

hands of the Mahrattas. Ismael Beg seems pleased with me. From the

fed in disorder to the vicinity of good opinion he entertains of me,

Jeypur ; the Rajabs there furnished he thought of sending me as re

him with some supplies of money sident, on the part of his govern

and stores, and encouraged him ; ment, to the Nizam Ally Khan; but,

they are endeavouring tocollect an as I had been long absent from

army, and are as well prepared as home, and found it difficult to re

they can be for another action. main even at Calcutta , I saw that

Although Tuccoo , Holkar, and it would be out of my power to

Ally Bahaudur are in reality not undertake so distant a journey, and

well disposed towards Scindiah ; yet, I therefore requested that his lord

according to the custom of the ship would excuse me. So that I

Mahrattas, when a war arises they still continue to recommend my

unite with him ; and from their self to him, by my attention and

continuance with him, on the pre- services in such matters as are

sent occasion , Scindiah has derived more immediately objects of my

great support . duty."

Bow Buckshey is extremely well. • You ask me if I continue my

For this last year he has held the studies as usual, or if my employ

office of minister of finance to Ma- ment in public business has di

hajee Scindiah ; and he has dis- verted my thoughts from literary

charged the duties of it in his usual pursuits --Some time ago, I em

waywith which you arewell ac- ployedmyself, for a few months,

quainted . Rana Bay baving been in reading the history of England,

the person who negotiated the chiefly with a view of acquiring a

competent
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competent knowledge of the lan- Greek into Arabic, and the Greek

guage. I have since given it up, and original was lost ; it was afterwards

have been engaged in translating translated from Arabic into Latin ,

the Principia of Sir Isaac Newton, from an old manuscript in the Bod

Thomas Simpson's book on Al- leian library ; the Arabic of it is now

gebra , Emerson on Mechanics, totally lost in Asia.-- I translated

Appolonius de Sectione Rationis, the Latin version into English , and

translated into latin by doctor Hal- from the English Tofuzzel Hussein

ley, and a work on Conic Sections is now rendering it into Arabic

*

by ( JBJ ) * Del-hopital again."These letters will be read with

a Frenchman. All these books I am interest by all those who have been

translating into Arabic , besides se- accustomed to contemplate the cha

veral short treaties on Logarithems, racter of Asiatics,as they shewa turn

curve lines, &c . &c . Some of them of mind, and a castof thought, very

I have already finished , and some rarely met with in the East .

more of them will soon be brought In March , 1798 , Tufuzzel Hus

to a conclusion . - In short, I con- sein at the earnest solicitation of

tinue to devote my leisure hours to lord Teignmonth, then governor

these pursuits." general, was prevailed on to ac

“ May your prosperity and wel- cept the office of prime minister

fare be perpetuated ." tothe nabob Assof-ud -Dowlah ; an

P. S.- " I beg you will present appointment not at all suitable to

my best respects to Mr.James An- his inclications, as literary fame,

derson, the impression of whose rather than political preferment,

kindness is still recent on my heart." was the object of his anbition.

Of the literary pursuits, to which However, he held the office only a

he says hehas devoted his attention , few months; for on the death of

some further mention is made in Assof-ud -Dowlah, in September,

the following extract of a letter 1798, he immediately resigned it.

from his friend and associate in these The accession of vizier Ally, in

labours, Mr. Ruben Burrows, to deed , rendered Tofuzzel Hussein's

lord Teignmonth . resignation of his office essential

“ Tofuzzel · Hussein continues to his personal safety ; for he had

translating the Principia of News become obnoxious to the young

ton , and I think we shall soon prince , not less by his attention to

begin to print it bere in Arabic :- the British resident at the court of

my notes and explanations are to Lucknow , than by the undeviaung

accompany the translation t.- resolution with which he opposed

He has likewise translated Emer- every sort of public profligacy and

son's Mechanics, and a Treatise on corruption , and the zeal with which

Algebra, ( that I wrote for him ) he endeavoured to establish a system

into Arabic. He is now employed of economy in the financial depart

in translating Apollonius de Sectione ment of the state . Such a line of

Rationis . The fate of this work is conduct was altogether repugnant

singular ; it was translated from to the prejudices and manners in

§ A 4 which

Del-bespital. William Francis, Marquis de 'l Hospital, the celebrated author of

the L'Analyse des infinimens Petits, and the friend of Malbranche.

+ The translation was finished, but it has not been printed ; and we believe

Mr. Burrows never added the annotations he mentions.
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which vizier Ally had been edu- elegant and engaging ; his integrity

cated ; his antipathy to the English firm ; his honour unimpeached. -

was of itself sufficient to arm his In his situation of minister, under

fury against any man who seemed Assof-ud -Dowlah , he proved his

disposed to favour them ; and the disinterestedness, by declining to

fierce impetuosity of his vices receive the usual emoluments of a

pointed his resentment against all most lucrative office, and by con

those who endeavoured, even by fining himself to the receipt of a

the gentlest and most delicate salary, barely adequate to his ex

means , to correct or restrain them . pences. An uncommon instance

Tofuzzel Hussein was marked out of moderation and self-denial.

as an object of his sanguinary and His intercourse with the English

implacable vengeance ; and nothing was very extensive; and , where

but the timely ,judiciousand decisive ever he was personally known, he

interposition of the governor -gene- was respected and esteemed ; -par

ral of the British provinces, in the ticularly by those who had the best

councils of Lucknow , and the pro opportunities of appreciating the

tection which he thereby received, qualities of his head and heart."

could have averted his meditated “ Mathematics was his favorite

destruction . The public transac- pursuit ; and perceiving that the

tions which took place at Lucknow, science had been cultivated to an

at this momentous and fearful crisis, extent in Europe far beyond what

are detailed in the political depart- had been done in Asia , he deter

ment of our first volume, and need mined to acquire a knowledge of

not, therefore , be recapitulated in the European discoveries and im

this place. On the elevation of provements ; and , with this view ,

the prince Saadut Ally, Tofuzzel began the study of the English lan

Hussein was reinstated in authority guage . He was at this time be

at court, and was soon afterwards tween forty and fifty ; but his suc

appointed to the situation which he cess was rapid ; and in two years

formerly held at Calcutta . But he he was not only able to understand

did not live to enjoy, for any length any English mathematical work, but

of time, the good fortune which to penuse with pleasure the volumes

those events had produced. In the of our best historians and moralists.

beginning of 1800 he was seized from the same motive he afterwards

with an illness, which, in a few studied and acquired the Latin lan

weeks, proved fatal. guage, though in a less perfect de

Lord Teignmonth , who was long gree ; and before his death had

intimately acquainted with this sin- made some progress in the acqui

gular man, has, in a letter to the sition of the Greek dialect.”

editor, drawn a sketch of his cha- We have nothing to add to this

racter, which all who knew him summary of his qualifications and

will acknowlege to be just. endowments, except our anxious

“ Tofuzzel Hussein Khan .”- wish , that the whole account may,

says his lordship , - " united in an have been rendered sufficiently in

eminent degree, an extensive know- teresting to reward the perusal of

ledge of mankind with the deepest those, who are best able to esti

erudition . His conversation was mate the merits , and discriminate

polite and instructive ; his manners the peculiarities of his character.

A Biogra
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* A BiographicalMemoir of AHMED SHAH ABDALLY, founder of the

Durannee Monarchy. Translated from the original Persic of the

SEER MUTAKHARIN, by GOLAUM HUSSEIN KHAN .

Ahmed Shaw Abdally was, ori- The most powerful of these

ginally , a chieftain among the chiefs was named Azad Khan ; he

tribe of Afghans, whodwelt in the commanded 30,000 horse, and

province of Herat, and were called raised a flame in Iran, that ap

Abdaliest ; but, in a revolutionary peared unquenchable, till the waves

contest with the celebrated Nadyr which fowed from the sabrell of

Shah , he became the prisoner of Kerin Khan Zendis, effectually ex

that formidable hero . tinguished it . Azad Khan became

For some time Ahmed Shah Ab- his prisoner , and afterwards a ge

dally served his conqueror, in the neral in his service .

train of slaves attendant on his per- Such was the adventurous spirit

son ; but the prince soon raised of Ahmed Abdally ; but he tem

him from obscurity to the post of pered his ardour by the wise coud

Yesaolt ; and, shortly after, pro- sels of Tally Khan, governor of

moted him to the command of a Cabul, a man whose talents were

thousand men . It will be neces- the dread of Nadyr Shah ; though

sary to remark, that , although Nadyr he had degraded him , by castra

Shah was chief of the Turkish tion , when he was in his power .

tribes settled in Iran , yet he had, The confusion which ensued at

by some means , rendered himself the death of Nadyr Shah , presented
so obnoxious to the whole Turkish a favorable opportunity for the ex

races , that policy dictated the ne- ercise of Ahmed Abdally's genius.

cessity of averting probable conse- He privately left the disordered

quences by attaching the Afghans, camp, and meeting, in his fight,

Tooranians, or Usbeghs, whom he with monies destined for the army,

had vanquished , to his person ; and under the charge Tahmasp Jelair,

committing to them the principal he boldly attacked the escort, and

command of his army. He parti- made himself master of the trea
cularly distinguished the Afghans, sure . With this he bribed the

whom he raised to such high mili- Afghans to his banners ; and so

tary power, that at his death they liberally were his means bestowed,

aspired to sovereignty ; and for that, in a short time, he becamea

many years assumed the control popular and a potent prince ; and

ofmajesty throughout the provinces prayers for his success were pube
of Iran . licly oftered up in all the mosques.

He

We have already given a short sketch of the life of this celebrated prince, in

our first volume, from a Persian manuscript, translated by Mr. Vansittart . This

account by Golaum Hussien is inore correct and detailed.

+ Herat is a capital city of Iran, or Persia, in the province of Khorasan , It has

been asserted , that the Afghans who resided there were called Abdalies, or servants

of Aly, because they, at one time, embraced the sect of Shyias, although they are
now zealous Sunnis .

# The Yesaols resemble the Indian chopdars, or mace bearers , but with this dif
ference -- the Yesaols are armed .

§ These tribes chiefly inhabit the northern parts of Iran . They live in tents, and

are mostly composed of husbandmcn and shepherds, as are almost all the Persian

soldiery .

| The sabres made in Persia are of a steel that seems to run into waves.
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He made seven expeditions to Hin- tions of the mysterious tent, and to

důstan, which shall be successively note exactly the moment of its

related fall. He then journeyed towards

In the year 1150 he obtained the camp, whither he had scarcely

permission from Nadyr Shah, in arrived, when Nadyr Shah was

whose army he then served , to killed ; whereupon Ahmed hasuly

visit his friends. On his return to assembled his partisans, and fled to

the army, he resolved on making Mesh - lied , where his first care was

a pilgrimage to the sacred * tomb to visit this holy to !nb), and satisty

of the Sultan Aboot Hassen Ally , his impatience respecting the fa

son to Mira Reza . ku's tent. When he compared

The superstition of the times had notes with the person he had left to

guarued this monument wiih hosts watch , he discovered , with intinite

of invisible spirits . Ahmed Ab- joy , the veracity of the predicion ;

dally approached, with veneration , and from that moment determined
to orfer his devotions at the con- to fuifil it by aspiring !olethrone.

secrated shrine ; and , having per- Having augmoted lice , by

formed his duties , was about to de- a considerable number of Abdalies

part, when his attention was sud- who focked to his stan iard , he in

denly arrested by the appearance of vited Tally Khan (nicknarne i Ca

a fakir , busily employed in erect- pon) to join his party, from whose

ing a sort of children's tent, at the superior counsel and experience

head of the miraculous tomb. he derived infinite advantage.

Ahmed , unconsciously, paused ; Ahmed now assumed the royal

then asking the man what he was turban and aigrette ; and hearing

amusing himself with , the fakir that the tribute from CabulShroel

steadfastly looked in his face , and tan was on its way to camp, under

answered . . “ Art thou not Ahmed the guard of Min Mahmed Sayd,

Abdally ?" “ I am ," replied Ah- and Meer Mahmed Khan Leti, of
med . “ This tent , " continued the ficers of high integrity, he attacked

prophetic fakir , “ is the imperial the escort, seized the treasure , and

tent of Nadyr Shah . Whenever it conciliated the friendship of the two

shall happen to fall, then shalt thou officers, who joined his party . Thus

become a king." reinforced , and rich in booty, he

Ahmed was all astonishment at immediately marched against an

these words; and determined to Afghan chief, who commanded at

leave one of his followers on the Candahar; and having slain him in

spot, with orders to watch the mo- battle, became master of the for

tress .

This tomb is in the city of Taooss, which has, from thence, been called Mesh

hed. All miracle-mongerswould do wellto visit the mosque, where various mira

cles are performed in su public and notorious a way , as to remove all doubt. The
blind are restored to sight, and the lame recover the use of their limbs. When

the saint is propitious to the prayers of her supplicant, a military band , seated at

the top of the grand entrance, plays for the whole day. This is known to be an

assurance of thesaint's benevolent intentions, and places all idea of imposition out

of the question ; yet imposition is evident in their best attested wonders. There

are, at Mecca, two men, one recovered his sight at Mesh-hed , which he had

entirely lost by the small pox; the other, the use of his leg . Their certificates are

better attested than any of those miracles so renowned in Europe; yet the certifi

cates contradict themselves, by disclosing that the writers were equally strangers

to physic and to truth, and that they were mere bunglers at the art of mirucle

making
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tress. His next step was to engage advantageous passes to his retreat.

Shah Sabur ( the prophetic fakir) The Caborlians having, in the

to follow his fortunes ; and this, mean time, joined the army of

with much entreaty , he effected . Ahmed , disclosed to him the means

This Saint Patunu (such is the of penetrating the concealment of

import of the name) was grandson the Khan ; whereupon, Ahmed

to the famous master Helal, farrier hastened thither, and the Khan,

of Cabul, who had turned fakir , conscious of his fate, bade a farewel

and was held in high estimation by to his family, and prepared for a

the Tooraniuns * . vigorous defence .

Nassyr Khan had been appointed While these things were carrying

to the government of Cabul in the on , fortune, in a new quarter, was

life-time of Nadyr Shah , and no planning further successes to orna

opposition having been offered to ment the character of Ahmed.Onthe

his command, he retained his demise of Zekaria Khan, his second

station . But Ahmed Abdaly ,having son , Shah Newaz Khan usurped

already experienced the sweets of the throne of his elder brother, and

the Cabul tribute , sent proposals governed the provinces of Lahor and

to Nassyr Khan to ratify his power, Mooltan with domestic sway. His

provided he immediately remitted paymaster-general was Adina -beg

him five lacks of rupees. Khan, a man of the most depraved

The condition was accepted; and heart, and specious manners. He

the governor, having assembled the had long awaited an opportunity to

principal officers and inhabitants of reduce his master's powers to the

his district, explained the Shah's ground, and raise his own on the

demand, and exhorted them to a ruins . He thought he saw the aus

cheerful compliance ; but the Af- piciousmoment, and thus addressed

ghans, who are characteristically his prince :

faithlessand deceitful, answered ,that “ Remember, you are only ne

they could not raise the sum . “ How phew to the Vizier Cammer -eddeen,

then, ” replied the governor, “ do whereas your brother, independent

you propose to avert the conse- of his birth -right, has the claims of

quences of our refusal ?” " With a son in law . He is gone to court

our swords, ” they answered. Nassyr full of invectives against your con

Khan felt his doubts, and expressed duct; and be assured , he will win

them ;—when the assembly unani- over both Emperor and Vizier to

mously confirmed their engagement support his rights. There is , how

by themost solemnand sacred oaths . ever, one resource ; Ahmed Ab

Ahmed, being informed of this dally is a prosperous man ; fortune

event, instantly laid siege to the follows his footsteps ; victory ani

fortress, when the pusillanimous in- mates his troops ;-join his party ;

habitants, forgetful of their plighted his views are the crown ; he will

faith to their governor, shamefully consider your offers as an unex

retired within their houses. Nassyr pected boon from heaven ; his gra

Khan, seeing the danger to which titude will confirm your authority.

he was exposed, fled to Peshaver This crafty counsel was well

with a few confidential followers, received, and almost instantly

fortifying, as he went on, the most adopted.

The

The UzbegTartars, indeed all the Tartars and Calmucks, are called Tooranies,

or Tooranians, in Hindustan.
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The Abdally was infinitely as- will assist you with all his interest .'

tonished at a proposal which pre- This remonstrance had its de

sented him with two considerable sired effect; Shah Newaz was re

provinces. He prostrated himself claimed, and Adina -beg Khan fore

on the earth , acknowledging the saw his master's overthrow in the

goodness of the divine interposi- rupture he had contrived with

tion . The treaty wassoon ratified Ahmed Abdally .

in full form ; and the termswere, To return ; -we left Ahmed

the crown to Ahmed ; the Vizier's marching to besiege Nassyr Khan,

honors to Shah Newaz. in Peshavor, whomhe soon reduced

Having thus far succeeded ; this to the last extremities; his small

infernal agent pursued his project, numbers were decreased ; his am

by writing to the Vizier Cammer- munition spent; valor could no

eddeen Khan , “ that his nephew longer assist him ; and he medi

had entered into a treaty with Ah- tated his escape. This, however,

med Abdally ; was headstrong ; was not easily to be effected , and

chimerical ; deaf to the remon- while he pondered on the practica

strances of his most faithful adhe- bility and necessity of the thing,

rents and entreating his interference his deputy, a man equally brave and

to save the dignity of his house . " faithful, thus addressed him : “ Fly

- The Vizier could not fail to be to Hindustan ; I will yet contrive

surprised , and chagrined, at this un- to hold out one day and two nights ;

expected intelligence ; he , how- -- escape the best way you can

ever, wrote iminediately to his ne- and that time will enable you to

phew . The letter stated , thattheir get beyond the reach of pursuit."

family had been remarkable for its Nassyr Khan, accordingly, left

attachment to the successive em- the town with a few friends ; and

perors of Hindustan ; and had they pursued their journey, desti

never been tarnished by the accu- tute of every thing. In the mean

sation of ingratitude or treason ; he while, his deputy kept his word ;

had drawn an affecting picture of but he was slain in the second as

a traitor ; and upbraided him with sault, and Ahmed Abdally entered

yielding to obey Ahmed Abdally the town. The consort and fami

the yesaol, rather than boldly sum- ly of the wandering Nassyr Khan,

moning his forces to drive the un- fell into the victor s power ; but

licensed depredator from the fron- Ahmed , respecting their virtues

tiers of Hindustan, and add a con- and illustrious birthi, (being descen

queror's rights to the possessions he dants of the Ally Merdan Khan t, )

already enjoyed. The provinces not only supported them with honor,

of Cabul, Cashmir, Tatta, Lahor, but shortly set them at liberty.

and Moolton , will reward your Whilst his forlorn family were

noble exertions * ; and your uncle thus generously treated, the un

happy

It appears from this,that Ahmed Abdalli had been in possession of Cashmir,

which is north of Cabul, as well as of Tatta. The provinces of Mooltan and

Lahore lay between them . Those countries now , as well as Candahar, Herat, and

all Khorasan, as far asMesh -hed , belong to the Abdalli, or Durannee Monarchy,

as does part ofUzbeg Tartary.
† Alli Merdan Khan, after revolting from the famous Shah Abbas, of Persia ,

during his contest with the Turks; made a present of his person, and his fortress

of Candahar, to Shah Jehan, whose favorite he became. He afterwards made

che fine canal which gave so much water to Delhi. It is now choaked up.

*
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happy Nassyr Khan reached Lahor, was born in this city ; have friends

and took refuge in a mosque * ; and connections in it, and am un

but Shah Nevaz Khan , hearing so der obligations to someof its rulers.

illustrious a fugitive had sheltered in I come to admonish you , in good

his territories, paid him a visit, and faith ; to expose to you the dangers

solicited his assistance in attacking of duplicity. Violated faith is ob
the Abdally. This, however, Nas- noxious to God and man . Be

syr Khan declined , being resolved ware ! Your sabres are unequal to

to throw himself at the emperor's contend with those of Ahmed

feet; and Shah Nevaz Khan, find- Abdally.
ing he could not prevail, took a " What ? ' exclaimed a voice ,

friendly leave , desiring the Ger- ' Is his sword of steel, and ours of
man stewards to attend him to his wood ?

palace , where he presented him, “ No !" replied the fakir,

in his master's name, with an calmly, your swords are equal,

equipage suitable to his former but your fortunes are not so-his

rank, and added four lacks of ru- planet is propitious, yours supine."

pees for his travelling charges. Adina-beg Khan returned with

The Viceroy had scarcely per- this answer, which he delivered

formed this act of princely hospita- with emotion . It produced , how

lity, when he received a letter from ever, no conciliating effect ; and

the Abdally king , inviting him to the fakir was detained a prisoner

camp. The Viceroy's negative in Adina- beg's palace.

was positive. The Abdally re- Ahmed now marched against

minded him of former engage- Lahore, and Shah Nevaz Khan went

ments ; but he .continued firm in out to meet him , with a numerous

his purposes. army, well appointed with artillery

Shah Sabur, finding the com- and every other requisite. Both par

plexion of affairs thus suddenly ties and seemed eager to engage ,

changed, determined to go in per- when the Viceroy sent for a fakir,

son to Lahore, which was the place skilled in astronomy, to consult with

of his nativity. Ahmed, to whom him on the fate of the day .

he was become the friend and tute- Shah Kelb Ally # , ( such was

lar divinity, approved his plan , the name of the Seer) answered :

and he left camp unattended . Fight not to-day, if you can avoid

On his arrival, he sojourned at it . The stars are unfavourable ;

the house of the MuftiAbdallah ; tv -morrow , and the following days,

but the news soon spreading will be more friendly to your

abroad , Shah Nevaz Khan sent cause ."

Adina-beg Khan and his divan Ra- The Viceroy immediately dis

jah Kuramullt, to enquire his busi- patched orders to his commanders

ness . The holy man replied , “ I not to engage ; and, if they were

have no business with any of you ; attacked , to keep within their in

nor do I come to harm you ; but trenchments, acting merely on the

I come, because I cannot forget I defensive ; and having done so , be

threw

A custom with fakirs, and itinerants, generally.

+ The rank of these two persons, serve to shew ' in what high estimation the
fakirs are held in Hindustan .

| The words signity, “ Saint deg of Ally ." The Persians shink all dogs impure,

except Ally's ; and are fond of repeating his name,which was Camber. They

even assign him a place in Paradise .
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threw himself on a sofa in his tent, The Viceroy, thunder-struck at

where he reposed till evening. At this sudden reverse of fortune, has

supper, Adina -beg Khan, and some tened to his tent, where he would

of his principal officers being seated have alighted ; but was prevented

at table with him, they heard the by a relation who sat behind him

report of a cannon shot ; it was re- on the elephant, who warmly con

peated ; on enquiry, they learnt tended that there was no safety in the

that a body of the enemy's horse camp. The Viceroy retired to the

having made its appearance, two city, consoling himself that the

hundred Kuzzelbashes, on horses . morrow would be more propitious

back , sallied forth to oppose them ; to his arms ; but the instant the

the enemy retreated ; but presently Viceroy's elephant was turned to

a body of two thousand horse ap- wards the city , the few remaining

peared, and dispersed again , on the troops fled to their homes, and the

artilley opening upon them . camp was totally deserted . At this

Shortly after this, an express ar- moment, a treacherous band of

rived , requiring immediate assist- Tooranians, in theViceroy's service,

ance ; he reported that the Kuz- who had been laying in wait for

zelbashes , on their second sally, mischief, rushed among the scam.

had been driven back into their pering soldiery , killing and plun

trenches; that they were so inter- dering all who fell in their way ;

mingled with the enemy, the artil- and such was their audacity, they

lery could not fire upon them ; in entered the Viceroy's tent, which

consequence of which, the Abda- they plundered while he was yet in

lies had penetrated the camp , and sight.

were dealing slaughter around The prince, at length, reached

them . his palace, where he met some of

Shah Nevaz Khan , on this un- his principal officers; among others ,

expected news, dispatched Adina- Adina-beg. “ Bring before me,”

beg Khan with a reinforcement to said he to the paymaster-general,

the assistance of his dismayed your prisoner the fakir." He

troops . The treacherous confidant answered, “ the good man has lost

placed his hand to his forehead, in his life in the general confusion ;"

token of obedience, and withdrew ; upon which the enraged prince,

but he led his forces to the left of seizing one of the marble knobs

the scene of action, contenting wlrich contined the carpet, struck

himself with being an idle spec- his favorite on the breast; exclaim

tator of the dreadful slaughtering, “afier such an act we cannot

which raged. In the meanwhile, hope to prosper.” Thus saying, and

the Viceroy mounted his elephant, persuaded all retrospect was useless,

and his presence cheered his sol- he luistily collected some gold and

diers. other valuables, which he intrusted

Night coming on , the Abdalies among his confidential servants , and

retired of their own accord ; but followed by them , left the city, an
Adina- beg Khan, having previously easy prey to the enemy.

refuged, with his party, within the The next morning, the Abdalies,

city walls , ân universal panic spread without the help of a victory, en

throughout the camp, and each tered the city free from the least

consulted his own safety, in defiance opposition , and plundered at their
of duty or command. leisure ; Adina -beg Khan, had ,

however ,

66
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lowever, been too wary to partake and dismissed him , with exhorta

the general ruin ; he left the city . tions to give a good account of the

betimes , with his troops and valua- enemy . A fatch - pitch was like

bles, and retired to a place of secil- wise presented to each of the emirs

rity ; meanwhile , the unfortunate and generals; and Zoolfica Jung ,

Viceroy was pursused by his trea- the elder son of the Vizier, was

cherous Tocranians, who over- appointed third paymaster-general,

whelmed him with indignities. (a post, vacant by the death of

Happily, he met the Vizier on the Emir Khan) and mentor to the

road, who gave him an escort to imperial prince. Mahmed Jsac

the capital. Khan wasfourth paymaster-general

The Abdally , baving thus easily These arrangements made, the

subjected two considerable pro- imperial prince commenced his

vinces ; raised his ambitious views niarche ; and, having advanced to

to the capital of Hindustan . He Sutuludy, encampedon the ford .

had, during his campaign with The Abdally , indifferent about the

Nadyr Shah, remarked the weak- ford, marched above it, by Lodiana,

ness of the empire, the imbecility and took post within Serhind ;

of the emperor, and the slothful his army, by the best account, not
ease in which his ministers in- exceeding '67.000 horse. This

dulged He saw the spirit of inde- happened on the 13th of the 1st
pendence manifesting itself among Reby, in the year 1161 . The

the grandees, and with appearance town of Serhind was sacked , and

of assisting their views, his tower- all found in arms were put to the

ing spirit led him to subdue the sword.

whole. The Shah Zadah now marched

Thus elated , he began his march against him , but on his approach ,

from Lahore, accompanied by Mah- the prince, according to the ancient

med Tally Khan , the capon , who custom of the Hindûs, com

was both his chief counsellor and manded a halt ; and as they never

general ; and Mahmed Shah , being think themselves a mnatch for

apprised of his intentions, sent his foreigners , he encompassed his

son Ahmed Shah , at the head of a army by a fossé, and took post in

numerous army, to oppose his
pro

the center of his troops.

gress . From the 15th of the ist Reby,

This army was composed of the until the 20ih , continual skirinishes

flower of the Hindustan nobility ; took place between the armies,at

and each commandinghisown tribe, tendel with great slaughter. The

led on by the Vizier in person . Abdally had no artillery ; but it

The emperor particularly distin- was his superior fortune to interrupt

guished the Vizier at his audience a convoy of aruillery, provisions,

ofleave, with his three sons. Tak- rockets, and ammunition. With

ing from his own turban a fatch- this unexpected aid , be redoubled

pitch * , and a bouquet of beaten his ardor, aud poured torrents of

gold , be placed them with his own bail into his adversary's intrench

bands in the turban of the Vizier, ments ; thus bereiging, as it were,

tie

Fatch -pitch signifies a wreath of victory ; it ought to be of steel, or coat ci

mail ; but lately it isbecome a military organdi ohy ; it is porn ?: the back of

the turban, and reaches above the caring and is conpeed of wronghi jenals and

embroidery, ten furju broad in the centre, and five or six at the chais.
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the astonished Hindûs. On the musquetry and rockets hailed about

seventh day, while the Vizier 'was the Abdalies ears ; and, to complete

at his * noon - prayers, he was killed the disaster, some of their rocket

by a cannon ball. The Hindûs , to carts caught fire, which , emmit

the number of twenty or thirty ting volumes of flames throughout

thousand, under the command of the terrified ranks, buried the Ab

Asiri Sing, were panic struck by dalies in heaps t , while the re

this omninous event, and deserted mainder filed in every direction .
to a man .

It was in vain for Abdally Ahmed

This circumstance , however dis- to attempt rallying his troops. He,

couraging, did not dismay the re- therefore, reluctantly left the field

maining troops . The Vizier's sons , of victory to the Imperial Prince,

Shah Zadah , Abool Mansoor Khan , with thegreater part of his soldiery

and Muaien -el-Mulk , reanimated dead on the spot . In the evening

their troops by their desperate ex- he sent a messenger to Abool Man

ample ; on the 26th , the Abdally, seir Khan, the purport of which

at the head of his army, made a I never could learri ; but at day

formidable attack on the Vizier's break next morning, he beat the

quarters, when he was vigorously general , and marched back by the

repulsed by Muaien -el-Mulk ,whose high road leading to Cabool and

bravery on the occasion has crown- Candahar.

ed his name with honor. A body Mahmed Shah was on his death

of Tooranians, commanded by bed when he received advices of

Janish Khan , particularly distin- this signal victory ; yet he could

guished themselves ; victory was not restrain his immoderate joy, or

desperately contended for through pass over the merits of the Vizier

seas of blood. At length , the Ab- Sing, who had so ably supported

dalies penetrated Shah Zadah s To Mirmannoo he im

works ; his loss was terrible ; and mediately gave the governments of

his defeat appeared certain , when Lahore and Mooltan, and wrote

a reinforcement came to his aid pressing letters to his son , to Abool

from Aool Mansoor Khan . These Manseir Khan, and to the emirs,

troops were Moyhuls.; and the with orders to repair forthwith to

commanding officer, having dis- court . These letters were accom

mounted his cavalry, marched panied by a khelaat, with which

them in good order against the the imperial prince, invested Mir

enemy, preceded by field pieces mamac, in the name of his father,

and rockets. His arrival was at the emperor, who, immediately

the critical monient; and placing after the ceremony, set out to take

himself between the contending possession of his two governments,

parties , a new scene of slaughter and the prince hastened towards
ensued . The Abdalies, already his father's capital.

spent with the vigorous resistance In the mean time, the emperor

made by the Shah Zadah and Mir- grew worse and worse ; evident

mannoo, were unequal to contend signs of an approaching gangrene
with this new assault, a storm of were visible ; and the monarch ,

his cause .

who

Mussulmans pray five times a day ; the noon -prayer is the longest.

+ Two officers now in Moorshebadad, who were present at this engagement,

aver, that Abool Mansoor Khan's móyhuls took part of Abdally's artillery, and

set fire to the remainder.
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who beheld the advances of death, capital with great pomp and mag

eagerly demanded to see his son niticence . On his arrival at Shalek

and Abool Manseir Khan ; but, al- maran's imperial seat, in the neigh

though these noble personages tra- bourhood of the capital,he received

velled with all possible expedition , the homage of the ministers and

they found , on their arrival at Pani- grandees of the empire, who una

put " , that the emperor was no nimously proclaimed him emperor.
more . The body of Mahmed Shah was

He died on the 27th of the then brought out of the barem

second Reby, in the beginning of sera or sanctuary, and, in the cen

the thirty - first year of his reign , ter of a pompous cortege, was

which answers to the year 16l carried upon the shoul'e of all

of the Hegirah ; but, owing to the the grandees to the monument of

wishes of Issac Khan and Djavid Shah Nizam Eddin ; when it was

Khan, the eunuch , and some other deposited in amausoleum adjoining

emirs, to which the empress Mah- that which the prince's mother,

ka Zemani gave her consent, his had, in her lifetime, built for her

death was kept a secret. The self.

Prince and Abool Manseir Khan , On the 7th of Jemaudy, the em

apprized of this , passed three days peror entered his capital, mounted

in solitude and mourning ; and on on a throne, and proceeded to the

the fourth , the Khan, having chosen citadel ; from whence, five days

a favourable moment to erect a after, he repaired to the grandmos

temporary canopy, he whirled the que, where he heard the kooibah

chatry several times the pronounced in his name, with

Prince's head , presenting him his other solemnities usual on such

nuzur or homage , prayed for his occasions, and then went to his

prosperity , and wished him a long palace. In this month , both

reign t . Moorteza Khan and Moored Khan

The new emperor, after this departed this life .
ceremony, marched towards the

over

An Aicount of the Rise of theMAHRATTA CHIEFs. Translatedfrom

a Persian Manuscript.

The rajahs of the fort of Se- lected for the rajah, whose minister

tarah , surnamed Saho, are of the the peshwa is considered .
rajpoot cast , and the original lords Although the name of the Saho

of all the Dekhan . It is reported rajah has not transpired , who, in

that they remain in honourable cap- the reign of the victorious emperor
tivity , in the eastle of the aforesaid Mahomed Shah, was seated on the

fort, one of the family being se- throne of dominion , yet it is well

§ B ascertained ,

Paniput is a town three days journey from the capital, and owes its name to

the canal which so plentifully supplies the city . Pani put sinifying waters , offspring,
or derivated waters.

† An instrument, resembling a parasol, held as an insignia of sovereignty in

Hindustan. The taht-troop, or peacock throne, made by Shah Jchan , had sich an
appendage, as have all emperor's thrones ; but the whirling it about, in token of

sovereignty, is a curious anecdote to be found no where else .
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ascertained, that he left a numerous tarah , and for the better adminis

offspring, but not any he deemed tration of affairs, resided himself

worthy of the government; neither at Poona, making,bis youngestbro

did he deem it eligible to confirm ther, Chemna Rao , the associate

in the succession any of the Bho- of his prosperity .

selah chiefs, his relations, then re- Bajee Rao had two sons :-the

siding at his court, and whose de- one, born of bis lawful wife, he

scendants, to this day, sway the nominated after his father Balla

sceptre of Naghpore. Rao ; and the other by Nerich, (a

Balla Rao, brahmin, inhabitant woman of pleasure of the Maho

of Koken Perdehet , was in his medan faith ) he educated and

service as chief neveis , (mounshee) brought up in the persuasion of his

and being high in his esteem , ob- mother, calling him Shemshire

tained for his son , Bajee Rao, an Behader, who at his death left a

appointment in a troop of the son , Ali Behader ; the same person

household cavalry, who by his in- that is now (1792) raising disturb

genuity and sagacity soon raised ances in Bundlekund .

himself to the command of 10.000 Chemna Rao also had two sons :

horse : and was reckoned an un- the eldest, Seda Sheo Bhao, was

equalled flower of wisdom , of in- slain in battle , with Shah Abdalee,

telligence, of generosity, and in- leaving no issue ; and the other,

trepidity.
Raghnatah Rao , who in the wars

As the Saho rajah detested and with Hyder Naik, Mahrattas and

abhorred his own children and kin- English, sided with the latter, and

dred, he formed a great attachment is now with his family in confine

for Bajee Rao, and finding him ment .

capable of the superintendance of On the death of Bajee Rao, his

the Rajah , bequeathed it to him son , Balla Rao, established bim

as peshwa, to the disgust of the self in the peshwaship. Three sons

Bho:elah chiefs, who retired to were born to him, Bisvass Rao, who

Naghpore, and their respective was slain in the same battle with
jhagires and districts . Seda Sheo Rhao, left not any issue ;

Soon after this event, Balla Rao, Madho Rao, who died withot chil

leaving this transitory for an eternal dren ; and the third, Narain Rao,

world, his son Bajee Rao possessed who was assassinated, left his wis

himself of all the garrisoned towns dow with child of Sivai Madho

and country of the Dekhan ; re- Rao Narain , peshwa Behader, who

tained in honourable captivity the at present (1792) ornaments the

the Saho family in the fort of Se- seat of administration.

The Genealogy and Origin of SCINDEAH's Grandeur.

Mha rajah Scindeah Petel , Be- deah , subsisted for some time by the

hader, is a rajhpoot,of the Sesodiah cultivation of lands ; but being dis

tribe ( transposed into Scindeah) and satisfied with the profession of an

was born in the village of Chemar- husbandman , he went and entered

conda, ten keroah to the North of in the cavalry of Bajee Rao, ther:

Poona, His father, Ranojee Scin- onlya resaladhar, who fiuding bim
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a wise, intelligent, and acute man, lant exploits in this campaign , ' was

took him from his humble station , exalted to the command of resalahs,

and exalted him with a horse and and rewarded with jhagires. Death

khelaut . After this his ingenuity soon after overtaking him , he left

and sagacity obtained him the com- four sons Jey Assa and Dotajee Pe

mand of a paigah , and a daily in- tel, by his lawful wife ; Tekojee

crease of consequence . Petel, and Mha rajah Madho Scin

As Hindustan became enfeebled deah Petel Behader, from a mo

and powerless in the reign of Ma- ther of another description. Jey

homed Shah , rajah Saho detached Assa wasmurdered at Jha lhpore ,by

Bajee Rao, with a large army to the vakeels of rajah Beehey Singh ,.

the soubahs of Malwah, Anjin , and left a son, Jehngo, whose dex

&c . & c . in order to dispossess the terity and and ability having raised

king's superintendants, and usurphim to command and eminence, a

the government of the aforesaid period was put to his life in the

countries. Arriving at Malvah , he battle with Shah Abdalee, where

advanced to the contest, made the his uncles, Dotajee Petel , and Te

servants of the emperor tributary, kojee Petel, were also slain . The

and arranged the countries for the present Mhia rajah being the nearest

the rajah . The submissive Rano- a -kin , succeeded to his father and

jee, having performed various gal- brother's jhaghires, statious, &c .

Particulars of the Genealogy and Rise of the HOLKER Family.

Melhar Rao was the son of Hol- ' uncle's approach , leaving him in

ker, alias Gereria, an inhabitant of the utmost astonishment, and con

the Dekhan, a man so poor, that firmed in the belief, that Melhar

with the greatest labour and dif- Rao would become a great man .-

ficulty he maintained his family.- Having awoke and given him his

Becoming an orphan at the age of victuals, he carried him home, dis

six years , Melhar Rao went to his , pensed with his attendance on the

uncle, who, with six borsemen , flock, and , taking from him a

was in the serviceof rajah Sehuba, written obligation, promising to be

of the Saho family. On entering friend him in case he attained any

his ninth year, the uncle, whose eminence, he got his nephew en

name is unknown, having a large tertained as a porter in the service

fock of sheep and goats, consigned of najah Sehuba. Melhar Rao , in

them to him for pasturage ; in con- the course of a short time, render

sequence of which, early every ing himself capable and useful; was,

morning, he took them out to graze, among others , allowed to approach

returning again with them in the the presence ; obtained the com

evening. One day, carrying his mand of a paigah ; and , being born

victuals, the uncle perceived his under a fortunate planet, rose to

nephew sleeping, and that a black dignity and power.

snake had exalted and spread its A son of his, Kehndee Rao, was

head over him as an umbrella , to slain in the battle with Sorjhmul

shade him from the rays of the sun . Jhat. His wife , Thelia Bai , who

The snake retired to its hole on the now resides at Cholee Mheysr,

brought

& B 2
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brought him a son , Malee Rao , who Tekojee Holker, now enjoying such

being of a very vicious disposition, eminence and grandeur in Hin

and a great debauchee, she had dustan .

trampled to death by an elephant ; Tekojee Holker has seven sons,

and a daughter Mekta Bai, who the youngest of which, Setajee

lately burned herself at the tomb of Holker, is in the Dekhan , in the

her husband . subah of Berar, superintending his

Melhar Rao had a brother whose father's zemindary in that province ;

name is unknown , who at his death he has likewise a child , Bhengajee

left three sons ; the eldest of whom Holker, of whom the grandfather

was the father of Babojee Holker, is so fond that he makes him his

the youngest of whose children is constant companion .

An Account of the Southern Chiefs entering Hindustan , and

possessing themselves of it.

The conqueror of the universe , soubah of Oude, and Ahmed Khan

Aurengzebe, the victorious emperor, Bungeish , of Ferkhabad , many bat

havingmarched to the Dekhan, and tles weie fought , in one of which,

chastised the Mahrattas, with se- Rajah Nev] Ray, Setder Jung's ge

veral other refractory chiefs , ob- neral, being slain , and his army

ligating them to pay tribute into completely defeated by the patan

the imperial treasury at Delhi , the chief in person, he became appre

which, as they were humbled, was hensive of the consequences, and

continued till the departure of Na- applied to the peshwa for assistance.

dir Shah from Hindustan. In the Bajee Rao appointing Jey Assa ge

reign of Mahomed Shah , the com- neral, and hisownbrother, Chemna

plete overthrow of the army of Rao , counsellor, sent them with a

Hind , the embroiled and confused large army into Hindustan , to the

condition in which he left the coun- navab of Oude's succour. Marching

try, and the enfeebled and weakened with expedition, the Mahrattas soon

government, induced the Saho ra- joined him , and having defeated

jah not only to withhold any further and made Ahmed Khan submit,

tribute , but determined him to highly approving of their conduct,

usurp the subah of Malvah, Au- he gave the chiefs permission to

jin , &c . return to their own country with

This rajah dying shortly after, their army.

Bajee Rao seized on his immense The vizier Ghai ul Deen Khan ,

treasure, confined his family, and who at present even is considered

being celebrated through Asia for as the most ungrateful of men, and

his courage and intrepidity, raised a by way of retribution for having

great army, and firmly established murdered Allumgeer the second,

himself in the peshwaship, appoint- is now wandering about Hindustan ,

ing one of the Sabo family to the with life a burthen to himself, desi

rajah, for the national satisfaction. rous of reducing Sorjbmul, the Jhat

During the reign of Ahmed applied to the peshwa, who directed

Shah , disputes arising between Abo- Jey Assa to march with bis army

al Mensoor Khan Sefder Jung, the and join him ; the which having ei.
fect.d,
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fected , they marched against the acquainted with the abilities and
Jhat chief. intrepidity of Jey Assa, gave him

Although Balla Rao, without he- the command of an army , with

sitation , directed his general to directions to support his preten

act in concert with the vizier, yet sions . Strictly adhering to his in

as the army of Sorjhmul was nu- junctions, this able general de

merous as the ants crawling on the stroyed and desolated the country

earth, his treasury full, and his around Jhodhpore, Nagore, Aigh

country extending to the plains of mere, &c. the ta - alluck of Bechey

Kalpee, he was in apprehension of Singh .

the event , and therefore detached This rajah , finding himself un

Melhar Rao with another force, able to oppose the Malırattas in

avowedly to assist the empire ; but the field, allowed treacher ; to ope

in reality to join and strengthen Jey rate , and pretended to open a ne

Assa . These generals having driven gotiation for peace. Having ac

Sorjmul into the fort of Kehmeer, quainted two rajhpoots in whom he

kept him surrounded in it for three had the utmost confidence, of the

months, during which period many parpose of his soul, and they un

skirmishes occurred, in one of dertaking to murder Jey Aisa, if

which Khendee Rao, the son of an opportunity offered ,he dispatched

Melhar Rao, was slain ; but not- them as his ambassadors to him,who ,

withstanding the endeavours of the unacquainted with the fate awaiting

aforesaid chiefs, they were unable him , treated these vakeels with the

to conquer or persuade Sorjmul to greatest respect. A few days after,

become tributary ; and finding that having in the evening conversed in

the conquest of the Jhats would be the garden with the Mahratta ge

attended with great difficulty and neral, they attended him to his

labour, Jey Assa Chemna Rao, and sleeping-apartment, and no other

Melhar Rao, consulted together, personbeing present, put a period

and observing or what is the neces- to his life, with pesh -kebzes pur

sity of in: olving ourselves in such posely concealed. In consequence
difficulty of what consequence of his shrieksand exclamations, the
to us whether the cow advances or attendants rushed in , and cut one of

the ass retreats ? let us immediately the rajhpoots to pieces ; but in the

lay the foundation of a treaty be- tumult, the other made his escape.

tween the vizier and Sorjhmul, and , Confusion and distraction, for a

taking large sums from each , return time, pervaded the Mahratta army,

to our own countries ;" — they made and the peshwa himself greatly la
peace between them, took immense mented his death . With various

sums of money from each, marched success the war continued, till Be

back to their own country , and re- chey Singh , in expiution of Jey

ceived honorary dresses from the Assa's blood , gave up the impreg

peshwa, and were advanced to the nable fortress of Ajhmere, when

first dignities of the state . peace was made with the Mahrattai,

Soon after this rajah Bechey who withdrew their support from

Singh , and his brother Ram Singh , Ram Singh .

disputed about the rajah of Ihod- Bajee Rao exalted Jhengo, the

pore, and the former being victo- son of Jey Assa, to his father's

rious, the latter became a suppli- elevated situation , and as he proved

cant to the peshwa, who, well himself even a more intrepid and

able

SB 3
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able man than his parent, he de- of invading Hindostan ; which, ad

tached him with his uncle Dotajeeded to the entreaties of Nejeib ul

Petel, and other chiefs , for the set- Dowlah , he immediately resolved

tlement of Hindustan ; which, with on the expedition , and began his

the assistance of Ghazi al Dien march with a noble army. Having

Khan , he accomplished and esta- crossed the Atek, he put to the

blished himself in . sword the different Mahratta de

At this period, Timour Shah , tachments left for the protection of

(now on the throne of Persia ) vice- the country ; and adjusting the dis

roy of his father Ahmed Shah, ab- tricts through which he passed,

dalee, for the government of the hastened to confront Jhengojee.

cities of Hind, having advanced as The battle was furious and obsti

far as Lahor, arranging the cou !- nate, and the Mabrattas were com

tries through which he passed ; pletely defeated . Dotajee Petel ,

learning that Jhengo was marching with many other illustrious chiefs,

towards him with a numerous ar- were left on the field of battle, and

my, retreated to his own kingdom , Jhengo esteemed himself fortunate

conscious of his own force being in having escaped with his life.

inadequate to the contest . The This general, with as many of his

Mahratta chief justly esteemed this army as were able, having joined

a mighty conquest, as he establish- Melhar Rao, the superintendant of
ed hiniself as far as the Attock . Af- the districts around Delhi; he advan

ter chastising the Seikhs, settlingced against Shah Abdalee, to wipe

the country, and giving the inhabi- off the national disgrace ; but being

tants confidence , he returned by also completely routed, he took re

the advice of Gazi al Dien Kban, fuge under the walls of the castles

in order to collect the revenue from of the Jhats , and wrote the follow

Nejeib ul Dowlah. ing letter to the Peshwa : - “ After

This Rohillah chief, having pos- completely overthrowing your ar

sessed himself of the district of mies, and the murder of Allumger

Ghos Gerah, Neth Gerah, wc . Ấc , the 2d, by Ghazi al Dien Khan,

numbers of his countrymen , at- and the absence of his son Ali

tracted by his prosperity and well- Ghor, in the eastern provinces,

known intrepidity, flocked to his Shah Duranee has placed Merza

standard. Finding employment for Jhander Shah on the throne; and ,

them all, his power excited the jea- appointing Nejeib al Dowlah go

lousy of the vizier, who persuaded vernor of Delhi, has returned to

the Mahrattas to march against him his kingdom .”

with a large army. His troops be- Balla Rao having succeeded his

ing but few , in comparison, he was father Bajee Rao , in the peshwaship

unable to oppose them in the field, was greatly afflicted at this misfor

and therefore shuthimselfup in the tune; yet, notwithstanding, resolv

fort of Sekertal, where being closelyed on the utmost exertion of bis

besieged , be wrote to Ahmed Shah , power to retrieve his atlairs. He

Duranee, acquainting him with his caused letters to be written to the
situation . different chiefs in their employ, and

On account of his son's being ob- among them to Mha rajah Petel

liged to retreat, this monarch , mag- Behader, advising them of the de

nificent as the heavens, and illus- feat of Jhengo and Melhar Rao,
trious as Jhemshed, was desirous

with
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with orders to hasten to the pre- Jhengo, Malhar, Rao , and the

sence .
Jhats ; and as they closely besieged

Having been disgusted with the Nejeib ul Dowlah ; as his last

behaviour of the former peshwa, resource, he implored the as

this chief, with his brother Tekojeesistance of Shah Abdalee, mag

Petel, left the court , and entered nificent as Jhem , and victori

into the service of nazam Nezam ous as Alexander, who , on account

Ali Khan Behader, who treated of the musselmen faith being in

them with the greatest attention danger, attended the summons,

and respect. Attached to fakyrs, and pitched the camp of majesty

the Mha rajah was constantly in and prosperity in theneighbourhood

search of the most respected to of Paniput, where Nejeib al Dow

do them honour ; at last meeting lah joined him, and Sujah al Dow

with the holy Shah Mensoor, he lah and Alimed Khan Bungeis, also

acknowledged him his saint , and attended his commands. The south

to this day frequently distributes at ern army having quitted Delhi,

his temple large sums in charity , moved and encamped near to the

out of respect to his memory . It is mogul’s. After spendingnear two

said, that the having prophesied months is skirmishing, King Ab

Scindia would attain great emi- dallee became enraged, and direct

nence in his own country, after ed his slaves to assault the Mahrat

becoming lame of one leg, was his tas, who, drawing their scimeters,

principal inducement for obtaining immediately obeyed his mandate,

permission of the Nazam, for him- and made a dreadful slaughter

self and brother immediately to at- among them . The southern chiefs,

tend the peshwa's summons. encircled by the Moguls, fought

Balla Rao, proud of his dignity long, and gallantly tasted of the

and consequence, vainly and wool- cup of death :-BisvasRao, a youth
ishly resolved to chastise Nejeib al ofnineteen, displayedextraordinary

Dowlah , and other chiefs of Hin- intrepidity , till, from his wounds,

dustan ; and wresting the empire he fell senseless, and moved to

from the house of Timour, exalted the endless world . Tekojee Petel,

his son Bisvass Rao to it. Accord- Jhengo, and numberless chiefs,

ingly, for the conquest of Hindus- were left on the field ; but Melhar

tan he detached army of Rao, with several others, made his

100,000 men, under Bisvass Rao, escape to the Dekan . Mha Rajah

his cousin Seda Sheo Bhao, Mha Petel Behader, mounted on a mare ,

rajalı, ScindiaPetel, Tekojee Petel , was flying alone from the field of

Tekojee Holker, &c. & c. This battle, when a Mogul, perceiving

intelligence reached Nejeibal Dou- her swittness, resolved to kill the

lah ; he sent letters requesting assis- riderand seize her :-after pursuing

tance, to the navab Sujah al Dow- him forty keroahs, he, in an un

lah, Ahmed Khan Bungeish , & c. garded moment, wounded, and

&c. with a petition to Shah Allum , conceiving he had slain him , re

then residing at Allahabad ; but, turned in triumph to his own army

dismayed at the immense force of with the plunder. Chance directed

- the Mahrattas, his applications were Rana Khan, a poor horseman, that

unsuccessful.
way , who perceiving and knowing

In the neighbourhood of Del- Petel Behader, almost in the agonies

hi, Bisvass · Rao was joined by of death , from his wound, mounted

him

an

§ 3.4
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him upon his horse, and conveyed led , when these three chiefs again

him to Aujin , where the necessary received letters from the Jhats, im

assistan e being administered, he ploring assistance . Having com

was completely restored to health plied , and adjusted their affairs,

in a short time, excepting a con- they marched against the Rohillas,

traction of one of his legs. On for the purpose of plundering their

visiting Poonah, he was received by country : Hafiz Khamet Khan,

Madho Rao , who then gave orna- and the other chiefs, unable to op

ment to the Peshwaship, with great pose them , proposed terms of acco
kindness and attention , and exalted modation , which were accepted, as

to the eininence and grandeur of the navab vizier Shujah al Dowlah

his father and brothers . became security for the payment of

On account of this complete de- forty lacks of rupees ; and the Mah.

feat, disturbances and insurrections rattas immediately evacuated their

arose in the different districts sub- country in order to march to Dheli .

ject to the peshwa; to adjust which, The nabob Seiyid Zulfeker al

Petel Behader, Raghanatah Rao, Dowlah Nijheif Khan Bebader

andTekojee Holker Soubadar Beha- Ghaleh Jhung, was governor of

dar, raised on the death of Melhar Dheli, on the part of Shah Allum ,

Fiao to great dignity, marchedwith and made every preparation for the

a large army to the soubah of Mal- defence of the capital. After two
vah . or three days'siege, finding his in

At this time disputes arising be- ability to preserve it , particularly as

tween Zabytah Khan , the son of the Jhats were in possession of the

the navab Nejeib al Dowlah , and country around the city, he had an

the Jhats , Hesuia, the widow of interview with the Mahratta chiefs ,

Sorjbmul, applied to the southern in which he so dexterously managed,

chiefs for assistance , who accord- that after obtaining an audience for

ingly moved towards Hindustan, them of the king, they returned to

called the emperor Shah Allum the Dekan , leaving him in charge

from Allahabad, seated him on the of their interest at court . After

the throue of Dehli, and , in con- their departure, though Nijbeif

junction , completely defeated the Khan possessed neither a treasure

aforesaid Khan, who escaped from nor an army, yet with a few de

the field of battle ; but afterwards pendants, and the assistance of his

was sufficiently artful to make terms own good fortune, he completely

with the Mahratta chiefs. defeated the Jhats ; and in the name

These generals had scarcely set of the emperor of the Moguls,

tled and established themselves as firmly established himself, and dis

far as Kenojh , when the mandate possessed them of the country they

of the peshwa summoned them to had usurped, as far as Akberabad .

the Dekan, for the chastisement of With the assistance of the seikhs,

a cast of rajhpoots termed the Barah Zabytah Khan kept possession of

Bhai, who had withdrawn their Gos Gerah , and collected the reve

heads from obedience. Marching nue of his hereditary jhagire.

with the utmost expedition , they Soon after the return of these

soon reduced the refractory, and chiefs to the Dekan , Marrain Rao,

arranged matters with an irrevoca- the peshwa successor of Madho Rao ,

ble agreement. left this transitory world, and his

This sedition was scarcely quel- widow with child . Raghanotah
Rao,
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Rao, supported by the English , the tention, and jealousy, arosebetween

Bhoselah chiefs, and the navab pa- them and this famous chief.

zam, Nezam Ali Khan , bebader, Thus were matters, when war

deeming this a proper opportunity and ci-cord raged between the rana

for his ambitious views, was desie of Ghod , and the rajah of Detia ,

rous of establishing himself in the with such various success, that at

peswaship . Unwilling he should Jast the former applied to the Eng

attain such eminence, mha ajab lish , and the latter to the Mha rajah

Petel behader, associated himseit for as-istance . Major Popham

with Nana Pher Nevies , the devan marched with five regiments to

and superintendant of affairs , and subdue the rajah , and having with

entered into reciprocal eng gements wonderful judgment and skill pos

to preserve the government to the sesser! himself of Gualier, & c. de

family of Bajee Rao ; and should a fended by Scindiah's troops, he gave

son be born of the widow of Nar- them up to the rana , and departed

rain Rao, to establish him in the for another quarter, where his ser

peshwaship ; but if unfortunately a vices were required ; first adding

daughter should be produced, to his detachment to those troops with

actthen as circumstances directed . which Col. Camac was advancing.

This agreement having been drawn This officer, a compound of in

up with the necessary forms, the trepidity, repeatedly defeated Petel

mha rajah, with the seal of Gherb Behader, on the plains of Seupore

Pashee (expressing the sentiments and Kilarass, and drove him back

of the unborn or infant, used by to Seroujh. . For a year the earth

those who have the management of trembled under the warriors' feet,

state affairs in trust for them ), the when the rana, unmindful of his

revenues of government were col- engagements, not only neglected

lected, and the wishes of Chemna to supply the English army with

Rao's son frustrated. grain , but from a refinement of

At the expiration ofnine months treachery, connived at the enemy
Mha rajah Sevai Madho Rao Nar- obtaining every thing they were in

rain , peshwa Behader, illuminating want of. A scarcity prevailing,

the world with his presence, was, and hisduplicity being madeknown,

through Petel Behader's influence, colonel Muir moved to the support

confirmed in the succession , and of colonel Camac with the Futty

at this day gives ornament to the Ghur brigade ; which having effect.

Mahratta government. Enraged at ed, the differences were adjusted
Scindiah's exertions, the enmity of by a peace :—The English returned

Raghanatab Rao burst forth , and to their stations,and the Mha rajah

the fields of battle were covered moved to the chastisement of the

with warriors ; but the Mha rajah perfidious rana, and in the course

was at last victorious , and took his of a few months, by taking him
enemy prisoner. This defeat and prisoner, and seizing all hisforts,

imprisonment being highly displeas- he greatly increased his glory and

ing to the English,complaint, con- grandeur.

Peculiar
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PECULIAR CUSTOMS of the Hindus.

" To the Editor of the Asiatic Ann. Reg. 1787, he describes the people in

SIR , habiting the Western Frontier, of

In communicating the following so turbulent and ungovernable a

facts and circumstances, as being disposition , that if a cow broke into

illustrative of the peculiar temperan inclosure, it was a circumstauce

andmanner ofthe Hindus , itoccurs sufficient to arin one half of the

to me that an English reader will village against the other , and to

scarcely be disposed to believe, that produce great effusion of blood .

customs as barbarous and savage as The demand of rent from the

any obtaining in the remote islands farmers if accompanied by threats

of the South Seas, should have from the ofñcer of government,

continued to exist so long in a was frequently answered by setting

country, the greatest part of which fire to the whole village, and re

has been under the controul of the treating within the dominions of

Eritish government for near forty the Nabob Vizier. Among these

years, and where the natives have ingovernable tribes , that of the

been accustomed to an intercourse Ranje Koomar is described as the

with Europeans, in a more or less most numerous, and of the most

degree , for a greater length of enterprising and desperate resolu

time; it may therefores notbe im- tion , and famous,according to their

proper to premise, that the scene own ideas , for an undeviating sense

of these transactions, for the most of honour. These people . boast

part, laid at a distance of more of their descent from one of the

than eight hundred miles from the most ancient Hindu Kings; and ,

seat of government, and that the so high is their idea of personal in

Europeans residing under British dependence, and their dread of its

protection in India, bear a very sutiering the smallest diminution so

small proportion to twenty -four extravagant, that they consider the

millions of native subjects, within marriage of a daughter as abridg

the provinces of Bengal, Behar, ing the funds of the funily, and

Orissa , and Benares ; and that the conveying to a stranger the cus

residence of such Europeans is tody of their happiness ; the atro

generally confined to cities and cious custom of starving their female

large towns, most convenient for infants is therefore not only sanc

commercial view's ; . their inter- tioned amongst them , but they even

course with the inhabitants of the compel their women to be the per

villages, and internal parts of the petrators of this sarage and unna

provinces must therefore have been tural crime * .

very limitted . Not less extravagant and barba

In the report made to the govern- rous were the customs arising from

ment of Bengal, by Mr. Duncan, the singular tenets and irrational

while resident at Benares, of the privilegesof the Bramins. Exempt

state of that province in the year ed , as is this tribe, by national pre

judice,

* Those people mostly inhabit the opposite line of the boundary of Benares, in

the Vizier'sdominions; but rent lands in Benares are about the annual value of

20 lacks of rupees.
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judice, from capital punishment, it to a Eramin, who had refused to

is not unnatural to expect that assas- pay his dues to government, the

sins for pay may be easily procured president was informed that the

from among them ; but so com- Bramins had assembled and con

pletely have the other Hindu structed a khoor, within which

tribes surrendered their judgments they had inclosed an old woman ,

and their feelings, that the Bramin had seated themselves by her, ard

can extort what confessions he were prepared on the expected ar

pleases by threats of mischief to proach of the officers of the reve

himself or of violence to old women nue, to set fire to the building, and,

or infants; nay , so complete has together with their victim , to perish

this surrender been , that in many in the flames ; a message from the

instances the notion of the inviola- resident, requiring them to state

bility of the person of a Bramin their grievance, brought the men

has become the means of setting to his presence, but the old women

the laws at defiance ; as no Hin- positively refused to come, declar

du, from an apprehension of be- ing that if compelled by force she

coming the cause of the death of would throw herself into the first

a Bramin , dared to execute any well she saw in her way. The

legal process against them ; and, Bramins on their arrival before the

whenever any coercion or arrest resident, complained that justice

was attempted on the person of was not done them by the Raja,

one of this tribe by a public officer for that he had refused to hear the

of government, in order to intimi- complaints of the ryots against the

date and avert the officers from extortions of his officers, by order

his purpose , he would immediately ing them to be driven from his

prepare to rip open his own belly, presence and beaten ; that being

or threaten to swallow , and some- lielpless, they had prepared the pile

times actually swallow , poison , or and were ready to part with their

sonic powder pretended to be such, lives.

or to dash an infant on the stones . The inordinate pride of this tribe

On the slightest provocation the manifests itself in no less extra

Bramins would wound themselves vagant a degree in the mode of

with razors they carry about them avenging a private insult . A Mus

for the purpose ; or, enclosing an sulman having a pecuniary claim

old woman in a circular inclosure, upon a Bramin , after repeated re

called a khoor, in which , raising fusals, began to despair of payment;

a pile of wood or other combusti- he therefore, resolved to obtain

bles ; and then, within its area , his due by force , and accordingly

betake themselves to fasting , either prepared to enter the house of his

real or pretended ; and on anymo- debtor in the night, while the

lestation being offered, or on the Bramin was employed in watching

approach of any person to enforce a the corn he had cut down in the

legal process, would actually set course of the preceding day ; the

fire to the pile and consume their creditor, with his attendants, hav

victim in the flames. ing surrounded the house, he

An instance of this occured in himself entered it with a torch ,

the year 1787, when Mr. Duncan proceeded to the bed ofthe Bra

was president at Benares. ' Some min's wife, and lifting her head

coercion or arrest being threatened from the pillow, from thence

4

seized
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seized the purse with which she that so common an act should be

was entrusted ; her cries having imputed to him as a crime ; and

alarmed the females of the family, that one of the witnesses against

among whom was the mother of him , should be a man whose own

the Bramin, they immediately flew brother had revenged an insult in .

to the apartment ; their loud la a similar way.

mentations for her dishonor soon The man in reply observed , that

brought the neighbours together, although the insult was so avenged,

and during the confusion the the person in question was not his

Bramin andhis brother arrived :- brother, though nearly related ;and

“ Son ," exclaimed the old wo- seemed to think that his guilt in

man , we are dishonored ; no murdering, had not been sufficiently

Bramin will in futute drink under expiated by the loss of cash which

our roof; we must be revenged; ensued * .

go down with me to the river . ” Another device practised by these

To the Ganges they immediately Bramins is, when, with a view to

went, accompanied by the Bramin's realize any pecuniary claim , or for

wife , her sister , and his brother ; the extortion of money, they pro

the insulted Bramin , after calling ceed , either with some ottensive

aloud upon the aggressor to make weapon or with poison, to the door

bim restitution for the theft and of another inhabitant of the same

his violated honor ; the aged mo- town or village, and take post there

ther, stretching forward her head , in manner called dhurna ; and it is

and baring her neck , called upou understood, according to the re

her son to do his duty , that she ceived opinions on this subject, that

might blast these enemies of her they are to remain fasting in that

house. As she spoke these words, place until their object be obtained;

her son , with a stroke from his and that it is equally incumbent on

! scimeter, severed her head from the party, who is the occasion of

her body ; immediately on which , the Bramin thus sitting , to abstain

the rest of the relations assembling from nourishment. Until this is

in a tumultuous and disorderly effected, ingress and egress to and

manner, determined to deny the from the house are also more or

funeral obsequies both to the head less prevented , as , according to the

and body; and, that the spirit might common received opinions, neither

be withheld from the sleep of the one nor the other can be at

death to beat a drum for forty tempted , but at the risk of the

days, at the end of which it was Bramin's wounding himself with

inagined the desire for repose the weapon, or swallowing some

wonid be past, and the ghost be- powder or poison , with which he

cone the incessant and eternal tor- may have come provided .

ment of all the branches of that It was not until the year 1795,

family by which their own had that the government of Bengal

been injured. thought proper to interfere its

The Bramin, who had commit- legislative anthority, to put a stop

ted the parricide, being appre- to the practice of sitting dburtia,

hended , only expressed his surprise as well as the more savage custom
of

In the time of Raja Cheits Sing, it was.no uncommon thing for a man to cut

off the heads of three or four women, and send them to the Raja ;on any insait,

real o imagiuary, from one of his peers of officers.
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of the Raje Khoomer's starving That on going on shore, they

their female children ; nor is the saw the entrails of a human body

person of a Bramin, under the new floating on the water, and at the

administration of justice within the same time a great number of the

Company's provinces, exempted natives assembled on the beach , as

from capital punishment, several near as they could guess , about

instances having occurred wherein three thousand . That on asking a

it has been inflicted. Fakeer why so many of the natives

It may be supposed that the pre- were put into the water, he an

ceding facts constitute the ne plus swered that the head fakeer had

ultra of Hindu superstition ; but ordered them to go into the water

not so , the dictates of bigotry ap- to be devoured by sharks , for the

pear to be still more strongly op- prosperity of their respective fami

posed to the sentiments and feelings lies ; that they saw eleven mer ,

of nature , in the custom of offering women,and boys thus destroyed ;

human sacrifice to the Ganges, and it further appeared by other

where they are devoured by the incontestible evidence, that the
sharks.

victims destroyed in November
These sacrifices are of two de- amounted to thirty-nine ; andmore

scription : first, of aged persons of over, that a boy, about twelve years

both sexes, which are voluntary ; old, who had been thrown iuto the

and of children , whichof course are river, having saved himself by

involuntary. The fixed periods swimming, a Gosayne endeavoured

for the performance of those rites, to extend his protection to him ;

are at the full moons, in Novem- but singular and unnatural as it

ber and January . may appear, he was again seized

The custom of sacrificing child- and committed to destruction by

ren arises from superstitious vows his own parents.

made by the parents ; who, when To prevent this practice, a law

apprehensive of not having issue, was enacted in March 1802 , de

promised in the event of their claring any person who should aid

having five children, to devote the or assist in forcing any individual

fifth to the Ganges. to be a victim of this superstition ,

The island of Sagor,where these guilty of murder. But, with re

inhuman rites are adninistered , is spect to the voluntary sacrifice of

held to be peculiarly sacred from the aged and infirm , the practice

its being considered as the termina- prevailed so generally and was con

tion of the Ganges, and the junc- sidered by the Hindus, under some

tion of that river with the sea, is circumstances, so instrumental to

denominated the place of sacrifice. their happiness in a future state of

So lately as November 1801, existence, that it was doubted

some European seamen belonging whether any rule could be adopted

to the pilot-service of Bengal, be- to prevent a practice , not only rooted

ing on shore on the island, were in the remotest antiquity, but sanc

witnesses to this horrid ceremony . tioned by express tenets in their

The information they gave before most sacred books ; while the cus

one of the justices of the peace for tom of sacrificing children stands

Calcutta, was on oath to the fol- not either on the prescriptive law's

lowing effect : of antiquity, or onany tenet of the

Shanscrit ;
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Shauscrit ; but, on the contrary, it child is devoted , is considered to

is among the Hindus accounted a be nearly as binding as any written

pious and meritorious act , to rescue or prescriptive law.

a child from destruction , and after- London ,

wards adopt and maintainit; never- June 2, 1803 . }

theless, the vow by which the fifth

A Summary of the Life and Writings of AvYAR, a Tumul Female Phi

losopher, extracted fro:n the 7th vol. of the Asiatic Researches.

By the Reverend Dr. John.

The Malabars, or more properly count of her divine origin , she is

the Tumuls, boast of having pro- therefore highly respected .

duced the celebrated Avyar, one of Others take her to be one of the

their antient moral philosophers. seien wise or moral philosophers , ,

This lady's writings contain good in whom the Tamuls glory as weil

general ideas, grounded in the as the antient Greeks, and with

science of morality . more reason , as they have four

She was a Polytheist, and invokes ladies in the number, and only three

the God Suppirainanien , or Pul- men . Their wonderful birth is re

leyar, the son of Siven *, who is lated in the Kandapranan , ofwhich

held by the Hindus to be the pro- I will give only a short extract.

tectorof learning and science, as • The female philosophers are

Mercury was amongst the Greeks. Avyar, Uppay, Vallie , and Uru

Her origin and birth , as well as vay ; and the male , the famous Ti

the æra in which she flourished, ruvalluwer (whose writings contain
are lost in fable good and elegant moral verses ),

Some pretend she was a goddess, Adigaman, and Kavviler.

one of Brimha's wives , and had All these seven wise persons be

been guilty of a trespass, for which longed to the same family , were of

she had been driven from heaven to the sameparents, but were educated

earth , where she was condemned by different charitable guardians.

to remain till she had performed One in the royal palace by a king,

sufficient atonement for her sin , the other in the hut of a basket

by severe and long repentance . On maker, another by a Bramin , ano

earth she composed her moral writ- ther even by an outcast, and so forth ,

ings , for the benefit of mankind, but at last they all turned out sages ;

and particularly for youth. On ac- ' their birth was not less wonderful.

Their

This appears to be an oversight of the learned author. Soopramanien is the

Hindu God of war, called also Carticeya, Kartkeya, and Scanda, ( compare

As. Researches, vol. I. page 252, with Sonnerat's voyage, vol . I. page325, octavo

edition .) And Pollear, or Ganesa, who is generallyinvoked at the commencement

of every undertaking, is compared by Sir William Jones to the Roman Janus. He

is said to be the eldest , and the former the second son of Seeva. The Kandapra

nam , quoted below, is probably the Scanda-purana, as the name is written by

captain Wilford. (As. Res vol. IV. page 363.) Compare As. Res. vol. I. page 227,

with Sonnerat's travels, vol. I. page 323.

Note by tbe Secretary
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Their father was Perali, and their mitted to the water, an ! see if he

grandfather Vedamoli , both great could discover any di tinguished

saints and philosophers. The latter mark on her body . This he did,

saw, once in the night, a bright and returned with the answer ,that

star' falling down, in a villageinha- the child had a very distinct black

bited by outcasts, npon a house mark on her thigh. The matter

wherein a girl was just born. By was now dropt, and the old man

his prophetic power, he discovered died soon after, without further

that this girl wouldbe one day mar- explanation on thesubject.

ried to his son Perali, who was then When the poor little Nayad was

a boy of twelve years of age, which thus floating to a remote country,

made him very uneasy: a Bramin was on a morning at the

He communicated his sorrow to river , washing and performing his

his fellow Bramins, but in general usual devotions and ceremonies.

terms only ; he told them , that the He saw the box coming on , and

girl born last night in the village of instead of finding a treasure, which

outcasts, under such wonderful cir- he expected, discovered in it a newa

cumstances, would entail number- born smiling girl. Having no child

less misfortunes on the Bramin cast ren , though he had often prayed to

in general; but he carefully con- obtain that blessing, he imagined

cealed whatever had relation to his his Deity had heard his prayers, and

own son, since its disclosure would favored him with this child . He

have excluded him from the cast. put her to nurse, and provided for

They all were struck with terror her education as his own daughter.

at this sad prophecy, and they deli- Meanwhile young Perali, having

berated as to the disposal of the been well instructed in philosophy,

infant. The father was called , and began, after the exaniple of his late

informed of the unlucky destiny father, to travel as a Njani to visit

interwoven with his child, and he holy places, and to converse with

was asked which ought to suffer ? saints and philosophers for his im

his child , or the revered cast of provement.

Bramins ? The poorman answered, On these trarels , he came acci

very submissively, “ I deliver up dentally to the house of that Bramin

mychild entirely to you ; do with who had adepted the girl. The

her what you think proper." The Bramin , finding him to be a fiue

child was brought, and her death well-informed youth , grew fond of

was unanimously agreed upon. Ve- his character and zeal in learning,

damoli alone withheld his consent kept him several years in his house,

from this barbarous decree ; and, and at last married him to the girl,

instead of the death of the child, who generally was supposed to be

proposed its removal to a distant his own daughter. After they had

place, where it might be left to its lived happy together for a while,

fate . she once returned from her'obla .

They listened to this advice, tions; and, on her changing her

made a box, laid the child in , and clothes, he was thunderstruck , as it

put it in the holy river Kaveri, . were, at observing the mark onher

leaving it to the destiny of the Deity. thigh, and which discovered her

During this transaction , the old low birth , of which she herself was

prophet ordered his son to go and ignorant. He hid from her his

look at the child before it was com- anxiety, but made inquiries atother

Bramins,
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Bramins, how his father-in -law had wandered about in a neighbouring

got this supposed daughter, and the village, sighing and weeping; this

whole secret was now disclosed to was observed by a Bramin , who

him . asked her the cause of her tears .

Notchoosing to quarrel with his She informed him of her sad mis

father-in - law , orto appear ungrate- fortunes, and all the circumstances

ful for the kindness and benefits of her former life, so far as she her

which had been conferred, he was self knew them . At this he was

silent; but in a state of much dis- greatly affected, bid her come to

traction , he went away without his house, and promised to take

taking leave , or saying any thing care of her as one of his own dangh

either to his father -in -law or to his ters . She came, and behaved in

wife. Both were much alarmed , such a manner that she endeared

and the father- in-law thinking his herself to him and to all his other

daughter had offended her husband, daughters, who treated her as a

or was in some way the cause of sister. When this good man died ,

his displeasure, ordered her to go he divided his great estale in equal

after him , and either to reconcile portions, and she got so much that

and bring bim back , or to follow she built a shettrum , wherein she

him every where and stay with him . passed her days religiously, and cha

She obeyed, went after him , and ritably treated the pilgrims and reli

used every possible means to per- gious travellers who cameto lodge

suade bim to forgive her, if she had there by night , with milk, rice ,

offended him , and to be cheerful fruits, and all the victuals which

and return to his father's house . But she could afford. At the same time

he was immoveable, answered not she endeavoured to improve by them

a single word , looked much confu- in knowledge and virtue, asked

sed , wenton hastily, and endeavour- their advice ; requested them to re

ed to escape from hersight. How- late to her the circumstances of their

ever, she followed him wherever lives; and did the same respecting

he went, and stayed at every her own life and adventures; her

choultry and shettrum , where he object in this being to pass the time

passed the night, hoping that he in a mutually agreeable and useful

at last would be prevailed upon to manner. When she had continued

return with her. This continued so for several years, it happened

for five days , and he, tired of her that her husband came as a pilgrim

entreaties, in the night, watched to the same shettrum , and was en

when she fell asleep, and then he tertained by her in the same kind

arose , left her and went away. manner with which she received

When she awoke, she looked about, and entertained the other travellers :

and observed with the greatest con- -Neither knew the other. When

cern he was gone, and she herself she related also to him her adven

quite deserted. She did not know tures, he was surprised to find bis

what to do, and whither to go, nor wife in this virtuous person , and

did she venture to return to her fa- that he himself had so great a share

ther, whose order she wished strictly in what she related . He admired

to obey, and who might perhaps her virtue and faithfulness, but was

think she had killed her husband greatly confused in his mind , feign

when she came back without him . ing to fall asleep during her dis

In this deplorable situation , she course; but passed the night in the

utmost
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utmost anxiety. Before sunrise he me in thy womb, nourished me,

arose, took his stick and little bun- and let me grow in it wonderfully

dle , and went off without saying a till my birth : Dost thou now doubt

word . At this she was highly sure that he will not provide for me fur

prised and affected, thinking she ther ? Go, put thy trust in him,

might have perhaps offended him , and follow his ways.” — The second

or not attended him well enough , child said at her departure: “ God

and went therefore after him, ask- provides even for the frog in a stone ;

ing, “ Why do you go away so shall he do less for me ? why art

silent and troubled in mind ?-Have thou anxious for me ?-be comfort

you taken perhaps any offence ated and go . ” —The third replied to

me, or do you suspectmy virtue ? her : “ God has brought me into the

-Tell and forgive, if I have done world, and determined my fate is

any thing amiss unknowingly.- he perhaps dead ? He surely will

You go away just in the sameman- not let me starvemgo, dear mother,

ner as my husband when he left and fear nothing formysake . ” The

me.” At this he could no longer fourth said : “Is not the egg sur

refrain himself, he threw down his rounded with a hard shell? and

earthen vessels and bundle, and God, notwithstanding, vivifies the

exclaimed, " Yes , I am thy hus- little brood in it ;-will be not feed

band ! and thou art mywife . I have it after it has broken through the

not left thee for any fault on thy shell ? Thus he will also feed me ;

side, but only for religious purposes. do not be troubled but cheerful,and

As thou hast remained so religious be confident in his providence.” The

and faithful, I receive thee again, fifth said to her : “ Hewho has made

if thou wilt strictly do all that I shall the finest veins and channels within

order thee ." Surprised and rejoiced the plants ,in which the nourishing

at this happy discovery, she pro- particles of the earth rise and cause

mised him solemnly topay him the their growth, and who has formed

strictest obedience . From this time the smallest insects so wonderfully

he carried her with him on all his in their parts , and gives them food,

travels, and had seven children by will not he do the same for me ?

her, who became the above-men- be not therefore cast down, but be

tioned philosophers. This was in- in good spirits and hope in him .

deed nó great wonder, as they were The sixth said : “ Manifold and tri

born with the gifts of speech and fing are the occupations of men,

of wisdom . She was ordered by but the great workof the Almighty

herhusband to expose the children is to create and to preserve ; believe

in the woods in the open air , leav- this, and comfort thyself . " The se

ing them to providence , without venth addressed her thus : “ God

nursing, or taking any further care creates such different qualities in

of the new - born infants.--- Thisshe the trees and plants, that they pro

obeyed implicitly , according to her duce sour, sweet, bitter, and vari
solemn engagement, which she ous delicious fruits. He, who is

kept sacredly, though with inward powerful to do this, will also pro

Teluctance, and the tender feelings vide for me : why dost thou weep,

of a mother. When she kissed and my dear mother ! -- be cheerful and

took leave of them, each began to hope in him . ” Each of these child

speak and to comfort her. - One ren was soon after found, taken up,

said to her : " The Deity has formed nursed, and provided for by people

C of
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the highest, middle, and lowest the best sense, and according to

One by a king , another by that manuscript which I possess,

a washerman , another by a poet for there are also different manu.

and philosopher, another by a tod- scripts.

dyman, another by a basket-maker, The sentences are placed accord.

another by a bramin , and another ing to the order of the Tamulalpha

by an outcast. Avyar, of whose bet ; each accordingly begins with

writings I shall givesome account, a letter ; therefore we may callit,

had the fate to be educated by the The Golden Alphabet of the Ta

poet. The time in which she lived muls.

is placed in the age when the three I shall now give first a translation

famous kings, Sholen, Sherorr, and of the Atisudi, and shall continue

Pandien 'lived, which falls about to translate the rest, if this meets

the gth century of the christian æra. with a favorable acceptance from

Amongst other sciences, she was the friends of antient Indian learn

well acquainted with chemistry, ing .

and became an adept, possessing

the power of making gold, the best Translation of the Atisudi, by

medicine , and the famous calpam , AVYAR .

which preserves life toa great age,

and by the virtue of which she Glory and honor be to the divineson

lived 240 years. From this fabu- of him , who is crowned with

lous narration, which is differently the flowers * of the ati ( bau
represented inseveralTamul antient hinia tomentosa ).

writings, I will proceed to her per- Charity be thy pleasure.

formances, which are the little mo- Be not passionate.

ral treatises Atisudi,Konnewenden , Be not a miser in giving.

Mudurci, Nadwali, and Kalvi- Hinder none in charity .

oluckam . These are introduced in Do not manifest thy secrets.

the Tamul schools, and read by the Lose not thy courage.

children amongst the first books Exercise thyself in cyphering and
which they learn to read. But writing

neither the children understood it, To live on alms is shameful.

nor can hardly any master compre- Give, and then eat.

hend each of the sentences they Converse only with the peaceful.

contain , as some are composed of Never cease to improve in learn .

such high and abstruse words, which ing

admit more than one sense , and Do not speak what is dishonest.

some say , that each sentence could Do not raise the price of victuals.

be interpreted in five different ways. Do not say more than thou hast
Some appear to me clear enough , seen .

and admitting only one interpreta- Take care ofwhat is most dear,

tion ; but some are so dark , and Bathe on each Saturday.

those with whom I have consulted , Speak what is agreeable.

vary so much amongst themselves, Build not too large a house .

that I found it difficult to decide Know first one's character before

between their interpretations; and thou art confident.

I choose therefore that which gave Honour thy father and mother.
Do

Shiven is represented with this flower round his head ; and Pulleyar, or Vick .

inesuren , is his first son , who is here implored.
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Do not forget benefits received. Speak not disrespectfully of the

Sow in due time . Deity.

Tillage gives the best livelihood . Be on good terms with thy fel

Do not walk about melancholy. low citizens.

Do not play with snakes. Do not mind what women say .

Bed thyself on cotton , ( soft ). Do not despise thy ancestors.

Do not speak craftily. Do not pursue a conquered enemy

Do not flatter. Be constant in virtue .

Learn whilst thou art young . Have a regard for country people.

Do not forget what is best for thy Remain in thy station .

body. Do not play in water.

Avoid affectation . Do not occupy thyselfwith trifles.

Forget offence . Keep the divinelaws.

To protect is noble . Cultivate what gives the best fruit.

Seek a constant happiness. Remain constantly in what is

Avoid what is low . just.

Keep strongly what is good. Do thybusinesswithout murmur.

Do not part with thy friend: Do not speak ill of any body,

Do not hurt any body. Do not make thyself sick .

Hear and improve. Mock not those who have any

Do not use thy hands to do mis- bodily defect.

chief. Go not where a snake may lie .

Do not desire stolen goods. Do not speak of others faults.

Be not slothful in thy actions. Keep far from infection .

Keep strictly to the laws of the Endeavour to get a good name. '
country . Seek thy livelihood by tilling the

Keepcompany with the virtuous. ground.

Be not a scoffer. Endeavour to get the protection

Do not act against the custom of

the country. Avoid being simple.

Make not others blush by thy Converse not with the wicked.

speaking Be prudent in applying thy money.

Donot love gaming. Come not near to thine adversary.

What thou dost, do with pro- Choose what is best.

priety. Do not come near one who is in

Consider the place where thou a passion .

goest. Avoid the company of cholerick

Do not walk about as a spy .

Do not speak too much . Converse with those who are

Do not walkabout like a dreamer . meek .

Converse with those who are po- Follow the advices of wise men.

lite . Go not into the house of the

Endeavour to be settled at a fixed dancing girls.

place . Speak distinctly to be well un

Dedicate thyself to Tirumal, derstood .

Vishtnoo . Abhor bad lusts.

Abhor what is bad . Do not speak falsely.

Indulge not thy distress . Do not like dispute.

Save rather than destroy. Love learning.

§ C 2 Endeavour

of the great.

men.
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Endeavour to get a house of your Do not speak frightfully.

own . Do not evil purposely.

Be an honest man . Be clean in thy clothes.

Live peaceful with thy fellow ci- Go only where there is peace .

tizens. Love religious meditation .

End of the Moral Sentences given by AvYAR.

Account ofan hereditary living Deity, to whom Devotion is paid by

the BRAMINS ofPoona and its Neighbourhood . From the same.

By CAPTAIN EDWARD MOOR.

The opportunity afforded me of venth generation , to his seed , who

visiting the city ofPoona, with the were to become successively here.

embassay in 1800 , I eagerly em- ditary guardians of this sacred sub

braced, to obtain information re- stance , which proved to be a stone,

specting an extraordinary family, in which the God was to be under

which enjoys the distinction of an stood as mystically typified . This

hereditary incarnation of the divi- type is duly reverenced, is carefully

nity, from father to son ; and the preserved ,and hath ever been the

following is the result of my re- constant companion of the sancti

searches . My opportunities for in- fied person inheriting with it the

quiry were favourable, and I consi- divine patrimony.

der my authorities tolerably good ; This annunciation happened

but I think it necessary to premise, about the year A. D. 1640, and six

that I do not pledge myself for the generations have since passed away.

minute veracity ofevery particular. It doth not now appear what was

Mooraba Gosseyn wasa Bramin the precise extent of the divine

of Poona, who, by abstinence, mor- energy originally conceded ; but it

tification and prayer, merited , above is inferred to have been a limited

others, the favourable regards of the power of working miracles. Such

Almighty. Gunputty, the most as healing sickly uncleanlinesses,

common name in this country, granting to a certain degree the de

among hundreds of Sree sires of pious suppliants, and the

Ganesa, accordingly vouchsafed to faculty of foretelling, under some

appear to him , at Chinchoor * , in restrictions, the events of futurity.

a vision by night; desired him to These gifts appear, indeed avow .

arise , and bathe; and while in the edly, to have been enjoyed in a

act of ablution to seize and hold sa- more extensive degree by the first

cred to the godhead , the first tangi- possessors, than by the latter. The

ble substance that his hand encoun- Bramins admit , that the further the

tered . The God covenanted that a remove from the favoured man in

portion of his holy spirit should whom the God became incarnate,

pervade the person thus favoured, the greater is the chance of dege

and be continued as far as the se- neracy ; although such degeneracy

might

* This town is also called Chicoor, Chicoree, or Chintijwur ; the latter is per
haps the most correct orthography.

the many
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might not have been inevitable. It choor , the pataleen * ofwhich place

is therefore presumable, that the having been many years married,

early inheritors worked more con- without male issue, despaired of

spicuous miracles than have of late ever obtaining that blessing. She

been manifested . Someremains of implored and obtained the holy

supernatural power have, however, man's prayers , and her pious desire,

been remarked, as will be noticed and in token of her gratitude, be

in the existing incumbent, Gabajee stowed on him the produce of a
Deo. field, situated near Panowla , of the

The holy inheritance has thus annual average value of three hun
descended . dred rupees. With this a temple

Mooraba Gosseyn had but one was endowed, at Chinchoor, which

son, Chinto Mun Deo (the 1st ) at still enjoys the grateful gift, and had

the time of the visitation ; and as not for many years any other secu

he immediately became sunna- lar estate .

assee , he had of course no other ; No miracle that I have heard of,

to him, about the year 1650, fell is recorded of the next legatee.

the godly estate . His eldest son, Narrain Deo , the third in lineal

Narrain Deo, succeeded , and after ascent from the present Deo, per

dispensing his miraculous energies formed a more important and con
twenty - five years , died, leaving spicuous miracle . It was in his

them to Chinto Mun Deo(the 2d). timethat the Moghul army of Hy

His eldest son Durnee Durr Deo durabad so successfully invaded the

succeeded, and died about the year Maratta territories. After plunder

1770 , from which period his first- ing and burning Poona , a party pro

born , Gabajee Deo, has possessed , ceeded to Chinchoor, to lay it un

with its sanctified accompaniment, der contribution . To this the Deo

the guardianship of the sacred stone , pointedly refused to submit ; con

The divine donation was cove- fiding in the divine influence where

nanted to continue but for seven with he was invested . The intole

generations :—whence, on the de- rant Musulmans derided such su

mise of Bawa Deo, the present heir perstition ; and with a view of ren

apparent, towhom in the fullness dering it ridiculous, offered to send
of tiine it will descend , the holy in- a nuzur to the Deo . The offer

carnation , unless perpetuated by was accepted , the Deo betook him
further miracles, will , as an emana- self to prayers, and the insulting

tion from God, be absorbed in him . bigots deputed certain persons, ac

It doth not appear that every coinpanied by many voluntary at

Deo (by which title the represen- tendants , to see the humorous résult ,

tative ofthis family is always called) with a ceremonious and apparent

hath performed miracles. One is ly decorous and appropriate pre

mentioned of the original founder sent. It, however, consisted solely

of this incarnate godhead, if it may of cow's flesh ; and , when the offen

be so called, which produced the sive obtruders promised themselves

first worldy possession of the fa- their sport, at the first exhibition of

mily. so horrid an abonination , how were

Soon after his visitation , and they astonished and dismayed at

while in great poverty , he waspass- uncoveringtrays of the finest and

ing by Panowla, a town near Chin- most sacrod Hindoo flowers !

$ C3 Struck

* Patel's wife.
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this day.

Struck with the miracle, “ those and rejecting all offerings, to dis

who went to scoff, remained to burse thousands of rupees monthly

pray ;" and , refraining from further with a very lavish hand.

indecency, recognised the finger of venient personage of this descrip

God . tion resides in Moorgoor, a town

So unequivocal an interposition twenty -five miles northerly from

of supernatural power wrought on Darwar. Mr. Uhthoff and I were

the unyielding minds of the Mu- there in 1792 , but did not then

sulmans; and to expiate their of- know of this miraculous prodigality,

fence, a grant was soon after made as it is reputed to be .

by them ,of lands, towns, &c. situ- Presents are made in kind to the

ated in the Moghul territories, and Deo of Chinchoor: cultivators of

not their recentconquests,although land bring him grain , manufactures,

not far from Chinchoor, ofthe year- cloths, & c . - the rich bring money

ly value of twenty -seven thousand and what they please. These are

rupees, which the temple enjoys to laid up in store-houses, after being

registered by the servants of the

A further grant of enaam lands temple, to which are attached a

about Chinchoor, of thirteen thou- dewan, chobdars, accountants, & c.

sand rupees per annum , was made &c . all Bramins, as is every indi

at different times, by a late peshwa; vidual about the Deo ; his palkee

on what account, whether miracu- bearers on a journey only excepted.

lous or not, I do not learn . The However meritorious and ho

Bramins, however, admit such do- nourable it may be deemed to be

nations to be in themselves mira- employed, even menially, about the

cles; the generous impulse being sanctified person of the holy man ;

from divine inspiration . These carrying the same a journey is ra

three grants the temple still enjoys, ther too laborious and unprofitable

and they constitute its permanent a service for Bramins to undertake

revenue. - The expences attending voluntarily. Where priests are the

the charitable works of the Deo , task -masters, it were unreasonable

such as supporting sacred establish- to expect that they, more than

ments, feeding and nourishing Bra- others, would allot the severest to

mins, and holy and poor people, themselves.

have amounted of late years, it is The Deo is, ex officio , what is

averred , on an average , to a lack called a dewanna - but the term

of rupees : part of this is made up “ fool ,” may not in this instance ,

by the casual presents made by pi- as in most others, give the best

ous visitants, according to their translation of the word. He is

faith , hope, or charity , but doth not totally unmindful and ignorant of

amount, in general, to more than worldly affairs - unable , they say ,

five thousand rupees ; and the de- to hold conversation beyond the

ficiency, of more than half a lack, proposition , reply, and rejoinder,

is therefore acknowledged to be and then in a childish blubbering

miraculously acquired. manner. To some questions on

I will digress a moment here to points of futurity he replies, accord

observe, that it is not a very uncom- ingly as he is inspired, in pointed

mon circumstance for a holy man negatives or affirmatives ; to others

professing poverty, and without the enigmatically, or by benignant or

apparentmeansof gaining a rupee , indignant gesture; sometimes he is

totally
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ren .

totally silent, and apparently ab- Durnee Dur Deo, called also Dur

sorbed in abstract cogitation , doth nee Dur Bawa, had four sons (no

not recognize the suppliant. From daughters) by his only wife Aakah,

such data is deduced how propi- who died in 1780 , aged 65 - about

tious, or otherwise , is the Almighty ten years after her husband, who

will on the pursuits of the peti- lived to be nearly four score.
tioner. 1. Gabajee Deo,born about1740 .

The ordinary occupations of the 2. Gunnaba Deo, born about

Deo do not differ materially from 1750, died 1795 .

those of other holy men -- he eats, 3. Mooraba Deo, born about

takes wives to himself, &c . &c. like 1755, now living at Ranjangow , of

other Bramins, but by some is said which temple he is superior.
to be exempt from illness ; others 4. Bappajee Deo, born about

say he is subject to bodily infir- 1760, now living at Ojoor, where

mities. So regular a life, however, he is head Bramin .

in point of regimen, unruffled by Gabajee Deo married 1. Abba'ee,

worldly cares, may well ensure a who, in 1775, bore him , when she

continuance of health , and, in ge- was twenty yearsold, his only son

neral, prolongation of existence . Baba Deo, who died without fur.

As the elder son inherits the ther issue, at the age of 26.

spark ofdivinity, it is necessary that 2. Abba'ee, now living,about 35

he also be a fool, as he hath ever years of age, who has proved bar

proved. To the question, “whe- Baba, or Bawa Deo, married

ther the second son, being sane, 1. Neeroba'ee, born about 1780,

and the elder dying without male still living, by whom he has an only

issue, the second, to whom the pa- daughter, born in 1797, 2d. wife,

trimony then descends, would be- name not known, born about 1784 ;

come dewanna on his accession ? " this ends the eldest branch of the

the Bramins demur : it hath never, family.

they say , happened . “ God made Gunnaba Deo, the second son ,

the covenant, and the means of ful- had two sons, who are living,

filling it are not for man to point as is their mother, at Seedatak ;
out." names not known .

However remote the degree of Mooraba Deo, the third son, had

consanguinity may be, all of this only one wife, and by her one son ,

familyassume the final name of whose name does not occur. That

Deo. It did not occur to me to son was eighteen years old in 1798;

inquire if the females are peculiarly in which year he bruised himself to

estimable. I judge not very highly death on the pedestal of his god at

so , from never havingbeard of ex- Ranjangow , in consequence of some

alted personages seeking them for indignities offered him, or the tem

wives ; the males, indeed, do not, ple, by a party of Scindea's soldiery :

beyond the reigning family, seein his widow is living childless, al

much distinguished . though the marriage was consum

It might not be very interesting, mated at Ranjangow : this ends the

if practicable, to traceminutely the third branch.

genealogy of this family to its holy Bappajee Deo , the fourth son ,

root ; and I shall go no further in has one wife, Gungabaee, now liv

this respect than to the immediate ing, about thirty-five years : they

ancestors of the present Deo, He, have two sons, 1. Baaow Deo , boin

$ C4 about
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about 1786. 2d . Nanna Deo ,born and kisses his feet : the Deo deither

in 1787 , both living at Ojoor. The rises, nor makes a salaam ; but, with

eldest lost his wife in 1799, who his hands raised a little , with the

had born him a son in 1797, named palms downward, makes a bene

Heerum Deo, now living : he is dictory gesticulation , accompanied

married again , but his living wife is by a motion, signifying his desire

only eight years old . Nanna Deo that his visitor may beseated : the

has a wife twelve years old — no peshwa, and a few distinguished

child. persons, such as Imrit Rao , Chim

The temple of thisBappajee Deo, na Appa, &c . sit, but at some dis

at Ojoor, enjoys enaamland to thé tance, on the carpet : two or three

value of four thousand a year, questions and answers of supplica

granted by the present peshwa, in tion and blessing are exchanged;

consequence of supposed benefits and the Deo bestows on the peshwa,

received from the holy man's and others, a quantity of rice and

prayers. dal, and perhaps a cocoa nut, or

Gabajee Deo goes at least thrice such trifle. The peshwa receives

a year, on fixed days, to Moorish- them , makes a humble obeisance ,

wur, a respectable town a few miles and takes leave. The Deo enters

beyond Jejooree . A detail of the his palkee, and proceeds, followed

circumstances of his journey,which by the peshwa, &c . by the wooden

seldom vary materially, will tend bridge to the city : the peshwa

to illustrate his character, and show quits him near the palace , which

the degree of estimation in which the Deo never enters, nor the house

he is held. of any mortal, but always finds his

One of the days is the 2d . of tents pitched at fixed stations . The

Maug, answering this year to the first is Teeoor, a respectable town

31st of January . He leaves Chin- about ten or twelve miles from

choor pretty early , and the peshwa Poona ; the next Rajwarry, a large

and court, apprized of his approach, village or town just above the

go forth to meet him , generally ghaut, on the Jejooree, or Meritch

about half way between a hill called road, At both these stages the

Gunniskunda, two miles off, and Deo prepares a feast for all Bramins

the city. The Deo rides in his, that choose to partake ; he goes

palkee, attended ( I speak now of next day to Moorishwur, where he

the present Deo) by a suwaree ele remains in his tents three or four

phant, given him by the late pesh- days, and here the principal event

wa, Madhoo Rao ; a few , perhaps a of his journey is particularly no

dozen , of his own domestic horse- ticed. On a certain day he orders

men, and about a hundred servants a portion of rice to be cooked ; ' the

on foot; as he approaches the quantity is determined by the in

peshwa, his palkee is put down, spiration of the Deity. The Deo

and he seats himself on a carpet, has no premeditation ; his impulses

with the sacred stone , which he are divine and momentary. This

never quits, in a box beside him . quantity of rice, be it onekundee,

The peshwa alights from his palkee one and a half, two, two and a half,

or elephant, advances towards the or three kundees , ( these have been

Deo with folded hands, the posture the quantities usually ordered ; ) as

of a suppliant, prostrates himself, to sufficiency or insufficiency for

such
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such as choose to eat of it, deter- come to my knowledge, excepting

mine the bounty or scarcity of the that continued one, as the Bramins
ensuing year. affirm it to be , of miraculous pro

For instance, say one kundee digality. Living beyond one's vi

shall usually suffice one thousand sible means, seemsa very loose ar

men of ordinary appetites ; if this gument in proof of a miracle, and

quantity be ordered , and four thou- would , I apprehend, be susceptible

sand, or more persons, shall assem- of application too extensive to allow

ble to partake of it , they shall never- of its being considered as legiti

theless all depart satisfied, if the mate .

Almighty intend a sufficient season A well-known sahookar of Poo

-nay, if an abundant year be will- na , named Trimbuk Das, had, for

ed , fragments, in proportion to the many years, laboured under a cruel

superabundance, shall remain . and unseemly disease, called here

If, on the other hand, three kun- koora ; it appears in white patches,

dees be cooked , and but one thou- of the sizeof a rupee, some larger,

sand, or fewer, persons partake some smaller, all over the body,and

thereof, they shall notwithstanding although said not to be leprous, is

remain unsatisfied, although the clearly referrible to that class of dis

whole shall have been eaten , should ease . Trimbuk Das was afflicted

the displeasure of God threaten the to an offensive degree , but the dis
land with scarcity. ease, after baffling every effort of

The actions of the Deo on the skill that could be exerted , yielded

night of this day are also minutely to the prayers of Gabajee Deo, se

watched; as his actions,as well as conded by the long -proved piety of

words, are but the transientmani- the patient; who undeviatingly,

festations of the Almighty will , to- during a course of, I think, seven

tally unpremeditated , and unrecog- or eight years, visitted the holy man

nized by the Deo, they are noted as on a certain day of every moon ,

prophetic.-- Should he remain the using on his return home, in partial

night through in peaceful repose, and general lavements, the puri

national repose is then predicted ; fying water with which he and

should his slumber, or his waking others had devoutly washed the

moments be perturbed , similar mis- feet of the sanctified personage :

haps threaten the public weal . If, from such faith and piety he be

as hath happened , he starts wildly came whole and clean , and is now

from his seat or couch , seizes a a perfectly sightly man . Very few

sword or spear, or makes any move- years have elapsed since this mira

ments indicating martial measures, cle was completed.

a war, attended by circumstances The foregoing is the result of my

deduced from the nature of such inquiries on the subject of the

movements, is foretold . — Every cir- Chinchoor Deo, to which tedious

cumstance of this kind is carefully detail I have to add an account of a

noted by persons employed by go- visit we paid him on the 10th of

vernment; all is carefully consi- January, 1800 .

dered, and reported accordingly, I had expected to find Chinchoor,

with appropriate inferences. like Jejooree, filled with beggars,

The following is the miracle be- but was mistaken ; for it bears the

fore hinted at, as performed by Ga- appearance of an industrious town ;

bajee Deo, the only one that has the houses are good, the streets

clean ,

+

1

1
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clean , the shops well supplied , and immediately arose , and made a re

the ground about it indicating sea- spectful salaam , and presented our

sonable cultivation ; the town is offering, consisting of a cocoa -nut

pleasantly situated on the left bank each, and a handful ofrupees,about

of a prettyriver, and is said to con- thirty. The Deo at first took very

tain five thousand inhabitants, in- little or no notice of us or the pre

cluding three hundred Bramin fa- sent, which was removed by an at

milies: we arrived early , and after tending Bramin. Presently he cast

seeing the principal temples, which his eyes full on us, and surveyed us

are near the river, and the environs attentively, but wildly ; and sud

of the town, we took our breakfast denly moving his head, he fixed his

of milk , fruit, and bread , in a Bra- eyes with knitted brows on the

min's house. Some of our party ground, and soon as suddenly view

not being accustomed to the society ed us again . Silence was now

of calves and borses, were rather bruken by our Bramins, explaining

annoyed by them , as well as by to those attending who we were,
smoke. Our party consisted of (the Deo was supposed to know all

Colonel and Lord George Beres- about us) and presently the Deo

ford, and my colleague Mr. Lo- himself spoke. He desired we
vett - a Bramin to introduce us to would tell our names , which we

the Deo , an old acquaintance and did, and proceeded to tell our busi

fellow traveller of mine another nessalso ,namely, “ to bring a jet

Bramin in office about the Deo, ter from His Britannic Majesty to

with whom I formed an acquaint- Shee Munt, (the peshwa) which

ance , in view to gathering the in- had been deliveredthe day before ;

formation detailed in this letter ; and that now, having paid our re

and a Bruhmucharee from Buna- spects toMaharaj," ( as the Deo is

rus, who was our constant compa- addressed in conversation ) “ we

panion , and seemed to care littlefor had little else to do in this country,

any other society. and should , after a visit in the even

About 9 o'clock we were in- ing to Doulut Rao Scindhea, re

formed that the Deo, who intu- turn without delay to Bombay ."

itively knew of our visit, had finish- The Deo continued some minutes

ed his prayers, and would see us ; in a state of apparent cogitation,

we accordingly proceeded, and after sometimes fixinghis eyes, but with

entering an extensive walled enclo- out “ speculation ," on us or other

sure by a fortified gateway, were objects . He presently whispered

seated on carpets in a sort of veran- one ofthe Bramins, and we were

da on a confined scale , into which desired to ask any question or ques

a small door, not more than three tions we pleased, as that, probably,

feet by two, led from an apartment futurity would be opened to us.

in which we learned the Deo then we were not altogether prepared

was : through this door none but for this ; however,weimmediately

Bramins were admitted . In two desired to know the result of the

or three minutes the door opened , present war between England and

close to which sat the holy man , if France , andwhen it would be ter

it be lawful to call him man , on a minated . It was communicated

shawl thrown over a seat a little in a whisper, and in like manner

raised, with another shawl thrown directly answered by the Deo ;

over his head and shoulders : we when the Bramin declared aloud,

that
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that the existing war would assur- safed , and in such a mode of ex

edly terminate triumphantly and pression as to leave an obvious

advantageously tothe English with- opening to infer that such favor and

in six moons. We were, for fear prayers had not been without their

of trespassing, rather sparing of our previous effect in raising England

questions. and Englishmen to sucha pitch of

The Brumucharee had expressed aggrandizement and general hap

some surprise and displeasure at the piness. We had, therefore,only to

accounts we had previously given beseech a continuance of his re

of this hereditary living Deity, and gard.

did not at this visit deport himself At going away, the Deo gave

with such gravity and decorum as is each of us,including the Bruhmu.

common for Bramins to assume. charee, some rice and spices. We

He would not protess any faith in made our reverences and departed .
the power ascribed to the Deo, of The Deo did not appear to us to

working miracles. He required , merit the appellation of deewana.

he said, occular demonstration of His countenance is expressive and

the existence of that power ; nor not disagreeable, his eyes keen ,

would he credit the prophetic spirit , complexion rather fair: he seems

until manifested by the fulfilment about fifty -five, but is, they say, five

of the prediction. This, particu- years older, and is apparently, (but

larly the first want of faith , afford- he did not rise) of middle stature .

ed great room to gall him in argu- We saw also his son Bawa Deo,

ment, as he did not perhaps foresee sitting at some distance, in the

the extent of the objection ; for he apartment with the Deo, among

acknowledged he had never seen a some Bramins. He is a fat, dark ,

miracle performed, although he but not very ill , although rather

would not disavow his belief in stupid -looking youth , about five

many. Following the bent of his and-twenty. He took no notice of

inquisitive disposition, he asked the our salaam , farther than vacantly

names of several persons near him , staring at us ; of the two, the son

whohappening tobe of the reigning looked by far the most like a dee

family , assumed the patronymic wana in its usual signification .

final of Deo , on which he was in- I had nearly forgotten to men

clined to be jocose ; and we were, tion that during the visit the Bruh

indeed, obliged to repress his pro- mucharee was invited to see the

pensity to turning what he saw into symbol of the divinity, the sacred

ridicule. stone, to whose presence it was not

After sitting about twenty mi- judged advisable to admit us, al

nutes, we asked permission to de- though we had been previously led

part, and while the customary gifts to expect it ; we did not, therefore,

on taking leave were bringing, we urge it, but the Bruhmucharee de

were desired from the Deo to re- murred at going, unless we also

quire something of him . The re- were indulged with a sight. He

turn to this generosity was easy was, however, prevailed on to go

enough , and we accordingly im- without us ; and he reported this

plored the favor of his holiness on typification to be an ordinary sort

our country, and his prayers for its ofa stone of three or four seers, co

prosperityin general, and our own loured red, oiled , &c.

in particular, which were youch- Within the enclosure or fortifi

cation ,

.
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cation , as it may be called , in which they said , built by Hurry Print, or

the Deo lives, we were shewn a that he had entertained a party

large room, with another over it , in there .

which the Deo feeds Bramins. The We here put on our shoes, which

two, they said, would accommodate we had of course quitted at the en

two thousand persons. The one trance of the holy ground , and de

we saw was very large, and either , parted.

An Account of the BAZEEGURS, a sect commonly denomiated Nuts *

From the same. - By Captain DAVID RICHARDSON.

A perusal of Grellman's disser- denominated players or actors, front

tation on the Gipsies of Europe, in their Persian name of Bazee -gur,

which this country is considered as which may be literally rendered a

having given birth to that wander- juggler or tricker ; but the appel

ing race, induce me to commence lation of Nut extends to several

an inquiry into the manners of a tribes, and properly belongs to

people in Hindustan , denominated many more ; each party having

Nuts ; whose mode of life seemed branched out and formed itself into

somewhat to assimilate with his de- a distinct sect, agrecabiy to the

scription . It is my intention, babits of life or modes of subsist

should this my first endeavour ence, which necessity and local

meet with approbation, to pursue circumstances may have induced

this line of investigation still fur- them to adopt , as their own pecu

ther ; and from time to time I may liar calling or art .

be enabled to bring forwards short The Bazeegurs are subdivided into

sketches of the tribes within the seven casts, viz . the Charee,

Company's provinces, who , being Athbhyeea, Bynsa, Pubuttee , Kal

in other respects too insignificant for koor, Dorkinee and Gungwar ; but

the pages of the historian , may have the difference seems only in name,

hitherto been passed over unnotics for they live together and inter

ed, although many of their usages marry as one people ; they say they

and ceremonies may still merit de- are descended from four brothers

tail, as detached facts in the gene- of the same family .

ral history of mankind. Strictly They profess tobeMoosulmanst,

speaking, these people might be that is, they undergo circumcision ,

and

* For the following and other explanatory notes, I am indebted to the kindness
of a friend.

† A person well versed in the Eastern languages, will often be able to tell the

nation to which any professional man really belongs , from the name he assumes as

such . When a Sonar or goldsmith is termed Zurgur or Sadu-kar , he will in gene

ral be a Moosulman, and in this way we meet with Joolaha, Mochee Durzee,

Hujam , Qissukhan, Moosuwwir, Meeanjee, instead of the Hinduwee words Tantee,

Chumar, Soojee ,Naee,Kuthuk, Pande , Chitera, for a Weaver, a Shoemaker , Taylor,

Barber, Story -teller, Schoolmaster, and Painter in succession. The word Halalk

hor, which is applied to a Sweeper, generally indicates the same discrimination of

a Moosulman , as Bhungee does to a Hindoo ; a truth which the two nations ac

knowledge with great reluctance. The reason is obviously founded on that pride

of cast which they both support, often at our expence. In this instance they will

stoutly
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and at their weddings and burials a whom they consider as their tute

Qazee and Moolla attended to read lary deity ; consequently they look

the service ; thus far and no far- up to him for success and safety in

ther are they Moosulmans. Of the all their professional exploits . These

prophet they seem to have little consist of playing on various in

knowledge, and though in the creed , struments, singing, dancing, tumb

which some of them can indistinctly ling, &c. The two latter accom

recollect , they repeat his titles, yet plishments are peculiar to the wo

when questioned on the subject, menof this sect. The notions of

they can give no further account of religion and a future state among

him, than that he was a Saint or this vogrant race, are principally

Peer. They acknowledge a God , derived from their songs, which

and in all their hopes and fears ad- are beautifully simple. They are

dress him , except when such ad- commonly the production of Kua:

dress might be supposed to inter- beer, a poet of great fame, and

fere in Tansyn's department, a fa- who, considering the nature of his

mous mucisian who flourished, I poems, deserves to be still better

believe, in the time of Ukbur, and known * . On every occasion of

doubt,

stoutly deny the fact stated here, unless the inquirer knows enough of the language
to call a Hulalkhor before them if Moosulmans, and desire him to repeat his

creed , & c . In this and the other duties of Islamism , they are no doubt often so

defective, that we cannot venture to affirm they are orthodox Moohummudans,

any more than we can vouch for the Bhungees being perfect Hindoos ; all we

dare in candour allege, being, that these people respectively lean , in their belief,

worship and manners, much more to the one religion than the other, as the text

will elucidate in the Nuts' history before us. It isa circumstance curiousenough,

that there are certain employments here engrossed almost exclusively by the M10o

sulmans; among these the Bihishtee or Suqqas, who carry water, and the Suess or

grooms, may be enumerated as the most prominent.

He was a weaver by trade, and flourished in the reign of Sher Shah, the

Cromwell of Indian history. There are, however, various and contradictory tra

ditions relative to our humble philosopher, as some accounts bring him down to

the time ofUkbur. All, however, agree as to his being a Soofee or Deist of the

most exalted sentiments, and of the most unbounded benevolencc. He reprobated

with severity the religious intolerance and worship of both Hindoos and Moosul

mans, in such a pleasing poetic strairof rustic wit, humour, and sound reasoning,
that to this day both nations contend for the honour of its birth , in their respec

tive sects or tribes. He published a book of poems that are still universally

esteemed, as they inculcate the parest morality, and the greatest good will and
hospitality to all children of man . From the disinterested yet alluring doctrines

they contain, a sect has sprung up in Hindoostan under the name of Kubeer-punt

hee, who are so universaily esteemed for varacity and other virtues among buih

Hindoos and Moosulmans, that they may be with propriety considered the Quakers

of this hemisphere. They resemble that respectable body in the neatness of their

dress and simplicity of their manners, which are neither strictly Moohummudun

por Hinduwee ; being rather a mixture of the best parts of both . A translation

of Kubeer's works, with the life of that sage, and an account of his followers,

relative to their tenets and societies, remain still as desiderata in the history of

India . The time of Kubeer'sdeath seems involved in equal obscurity with the

manner of his decease and burial. They relate that he lived a long time at

Kasee, near Gya , and sojourned also at Jugrirnath where he gave great offence to

the Bruhnuns by his conduct and tolerantdoctrines. When stricken in years, he

departed this life among a concourse ofhis disciples, both Moosulmans and Ilindoos.

They quarrelled about the mode of disposing of his remains, which were placed

in another department during the di pure. The vivosulmans were, it is alleged,
victors,
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doubt, they have a quotation ready the state of the soul after death ,

from their favourite bard ; and in one ofthem repeated the following

answer to my queries respecting stanza :

Mun mooa nu maea mooee mur mur gue sureer ,

Asa tishna nu mooee kuh gue das Kubeer

These lines in that philosopher's works are said to be more correctly

written so,

Maea muree nu mun mura mur mur gya sureer ,

Asa tisna na mitee yon kuth gue Kubeer.

Which may be thus rendered ,

Nor soul nor love divine can die ,

Although our frame must perish here ;

Stilllonging hope points to the sky;

Thus sings the poet Das Kudeer.

They conceive one spirit per- liged to provide a lethean draught

vades all nature , and that their soul for the " fraternity to which he

being a particle of that universal belongs. This is an exact recital

spirit, will of course rejoin it, when of what happened to two men

released from its corporeal shack . who waited upon me, and towhom

les. I gave a trifling present. It was

At all their feasts, which are as found that they had communicated

frequent as the means will admit, to me some information which

men, women , and children drink oughtto have been concealed, and

to excess. Liquor with them is they therefore, in addition to the

the summum lönum of life ; every ordinary fine, underwent the pecu

crime maybe expiated by plentiful liar punishment of having their

libations of strong drink :whence noses rubbed upon the ground.

it follows, that any person who has Though professing Islamism ,

accumulated property, issoon con- they employa Bruhmun , who is

sidered as a culprit, and a charge supposed to be an adept in astro

being brought against him , the logy, to fix upon a name for their

complaint iscarried before a Pun- children, whom they permit to re

chaet *, when the business com- main at the breast till five or six

monly concludes by his being ob- years of age . It is no uncommon

thing

victors, and buried him accordingly. The Hindoosaffirm , however, that his body

during the altercation disappeared, and a Lotos flower was found in its stead,

which they have carefully preserved. Be this as itmay, it is certain that his

name is held in great veneration by these two very different people ; those called

Kubeer -punthee seem nevertheless to have rather more of the Hindoo than Moo

sulman in their composition, which so far decides the contest in their favour.

* The derivation of this word from pancb, five, admirably illustrates theancient

practice, as well as the necessity, of a casting voice or majority, in all judicial as

semblies of a limited number, and proves alone, with numerous other instance of

the same kind, how indispensable a knowledge of languages is, to the observing

traveller and intelligent historian. Had all those who have written on Indian

affairs hitherto, viewed this subject with the eyes of an Eton , we should not have

so much to unlearn as we now must, in every matter of importance here. Who

ever peruses his excellent account of Turkey, will see the force of the present re

mark , and apply it accordingly.
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thing to see four or five miserable dancers. A total change of con

infants clinging roundtheir mother duct innow looked for, and gene

and struggling for their scanty por- rally, I believe, ensues. To recon

tion of nourishment; the whole of cile this in some manner to our be

which , if we may judge from the lief, it may be necessary to men

appearance of the women , would tion, that contrary to the prevailing
hardly suffice for one. This prac- practice in India, the lady is allow

tice, with the violent exercisesed the privilege of judging for her

which they are taught in their self, nor are any preparations for

youth, and the excessive and habi- the marriage thought of till her as

tual indulgence in drinking intoxi- sent has been given, in cases where

cating liquors, must greatly curtail no previous choice has been made.

the lives of these wretched females. There are in and about the en

Their marriages are generally de- virons of Calcutta, five sets of these

ferred to a later period than is usual people, each consisting of from

in this climate , in consequence of twentyto thirty, exclusive of chil

a daughter being considered as pro- dren . There is a Surdar to each set,

ductive property to the parents, by one of whom is considered as the

her professional abilities. The chief or Nardar Boutah , at this

girls, who are merely taught to station ; the name of the present is

dance and sing, like the common Munbhungee *, which in one sense

Nach girls of Hindoostan, have no of the word, may be translated Bon

restrictions on their moral conduct Vivant, or Jovial Soul; and it is

as females ; but the chastity of probable, his social qualities may

those damsels whose peculiar de- bave obtained for him his present

partment is tumbling, is strictly exalted situation as well as title ,

enjoyed, until their stations can be which in reality appears to be rather

supplied by younger ones, trained a Hindoo's than aMoosulman's ap

up in the same line. When this pellation .

event takes place, the older per- The extraordinary feats of agility

formers are then permitted to join which the women of this set exhi

the mere dancers, from among bit, are so well known as to ren

whom the men, though aware of der any description unnecessary.

their incontinence, make no dif- They have no regular habitations,

ficulty of selecting a wife . After being contented with temporary

the matrimonial ceremony is over, huts , formed of the Hoogla + or

they no longer exhibit as public Sirkee mats , and when they have

occasion

The hempplant, well known here as an intoxicating drug, under the name of

bhung, corrupted to bang,is probably the word whence bhungee is derived, as this is
often a term of reproach like our drunkard, sot, &c applied to those who indulge

in the various preparations of this pernicious vegetable, named subzee, ganja,

churus, &c. Mun expresses theLatin mens , mind, and is the root of many common

Hindostanee words. From it the name Manco (Menu) the famous Hindoo law .

giver, is regularly formed, and might be translated Intelligence, The being, & c . It is

frequentlyused as a term of endearment to children , monkies, &c . like ourjackey.

f Thefirst appears to be of the flag, or sedge kind, of greatuse for slighi en

closures and forlining straw and tiled roofs,either to mitigate the heat of the sun,

or to give the inside a finished appearance. After the conflagrations so common

in all parts of India, the poor sufferers generally have recourse to the Hoogla or

Sirkee, with which they shelter themselves in temporary habitations from the

weather, It is possible enough, that the far - famed harbour of Hooglee derives its

name
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occasion to change their stations, it agreeing, I suspect,more with the

is attended , as may easily be ima- insatiable desires of the Punchaet

gined, with but little trouble ; than the nature of the crime.

both houses and furniture would from a court so constituted, the

hardly be a load for one person. verdict Not guilty, may seldom be

The people of each set are , like looked for. " If the liquor be not

our actors ,hired by the Surdar or immediately produced, the delin

manager of a company for a cer- quent is banished from their society ,

tain period , generally one year ; af- hooted and execrated wherever he

ter which, they are at liberty to join comes ; his very wife and children

any other party. No person can avoid him . Thus oppressed, he

establish a set without the sanction soon becomes a suppliant to the

of the Nardar Boutah, who, I be- Nardar Boutah ; to bring about a

lieve, receives a * chout of the reconciliation, acknowledges the

profits, besides a tax of two rupees justices of their sentence , and his

which is levied on the girls of each willingness to abide by their award .

set, as often as they may have at- Ifhe has no money, and his friends

tracted the notice ofpersons not of cannot supply him, he must get it,

their own cast. This from their and probably the necessity of the

mode of life, mustbe a tolerably case may excuse the means, should

productive duty. When the par- they perchance not square exactly

ties return from their excursions, with our refined notions of honesty.

this money is paid to the Nardar However, it is but justice to this

Boutah, who convenes his people, particular set to observe, that the

and they continue eating and drink- country people seem in general to

ing till the whole is expended. considerthem as an honest inoffen

When any of the Surdars sive race . Among themselves

suspected of giving an unfair state- they lay claim to great veracity

ment of their profits, a Punchaet and honesty, and declare, notwith

is assembled , before whom the standing the story of the ordeal,

supposed culprit is ordered to un- that no Bazeegurwould attempt a

dergo a fiery ordeal, by applying deception in the payment of his

his tongue to a piece of red hot chout. If this be a true statement

iron ; if it burns him, he is declar- of the case , we have to lanent,

ed guilty. A fine, always consistsing that the rareness of such probity

of liquor, is imposed, the quantity renders the circumstance rather

difficult

name from the banks of the river (which we have termed the Hooglee also,)

having been at that place in days of yore overgrown with this very plant, which

is seldom if ever met with in the interior or higher parts of Hindoostan. This

supposition derives weight from Hijlee, the place we absurdly name Ingellee,being

famous for the production of a tree termed Hijul, a compound probably of hee,
life, and jul water, to denote the soil it thrives in. The Sirkee on the contrary is

in abundance in the upper provinces, and seemsof the rush species. It is also

used much in the same manner as the other, though growing in low grounds; it is

110t so completely an aquatic plant as the Hoogla . As the lining of Bungla roofs,

it looks much neater in every respect, and is by far more durable.

The fourth, and the notorious tax or duty which the Muhrattas have often

claimed without success on our revenues. It is also supposed to be the standard

quantum of public or private peculation, to which no extraordinary odium is

attached among the natives, who are too apt to consider one fourth of their

master's property entrusted to them at once, as the sbikari hulal, or fair game, for

every honest servant's pursuit.

are

1
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difficult of belief, especially among finding it difficult to support their

the people whose notions of mora- numerous followers in that part of

lity must be very loose , if we can the country, determined to separate,

with propriety form an unfavour- and to march towards the four quar

able opinion from the derivative ters of the world. Sa to the east ,

word Nutkhut, meaning in the Summoolla to the west, Ghoondra

Hindoostanee , a rogue, blackguard, to the north , and Moolla to the

&c. Truth still forces us to add, that south ; that Sa , arriving in Bengal,

Nutkhut is rather applicable to took up his residence at Hooglee ;

imaginary than downright roguery , that, having governed peaceably for

in expressions of endearment and many years, he died at Unwurpoor,

familiarity . near Barasut, where to this day his

I can form no idea of their num- faithful descendants offer up their

bers in Bengal. In many places prayers to his manes. He had three

they have lands, but they are not sons , who succeeded each other ;

themselves the cultivators. Burd- first Lukhun , the second Momeen ,

wan seems to be their great resort ; the third Ghazee Khan . The suc

and when I first entered on this in- cession then regularly devolved on

quiry, I was informed that their Gholamee Khan, Ouladee khan ,

chief resided at Chundurkona ; Sadee Khan , Urub Khan , Moo

that a woman , named Toota , wife nuwwur Khan Misree, Sundul

of Joogkhan, their late Nardar Khan , and Rujbee Khan, father to

Boutah , was considered as chief of the present chief Munbhungee.

all the sects in Bengal. I after . He allows, that the family of the

wards learnt from Munbhungee, Nardar Boutah of Chundurkona is

the Nardar Boutah of Calcutta, descended from the same stock,

that the above was a misrepresenta- and that the boundaries of that de

tion ; that he and his people were partment extended to Mednee

not are dependent on Chundurkona. poor *, Burdwan , and Moorshida

He said the men who had been bad ; that none of her people can

with me before , from motives of enter his districts with an intention

fear, concealed his name ; that all of procuring money by dancing or

the Bazeegurs within the Purgun- begging , without obtaining his per

nus of Jushur , or Jusur, Hoogley, mission and paying accordingly.

&c. were solely under his con- The same system holds good in re

troul ; and that the following was spect to his dependents visiting her

the traditional account they had of country. Those men and women

their ancestors . In the countries who are not in any of the sets,

of Ghazeepoor, Ullahabad , &c . wander about from place to place,

about two liundred years ago, there obtaining a precarious livelihood by

were four brothers , named Sa, Sum- begging, and sometimes by dispos

moola, Ghoondra , and Moolla , who ing of little trinkets t , which they

either

* Better known among us under the derivation Midnapore, which is very slight

when compared to the number we pervert in a way that must hereafter create

much confusion in the names of places whenever we know enough of the lan

guage to write them properly. It willthen, perhaps, puzzle the geographers of

the day to reconcile Jessore, Ingellee, Serampore, & c. with the true pronuncia

tion of Jushur, or Jusur, Hijlee, Sreerampoor, & c. by which alone the natives

terin these places among themselves.

† Atribe, termed Bisatee, supply these trinkets, and attend markets, fairs, and
such places, with their small wares, exactly as our pediars do . Bazeechu and

khilouna
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either fabricate themselves, or pur- sider as coming under the general

chase in Calcutta. denomination of Nut; but in state

These secets, viz . theBazeegurs, ments of this kind , having no

having adopted, if not the religion , public records to resort to, I can

at least the name, of Moosulmans, only relate their traditions and

are more civilized than the other opinions.

wandering tribes . Their diet and The dread of an intended re

apparel correspond with the Moo- vival of this officer's powers, caus

sulmans. Some of their women ed at first 'much alarm among

are, I have heard , extremely hand- them , and operated as a considera

some, and esteemed as courtezans ble impediment to my inquiries.

in the East accordingly ; though I They have a strong and a very na
must confess, I have not seen any tural wish to obtain lands, which

who, in my opinion , came under many of them have done in sere

that description as to personal ral parts of the country, but with

charms. no intention of being the cultiva

I cannot observe any peculiarity tors of the soil. They have two

of feature which would charac- languages peculiar to themselves ,

terize them as a distinct people. one intenkd for the use only of

Before the establisement of the the craftsmen of the set ; the

British government in Bengal, the other, general among men, wo
surkar appointed an officer termed men , and children . The Hin

a dam -dar * , or tax gatherer, to doostanee is the basis of both ;

keep a register of and to collect the first in general being a mere

taxes , not only from these, but transposition or change of syllables,

from all the other tribes of a simi- and the second apparently a syste

Hur description . Some say, they matic conversion of a few letters,

amounted to eighteen , others to but whicih will be best elucidated

thirty -two sets , all of whom I con- by the following specimen :

Hindoostunce. Nut Ist . Nut 2d. English.

Ga, Kag, Fire .

Bans, Suban , Nans , Bamboo.

Chilum , Limchee , Nilum , An Oven .

Dum , Mudu , Num , Breath .

Hindoostanee.

klilouna are commonly applied to the toys these people sell, which in our and

the oriental languages, are properly called playihings.' Those formed of tin are

for the most part fabricated by the strolling gipsies or players nanied buhroopeea,

from their dexterity in assuming various forms, buh signiíying many,and roop a
face or shape.

* This is clearly derived from dam , a small ccin, and dar, a keeper, & c. This
word was perhaps in use even among our forefathers, and may innocently account
for the expression, " not worth a tig ," or a dam , especially if we recollect that

ba-dam, an almond , is to this day current in some parts of India as small money

Might not dried figs have been employed anciently in the same way, since the
Arabic word fooloos a balfpenny, also denotes a cassia bean, and the root' fuls

means the scale ofa fish. Mankird are so apt, from a natural depr.Sicy, that
fiesh is heir to ," in their use of words, to pervert tiem from their original

sense, that it is not a convincing argunent against the present conjecture, our
using the word curse , in vulgar language io licu of dam . The shells , weil known

as small money under the name of kouree, often occur in the Hindpostanee, as

fig, dam , farthing, sometimes with the epithet phootee kouree, a split farthing

Ten kourees become a dumrce, probably from dam .

Agi
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Hindoostanee.

Eead ,

Fuqeer,

Ghur,

Hindoostan ,

Idhur,

Jub,

Kon,

Lumba,

Mas,

Nut,

Omr,

Peer,

Qeella,

Rooburoo,

Sona ,

Tulash,

Unbunao ,

Waris,

Nut ist.

Dace ,

Reeqeefu,

Rughu ,

Dooseenatuh ,

Dhuri,

Buju ,

Onk ,

Balum,

Samu,

Tunu ,

Muroo,

Reepu,

Laqeh,

Buroo Roo

Na-so ,

Lashtu ,

Nunbeh ,

Ruswa,

Nut 2d.

Kead ,

Nuqeer,
Rhur ,

Kindoostan ,

Bidhur,

Nub ,

Ron,

Kumba,

Nas ,

Kut,

Komr,

Cheer,

Rulla ,

Kooburoo,

Nona ,

Nulash,

Kunbunao,

Quaris,

English.

Remembrances

A beggar.

House.

India.

Here .

When .

Who .

Long

Month .

A sect of people.

Age.

Saint.

A fort.

Opposite .

Gold.

A search .

Disagreement.

An heir .

I find these people in Mr. Cole- tya , ' a Vatadhana, a Pushpadha,

brook's arrangement of the Hindoo and a Saicha,

classes, mentioned in the 6th class, “ 22.-From such an outcast

under the head of Nata, Bazee. Cshatriya comes a son called a l'hal

gurs, &c.; and in Sir William la , a Malla , a Nichhivi, a Nata,

Jones's translation of the ordinances a Carana, a C'hasa, and a Dravira .

of (Menu) Munoo , chapter 10th , " 23. - From such an outcast

article 20, 21 , 22 , and 23, their Paisya is born a son , called Sudhan

origin is clearly pointed out, which wan , Charya, Viganman , Maitra , ..

the following extract will shew : and Satwata.

« Those whom the twice -born be . From the above word, Maitra

get on women of equalclasses, but may, I imagine, be deduced the

who perform not the proper cere- origin of the name generally applied

monies of assuming the thread, and to sweepers, and people of that des

the like, people denominated Pra- cription, and that the common de

tyas, or 'excluded from the Gayatri. rivation of it from the Persian word *,

“ 21.-From such an outcast Mihtur, a prince, may possibly be

Brahmen springs, a son of a sinful be necessary to

nature, who, in ditterent countries, mention here, that I have in gene

is named a Bhurjacantaca, an Avan- ral endeavoured to follow Mr. Gil

§ D 2 christ's

an error . It may

The word muh or mih , seems an important radical in many languages, dis

guised no doubt under other forms as ma,mu, mai , which last may be rather cor

ruptions easily accounted for . Muha, muhta,muhra, mih, mihtur, & c. are all Ori

ental words denoting superiority , grandeur, command, &c . which may often be

misapplied to inferior situations, either as derisive or conciliating terms; the origin

therefore of maitra and mihtur, may still be the same. Mah applied to the moon ,

especially with the addition of tab-light, clearly expresses the greut-light among the

smaller lights or stars; Mihr, in both Persian and Sanscrit, applies to the sun, and,
in my opinion, signifies the great one, on etymological principles, that canuot be

very obscure to any well-informed Orientalist.
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christ's orthography in writing the Panchpeereet wander in companies
Hindoostanee words. in the same manner, and inhabit,

The Panchpeeree * , or Budeea, if I may use the word, huts, of a

being considered appertaining to similar form and fabrication as the

the same class as the Bazeegurs, Bazeegurs.

and equally with them termed Themen are remarkably athletic,

Nuts, I have herewith annexed a and also nimble and adroit in every

short accountof them also. kind of slightof hand, practising

The Panchpeeree, or Budeea juggling in all its branches . As

Nuts, differ from the Bazeegurs in tumblers they exhibit not only feats

many points ; though probably in of agility, but great instances of

their manners there will be found strength . There are about a hun

a stronger similitude to the gypsies dred houses at present of these

of Europe, than in those of any people in Calcutta , formed into

others which may come under re- five divisions ; there is a surdar to

view. each division , one of whom , as

They have no particular system with the Bazeegurs, is considered

of religion, adopting with indiffer- as the head of the whole . His re

ence that of the village near to venues seem principally to arise

which they happen to be encamped ; from the offerings of strong liquor,

however, I imagine, when left to which he receives from his depend

themselves , under the impression ants ; they, meaning such as have

of immediate or impending ill , the attached themselves to Calcutta and

goddess Kali generally obtains the its environs, seem to have nearly

preference , indeed the influence of the same boundaries as the Bazee

this deity often extends to the lower gurs , though there are communities

orders in Bengal, whether they be of this cast spread all over Bengal,

Hindoost or Moosulmans. The appearing under the various deno

mination

This appellation may have a reference to their division into five races, houses,

or families, as peeree occasionally seems to bear that interpretation, though it

certainly may admit of others. In this place, however, it probably rather applies

to these people as conformists to whatever religious system may be the order of
the day in their peregrinations over Hindoostan .

+ It must strike the attentive travellerwith astonishment to learn in how many

observances the various Moosulman tribes copy the Hindoos, and vice versa.

Among the votaries of Kalee the degenerate race of Portuguese will also often be

found ; so powerful is the influence of moral and physical causes in the lapse of

ages from the conquered on the conquerors, in spite of religious bigotry and na

tional prejudices.

# In the upper provinces of Hindoostan the little encampments ofthese people

are frequently very regular and neat, being there formed of the sirkee entirely.

Each apartment, though not much larger than a mastiff's kennel, has its own pare

ticular enclosure or court yard, generally erected in such a manner as to become a

species of circumvallation to the whole portable hamlet, which , at first sight, re

minds a traveller of Lilliput or Fairy Land . The appearance of the people alone

can undo the deception, and then even one cannot help wondering, where so many

men , women, childern , and other domestic animals, manage to sleep or shelter them

selves from the storms which sometimes assail these itinerant people. A detailed

account of the peculiar tribe, who from their occupation of taming aud charming

snakes, derive the name of Sumpera, might prove worthy of public attention ,

especially if from it we could discover whether either they or the Mungoos called

Newul, are acquainted wiih any specific against the bite of a veneinous snake,

whose faugs have net heen bona fide extracted, or deprived of their poisonous fuid,
by previous repeated exertions upon other bodies .

7
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mination of Cheere -Mars, Sumpe- occupation , the men collect medi

ras, Bundur Nachwya, Qulundur, cinalherbs, catch mungooses, squir

Dukyt, &c . Many of these have rels, and particularly the bird called

become Moosulmans, and having daho : the former , if not saleable,

taken up their abode in villages, answer admirably for a feast. The

gain a livelihood by exposing dancing birds are dried and used as a medi

monkies, bears, & c . to the vulgar, cine. Their women do not attend

or by the fabrication of mats, trink- them during the exhibition of their

ets, & c. Some of them wander juggling exploits, but have a pecu

about as sects of religionists, and liar department allotted to them

calling themselves Moosulman Fu- selves, which consists of the prac

qeers, live on the bounty of the tice of physic, cupping, palmistry,

pious followers of the prophet. curing disorders of the teeth, and

They have a traditional accountof marking the skin of the Hindoo

four generations, and do not, like women, an operation termed god

the Bazeegurs, consider themselves na ; they usually sally out in the

as foreigners in Bengal. This par- morning with a quantity of the

ticular tribe of the Nuts are sus- herbs and dried birds, and, begging

pected of being great thieves ; from door to door, offer their ser

many of them I understand are vices generally to the females only ,

daily punished for theft, and in in the cure of whose ailments they

their capacity of dukyts *, are no pretend to have a peculiar know

doubt often hanged . They also ledge. Should it so happea that

have a peculiar jargon formed upon they do not return home before the

similar principles with that of the jackal's cry is heard in the evening,

Bazeegurs. This formation of a their fidelity is suspected, and they

separate dialect conveys no very fa- subject themselves to the displea

vourable impression of either of sure of their busbands , and are pu

these sects, since many people may nished accordingly. A fault of that

conceive it so much resembles the nature committed with any one not

cant of rogues among ourselves, of their own cast, is an unpardon .

invented for the purpose of con- able crime.

cealing their conduct as much as Their marriage ceremonies are

much as possible from honest men . as follow : All parties being agreed,

They inter their dead , and the and the day fixed on , they assemble

only ceremony seems to be to for- before thebride's house between 9

get their sorrows, by getting con- and 10 o'clock at night . The bride

pletely drunk immediately after- groom , accompanied by all his re

wards. lations , male and female, places

Many of the subdivisions of this himself before the door, near to

class of men pay little or no atten- which are fixed four plaintain trees,

tion to cleanliness, or any restric- forming a square large enough to

tions in diet, eating dead jackalls , contain the company . He calls

bullocks, horses, or any kind of , out with a loud voice, " Give me

food procurable. Besides their usual my bride.” The brother, or some

ģ D 3 such

Daka means robbery, and in the active or agent orm becomes dukyt, noto

rious for their depredations as pirates in the Soondurbun branches of the Gunga or

Ganges, by the name of Decuits. If we may crcdit very respectable testimonies
of the fact, these dukyts are frequently guilty of sacrificing human victims to Ka

loe, under circumstances of horror and atrocity scarcely credible.
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such near relation, guards the door, dancing, singing, drinking, and

and prevents his entrance ; nay, smoking, except the bride, who

rudely pushes him away . The laugh for thisone day in her life is expect

is now general against the poor ed to refrain from the intoxicating

bridegroom , and many are the draught. After a short space they

jokes on all hands played upon him . arise, and the bridegroom , accom

However, not to be put off so, he panied by the female part of the

makes two more attempts, calling company, conveys the bride to the

out all the while for his bride ; house, where the bridegroom and

which proving ineffectual, he in bride's mothers are assembled ;

much seeming grief, ( for the whole neither of whom are permitted to

appears a farce,) retires and sits appear before him thisnight: how .

down in the centre of the square, ever, this restriction damps not the

and there in melancholy mood be- joy of the old ladies ; liquor is plen

wails his fate. When the parties tifully supplied, and they partake

conceivethey have sufficiently tried freely of it.

the man's patience, they then in- The bridegroom having rejoined

tercede in his behalf with the guard- the party in the square, every one

ian of the door, who bringing forth sets seriously to work , and it ap

the bride, delivers her hand into pears now a fair trial to prove who

the bridegroom's, saying, “ Here shall must expeditiously accomplish

is your bride ; behavekindly to the important business of intoxica

her : ” She also receives an exhor- tion. A little after day - light the

tation toconduct herselflike a good cavalcade prepare to set off for the
and obedient wife . The bridegroom bridegroom's house . Whatever

now taking a little red powder, dowry the parents can give is now

which is prepared for the occasion, delivered, and the little fingers of

makes a mark with it on her fore- this happy couple being again join

head, calling out“ This woman is ed, as before described , they lead

my wedded wife.” The bride also the way . Before the bridegroom's

marks the bridegroom's face, re- (or rather before his parent's) door,

peating at the same time, “ This it being to their house they are con

man is my husband.” They sit ducted , stands an earthen pot filled

down together, and the company with water, and in which is placed

arrange themselves in a circular a small fresh branch of a mangoe
form on each side . The little fin- tree , intended , as I should conjec

gers of his left and her right hand ture, as an emblem of plenty. The

being joined , they sit close together, mother then comes forwards with a

so that their knees may lap over sieve containing a roopee, some

each other . The merriment of the unhusked rice, paint, and doob

evening now begins, all parties grass * . This she waves round each

of

This is probably one of the most common ,useful, and beautiful grasses in this
or any othercountry ; and , like thecow which feeds upon it, is held in high reli

gious veneration by many tribes of Hindoos. A natural velvet carpet, if the er .

pression be admissible here, may at any time be formed of this elegant grass, in the

space of two or three weeks, merely by chopping it in pieces, and sprinkling these

on prepared ground mixed with earth. In this way the banks of rivers, public

roads, fortifications, ditches, garden walks, and marginal borders, are frequently

prepared in India, upon principles which unite expedition, elegance, and strength ,
in one verdantsward , which, to people unacquainted with the rapidity ofvegeta

sion in these climes, has almost the appearance of enchantment. Every lover of
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of their heads three times, and cessive intoxication, and the gross

touches their foreheads with it* . est indulgence of the sensual appe

This ceremony being performed, tites .

the bridegroom leads the bride into Areference in their disputes is never

the house, where she is received by madebeyond their own sect, and if of

the old lady with many welcomes, so serious a nature that a small

who promises if she but conducts punchaet cannot accommodate the

herself like a good wife , that she matter, the bura surdar convenes

shall have all her goods and chattles general assembly, but which as

when she dies. The men now as- sembly never enters on business

semble in front of the house . The until a quantity of spirits equal to

women remain within ; and a feast the importance of the cause has

being prepared, the same scene of been provided by both plaintiff and
immoderate intoxication succeeds. defendant . The person non-suited

When evening arrives, the bride has ultimately to bear the expence ;

goes, or is conducted, if there be unless, as it frequently occurs, (ali

a female of the party sufficiently parties during the discussion being

steady to accompany her, to the indulged in a free participation of

hut allotted for her.--Such of the the liquor,) that the judges, plain

company as are able , now depart, tiff, and defendant, should forget

whilst the rest, among whom the every idea of the case before them ,

bridegroom may generally be num- but of that which contains the spi

bered, pass the night on the plain rits. The sequel may be easily

in beastly insensibility, leaving the conjectured . The punchaet dis

solitary bride to her own sober re- perses by degrees, and the con
flections, From the time their tending parties, when aroused from

children are five or six months old, the torpor of intoxication , fre ,

they are accustomed to imbibe strong quently awake only to regret their

spirits ; indeed it may be said they ownfolly.

draw it in with their mother's milk . These people in the upper pro

They appear to be a most inconsi- vinces of Hindoostan , are known

derate race of beings, never think- by the appellation of Kunjura ;

ing of to -morrow ; all their views whence a particular friend of mine,in

are concentrated in the enjoyment speaking on the subject , conjectured

of the present moment, and that might be derived our term conjuror.

enjoyment consisting wholly in ex- Were not so great an authority as

$ D 4 Johnson

agriculture and rural economy at home must regret that this charming plant has

not yet been fairly tried in Europe, where it would probably yield both profit and

pleasure to all its admirers. The roots are esteemed medicinal by the natives, and

there can be little doubt of the nutritive quality of the whole plant considered as the

food of animals. It is so well known tothe Hindoostanees, and probably so often

the object of attention, in the rural sports and excursions of the people or their

children , that the expression doob ka ch hulla, a ring of doob , is frequently intro

duced in their stories, to express that a petitioner did not even receive a doob ring

from the person solicited , or what we might render, he did not even see the colour

of his coin . As rings are exchanged at weddings by the parties, it is possible their

poverty may sometimes cause them to substitute, at least pro tempore, those formed

of thegrass in question.

This circular motion, so common on suc'ı cccasions in this country, is termed

warna , to sacrifice, and probably, from the convertibility of m with w , a mere de

viation from marna, to kill.
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Johnson, with those scholars who Extract. " About 1330, the

derive it from conjuro *, in our way minstrels of Paris formed themselves

I should almost be inclined to agree into a company, and obtained a

with him in opinion . Be this as it charter ; the police frequently sup

may, I find a peuple of this kind pressed their licentiousness, and

described as living near Constanti- regulated their conduct . Philip

nople , who are termed Cingarees , Augustus banished them the first

and whose language is said to be year of his reign ; but they were

Hindoostanee ,which word , without recalled by his successors , and

any force beyond the fair bounds of united under the general name of

etymology, may be a mere deriva- minstrelsy, having a chief ap

tion fromconjura. pointed over them , who was called

The conjurors or jugglers who the king of the minstrels . Lewis

arrived in Europe about the 13th the IXth exempted them from a

century, and who introduced the tariff, or toll, at the entrance at Paris,

violof three strings* , appear to have on condition that they would sing

been a race almost exactly similar to a song, and make their monkeys

what the Bazeegurs are at this day ; dance to the toll -men , &c . &c.

in confirmation of which, the fol- " The associated minstrels in

lowing extract from Dr. Burney's habited a particular street, to which

History of Music may not be they gave the name it still retains.

thougtinapplicable. It was here that the public was pro

vided

The Latin, however, has no such term from that source to express the person

in question ; and there was nothing to prevent the modern languages of Europe

from adopting this and other vocables from the Gipsies, at the period they were

wandering over it in the capacity of conjurors, &c. That derivatives are used by
the moderns, which the ancients had no idea of, may safely be granted , without

invalidating the consistency or probability of the present conjecture. In fact, the

study of etymology, as a rational science, is still too much in its infancy to warrant

the hasty condemnation of particular opinions, on the derivation of certain words,

as some that at present will appear whimsical enough, may yet prove hereafter to
have been well founded.

Even this word juggler may be of Indian extraction , although there exist, ac

cording to Johnson, both French and Latin originals against it , as well as the word

jug in our tongue. Cups , jugs, mugs, might all have been used at first by conju

rors in various ways ; whence to juggle, as a verb, stands on nearly the same

ground with handle, andmany more. In the Hinduwee dialects jugg is applied

to a particular act of worship , which the Bruhmuns alone can perform , and by vir

tue of which they pretend to acquire sometimes preternatural powers. In this way

they hope for the success of their muntur or incantations, and in imitation of them ,

the gipsies may have preserved the name, on their arrival in the European terri

tories, with many othermysteriouscustoms and lofty pretensions. Juggee, juggul,

juggula, jugela, juggwala,are all natural combinations to express the man so quali

fied, which by our ancestors could be as soon converted to juggler, as khansaman,

burga, and hooqu, in modern times, have been to consumer, burgher, and hooker,

though we havethe means of correcting such absurd corruptions, which did not

exist when the gipsies first appeared in our quarter of the globe. Even admitting

that wecan tracemuch of our language up to the Latinand Greek , it remains stiii

a doubt whether these are the stock or branches of the oldest oriental tongues.

The word gui-tar probably springs from si-tar , a species of viol much msed

now in Hindoostan, and which , though originally, as its name implies, only a

three-siringed instrument, is frequently to be met with here as a four, five, six, nay

seven -stringed viol. With six strings it would naturally be termed chhi-tar, ki-tar,

progressively to gui -tar , as we now spell it , the lastsyllable of which clearly points

out whence it ought to be derived, as tar in the Hindoostanee is a well known word

for wire, string, & c.
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vided with musicians for weddings Gipsies is undoubtedly a species of

and parties of pleasure. But as a Hindoostanee, and so is that of the

greater number of them attended nuts . In Europe it answers all the

such occasions than were ordered, purposes of concealment. Here a

and all expected to be paid the same conversion of its syllables becomes

price , ” « William de Girmont, necessary .

provost of Paris, 1331, prohibited The Gipsies have their king ; the

the jungleurs and jungleuresses Nuts their Nardar Boutah ;-- they

from going to those, who required are equally formed into companies,

their performance, in greater num- and their peculiar employments are

bers than had been stipulated upon exactly similar ; viz. dancing, sing

a severe penalty. In 1395 their ing, music, palmistry , quackery,

libertinism and immoralities again dancers of monkeys, bears, and

incurredthe censure ofgovernment, snakes. The two latter professions,

by which it was strictly enjoined, from local causes, are peculiar to

that they should henceforth, neither the Nuts . They are bothconsidered
in public or private, speak, act , or as thieves, at least that division of

sing any thing thatwasindecorous or the nuts whose manners come near

unfit for modest eyes and ears, up- est the Gipsies. In matters of reli

on pain of two months imprison- gion they appear equally indifferent,

ment, and living upon bread and and as for food, we have seen that

water. But let us hear one of the neither the Gipsies nor Buceea Nuts

jugglers relate his own story. Af- are very choice on that particular ;

ter speaking of his power in and though I have not obtained any
music, he proceeds : satisfactory proof of their eating

human flesh , I do not find it easy
" I from loverstokens bear,

to divest my mind of its suspicions
I can flow'ry chaplets weave , on this head . Indeed one would

Amorous belts can well prepare, think the stomach that could receive

And with courteous speech de- without nausea a piece of putrid
ceive.

jackal , could not well retain any
Joint-stool feats to shew I'm able , qualms in the selection of animal
I can make the beetle run ,

food .

All alive upon upon the table,
Though in the Encyclopedia Bri

When I shew delightful fun . tannica Grellman's theory isthought

At my slight ofhand you'll laugh, slightlingly of, the similarity of

At my magic you will stare, language being deemed but incon

I can play at quarter staff;
clusive evidence, yet in this instance,

I can knives suspend in air .
even in opposition to such authority ,

I enchantments strange devise ,
I will venture to consider it as forn

And with cord and sling sur- ing a basis of the most substantial

prise.” kird. It is not the accidental coin

I shall now draw a short parallel cidence of a few words, but the

between the gipsies of Europe and whole vocabulary he produces, dif

the people I have described . fers not so much from the common

Both the gipsies and the nuts are Hivdoostanee, as provincial dialects

generally a wanderingrace of beings, of the same country usually do from

seldom having a fixed habitation . each other. Grellmair, from a

They have each a language pecu- want of knowledge in the Hin

liar to then selves. That of the doostanee , lost many opportunities

of
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of producing the proper word in which were taken from the Annual

comparison with the Gipsy one . Register of 1784-5 , with a few

The story of the Malabar students I have now subjoined from Grell

being rejected , upon the supposition man , in some of the instances

that they, being Bruhmuns, and where he has failed of producing

only conversant in Sunscrit * , could the corresponding Hindoostanee

not have understood the common one, will I hope prove thelanguage

Hindoostanee dialect , offers a good of the Gipsies, and that of Hin

specimen of the kind of criticism doostanee , to be the same , or very

which Grellman has to fear. intimately ' connected with each

The following list of words, other * .

Gipsy

Apra,

Bebee,

Hindoostanee.

Oopur,

Beebee,

English.

Above .

Aunt, a respectful fe

minine appellation ,

from Baba , father.

Brook, drink , water,Pownee, Panee,

tears.

Cauliban ,

Chericloe,

Per ,

Kala -burn ,

Chireea,

Peroo,

Jamoval eo panee

drowei panee jae,

Davies , devus,

Rattie,

Peola ,

Can ,

Dad,

Jag ,

Peroe ,

Valashtee,

Por,

Mutchee,

Pance,

Jul,

Dewus,

Rat ,

Peena,

Kan,

Dada,

Ag,

Pyr,

Bilisht ,

Poor,

Muchee,

Black, a black colour,

Bird.

Belly, the lower part

of the belly.

A bath, water to bathe.

Ditto .

Day, to-day.

Dark, night.

To drink,

Ear.

Father, grand - father.

Fire.

Foot.

Finger, a span .
Fuil.

Fish,

Gipsy.

* It has not yet been incontestibly proved, that the Sanscrit ever was a spoken

language in India, and the few Bruhmuns who now can speak it at all , seldom if

ever talk that language in their own domestic concerns; on the contrary , they

commonly employ the prevalent local dialect of the place, which will frequently be

a species of Hindoostanee. There are so very few towns, cities , or even large vil

ages , which were ever conquered, or even much frequented by the Moosulmans,

in the whole peninsula of India, wherein this colloquial language is not more or

less understood, that we can scarcely conceive there aremanytravelling Bruhmuns
who require a previousknowledge of the Sunscrit before they can understand Hin

doostanee. The objection on the score of the Gypsie and Hindoostanee numbers

being so different, if they really be so, might be answered by adverting to the

arbitrary introduction of anew series of numerical words intosome Indiandialects,

where the substance of any particular speech in question will be found to agree ,

almost in every thing but number, with many other tongues from the samesource.

* Should any realHindoostanee scholars ever investigate this matter on the spot

in Europe, their evidence and observations will probably settle the matter effec

tually , one way or other, for ever.
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Gipsy .

Bootsée,

Ghur,Gur,

Shing,

Ballow ,

Tattoo ,

Yacorah ,

Bocolee ,

Shunalee ,

Gecoa,

Liecaw ,

Hindoostanee . English.

Buhotsee ( in the femi- Great, a great deal.

nine) ,

House .

Seeng, Horn .

Bal, Hair .

Tutta , Heat, hot.

Yek Ghuree, An hour.

Bhookha, Hungry.

Soonaee, Hearing

Jee, or Jeeoo, jeeooka, Life, living.

Likha , Letters, any thingwrit

ten .

Rae, Lord .

Raenee , Ranee, Lady.

Daee, Mother, a nurse .

Mas, Meat or food, filesh

meat.

Doodh , Milk .

Buhot, Much, numbers.

Nak, Nose.

Nuh , Nail of the finger.

Nya, nou ,
New.

Ocean, sea, wave ; the

great water.

Rishee, Priest, a saint or holy

Riah ,

Rriena,

Dai ,

Mass,

Tod ,

Boot,

Nack,

Nie,

Nevo ,

Bouropanee, Bura panee ,

Rashee,

man .

Briskinee, Burkha, burushna,

Doriove,

Lolo ,

Bauro - chairee ,

Pan and Pon ,

Dureea,

Lal,

Buree chhooree,

Buhin ,

Roop,

Starrie,

Sep and Sap ,

Dicken ,

Loon ,

Banaw ,

Chive,

Roopa,

Sitara, tara ,

Samp, surp ,

Dakhna,

Loon , lon ,

Baloo ,

Jeebb ,

Rain , to rain , from the

Sunscrit vurshun

ung .

River.

Red.

Sword , a great knife.

Sister, b is often inter

changeable with p in

the Hindoostanee.

Silver.

Star.

Serpent.

Sight, to see .
Salt.

Sand.

Tongue, ch is often in

terchangeable with j,

and v with b.

Tree.

Tooth .

Uncle.

Water.

Towalk, to come,to go

Rook ,

Dennam ,

Chalk ,

Panee ,

Jaw ,

Rookh,

Dundan , dant,

Kaka or Chucha,

Panee ,

Ana jana,

Gipsy .
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Gipsy.

Bouro Matchee ,

Kalicoe,

Hindoostanee.

Buree Muchee,

Kulko ,

* Tober,

Tschor,

Dori,

Rajah,

Ranee ,

Raz ,

Banduk ,

Gan Jagga ,

Jammadar,

Tubl,

Chor,

Dori ,

Rajah,

Ranee ,

Raj,

Bundoog,

Gawn, Juggah ,

Jemmadar,

English.

Whale, a large fish .

Yesterday, with the

postposition.
An axe .

A Thief.

A band or string.

A lord or chief.

Princess .

Principality.

A musket.

A village or place.

A commander or off

cer.

Forest or wild.

The grave.

Wesch ,

Gour,

Mul,

Latcho,

Dur,

Perdo ,

Whaisha,

Gor,

Mool,

Acho,

Dorr,

Poordo,

Cha, Chabben ,

Ischummedele,

Jungustri,

Aro,

Paka,

Schut vinegar,

Ker,

Sapa,

Aduito ,

Tatip ,

Surgawa,

Gewawa,

Mongna,

Pi,

Metschana,

Medikkaha,

Khana, Chabbna,

Chooma Detee,

Ungooshturee,

Ard ,

Punkh,

Khutta,

Ghur,

Saboon ,

Dotuh ,

Tapna,

Soonghna,

Gana,

Mongna ,

Peena,

Puhchanna,

Myn deekatha,

Wine.

Good .

Far.

To fill up , to accom

plish .

To eat.

She kisses.

A ring.

Meal.

A wing.

Sour,

House.

Soap,

Double .

To warm .

To smell.

To sing.

To solicit.

To drink .

To know.

I saw .

There can be no doubt that many identity or intimate connection of

others might be selected, were it the Gipsy and Hindoostanee lan

necessary to add more proofs of the guages
here.

* The following are from Grellman's vocabulary, and consequently often
incorrect.

Character of Mirza ISMAEEL BEG KHAN.

Mirza Ismaeel Beg Khan for Hindustan; and was beheld with ter

several yearswas considered as the ror long after his capacity of doing

scourge of the Mahratta power in mischief had ceased. His charac
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ter was that of an intrepid soldier, much distress, when Sindiah's ge

more distinguished by impetuosity neral , Kana Khan, with a select

and rashness, than cool and deli- body of horse, appeared in its

berate valour. These qualities, neighbourhood; and the precipitate

joined to a robust and muscular valour of Ismaeel led him to march

form , and a body inured to fatigue, out, with a very inferior force to

enabled him to display that species this encounter.' They fought on

of prowess which is so captivating the plains of Secundra, on the 22d

in the eyes of the Indian soldiery. of August, 1788. Ismaeel Begwas

This, with liberality in matters entirely defeated , and obliged to

where money was concerned , se- swim across the Jumna almost un

cured hiin the affection of his attended .

troops; for though frequently ex- He afterwards entered into en

posed to want, they suffered cheer- gagements with the Rajah Purtab

fully in following a General who Sing of Jeynagur, and in 1790, at

partook of the same distress, and the head of an army , composed

freely divided, without reserve, partly of Rohillas and other soldiers

whatever spoil or donation the form of fortune, whom his military re

tune ofwar or the generosity of his putation gathered round his star.

allies threw into his hands. But dard , he gave battle at Patan to

he was entitley devoid of political Sindiah's regular battalions com

wisdom, and of any fixed principle manded by Deboigne. The for

of moral rectitude . The first re- tune of the day remained doubtful,

markable act which we have re- till Captain Gardiner set fire to the

corded of him , is the treacherous camp of Ismaeel Beg ; whose sol
murder of Mirza Shuffee Khan , at diers immediately broke their ranks,

a conference whereto he was in and a general rout ensued .

vited by Mahammud Beg Hama- Ismaeel Beg retired to Jeynagur,

danee, the uncle of Ismaeel Beg. and was again at the head of a con

His passions were ungovernable, siderable force in autum 1791 , be

and he has been frequently known fore the battle of Meertha; where

to put to death withhis own hand , in the Rathour forces were over

officers with whom he chanced to thrown by Sindiah's army. Is

have such a sudden altercation as is maeel Beg was on his march to

not unusual in eastern armies, join the Rathours , and had he ar

where the rigid principles of disci- rived in time , might have changed
pline are little understood. the fortune of the day. Finding

His uncle Mahommed Beg Ha- the opportunity lost, he directed

madanee, being killed by a cannon his course towards Guzerat, with

ball , in an action between Scindiah the view of making conquests

and the Rajah of Jeynagur, Ismaeel or subsisting his troops by plunder.

Beg succeeded to the command of He had penetrated so far as to

the Mogul battalions, which had cause alarm both to the Soubador

been thrown into confusion by the of that province and to the Peishwa's

death of their chief. His exertion government, when being harassed

restored the fortune of the day , by the Bheels, a predatory race who

which ended in the total defeat of inhabit the mouniains, he found it

Sindiah , who was obliged to retreat expedient to retreat. This mc.

beyond the Chumbul,and Ismaeel tive was strengthened by an invita

Beg formed the siege of Agra,which tion from the minister of Joudhpur,

was ably defended by Lukwajee . who solicited his aid against a re

The place was at length reduced 10 Lellious faction .
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He was , however, disappointed non ball , and a defection among

in his views in that quarter, and her troops against the authority of

listened to overtures from Scindiah, Ismaeel Beg was the consequence.

who entrusted him with a com- The principal leaders entered into a

mand against Nujuff Kooli Khan, secret agreementwith the Mahrat

a refractory chief, who was then in tas to deliver him up ; which

the neighbourhood of Rewari.- coming to his knowledge, he vo

About the time of Ismaeel Beg's luntarily surrendered himself to

arrival, his antagonist died, and the M. Perron, who commanded the

command of the troops devolved battalions of Deboign's brigade in

on his widow ; who made to Is- the besieging army.

maeel Beg such proposals as the As he had not stipulated any

versality of his disposition and his terms, it required all the influence

natural hatred of the Mahrattas, and steady perseverance of M.

induced him to accept of. He ac- Deboigne to preserve his life,

cordingly marched to Canoor, a which was demanded both by the

fortress wherein the Begum was resentment and terror of the Mah

besieged by the Mahratta army, ratta government. He was kept

and throwing himself into the in General Deboigne's camp, till

place , brought a great accession of Scindiah's promise for his personal

strength and vigour to the garrison . safety was obtained , and afterwards

Unfortunately the Begum , whose committed to the fortress of Agra,

masculine spirit led her to be pre- where he remained until his death .

sent in action, was killed by a can

A Character of SUJAHKhan, the SUBADOR of Bengal, at the

period of the Invasion of Nadir SHAH. Translated from the original

Persicof the Seer MULAKHARIN.

Sujah Khan died about the time ness of all those, to whom in the

when Nadir Shah arrived at Shah course of his reign , he imagined

Jehanabad. It would be difficult he might have given offence. Such

to enumerate with due discrimi- was his benevolence, that whoever

nation the various good qualities he knew to be in distress, was sure

of that excellent man , and still of relief ; and every man of real

more so, to describe even a few merit was sure to receive some

of them in this place , without di- personal favour. When he visited

gressing too far from the narrative Barbanpoor, the place of his nati

of ourhistory ; for there was not vity, he sent for all the old wo

one man in his service whom , in men whom he remembered to

one way or other, he had not es- have attended his childhood , and

sentially obliged . When from the bestowed on each a suitable pension .

declining state of his health , that He was so impartial an observer

his death was inevitable, he made of justice, and a judge of such

a present of two months' pay to severe and rigid integrity, that in

every man of distinction in the his presence the poorest supplicant

Subah, to every civil and military waslistened to with as much atten

officer, to every soldier, to every tion as his own son ; so that peo

menial servant in his household, ple, acquainted with history , might

and even to the female attendants have imagined themselves living
at the zenanah . A few days be- under the paternal sway of the good

fore his death, he begged forgive . Anashirvan of Persia.

.
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ousness

Sujah Khan was of a temper so tan, he always held it to be ex
temarkably beneficent, that when- tremely indecent and illiberal, and

ever travellers arrived at Moorsha- strictly forbid his people to practice

dabad , he caused immediate in- it . Such exactions, if at any time

quiries to be made about them ; put in practice, never failed to
and if it appeared they were pos- come to his knowledge, and the

sessed of mental endowments above guilty were sure of being dismissed

the vulgar, or were respectable in with ignominy from his service.

point of morals , he gave orders It is true, the servants of the palace

that they should be supplied at the were so generously treated , that

public expense , with every neces- they never cast the eye of covet

sary accommodation. After the on that which was be

arrival of a stranger at the capital, stowed on others.
it was his custom to wait three or To every one of the persons in

four days, in order to see whether his service, whom he knew per

the man had any friend to introduce sonally, he used frequently to send

him at the durbar ; and if at the trays filled with a variety of the

expiration of that time no friend most exquisite viands and fruits ;

appeared, he would assemble his to some every day, to others every

courtiers, mention to them the other day, and to some twice a
circumstances of the stranger's ar- week .

rival , and observe, “ that to all It was his custom to note down

appearance, not one of them knew in a memorandum book , made of

any thing of the stranger, other- ivory leaves, his opinions of all the

wise I suppose, I should before this various persons to whom he was

have received some application in personally known . These opinions
his favour.” After this, he would he used to read over every night at

pause for a few minutes, to give bed time, and to insert under the

time to any one present to apply, in names of those , whose characters

which case his answer was always he most admired, certain sums of

favourable ; but, if no one spoke, money, proportioned to the merits

he immediately sent to the stranger, and necessities of each . After

desiring to see him ; and at the same having in this manner promoted

time informinghim, that sincehe had the welfare of a certain number of

come from a distance , he ought to persons, he effaced their names ,

have given him some notice of his and noted down another set of peo

circumstances. After this he sent ple ; so that this benevolent custom

him privately a supply of money . he practised uninterruptedly during

In conveying such presents , he the whole course of his life. May

took especial care ,that his servants God's forgiveness rest upon him ;

did not exact any gratuity of the and may he receive, among the
strangers ; for thgh that is a blest, the reward of his eininent

custom which prevails in Hindus- virtues !

Some Account of GENERAL DE Boigne, formerly a General in the

Service of Dowlat RAO SCINDEAH , the Alahratta Chief.

He was born at Chamberry , the riod of his life he travelled into

capital of Savoy. At an early pe- Russia, where he served, first as a
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private, and afterwards as a subal. attached to it , to perform the or

terp officer, in the armies of the late dinary routine of camp duties, so

Empress. In the war of 1772, he that the brigade might be always

was taken prisoner by the Turks, ready to march, without the small

and liberated at the subsequent est diminution of its numbers, on

peace. Being thus , by the custom any emergency , however sudden .

of the Russian service, reduced to a body of 500 cavalry was likewise

half-pay , he went to Indiawith the attached to the brigade, and a train

view of entering the British service of well-mounted and well-served

in that country. On his arrival at artillery , consisting of 60 pieces of

Madras in 1783 , he was appointed cannon, of 6, 9, and 18 pounders.

an officer in the body guard of Lord After De Boigne had brought this

Macartney, then governor of that brigade to a high state of discipline,

settlement: but, conceiving that the be raised two more of 8000 men

circumstance ofhisbeing a foreigner each ,on the same model ; and to

might prove an obstacle to his fur- the wholewas attached a body ofRo

ther advancement, he relinquished hillas, consisting of 1200men, for

the Company's service . He thenHe then the express purpose of leading

proceeded to Bengal, where he ob- storming parties. This army, of

tained letters of recommendation to ficered by Europeans of different

the late Malajee Scindeah , the ce- nations, and directed by the enter

lebrated Mahratta prince, who im- prizing spirit of its commander,

mediately gave him an appointment enabled Manajee Scindeah to gain

in his army. Mahajee, who pos- a complete ascendancy over all the

sessed a penetrating sagacity and a other chiefs in the Mahratta em

judgment no less exact than quick pire, to add vast territories to his

in forming liis opinions of men , dominions, and to extend his in

soon perceived that De Boigne was fluence from Delhi to the Runjab.

well qualified to assist in carrying As a reward for these eminent and

into execution the vast military important services, Scindeah gave

projects which he had then in view . De Boigne an extensive and valu

He therefore consulted him on the able Jaghir, in the Du - jaab one of

best mode of forming a body of re- the provinces which he had sub

gular infantry, having observed the dued.

great advantage which the English After the death of Mabajee and

derived from their infantry, in their the accession of Dowlat Rao Scin

contests with the native powers . deah, De Boigne chiefly resided in

De Boigne accordingly proposed to his jaghir, until 1799 , when he re

raise a brigade of 10 battalions, to turned to England with a princely

consist of 1000 men each , to be fortune. He was succeeded in the

clothed and disciplined , as far as re- command of the army by Perron, a

ligious prejudices would admit, in Frenchman , who came to India a

the same manner as the English in- midshipman , in Suffrein's ship , and

fantry, and to be regularly trained who commanded one of the bat

to the system of European tactics . talions under De Boigne for many

The proposal was agreed to, and years .

De Boigne appointed to the com- In the spring of 1802 De Boigne

mand of the new levy , with the went to Paris, where he has since

rank of general. To render this resided,

force more compact, 500 mewat

tees, or irregular foot soldiers, were
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SIR WILLIAM JONES .

În our first volume we gave a into his assistance ; but it had then

sketch of the life and character of advanced too far to yield to the ef

this distinguished Man, and at the ficacy of the medicines usually

same time intimated , that the me- prescribed, and they were adminis

moirs of his life and writings was tered in vain ; the progress of the

then in preparation, by an eminent complaint was uncommonly rapid,

friend of his,who was well qualified and terminated fatally on the 27th

for the task . Within these few April, 1794. On the morning of

months, the public have been gra- that day , his attendants, alarmed at

tified by the appearance of this the evident symptoms of approach

work , which derives additional ing dissolution, came precipitately

interest from the name of its au- to call the friend, who has now

thor ( Lord Teignmouth) being on the melancholy task of recording

the title page. Wehave selected the mournful event. Not a mo

for this department of the Register, ment was lost in repairing to his

his lordship’s delineation of the house . He was lying in his bed in
character of Sir William Jones, and a posture of meditation, and the

shall reserve for our next volume only symptom of remaining life,

our review of the memoirs and was a small degree of motion in the

correspondence . heart, which after a few seconds

From the Memoirs of the Life,
ceased, and he expired without a

Writings , and Correspondence of ing , from the complacency of his
pang or groan . His bodily suffer

Sir William Jones, ly Lord features and the ease of his attitude,

TEIGNMOUTH .
could not have been severe ; and

“ On the evening of the 20th his mind must have derived con

of April, or nearly about that date, solation from those sources where

afier prolonging his walk to a late he had been in the habit of seeking

hour , during which he had impru- it, and where alone, in our last

dently remained in conversation moments, it can ever be found .

in an unwholesome situation - he The deep regret which I felt at

called upon the writer of these the time, that the apprehensions

sheets, and complained of aguish of the attendants of Sir William

symptoms, nientioning his inten- Jones had not induced them to give
tion to take some medicine, and me earlier notice of the extremity of

repeating, jocularly ,an old prorerb , his situation , is not yet obliterated .
that " o an ague in the spring is me- It would have afforded me an op

dicine for a king." He had no sus- portunity of performing the plea

picion at the time of the real na- sing, but painful office , of soothing

ture of his indisposition , which his last moments, and I should have

proved in fact to be a complaint felt the sincerest gratification in re

common in Bengal, an infiainma- ceiving his latest commands ; nor

lion in the liver . The disorder was , would it have been less satisfactory

however, soon discovered by the to the public, to have known the

penetration of the physician , who, dying sentiments and behaviour of

after two or three cars, was called a man , wbo had so long, and de

servedly
VOL . 5 .

$ E
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for his memory.

servedly, enjoyed so large a portion ropean ; and his compositions or
of their esteem and gratitude. oriental subjects display a taste

An anecdote of Sir William which we seldom find in the wri

Jones, upon what authority I know tings of those who had preceded

not, has been recorded , that, im- him in these tracts of literature.

mediately before his dissolution he The language of Constantinople

retired to his closet , and expired in was also familiar to him ; and ofthe

the act of adoration to his creator. Chinese characters and tongue he

Such a circumstance would have had learned enough to enable him

been conformable to his prevailing to translate an ode of Confucius.

habits of thinkingand reflection ,but In the modern dialects of Europe,

it is not founded in fact . He died Frencli, Italian , Spanish , Portu

upon his bed, and in the same rooin gilese , and German , he was tho

in which he had remained from the roughly conversant, and had pe

commencement of his indisposition . rused the most admired writers in

The funeral ceremony was per- those languages . I might extend

formed on the following day, with the list, by specifying other dialects

the honors due to his public station ; which he understood, butwhich he

and the numerous attendance of had less perfectly studied.

the most respectable British inlia- But mere philology was never

bitants of Calcutta, evinced their considered by Sir William Jones

sorrow for his loss, and their respect as the end of his studies, nor as

any thing more than the medium

If my success in describing the through which knowledge was to
life of Sir William Jones has been be acquired ; but he knew , that

proportionate to my wishes, and to « words were the daughters of

my admiration of his character, earth , and things the sons of he3.

any aitempt to delineate it must ven ," and would have disdained the

now be superfluous. I cannot, character of a mere linguist . In

however, resist the impulse of re- the little sketch of a treatise on

capitulating, in substance, what has education , which has been inserted

been particularly detailed in the in these meinoirs, he describes the

course of this work . use of languages, and the necessity

In the space of forty -seven years, of acquiring the languages of those

' by the exertion of rare intellectual people who, in any period of the

talents, he acquired a knowledge of world, have been distinguished by

arts , sciences, and languaçes, that their superior knowledge, in order

has seldom been equalled , and to add to our own researches the

perhaps never surpassed. If hedid accumulated wisdom of all ages

not attain the critical proficiency of and nations. Accordingly,with the

a Porson or Parr, in Grecian lite- keys of learning in his possession,

rahure , yet his knowledge of itwas he was qualified to unlock the lite

most extensive and profound, and rary hoards of ancient and modern

entitled him to a high rank in the times, and to display the treasures

first class of scholars ; while, as a deposited in them , for the use , en

philologist, he could boast an uni- tertainment, and instruction of

versality in which he had no rival. mankind. In the course of his la

His skill in the idioms of India, bours we find him elucidating the

Persia, and Arabia, has, perhaps, laws of Athens , India, and Arabia;

never been equalled by any Eu- comparing the philosophy of the
Porch ,
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Porch , the Lyceum , and Academy, come from his hands adorned with

with the doctrines of the Sufis, and all their gråce and beauty.

Bramins; and , by a rare combina- No writer, perhaps, ever dis

tion of taste and erudition, exhibit- played so much learning with so

ing the mythological fictions of the little affectation of it . Instead of

Hindus, in strains not unworthy overwhelming his readers with

the sublimest Grecian bards. In perpetual quotations from ancient

the eleven discourses which he ad- and modern authors, whose ideas

dressed to the Asiatic Society, on or information he adopts, he trans

the history, civil and natural, the mutes their sense with his own lan

antiquities, arts, sciences, philoso- guage; and whilst his compositions,

sophy, and literature of Asia , and on this account, have a pleasing

on the origin and families of na- uniformity, his less learned readers

tions, he has discussed the subjects are enable to reap the fruits of his

which he professed to explain, with laborious studies.

a perspicuity which delights and in- His legal publications have been

structs, and in a style which never noticed in these memoirs ; of their

ceases to please, where his argu- merit I am not qualified to speak .

ments may not always convince. I have been informed that his Essay

In these disquisitions he has more on the Law ofBailmentswas stamp

particularly displayed his profound ed with the approbation of Lord

Oriental learning, in illustrating to Mansfield , and that his writings

pics of great importance in thehis- shew that lie had thoroughly stu

tory of mankind; and it is much to died the principles of law as a sci

be lamented that he did not live ence . Indeed, it is impossible to

to revise and improve them in Eng- suppose that Sir Wm . Jones applied

land, with the advantages of accu- his talents to any subject in vain .

mulated knowledge, and undis . From the study oflaw ,which he cul

turbed leisure . tivated with enthusiasm ; he was led

A mere catalogue of the writings to the admiration of the laws of his

of Sir William Jones would shew own country ; in them he had ex

the extent and variery of his erudi- plored the principles of the British

tion , a perusal of them will prove constitution, which he considered

that it was not less deep than mis- as the noblest and most perfect that

cellaneous . Whatever topic he ever was formed ; and in defence of

. discusses , his ideas flow with ease it he would cheerfully have risked

and perspicuity; his style is always his property and life. In his tenth

clear and polished ; animated and discourse to the Society, in 1793,

forcible when his subject requires little more than a year before his

it . His philological, botanical, plii- death, we trace the same

losophical, and chronological dis- timents on this subject which he

quisitions, his historical researches, adopted in youth.

and even his Persian grammar, • The practical use of history ,

whilst they fix the curiosity and at- in affording particular examples of

tention of the reader, by the novelty , civil and military wisdom , has been

depth , or importance of the know- greatly exaggerated ; but principles

ledge displayed in them, always de- of action may, certainly, be collec

light by elegance of diction . His ted from it , and even the narra

compositions are never dry ,tedious, tive of wars and revolutions may

or disgusting ; literature and science serve as a lesson to nations, and an

SE 2 admonition

sen
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admonition to sovereigns. A de- their union and their virtue."

sire , indeed , ofknowingpast events , Since, therefore, no unmixed form

when the future cannot be known of government could both preserve

( and a view of the present often permanence and enjoy it: and

gives us more pain than delight), since changes even from the worst

seems natural to the human mind; to the best, are always attended

and a happy propensity would it be , with much temporary mischief ; he

if every reader of history would would fix on our British constitu

open his eyes to some very impor- tion ( I mean our public law, not
tant corrollaries which flow from the actual state of things in any

the whole extent of it . He could given period) , as the best form ever

not but remark the constant effect established, though we can only

of despotism in benumbing and de- make distant approaches to its theo

basing all those faculties which retical perfection .retical perfection. In those In

distinguish men from the herd that dian territories which providence

graze ; and to that cause he would has thrown into the armsof Britain

impute the decided inferiority of for their protection and welfare,

most Asiatic nations, ancient and the religion, manners, and laws of

modern , to those in Europe, who the natives, preclude even the idea

are blessed with happier govern- of political freedom ; but their his

ments ; he would see the Arabs tories may possibly suggest hints

rising to glory, while they adhered for their prosperity, while our

to the free maxims of their bold country derives essential benefit

ancestors, and sinking to misery from the diligence of a placid and

from the moment when those max- submissive people, who multiply

ims were abandoned . On the other with such increase, even after the

hand he wouldobserve, with regret, ravages of famine, that in ene col

that such republican governments 'lectorship out of twenty -four, and

as tend to promote virtue and hap- that by no means the largest or best

piness, cannot, in their nature, be cultivated ( I mean Chrishna-nagur)

permanent, but are generally suc- there have lately been found , by

ceeded by oligarchies, which no actual enumeration, a million and

good man would wish to be dura- three hundred thousand inhabitants:

ble . He would then , like the King whence it should seem , that in all

of Lydia , remember Solon , the India there cannot now be fewer

wisest, bravest, and most accom- than tliirty millions of black British

plislied of men , who asserts in four subjects."
nervous lines, that “ as hail and This quotation will prove that he

snow , which mar the labours of was not tainted with the wild the

husbandmen , proceed from elevated ories of licentiousness, miscalled

clouds, and as the destructive thun- liberty, which have been propa

derbolt follows the brilliant flash , gated, with unusual industry, since

thus is a free state ruined by those , the revolution in France ; and that

exalted in power, and splendid in whilst he was exerting himself to

wealth ; while the people , from complete a code of laws, which

gross ignorance, chuse rather to be- should secure the right and pro

come the slaves of one tyrant, that perty of the natives of India (a la

they may escape from the domi- bour to which he , in fact, sacrificed

nion of many,than to preserve them- his life ) he knew the absurdity and

selves from tyranny of any kind by impracticability of attemptingto in

troduce
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troduce amongst them that political of any party, which he denomi

freedom which is the birth -right of nated faction , and resisted the in

Britons—not the growth of ages. Auence of private friendship and

Of the French revolution, in its attachments, whenever they in

commencement, he entertained volved a competition with his re

a favourable opinion , and in com- gard to the constitution of his coun

mon with many wise and good men, try. These sentiments may be

who had not as yet discovered the traced in his correspondence and

foul principle from which it sprung, publications, aud they are some

wished success to the struggles of times accompanied with expres

that nation for the establishment of sions of regret arising from the im

a free constitution : but he saw , possibility of reconciling his poli

with unspeakable disgust, the enor- tical principles to the bias of his

mities which sprang out of the at- inclinationstowards individuals.

tempt, and betrayed the impurity The latest political publication of

of its origin . Things ill begun Sir William Jones is prior to the

strengthen themselves with ill. year 1783. The temper of thena

We may easily conceive , and it is tion , soured by a long and unsuc

unnecessary to state, what the sen- cessful war, was displayed during

timents of SirWilliam Jones would the preceding years, in the bitterest

have been , if he had lived to this invectives and censures, both in and

time . out of parliamant ; and those who

If the political opinions of Sir thought that the principles of the

William Jones , at any period , have constitution had been invaded' by

been censured for extravagance, the conduct of the minister, sup

let it be remembered , that he adop- ported by a majority in the house i

ted none , but such as he firmly be- of commons, looked to a reforma

lieved to arise out of the principles tion in the representation of the

of the constitution of England ; and country , as the only means of re

as such he was ever ready to avow storing the balance of the constitu

and defend them . His attachment tion . The revolution which has

to liberty was certainly enthusiastic , since deformed the political state of

and he never speaks of tyranny or Europe was not then forescen ,

oppression , but in the language of and the experience, founded on the

detestation : this sentiment, the consequences of the speculations

offspring of generous feelings, was which led to it, or have emerged

invigorated by his early acquain- from it , was to be acquired .-- In

tance with the republican writers judging of the political opinions of

of Greece and Rome, and with the Sir William Jones, and of the free

works of the most celebrated poli- dom with which they were pub

tical writers of his own country ; lished to the world , we should re

but the whole tenor of his life , con- vert to the language and spirit of

versation , and writings, prove, to the times when they were deli

my conviction , that he would have vered . It may be further remarka

abandoned any opinion which ed , that some political theories,

could be demonstrated to be irre- which were then held to be incon

concileable with the spirit of the trovertible , have of late years been

constitution . questioned, and that the doctrines

With these principles, he ever of Locke on Government, which it

refused to enlist under the banners would once have been heresy todeny

10
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no longer command that implicit his studies, in general , it may be

acquiescence which they once, observed, that the end which he al

almost universally, received . In ways had in view was practical

the first charge which Sir Williain utility ; that knowledge was not

Jones delivered to the grand jury accuinulated by him , as a source

of Calcutta, he told them , that he of mere intellectual recreation or

aspired to no popularity, and songht to gratify an idle curiosity, or for

no praise , but that which mightbe the idler purposes of ostentatiously

given to a strict and conscientious displaying his acquisitions ; to ren

discharge ofduty , without predilec- der himself useful to his country

tion or prejudice of any kind , and and mankind, and to promote the

with a fixed resolution to pro- prosperity of both , were the pri

nounce, on all occasions, what he mary and permanent motives of his

conceived to be the law, than which indefatigable exertious in acquiring

no individual must suppose himself knowledge.

wiser. His conduct, as a judge, The inflexible integrity with

wasmost strictly conformable to his which he discharged the solemn

professions; on the bench he was la- duty of this station will long be

borious, patient, and discriminating; remembered in Calcutta, both by

his charges to the grand jury , which Europeans and natives . So cau

do not exceed six , exhibit a vene- tious was he to guard the indepen

ration for the laws of his counuy, a dence of his character froni every

just and spirited encomium on the possibility of violation or imputa

trial by jury as the greatest , and tion , that no solicitation could pre

most invaluable right derived from vail upon him to use his personal

them to the subject ; a detestation of influence with the members of ad

of crimes, combined with mercy ministration in India , to advance

towards the oifender ; occasional the private interests of friendswhom

elucidations of the law ; and the he esteemed, and which he would

strongest feelings of humanity and have been happy to promote. He

benevolence. By his knowledge knew the dignity , and felt the im

of the Sanscrit and Arabic, he was portance of his office ; and, con

eminently qualified to promote the vinced that none could afford him

administration of justice in the su- more ample scope for exerting his

preme court, by detecting misre- talents to the benefit of mankind,

presentations of the Hindu or Ma- his ambition never extended be

hommedan laws, and by correcting yond it . No circumstance occasi

imposition in the form of adminis- oned his death to be more lamented

tering oats to the followers of by the public, than the loss of his

Bramah and Mahommed. If no abilities as a judge , ofwhich they

other benefit had resulted from his had experience of eleven years.

study of these languages, than the When we consider the time re

compilation of the Digest, and the quired for the study of the law as

to.nslation of Menu, and of the a profession , and that portion of it

Mahommedan Law Tracts , this which was deroted by Sir William

application of his talents to pro- Jones to the discharge of his duties

moie objects of the first impor- as judge and magistrate in India ,

tance to India and Europe, would it must appear astonishing, that he

have entitled him to the acknoir should have found leisure for the

Hedgements of both countries. Of acquisition of his numerous attain ,

ments
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ovents in science and literature, which can only produce fruit by

and for completing the voluminous an application of that knowledge

works which have been given to the to the purposes of life, particularly

public. On this subject I shall, to diet, by which diseases may be

I trust, be excused for using, as I avoided , and to medicine, by which

see convenient, my own language, they may be removed .” On the

in a discourse which I addressed to indelicacy of the Linnæan defini

the Asiatic Society, a few days af- tions, he observes , “ Hence it is,

ter his decease . that no well-born and well -edu

There were , in truth , few sci- cated woman can be advised to

ences in which he had not acquired amuse herself with botany, as it is

considerable proficiency ; in most now explained ; though a more

his knowledge was profound. The elegant and delightful study, or

theory of music was familiar to one more likely to assist and embel

him, nor had he neglected to ren- lish other female accomplishments,

der himselfacquainted with the in- could not possibly be recommend

teresting discoveries lately made in ed .” It cannot be deemed useless or

ehemistry. And I haveheardhim superfluous, to enquire bywhat arts

assert, that his admiration of the or method he was enabled to attain

structure of the human frame in- this extraordinary degree of know

duced him to attend, for a season , ledge. The faculties of his mind,

to a course of anatomical lectures by nature vigorous, were improved

delivered by his friend the cele- by constant exercise ; and his me

brated Hunter. Of his skill in ma- mory, by habitual practice, had ac

thematics I am so far qualified to quired a capacity of retaining what

speak , that he frequently perused ever had once been impressed upon

and solved the problems in the it . In his early years he seems to

Principia . have entered upon his career of

His last, and favorite pursuit , study, with this maxim strongly

was the study of botany. It con- imprinted upon his mind , “ that

stituted the principal amusement whatever had been attained , was

of his leisure hours . In the ar- attainable by him ;" and it has been

rangement of Linnæus he disco- remarked, that he never neglected

, vered wisdom , truth , and science, nor overlooked any opportunity of

which never failed to captivate and improving his intellectual faculties,

engage his attention ; and from the or of acquiring esteemed accom,

proots which he has exhibited of plishments.

his progress in botany, we may To an unextinguished ardor for

conclude, if he had lived , that he universal knowledge, he joined a

would have extended the discove- perseverance in the pursuit ofit

ries in that science. From two of which subdued all obstacles. His

his essays I shall transcribe two studies, in India , began with the

short extracts, which mark his dawn, and during the intermissions

judgment, and delicacy of senti- of professional duties, were conti
ment. “ If botany could be de- nued throughout the day . Reflec

scribed by metaphors drawn from tion and meditation strengthened

the science itself, we may justly and confirmed what industry and

pronounce a minute acquaintance investigation had accumulated. It

with plants, their classes, orders, was also a fixed principle with him,

hinds, and species, to be its flowers, from which he never voluntarily
deviated ,
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deviated , not to be deterred by industry , we know , were unlimited .

any difficulties that were surmount- It is to be hoped, that the progres

able , from prosecutings to a suc- sive labor ofthe Society ,will in part

cessful termination , what he had supply what he had so extensively

once deliberately undertaken. planned. Of his private and social

But what appears to me more virtues, it still remains to speak ;

particularly to have enabled him to and I could, with pleasure expa

employ his talents so much to his tiate on the independence of his in

own, and the public advantage, was tegrity, his humanity, and probity,

the regular allotment of his time to as well as his benevolence, which

particular occupations, and a scru- every living creature participated.

pulous adherence to the distribution “ Could the figure, ( I quote

which he had fixed ; hence all his with pleasure his own words) in

studies were pursued without inter- stinct, and qualities , ofbirds, beasts,
ruption or confusion . Nor can I insects , reptiles , and fish , be ascer

omit remarking, the candour and tained , either on the plan of Buf

complacency with which he gave fon , or on that of Linnæus, with ,

his attention to all persons ofwhat- out giving pain to the object of our

ever quality, talents, or education ; examination, few studieswould af

he justly concluded, that curious ford us more solid instruction , or

or important information might be more infinite delight; but I never

gained even from the illiterate ; and could learn by what right, nor con

wherever it was to be obtained , ceive by what feelings, a naturalist

he sought and seized it . can occasion the misery ofan inno

The literary designs which he cent bird, and leave its young, per

still meditated seem to have been as haps, to perish in a cold nest, be

ample as those which he executed : cause it has gay plumage, and has

and if it had pleased providence to never been accurately delineated ;

extend the years of his existence, or deprive even a butterfly of its na

he would, in a great measure, liave tural enjoyments,because it has the

exhausted whatever was curious , misfortune to be rare or beautiful.”

important, and attainable, in the Nor shall I ever forget the couplet

arts , sciences , and histories of India, of Ferdausi, for which Sadi , who

Arabia , Persia , China, and Tartary . cites it with applause, pours bless

His collections, on those subjects, ings on his departed spirit,

were extensive, and his ardor and

Ah ! spare yon emmet , rich in hoarded grain ,

He lives with pleasure, and he dies withpain !

This may be only a confession of in my garden , for the sake of com

weakness, and it certainly is not paring it with Buffon's description ;

meant as a boast of peculiar sensi- though I have often examined the

bility ; but whatever namemay be domestic and engaging mayana,

given to my opinion , it has such an which bird “ bids me good more

effect on my conduct , that I never row ," at our windows, and expects,

would suffer thạ cocila , whose as its reward , little more than se

wild native wood-notes announce curity. Even when a young manis

the approach ofspring, to be caught or pangolin , was brought to me,

against
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against my wish, from the moun- he often adverted to with regret.

tains, I solicited his restoration to Nor can I resist the impulse I feel

his beloved rocks, because I found to repeat an anecdote of what oc

it impossible to preserve him , in curred after his demise . The pun

comfort, at a distance from them .” dits who were in the habits of at

I have noticed his cheerful and tending him , when I saw them at a

assiduous performance of his filial public durbar a few days after that

and fraternalduty. “To the other melancholy event, could neither re

virtues ofSir WilliamJones (I quote strain their tears for his loss, nor

the testimony and words of profes- find terms to express their admi

sor Bjornshal, who visited Oxford , ration at the wonderful progress he

whilst Sir William Jones resided had made in the sciences which

there, obligingly communicated to they professed .

me by Dr. Ford of Mog -hall) “ I If this character of Sir William

ought to add that of filial duty , Jones, be not exaggerated by the

which he displays, at all times, in partiality of friendship , we shall ap

the most exemplary manner ; I am ply to him his own words , it is

not singular in the observation here happy for us, that this man was
made. Every one acquainted with born .” I have borrowed the ap

Sir William Jones makes it like- plication of them from Dr. Parr,

wise . I feel a pleasure in dwelling and who more competent can be

upon a character that does such found to estimate the merit of the

high honor to human nature . ” The great scholar, whom he deems

unceasing regret of Lady Jones worthy of this eulogium ?

is a proof of his claim upon her In the pleasing office of deline

conjugal affections ; and I could ating his virtues, my regret for his

dwell with rapture on the affability loss has been suspended , but will
of his conversation and manners, never be obliterated ; and whilst I

on his modest , unassuming deport- cherish , with pride, the recollec

ment ; nor can I refrain from re- tion that he honored me with his

marking, that he was totally free eteem , I cannot cease to feel and

from pedantry , as well as from lament that the voice to which I

that arrogance and self-sufficiency, listened with rapture and improve

which sometimes accompany and ment, is heard no more.

disgrace the greatest abilities ; his As far as happiness may be con

presence was the delight of every sidered dependant upon the attain

society , which his conversation ex- ment of our wishes, he possessed

hilirated and improved. it . At the period of his death, by

His intercourse with the Indian a prudent attention to economy,

natives of character, and abilities which never encroached upon his

was extensive ; he liberally re- liberality, he had acquired a com

warded those by whom he was petency, and was in a situation to

served and assisted , and his depen- enjoy dignity with independence.

dants were treated by him as For this acquisition he was indebted

friends . Under this denomination to the exertion of his talents and

he has frequently mentioned in his abilities, of energies well directed,
works, the name of Bahmau , a na- andusefully applied to the benefit

tive of Yezd , and follower of the ofhis country and mankind . Hehad

doctrines of Zoroaster, which he obtained a reputation wlrich might

retained in his pay, and whose death gratify the highest ambition ; and
as
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25 far as human happiness is also should not participate that admira

connected with expectation, he tion which the memory of Sir
had, in prospect, a variety of en- William Jones excites in my

ployments, the execution of which mind, I must submit to the mor

depended only on the contincance titication of having depreciated a

of his bealth and intellectual pow- character, which I had fondly

ers. I shall not, here, enlarge hoped would be effectually en
upon tlie common topic of the va- blazoned by its owns excellence, if

nity of human wishes, prospects, I did but simply recite the talents

and enjoynients, wbich my subject ad virtues which conspired to dig

naturally suggests ; but, if my reader nify and adorn it .

An ACCOUNT of the Life of BARON IMHOFF, from the Lives of

“ Governors -General ; with a concise History of the Dutch

" Settlements in the East Indies," by J. P. J. DUBOIs ; never before

translated into English.

Gustavus William Imhoff, go- with surprise and admiration : but

vernor -general, &c. &c . was a na- he persevered with the inost inde.

tive of Lier, in Westfrieseland . fatigable constancy : and, in 1737,

He entered the Company's service before he took leave of his govern

in the capacity of juniorwriter, in ment, he assembled the Malabars,

1725 , and arrived the same year and others at Colombo, distributed

at Batavia , on board the Cockenge. prayer -books and the catechism
The year following, he was ap- among them , and exhorted them

pointed senior writer ; in 1730 , to live in the practice of chriş.

secretary to the board of admi- tianity.

nistration ; and soon afterwards On this occasion the king of

P. Fiscal. In 1733 , he was raised Kandy sent him an enbassy , con

to the dignity of counsellor ex- posed of five persons of distinctioit,
traordinary of the Indies ; in 1736 to wish him a prosperous voyage .

he was made governor of Ceylon), The governor had uniformly sought

where he formed many new regu- means to cultivate the friendship

lations for the benefit of the peo- of this prince, and to restore peace

ple , and caused the bible, testament, and good fellowship among the

quid other religious books, to be inliabitants , who bad revolted du

printed in the language of the na- ring the government of the de

lives, that hemightdisseminate the ceased Mr. Doembay, his prede.
christian religion among them . cessor in office.

Ilis first essay was the Lord's Mr. Imhoff, on his return to

Prayer ; in the publication of which Holland, was made one of the
he was much assisted by the mis- council, and employed himself in

sionaries from Tranquebar, who Jaying plans before the directors for

have spoken of him in terms of the furtherance of those salutary

the highest praise. Indeed , when - arrangements he had devised in

we consider the stupendous ob- India for the public good, as well as

stacles which cpposedl such the interests of the company ; the

attempt, we must view the design extent and importance of which
he

an
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he was perfectly qualified to dis- new ship to be bailt , 160 feet long,

tinguish . His proposals were to which they gave the name of

readily received, and the directors Hersteller, ( the restorer) purposely

conceiving his presence and talents to convey Mr. Imhoff to India .

essential to the welfare of the He sailed from the Texel the

country at large, sent him again to 29th October, 1742, invested with

Batavia, to take his place at the a commission of L. H. P : and ac

council board . companied by several able military

The governor- general soon began officers.

to feel the effects of Mr. Imhoff's Mr. Imhoff, after a short and

return . He no longer found the prosperous voyage, arrived at the

council pliant to his will. There Cape of Good Hope, on the 21st

was an opposition which he had of January, 1743 , and the 26th

never before experienced; his se- following was the day appointed

cret dislike soon, therefore, changed for the publication of his com

itself into inveterate hatred , of mission in the grand council cham

which he afterwards, gave very ber, where all the Company's offi .

public proofs. cers, and persons of distinction,

On the 2d of December, the were invited to be present at the

Court of Directory granted per- ceremony.

mission to the governor -general When all were assembled , Mr.

to resign, and at the same time Imhoff made a very eloquent and

appointed Mr. Imhoff his succes- impressive address to the company,

sor. On the 6th , Mr. Imhoff was of which the following forms the

put under arrest , at Batavia, by prominent features :

order of the governor -general. “ The ceremony , gentlemen ,

Under this disgrace he wasimme
" which has collected you to

diately sent to Holland , where he “ gether, is equally singular and

heard the first news of his unex- “ remarkable ; singular , because

pected exaltation . He was re- you never witnessed before what

ceived with every mark of the you have seen to - day ; and

most gracious distinction , and " remarkable, because the event

awaited his trial with a dignified " has been produced by circum-.
consciousness of innocence . stances worthy of your most

Meanwhile he presented a me " serious attention .

morial to the directors , entitled , “ It is now two years since I

“ Remarks upon the present state appeared among you in a very

of the East - India Company ;" a “ different point of view from that

work replete with information. The “ in which you now behold me:

Court of Directors, in consequence , “ and yet , at that very moment,

made some new regulations, whichi “ I was entiiled to all those dis

have been published , and may be " tinctions which you are now

seen . * The remaining objects “ met , solemnly , to confer on me.

were noticed in his private instruc- “ I had scarcely, however, left

tions. you , when the assurance of my

It is impossible to conceive the “ exalted rank reached you , though

eulogium of the new governor, in “ too late to meliorate the degrad

more expressive language , than by “ ing circumstanceswhichundeser

stating, that the Court of Direc- vedly stigmatised me.--An event

tory gave immediate orders for a “ calculated in itself to create

“ wonder

Vide the Regulations of the 26th July, 1742, and those of Batavia, in June, 1743.

1
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“ wonder and amazement in every perfect conviviality and good order.

reflecting mind ; and to pre- On his arrival at Batavia , on the

possess it with an opinion that 23d of May following, an equal

a general reform would have spirit of satisfaction and universal

“ been no unbeneficial prelude to joy greeted the governor-general on

“ the correction of my imputed his landing. Like the genius of
errors ; and that , like another peace, his presence brought its

Joseph, I had been sold to the blessings with him . His conde

savage Madinites, to relieve the scension and affability gained him

“ distresses of a second Egypt and the affection of all; even the un

“ Canaan. Thus it pleaseth Di- worthy were awed by his superior
“ vine Providence to manifest its virtues; and every body seemed

almighty power on his poor anxious to emulate his example.

helpless creatures here below .” He visited the factories, in person,

Mr. Imhoff concluded this ha- inspected their minutest proceed

rangue with a degree of energy ings,and established the commerce

and feeling that stole tears from the and police on a respectable footing.

surrounding audience . He suppressed the “ Quartier des

From hence the whole assembly metiers ” at Batavia ; reduced the

moved to the castle, before the secretary department to 36 persons,

entrance of which all the troops and opened a free trade with the

of the garrison, and the militia, Philippine islands, subject only to
were assembled under arms. A the fees of the customs . All the

bell gave the signal, when the Company's possessions were farmed

governor-general's commission was out, which change seemed to pro

publicly read, and the inhabitants mise them abundant returns. In

eagerly presented themselves to the month of June, a public no

take the oath of fidelity and al- tification appeared, in the names

legiance ; while the air resounded of the Directors, offering to the

with the reiterated discharge of inhabitants an advantageous traffic

artillery and small arms, not only with the United Provinces , in tea .

from the garrison , but from all the Houses, which had been destroyed

vessels in the harbour. A sump- by fire, were rebuilt, and the Chi

tuous entertainment was provided nese , to whom a quarter was

by the governor-general, to which assigned beyond the privileges of

he invited all the officers, civil and the city, carried on a quiet trade.

military, and the principal inhabi- In short, the war of Java was fol

tants , to partake . lowed by the blessings of peace,

At the conclusion of this elegant and the king of Bantam renewed

repast, a silver medal was presented his treaty of alliance with the

to each of the guests, bearing on United Provinces .

one side the bust and titles of Mr. This year the Octrois duty was

Imhoff' ; on the reverse, an alle- prolonged twelve years, upon an

gorical representation of the East indemnity of three per cent. on the
India Company, in the figure of a annual dividends .

female, its accustomed symbol , On the 16th of February, 1745,

with the inscription , spes meliorum the government of Batavia pub

temporum ; on the edges was lished a manifesto against the rebel

engraven the year M.DCC.XLII. prince of Madura , with whom

This solemnity concluded with they were at war. Two Dutch

officers,
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officers, named Sterrenberg and pen ; Delft ,byMess. Vreedenburch

Smout, at the head of an handful and Van der Gocs ; ROTTERDAM,

of men , routed, in two successive by Mr. Senserf; Hoorn, by Mr.

engagements, a party ofnear 3,170 Albekerk Crap ; and ENKHUISEN,

Madurines and Baliens, who left by M. de Bleiswyk. They were

in the field 200 killedl, 3 pieces of followed by four principal SHARE

cannon , and a greatnumber wound- HOLDERS, namely, Messieurs Em

ed . Among the latter was recog- tink , Citters Willemsz, de Foreest,

nised the prince of Madura's son . and de Loosen ; two ADVOCATES,

The rebels, in themean time, made Messieurs Hartman and Sweert ;

excursions from the heights, but and twelve SHARE-Holders, de.

they were not attended with any puties from the six Chambers of

consequences. Commerce, viz . Mess . Le Comte

The baron Imhoffhaving at length de Moens, de Marselis de Jever ,

suffered many vexations from the Van der Giesen , and Is. di Pento ,

political intrigues of foreign cabi for AMSTERDAM ; Marsis and

nets, solicited his recal; but, at the Lampsius, for ZEALAND ; Bogaart

earnest requestof the Directory,he de Beloys and de Schuylenburg, for

continued to fulfil the duties of his Delft ; Castelein, for Rotter

important station. Most probably DAM ; Schagen, for Hoorn ; and

he did not then foresee the unex- Druy ', for EnkhuiSEN .

pected honors which so shortly These deputies went in a pro

afterwards were conferred upon cession of 12 carriages , to court ,

him , by his nomination to the rank where they were received by twelve

of next in command to that great gentlemen of the household, and

Prince, whom the republic had conducted into the presence of

elected their chief, and in con- S. A. S. to whom they presented

formity with whose example the his diploma in an Indian agate box ,

Company made the same choice. inlaid with gold , and of immense

GUIL.CHAR.HENRY FRISCO , ralue. Mr. Hartman , first advo

Prince of Orange and Nassau , cate to the Company, made an

&c. & c. Hereditary Stadtholder, elegant address on the occasion,

Captain and Almiral General to which ihe Prince replied most

of the Union, and supreme Di- graciously.

rector and Governor General of The statute , under which the

the East Indies. prince derived his supremacy from

Under these two latier titles, the Company, as supreme director

the company acknowledged liis su- and governor -general, subject to

premacy, tirst, in the Chamber of the aj probation of L. H. P. con

Commerce, at Amsterdam , on the tiinei 15 articles , of which the

1st of December, 17-18 , and suc- following is the substance :

cessively at the remaining Cham- Ist . That S. A. S. should have

bers . He was installed at the presidency over the court of seven

Hague, April 16 , 1749, when the icon directors , sitting at the

deputation was composed of the Blue, as well as all other courts

twelve following Directors. or public meetings bield in buhalt

The Chamber of Commerce of cf the Fast- india Company, where
AMSTERDAM was represented by he should have a casting vote, either

Mess. Sir ,Vry Temminck, Sheeren- in person, or by proxy ;

lery,& Bucker; ZEALAND , byMess . proxy should be incapacidied from

Van Borsel, and Duveluer de Cam- hulding any other employ, and

!

chorea

which
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chosen from among the principal 10th . The same with regard to

share - holders resident in the pro- appointments in India .

vinces of Holland, Westfriezeland, 11th. That S. A. S. shall parti

or Zealand .
cularly guard an æconomyin public

2d . That S. A. S. either in per- expenditures ; and that he shall,

son , or by proxy, should be at li- in concert with the directors, and

berty to make any proposals tend- principal share -bolders, make such

ing to the improvement or welfare regulations and retrenchments , as

ofthe Company. he shall judge most advisable .

3d . That he should support, 12th . That he, in like manner ,

and maintain all the duties, octrois , shall devise and make definitive re

privileges, regulations and orders, gulations for the administration of

issuing from the chambers of com- India.

merce, their agents, or principal 13th . That all military affairs,

share-holders. commands of forts , or other posts,

4th . That S. A. S. should con- in the Company's service , should

vene, or cause to be convened, be under the inmediate control of

courts extraordinary, at such time, S. A.S.

and at such place, as he should 14th . That, as it is just and rea

judge most convenient, sonable that the principal share

5u . That S. A. S. do take es- holders should , from time to time,

pecial care that no director, or of- be made acquainted with the state

ficer of the court, shall violate the of the Company's affairs, wbich

ancient laws and usages — that ought to disclaim secrecy ; S. A. S.

they have no concern or interest, shall, at his option, convoke a

directly, or indirectly, in the com- general meeting of share-holders;

merce ; and, that, in the collec- who, having entered into resolu .

tion of revenues they do not, un- tions supported by a majority of

der any pretext, receive presents voices, the same shall be laid be

or indemnities, either in money or fore the court of seventeen direc

merchandize, or by any exchange tors , who shall decide thereupon ;

of employ, or benefice, under the and such decision be laid before the

penalty of being disqualified and subsequent meeting of share -hold

disgraced for ever.

Oth . That any abuses which 15th . That it shall be lawful

may have crept into the service , or for the directors and principal share

may hereafter be introduced, be holders to annul any article, or ar

nugatory and void ; and that S.A.S. ticles , contained in this act, by a

skal preserve, inviolate, a strict supplementary “ clause to be ap

obedience to all existing statutes. “ proved and ratified by L. H.P."

7th . That any differences which A salary for the governor-ge

may arise between the respective neral was not fixed upon, as the

chambers of com nerce, or their prince refused an emolument; feel

agents, be referred to S. A.S. ing, as he was graciously pleased

sth . That S.A.S. shall cause to say ~ " He should be amply re

three persons to be proposed at " compensed, if the affairs of the

every election for a director. “ Company flourished in propor .

9th The same rule to be ob- rr tion to his wishes and his exer

served in all vacancies of rank , or " . tions."

consideration , about the court. 8. A. S. immediately nominated

Messrs..

ers .
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Messrs . Phillippe van der Geesen one of his wives , and retired to

and Josué van der Poosten to be “ Bantam , where he lived pri

his proxies , and they took their seats , rately. The new queen was

accordingly on the 31st of the “ dethroned, and carried off, in

same month . 1749 ; and a young monarch

The public prints were crowded was seated on the throne.- In

with details of the brilliant fêtes “ the interim the old king died

which succeeded each other at “ The year following, the Indians,

Batavia , on the elevation of the “ understanding how things had

stadtholder ; and his installation “ been conducted , demanded their

as governor -general of India . The queen ; but it was impossible

former of these joyful events was to comply, as she had, also , paid

solemnized on the 30th of May, " the debt of nature.- On this ,

1748, the anniversary of the con- " they formed a pretext, and laid

quest of Jacatra ; on which occa- waste a considerable part of the

sion , also, the chief magistracy of “ Dutch possessions; and had even

this famous city, makes its annual “ pursued their career as far as

changes. The latter was celebrated « Jacatra . The Hollanders ha

on the 22d of June, 1750, one ving gained two successive bat

year after a general peace in Eu- “ tles, at length dispersed the

rope. - All these events furnished “ rebels altogether from that quar

the baron Imhoff with opportu- ter ; and hoped soon to be able

nities , which he did not neglect, of to relieve the city of Bantam ,

displaying the magnificence of his " which the Indians then besieged

taste, and demonstrating his attach- “ with a considerable army ; and

ment to S. A. S. who created him “ this expectation was favored by

lieutenant- general of infantry, in “ the motions of the emperorof Ja

1748 . But this great man now va , who seemed much disposed to

approached the end of his bril- succour the Dutch , that an ei

liant life - He died the 1st of Nov. “ fectual and speedy termination

1751 , and was interred on the 5th , might be made to the war.”

with princelypomp. This expectation was most hap

After his death many very inte- pily fulfilled by the arrival of a

resting particulars reached Holland, strong reinforcement; and the fol

which we here insert : without, lowingare particulars extracted from

however, vouching for their au- a leiter, written on the occasion .

thenticity in erery respect. « On the 16th July , 1751 , I

According to private letters, “ anchored , all well, in the roads

dated Batavia, 14th July , 1751 , it “ of Onrust, when I was imme

appeared, that some time previ- diately ordered to weigh, and

ously another revolt bad broke “ proceed to Bantam .-I arrived

out at Java , in a certain district “ there on the 20th , having 20-4

which they do not name, supposed men on board, all in good health,

to have originated in a circum- " whom I landed this morning.

stance as singular as it was myste- Having joined the troops in the

rious. “ fort, they made a sortie , attacka

“ A certain Indian potentate, ing the enemy with such bra

" unqualified by age and intirmity very and gallantry , that they

ar to hold the reins ofgovernment , were compelled to fly. They

" abdicated his throne in favor of “ burnt all their huts, got posses

66
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o sion of five forts, and took 30 “ tam ditto. They add, that there

pieces of cannon ; the remain- were four other chiefs engaged

“ der of the artillery the enemy “ in this affair, one of whom was

“ had dismounted, and precipitated " killed - two were deserted by

“ from the ramparts. On the “ their own people, and the fourth

same evening, about sunset, we joined the general flight, with

" assembled in the castle at Ban- “ 600 men . - A reward of four

tam , and celebrated the victory. “ thousand crowns is offered for

“ Since which , many of the ene- “ the latter, dead or alive.”

my's chiefs have delivered them- But, by another letter, dated the

“ selves up ; and offered their ser 19th December, brought from the

“ vices to the Company. Tran- Cape of Good Hope to England,

quillity thus restored, I reim- the position of things in Java bore

“ barked my ships ' company, and no favorable aspect for the Dutch,

" sailed for Batavia .” whose victories were gained at a

The whole town was on the alert vast expence of treasure and blood

–The regulars were sent off in shed . - The letter says , “ That the

parties to clear the suburbs ; king ofBantam had gained a de

and the towns - people mount- “ cided superiority over them , had

ed guard on the forts . The ene- cut off all communication with

my were much harassed ; and " their factories at Lampon , and

their force considerablydiminished was in possession of that district.

by these repeated checks. - A let- “ That aChinese priest, who had

ter , dated 24th of Sept. 1751 , escaped from the massacre at

brought by the ship Fidelité, stated Batavia, commanded 12,000

" Notwithstanding his defeat, men , the greater part Japanese;

“ their chief, Klay Tappy, had “ and had twice put the Dutch to

by no means given up his re- “ flight ;-that, notwithstanding,

sentment against the Dutch.- " the Dutch had been so ably rein

“ After the battle of the 24th , he « forced , as to enable thein to take

“ retreated , with 400 men , to “ their revenge on the enemy, by

“ mount Monara, where he has attacking them again ; and with

• intrenched himself ; but it is success. They could not, how

“ rumoured that an engagement ever, prevent the rebels from

“ took place the day before yes- setting fire to their magazines,

terday ; and that the Dutch , which , at the time, werefull of

joined by the well- disposed Ban- spices, and other merchandise ,

tams , made an attack on the ready to be exported to Eu

" mountain at three different

places in the same moment, Such are the reports which ap

by which manæuvre they soon pear to contain more of truth than

“ became masters of the moun- splendor in the cause . The ru

“ tain , with the loss of one man mour will be now remembered

" killed , and 12 men wounded.- which was spread to the prejudice

“ The enemyleft all their artil- of the baron, whom they accused

lery behind , 3 sets of colours , of having stolen their queen , as
" and some arms. - The noun- stated in the first letter ; but we

“ tain is said to be now occupied cannot speak directly on that head;

by 60 European soldiers ; 300 and perhaps it is as well to be si

“ East-Indian diito , and 200 Ban- lent .

co
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MISCELLANEOUS TRACTS.

On the MARITIME COMMERCE of Bengal. - By the late ANTHONY

LAMBERT, Esq . *

(Never before published.)

TO treat fully of objects so im- commerce, which may properly be

of .
tude , would require a range of in- On the east she borders on Assam ,

formation and accuracy of detail, and touches the dominions of Ava.

which can only be expected from The former she supplies exclusively

great practical experience , aided by with salt ; and from the latter re

the most liberal communications ceives all her teak timber for ship

from the public offices of govern- building and domestic use . The

ment, in their commercial, revenue, bay of Bengal, embracing the west

and marine departments . The re- end of Sumatra, and washing the

cords of the custom -house are in coast of Malaya, affo ds a direct

most countries , exceptBengal, open communication throughthe straits

tothe inspection of individuals; but of Malacca to China and the east

this source of information being ern isles, where the opium, salt

inaccessible to us , the amount of petre , and piece goods of Bengal

foreign trade must be assumed from are always in great demand . With

other data . the Persian and Arabian gulfs,

Although Bengal possesses a con- as well as the eastern coast of

siderable extent of sea coast, ( from Africa, Bengal likewise maintains

the Subunreecka to the Rajoo river , commercial intercourse, though

about 340 miles) she has but few many obstacles have in late years

good harbours ; her situation never- supervened, to impede her com
theless is well adapted for foreign merce in that quarter.

commerce. Occupying an inter- Calcutta, the political and com

mediate station in that vast portion mercial capital of British India, as

of the globe, usually denominated well as the emporium of Bengal,

the East Indies, her access is ren- is situated on the Houghly river,

dered easy to the remotest shores or western branch of the Ganges,

of Africa, Asia , and America . about 100 miles from the sea, and

On the west , and contiguous to accessible to ships of all sizes , at

Bengal, lies the great peninsula of all seasons . From Calcutta, foreign

Hindustan. To the numerous ports imports are transported with great

and settlements on both coasts of facility by the Ganges and its sub

this peninsula ,particularly the coast sidiary streams, to the northern

of Coromandel, Bengal carries on a nations ofHindustan ; and the con

constant, extensive, and profitable sumption and exports of Calcutta
VOL . 5 . are* A

* See a Character of this gentleman. Asiatic Register, Vol. I. Characters, p. 75.
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are readily supplied through the whosecolours they assume : and an

numerous rivers which intersect nexed thereto, will be found a state

Bengal in every direction , and to ment for the years 1783 , and 1793 ,

which her prosperity has been as- shewing the different ports from

cribed , not only as they facilitate whence the ships of those years

communication and conveyance , arrived, and those to which they

but likewise as they contribute to
were bound.

the fertility of her soil. My intention in compiling this

The elegant villas that adorn the abstract, is to shew the rapid in

banks of the Houghly, and the crease of the maritime commerce

southernaspect ofCalcutta, impress of Bengal, since the year 1783 ;
the mind of a stranger, on his ap- and more especially the increase of

proach, with high ideas of the opu- the country trade, or that which is

lence of this great city ; but the carried on, to and from ports in

shipping that crowd the port point India. I shall confine my observa
out to him the true source of its tions principally to the years 1783

splendor. Numerous and magnifi- and 1793 : the former, the first

cent houses, erected within a few year of peace after the American

years , are undoubted proofs ofpros- war ; and the latter, the year when

perity , and the great population the present war commenced , intel

and extent of the place (still rapidly ligence of which reached Bengal on
increasing ) with the busy and ani- the 4th of June .

mated operations of the harbour, In 1773 , the reader will perceive

indicate an active and thriving that only 160 sail of vessels entered
commerce . I am happy to yield the port, whose aggregate burden

my unqualified assent to this obser . was 44,497 tons ; and no more

vation ; and it is with no small de- than 108 vessels, carrying 33,470

gree of national pride , that I can tons cleared out ; of the for

safely ascribe, in a great measure , mer 102 sail , burden 28,872 tons,

these beneficial effects, to the spirit- were country ships, under English

ed exertions of British merchants colours ; and of the latter 95 sail ,

resident in India . Exclusive of the burden 25,080 tons, were of the

company's exporis, it is to their in- same description . Ten years af

dividual efforts , that Bengal owes terwards , at the close of the Ame

her shipping and her commercé. rican war , we find the tonnage in

In tracing the rise and progress ward increased to 64,510 tons,

of the maritime trade of Bengal, on 149 vessels ; and the departures

since it fell under the sway of Great were 114 sail , carrying 49,225 tons.

Britain , I cannot for want of ma- But this increase was only apparent,

terials extend my researches further for the war having detained an un
back than the year 1773 . The usual nunber of the Company's

accompanying abstract, compiled ships in India, it will be perceived

from the port list of arrivals and that they constitute a large propor•

departures, will shew the number tion of the arrivals and departures

and the tonnage of vessels which of that year, many of them being

have imported and cleared out from employed in carrying storesto the

Calcutta, or the river Houghly, for different presidencies, and in the

the years 1773 , 1783 , 1791, 1792 , coasting trade : to these must be

1793 , and 1794, distinguishing added , transports and men of war.

thenations to which they belong, or The country shipping under Eng.
lish
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lish colours, which arrived and utility, nor applaud the zeal, which

sailed in 1783 , only amounts to prompted the aid of a frigate and

128 sail , carrying 44,865 tons ; sloop of war, to assist this govern

whereas, in 1773 , their numbers ment in the reduction of the defence

were 190, and burden 53,952 tons; less Dutch factory at Chinsurah , in

which exhibits a decline of this 178 ) , the capture of which after

tonnage , in consequence of thewar, wards furnished a subject of so

in the proportion of one fifth near- much litigation .

ly : and we are persuaded that the The daring activity of Mons.

captures made by the enemy, during Suffrein , at this juncture, made a

that unfortunate contest, might be striking impression. No change of

stated at a much larger proportion. monsoon induced him to quit the

Our fleets in India, in that dis- bay of Bengal ; and during the ab

astrous period, although numerous, sence of our fleet, in their annual

powerful, and well appointed, af- visit to Bombay for refitment, and

forded but little protection to the to avoid the storms that prevailat

commerce of the country . Not a the autumnal equinox, he swept the

single frigate, in my recollection, seas, destroyed our trade, and in

was ever detached as a convoy to tercepted the supplies from this to

merchant ships in the country trade; the other presidencies. A ship of

nay, I have heard it frequently the line and two frigates , which he

asserted , that ships of war , sailirg stationed off the Sand Heads, or

from Bengal to join the fleet on the entrance into the Houghly, at one

coast of Coromandel, have rejected time nearly shut up the port, at

all applications for protection to another made many valuable cap

merchantmen pursuing the same tures, carrying back an ample sup

voyage ; notwithstanding they were ply of all sorts of provisions and

laren with grain for the supply of stores , which neither his own re

our armies in the Carnatic , where sources, nor those of his allies , could

famine was then raging with all its have furnished . From the abun

horrors. I am not competent to dance of Bengal , both friends and

say , how far the detention of a fri- foes drew theirsupplies ; and, how

gate , a few days, for the purpose of ever much the lossof what fell into

à convoy , might have been inju- the enemy's hands might have been

rious to the public service ; but the regretted, it was a fortunate cir

merchants here, in the loss of pro- cumstance, that, during the whole

perty , and the famished inhabitants of that war, from a succession of

of the coast, in the privation of favourable crops , the great exports

· food, felt severely this inattention of grain created no enhancement

to trade, and complained bitterly on of price ; or, at least, not greater

the occasion . Nor did they fail to than is experienced in the ordinary

observe, that , for other services, fluctuations of the market.

that which did not appear to them We shall pass over the years 1791

of any importance to the public and 1792 without further observa

welfare, but undertaken solely for tion , than to remark, that from

the purpose of acquiring prize- 1783 to 1791 , the general trade of

money, frigates and sloops of war Bengal had increased from 113,735

were readily detached. Smarting tons, the total of arrivals and de

under repeated and heavy losses, partures in the former year , to

they could neither perceive the 244,035 tons of shipping, which

imported* A 2
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imported and cleared out in the lat- teers, and repulsed an attack made

ter; and that the English country by their grand armament under

shipping, which cleared in and out, Mons . Renaud ; obliging him , soon

had risen from 128 sail, carrying after, to return to the Mauritius,

4-1,865 tons ; to 575 sail , burden , without effecting any further mis

175,407 tons ; by which it appears, chief than the capture of the Pigot

that the country trade, in the course Indiaman . Some notice of these

of only eight years, had multiplied circumstances seemed necessary to

near four- fold. The effect of this explain the sudden decline of trade

astonishing increase of maritime in 1794 : that any commerce was

trade on the general prosperity of continued , is dueto the exertions

the country , will be readily per- of the supreme government for its
ceived and admitted. protection

I come now to the year 1793 , In 1793 , we find the tonnage in

when the present war originated, ward and outward to consist of 757
which soon after the commence- vessels, burden 291,190 tons ; and

ment here became ruinous in the of these 575 were English country

extreme to the trade of this country. ships, carrying 209,279 tons. In

Intelligence of hostilities reached 1794, the total of arrivals and des

us in June, when theonly English partures was reduced to 441 sail,

ship of force in India, was the Mi- burden 163,484 tons ; of which

nerva frigate : she left the Indian 286 were English country ships,

seas in the month of February ,1794 ; carrying 96,321 tons ; so that the

and until the arrival of Commodore general trade of the port, since the
Newcombe off the Mauritius in commencement of the present war ,

May following, the whole of the has decreased 127,70Ô tons , and

British commerce and possessions in the Indian trade on British ships

this quarter of the globe was with- 112,9-18 tons, being a declension

out the protection of a single ship of more than one half of the coun

belonging to the British navy. try trade.
Thirteen sail of frigates and priva- The documents from which the

teers, which sailed from the Mau- foregoing statements have been

ritius , captured, besides two India- drawn, are, as we have already

men,numbers of the most valuable mentioned, the port lists of arrivals

ships in the country trade ; and and departures,which are registered
would speedily have annihilated our in the master attendant's office, and

commerce, and shut up every port may be received as accurate , so far

in India , belonging to us and our as they extend ,with respect tonum

allies , had they not been checked ber. But we cannot say so much

by the vigour of the supreme go- as to tonnage, for there being no

vernment. Our present governor- tonnage duties paid here, the ships
general, with a promptitude and are never measured , and their bur

decision which does honour to his den is of course estimated , or taken
administration , equipped and dis- from the information of the com

patched a squadron from Bengal, mander. Nor does this list exhibit

consisting of threearmed Indiamen such vessels as are piloted by native
and a country ship, strengthened pilots, orby their own commanders,

by a detachment of artillery and which is the case with the native

troops from the garrison, which craft, or vessels belonging to, and
eaptured two of the enemy's priva- navigated by, natives from the

northern
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northern circars, on the coast of We shall only state the last year's

Coromandel. investment for Bengal, or that pro

It is also much the practice with vided for 1790-1, as we believe it
native commanders of other vessels has rather been increased since that

outward bound, to save the pilotage period ; and we shall adopt that as

charged by the Company's pilots ; the present amount of the Com

which , on ships drawing muchwa- pany's exports from Bengal, being

ter, falls very heavy, particularly 99,11,598 current rupees , or 1,06,

on vessels sailing under foreign co- 00,109 current rupees, including

lours. To estimate , therefore, the commercial charges at 6,88,511
maritime commerce of Bengal from current rupees. The private trade

these documents, particularly the laden on the company's ships by in

exports , would be to undervalue it dividuals, is estimated by the di

greatly. We lament the want of rectors, on an average of three

better materials ; but taking them years prior to 1793, at 300 tons,

as an occasional guide , and referring and valued in England at 6941. per

to such other sources of information ton , making 208,2001. the prime

as we have been able to procure , cost of which may be taken , on a

we shall attempt to form some ge- conjectural estimate, at 15 lacks of

neral idea of its magnitude, and current rupees ; to this must be add

the channelsthrough which it flows. ded the value of goods laden on the

The exports to Europe and to the privileged tonnage of the comman

United States of America, in im- ders and officers of the Company's

portance and extent constitute by ships. Fifty tons are allowed to

far the most considerable portion of each ship of 755 tons and upwards ;

the commerce of Bengal. They and a further privilege of 30 tons is

may be comprised under the general allowed, provided no goods, ordered

heads of cotton and silk , wrought to be laden on the Company's ac

and unwrought, sugar, drugs, and count , are refused . We will sup

dyes, including indigo and salt- pose that 50 tons only are occupied ;

petre. As the medium adopted for the and estimating the number of ships

remittance of the surplus revenues on an average of 15 perannum , gives

of these provinces, the Company's us 750 tonsfor thewhole privileged

investment occupies the greatest tonnage . It is to be remarked,

share in this trade, being unques- that all the ships which arrive at

tionably the most valuable . Bengal, generally fill up their pri

In No. 15 of the Appendix to vilege at this place, although

the Report of the committee of they may be afterwards destined to

Accounts, published by the court Madras, Bencoolen , or other ports

of directors in February, 1793 , in India ; and as the Company have

we find an account of the prime lately increased their tonnage to this

cost of all the cargoes purchased by port, we presume the number of

the Company in India, for five tons we have allowed for privilege

years, from 1786 to 1791 inclusive . is less thanwhat is really occupied *.
* A3 This

Fourteen Company's ships sailed from Bengal in the season 1793-4 , for Madras,

Bencoolen, and Europe, and three on a cruize for the protection of trade. In 1794-5

the number dispatched was twenty -three, including those ships that were employed

as cruizers, and exclusive of six small ships not in the regular line of the service,

which were sent out to be laden with sugar.
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This tonnage we value at 3000 cur- to Europe and America on foreign
rent rupees per ton , making 221 ships, we shall form our calculation

lack of current rupees, or about from the tonnage cleared out in the
15,0001. for each ship . last three years 1792, 1793, and

Had we estimated the value of 1794. It may be objected to this

privileged tonnage at 20,000l. per estiinate, thattwo of the years we

ship, we should , probably , have ap- have selected being a period of war ,

proached nearer to the truth ; for it neutral tonnage under foreign flags

is the medium by which the captains would be increased. This, no doubt,

and officers remit home the pro- has some influence ; but the war

ceeds of their outward adventures; having involved every nation in Eu

and those who have no adventures, rope, except the Danes and Swedes,

sell their privilege to others . although we have had an increase of

It is curious to observe the vari- Danish ships in consequence there

ous modes by which commerce is of, other foreign tonnage hasdecli

pursued , and the expedients which ned in a greater proportion . Ta

are adopted for mutual advantage. king , then, the departures of foreign

For some years past, it has not been ships for Europe and America in
the practice with the captains and 1792, we find them to consist of

officers of the Company's ships to Tons. Bard.

fill up their own privileged tonnage , 7 Ships under French colours 2,410

or but a portion of it ; and yet
1 Dutch ditro

they convert it into a profitable
4 Danish ditto

2,300

and safe remittance for the proceeds
3 Portugueze ditto 1,400

730

of their adventures to this country .

1 Imperial ditto

5 Genoese ditto 9,980

Little skilled in Indian goods, and of 16 American ditto 4,302

course liable to imposition , they

have wisely abandoned the home
13,622

For 1793.

ward adventure to merchants resi
3 Ships under French colours 2,000

dent in Bengal, who fill up their 6 Danish ditto 9,150

privilege, receive their money, and 1 Portugueze ditto

grant bills at the rate of 2s.4d. to 5 Genoese ditto 2,900

6,2972s . 6d . for the current rupee . In 21 American ditto

the exchange is included freight and 14,717

insurance, and it depends on the For 1794.

value remitted per ton, whether the 14 Ships under Danish colours 7,600

freight is dear or cheap. The less 3 Portugueze ditto 1,400

themerchant draws for, the cheaper
6 American * ditto 1,550

he obtains his freight ; for the ex
10,550

change may at least be reckoned 20

percent. beyond par, which of course The medium of the three years

becomes a charge for freight and in- gives 12,963 tons ; but as many of

surance. The bills are paid from the ships under foreign colours from

the proceeds of the goods, and if Europe and America, touch at in

the ship is lost, ihe obligation of termediate ports in India, and are
payment is void. therefore recorded as arriving from ,

In estimating the value of exports or sailing to, an Indian port, they

must

* The American tonnage declined this year, from a very general apprehension

that prevailed here, of the United States becoming a party in the present war.

$70
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must be added to the ships which ready denominated the home trade .

made a direct voyage. In the years This trade, as will be perceived

before mentioned , these departures from the port lists , gives employ to

were as follows : thegreatest portion of our hometon

In 1792, 27 vessels, carrying (tons)6,880 nage ; and is important, not only
1793, 28 ditto

9,555 for its nature and extent, but for
1794 , 11 ditto 2,200

the constant resource which it af

The medium is6,211įtonsper ann
18,635 fords to our shipping, of moderate

freights, on grain , when other em

Theproportion of the cargoes of ployments fail, or at intervals when

these ships intended for the Europe they must otherwise remain idle .

market, it would be impossible to The principal articles of export

ascertain : we shall estimate it at to Madras and the coast of Coro

1-6th of the medium for three years ,' mandel, are grain and pulse, sugar,
or 1,035 , which , added to the di- salt -petre, molasses , ginger, long
rect tonnage, gives 13,998 tons . pepper, clarified -butter, oil, silk,

Asa considerable portion of ton- wrought and unwrought, muslins,

nage is occupied by gruffgoods, we spirits, provisions, &c.

cannot estimate it higher than 1000 In the year 1793 , 234 ships,

current rupees, or 100l. per ton : burden 84,045 tons, cleared out

even at this rate the whole value for the coast of Coromandel ; and

will amount to current rupees of this tonnage we suppose that

1,39,98,833,54, to which adding 1,033} tons were filled by goods

the exports on the Company's ships, intended for Europe , and 80,000

the total of goods exported to Eu- tons at least were occupied by grain

rope and America, amounts by this and pulse ; which, valued on a me

computation to two crores , eighty- dium at two and a half current ru

three lacks, forty -eight thousand pees per bag oftwo bazar maunds, or

nine hundred and forty-twocurrent 164lb. avoirdupois, when shipped,

rupees, five annas, four pice, or and 13 bags to the ton , amounts to

2,834,894,491.45.8d. The Dutch 26 lacks of rupees. Other exports

Company, whose trade from Bengal to this coast on shipping owned by

was formerly so considerable, that, European traders, are estimated at

within our recollection , their exports 8 lacks, making in the whole 34

to Europe exceeded forty lacks per lacks of currentrupees. But the ad

annum , havenot, toourknowledge vantages of this traffic must not be

provided any investment for Europe appreciated by the value of the

for several years last past ; wemust goods when shipped , but their va

therefore exclude them for the pre- lue when sold ; for the freight of

sent from our estimate of Europe grain is nearly equal to the cost ;

exports, and proceed to the country and, if we take the sales, on a me

trade. dium of five current rupees per bag,

That branch of it which first or allow for freight and charges

claims our attention, is the inter- two and a half current rupees, we

course with our settlements, and the find it to be a trade which pays to

different ports on the coast of Coro- the European shipping of India,

mandel in its greatest extent, in- near twenty -seven lacks of current

cluding the Northern Circars, and rupees per annum . To this must

reckoning from Point Palmiras to be added the exports on donies and

Cape Comorin ; which we have als native craft, or vessels belonging to,
* A4 and
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and wholly navigated by, natives lacks only, and which returns the

of India . Before the prohibition outlay in eightor ten weeks.

of foreign salt , their number was The grand article which supports

very considerable , particularly from the eastern trade is opium . This

the Northern Circars, but that me? - fascinating drug has ever been in

sure depriving them of a freight of great request amongst all eastern

salt to Bengal, and having nothing nations , but more particularly among

to substitute but money for their the Malays. In its oblivious fume

purchases, it operated for many ( for they generally smoke it) they

years as a severe check on this find refuge from every care and

branch of trade . A more liberal anxiety; and, when the evils of life

policy was adopted by LordCorn- press beyond their powers of endu

wallis, by drawing part of the an- rance, taken in another form , it ex

nual supply of salt from the coast, cites the devoted wretch to deeds

which, with many other advantages, of horror and destruction .
afforded considerable encourage Amongst this sanguinary people ,

ment both to native and European all ranksand ages, who have the

shipping. Since that period, this means of procuring it, use opiuin

trade bas begun to revive, and we without restraint; and the Chinese,

may now rate the tonnage of ves- notwithstanding it is prohibited by

sels belonging to, ard navigated by their laws, under severe penalties,

natives, which annually visit Ben- appear to be equally fond of the

gal , from all quarters , including the drug. Itwas formerly difficult to

Maldivian vessels , and those from import opium into China, and the

the coast of Malabar and Muscat, quantity sold there was trifling ;
at 10,000 tons . Their exports but, in defiance ofprobibitory laws,

are principally grain and pulse, with the consumption of China cannot

some coarse sugar, long pepper, gin- now be rated at less than half the

ger, and silk and cotton piece goods , quantity exported from Bengal.
which may be estimated at about By the Company's sales for the

five lacks of current rupees; and, year 1793-4, it appears that 4,520

added to the exports for this coast chests of Patna opium were deliver.
on ships navigated by, or belonging ed to the Dutch and Danes, and 450

to Europeans, make 39 lacks of chests were sold, and produced
28,87,780 sicca rupees ; besides

After the Coromandel trade, we which 700 chests sent, on the Com

place that to the eastward , and Chi- pany's account, to Bencoolen and

na ; and , were our scale of precedence Prince of Wales's Island. These

determined by the capital it em- 1,150 chests, valued at the medium

ploys, exclusive of shipping, or, in rate of the sales of Patna opium ,

other words , by the value of its ex- amount to 6,36,668, 12 sicca rupees.

ports only, it would stand next in To this must be added about 500

rank to that of Europe : but we chests annually imported fromOude,

cannot hold any branch of trade which, estimated at 500 rupees per

which requires a capital of fifty- chest, makes the whole amount to

five lacks of rupees, and an outlay 32,74,448 sicca rupees, or 37,98,

of twelve months, to give employ- 359 current rupees. Nearly the

ment to 11,000 tons of shipping, whole of this is exported to the

equal to thatwhich employs 84,000 eastern islands and China ; or, if we

tons on a capital of thirty -four deducttwo lacks for hoine consump
tion

current rupee :
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tion (which we know to be princi- To the gulfs of Arabia and

pally supplied by smuggled opium ) Persia, Bengal sends grain, sugar,

and allow 98,358 10 8 rupees, for silk and cotton piece goods, &c.

occasional exports to the coast of This trade was formerly so consider

Coromandel and Malabar, we shall able , that the annual returns were

not overrate the value of this article estimated a 30 lacks of rupees ;

exported to the eastward, in stating but, owing to the anarchy which

it at 35 lacks of current rupees. has prevailed in Persia since the

Besides opium , our traders carry to death of Kherim Khan, the succes

the eastward and China , grain , salt- sor of Nadir Shah , and in Egypt,

petre, gun -powder, iron , fire-arms, since the overthrow of Ali Bey,

cotton , wool,silk , and cotton piece with a variety of other causes , it

goods, & c . ofthe latter , including has greatly declined of late years* ;
what goes to Manilla and Batavia, and including the eastern coast of

the value is considerable , not less in Africa, the Maldives, and Mauri

our opinion than ten lacks of ru- tius , we cannot estimate the exports

pees. If I estimate all other articles at more than eight lacks of rupees.
at five lacks , the exports amount to Notwithstanding the large quan

fifty - five lacks ; and I do not con- tity of teak timber annually im

ceive my assumption of the value of ported from Pegue, the balance of
eastern exports will be found over- trade is much in favour of Bengal.

charged. Her exports to the dominions of the

Next to the eastern trade I place King of Ava, including Arracan,
that to Bombay, and the ports on consists chiefly of silk and cotton

the Malabar coast , including Surat, piece goods, fire -arms, iron , nails,

which, in the year 1793, occupied naval and military stores, and a

51 vessels , carrying 28,100 tons. variety of European goods ; which

Of this tonnage, I think, no less may be estimated at about six lacks

than 25,000 tons consisted of grain of current rupees .
and pulse , which, taken at the It remainsto be noticed , the sup

former valuation of two and a half plies to the new settlement on the

current rupees per bag, gives Andamans, occasional cargoes to the
8,12,500 current rupees. Other colonies at Port Jackson , in New

articles of export to these marts Holland, and expeditions to the

consist principally of sugar , raw north-west coast of America and
silk , some silk and cotton piece Kamschatka : these cannot be rated

goods, salt -petre, ginger, long pep- beyond two lacks per annum .

per, sacking , (called gunnies ) hem- Combining all the exports by

pen rope , &c. which do not exceed sea under the heads to which we

five or six lacks of rupees ; and the have referred them , they appear as
whole exports may be reckoned at follow :

14 lacks of current rupees . Europe

It has been confidently asserted, that the trade to Suez was shut up by the Porte

in consequence of representations made by our ambassador to the Ottoman govern

ment, at the instance of the court of directors. A measure so injurious to Bengal, we

cannot attribute to those, who are bound to cherish and support her ; policy and hu

manity would prompt a different conduct. We must, therefore, suppose the prohi

bition arose from the natural jealousy of the Turkish government.
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coast.

Ct.Rs. The Company's imports pay no

Europe and America - 2,88,48,942 54 duty . Some of the foreign ships
Madras and Coast of Coro

mandel 39,00,000
discharge their cargoes at Seram

Eastern Islands, Malay pore, which of course pay no duty

coast, and China 55,00,000 to the Company, and do not appear
Bombay, Surat, and other on the books of the custom - house ;

ports on the Malabar

14,00,000
and smuggling is a plant which

Gults of Persia, to Arabia,
rears its head in every climate. I

eastern coast of Africa, shall not, therefore,hazard anyesti

Maldives and Mauritius 8,00,000 mates on this head , for all that I

Pegue and Arraean 6,00,000 could offer would be only vague
Andamans, Port Jackson , conjecture. Since the abolition of
and north-west coast of

America
2,00,000 government customs, no duties have

been levied at Calcutta on exports.

Ct.Rs. 4,07,48,942 54 Foreign and inland imports pay
To this sum should be added ex four per cent. ad valorem , with an

ports by land to the Decan, Thibet, exception to indigo and to silk and

Nepaul, and the various nations cotton piece goods of the produce

that surround Bengal ; but of of the country, the former paying

these, although considerable, we no duty, and the latter onlytwo

can form no computation. We per cent. The duties on liquors

know, however, that in the year are fixed at so much per dozen, or

1791 , there was exported from gallon . A new regulation, I am

Benares alone , to the Decan and informed, is about to take place,

Marhatta states , above a lack of which frees inland imports from all

maunds of sugar by inland traders, duty, and imposes two and a half

and the quantities of raw and percent . on all iinports by sea , and

wrought silks, and piece goods, the same on exports. This regula

with a variety of European goods, tion will increase the port duties,

which are annually purchased by without being unfavourable to the

inland merchants, amount to a cori- trade of the country, inasmuch as

siderable sum ; probably not less the whole consumption of inland

than an eighth part of the exports produce in Calcutta, is thereby

by sea . Was I, therefore, to rate liberated ; for we cannot estimate

the whole annual exportsof Bengal the impost on goods exported, in

by sea and land at four millions and cluding even the advanced price, or

a halfof pounds sterling , I should , the profits ofthe intermediate mer
in my own opinion , form a mo- chant who buys from the manu

derate estimate of their value. facturer or inland trader, and sells

Imperfect as the materials are to the foreign exporter, at a sum

from which I have drawnmy com- equal to the amount of the present

putation of the export trade of Ben- duties on inland imports into Cal.

gal, I am sorry to coi tess, that I cutta , which comprehend as well

am without any guide whatsoever the consumption of the place as the

to direct me in forming the most exports therefrom .

distant idea of the amount of im- Provided the different articles of

ports. Had I even access to the import and export be precisely enu

records of the custom-house , they merated at the custom -house, and

would afford very unsatisfactory this source of information is acces

grounds from which any conclu- sible, the regulation will afford to

siops could be drawn . futuro
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future speculators on this subject porcelain, and lacquered ware, and a

some better data than we possess, variety of manufactured goods ; and

for estimating the amount of the from Manilla, indigo of a very fine

trade of Bengal. quality, (which is re -exported to

The imports of Bengal may be Europe) sugar, japan -wood, and

classed under the same general heads specie. The balance of this trade,

into which we have divided the meaning the whole eastern com

exports. From Europe she receives merce, is generally paid into the

metals of all sorts, wrought and un- Company's treasury at Canton , for

wrought, woollens of various kinds, bills on the court of directors,

naval and military stores of every (which are negotiated here, and

description , gold and silver coin whilst the exchange was at 5s. 6d.

and bullion ; and almost every ar- for the Spanish dollar, formed an

ticle of the produce of Europe, advantageous remittance ), or it is

which, people in affluent circum- absorbed by bills granted by the
stances there consume, is imported traders to this government; and

for the use of the European inhabi- payable to the supercargoes in

tants . China .

The returns from Madras, and The Malabar coast pays her pur

the coast of Coromandel, consist of chases with sandal wood, coyar

salt, red -wood , some fine long cloth , rope, pepper, some cardamums, and

izarees, and chintz , and occasional occasional cargoes of cotton -wool ;

speculations of European goods, or the balance is remitted by bills, or

the produce of other countries pre- sunk in the annual supplies which

viously imported there. The balance Bengal furnishes to the presidency

due to Bengal is either absorbed of Bombay .

by drafts or bills on this govern- From Pegue are brought teak

ment, drawn by the Madras presi- timber, tin , wax , elephants' teeth ,

dency, or is remitted in specie. lac , &c . The Gulfs make their

From the eastern islands and returns in coffee , specie, brimstone,

Malay coast are received pepper, dates, and some other articles of
tin, wax , dammer, brimstone , gold- inconsiderable value. And the

dust, specie , beetlenut, spices, ben- Maldives and eastern coast of

zoin , &c.; from China, tutenague, Africa , supply cowries and coyar.

sugar -candy, tea, allum , dammer,

Abstract
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Imports from Europe.

(By the same - never before published .)

Our zeal is not exclusive for the on the channels of repayment and

interests of one part of the British profit.

dominions. Noone should be de- This apprehension may be the

pressed to exalt another. We might more readily excited from as

question , perhaps, the justice and sertions already hazarded , which

policy of drawing a tribute from have anticipated the occasion of

India ; we may recommend the sounding the alarm . It is averred,

emancipation of her commerce, that nogreater vend can be found

convinced that the increase ofduties for the manufactures of Great

and customs would more than com- Britain , than the Company already

pensate the tribute relinquished : supply ; that wrought metals would

but, whether India be exonerated find no market; that the unwrought

from tribute, or whether commerce metals and the woollens they now

be encouraged, to enable her to bear export , exceed the demand, and

so great an annual drain, or whe- are sold at a loss . In support of

ther indulgence be granted on both these assertions , it is argued that

points, it is essential that Great Bri- the natives of India are restrained

tain suffer not by the change of by religious prejudices from the use

system . The subject is too vast for of articles wrought by people of

us to undertake to prove , that a another persuasion ; and that the

balance against Great Britain, in climate of India, and the prejudices

the direct commerce, would be re- of its inhabitants , admit not the

paid by re -exportation to foreign wear of woollens, the staple ma

countries, or by circuitous returns. nufacture of Great Britain .

The Indian trade was pursued with Professing to combat no argu

cagerness and profit, when the bal- ment we cannot confute , and not

ance was against Great Britain , and simply to deny , but disprove, every

when she paid the balance with assertion we oppose, we shall quote

bullion, and with more commercial from the Hindus, “ that all things

profit than is now obtained on the come undefiled from the shop .” Or

remittance of the Indian tribute . in other words of Menu,

But we weigh little on experience hand of an artist employed in his

under circumstances so different art is always pure ; so is every ven

from the present. England nowEngland now dible commodity when exposed to

imports to the value of one million sale .”

and an half pounds sterling in India This is a practical maxim known

goods, and returns merchandise to to all ; not an obsolete passage se

no greater amount than 500,0001. lected from an obscure authority,

Were she to pay the difference of but a rule universal and notorious,

this direct commerce in bullion ; or which regulates the daily practice

were she, retaining the tribute, to of the highest and lowest classes,

pay in bullion for the additional which is never questioned, never

imports she is urged to encourage, controverted. It perinits the use of

she may be alarmed at the magni- any article purchased at a shop,

tude of the drain , and be ill-dis- without enquiry how, wrought, or

posed to weigh arguments adduced by whom handled.

To

- The
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To this may be added the in- rope , that monks and nuns are

formation furnished by learned obliged, by the rules of their order,

pundits, to whom the prejudices to adhere to a particular mode of

ascribed to Hindus were stated. apparel.

They quoted the maxim above The rainy season , and the winter

mentioned ; they repeated others, of India , require more substantial

which inculcate the positive pre- clothing thancotton . Quilted cali

ference of woollen above every coes and chintzes must content the

other fabric, and allow the purifi- wearer, if woollens, better than

cation of woollen, actually defiled, country blankets, be inaccessible to

by a simple exposure to air, while his means. The affluent use shawls,

water is required to purify other but they also consume other wool

cloths . On wrought metals, the lens. The poorest classes wear

pundits referred to the general coarse home-made blankets. They

maxim already quoted. would prefer the better fabrics of

The daily observation of every Europe, if their means could reach

person resident in India , will come the purchase.

in aid of our argument, if further The woollens of Europe are con

proof be thought requisite . For sumed in India by the middle

numbers of Hindus may be seen, classes ; and they would use them

in the rainy season , and in win- more extensively, and the consump

ter , walking the streets ofCalcutta , tion would descend to other more

wrapped in a piece of English numeruous classes, if the fabrics

broad -cloth, to protect them from were better adapted to the purposes

the inclemency of the weather. for which they require them ; and

It is objected, as a ground for if the price were better suited to

questioning the expectation of suc
their means.

cess in the vend of woollens, that This needs explanation. The

the dress of the natives of India is blankets of Bengaland Bootan , and

simple, and little subject to change, the country flannels, as well as the

because they are obliged , by the shawls, are all wove like the cotton

rules of their cast and sect, to ad- cloths, of the size worn . They
here to a particular mode of ap- come from the hands of the weaver,

parel. Their dress is certainly in the shape in which the wearer
simple, and little subject to change, requires, and are not subjected to
as is the dress of the numerous the scissars and needle to fit them

classes in every country . Taste in for wear .

dress , and changes of fashion , are The European woollens, in large

every where contined to the affluent pieces, must be cut to the size re

classes, and the dress of affluent quired, and a border sewed to them ,
natives of India , particularly of for use as well as ornament : this

Musselmans , is not simple, and it enhances the price . If they were

is subject to change, though in manufactured with borders of the

no comparison to the capricious size required, and of a quality and

fashions ofEurope. Some sects are appearance which might satisfy the

bound to adhere to a particular mode taste of the natives,while it was

of apparel, but they are not among accessible to their means, the con

the numerous classes ; and it might sumption might, perhaps, be great

as well be objected against the pro- ly increased .

bable vend of cotton cloths in Eu. This suggestion may, possibly,
be
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be ill - founded ; but from judicious cannot, like the Company, conti

reflections on the wants of India, nue a commerce in which they sell

better suggestions would arise. at a loss .

The court of directors have cer- But the advance on which the

tainly endeavoured to increase the Company have sold , and from which

vend of wollens. They issued in- they state a loss resulting, would

junctions with that view to their afford to private traders nearly the

agents abroad, and sent patterns of full amount of charges, and, conse

variousmanufactures. Their views quently, they can sell woollens for

would have been better directed , little more advance on the prime

first, to ascertain the taste of the cost than the Company have sold .

natives , and then to adapt the fa

brics thereto. For obvious reasons, Woollens sold in six years.

public officers, and corporate bodies,

are never so successful in commer
Bengal......... £ 240,251

Madras 141,263

cial enquiries , as private speculators. Bonibay . 194,534

And, further, useful hints often -576,048

arise on the result of specula
Prime Cost 520,125 $

tions, apparently wild ; but this

never can be expected from the
Advance 106 per centum 55,922

official servants of a public body.
Loss alledged .... 97,790

In the laudable view of enlarging Charges ....
93,7123

the sphere for the vend of British

manufactures, the Company have

negociated with the native princes. The charges are over rated.

But the negociations were directed Freight at 101. per ton is

to form establishments of their own excessive ; it is stated

in the dominions of those princes, £ 15,474

or to supply them with goods from At 41. a tonit would be 6,1894
Carried over

9,2847

the Company's warehouse . It is
Interest of money for two years

no matter ofsurprise that these ne
at 4l. per cent per ann . is too

gociations were unsuccessful. The
much 6l.per cent. would be a

interference of government should sufficient allowance ; differ .

be limited to promote the free in- ence 21. per cent........... 10,4023

tercourse of its commercialsubjects Charges on sales atBengal, sı.

with those of other countries ; and
per cent.; Madras, 51.; and

Bombay, 21. per cent . are

their own unfettered exertions will too much - an allowance of

discover the wants of the markets, il . per cent . is ample.

and supply them .
Difference at Bengal 4,805

Madras... 5,650
But it may be argued, that the

circumstance of the Company hav
Bombay .. 1,945 ]

12,400

ing the experience of loss on their

sales of woollens, discourages the
S2,0873

expectation of a considerable vend ; Loss stated by the Company ... 37,790

for the fabrics, though better adapt

ed to the wants of India , could Real loss little more than one

hardly bear a further advance on
per cent ........................... 5,7021

the prime cost , which will be On unwrought metals little need

requisite for private traders, who be said ; though the Company have

must have an adequate profit, and not supplied a large proportion of

at

the
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the whole consumption, it is pro- of naval and military stores , and the

bable, that through other channels stores required for the country ship

the markets have been fully sup- ping. More than nine-tenths of

plied. It is only desirable , that these exports is at present convey

the supply should be transferred ed by the foreign and clandestine

from foreign and clandestine trade, trade. The shipping is neverthe

to a fair traffic. less sparingly supplied ; such substi

On wrought metals, and other tutes as India aifords till up the de

manufactures, much speculative ficiency. But the great inferiority

matter might be offered ; but we of the stores furnished by India, gives

purposely avoid the field of conjec- a decided preference to European

ture. It may suffice to say , that stores ; and if these be sufficiently

the natives of India do not want supplied, they willmeet no compe

a taste for porcelaine and other ele- tition from tlie productions of India.
gant wares ; that they require vast If we continue to withhold from

quantities of metallic vessels and the shipping of this trade the sup

of bardware ; and that, in proportion ply required, it is more than pro

to their means, they would gladly bable, that the materials produced

consume the product of many of in India may, in time, and by the

the British arts. Considering the application of ingenuity , be improv

greatness of the population , and ed in quality or fabric to equal the

the disposition of the natives to use stores which , otherwise, Europe

European manufactures, it cannot may ever continue to supply , and

be doubted, that a great vend may more largely than at present. The

actually be found for British manu- magnitude of this subject may
be

factures, if imported on reasonable judged from the present state of

charges ; and the demand will in- what is termed the country trade ,

crease with the restoration of wealth consisting of the trade from port to
to these provinces. port, within the limits of the Com

Besides metals and woollens , the pany's charter, a trade which em

great articles of present export for ploys above 10,000 tons of shipping .

India, are comprised under the head

1 On Ship -building

(By the same-never before published . )

Bengal was formerly under the were, indeed, built at Calcutta, for

necessity of prosecuting her mari- the Company previous to this pe
time trade on ships built in foreign riod. But it does not appear that

ports. Before these provinces fell this example operated as an incen

under the dominion of Great Bri- tive to others. The country trade

tain , the natives never attempted of Bengal was then supplied with

marine expeditions; and prior to the shipping from the ports of Surat,

year 1780, we have not heard of Bombay, Damaun, Pegue, and by
any effort made by Europeans to occasional purchases of foreign Eu
construct ships in Bengal, for the rope ships ; and if considerable

purposes of commerce . Two small repairs were wanted, the ships were

snows, the Minerva and Amazon , obliged to proceed to those ports to
* B have

any
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have them effected. The late Co- duals then began to turn their at.

lonel Watson , we believe, was the tention to the construction of ships

first person who ever built a ship of in Bengal; and this noble and use

force or burden in the river ful art has been ever since pursued

Houghly. In the year 1781 , he with so much vigor, that Bengal,

launched the Nonsuch, of about instead of depending on othercoun

500 tons burden , capable of mount- tries as formerly, for the means of

ing 32 guns, and constructed both conveying her produce to foreign

for the purposes of war and com- ports, now supplies not only ship

merce . This ship is now lying in ping for her own commerce, but

the river Houghly, and is a proof, for sale to foreigners, and ship

not only of good workmanship, but building is become a very consider

of the durability of her materials ; able branch of home manufactures.
as she is still reckoned in the first The first attempts (except those

class of country ships, and was last already mentioned) were made in

year employed by government as a the Sunderbunds, atChittagong,and

cruizer, for the protection of trade , at Sylhet . But the vessels then

forming one of the Bengal squadron. built at these places being hastily

A very calamitousevent gave run up on the spur of the occasion,
rise to ship -building in Bengal ---the composed of green timbers, and bad

famine produced in the Carnatic by materials, and unskilfully construct

Hyder Ali's invasion , in the year ed , fell quickly to decay ; and for

1780. The extraordinary and pres- many years created a strong preju

sing demand thereby created for dice against Bengal ships. Ship

tonnage, for the transportation of building is now almost entirely con

grain, and supplies of troops and fined to Calcutta, where ships are

stores, to our settlements on the at present built, of all burdens,

coast of Coromandel, raised the equal in point of construction ,

price of freight to such an enor- workmanship, and durability, to any

mous height , as roused the atten- class of merchant-ships in Europe ,

tion of almost every person in the and superior to most. The pro

remotest degree connected with gress and extent of this very im

commerce, to share in this profit. portant manufacture, will be seen

able traffick . Ships not being pro- from the following account of ves

curable from other quarters in any sels built in Bengal, since the com

proportion to the demand, indivi- mencement of the year 1781 .

Calcutta and the river Houghly , including one ship built at Patna.

Ship, Snows Tonnage.
\Value when equipped

for Sea.

On theGanges..

Chittagong ..

Sylhet..

Backergunge, and other 2

places in the Sunderbunds

39

7

2

39 24,580 S.R's.37,09,000

29 7,450 7,05,000

13 2,640 2,65,000

4,410 4,25,0009 12

Total.... 53 93 139,080 S.R's.51,04,000

The
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The foregoing does not include timbers and knees of every shape

snows and sloops, built for the na- and dimension , for vessels of all

vigation of the river, which are forms, and of any magnitude, even

chiefly employed in loading and un- for a ship of war of the first rate ;

loading the Indiamen , and such large and that the latter furnishes excel

ships as receive and discharge their lent beams,knees, and inside plank.

cargoes at Diamond Harbour, and With regard to either of these

other stations near the sea, where two species of timber, we cannot

open boats cannot be used with yet pronounce, with certainty, on

safety. It has been formed on the full extent of their durability
the best information we could as materials for ship -building. The

procure from various sources, and experience we have had, however,

may be received as no otherwise justifies -uis in saying, that for this

incorrect than in omissions. The purpose the sissoo will last much

tonnage at present belonging tothe longer than any timber to be found

port of Calcutta, exclusive of river in Europe; as the Nonsuch, con

craft, appears by a list in our pos- structed of sissoo timbers and teak

session to consist of 67 ships , 50 planks, is now fourteen years old ,

snows, brigs, &c. and 1 yatch ; of and exhibits no sign of decay,

these, the aggregate burden is though she has been constantly em

36.082 tons, and the estimated ployed, having never been laid up

value $ . R's . 46.79.000 . one season since she was built.

Thematerialsof which our ships The great scarcity oflarge ship

are now constructed, consist of teak timber in England will, it is to

timber and planks, imported from be hoped, direct the attention of

Pegue, and sauland sissoo timber ministry to this country. Ships of

from Behar, Oude, and the inex- the largest scantling can be built in

haustible forests that skirt the hills Bengalcheaper inproportion than

which form the northern boundaries those of sınaller dimensions; for the

of Bengal and Behar. The ribs, price of large ship - timber does not

knees, and breast-hooks, or what rise here in the same ratio as at

is usually denominated the frame home; there being no scarcity to

ofthe ship, are composed, generally, give it an artificial value, beyond

of sissoo timber; the beams and in- the comparison of its solid contents

side plank, of saul; and the bottoms, to smaller timber,

sides, decks, keels, sternposts, &c. The forests not yet sufficiently

of teak . The excellence of teak for explored, may, perhaps, furnish

the purpose of ship -building, and other kinds of timber, besides those

its durability, are too well known already mentioned, which would

to require any description ; although be useful for the construction of

it must be observed , that the Pegue ships ; indeed the woods of Chitta

teak is not reckoned equal to what gong have actually furnished other

grows on the Malabar coast, and kinds. These, however, will not

near Surat . Of sissoo and saul tim- supply the docks of Calcutta, which

ber we can truly say, from the in- must draw their timber through

formation of well-informed pro- the navigable rivers, from the nor

fessional men, that the former is thern districts. We have already

admirably adapted to ship building, mentioned the sources of supply.

from its size, form , and firm tex. Through the numerous rivers of

ture ; and as it produces crooked Purnea, falling into the Ganges,

* B 2 the
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the greatest abundance of saul tim- is to be wished , that their example

ber is conveyed from the forests of should be followed, the building of

Morung, after a short land carriage ships of war in their colonies.*

from the spot where each timber It has been frequently pointed

is cut, to the nearest bank of a navi- out by major Rennel, and others,

gable river. From the boundary that it would be advantageous to

of the north - west districts of Bahar, build ships of war in India,at least,

and from provinces subject to the such as are necessary for the defence

Vizier, the finest sissoo, and some and protection of our trade and

saul timbers are brought , by a good possessions here. They would last

navigation , from abundant forests in these seas more than four times

not remote from the banks ofrivers. as long as ships built in Europe ; all

No supply , deserving of notice , is the expence of the outward and

obtained from the province of Tir- homeward voyage would be saved;

hoot, because most of its rivers are and , when not wanted for actual

not now navigable . Should the service, they could be laid up in

population of that province be ever ordinary, either here, or at Bombay,

restored , it will owe the improve- at an inconsiderable expence beyond

ment to some measures adopted to the pay of their principal officers.

make the rivers navigable , for which On a sudden emergency they

purpose, no more seems necessary could be speedily manned with na

than to clear the woods, which, tive seamen, strengthened by a de

overgrowing the banks of rivers, tachment of European artillery and

render them impracticable . If this troops ; and the necessity of having

be effected , great supplies of tim- a marine force ready to act in the

bers may be expected from the Indian seas , with promptitude and

northern frontiers of Tirhoot. We vigor, is generally acknowledged.

have not learnt what the woods of The want of it was never more

Rungpoor, and Cooch Behar con- severely felt by the trade of this

tain . If they could even furnish country, than at the commence

the most useful timbers, neither ment of the present war. Certainly ,

the navigation of those districts, nor possessions so remote from the

of the eastern parts of Bengal,will governing country , so distant from

conduct timbers for the supply of each other, and so valuable to the

docks at Calcutta. The hilly coun- nation , as those which belong to

tries on the west of Bengal proper Great Britain in the east, ought

afford, indeed , some useful timber; never to be left without a marine

but the falls, and the rapidity of the force for their protection ; yet we

rivers, may prevent the ship-builders have seen a period of several years

of Bengal availing themselves of elapse without a single man of war

this source of supply ; however, the belonging to the British navy ap

sources we have mentioned will pearing in these seas for that pur

long afford ample quantities for the pose ; we allude to the interval

construction of ships of every size . between the departure of Sir Ed

The system adopted by the Spa- ward Hughes's tieet, and the arti

niards in the administration of their val of a squadron , under the com

colonies, has in general, been too mand of commodore Cornwallis. A

closely copied ; but on one point it sudden convulsion, or an unexpect.

ed

Of this there is a proof in the British Navy , from the instance of the Gibraltar,

of 80 guns.
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1

31

ed attack , may render the assist- 1782, for a 44 gun ship , it appears,

ance of one settlement essential to that he received at the rate of 121 .

the preservation of another ; and 17s . 6d. per ton , the payments be

without the superiority at sea , this ing made in advance, as the work

could not be afforded . The small proceeded towardscompletion, the

number of European troops in In- tonnage of the ship not to exceed

dia , compared with the extent of 896 & +, carpenter's measurement.

our dominions, renders such an The ship Gabriel, burden 815,31,

event far from impossible ; and we carpenter's measurement, was built

cannot help observing, that it is an at Calcutta, by Mr. Gillet last year,

unwise economy to hazard so seri- and delivered over to the purchaser,

ous a possibility, or at least, to sheathed and coppered, with masts,

withhold any means of providing yards, sails, running and standing

against its consequences.
rigging, anchors, cables, boats, & c.

The only objection that we have ge- complete for sea , excepting gun

nerally heardurged against the mea- ner’s stores, and chandlery, for the

sure of buildingmen of war in In- sum of 1,25,000 sicca rupees, or

dia , is the expence. This objection 14,5931 . 6s. 8d . This ship was esti

may certainly , in some degree, apply mated to carry 16,000 bags of rice,

to Bombay, with respectto the first equal in weightto 1,230 tons, which

cost of a ship ; for, whilst the pre- according to the usual construction

sent duty of 25 per cent. continues of ships of war, is full a third ,

to be there levied on all the mate probably near one half, more real

rials used in ship -building, we be- burden, than a 44 gun ship .

lieve that ships cannot be built so We have obtained an accurate

cheaply at that port as in Europe, account of the actual cost of this

nor so reasonably, by at least the ship to the builder (the particulars

amount of the duty there levied, as of which the reader will find stated

they are now built in Bengal. in the Appendix )amounting to sicča

As no ships of war have ever rupees 1.15.538 . From this sum

been built in Bengal, we cannot must be deducted those articles

exactly, or minutely, say, what which were not furnished to the 44

would be their cost ; but by taking gun ship , viz . sheathing , coppering ,

the prices paid for men of war built masts, yards, caps and tops, rig

in private dock -yards in England, ging, sails, anchors and cables,

andcomparing these rates with the boats, &c. amounting,with work

expence of buildingshipsof the same manship, to 38,223 sicca rupees.

size in Bengal, adding thereto the This reduces the actual cost of this

difference between the cost of a ship, if delivered over in the state

merchant ship, and a ship of war, an of the 44 gun ship, to 77,305 sicca

estimate, not very inaccurate, may rupees ; and, allowing the same rate

easily be formed . By a contract of profit on this, which the builder

made between Government and drew on sicca rupees 115,538, he

Mr. Parry of Blackwall, in the year would have received sicca rupees

*

83,635,12,1 ;* B.3

* The ship Hindustan was built in Calcutta, coppered and fitted for sea , with

every thing except gunner's stores , for Sa. Rs. 1.18.000. and was sold at Bombay

for Sa. Rs. 1.60.000.The ship Speke, coppered , with masts, yards, andboats, only

cost in Calcutta Sa. Rs. 55.000. The sum of Sa. Rs. 100.000 , was offered for her at

Bombay, and refused .
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134 10

38

18

6 8

83,635,12,1 ; which , divided by the dock -yards in England in 1782 ,

carpenter's tonnage, gives 102,9,0 assuredly much cheaper than in the

sicca rupees, or iil.gs. 10d. per royal dock -yards ; it appearing

ton *, being 16s. 70 . per ton less from the Appendix to the eleventh

than the cost of the 44 gun ship. report of the Commissioners ap

Professional men will be able to pointed to enquire into the state of

judge, what would be the differ- the forests and crown lands, that

ence of expence between building ships of war built in the King's

such amerchantship as the Gabriel, yards, cost infinitely more than

and a 44 gun ship, by comparing those built by contract in private

theprincipal dimensions, which are yards. Theprices paid for 74 gun
as follows : ships, built in private yards during

the year 1782, was from 171. 10s.
Forty - four gun Ship, Gabriel.

to 181.15s per ton ; a price which our

Length from the fore information warrants us to say , is

partofthesterntothe much higher than what they could
after part ofthestern

now be built for at Calcutta ; and,
post, at the height of Ft. In .

the wing transom , 140
we understand , that the general

Length of keel 119 6 rates of ship building have increased

Length of keel for ton in England since that period, near

nage • 115 24 105 10 30s . to 40s. per ton .

Breadth of the beam - 38 3
Without, then , taking into con

+ Depth ofthe hold ,
sideration the great advantage that

clearof beam and

keelson
would arise from the superior dura16 10

Height between decks 6 8
bility of Indian ships over those

Height of poop 6 6 built in Europe, we think it proved,

that even the first cost of moderate

Our information leads us to be- sized ships ofwar built here, could

lieve, that such a ship as the not exceed the Europe rates of

44 gun ship is described to be, 1782 ; and, from the low price of

could have been built full as cheap large crookedtimber in thiscountry,

in Calcutta in the year 1794, and compared with what it costs in

in the same space of time (twenty- Europe, there is little doubt but

: our months) as in the first private larger ships could be built consi

derably

It appears by the appendix to the proceedings of the Court of Directors rela

tive to shipping , from March 1792, to March 1794, that the price to the builder

for the bull only of an Indiaman of 800 tons burden , without sheathing or cop

per,was 121. 10s. per ton, or 10.0001. in 1792, and 14 l. per ton, or 11.2001. in 1793 ;

and, that the whole cost and outfit , in the former period, was 21.3331. Is. 10d.

and in the latter, 23.4621. 1s. 10d. It is evident from this, that the English East

Indiamen now cost more by 11. 2s. 6d. per ton , than men of war of their burden
did in 1782.

+ The Gabriel had only two decks, and a poop and forecastle,with beams and

water-ways laid for the orlop deck , but not planked ; being intended ,we be.

lieve, for the cotton trade, the stowage of which is considerably increased by Bot
laying the lower deck.

# In Number VI. to the Appendix of the above-mentioned report of the commise

sioners oftheland revenue , dated February 1792 ,we find from the answers to ques.

rion No.5, that the price of East-India ships had increased from 12. per ton , the

price in 1771 , to 131. 10s . and 141. 14s. and were then about 131 ; that the price in

1771, for 74 gun ships, built in private yards, was 171. 58.; that it had increased to

171. 17s. 6d. and for frigates in 1771 , it was 111. 118. since increased to 111. 12s ,
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derably cheaper. But, when it is that, whenever policy or necessity

considered that a Europe -built ship shall dictate the measure, the navy

goes to decay in this country in of England may be recruited with

tive, or six years,* and that ships are ships of the line, built in Calcutta

now navigating these seas, in per- by British shipbuilders, on British
fect order and condition , which capitals, at a cheaper rate than they

were built at Bombay more than can now be constructed in any port

56 years ago ; (and we have in- in Great Britain ; and that these

stanced one builtat Calcutta , above ships, if necessary, could be deliver

14 years since, now in like perfected at Spithead, on equally mode

and sound state) the ultimate ex- rate terms; for , if allowed to carry

pence of building ships of war in home a cargo on account of the

India, to remain in the Indian seas, Company, or of individuals, the

sinks below all proportion , when freight would much more than рау

compared to that of sending ships theexpence of the voyage.

built in Europe to India for that It has been a practice with the

purpose . French to employtheir ships of war

The decrease of English oak has during peace as merchantmen , and

long been a subject of very serious it might be worth the serious consi

consideration, and many expedients deration of government, how far
have been suggested to guard the such a measure might be success

nation against the alarming conse- fully introduced into the India trade,

quences that would attend a scar- particularly to China, where ships
city of this essential article, on equal in size to 64 gun ships are

which the commerce and strength now employed. These shipsmight
of Great Britain so materially de- be either the property of govern

pends. By an act of the 12th of ment, or of the Company; if they

George 3d. entitled “ An Act for belongedto government,the Com
“ ahe more effectually securing a pany might freight them , in

quantity of oak timber for the time of peace ; if they were the

“ use of the Royal Navy, " the property of the Company, they

Company were absolutely prohi- might be hired bygovernment dur

bited from building any moreships, ing the war . A slight alteration in

until their tonnage was reduced to the construction of those ships
45.000 tons. Other timbers of va- would fit them both for the pur

rious kinds have been proposed as poses of war and commerce. The

substitutes for oak, in ship -building, idea of altering the construction of

the pine, chesnut, larch, beach, large ships employed by the Com

elm , &c. But we have never pany in the China trade, so as to

heard the teak , the sissoo, or the render them capable of being em

saul mentioned. The English rea- ployed on an emergency, as ships

der may therefore draw consolatory of war, has frequently been sug

reflections from the knowledge, gested by able andwell-informed

that the forests of India offer in- professional men . It would add to

exhaustible sources for the supply the maritime strength of the nation

of the finest and most durable spe- a force of at least forty ships of war

cies of ship-timber in the world ; of the third and fourth rates . The

present

* In Europe men of war, if built in the King's yards, are supposed to last from

twelve to sixteen years — built in private yards, from nine to fourteen years. At the

end of seven or eight years they require a thorough repair,

* B4
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present average price of the best sent employed in the country trade

merchant-ships, above 400 tons of India.

burden , built in Calcutta, sheathed - The Company's exclusive privi.

with teak , coppered , and furnished leges have ever prevented theIndian

with masts , yards , and boats , may trade from being supplied with Bri

he stated at about 121. to 161. per tish home-built ships ; and, except

ton , carpenter's measurement ; fit- two or three English ships bought

ted for sea, they would cost from of foreigners, the shipping of our

101. to 20l . varying in these limits Indian settlements, amounting to

agreeably to their construction , and 100,000 tons, is composed of fo

from the fluctuating prices of the reign and Indian bottoms. Of

Europe articles that enter into their course India never could be consi

composition, such as lead, iron , dered as a market for the sale of

copper, cordage, sail -cloth , &c . home-built ships ; and in the clan

If this port was regularly and destine , or foreign trade, between

better supplied with metals, and our Indian settlements and Europe

naval stores , from England, these or America , for one British ship so

prices would be considerably re -employed , there are , at least, ten

duced . At present, the shipping foreign and Indian ships . Indeed ,

of India is indebted for, at least , our observation wouldjustify us in

nine tenths of their consumption of stating a much greater dispropor

these articles to foreign and clan- tion . Indian shipping can only be

destine ships , the Company prohi- increased by allowing it to transport

biting individuals from trading in the produce of India to Great Bri

them on the chartered ships. tain ; and, whether this produce

It has been urged, that , if encou- should be allowed to promote the

ragement were given to ships built increase of Indian shipping, or to

in India, it would be injurious to be forced into foreign ports on

the commercial interests of Great clandestine and foreign ships, will

Britain . This idea , we conceive , hardly admit of a question . But,

must have been hastily adopted, on admitting the possibility of a com

a very partial view of the question, petition with our home-manufac

from considering them as rivals to tured ships , it would only be a

home-built ships, and could not competition promoting the sale of

fairly apply to Bengal , but as a fo- other home products and manufac

reign dominion. By the Register tures, and could not, in the remot

Act of the 24th of George III.they est degree, affect the interests of

are undoubtedly entitled to all the any other class of individuals than

rights and privileges of British bot- the ship - builders. Almost every

toms, when registered and navi- article of ship -building, except the

gated according to law . This has timber, wouldbe procured from En

lately been decided in England , and gland, namely, iron and iron -work ,

a British register granted in the anchors, cordage, sail -cloth , lead,

port of London to a ship built in copper, nails, bolts, ship - chandlery,

Bengal. But even considered as carvers’-work, guns,gunner'-stores ,

alien ships , they never could enter pump- gear, & c. which here consti

into competition with home bot- tute full two- fifths of the cost of a

toms in any trade where these are ship when fitted for sea . It does

employed ; and Great Britain sup- not, therefore, appear good policy,

plies no part of the shipping at pre- (admitting even the possibility of the

competition
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competition apprehended ), to dis- tain , in ships built in India ,would ,

courage every product and manu- perhaps, bemore beneficial to Great

facture that enters into the compo- Britain than to Bengal, in an in

sition of a ship, merely to guard the creased consumption for many of

constructor, who puts together the her most valuable manufactures.

materials, from a speculative and The direct advantages which Ben

doubtful rivalship ; which, if it gal has derived from the introduc

should arise , would not be incon- tion of ship -building, may be esti

sistent with general benefit. mated from a consideration only of

It follows, from our view of the the builder's profits, and the work

question , that, to encourage ship- man's wages. These amount to

building here, by removingthe im- about two-fifths of the whole value

pediments which obstrict the trade of the ship and outfit ; which, upon

between Great Britain and India, 51,04,000 S. R's, ( the estimated

or by allowing individuals to send value of ships built here, since

the produce of India to Great Bri- 1781 ) is 20,41,600 S. R's.

The INDIA COMPANY'S EXCLUSIVE TRADE, and the TRIBUTE

drawn from Bengal

(By the same - never before published . )

The facts adduced in the course gation. She would also find a new

of the preceding observations suf- vent for her own 'manufactures ;

ficiently establish , that the unfetter- and British India, exporting more

ed enterprize of individuals would to Europe, andreceiving greater re

give a great impulse to theindus- turns, would feel less sensibly the

try of Bengal , for productions in drain of an annual tribute .

demand in Europe ; that, through On the other hand, it is argued ,

the medium of private trade, Great that Great Britain can only draw

Britain would become the depot her tribute from Bengal through

for the supply of Europe with In- the medium of commerce,conduct

dian productions. Not only for ed by a privileged company, and

the commerce now conducted upon to maintain that commerce, com

British capital, under foreign flags, petition must be excluded . Το

but for a considerable portion of the this it may be replied , that unless

supply which foreign nations now soine channel bepermitted to re

draw through their own direct com- turn wealth to Bengal, the source

merce with India ; and, also, for of tribute must soon be exhausted .

the supply of many productions Bengal is actually exhausted :

which European nations now draw the fact is admitted by the first au

from other countries, and which thorities, and our speculations have

might be furnished by British India. led us to the same inference .

Great Britain becoming the chan- The decline of Bengal was early

nel for the returns in money and noticed in the decaying sources ofthe

commodities with which foreign revenue . The India Company

nations must purchase Indian com- were desirous of applying, to the

modities, would reap commercial purchase of investmentsin India

profit, and increase her own navi- and China, a surplus from the reve
nue
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nue of Bengal, equal tothe tribute Bengal has been exhausted by the

formerlypaidto theMogulsovereign . drain of its wealth through the

They expected to draw a large same commerce, which ,while pur
annual tribute through the channel chasing, instead of exacting its pro

of trade , and to add that tribute to ductions, formerly enriched it.

the former profits of their com- The immediate cause of the de

merce. Many circumstances have cline of Bengal has been well as

contributed to theirdisappointment. signed ina publicationof authority.+

Bengal has been drained of more “ The amount of the revenue

than one million and an half per was to be kept up, while the

annum ; but the Company have re- money was to be carried off to a

ceived in dividend, and the state « distant market." To this cause

in customs and otherwise, less than the same authority adds abusive

one sixth of what has been wrung management, which discouraged

from Bengal. If the excess received, agriculture and commerce, by par

above what was formerly realized tial indulgence and exemption to

from commerce alone, be weighed Company's servants, while others
against the increase of debt, neither were subjected to increased taxes

the company, nor the state , will and heavy duties and customs, and

appear to have benefited by territo- the failure of a demand forthepro
rial acquisitions in India . But duce of industry, by the fall of the

imperial

Dividend before the acquisition ofterritory ,on an average of 47 years , (Views of

Plans, &c. page 332) eight and one quarter per cent.

Ditto 11 years, from 1755 to 1766, six per cent.

Ditto 19 years and a half, to 1786, eight and five twelfths per cent.

Ditto from 1786 to 1793, eight per cent. on a larger stock .

In thirty years and a half the dividend has been less than the former average, after

allowing for the dividend on additional stock from 1786 to 1793, by 720.000l.

Consequently theCompanyreceived less in dividend since the acquisition of ter .

ritory, than they formerly'did fromcommerce alone.

The state has received on account of the compromised claim to participate in the
territorial revenue , 2,169,392).

It had received in duties and customs, on an average,

From 1750 to 1757 ...annually ...908.642 £

From 1757 to 1767............... 1,067.664, shewing an excess in 10 years of 1,589,6 %

From 1767 to 1777 ...ditto ......1,356.841............ditto ............ditto ......4.481.990

From 1777 to 1784 ...ditto...... 1,311.402............. ditto .........in 7 years...2819.569

( See Views of Plans, page 929.) Total Excess £ .11.068.378

Deduct, received less in customs and duties, than the former average in

nine years, from 1784 to 1793.

From 1184 to 1787 , estimated at 350.000 .......deficiency ...... 1,050.000

From 1787 to 1792 (see No. 34, in the report of the court of

directors from their committee of accounts,

The customs paid , amount to 3.402.3421. which is less than

the average of 908.6421. annually, by .............................. 2,049.510

3.099.510

£. 7.960-868

In 36 years the state has received 7,960,868). more than the former average of

customs and duties; or annually 221,1351. The Company have received, in the

same space of time, dividends at a less rate than the former average ; and to afford

8,000,0001. to Great Britain, Bengal has been drained of more than 50.000.000l.

Views of Plans, p. 474.
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imperial and provincial courts. This have been bettered. The wealth

last cause, it is remarked, would remaining in Bengal would have

have been more destructive, had centered with the inhabitants, and

not an outlet for Indian produce the affluent classes becoming more

tions been afforded by the increased numerous, would have consumed

demand in Europe. the productions formerly in de

In the two causes last assigned , mand for the imperial court. The

we cannot acquiesce. Some abuses . period which elapsed between the

of the nature alleged may have fall of thecourt of Delhi,when the

been practised , but not so widely, imperial tribute was withheld, and

or durably, as seems to be insinua- the rise of a foreign power to exact

ted, by,assuming them as causes of a tribute, should have been the

the decline of Bengal. That the period of the greatest prosperity

management has been erroneous which Bengal had known, since

is admitted ; we have shewn it in the fall of its own regal court ; *

the preceding speculations ; but no but the inroads of the Mahrattas and

other cause need be sought for the the chout paid to them , have not

increase of taxes, than the increased permitted Bengal to know an in
demand of revenue. terval of exoneration .

In the fall of the court of Delhi, The increaseddemand in Europe

a demand was lost for the produc- for eastern productions has, in

tions of art ; but Bengal had formerly some measure, maintained the

remitted a tribute to Delhi . If it same direction for the industry

be true, that the amount of the tri- of Bengal applied to arts and ma

bute returned for the purchase of nufactures ; but furthur than main

manufactures, circulating through taining the direction of industry, it

the merchant to the manufacturer, has been no alleviation to the loss of

and through him returning to the the Indian demand for productions.

cultivator , it is not the less a tri- If Bengal paid to Delhi a tribute,

bute ; though, by the circulation of which returned for the purchase of

commerce it may ultimately have itsproductions, is also sold to Europe

become a tribute in commodities, a just equivalent. If foreign trade

instead of money. Bengal paid to now paid the same equivalent for

Delhi a tribute of its labour, equal productions exported, and if the

to the amount of the tribute exac- additional export which wants an

ted in money ; and it mattered little equivalent, did not exceed the tri

whether the tribute was paid in bute formerly paid to Delhi, the

money to Delhi, while Bengalsold tribute transferredfrom Delhi to

its productions in any other chan- Great Britain would not have ex

nel; or whether the tribute paid to hausted Bengal.

Delhi returned for the purchase of But the case has been widely

those productions. different. While Europe has de

On the fall of the imperial court, manded more productions from

had tribute no longer been drawn India, it has returned less in money

from Bengal, its situation would and commodities. The English

Company

The extensive ruins still seen at Gour, suggest melancholy reflections on the

former riches and splendor of Bengal,during the period of its independency: It

is remarked , that Bengal did flourish (though in less splendor) when it had been

assignedtothe government ofthe sonsof the Mogul sovereign.'It has also known

some other happy periods under viceroys. The history of the flourishing periods

of Bengal, andits decline, may be traced in the series of ruined cities.

4
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Company has drawn from Bengal a or, whether it should be permitted

greater tribute than was remitted to to become a part of the empire ,in

Delhi ; and for the purchase of timately connected with great Bri

productions required by Europe, tain by extensive intercourse, and

Bengal has ceased to receive what secured as a permanent possession

formerly replaced the tribute it paid . by the strong band of a numberof

It is immaterial whether the tribute natural subjects, drawn to India

has been drawn from the money of by views of commerce, and inte

circulation, or in manufactures ; rested to maintain the connection

either ultimately becomes a tribute on account of the property they
of labour. adventured in India ?

The twoadditional causes assigned The first, and the last question

for the decline of Bengal conse- have not been fully examined. In

quently resolve themselves into the the publication to which we have

same as the first and immediate adverted , the first question is not

cause , “ the increase of taxes , at all noticed ; and, to the last , that

joined to the drain of its wealth ;” publication has only alluded . In

for this cause may be thus stated the limited view there taken of

more comprehensively than in the the question of justice and expe

work quoted. “ The amount of dience in a proposed resumption

“ the revenue was to be kept up , of the exclusive privilege. It was .

“ and even increased, while the easy and plausible to conclude,

money, and the produce of labor, that it is not advisable to assume

were to be carried off' without the civil and military power, and

“ an equivalent." to discontinue the Company's com

In considering plans for the fu - 'mercial privileges ; but, had the

ture government of British India , whole subject been examined , we

the first question which presents question whether the same conclu

itself (when the fact is admitted, siou would have become equally

that the decline of Bengal is to be plausible.

ascribed to the tribute drawn from To examine the question after

it) is , whether it be just and expe- parliament has determined on the

dient to draw a tribute from Bengal. renewal of the Company's exclu

Whichever opinion be adopted on sive charter , is unseasonable ; and ,

this question , it would be next for circumstanced as we are , it may

consideration, whether it be expe- require some apology for venturing

dient to continue the territorial pos- to suggest any reflectionson this

sessions, and the privilege of exclu- topic. However sacred the duty

sive trade to the Company; or whe- which every individual owes to the

ther the public should resume both, community at large, his conduct

or either. will be censured, and his motives

In this is involved a question , will be questioned, if he neglect a

whether British India should be more immediate relation . To those

held for great Britain , in the loose who have not considered the sub

and precarious form of a foreign ject, it may appear that the relation

dependancy, connected to the em- of the East India Company's ser

pire by no stronger tie than the few vants to their employers, forbids

servants sent for a temporary resi- the servants of the Company ques

dence, to beoccupied in administer- tioning, publicly, the policy of ex

ing and defending the possession ? clusive privileges granted to that
cor
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1

corporation . But mature reflec- has not been sufficiently consulted ,

tion might lead to a different con- wecannotbe altogether silent. It will

clusion . Whatever were the indi- belong to the historic page to shew

vidual interests of this body in its the errors which are now acknow

infancy , when composed of private ledged , and amended . With these

persons, seeking commercial profit it is not our immediate province to

on their joint funds, it is now grown interfere. We content ourselves

to a form which scarcely retains with shewing some errors yet un

a similitude to the rudiments of its acknowledged; or which, acknow

figure . Considered only as a com- ledged, are yet unamended.

pany of merchants, this corporation However dominion has been ac

formerly held a private station in quired , by purchase, treaty, or con

the componwealth . It is now a quest , it is claimed, that the supe

member of the state itself, as the rior state shall compensate to itself

organ for the administration of Bri- its risk and expence. With retro

tish India, and as the channel of spect to the private station of the In

the commercial intercouse between dia Company, the same is claimed

distant portions of the same em- for them as a particular interest.

pire. In the early periods of its A private acquisition entitles the

existence , its servants stood in no acquirer to reimbursement, if that

other relation than as factors to be acquired which is of the na

their private employers. In the ture of a property , whence the

India Company's present form , its possessor may justly derive benefit;

servants are become the servants of but a trust is of another nature ; a

the public, under the immediate representative cannot claim reim

direction of a corporation , which bursement of the price which pur

itself may be deemed a servant of chased his delegation. A guardian

the public. can have no claim to reimburse

We may , therefore, be permit- himself from the ward's estate, for

ted to consider the interests of the the expence he incurs in litigation ,

nation at large ; and we owe special to obtain a trust not spontaneously

duty to the inhabitants of Bengal, committed to him . Sovereignty

while we reside in it , as in a terri- is a similar trust , which imposesdu

tory subject to our native country. ties on the acquirer, but entitles

This constitutes a more immediate him to no compensation for the ex

relation than is borne to the Com- pence and risk at which he acquired
pany ; for the Company can be secure authority, where he had no

considered no otherwise, than as pretensions grounded on the volun

the point of coincidence for lines of tary election of the subjects.

communication and intercourse be- It is asserted for the India Com

tween the British state and its In- pany, that the revenue is debtor to
dian territories. their trade . The neat sum contri

As an humble link in the chain buted from the revenues for the

of intercourse , but placed near crie purchase of investments in four
extremity , we observe more imme- teen years , from 1776 to 1780 ,

diately the good and bad effects of is stated by Mr. N. Smith , at

the impulse given from that centre of 3,622,9691. of which he says

communication . Thusinformed ,and 2,169,4001. were paid into the ex
convinced by close inspection , that chequer; against the remainder

the welfare of our Indian subjects he charges 5,069,6841, expended by

the
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or

the Company in the preceding of labor, and deriving benefit from

wars ; and, bringing down the ac- the industry of others ; but the

count to 1790, the debt is made to anomalies which creep into the

amount to 5.000.000 ). intricate system of society can

Such a claim, if substantiated , hardly extend to cover the incon

might require consideration , if the sistency of selling the protection

public assumed the revenue , due from the sovereign to the sub

whenever government assert a right ject. This consideration is impor

to participate in the revenue. Be- tant to the question of finance in

fore the public can be entitled to British India ; but, sensible that ab

benefit by what has been acquired stract truthscannot invariably regu

at the experice and risk of the Com- late practical government, we shall

pany, they should be fully reim- limit ourselves to a postulatum ,

bursed for the expence incurred on that the acquisition of sovereignty

their trade by the acquisition and in India has imposed on Great

protection of Indian provinces. Britain, as a primary duty , the

" The same argument maybe set up charge of protecting the inhabitants

as a title for exacting a tribute ; but of its foreign dominions, and of

with what probability reimburse- promoting their prosperity. At the

ment is to be expected, may be same time wepresume, that Great
argued from past experience. Britain is not bound to sacrifice her

Another argument, on which the own interests to those of subjected

exaction of tribute is justified , is, nations; but neither can she justify

that by the acquisition of dominion neglecting theirs for the exclusive

sanctioned by the former sovereign . consideration of her own.

The Company have succeededto The Company succeeding to the

the revenue formerly levied. If financial rights of the Mogul, have

this argument be applied to the extended taxation beyond thestan

tribute , as paid to the Mogul, this dard of their predecessor. They

was far short of the tribute exacted have levied more on less means.

by the Company . If the gross But they have now fixed their de

revenue be considered, this also mand. It is not recommended to

has been largely increased. relinquish what has been imposed ;

It might further be argued, that, observations have been hazarded on

on whatever title sovereignty has this subject, only as they shew the

been assumed , it is an ill claim , duty of economising no more from

which founds itself upon a fiction therevenues levied than the surplus

of the rights of predecessors to which may remain after fulfilling

wrest from the subject more than the duty of protection ; and that of

is requisite for his immediate pro- restoring the means to their due

tection. No fiction of law can de- proportion in comparison with the

prive the occupant of his right to imposts.

enjoy the produce of his tillage ; To obtain a surplus the revenue

or the labourer of his title to the has been increased ; to economise

fruits of his labor, after he has con- that surplus, the salaries to natives

tributed to the necessary expences employed in subordinate adminis

of the protection afforded to him. tration have been curtailed . Mili

The progress of society has indeed tary protection has been amply

éstablished classes of proprietors afforded . For this, the inhabitants

holding an interest in the subject of British India are grateful, as

they
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crown .

they ought; and,feeling the benefit, we shall not enlarge. When we

they do notattemper thewarmth of notice that Bengal, lately the weal

gratitude with cold reflections on thiest country in the world, has

the motive for protection , or on the been rapidly impoverished, and is

interest which the British govern- now beggared, a reflection forces

ment has to maintain its power , itself onthe mind, that the ma

co -ordinate with the support of nagement of this acquisition has

which , is the protection of its sub- been essentially defective; perhaps

jects. Their gratitude is no less it has been radically bad . When

due to the mild spirit of a generous the principle and detail of the sys

conqueror, who , far frominvading tem adopted is revolved , much

private property, has exhibited a seems objectionable. When the

Jaudabledisposition ,a zealunknown alterations which have been sug

to their natural sovereigns, for se- gested are examined , when the

curing to every individual in British objections, opposed to those sug

India the permanent enjoyment gestions, are weighed, another sys

of his property, and of the fruitsof tem is shewn preferable and prac

his labor ; and who has carefully ticable. Bengal has been termed

avoided to woundtheirmind through the brightest jewel in the British

the side of their religious preju Tbat jewel is at present

dices . Thankful to a liberal ad- loosely attached to the crown of

ministration , which enquires into Great Britain ; let it be firmly set ,

every grievance to redress it , grate- and its lustre will never fade. Let

ful' for individual protection, the Bengal be incorporated in the Bri

Indian does not feel, as an injury, tish empire ; Bengal will revive ,

the general system , which, drain- and add to the vivacious energy of

ing his country, gradually impove- Great Britain .

rishes every class. Readily heard , But, restricting our views to a

equitably redressed on every griev- partial remedy, in a permission for

ance preferred, he does not weigh the full exertion of industry and

his loss of time against the redress enterprize in Bengal, and a per

obtained, nor does heexamine whe- mission for making England the

ther the administration of justice depot of Indian commere, and the

( the most important duty of civil channel through which some wealth

government) has been adequately may pass from foreign nations into

provided. But a speculator, who Bengal ; we have only to shew

compared the number of courts of that the jealousy of the India

justice to the extent and population Company , which fears to relax the

of the country, and to the sum of severity of rigid exclusion , is ill

litigation , and who adverted to the founded, and adverse to the Com

number of courts invested with pany's own interest . We have

judicial authority in this country, already shewn a more extensive in

under the nativegovernment , or in tercourse between Great Britain and

other countries of equal extent and India practicable and mutually

population, might question whether beneficial; but the test of gradual
it has been sufficiently provided . experience is required: at the same

On this, and other reflections time , the privileges of the India

which present themselves , of which Company, rigorously maintained ,

some has been incidentally men- would defeat the experimentswhich

tioned in other parts of this work , the legislature have interded to

permit .
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92.07.502.

permit. What we have hazarded tion, it is not easy to correct the

on an intimate connection between statements. We believe the total

Great Britain and her Indian pos- given by Mr. Francis to be correct.

sessions , and what further might The jumma of Behar was, ac

be urged on the same head , if it cording to the Ayeen Akbar.

could lead to the serious contem- ( from revenue and sayer ghal, or

plation of the possible adoption of internal duties) dams 9.54.00.527 ,

a liberal system , would shew that or rupees 21.36.663.3 , which , with

privileges must not be suffered to conquests in Morung, Coochbehar,

counteract the trials to be made, & c. compensates four sircars of
and from which is to be obtained Orissa lost to Bengal; and which

the experience required for future stood at dams 12.06.80.500. There

guidance; upon another occasion fore, the present possessions of the

of determining a plan for the Company in Bengal, exclusive of

government of British India , we Benares, are equivalent to what

have now to examine a limited was formerly deemed Bengal, in

question. “ The interest of the cluding the entire suba of Orissà.

" India Company, and of the state, Perhaps Benares need not be ex

“ deriving revenue through their cluded , for it stood as follows :

commerce , to maintain an ex Sircar Ghaz . 1.35.63.125 .

“ clusive trade.”
dams.

Benares......

In examining this question, it Jownpore 6.11.11.781
. 8.98.02.127Chunar ...... 59.19.719 .

is necessary to advert to the re

sources drawn from Bengal, upon From which a deduction should

what we have asserted to be an in- be made for some purgannates of

creased revenue . Jownpore, annexed to Oude. How

This should not stand on vague ever, we exclude Benares in this

assertion ; it is capable of proof. comparison , and state the jumma

The juinma of Bengal, during of the British possessions in Bengal ,

Akbar's reign , according to the &c . to have stood under Akbar

account of the jumma , quoted (according to Mr.Francis)at 1.49.61 .

from the Ayeen Akberry, by Mr. 482 rupees.

P. Francis * is 59.84.59.319 dams, In Aurungzeb's time, Bengal is

or rupees 1.49.61.482.15 . stated (See Mr. Fraizier's history )

According to the sums given for At Dams 5.24.636 240

each sircar, in the translation of Orissa at 1.42.820 000

the Ayeen Akberry, by Mr. Glad

win , the same amounts to dams
6.67.456 240. or 1.66.86.106.15

39.72.27.937 or rupees 99.30.6987 . Under Sujakhan , subadar of Ben

In the sums , as given inMr. gal , this suba with a great part of

Gladwin's translation , an obvious Orissa, (which we take as an equi

error occurs at Jenetabad, stated at valent for Bahar, &c. now substi

15.73.196, which is the jumma of tuted for Orissa) stood at rupees

Jewaragra, a district of this sircar. 1.42:45.562, from which the reve

Errors also occur in the detail nue of the royal exchequer was,

of Mr. Francis's statement at She- rupees 109.18.084, and the re

refabad and Satgong. mainder was applicable to civil

As the total jumma of Benga and military charges, &c.

is not given in Gladwin's transla The

* Minutes, No. 1 , page 83 :
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32:

The jumma of the Dewanny were.. 1.60.78.264

lands (exclusive of Burdwan , Chit- Ditto of Behar .. 61.10.905

tagong , and Midnapore, which Ditto of Burdwan,Mid

were earlier ceded to the Company) napore, Chittagong,

stood under Cossim Ally Khan , 24 Purgunahs ; and

at rupees 1.86.59.720 ; of which Calcutta town ceded

48.47.277 rupees were imposed earlier ...56.68.416

in his short reign, and 36.74.436 Revenue of 1172

rupees imposed by Ally Verdy B. S. including 2.78.57.585

Khan, and Seraj-ud -Dowla, leaving charges & c.ct.rs.

1.01.38.006 rupees for the ancient This exhibits the revenue nearly

assessment, which was calculated to double since Aküui's reign, or raa

yield to the exchequer 67.98.386. ther (from a much later period)
rupees. The settlement formed since the sabaship of Suja Khan ,

immediately on the accession of the expiration of which was nearly

the Company, was, in the first coev al with the fall of the Mogu?

year, 1.60.78.264 sicca rupees ; and empire. The annual revenue of

in the second 1.72.19.901 rupees ; Bengal, and its tribute, had conti

to all which must be added about 55 nued nearly uniform from the esta

lacks for Burdwan, and other ces- blishment of the empire by Akbar,

sions prior to the dewanny grant ; to its dismemberment in the reign
and 60 lacks for Behar. But from of Mahommed Shah. But in less

the whole must be deducted, than 40 years after this event, we

charges ofcollection , and irrecover- find the revenue nearly doubled;

able balances, which would reduce the land revenue şubsequently de

the revenue to what lord Clive esti- clined , but the deficiency was re
mated,viz .Sicca rupees 2.50.00.000 placed by new sources of revenue,

or current rupees 2.90.00.000 . in monopolies of salt and opium ;

Accurately, thus, in the first year and the revenue having been again

of the Company's dewanny, the re- raised, and these monopolies become

venues of dewanny lands of Bengal very productive, the imposts now

realise the following net revenue :

Revenue of 1788-9 , as sta

ted by the Company..... 5.53.88.114

DeductOude sub . ct.rs.... 52.53.145

Benares revenue. 42.65.738 95.18.883

4.58.69.231

Revenue charges... 75.73.004

Charges on customs. 1.48.471

Saltadvances and charges.. 30.10.584

Opium ditto ..... 9.35.731

1.16.67.790

Neat revenue , Ct . Rs. 3.42.01.441

Revenue of 1789-90 ...... 5.62.06.561

Deduct for the same heads

as before .... 1.00.23.523

4.61.83 038

Do. (charges under same heads.) 1.19.11.959

3.42.71.079

Revenue
* C
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Brought over 3.42.71.079

Revenue of 1790-1...... 5.52.22.920

Deduct (charges same heads) 96.85.487

4.55.37.433

Deduct ( charges sameheads) 1.16.79.518
3.38.57.915

Average of three years, Ct . Rs . 3.41.07.812

To this some addition must be of the Molungees or salt -makers .

made for charges deducted in the The mortality is increased by ano

mass of revenue charges, but which ther circumstance, the society of

were incidental to the revenue ex- the sick , abominated in a disorder

hibited , the neat revenue collected so offensive, or because the distem

at the period of the Company's ac- per is deemed infectious, is studi

cession to the dewanny, making al- ously avoided . Their companions

lowance accordingly, and taking ac- expel them from the salterns and

count of duties and customs re- expose them to certain death from

linquished, the actual sources of the distempér, if they be not ear

revenue which the Company found lier relieved by the fangs of tigers,

on their accession to the dewanny, or alligators, by which the deserts

have not been increased since that are intested. Accustomed to hu

period * , though considerably raised man blood, the tigers boldly attack

in a few years † antecedent to their the salterns , and the annual de

accession ; that is, after the period struction from these causes is incre

when the British influence com- dible.

menced . The later increase of im- The reluctance with which men

post is from new sources of reve- engage in so dangerous an employ

nue , the monopolies of opium and ment, at a distance from their fa

salt. Of the first something has milies, in deserts where supplies of

been said in another place ; on the provisions, and even of water, must

latter a few words may here suffice . be drawn from remote distances,

A monopoly of salt , as it is ne- is not overcome by pecuniary re

cessary to life, is every where ob- wards .

jectionable. The management of Whoever has once labored at

the monopoly may be pronounced the salt -pans, is held bound, him

necessarily to involve many griev- self, and posterity , for ever to ccli
ances , and in no country more tinue that occupation . The great

thun in Bengal. A large proportion mortality incident to this unwhole

of the salt made in Bengal, is ma- soine employment is supplied by

nufactured in deserts, overflowed arts most detestable . Labourers

every tide by the sea. The climate are decoyed on false pretences, or

of those deserts is inimical to the they are compelled, on supposed

life ofman . An epidemical dysen- proof of their profession of Molun

tery annually sweeps off mumbers gi , which proof consists in perjured

1

evidence,

* By Cossim Ally Khan (Mr. Francis, page 35).

† On the Company's accession a heavy tax was imposed in several instances.

We have particular instances of six annas in the rupees, or 574 per cent. imposed

on that occasion, in some districts; in others large remissions were allowed .
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evidence , or in the mockery of salt, in the form of duty. They

ordeal. We are confident that the argue upon the advanced price of

officers of government employed salt (which raised the Company's

in the provision of salt , do not annual sales to more than a crore of

authorize such oppression ; but the rupees) being confessedly excessive ;

necessity of supplying the salt- they observe, that the Company

works may naturally render them have limited their expectation of

cold in ascertaining the means neat revenue from salt, to 43 lacks ,

used for that purpose , without estimating the sales at 72.50.000

which the salterns must want la- rupees, and the charges and ad

bourers. The mind is not inqui- vances at 29.50.000 rupees. They

sitive to learn what it wishes not presume, that a greater quantity of

to know , what it endeavours to salt would be consumed , were the

conceal from itself. • price more moderate ; for it is no

A general knowledge, that the si- torious, that, at the present high

tuation of the manufacturers of salt is price, it is used more sparingly than

deplorable, has suggested several pro- appetite dictates . They think it

posed remedies; all in the presump- can be proved, that an efficient duty
tion that the revenue drawn from salt of one rupee per maund, would pro

cannot be relinquished . The late duce a revenue equal to the Com

Col. Kyd, a gentleman eminently pany's limited expectation ; and

humane, suggested another process, they offer to shew it very practi..

which might make it unnecessary cable , in finance, to render such a

to erect salt-pans in unwholesome duty efficient.

situations . The trial made of the It is certainly desirable, that

process suggested musthave proved ‘ some remedy should be tried, to

unsuccessful, since it has not been alleviate the present grievance of a

adopted. Others, accustomed to salt monopoly, which wasjustly re

commercial views have suggested, probated when undertaken for pri
that the manufacture of salt in un- vate emolument, though attended

wholesome situations should be dis- with less oppression than in the

continued ; and the deficiency sup- management adopted for this source

plied without abandoning the mo- of public revenue . Whether or

nopoly, by the exclusive commerce not the present appropriation justi

of salt , to be imported from the fies the monopoly, the grievances

coast of the northern sircars ; for incident to it are not less to bę la

the manufacture is not unwhole- mented. At the same time that

some on that coast of the sea . Before we state the land revenue to have

the monopoly of salt in Bengal, a but little diminished, while the ag

vast importation of coast-salt sup- gregate revenues have been greatly

plied the consumption of Bengal increased by monopolies of salt and
and returned corn . The proposers opium , we are apprized of Mr.

anticipated the best consequences Hastings's opinion , that the reve
from the revival of a valuable com- nue required by the British govern

merce, mutually beneficial. If the ment has been moderate in pro

scheme were examined , it might, portion to the established revenue

perhaps, be found practicable. Some under the native administration .

projectors, whose views are directed This opinion has been supported on

to finance, have imagined , that an the argument, of the price of corn

equal revenue might be drawn from having greatly increased since the

* C 2 tumary

1
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tümary jumma was fixed, and Great Britain have been greatly in .

upon the territory comprehended creased ; but Great Britain , never

in Bengal being more extensive theless, enjoys the greatest prospe

than the province for which the rity. If the revenues had remain

tumary jumma was formed . Mr. ed at the same amount as at the ac

Grant, on a consideration of the cession of George II. and if, at the

diminished value of silver, since same time, she paid a considerable

the reign of Akbar, when the tribute to some foreign country, she

tucthsim jumma was formed, also would not enjoy her present prose

argues, that the revenue is mode- perity.

rate. This indefatigable enquirer The British government has le

has further endeavoured to shew , vied more than their predecessors in

from the revenue levied by the im- Bengal, and hasdrawn hence a more

mediate predecessors of the Bri- considerable tribute ; the greater

tish government, a considerable revenue which has been levied,

defalcation , while the gross rents has been required while the coun

of the occupants have rather been try has become less able to afford

enhanced than reduced. The ne- it . This is the fact submitted to

cessaries of life are certainly dearer consideration .

than at the commencement of the Mr. Grant has argued, that the

present century : but the price of British government has realized

corn has not been so considerably less than their immediate predeces

enhanced, as Mr. Hastings states. sor ; adverting to the collections

The value of silver has diminished made by Cossim Ali . In his short

since the reign of Akbar. To this administration the revenue was

circumstance it is necessary to ad- raised more than 50 per cent. Cos

vert in comparing remote periods, sim Ali was placed on the throne

but the tumar fixed in 1772 , is by the British power, and it was

higher than the Akbarry tuksim , to satisfy the demands of the Bri

though not considerably enhanced. tish government that he undertook

At that period, the assessment was those novel operations of finance ,

certainly moderate . In the period which suddenly faised the revenue

of thirty years, after the tumar in so great a proportion . It is not

was completed , the revenue was reasonable to consider him as a pre

raised by cesses imposed by Ali decessor of the India Company ; his

Verdy Khan , and by Suraj ud operations in finance, though not

Dowla, in the proportion of30 per expressly directed by his European
cent , nearly, on the original rent. masters , must be considered as

During the greatest part of the pe- falling within the period of the

riod , the tribute was withheld from British influence, which com

the Mogul. A chout was paid to menced from the accession of Meer

the Mahrattas ; but this did not Jaffer.

equal the tribute formerly paid to Neither do we admit the fact,

Delhi. The increased revenue that a considerable defalcation has

was almost intirely expended in been experienced from the revenues

the province ; and , consequently, as collected by Cossim Ali. They

returned to the subject. This con- suffered some immediate reduction,

sideration is more material than a but have since been raised. His

comparison of the amount levied at jumma, for those districts of Ben

different periods. The revenues of gal proper, which were in his ad

ministration ,
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now

ministration, was, Sicca rupees Gross produce in corn , bew
1.96.59.721. The settlement of ing estimated at rupees

the same districts for the first year
22.71.50.000. (page15) the

grossrents at a fourth ,will

after the Company's accession to be ..... 5.67.82.500

the dewanny, was, Sicca rupees Ditto in other articles, being
1.60.78.264; raised in the following estimated at 10.20.00.000

year to Sicca rupees 1,71,36,780 ;
the gross rents. at a se

venth , will be............... 1.45.71.429

The same districts, in 1785 , bore

an assessment to the land revenue
The gross produce was esti- 7.13.53.929

mated from the whole til

of Sicca rupees 1.46.21.702, and lage, including that of free

by the permanent settlement are lands,estimated in thepro

assessed at Sicca rupees portion of one to six ; a

1.70.00.000 nearly. But, in the
deduction is accordingly

made to leave the gross

whole period, since the Company's rents liable to revenue..... 1.18.92.921

accession to the dewanny, these

districts have contributed their 5.94.61.608

proportion to the profit of the salt At page 12, the gross rents were

monopoly, at first a private mono
estimated from the revenue , at

poly, afterwards assumed as a source rupees 3.63.88.129,only calculating
of public revenue. To this source the proprietors' income, and char

of revenue, the districts in ques. ges of management, at the autho
tion now contribute no less than rized rates . But these we hold to

40.00.000 rupees, and, consequent- be much less than the real and ne

ly, though the land revenue has cessary deductions on that account.
been reduced, the whole amount It did not then seem necessary to

levied by government is greater correct the grounds ofcomputation;
than underCossim Ali . In other because , if an error was induced ,

districts of Bengal, the present it was on the safe and moderate

land revenue, alone, is equal to side ; and reasons were subjoined
the whole collection made there in in a note at p.15 , for considering

1764. the computed population arising

The present land revenue of from that estimate, as nevertheless

Bengal is not less than , sicca ru , accurate . To which we may here

pees 2.65.00.000,which weconsider add, that most of the additional

as the full amount which could be charges, not allowed in the valua

expected to be realized from a tion of estates, are defrayed from

gross collection , equal to a fourth that part of the gross payments

of the gross produce; ( the propor- which is not broughton the rent roll.

tion which was formerly considered But in the present object, of

asthe just due of government) but comparing the revenue to the

this rate must be understood of rental, it is necessary to ascertain

corn only . The rates for a mea- more accurately the deductions to

sure of land, as resulting from the be made for the charges really ne,

rents of corn land , may serve to cessary . The allowances made in

regulate the rates for other culture; the gross rent, do not include the

but valuable produce, of which the many contingent expences neces

culture is very expensive, cannot sarily incurred for temporary of

afford so large a proportion of the ficers, and other purposes; and

produce. The rates for these articles which, as has been already ob

we take at a seventh . served ,

.

* C 3
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saved , are defrayed from the se- mawzas in these provinces is more

parate collections . Upon much than 1.80.000 . of which some are

minute information , we estimate totally waste ; many are only por

these charges at 5 per cent. but tions of villages, while others in

these, and the charges deducted clude several villages. The regu

from the rent roll, only provide lation is not so strictly complied
for the salaries to the officers em- with , as to appoint an officer of ac

ployed in the collections inter- count to every mawza, or village .

mediately between the land -holder One to three mawzas, is probably

and the tenantry, exclusive ofwhich the actual proportion . One gorait,

they have fees and perquisites, or other officer, for messages, and

which constitute a part of the similar services, is necessary to

gross payments of tenants, or they every village, or mawza. The

have lands assigned for their sub- smallest allowance upon which these
sistence . And indeed the salaries can subsist, is two rupees per men

which can be provided from the sem each ; and seven rupees a

usual per centage are inadequate month for an officer of account,

to the subsistence of the people em- is a very moderate salary. Sixty

ployed, as we are fully convinced thousand officers of account , and

by long practical experience, of the thrice that number of inferior ser

distribution of that per centage in vants, at all the rates mentioned ,

salaries of three and four rupees a would receive in the year rupees

month , to officers of accounts, 93.60.000. Charges must also be

and twelve annas and one rupee , to incurred between the first collec

peons and others. Were the land- tions at thevillages,and the receipts

holders to disallow fees and per- at the principaldivisions of districts ;

quisites, and require the whole these we shall not consider, but

gross payments to be brought on only compute the charges called

the accounts, they mustallow ade- pergunnah charges. The whole

quate salaries, which would , pro- number of pergunnahs, according
bably, require double of what is to the Akbarry institutions, was

now incurred for charges: certainly more than 900 ; these are not uni

double of the per centage allowed. versally regarded at present. In

We shall, accordingly, estimate some instances they are obsolete ; in

the deduction to be made from the others , large pergunnahs are sub

gross payments, on account of divided, or small pergunnahs are

salaries, fees, and perquisites of consolidated . But the actual dis

officers , at no more than forty per tribution does not make fewer divi
cent. sions than the former arrangement

Gross'payments 5,94,61,608
of pergiinnahs ; for each of these

Charges at 40l. per cent... 2,37,81,613 a host of accountants , registers, se

cretaries, writers , treasurers , peons,

Realized by the landholders 3,56,76,965 guards, &c . is required . It were a

very moderate computation to esti

This subject will be better under- mate their present allowances, in

stood, by noticing the description salaries, fees, and perquisites , at

of officers necessary to beemployed . 500 rupees per mensein . This,

• The regulations of government however, we shall suppose the

require a putwary, or an officer of amount, to which they might be

account, to be employed for every restricted upon salaries fixed in full

village. The whole number of of all emoluments. Nine hun

drid
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dred districts , at 500 rupees per particular sanction was seldom ne

mensem , or 6000 rupees per an- cessary , for most of these proper

num , is 54.00.000 rupees. If to ties were held upon tenures which

this be added the other charges in- furnished their own standard for

curred on the collections, and the the settlement : and for the rest, the

contingencies of the collections at mode in which small properties are

pergunnahs and villages, the esti- managed, rendered it impossible

mate of 2.37.84.643 rupees for for the officers of government to

charges, will not appear extra- ascertain the rental ; and , conse

vagant. quently , the standard of calcula

The amount which remains for tion has, in many such instances,

the sum realized by the landholders, been applied to a valuation inferior

is 3.56.76.965 rupees . From this to the true rental, and the proprie

sum we should deduct only 10l . per tors have preserved an income

cent. for the land - holders' income, greatly exceeding ten per cent.

that being the proportion which the In large estates the real income of

settlement was calculated to leave; the proprietors is less than that

and, indeed, many of the land- rate ; but between them and the.

holders do not realize so much . tenantry are farmers of revenue,

But a considerable proportion of whose protits exceed ten per cent.

Bengal is broken into very small and of this account must be made ;

properties, where 10l. per cent. for , though the farming system be

would have been a most insufficient disused, additional officers would

allowance . Of this governmentwas become necessary in as great a pro

aware, and accordingly determined portion. We shall , therefore, take

to consider such cases, and admit the income, or profit of proprietors

of the calculation being made to and others, at 15l . per cent . on the

leave a greater income. But their gross payments of the tenants .

5.94.61.603Gross payments as before

Charges, as before , al 40l . per cent... 2.37.84.643

Income, or profit of proprietors, and others

at 15l . per cent. . . 89.19.241

3.27.03.884

Neat land revenue, estimated from the gross

payment of cultivators

Ditto, as realized by government

2.67.57.724

2.61 64.094

Difference , rupees 2.93.630

With respect to the appropriation of the revenue, it appears inci

dentally from the mention made in history of the tribute from Bengal

to Delhi, that it annually amounted to one crore of rupees nearly ; but

this tribute was frequently withheld in the confusions and usurpations

which often occurred under the Mogul dynasty . The present drain

on Bengal may be taken upon the Company's estimate .
Revenues of Bengal 5.033.000

Charges at ditto 3.127.000

* C4 Carried over £ 1.906.000
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Brought over £ 1.906.000

From which must be deducted bills and certi

ficates on an average of six years, ending in 1792 38.616

* Goods received in Bengal, as in 1792-3 , cur

rent rupees, 8.78.557 . 87.855

126.461

The remainder of the aids from the receipts in

India, for sales of imports, and for bills and certi

ficales, estimated at 350.0001., is nearly equivalent

to the estimated deficiencies of Madras and Bom

bay, (at the first 73,2001. at the second 161.750l.)

Surplus Revenue of Bengal £ 1.779.539

Of which surplus a part is applicable to the

payment of interest on debts, and the drain must

therefore be taken at what the Company esti

mate, viz .

For investments of India and China 1.377.000

Deduct aids from goods and bills 126.461

1.250.549

Add supplies to Bencoolen and Prince of

Wales's Island 50.000

1.300.549

Add interest on debts at Madras, Bombay, and

Bencoolen , to be paid from the surplus revenue of

Bengal, estimated by the Company as follows :

Total interest

Deduct for the Bengal debt

561.923

371.246

190.677

£ 1.491.216

From this the future drain appears to be esti

mated at 1.500.000l.

To determine what has been the past drain , the

following may suffice :

5 Years from 1767 to 1771 , (Views of Plans,

page 318) on an average of 941.1871. per ann. 4.705.935

8 Years to 1779, at 1.243.178l . per ann . 9.945.424

3 Years to 1782, at 803.356l. per ann . 2.410.068

1 Year 1782--3 , 1.174.139

1 Ditto 1783--4, 2.098.609

7 Years to 1789--9, at 1.222.8321 . per ann . 8.559.824

3 Years to 1791 , at 1.170.225l . per ann. 3.510.675

£ 32.404.674

28 Years Carried over

Supplies

On an average of sales of woollens and metals for three years, as given by

the Company, viz . 1786-7-8, and 1789--90 , it is 83.889 ).
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Supplies to China Brought over 32.404.674

3 Years from 1767 to 1769 at 294.2371. 782.711

16 Years to 1784 , at 58.151 . 930.416

1 Year's estimate at 60.000 . 60.000

4 Years from 1786 to 1789-90 ,

at 195.955 ... 783.820

1 Year to 1790--1, at 276.863 276.863 ,

1 Year's estimate at 200.000

3.033.810

28 Years 35.433.484

Appropriated to India and China investment, on

an average of 28 years £ .1.265.624

From this a deduction ofone hun- the deduction weadmit of 100.0001.

dred thousand pounds inust be made, per annum nearly, are to be set off

for aids from the sale of goods and the aids* afforded to other presi

from bills drawn for commercial dencies in peace and in war, which

purposes; but none can be made have considerably exceeded the es

for the bills drawn on the transfer timate of 250.0001. tobe supplied

of the India debt to Europe, and in future ; consequently the past

at two periods for the provision of drain appears to have been no less,

the investment ; because, these be- but has probably been much greater

ing taken up for the remittance of than the future drain, estimated at

private fortunes, has consequently 1.500.000 ).

been no relief to Bengal. Against

Appendix to thefour preceding Articles.

Address of the Merchants of Cal- act of parliament, which renewed

cutta to the Bengal Government, the Company's charter for trans

respecting European Tonnage. porting the goods and merchan

dize of individuals from India to

To the Hon . Sir John Shore, Bart. England . By the printed corres

Goy. Gen. &c. &c. &c. pondence which passed between

Fort William . his Majesty's ministers and the

Honorable Court of Directors pre.

HONORABLE SIR, vious to the renewal of the charter,

The commercialadvantageswhich it appeared to have been the inten

Great Britain derives from the Ho- tion of both parties to furnish in

norable Company's possessions in dividuals with a sufficient quantity

India are now generally felt and of tonnage, through the Company,

acknowledged. To increase theseTo increase these to and from India, at fair and mo

advantages, a legal channel of con- derate rates, for certain goodswhich

veyance was opened by the late are enumerated in the act. When

the

* In five years of war1788to 1783, the supplies sent from Bengal to Bombay

and Madras, exceeded 7.290.000l. In 1792 the supplies to other presidencies were

current rupees 88.66.174 or 8866171.
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the act reached us, we were sorry to The price and insufficiency of

observe , that the provisions it con- conveyance are not the only evils

tained for this purpose, were not of which we have to complain .--

likely to produce the effect in- There are other causes that nearly

tended, under a strict adherence exclude us altogether from any

to the letter thereot. Ignorant, benefit which the act holds out, or

however, as we then were, how the that the Company intended by the

intentions of the legislature might appropriation of freight to private
operate in this respect , we have traders. We never can know what

waited the result of experience, portion of the 3000 tons may have

before we presume to offer an opi- been previously taken up in Eng

nion thereon . Two shipping sea- land , or rather what quantity is

sons are now nearly elapsed , since appropriated for individuals in In

the act took place here, and we are dia. The regulations also for re

sorry to be under the necessity of ceiving tenders of freight here,

representing, that we have hitherto limit the time for offering proposals

derived little benefit from the pros- to the 30th of September. At this

pect which it held out of an equi- early period of the season , very

table conveyance for our goods from little of the internal produce of the

hence to England. country reaches Calcutta, nor are

The 3000 tons of freight which we ascertained of the prices at

the act directs to be appropriated to which goods of the season can be

individuals , is very inadequate to shipped. Yet we must previously

the demand ; nor are the rates of determine to apply for tonnage,

15l . per ton in time of peace and which accident may prevent us

221.10s. in time of war , sufficiently from filling, or the state of the

moderate for the exportation of market afterwards, or other cir

gruff goods, or those of great bulk cumstances, render it ruinous for

or weight in proportion to their us to export; otherwise we can have

value . These rates are from 31 . no conveyance for that season under

to 5l . per ton, or 33į, to 50l. per the provisions of the act . And should

cent. in the former period, and we even positively determine to pro

71. 10s.; or 50l . per cent . in the vide goods at an early period for

latter, beyond the rate of ton- exportation on the Company's ton

nage furnished by foreign ships. nage, they must be bought at the

The consequence of this dispro- hazard of being disappointed of a

portion in the rate of freight be- conveyance by previous appropri

tween the Company's tonnage, ation . It it true, that the Compa

and that of foreigners, is sufliciently ny's tonnage has been opened again

obvious. They will be always able this season for private goods since

to undersel us in the Europe mar- the 30th September ; but the rate

ket to that amount, or to overbid of freight is left to be settled in

us in the same proportion in their England, and, although it cannot

purcha es here ; a preference which be less than 221. 10 .; may, we

precludes competition on our part in are informed , amount to 351. per

all low -priced goods, and must con- ton. Under such an uncertainty

tinue to force all the surplus produce of the rate of conveyance , nothing

of this country beyond the Compa- but the most urgent necessity could

ny's investment, or the greatest induce a prudent merchant to arail

part of it, to foreign ports. himself of the offer, To trade on

these
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1
1
1

these terms, is rather a species of bottoms, on complying with the re

gambling than a sober regulated gulations of the act of parliament

commerce, which is best main- of the 26th George III . The terms

tained on moderate profits, whilst on which we conceive theseships,

those can be secured by the avoid- or any others built in the British

ance of great risks. In pointing out settlements in India, may be em

the obstacles which oppose an in- ployed with advantage to the na

creased export tradefrom hence to tion , the Company, and individuals ,
England by individuals , we are are as follows :

actuated by no other motive than a To accept of tenders of such

wish to see those impediments re- ships as are legally eligible, pro

moved , as far as circumstances will vided the owner engages to load the

admit, that we may experience the ship himself, or procure a cargo

full effect of the benefit which the froin others of such goods as the

legislature intended,by drawing the Company permit private traders to

produce of Bengal to England. export to England . The person ten

We are well aware , that, unless dering the ship, to enter into en

applicationswere received here, and gagements not to exact a higher

transmitted home previous to the pe- rate of freight for that part of the

riod of taking up the outward bound tonnage which he does notoccupy

ships, the Company cannot know himself, than 121. per ton in

what tonnage will be wanted ; and time of peace, and 161. per ton

therefore cannot, under any idea of in time of war . That the goods ex

accommodation to individuals resi- ported on those ships be landed at

dent in India , take up extra tonnage the port of London , and deposited

for that purpose, which may not for sale in the Company's ware

be called for, and the ships return houses ; from whence they are to

empty. Weare also sensible, thatthe be sold in the manner prescribed

Company must be apprized here at for private goods laden on the Com

an early period of the year, of the pany's tonnage, and subject to the

quantity of tonnage required by pri- Company's duty of three per cent.

vate traders, that time may be al- That full and adequate security be

lowed for filling up any part that given , that all ships tendered for

is unoccupied. shall be amenable to

To remove the obstacles which the Company's orders and regula

prevent individuals from exporting tions, in the same manner as the

goods to Europe, without incon- regular chartered ships ; or the

venience or loss to the Company, owners may be made to sign a

and withoutinterfering with their charter-party agreement, similar to
established Europe tonnage ; we that executed in England, for the

humbly suggest the propriety of freight of the whole ship ; the

employing the British shipping of Company re -freighting the tonnage

this country. There are upwards to them on the same terms. That

of 30.000 tons of shipping belong. these ships be permitted to return

ing to British subjects resident here, to India after discharging their car
of which 41 sail , carrying above goes on ballast, or to bring such

16.000 tons , have been built in goods as private traders are per

Bengal. These ships we are le- mitted by the Company to export

gally advised, are entitled to the to India , at the option of the own

sights and privileges of British ers. That in case the Company

this
purpose,

should
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should have occasion to occupy any We have the honor to be

of the returning tonnage with mi with great respect ,

Jitary or naval stores, they shall have Honorable Sir,

a right to fill up one half of each Yourmost obedient humbleservants

ship's tonnage, at the rate of 41 . per ( Signed ,)

ton, and also to send out troops FAIRLIE, Reid, and Co.

on the same allowances as is made LAMBERT, Ross, and Co.

to regular ships. Colvins and BAZETT

On these outlines, or something PAXTON ,COCKERELL,TRAIL,&Co.

şimilar, we humbly conceive a con- BARBER and PALMER

siderable increase would speedily CAMPBELL and RadCLIPPE

take place in the exports of Bengal, PORCHER, GARDINER, MOSCRO?
all of which would centre in Eng- and Co.

land ; to the improvement of culti- FRUSHARD and LAPRIMAUDAYE

Yation here, and the extension of PERREAU and PALLING

commerce and revenue in both Hamilton and ABERDEIN

countries. GEORGE and THOMAS GOWAN

Should these suggestions meet a CHAMPAin,Reisch, & TERRENEAU

favorable reception, there are many Dring, Cleland, and Co.

whose signatures appear to this ad- Top and MILLER

dress, that are ready to step forward CHARLES ROTHMAN

with tenders of ships and cargoes, John CANNING

conformable thereto; but, if what GEORGE TYLER

we have ventured to propose is in- WALTER Dawes

consistent with the regulations of John BLYTHE

the Company here, we take the HENRY ABBOT,

liberty of requesting, that you will Foreman and Bacon

'forward this address to the Court of EDWARDS, Gillet, and LARKINS

Directors for their consideration . James EDE.

A Short HISTORY of the Origin and Progress of theMAHRATTA
STATES- Translated from the Khazanah e Aamerah, a modern Book,

written in Persic, and held in Estimation in Hindustan .

(Never before published in Europe . )

It is evident , from the records of or Ceylon . In the present age

past times, that, both before and alone has it been seen , that Mah

since the ascendancy of the Mus- ratta armies, issuing from thence,

sulmen arms in Hindustan, those have performed extraordinary ex

potentates who were possessed of ploits in Hindustan ; and, not content

the northern provinces, have ever with seizing the whole. Deccan for

maintained a superiority over the themselves, have also got absolute

nations that inhabited the Deccan ; possession of Malwa, Guzerat, and

their victorious armies having, from other provinces of the empire. That

time to time, invaded and overrun of Oude has, indeed, remained un

that extensive territory, and laid injured, being indebted for its secu

it waste as far as the island of Lenka, rity partly to the intervention of the
river
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river Ganges, and partly to the spi- the accession of every other Rajah

rited resistanceof Burhan ul Mulk* that succeeds to an Hindu sove

and hissons. The provinces ofMul- reignty, bysending him the Kash

tan and Tatta, on account of their kahş, which makes a part of the

distance from the Deccan , have ceremony of his inauguration . The

also remained unsubdued by them ; title assumed by the Rajah of Udei

for, though a Mahratta governort pûr, is that of Ranah , and they

was once actually sent into the trace their origin to Nishirvan ||

former of those provinces , the sud- the Just. For, when Sad Vakkass 1

den approach of the Duranny Shah conquered Persia , and the descenda.

allowed him no time to effect a re- ants of Nushirvan were dispersed,

gular establishment. Nor did they one of them ( from whom this fa

ever obtain an absolute footing in mily is descended) came to India,

the provinces of Patna or Bengal ; and attained the rank of Rajah.

for the Nizam of that subah , after Now, as Shaherbanu, the daugh

many severe conflicts, brought them ter of Yezdejird, the grandson of

at length to remain contented with Nushirvan , after being taken cap

an annual peshcush, which in the tive,wasmarried to Imam Hussein ;

sequel, willbe fully explained . and Imam Zein ul Abidin , from

Marshat ( in Sanscrit, Murat) is whom the Husseiny Seynds are

the original name of Deoguirt, and sprung, was born of her ; it is plain

the parts adjacent ; the inhabitants that the family of the Rajahs of

ofwhich are, therefore, called Mah. Udeipur are related by the female

rattas, ( inSanscrit, Maharashtras), line to the Husseiny Seynds . The

and the Mahratta language is pro- Mahrattas, therefore, in considera

per to that territory. tion of this relationship, ought to

The right of sovereignty is in the be favourable and courteous towards

tribe of Bhonselahs, who derive the Seynds.

their pedigree from the Rajahs of But to proceed. It happened that

Udeipúr, the chief of all the Raje- one of the descendantsof the Rad

poot Rajahs : for it is the privilege nah, who was born of a carpenter's

of that family to give a sanction to daughter, left Udeipûr in conse

quence

Burhan ul Mulk is one of the titles of Saadut Khan, the father of Shujah ad

Dowlah.

+ This was Dattajee Scindiah, the uncle of the present Mahajee Scindia, who was

sent thither (with his own and Malharjee Holiar's forces, amounting to about 60,000

horse ) by Balajee Row, called also Nana Saheb.

This is theancient name of Dowlutabad, which is the castle or fortress adjoin .

ing to Aurungabad. The name of Dowlutabad was given to it by Sultaun Ma

hommed Tugluk , about theHejirah 739, or A. D. 1338 .

$ This, which in the Hindustanny dialect, is called Thikah , is a mark made in the

middle of the forehead, and other parts, with powder of sandal-wood. It is in use

among Zemindars of every denomination , and is affixed to their foreheads with

great ceremony on the day of their accession to their Zemindary. Nothing, however,

But the ceremoniousmanner of affixing it ispeculiar to them for Hindus in ge
neral assume the samemark , and call it Tilak . What is meant here by the Ranah

Udeipur sending the Thikah to the other Hindu princes on their accession, means only

that he sends a Bramin, who performs the ceremony, by his order, on that occasion.

|| A celebrated king of Persia, who was contemporary with the impostor Ma
hommed.

q Sad Vakkass conquered Mandayen, the capital of Persia, in the month of

Taifer, in the Hejirah 16, or March, A.D. 637.
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quence of some disagreements with young, and in the commencement

his relations ; and, having strayed of his reign , was in an unsettled

into the Deccan, settled at last in state, and his kingdom tom with

the Carnatic . There, in consequence intestine broils.

of the nobility of his family , he Seva, therefore, gained fresh

found it easy to connect himself strength from day to day, and ob

with the leading men of the Deccan, tained complete possession of all

and his descendants became divided the forts in the Kokan province.

into two principal branches, the In addition to which he also erect

Antuliahs and the Bhonselahs. Of ed others himself, and thus became

the latter was Sahujee, who was at length master of near 40 for

first in the service of Burham Ni- tresses , new and old, which were

zam Shah, and afterwards attached abundantly supplied with all the

himself to that of Ibraham Aadil means of defence. Finding him

Shah ; who, in the latter part of his self, therefore, so strongly in

reign , assigned him the pergunnah trenched in his forts, his mountains,

of Poonah and its environs, by way and his woods, he cast off the yoke

of jaghire. Sahujee settled him of Ally Aadil Shah without fur

self there on a permanent footing, ther hesitation, and openly adopted

afier the manner of Zemindars, and hostile measures. He killed , by

for some time also accepted the treachery, Afzul Khan, who was

service of Shah Jehan , and lived the chief pillar of Ally Aadil Shah's

in the royal army,while his son Seva government, and plundered his

continued to represent him at his camp, and afterwards gave Rustan

jaghire. Khan, another of the great men of

In the mean time, as Ibrahim that court, a shameful defeat.

Aadil Shah continued sick for two Emboldened by these successes,

years of the disorder which proved he no longer set bounds to his hos.

fatal to him , great disturbances tilities against Aadil Shah, but be

sprung up in his kingdom, and most gan to make predatory incursions

of the Kokan troops left their sta- into the parts adjacent to the Kokan

tion , and repaired to Bijapur. That province. And as that country is

province, therefore, and its forts contiguous to the ocean , he also

became at once destitute of a force got possession of some sea -ports,

sufficient for their defence ; and and added the practice of piracies

on this occasion Seva, who may be at sea , to that of plunder and rob

considered as the founder of this bery by land . Sometimes, when

nation, and was instigated by a opportunity offered , he even ven

love of warlike enterprize, to get tured to lay hands upon places de

together a body of men , began to pendent on the Emperor of Hin

adopt measures that had a manifest dustan , that is to say, Aurengzebe ,

tendency to rebellion , and took pos- who issued orders to Amir ul Om

session of a number of forts that rah Shahyestah Khan, the subahdar

were destitute of garrisons and of the Deccan, tomove against

other means of defence. In the him . The Maha Rajah Jesuunt

midst of these transactions, Ibra- Sing , also, was ordered upon this

him Aadil Shah died , and was suc- expedition, in concert with Amir

ceeded by his son Ally Aadil Shah , ul Omrah, who strenuously exerted

whose government, as he was yet himself in order to reduce Seva,

and
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and actually laid waste his country. be admitted to the presence, and

But Seva, in the year 1073 , attack- guards were set over him ; but his

ed the camp of Amir ul Omrah , son Sambha having been guilty of

in the night, and killed Abul Tatch no offence, was not forbid the court.

Khan , the son of that lord . In It was in the Emperor's mind to

consequence of this, Amir ul Om- release Seva, after some time, from

rah was dismissed from his employ- confinement, and to dismiss him

ments , and the Subahdarry was gi- with marks of favour and distinc

ven to the prince, Mahommed tion. But his soulwas not enlarg

Moazzem . And as the war in the ed enough to conceive that this was

Deccan was not carried on by Maha intended ; and therefore, after being

· Rajah Jeswunt Sing with all the in that situation for three months

success the Emperor wished , he and nine days, he, on the 27th of

· summoned bim to the presence, Safer, disguised himself, and es

and appointed Rajah Jeysing to that caped with his son Sambha. Hav

I command, in his room . ing reached the Deccan again , he

Rajah Jeysing gave Seva some there set on foot incessant disturb

severe discipline, and reduced him ances, and the subahdars of that

to the greatest straits ; so that, con- province were constantly einployed

ceiving submission to be his only in endeavouring to repress them ;

resource, he came, and visited the till at length ,on the 24th of Ra

Rajah unarmed ,and offered twenty- biah ul Akher, in the Hejirah 1091 ,

three fortresses, and a country death put a period to his restless

that yielded an annual revenue of existence ,

ten lacks of pagodas, by way of Sambha, on his father's death ,

peshcush , to the Emperor.. Upon continued to pursue the same sedi

this, and in consequence of the in- tious measures ; so that, at length ,

tercession of Rajah Jeysing, an im- Aurengzebe thought fit to march

perial mandate was issued , contain- against him in person. On the 234

ing a full pardon to him for his past of Rabia ul Avvul, in the year of

offences, and his son Sambha was Hejirah 1093, the imperial army

honoured with a musnub of 5000 halted at Arungabad, and from that
horse. He then determined to time to the end of his life , the em

wait upon the Emperor incompany peror was employed to reduce the

with his son , andhad the happiness Mahrattas. But by the supineness of

to kiss the ground in the royal pre- some of the lords, who wished,

sence, on the 13th of Zilkadah , from sinister views , that the Mah

1076, at Agra, where he was gra- ratta war might not be brought to a

ciously received. But, from a clown- conclusion , this pernicious plant

ish ignorance of the punctilios was never eradicated.

which the dignity of sovereign Sambha had two sons, Ram Ra

princes obliges them to observe, he jah and Sahu Rajah, and after the

had expected a reception above death of Aurengzebe, the Mah

what his rank entitled him to ; and rattas began to claim a share on the

being disappointed in this respect, the imperial territories, and obtain

he took Ram Sing, the son of Jey ed possession of countries even be

Sing, aside, and discovered great yond the limits of the Deccan . To
dissatisfaction to him on that ac- explain this more fully, it is neces

count. An order was, therefore, sary to mention, that towards the

issued, that he should not after that end of Aurengzebe's reign, a peace

Was
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was agreed on with the Mahrattas, When misunderstandings arose

in which it was to be stipulated , that between the emperor Ferruksir

they were to receive ninerupees upon and the seynds of Barah, he ap

every hundred , the denomination pointed Amir ul Omrah Seynd Hus

of Serdesmokhy, as their share of sein Ally Khan to the subahdarry
the revenue .

The emperor sent of the Deccan, in order to get him

Ashen Khan , vulgarly called Mir out of the way ; and then , on hear

Maleng, to the Mahrattas, with the ing of his arrival there, by the ad

patents granting this Serdesmokhy, vice ofsome whowere enemies to
for the purpose of concluding the the well-being of the state , he sent

treaty with them , and of bringing successive letters to the chiefs of

their chiefs to the presence. But that quarter, and particularly to

he changed his mind soon after, Sahu Rajah, the son of Sambha,

and recalled Mir Maleng, before he urging them to commence hostili

had delivered the patent to the ties with Hussein Ally Khan, whilst

Mahrattas. In the time of Bahau- he was daily contriving some

der Shah , however, it was stipulated new quarrel with Abdallah Khan ,at

that they should receive ten rupees home. The latter, in consequence

in the hundred, of the ryot's share, of this, wrote incessantly to his

by way of serdesmokhy, and the brother, pressing him to come to

royal patents were actually deliver- Delhi; who, seeing himself under

ed to them . Baháuder Shah, after the necessity of coming to terms

his victory over Kambuksh, in the with his foreign enemy, that he

year of Hejirah 1121 , (A. D. might be at leisure to oppose his

1709) returned from the Deccan to domestic foe, made peace with

Hindustan Proper, and appointed Sahu Rajah , in the Hejirah 1129

Amir ul Omrah Zoolficar Khan to (A. D. 1716-7 ), through the inter

the subahdarry of that province. vention of Mahommed Anwer

Zoolficar Khan left Daud Khan * , Khan of Kokan , and Sunkerajee

his deputy , in the Deccan ; who Malhar ; and on that occasion gave

came to an agreement with the the Mahrattas written grants under

Mahrattas, in which it was settled , his own seal for the chouth and ser

that , if all the country should yield, desmokhy of the six provinces of

three parts should goto the empe- the Deccan, together with a tunkah

ror, and the fourth to the Mah- for Kokan and the other countries,

rattas , over and above the ser- which they denominate their an

desmokhy, of a tenth out of the cient raj, or kingdom , upon the

ryot's share t, and this distribu- following conditions: That they

tion was carried into effect; but, should not make predatory incur

the grants of the chouth ( the sions into the royal territory ; that

fourth part) were not delivered to they should abstain from all acts of

them . robbery ; and that they should

maintain

• Daud Khan e Panny, an Afghan, under whom the Afghan or Patan Nabobs, who

have since had so great a share in some of the revolutions of the Deccan, first

established themselves. These large immunities were granted by Daud Khan to the

Mahrattas, with a désign of rendering himself independent, by securing their

assistance. This was well understood ; and, therefore, these grants were nevercon
firmed .

+ By the ryot's share here seems tobe meant the balfof the crop, which falls to the

ryot's share when the revenue is paid in kind .

These were the two brothers mentioned by Fraser , p.42 ; and in Holwell's
Events, Vol. 1. p. 28 .
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maintain a body of 1500 horse, of the adherents of Bajee Row ,

to attend the viceroy of the Dec- the son of Balajee Bishonaut, hav

can. At the same time Balajee, ing now succeeded his father, in

the son of Bishonaut, a Kokan the year 1139 marched from the

Bramin , was appointed the vakeel Deccan to Malwa, engaged Gird

of Saliu Raja, and in every per- hur Bahauder, and slew him . ( See

gunnah two revenue- officers were Fraser's Kuli Khan , p . 65. ) His

introduced on the part of the Mah- sons , however, defended the city

rattas, one called the Mukasdar, of Oujein , till another Subahdar

(tax-gatherer) who was to receive arrived from the presence ; and, in

the fourth part, and the other called 1143 (A. D. 1730 ) Mahommed

the Nayeb, for the serdesmokhy. Khan Bunguish came to Oujein,

After the conclusion of this , as subahdar of Malwa ; but he was

treaty, the provinces of the Dec- never firmly settled there on ac

can, which had been for some time count of the incessant depredations

desolated by the war with the Mah- of the Mahrattas. In 1145 (A. D.

rattas, returned to a state of peace 1732 ) he was displaced, and Rajah

and population ; but the authority Jeysing appointed to succeed him .

of the imperial government was But this appointment did but

now gone, and the fatal influence strengthen the hands of Baji Row

of this four-fold division was se- more than ever, in consequence of

verely felt. Hussein Ally Khan , the sympathy produced (between

after this compact, left his nephew , him andJeysing) by a uniformity

Aalim Ally Khan, his lieutenant in matters of religion . At length,

in the Deccan , in 1130, and march- in 1146, Baji Row adıanced from

ed to the capital with a formidable the Deccan, with a bolder step

army, consisting of near 50,000 than before, with a design to in

horse of his own, and the Mah- vade Hindustan itself. Muzaffer

ratta forces, headed by Balajee Khan, the brother of Sumsam ud

Bishonaut. When Ferruksir was Dowlah , Khan e Dowran, (written

deposed, and Rafia ud Derjat had by Fraser Khandoran ) was appoint
ascended the throne, in the year

ed to oppose his progress, and hav

1131, advanced Sunkerajee Malhar, ing entered Malwa, advanced as far

who invested him with full power as Seronje. Baji Row did not face

of the Deccan , and sent him thi- him , but returned to the Deccan ;

ther, in concert with Balajee Bi- and Muzaffer Khan went back to

shonaut, to Aalim Ally Khan . Delhi , without having fought a

These two persons, on their arrival battle . Again , 1147, Baji set oat

in the Deccan from the imperial to invade Hindustan , when the

court , assumed to themselves the Grand Vizier , Kumruddin Khan ,

highest degree of power, and left and Khan e Dowran , were ordered

Aalim Ally Khan nothing but the to march against him . These two

name. lords proceeded, each ' to Malwa,

In the year 1137, (A. D. 17 %) with vast military parade, at the

the deceased emperor, Mahonimed distance of 20 or 30 coss from each

Shah , appointed GirdhurBahauder, other . Baji Row, on seeing this ,

of the Nagur tribe, to the subah- divided his force into two parts,

darry of Malwa, who came and one of which , commanded by Bela

took possession ; but Holkar, who Jadu, he sent against the Grand

was of the shepherd cast, and one Vizier, with whom three or four

actions* D
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actions ensued, in all of which Hassan Khan, the foster brother of

the Vizier was successful ; the the emperor, in the pride ofyouth ,

other body hesent, under the com- stept forth with a chosen few , and

mand of Holkar, to oppose Khan preferred the glory of martyrdom ,

e Dowran , who, at the instigation to a short andprecarious existence.

of Kumruddin Khan , adopted pa- At length , after the Mussulman

cific measures ; and , peace being cause had thus severely suffered ,

made, they returned to the capital. Khan e Dowran came forth from

Rajah Jeysing, by way of support- the capital, and Baji Row , seeing

ing the cause of his own religion , no advantage to be gained by fight

was desirous that Baji Row should ing, moved away towards Agra,

succeed him in the subahdarry of whither Khan e Dowran did not

Malwa, and sent successive pe- chuse to follow him .

titions to court, through the me- In the year 1150, (A. D. 1737 )

diation of Khan e Dowran , to this Nizam ul Mulk went from the Dec

effect. In 1148 , Khan e Dowran can to Delhi , and was appointed

prevailed on the emperor to adopt to the subalıdarry of Malwa on the

this measure, which reduced Ma- dismission of Baji Row . He then

hommedanism in that subah to a marched to Bopal , and Baji Row

state of wretchedness. came from the Deccan to meet

Baji Row came to Malwa with him . They had several engage

a powerful army in 1149 , (A.D. ments in the neighbourhood of Bo

1736) and , after settling the affairs pal : at length Baji Row cut off

of that quarter, moved against the ihe Nizam's supply of grain The

Rajah of pidavur. He laid siege to Nizam made offers of peace, and,

Ayter, the Rajah's residence ,and leaving the subahdarry of Malwa

took it; upon which the Rajah be- to Baji Row , repaired to the em
took himself to stations more diffi- peror's presence.

cult of access. Baji Row, after While the Nizam was engaged

ravaging thecountry of Bidavur,pro- in these conflicts with Baji Row,

posed to fall upon the Anterbed, by Ragojee Bonselah slew Shujaat

which is meant the countries be- Khan, of Allahabad, who governed

tween the Juinna and the Ganges, that province on the part of the

and he ordered Belajee to cross the Nizam . This happened in1 150. And

Jumna, and attack Burhan ul Mulk, as the sinews of the empire became

who had entered the Anterbed as totally unstrungby the invasion of

far as Agra. Bellajee, having crossed Nadir Shah , Baji Row seized the

the Juinna, had a battle with Bur- jaghires which had been granted

han ul Mulk ; the latter was vic- to the Munsubdars of the Deccan

torious, and great numbers of the by imperial authority and by the

Mahrattas were slain . Belajee made Nizam. But, after Nadir Shah's

his escape , recrossed the Jumna, return to Persia, the nabob Naser

and cameto Bajy Row ; but most Jung, being then his father's de

of his men were drowned in that puty in the Deccan , sent an envoy

river, and about 1500 taken pri- to Baji Row , with menacing mes

soners. Baji Row marched imme- sages, which induced the latter to

diately towards Delhi . The impe- relinquish his possession of the

rial forces drew up near the city, jaghires.

not pretending to do more than to In 1152, (A. D. 1739 ) Baji

defend it from their assaults, But Row formed a design of extir

pating
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pating the nabob Naser Jung , years and a half. But, after the

of freeing the Deccan from the assassination of Naser Jung and the

Mussulman yoke, and of setting death of Sahu Rajah, which hap

up the standards of idolatry , with- pened in 1163 , Balajee's affairs

out a rival to dispute his sway . He, took a favourable turn , and Seda

for this purpose, raised an army, sheva Row , cousin of Balojee, be

and sat down on the south of the came his prime minister. During

city of Arungabad. The Nabob the life of Sahu Rajah , some differ

Naser Jung came forth with such ence difference had existed between

troops as he had in the city, and then and the family of the Bhon

conceived a plan of laying waste selos. But on Sahu Rajah's death ,

the Mahratta capital Poonah . By they divested themselves of all fur

successive assaults he drove them ther restraint ; and, having set up

across the Gunga Godavary, and some one in the place ofSahu Rajah,

for upwards of a month the two took the whole management of the

armies continued to engage in suc- country and its revenues into their

cessive conflicts. Though the Mah- own hands, and broughtunder their

ratta army were 50.000 horse, and controul the ancient chiefs of the

the Mussulman troops not 10.000 , Mahratta realm . Thus a race of

the Islamite warriors had always men , who were beggars by pro

the advantage. Bajei Row sued fession, rose up at once as proud

for peace ; he therefore visited the pretenders to royalty and dominion.

nabob Naser Jung, who granted him The circumstances which gave

the sircars of Kirkun and Hindia rise to the Mahratta power in Gu

in jaghire. He retired towards zerat were as follow : After the

Malwa in deep chagrin ; and , having fall of the Seynds of Bareh, in 1133

reached the shore of the Nurbu- (A. D. 1720 ), the Emperor Ma

dah, died there of grief on the hommed Shah granted to Heider

12th Safer, 1153 (A.D. April 27th , Kully Khan , of Isferayen, the su

1740) . Hewas succeeded by his bahdarry of Guzerat, on the dise

son Balajee. mission of Ajeet Sing, and the

In the same year, the viceroy charge of the collectionsof the poor

nizam ul Mulk, having obtained of Surat , on the dismission of Kum

permission from the presence to reddin Khan, and the place of
proceed to Deccan, made his entry master of the ordnance . Heider

into Burhanpûr, the 20th of Sha- Kully Khan appointed Ragonat

ban . Ballajee, who was then on Doss his deputy in Guzerat, and
his way to Malwa, waited on the Tahawen Khan his deputy at Surat.

Viceroy at Burhanpûr, and then con- Afterwards, when Nizam ul Mulk

tinued his route . From the time, was appointed Vizier, in 1134, the

however, of Nizam ul Mulk's re- lords in the presence, and particu

turn to the Deccan , till his death , larly Heider Kully Khan , interfered

which was eight years, the Mah- in matters of government and re

rattas were guilty of repeated in- venue in a manner that gave great

sults, and made peace again suc- umbrage to the prime minister ;
cessively after having suffered for and the emperor deeming it most
their insolence .

lo

necessaryto gratify the latter, or

In the time of Naser Jung a dered Heider Kully Khan to go to

peace was concluded with Sahu his subah of Guzerat . On his ar

Rajah , which lasted more than two rival there his conduct is unparal

leled* D2
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leled in history, and he assumed from Guzerat in order to oppose

so much power that it was plain him . Sarbuland Khan sent bim

he intended to rebel : he was there. dissuasive letters, and Nizam al

fore disinissed from the subah, and Mulk also wrote to bis uncle from
it was conferred on Nizam ul the Deccan , endeavouring to pre

Mulk , who appointed his uncle vail on him to admit Serbuland

Hamid Khan deputy of that pro- Khan . But these things had no im

vince . In 1130, (A. D. 1723 ) pression on Hamid Khan, and he

the government of Guzerat was dispatched Aman Beg, his bukshy,

taken from Nizam ul Mulk, and with the Mahratta forces, to engage

given to Serbulund Khan e Tuny, Surbulund Khan .

who appointed Shujat Khan , of A great battle ensued , in which

Guzerat, his deputy. Hamid Khan Amen Beg was killed ; and Sheikh

was exceedingly mortified at this ; Allahyar, commander in chief of

but, unable to make resistance , he the forces of Serbulund Khan , en

left Guzerat, and halted at Dahud ; tered the fort of Ahmedabad by

he there summoned to his assis- another road, and got possession of

tance a Mahratta of the Deccan , the city. Hamid Khan now gave

named Kanta , and having also col- up Guzerat, and went to the Dec

lected some troops himself, he with can to Nizam ul Mulk . After

- these invaded Guzerat . Shujaat which, the Mahrattas having got a

Khan came out from thence to footing in Guzerat, the authority

meet him , and an action ensued in of the imperial government was

which the latter lost his life . by degrees entirely lost there , and

Rustum Ally Khan , the brother the gloom of heathenism enveloped

of Shujaat Khan, was at that time the whole subah.

governor of Surat. On hearing that In the year 1155 (A. D. 1742 ),

his brother was killed , he prepared the Mahrattas entered Bengal

to march against Hamid Khan ; and also , and the succession of events

having prevailed on Balajee Kayek- which caused this invasion, was as

var, a Mahratta clief, to join him , follows :

he set out from thence with an Shujah Khan, (Shujah ud Dow.

army of near 20.000 horse. Hamid lat ) the Nizam of Bengal, died on

Khan's army, and those of Kanta, the 13th Zihidjah , 1151, (A. D.

likewise to near 20.000, and the 18th March , 1739 ). His son Ser

two armies engaged on the shore of ferez Khan was appointed Nayeb

the river Mahy. Balajee Kayekvar, Munab ; but , from a sordid parsi

though he appeared on the side of mony, which is repugnant to the

Rustum Ally Khan , was privately exercise of supreme command,

in agreement with Hamid Khan , he disbanded most of his troops.

in consequence of the intrigues of Allahaverdy Khan Mahabut Jung ,

Kanta ; Hamid Khan was therefore who had served under ShujahKhan ,

successful, and Rustum Ally Khan and had governed the Subah of

was slain . Patna, as his deputy, conceived a

Serbulund Khan, on hearing of design of seizing Bengal, and set out

the disturbances created by Hamid with a formidable army for Moor

Khan , marched from the capital shedabad, on pretence of waiting

towards Guzerat, in 1138 , (A. D. on Serferez Khan, When he came

1725) . The latter, accompanied near , Serferez Khan opened his

by his Mahratta allies, marched eyes to the intent of his approach,

came
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came forth from Moorshedabad Mahabut Jung made pacific over

with a small body of men, tures, and having invested Basker

made a few ineffectual struggles, Pundit (written by Mr. Hol

and was killed . well Boschar Pundit) and Ally Ke

Murshed Kully Khan , son - in- raval (written by Mr. Holwell Allee

law of Shujah Khan, wasat that Bey ) with 22 horsemen to his tent,

time Nizam of Orissa . He col- onpretence ofan entertainment [ The

lected a force , and moved in haste Author must have been misinformed

against Mahabut Jung, but was in respect of this transaction. A

defeated, and fled to Nizam ul Mussulman prince could not pre

Mulk , in the Deccan . But Mir tend to feast a Mahratta Brahmin ]

Hubbeeb , of Ardistan , who was there they became food to his de

bukshy to Murshed Kully Khan, vouring sword. Their army on this

went to Ragojee Bhonselah, the account was dispersed and Aed, and

mukar of the subah of Berar, Ragojee and Mir Hubeeb lost all

and persuaded him to attempt the hopes of success. They, however,

conquest ofBengal. Ragojee, there- took possession of the subah of

fore, sent thither with Mir Hub- Cuttack, and sent a force every

beeb a large army against Mahabut year to ruin and lay waste Bengal ;

Jung , under the command of Bas- till at length Mahabut Jung settled

ker Pundid, his dewan , and Ally a peshcush to be annually paid to

Keraval , an officer of great note Ragojee, and by that means pre

among his followers. Hostilities served his country from depreda

continued for a month, after which tion .

Some Account of the Productions and Peculiarities of the Mahratta

Country, translated from a Persian Manuscript.

The kinds of grain chiefly pro- dance ; but they are not to be

duced in thiscountry are javra *, compared with those of Bengal.

bájerâ, &c . Ricet grows in the Pearls are here a great article of

Kokun province, and isalso brought merchandize ; they are brought
from the soobah of Khandaisse ; it from Mocho and Juddah . The

is sold for ten or twelve seer for a fruits of the country are grapes,

rupee, and wheat flour also bears pomegranates, water-melons, man

the same price . Grain is in general goes,and pears.

very dear, and there is but little Of manufactures here are only

trade in other commodities , Silk some of white cloth , chintz, Bur

is brought hither from Bengal. Of haunpoor turbans, &c.; but Eu

linen manufactures there is abun- ropean goods, such as broad cloths,
&c.

These are different kinds of pulse.

+ The Kokun is like that commonly used in Bengal, and is , indeed , generally

sold at 12 or 13 seer for a rupee ; but the Khandaisse rice, called in Hindustany

pattrychauvel, which is the only speciesbrought from that province, is generally

usedby the higher ranks of people, and is seldom at a lowerprice than sixor seven

seer per rupee . It is a long and small-grained rice, like that used for pillohs by

Mussulman of high rank on the Coromandel coast.

* D 3
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&c. and silk , opium, and Bengal in the rainy season , and the roads at

cloths, are imported hither from that time are rendered also in most

Bombay, and dispersed on all sides parts impassable by the torrents that

as far as Delhi . come down from the hills.

Excellent horses * are to be had The city of Poonah has nothing

here in great abundance , but the extraordinary to recommend it ; it

arket price is high . In every is about three or four coss in circuit,

province, and in every place depen- but there are no gardens to be seen

dent on the Mahrattas, there are here like those of Bengal or Be

stables and herds f of horses ; and nares I , and the houses of the

in most places there are herds the principal people are like the houses
property of the peishwa. The of Mahaujins. Few of them have

principal men also have all herds of any extent either of building or of

horses on their respective jagheers, ground, and fewer still are adorned

and inlist horsemen , who serve on with courts, parterres, rivulets, or

them in time of war , of whom the fountains. The inhabitants are ,

bodies of horse called bargeer are nevertheless, most ofthem wealthy,

composed. Accompanied by these and merchants, and the best part of

the chiefs offer their services to the offices and employments are

government ; and each of them has held by Brahmans.

from a thousand to two thousand As to beauty and complexion,

horses of his own . In a word , stout the people of this country resemble

men and good horses are the chief those of Punjab $ ; few are to be

boast of this country : besidesthese seen of a very dark colour. The

it has little to show but rocky hills women of all ranks, both rich and

and stony ground. The soil , in- poor, go unveiled ; and those of

deed , in some places is black , which distinction go in palankeens with

creates an excessive quantity of inud out curtains. The wives of sol

· diers

The horses most esteemed by the Mahrattas are those bred on the banks of the

river Bheema, which runs into the Crishna, about 30 coss west of Bidder, in the

province of Bhaulky . They are of a middling size and strong, but are, at the same

time, a very handsome breed, generally dark bay with black legs, and are called,

from theplace which produces them, Bheemartedy horses . Some of them bear a

price as high as 5000 rupees upon the market. Mares are commonly the dearest.

+ These herds are called in the Mahratta language Jundy, and are composed of

the horses of several individuals, who send them to feed on the open plains as long

as they have no immediate occasion for them . But those that are the property of

the peishwa are called , as well as the places where they are kept, paugah.

There are, it seems , a few gardens to the east and to the south of Poonah.

Among the latter, that of Mooroophernevees is the best ; but even that has few or

none of the ornaments here mentioned . On the north and west of the city runs a

small river called the Moolamoottha, but it is full of rocks and not navigable. Nar

rayen Row began to build abridge over this river, which was intendedto be open

during the rains , and shut during the hot months, in order to preserve the water

for the use of the town ; but he was killed before it was finished, and it has not

since been carried on. This idea was suggested by a dreadful season of drought,

which happened under his reign, during which a cudgeree pot ofwater was at one

time sold in Poonah for half a rupee. This excessive scarcity, however, did not

continue above 10 or 15 days.

$ From other accounts it would appear, that the people of Punjab are of a

very different feature and make from the Mahrattas; and that there are more peo

ple ofa dark colour among the latterthan would be understoodfrom this descrip

tion of them .

}
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diers ride about on horse back.-- eat the eggs ; but the Brahmans eat

Curtain -selling * is very common neither flesh nor fish.

in this country. Cows are not allowed to be killed

Many Brahmans + sell their own in any of the countries dependent

daughters, and girls that they have on the Mahrattas . Mussulmans

rought up, for a great price. are here few in number, and the

Other casts 1 , besides Brahmans, influence of Islam at a low ebb.

bring up fowls in their houses, and But idolatry fourishes, and here are

idol temples in abundance.

Of the Customs and Manners of the Mahrattas.

Someof the Mahratta customs ap- and embracing $ them by turns.

peared excellent to me. One was At taking leave also, he gives them

the good understanding and union beetle standing : and whoever

that has in general subsisted among comes to wait upon him, whether

their chiefs, in so much that no men of rank or otherwise, he re

instance of treachery had ever oc- ceives || their salaams, or embraces

curred among them till Ragonaoth them standing.

Row made himself infamous on Another custom current among

that account . Another was, the them is , that if an eminent chief

attention and respect paid by the tain, who commands even an hun

peishwa, and all the great men, dred thousand horse, be sent into

to people of the military profes- some other country with his forces,

sion ; so that in the public durbar and happens there to be guilty of

the peishwah is used to receive the some offence, in consequence of

compliments of every single jam- which he receives a summons from

madar of horse, himself standing, the peishwa, far from thinking of

till nine o'clock in the morning, resistance, he instantly obeys, and

repairs

* By this he means prostitution.

† AMahratta Brahman to whom this was read discovered great indignation at

this assertion, and denied that they ever sell their own daughters, or bring up girls

for sale, though he acknowledged it was not unusual among the inferior casts.

| The fact is, that not only the Brahmans abstain from fish and flesh, but all the

different divisions of the Vicosa cast, are equally abstemious, while the Chatria

Sudras indulge in both ..

§ According to thepresent custom distinctions are made in this matter , which

were not formerly observed ; for the peishwas used to embrace all that came

without discrimination , till advantage was taken of this custom by Bapujee Naik,

who, having a grudge at Sadashevah Bhow (commonly called Bhow Saheb) , at the

time that he held the office of first minister to the fourth peishwa Balaujee Row

(called also Nanah Saheb) , attempted to stab him with his cuttar, when he went

to embrace him. From that time á regulation has taken place , according to which

aone but people of distinction, and they unarmed , are permitted to embrace the

peishwa, or others of his family.

|| This, it should seem , is too generally expressed ; but the custom did, and does

still subsist, on one particular occasion, to wit, on the day on which the army

marches onany expedition ; the peishwa then stands at the door of his tent, and,

after delivering thegolden standard to the general who has been appointed to the

command, receives in that posture the compliments of all the troopsofevery rank
and denomination.
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vour.

.

repairs to the presence in person the usage of former peishwas ;

with all expedition . The peishwa hence numbers are disaffected, and

then pardons him , if the offence be time must discover what it is that

small; if otherwise, he is impri- providence designs to bring about

soned some months, or kept in a by that means .

state of disgrace, till it is thought Another custom is , that when

proper to admit him again to fa- one of their chiefs that held em

ployments, or jagheers, & c. dies, his

A third is, that if an eminent son, though of inferiorabilities , or

chief goes upon an expedition an infant, succeeds t immediately

which subjects him to great ex- to the employment, the business of

pences , such as his own jagheer is ' which is conducted by a deputy till

not sufficient to supply, and he is he becomes of age, and the monthly

obliged on that account to run in stipend, or jagheer, &c . is given to

debt to the Mohajins, though the his family and relations . Nor are

sum should amount to even ten or the effects of deceased persons ever

twelve lacks, it is all freely allowed seized and appropriated by govern

him ; and though the government ment, in the manner that has been

have demands upon him to the practised under the emperors of

amount of lacks of rupees, yet Hindustan.

if, in such circumstance, he pleads To the south -west of Poonah , at

the insufficiency of his means to the distance of fifty coss, is the fort

discharge these arrears , he is ex- of Sattarah .

cused without hesitation , nor has Bombay is about fifty coss distant

he any thing to apprehend from due west .

being called to account by the de- Surat and Guzerat are to the

wan, the khansaman , or other north -west, about 130 cpss distant.

state - officers. The chiefs are all Aurungabad stands east of Poonah

their own masters , and expend * about seventy coss .

what sums they please ; so that a ge- Bombay, Salset, Basseen , &c.

neral satisfaction prevails among stand on the shore of the Sea , to

them and they are always ready at a
wards the west.

call with their quota of troops, and And the country of Kokun , which

march with alacrity upon whatever belongs to the Mahrattas, lies south

service they are ordered to under- west of Poonah .

take . At present Sakharam Baboo Kokun is a fine country, and

causes great discontents among the produces rice and such things in

chiefs, by canvassing their accounts abundance , with which it supplies
and making demands on the jagheer- Poonah . The peishwa and the

dars, in a manner very different from other chiefs are mostly Kokun

Brahmans.

This must be understood with some limitation. They do, indeed , lavish often

great sums when on service, and that not merely on the soldiery, but on feasts

given to Brahmans, presents to singers, dancers, &c. and on their return these

sums are generally allowed them under the head of dherrem , or charitable dis

bursernents. But they are so far from being without any check in their expences,

that the officer named the karkun, is sent with each chieftain expressly for that

purpose.

+ This is also liable to some exceptions ; for, though great attention is paid to

the claims of representatives of great families, when those representatives are

themselves men of merit and ability ; yet, when it happens otherwise, the jagheers

and employments are at length usually taken from them , and given to persons

from whom the state has better expectations.
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Brahmans. This province is called subah of Kalpi 1 , were all made
a Subah . The Brahmans of Poonah over to the Mahrattas in jagheer, by

may be divided into two sorts; the Gauzy ud Deen Khaun , in consi

Dèsy Brahmans, who are those of deration of the support and assistance

Aurungabad and those parts ; the afforded himby theMahrattaforces;

other, those of Kokun . and they still remain in their pos

To the south and east are also session. The above mahals are

many countries under the govern- included in thejagheers ofTukkojee

ment of the Mahrattas, extending Holker and Scindiah ; that is to

from the parts adjacent to Poonah say, there are about 50.000 or

to the boundaries of the Carnatic * , 60.000 horse appointed on the side

and Rameser (which is a place of of Hindustan, which these twochiefs

worship of the Hindoos, as famous pay out of the produce of these

as that of Kasy, at 300 coss distance countries, and transmit the balance

from Poonah ) , and Panalah , a to the peishwa.

jagheer of the Bhonsalahs ; and to The actual revenue derived from

the boundary of Nelloor, &c. the all the countries dependent on the

country of Heider Naig . Mahrattas is about twelve crore ,

To the east and north are situ- from which , when we deduct the

ated the sercar of Asair, Burhaun- jagheers, and the expence of the

poor, and the subah of Khandaisu, troops stationed on the side of Hin

at the distance of eighty coss from dustan Proper, there will remain

Poonah . about five crore at the disposal

And to the north and west are the of the peishwa ; and out of this

half of the country of Guzerat, the he has to pay all those troops

Pergunnah of Broach , &c . which who receive their allowances in

are in the possession of the Mah- ready money, and to defray the

ratta peishwah . charges of the forts, which are ,

Besides all these countries , the large and small, in number about

pergunnah of Bhèlsa , the subah ' 700 : so that there is never a

of Endour t, the subah of Ujein , balance of so much as one crore of

the pergunnah of Seronje, and the rupees in ready money remaining

in

The Carnatic must by no means be- understood here in the confined sense in

which the English receive it . The country governed by Mohammed Aly Khan

is only a part of the Carnatic, properly so called, and should always be termed the
Carnatic Pauyeen Gbaut, i . e. “the Carnatic which is below the Passes." In the

name Carnatic, standing singly, is to be comprehended all the countries lying south

of Merch and Bidder, which composed the ancient kingdom of Viziapur. In

fact, the name Carnatic Pauyeen Ghaut appears to have been given to Mohammed

AlyKhan's country by the Moors ;'for the Mahratta's allow that appellation toa
very small part of it, and denominate the whole subah of Arcot Dravid -des ; while

the Malabars, natives of the country , call it Soromardelam , from whence our Co

romandel.

What he says with respect to the extent of the Mahratta dominions southward ,

applies only to the possession they once had of the country of Tanjore, and the

tribute they collected from the Tondemans.

+ Endour is a pergunnah.

| Kalpi is not a soobah, but a pergunnah .... To these must be added the per

gunnah of Dhar; the fort of which, bearing the same name, is very famous for

its strength, and is said to have been built by the celebrated Rajah Bhoj , who made

it his capital. It is situated at the distance of about 24 Bengal coss from the city of

Ujein .
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in the treasury of the peish- forts, and other places, we may

wah * . reckon it 400.000 .

The full number of the troops The Mahrattas are always at war.

is about 200.000 horse and foot ; Their country is never in perfect

but, including the garrisons of the tranquillity ; and hence it is exceed

ing !y desolate and waste .

Three Letters on the Internal Politics of the Mahratta Empire, in

1796, by WILLIAM HENRY TONE, Esq. Commanding a regiment

of Infantry in the service of the Peishwa.

INTRODUCTION TO THE FOLLOWING LETTERS .

To render the following letters alliance with the nizam . This

more generally understood, it will confederacy obliged Rago Bhye to

be necessary to state a few previous fily ; who, absconding to Surai, re

circunistances. The father of the mained there for some time, and

present peishwa, the fainous ( or ra- afterwards came to Bombay, to in

ther infamous) Ragonaut Row , bet- terest the British government in ob

ter known by the name of Rago taining his restoration.

Phye, having caused his nephew , Whether he was deceived him

Narrain Row , the then peishwa, self as to the number of bis parti

to be murdered , seized upon the sans , or wilfully deceived the Bom

government . Before he had time bay government, it is not now

to adjust any domestic concerns, he necessary to discuss ; certain it is,

was obliged to take the field against that the attempts for the purpose of

Nizam Ali Khan . Being aman of placing him again on the musnud

very weak understanding, his coun- totally failed , notwithstanding the

cils were governed by a faction of prodigious efforts of the Company's

obscure, contemptible men , with- forces : the opposition of the Mah

out talents or respectability . This rattas to his return was almost

circumstance, together with the universal . In a short time he was

atrocity of his usurpation, gave delivered up to the Poonah gover

great offence to the superiormem- ment upon treaty , who assigned

bers of the empire, who, headed by him a moderate jagheer, andap

Nana Furnavese, were forming se- pointed for his residence the town

cret plans for his destruction . They of Cowpergong, on the banks of the

severally withdrew to their jagheers ; Godavary, one of the sacred rivers

and, having raised a formidable of the Hindus. Upon his death,

army, and got into their possession which happened a few years back,

the wife of the murdered peishwa, his family (consisting of his wife

who was pregnant, they formed an Annundy Bye, a woman of heroic

spirit,

* This, it seems , is true at present ; but Maudheverow , it is said, had two crore

of rupees in his treasury at the time of his death, mostof which fell afterwards

into the hands of Rogonoth Row, and was dissipated by him on his accession to

the government, and his expedition to the Carnatic.
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spirit, his adopted son Amrut Row , portioned to the magnitude of the

and his two sons Bajarow , the pre- event. You who live in the settle

sent peishwa, and Oppa Row) were ments , and whose information

removed to the fort of Juneer, near upon native politics must of neces

Poonah . In the mean time, the wife sity be very vague, are ever liable

of Narrain Row was delivered of tobe imposed on, either through

a son, Mada Row, the late peishwa, ignorance or design. I therefore

in whose name Nana Furnavese take the liberty of sending you a

governed the empire for twenty- detail of the most prominent cir

five years, with almost unlimited cumstances, for the authenticity of

authority. MadaRow , who appears which I can vouch, as every trans

to have possessed a fine compassi- action has occurred within the

onate heart, touched by the impri- sphere of my own immediate ob

sonment and sufferings of his un- servation .

fortunate relation Baja Row, en- It isalmost unnecessary to inform

tered, without the knowledge of you, that Nana Furnavese used

his minister, into a secret corres- every expedient in his power to

pondence with him : some of his prevent BajahRow from succeeding
letters were intercepted by Nana, to the musnud. Long in the pos

who reproached the prince forwhat session of unlimited authority; he

he termed duplicity with such bit- could not brook the idea of a sub

terness and severity, that Mada ordinate situation ; while the ne

Row, sensible of the impossibility cessity of some supreine head

of punishing him, determined not to rendered the appointment of a

survive the insult ; and, after a few peishwa indispensible. Had the

days of apparentmelancholy, threw succession fallen on Bajah Row, he

himself from the battlements of lris well knew his power expired with

palace, and expired almost on the his nomination: the injuries he had
instant. done both to his father and himself,

This memorable event having rendered it impossible he could
left the empire without any de- ever obtain his confidence . To frus

clared head, the eyes of the people trate therefore his hopes of suc

were naturally turned on Bajah cession , nothing was left unat

Row , who was next of blood. The tempted : every art that the most

opposition and intrigues of Nanato refined policy could suggest, or the
prevent his succession , and the most consummate dissimulation

means by which he finally did suc- could perform , was practised to

ceed , furnish the subject of the amuse the empire ; , in which he

following letters. succeeded so far as to procrastinate

the appointment of a peishwa for

nearly six months. During this pe

riod he had produced three children

LETTER I. successively, as relatives of the late

peishwa, for the approbation of

Poonah 18th June, 1796. the great members of the state , and

The late important transactions used every means in his power to

that have taken place here, owing get one of them appointed. It was
to the sudden death of the former his wish that an infant should suc

peishwa, have excited in the whole ceed, as that circumstance would

empire a degree of solicitude pro- have secured him the certainty of a

long
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Jong minority. In these attempts deceived in the Bhow , and that

however he was disappointed. Of Scindeah was determined to support

the principal heads of the empire, Bajah Row , came out to visitthe
Scindeah alone avowed his intentions young prince.

of supporting Bajah Row. Purseram At this meeting,Nana told Ba

Bhow, and Bappoo Firkia, seemed jah Row he was now to consider
devoted to Nana ; and Holkar re- himself as peishwah ; that he had

mained in the most obstinate neu- certainly opposed his succession,

trality . At last, when every scheme and that it was in his power either

was exhausted, Scindeah, who was to punish or forgive him ; reminded
encamped at Jamgong, made a him that he was an old man , and

movement towards Juneer, where that , though he had been inimical

Bajah Row was confined , with an to his interests, he bad been 'faithful

intention of releasing him, andput- to those of the state : in short, he

ting him on the musnud by force. so far wrought on the feelings of

Upon which, Nana (like an accom- the prince, that he promised him

plished politician) was resolved, if not only pardon but protection ;

Bajah Row were released , he should and some time after actually in

owe that favour to him alone ; terposed his authority to secure him

and immediately ordered Purse- from Scindeah , who had sworn his

ram Bhow to proceed to Juneer, destruction. In a few days Nana was

and bring the prince to Poonah. dispatched to Sattarah, to bring the

Whether it were Nana's intention khelat , without which no peishwa

to make Bajah Row peishwa , or only can be appointed. During the inter

to prevent Scindea's getting posses- regnum , Nana had sonichow or

sion of him , is extremely problem other secreted the entire treasure
matical ; however, before the of the state . How the money was

prince quitted his prison, the disposed of still continues a mys

Bhow gave him his oath , admi- tery: however it be, when the

nistered in the most solemn man- prince arrived , the treasury was

ner, to protect and support him : found empty, though it was known
" he was accordingly brought away, to have contained nearly twenty
accompanied by his younger bro- crores of rupees. In the mean time

ther Oppa Row, and encamped Bajah Row entered Poonah , took

without the city for some days . possession of the palace, and went

Here Scindeah paid him a visit , through the ceremony of sitting on

having posted his whole army on the tuckt, or throne. The next day

the Beema river, within ten coss he marched out of the city , and

of Poonah. About this time it was encamped about ten coss distant,

reported that Nana sent an order accompanied by Purseram Bhow ,

to the Bhow, to deliver up Bajah Firkia, and Scindeah, whose joint

Row to him , and it was thought forces formed one camp. Here

that he intended to shut him up in he remained in expectation of the

the fort of Poonaghur ; but this khelat, which was to confirm his

order the Bhow peremptorily re- inauguration.

fused to comply with , having too Nana had now secured himself

much honour to become the in- at Sattarah, having with him a

famous tool of Nana's politics. In party of about 8000 troops. Every

short, the minister finding all day brought some new excuse to

evasions were useless, that he was the prince, but no clothes arrived ,

and ,

1
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and , until they did arrive, his ap- the baseness and perfidy of their

pointment was nugatory. In the conduct. However, in a few days

mean time Scindea began to dis- the long-looked- for khelat arrived

cover sentiments unfriendly to him ; from Sattarah , and he was solemnly

and at one period surrounded his invested as paishwa, in the presence

tents with a large detachment, and of the great members of the em

detained him in a state of imprison- pire . Purseram Bhow was created

ment, till he had subscribed to an minister ; Firkia continued as com

instrument, one article of which mander in chief; Scindea received

was, that Nana never should inter- some purgunnals, got some money

fere in the public business of the in hand, and an order on the Ni

Durbar. A month passed away in zam for a crore of rupees, being

this manner without any decided the expences incurred by the last

measure being adopted . Nana con- campaign ; but with all this he ap

tinued to furnish daily evasions for pears yet dissatisfied .

the non-arrival of the khelat ; in Such are the present arrange

the interim Scindea again sur- ments th have taken place ; but it

rounded the prince, and after some is impossible to speculate on what

fruitless negotiation, parted from may yet be the end of this most

him , seemingly in great discontent. extraordinary transaction . Nana

Upon this, Firkia and the Bhow per- has declared his entire disapproba

suaded the unfortunate Bajah Row tion of the whole business, and

to pay a visit to Scindea in his own his interest seems now to be re

camp, in order to accommodate nounced by all parties . Scindea

matters . The moment he arrived ordered a brigade to move towards

he was made a prisoner . The same Sattarah, which obliged Nana to

instant his brother Oppa Row was shift his quarters : he is at present

forced into a palankeen , sent under in the fort of Ryegur in the Kokan ,

a strong detachment to Poonah , and and the avenuesto Poonah are guard

committed to the custody of an ed to intercept his correspondence.

eminent sirdar, of the name of Some of his dependents have been

Rastia . In a few days the Bhow and secured ; but his flight has em

Firkia returned to the city, leaving barrassed the new ministry most

Bajah Row in the possession of Scin- dreadfully, and left the finances

dea , where he still continues , and of the empire in inexplicable con

who will probably make a tool of fusion.

him on some future occasion . There are some who are yet of

When the attempt was made opinion that the whole of this cu

to separate Oppa Row from his rious transaction is merely a politi

brother, the boy, though only ele- cal manæuvre ; and that Bajah Row

ven years of age , drew his sword, will yet succeed , if not as paishwa,

and made an attempt on his life. at least as minister to his brother.

He was shortly informed of their Whether this conjecture be just

intention of making him paishwa, or not, I confess I am not politician

and resistedas long as he could his enough to determine. I believe the

own elevation ; declaring he would general sentiment of the people is

never usurp that situation which for him ; but they are led by two

of right belonged to his brother. or three powerful men , and view

He reproached both the Bhow and this iniquitous business with that

Firkia in the bitterest terms with unfeeling apathy which constitutes

the

>
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the leading feature in the Hindus Amrutrow, who is older than him

of every denomination. But, what- self, and said to be a man of supe

ever may be the destiny of this un- rior talents, both as a soldier and

fortunate prince, his merit and his a politician. His younger brother,

sufferings must excite in every bo- the present peishwa, is about ele

som both pity and admiration ; for, ven years old ; a beautiful boy ;

though his whole life has passed light- complexioned, with a lively

within the walls of a prison , which animated countenance. He is said

must naturally have circumscribed to possess .fine talents ; which ap

his, ideas, yet, by his prudence and pears to be peculiarly the case with

sagacity he was able to defeat the regard to this family.

supreme duplicity of Nana, an ex

perienced statesman , grown grey

in the practice of deceit. His for

titude in adversity, his magnani LETTER II.

mity to his avowed enemy, and his

moderation in the moment of his Poonab, 3. Sept. 1796 .

success , must make us lament that When I had last the honour of

such extraordinary qualifications did addressing you on the state of Ma

not meet with the success that they ratta politics, I believe I concluded

deserve : and now , blasted in his the sketch which I attempted to

prospects, betrayed by pretended delineate , with the supersession and

friends, abandoned by the world, imprisonment of Bajah Row. Since

and torn from his brother, the that period many circumstances

partner of his suíferings and the have occurred , which , though not

companion of his solitude, he dis so striking or important as those

plays a greatness of soul, such as that preceded them , are notwith

can only arise from an unshaken standing curious , and highly de

firmness of mind, and a conscious scriptive of the genius and senti

rectitude of principles. ments of this people; and I believe

Every thing respecting this il- it may safely be asserted, that no

lustrious sufferer becomes an ob- human character holds forth a more

ject of curiosity. His undeserved interesting subject for philosophic

misfortunes entitle him to our sym- investigation than the Hindu race;

pathy ; but his person and appear- for inthem we behold a people

ance would alone make him an arrived at the utmost height of re

interesting object, were he even finement, whose manners, religion,

deficient in superior endowments . and opinions are so different from

Bajah Rowis about twenty-five years ( I might say almost opposite to)

of age, light complexioned, and our own , that we in vain look into

rather above the middle size ; his ourselves for any corresponding

person is graceful, and his manner sentiment or analogy of character :

strongly impressive ; his counte- nor do the Hindus, little as they

nance is manly, sensible, and ma- are agitated by passion or senti

iestic ; in short, such a face as La- ment, presenta mere sameness and

vater would contemplate with sa- uniformity of temper; they are in

tisfaction : his understanding is of deed but different shades of the

the first order ; which has been same colour, yet the gradual pro

doubtless considerably improved by gress of refinement is discernible,

the society of his adopted brother from the wild predatory Mahratta,

almost
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almost semi-barbarous, to the po- venting his succession, was pressing

lished and insidious Brahman, whose the departure of Bajah Row for Jam

specious politeness, and astonishing gong, and would have frequently

command of temper, leave all Eu- used coercive measures, had not

ropean hypocrisy in the shade. Dowlut Rao expressly declared

This extraordinary urbanity qualities that no violence should be prac

them in the highest manner for tised; and Bajah Rao and all his de

all public business. The Mahratta pendents had repeatedly sworn to

is a mere rough unlettered sol- expire to the last man , rather than

dier ; so much so, that both Scindea consent that he should be again

and Holkar , though excellent ge- buried in a fort ; which they well

nerals, could neither of them sign knew would be the consequence of

their own names . The whole po- his removal .

litical business of the empire is In the mean time Purseram

therefore in the hands of the Brah- Bhow , Bappoo Firkia , and Ballajee

mans, for which it must be con- Tantia , who had jointly placed the

fessed they are eminently calcu- present peishwa on the tuckt to the

lated ; and perhapsupon nooccasion prejudice of his brother , had scarcely

were their intrigues more fully possessed themselves of his person

displayed, than upon the late ex- and authority, before they began

traordinary transactions that have to discover jealousies of each other,

agitated the whole Mahratta re- The means and resources of these

public. eminent conspirators were separate

For a long time after the super- and distinct . Balla Tantia, as the

session of Baja Row ,he remained in minister of Scindea, had a great

the camp of Dowlut Roa, under a military force. The Bbow was

certain degree of personal restraint, possessed of some authority , but of

but by no means so severe as to still greater abilities, and an un

be termed close imprisonment : daunted resolution ; but the trea

his friends were at liberty to visit sury having been emptied by Nana,

him , and he retained about him left him without pecuniary supplies.

a chosen band of faithful adherents. Bappoo Firkia was keeper of the

Of these, many were of consider- jerry-put, or, in other words, was

able rank, particularly Monajee hereditary standard- bearer of the

Phankera, an officer of high mili- empire, immensely rich ; but weak,

tary reputation, and so disfigured timid, and irresolute, and of con

with wounds as to have scarcely the sequence a proper subject for the

appearance of a human creature, other two to work upon . From

with many others of inferior con- such a triumvirate no unanimity

sideration ; in all about 600 men . was to be expected ; and the con

Dowlut Rao was constant in pay- sequence was, that distrust and

ing his personal attendance , pro- dissension almost immediately took

fessing his unshaken attachment place between Firkia and the Bhow,

to him, and encouraging him to each of whom remained in their

hope from day to day the speedy several houses surrounded by their

restoration of his affairs. At the guards, with every appearance of

same time Ballajee Tantia, the hostility and suspicion . Tantia en

dewan of Dowlut Row, who had deavoured to bring about a good

been principally instrumental in pre- understanding between them , and

át

1

1
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at last effected an apparent recon- soldier nor a politician, yet derived

ciliation , but with that sincerity great consequence from his impor

it was made will be seen in the tant situation as keeper of the jerry

sequel. put, which , when hoisted, the whole

· It appears that the revolution military force of the sircar is obliged

which excluded Bajah Row was en- to follow . Nana, from his retreat

tirely executed by Tantia and the in the Rokan , and his agents ac

Bhow , for Firkia was in a great tively employed, had distributed

measure the tool of the othertwo. some lacks of rupees to forward

The striking iniquity of the busi- the business ; but neither very li

ness made them many enemies, berally nor very judiciously, as the

and the poverty of the state dis- eventsufficientlyproved. BajahRow

abled the Bhow from bribing was also forming cabalsin the camp

many powerful chiefs, whose in- of Dowlut Row, and had brought

fluence and authority made it ne- over a considerable party. Holkar

cessary they should have been con- had joined the confederacy ; and ,

sulted. This imprudent neglect, in short, every thing seemed verg.

together with some other unpopular ing towards that important crisis,

proceedings, contributed to generate which was to restore liberty to the

an universal discontent. The birth prince , and a government to the

and misfortunes of Bajah Row na- people.

turally attracted the attention of The night of the 23d of August

thosewho we were dissatisfied with was the period fixed on for attempt.

the existing order of things, and ing this counter-revolution ; the

a powerful party was active in his cavalry of the maun - karries was

favour, both in the city and the ready, and a great part of the in

camp. At the head of this com- fantry was prepared to act : theplan

bination were some of the prin- was, that Bajah Row should break

cipal moun-karries, officers highly from his confinement , and come to

respectable from character, as well Poonah ; which he might easily have

as formidable from numbers. These done, as the distance was only five

maun -karries, or maun -byes (lite- coss . Purseram Bhow was to have

rally trusty brother ), are all of been seized ; and, as little opposi

high rank in the state, are at the tion could have been made , the

headof all the military force of business, if attempted, would most

the Sircar, and pay very little re- probably have been successful: but

spect to any paishwa, considering at the important moment Firkia

him as a servant in common with was indecisive, and Bajah Row could

themselves to the Sattarah Raja, not with safety attempt his escape ;

whom they acknowledge as their thus the plan was dropped for that

supreme head , and from whom night . The next day every thing

they hold their authority. The remained in statu quo. On the

most active of these sirdars was morning of the 25th , Bala Tantia

Niel Kont Row, a man of great was surrounded in his tents by some

influence and abilities , whose in- of Scindea's sirdars, until he gave

defatigable labours rendered him security for a long arrear of pay.

the soul of the enterprise, which at Holkar had agreed to be ready by

this time received a considerable sun -set with his whole force, and

reinforcement from the junction of every thing seemed to promise a

Firkia ; who, though neither a certainty of success. As night

came
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cameon , Holkar was sent to move, preparations , vanished like a ghost

which he refused to do, as there on " scenting the morning air ." No

had been some neglect in the article attempt was made, and it is now

of etiquette in the delivery of the probable that no attempt will be

message. The known treachery of inade, to disturb the present admi

the man , the weakness and inde- nistration .

cision of Firkia, and perhaps a The next day all Bajah Rao's party

want of confidence in each other, were removed from about his per

induced them to lay aside all at- son , and surrounded by two of
tempts for that night. On the 26th Scindea's battalions. His faithful

ultimo, at sun -down, all the party associate Monajec Phankera was

were again in arms ; Firkia dis- confined in his tents , and only a

covered a more than ordinary de- few servants were permitted to at
gree of resolution , and Holkar had tend him . Orders were sent to Ba

faithfully sworn to support the jah Rao to prepare for Asseerghur,

cause with his whole army. The a fort near Berhampoor, which ,

partisan corps of Mr. Boyd passed under all his misfortunes, he reso

the Mooley river, to receive the lutely refused ; declaring he would

prince, or act as circumstances perish on the spot, rather than

might direct ; all former miscar- submit to be removed . In fact,

riages were forgotten, ard every he is an insurmountable obstacle to

bosom was elated at the prospect the present ministry, and it is highly

of immediate action ; but at nine probable he will either be com

o'clock at night an express arrived , pelled into confinement or dis

that Tantia had been released and patched. The indignities that he

reconciled himself to Dowlut Rao , has suffered , and the distresses he

with whom he had had a difference ; has since sustained , are scarcely

that double guards were placed credible . To oblige him to consent

over Bajah Rao ; in short, that the to his removal, he was put into a

whole business was discovered.This situation which in this country is

intelligence acted upon the party called being in dherna ; or, in other

like magic ; and instead of urging words, remaining without food or

them to immediate exertion , threw water, or being suffered to stir

a damp upon the whole of the pro- from the spot where he sits , until

ceedings, and every one returned he complies with the demand that

to his own quarters , convinced per- is made. This dreadful state he

haps by this time, that neither remained in for two whole days,
union nor exertion could be ex- and part of the third ; and Dowlut

pected where mutual confidence Rao, making a point of honour

did not exist . of the business , remained in the

Notwithstanding all former mis- self -same situation for the same

carriages, a party yet remained that length of time ; and Balla Tantia,

were determined to trust to their who ordered the dherni, resolving

own strength , and to depend no not to be outdone in politeness, put

longer on the doubtful support of himself in the same condition . At

Holkar and Firkia . Every thing last Dowlut Rao ordered the guards

was arranged on the night of to be removed , and Bajah Rao was

the 27th , and the firing of the permitted to eat . This truly un

morning gun was the signal of happy prince is at this moment in

attack : but this, like all former another dherna for the same pur

* E pose,
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5

pose , and which will probably ter- which took place here on the 27th

minate either in his death or his of October, equally extraordinary

compliance. and unexpected, has furnished me

You are by no means to suppose, with another occasion of addressing

that the combination I have men- you. I say unexpected, because

tioned was conducted with either perhaps at no period of the Bhow's

secrecy or silence; on the contrary, administration was his authority so

it was universally known long before apparently firm as at the moment

any attempt whatever was made ; that left him without any authority

and yet,what is most extraordinary, at all . Previous to this event, a

neither during the process, nor conspiracy against the government

since the plan has been abandoned, had been discovered and crushed ;

have any attempts been made by Bajah Rao had been sent prisoner to

government to arrest any of the Jamgong ; Firkia had been arrested

parties. Whether this moderation and contined ; Holkar and Scindea

proceed from weakness or policy, had collected vast armies for the

is highly questionable; perhaps the service of the sircar ; Mushire ul

whole business may be compro- Mulk, who had been leftas a hos

mised by a fine. The Bhow is in tage by the Nizam , had been li

himself without much force, and berated, on condition of supplying

depends entirely on Scindea for a contingent for the state, and had

support ; the whole of whose in- actually collected at Poonah an army

fantry in the Deccan consists of of 15.000 troops. All this amazing

about 4000 men , mutinous and host was to move after the Dussere

badly disciplined : yet with this against Nana, whose whole force

force, and the terror of his name, was not estimated at 10.000 men ;

he bullies the whole sircar, that a heterogeneous mass of Arabs,

has in pay 25.000 Sepoys. Coffries, and Mahrattas, equally des

Nana Furnavese still continues titute of order, discipline, or ex

in the Kokan , where he has an perience. To suppose that Nana,

army of near 10.000 men ; but as whose affairs were so obviously

his pretensions have been grounded desperate , should yet finally suc

on those of Bajah Rao, and ashe will ceed in destroying his adversary,

most probably be so disposed of, as and even turn his very resources

to prevent in future his aspiring to against himself, was beyond the

the musnud , the foundation of reach of all rational expectation ;

Nana's hopes will consequently yet , extraordinary as it may appear,

sink with those of the prince . all this has taken place : but there

Whether he meditates any projects is no calculating upon a people so

for his own aggrandizement, time unsteady in their attachments, and

will discover ; butas matters stand so versatile in their principles, who

at present, it is not very impro- will never decide a contest by the

bable but he may terminate his sword, if it can possibly be decided

long and important life by a volun- by the purse ; and to the greatest

tary retreat to Benares. of whom a bribe may be offered,

not only without offence, but with

a positive certainty of success.
LETTER III .

I concluded my last with an ac
Poonab, 19th Dec. 1796 . count of the dherna of Bajah Rao , a

The late counter revolution , practice already described . In this

state
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state he remained for a day or two, combined forces of Holkar, Sein

until the necessities of nature be plea, and the Mhogle, together with

coming too powerful, he consented the troops of the Sircar, were ready

to his removal to Jamgong , to to take the field, and the instru

which fort he was conducted by a ment of Nana's destruction seemed

strong detachment of cavalry and suspended only by a hair .

one of Scindea's battalions. A few The dussera , which took place

days after, Monajee Phankera was on the 11th of October, may be

dismissed the camp of Dowlut Rao, considered as a complete military

on condition of quitting the Mali- festival . The monsoon is by this

ratta territory. He went as far as time generally over, the arrange

Chumargunda, about forty coss ments of the ensuing year are ad

from Poonah, where, having col- justed , and the operations of the

lected a small force, he laid the approaching campaign determined

circumjacent country under contri- on . In Poonah this fëte is celebrated

bution, and having raised about with particular splendour; the

four lacks of rupees, he immedi- Peishwa , accompanied by the great

ately joined the camp of Nana, at members of the empire, marches

that time posted on the top of Sul- out of the city, preceded by the

leeghaut, under the orders of state equipages, consisting of ele

Boojaba , his principal secretary : phants superbly caparisoned, led

he was followed in a short timeby horses , and, in short, all the pomp

Niel Kont Rao, who had been ar- of oriental magnificence. Upon

rested by the Bhow , but who had this occasion the Mahrattas go

broken from his confinement, and through the ceremony of plunder

' taken refuge under the standard of ing a field, doubtless to remind

Nana. These events only led the them of their predatory origin ;

way to a more serious business, the the Peishwa leadsthe way, by tear

seizing of Bappoo Firkia , a man of ing up a handful of corn ; his ex

the first rank in the state ; who was ample is followed by all present,

made prisoner in his own house and the field is pillaged in a mo

without resistance , although the ment. What eilect this scene of

whole military force of Poona depredation may have upon the

was under his command. He was morals of a community, it is not

given in charge to Scindea, and in now necessary to investigate; it
a few days was sent to a neighbour- certainly keeps up a military spirit

ing fort. In the confusion of ar- in the people, a circumstance es

resting Firkia, his brother Attia sential in a government that holds

Firkia, and his dewan Nana Chuc- its acquisitions only by the sword .

nedo, escaped , and took protection Iminediately after the dussera,

in the camp of Mushire ul Mulk, the different armies began to move.

accompanied by more of the Maun- The corps of J. P. Boyd, Esq. which

karries, who fled thither from a comprehends the whole of the re
dread of the Bhow's resentment. gular infantry of the sircar, was

These evidences of strength and au- the first that marched ; and in a

thority seemed to argue the perma- few days encamped on the Nerah

nency of the existing government, river, within four coss of Sulpee

and the approaching festivalof the gaut, which was blocked up by the

dussera was looked to as the signal the advanced army of Nana . " The

of the most active operations : the first brigade of Scindea, commanded
* E 2 by
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by Major Perron , moved to the indignation of an active and for

foot of the Gauts ; and Holkar's midable party ; and indiscreet at

arıny , together with the forces of tentions which he paid to another
Mushire ul Mulk , were ready at a branch of Scindea's family, nearer

moments warning. Such was the in blood than Dowlut Rao, afford

position of affairs when the coun- ed a pretext to his enemies, and

ter-revolution took place ; an ex- eflectually alarmed the prince him
plosion that in a moment demo- self. These circumstances, coupled

Jished the whole fabric of tlie es- with the timely offer of two crores

isting authority to its very base , of rupees from Nana, determined

hurled the Bhow from the summit the fate of Pagnavese. He was

of power to a prison , recalled Ba- immediately seized and loaded with

jah Rao from a prison to a throne, irons, his property confiscated, and

and brought again into action an his oflice of dewan conferred upon

exiled minister, that a few hours Ramjee Patela , a relation of Dowlut

before appeared devoted to destruc- Rao . His arrest was so instanta
tion . neous, that he had only time to

It has been already mentioned dispatch an hircarrah to Purseram

that the brother and the dewan of Bhow , to inform him of his situa

Firkia took refuge in the Mhogle tion ; whose whole support resting

c.mp, together with other persons with Pagnavese, that prop removed,

of distinction, particularly Govind the whole fabric of bis ambition
Rao Fingla, formerly vakeel to was annihilated in a moment He

the durbar of Hydrabad. These immediately fled to the palace, and

three persons, the immediate agents seized the person of the young

of Nana, were the principal instru- Peishwa, whom he bound before

ments in effecting the revolution. him on his horse ; and quitting the

By the most alluring offers they city with a small retinue, took a

detached Mushire ul Mulk from circuitous road through the hills,
the interest of the Bhow . The and in three days arrived at Juneer,

sum of two crores of rupees , due a fort rendered memorable by the

by the Nizam , was to be remitted , long confinement of the Peishwa

the country ceded to the Mahrattas and his brothers . Here he depo

by the treaty made at kurdla in sited the prince under the charge of

1794 was to be restored, and Mu- his son , and took post himself be

shire himself, by the influence of tween the pettah and the fort, pre

the court of Poonah , was to be re- pared to fight or negotiate, as cir

instated in his office of dewan to cumstances might render neces-,

the Nizam . Any thing, however, sary .

that he alone could have attempted The next morning, Oct. 27th ,

would have been ineffectual, had by gun -tire, the whole city was

Scindea remained staunch to the filled by the troops of Mushire ul

intcrest of the Bhow ; but he was Mulk ; all the adherents of the

also brought over to the party of Bhow that couldbe found were se

Naua; though the means by which cured ; among the rest Byra Punt

he was acted upon were in some Mindleh , the chief instigator of his

measure different from those that ambition . Bappoo Firkia was im

were practised -upon Mushire. The mediately released , and took charge

overgrown authority of Balla Pag- of public affairs. Bajah Rao was re

navese, the minister of Dowlut called from his prison at Janigong ;

Rao, had excited the jealousy and and Nana, emerging from his ob

scurity

A२
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scurity in the Kokan, joined the confessed, was totally unequal to

army of Boojaba, at this time re- the more arduous duties of govern

inforced by the troops of Mr. Boyd ment. The empire was a hydra

that were commanded to act under that could only be managed by the

his orders. Here he received va- gigantic genius of Nana ; indeed

keels from Scindea , Holkar, and his whole administration was one

Mushire, each of whom seemed continued struggle with difficulty

to contend who should be the first and distress, for the flight of the

to compliment the returning mi-' old ministry had left the treasury

nister . In Poonah the strictest dis- without a rupee ; and the revenues

cipline was preserved by the trium- of the country were withheld under

phant party , and not the smallest pretence of the ansettled state of

violation offered to public or private the government. The adherents

property: in one word, the total of Nana threw imumerable impe

aspect of affairs was reversed ; the diments in his way , and so weak

faction of the Bhow was absolutely was his administration , that his or
annihilated . ders were not universally obeyed

In the mean time, the joint forces eren in Poonah , and were certainly

of Scindea , Holkar, and Mushire not at all attended to out of it . In

ul Mulk , had surrounded the Bhow short, so sensible was he of the

so effectually as to cut off all forage difficulties of his situation , and the

and supplies, so that his distress imbecility of his authority, thathe

was extreme. Some days were lost is reported to have frequently de

in negotiation ; at length Eswant clared his intention of resigning an

Rao Holkar, the youngest son of office, to which, it must be ac

the subadar , who had received some knowledged , lie was totally une

personal injury from the Bhow , qual : the short period, however,

brought the matter to a very speedy of his government doesnot appear
conclusion , by storming him sword to have been marked by any in

in hand . After a short action , in stance of injustice or rapacity .

which , however, about four hundred In a few days Bajah Rao arrived

men were killed , the party were at the Bimmera river, where he

made prisoners, and the Bhow sur- encamped ; and his brother the
rendered himself to Rastia, upon a Peishwa was kept about five coss

promise of life and honour, having distant, where, for some reason
behaved with the same undaunted best known to the ruling powers,

bravery for which he has ever been they were not permitted to meet .
distinguished during the course of By this time Nana arrived at

a long and active life . In a few Poonah , and paid his compliments

days he was sent prisoner to Mon- to the young prince ; Bajah Rao hard

dugong, a fort belonging to Holkar; also encamped nearer the city, and

hisadherents were contined in dif- in few days his brother went to see

ferent places, and the young Peishwa him, after a painful separation of
was released and given in care more than six months . At this

to Chucknadeo, the dewan of Fir- meeting Oppa Rao first embraced
kia . his adopted brother ; but , when he

Thus terminated the ambitious approached Bajah Rao, thegenerous

projects of Purseram Bhow , a man feelings of nature were too powerful

whose character as a soldier is ac- to be suppressed by the frigidity

knowledged, but who, it must be of barbarous parade, and both the

princes* E 3
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princesmelted into tears ! Such a and common effort. The suddert

scene would only be injured by de- death of the late Peishwa having

scription. After a short visit, the left the empire without any legal

necessity of returning to his former or declared head , gave a temporary

encampment was hinted to the blow to the consequence of Nana ;

young Peishwa; but this intima- yet such were the habits of sub

tion met with such a resolute re- mission in which he had trained

fusal, that it'was not repeated . Ba- the great members of the state ,

jah Rao having secured his brother that for six months he carried on

in his tent, seized upon the jerry the functions of government by his

put. In a day or two he received sole order and authority. His op

the khelat from Sattarah , which position to the just claims of Bajah

constituted him Peishwa, and im- Rao threw an odium on his pro

mediately was presented with nuz- ceedings, and gave a colour of

zirs by the leading members of the popularity to those of Scindea, his

empire. great rival and opponent. The con

Although this extraordinary re- te -t hetween these competitors be

volution was brought about imine- caine afterwards a mere trial of

diately by l'ingla and Chucknadeo, strength , which terminated in the

yet there must be looked upon as flight of Nana. The subsequent

merely the subordinate agents of events have already been related.

Nana. Though this great politician Yet , though driven by his enemy

was driven by the storms of time from the scat of government, his

into the shacies of tenporary ob- confidence in ultimate success ap

scurity, yet his enlightened genius, pears never to have forsaken him ;

like the beams of a departed sun , but, remote from the intrigues and

still reflected a strong light through faction of the capital, he con

the whole political hemisphere , templated at a distance the event

sufficient to guide through the in- ful scene before him , and judging

tricate mazes those inferior satel- of mankind by the unerring rule of

lites that were but the precursors practical experience , he calculated

of the returning luminary, more upon consequences from his know

bright from temporary darkness. ledge of individual character ; and

To attempt a character of this great with that wise and foreseeing po

statesman , would be to detail a licy, which, strong in its own re

history of Maratta politics for the sources, equally rejects the extremes

last twenty-five years ; during which of confidence and despair, he sup

time he discharged the duties of plied from the fertility of unex

minister with abilities perhaps un- hausted genius an expedient for

equalled. During the long and im- every possible event.

portant period of his administration, Thus, after twelve months con

by the force and energy of his fusion and intrigue, the sport of

single mind he held together this faction and the prey of anarchy,

· vast empire, composed of members the empire is at length restored to

whose interests were as opposite as tranquillity, and the prince to his

the most anomalous elements ; and just rights ; and during this arduous

by the versatility of his genius , the and distressing period, the conduct

wisdom , firmness, and moderation of Bajah Rao has ever been firm ,

of his government, he excited this moderate, and consistent. Such a

mass of incongruities to one mutual character must always be respec

table ;
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table ; but these inferior qualities ing sufficiently forcible to do justice

are lost in the splendour of superior to such superior merit : for if to

virtues. It is necessary to relate, bear adversity with magnanimity ;

that during the confusion of the re- if to support prosperity with mo

volution many of the Bhow's ad- deration ; if a pertinacious adhe

herents, among whom were some rence to his engagements, a virtue

of Bajah Rao's most declared rare indeed for this country ; if

enemies, fled to his camp to im- these qualities be admired as traits

plore his mercy ; and that they re- and emanations of a noble mind,

ceived, not only pardon , but pro- how much must our veneration in

tection . He extended his forgive- crease , when we reflect upon that

ness to the whole without reserve, sublime clemency, that, falling

assuring them he considered their like the gentle rain from heaven,"

conduct as proceeding rather from undistinguishingly upon all , com

error than guilt. Such was his prised within its boundless charity

conduct upon this memorable oc- every description of offenders ! To

casion , in which he exercised the say that Bajah Row may not possibly
most sublime virtue of a human descend from this acmė of virtue

being ; but he “ had suffered per- to the level of ordinary reputation,

secution , and had learned mercy.” is at best but an invidious supposi

If in the contemplation of this tion ; but from the dawning pros

exalted character, we find language pects of his reign, the empire may

inadequate to the fulness of our look forward to a succession of

conceptions, perhaps the deficiency halcyon days , after the tempests by

does not lie in any paucity of ex- which it has been so recently agi

pression ; but in no expression be- tated .

Four LETTERS from MAJOR J ....H ....containing a minute Description

of the celebrated City and Fortress of Agra, of the Tauge MUKAL,

or Mausoleum of SHAH JEHAUN, and the Tomb of Akbar, at

SECUNDRA .

[ These letters were communicated to us by the author some years ago : they de

served an earlier insertion : but the recentconquest of Agra by the British arms

will now give them an interestwith the public which their own merits, though con

siderable ,could not have excited. ]

LETTER I. bad , though it scarce deserves that

Agra , June 17, 1794. name, is a long straggling village,
MY DEAR SIR, enclosed by a mud -wall, with a

In my last I mentioned having few round towers . I was received

dispatched my baggage, &c . to by the nanah at the gates of the

Omoidapore, and, at the same time, fort, whose suite consisted of up

I sent on the havildar with a letter wards of forty horsemen , with near

of introduction to the nanah * of 100 peadas.t He treated me with

Fyrozabad. The fort of Fyroza- great civility, and favoured me with

his

Head man. + Foot soldiers.

* E 4
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his protection and company about had the mortification of a refusal.

seven miles, when we separated. This man had the impudence soon

He was an affable good -looking after to come out, prompted more

man, about forty , very well mount- by curiosity than any intention of

ed , as were the party with him . civility ; I upbraided him for hav

The havildar of Omoidapore he de- ing behaved so rudely. This he at

scribed as an arrant villain, against tempted to excuse , by saying, the

whose treacherous conduct be de- Ryots, since De Boigne's departure,

sired me to be on my guard . I were perfectly independent. Find

pushed on with my own bearers , ing, however, I paid little regard

and a couple of sepoys, and reach- to this excuse, he detained the

ed Omoidapore between twelve sepoy , whom I had sent with him ,
and one . My tent was pitched a couple of hours ; after having

near the village, which lies to the dismissedhim with a laconic mei

Jeft of the road. It should have sage , “ That I inight find theroad

been remarked, that immediately to Agra myself. ” When the moon

after quitting the Vizier's, and en- rose , I struck tents , aud ordered my

tering the Mahratta country , small baggage to move on towards Agra;

round mud forts are built , with in- soon after I followed , and reached

tervals of about two miles, on each the river Jumna about four o'clock .

side of the road : small guards are All was hushed and quiet . The

stationed in these little towers dur- famous Tauge was directly opposite

ing the day, to protect the cattle , to me, and the fort at the distance

whilst grazing or ploughing , from of about three miles West. The
the sudden incursions of the Sieks : moon shone with uncommon splen

at sun -set they are driven home. dour ; the murmuring of the river

The towns and villages are all in- and a general stillness that prevail

closed with high mud walls, and ed, united with the grandeur and

towers filled with loop -holes. From ruins of palaces that surrounded

Futtyghur to Omoidapore, the road me, rendered the situation as awful

is sufficiently good to admit of your and solemn as it was novel. A

travelling the whole way in car- ferry boat arrived in about an hour.

riages . The country perfectly open , I crossed this famous river, and

not a hill to be seen, though there landed on the opposite banks, close

is here and there acclivities , with fine under the lofty walls that enclose

vallies, interspersed with wood. the Tauge. The road between

There are excellent wells for the Omoidapore and Agra is nearly a

accommodation of travellers. The continued chain of deep ravines,

inhabitants are all well armed , and and you have scarcely crossed one

when they move, seldom move in before you arrive at another. These

groupes of less than a dozen. The render the roads perfectly impass

weather was excessively hot, and able during the rains; and, indeed ,

the land -winds blew with so much during the land -winds' you run a

violence, that I expected every chance of being smothered by co

moment my tent would be blown lumns of sand. The river is near

down ; in other respects we were half a mile broad , and all strangers

unmolested. Being perfectly un- should send forward to have boats

acquainted with the road , in the ready to cross at the same ghaut I

evening I sent a civil message to did ; as by that means you save

the havildar for an hircarrah ; but three miles, exclusire of a very

unpleasant
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You as

unpleasant trip through the suburbs you have a commanding view of

of Agra . It is customary for all the fort of Agra, and the ruins of

travellers to lodge within the walls, the suburbs . In the staircase are

that surround the Tauge, not only three landing -places, and in each of

for the convenience of seeing, but these a balcony, under and round

also as the most safe and secure which , runs an inlaid ' handsome

from thieves . border. These minarets are placed

at the four extreme angles of the

second raised pavement.

cend this pavement by a flight of
LETTER II .

steps, which fronts the center and

Agra, June 18th, 1794. largest walk in the garden, and di

DEAR SIR ,
rectly opposite to the entrance of

The Tauge Makul is a very su- the Tauge itself. The Tauge is

perb and splendid mausoleum , nearly 190 feet square . There are

built entirely of white marble, si- four fronts, exactly alike, 140 feet

tuated on the southern banks of the each , and the taking away the

Jumna , about three miles from the angles reduces it to an octagon of

fort of Agra . The ground on which uuequal sides. The dome rises

the mausoleum is built is raised from the center, and maybe seventy

upwards of thirty feet above the feet in diameter. The whole of the

level of the river, when full. It outside is of white marble, orna

is enclosed within a space of 300 mented round the doors,
win

yards long (running upon the banks dows, and bottom of theTauge

of the river) and more than 120 with painted patterns of flowers.

feet in breadth . The whole is en- Round the door by which you

compassed by a very high and enter are engraved a variety of

thick wall, faced with red stone . Arabic inscriptions; the letters

Within this wall ' there are four are large, remarkably well cut ,

small bastions, one at each angle, and made very legible by being
and also the same number of small coloured black . In the center of

octagon buildings, consisting of each of the four fronts, there is a

three stories, anda cupola at top. large arch thrown over each of the

In these Major Palmer and his offi- dcors, through which light is ad

cers live , when at Agra. Twenty mitted to the vestibule. The en

feet within , and from the edge of trance is by the south arch, which
the first parement, a second floor leaves a space of half that in breadth.

is raised , eighteen feet high, which This is the outer vestibule , and at

is built of white marble , and forms the end is the door by which you
a square of upwards of 300 feet. enter the inner one, built of white

A gallery of eighteen feet wide marble, ornamented ten feet high

runs round the whole of this pave with an handsome filigree border

ment . This is divided into a num
of the same. You now enter the

ber of small apartments, which are inner room , which impresses the

lined and paved with white marble. mind with sensations of awful gran

There are four minarets, built of deur and solemnity ; it is an octagon

white marble , inlaid with streaks of equal sides , twenty -four feet,

of black at the joinings ; you as the whole covered by a dome.

cend, by a winding staircase, to the There is a fretwork projecting which

top of the cupola, from whence extends round the walls ; this is in

laid
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leid with stones of various colours another, to which you descend by

and shades, such as agate , por- a flight of marble steps ( about 40)

phyry, &c .; these are thrown into under a vaulted roof of white mar

patterns of flowers. All the win- ble. In this vault the bodies are

dows are of the gothic order, the buried, and don'is raised over them ,

heights of which are at least eigh- eractly under those above. These

teen feet. These arches are orna- are likewise of the same materials

mented all round with Arabic in- and workmanship as those above ;

scriptions. The letters are large, the roof is vaulted and of white

legible, and incomparably well cut. marble ; the light is thrown in

Above these arches runs a cornice ; froin above, entering only from

and over those again are eight one end ; this produces a fine effect,
smaller arches , with a latticed win- and makes the marble appear ex

dow in each . tremely beautiful, delicately white,

The tombs ( two) are enclosed by and the flowers cannotsufficiently be

an octagon railing ; this is com- admired. Round the principal room

posed of different compartments, already mentioned, there is a suite

made of open work of white mar- of apartments, that communicate

ble ; the whole inclosed in a frame by passages with the inner, viz. on

of white marble, with beautiful each of the four cardinal points,

fowers of various coloured stones there is an inner vestibule ; and at

in tary patterns. At the enirance each of the corners an octagon

of this railing there is a door-way , room , communicating by passages,

and a false door directly opposite, with the vestibules on two sides

which is fuished in the highest taste and with the principal room in the

and ornamented as above. The centre . These are good -sized,

dome, and the inside of the room (24 feet) with three windows each ,

is entirely of very fine polished faced with white marble, and pave

white marble . In each of the arches ments of the same ; on the outside,

are doors; also to the four larger and at the top of the dome, there are

olles ; and the whole arch, as well two gilt balls rising one above the

as the small door in the center, is other, and at the top of these a

filled up with small panes of glass . Jarge gilt crescent . On the outside

in thefour smaller ones, the dour of the tauge, and on the first pave

only is glazed. The beguni's or ment, there are two large handsome

empress's tomb , is raised nearly in buildings directly fronting it . These

in the centre , inclosed by the rail- · are faced with red free-stone, in

ing ; it is less than Shah Jebaun's, termixed with hite, and the parts

which is close on the left side of ornamented are of mosaic fashion .

it . The tombs are of beautiful That to the westward on the left

white marble, villaid with agate, is a mosque, paved with marble and

&c . The patterns of the flowers stone ; it has an handsome small

are elegant, and extremely delicate. railing at the further end , and three

Great taste and superior judgment neat niches in the sides . That to

is displayed by the manner in which the east, is called the jummaul

the variegated tints and shades are cawn , where the priests , &c . used

arranged . The pavement is in to assemble previous to going to the

squares of white marble, inlaid with mosque. To the southward of the

lues of black ; under the room I tauge, there is a garden about five

bave just attempted to describe, is feet lower than the first pavement,
and
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fine trees ;

and a railing runs along the end of Shah Jehaun returned from La

the tauge, and a little distant from hore ; consequently, the tauge was

the pavement. In this garden there not more than eleven years build

are abundance of grapes, variety of ing, from the time the first stone
fruits, and very

the was laid . On the northern banks

walks are broad , and all paved with of the Jumna, and directly opposite

flat stones. A marble reservoir is the tauge, are the ruins of an in

built in the centre, and raised near closure of the same size, as already

six feet above the level of the gar- described. This was intended for

derr ; it is a square and has a flight Shah Jehaun's tomb, and a com

of steps at either side ; the foun - munication was to have been made

tains were out of repair, and the between it and the tauge , by

water I understand to be supplied throwing a bridge over the river.

from the river. The walks from This, however, he was prevented

hence lead to four different direc- from accomplishing, by his son

tions, and there are some rooms Aurunzebe, who deposed his fa

built of red free -stone on the wall ther, and confined him in the fort

which encloses the garden. The of Agra ; there he lived a prisoner

gateway is to the south , and fronts seven years, and at his death , Au

the tauge ; it is on the same plan , runzebe buried him close by the

only a smaller scale , with that at side of his favorite sultana .

Secundra ; the materials are princi Adieu !

pally of red free -stone ; the roof is Your's , ever most truly ,

arched, and the hall is upwards of J. H.

forty feet square . On either side,

there are apartments formerly oc

cupied by fackeers, who lived on LETTER III.

Shah Jehaun's bounty ; these are

now going fast to ruin . Beyond this
Agra, 18th June, 1794.

gate there is a spacious court, called

the jellaul kaunah, built of red I am just returned from vi

stone, with arched apartments for siting the tomb of Ackbar, at Se

servants , and those attached to the cundra, which is about seven miles

king; it now serves as a barrack from the fort of Agra, and on the
for Major Palmer's sepoys. Near high road to Delhi. The roads

this, inclosed with walls, are four run from the tauge, directly thro'

other tombs, said to contain the re- the city , and close underthe walls

mains of four favourite princesses, of the fort; the streets are very

belonging to his seraglio . Beyond narrow, and the houses consist of

the jellaul kaunah is the choky, several stories, (like Benares) and

which in those days was considered will scarcely admit any conveyance

as a place of security for merchants to pass, unless a palankeen. Before

and travellers ; they are small brick I was clear of the city and its sub

buildings. I did not pitch my tent urbs, I passed through no less than

whilst at Agra, but lived in a small six gates, at each of which guards

building, in which Mr. Palmer were stationed ; from which you

usually resides . This famous builu- may form some idea of this once

ing was begun in 1631, the year flourishing and populous capital,

the Begum died ,and it wasentirely now, alas ! a heap of ruins, and

finished in 1642, at which time almost totally uninhabited. At four
o'clock

MY DEAR SIR ,
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o'clock I reached Secundra ; the small windows serve to light the

name is derived from Secundrah stair - case. After passing under this

Khan , who lived there before the arch you descend into the garden ,

time of Timur. Ackbar called it which is , I suppose , half a mile

Behest -a - baud * . The Mausoleum square, inclosed by a high wall.

over Ackbar is built in a very large In the centre stands the mausoleum ,

garden, and upon a much more ex- to which you approach by a broad
tensive scale than that of Shah paved walk . A number of the

Jehaun ; it was originally a favorite same kind run round the whole

pleasure garden of Ackbar's mo- garden , and in the centre there is
ther, who, when she died , was a marble fountain . Within a few

buried there ; yet it is very extraor- yards of the mausoleum , you come

dinary , the smallest vestige of her to a handsome railing, which is

tomb is not now to be seen . Ackbar, open -worked, and of red free

having selected this spot for the stone. The arch through which

place of his interment, ordered the you enter, is of beautiful white

materials for erecting his mauso- marble ; the building is of a square

leum to be collected, and it was form , each face upwards of 340

accordingly actually built between feet long; it is four stories high,and

twenty and thirty years before his each story has a number of turrets.
demise. On the death of two of You enter the first story by an

his favorite daughters (Auroon Bau- handsome arch, which fronts the

moo Begum , and Shahooraun Nas- southern gateway, and leads into
sor Begum ,) he buried them to a large hail, with a cupola ciel

the right and left of the spot se- ing . This was formerly beautifully

lectedfor himself; and another of painted and gilt . There are other

his daughters dying, he buried her smaller arches, one of which com

near the garden. The garden had municates with the tomb below ;

originally four very handsome gate- however, I declined going that way ,

ways ; three of which are as it was very dangerous from the

very little better than a heap of ruined state it was in . I visited

ruins ; that by which I entered is the tomb by the front gate-way ,

to the south ward. It is very grand on the ground floor. The tomb

and large, ( with folding gates) built over the remains of Ackbar is of

of red free-stone, in different parts beautiful plain white marble ; the

curiously iniaid with mosaick work, door-ways are built of red free

with patterns of flowers, &c . The stone cased with white marble ; to

middle arch is very lofty ; and there each angle of the building are oc

are two others, one on either side tagon rooms; those of the first

equally high ; they are of the go- story terminate with turrets and

thic order, with battlements over cupolas, consisting of eight pil

the top of the centre one, and also lars each . On the ground floor there

four handsome minarets built of are five arches, which lead into dit

white marble ; these are fluted half- ferent apartments ; (twenty in all!

way up, and have stair-cases , which these were intended by Ackbar for

communicate with the balconies ; his family; three of them are oc

you pass through a very spacious cupied by women , whose tombs are

hall, ornamented in many parts with ofwhite marble,handsomely sculp

gothic arches . These are separated tured in rich and elegant patterns,

by a handsome gilt border; four resen : bling lace . The pavenient to
these

City of the blessed.

now
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these ' rooms is mosaic, except ' of the several names of God, in

one, which is plain white marble ; the small compartments and flowers

the arches to these rooms are filled in the interstices. The tomb ap

with white marble lattices. On peared much neglected ; notwith

ascending the first flight of steps, standing which, the marble is un

which by theby are upou a very con- commonly beautiful. Towards the

fined scale , and do not by any means head of the tomb, is the shape (in

correspond with the grandeur of the marble) of a kullumlaum * ; above

rest of the building, by a smail the head , and at a small distance

passare near the dome, youcome from the tomb, is a marble pedestal
to a platform , of similar dimen- about three feet high ; there was

sions with the ground Hoor. Here is formerly a lamp of immense value ,

a square buikling in the centre ; but this was carried away by the

200 feet square, and about sixteen Jauts about 30 yearsago. On the top
high , built of red tree-stone. Each of the cloyster there were origi

story is nearly alike, allowing for nally four marble turrets, with

the gradual decrease in size as you fluted pillars to the same, support

ascend ; the ornaments are like. ing the cupolas ; one is fallen down

wise nearly similar, till you reach and the rest are going fast to decay.

the fourth and last story, which The height of themausoleum from

(with the stair -case) is built of very the top of the cupolas to the bot

fine white marble . This upper story tom , is, I suppose , near 120 feet.

is an open terrace, paved with gra- The whole of this extensiie and

nite , and white and black marble noble edifice, is much neglected,

checquered ; the whole inclosed and quite out of decent repair.

by an arcadied cloyster, to which What was once thepride of Ackbar,

there are small gothic open arches will very soon be nothing anore than

on the four inside fronts , and cor a sad mass of ruins ! The rooms

responding ones on the out side ; were in so tottering a state on the

these last are filled with fine lattice different platforms , that it was not

work of white marble. The cloyster safe to do more than barely peep

is not lofty ; fifteen feet I sup into them . I continued here till

pose to be about the height past eleven o'clock , when I re

and eight feet the breadth within turned to the Tauge. The road is

the pillars . The area is paved an excellent one, and remarkably
with plain white marble , and near broad ; on either side is a continued

seventy feet square, exclusive of pile of the ruins of pale ces and

the cloyster; in the centre is an
tombs.

oblong square, raised two feet , and Adieu !

in the centre of this, (which is Yours, ever most truly ,

over the real tunib of Ackbar at J. H.

the bottom of the building ,) is an

handsome plain white marble stone
LETTER IV .

raised more than three feet high,

and the bilse upwards of eight feet

by five. The sulpture of this
Cmizlepore, 1916. Fure, 1794.

tomb is excessively elegant, as are

the patterns of flowers, and the I embrice the opporturity of Ma

inscriptions , which chiefly consist jor Palmer's messager pa sing from

1

Delhi,

MY DEAR SIR ,

* Indian ink - jiand .
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Delhi , to acquaint you of being a chief. On approaching the gate

thus far on my retur ; and also which is near the western extre

to give you a general idea of the mity of the fort, they ordered my

fort, & c. of Agra ; from the cur- palankeen to be set down ; I got

sory view I had of it yesterday af- out, walked, and found the streets

ternoon . Having previously sent lined with troops of every tribe and

my letters to the Bhow , and Kil- country; when putting onmysword,

lidar of Agra , I obtained, as a par- they objected to it : on this, I turned

ticular favour, permission to visit round to a respectable oldman whose

the fort. Accordingly I left the looks were much in his favour)

tauge about three o'clock on the and explained that it was our cus

afternoon of the same day . The tom , for officers always to wear

isouth face of the fort is washed by their side-arms, when paying visits

the river ; it appeared to be of an of ceremony or compliment. He

olilong shape ; the walls are very smiled, and I was permitted towear

high, (atleast thirty feet) and built my sword ; they also allowed two

of led free -stone ; several small sepoys unarmed to accompanyme.

round towers, and loop -holes innu- A large massy iron chain was slung

meraliile. The style of building ap- across the road , just before coming

pearea' very ancient, as the embra- to the bridge ; this they let drop,

sures for the guns are built entirely and on crossing the bridge, I found

over, and the men thereby covered the sides of it built up about five

from the fire of musketry. At the feet high, to prevent any one seeing

east angle there is a large circular the ditch. The gate is large and

mud bat ery, which theywere busy handsome. I was admitted through

in repairi ng, and seem anxious to the wicket, and here we had nearly

give the look of stone. There is quarrelled, for the bavildar had slipt

a fosse a ll round the fort, very in with his bayonet on . I instantly

narrow , a nd a ditch out-side of took it out of the scabbard , and

that again , which is probably very gave it to the guard ; this appeased

deep ; at least I judge so from the their anger. I mention this trifling

great height of the walls. I sus- circumstance barely to show , how

pect also i hat it is dry, from the ex- jealous and suspicious they are of

treme cau tion they observed to pre- all strangers. After passing through

vent my seeing it ; there is no the first gate , to the left there is

glacis, bu.t the banks or slope of an immense large gun lying on the

the ditch , are covered with streets ground dismounted ; to please them

of huts, in which the troops can- I measured the diameter, (but hare

toned the 're reside . The round since lost it ) . The second gate is

battery I have mentioned is thrown about seventy yards from the first,

up to hide : the breach , which was and the out-side is gaudily decorated

made by s'smaul Bey, who besieged with china, gold , and silver oma

the fort in ( I believe ) 1788. He ments. A strong guard was posted

now experiences a sad reverse of here, and the third gate is close

fortune, i being at this moment a to it, where I was received and em

prisoner ii i chairis in the very fort braced by the killadar , and his chief

he once b esieged . His treatment surdars . He is a fine old fellow ,

I understand to be rigid and cruel with a beard down to his middle,

in the ext ieme, confined in a dun- and very politely attended me to

geon , on a barley or riggy and see the different palaces and build

water die i, to prolong hi.: misery. ings. I was not permitted to go

They wer e much enraged with me, near the ramparts. The ascent to

because I asked to see scă famous the main body of the fort is up a
hill
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hill, pavedwith large pebbles; it is with French musquets and match

at least 150 yards to the top , and the locks ; the rest with bows, arrows,

road sufficiently wide to march up spears, stone-slings, and swords.

troops by half companies. There The Bhow sent me a message, say

are a great number of very mag- ing, if I could stay till 12 o'clock

nificent edifices, principally built of next day , he would give me an

marble. I observed there were audience . I found myself feverish ,

strong guards to the entrance of and very far from well, and assigned

each . They first took me to Shah sickness as a plea for declining the

Jehaun's palace, then to his dewaun honour, and for hasteningmydepar
aum , (hail of audience) then to his ture. It would indeed have been

dewaun kass , (or private hall) and so very distressing to be confined at

on to the hummaums, the zenana, Agra by ill bealth , as there was not

and private apartments of his wo- an European within many miles of

men , all of which are of fine marble , me. I, therefore , next morning

variously ornamented and built upon je out two o'clock , sent the camels

a grand and luxurious plan. The with the cheesbus * under a guard

royal mosque is by far the most to the opposite banks of the river,

magnificent building in the fort ; with orders to wait, that wemight

it stands upon high commanding proceed together. At day -break

ground, and is finished with great I once more visited the tauge, and

taste. It has an inclosed area of took a farewell view of the two

many yardssquare, paved with fine celebrated tombs, and having re

white marble, and the walls of the crost the Jumna, proceeded on

inclosure faced with the same . The ' with my baggage, and determined

mosque itself is built on large, hand- to keepwith it till near Fyrozabad.

some, marble pillars , with arches About eleven , we arrived at our

very well thrown ; it is paved and former ground at Omoidapore ; we

and lined with the most beautiful saw only a few mowattys (looty

white marble ; however, I was so horse) on the road, who were look

completely jaded and fatigued with ing for plunder. It blew so hard

being all day under a dreadful hot we had great difficulty in pitching

sun, and having scarcely slept the tent,which we at length effected

a wink since my arrival, that, I about 12 o'clock. Theday before

was very happy to leave the fort, leaving Agra, I had received letters

after seeing every thing worth see- from Mr. Cherry , strongly recoin

ing ; though not with that atten- mending me for the same reasons

tion I could have wished . About as those assigned by Colonel B ...

seven o'clock I embraced and took not to think of leaving Futtyghur ;

my leave of the killedar, and re- but, if I persisted, to be constantly
turned to the tauge. I should on my guard, as the country was

suppose the strength of the gar- in sucha state of warfare as to

rison to be about 1.500 men ; reasonably expect an attack , with

above half of whom were armed out respect to country or persons .

Baggage.

Letter
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Letter from the EMPEROR AKBAR to ABDULLAH Khan , the

Usbeck, ruler of Turan, composed by Abul Fuzul .

Translated from the Persic original by John STONEHOUSE, Esq.

(Never before published in this country.)

Glory in the highest to the the garden of its contents , afforded

Creator, who, by the energy of his refreshment to mysoul , and vigour

all -framing power, called into ex- to my understanding. The power

istence this diversified world ; who of regard and ancient affinity bloom

has , at some periods, regulated and with gayness, and the foundations

arranged the various classes of man- of sincerity and attachment exhibit
kind, by the direction of the prơ- firmness and stability . This de

phets and apostles ; and at other lightful correspondence, which is

times has governed and given or- in reality an intercourse of souls,

der to this visible system by the yields me the highest gratification,

authority of kings, who are the and may be considered by a heart

pillars ofdominion. of sincerity as an actual interview .

Let blessings innumerable be Your highness has written , that

likewise offered up for the souls of every means should be attended

prophets, who have spent their lives to for strengthening the basis of our

in guiding the spiritual pilgrim , and mutual peace , and for purifying the

those devoted to the pursuits of waters of reciprocal affection ; and

this world, from the wilderness of that Hindu Kóh should be the boun

error and schism , to the regions of daries of our respective dominions.

rectitude and love, and have at last This cannot but meet with my en

happily and meritoriously reached tire concurrence .

the mansions of immortality. May It is mani fest that in this world

the divine favors be also the sup- of dependence, God has blessed us

port of those noble personages, with nothing more excellent than

whose office it is to protect the pre- love and esteem ; indeed the har

sent age from the tumults of se- mony of mankind is materially con

dition, and the perplexities of mis- nected with those qualities ; and as

fortune ; and whose sole attention often as they adorn the characters

is occupied in securing to mankind, of princes, who are the props of

(whether of siunilar or opposite empire, they become in every re

persuasions) lasting tranquillity and spect a source of blessing and hap

peace ; and in improving this state piness, both temporal and eternal,

of traility. and dispense tranquillity and com

I was favered at Calúl, in a most fort to the human race .

auspicious conjuncture, with your I am sensible I ought to have

agreeable and valued letter, which anticipated your highness in de

is a compendium of unanimity, and monstrations of attachment and

which atforded me the highest sa- regard ; since, from the first dawn

sfaction. The fragrance of friend- of my good fortune, contrary to

ship, and the breeze of joy, from the conduct of many past sove

reigns,
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reigns, all my wishes have beento but breathe a spirit of reality , suit

diffuse benevolence through the able to the favorites of heaven .

whole earth . As it happens that If in truth you be sincere in your

your highness has made the first professions both by letter and mes

advances, it becomes peculiarly in- sage, what can be better ? If other

cumbent on me to pay every atten- wise, appoint a place where we may

tion to this connexion. On this have a friendly meeting, and, with

account, therefore , when the king out the medium of others, may

of Persia , on the score of our for- explain to each other our principles

mer intimacy, sent Yâdgor Sultaun and views, both temporal and eter

Shaumloo to request my assistance, nal .

I waved compliance . When Shah It has reachedmyfortunate ears ,

Rokh Meerza * also earnestly de- that certain evil -minded persons,

sired a jagheer in the cooler coun- considering my stay in the Pun

tries of Cabul or Cashmir, or the jaub as a good occasion for calumny,

territories of Bejoor or Teera , ful- have represented my conduct as

ly considering the vicinity of your repugnant to the ties of amity. My

dominions, I refused my concur- maxim is, never to make declara

rence, and appointed bim to one tions inconsistent with my in

in the province of Malwa. I have tentions, On this account, not

likewise summoned the Emeers of withstanding I am delighted with

Candahar to my imperial court, the climate and hunting of this

and have intrusted the government country , I have thoughts of de

of that country , which has for ages parting for my capital of Agra, in

been a dependency of my empire, order to silence the insinuations of

to one of my most trusty servantsti idle talkers. You write , that you

lest the armies of Taraun,mistaking surer anxiously relative to Shah

that district for the king of Persia's, Rokh Mierza . I confess my sur

a confusion of limits should hap- prise at th .; since the sacred minds

pen in the territories of your high- of monarchs, who are the objects
ness and myself. of divine etfulgence, and the mir

Further ; though an infamous rors of purity and integrity, should

vagabond, who had raised a tumult be superior to impressions of unea

in the mountains of Buduckshaun , siness from the conduct of their

and proclaimed himself the son of equals; but how much more so of

Shah Rokh Meerza, and had been those beneath them ; especially as

joined by the zemeendars of those in this instance, when the source

parts, made applications to me for of the impropriety may be disco

aid, yet I paid no attention to him . vered in youth and inexperience.

The consequence was, that he be . Let me prevail on you to cancel

came the victim of ruin . his fault , and restore him to your

My disposition is to preserve a favour : he is punished for his self

strict adherence to my word; there- willed conduct, in which originated
fore, as we have commenced a his culpability to you, by being

friendship , I am desirous it should necessitated to become a wanderer

not rest merely in external forms, and an exile . As he applied to

me

This Sbab Rakb Meerzar prince of Buduckshaun, being expelled his dominions

by Abdallah Khan, came, in the year 1585, A. D. (Higera 993) to the court of Akbar,

and ranked himself among theking's omras.

† In the original Malozimani Baburi.

* F .
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me for an asylum , and as I saw in tween us, by the instrumentality of

himevident symptoms of contrition, our ambassadors, remain imprinted

I could not but pass over his impru- and engraven on my mind. The

dence. You hint that you suppose customs of our religion, and a spirit

my reception of Shah Rukh Meerza, of liberality, demand not, from the

and the sons of Mahummud Hakeemi, truly generous and sincere, a tenth

to have been purely out of regard part of these, in order to strengthen

to your highness ( Abdullah Khan the pillars of unanimity and concord.

had said ihis ironically ) . How You observe , that many matters are

Can your highness entertain such postponed till the arrival of my pre

notions respecting the arrival of ceptor Ahmed Ali. You have
these persons at my court ? doubtless, ere this , heard of his

I consider the victories
your

death . The event happened after

highness has obtained , as the con- he had taken leave of me ; he was

sequence
of the rectitude of your a man of an amiable disposition and

intentions; and I have received sa- much information ; and , if he had

tisfaction by your friendly mention reached your court, would have

of them . faithfully cominunicated to your

Your highness wrote by Moulana highness many friendly hints and

Hossien, that you were anxious lest secrets . However, you can explain

I should be offended at the couduct and transmit to me every wish of

of your son , for having merely , your reflecting mind, and every

through the inconsiderateness of kind of assistance you require, and

youth, made certain very improper which it will be incumbent on my

and unsuitable requisitions ; and friendship to afford . In such case,

that you had written to apolovize for I should use every exertion . Praise

his behaviour ; but that the cosaid be to God, that from the era of my

was drowned in the way, and the accession to the throne of empire,

letter never reached me, and that to the present hour, a lapse of forty

you had very severely regretted years, and from the firstdawn ofmy

this accident. Let me on this oc- prosperity, when the spring ofmy

casion assure you , that the ties of grandeur began to sinile and look

ancient attinity, and the bonds of gay, all my intentions and endea

renewed attachment, are not of so vours have been uniformly (with

slender a formation , that , though in out regard to my own particular

reality there were some cause , it desires or inclinations) to regulate
could occasion any diminution of and benefit mankind .

my regard. Children act often in The blessing of God alone, upon

opposition to their real parents, as the rectitude of iny conduct , has

particularly in the instance of your enabled me to subdue and acquire

highness ; if, therefore, this appears possession of the vast country of

to be the case with a nominal pa- Hindustan , shared and governed

rent , is it to be wondered at ? * ' A as it was by so many powerful

good child strives to regulate his monarchs. Sundry tribes too,who ,

conduct conformably to the wishes in loftymountains,strong holds, and

of his parent. inaccessiable posts, refused to bow

The compacts and treaties which the head of arrogance and pre

have successively taken place be- sumption to the ground of submis

sion,

Akbar, by this expression , means, that his regard for Abdullab Kban induces him

to consider the latter's son as his own child ; it likewise has a satirical force.
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sion , and pursued the paths of op- things. As I found myself delight

position, now tread the road of ed with the recreationand hunting
loyalty. Further ; many and vari- of Cabul, and with the romantic

ous descriptions of people, though bowers of Cashmir, the residence

differing evidently in manners and in of pleasure, I made an excursion to

customs, now maintain the most the mountains of that country and

friendly intercourse with each other. Tibet, and beheld with the eyes of

Since I have been led to say so astonishment, the wonder of the

much on the good consequences of picture of nature : then took my

my upright intentions, I cannot road through the countries of Puga

avoid ortering up my tribute of ley and Dumloo, where the pro .

praise and humiliation to the su- jection of the hills, the difficulty of

preme Being, at the recollection of the passages, and the frequency of

only a small part of his favor to- the pits, are such , that the sublimest

wards me; and in doing this, I fights of the imagination are scarce

know I shall enliven the banquet of ly able to soar over those stupen

unimity ( that is , afore you plea- dous obstructions. I arrived at

sure) on the mirror of your mind, Cabul before thebulk of my army.

which bears the stamp of divine it- The ruler of Taita, a country

lumination . Be it manifest and evi- situated on the sea -shore to the

dent, that at the time when my im- west of my flourishing empire, ty

perial army lappened to be in the rannised and oppressed the helpless

territories of Punjaub, although at subjects . I determined first to ad

first I had no other views than to monish him , and endeavour by fair

amuse myself with sports, and measures to guide him to the path

hunting in thiscountry , yet the con- of submission ; and if, through his

quest of the charming kingdoin of luckless stars, he should not giveeat

Cashmir, which has never yet to my counsel, to deliver his domi

been subdued bythe monarchisofie nions, which form a large and po

age , which for natural strength and pulous territory, to one of the lords

inaccessibility is unrivalled , and of my court , on whose just admi

which for beauty and pleasantness nistration I could depend. It hap

is a proverb aniong the most saga- pened that he was deficient in judg

cious beholders, became secretly ment and foresight. He paid no

an object of my wishes ; because attention , therefore, to me ; consi

I received constantly accounts of dered my advice as an idle tale ;

the tyranny of the rulers of that and, intoxicated with self -conceit,

region . Accordingly, in a very short broke asunder the thread of wisdom .

space, my brave warriors annexed This being the case , I sent a re

that kingdom to my dominions ; spectable army unto those parts,

though the princes of that country and for near two years my faithful

were not remiss in their exertions. warriors exerted themselves in every

Yet, as my intentions were esta- kind of fatigue and marching. Va

blished on the basis of equity , it was rious battles and skirmishes ensued ;

eompletely conquered , sometimes on land , and sometimes

I myself also visited that happy on water ; however, as all my de

spot, the possession of which is a signs tended to secure the ease and

fresh instance of the divine favour, tranquillity of mankind, success

and offered up my praise and thanks- everywhere attended myloyal troops.

giving to the supreme Lord of all History informs us, that the super
ficial

* F 2
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ficial schemes of the injudicious and tions with the assumption of my

short-sighted end in ruin . Agree- sanction . That matter terminated

ably to this, the ruler of Tattasuf- as I expected ; nay, much better

fered defeat upon defeat. As he than I had expected.

had some principles of goodness in Through the blessing of God on

his disposition, he surrendered to my good intentions, as my imperial

my commanders, relying on their standard waselevated in thePunjaub

protection and promises, and, in Sultaun Muzuffer, of Guezerat,

consequence ,thewhole of that large who, with 40.000 troops, was in

domain became a dependency of flated with presumption , by the ex

my empire . Notwithstanding he ertions of my conquering army

had made so vigorous an opposition, became my prisoner, and all the

yet, when he was admitted to my great meu of his kingdom solicited

presence, and I thought I could dis my protection , and submitted

cern the traits of merit on his coun- themselves to the yoke of tribute

tenance, I restored him to his and taxation . It is a most extra

country, which it had cost me so ordinary circumstance, that as they
much bloodshed to obtain . were bringing him to my presence

Further ; the prudence of my he put an end to his existence. In

mind dictated to me the necessity deed it was better it should have

of chastising those wild savages, the happened so , for the clemency of

Afgans, who, in number like ants my disposition always induces me to

and locusts, dwelt in the inaccessible use much consideration before I ven

mountains of Teera and Beejaor, ture to deprive of life, and despoil

and continually harassed the cara- the fabric of the deity ; and it is

vans on the road of Turaun. This most probable, that if he bad ap

benevolent undertaking was crown- peared before me, his life would

ed with success ; many thought have been in safety * . Moreover ,

proper to throw the collar of sub- by the vigilance of my commanders

jection on the neck of prudence ; I acquired possession of Soumenaut,

and many of that tribe of plun- more generally known by the name

derers were trampled under foot by of Choonoghur, and all the country

my enormous elephants. A great of Surat, the southern part of which

number, too, became bound with is situated on the gulph of Persia.

the cords of divine vengeance, and I shewed much kindness to Bur.

were sold as slaves. huum ul Moolk, the brother of Ni

I determined also to correct and zaum ul Moolk, the ruler of the

amend that worthless people the Decan , who applied to me for pro

Ballochees, who,wavering between tection from his adverse fortune.

submission and disobedience , inter- As long as affairs were administer

cepted the travellers on the roadof ed withequity, I forebore to inter

Iran, and legalized their depreda- fere , and refrained from the conquest

of

Sultaun Muzuffer surrendered his kingdom to Akbar in A.D. 1572, (Higera 950 ).
Hewas treated with great kindnessbyAkbar, who appointed him a jagheer suitable

to his dignity. Being a prisoner a large, in A. D. 1581. (Higera 989 ), he escaped

easily to Guzerat, while the emperor was at Allahabad, and by the assistance of

Shere Khawn, stirred up a rebellion in that kingdom . In the year of our lord 1591 ,

(Higera 1000) Kban Azim obeyed Kinkau, a zemindar of Guzerat, to deliver up
Sultaun Muzúffer; that unfortunate prince put an end to his life with a razor, as

theywere conveying him to Ahmedabad, rather than see Akbar, whose generosity
he had abused .
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of Decan . However, as soon as predominance of an unlucky des

I received intelligence of the tyran- tiny, raised an insurrection in Cash

ny and oppression exercised upon mir , and breathed the air of rebel

the peopleof that country , I issued lion and dissatisfaction at the bounty

a royal mandate to the Omras of of providence. Theimperial forces,

Malwa andCandeish, to assist Bur- and a few of my chosen favorites,

haum ul Moolk, ( in the deposition were then enjoying the amusements

of his brother) and to bestow the of the field , and viewing, with im

government on him . Notwith- pressionsof astonishment, in the

standing this, being a weak man, mirror of nature , the reflection of

he endeavoured to throw off his creative power. As soon as intel

dependency. But, as to lead the ligence of this tumult arrived , re

path of ingratitude, is to hasten to gardless of deluges of rain, I has
ones own destruction, in a very tened away by forced marches; but,

short time a vestige of him and his before the troops could get through

children was not to be found. The the Passes, and enter into that king

ameers of the country, on this raised dom, certain Omras, attached to my

to the throne one of his relations, interests, who had been obliged by

and displayed the banners of pre - compulsion to join in that rash en

sumption. By the aid of Almighty terprise, availing themselves of an

God, my victorious army, under opportunity, brought me the head

the command of my son Sultan of the rebel commander.

Moraud, acquired possession of As my forces were near , I visited

great part of that large kingdom , a second time that ever- verdant

which for size may be called ano- garden, and gratified my mind and

ther Hindustan ;and myexperienced senses with the beauties of that

and faithful commanders conquered luxuriant spot . The above -men

the province of Orissa, as far as the tioned circumstances occasioned a

western limits of it, which are delay in the departure of your am

washed by the Bay of Bengal . bassador.

Many thousand soldiers, experien As the standards of prosperity

cing the utmost tranquillity ,enrolled were moving towards my capital

themselves among the servants of (on my return ), I received intelli

the throne of empire. In a word, gence of the death of Moulana

a further enumeration of the vari- Hossein , who fell a victim to the

ous blessings of the Almighty on my disease of the cholera morbus.

designs, would be attended with This event has been a source of

extreme prolixity. The above men- much affliction to me, and has in

tion of some of them is quite suffi- duced me to dispatch to your court

cient to afford joy and satisfaction the flower ofsanctity and the cream

to that repository of magnificence, of purity, Khaujah Ashouf, who

(i.e. to gou ) . I must acquaint is an old servantof my fainily ; and

your highness, that, soon after your to entrust to him several very

ambassador, Moulana Hossein, had friendly communications; which,

the honor of an audience, I signi- together with the present state of

fied to the officers of state, that affairs, he will represent to your

they should expedite his departure enlightened understanding, and

as much as possible. Just at this duly explain the treaties and com

time, certain persons under the pacts which, through the medium
* F3

Burbaun ul Moolk had fled , in 1584, from his brother, the Sultaun of the Decan ,
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.

of epistolary correspondence , have garden of my mind with the exhi

taken place between us . Myhopes lirating intelligence of your wel
from your amity and regard are, fare . God is our all in all; all else

that you will continually refresh the is vanity.

On the MARITIME COMMERCE of WESTERN INDIA.

Ecmbay, March 30, 1903. carried on by two casts, the Syrians

To the Editor of the Asiatic Ana . Reg. and the Boras. The first were emi

grants from Syria, and the latter from

SIR , Afghan , and descended from a

I have been a constant subscriber tribe of jews converted to maho

to your useful publication, and am medanism .

very desirous of promoting its suc- The Malabar trade was then in

cess . If therefore you decm the the hands of the Moplars, as it is

following observations worthy a at this day. They are a cast of ma

place in the next volume, they are homedans descended from the Arabs,

much at your service . who interniarried with the natives.

I am confident it will be agreeable The trade to the north ward was very

to you , to be informed on the sub- extensive, more so than in any part

ject of the commerce of this side of of India. It exported manufat

India, the revolutions it has of late tured goods and raw materials to an

years undergone, and is still likely enormous amount to the two Gulis

to undergo. I will therefore give and every part of India . Since the

it to you in detail . The policy here destruction of the Persian and the

has been , to withhold every thing decline of the Ottoman powers, its

relating to it ; eight mouths resi- trade to those two empires has sunk

cience, with an inquisitive disposi- to nothing. The Syrian merchants

tion , has given me no small insignit are extinct ; the Boras remain ; but

into the subject . their circumstances are materia ly

The trade of Bombay is a foreign altered, being reduced by constant

one, and no more than a transit ; and repeated losses from their at

and is carried on at an expense , tachment to the trade of their an

which nothing but the convulsive cestors, which they continue to pro

state of the surrounding natire gon secute, though to a loss ; and there

vernments , and the grout oppression fore they will sooner or later share

experienced under them , could the fate of the Syrian merchants.

have supported. From the tine Their Bengal export trade they

that the Portuguese arrived in have likewise lost, from one of

India , to within a few years of those revolutions which are so fre

the close of the last century, the quently occurring in commerce. -

commerce of this side of India About twenty-five years ago there

centered at Surat to the northward , were exported from Surat 30.000

and at Calicut to the southward . bales of cotton annually ; but since

It was during the whole of that Bengal has been under our goverri

period in the hands of the Nioors; ment, the improvements in com .

viz , the Surat foreign trade was merce and agriculture have effected

a wonderful

1
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with safety .

a wonderful change in its favor.- Its removal hither has been owing

It now grows not only sufficient to the decline of the enterprising -

for the supply of its own internal spirit of its merchants, and to the

consumption , but has become an danger of the port during the south

exporter, and a competitor in the westmonsoon ; but for eight months

staple trade of this side of India in of the year ships may load there

all foreign markets ; and, if we An American vessel

ground our opinion of what it can loaded in the Gulph of Cambay

do, from what it has already done in the height of the monsoon . It

in every article of produce it has could be carried on from thence to

turned its attention to, there is much an advantage of twenty per cent .

to fear, that sooner or later we my over the Bombayers. I may safely

experience another revolution in say , twenty- five per cent. Upon

our cornmerce here ; the more par- the ruin and decline of the Moor

ticularly as there are no steps taken merchants have risen the Persees.

to preserve it ; on the contrary, they We have about a dozen opulent

are doing every thing to lose it.- families here, and a few at Surat.

The cotton trade from this side of Their rise has been most rapid.

India to China is of a very recent They were indebted for the foun

date ; it commenced about twenty- ' dation of their fortunes to the dis

five years ago . A considerable fa- tresses of the Company , as most of

mine, which happened there about thein were scape -coats of the army

that period , induced the govern- contractors, and native commissa

ment to direct, by an imperial edict, ries in the Mahratta and Mysore

that the greater proportion of the wars, and paticipated largely with

lands should be thrown into the them in the emoluments. They

cultivation of grain, to prevent the have since replaced the Hindus, and

like calamity in fiture . This cir- arebecomethe brokers and banyans

cumstance gave rise to this branch of the Europeans. They are a sharp

of commerce , which increased clever people in business, and pos

progressively, till the commence- sess considerable local knowledge ;

ment of the late war. The scanty but in other respects are very con

supply during that period , the in- fined in their id as. They form

attention to the quality , and the here a respectable commercial aris

many frauds that have been prac- tocracy, equal in proportion , if not

tised, have induced the Chinese to exceeding on this small theatre, that

increase the growth of this com- of the city of London . They rule

modity within themselves, which here ; but it is owing to the supine

has made it a precarious trade.- ness of the Europeans, who suffer

There was some years ago a greater it from an idea that it tends to their

number of ships belonging to the own interests. They are , there

port of Surat than there are now fore, completely dependent upon

to Bombay. In the present moment them . The factors of the different

there is not one . The import and commercial houses here , in China,

export trade it still retains, is en- Bengal, &c . are Persees or natives.

grossed by the Arabs and Boras. The correspondence is , therefore,

The cotton tradecenters here ; tho' carried on in their country language;

it is all grown in theneighbourhood and the British merchants know no

of Surat, which is its natural port more than they chuse to commu

of export, and to which it belongs. nicate to them . They do the bu
* F4 siness
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siness on a trifling commission, yet that the ships cleared themselves in

make fortunes . It is therefore pre- a very short time.

sumed they are acquired by impro- Secondly. The deficiency in

per means. I disapprove most deci- the tonnage required for the trans

dedly of this ill-judged policy, as it port of the Company's China trade

leads to a state of ignorance of every to Europe, (arising from the ap

commercial information , and is propriation of the ships employed

moreover highlydangerous ; for,in as shipsof war at home) which com

case of death, it is ten to one , if the pelled them to take up large coun

property intrusted to them is not in- try ships engaged in it from henceat

volved. The Persees are concerned the exorbitantfreightof35l . per ton ,

in shipping and in most of the ad- exclusive of the surplus tonpage.

ventures with the Europeans . As Thirdly. The permisson granted

they have grown rich , so they are to country ships to proceed to Eu

become profligate and dissipated. rope with cargoes of Indian pro

The generation that is to succeed duce on account of the proprietors,

them is ten times more so. They or on freight.

posse's more enterprise than the These several employments en

Hindus ; yet are timid , and soon gaged more or less, soon after the

despond when they meet with ill- breaking out of the war, the whole

success. The greater number of the shipping of this port. The Indian

members of the mercanule houses and China markets in consequence

here have been pursers of India- of the very scanty supplies from

men , and captains of ships in the the want of tonnage , gave an

country trade ; the knowledge they uncommon great profit to the few

acquired of Indian commerce by adventurers. The shipping, there

frequenting the different trading fore, increased in a threefold degree

ports , induced them to establish at this port , as well as at every other

themselves in Bombay , as mer- presidency in India. These several

chants and agents . They first em- advantages, which the late war

ployed bany ans, and afterwards per- created, subsiding on return of

sees as their brokers. These laiter peace, the merchants and ship pro

people since become concerned prietors returned to their former oc

with them in most of their foreign cupations and pursuits, which were

speculations. Many great and un- those of the Indian and China com

common events occurred during merce. Their first year's adventures

the late war , which contributed proved unsuccessful, both in the

in a great measure to advance the outward and returning cargoes.

opulence of the merchants of this They were at once appalled at

presidency, by affording them op- a disappointment they so little

portunities that the most ignorant expected to have met with, and

could not fail to avail themselves of. they of course turned their atten

The fortunes acquired were great tion to the investigation of the

and rapid , and the means by which causes ; when they found, to their

they were made were as follows: utter astonishment, that two com

First. The distresses of govern- petitors had sprung up in the inter

ment, which required theuse of val, whose object was to participate

all the shipping that could be spared with them in their regular trade.

for transports. The freights paid First. The Bengalers last year

were most exorbitant, in so much were competitors for the first time

.

! in
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in the China market, in the stapleding against each other, and en

trade of cotton ; and which they hancing the prices; and every fraud

sold at one and a half tale per pecul is practised to increase the weight.

more than the Surat, from being of The Company, and the principal

a superior quality and cleaner ; and merchants here, combined, last

again, in their returning cargo in year, for their mutual interests.

the article of sugar, which they They obtained it uponterms some

furnished to Bombay at a cheaper what more moderate ; but this con

price than the Chinese. Their cert only held together that season .

competition therefore threatens to A combination of this kind is a rope

affect the trade of Bombay in a of sand, as it ever will be. Four

very material degree. large Company's China ships are ex

Secondly. The Arabs, who, pected this season, which will re

during the war, from meeting quire 24,000 bales. Not a bale is yet

with no competitor, have engrossed purchased, and the price has already

the whole of the carrying trade, been so run up, that it would stand

likewise supply this side of India, in here at Rs. 150 per candy . The

and the two Gulphs, with sugar, Company ceded the investment to

the produce of Bengal, with rice, the captains last year, upon condi

and piece goods, to the prejudice tion that the proceeds were paid into

of this settlement ; the former de- the Company's treasury at Canton .

riving a profit, when the latter ex- The export has at times amounted

perience a loss ; as they never in- to 80 M bales. It amounted to

sure, and , moreover, navigate their only 44 M bales last year, and was

vessels at one half the expense. overdone. The whole produce is

The merchants here, therefore, con- computed to be 80M half candy

sider their trade as on the decline, bales, of 375 lb. Forty thousand

and are desponding. They have a of which are produced upon the

very considerablecapital invested districts on the Nerbudda ; and the

in heavy blocks, which, unless they remainder in the Guzerat andCutch.

can find an employment for, will, What is imported here, is a mix.

I fear, prove very heavy concerns . ture of all sorts together. There

The China trade is the only re- are many districts on the Nerbudda

source left them . The staple trade which produce cotton of a very su

is cotton -wool, which, with shark- perior quality ; and if properly

fins, peschuck, and sandal -wood, cleaned , would, I am confident,

compose the whole of a China sell for eighteen pence per lb. in

cargo , Since the East - India Com- the English market . In the man

pany have become participators in ner the natives clean it it will al

this trade, this article has doubled ways be foul . They omit the first

in price. Every petty persee shop- and most necessary process, which is

keeper is become a speculator in that of cleaning it of the leaf; and

cotton, and, with the property of until some European sits himself

others entrusted to them, endea- down upon the spot, and takes it

vour to obtain the commodity at the in hand under his own immediate

fountain head , with a view to be- superintendence, as they have done

nefit by a sale to exporters here. inthis and other articlesin the Ben

The cotton markets to the north- gal provinces, it neverc an become

ward are crowded with persees and a beneficial article of commerce

buyers of every description, bid for Europe. It might be made a

most
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most important one, but the for- accounts, it would be impossible to

midable commercial aristocracy , al- carryonbusiness. The Company,

ready inentioned, would ruin any in order to prevent the export of its

individual who should attempt it. specie, reduced its standard sis per

There is a fine opening for specula- cent. The country powers, not to

tion , but it would be hazardous to lose the advantage, lowered theirs

engage in it . If any thing ever immediately ;-consequently the ex

brings it about, it will be the com- change between this and Surat is

petition of the Bengalers, which eight per cent. against Bombay. It

will compel the native merchants is a wretched policy. The exchange

to exertion , or they will lose the on Bengal is from eight to ten per

trade. The tralershere have con- cent. in favor of Bombay. Bengal

ceived it mattered not what quality exports to this side of India, but

they sent to China, provided it was imports nothing. This government

cotton in any state . The Bengalers draws from seventy to eighty lacks

have, however, several advantages of rupees on Calcutta, Benares, and

over us ; the first is, that labor is Lucknow , per annum . I attribuite

one half the price to what it is on this advantage in favor of Bombay

this side of India ; -- secondly, the to the scarcity of theprecious metals,

packages which are imporied from which makes it more advantageous

Bengal, cost them only one third to the Arabs and banyans to take

of what they stand us in here ; -- Company's bills than to send bullion,

and lastly, provisions are to be had which was the case formerly. The

at two thirds of the price of what Shroffs would not pay this high

we pay on this side of India. Besides, premium for bills, it bullion would

the prejudices here are almost insur- answer.
mountable, and whoever atiempts The agency houses here are con

any thing new is considered as an fined to four in number. No one

adventurer.
A person who has of them could subsist upon the ad

been long resident on the Nerbudda, vantages of the agency business

has given me a very full insight into alone , as it is very contined ; and

every thing relating to the article of the profits are in a great measure

cotton. Ihave sent home a sample absorbed by interest of money, and

he gave me for your inspection. the expences of the establishment.

The Company's investment to the The loss of interest on the cash

northward amounts, this year, to balances they are obliged to keep,

about six lacks piece goods for Eu- absorbs full one half of the commis

rope, and fifteen lacks in cotton forsions. Their advantages arise wholly

China. The sales of staples about from trade; and though they hold

30,000 per annum . The import out the agency business to be the

trade here is much reduced, and line they confine themselves to, yet

labors under many insuperable dif- without trade they would not even

ficulties , which oppose its increase . gain a subsistence . Agency; how

The coin of all the country powers ever, gives them the command of
is debased . Every sirdar is a coiner; a capital , which, by good manage

we therefore can keep no specie ment, enables then to avail them

here — not a silver rupee to be seen selves of every favorable opportunity

- both gold and copper are scarce ; that occurs. They allow nine per

and was it not for treasury bills, and cent. interest on deposits . It has

transfers from one to another in open been a most fortunate eircumstance
for
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for them, that the distresses of the years have beenwritten off to profit

Company reduced its Bombay go- and loss . The present governor,

vernment to recur to the expedient who is certainly a very able man in

of issuing treasury bills, which are the revenue line, has arranged every

payable at twelve months sight, and thing in a manner , that no arrears

bearing nine per cent. interest. or defalcations now occur. He is

These pass in the settlement as ' daily consolidating places, an eco

cash , and here afford the merchants nomy which has thrown upon the

an employment for the greater pro- pavee a long listof civilians . It has

portion of their deposits. It may long been said, that this government

therefore be said , that they guarantee is to be done away, and put under

the Company's credit to their con- the command of a military lieu

stituents , at one per cent. which is tenant- governor, with a garrison ;

the commission on money transac- in that case the present revenue

tions. They fortunately steered would suffice for its support.

clear of losses by discount during A new appointment has lately

the war, though they were ofien been created here ; it is a reporter

choaked with paper; but extricated of external commerce. The object

themselves trom the pressure, by of it is to see by what meansthe

prevailing upon their constituents rerenue can be extended and in

to subscribe to the Company's loans creased . Certain it is, if the present

from time to time, and thereby gigantic system of Indian policy is
lessened their engagements by pay- to be carried into execution and

ing the bills into the treasury as maintained, we shall, in the course

cash , in payment of their consti- of a very few years, be under the

tuents' subscriptions. It has , how- necessity of adopting gradually the

ever, taught their constituents to Mogul system of taxation, which

employ their own money, and extended to every individual thing

thereby lessened the deposits. No to support it . It is the idea of what

agency house could , however, derive the resources of India are capable,

any great advantages without being that makes us, I presume , so lavish

connected with an established house of our money. The Moplars have

of credit in England. This govern- the monopoly of the whole trade of

ment is very much circumscribed ; the Malabar provinces, and it is

the most valuable appendages to it through them that the Company

having been put under that of Ma- alone can insure their pepper in

drass. Its present jurisdiction only vestments upon more moderate

extends over the islands of Bombay, terms than individuals . It is the

Salsette and Caranja, which yield to interest of the contractors to give

the Company a revenue of twelve them the preference, as they take

lacks of rupees, including land reve- off their hands more than two-thirds
nue, customs, farms, &c . One of the produce of the country . It

collector and a custom master now is estimated from 9 to 10,000 can

collect the whole of it , which for- dies of 680 ib . per candie . The

merly gave employment io a dozen price the Company pay is from
servants . The consequences were, 130 rupees to 140 per candie, while

that the revenues were always in individuals pay from 160 rupees to

considerable arrears , from an igno- 170. The Company's investinent is

rance of the detail, and a total want about 8000 candies. Thus the

of system ; and lacks of arrears for whole of the Company's invest

invest
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ment on this side of India for Eu- I am no enemy to the privileges

rope does not exceed ten lacks or the institution of the Company ;

of rupees . but I heartily wish some leading

Inclosed I send you the Com- commercial men of the court of

pany's proposals for making up the directors would revise the system

annual investment at Madras. It in time, and compare the adminis

is precisely the old French system ; tration of the chartered trade, with

and nothing shews so muchthe re- the principles that govern their own

duced state of their commercial counting -houses.

finances, as the adopting it . In On some future opportunity I

fact, they have been carrying on may perhaps furnish my ideas of

their trade, for some years past, on thenature of the foreign European
the funding system ; that is, by bor- trade, and the encouragement

rowing in India, to be reimbursed which ought to be given to licensed

bybills at fixed periods on England . individuals of our own country, in

It is no more than what is styled order to combat the too -successful

circulation in Europe. Were the rivalship of other maritime states

presidencies in India to draw for the in the Indian Seas, at our expense

balance due by the trade to the com- both of factories and of a protec

mercial loans, it would swallow up tion their own power is unable to

a very great proportion of the repre- afford .

sentative assets at home. It must I am , Sir,

come to an investigation ere long. Your obedient servant.

Proposals for making up the Annual Investment.

In consequence of orders receiv- extent of eight lacks of pagodas,

ed fidin the Honorable Court of for the provision of goods on private

Directors, under date23d June, for accounts.

the introduction at this presidency 2d , That the sums subscribed

of a plan for the provision of goods shall be paid into the commercial

on account of individuals through treasury, under the faith of govern

· the exclusive agency of the Hono- ment, not to be alienated to any

rable Company's commercial ser other purpose.

vauts ; notice is hereby given , that 3d, That the instalments shall be

the following are the terms and so arranged as to be most suitable

conditions of the said plan ; and to the periods for making advances;

private merchants are invited to that is one-third on subscribing,one

transmit to the office of the board at four months, and one at eight

of trade, proposals specifying the months: for the accommodation of

quantity of goods they may be de- subscribers, the balance of cash in

sirous of providing on their account the hands of their present agents
respectively, under the proposed being transferred to the commercial

arrangement.
resident, his receipt will be accept

1st, That a subscription be open- ed in payment of the first instal

ed until the 1st of April, to the ment.

4th ,
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4th , That the subscribers do give on account of subscribers shall be

sufficient security for the regular confined to long-cloths and salam

payment of their instalments. poras , from twelve to twenty -four

5th , That in order to prevent punjums, unless they stipulate for

the difficulty that would attend the their proportions of the other ar

apportioning the goods at the pre- ticles composing the Company's in

sidency, subscriptions to a less vestment at the time of subscribing.

amount than five thousand pagodas 12th , That all goods received at

will not be received . the different factories subsequent

6th, That the whole of the goods to the 1st of May, shall be brought

be provided of standard quality, if to the joint credit of the Company

possible. and subscribers.

7th, That as it must unavoidably 13th , Thatfrom the above period,

occur in the provisions of a large the returns of advances to the ma

investment, that a certain propor- nufactures, of the cloth received ,

tion will be of inferior quality, this of the progress of bleaching and

shall be disposed of at the presi- embaling, and the invoices of

dency by public auction, and the goods shipped, shall be open for

sum received for such sales, be the inspection of the subscribers

either re -advanced to the weavers at the office of the superintendent

or be carried to the credit of the of investment ; who will uniformiy

general account with the subscri- intimate to those concerned the ar

bers, as may be may found most rival at the presidency of each con

convenient; which sales will am- signment.

ply provide for the demands of the 14th , That to remunerate the

country trade. residents, to cover factory charges,

8th , That the goods shall be pro- ‘bad balances , and the risk of the

vided , dyed , bleached and embaled transportation of the goods to the

by the Company's Commercial Re- presidency, 124 per cent. shall be

sidents in like manner as the Com- charged to subscribers on the ori

pany's own investment ; and there ginal price of the goods.
shall be no separation or distinction 15th , That the customary charges

of interests, till the goods arrive at of boat hire, bleaching, embaling,

the presidency, where they are to and freight , shall as usual appear at

undergo the customary process of the foot of the invoice free of com

examination by the Company's su- mission .

perintendent. 16th , That upon application ,

gth , That this examination shall tonnage for England shall be pro

be in the presence of any person vided for the subscribers on the

deputed by the subscribers , if re- extra or regular ships of the Com

quired. pany, ' or upon Indian built ships

10th , That the goods shall then chartered in conformity to the late

be divided by the superintendent, regulations, at the same rate of

giving to the Company and to each freight as is specified in their several

individual goods of all parts of the charter parties ; and that the allot

assortment, in an exact propor- ment of tonnage shall be propor

tion to their respective shares in tioned to the tonnage in the roads,

the original subscription , and to the and the quantity of goods in store
funds allotted by the Company. at the time, without any preference

11th , That the provision of goods to the Company.

17th ,
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17111, That the accounts shall be the provision be consigned at once

made up at the India House with to the Company ; and those sub

every practicable expedition ; and scribers receive in England their

theamount ofproceeds,after deduct- exact shares of the net proceeds,

ing the duties and freight on the which shall be paid to their order

respectiveconsignments with 3 per without any further charge than

cent. for charges, shall be paid to the the duties, freight, and the 3 per

attorneys or agents of the several cent. specified in the 17th article of

subscribers, with as little delay ' as these regulations.

possible. Published by order of the Board

18th , That it shall be in the op- of Trade.

tion of subscribers, instead of re- ( Signed ) · D. CRAUFURD,

ceiving at the presidency a partici- Fort St. George , Secretary.

pation of the cloths, and shipping 4th March, 1803. )

them on their own account, to let

Some Remarks on the Country between the Jumna and Ganges, called

the DA-AAB, from the Mountains to CAUDERGUNGE ; by the late

COLONEL IRONSIDE .*

This county is now under no set. They told me they had made a de

tied form of government, and is mand for the revenues of some

frequently overrun by parties of villages, which the king grants to

Seiks , and such other freebooters the Brahmins of Hurdwar for their

as can assemble a suflicient number support. During the time I was

of troops together, so as to be an prosecuting my survey from Byce

overmatch for the village people . Gaut to Anoopslier, scarcely a day

From these circumstances the zem- passed, but I heard of the exploits

indars have endeavoured to secure of these vagabond Seiks, who plun

themselves in mud- forts ; and , by dered the country, as far as this

taking advantage of the debilitated last-mentioned place, of every thing

state of the government of Dehli , they could lay their hands on ; and

have rendered themselves in some from that place to within fifteen

measure independent, and will not cose of Furruckabad , the country

pay even to the king's officers any was kept in continual alarm by a

revenues, unless he has a force suf- notorious robber called Ally Khaun.

ficient to intimidate them to com- Thus a fertile and extensive coun

pliance . try is desolated by a set of rapacious

When I was at Byce Gaut, there villains, and the riots reduced to the

was a party of Seiks about six coss lowest step of human misery ; not

from thence . They were collect- having a dependence on a crop they

ing the revenues of the country , or have laboured to produce, which

rather plundering the riots for their probably a day or two before it

sole emolument ; and the Brahmins would be gathered , is eaten up by

at and near Hurdwar, were appre- the horses of these locusts, who are

hensive they would plunder them . the curse of this unhappy country .

Remarks

* See a Biographical Memoir of this officer in our last volume.
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Remarks on the Country of BOGALE CUND, the Territories of

HAJEET SING ...... By the same.

SohagyGaut, or Pass, which is also large herds of cattle and flocks

the roart from Allahabad into this of sheep. Rewa is the residence

country, is near a thousand yards in of the Rajah. It stands on the

length , and its ascent is very steep , banks of a small river, with a rocky

full of loose stones, which renders bottom . His house is in a fort of

it very difficult for loaded camels considerable size ,butofno strength,

to get up . Artillery without any being surrounded only bya com

other assistance but that of cattle, mon brick wall. Hajeet Sing, the

as they are usually drawn , must present Rajah , is a weak and avarie

have recourse to some other method cious man, and very meanly supo

for the success of such an enter- ports the dignity of an independent

prise , such as taking the guns from price. It did not appear that he

the carriages, and loading thein on had more than three hundred horse

elephants. On the suminit of the in his pay. His infantry are not

bills , and the extremity of the Pass , regular troops, but are, in general,

is a redoubt, or place of arms, the principal farmers in the coun

which will contain three hundred try , and hold their lands by a

men ; and unless these were dis- kind of military tenure, in which

lodged,great loss must be sustained they have considerable advantages.

before the Gaut could be taken pos- On any emergency they are assem

sessionof. The most probable step bled, and put themselves under the

towards success, would be to send a Rajah's direction , though the genius

party up the hills in the night, of the hill- people seems to be averse

which they can ascend with their to oppression . He has in some

arms only , and attack this by measure infringed on the privileges

surprise ; for, until it was secured, of his subjects, for which he is

it would be a forward step to at- despised, and leld in a very con

tempt forcing the Pass . temptible light by them . He is

After you
have ascended the Pass surrounded by a set of designing

of Sohagy, the county is like a table men , who have an entire ascen

land, and you have no descent, as dency over him in all his actions ;

is generally the case when on the a prostitution of his power to their

tops of mountains. The roads private emolument must and is the

from Sohagy Gaut to Rewa are inevitable consequence of such a

tolerably good, as they are in every government.

part of Bogale Cund that I saw . The roads from Rewa to Mirza

The country of Bogale Cand is poor are very good. You descend

well cultivated , and produces tole- the hills by two gauts, at a consi

rable good crops of grain . The derable distance from each other,

villages are in good order, full of and loaded bullocks ascend with

inhabitants, who appear to be in- Should a military force ever

dustrious. The produce of this have occasion to march into this

country is wheat, barley, and dif- country, these gauts are much pre

ferent kinds of pease, and they have ferable to that of Sohagy.

On

port

ease .
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On BUNDALE CUND, the Territories of HINDIPUT.

(By the Same.)

This country is extremely high brought from the Deccan to Chat

and mountainous. From its com- terpoor is on camels, which is a

mencement between Panna and strong presumptive proof, that this

Rewa, to near Chatterpoor,there is country is not so mountainous as

scarcely a patch of cultivation to be Bogale Cund and Bundale Cund .

seen , unless at a few buzars on the Hitherto I have only been speak

side of the great road, which are ing of that part of Hindiput's coun.

the halting places of the merchants. try, which is situated in and near

Round these villages are some fields the hills. I shall now advert to that

of corn , which are really the only which is between the hills and the

ones you see from near Sahoul to Jumna. This part of his territo

Chatterpoor. The face of the ries is much superior to them I have

country is rocky, and produces lits already mentioned. It is a fertile ,

tle herbage. The summit of the well- cultivated country . The vil

hills, though mostly rock, are lages are better built than any I

covered with small coppice wood ; have yet seen in India. They are

but little or no gruss,or shrubby full of inhabitants , who are a brave

thickets, in all this hilly country. and warlike race of people, and are

I saw no timber trees that were fit either of the cast of the Brahmins

for building, or scarcely to answer or Rajputes. They commonly go

the common purposeof husbandry. armed with a spear and bow , both

This country is supplied with grain of which are of an excellent qua

from thefertile banks of the Jumna lity . This country, is extremely

and Ganges. Large droves of bul- pleasant to travel ihrough, since,

locks are daily passing towards the from the distance of six to nine

hill country and the Deccan with coss from the greatrange of moun

grain , sugar, and other articles of tains, it is diversified with clumps

merchandize, viz . spices and beetle- of small hills, which are unconnect

nut ; and from that market greated with each other, and form an

part of the Deccan is supplied. agreeable prospest. It is almost an

Themerchants of the Deccan bring invariable custom withthe inhabi

to Mirzapoor rock -salt, cotton, iron , tants to build their villages at the

and some few other commodities. foot of a hill, and you seldom see

Great part of the merchandize them in any other situation .

Towns in Bundale CUND.

(By the Same.)

Panna is a well -built pretty little principally resides at Panna. This

town. The houses are in general place may be deemed a secure re

built of stone, most of which are treat for him , should his country be

occupied by the Rajah and his attacked by an enemy ; for, being

dependents, and others are the pro- entirely surrounded by hills, the

perty of merchants . Though Hin- access is very difficult. Exclusive of

diput has a good house at Chatter- this,thediamond mines being in the

poor, and another at Rajegun , he neighbourhood of the town, induce

him
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him to make it his residence, as carried on between the Deccan and

great profits must arise therefrom . Mirzapoor. Here much of the

Chatterpoor is one of the first goods brought from both places

places for trade I have seen in India are laid up in warehouses, and

( Calcutta hardly excepted ). It is transported as occasion may re

a large place ; the houses are of quire. The number of camels and
stone, and well built. The mer- carriage bullocks that are employed

chants of this place transact the on this trade are very great.

greatest part of the business that is

Revenues of HINDIPUT.

Little satisfactory can be said on ing the same' or a worse fate ; he

this subject, and probability must is , however, permitted to live in

be my only guide. He receives a the country between the hills and

round sum from the duties on mer- the Jumna, and his father allows

chandise passing through his domi- him some villages for his support,

nions, and common fame speaks, and that of his attendants . Hin

that the diamonds that are brought diput has a very elegant durbar,

to the Benaris market, are from the sits in great state , and has anume

mines of Panna , from which it is rous attendance, very respectable

easy to conceive they must produce in their appearance, and who ob

à large revenue. Though the serve the greatest attention and

country between the hills and the respect towards him. The Rajah

Jumna is fertile, and capable of says, he is oppressed by the Mahrat

contributing bountifully towards tas, to whom he declared he paid

supporting the Rajah, yet the peo- an annual tribute . His presence

ple seem topossess so great a share is not agreeable, being a tall thin
of independency, that to oppress, man, extremely black, with a de

orendeavour to introduce any in- fluxion in his eyes. The mildness

novation on their ancient privileges of his conversation, and obliging

would be a dangerous step for the manner, would induce you tobe

Rajah to take, as they are all sol- lieve him a man of great huma

diers from the time of their being nity ; but this is insinuated (as be

able to carry a spear and bow . He fore observed ), to be only a cloak

has also two relations, Goman Sing to a cruel disposition . He has five

and Coman Sing, who have each or six pieces of artillery mounted

separate possessions in this partof on field -carriages, which I saw at

the country, and they are notunder Panna. They may carry a shot
the strictest obedience to him. from six to nine pounds. He has

The disposition of Hindiput is several Europeans in his service

not deemed an amicable one . employed making arms, &c. They

They accuse him of being severe reside at Callinger, about twenty
and implacable . He has more than four miles to the nothward of Pan

thirty men of consequence in pri- na, where he keeps all his mililary

son , and his eldest son was obliged stores.

to fly from him, for fear of suffer- This fort is often mentioned as

* G a place
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a place of great strength in the with respect to the number of his
histories of Hindostan. It is deem- troops , yet I may venture to af.

ed impregnable by the country peo- firm , that he can bring into the

ple . Indeed its situation , which is field three thousand horse and six

on the top of a high hill, and sur- thousand foot . His country is er

rounded with a wall of stone , must tremly well governed, which cor

make it formidable even against vinces me he is not wanting in

a well-conducted attack . How abilities . His inhumanity to fx

much more so must it be to the ticular people may be cverlooked ,

armies of India , who have little when we consider the policy and

skill in this branch of militry know- intrigues of an eastern court ; how

ledge . often do the nearest relations put

In short, Hindiput is a very the first springs in motion, by

powerful prince; and though for which a prince is carried off, and

want of intelligence when in his wade through more than regicides
country , that I could depend on , to secure a tottering throne .

List of the Gauts on the Ganges, from Hurdwar to Kenouge.

Chandy Gaut .-At this Gaut tra- Darnagur Gaut. - Small, for the

vellers go from Hurdwar into the convenience ofthe country people.

country of Sirinagur. There is also Sirjipoor Gaut. - Suchpeople as

a road from hence through the hills travel from Chandpoor tothe north

to Loldong and to Nidgeebabad, west pass at this Gaut.
which is often frequented. This Jafferabad Gaut. - Small, for the

Gaut was in the possession of the convenience of the country people.

rajah of Sirinagur before the Rohila Muckdoompoor Gaut. — Small,

conquest, but since then in the hands for the convenience of the country
of the nabob of Owde. people .

Byce Gaut.-- At this Gaut pass Surpoor Gaut.-- Small, for the

the Fuckiers, and such people as convenience of the country people.

resort to Hurdwar, for the purpose CommundenaGur Gaut - Small,

of ablution, from the countries to for the convenience of the country
the south-east . people .

Baun Gaut. - Small, for the con- Tiggeroe Gaut. - Large, the

venience of the country people. public road fromAmrowa and Rair

Suckaltall Gaut. Atthis Gaut poor to Dehly.

the Mahrattas crossed in 1772, on PootGaut. Forthe convenience

their rout to Patturgur. It is a large of the country people .

Gaut for inerchants, who bring the Maundy Gaut - Small, for the

produce of Cashmeer to Nidgeeba- convenience of the country people .
bad, and also for such people of the Au -arr Gaut. — Large, for mer.

northern partof the Rohilla country chants who carry to Dehly spices,

who may have business either to and such other articles ofcommerce,

Dehly, to Lahore, or to Cashmeer. as are brought from the eastward.

Chellower Gaut. - Small, for the Chendousey is the mart, and a very

convenience of the country people. large one .

Anoopshier
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Anoopshier Gaut. — The public Mindy Gaut.-- Much frequented

road from Bissowla, Owla, and Ber- by merchants and travellers .

rielly , to Dehly Al the Gauts on the Ganges,

Currumboss. - For the use of the which are frequented by merchants,

country people. provided a bridge of- boats was

Rage Gaut. - For the use of the · thrown over , arillery and military

country people. stores may cross without much

Ramgaut.--Small, resorted to for obstruction, as making the roads

the purposes of ablution . would not employ more than fifty

Kirkabary Gaut.-Small . pioneers a day.

Sankery Gaut - For the conve- The heavy merchandise in that

nience of the country people. country is generally carried on

Husseinpoor Gaut.--Small, for hackries (small covered carts ) , and

the convenience of the country where those carriages can go , ar

people . tillery meet with little difficulty.

Chucklaw Gaut . — Large, fre- Indeed the banks of the Ganges

quented by merchants. from Allahabucy to Harelivar are

Vanikura Gaut. - Small, for the so consolidated , and of such an

convenience of the country people. equal height, that a proper place

Boora Gaut - For the convenience for throwing over can always be

of the country people. readily found . And if the nabob,

Cauder Gaut. - Large, on the who has excellent boats for the pur

road from Bissowla, Owla , &c. to pose, would be at the expense of

Agra, Furruckabad , and the west- providing them with
ward . instead of pursuing the tedious

Suragepoor Gaut. - On the road method of securing them with stakes

to Furruckabad from the Rohilla driven to the bottom of the river ,

country . which the boats are made fast

Gurrua Gaut. - Not large, for the to, he might bring his boats to a

convenience of the country people. convenient place, form a bridge in

Dye Gaut.-- Tolerable large. one day, and cross his army the

Chitchinee Gaut .-Small. next; instead of which they will

Currenpoor Gaut.- Large, lead- now be eight or ten days in com

ing to Furruckabad. pleting a bridge, according to the

Suckerpoor Gaut.Tolerable present mode, and which is not so

large, leading to Furruckabad . secure as the other would be. Be

Hydragur Gaut.- Opposite to tween Roe jaut and Hurdwar many

Furruckabad . fords are found in the dry season ,

Husseinpoor Gaut. -Small . by which an army may pass ; but

Noushoreea Gaut. - Small. these fords are not permanent, and

Gurrua Gaut. — Small. depend on accidental ridges of sand

Gurgudgepoor Gaut.- Small. being thrown up during the rainy

Buramow Gaut. - Small. months, when the river is extremely

Cussimcon Gaut.--Small . rapid. These beds of sand may con

Burrampoor Gaut.-- Small. tinue one dry season , but it is more

Mewra Gaut .-Large Gaut near than probable they are sweptaway,

Kenouge . the next rains, by the rapidity of

Rage Gaut.- Opposite Kenouje, the river, and are formed again at

frequented by merchants and tra- different places ..

yellers.

* G 2 ROUTE
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THE ROUTE OF COLONEL COLLINS'SEMBASSY TO DOWLUT RAO SCINDIAR,

From Futty -Ghur to Oujein, via Agra, Futtypoor, Byana,

Hindoon , Uniara, Boondi, and Cotah.

Futty -Gbur , Dec. 20 , 1801.

Tot.

Dist. Villages, Rivers,, ,
and Nullahs.

1801 M. 1. M.F.

T
i
m
e

.

D
i
s
t

.

GROUND

OF ENCAMPMENT.

GENERAL REMARKS.

near

8

.

1
2

..

2

Dec.

21 57 Deliah Encamped on good From Futty-GhurtoBever
57 ground Mr. belongs to Nabob Naser

22 8 Mahomedabad Grant's Bunghla. Jung, of Furrukabad...The

Good encamping county well cultivated....
23 8 6 Muddinpoor ground near the vil- since ceded to the Honor

1 Cully nuddyFen. lage. able Company:
2 2 Bever

Encamped near the

24 3 4 Bunkeah the village ...Wells.

3 4 Puttapore

21 Bowjing

91 Encamped in a

25 27 Badowrah plain half- a -mile to

2 1 Lulloopora the south ...Wells.

11 Poorsaina

5 Essa Nullah , ford

3 2 Muckenpoor

10 To the N. E. of
From Bowjing to Bij

26
3 4 Jeiamore the Muckenpoor, thepoor, six miles W. of Sheks

33 Hemowpoor town of Mynpooree oabad , belongs to the Hon.

Telookpoor ...Good groundof en- Company.

22 CulloryAreemN.campment
...Wells. Cultivation in general to

23 Budowna lerably good.
1 1 Ghurroul

14 5 Good encamping

27 3 6 Barripoor ground...PuckaWells.

11 Bembic

1 61 Arrow

2 51 Mahomedpoor

12 Mandic

13 Countia

2 3 Shekohabad

14 2 Encamped near the

3 Bhoor-ka-Nugra town...Wells. Bijipoor, asmall village

1 21 |Koopapoor nearMurkension,and from

13 ¡Jenam c thence to the Jumna, be .

Muckenpore longstoDowlatRao Scindiah

1 7 Donkely

1 41
Morah

1 5 Firozabad Verylittle cultivationfrom
12 5 Encamped S. W. ofFirozabad to the banks of

29 Rajah -ko -Saric the forts on a small the Jumna, excepting near

2 41 Ussinee spot of ground ...... the villages.

16 Hazerutpoor Wells.

S4 Mahomedabad

Yatimadpoor

15 2 Encamped on
30

3 31 Mizam -ko-Suric plain W. of the vil

Bugapoor lage...Wells in front,

Suresser la tank in the rear. From the old Sarie to

A Sarie in ruins Shaw -dora, a pass or deep

Jerna Rion defile, the roads narrow and

Shaw-dera very bad...The Jerna river

Nunei runs into the Jumpa, about

14 Cuttia two miles from where you

11 21 Encamped amongst cross it in the pass.

2

&
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

:
i
i
i
;
;

:
:
;:

4 4

aа

2
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1801|M.F.M. F. Villages, & c.Ground of Encampt. GENERAL REMARKS.

2

1

:
:
:
:
:...

:
:
:
:
:

1

1 61

Dec. 1 Raja Gaut. cross ruins of houses,tombs Rajah Ghaut, which is a

31 The riverJumna& c . & c . near the vil- littleway above the town ,
4 2 Panchkuah lage; and about oneis the best and most conve

4 3 furlong from therivernient place for crossing
Jumna. troops, and the boats are

117 9
Encamped amongstlarge, good,andvery strong.

ruins,about twomiles

Jan.
W. of Agra fort ......

1802) 3 1 Bhoorjing Wells.

11 Puttoly
The roads good, and the

2 1 Tahara -ka -Saric

2 3 Meerakoor
country in generalwell culo
tivated

8 6 Good encamping

2 2 2 Moropar ground near the vil

2 6 Koorowly lage. Wells,

1 4 Santho

1 4 Nagra Nullah

Khabary Good roads but stony ...

Goor-Jing Little cultivation.

12 Encamped half -a- . At Bowpore you enter

3 92 Jehanpoor mile w. of Goor- the Jaut country... longran

31 Khera & Bowpor. Jing, the town of ges oflow hills uponthe
7 Dubbar Futtypoor one mile left of the road ...very little

Soorowly and a half N. W. ofcultivation ...Khera & Bow
2 6 Khaniva

che camp...Shaik Sul- pore,twosmall villages ad

1 ) eem's tomb on a hill; joining each other,and built

4 13 Gumber riv , ford in part within thefin a low range of hillsinthe
1 2 Gautoo wallwhich surrounds right of the road....Exten .

11 Cundowly Futtypoor. sive plains of long grass to
Milipoor EncampedamongstGoutoo, from thence to

Dinajing long grass nearthe vil- Seemrah ...the roads bad .

1 2 Seemrab
flage......Well water

From Kerah to Rowdowl

2 2 Kerat the country well cultivated

Roudowl and the roads good.

11 Good encamping! From Roudowl to the ri

3 Bouri
ground near the vil.ver nearByana - roads good

14 Nargoly lage...Wells. and the country well culti

Bukan riv .-- ford) vated .

2 Berumbadge
Both sides of Gudda -kar

141 river
Nullah ,bighbanks and deep

Byana defiles.

10 6 Encamped on very . From Byana to Sorait ...

6
Gudda-kur Nul. bad ground half a the roads narrow , with deep

14 Summogur mile S. of the town ... sand.....extensive plains of
Gumber riv.ford Wells. longgrass... from thence to

3 21 Daddory Hindoon, good roads, hills
2 1 Sorait at a distance.

11 5 Ensd . on an exten

7 9 Dindari
sive plain nearthe vil

2 5 Foote riv.-ford flage ...excellent wells.
4 5 Hindoon Halted at Hindoon the

10 2 Encamped on goodsth of Jan. to refresh the

2 A Nullah -dry Iground W. S. W. of cattle .

s! Jehanabad the town...Wells, and From Jehanabad to Pee

1 5 lanya Ja jul in front. llowdah, the roads tolerably

Hingote river good, and the country well
1 41 Maha, ao cultivated ...from thence to

Aindestemple
Khoshaulgur,theroadsvery

35 Kendea good ...hills at a distance.

2 Koondara

Borgrit :

Peelowdah From Hindoon to Uni

17 Enca.nped on goodl. ra, belongs to the Rajah

* G 3

fvery bad.

1

5

... 1 6

4

2...

4
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T
i
m
e

.

Tot.

Dist . Villages, Rivers,

and Nullahs.

1801. F. M. F.

L
i
s
t

.

GROUND

OF ENCAMPMENT.
GENERAL REMARKS .

Jan.

10

:
:
:

11

6

a

12

C
I
C
I

13

:
:
:

:
:
:

14

51 Uddi , ground quarter of a of Jeypoor and his depen

26 Debsa mile N. of the town... dants.

2 3 Burrowda Wells .

24 Khoshoulgur From Khoshaulgur to
12 6 Encamped six fur- Meenapara, goods roads,

5 A small Nullah longs S. W. of the but sandy.

A small Nullah town on good ground Extensive plains of long

Lallpoor ......A Nullah on the grassfrom Lallpoor to Meen

14 A small Nullah left,

Mutchepoore
24

apara ...bills at a distance.

2 1 Meenapara

8 5 Encamped on
Dowree river plain S. W. of the

3 1 A Nullah village....., The river

14 JA Nullah Dowree on the right.

5 A Nullah

2 Battodar

34 Parsout Mor.riv. At Pursout crossed the

Dodora river Morela ford ...the wa

1 2 A Nullah ter very good and clear ...

Enearo the bed of the river sand.

Mullarna Between Mullarna and

14 2 Encamped about a Kirney good roads ...billsat
93 Taunpoor mile to the eastward a distance.
3 Chaundooly of Mullarna,in a plain From Taunpoor to Kir

1 6 A small Nullah Wells ... The best ney remarkably well culti.

11 Kirney ground nearthe vil- vated ...from thence to Dun.

8 lage of Enearo...Mul- wary, extensive barren

3 4 Dundwaree larna being a mile off plains...At Lunway, and

24 A small Nullah the road . from thence to the Nullah,

16 Bumas riv . ford Encamped five fur- several fieldsof grain. One

5 1 Bhagwunighur longs s .w . of theand a halimile North of the

127 town on good groundriver, and from thence to

...Wells. Bhagwuntghur, low jungle,

broken ground, and bad

roads. The Bunnas river

is six furlongs within its

banks, which are high ,par

ticularly on the South -side,

the water good and clear,

the bed of the river deep

sand; fron the North bank

for a mile and a half , bad

roads and broken ground.

From Bhugwuntghur to

Burwara, a range of hills

to the right of the road ,

llow jungles to the left.

At Bunjaree a small nul

lah, fine clear water .

Asmall Nullah At Burwara, the country

Adloo Encamped on ais well cultivated ; fron

A small Nullah plain near the hills thenceto Girdman hills and

2 6 Bunjary S. of the icun....Anflow jungle....At Girdman

Bunsloe lold tank in front. plantations of date -trees,

Burwara and little villages near the

Encamped on a hills.

15

11

2

8
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T
i
n
i
e

.

D
i
s
t

.

Tot .

Dist . Villages, Rivers,

and Nullahs.

M.F ,

GROUND

OF ENCAMPMENT.

GENERAL REMARKS.

1801 M. F ,

Jan.

16 2 3

11

1 51

11

3

2 1

18 6

14

6

2
...

2 2

9

4 5

19 1 6

2 3

1 3

1

1

13

1 2

2 31

24

Bularcah plain about five fur- At Kampoora, a small

Girdmas longs S. E. of Bur - nullah of good clear water,

A small Nullah wara fort , which is si- From Girdinas to Uniara,

Assool Luated on high ground extensive plains well cul.
Uklana near the hills...Wells tivated .

Kulip00ra, fort Halted at Uniara the 17th

A small Nullah Jan. to refresh the cattle .

Uniara From Uniara to Baum.

13 1 Encamped on aing, the country very

A Nullah plain about three fur- well cultivated , low and

Padree
longs S. E. of the town flat.

A dry Nullah ...Wells on the left From Uniara to within a

Padroc
flank, a dry flank on few miles North of Dogaree

A dry Nullah Ithe rear . belongs to Scindeah .

Seemcedee

A dry Nullah

Bauminjing
11

Encamped near the

A dry Nullah village ... A jul on the

Bogaroe right...Good water . At the village of Bogaroe

A Nullah anullah, clear water ...about

A Nullah three miles West of Poo

Poolatoe llatoe...Nuneca a consider

A dry Nullah able large town .

Pey From Bauminjing to Do

A Nullah garee , extensive plains, low

A dry Nullah jungle and long, grass...At

Dogaree Dogaree the roadsvery bad,
14 7

Encamped on anear the town a very large

Sorong sınall spot of ground jul, a plantationsof trees

A dry Nullah about half- a -mile W.and plaintains. All the hills

A Nullah of the town ... Low at and near Dogaree are

Ranipoora hills on the right, covered with brushwood.
Bejan river, fordleft, and rear of the

Bilee encampment Wells)

A Nullah in front.

A Nirjuah Nullah

Dubl.Maizutriv . From Dogaree to Dub

127
Encamped S. of lana very little cultivation,

Nojing the town three fur- extensive jungles, the roads

Ummerpoora longs on the S.side of in generalgood. The water
A Nullah che river Maizut.

of the Maize is clear and

A Nullah good. The banks of the

Morekera Maize high on both sides,

Jannawas The Byjon river, high banks

BondiPass-north
and rocks .

Gate
On the North side of the

Delellpoora first gate , before yoil enter

A Nullah the pays . A jul, which by

Pass-CentreGate a narrow passage between

Pass- South Gate two hills joins a jul in the

A Nullah South side. Between the first

12 1 Boondi Encamped one mile and centre gates, a Hindu

temple , and gardens built

by theBoondi Rajah .
On the North side of the

south gate, a jul.

3

:
:
:
:
:
:

;:
:
:
:
:
:

4

11

3

2

4 5

6

12

...

21 12

1 의

2

1 2

4

2 1

6

3

1 3

1

14

.
.
.
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GENERAL REMARK .

1

1

1801 M. F. M. F. Villages , & c. Ground of Encampt.

Jan.
The town of Boondi issur

22 31
Quoartee S. E. of the townon a rounded by a stone wall in

2
A Nullah plain near the hills... good repair. A great many

Booddo Wells. plantations of trees near
33 Tiley Nullah the town ; the surrounding

Peeperdo
countrywell cultivated .Tbe

24 LA Nullah
hills covered with brushwd.

Taikra
From Boondi to Taikra,

11 6
Encamped on aextensive plains, low jungle,

23 2 4 Badjary small spot of ground the country tolerably well

2 4 Chanhooly
on the eastern bank cultivated , and the roar',

6 Sedree
of the Nullah . good...hills at a distance .

37 Gaumedge
From Dublana to the N.

9 5
Encamped on the banks of the riv . Chumbel,

24 Chumbel river N. bank of the river belongs to the Raj. Boondi.

5 Gungacho Chummel near the From Taikra to Gau

1 5 Bodarny village. medge, extensive plains well
4 21 Cotah

cultivated. Forded the

67 Encamped on a Chumbel at Gaumedge,the

small spot of groundbanks on both sides high ,
To Cotah 250

N. of the town about the bed of the river, rocks

To Agra 117 31 one mile .
and large stones. Near the

encampment at Cotah town
TOTAL 367 31 Distance from Futty Ghur to Cotah. and garden. The country

aboutCotab well cultivated.

The town built upon the

banks of the Chumbel, and
Feb. surroundedwithastonewall

2 1 Goondanperra Halted at Cotah till

31 A dry Nullah the 4th of Feb , to refresh the

16 Anneedpoora cattle, and provide grain
S4 Jugapoora for the detachment.

10 7
Futty -Ghur to Co- From Cotah to Jugpoora,

54 A Nullah tah.
no cultivation , badroads.

21 Putchpuhar At Anudpoora a jingle of
Dumdumgh good water.

Rankakerce At the village of Leem .

2 4 Annetiah keree a fine large tank ; one

1 6 Mouranah mile North of the village a

2 4 Leemkeree large well.

1 2 Emedpoora From Jugpoora to Dum
15 Bailkeree

dumgh, high land covered
15 5

Encamped near thewith jungle, the roads bad

2 2 Dogaroo village, to the north -lover rocks and stones . From

Adry Nullah ward, on strong grd.thence to Bailkeree , the
Makoond-dunah ...Wells . country open and well culo

1 5 North Gute tivated. About two miles

14 South Gute
distant upon the right of

13 Umjaun river the road ,a range of hills

Umjau covered with brushwood.

97

...

...

...

5...

7

2

..

:
:
:
:
:
:

...

...

Encamped on a Three miles beyond Do

plain, the village in garoo , entered a ' pass be

the rear, and a range tween two hills, covered

of hills on the rightwith brushwood and large

flank, and a Nullahtrecs, the roads very bad

in front. over rocks and stones ....

Within the South gate Mla

koond -dunah , a consider

able large village ; this gate

is defended by 200 men,be

longing to the Cotah Rajah

Umjaur is upon the N. bank

of the river.

Halted the 7th Feb.to

krefresh the cattle .

.
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GENERAL REMARKS.

...

...

1 2

3

1

1

2 1

...

* ] 801 M. F. M. F. Villages, &c. Ground of Encampt.

Feb. From the river Umjaur

8 2 6 Sherowda to the Aoo river, little cul.

Assokully tivation, jungle, the roads

Dubaddy Nullali tolerably good.

1 6 Queenjee High banks on both sides

11 Koorareo of the river Aoo ; the bed

13 Pammakery loose sand and rocks, the

7 Denshee water good and clear.

14 Sunkeet From the river Aoo to

Seir Nullah Pattan , little cultivation,

Camp llow ground, hills on the

11 6 Encamped on the left of the road . The

9 1 Aod river s. bank of the river, greatest part of the road

A dry Nullah on a small spot of rocks and loose stones. The

2 A dry Nullah ground, surrounded hills, and the country in

Crummery with jungle ......The general, covered with jun
1 2

Lora -Cruimeryhills distant about one gle. Pattan is a large er
15 Luratty mile to the right and tensive village surrounded

4 3 Pattan rear of the encamp- with a stone wall. On the

Scindenbaga Nul.ment. North side an extensive jul.

1 Camp Encainped , on From the Seinderbaga

12 1 ploughed ground, thenullah to Beendo, the coun.

10 A Nullah river Aoo on the left try low , covered with jun

1 Chandy kery flank, and the Seir gle ; hills at a distance on

15 A dry Nullah Nullah on the right. both sides of the road. At
7 Poopforse Encamped on high Beendo, and from thence to

A Nullah stony ground, four Dowl,the country open and

Beendo furlongs S. of Pattan wellcultivated. From Dowl

Boredo
..The Seinderbaga to the river,the countrylow

3 A Nullah Nullah in front, hillsand roads very bad. The

11 Dowl on the right. banks of the Cally- Scind

7 A Nullah hight, and the bed of the

1 2 Cally-Scindriver river entirely rocks; the

2 Tatowna water clear and good....

12 41 Encamped on the Forded the river at Chap

111 Hullowd S. bank of the river per Ghutta.

Ukeree Cally -Scind...The vil- At the village of Mourge,

2 A Nullah lage Tatowna about plantation of date-trees ; the

1 51 Jenereeah half - a - mile in the surrounding couniry well

5 Mourge cultivated ; a small nullah of

11 Poonakerce good water near the village.

2 A Nullah From Buckayenee to

Buckayenee Mutchelpoor, hills and jun
8 1 Encamped on gle, the roads bad and co

12 Mesepora ploughed ground ..... vered with stones.

A Nullah The village and a From Corah to Bucka

Lorokera smail fort in front, yenee belongs to the Rajah

Amjon about two furlongs... of Cotah . From thence to

2 4 Borokeca Hills on the rear,half-Matcheelpoor , belongs to

2 Jelmeu a -mile... A Nullah on Dowlut Rao Scindiah .

1 A Nullah the right flank . At Matcheelpoor, a large

7) A Nullah tank,from thence to Karke.

Jerno ro, extensive plainswell cul.

1 6 Doongree ſtivated, roads good. From

A Nullah Karkero to Dutrowdah, bad

A Nullah froads covered with stones.

Matcheelpoor From Mutcheelpoor to

21 Lespores Dutrowdah belongs to Jus

1 5 Emlowdat wunt Rao Holkar... from

1 3 Anjeree thence to Aujien, and the

1 6 Karkero country adjacent belongs to

A Nullah Scindeah. The above men

14 A Nullah tioned villages and country,

2 Nankerce was conquered by Scindeah

Dutrowdah Libout the begining of May,

.
.
....

6

rear .

6...

6
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Di
st

.

Tot.

A Dist. Villages, Rivers .

and Nullahs.

1802 M. F. M. F.

GROUND

OF ENCAMPMENT.

GENERAL REMARKS.

Feb.

13

...

:
:
:

15 3

6

1

3

...

1

al

16 3

1

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Forded the Cally Scind ,

6 Garakerce : ploughed ground co -about three miles South of

16 Hindooee vered with stones, Dutrowdah ; the bed of the

3 Cally Scind river about half S. of the river rocks and large stones ,

7 Harkolo village...Wells. the roads covered with

2 6 Arrankeree loose stones ; hills at a dis

6 A Nullah , tance to the left and right

1 Mullakeree Jof the road. Nulkerat is a

2 7 Dorulow Jlarge populous village, sie

17 Kotree tuated on the North bank

2 A Nullah of the Lukoonder river,

1 Nulkerat which runs into the Cally

13 3 Encamped on highScind , two coss West of

Lukoonder river stony ground, half-a- Nulkerat. Halted on the
27 Bessodo mile W. of Nulkerat 14th to refresh the cattle.

Hemery ... The river Lakoon

11 A Nullah der on the front and

Lukoonder river right flank .
14 Monassoo

1 5 A dry Nullah

Putlano At Putlano, a small nul.

Putlano Nullah llah of fine clear water,

1 2 Byelong
which runs into the Put

2 2 A Nullah lano nullab to the North of

Kanner the village.

14 6 Encamped on The bed of all the rivers

A large Nullah small spot of ground and nullahs between Nul

Gadilow S. W. of the village ... kerah and Kanner, rocks
1 5 Punnan The public road in and large stones, the roads

14 A dry Nullah front...Fields of grain tolerably good, bills at a
2 Enarow and small Mongoe distance tothe right and left.

35 Bugwarou Tosus on the right...
Three miles South of

5 A Nullah Wells. Kanner, a nullah of fine

5 Burradieu clear water.

4 7 Mackrown From Kanner to Burra

16 2

Enc. on ploughed dieu the roads very good ;

groundabout twofur- from thence to Mackrown,

longs S. W. of the hilly and stony ; very little

village......A tosu in cultivation. Halted the 17th

front...Wells. to refresh the cattle .

The country low and fiat,

the roadsgood ; forded the

37
Nandur Cully Scind near Tullau ;

2 A Nullah the bed of the river, small

Ramly Nullah stones and gravel. Very
1 2 Cully Scind river little cultivation. Between

Tullau Mackrown and Beetch

3 2 A Nullah rowdah a great many plan

Beetchrowdah tations of date trees .

13 Encamp. on a plain From Beetchrowdah to

Guneriah S. of the village,twoRoodeirah, extensive large

Gooder Kajeriah furlongs..... A baboal plains; two miles South of

2 A Nullah jungleon the right... this village the ground rises

16 Rondeirah Wells on the right &into small hills; the roads

A Nullah good butstony Bouodenh,
2 5 Gunni a small village on the North

Peepeereah bank of the nullah in the

14 A Nullah rear of the encampment ;

Bouodeah very little cultivation to be

11 3
Encp . on ploughedseen excepting near the vil

18

S 4

6

19 24

15

1 rear .

6

2
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D
i
s
t

.

Tot .

Dist. Villages, Rivers ,

and Nullahs.

1801 M.F. M , F.

8T
i
m
e

,

GROUND

OF ENCAMPMENT.
GENERAL REMARKS.

6

Feb. From the Nullah near

20 4 7 ground, on the S. Bouodeah to Oujein. The

11 A Nullah banks of a nullah ... country is in general with

Oujein Date-trees in front... out any cultivation, and

The public road on very few trees, excepting

(Dist.fzom Futty- theright. near the city of Oujein ;

TOTAL 546 2 Ghur to camp, Encamp.on a plain roads covered with loose

near Oujein. ( E. of the city . Oujein is a very

Jextensive and populouscity,
OUJEIN , The roads measured by WAT

surrounded with a stone

February 20 , 1802. King's Perambulator.
wall, but in very bad re

Returned to Futty -Ghur the same road, as far as By - pair, and built upon the

ana ; from thence marched through the Burtpoor, Ra- bank of the river Syprah,

jah's country , and crossed the river Jumnaat Mathurah. which runs under its wall.

Istones.

}

ROUTE FROM QUJEIN TO FUTTY -GHUR,

Via Cotah, Boondi, Uniara, Hindown, and Byana, 1802 .

Tot.

Dist. Villages, Rivers,
and Nullahs.

1 SOLM . F. M. F.

D
i
s
t

.

T
i
m
e

.

GROUND

OF ENCAMPMENT .

GENERAL REMARKS,

May

9 24

4

16

2 2

2

$
2 S

9

1 S

17

2 l

ARiver from the The roads from Byana to

hills Ouchar, good but sandy ;

Seedpoor
the beds of the several ri

Bykeco
vers deep sand . The Baan

Nugro
river four furlongs within

Nagroo
its banks . Aboutone mile

ARiver from the
to the southward of Mul

hills larkpoor, and quarter of a

Mullark river mile to the right of the

Baan iver road in a hill , the village

Koonder Seemdore. A great many

Nioondera
villages on both sides of the

Ouchar
road ; at the distance of a

16 9 Encam. on a plain ,mile a or mile and a half,

Kareco good ground, to thea great many wells in the

Futtypore
N. of the village.... road side between Byano

Bcoat W'ells.
land Ouchar ; the country

Secano
flat and sandy, but weil

Mendowly cultivated and populous.

Annah
Opposite Mendowly to

Burtpoor
the left about three or four

11 3
Encamp. three fur-miles, a range of low hills.

Hongs , E. of the town, At Anna, and from thence

anongst low jungle. to Burtpoor, jungle ; the

Wells .
roads from Ouchar to this

place very good and the

country well cultivated .

10

:
:
:
:
:
:

:
:
:
:

1 4

1 3

6

24

11

1 3

26

1
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1802 M. F. M. F. Villages, & c. (Ground of Encampt. GENERAL REMARKS.

...

...

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Jage...Wells.

7

3

...

...

June

11 Nagra From Byana to Rasool
Jungeah

poor belongs to the Burt
2 41 Dogermee

poor Rajah , from thence to
2 11 Rarey. Muthal to Gen. Perron .

I 4 Rasoolpoor From Burtpirr to Nagra
2 5

about three miles East, jun
1 71 Cossee

gle ; from thence to Cossy,
14 5 Encd. in ploughed thecountry open and well

12 21 Muressy ground near the vil- cultivated ,' and the roads
7 7 Mutral' Gaut

good, but sandy.
E, side of Jumna

From Cossy to Matral,
10 3 Encamped on the the roads good ; extensive

13 Dangra E. side of the river plains, jungle, and little
2 51 Gosnuh Jumna,three furlongs cultivation . Crossed the

4 41 Ryah from the river...a fir- Jumna a little below the

2 1
Preswa

ſing and fired . town at a very good gaut.
6

Barenna

FromtheJumna to Jewan
2 S Conga

the roads good, the country
27 Jeuar

15 51 Encd. in ploughed
open and well cultivated.

14 35 Rydepoor sandygroundnear the

1 River Jernah village...Wells.

13 Carse

7 Beloat From Jewn to Conka, the
1 1 Nogong roads very good, and the

7 Keria
country very well culti

14 Conka vated

94 Encp. near the vil
15 2 5 Budgeca lage on good ground. From Conka to Coel, the

14 Aputgoor Wells.
roads very good and the

271 Essa
country very well culti

21 Bukra |vated and open .

63 Coel

15 4 Encp. , above two

16 27 Noungabad miles N. E. of the The roads good and the

4 6 Ekaree Fud and Sours, in a
country well cultivated ...

13 Mahemitpoor plain near General AtMahemitpooryou enter

4 3 Jeraree Perron's lines.
the Hon . Company's terrie

41 Gouria Gurp
tories.

17 4 Encp . E. of the vil

17 1 4 Shaw Ghin- lage on good ground.

7
Cossimpoor

Wells.

1 5 Assonah

Boodry

1 3 Bajeetpoor

2 3 Sojabutpoor

Ramnaghur
The roads good and the

Dundescree
country well cultivated.

Encp. on ploughed

18 57 Mamoor Gurp ground near the vil
1 2 Pewary

The roads good and the
2 2 Putretee

17 Nudny country well cultivated.

Thebridgeacross

theColly Nuddy

21 Khass Gunp

134 Encampedin a small
19 2 4 JA Nullah wood near the town

14 Ujerpoor on good ground......

24 Cursana Wells.

24 Ammapoor The roadsgoodbutsandy,
2 5 Batchmey extensive plains, low jun

2 51 Arzunpoor
Igle, little cultivation.

14 1 Encamped on goodi

3

Jage...Wells.

...
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Tot.

Dist. Villages, Rivers,

and Nullahs.

1802 M. F. M. F.

T
i
m
e

. D
i
s
t

.
GROUND

OF ENCAMPMENT.
GENERAL REMARKS.

June

20 31 Ryperr ground near the vil

17 Seerpirree lage... Wells.
1 2

Dyaporra
5 Sooueroo

14
Nemowa

4 A dry Nullah
Surrawal

1 2
Duramporra

25 Nugra

16 Parowly Extensive sandy plains,
15 2

llow jungle, and little culti
21 7

Emetapoor vation,

13 Latchura

11 Yeturah

62 Ally Gunge

Amrowly
The roads candy, low

13 5 Encp. near the vil-l;
22 4 2 jungle and extensive plains.

Nojing lage on good ground.
17 Rokia T is in front...

16 Jerary Wells.

11 Atchara

5 Culwaroo

Bullypoor

4 Futtypoor

7 Foway

5 Beerpoor The roads sandy, exten
1 3 Nabob Gurge

sive plains, and low jungle .
17 Bag Encp. in a T E.

15 5
of the Gunge...Wells.

23 2

Bugona

1

The detachment forming
1 1 Burron the escort with the Resi

3 2 Huttyah dent, consisted of :
1 3

Three companys of Se

W.gate Funu poys, an halvidar's party
1 3 E. gate ſ kabad of native cavilry, two six
2 2 Futty Ghu pounders,with a proportion

4 4 From Grigin to of native artillery -men,am

Futty-Ghur Encp. in a plain E.munition, &c . &c .
16 3

of the Gunge...Wells.

Adry Nullah

TOTAL
582 4 From Oujein to Futty-Ghur.

FUTTr -GHUR,

June 24, 1802

POETRY.
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POETRY

The ENCHANTED FRUIT ; or , The HINDU WIFE :

An Antediluvian Tale . — Written in the Province of B #HAR .

' O Lovely age, (a) by Brahmens fam'd
• Pure Setye Yug (6) in Sanscrit nam'd !

* Delightful! Not for cups of gold ,

Or wives a thousand centuries old ;

• Or men, degenerate now and small,

" Then one and twenty cubits tall :

' Not that plump cows full udders bore,

· And bowls with holy curd (c) ran o'er ;

* Not that, by Deities defended

Fish , boar, snake, lyon , (d ) heav'n -descended,

• Learn'd Pundits , now grown sticks and clods,

• Redde fast the nagry of the Gods (e)

And laymen , faithful to Narayn (f)

· Believ'd in Brahma's mystick strain ; ( g)

· Not that all subjects spoke plain truth ,

• While Rajas cherish'd eld and youth ,

* No- yet delightful times ! because

· Nature then reign'd , and nature's laws ;

r When females of the softest kind

" Were unaffected, unconfin'd ;

• And this grand rule from none was hidden ; (h )

WHAT PLEASETH ,HATH NO LAW FORBIDDEN.'

Thus, with a lyre in India strung,

Aminta's poet would have sung ;

And thus too, in a modest way,

All virtuous males will sing or say :

But swarthy nymphs of Hindustan

Look deeper than short-sighted man,

And thus, in some poetick chime ,

Would speak with reason, as with rhyme :

. O lovelier age, by Brahmens fam'd ,

Gay Dwapar Yug (i) in Sanscrit nam'd !

· Delightful!

(a) A parody on the Ode in Tasso's Aminta, beginning, O bella eta dell'oro !

( 6) The Golden Age of the Hindus.

(c ) Called Joghras, the food of Crishna in his infancy and youth.

( d ) The four first avatars , or incarnations of the divine spirit.

( ) The Sanscrit, is written in letters so named .

f) Naraynor Narayan , the spirit of God.

) The Vedas, or sacred writings of Brahma.

( 0 ) “ Se piace , ei lice.” Tasso.

i The Brazen Age, or that in which vice and virtue were in equal proportion.
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Delightful ! though impure with brass

' In many a green ill-scented mass ;

• Though husbands, but se'n cubits high,

* Must in a thousand summers die ;

Though, in the lives of dwendied men,

* Ten parts were sin ; religion ten ;

Thoughcows would rearly fill the pail,

' But made th' expected creambowl fail ;

Though lazy Pendits ill could read

• ( No care of ours) their Yejar Veid :

Though Rajas look'd a litte proud ,

And Ranies rather spoke too loud ;

Though Gods, display'd to mortal view

• In mortal forms, were only two ;

( Yet Crishna, ( k ) sweetest youth , was one ,

• Crishna, whose cheeks outblaz’d the sun )

• Delightful ne'ertheless ! because

* Not bound by vile unnatural laws,

• Which curse this age from Caley (1) nam'd

By some base woman -hater fram'd .

Prepost'rous ! that one biped vain

Should drag ten house -wives in his train ,

« And stutt' them in a gaudy cage,

« Slaves to weak lust or potentrage !

' Not such the Dwapar Yug ! Oh then

- ONE BUXOM DAME NIGHT WED FIVE MEX . '

True history in solemnterms,

Thisphilosophic lore confirms;

For India once , as now cold- Tibet, ( m )

A group unusual might exhibit,

Ofsev'ral husbands , free from strife ,

Link'd fairly to a single wife !

Thus Botanists, with eyes acute

To see prolific dust minute,

Taught by their learned northern Brahmen (n)

To class by pistil and by stamen ,

Produce from nature's rich dominion

Flow'rs polyandrian monogynian,

Where embryon blossoms, fruits, and leaves

Twenty prepare, and one receives .

But, lest my word should nought avail,

Ye fair, to no unholy tale

Attend ( 0 ). Five thousand years (p) ago,

As annals in Benares show ,

When

(1) The Apollo of India .

The Earthen Age,or that of Cali or Impunity : this verse alludes to Cali

the Hecate of the Indians.

(m) See the accounts published in the Philosophical Transactions from the

papers of Mr. Bogle.

(») Linnæus.

The story is told by the Jesuit Bouchet, in his letter to Huet , bishop of
Avranches.

(A) A round number is chosen ; but the Cali Yug, a little before which Crishna

disappearat
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When Pandu chiefs with Curus fought, (q)

And each the throne imperial sought,

Five brothers of the regal line

Blaz'd high with qualities divine .

The first a princewithout his peer,

Just, pious , lib'ral Yudhishteir; (r )

ThenErjun , to the base a rod ,

An hero favour'd by a God; ( s)

Bheima, like mountain -leopard strong ,

Unrival'd in th' embattled throng,

Behold Nacul , fir'd by noble shame

To emulate fraternal fame ;

And Schdeo, flush'd with manly grace,

Bright virtue drawning in his face :

Tothese a dame devoid of care ,

Blythe Dropády, the debonnair,

Renown'd for beauty, and for wit,

In wedlock's pleasing chain was knit. (0)

It fortun'd , at an idle hour,

This five -mal'd single- femal'd flow'r

One balmy morn of fruitful May

Through vales and meadows took its way.

A low-thatch'd mansion met their eye

In trees umbrageous bosom'd high ;

Near it (no sight, young maids , for you)

A temple rose to Mahadew , (u)

A thorny hedge and reedy gate

Enclos'd the garden's homely state ;

Plain in its neatness : thither wend

The princess and their lovely friend .

Light-pinion'd gales, to charm the sense ,

Their odorif'rous breath dispense ;

From Béla' (x) pearl'd , or pointed, bloom ,

And Malty rich , they steal perfume :

There honey -scented Singarhar,

And Juhy, like a rising star ,

Strong

disappeared from this world, began four thousandeight hundred and eighty -four

ago ; that is, according to our chronologists, seven hundred and forty-seven before

the flood ; and by thecalculation of M. Bailley, but four hundred and fifty -four

after the foundation of the Indian Empire.

(7) This war, which Crishna fermented in favour of the Paodu Prince, Padhishtis,

supplied Vyasa with the subject of his noble epick poem Mahahharat.

( ) This word is commonly pronounced with a strong accent on the last letter,

but the preceding vowel is short in Sanscrit. The prince is called in the Sevensala

Dherme Raj, or Chief Magistrate.

() TheGeita, containing instructions to Erjun, was composed by Crishna, who
peculiarlydistinguished him.

(1) Yudhishtirand Dropady, called Drobada, by M.Sonnerat, are deified in the

Sevensala ; and their feast, of which that writer exhibits an engraving, is named

the Possession of Fire , because she passed every year from one of her five hus

bands to another, after a solemn purification bythat element. In the Bhasha

language, her name is written Drapty.

(u ) The Indian Jupiter.

(x) Thevarieties of Bela, and the three flowers next mentioned, are beautiful

species of jasmin.
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Strong Chempa, darted by Camdew,

And Mulsery of paler hue,

Cayora, (y) which the Renies wear

In tangles of their silken hair ,

Round (z ) Babul-Howers, and Gulachein

Dyed like the shell of beauty's queen ,

Sweet Mindy (a ) , press'd for crimson stains,

And sacred Tulsy, ( 1 ) pride of plains,

With Séwty, small unblushing rose ,

Their odours mix, their tints disclose,

And, as a gemm'd triara, bright,

Paint the fresh branches with delight.

One tree above all others tower'd

With shrubs and saplings close imbower'd ;

For every blooming child of spring

Paid homage to the verdant king :

Aloft a solitary fruit ,

Full sixty cubits from the root ,

Kiss'd by the breeze, luxuriant hung,

Soft chrysolite , with em’ralds strung,

· Try we, ( said Erjun, indiscreet)

' If yon proud fruit be sharp or sweet ;

My shaft its parent stalk shall wound :

• Receive it , ere it reach the ground . '

Swift as his word, an arrow flew :

The dropping prize , besprent with dew ,

The brothers, in contention gay ,

Catch , and on gather'd herbage lay .

That instant scarlet lightnings flash ,

And Jemna's waves her borders lash ;

Crishna from Swerga's (c ) height descends,
Observant of his mortal friends :

Not such , as in his earliest years,

Among his wanton cowherd peers,

In Gocul or Brindaben's ( d ) glades,

He sported with the dairy -maids ;

Or, having pip'd and danc'd enough ,

Clos'd the brisk night with blindman's buff ; (e)

(List, antiquaries, and record

This pastime of the Gopia's Lord) (ſ)

But radiant with etherial fire :

Nared alone could bards inspire

* H

InThe Indian Spikenard .

The Mimosa , or true Acacia ,that produces the Arabian gum.

(a ) Called Alhhinna by the Arabs.

( ) of the kind called Ocymum .

c The Heaven of Indra , or the empyreum.

( ) In the district of Mat’hura, not far from Agra.

le ) This is told in the Bhagawat.

( ) Gopy Nat'h, a title of Crishna, corresponding with Nymphagetes, an epithet
of Neptune.

1
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In lofty slokes ( g) his mien ta trace ,

And unimaginable grace.

With human voice, in human form ,

He mildly spake, and hush'd the storm :

• O martals, ever prone to ill !

' Too rashly Erjun prov'd his skill .

* Yon fruit a pious Muny (h ) owns,

' Assistant of our heav'nly thrones .

" The golden pulp , each month renew'd ,

Supplies him with ambrosial food.

Should he the daring archer curse,

Not Mentra (i) deep, nor magick verse ,

Your gorgeous palaces could save

From fames, your embers from the wave .' (k)

The princes , whom th' immod'rate blaze

Forbids their sightless eyes to raise,

With doubled hands his aid implore,

And vow submission to his lore.

One remedy, and simply one ,

. Or take, ' said he, ' or be undone :

Let each his crimes or faults confess ;

The greatest name, omit the less ;

" Your actions, words, e'en thoughts reveal ;

' No part must Draupady conceal :

So shall the fruit, as each applies

• The faithful charm , ten cubits rise ;

· Till, if the dame be frank and true,

• It join the branch , where late it grew . '

He smil'd, and shed a transient gleam ;

Then vanish'd, like a morning -dream .

Now, long entranc'd, each waking brother

Star'd with amazement on anothers

Their consort's cheek forgot its glow ,

And pearly tears began to flow ;

When Yudishteir, high-gifted man,

His plain confession thus began .
• Inconstant fortune's wreathed smiles,

Duryodhen's rage , Duryodhen's wiles ,

' Fires rais'd for this devoted head,

' E'en poison for my brethren spread,

My wand'rings through wild scenes of woe ,

And persecuted life , you know .

Rudewassailers defil'd my halls,

• And roit shook my palace -walls,
My

(g) Tetrasticks , without rhyme .

(b) An inspired writer : twenty are so called.

(i) Incantation ,
) This willreceive illustration from a passage in the Ramayen : Even he

• who cannotbe slain by the ponderous arms of indra, nor by thoseof Caly,not

• by the terrible Checra, (or Discuss) of Vishnu, shall bedestroyed, if a Brahma

• execrate him, as if he were consumed by fire.'
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(Be this

My treasures wasted . This and more

" With resignation calm I bore ; .

• But, when the late-descending god

· Gave all I wish’d with soothing nod,

• When, by his counsel and his aid,

• Our banners dancd, our clarions bray'd,

my greatest crime confess’d)
Revenge sat ruler in my breast :

I panted for the tug of arms,

· For skirmish hot , for fierce alarms;

· Then had my shaft Duryodhen rent ,

· This heart had glow'd with sweet content.'

He ceas'd : the living gold upsprung ,

And from the bank ten cubits hung .

Embolden'd by this fair success,

Next Erjun hasten'd to confess :

• When I with Aswatthama fought ,

My noose the fell assassin caught;

My spear transfix'd him to the ground :

His giant limbs firm cordage bound :

* His holy thread extorted awe

Spar'd by religion and by law ;

< But, when his murd'rous hands I view'd

" In blameless kindred
gore imbued ,

* Fury my boiling bosom sway'd ,

And Rage unsheath'd my willing blade :

Thien , had not Crishna's arm divine,

With gentle touch suspended mine,

- This hand a Brahmen had destroy'd ,

And vultures with his blood been cloy'd . '

The fruit, forgiving Erjun's dart,

Ten cubits rose with eager start .

Flush'd with some tints of honest shame,

Bheima to his confession came :

< 'Twas at a feast for battles won .

- From Dhriterashtra's guileful son ,

High on the board in vases pil'd

All vegetable nature smild :

Proud Anaras ( 1 ) his beauties told,

· His verdant crown and studs of gold ,

" To Dallim ( m ), whose soft rubies laugh'd

Bursting with juice, that gods have quatt'd :

Ripe Kella (n ) here in heaps were seen ,

Kellas , the golden and the green ,

" With Ambas (o ) priz'd on distant coasts,

Whose birth the fertile Ganga boasts :

( Some gleam like silver, some outshine

Wrought ingots from Besoara's mine)

:

6

6

* II 2

(!) Ananas. (m) Pomegranates.
(n ) Plantains.

Corindas

6 ) Mangos.
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• Corindas there , too sharp alone,

. With honey mix'd, impurpled shone ;

• Talsans ( p) his liquid crystal spread

Pluck'd from high Tara's tufted head ;

• Round Jamas (q) , delicate as fair,

Like rose -water perfum'd the air ;

Bright salvers high -rais d Comlas (r) held

Like topazes, which Amit (s ) swelld ;

" While some delicious Attas ( t) bore,

And Catels (u) warm , a sugar'd store ;

• Others with Bela's grains were heap'd,

• And mild Papayas honey-steepd ;

Or sweet Ajeirs ( r) the red and pale ,

Sweet to the taste and in the gale .

• Here mark'd we purest basons fraught

• With sacred cream and fam'd Joghrat ;

· Nor saw we not rich bowls contain

· The Chawla's ( y ) light nutritious grain,

• Some virgin -like, in native pride,

' And some with strong Haldea ( ) dy'd ;

. Some tasteful to dull palates made

• IfMerich (a ) lend his fervent aid ,

• Or Langa ( 6) , slap'd like od'rous nails ,

• Whose scent o’er groves of spice prevails,

Or Adda (c ) , breathing gentle heat,

• Or Joutery ( d ) both warm and sweet.

Supiary ( e) next, (in Pána ( ) chew'd ,

* And Catha ( g ) , with strong pow'rs endu'd ,

Mix'd with Elachy's (h ) glowing seeds,

" Which some remoter climate breeds)

* Near Jeifel (i ) fate, like Jeifel fram’d ,

Though not for equal fragrance nam’d ;

Last, Naryal (k ) , whom all ranks esteem :

Pour'd in full cups his dulcet stream .

Long I survey'd the doubtful board

• With each high delicacy stor'd ;

Then freely gratified my soul,

• From many a dish and many a bowl,

« Till health was lavish’d , as my
time :

* Intemp'rance was my fatal crime . '

Uprose the fruit ; and now mid -way

Suspended shone like blazing day .

Nacal then spake : (a blush o'erspread

His cheeks, and conscious droop'd his head)

« Before

( ) Palmyra-fruit. 6) Rice. (f) Betel-leaf.

(9) Rose-apples . (z) Turmerick. (3) What we call Japan.

Oranges. ( a) Indian Pepper. earth .

The Hindu Nectar . (6 ) Cloves . (6 ) Cardamums.

Custard -apples. Ginger. (i) Nutmeg.
Jaik - fruit. (d) Mace. (1) Coconut.

(3 ) Guayavas. Areca -nut.

6

6

6
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Before Duryodhen , ruthless king ,

Taught his fierce darts in air to sing,

• With bright-arm'd ranks, by Crishna sent,

Elate from Indrapres ( l) I went

• Through eastern realms ; and vanquish'd all

* From rough Almora to Nipal,

" Where ev'ry mansion , new or old,

« Flam'd with Barbarick gems and gold .

• Here shone with pride the regal stores

• On iv'ry roofs, and cedrine floors ;

· There diadems of price unknown

- Blaz'd with each all- attracting stone ;

• Firm diamonds, like fix'd honour true,

• Some pink and some of yellow hue ;

• Some black , yet not the less esteem'd ;

• The rest liketranquil Jemna gleam'd,

• When in her bed the Gopia lave

Betray'd by the pellucid wave.

• Like raging fire the ruby glow'd ,

• Or soft, but radiant, water show'd ;

• Pure amethysts, in richest ore

• Oft found, a purple vesture wore ;

• Sapphires, like yon etherial plain ;
Emralds, like Peipal (m ) fresh with rain ;

Gay topazes , translucent gold ;

* Pale chrysolites of sotter mould ;

Fam'd beryls, like the surge marine,

Light-azure mix'd with modest green ;

• Retracted ev'ry varying dye

* Bright as yon bow , that girds the sky.

· Here opals, which all hues unite ,

· Display'd their many -tinctur'd light,

• With turcoises divinely blue,

( Though doubts arise, where first they grew ,

• Whether chaste elephantine bone

• By min'rals ting'd, or native stone)

' And pearls unbieinish'd , such as deck

Bhavany's (n) wrist or Lecshmy's (o) neck ,

• Each castle ras'd , each city storm'd ,

· Vast loads of pillag'd wealth I form’d,

• Not for my coflers ; though they bore,

As you decreed, my lot and more.

• Too pleas’d the brilliant heap I stor’d,

' Too charming seem'd the guarded hoard :

• An odious vice this heart assail'd ;

• Base Av’rice for a time prevail'd .'

Th' enchanted orb ten cubits flew ,

Strait as the shaft which Erjun drew .

*H3 Sehdio ,

(1) Dehly, (m) A sacred tree, like an Aspin . (- ) The Indian Venus.

(0) The Indian Ceres.

(
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Sehdio, with youthful ardour bold ,

Thus penitent , his failings told :

* From clouds , by folly rais'd , these eyes

Experience clear'd and made me wise ;

For , when the crash of battle roar'd ,

" When death rain'd blood from spear and sword ,

When , in the tempest of alarms,

" Horse rolld on horse , arms clash'd with arms,

• Such acts I saw by others done,

• Such perils brav'd , such trophies won ,

' That, while my patriot bosom glow'd,

• Though some faint skill , some strength I show'd,

And , no dull gazer on the field ,

* This hero slew , that forc'd to yield ;

' Yet , meek humility, to thee,

When Erjun fought , low sank my knee :

But, ere the din of war began ,

When black’ning cheeks just marked the man,

Myself invincible I deem'd ,

And great, without a rival, seem’d .

« Whene er I sought the sportful plain,

No youth of all the martial train

With arm so strong or eye so true

The Checra ( p) pointed circle threw ;

None, when the polish'd cane we bent,

« So far the light-wing'd arrow sent;

None from the broad elastic reed ,

Like me, grave Agnyastra (1) speed,

· Or spread its flames with nicer art

• In many an unextinguish'd dart ;

Or, when in imitated fight

« We sported till departing light,

None saw me to the ring advance

« With falchion keen or quiv’ring lance,

Whose force my rooted seat could shake,

Or on my steed impression make :

• No charioteer, no racer fleet

• O'ertook my wheels or rapid feet.

Next, when the woody heights we sought,

With midd'ning elephants I fought ;

• In vain their high -priz'd tusks they gnash'd ;

“ Their trunked heads my geda ( ) mash'd .

" No buttilo , with phrensy strong,

Could bear my clatt'ring thunder long :

' No pard or tiger, from the wood

Reluctant brought, this arm withstood.

6

<

6

Pride

( ») A radiated metalline ring, used as a missile weapon.

( 9) Fire - arms , or rockets, early known in India .

( r) A mace, or club .
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• Pride in my heart his mansion fix'd,

" And with pure drops black poison mix'd .'

Swift rose the fruit, exalted now

Ten cubits from his natal bough .

Fair Dropady, with soft delay ,

Then spake : Heav'n's mandate I obey ;

• Though nought, essential to be known,

• Has heav'n to learn , or I to own .

" When scarce a damsel, scarce a child ,

• In early bloom your handmaid smild,

• Love of the world her fancy mov'd,

• Vain pageantry her heart approv'd :

" Her form , she thought, and lovely mien ,

* All must admire, when all had seen :

• A thirst of pleasure and of praise

• (With shame I speak ) engrossd my days ;

Nor were my night-thoughts, I confess,

• Free from solicitude for dress ;

• How best to bind my flowing hair

With art, yet with an artless air ,

(My hair, like mask in scent and hue ;

• Oh! blacker far, and sweeter too )

• In what nice braid or glossy curl

• To fix a diamond or a pearl ;

• And where to sinooth the love -spread toils

· With nard or jasmin's fragrant oils ;

How to adjust the golden teic (s) ,

And most adorn my forehead sleek ;

What condals (t) should emblaze my ears,

Like Seita's waves (u) or Seita's tears ( x );

• How elegantly to dispose

Bright circlets for my well form'd nose ;

• With strings of rubies bow to deck,

• Or em'rald rows, my stately neck ;

" While some that ebon tow'r embrac'd,

• Some pendent sought my slender waist ;

' How next my purtled veil to chuse

« From silken stores of varied hues ;

" Which would attract the roving view ,

Pink , violet , purple , orange, blue ;

The loveliest mantle to select,

Or unembellish'd or bedeckd ;

* And how my twisted scarf to place

With most inimitable grace ;

( Too thin its warp , too fine its woof,

For eyes of males, not beauty proof)

* H4
" Wh

(s) Properly Teica, an ornament of gold , placed above the nose .

Pendents.

(u) Seita Cund, orthe Pool of Seita, the wife of Ram, is the name given to

Wonderfulspring at Mengier, withboiling water of exquisite clearness and

(x ) Her tears, when she was made captive by the giant Rawan .

6

1
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What skirts the mantle best would suit,

Ornate with stars or tissued fruit,

· The flow'r -embroider'd or the plain

With silver or with golden vein ;

· The chury (y ) bright, which gaily shows

« Fair objects, aptly to compose ;

• How each smooth arm and each soft wrist

By richest cosecs (%) mi , ht he kiss'd ;

" While some, my taper aikles round ,

" With sunny radierce tin 'd the ground.

O waste of many a precious hour!

• O Vanity, how vast thy pow'r !'

Cubits twice four th ' ambrosia few ,

Still from its branch disjoin'd by two .

Each husband now , with wild surprise ,

His compeer and his consort eyes ;

When Yudishteir : ‘ Thy female breast

Some faults , perfidions, hath suppressid .

Oh ! give the close -lock'd secret room,

· Unfold its bud , expand its Lloom ;

Lest, sinking with our crun bied halls,

We see rei fiames devour their walls .'

Abash'd , yet with a decent pride,

Firm Dropady the fact chenied ;

Till, through an arched alley green ,

The limit of that sacred scene ,

She saw the dreaded Many go

With steps majestically slow ;

Then said : ( a stifled sigh be stole ,

And showd the conflict of her soul

By broken speech and flutt'ring heart)

• One title more I must impart :

' A Brahmen lern'd , of pure intent

· And look demure, one morn you sent,

With me, from Sunscrit old , to read

Fach high Puran ( 1), each lvly Veid .

His thread , which Brelima's lineage slow'd

• O'er his left shoulder graceful flow'd ;

• Of Crishna and his nymphs he read,

• Fiow with nine maid , the dance he led ;

How they aclor'd , and he repaid

Their homage in the sylvan shade.

• While this gay tale my spirits cheerd,

· So keen the Pendit's eyes appcar'd ,

So sweet his voice - a blameless fire

" This bosom could not but inspire .

Bright as a God he seem'd to stand ;

· The rev'rend volume left his hand ,

<

" When

( 9 ) A small mirror worn in a ring.

( a ) A mythological and historical poem ,

(7) Bracelets.
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. When mine he press'd' -- With deep despair

Brothers on brothers wildly stare ;

From Erjun flew a wrathful glance ;

Tow'rd them they saw their dread advance ;

Then, trembling, breathless, pale with fear,

Hear,' said the matron, calmly hear !

By Tulsy's leaf the truth I speak

• The Brahmen ONLY KISS'D MY CHEEK.'

Straight its full height the wonder rose ,

Glad with its native branch to close.

Now to the walk approach'd the sage

Exulting in his verdant age :

His hands, that touch'd his front, expressid

Due rev'rence to each princely guest,

Whom to his rural board he led

In simple delicacy spread,

With curds their palates to regale ,

And cream -cups from the Gopia's pail.

Could you , ye fair, like this black wife,

Restore us to primeval life,

And bid uiat apple , pluck'd for Eve

By him , who might all wives deceive,

Hang from its parent bough once more

Divine and perfect, as berore,

Would you confess your little faults ?

(Great ones were never in your thoughts)

Would you the secret wish unfold,

Or in your heart's full casket hold ?

Would
you disclose your inmost mind,

And speak plain tr ich , to bless mankind ?

• What !' said the guardian of our realm ,

With waving crest and tiery helm ,

• What ! are the fair , whose heav'nly smiles

Rain glory through my cherish'd isles,

• Are they less virtuous or less true

• Than Indian dames of sooty hue ?

* No, by these arms. The cold surmise

· And doubt injurious vainly rise .

" Yet dares a bard , who better knows,

· This point distrustfully propose ;

• Vain fabler now ! though oft before

• His harp has cheer'd my sounding shore .'

With brow austere the martial maid

Spoke , and majestick trod the glade :

To that fell cave her course she held,

Where Scandal, bane of mortals, dwellid .

Outstretch'd on filth the pest she found,

Black fetid venom streaming round :

A gloomy light just serv'd to show

The darkness of the den below.

Britannia,
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Britannia, with resistless might,

Soon dragg'd him from his darling night :

The snakes, that o'er his body curld,

And flung his poison through the world ,

Confounded with the flash of day,

Hiss'd horribly a hellish lay.

His eyes with flames and blood suffus'd,

Long to th ' ethereal beam unus'd ,

Fierce in their gory sockets rollid ;

And desperationmade him bold :

Pleas'd with the thought of human woes,

On scaly dragon feet he rose .

Thus , when Asúrs , with impious rage ,

Durst horrid war with Dérata's wage,

And darted many a burning mass

E'en on the brow of gemm'd Cailas,

High o'er the rest, on serpents reard ,

The grisly king of Deits appear'd.

The nymphbeheld the fiend advance,

And couch'd her far -extending lance :

Dire drops he threw ; th ' infernal tide

Her helm and silver hauberk dy'd :

Her moonlike shield before her hung ;

The monster struck , the monster stung :

Her spear with many a griding wound

Fast nail'd him to the groaning ground.

The wre :ch , from juster vengeance free ,

Immortal born by heav'n's decree,

With chains of adamant secur'd,

Deep in cold gloom she left immur'd.

Now reign at will, victorious fair,

In British or in Indian air !

Still with each envying flow'r adorn

Your tresses radiant as the morn ;

And still with Asiatic dye

Rich tints for your gay robes supply ;

Still through the dance's laby'rinth float,

And swell the sweetly -lengthen'd note ;

Still , on proud steeds or glitt'ring cars,

Rise on the course like beamy stars ;

And, when charm'd circles round you
close

Of rhyrning bards and smiling beaux,

Whilst all with eager looks contend

Their wit or worth to recommend,

Still let your mild , yet piercing eyes,

Impartially adjudge the prize.

AN
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AN ARABIAN ELEGY FROM EBNO'L FAREDH .

(Translated into English, ly John COLLEGENS, Esq .)

Ebno'l Faredh, whoseelegant work is preserved in the library at Oxford, is cer

tainly superior to all modern poets. One elegy by this writer, which plainly

shews the pastoral life of the Arabians, is hereannexed.

We have endeavoured to translate this poem into elegiacverse, or rather to imitate

it , with some sentiments a little varied and others totally rejected. Nevertheless,

it is here presented in such a manner as to display with sufficientexactness both

the subject and nature of the Arabian elegy.

[ It requires indeed a variation from the original Arabian to adapt the wild and

fanciful imagery of this elegy to the European ear . ]

Does lightning vibrate in th' ætherial space ?

Or is unveil'd young Leila's beauteous face ?

Does fire in yonder gadha * arbours flame ?

Or is it Solima's bright eyes that beam ?

Do scerts on air from Mecca's violets move ?

Or fragrancies from Hagar's spikenard grove ?

Or is it Azza comęsma lovely fair

Diffusing odours from her floating hair ?

How pleasing is the retrospective view ,

When fancy images past days anew ,

While I , an exile, stray through foreign fields,

And pensive , know the joys which memory yields !

Still does the charmer in that valley keep,

Where her despairing swain was wont to weep !

Now does loud thunder through the mountains roar ?

And look they greener from the sprinkling shower ?

Ah ! when , as formerly , at dawning day,

Shall Azib's limpid stream my thirst allay :

Sweet plains, which saw what bliss I could attain ,

Ah ! shall I ever know such bliss again ?

What youths now sing the hopes and fears of love,

At Tuda's pasture -ground and Naged's grove ?

Who now , in Sala's cooling shades reclin'd ,

Me in this dreary mountain calls to mind ?

How sball I know, are still the myrtles green ?

Is in its usual place the lotos seen ?

Spring yet the tamarisks on the sunny hill

Do these unlucky eyes, or winter kill ?

Are

* A species of esl or tamarisk , used as fire -wood by the Arabians.
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Are still the sweet Alegian damselskind ?

Or are my vows committed to the wind ?

Do now the wanton deer and skipping fawns,

Their hunter absent, scamper through the fawns ?

Shall I behold the charming shades again ,

Where gay Noama * leads the airy train ?

Does now o'er Dareg's banks th' arbutus spread ?

Spot often moistend by the tears I shed !

In Amrus' grot, who since my absence dwell ?

Grot to the sheperdesses known so well !

Perhaps they who to Mecca's vale return ,

Have thought of Solima with soft concern !

May the time come, in which the happy night

Shill to the whole assembly give delight,

In which the youths shall tender vows impart,

While soothing music cheers each happy heart.

Extract from the Shau Nama, the heroic poem of the Persian poet

FERDUSI , by John COLLEGENS, Esq.

As soon as Samus, conquering lord , return'd ,

And saw the king in sovereign pomp adorn'd

Approaching where th' imperial splendour shove,

Heduteousbow'd to the refulgent throne.

Deservedly the king in courtly state

That chief invited to his ivory seat,

With rubies set , so exquisitely bright,

And gold emboss'd , it blaz'd upon the sight!

He then the general ask'd , in gracious words,

Of his exploits and his associate lords :

Now in Hyrcania what barbarians dwell ?

Now what new conquests Persia's glories swell ?

To whom , in language meet, the patriot man ,

Thus in return his narrative began :

• O mighty king, when first the foe we view'd,

We saw a people vigorous and rude.

· Not lions, who in Jonely forests stray ,

' Not prowling tygers are so fierce as they :

* And nothing can their power of flight exceed,
Not

Et

Arabian writers inform us, that Noama was the name of one of the daughters
of Cain
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Not even of Araby, the generous steed .

Of ourapproach when first the rumour spread,

• Their state was seiz'd with universal dread ;

' In every house and tower dismay appear'd,

' And only lamentable groans were heard !

At length their bands in martial order pass ,

· Their helmets shining with resplendent brass !

' Part in a vale, part on a mount were seen ,

' And partwere stretch'd along th'extensive green ,

" With dreadfuil spears ! -- The dust that o'er thein came

• Obscur'd the glories of the solar beam !

' So seem black ants , when studiously they fill,

With stores of gather'd corn the sandy hill ;

• Or as'a multitude of gnats appear

With restless buzzing, gruting to the ear.

So burst they forward ! Cercius led them on ,

Grandson of Salmus, he the foremost shone ;

Upon the mountain height the cypress tree

' Or lofty pine not taller was than he !

My Persians trembled as he came apace ;

A sudden paleness spread o'er every face !

' This I observ'd , and brandishing my lance,

' Heading my men, commanded their advance!

My horse flew forward, senseless of the reins,

Like a wild elephant on Æthiop's plains !

'Twas then returning ardour fir'd each soul !

'Twas then my troops rushid on to glory's goal !

As seems the rising and the filling Nile,

(Which makes the parsimonious farmer smile ,

" Whene'er the ground the fat manure receives ,

* As the flood rolls in undulating waves ).

So seem'd the cover'd far-extended plain !

• That moving army seem'd a foating main !
" The noise in motion of our clattering arms,

" The wary ears of Cercius soon alarmns !

" With clamour great he took a circling course,

" Seeming toward me alone to turn his horse :

• He hop'd to load me with a captive chain ,

• Or in mygore his flaming sabre stain :

• Fruitless attempt !-my bow I aiming bent,

• And many a life -destroying arrow sent ;

· Like fire I saw my missile weapons fly ,

• Or like the lambent light'ning in the sky !

Approaching, he of our delay complains,

Menacing death or more ignoble chains ,

But, like a boisterous whirlwind when we clos' !,

Shield was to shield and helm to helm oppos'd ! *

6

6

6
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* In the Thebais of Statius there is a beautiful passage similar to chis :

Jam clypeus clypeis , umbone repellitur umbo,

Ense minax ensis, pede pes, ei chopide cuspis.
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• Just as he rose to make a deadly blow ,

" I nimbly charg'd on the gigantic foe,

• With skill superior gaveapowerful wound,

• Where studs of pearl his glittering swordbelt bound,

. And then exerting my collected force,

. I tore the chieftan from his foaming horse !

(Prostrate he falls — his ponderous arms resound,

· While he with madness raging bites the ground)

• Then in his snowy breast my sword transfix'd ,

• The flowing crimson with the herbage mix'd ,

" I saw the last expiring gasp he made ,

. Gliding, unhappy, to the sombre shade !

• Their general slain , the foe without delay

• Took flight - nor rocks norhills impede theirway;

Joy for our conquest through all Persia runs,

• While sad Hyrcania mourns her slaughter'd sons!

• 0, best of kings! whose power is firmly laid ,

· Who touch'st the stars with thy exalted head ,

• Thus shall they fall who dare to disobey

* Thy sovereign mandate and imperial sway !'

He spoke — the king the chiefs with praises loads ,

Which rais'd their fame to the divine abodes .

Next he directs the nicest viands dress'd ,

And luscious wine, as a triumphal feast :

Th ' assembly gather’d , pempous to behold !

On carpets glittering with resplendent gold .

Paraphrase of a Persian Sonnet.

To dreary wilds and solitary shades,

To silent groves and unfrequented glades,

From irksome crowds with eager steps I hie,

And to congenial glooms , distracted Hy !

Since, from this faithful bosom thou hast fed ,

To fond affections has my heart been dead ;

An hundred friends thy loss can ne'er atone,

Without thy presence , Jami is alone.

Yet, tho' I wander o'er the desert waste,

Or pace the wilderness with phrensied haste,

Still thy dear image constantly attends,

And ev'n to solitude a lustre lends ;

Alas ! while loaden with thy cruel chain ,

I seek thy real form - but seek in vain ;

On every side I turn my anxious eyes,

And burden every breeze with unavailing sighs !

Were silken carpets spread beneath my feet,

Did scatter'd rose -leaves breathe their fragrance sweet,

Stiil,
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Still , should the path they cover'd lead from thee,

Rude rocks and piercing thorns they'd seem to wretched me.

Oh, vital spirit ! quit my tortur'd breast,

Leave me ! -- let wretched Jami sink to rest !

The soul replies — be patient ! soon thy life

Shall yield to love , and passions cease their strife , –

Eternal light absorb time's glimmering ray ,

And heav'n's effulgence all thy wrongs repay .

1

Paraphrase of an Indian Song.

I've travers d horrid deserts o'er,

Yet in my constant heart remains

Love's rankling thorn , and I deplore

Th' unchanging fury of my pains !

Alas ! a wanderer sad , I roam ,

Nor find a moment's short repose , --

In vain I seek a friendly home,

Or the dear cause of all my woes !

my

Oh ! cruel youth ,—the tedious night,

I wakeful spend, and sigh alone ;

What sweeter girl now gives delight,

And calls my perjur'd lord her own ?

List to my griefs, while yet this tongue

Can speak the sorrows of breast !

I die !--my heart, with anguish wrung ,

Still longs in thy embrace to rest.

Oh, come, beloved youth ! Thy charms

Shall dress in smiles the rosy hours, -

The bed's prepar'd — I've deck'd my arms,

And wove fresh wreaths of fragrant flowers .

Ah ! what dread power has taught thy soul ,

To list unmov'd when love complains ? ---

The scowling eye of hate to roll ,

And spurn affection's silken chains ?

Paraphrase of Sadee's Satire on Misers.

(From Gladwin's Translation in the Persian Moonshee .)

WERE heaven's bright spheres placed in the miser's hands,

To roll obsequious at his stern commands ;

It
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If all the wealth of Cresus were his own ,

Or this huge globe became the wretch's throne ;

Fortune, his slave, could not produce one claim,

To crown her lord with Fame's exalted name.

What are their hoards of gold , but dross the whole ,

Who want that glowing mine , a feeling soul ?

Poor sordid worms may crawl for years in pain ,

By land or sea, and look to heaven in vain .

Religion says, “ Sure nought avails his store ,

Whose aching heart is craving still for more ."

While nobleminds wealth's purest fruits enjoy,

Gold's growing cares the miser's peace destroy.

Those live indeed, these life's rich harvest blast,

Nay daily, starve and die of want at last .

Paraphrase of Gladwin's Translation from Sadee, on
Patience.

That man on earth , whom meek-ey'd Patience trains,

Beyond the grave immortal treasures gains .

On Providence below the virtuous rest,

And think , whatever God ordains, is best.

They still submissive to his fiat bend ,

And hail Jehovah as their heavenly friend.

Thus Resignation smooths life's thorny way,

Through death's dark vale to realms of endless day.

LINES,

Intended for the Tomb Stone of a young men who died at Ceylon in

the flower of youth , 1803 .

The flower on whose delicate leaves

The most exquisite tints are display'd ,

Oft the hope of the florist deceives,

And blossoms, alas ! but to fade.

Ere the mind's early promise of worth

Attains to maturity's bloom ,

Thus, man , in the season of mirth ,

Is rapidly swept to the tomb.

The mother, with joy in her eye,

The charms of her offspring surveys ;

But the heart of the father beats high,

When his son grows an object of praise .
With
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With success when his efforts are bless'd,

When renown has recorded his name,

When his worth by the good is confess'd,

And he treads in the footsteps of fame.

While his child is thus fondly discern'd ,

Deems the parent the moment is near ,

When his hope to despair shall be turn'd ,

And his smile shall be chang’d to a tear ?

Lov'd youth, that once elegant form ,

That face that such candor foretold ,

That heart once so feeling and warın ,

In the grave now lies lifeless and cold .

To the friends who lament o'er thy doom .

Thus my grief I with tenderness join ,

And the tear now shed o'er your tomb,

May it soon be repaid upon mine.

Marsh , 180-1 .

PARAPHRASE ,

OF AN

HINDUSTANEE ODE,

From Gilchrist's Guide to the Hindustanee Language.

Each morn with false colors array'd,

Hopeswearsshe will grant me my fair :

But the hope wlrich the morn had convey'd,

The evening converts to despair.

I wish'd , nay resolv'd, this same day,

Half the pangs of my heart to reveal:

She approach'd - speech and sense fled away ,

And scarce left me the power to feel.

VOL. 5 . * I O grief,
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O grief, what a triumph is here !

To withhold thy own sorrowful flood ;

To refuse to my eyes one salt tear,

While my heart streams in currents of blood .

Like Messiah , to some she may prove,

A relief for each evil below :

Yet'tis strange that a balm from above ,

Should to me prove a source of new woe .

O where can I fly from despair !

Not on earth , ' tis too small for my rage ;

Like the lark whom the fowlers ensnare ,

I fret, and would fain burst my cage.

O Lootf, thou wast surely aware,

What fate from her hands thou must prove :

Thou knewest she was cruel as fair,

But who shall teach prudence to love .

ACCOUNT

6



ACCOUNT OF BOOKS.

NARRATIVE of a VOYAGE of Discovery, performed in His

Majesty's Vessel, theLady Nelson, ofSixtyTons Burthen, with

Sliding Keels, in the Years 1800, 1801, and 1802, to New SOUTH

WALES, by LIEUTENANT GRANT, of the Royal Navy.

This volume is replete with useful This important colony has never,

information, givinga descriptive ac- hitherto , been associated with the

count ofnew discoveries, and display- bistory of Asia ; but its geographi

ing, in plain language, the professi- cal position certainly entitles it

onal talents , and enterprising spirit to that distinction . In its present
of the author in the performance of infant form it presents every ad

this arduous duty. vantage to cheer and gratify the

We cannot avoid expressing our labors of its inhabitants. The

admiration at the zeal and energy country is , every where, finely

with which this officer surmounts wooded , well watered , and abound

the various difficulties incidental ing in beautiful and picturesque

to so perilous and uncertain an un- scenery ; the climate healthy, thie

dertaking. His life, character, and soil rich, the natives docile in their

expectations in the service, are all disposition, and friendly in their

cheerfully embarked on board a marners ; we , therefore, take

vessel, whose interior size, and pleasure in laying before our rea

peculiar construction , deter those ders , an account of this interest

whomight have assisted his laborsing settlement, venturing to pro

from sharing them . All who see nounce , that it will, when more ma

her in the river, even the most ex- tured , hold no inconsiderable rank

perienced judges, pronounce her among the colonial establishments

unfit for sea , but the unwearied per- of Great Britain .

severance of Mr. Grant mccks January 13th , 1800 , the Lady

every obstacle, and accomplishes Nelson takes ber departure from

the object of his mission . The the river Thames, with a com

Lady Nelson arrives at Port Jack- plement of fifteen hands, and victu

son , in New South Wales, without alled for nine months. Is nicknamed

the loss of a single man , or da- H. M's tinder box , from the insigni

mage in hull, masts, or rigging. ficance of her appearance : meets

In the course of this work Mr. witb a hard gale in the downs, with

Grant has given concise and enter- a very heavy swell ; many vessels

taining sketches of the natural dismasted, and driven asliore ; an

history, soil, customs, and man- alarm on board for the satcty of the

ners of the natives, tending to di- vessel ; rides out the storm , and ar

rect the public attention to a rives at Spithead ; takes in full com

country little known, but well de- plement of arms, and stores, when

serving a more intimate acquaint- she clears only two foot nine inches,

abreast her gangway ; every body

* 12 ridicules
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ridicules the undertaking ; crew " thumberland , I named Cars

murmur ; three actually desert, the “ Banks ; when the former Cape

carpenter among the number ; put “ bears N. W. b . W. distant eight

to sea without one ; the India fleet or nine miles, Shanck's moun

being ready to get under weigh, sail " tains bearing N. and Gambier's

in company, towed for some difs ; “ Nib . E. from the vessel , Schank's

discover several leaks, prores to be “ mountain loses its table form ,

very negligently fitted out . Votliing “ and appears like a saddle . There

material occurs during the voyage ; “ does not appear to be an harbour

arrive at the Cape of Good Hope, here, but vessels may find shelter

ordered to rsmain until the com- “ under Cape Northumberland,

mencement of summer. Mr. Grant “ from N. and N. N. W. winds ;

makes many excursions into the as also between Cape Banks and

country, on which , his leniarks “ it, from the E. winds . The

are equally pleasant and judicious. “ shore is in general a flat, Sandy

On the 7th October , the Lady beach , the sea, at present mal

Nelsonsailed from the Cape , and on " . ing no breaclı upon it.”

the 2d Dec. following, made land. 4th . We stood along the shore

We have here subjoined the copy steering E. saw the land as far

of Mr. Grant's journal from that as wecould see , bearing S. E.

day, till he came to Wilson's pro- “ hauled close up for it ; this forni

montory : the notes by governos ' ing a conspicuous cape, I named

King. " it Bridgewater, in honor of the

" December 31, at day- light , duke of that tide. At seven ,

* made all possible sail , judging " little wind, and heavy sea . The

myself to be in lat. 35º, S. * at “ shore is a sandy beach , from

eight, A.M. satrlhe land freun N. " where we inade the land to this

“ to E. X. E. the part that was cape , and flat land covered with

right a - hcad appeared like 119- bushes, and large voods inland.

connected Islands , Being four in Finding we could not weatherCape

number, which , on Bridgewater, tacked'occasionally

approach , turned out to be two " and got four oars on the lee side,

“ Capes, and two high mountains, " which were employed all night,

a considerable way in shore ; On: batlling light winds from s. s .

“ of them was very like the Table " W. to S. E. with a heavy swell.

“ Hill , at the Cape of Good Hope ; " At day break , in the morning,

" the other stands further in the we weathered the Cape six or

“ country ; both are covered with seven miles, when another Cape

large trees, as is , also , the land , appeared, bearing E. b . N. about

" which is low and flat, as far “ fitteen or sisteen miles distant,

as the eye can reach . I named " forming, with Cape Bridgewater,

the first of these mountains a very deep bay, and to appea

" anier captain Shanch , and the “ ance had a shelter för anchorage,

6. other Ganbier's mountain . The though much hervy swell: the

sirat Cape I called lorthumber- " land appeared beautiful, rising

" Bitud , atier his grace ihe duke of gradually, and corered with words

Dortuberland , and another being anxious to examine whether

18 aller, but very conspicuous “ it was sate forenture in or not,

jut of shelund, which are plainly " and apprehensive ve cork rit

:
-1 , when abricof Copenze clear the shore', I ordere ia baut
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ont , and took two hands with “ woods. Towards evening saw

me armed ; at this timethere was many fires a little way in land ;

< but little wind, but much sea, many seals and porpoises about

“ and gloomyweather ; after get- to-day. At six in the evening,
ting in shore about fivemiles,we we had a moderate breeze from

“ found there was not any shelter “ S. S. E. Cape Bridgewater bear

from S. winds : the water very * ing N. b . E. four leagues, and

“ deep , and apparently the same Cape Nelson E. N. }. distant,

“ all the way in. The vessel hadThe vessel had “ six leagues; got in the boats,

now hove too , with a fresh wind “ tacked ' occasionally during the

« at W. S. W. and being very “ night, working to windward ; at

likely to blow with rain , we put vo tive A. M. saw another cape ,

The wind, however, did " not unlme the Dedman in the

" not stand while near shorc ; we English Channel ; it runs a con

plainly saw several fires : the sea " siderable way into the sea . When

being still very heavy, and no " to the W. it appears like a long

“ wind, we got the launch a -head " barn , arched on the top, with a

At noon , it was matter high bluff, and next tlic seil

“ of great doubt whether we should resembling the gable end of a

“ not be forced to anchor : the bay “ house. I named this land,

being very deep , we could hardly “ Sir William Grant's Cape ; oft

“ clear it with a steady breeze , our “ this care are tivo small Islands ;

“ latitude was 38° 21 ' S. Cape " the largest appear like two, lia: -

Bridgewater then bearing X. W. “ ing two hummocks joined toge

“ b . W. twelve or thirteen miles . “ ther, by a reck of low land,

“ I called the other, Cape Nelson , “ which is not seen till pretty close.

“ after the vessel. At one, a light “ Onapproaching, the smaller island

“ breeze sprang up, which, with “ is seen a little nerrer the shore ;

" the boat a-liead , got us cle : r off “ these I called Lawrence's Islands,

" the shore ." " after captain Lawrence, one of

“ 5th , P. M. Jight airs , and a very " the elder brethren of the Trinity

“ heavy rolling swell, setting in “ House : As they will be an excel

upon the shore , saw several fires ; “ lent mark for making this part,

“ being rather too far into the bay ' , raud save much trouble to those

“ which is deep, I was for some or who have not an opportunity to

“ time very doubiful whether we keep far enough to the Ni to

« shonld not b.obliged to trust to “ make Cape Northumberland,

" our anchors : a light bricze " and being very remarkable, na

springing up , and the boat being vigators will know where they

" a - hend , towing, we got our head are, as they craw abreast of

" to the S. The west Cape I called “ them , the largest being to the S.

Bridgewater, as already nientiune « « withil tito huinmocks; its outer

" ed , and that to the east Nelson ; end, from the shore , appears

“ this is a very deep lay, and with " like a square top't tower, very

" S. winds, ought carifully to be high, with a white spot in the

« avoided . CareNelson bvács 'io ! “ middle of it , which' I suppose

Cape Bridgewater 1. Nili. tif- proceeds from birds ; the other

“ teen or sixteen miles ; the country “ end is also very ligh. This isand .

" is beantiful, apparently a good “ appears exactly, as here describ

“ soil , plenty of gras, al fine " cdi, when it bars Nior I. b ) .

W.

< 6
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“ W. W. when there is an of- “ 45 ' S. I named this island Lady

fing of ten or twelve miles from “ Julia's, in honor of lady Juliz

" it . Lawrence's Islands bearfrom Percy. Observed we ran faster

cape Sir W. Grant, S. E. or S. E. along the land than our distance,

" by S. twelve miles distant ; and " by log , gave us, owing probably

" there appears no danger between to a considerable dritt to the E.

" them and the shore. The cape Seventh , by the mean of four

now loses its long form , as the “ azimuths and amplitudes, the

“ vessel gets to the E. and its “ variation is 2° 50' E .; we had

particular shape which was dis- now fresh breezes and cloudy

• cernible when to the W.changes “ weather ; we ran under a com

“ to a high bluff point, steep and “ manding sail during the night,

« inaccessible . The land round it " the wind at S. S. W. and S. W.

“ is moderately high, with much " At day-light we saw the land

wood ; many fires were seen making a cape a -head , hauled

“ about this cape. The land from it up to clear it . This cape is due

runs to the N. as far as the eye “ E.S. E. with a moderate officg

can reach , or discern , from the “ from cape Sir William Grant,

mast head . I wished much for “ distant, by log, 70 miles. It is

“ the wind from the N. that I “ the E. promontory of this deep

might explore the land, as I “ and extensive bay. I named it

' think there must be harbours in cape Albany Otway, in honor

“ it , but having it light from the “ of William Albany Otway, esq.

“ S. S. E. varying every quarter captain in the royal navy , and

« of an hour to E. S. E. I could one of the commissioners of the

not throw away time in attemp- transport board . Another very

ting it . The bottom of the bay high and considerable cape , bear

“ is hardly discernible from the ing from the last E. S. E. I called

mast head. “ Patton's Cape. It is distint

“ Sixth P. M. light breczes and “ from Cape Albany Otway

cloudyweather, tacked occasion- eight or ten miles E.N. E. E.

ally , heeping the shore on board . I also distinguished the bay by

" At three made a considerable " the name of Portland Bay, in

large island, high, and inacces- “ honor of his grace the duke of

“sible on all sides. It was covered “ Portland . The land is here

“ with grass, but no trees. This truly picturesque and beautiful,

" island bears about E. S , E. from “ resembling very much that about

cape Sir Wm . Grant. By a good “ Mount Edgcumbenear Plymouth

“ observation at noon following, I " which faces the Sound . Itabounds

“ made its latitude to be 38° 29' S. “ in wood, very thick groves , and

longitude, by my account, reck- large trees. It is moderately

oning from cape Northumber- high, but not mountainous . We

“ land, (which Isuppose is in 142° “ did not see any fires on it , pro

“ E. of Greenwich ) I make 1-14 ° bably from the shore being inac

“ 40' . E. it bearing from me, “ cessible , and much surf breaking

“ when the observation was taken , on it . From cape Albany Otway

“ N. NW , distant 18 or 20 miles, “ E. N. E. ten or twelve miles, is

by latitude observed , being 38° “ another point of land , which

appears

* M. Black, in the I’arbinger, was close in with the land , and describe it

nearly the saine as kieutenant Grant P.GK
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appears as a vessel rounds the " Danger to the very low land,

“ former cape to the E. It is ra- “ which is distinguished by a long

“ ther high land with a clump of ridge of breakers off it) White's

trees, as if regularly planted “ Land, in honor of capt. White

“ on its brow ; thinking from its “ of the royal navy, son -in -law

“ projection we could find anchor- " to commissioner Shanck. On

age under it, and as we had a our return we got the boats in,

" commanding breeze atW. S. W. and by observation I found the

I bore in pretty close ; but as we « latitude to be 38° 52' S. about

approached , I found several eight miles from the shore.

heavy breakers, at least six miles “Cape Danger bearing N. N. W.

“ from the shore, but not a rock " distant ten or twelve miles.

to be seen . I therefore hauled “ Eighth , at half past twelve, P.

“ off. I named the point of land “ M. bore away from the land , the

“ Cape Danger. In getting to “ wind being W. S. W. At one,

" the E. I could not find any “ having got sufficient offing,
“ shelter, nor any place where “ made sail to the eastward . At

" there was a likelihood of anchor- “ eight, P. M. Cape Albany Otway

ing ; but from the number of bearing W. 18 or 20 miles, we

« little juts, and low points of “ made a very high and lofty cape

land , further to the N. and E. “ covered with trees to the waters

“ I determined to try if any edge, as is all the country round

« such place could be got. I never “ it . From this cape the land breaks

saw a finer country ; the valleys “ short round to the N. when I

“ appeared to have plenty of fresh - lost it . We had now a fair wind,

water meandering through them . “ and might have done a great deal

“ At eleven A. M. I ordered the “ during the night, but I had my

“ boats out, manned and arined ; “ doubts whether this land, which

" and went in search of a place to “ fell off to the northward , should

“ land on , or anchor in . We got “ not have been followed, and kept

" s within a cable's length and a half on board ; as from a small chart

“ of the shore ; but finding the “ given to me by sir Joseph Banks,

“ surf breaking heavy, I deemed “ I found, that as far as the coast

it not prudent to attempt landing. “ had been surveyed , the land

“ The shore was a sandy beach , “ trained off to the northward , in

“ with small rocks interspersed " the same form , nearly as it did

“ here and there . In trying for “ here from Cape Patton , with this

soundings with a hand lead line, “ difference, that the cape I allude

none could be found ; so that to, on the chart, had several

“ I really think the beach is steep “ islands lying off from it ; neither

“ also . I was very much disap- sw did the latitude exactly corres

pointed in being so near, and pond, and the land which it laid

obliged to return on board with . “ down, running to the N. was low

out setting foot on this beautiful “ and bushy ; whereas that which

spot . It resenibles the Isle of " I saw was high , with large fo

" Wight as near as possible, in its rests of trees, and no islands near

appearance from the water ; " it . I therefore chose the middle

“ I therefore called this part of the “ road, made snug sail , and an

coast (which falls into the bottom “ 60 miles E.judging, if it was a

“ of the small bay from Cape “ bay, I should see the eastern es

66
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trenity of it . At day light, how- “ a -head to tow . Thinking I should

ever, we could see nothing any “ have the pleasure of setting my

" where from the mast lead ; but “ foot on this fine country, 1 sat

“ the looming of the land we had “ off in the gig, with twohands,

left . Wenow bore up , and ran N. ordering the vessel to tow' in after

“ b . W. and at six we saw the land me, and should a breeze spring

again a -head , forming a very deep up, to get the launch in , and

bay, which I could not see the “ stand after me in for the bay . At

“ bottoin of froin the mast head. * noon I sounded again , in forty

At eight the land was observed one fathoms, sand and shells,

bearing from us E.S. E. extend- " the weather still calm and hazy.

ing further to the southward than “ We pulled in shore for some

“ I could see . Being now certain of “ islands lying off from the main ,

our route, I hauled up E. S. E. at the western side of the south

and named this bay after gover- cape , making for the largest of

nor King. It is one of the longest “ them which appeared to be the

we have yet met with ; cape Al- most fertile ; on it I meant to

bany Otway forms the western- Sow some seeds, which I took

must, and the South Cape the “ with me, should I be able to

easternmost head lands, the dis- “ land . The distance I could not

tance of about 120 miles due E. " hare believed was so great as it

" S. E. At noon it fell calm , the proved to be, at least twelve miles

sun very sultry ; observed in 39 ° “ from where wequitted the vessel,

" 30 '. S. mercury at 730 and 749 . “ which we lost sight of before

“ Ninth , P. M. light airs in- getting near the shore. Although

clining to calm , at four P. M. we we had not a breath of wind , we

saw several islands bearing E. S. “ found it impossible to land on this

" E. the inain land seemed to have side, the shore being very steep

an opening in it to the northward " and a heavy surf running on it .

* of them , which we stool in for, " Therefore , as the ship was not in

“ but I found it was another bas sight and as it was two P. M. I

• with low land. This b :y runs in judged it prudent to get back as

nearly E. I named the northern- “ fast as possible, which we citected

“ Inost cape after my friend Josin
<< br tour o'clock . We had now a

Liptrap , e q . of London. The lighi breeze froin the E. and the

“ main laud 1.ow shewed , exiunile " weather intolerably close and

“ ing a considerable way to the “ suliry , the mercury standing at

" southward with several islands 729 and 3.' Gottheboats in , und

“ off the cape. Judging this wits " nude sail to the southward ; ut

" s the point of land we looked seren , the wind at E. fresbered

" for , from the color of the latt, “ into a strong gale , arid at eig !: ",

We sounded , and had 50 lathoris s it blew a thunder storm , with

« with fine sand, south cape disa < much lievy furked lightning ;

“ tant 9 or 10 miles. The land “ but it being a weather short ,

" abreast of the ship appearing 10 we kept close at the wind, in

“ be at no great distance off, and “ order to get to the southwari

“ it being quite calm , I got the “ of the islands lying off this case :

" boats out, and sent the launch " when on a sudden it shifted duc

1 .

If such a deep bay as this actualy crists , it favors the idea of New Je
Wales being insulated by a Mcdicrrincan sea . However this , the lady Visa

inust determini in the vova se she is now gune opon, P. G. h .
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W. very dark , with heavy rain “ Curtis's island, who then com

“ and lightning, which continued - manded on that station ; it is

“ all night , the wind abating about high , and inaccessible on the

“ twelve o'clock ; in the morning “ N. W. side , and covered with

“ it was calm , with hot sultry - small bushes on the top , the

“ weather . At noon I had a good body of this island bearing from

“ observation in latitude 39 ° 30' us E. S. E. distant seven or eight

“ S. the south part of the main, “ miles : two other islands, like

“ or South Cape, bearing N. W. “ hay - cocks, only higher, and more

“ b. N. distant twenty miles, and “ perpendicular, standing a con

“ the longitude 1470'18", from a " siderable distance from each

“good lunar observation , taken on “ other, the largest of which, bore

" the 8th instant . “ from us S. E. I S. distant six

“ All round the western side, “ teen or seventeen miles, and the

" and even thus far S. of the “ other, S. E. b . E. about ten

cape, there are soundings of “ miles ; the latter is nearly shut

“ fifty fathoms, forty - five, and " in with the S. E. end of Sir

forty; white sand, and shells : I " Robert Curtis's island. The

" called that space between Cape “ fourth , is a rock standing a con

Liptrap, and the South Cape, King “ siderable height out of the

George's Sound, and I have no water, nearly in a position be

“ doubt but there is good anchor- tween the two hay -cocks, or

age in the bite to the northard of “ rather sugar-loaf- like islands,

“ the South Cape ; on the western “ bearing S. E. I S. the fifth , is a

“ side of which , Cape Liptrap “ high perpendicular barren cliff,

« makes the northern head. The which, as we got alınost abreast,

“ land here is high , and the moun “ formed like two islands joined

“ tains covered with wood ; Cape together at the bottom , rising to

Liptrap is low, and fat , as is a sharp edge, ragged at the top ,

" the land in this bite, where I sup- " and resembling a large tower, or

posé there is shelter. There is castle ; this island , I named the

island bearing from the “ Devil's Tower ; it bore from us

western part of the south Cape, " E. b . N. about ten or twelve

“ S. a little E. about twelve miles or miles. An island in with the

" from the shore ; it is round, and " shore was observed ; it bore W.

“ inaccessible on all sides . The “ N. W. distant, ten miles ; I

“ above -mentioned island , I called “ called it Moncur's Island, in

“ Rodondo, from its resemblance compliment to captain Moncur,

" to that rock well known to all “ of the Royal Navy : and ano

seamen in the West Indies. A " ther was visible, bearing N. b .

set of breakers to the southward " E. sixteen or seventeen miles ;

" and eastward of that rock , on “ land, apparently an island, to

which, though calm , the sea " the southward and eastward , we

“ breaks much , bearing now from can just see from the mast-head ;

us N. N. W. 1. distant six “ It may be necessary to observe

os miles : to the castward there are “ that these bearings were taken

“ five islands, the largest of which , " at noon , and as it was then a

" from its resemblance to the “ stark calm , the vessel was nearly

" Lions' Mount, at the Cape of stationary; by a good observation

" Good Hope, I called Sir Roger vs the latitude was 39° 30 ', longi

an
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tude 147° 18' E. calculated from

“ lunar observation two days be

“ fore, but I take it to be cor

rectly 147° E. from my making

“ the Ramhead ; according to the

“ best charts, therefore the bearings

are laid down in my chart from

147 ° E.

“ We now made the Cape,

“ which I presume is that laid

“ down in the charts I got from

“ Sir Joseph Banks, seen by Mr.

“ Flinders . * Any further observa

“ tion is unnecessary, as I find the

“ land training along to the north

“ ward, exactly as described by
or him .

“ Wilson's promontory was so

“ named, by Mr. George Bass , of

“ H. M.S. Reliance, who was the

first navigator that ascertained

" the real existence of a strait se

parating Van Dieman's land

“ from New Holland, in his voy

age in a whale toit, from Sid

ney to Western Port ; having

“ made it , I set off in one of my

“ boats early in the morning of the

“ joth , to endeavor to land in one

" of the islands lying offit, but after

“ a long pull, found the one I judg

ed, from its sloping aspect, to

( 6 be the easiest for that purpose,

solid rock for a considerable

height, with surf too powerful
~ for such a small boat as mine,

" after several fruitless attempts,

“ I was obliged to abandon the

" idea , contenting myself with

taking a view of it , and those

“ contiguous ; one of them was an

- immense rock , on one side per

“ fectly round , with a large hole on

“ the other, in the form ofan arch ,

“ with a breast work, rising high

enough above the level of the

sea to preclude the water from

getting into it ; the hollow ap

peared as if scooped out by art

“ instead of nature. I gave it the

“ name of the Hole in theWall,and

to the range of islands stretching

“ along the main , Glennie's Islands,

“ after Mr. George Glennie, a par

“ ticular friend of captain Shancks,

to whom I was under personal

obligations. On the summit of

“ all these islands, there was a

“ thick brush growing, whereas the

“ landofCapeLiptrap ,already men

“ mentioned, exhibited a fine level

country. The day being far

spent in this survey, I deemed

“ it best to get on board , as the

“ vessel was but just visible, with

“ her head towards us , and be

“ calmed . Round the promontory

we found from forty -five to fifty

“ fathoms water, sand , and shells.

" Towards night,we had the wind

“ E. S. E. with heavy clouds,

“ which brought on , with a sudden

“ shift to N. E. and N. E. b . N.

“ a heavy squall, accompanied,

“ with much lightning and heavy

“ rain ; it cleared up at twelve,

“ and in the morning we had calm

" weather.

“ On the 12th , we had fresh

gales , and cloudy weather ; the

" shore we were running along

was low , and covered with thick

“ brush, training in a N. E. direc

“ tion , which Messrs. Flinders and

“ Bass have given very acccu .

rate descriptions of. The wea

ther

a

Mr.Bass ( from whose authority Lieutenant Flinders has ascertained the position

of Wison’s promontory) places it in 39 ° 56 ' S. Lientenant Grant, in 39° 11 ',' and

Mr. Black in 3908 ", as Mr. Bass's latitude is by computation from the whale boäi,

which might be liable to error ; I think a preierence may be given to Lieutenant

Grant's position, as he had the advantage of a good sextant. P. G. K.

* The latitude of Wilson's promontory, I afterwards determined to be 39 ° 2' S.

but thio will appear hereafter in its proper place.
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“ ther being very rainy, with fresh

gales, I was prevented from

" ascertaining our latitude by ob

« servation .”

Mr. Grant having thrown these

important lights on a passage hither

to unexplored, and unknown, pro

ceeds to describe his arrival at

Sydney Cove, where he anchors

safe, after a voyage of seventy -one

days from the Cape of Good Hope,

and contrary to the opinion , or ex

pectations of every experienced sea

man, both in England, and at the

Cape. He felicitates himself on

having conquered all the difficulties

which opposed his success ; and is

grateful to heaven for the protec

tion he received.

Port Jackson ,” he continues ,

appears very picturesque to a

stranger, as he advances
up

the

“ . town . A small island , with a

“ house on it , named Garden Is

“ land, (which afterwards became
G my residence) enriches the view .

* On the main is Walamoola, ( so

“ named by the natives) a rural

w situation , where Mr. Palmer,

" the commissary , has built a large

" and commodious house, and

“ bestowed much labor in culti

vating the land round it . Such

a house, in so young a colony,

“ excites a degree of surprize in

The town of

a Sydney is niuch larger, and more

respectable than can be well

imagined, considering the time

< it has been built . The streets

are , by order, made broad and

“ straight ; each house is generally

" s separated from those adjoining;

an excellent regulation in case

“ of fire . Few , or any, are with

" s out gardens; ans many of the

" houses are large and commodi

When I landed , I found

« s that the heavy rain , which I bad

experienced some days before,

“ had been equally felt here,

“ swelling the rivers to an almost

“ incredible degree, and to the

great annoyance of the settlers

on these banks."

“ Paramatta , which is the name

given by the natives to what was

• at first called Rose Hill, is a very

pretty village; and from what I

“ could judge, much preferable,

“ in point of soil to Sydney. The

government house stands at the

“ end of a street, nearly an English

“ mile in length , inaking a very

“ fine appearance. An excellent

garden adjoins, well stocked

“ with vegetables and fruit trees,

among which the peach and fig

were fine and large.

“ The houses of the convicts,

" in general, are constructed will

“ waitles covered with shingles,

“ and plaistered inside and out with

clay, over which they put a coat

“ of lime, burnt from shells ,

giving them a very neat and

“ clean appearance. It is seldom that

" two fainilies inhabit one dwel

ling,therefore everyman becomes

“ absolutely master of his house ;

“ and when he can afford it , he

“ weather - boards and paints it .

" In the smallest dwellings I en

“ tered, I never saw less than tko

apartments. Dlacy houses are

constructed with bricks, and as

" well finished to the eye as Eu

ropean buildings. In short, from

" the very comfortable manner

“ those people are lodged , (mucha

more so than the poorer sort in

England) I cannot avoid ronarkia

“ ing, that it no doubt has a ter .

dendy to promote tlie great de

gree of health and flow of spirits

“ I observed them possessed of,

" and readily accounts for many

wishing to remain , whose years

" of banishment have expired."

The Lady Nelson haring landed

all

66

a new comer .

66

ous .
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all her government stores , and the mished ; they are delivered over

seamen having completed their en- to the law , tried, and condemned ;

gagements, they were discharged but in consequence of their peni

on the 31st Dec. in presence of tence, and the excessive hardships

two magistrates; and governorking they had experienced, the governor

directed that the crew should re- humanely pardons them .

ceive a handsome compensation The Lady Nelson, by order of

from government,as the reward of the governor , reconnoitres the

their services . This bounty, how- Straits, once more, through which

ever, does not extend to lieutenant she h : d passed in her voyage from

Grant , who is thereby much dis- England. These are very properly

tressed for money, in a cuntry denominated Bass' Straits, froni

where it was so particular y essen- their having been first entered by

tial. Mr. George Bass, late surgeon to

Lieut. Grant, previous to his H M's ship Reliance, in a whale

sailing from England, was appoint- boat.

ed to H. M's armed vessel, the A very perfect reportcannot be

Supply, then lying at new South supposed to have resulted from so

Wales, which proves, on his arri- cursory a visit ; but the Lady Nel

val, to be unfit for service. In this son completely ascertains their

situation , urged by governor King, bearings and extent, having sailed

and induced by liis own attach- along the land nearly four degrees

ment to the good of the service, to the westward of Wilson's Pro

he remains on board the Lady montory.

Nelson , (which is manned from On this second voyage, the Lady

among very disorderly and repro- Nelson sailed on the 6th of March,

bate convicts) in a very unpleasant from Sydney Cove, in company

command, and on a reduced pay . with the Bee sloop, a decked boat

Government, however, afterwards of 11, or 15 tons, fitted up by

makes up the deficiency to him . order of the governor to assist, un

Mr. Grant, having lost a boat, der the command of lieut . Grant,

rambles up the country, attended in this expedition ; but the Lady

by a guide , in pursuit of it . De Nelson is obliged to procced with

scribes the natives to be very tract- out her, three days alter, tinding

able, but superstitious ; and ex- her unable to resist the sea and

tremely apprehensive to stir abroad weather. At 4 P. M. on the 1000 ,

by night, unless pressed by bunger, the north head of Jarvis's bay bore

or instigated by jealousy or revenge. W.S. W. eight or mine miles dis

In the latter cases, they steal out tant ; and the weather clearing, the

in the dark on the sleeping object Lady Nelson worked into the ba ",

of their rage , and with an inşi u- or rather sound ; find good anchor

ment called a dual, made of bard age in the southernmost core , be

wood , and gradually tapering to a tween an island and the main , the

point, they pin him to the ground, former sheltering a very extensive

and leave him to expire . The bu- harbour, lying between the tivo

gle horn is particularly recom- heads of it , s'ereby breaking off

mended, as preferable to muskets, the heavy swell, which would

in all expedition of discovery. In otherwise make a very unsafe ri

this excursion, the party picks up ding. Ac half past four came to

two fugitive convicts, alimost fa- an anchor in about, four fathom

water,
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water, and a fine sandy bottom , fired at , the guide is terrified, and

havingpreviously run over afiat of runs away . There are abundance of

about four cables' length , easily dis- quails, or New Holland partridges ;

cernible from the change in the great plenty of forest trees , chiefly

color of the water , and from two what is denominated , about Sydney,
and a half to three fathon deep. she -oak.

Canoes with natives conicon Several birds are dressed and ea

board . Their interviews with Eu- ten of excellent flavor.

rabanie and his wife. Surprized rot , whose plumage is surprisingly

at every thing they see . Singular beautiful, resembles our pigeon in

method of managing their canoes, taste . There were many perfectly

by sometimes using an oral piece black cockatoos, excepting the

of bark , at others, paddling with breast, and a few feathers in the

their hands, and making the canoe wings of yellow ; these birds are

glide with extreme switiness either extremely shy.

way. The natives paint with a On a second excursion , about

red gum when they go to fight, eight miles inland, they fall in
and describe a sort of circle round with a very pleasant spot ofground ,

their eyes with a whitish clay, in which from the remains of nume

token of mourning for a deceased rous fires, and various fish bones,
friend . The women usually paint they conjecture to be a place of

their noses red , and their breasts festivity. They also find some hu

in alternate streaks of red and man bones, which they collect and

white. take on board ship with them ;

1 party employed to haul the seine, they prove to have belonged to a

are surrounded by natives, who poor white man , who had some

approach them without any symp- time before been wrecked in a

toms of fear, and assist, without boat off the shore, and eaten by

being solicited, in banling the the inhabitants. This latter pro

seine. Having caught some very pensity is so strongly corrobo

Jarge whitings, they are distributed rated by various facts, there can

among the natives, whose pubers be no doubt of the natives being

increase to an alarming extent, cannibals. The soil , variously,

but as they amuse themselves by fertile and sandy ; towards the sea

dancing and shouting , all fear of sterile . The valleys are swampy,

hostilities ceased . They are all and contain an earth resembling

naked, excepting one young fellow , the peat in Scotland, fine running

who had a bunch of grass fastened streams, and good water.

round his waist, which cane up The people here appear to be oftwo

behind , like the tail of a kanga- distinct classes, bush natives, and

roo , Ile was very active, and sea-side residents; the formerare the

shrew himself into a thousand all- eaters of human tesli, and dispatch

lic forms; but whether sponta- their victims in the following man

neously, or otherwise, does not ap- ner : They strike them in the

pear . pole of the neck with a waddie, or

The party nextproceed in search club ; alier which , with the u'o

of kangaroos, and take a native for mara, or an instrument they throw

their guide. In the woods they the spear with, being armed with a

meet Various birds of very beauti- shell at one end, they make an inje

til plumage, one of which being vision from the throat down the

breast
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breast to the lower part of the belly, promontory bore N. b. E. 5 or 6

and another across the chest. miles. At noon observed in lat. 39 *

Many of the natives have marks 4' * which appears to be the south

resembling indentures left on the ernmost point of New Holland .

body by the small -pox, but whe- Passed close to Glennie's Islands ;

ther from the same disease is not the most remarkable object near

quite certain : if so , it may , proba- them , is a large rock , almost circu

bly , have been introduced by Capt. lar, and of great magnitude, appear

Cook, or some former navigator. ing like one entire stone on one side

On the 13th , five A. M. the whilst on the other, it is perfectly

Lady Nelson weighs anchor. The hollow , and arched on thetop with

Bay, or Sound , is large and com- very high work , as if intended to

modious, easy of access, affording oppose the sea. When thewind blows

shelter from all winds, and having strong into this opening, it must from

room for upwards of two hundred its height, make a noise that will be

sail of ships, with plenty of wood heard several miles off; the water

and water. This Bay, when bet- is very deep close to this rock ;

ter known, will be found eligible passed within pistol shot.

for vessels bound to Port Jackson , From Wilson's promontory

after a long passage from England, which is high and steep, the land

and will be the means of saving trains away to N.N.W.as far as the

many lives, as well as much wear eye can reach, and falls into a low

and tear. level land towards Cape Liptrap, and

On the 14th , at noon , saw Dra- from Glennie's Islands, the course

mesany N. N. W. distant 8 or 9 by compass, is N. N. I W. or N.

leagues , lat . observed 36 ° 50'S. the W.westerly; but the straight course

following day squally weather with from the S. point of Wilson's pro

rain , thewind having shifted to the montory to cape Liptrap , is nearly

S. blowing strong accompanied with W. b . N. as Mr. Bass has laid it

a breaking and confused sea ; at down . The land between the two

noon , more moderate and fair, when points, falls back into a deep inlet,

Cape Howe bore S. S. W. 4 or 5 ending in a low sandy beach , which

leagues . Observation in lat . 37° whenbetter known , will afford shel

13' S. the course pursued . On the ter to ships passing that way.

18th had an observation at noon , in In pursuing the course from Cape

lat . 37° 51 ' S. point Hicks bearing Liptrap to Western Port, the coast

N. b. E. distant 10 or 12 miles . trains for a considerable distance ,

On the 20th , at 11 P. M. had a N. N. W. and then , from E.S. E.

fresh gale from E. and E. b . N. to W. N. W. It is a sandy beach,

which by eight A. M. brought Wil- and low land, apparently level , and

son's promontory, or south cape of good soil .

New Holland , in sight bearing W .. The next point to the W. of the

S. W. 10 or 12 miles ; at halt past cape just mentioned , N.38° 4 ' dis

nine , it bore N. W. b . N. distant tant about 18 miles , is a low rest of

3 or 4 miles ; passed close to the rocks running off froin the shore

rock, formerly named Rodondo, ly- about a mile, named Cape Paterson.

ing nearly off the end of the promon- To the W.there lies another rocky

tory . At ten , the south part of the reef, running from thence to some

distance

• The French navigators have determined the point to be in lat. S9° 10 '. M. Basi

says 38° 56.
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distance from the point, and ap- black swans, and ducks with red

pearing above water. bills .

On the 21st at four P. M. had "The open land on shore clothed

sight of the island which forms the with good tender grass, well adap

south head of Western Point, named ted to fatten cattle, is often over

Snapper's Island , from its likeness flown , and yields luxuriantly ; dug

to a snapper's head , or horseman's for water, but found it more than
helmet . brackish ; discover a stream of

At eight, entered the opening to fresh water, take two cygnets alive,

the port, and discovered two small one of which becomes tame, and

islands situated about three - quarters is afterwards presented to governor

of a mile from the south head, with King. The soil in some places

apparently a good passage between light and black, in others a red

them and the island , forming the clay.

harbour. The small islands abound- Remarks on the gentle and con

ing in seals, (some of which are as ciliating dispositionof the natives .

large asbullocks) we named Seal Is- Singular dexterity in striking fish,

lands. Sound the passage, and find which Eurabannie performs with a
between the Seal Islands and the pointed stick, standing on the rough

South Head, 12. 9. 6. 5. and 3 edge ofa sharp rock ; his wife Worra

fathoms water . This
passage will gan discoversherself to be pregnant

shorten the distance when there is and declares her intention to de

a leading wind , but there is suffici- stroy her offspring to avoid the trou

ent room for any number of vessels ble of nursing it . This horrid

tobeat in , by standing round to the practice too common among the

W.of Seal Islands ; this would prove natives, one of whom absolutely
an excellent harbour for a seal tish- asked a convict's wife to lend her

ery . The soundings are 17. 10.6. a spade, that she might bury her

and 21 fathoms ; shoals sandy and child alive, because it cried , and

muddy. Anchored in 6 fathoms was not worth rearing up. It is

water, fine sand, abreast Lady Nel- also suspected , that they have a

son's point. secret to destroy the infant in utero,

In search of fresh water, discover which, with constant wars , ac

a small and singularly beautiful counts for the thinness of their

island, detached from the shore by a population . Discover the remains

very narrow channel . Its luxuriant of fires, but meet with no natives.

soil induces Mr. Grant to plant Establish a garden , and preserve the

lady Elizabeth Percy's apple, large timber cutdown inmaking the

together with a variety of other . opening ; explore the river, which

fruits and vegetables. Great num- is extremely winding; attempt

bers of pelicans and albatroses . landing on Seal's Island , when the

Fromthe best observations, Port boat is upset by the violence of

Western lies in lat . 38° 32' S. and the swell, and all hands immerged ,

by the chronometer, its longitude but no lives lost . It is by no means

appears to be 146 ° 19' to the E. of unusual in these seas for the waves

Greenwich . to appear serene and tranquil along

Caught a great many fatheads; the shore, and suddenly to rise

a very good eating fish ; and com- and break with irresistible force ;

mon . Saw very large sharks, many again to calm, and again grow bois

beautiful and melodious birds, terous .

Go
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Go up the river, and encamp flavor and quality of that used

on the banks ; dreadful thunder in England.

storm ; proceed considerably in land ; Erected a hut near the watering

find the country free from inunda- place, which is named Half-way

tion , interspersed with woods and House, and plant wheat, corn ,

open plains, exbibiting a very pic- peas, rice, potatoes, &c. &c. round

turesque appearance ; kill a black it ; anticipate the surprise of the

snake, reported to be venemous and natives on the discovery. An un

common ; it measured 18 inches known animal appears at night,

in length , the belly having a cast a rencounter between it , and an

of dirty reil , the back grey. Englislı dog of the stag -hound kind ;

Saw no kangaroos ; at low water the animal escapes, after having

filled the casks. The sides of the very much scratched the dog.

river abound with trees , some Find a canoe and paddles, with

of which grow to the height of some fishing line ; differs from any
6o or 70 feet, free from branche before seen , being framed with

and are a slender light wood fit for timber, and instead of being tied

scantling ; much underwond. A together at the ends, is left open ,

variety of birds perch on the sur- the space being afterwards filled

rounding sprays : among the most with grass worked up with strong

remarkable are the lell lird, whose clay.

notes so perfectly resemble the uin- The Lady Nelson moves to an

kling of a bell , that a number of island off the opposite shore, called

them together give you the idea " Margaret Island. Shoal water; and

of a team of lorscs. The laughing that seamen may understand the

bird is equally singular ; its notes nature and depth of the shoal here,

may be comp.rred to an hearty itwill be necessary to observe, that

lra ! ha ! the plumage is black and when the vessel's tore- foottouched

white, or rather grey, its size that the mud, the stock of her anchor

of a thrush , but its tone is asto- ( weighing 400lb )was above water , a

nishingly shrill ; it is an early mor- decided proof of the superiority of

ning visitor. Shot some whisling the Lady Nelson's built for search

ducks , so called from the noise ing creeks and rivers, independent

they make with their wings when of more extensive discoveries ;

dying. Aſet with some very rare hauled off notwithstanding , and

and uncommon cockatoos, killed brought up near Margaret's Island.

preserve it , major -general Wenton shore ; fiat country , fertile

Davies places it in his museum , and well wooded ; deposited sone

(an elegant descriptive plate] seeds ; extremely at a loss for wd

Proceed through the wood, and ter, when the croaking ofa bull-frog

reach an extensive level coun- relieves their necessity, by indica

try , pertectly clear of timber and ting the spot where it might be

underwood ; the grass so luxuriant found. Western l'ort bears a

it was difficult to pass ; it resembles, strong resemblance to Spithead and

that which is called in England rye- Portsmouth harbour.

grass ; the soil appears better adapted Encamp on the borders of a la

for agriculture than any about Syd- goon abounding with ducks; fid

prey or l'aramatta ; find a species of some huts, fish -bones, &c . and

Zsofras, much resembling the egg -shells of an uncommon size ;

track

one ,
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tracks of quadrupeds, but appa- thing, with a strong flood tide
rently not of the sivage race, as the running against us. Attention

largest didnot exceed the bigniesz “ should be paid, at all times, tu

of those of a Newfoundland dog ; " the tide , which flows thirty -five

round , without the impression of a “ minutes past twelve on the full

claw . Get under weigh , and bring " and change, according to the

up at night , in twelve fathoms , with « best calculation we could make,

rather foul bottom . In the morn- " in the middle stream ; and along

ing discover a sand shoal , whereon " such shores as did not wind ; for

the waves were breaking very hea- “ where they do , there will be

vily. This may be avoided by “ i found a variation which nothing

kceping the S. and E. shores care- “ but experience can ascertain . I

fully on board ; caught a number “ have already observed , that thie

of snappers, and changed berth ; eastern shore is the clearest,

bring too in a small nook , or bay , “ and ought always to be kept on

called Elizabeth's Cove , in honor of “ board ; as on the western side,

Miss King, daughter to the go- " there are long sand fats on

vernor , “ which the sea breaks in general

Detained some days, by bad wea " with much force, to a great

ther : on the29th, weigh and stand " distance up the harbour. This

out for the Western Port, passing to " caution ought to be particularly

the westward of Seal Islands ; tind “ attended to in foggy weather,

a large passage capable of any vessel as from fourteen to twelve fa

beating into it. Care must, how- " thoms water will be found very

ever, be taken to give the western- near them . When I left Mar

most a good berih, to avoid some " garet's Island , I let go my an

breakers which appeir about a " chor in twelve fathoms water ,

mile from it . The following re- " and it being dark saw no shoal ;

marks, as critically necessary, are " s but from the motion of the ves

detailed for the better guidance “ sel , suspected something of the

fid information of our readers. kind, and in the morning disco

“ On entering this harbour, the “ vered a shoal within less than a

“ easterımost shore, or right hani! “ cable's length of us , and the

• side, giving the Seal Islands a “ sand turning up when the sea

" berth of three quarters of a mile, broke, as it does on the Good

“ unless a preference is given to " i win sands, at the time of flood .

going between Seal and Snapper “ It being gloomy and wet when

“ Íslands, which was the passage by " I entered the harbour, I did not

“ which the Lady Nelson entered. see these shoals, but ran by the

“ The fornier is the principal en- “ lead , as I could depend on the ves.

trance into the harbour, and “ sel staying. These shoals extend

s with the before-mentioned offing along the west side, from nearly

" from the islands, and at N. E. opposite the Seal Islands, till

E. conrse by compass , will " coming abreast of Elizabeth's

carry a vessel up to Elizabeth's Cove, where they fall in with

“ Cove, when a berth may be " the western shore."

e chosen , as circumstances may “ In hazy thick weather, or in

make it convenient. Our course “ the night, after passing the Seal

“ was Souih W. W. by compass, Islands, which are anexcellent

66 ' which carried us clear of every “ mark , I would recommend

VOL. 5,
" going

66

* K
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“ going into no greater depth, in keel, and escape danger ; full of

“ standing over from the eastern sand shoals, steer for the outside
“ shore to its opposite, than ten or passage of Moncur's Island .

« twelve fathoms of water, as On the 4th of May, in sight of

“ fourteen will be found very near Cape Dromedary, bearing at noon

" the flats. On the east side no- S. W. S. sixteen or seventeen

" thing of the kind is to be appre- iniles ; weather wet, squally , and

“ hended ; it will only be neces- variable.-Observation next day at

sary to give those points a berth noon in 34° 40' S .; strong gales

" that appear rocky, as some of from N. and E. drives the vessel

“ them run out from the shore back into lat . 36 ° 8'S. Cape Dro

“ two or three cables' length ; be medary then bearing E. by S. seven

tween these points, the beach or eight miles . Current very strong

“ will generally be found sandy, to the southward, but mostly de

" and avessel maystandin fivefa- pendent on the winds ; indeed, the

- thoms water without danger." short heavy swell usual on the

Western Port , capable ofcontain- coast has been before ascribed to

ing several hundred sail of shipping the current running in opposition

in perfect security from storms; to the wind . Bass's straights origi

easy to work in and out from , si- nally supposed to exist by governor

tuated in a country very desirable Hunter ; on whosesuggestion the

for cultivation ; very healthy cli- enterprising spirit of M. Bass made

mate, and capable of being forti- the discovery . Compelled by bad

fied. A preferable passage to round- weatherto put into Botany -bay for

ing Jassman's head . — The south- twenty -four hours ; arrive at Port

ernmost point of New Holland as- Jackson on the 14th of May , 1801,

certained to be the 39th degree of the crew allwell and hearty.

S. latitude. The Lady Nelson ordered to

M. Grant proposes weathering convoy lieutenant-governor colonel

the land , or western shoulder of Paterson to Hunter's River, other.

New Holland , but the governor wise called Coal River, from the

declines his offer. Is of opinion abundance of coal on its banks.

cime will disclose the utility of Sails onthe 10th of June, in com

such discovery . Jarvis' Bay, and pany with the Francis schooner,

I'ort Stephens (unknown, except intended to be loaded with coals.

by name) ought to be surveyed The object of this voyage being a
and laid down in the charts, survey of the river, andan investi

Attempt a survey of the coast gation of its natural productions,the

from western point to Wilson's colonel is attended by Dr. Harris,

Promontory, or the southern point ensign Barrellier, the Surveyor,and

of New Holland; winter an im- a number of workmen , and labour

proper season ; find it impracticable; ers ; also a native, named Bangaree.

the Promontory, entirely open to On the 11th, at noon , obseryea in lat.

the south ; a good shelter to be found 33° 35 ' S. the north head of Broken

under Cape Liptrap. Bear up to Bay, bearing W. by S. distance ten

the eastward of the Proinontory, or twelve miles . A pilot comes

keep the shore on board ; false on board, who mistakes the passage

keel gives warning of ground , haul from the following circumstances :
cluse the wind, heave up to the There is an island at the entrance

of

1
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of Hunter's river; and the pilot now through, carrying five, four, and

descrying an island , situated in the threehalf fathoms with them, close

sameway, off Reid's mistake, (ly- to the island; land at high water,

ing to the northward of Brother's by clanbering up the entrance.

Bay ), is easily led to mistake one This side covered with grass, the

land -mark for the other, as had others perpendicular, and crumbling

been done by M. Reid, which oc- gradually into the sea ; find a beau

casioned the latter island to be so tiful river on the summit, inter

named . The error not discovered. spersed with islands, and extending
till within half a mile of the shore ; as far as the eye can reach : hoisted

the weather fair ; in seventeen fa- an union flag on this charming spot,

thoms water, get out the boat to as a signal of its being the right
reconnoitre the place ; hands on entrance . The island well calcu

board employed in fishing ; take a lated to defend the mouth of the

number of snappers, and other fish . river, admirably adapted for a sig

Dr. Harris, who went on shore, re- nal tower, or light-house . Between

turns with a native, who having the island and the river, an open

discovered the boat; exclaimed se- ing, about three cables length , full

veral times, Whale-loat, and Bud- of rocks, with a very heavy surf

geric dick ; or Good dick. Jumps beating overthem ; their influence
into the boat without the least he- felt from one side to the other of

sitation . No traces of fresh water the river ; passage too dangerous to

discoverable ; seä breaks very hea- attempt ; tow and sweep round the

vily in an inlet behind the island ; island, (two descriptive plates .)
the stranger introduced to the na- Evident marks of a former con

tires on board, who intreat liim nection with the main land ; a rich

to sit ; a token of friendship ; a long coal mine, easily worked, and

silence ensues ; such being their highly advantageous to the colony
usual etiquetie, which no remon- of New South Wales, from its

strance can break in upon ; at the approximity ; latitude, by observa

expiration of twenty minutes, be- tions at noon, 32° 57' 34" S. The

came gradually more intimate, ap- island, called Coal Island, bearing

proaching nearer and nearer , till W. N. W. distant three or four

all formality was banished -- do not miles. The true latitude of the

understand each other perfectly ; island , computed to be 32 ° 35' S.

otten the case with the New Hol- ebb very strong at the erftrance;

landers . lay under the island within pistol

At three, P.M. get underweignį shot, for the night, in three fa

at five, see another high perpendi- thoms and a half water . At day

rular island, bearing N. 'eight or light proceed up the fiver ; anchor
nine miles , which is taken for the opposite to a saw -pit, for cutting

real entrance ; hoist out the boat, cedar, which tree is large, excel

find the entrance very narrow, with lent, and abundant on these banks ;

a reef on one side , and a very heavy steady the vessel, by making the

surf breaking over it . On the other hawser fast to a tree. The harbour

side some heavy breaking, and the safe, and of several miles extent ;

fʻssage in very much troubled and well sheltered from every wind
all but breaking. Determine to that blows.

attempt it in the boat below ; they Examine the different strata of

risk the entrance of the vessels, fail the coals, load the schooner ; and

K2 dispatcb

ܘ
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dispatch her in eleven days, with from Sydney, who , with two others

forty tons, employing only one had been wrecked here , in a boat;

man in digging the mine. in a state of extreme debility, har

The place excellent for wood ing precariously subsisted for

cutters , and colliers : good pas- thirty -two days, on whatever he

turage for sheep, and a tine could pick up on the shore ; one

soil , well sheltered from the of his companions killed by the

winds ; intersected with beau- natives, the other choaks himself

tiful vallies, and gentle ascents ; with the prickly bones of the toad

penetrated some distance; saw fish ; taken on board ; carefully

many Kangaroos; met with a na- mursed, and sent on board the

tive,who soon leaves them . Thena- Frances back to Sydney, quite

tive Dick missed in an excursion . restored.

Colonel Paterson discovers some Meet with an elderly native of

copper , and iron ores ; the latter, the inferior class, called Bush na

strongly impregnated, and rich in tives ; conduct him on board ; sin .

metal ; haul the seine, catch gular dexterity in climbing up the
abundance of fish , mullet, &c. vessel's side, by stretching out his

employ the sawyers in cutting down arins as far he could reach, and

trees, the bark of which resem- then bringing his feet to the same

bles cork ; find the timber light, place with a jerk ; language unintel

close, and durable ; build a boat ligible, dissonant and uncouth ; the

of this wood, which resists the ef- sounds plaintive, but scarcely re

fect of wormson its bottom. Dis- sembling speech ; he had the whole

cover an island in the harbour of his front teeth perfect, contrary

which is called Ash Island , from a to the usage of New Holland ; the

tree whose quality much resembles custom being, to cause one of the

ash ; great numbers growing ; af- incisors of the upper jaw to be

terwards send a quantity to Sydney; eradicated at an early period of

penetrate a creek nearly abreast of their lives : refuses to eat or drink ;

them , find part of a net evidently when suddenly espying a carion crow

the work of an European ; many newly shot, he greedily devours it ,

useful kinds of wood, one very entrails and all, having previously

particular, whose leaves sting like just heated it in the galley : give

nettles. Dick returns after an ab- him a tomahawk , and send him

sence of 48 hours ; go up the arm ashore ; soon shewsits use ; makes

of the river, from whence fires a notch in a tree with bis instru

are discernible , to explore the merit, places his foot in it ; makes

country ; disappointed in the pur- another higher, and so on, till he

suit by fats and shoals ; trees en- reaches the top, a height of about

crusted with oysters, and quantities forty feet, descends by another and

of oyster-shells along the shore ; makes off. Colonel Paterson, whose
excellent for lime. long residence in New Holland,

During their stay see varieties of and curiosity of observation , make

birds ; theminers take sone wild him competent to judge, declares
cats , which resemble the wea- this man to differ from all other

zel ; are blood -stickers, and prey natives; he was perfectly naked,

chietly in the night; sound ; be- and without even a mark of having

hold a miserable picture of hu- had a stick thrust through the

man wretchedness , a poor creature cartilage of his nose ; an orna
ment
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ment described by colonel Collins; which had fires in them ; in others,

joined by a partyemployed up the a species of worm , called Calra,

river, by the commissary ,in cutting a filthy eatable, though not badly

cedar ; take them on board ; shew tasted when dressed : this worm

evident marks of depravity ; build grows to a large size, and soon re

a hut for the colliers ; saw the duces timber growing on the banks

cuckoo, the snipe, and a species of a river, to a perfecthoney- comb ;

of hawk that preyed on fish ;many it is of a glutinous substance,

kinds of four- footed animals ; catch hardened by fire, to the consistenco

a jew fish , most excellent eating ; of marrow. The New Hollander

plenty in this river. feeds filthily ; make a new ac- .

On June 28, move six miles up quaintance with a native ; eats

the river : Mr. Barellier employed readily of every thing put before

in the survey ; colonel Paterson, him , but refuses salt, or mustard ;

Dr. Harris, and Mr. Leurin, an in- will not touch spirits ; infinitely

genious draftsman of natural his- tractable ; elderly , short in stature,

tory ; go up the river to examine butwell made; arms and legs longer

its course, and inspect the country : than his other proportions : land

woods abound with light timber ; him ; returns to the banks of the

meet with the cabbage tree ; fell river next day with a boy about
it ; eats better crude than drest. seventeen ; the arms and the legs

On 4th July , Launch returns of the latter remarkably long ; sit

with a letter from colonel Paterson, for their pictures ; their delight at

dated Schank's forest,Pastun Plains, being so noticed ; both perfectly

forty miles distant from the vessel . naked.

On the 7th , set off to join them The colonel discovers a species

with a recruit of provisions; river of flax, which he considers valua,

very serpentine, and about as broad ble ; collects specimens of many

as the Thames, at Kingston : the rare and valuable plants, particu

cedar on the banks bore evident larly some varieties of the Fern

marks of frequent immersion in tribe ; but unfortunately the whole

the water, to the depth of forty or are lost , by the negligence of his

titty feet ;moant a beautiful ascent, servant, who employs the bag of

richly clothed with grass ; an exten- plants for a pillow , which , by laying

sive view of a fine champain coun- too near the fire, is totally con

try ; would make a very eligible sumed ; the servant narrowly escapes

settlement ; call the eminence the effects of the flames. The

mount Egerton ; hear the bugle colonel scientific in Botany, and

horn ; answer the signal ; join the natural history : His affability and

party. engagingmanners; leave a boat and

Proceed high up ; see some na- seine with the colliers, and return

tives for the first time, who fly at 10 Sydney . Sail on the 22d

their approach;embark ; see several July, and arrive on the 25th fol.

natives with their canoes, leave lowing.

biscuits in the canoes ; some of

ܐ
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GENERAL REMARKS.

New Holland, which compre- stick, made of the lightest wood,

hends New South Wales, is an and not unlike a fishgig, with which

islard of large extent, lying be- they strike the fish , as they glide

tween 10 ° 39' nearly of southern along the stream .The spearfashioned

latitude ; in climate various ; capa- to a point with aflint stone, or oyster

ble of producing silk , wine, oils, shell, is at once their weapon of de

fruits, grain, &c. The horned cattle fence, and an engine to catch birds ;

multiplied very much in the woods ; thus equipped, they supply them

sheep thrive well ; yarn spun from selves with all the necessaries of life,

theirwool,much approved ;thebreed and if by labor or inheritance, a native

of horses good, and encreasing ; possesses a mago, or hatchet, he is

materials for dying plentiful ; the very rich ; with this latter instru

air remarkably, salutary ; its , ment he climbs, with wonderful

good effect on the convicts, who facility, the highest and most bulky

soon became stout and healthy, and tree to gather fruits and honey,

their offspring vigorous and pro- or catch squirrels ; with these he

mising. Colonel Collins's account also cuts branches to build his hut,

of the customs and manners of and kills the kangaroo, on which

New Hollanders is so full and ac- he feasts.

curate, it would be superfluous to The New Hollander is mild ,

detail them here ; the author con- quiet, and inoffensive in his dis

fines himself to comparative re- position, unless roused by injury;

marks . his rules of equity and justice are

These natives go perfectly naked plain and sinple, borrowed from

all the year ; their wants like those nature, and exercised with impar

of the aniinal creation, few and tiality . He is not deficient in cou

easily supplied; the labor necessary rage, and skilful in action ; and let

to procure their food, and its siin- it be observed, for the honor of the

plicity, contribute to their sound re- new settlers, that every means is

pose ,which they seek in the longest practised to render the lives of the

grass, or under the most shady tree, natives comfortable and happy, and

at whatever hour they feel inclined to raise them to a state of cultivzuion .

to rest. A native named Benelong visited

Such being their uniform life, England , with governor Phillips,

their ideas are as limited as their and returned, far from being im

habits , and their language confined proved by his voyage ; having ac

to a very few words, which seem quired the habit of drinking strong

to vary with circumstances; hence liquors to excess, which render him

the difficulty between strangers to disorderly and upgovernable ; (his

understand each other ; having no- portrait and another plate of a chief

thing to excite talent, their dex- in a canoe] The observant and

terity is chiefly confined to their imitative powers of the natives,

ingenuity in fishing, for which male and female, are rery remark

purpose they usually carry a slender able.

In
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In cases ofwounds or contusions, Josepha; the vessel very leaky, and

the New Hollanderseeks his curein the weather extremely boisterous;

rest ; and the subtle poison of thc beat round Cape Horn ; make

serpent is extracted , by pressing Faukland's Ísland, and sail for the

on the part affected with a liga- Cape of Good Hope ; becalmed

ture, and then sucking out the from the middle of February to

venom : excessive fatigue is re- the latter end of March ; - A

moved by chaffing the limbs and dreadful interval ; in danger of

annointing them with salma ; and perishings happily relieved by an

like other savage nations, they American ; experiences much per

have those among them who sonal inconvenience from a full

pretend at divination , and the diet, on a debilitated habit ; re

inystery of spells and charms, covers health and strength on shore.

On the 12th of April, sails for

Mr. Grant leaves Port Jackson England, with captain Rowley, in

in a Spanish vessel, called the Anna H. M. S. Imperieuse.

1

Notes relative to the late Transactions in the MAHRATTA EMPIRE.

Fort William , Dec. 15 , 1803 . With an Appendix of Official

Documents, and also Six Engravings, illustrative of the several

Battles, from Drawings taken on the spot. 1 vol . 4to . J. Debrett,
Piccadilly.

The volume before us , which is The first pages of this work not

said to have been transmitted from only tend to substantiate the right

India for the purpose of publication , of the peishwah to conclude trea

contains a series of official papers, ties with any other power of India ,

explanatory of the recent trans- independent of the feudal chief

actions in the Mahratta empire, tains or barons of the Mahratta

and to these is pretixed an account empire, but likewise demonstrate

of the constitution of the Mahratta that it has been the invariable

government, of its relations to practice of the British government

British India, of the hostile views to negotiate all points that included

of the French , the progress of our the general interests of the Mah .

arris, and the motives and policy ratta nation , with the peishwah

that governed our conduct froin the exclusively, as the acknowledged

commencement to ' the close of sovereign of the Mahratta con

the late glorious and successful federady ; in some cases, however,

struggle it has been found expedient, to

This interesting publication, it admit particular chieftains to be

appears, was given to the world come a party and guarantee of a

with the sanction and approval of general treaty , and where the in

the noble governor, under whose terest of an individual chieftain

auspices British India bas attained alone has been involved, separate

its present splendor ; and though local agreements have been entered

it bears not the confirmation of his into with that chieftain , without

lordship's name, yet we may safely reference to the head of the em

pronounce it , from internal evi- „ pire ; but in no instance does it

dence, as well as general concure appear, that a treaty has ever been

rence, to be an authorized and concluded with any other prince
authentic document . other than the peishwah bimself,by

which
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as were

which the empire at large was af- “ to prevent the sovereign power

fected , nor was any other power " of the Mahratta staie, or the

considered by the states general as power of any great branch of

competent to give such engagenent " the Mahratta empire, from pass

a binding and legal validity . ing into the hands of France.

To establish this fact, şo corso “ While the views of the gover

pant to reason and common sense , ment of France shall be directed

the reader is referred to the several to the establishment of its au

negotiations and treaties which lord " thority within the peninsula of

Cornwallis maintained and con- “ Hindustan, it is manifestly the

cluded with the peishwah , as the policy of the British govern

acknowledged lead of the empire , ment, to accomplish such a

without consulting any of the subor- system of alliances with the

dinate chieftains. In fact, the noble powers of India, as nyay pre

governor-generalmighthave added, « clude the occurrence of those

that the right of the peichwoh to " internal convulsias, which

guclude stich treaties
" would afford to France the most

compatible with the security of the “ fi:vourable opportunity of effect

feudatory states , has , never since ing her ambitious purpose .

the existence of the Mahratta na- “ The disturbed siate of tbe

tion , been called in question . “ Mahratta empire would have

The notives and policy of the " afforded an advantageous oppor ..

trosty with the peisliwali, which tunity to the government of

thenoble goreruorexecuted through “ France, for the successful pro

liis anibassadors, at Bisseini, are securion of its favorite object

bext explained, and these are best “ of establishing a dominion with

described in the language of the “ in the peoin -ula of Hindnstan,

publication itself . " The most " by the iniroduction of a military

är eftectual arrangeinent, however, force, for the purpose of aiding

• for securing the Briti: I govern- " tiie cause of oue of the coc

“ ment against any danger from tending parties ; and the fier's

" the Mahratia siates , appeared " of France would have been

to be an intimnie alliance with materially faroured by the

the acknowledged sovereigin strength and efficiency of Mozi

power of the Malatta empire , " sieur Perron's force , established

“ founded up in principles which “ with a great territorial dominion ,
« « should render the British in- “ exterdirg towards the left bank

! ' fuence and military force the .'" of ihe Hindus, through the

“ main support of that power. Punjauh, and comprehending

Such an arrangement appeared Agra, Delhi , and a large portion
"Ito añor the besi security for " of ihe Duab, of the Jumpa and

preserving a due balan. c be- Gages, on the most vulnerable

1 (seen the several states, con- part of our curth -western fron

siiwing the confederacy of the “ jier of Hindustan ; and holds

" Mahriala empiif, as well as for ing the person and nominal

preventing any dangerous union outbority of the unfortunate

or diversion of the resources of " Shah Allum ( the deposed

" that empire. Moghul emperol) in the most

" ]t has always been a principal “ abject and degrading subjection.

" cljee: ot the British government, “ The endeavours of the governor

66
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• pire ."

“ general have, therefore, been able reason , than because his own

“ employed for some years past, unjustifiable schemes of aggrandise

" to establish between the peish- ment were likely to be frustrated

“ wah and the British government, by its effects; but against the fair
“ such a connection as might se- ness of the treaty , or the right of

“cure the stability and efficiency the peishwah to conclude it, we

" of the peishwab's authority, do not find that he could advance

“ under the protection of the any objection ; in fact, he acknow

“ British power, without injury to ledges, in express terms, that “ it

“ the rights of the feudatory “ contained no stipulations inju

“ chieftains of the Mahratta em- “ rious to his just rights. ”

His own hereditary possessions,

The juncture at which this treaty and even his conquests, with all

was concluded, when the feudatory his rights, feofs, and immunities,

chieftains, in actual rebellion, had were secured to him in positive and

forced their sovereign to abandon unambiguous terms ; but he was

his capital , as well to avoid the not consulted : this was the osten

thraldom of Scindeah, as the more sible sourceof discontent ; he there

imminent danger from Holkar, fore , although professing friend

was critically favorable to the Bri- ship and peace, hung aloof from

tish interest; true policy united with our amicable overtures, under the

justice, and wisdom with good appearance of sullen irresolution ,

faith, to authorize a defensive but really with a view to gain time

treaty with an injured monarch, to advance his preparations to admit

who, until he fell under the over- of the co- operation of the rajah of

bearing domination of Scindeal, Berar, and to let the rainy mon

seemsto have retained every good soon , a season unpropitious to his

disposition towards the British cavalry, pass away, before he com

government. menced actual hostility .

The partition treaty which lord The rajah of Berar seems to

Cornwallis entered into with the have entered with most unwise

peishwah and the Nizam , of the precipitation into Scindeah's de

treasure and territory wrested from signs, from no other motive than

Tippoo, without admitting any of the hope of predatory gain . The

the subordinate Mahratta states to annexation of part of the Nizam's

share in the spoil , seems to have dominions to those of Nagpore,

inspired Scindeah with the ani- was probably an object of his cu

mosity towards the English which pidity ; and he might promise to

he has manifested on every occa- himself a repetition of that dis

son, and by every means short of graceful mulet of 300,0001. which

open hostility, for which his plans had been exacted from the British

were not sufficiently matured ; but government, in the hour of its dis

no sooner had the treaty of Bassein tress, by his predecessor Moodajee

come to his knowledge, of which Booslha, as the price of his for
by the way, he was cordially in- bearance. Whatever were his

vited to become a participator, than views, he marched in person at the

he determined to obstruct, by force head of his army, and on the 3d of

of arms , the alliance we had en- June, 1803 , encamped near the

tered into with his legitimate ground occupied by Scindeah's
sovereign, and for no other ascrib- forces.

A.
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war.

As soon as this junction was ef- commanded in Bundelcund, and

fected , the confederate chieftains circular invitations to the same

acted with less caution than they effect were forwarded to the

had before observed ; their de- Rohilla chieftains, and to all the

meanor to the English resident was independent princes of India , whose

marked with the most intolerable co -operation miglit in any way aid

insolence, whilst in their language the purposes of the confederate

they mingled the menaces of war, chieftains.

with an affected and insincere de. The instances of chicane , equi

sire to continue at peace ; their vocation and insidious propositions

actions, however, indisputably and references by which these chief.

proved that their intentions were tains endeavoured to protract the

They pressingly invited time, and spin out a fraudulent nego

Hoikar, the rebellious rival and tiation until the adverse season should

enemy of Scindeah, to forget per pass by, are detailed in the pages

sonal animosities, and join the before uswith great precision ; and

confederacy against the English and they exhibit a curious specimen of

the peishwah. They maintained Eastern duplicity ; of that short ,

a local position , with their armies, sighted cunning which oftener de

that commanded the passes which feats its own purposes than deceives

leads into the Nizam's dominious, others. The gov.general, it may be

and presented a point the most fa- supposed , was not likely to becoine

vorable for the cornmencement of the dupe of such artifices - he de.

an attack . manded, as a proof of the pacific

The combined armies exceeded sincerity which they so lavishly

60,000 men , provided with 210 professed, that they should imme

pieces of canuon, and the leaders of diately separate their armies, and

this truly formidable array only each return to his own country ;

waited for the cessation of the mon- whilst our army, which , as a mea

soon , io cast off the slight veil with sure of security, had taken an ad .

which they still judged it prudent vanced position , were to retire by

to cloak their aggressive views. corresponding movements ; and to

In addition to these propfs of give greater promptitude and vigour

hostile intention , on the part of to the steps necessary to be pursued ,

the confederated chieftains, of his excellency invested general

which, in fact, their meeting on Wellesley, who commanded the

the spot they did, and in such British army , with full powers to

force, was sufficient evidence, the act as his representative, to propose

governor general received informa- this ultimatum to the confederates,

tion through an undoubted channel and in case of non -compliance, to

that Scindeah had transmitted orders commence instant and vigorous

to general Perron , who commanded hostility .

the French army in Hindustan , to Although the importance of the

place the troops under his command subject under our review has in

in a state of preparation for the duced usto exceed the limits which

field “ with a view to an eventual we find it necessary to prescribe to

rupture with the British govern- ourselves in a work that com

ment.” Similar instructions were prehends such variety of matter,

also sent to Shunee Behauder, yet we cannot refrain from present

and to Himmut Belauder, who ing our readers with a summary, or
result

1
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nor
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war ;

2

result of the foregoing statements “ nacing position , on the frontier

in the nervous language of the pub- “ of our ally the Nizain , for

lication before us.

“ the purpose of enabling them
“ First, that according to the eventually to carry thosedesigns

or evidence of facts, and to the into execution .

“ distinct avowal of Scindeah and 5thly. That the public and

“ the rajah of Berar, those chief- insulting menace of war against

“ tains had no cause of complaint “ the British government, uttered

against the British government, by Dowlut Rao Scindeah , on the

any reason to apprehend that “ 28th of May, 1803, was an open

“ their just rights and interests " avowal of an hostile spirit, and

were exposed to hazard by the an act of direct hostility ; and

arrangements concluded be- “ therefore a sufficient cause of

" tween the British government

unless that menace had
“ and the peishwah .

" s been effectually retracted by
2dly. That the junction and “ such a movement of that chief

“ continuance of the armies of

" tain's army,
as should haveso those chieftains on the frontiers

rs secured the British
interests

“ of the Nizam , near Adjun- “ against the
accomplishment of

tee, were evidently unnecessary so insolent and wanton a threat.

“ to any purpose connected with
" That the confederate army con

“ the security of their rights , or " tinued to maintain the means of

“ with the protection or internal
commencing , with advantage,

arrangement of any part of their “ the war which Scindeah liad de

" " territorial possessions; and that, « nounced ; and that the same

“ if either Scindeah or the rajah ... hostile spirit was manifested by

“ of Berar had really entertained “ various preparations and arrange

apprehensions of Holkar's more- ments dangerous to the British

ments , they could not have con- government and its allies ; and

“ tinued in their actual position " that these acts of aggression

“ ' with common prudence, but were menaced and committed

must, for their own safety , not only without any cause of

“ have retired in the direction re- “ complaint deducible from the

quired by major-general Wel- measures and proceedings of the
lesley; since Holkar, at that time, “ British government,' or of its

occupied a position in the vicinity “ allies, but under distinct acknow

“ of Scindeah's dominions in Mal- “ ledgement of the pacific nature

“ of our arrangements with the
" 3dly. That the general con- peishwah , and under an avowed

" duct and language of those “ conviction of our amicable in

" chieftains, indicated designs of “ tentions.

an hostile nature against the 6thly. That the hostile nature

“ British government, and its allies “ of the proccedings of thoso

" the peishwah and the Nizam ; “ chieftains, and their repeated

" and that Scindeah bad distinctly “ violation of public faith , preclu

" declared , on the 28th of May, “ ded all reliance on their promises

" that he and the rajah of Berar “ and professions , and rendered it

“ meditated eventual war .

“ the duty of the British govern4thly. That / those chieftains ment to require the separation
assembled their armies in a me- " and return of their armies to

och

" wah

their
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“ their respective territories , as and form a series of valuable doca

“ the only security for the rights ments, most interesting from their
" and interests of the British go- importance, and most astonishing

vernment and its allies, against from the achievements which they

“ the declared designs of those recount; almost every separate dis

« confederated chieftains. patch announcing a separate vic

“ 7thly. That this requisition tory.

was accompanied by a proposal The total and irretrievable de

" to withdraw the British army struction of the French principality,

“ from its advanced position at which had for yearsbeen growing

Ahmednuggur, in the Dekan ; up in the heart of Hindustan , and

" and that such proposal was not had nearly reached maturity , though

“ only an incontrovertible proof of not a primary object of the war

" the justand pacific views of the yet maybe accounted, perhaps, the

" British government, but fur- happiest of its consequences.

w nished ampie security to the The fair, manly, and candid ex

“ confederated chietiains, against position which this publication con

" the possibility of any danger tainsof the latent springs of action ,

“ which could be apprehendedby the views of policy, the grounds of

" them , from a compliance with right, on which every resolution of

our requisition to separate, and the noble governor was framed,

" withdraw their armies. It was give to it features utterly distinct

“ evident, therefore , that after the from most of the modern state ma

" denial of this just requisition , nifestoes that have come under our

" the defence and security of our observation ; here we find no

rights, and those of our allies , loose and general invectives , no

" could only be maintained by re- vague and criminatory declamation ;

“ sorting to arms against Scindeah every accusation is followed by its

“ and the rajah of Berar." proof ; every question of right is

In our account of the Mahratta canvassed and argued on plain prin

war , inserted in a preceding partciples of justice, intelligible to

of this volume, our readers will every capacity ; and we may safely

find a detail of the military opera- assert, that the history of empires

tions which ensued in consequence does not furnish an instance of a

of the hostile perseverance of the similar convulsion taking place in a

confederated chieftains. These are nation where more copious and sa

narrated in the pages before us with tisfactory information has been given

Jucid perspicuity and arrangement to the world, of the origin and

The official reports of the generals causes of that convulsion ;and we

who commanded armies, and of the think ourselves fully justified in

officerswhoconducted detaciments, adding, where there was less that

are annexed to this publication, needed concealment.



BRIEF REMARKS on the MAHRATTA WAR, and on the rise and

progress of the French Establishment in Hindustan, under Generals

De Boigne and Perron ; 8vo. P. p. 33, price 1s. Cadell and Davies,

London , 1804.

These " Brief Remarks," though « The situation where Monsieur

coming from the pen of an anony- Perron chose to fix his head .

mous writer, are unquestionably “ quarters, was particularly judi

the production of a person tho- “ cious. In the Duaab, on the

roughly versed in eastern politics, • plains of Coel , a few miles

and accurately informed of the “ within the eastern bank of the

state of India previous to our late “ Jumna, he erected cantonments

azduous and successful contest with “ for a numerous army, and re

the confederated Mahratta chief- paired, or rather constructed

tains, and the l'rench force estab- “ a-new, the almost impregnable

lished at Delhi ; the magnitude “ fort of Allyghur ; from this

which the latter had attained , and commanding position , he held

the fortunes of the adventurer " s both Delhi and Agra in check ,

De Boigne, whose ambition and “ and hung upon the very verge

enterprizing talents founded the “ of our frontiers, in our most

new empire of France, in Hindus- “ vulnerable quarter, whence he

tan , are described in a concise and « could either retreat or attack, as

clear narration .

“ he chose, without the interven
Monsieur Perron , a man no way “ tion of any natural impediments

interior to De Boigne, succeeded " to prevent his overrunning and

on the departure of the latter for “ destroying that part of our pos

Europe, on account of health, to « sessions from which it may

the command of the French army, safely be asserted that British

and to the territories and revenues “ India derives her vital strength ."

enjoyed by his predecessor, nor The peace of Amiens, thouglı

did the power and interests of the fraught with latent ills for England,

French nation at all decline under yet menaced India with far greater

his adıninistration . He improved danger. The hour in which bos

every advantage that had been tilities were suspended , was,

transmitted to him, and possess- the part of France, the hour of

ing the uncontrolled government commencing the most ' vigorous

of the imperial city, and the preparations for a renewal of war.

custody of the blind, super- The plans that had previously been

anuated Emperor, he considered digested and arranged in the cabi

himself, and virtually became an net of Buonaparte, for accomplish

independant potentate. Having ing our ruin in the east, were

garrisoned Agra and Delhi, che instantly acted upon : Monsieur

the capital, the other, in importance De Boigue, full of knowledge,

at least, if not in actual strength, resided in the city of Paris, and

the principal fortress of India , he

was a personage highly distinselected a position for his personal guished at the Thuilleries ; a cor

residence, and the head -quarters of respondence had constantly been

bis army, which is thus described : maintained wih Perron , whose

only

6

on
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only want was that of skilful offi. “ measure of their disappoint:

cers to discipline and lead hisforces; ment, thosewho had landed tere

with every other requisite of war, “ soon after madeprisoners ofwar."

he was amply provided . He pos- To such a situation of affairs in

sessed territory, revenue, artillery, in regard to France , our author is

and men ; and to this single defect inclined to refer much of the policy

peace, insidious peace, could alone that influenced the treaty of Bas

supply a remedy. Without any sein , and in this opinion ,weare dis

loss of time, after the conclusion posed to coincide. At the same

of the treaty, a body of troops time, he urges, with considerable

sailed from France, avowedly to strength ofargument, the primary

occupy Pondicherry, but really for question of the peishwah'sright to

the service of Perron and the conclude that treaty, and the un

Mahrattas. Two hundred young justifiable aggression of the con

men , highly accomplished , and federated chiefs, in opposing the

perfect in the duty of officers, stipulations it contained, which

were destined to drill , instruct, and appear to have in view the preser

when the opportune moment should vation of their legitimate rights and

arrive , to lead the legions of France possessions, as much as those of

into the very heart of the Britisli their acknooledged sovereign the

empire. peishwah .

It was imagined that after land- The estimate of the forces and

ing on the continent of India , no revenues of Perron , are given in

farther obstacle would be opposed detailed returns, containing a par

to the progress of these adven- ticular enumeration of the strength

turers into the Mahratta terri- of each corps ; the number of

tories , “ But in such a suppo- field -pieces attached to it , and the

“ sition , these gentlemen , and the name of the commander ; erery

“ person who sent them , greatly province also of Monsieur Perron's

“ underrated the vigilance of the territories is distinctly stated,

present governor- general of with the revenue it yielded ; like

India ; he had thorough infor. Wise the amount of duties, cus

“ mation of all their designs, and toms, and coinage : these state

saw clearly the consequences ; ments, more copious on the sub
1. and our young adventurers, ject of revenue, than any we had

every one of whom meant, like before seen , bear internal evidence

“ De Boigne, to be a sovereign of their own authenticity , and of

prince himself, found, on land- the accurate information of the

ing, to their unspeakable mor author ; how few persons in Eng .

“ tification , that their peregrina. land, previous to the disclosure of

“ tions were not suttered to exceed facts produced by the war, would

" the contracted limits of their bave credited the mere assertion

" own colony ; they blastered, and that an obscure Frenchman , had so

strutted, and swore, but to very established his influence in Hin

“ little purpose ; they loudly com- dustan, as to become the absolute

plained that they were en cage, sovereign of a country that yielded

" and so they were, as far as re- an annual revenue of more than

garded admission into the interior a million and a half sterling,main

“ of India ; every door was closed tained an army of 39,000 men ,

against them , and to fill the and could bring into the field 400

66

pieces d
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SO

pieces of artillery. Well may the for every exigency, and while, with

author say, “ Every reflecting man one arm , he crushed the enemies of

“ in England must shudder at the his country, with the other he sup

abyss that was prepared for us, ported her commerce and her

“ and from which we have credit, as the solid basis of all

“ narrowly escaped ." national prosperity and wealth .

The emancipation of the wretch- We shall finish our review of this

ed emperor, Shah Allum, from the spirited pamphlet, with the con

galling yoke of his oppressors, is cluding words of its intelligent au

adverted to as an act that cannot thor :

fail to impart pleasure to every « On such an unexampled state

feeling and generous breast. Pub- “ of prosperity we congratulate

lic credit also , in place of sinking , " the public : the page of history ,

as is usual under circumstances of • from a remote period of time,

war, is represented to have risen " tells us, that the nation which

from the impression which the na- “ possessed the greatest share of

tives of India entertained of the ve the commerce of India , has

justice of our measures , and the " always predominated in the scale

improved stability and security European states . That source

which the British empire was likely “ of greatness we now almost

to derive from the result. Neither “ exclusively enjoy , and cannot

was the scale of our commerce “ fail to retain it so long as the

contracted by our military expences. “ wisdom , justice , and energy ,

The India company had no cause r which have been displayed in

to complain of any defalcation in " the Mahratta war, continue to

their investments. The compra- “ direct ourcouncils in the cabinet,

hensive mind of him who governed " and to animate our exertions in

the helm of state ,provided resources " the field.”

ASIATIC
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Asiatic ResearchES , or TRANSACTIONS of the Society instituted

in Bengal, for inquiring into the History and Antiquities, the Arts,

Sciences, and Literature of Asia. Vol.6 .Vol. 6. 1801 .

(Continued from our last Register.)

A description of the Caves, or Excavations on the Mountain about a mile

to the eastward of the town of ELLORE.

This paper, written by sir materials of which it is composed

Charles Malet, exhibits an ela- are of the most durable sort, and

borate, but certainly not a per- seem designed as a lasting memo

spicuous description of these stu- rial of that ingenuity and industry

pendous and wonderful excavations. for which the worshipers of Brahma

To enable our readers to form some are so justly fained.

idea of this monument of ancient Mr. Wales, an artist of con

Hindu art, let them figure to them- siderable merit, who has been for
selves an immense mountain , ex- some years employed in taking de

cavated into spacious halls, and signs of the caves of Ellore, is

lofty temples, supported by pillars likely soon to favour the public

of curious and highly finished with his labours. We shall then

workmanship, and ornamented by be furnished with the best, and

emblematical sculptures of great indeed only sure means of judging

variety and beauty . Obelisks, of the origin of these excavations,

pyramids, and sphynxes, constitute and of the purposes for which they

the principal part of the decorations; were designed. The account here

and the sculptures represent nearly given by sir Charles Malet, though

the whole of the Hindu mytho- calculated, from the nature of the

logy subject, to excite the curiosity of

This work is attributed, by the speculative men , is heavy, dull,

Hindu's, to the five sons of Pandu, and unsatisfactory, from the end

who are supposed to have lived less perplexity in which it is in

about two thousand years before the volved .

time of the birth of Christ. The

Remarks on some Antiquities on the West and South Coasts of Ceylon ,

by Captain Colin Mackenzie, with an additional Paper and Note,

by Mr. HARRINGTON.

This paper furnishes some im- to the relative antiquity of the re

portant facts, in confirmation of the ligion of the Brahmans, and the

opinion which we have had fre- worshipof Buddha. In ourreview

quent occasion to deliver, in regard of Dr. Buchanan's paper on the
religion
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religion of the Burmans, we stated deities ; and upon this edifice, a

as the result of our researches and structure , comparatively modern ,

calculations , that the religion of has been raised , built in a style of

Brahma prevailed in Ceylon, until architecture totally different, and

about six hundred years before surrounded with emblematical re

Christ , when it was supplanted by presentations of Buddha. In ad

the Buddhaean heresy. The exact dition to this striking proof of the

period at which this superstition religion of Buddha having sup

was introduced into Ceylon , cannot, planted that of Brahma , in Ceylon,

indeed, be ascertained ; but of the it is stated that the towns and vil

Brahmanical religion being pre- lages throughout the island, are ,

previously established in the island, the most part, named after the

the description here given by capt. Hindu deities .

Mackenzie and Mr. Harrington , of Every man whose understarding

the Temple at Cogulbudda, near is not perplexed and stultitied by

Caliture, appears to afford the most etymological conjectures, and hy

satisfactory evidence. This temple pothetical etymologies, will , we

exhibits part of a very ancient should imagine , consider such evi

editice , built entirely in the Hindu dence on such a subject, as per:

style, and decorated with sculp- fectly conclusive .

tured figures of the Brahmanical

for

3

On Mount Caucasus, by Captain WILFORD .

" Mount Caucasus," says capt . have been derived from the Sans
Wilford , “ derived its name from crit words para vami, or the pure

the Khasa, a tribe of people whore city of Vani; the same place

desaendants still inhabit that region which , since the Mahommedan

of the earth . Their original coun- conquest, has been commonly

try was Cashgar, to the north -east called Bamiyan. This city is situ

of Cabul , situated in a beautiful ated on the road between Balkh

valley , and watered by a large river, and Cabul. It is remarkable for

which runs through Chatraul, its a vast number of curious recesses,

capital city . But the nanie of cut out of the solid rock , some of

Caucasus extended from India to which, from their dimensions, are

the Mediterranean , from the cir- suppo ed to have been temples :

cumstances of the Khasa having colossal statues, one 240 feet high,

once inhabited the vast range of the other 150, both perfectly erect,

mountains which lies between and fixed to the vast rock , out of

these distant points. The city of which they were cut, attract and

Chautraul, is at present the seat of surprize the traveller. The Brah

a Mahommedan Cheif, a tributary maus and the Buddhists have each

of the Emperor of Cliina. a legend to account for them . The

“ A principal part of the Cau- Mabommclans imagine that they

casus , called Parapamisus, by the represent Caiumeras and his con

Grecian geographiers, appears to sort ; which means, " says captain
Wilford ,* L
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Wilford, " Adam and Eve. Ba- oue historical or geographical fact ;

miyan is named Bahlica in the nor indeed do they furnish any

Puranas, and is often confounded information whatever, on which

with Balkh , by the Persian writers, we can safely rely. For instance ,

wbo mean the former place, when respecting Mount Caucasus,Arian,

they speak of the metropolis of the the most accurate of the Grecian

ancient fire worshippers. historians of Asia, informs us, that

This, and the adjacent coun. it was a mountain of Scythia,

tries, are considered by the natives widely distant from Parapamisus.

as the place of abode of the pro- But captain Wilford, unsettles this

genitors of mankind. A spot here information by asserting, that the

occurs, minutely corresponding Parapamisus of the Greeks, is a

with the Mosaical account of the branch of the Caucasus, without

terrestrial Paradise ; for a small producing any sufficient grounds for

brook , winding through the valley, the assertion.
falls into a lake whence issue four The Khasa are certainly a tribe of

navigable rivers. mountaineers, north -west of India ;

The land of Khavila, abounding but our author has given no reason

iir gold, is found in the district of to believe , that they ever extended

Cabul. And though this idea be even as far as the Caspian. The

not countenanced by tradition , antiquity of Bamiyan is proved, not

many circumstances concur to prove only by tradition, but by its remains,

that it was in this vicinity Sway- which attest the workmanship of

ambhuva, or Noah , debarked with ancient artists ; but that it is the

his family from the ark . The Bahlica of the Puranas, appears to

region near Tukht, Soliman, is the us to be a very improbable con

only country where the olive tree jecture : nor can we allow that

is indigenous; and Noah was sup- Balkh , the ancient Bactria , is not

plied with wine, by the vines still the metropolis of the Ignicolists ,

growing spontaneously between mentioned by the Mussulman his.

Bamiyan and the Indus. Aryavarta, torians. As to our author's con

or India , is probally, the Ararautjectures respecting the site of the

mentioned in scripture, whence the garden ofEden , and the resting

patriarchs journeyed from the east , place of Noah's ark, we can only

to settle in Shinar ." observe, that they sound much

Such are some of the principal more like the remarks of a tra

hypothesis which captain Wilford, veller in an eastern romance , than

with his usual boldness has ven- the results of the laborious inves

tured to propose , and with his usual tigation and calm researches of

ingenuity and learning bas strove captain Wilford . Yet , notwitii

10 support. But we must confess standing the defects with which

that they appear to us extremely this paper abounds , it contains many

unsatisfactory : they establishi nó curious and valuable observations .

4

14
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On the Antiquity of the Surya Siddhanta, by Mr. J. BENTLEY.

The Surya Siddhanta, according calculation, that the Surya Sidd

to the received opinion in Hindus- hanta, is entirely a modern pro

tan , and to the positive assertion of duction .

the Pundits, is, the most celebrated It was our intention to have

as well as the most ancient astro . given, in this volume of our Ke

nomical work , of which the Hin- gister, a detailed reply to Ms,

dus can boast . They universally Bentley's apparently formidable ato

believe it to have been received by tack on the antiquity of the Hindu

divine revelation , 2,264,899 years system : but at it is not yet finally

ago . prepared, and as it is essential to be

This calculation , which proceeds correct, even to a figure, we must

from theextravagantnotions oftime, unavoidably postpone it until our

entertained by the nations of India, next Register. In the mean time,

merits not any investigation what- however, we will venture to affirm ,

ever; but every one conversant that the data on which Mr. Bentley

with Hindu astronomy, has allowed grounds his calculation, is erro :

it to be a work of very high an- neous, and that all his results,

tiquity . In opposition to all this, therefore, are widely distant from

Mr. Bentley has, in the paper be- the truth .

fore us, attempted to prove, by
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